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PEEFACE.

Cty/T is now twenty-five years since I began to make lessons for beginners in Mandarin.

^1 I had at that time little thought of ever printing them, or of the extent to which

they would finally grow. At first I made only twenty lessons, but subsequently

added a few at a time, until the number reached fifty. The plan originally

adopted was substantially that which has now been wrought out to completion.

These fifty lessons were copied out and used by beginners for about ten years, when, upon

the arrival of a considerable number of new missionaries in Shantung, I revised the lessons

already made and added others on the same plan, increasing the number to one hundred

and seven. The extent to which these were copied and used, led me, about five years ago,

to take up the whole work with a view to preparing it for publication. I extended and

perfected the plan, added new lessons and thoroughly revised and recast the lessons

already made.

The plan of the course is its distinguishing feature. Each lesson is constructed

plan, to illustrate one or more idioms which constitute its "subject;" the word idiom '

being taken in a somewhat loose and comprehensive sense. The subjects were not

evolved by the application to Chinese of Western grammatical principles and ideas, but

were gathered directly from the Mandarin colloquial by a careful observation of its

peculiar forms and methods. They are somewhat heterogeneous, it is true, but not more

so than the language they are intended to teach, The plan is believed to afford a number

of important advantages, of which the following are the chief :—

1. It facilitates a thoroughly progressive arrangement by which the peculiarities

of the language are set forth in a natural order, proceeding from the simpler to the more

complex and difficult.

2. The student instead of groping his way through a maze of bewildering idioms,

explained in a hap-hazard way in notes and vocabularies, and often falling a victim to

false and hasty generalizations, has given to him in each lesson an intelligible idiom,

which is fully explained in the subject, and strongly impressed by the abundant illustrations

contained in the lesson. These idioms thus become to the student so many landmarks

of progress, and by their acquisition he is made master of the whole structure of the language.

3. The subjects of the lessons, which embrace all the most difficult and important

features of the language, being thus singled out and made prominent, are, on this account,

much more carefully explained and illustrated than would be the case on a different system.
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4. The fact that the lessons are composed of detached and independent sentences,

gives opportunity for the introduction of a wider range of subject matter and of style and

idiom than could be secured on any other plan.

5. A large number of the lessons bring to view classes of particles and of key words

approximately synonymous, yet differing in use and their shades of meaning. By the

study of these lessons the student will acquire a range and variety of expression not easily

acquired in any other way. The prime defect of many Mandarin speakers is that having

got a hold of one such word or expression, they are content to ring the changes on it

alone, all oblivious to the fact that there are various other cognate forms of similar import

yet differing by varying uses and shades of meaning. The result is a monotonous style,

wanting both in vigor and perspicuity.

That the plan incidentally involves some disadvantages, is freely admitted. All

great gains involve minor losses. The chief disadvantages are the following :—

1. The arrangement according to idioms necessitates the keeping back of certain

common and useful forms of expression for an inconveniently long time. This difficulty

was frequently felt in arranging the order of the lessons. It drew from my Chinese

assistant the remark, that each particular lesson seemed to be clamoring to get in first.

The difficulty, however, will not be felt by the learner, and the disadvantage it might

otherwise be to him, has been largely obviated by admitting many such words and phrases

by way of anticipation, and will be further obviated by following the method of study

recommended. (See Introduction : Directions to the student.)

2. Lessons which introduce a considerable number of nearly synonymous words

are liable to confuse the learner with distinctions for which he is not yet prepared, and

which his memory cannot retain. This difficulty, which results from the richness of

the language, may be largely obviated by a judicious method of study. While going

over the whole lesson carefully, let the student fx in his memory one or two of the

more important words for present use, not being too much disturbed that he is not

able to retain the others. When subsequently they are heard in conversation or met

with in books, they will seem like old acquaintances, and will in this way presently

become familiar and their accurate use be acquired.

3. The sentences being disconnected, are harder to understand and more likely

to be misunderstood than if they stood in connected discourse. While this is no doubt

true, it is largely obviated by accurate translations and by suitable notes and explanations,

and is more than compensated by the superior opportunity thus afforded for the ready

introduction of every class of idiom aud every style of expression.

The prevalent style is colloquial, because the object of the book is to teach

St^lC. the spoken language as distinguished from the language of books ; nevertheless

there will be found, especially in the latter half, a considerable mixture of high
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Mandarin and of expressions taken from books. I shall probably be criticised for intro

ducing too much colloquial and too many localisms. To this criticism I would reply, that

there is much misconception as to the extent to which many of these so called localisms

prevail. It does not follow that every expression not commonly seen in Mandarin books,

is necessarily local. I have found by investigation that many such expressions are

practically general. Moreover, a useful expression that prevails throughout two or three

provinces and has an authorized writing, is not to be rejected as local. A man may not

himself desire to use all these colloquial forms, yet it is very important to understand

them when used by others, as they constantly are by the Chinese. The chief advantage

which the Chinaman has in conversation over the average foreigner, is his. ability to use

and to understand these colloquialisms. It must not be supposed, however, that every

sort of colloquialism known to the author or his assistants, has been introduced. Care

has been taken to exclude purely local expressions, especially such as have no authorized

writing, as also to exclude, to a considerable extent, that useless colloquial verbiage which

characterizes all dialects to a greater or less degree, and which is unnecessary and undesirable

in one who would use the Chinese to its best advantage.* As far as possible local peculiari

ties are noted as such and are not repeated.

A more important argument for the use of colloquial is, that general Mandarin,

as it is called, is too narrow in its range to answer all the ends of speech, and has constantly

to be reinforced both from colloquial and from W4n-li. If the speaker of it attempts to

go beyond the narrow range of thought which it covers, he will find himself at a loss for

words, and will be compelled to resort to round-about forms and labored explanations, in

striking contrast with the straightforward and expressive language of him who commands

the abundant resources of the colloquial. He may indeed call in the assistance of the

WSn-li, if his attainments are adequate, but it will be at the expense ofspeaking in a pedantic

and pretentious style unintelligible to the great majority.

Another point worthy of attention, especially on the part of those who desire to

persuade and impress others in public address, is that labored phraseology and paraphrastic

expressions are fatal to oratory, which requires not only weighty and impressive thoughts,

but also vivid and expressive language which fulfils its office as the arrow flies to the mark.

On the other hand it is not unlikely that I shall be criticised for having introduced

too much book language. With reference to this criticism, I would say that very few

learn Mandarin who do not at the same time wish to know something of the book style.

Moreover, the line of demarcation between Mandarin and WSn-li, is but vaguely defined.

They pass into each other by insensible gradations. It will be found also that the book

language of these lessons consists almost entirely of those ready-made and pithy book ex-

* By useless verbiage I mean the ever-recurring and superfluous use of such words as ~T J|SP 65

fli, m, m, *. etc- ~
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pressions, with which good Mandarin speakers and writers enrich and adorn their style,

and which frequent use has made generally intelligible. With these expressions every

one who aims to be a good Mandarin speaker, should be familiar.

The Chinese sentences which constitute the lessons have been gathered

flbftterifilB. from all quarters. After the subjects were made out and arranged,

Mandarin literature was searched for suitable illustrations, and what were

found were copied under their appropriate lessons. All extant Mandarin literature was

considered a legitimate field from which to gather. Much more might have been gathered

from Chinese novels but for the difficulty of finding in them any full sentence fairly

representing the language of common life. The result of this search was that under most

lessons, much more material was gathered than was required, thus giving a choice of the

best. Many sentences also were specially constructed by a number of different teachers,

particularly in the case of lessons embracing colloquial idioms not often found in books.

The sentences have been chosen not only so as to illustrate the various idioms of

the lessons, but pains was also taken to have them embrace as wide a range as possible of

words and ideas. In them will be found the language of domestic, social, literary and

official life ; of art, science, commerce, business, history and religion. It should be

remarked however, that there was no intention to teach history, science, religion or

morals, but simply to exhibit and illustrate the Chinese language. That they do in fact

contain much useful information about China and the Chinese people, is an incidental

advantage of no mean value.

The manner of their preparation implies that the sentences are truly Chinese in

thought, style and idiom With the exception of the short, simple sentences in the first

twenty or thirty lessons, the author has scarcely composed a single sentence in the book.

Not only so, but in the sentences made to order by teachers, or in emendations made in

sentences taken from books, he has left the Chinese teachers to their own spontaneous

judgment, never in any case controlling or overruling them. Of course the Chinese will

not meet the approval of every teacher, for Chinese writers criticise and find fault with

each other just as Western writers do.

The translations are, in the main, literal, being however less and less

(Translation, literal as the lessons advance. The student must not expect, however, that

every word in the English will have its corresponding word in the Chinese.

The structure of the languages is too radically different to make this a possible thing.

Strict conformity to the meaning of the original has been more aimed at than elegance of

language. Neglect of some of the less important words of the Chinese sentence would

oftentimes have greatly exhanced the elegance of the translation. It was felt however that

in order to learn the language accurately, the student ought to have a thoroughly faithful

and accurate translation as a guide. As far as possible, very colloquial Chinese has
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been rendered into colloquial English, and more stately Chinese into more elegant English.

The statements and illustrations of the subjects have been wrought out

5ub|CCt0. with especial care, and contain the most useful and important matter in the

book. In them are comprised all the important idioms of the language. The

English headings are but brief approximations, and must be taken with some degree of

allowance. The subjects were originally worked out in Chinese, and these English headings

were an after-thought. In many cases it was found very difficult to give a brief English

heading that fairly represented the subject.

The definitions of words and phrases are brief, but are nevertheless

IDOdbUlarteS. intended to include all the common Mandarin uses of the words. The

meaning appropriate to the lesson under which the word or phrase occurs, is

italicised for the convenience of the learner. This method of giving a full definition, and

italicising the one needed, has a number of important advantages which make it a decided

improvement over the more common method of simply giving the definition required in the

given case. (1) It prevents the student from learning a secondary meaning at the first without

knowing it to be such. (2) While learning the one meaning of a character the student has

constantly before his mind the fact that it has other meanings, and as he refers again and

again to the meaning required, he will unconsciously become more or less familiar with the

others. (3) It renders the student independent of a dictionary, thus saving much time and

trouble in looking for words. (4) The vocabularies will be found to contain many

definitions not given in any dictionary or vocabulary extant.

The notes are somewhat miscellaneous in their character. The larger number

"ROtCS. are given to the explanation of unusual idioms and difficult constructions.

Phrases too long for convenient definition in the vocabularies, are explained in

the notes. Questions concerning the proper characters to be used in particular cases, as also

the probable analysis of abnormal phrases, are discussed in the notes. In order to elucidate

the meaning of sentences, numerous explanations have been given of historical, political, social,

literary, educational, religious and many other matters, so that the student, while learning the

language, is also learning many other useful and important things about China and the

Chinese. Much time and care have been bestowed on the preparation of the notes, and it

is hoped they will prove not the least useful part of the book.

In projecting and constructing the lessons the most difficult question that

H)ialCCt0. confronted the author was that of dialect. The lessons first made were confined

to the Shantung dialects, and to have carried out and finished the course on

' that plan, would have very greatly lightened the labor involved, but it would have limited

the usefulness of the book to a single province. On the other hand, to have rejected

everything, that savored of a difference of dialect, would have compelled a style far too

high for colloquial Mandarin, and would thus have defeated the main object in view. The
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only practicable alternative was to compare and combine a variety of dialects, which onerous

task has accordingly been attempted. In order to exhibit tli3 practical results, the plan of

parallel readings has been introduced. (See Introduction : Explanations.) The lessons have

been constructed with reference to the dialects of Peking, Chinaufu, Chefoo, Nanking and

Kiukiang,—all that the circumstances of the author enabled him to compass. In order to

compare these dialects, the lessons have been twice revised by the aid of Peking teachers,

tw ice by the aid of Nanking teachers, once by the aid of Chinaufu teachers, and once by the

aid of a Kiukiang teacher ; in addition to which they have been revised, in whole or in part,

by one or more of the best foreign speakers of Chinese in these several places. Pekingese has

received a larger share of attention than any other dialect, partly because it is the court

dialect, but chiefly because there were more published helps by which it may be known.

In carrying out this plan, a vigorous effort has been made to construct a course of

lessons free from the predominant influence of any one dialect ; although it is perhaps too

much to expect that the author and his Chinese assistant should be able to free themselves

from all partiality to their own dialect. It should be remembered, however, that those who

are acquainted with only one dialect, are not altogether competent judges in the premises,

for, missing many of the peculiarities of their own dialect and finding others instead, they

naturally attribute the difference to the undue influence of the author's dialect, not knowing

that those who speak the dialect of the author will equally miss many of its peculiarities

and find others in their stead. It is hoped that the plan pursued will not only make the

book useful to all students of Mandarin, but will at the same time afford many valuable

hints as to the comparison of dialects.

It was with great reluctance that I finally decided to propose

System Of Spelling, a new system of spelling. The preparation of the lessons was

well advanced before this step was decided upon, and the

elaboration of the system has consumed much time and materially delayed the publication

of the work. The most natural thing would seem to have been to use the system already

most in vogue : viz., that of Sir Thomas Wade. I found, however, that this system would

not spell my own dialect, nor in fact any other dialect than Pekingese, and that unless

I left all the other dialects to shift for themselves some other system must be used. It was

proposed for a time to give both Wade's and William's spellings, and a specimen page was

so printed, but the more the subject was canvassed the more evident it became that such a

plan would greatly encumber the book and serve no adequate purpose. Several other plans

were canvassed but rejected as unsatisfactory. Inasmuch as in language and idiom the

book represents several different Mandarin dialects, it was strongly felt that a system of

spelling ought to be provided, adapted to the spelling of these dialects, and comprehensive

enough to embrace them all without violating its own consistency. As no system now

extant fulfilled, or even approximated, these requirements, the author felt constrained to
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propose a new system. In doing this he has not, however, done what would have been

much more simple as well as satisfactory to himself ; viz., proposed de novo an original

system, but has followed strictly in the line of his predecessors, making only such changes

as seemed to be demanded by the exigencies of the case. If the system wins its way, it may

become an important step towards a general system comprehensive of all Mandarin dialects.

The spelling given in the vocabularies is that heard in Peking. This spelling is

chosen, because Pekingese is the court dialect and more popular than any other. In order,

however, to afford opportunity for the insertion of a second spelling, a space has, iu all cases,

been left either after or underneath the Peking spelling. This has considerably increased

the space required for the vocabularies, but will, it is believed, be a very valuable feature to

all who use another dialect than the Pekingese.

For the convenience of the student all that concerns each lesson,—

HrranQCtnent. Chinese, translation, subject, vocabulary and notes,—are brought together

in one place. A convenient and practicable arrangement for accomplish

ing this end, proved to be a matter of no small difiiculty, especially as the lessons and their

parts were not, and could not be made, of a uniform length. In the first twenty lessons

the several parts are printed in order successively. This was found to inconveniently

separate the related parts, and also to make the columns of Chinese characters too lon'o- in

some cases and too short in others, with no chance for adjustment. Accordingly at the

twentieth lesson a different and better plan was adopted; viz., to carry the Chinese text

and translation from page to page along the top, and the other parts in the same way along

the bottom. This plan avoids the defects just mentioned and gives opportunity to adjust the

parts of each lesson to the pages of the book. An apology is due to the student for this

change of plan. The first twenty lessons are printed iu a somewhat larger Chinese type.

This was done because, at the first, students find it easier to distinguish the characters when

printed in large type.

A full syllabic index has been prepared, including all the words and

3nJ)CyC0. phrasesdefined in the vocabularies, subjects and notes. This will enable the learn

er to find any word or phrase at any time. It is also proposed to prepare and print

as soon as practicable, indexes according to the other dialects to which the lessons are

specially adapted, viz., Nanking, Kiukiang, Weihien and Tengchow, which will be furnished

and bound with the book at a small additional charge. An index of the single characters

by radicals, is also added, by means of which characters may be found when the Peking

spelling is unknown. Having the single character the phrases under it may also be found.

My first and chiefest acknowledgments are due to my

flCftnOWlCfcOmente. Chinese assistant, Rev. Tso Li Wen (J& j£ £), who has given fully

four years of constant and diligent labor to the collection and
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preparation of the Chinese text. He has also investigated with me dialectic differences and

has given unstinted and enthusiastic labor to the work in all its details.

Hardly less are acknowledgments due to my wife, who has contributed much

in every way to the perfection of the work,—much more than her modesty will allow me to

acknowledge.

Special acknowledgments are due to Rev. C. Goodrich, D.D., Rev. J. Wherry,

D.D. and Rev. S. E. Meech of Peking, who kindly acted as advisers in the application of

the new system of spelling to the Peking dialect. To them every question was referred,

and in accordance with their verdict every point was decided.

I wish also to acknowledge my indebtedness to Rev. C. Goodrich, D.D. of T'ungchow,

Rev. J. Wherry, D.D. and Rev. J. L. Whiting of Peking, Rev. P. D. Bergen of Chinanfu,

Rev. J. C. Ferguson of Nanking, Rev. F. W. Bailer of Ganking and especially to Rev. J.

R. Hykcs of Kiukiang, for many important criticisms and suggestions, both in general and

in particular. Thanks are due to Rev. J. A. Silsby and Mr. A. Kenmure for valuable

assistance in correcting and revising the proofs.

Finally, thanks are due to the Board of Missions of the Presbyterian Church

and to my own mission in Shantung, for their generous kindness in affording me the time

and opportunity to carry forward and complete this undertaking, and see it safely through

the Press.

With thankfulness to the kind providence of God which has guided and preserved

me and my assistant to the end of this work, do 1 now send forth the book on its mission ;

'earnestly desiring that it may be of great service to many who are preparing themselves to

preach the Gospel to the Chinese. But for the hope that such would be the case, I should

not have been willing to turn aside for so long a time from the more congenial work of

teaching and preaching.

C. W. Mateee,

July 1st, 1892.
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INTRODUCTION.

JV1ANDARIN.

TV/1"ANDARIN, or official language as it is called by

the Chinese, is in its essential features the lan

guage of the people in all the eighteen provinces, except

the coast provinces south of the Yang-tsi.* It may

be divided into Northern, Southern and Western

Mandarin ; and is often further distinguished by prov

inces, as Honan Mandarin, Shantung Mandarin, etc.

Northern Mandarin is largely dominated by Pekingese

which, being the court dialect, is the most fashionable,

and is the accredited language of officials throughout

the empire. Southern Mandarin is more widely

used and is spoken by a larger number of people than

Northern Mandarin. It is not, however, as homoge

neous and includes more words and phrases which

cannot be written, being more or less allied to the

non-Mandarin dialects of the South. Shantung lies

between the two extremes, and its Mandarin may be

approximately characterized as Central. The western

part of the province is much influenced by Pekingese,

with which it has its chief affinities. The eastern

portion has hard initial consonants and is in other

ways related to Southern Mandarin. The people of

this part of the province are the descendants of a

large migration from Hupeh and southern Honan. f

Being quite off the track of emigration from the

North, the dialect has remained comparatively un-

• The term ff fS, as applied by the Chinese to their own

language, seems to imply that originally it sprang up when

the people spoke a language different from that of the

official class; that is to say, it probably took its rise when a

large proportion of the people were not Chinese proper, but

aborigines,—subdued and governed by Chinese rulers. It is

well known that the Chinese came into China from the North

and West. This led to their gradually driving the aborigines

couthward and eastward—a process which has been going on

for at least four thousand years. During this process, and

especially iu its earlier stages, when the aborigines were many

and the Chinese few, there way much commingling of races and

admixture of language, the conquered learning the language of

the conquerors (which they would naturally call "officer talk "),

yet at the same time modifying it to a large extent, as has ever

been the case in similar circumstances. This amalgamation

of language prevailed along the head of the wave of conquest,

which gradually pushed its way southward and eastward, and

as different aboriginal languages were encountered, gave rise

to different dialccU, resulting finally iu what are now the

non-Mandarin coast dialects of the South. In the meantime

the body of the wave was behind, and being continually

changed, not having been affected by the tide which

has been flowing from the North for several hundred

years. It has fewer words and phrases, which cannot

be written by significant characters than any other

dialect with which I am acquainted, and represents

the purest hard sounds now heard in China.

An attempt has been made to adapt the present

course of lessons to both Northern and Southern

Mandarin. "With this end in view they have been

repeatedly revised by the aid of teachers from Peking,

Chinanfu, Nanking and Kiukiang. No opportunity

has been found to make any satisfactory comparison

with the Mandarin of Western China. In some

cases two or more forms of expression have been

found necessary, which have been inserted in parallel

lines, the Northern form being on the right and the

Southern on the left. These parallel readings

generally represent forms of expression, for which

there is no equivalent that is everywhere current.

For a full explanation of these readings, see Explana

tions at the end of this Introduction. The student

can adopt whichever reading his teacher approves.

This method, besides accomplishing the special end in

view, has this incidental advantage, that while the

student need not learn the forms not current in his

own locality, the fact that they have passed under his

reinforced by fresh immigration from tho North, it maintained

a practically pure Chinese. This supposition, as to the

relation of the southern coast dialects to Mandarin, is

strengthened by the fact that these coast dialects depart much

more from the written language (which was purely Chine.-e)

than does the Mandarin, All this is quite independent of the

numerous changes which during these ages Mandarin lias

undergone within itself,

t It is related in the Topography of Peng-lai that at

the close of the Yuan dynasty a man named Cliang Liang.pi

(3fiS K)»then governor of Hupeh, raised a force of over thirty

thousand men, having his head quarters near Jg $g fif. Heing

left without support, he gathered together the families of his

soldiers and gradually retreated to the promontory of Shan

tung, where he took possession of the country and maintained

his independence for a time, but by and by submitted to the

new dynasty, Tradition gives the whole number who oame

with him as about 2(10,01)0, and reports that be drove out or

killed many of the original inhabitants. The general truth

of these statements is attested by tradition pervading the

whole people, by the use of pure, hard sounds, and by the

different character of the people.
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eye, will broaden his knowledge of the language and

give him an advantage in communicating with

persons using a different dialect.

Mandarin is usually distinguished as general or

t'ung-hsing, local, colloquial and book Mandarin.*

T'ung-hsing Mandarin consists of all such words and

phrases as are everywhere current, and are capable

of being written by authorized characters. Local

Mandarin consists of all such words and phrases as

are local in their use, not commonly found in books,

nor capable of being written by authorized characters.

Colloquial Mandarin includes all the words and

phrases, both t'ung-hsing and local, which are in

common use in any given locality. Book Mandarin

consists of words and phrases taken from the literary

style, which are not ordinarily used in speaking but

are found in Mandarin books, being used to supple

ment the deficiencies of the t'ung-hsing Mandarin, as

well as to add to its dignity and elegance. There are

no definite lines of demarcation between these

classes of Mandarin. Every man has his own

standard.

CHARACTERS.

/"CHINESE writing is ideographic, and derived, no

doubt, from a hieroglyphic original. Its origin,

however, is not certainly known, dating back as it

does into the obscurity of prehistoric times. The

meaning of each character is fixed, but the sound

given varies greatly in different places. The great

standard dictionary of the Chinese language, prepared

under the patronage of the Emperor Kanghi, contains

upwards of 41,000 characters, but the greater part of

them are either duplicates or obsolete. Dr. Williams'

dictionary contains over twelve thousand characters,

but of these some are duplicates and many are very

rarely used. The whole text of the Chinese classics

contains 4,754 different characters. There are prob

ably not much over six thousand characters in

general use at the present day. Of these many are

used only in the literary style. Of characters used in

written Mandarin there are not over four, or at most

five thousand. An average educated Chinese speaker

will not use over about two thousand five hundred to

three thousand, and the best speakers not over three

thousand five hundred to four thousand.

Chinese characters were primarily intended to

Write the literary style, which is in a sense a language

by itself. It is only written, and is incapable of

being used as a means of oral communication, except

in ready made phrases, for reasons which the student

will see as he proceeds. Using these characters to

write Mandarin is, to some extent, an adaptation.

This adaptation is, however, quite natural and has

in turn given new meanings to many characters,

while it has also given rise to not a few new

characters. The study of Mandarin serves as an

invaluable introduction to the study of the literary

style or wgn-li SB-

Many characters have two or more meanings

according to the connection in which they are used.

These changes of meaning are not more numerous

nor more difficult to follow than the same kind of

changes in the meaning of words in Western languages.

Many characters also have two or more pronuncia

tions or readings. (See Double Readings.)

Chinese characters are concreted symbols, which are

never modified for the purpose of inflection or conjuga

tion ; henoe there is no interdependence of words in

respect to case, number, person, mood or tense. The

syntax of the language depends entirely upon the

order or arrangement of the words. Not only are

the characters without any inflection but they are not

modified to express related or derivative ideas, as are

so many of our primitive nouns and verbs in English.

Ideas expressed in English by such terminal syllables

as ness, able, ure, ion, ling, er, etc., are expressed in

Chinese by the use of two or more independent

characters, each preserving its own individuality and

joined together by no closer bond than mere juxta

position.

fTIHE most remarkable thing about Mandarin sounds

is the smallness of their number. In the various

Mandarin dialects there are on an average only about

four hundred separate syllables or sounds. The use

SYLLABLES.

of tones increases these sounds to about twelve

hundred. The words in use are of course many more,

say three or four times as many. Hence arises the

necessity of repeating the same sound in several

• T'Ung-hning (jg f?) means everywhere current, and is I ponding English term that I shall take the liberty of using it.

so much more expressive and convenient than any corrcs- '
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senses. These several senses are distinguished to the

eye by different characters, as the words heir and air,

or pair, pear and pare in English. If the words

were distributed uniformly to the several syllables

and their tones, the difficulty arising from so much

repetition of the same sound, would be much less than

it is, seeing they are in fact very unevenly distributed.

Many syllables are wanting in one or more tones,

and one or two characters in one tone are often mated

by a score or more in another tone. Some syllables

have only two or three characters in all, while others

have several score. In practice the difficulty is

overcome by various devices, the chief of which

consists in joining the words in pairs, so that they

may mutually designate each other. See Lesson 52.

Mandarin is distinguished by the fact that nearly

all its syllables end with a vowel. Its only conso

nant endings are n and ng. The Southern non-

Mandarin dialects have in addition syllables ending

in k, m, p and t.

The Chinese language is commonly regarded as

monosyllabic, yet many of its syllables have an

intermedial vowel and are in fact dissyllables. The

SPEL

T?"XGLISH letters cannot be made to represent

Chinese sounds perfectly, so that spelling is at

best but an approximation. Its use, however, if not

a necessity, is at least a very great convenience. A

good system of spelling, well adapted to his own

dialect, will save the learner much labor and many

mistakes. For reasons given in the preface, the

author has not used any of the systems of spelling

now in vogue, but has constructed a modified system

better adapted to the requirements of the case.

The system of spelling used in Dr. Williams'

dictionary fails, partly because it is inconsistent with

itself, and partly because it adopts a standard, the

Wu Fang Yuan Yin, which, so far as the spoken

language is concerned, is obsolete, not being correct

at the present time anywhere in China.

The most popular system, that of Sir Thomas

"Wade, is inconsistent with itself, quite ignores the

relationship of Pekingese to other dialects, and seems

to be constructed as if to preclude its application to

any dialect except the Pekingese.

The system of the China Inland Mission is con

sistent with itself, and is, in many respects, an

excellent system. It is, however, only a system of

initials and finals adapted to Southern Mandarin—

Chinese, however, take no account of this fact, and

foreigners have followed them in regarding all words

as single syllables.

For the purpose of analysis and spelling, the

syllables are separated into initials and finals. The

initial consists of the consonant sound or sounds

which form the first part of the syllable, and the

final, of the vowel or vowel combined with n or ng,

which forms the second part of the syllable.

Syllables beginning with a vowel have no initial. The

intermedial vowel is regarded as a part of the final.

The use of initials and finals offers the best means of

analyzing and classifying the sounds of any given

dialect, as also of comparing one dialect with another.

In native dictionaries the pronunciation of words is

indicated by initials and finals. The initial of one

character and final of another are taken and joined

together to spell the syllable required ; thus tna and

ken spell men, kwei and lang spell kivang, etc. This is

not an original Chinese idea but was derived from

foreigners. Several native dictionaries have also been

arranged according to initials and finals as being more

convenient for referencethan that according to radicals.

LING.

the power of particular letters being left undefined

so that they may be varied according as the key

characters vary in different dialects. This plan, while

it serves a certain purpose, is but an approximation

and is quite inadequate as a general system of spelling.

The system now proposed is based chiefly on the

systems of Sir Thomas Wade and the China Inland

Mission, and, while supplementing them largely, only

departs from them so far as is necessary to secure

the end in view. The chief points of superiority

claimed for this system are the following, viz. :—

1. It is simple. The powers of the letters are

defined almost entirely by referring to their use in

English, and as few diacritic marks are used as is

possible in the circumstances.

2. It is self-consistent. The spelling of the

English language is conspicuously inconsistent, but

no system of spelling, made to order, should deliberately

embody in it such a radical defect as this. Con

sistency is absolutely essential to the intelligent

application of the same system of spelling to severa

dialects, and as a guide to the spelling of all newl

sounds.

3. It is comprehensive. The system in its present

form has a range of initials and finals sufficient to
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include at least the dialects of Peking, Weihien,

Chefoo, Nanking and Kiukiang, and is capable of easy

extension on the same lines.

4. It is discriminating. It brings a number of

dialects into accurate comparison, giving to each a

complete system of its own, without violating the

rights of others. In this way it affords a decided

advantage to those who may wish to change their

dialect or to learn several dialects.

The following are the principle changes that have

been made in the systems of Sir Thos. Wade and the

China Inland Mission, with the reasons for making

them.

1. Final o is made long o, and Wade's final o is

changed to oa. Long o final is required in Southern

and Central Mandarin. The sound indicated by Wade's

final o, is not really 6, but od, as he himself defines it.

2. Final i of the C. I. M. system has been adopted

rather than Wade's u, because the sound is more

nearly allied to i than to u ; moreover, this was the

writing originally used for this sound by Edkins,

Medhurst and others.

3. Ss is changed to s, and tz is changed to ts. Ss

has simply the power of a single s and nothing more,

and is therefore superfluous. Tz might do for the

unaspirated sound, but s is by its nature incapable of

combining with an aspirate, so that tz' is by necessity

pronounced ts', which fact is recognized by Sir Thos.

Wade when he defines tz' as " like ts'." Analogy

also requires ts, because the difference between the two

initials now in question is simply and solely in the

initial letter t, and this fact should be indicated in

the spelling.

4. The final h of Wade's system is discarded in all

cases, because it is required in Southern Mandarin as

the distinctive mark of the fifth tone. It has been

assigned to this office ever since Chinese sounds

began to be spelled with foreign letters.

5. W is substituted for u in the Northern dialects

as it generally represents the sound more accurately,

and is more in accordance with the English usage of

the letters u and to. U is retained in Nanking, where

it marks a pronunciation distinctly different from

that heard in the North and West.*

6. The C. I. M. initial n and i have been replaced

by w and y. It is contrary to the usage of the

* Before making this change, I addressed a circular to

all the missionaries of over five years' residence in Chili,

Manchuria and Shantung, asking their opinion as to which

letter best represented the sound. Over niue-tenths of the

replies wero to the effect that w was preferable.

English letters to use u and i as initials with the

consonantal powers of w and y.

The following key to the powers of the letters will

serve to define the system :—

Dowels.

a, Final or followed by ng, as a in far, star. In

certain syllables of some dialects, when a is followed

by n final, it has the sound of a in man as pro

nounced by Americans. In nearly all dialects a,

preceded by w and followed by ng, is broadened to

the sound of a in fall. The Chinese do not

appreciate these variations, but regard the sound

as the same. On this account foreign systems of

spelling have not felt it necessary to indicate the

difference.

d, As a in ask, last, as pronounced by Americans.

e, As e in met, pen. When standing alone as a

final, it is pronounced as if doubled, thus che is

pronounced che-e.

e, As e in her, perch. When standing alone as a

final, it is also prolonged as if doubled.

i, Final or followed by a vowel, as i in machine,

ravine. When followed by n or ng, it is shortened

to i in chin, pin.

i, Final, as i in .chin, pin.

i, The final vowel sound heard in such words as table,

noble, etc. when separated from the preceding bl.f

o, As o in go, so.

u, As u in rule, or oo in fool. When followed by n

or ng, it is shortened to the sound of u in pull, or

oo in good. When followed by a vowel, it

combines with it and approximates the sound

of w.

ii, Commonly called French ii, is not found in the

English language. It is the French rather than

the German ii, that is, it does not incline so much

to long e as does the German ii.

ae, As ae in aerial, save that the accent falls on a, and

the sounds of the two letters are more nearly joined

together. This sound can scarcely be considered

Mandarin. It is only heard in the region of

Chinkiang and Yangchow, and is probably im

ported from Soochow. The writing of this sound

by the present system would be eii, which is a very

undesirable combination. jE is adopted because it is

+ Prof. Bell, the well-known author of "Visible Speech

or Universal Alphabetics," says the final vowel sound in the

words able, noble, etc., corresponds with this sound as he

heard it from the lips of several Peking speakers in the

Chinese embassy in Washington City.
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already in use in Soochbw and Shanghai. It is

often written «s.

ai, As ai in aisle or as i in mine. In some sections

the two vowels are heard separately to a greater or

less extent.

ao, As ou in loud, proud. Occasionally the vowels

are heard slightly separated.

au or a, As a in fall, or as au in haul. In Mandarin

this sound is only heard in the South, where it

takes the place of a final in the North. It is heard

in Soochow and Shanghai, and is there always

spelled au.

ei, As ei in weight, or as ey in grey.

tL, With e and i distinct, and with the powers given

above. Strike out n from money and you have

the syllable mei.

eei, With i and ei distinct and with the powers given

above. Omit nd and ne from mundane and you

have the sound meei.

eo, With the powers given above, o being somewhat

more distinct than i; or, the vowel sounds in burrow

when all the consonants are withdrawn. The

circumflex is sometimes omitted on the ground that

the combination sufficiently distinguishes the sound.

It is better, however, to write eo.

ia, With i and a distinct, and with the powers given

above, the accent being on a.

iai, With i and ai distinct, and with the powers given

above, ai being accented.

too, With i and ao distinct, and with the powers

given above, ao being accented.

ie, As ee in re-enter, re-enroll. When preceded by y

the i is partially occluded and ie approximates e.

iei, With t and ei distinct, and with the powers given

above, ei being accented,

to, As eo in re-open,

iu, As eu in Peru when the r is dropped. In some dia

lects the accent inclines to the i and in some to the

u. There is, insome dialects, much confusion between

io and iu as finals. They are probably the same final

modified by tone and by accidental circumstances.

od, As oa in Gilboa, or in coalesce. The a is very short

and it is to mark this fact that it is-written d.

Some hear the final sound as short u (u in hut)

and it might perhaps with equal propriety be so

* Sir Thos. Wade defines the sound of ou as, " In reality

eVJ, the vowel sounds of burrow when all the consonants are

withdrawn." This identifies the sound with that of io in

Southern Mandarin, as given above, which is certainly not

correct for Pekingese, in which alone the sound is heard.

Klsewhere in Northern and Central Mandarin the correspond

ing sound is either io, or simply 0. In this case, as in

written. The sounds of the two letters are not

perfectly distinct, but coalesce to some extent,

approximating the sound of f. The departure

from full od is greater or less in different places,

and according to different ears. In case of doubt

it is better to give the preference to S, leaving od

as a distinct double sound.

ou, With the vowels distinct, and with the powers

given above, or, as ou in volute when the I is drop

ped, and the accent thrown on the first syllable.

The sound of u is comparatively slight, o being

much the stronger of the two sounds.*

ua, As ua in dual with the accent thrown on the a.

Mat, With u and ai distinct, and with the powers

given above, at being accented.

uei, With u and ei distinct, and with the powers

given above, ei being accented.

we, With u and e distinct, and with the powers given

above, e being accented.

ui, With the vowels distinct, and with the powers

given above—the vowel sounds in gluey.

Ua, The u as above, and the a flattened to a in man,

antic. The combination only occurs in final van.

tie, With u and e distinct, and with the powers given

above. When used as a final the it is accented, and

when followed by n or ng, the e is accented.

iiei, With u and ei distinct, and with the powers

given above, ei being accented.

Consonants.

The initials ch, k, p, t and ts, are somewhat softened

from their sounds as heard in Great Britain, and

much softened from their sounds as heard in

America, yet not so much as to quite pass into the

corresponding, j, g, b, d and dz. In some words and

in some localities they do, however, become very

nearly equivalent to these sounds,

In the initials ch', k', p\ t' and ts1, the aspiration is

somewhat stronger than is usual with these letters in

America, and very much stronger than is usual in

Great Britain. Their force will be obtained

approximately by first vocalizing the English letter,

and then following at once with the final with an h

prefixed ; thus ch-ha for or t-ha for fjjj. An

Irishman ought to give these aspirates to perfection.

several others, Sir Thos. Wade seems to have been misled in

his description of Peking sounds by the Nanking sounds

which he had previously learned. It is a question whether

after all the final u is really anything more than the imperfect

u necessarily formed by the vocal organs in falling back to

their normal position after a fall final o.
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h, Is aspirated a little more strongly than is usual in

English. When followed by i or ii it includes the

sound of y, making it equivalent to h in hue or

hew, that is, the Greek X. h final is used as

the distinctive mark of the fifth or entering tone.

hs, " A slight aspirate preceding and modifying the

sibilant, which, however, is the stronger of the two

consonants." To pronounce it correctly requires

that the teeth be somewhat more separated and

the tongue brought more to the front than in

pronouncing sh.* It is always followed by i or by

ii in the final. In Pekingese sh is never followed

by i or il.

j, is approximately s in fusion, or z in brazier. It is

only used in Pekingese. The corresponding sound

in Southern Mandarin is more guttural and there

fore more allied to the untrilled English r.

jr, Is a combination of j and r, which more nearly

represents this peculiar initial as heard in Central

Mandarin than either,;' or r alone. f

k, When followed by i or ii, includes the sound of y,

being like k in kindness, as formerly pronounced in

English, viz., kyindness.

tig, Has the same power as in English, and is used

both as a final and as an initial.

r, Not trilled, but as usually spoken in America.

sh, Is in some dialects pronounced just as in English,

in others the tongue is somewhat retracted from its

normal position in giving sh in English.

sr, Place the tongue as if to utter initial r, and then,

without changing its position, say s, followed by

the faintest possible r.

tsh, As tsh in potsherd,—a combination representing

the transition sound from ch in the North to is in

the south, being neither ch nor Is, but an

amalgamation of the two sounds.

tsr, Place the tongue as if to utter initial r, and then,

without changing its position, say ts, followed by

the faintest possible r.

Both analogy and consistency would require that

the syllables |£, hi or hsi, Jjfc, hin or hsin, fj, hing

* The above definition is that given by Sir Thos. Wade,

but its accuracy is open to question. A careful analysis

of the sound will show that the sibilant precedes the

aspirate rather than follows it, not however combining with

it to form the sound represented by sh but retaining its own

separate force and followed by the A as a distinct sound. The

original sound in most cases was Ay (that is, A in hew) and is

Buch still in many places. Within the last two or three

hundred years it has been modified by prefixing au s without

however essentially changing the Ay ; thus, JJJ was orginally

hying (written hing) and has now come to be s-hing. The

sound represented by sh is not a simple joining of s and A but

a new elementary, which is also expressed in English by c as

or hsing, also §|> ki, kin, and gf, king, should be

spelled hyi or hsyi, kyi, etc., but the general custom

in all systems has been to drop the y, assuming that

it is included in the initials h and k, as provided

above. The student should take special note of this

provision, with regard to the power of h and k before

i and ii.

iRemarfes.

The above letters and combinations are supposed

to provide a consistent spelling for all the sounds

found in the dialects of Peking, Chefoo, Weihien,

Nanking and Kiukiang. Other Mandarin dialects

may contain sounds not provided for, in which case

it will be necessary to make new combinations, and

perhaps add new diacritic marks. Any additions

made should be strictly consistent with the system as

already defined.

The sound of many syllables is considerably

modified by the tone. Thus in Peking, words ending

in ui are, in the first and second tones ui, and in the

third and fourth uei. In TSngchow words ending in

ten are, in the second and third tones ien, and in the

first and fourth, ian. These tonal variations differ

greatly in different dialects. In such cases, it is

neither necessary nor desirable to have two spellings.

The student will presently learn by experience to

make the necessary allowance for such variations. That

spelling should be chosen which analogy or history

indicates as the fundamental sound. It is a great

pity that the usage in this respect is not more

uniform and consistent than it is. The fifth tone

makes a still more decided change on the fundamental

syllable, insomuch that in many cases it is quite

dissociated from it ; on this account, as well as because

this tone is already distinguished by a special terminal

letter (h), it is doubtless best to conform the spelling

to the sound.

No combinations of English letters can completely

represent all the minor distinctions of even one

dialect, much less those of a number of dialects. A

in emaciate, by 8 as in nauseate and by t as in negotiate. The

sound now in question differs from it in that s and A each

retains its own special sound following in order. It is

doubtless better, however, to write the sound As and so avoid

confounding it with sh. It may be regarded as similar to wh

in the English words when, what, etc. which are pronounced

as if written hwen, hwat, etc.

+ Much breath has been spent, both North and South in

discussing whether this initial is j or r. It is in fact a com

bination of the two sounds. It begins with j and ends with

r, and jr is no doubt the best way to represent it, both North

and South.
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certain margin or suppleness must be given to the

spelling of each syllable, especially for the many

minor modifications made by change of tone. In

every dialect also, there are occasional stray sounds

which may be regarded as accidental variations, and

need not be provided for in a syllabary of the dialect.

SYLLABARIES.

A syllabary is an alphabetic arrangement of

all the syllables in a given dialect, with

all the characters ordinarily used in writing that

dialect distributed under these syllables. In some

cases the characters are arranged in columns accord

ing to their tones, and in others they are simply given

in order, the tones being indicated by figures. A

good syllabary is a great help in acquiring a correct

knowledge of a given dialect. It shows clearly what

sounds are in the dialect with the correct spelling of

each, which is a very important matter to a beginner,

whose ear is not yet trained to distinguish sounds.

It also shows the tone of every character, and thus

enables the student to verify his own hearing of the

sound, and serves also to prompt his memory in the

absence of his teacher. It further serves as a

valuable vade mecum to all who essay to write Chinese,

giving so readily the character you want and know,

but cannot quite recall.

In the nature of the case a syllabary can only

include one homogeneous dialect. To attempt more

than this is to invite difficulties and defeat the end

in view. Every city or district, having a dialect

peculiar to itself, should have its own syllabary.

It is well worth the while of older residents to

prepare a syllabary for the use of beginners, albeit

its usefulness is very far from being limited to

beginners. The analysis of syllables and tones which

its preparation requires, will very likely bring to

light some previous mistakes and misapprehensions,

and lead to a more consistent and accurate pro

nunciation of the dialect. For the guidance and

help of any who may undertake to make a syllabary,

I offer the following suggestions :—

1. Canvass the dialect and gather out as far as

possible all the different syllables it contains, choos

ing a key character for each.

2. Spell these sounds provisionally and arrange

them in a table by means of the key characters,

bringing like initials into the same line, and like

finals into the same column.

3. Go carefully over the several initials and

finals, and compare all those in the same line or

column, and examine closely whether in each case

they are really the same. In respect to the finals be

especially careful that you are not misled by tonal

variations. As far as possible compare characters

in the same tone, changing the key characters for

this purpose if necessary.

4. Train your teacher to understand what you

are doing, especially teach him to understand the

idea of comparing sounds by finals, so as to get his

assistance in classifying.

5. Having arranged your syllables in alphabetic

order with ample spaces, get your teacher to

classify by the guidance of the key characters, all

the common characters in your dialect,-—arrang

ing them by tones under each syllable. If your

teacher is able to distinguish clearly the tone from

the other elements of the sound, he will do this

work without difficulty ; if not, you will have to

check over his work very carefully.

6. In arranging the characters under the tones,

especial care will be required to see that your teacher

does not simply follow the Wu Fang Yuan Yin,

instead of the real tone of his dialect. A man of

moderate scholarship, especially if he be familiar

with light literature, will probably do this work

better than a literary graduate, because he will more

easily free himself from the theoretical tones, and

because he will not be so impervious to a new idea.

Until your teacher is really able to throw away

the tone-book and trust simply to his ear, he will be

but a broken reed in the making of a syllabary.

The fact that he. says he understands the distinction

between the book tone and the spoken tone, does

not prove that he really does do so, or that he is in

fact able to depend upon his ear and ignore the book.

It is of course understood that purely wen-li charac

ters have no established tone in colloquial. For

such the teacher will of course refer to the book.

7. This classification of all the common characters of

the dialect, will probably elicit the fact that a few

rare sounds have been omitted—perhaps that some

sounds which are different have been confused, or

vice versa". After these corrections are made, make a

careful review of the whole work, comparing and

testing by means of the initials and finals, to see

whether the whole work is at the same time con

sistent and exhaustive.
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8. Only after you have made this thorough analy

sis and classification of the sounds of your dialect

are you ready to settle the final spelling of the

several syllables. In doing this, attend to the follow

ing points: (1). Use all the English letters con

sistently and according to the powers given them

in the table of vowels and consonants. (2). If these

sounds are not enough for the emergency, then use

new combinations or additional diacritic marks,

defining them carefully and making them consistent

with the system as it already exists. (3). In spelling

words with intermedial vowels which end in n, note

that these endings have a relationship to vowel

endings of the same class, thus lien, mien, lien, etc.,

are related to tie, mie, lie, etc. ; yiien, shiien, chiien,

etc., are related to yiie, shiie, chiie, etc. Now these

syllables, viz., those with intermedial vowels, are the

ones which chiefly develope tonal variations by chang

ing en to an. In such cases, if there be any

doubt whether the ending be en or an, the existence

of the corresponding vowel endings in e or a should

determine which is the normal sound and mark the

other as a tonal variation. (4). The intermedial i »

in such sounds as lien, liu, etc., should not be dropped

when y becomes the initial. It is indeed occluded

by the cognate sound y, but the final is still the

same as in lien, liu, etc., and should be so written,

retaining the i. It will be found that the Chinese

consider the final the same, whether it be preceded

by y or by / or by any other initial.

9. Let your syllabary make just as many distinc

tions of sound as the Chinese make and no more.

The only exception that I would make to this rule

is in the case of the confusion of final n and ng and

initial n and I in Southern Mandarin. For the sake

of facility in consulting dictionaries, and of under

standing other dialects in case of removal, it would

be well to keep up these distinctions, although they

do not exist in your own dialect.

10. A complete syllabary should include double

readings. Such double readings as are mere acci

dental variations unattended by a change of meaning,

may be indicated by a star—the character having

the same mark under both its readings. Double

readings, attended by a change of meaning, should

be indicated by numbers at the upper right hand

corner of the character, one indicating the primary

reading and two the secondary.

TONES.

fJ^O give a clear and satisfactory exposition of

Chinese tones, is a task of no small difficulty.

The fact that they differ so greatly in different

localities, and are so wholly foreign to the distinc

tions we are accustomed to make in sounds, coupled

with the fact that ears differ as much perhaps as

tones, will account, to some extent, for the multi

farious and contradictory things which have been

written about them. Whether the present attempt

to elucidate Mandarin tones, will succeed any better

than those which have preceded it, remains to be

seen. I shall treat the subject entirely from the

practical standpoint.

1. Tones are not musical notes, but are rather

intonations or inflections of the voice. There is

nothing in Western languages corresponding to

them, and they can only be acquired by close atten

tion to, and imitation of, a Chinese teacher. In

Southern Mandarin there are five tones, as follows,

viz. :—1. Sluing p'ing sheng, or upper level tone;

2. Ilsia p'ing sheng, or lower level tone ; 3. Sluing

sheng, or rising tone ; 4. Ch'u sheng, or vanishing

tone ; 5. Ju sheng, or entering tone. From North

ern Mandarin the fifth tone has disappeared, the

characters originally under it being distributed to the

other four—chiefly to the second, or lower level tone.*

In one or other of these tones all Mandarin words are

spoken. Tones are not something added to the

sound, but are an original and integral part of it.

They do not modify the sense in any particular

way, nor convey any special meaning of any

kind. They simply serve to distinguish one word

from another, showing that they are two and

not one.

* It is a question whether tones were originally an

element of the Chinese language proper. It seems not

unlikely that they were acquired from the languages spoken

by the aborigines who dwelt in the land before the Chinese

entered it. This hypothesis is favored by the fact that the

aboriginal languages, still extant in China, all have tones, as

also the language of the Shan tribes bordering on Burmah.

It is also favored by the fact that the non-Mandarin dialects

of the South, which are probably the result of admixtures of

Chinese with aboriginal dialects, all have more tones and lay

more stress on tones than does the Maodarin. Mandarin

shows a disposition to throw off tones, as if they were really

foreign to it. Thus within the last four hundred years the

fifth or entering tone has entirely disappeared from Northern

and Central Mandarin, where it formerly prevailed. The

indications are that it will ultimately disappear from

Southern Mandarin.
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2. It is worthy of special remark thatthe relationship

of tones as such, is not known or recognized by the

mass of the Chinese people. They learn the tones as

they learn the other characteristics of their sounds—

by imitation of their elders ; and to their apprehen

sion the different tones of a given syllable are

simply different words. Having different sounds and

different meanings, and being represented by different

characters, their tonal relationship is a thing not

thought of. The theoretical knowledge of tones is

confined to scholars, and with them it is not a

knowledge based on their own spoken language, but

is acquired as a theory laid down in their books.

3. Tones have been indicated in various ways by

writers on the Chinese language. When indicated

on the Chinese character, the most common plan is

that adopted by Dr. Williams in imitation of the

Chinese method, viz.,—by small semicircles at the

four corners of the character. When indicated on

the Romanized spelling, the most convenient plan is

that adopted by Sir Thos. Wade, viz.,—by the use of

numbers at the upper right hand of the spelling. The

fifth or entering tone is indicated in the spelling by

a final h. The following example shows the tones

marked in both ways :—

1st tone or _£ 2Ji Jg| Shang p'ing sheng Fu1.

2nd „ „ T m B*ia „ „ & Fu*

3rd „ „ Jfc S Shang sheng 'fft Fu3.

4th „ „ £ M Ch'u „ Fu*.

5th „ „ X S H> Fuh.

The tones are usually given by Chinese teachers in

the above order, and form a sort of chime, which

every learner should acquire, as it will enable him to

recognize and locate the tone of any word he may

hear.

4. The names of the tones do not truly describe

their charactei-s. This is especially true of the two

level tones. In a large part of Shantung the _£

or upper level, is in fact a lower level, and the f

or lower level, is an upper level. In Peking the

n 2Js, or upper level, is not properly a level tone at

all, nor is the f 2p, the former being an upper

quick falling tone, and the latter an upper quick

rising tone. The term \, entering, is not a correct

description of the fifth tone, which is an abrupt

* I once heard a lady in North China complimenting

her teacher on the accuracy of his tones, adducing as proof

the fact that they invariably agreed with the tones given in

Williams' Dictionary. I asked her how about the Ju sheng ;

she replied that he gave her these as readily as the others.

aspirated ending. Dr. Edkins says that the terms

^pj Jfc' ifc> A> "do not in the majority of cases

represent the actual effect of the sound on the ear.

When first adopted they must have represented the

tones of the dialect spoken by the writer who selected

them, but when applied according to universal

practice, to the sounds given to the same characters

in other parts of the empire, they convey no idea of

the actual pronunciation." This is perhaps a little

strong for Mandarin. In Eastern Shantung, aside

from the inversion of the upper and lower levels, the

names are fairly descriptive of the fact.

5. Tones are of two kinds, viz.,—practical and

theoretical. The practical tones are those which are

actually used by the people in speaking, and differ

widely in different localities. The theoretical tones

are those which are given in the JL ~H jfc § Wu

Fang Yuan Yin, or, "Original Tones of the Five

Regions." The compiler of this work was from

Southern Chili, yet he professes to give the syllables

and tones of the Southern Mandarin, which then no

doubt extended well to the north. Exactly what he

made his standard in fixing the tones, it is not easy

to see. At the present time they are not correct

anywhere in China, albeit the book is the authorized

standard for determining tones throughout the whole

empire. Every Chinese scholar is familiar with the

tones as given in this book, and when a teacher, who

is not specially trained, is asked the tone of a word,

he will generally reply according to the book, and

not according to the tone that he himself actually

uses in speaking. This latter, in fact, he does not

generally know, or rather he does not recognize it as

such. To be of service in teaching a foreigner, a

Chinese teacher must be trained to distinguish tones

by his ear, rejecting and ignoring the artificial stan

dard of the books. Unless thus trained he will very

likely mislead the learner by giving the theoretical

instead of the practical tones.*

6. For the purpose of rhyming, tones are divided

by the Chinese into two classes, called p'ing (^P),

level, and tse (JJC)i deflected. The former includes the

shang p'ing sMng and the Jisia p'ing sheng; and

the latter, the shang sheng, ch'u sheng and ju sheng.

With this distinction every Chinese scholar is familiar.

He will readily tell to which class any given word

He was in fact giving the theoretical tones, including the Ju

shfing, to which he gave a theoretical pronunciation, which

he imagined was the Ju sheng. He was thoroughly

misleading his pupil as to the real pronunciation of his

dialect.
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belongs, his standard being not the actual spoken

tones, but the Wu Fang Yuan Yin and sundry

rhyme books based upon it. In writing poetry it

is only allowed to rhyme a p'ing with a p'ing and

a tsS with a tsS. This is in fact the principal, if

not the only, purpose that this distinction serves.

7. The tones of words vary in different localities ;

that is, any given character may be one tone in one

place, and another tone in another place. The most

frequent change perhaps is from the first tone to

the second, and vice versd. The second and fourth

tones also often exchange places. These changes

of tone are very numerous, and often occur within

very short distances, such as would show very little,

if any, perceptible change in syllables. The number

of these changes is far greater than any one would

suppose, who has not made the matter a subject

of special inquiry.

8. The manner of rendering the tones differs in

different localities ; that is, a given tone is not

the same sound in one locality that it is in another,

though called by the same name. It is, so to speak,

intoned in a different way. For example, the third

tone in Peking, is made by depressing the voice

below its natural key and ending with a strong

rising inflection. In Eastern Shantung, the same

tone is made by beginning in a natural key and

ending with a rising inflection. In Chinanfu,

the same tone begins high and rises still higher.

In fact the four tones, as given in Peking, are all

rendered differently in Eastern Shantung ; not only

so, but in Chinanfu they are rendered still differ

ently from those heard in either place. Each new

locality has a new rendering of the tones. These

variations know no law, and seem to be practically

endless. There is, in many cases, a certain degree of

similarity in the rendering of the same tone in

different places, yet not such as to make it certainly

recognizable, or prevent its being confounded with

other tones.

9. The normal tone of a word is often changed

by its position in a compound word or phrase, as

also by its position in a sentence. Thus the

words fH lung1 east, and |f hsi1 west, are both in

the first tone, but when combined in the word ]^ |f,

a thing, they are not spoken tung1 hsi1, according to

the proper tones, but tung1 hsi2, the tone of hsi

changing from the first to the second. So also jjt[ jg;,

merciful, is not spoken ts'i2 pei1, according to the

original tones, but rather ts'i2 pei*, the tone of pei

changing from the first to the fourth. In like

manner ffi "Pj, ingenious, is not spoken ling2 ch'iao*,

according to the normal tones, but ling2 ch'iao*, the

tone of ch'iao changing from the third to the fourth.

Again, take the expression fjt |g fJJ PJ|, Are you

going to strike me f Now i|JJ is normally in the third

tone, but as spoken in this phrase, it changes to the

fourth. If its proper tone be retained, the emphasis

is thereby thrown on it, and the expression would

mean, Would you [dare to] strike me? Once more,

take the sentence SS^J^^/ftillEi'tli, To

have a thing in your father and motlwr's possession

is not so good as to as to have it in your own

possession. Here j]| is normally niang2 and is

c/tt3, but as spoken in this sentence they both change

to the fourth tone. In general it may be said that

there are few sentences of any length spoken, in

which there are not, for one cause or another, changes

in the normal tone of one or more of its words.

These changes are complicated and subject to no

known general law. The following hints embody

as much as the author has learned by experience, and

will, it is hoped, be of some service to the student.

(1.) Accented words, both in phrases and in

sentences, retain their normal tones.

(2.) Strong emphasis on a word forming part of

a clause, is likely to obscure the tone of the succeed

ing word,—generally changing it to the fourth tone.

(3.) In dual combinations, which include the vast

majority of phrases, the first character generally

takes the accent, and in this case the second charac

ter, if not already a fourth tone, generally changes

to a fourth tone ; that is, to the natural falling inflec

tion.

(4.) In case the meaning of the second character

of a dual phrase predominates and takes the accent,

then it retains its normal tone, and the tone of the

first character generally changes, or is at least obscur

ed, especially if it is a level tone.

10. How may an accurate knowledge of tones

be acquired, is a question which confronts every

student of Chinese. Two distinct methods have

been followed, and each has its advocates. One

method is to learn the tone of each character as a

distinct act of memory in each case, so that the tone

is as certainly known as the other elements of the

Bound. The other method is to regard the tone

as an integral part of the sound, which need not be

theoretically separated from it, and so proceed to

learn both words and sentences by a direct and

untrammelled imitation of a teacher, as a Chinese child

imitates its parents. Each method has its advantages
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and disadvantages. The first method will give greater

confidence and accuracy in the use of isolated words,

but it imposes a heavy burden on the memory, and

its ultimate benefit is neutralized to a considerable

extent by the changes required by composition and

rhythm, and by the danger that the speaker will

adhere too much to the fundamental tone, to the

great injury of his speaking. The second method

is easier to one who has a good ear, and will make

a fluent and natural speaker. There is danger,

however, that such a speaker will miss his bear

ings when he attempts to isolate or emphasize a

particular word, especially if it is not a very

common one.

On the whole, I would recommend a combination

of the two methods. Let the student first practice

the tone exercises faithfully with his teacher, until

be has caught the chime and can distinguish with

certainty the tone of any single word his teacher

pronounces. The foundation is now securely laid,

and he can go on with confidence to learn words

and phrases. In memorizing single words, let the

tone always be regarded as an integral part of the

sound, so that the word is not regarded as properly

heard at all until the tone is heard—for in point

of fact there is no Chinese word without a tone.

In case of uncertainty in catching a tone from

a teacher, it is not best to ask him the tone, nor to

suffer him to tell you, but have him repeat the word,

telling him the tone as a check if necessary. In

repeating phrases or clauses after the teacher, atten

tion should not be directed chiefly to the tones

| of the words, but rather to a close and accurate

imitation of the sounds, both in general and in

particular. If this method is faithfully carried

out, the student will come to think less and

less about tones, while he will speak the language

with greater and greater accuracy. He will in fact

acquire the ear of a native, and both hear and speak

the language in blissful forgetfulness of tones.

11. Opinions vary as to the relative importance of

tones in learning and speaking Chinese. Since they

are an integral part of all Chinese speech, their

general importance may safely be assumed. Seeing,

however, that they vary so much indifferent localities

and yet the people of these several localities under

stand each other without serious difficulty, it may

safely be assumed that their relative importance is

not so great as is sometimes represented. In order,

however, to be understood with readiness and

precision, and not offend the ears of the hearers, an

accurate rendering of the tones is essential. Even as

a basis for acquiring such a style as may be under

stood in several cognate dialects, the very best thing

is the thorough knowledge of the pronunciation of

some one dialect. The Chinese understand, and can

make allowance for, the differing tones of different

dialects, but they do not understand Anglicised

sounds that have no tone. He who neglects tones or

other peculiarities of his own dialect, and attempts

to acquire what some are pleased to call a " general

dialect," will end by not speaking real Chinese at all ;

for there is no spoken Chinese witluml tones, nor any

that is free from dialectic peculiarities.

ASPIRATES.

TN the non-Mandarin dialects of the South there

are sounds beginning with j, g, b, d and ds, also

two sets of sounds beginning with ch, k, p, t and

is, which are distinguished as unaspirated and

aspirated, the latter being generally written with a

reversed elevated comma following the letter. In

Mandarin the initials j, g, b, d and ds are not found,

but only the two classes of sounds represented by ch,

k, p, t and ts, distinguished as unaspirated and

aspirated. These English letters really represent

neither sound correctly. In the one case the aspira

tion is weaker than Englishmen generally use with

these letters, and much weaker than Americans (who

aspirate more strongly than Englishmen) generally

use. In the other case the aspiration is somewhat

stronger than that given to these letters by Americans,

and much stronger than that given by Englishmen.

The unaspirated sounds are not really j, g, b, d and

ds, as beginners are apt to imagine, though they

approximate these letters, and in a few cases become

almost, if not quite, equivalent to them. If the

learner has difficulty in properly softening ch, k, p, t

and ts, it would be better to give them flat j, g, b, d

and ds, than to run the risk of confusing them with

the aspirates. There is this at least to be said in

favor of such a pronunciation, that while the

Chinese may not quite approve it, they will not

misunderstand it.* It is very important that the

• Seeing that neither/, g, b, d and dt, nor ch, k, p, t aspirated sounds withthe formerlettersand simplify thesystem

and ts, perfectly represent the true sounds, it is a question of spelling by abolishing that awkward '. It is as easy to vary

whether in Mandarin it would not be better to write the un- from j, g, b, d and da, as it is to vary from ch, k, p, I and ts.
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student of Chinese should get this distinction clearly

in mind at first, which he ought readily to do by

practising the table of aspirates with a good teacher.

Ridiculous and mortifying blunders sometimes result

from mistakes in aspirating. I once heard the

announcement made from the pulpit that there

would be a rooster in the church on a certain

evening instead of saying a prayer-meeting, as was

intended.

The Chinese do not recognize the relationship

existing between aspirated and unaspirated sounds—>

simply regarding them as independent sounds. They

only learn to compare and classify them when taught

to do so by foreigners. The aspirates in Mandarin

do not vary with different dialects so much as do the

tones, but are exceedingly uniform from North to

South. When, however, Mandarin is compared with

the Southern coast dialects the variations are very

great, whole classes of sounds changing from aspirates

to unaspirates or vice versd.

RHYTHM

A Chinese sentence may be constructed with fault

less idiom, and each word be pronounced with

perfect accuracy, and yet the sentence be almost or

quite unintelligible, simply from want of proper

rhythmical emphasis. By rhythmical emphasis is

meant the relative amount of emphasis given to the

several words, their distribution into groups, and the

rapidity or slowness with which they are severally

spoken. It is highly important to every speaker

that he should acquire the art of speaking in correct

rhythm, and by consequence, with proper emphasis.

Such acquisition will be invaluable in making his

speech easily intelligible and in making it sound

natural to the Chinese ear. The same thing is true

to a greater or less extent of all languages.

In addition to listening carefully to the spoken

language heard every day and striving to imitate it,

the best way to acquire a proper rhythm is to

practice reading closely after a good teacher. Let

the teacher read a short clause in an easy, natural

tone, and the student follow, imitating faithfully both

the pronunciation and the rhythmic cadence of the

teacher. Then let the teacher read the next clause

and the student follow, and so on. The teacher

should not read too far at once, lest the student Ije

unable to retain the rhythm in his mind. Special

care should also be taken that the teacher does not

read in a recitative or affected style. Chinese

teachers have a strong proclivity to read in that

measured sing-song in which they recite their

classics ; and oftentimes when told that this is not

what is wanted, they become impressed with the

difficulty of what is required, and resort at once to

a loud pompous style which upsets all proper rhyth

mical emphasis, and is the farthest possible from the

easy natural conversational style that is wanted. If

the student has not a trained teacher, he should ask

the assistance of a friend who speaks Chinese to

explain to his teacher what is wanted, and give him

a few lessons on natural reading. Half an hour's

practice in reading each day will be a relief from the

severer labor of memorizing, and will work wonders

in enabling the student to speak Chinese, as the

Chinese speak it. It should be remembered, how

ever, that merely reading after a teacher will

be useless, if not worse, unless the rhythmical

emphasis of the teacher be really and faithfully

imitated.

RADICALS.

rpHE Chinese have analysed their numerous written

characters so far as to arrange them in two

hundred and fourteen classes, each class having a

common part called its radical. The Chinese name is

E£ $|5, character class, or ^ character mother.

Many of the more complex ones are compounded of

those which are simpler. It would be a distinct

advantage if the number of the radicals were con

siderably reduced. The radical was chosen in each

case because of its relationship to the meaning of

the character, to which it generally gives more or less

of a clue. The other part of the character has been

named the phonetic by foreign sinologues, because

in most cases it determines, or at least suggests,

the sound. The Chinese have no special name for it.

Nearly all modern characters are made up distinctly

of a radical and a phonetic, the one indicating the

meaning and the other the sound. The same is time

of many ancient characters, but not by any means

of all.

The meaning, form and order of these two

hundred and fourteen radicals, should be memorized.

It will be a hard task, but it will repay the student

well. Over one hundred and sixty of them are
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themselves characters in common use, and will re

quire to be learned in any case. Moreover, all

characters are built up from them, and the student

•will find that after learning them, Chinese characters

will lose to a great extent their strange unmeaning

look, and will become more familiar and intelligible.

These radicals and their combinations will become

so many hooks on which the memory can fasten,

and so retain the characters in its keeping. The best

time to learn the radicals is at the very outset, before

attempting to learn other characters. The mind

is then fresh and unoccupied, and will retain what

it gets with a much firmer grasp than it will that

which is crammed into it after it is already sated with

five hundred or a thousand characters.

These radicals are, in a sense, the Chinese alphabet—

the only one, at least, that they possess. Most native

dictionaries are arranged in the order of these

radicals, particularly the great standard imperial

dictionary of Kanghi. Most foreign dictionaries of

Chinese are syllabic, but in all cases of uncertainty as

to the standard spelling of a character, recourse has

still to be had to a radical index. In looking up

characters by radicals, it will save much time and

vexation to know either the order of these

radicals or the number of each one. Many, perhaps

most, students of Chinese have undertaken to learn

the numbers. This is no light task in the first place,

and it is a rare thing that the numbers are retained

permanently in the memory, save in the case of the com

paratively few radicals which are in constant demand.

The Chinese do not learn the radicals by number, but,

having them arranged in groups according to the

number of their strokes, they learn the order in

which they stand. This is no doubt the better and

more effective way,—being in fact the way we use

our own alphabet in consulting a dictionary. In

DOUBLE

TV/TANY Chinese characters have two readings, and

a few have three readings. The most of these

changes of reading are attended by a change of mean

ing. Those which are not attended by a change of

meaning, are mere accidental variations, the remnants

probably of dialectic admixtures. In some dialects

there are many more of them than in others. I have

tried in all cases to give the reading, which is most

order to assist the memory and lighten the task of

learning these radicals in their order, the Rev. J. A.

Silsby of Shanghai has, at the request of the author,

woven the 214 radicals into a mnemonic radical ode,

which is appended at the end of the table of radicals.

How to recognize the radical of a character is a

question of some importance to a beginner. Un

fortunately no invariable rule can be given, but the

following directions will be of some service :—

1. Consider whether the character itself is or is

not a radical.

2. The great majority of characters consist more

or less evidently of two parts, either right and left,

or upper and lower, or inner and outer (a top and a

side joined counts an outer). In case one of these

parts is a radical and the other not, then that which

is a radical, is the radical of the character ; as, ffc '

t&, ffci etc.

3. If both parts be radicals, then :—

(a) The left hand part is the radical, except in the

case of J], jj, % ft, X :J& 3-,

which generally stand on the right.

(b) The lower part is the radical, except in the

case of A*, ft, 0, H, M> ft, 3C, III,

which generally stand at the top.

(c) The outer part is the radical. This class is

comparatively small.

4. It may be observed in general :—

(a) That the most prominent radical in a character

is likely to be its governing radical.

(6) Some radicals almost always govern the char

acter in which they appear; as, **", £, jf1*.

There are of course some exceptions to these rules,

yet they are quite as true as such rules generally

are. For characters to which no rule applies, reference

may be had to the list of difficult characters usually

given in both native and foreign dictionaries.

READINGS.

prevalent, favoring the colloquial rather than the

book reading.*

Of readings which vary the meaning with the sound,

the variation, in by far the greater number of cases, is

tonal ; in a comparatively few cases one character is

read in two syllables. No general principle charac

terizes these changes, though a large number of those

depending on tone, consist in the change from verb to

* On an average, about one character in five has a fourths are attended by a change of nieauiog, the other fourth

double reading, and of these double readings, about three- beiDg accidental variations.
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noun, or from noun to verb or adjective, similar to such

words as con'-flict and conflict' or gal'-lant and gallant'

in English. It still remains true, however, in Chinese

as in English, that by far the larger number of such

changes of meaning are not attended by any change

of pronunciation. I have not noted all the double

readings given in Dr. Goodrich's Pocket Dictionary,

because many of them are peculiar to Peking. I have

noted all which seemed to prevail in as many as two

dialects. In other cases, viz.,—those in which the

distinction seemed local, or was inconsistent in

different dialects, I have adhered to that reading

which was judged to be the primary reading of the

character. For the variations made in such cases

by different dialects the student will have to depend

on his teacher. It is very likely also that some of the

distinctions which have been made, will be found to

be incorrect in some dialects. In some cases also the

subsequent use of a word will be found inconsistent

with the general distinction of meaning as first

made.*

The whole subject of double readings is surrounded

with difficulties. If only one dialect be cousidered,

it is comparatively easy to fix the readings, though

even then there is more or less both of uncertainty

and inconsistency. When, however, three or four or

more dialects are considered together, there is no

small amount of confusion and contradiction. If

each dialect of Mandarin had such a carefully

prepared vocabulary as Dr. Goodrich has given to the

Pekingese, then an intelligent and valuable com

parison might be made. As it is at present, only a

general approximation is possible.

I have made no attempt whatever to conform the

spelling of double words, or of phrases, to the tonal

changes introduced by composition. For these the

student will have to depend on his teacher and on

his ear.

WRITING.

\VTRITING Chinese will be found a useful exercise

for every student. It will be a grateful relief

from the tedium of direct memorizing, while it will

serve to give a more accurate knowledge of the

characters and help to fix them in the mind. The

Chinese consider that a character is not really learned

until it can be, not only recognized, but also written.

The best way to learn to write, is to get a teacher to

write a copy of simple characters in large hand,

place this underneath the thin Chinese paper and

trace the characters as Chinese schoolboys do. Use

a Chinese pen and write in regular Chinese order and

style, taking lessons from your teacher's example.

You will soon see that your teacher writes the left

hand side before the right, and the top before the

bottom, and that he makes the horizontal strokes

before the perpendicular stroke which crosses them,

etc. Having acquired the art of tracing characters

in a fair hand and in proper order of strokes, proceed

to copy out a part or all of the lesson for the day.

All the while you are copying, you will be having an

exercise in recalling and fixing the characters in your

mind.

The difficulty in writing is not in learning to

handle the pen properly and write neatly, but in

knowing what character should be used in each case,

and in recalling readily and accurately its form and

composition. How much time it will pay the student

to spend in writing Chinese, will depend on his

special gifts, together with the requirements of the

work in which he expects to engage. Every student

can learn to write a fair Chinese hand, and will find

it quite aii advantage to be able to do so, but to be a

ready tvriter—recalling all needed characters readily

and using them accurately, requires natural aptitude,

together with constant and long-continued practice.

ADVICE TO THE STUDENT.

T3 EAD over the Introduction carefully. You will

not understand it all, but it will serve to give you

a useful general idea of the work you are undertaking.

Give especial attention to the system of spelling and

to the powers of the letters as there defined. You

cannot spell words properly or consistently until you

are familiar with the powers to be given to the

letters. A Student who imagines that he can spell

Chinese words without any special system, will soon

find himself involved in confusion and inconsistency,

* Tliis is one of the perplexing things that beset the

path of one who undertakes to make a vocabulary. A Chinese

scholar gives a Clear and evident genttul distinction between

the two readings of a character, and all seems plain. The

trouble comes when it is discovered that the distinction will

not carry out consistently, but is contradicted by usage.

For instance see and 5S-
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and will presently be . unable to tell what sound

he meant to express by his own writing.

2. Commit the Introductory Lesson to memory.

This will serve you as a temporary means of com

munication with your teacher.

3. Learn the radicals thoroughly according to the

directions given with the Table of Radicals.

4. Practice the tone exercises until you have

mastered the " chime " and can distinguish readily

the tone of any character your teacher pronounces.

At the same time also practice the aspirate exercises

until you have mastered the difference between an

aspirated and an unaspirated sound.

5. Having fitted yourself thus far, begin with the

lessons proper and learn them carefully until the

Chinese can be given readily by looking at the English.

Review frequently, and so continue until about sixty

lessons have been well mastered, which will require

five or six months of steady work.

6. Having laid this foundation, strike out with

more boldness. Take a new lesson each day and get

it as well as you can, and so go on without halting or

turning back, till you have gone over one hundred

and ninety-six lessons. I give this advice for several

reasons :—

(a). It will relieve the tedium, perhaps discour

agement, of bald, hard, committing to memory, and

will bring something fresh each day.

(6). The same characters and phrases will be turn

ing up again and again, so that by the time you are

through, you will be gratified to find that though

imperfectly learned at their first appearance, many of

them have nevertheless "stuck."

(c). This plan will give you a comprehensive view

of all the important idioms in the language and avoid

the danger of missing some entirely by stopping short

of the end.

7. Having reached the end, return to the sixtieth

lesson and review thoroughly, which you can now do

with ease and with a fuller comprehension of the

various idioms brought to view.

8. As soon as you can put two words together,

begin to talk, not only with your teacher during

hours of study, but at other times, with all the

Chinese about you. Be sure that the more you talk,

making the best use you can of the phrases you have

learned, and picking up others, the faster you will

learn Chinese. Talking will take the place of

exercises in translating English into Chinese, and

your key will be the fact of your being under

stood.

9. Do not assume that the English spelling really

represents the true pronunciation of your dialect.

He who does this will certainly speak with a marked

foreign brogue. The true pronunciation of each

syllable should be learned from your Chinese teacher.

The spelling, being approximately correct, will serve to

recall the sounds, but should never be allowed to

determine them.

10. Speak distinctly and not too fast. Foreigners

are often better understood than the Chinese them

selves, chiefly because they enunciate more distinctly

and speak more slowly.

11. Try to avoid long and involved sentences.

Break up your thoughts into short ones. This is

the chief secret of perspicuity in Chinese.

12. Be content to turn your thoughts around and

split them up, and do them over into Chinese style.

They may seem to you to have lost much in the

process, but they will be far more forcible to the

Chinese than in the foreign form in which you would

prefer to have them. He who would use the Chinese

language effectively, must learn to think as well as to

talk in Chinese.

1 3. Do not fail to learn to read, as well as to speak,

Mandarin. The two things naturally go hand in hand

and mutually help each other. The additional labor

involved in learning to read whilst learning to speak,

is not great. Even ladies whose time is limited, will

not find the task nearly so great as is often imagined.

It is needless to say that ability to read will be a

great power in the hands of its possessor. It is

worthy of remark that one who does not learn to read,

scarcely ever learns to speak well.

14. Learn as much colloquial as you can and do

not be afraid to use it. It is a mistake to suppose

that colloquial is necessarily inelegant, or unaccep

table to the ears of the people. There are times when

a stately literary style is becoming, as in conversation

with officials or with educated men, but for the varied

wants of everyday life, it is far from being the most

useful or effective. In preaching, a certain amount

of dignity is no doubt important, but this is not in

the least inconsistent with a free use of colloquial.

The freshness, directness and pithiness which the

colloquial adds to " general Mandarin," are almost, if

not quite, essential to really effective public address.

In preaching especially, an elegant classical style with

its high-sounding book phraseology, is worth but little

as compared with an attractive colloquial style>

which will catch the ears and win the hearts of the

people.
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15. Unless for special reasons, always learn the

dialect of the place in which you reside. You will

learn it more easily, as every one you meet will be

your teacher, and you will avoid the confusion and

discouragement of trying to learn one dialect while

you are hearing another. The very best foundation

on which to build a knowledge of several dialects, or

of " general Mandarin," is an accurate knowledge of

some one dialect.

16. Remember that the chief thing in learning a

language is memory. The "Western mind is given to

reasoning and philosophizing, but the exercise of this

faculty is largely thrown away in learning a new

language, especially such an unscientific language as

the Chinese. Don't begin, therefore, by attempting

to investigate the logical principles that underlie the

structure of the language, but take it on faith, and

make it your chief business to cram the words and

phrases of the lessons as fast as possible. This is the

shortest and surest road to success.

17. Do not stop learning Chinese at the end of one

or two years. Cultivate the habit of listening to the

language of the Chinese whom you hear speaking.

Seize every new expression and appropriate it,

investigating it with your teacher if necessary. If

you allow yourself to fall into the habit of passing

new words and expressions by, simply gathering the

speaker's meaning in a general way from the words

you already know, you will presently cease to hear

any new words at all, and your knowledge of Chinese

will remain practically stationary.

EXPLANATIONS.

A LL. single characters are defined in the vocabu-

laries, but 'phrases which first occur and are

defined in the subject, are not afterwards repeated in

the vocabulary.

2. As a rule all the leading Mandarin meanings of

characters and phrases are given, but meanings

confined to the wSn-li, are not generally given. The

more primitive meaning is usually given first, and

the others in order.

3. Many Chinese characters are used with almost

equal facility as nouns and as verbs, as adjectives and

as adverbs. In such cases the vocabulary has not

detailed the meaning in the several parts of speech,

but gives only that one which is most normal to the

character, leaving the others to be inferred from the

connection in each case.

4. That meaning of a word or phrase which occurs

in the given lesson, is printed in italics. Sometimes

on account of the structure of the sentence, the

translation contains none of the meanings in exact

form. In such cases none are italicized. When a

character is used in a phrase which greatly modifies

its proper meaning, so as to make it doubtful on

which of its meanings the phrase is founded, then

none is italicized. When two or three meanings

given to a character are practical equivalents, none

is italicized.

5. When a character has two readings attended

by a difference of meaning, the second reading is

noted at the end of the definition. The word also

indicates that the other reading has not yet appeared,

and the word see, that the other reading has already

appeared and been defined.

6. When a character has two readings not attended

by any change of meaning, they are both noted in

the vocabulary when it is first defined, but when it

subsequently occurs in phrases, only one reading, the

most common or suitable one, is given.

7. The spellings in the vocabularies are in accord

ance with the Peking sounds, but a space is left after

or underneath each spelling for the writing in of a

second spelling to suit the student's particular dialect.

The student should not write in these spellings

hap-hazard, but first master the system of spelling as

applied to his own dialect and then write them in

carefully, going to a syllabary in cases of doubt (if he

is so fortunate as to have a syllabary of his dialect).

If he has an index for his dialect, this will afford a

guide in all cases. It will be found that a large

proportion of Pekingese spellings apply equally to

other dialects. The best and most labor-saving plan

is to underscore the Peking spellings which prove to

be correct, and erase the others, writing in the correct

spelling. If this is done with the learning of each

lesson, it will save much time and confusion on review.

8. In the subjects and vocabularies (n.) stands for

Northern Mandarin ; that is, that which is spoken in

Peking and vicinity; (c.) stands for Central Manda

rin which, in this case, is limited to that spoken in

Eastern Shantung ; (s.) stands for Southern Mandarin,

which means, in this case, that spoken on the lower

Yangtze, especially that of Nanking. These indica

te
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tions are only approximate, and being in some cases

given on the authority of one teacher, are not always

to be depended on. When a phrase is local, but the

limits of its use are unknown to the author, it is

marked (l.) ; that is, local. Words and phrases the

use of which is confined to classical or book style, are

marked (w.) ; that is, win-li. All words and phrases

which are unmarked, are supposed to be Vuiig-hsing,

or at least approximately so. A wider examination

will no doubt show that some of these are also more

or less local.

9. In the duplicate readings in the Chinese text,

the one on the right hand is the Northern form, and

the one on the left, the Southern. In some cases three

readings are given, which are arranged in order with

the Northern one on the right. In some cases a dupli

cate reading consists of a Northern and Central, or a

Central and Southern—theother section not being rep

resented, for want ofinformation. In all such cases the

more northerly reading is to the right. In a few cases

both forms are t'ung-hsing, but are not equally

applicable in the given connection. In such cases

attention is called to the matter in the notes. These

parallel readings are supposed to be synonymous.

That they differ slightly in many cases, is unavoidable.

The translation conforms to the right hand reading.

When the difference is considerable, a second transla

tion, conforming to the other reading, is given in

parenthesis.

11. Duplicate readings, especially in the case of

common phrases, are not generally repeated in full-

One reading is used alone and then the other, pref

erence being given to that which is supposed to have

the wider range of use.

GENERAL REMARKS.

/"^ RAMMATICAL science has never been applied to

the Chinese language. There are of course

principles of construction embedded in it, but they

have never been developed and systematized. Edu

cated Chinese have no guide in writing or speaking

their language save their own ear and the particular

precedents established by usage. As a consequence

the language, as at present spoken, has in it many

anomalous forms and usages which are really at var

iance with the underlying principles of the language.

2. In China, literary taste and skill have thus

far expended themselves almost entirely on the wen-li.

Elegance in speaking is neither taught nor cultivated.

Teachers correct and criticize with great pains the

wen-li essays of their pupils, but allow them to speak

any way they choose. In talking, every man is a law

unto himself, and individual peculiarities abound to

a phenomenal extent.

3. The introduction of Christianity and of Western

thought into China is giving a marked stimulus to

Mandarin literature ; and mission schools cultivate

care and correctness in speaking as well as in writing.

These things are a beginning, and will certainly in

crease and develope in the future, and they will tend

gradually to elevate and purify the Mandarin. The

tendency of the times also is towards a lower and

more diffusive style of wen-li, approximating, in some

measure, the model of the spoken language. There is

little doubt but that ultimately Mandarin, enriched,

corrected and dignified, will come to be the written,

as well as the spoken, language of China.

4. Chinese has generally been regarded as a very

difficult language to learn. The difficulty chiefly

concerns the writing. The spoken language is of

course more difficult to an English speaker than a

cognate European language, but not more difficult

than other Asiatic languages.

5. To pick up a limited knowledge of colloquial,

which will answer for household or business purposes,

is quite easy ; but to acquire a fluent, idiomatic and

comprehensive knowledge of the language, answering

to all the departments of life, requires diligent and

persevering study.

6. Four things are important in order to speak

good Chinese :—

(a). To put the words and clauses in their proper

idiomatic order.

(6). To give to the words and phrases their proper

rhythmical emphasis.

(e). To give to the words their correct syllabic

pronunciation.

(d). To give the aspirates and tones correctly.

These things I regard as important in the order in

which they have just been enumerated.
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TABLE OF

TN the following table the radicals are arranged in

classes according to the number of strokes in

each, and in the order in which they usually stand in

dictionaries. They are numbered in order from one

upwards—albeit the Chinese never number them.

Each radical is spelled according to the Peking sound,

and space is left for writing in a second spelling. The

meanings given are brief and suggestive, rather than

exhaustive. A considerable number of the radicals

are contracted or modified in composition. The

modified form is given in each case at the side of the

full form. Some forty six or seven of the radicals

are obsolete as independent characters, being now

only used as radicals in composition. They are

indicated in the table by an asterisk (*).

The best way to learn the radicals is first to learn

1 Stroke.

1 I1 —' One, unity.

2 Run3 \ * to pass through, an upright-

3 Cku3 ~\* & point, a dot.

4 PHeh3 J * a stroke to the left.

6 r>* 2j a curve, one.

6 Ckue3 J * a barb, a crook.

2 Strokes.

• 7 tr*
— two.

8 Tou3 a cover, a hat.

9 Jen3 ,A. 'f a man.

10 Jin3 a man, the legs of a

11 Ju3>* .A to enter, into.

12 Pa1'2 A eight.

18 Chiung3 PJ* a limit.

14 Mi* *-** to cover, a cover.

16 Ping* J * ice, icicle.

16 Chi** Jit a bench.

17 Ran3 U* a receptacle, a box.

18 Tao1 JJ )J a knife, a sword.

19 Li* ~)\ strength.

20 Pao1 ^J* to wrap.

21 Pi* a spoon, a ladle.

22 Fang C* a chest, a case.

RADICALS.

the shape and meaning, associating these things to

gether j then proceed to learn the sound and the

order. If the student uses another dialect than

Pekingese, he should get a competent person to write

in the spelling according to his own dialect. The

radical ode which follows the table will, no doubt,

furnish the easiest method of learning the order. If

however any one is inclined to learn the order direct,

he will find that the easiest way is to sing the radicals

over and over until he is familiar with the names and

order. Then have them written out on a sheet of

paper and sing them over, guided by the characters

alone. Finally sing them over entirely from

memory. They will need frequent rehearsing in order

to keep from forgetting them.

23 Hsi3 "C to conceal.

24 Shi* ~f* ten.

25 Pu3 \* to divine.

26 Chie3 P * El a seal, a joint.

27 Han* a ledge, a cliff.

28 Si J** selfish, perverse.

29 Yu Jt, and, again.

> 3 Strokes.

80 K'ou3 P a mouth.

31 Wei1 P* an enclosure.

32 Tu3 T. earth.

3:3 Ski* ~t* a scholar, a sage.

34 Chi3 SL* a step, to follow.

85 Ts'ui walking slowly.

86 Hsi1* y evening.

87 Ta* % great

38 m3 woman, daughter.

89 Tsi3 TH son, child.

40 Mien3 **** a roof.

41 Ts'un* »J an inch.

42 Hsiao* A* small, little.

43 Wang'1 %* it Htk weak, lame.

44 Shi1 a corpse.

45 CA'i* ijl* a sprout.
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46 Shan1 |1| a hill, 'a mountain.

47 Ck'wan1 (({ JH mountain streams.

48 Rung1 31 labor, a workman.

49 Chi3 2» self.

50 Chin1 f)l a napkin.

61 Kan1 ^f" to oppose, a shield.

52 Yao1 ^* small, tender.

53 Fen* |* a roof, a shelter.

54 Fm3 ^L* moving on.

55 Kung3 ^f* joined hands.

56 7* a dart.

57 Rung1 a bow, archery.

58 CA't'4 3. M.* a pig's head, pointed.

59 Ste1 hair, plumage.

60 Ch'i* ^ * a step.

4 Strokes.

61 & t <Js> the heart.

62 Rod1 a spear.

63 F a door.

64 -SW ^ the hand.

65 Chi1 5£* a branch, a prop.

66 P'w1 £ to rap, to tap.

67 Wen3 3)£ literature, ornament.

68 Tom3 4" a peck, a bushel.

69 CW fj" an axe, a catty.

70 Fang1 ~)j square.

71 Wt»» % ft without, not.

72 Ji* 0 the sun, a day.

73 Fiie1'4 0 to speak.

74 Fiie« % the moon, a month.

75 Mu* wood, a tree.

76 CA'ien* to owe, to be deficient.

77 Chi3 ifc to stop.

78 Tai3 *T bad, vicious.

79 ^m1 ^C, a pole ; to kill.

80 Wu~>* jfc to deny ; do not I

81 Pi« J^tt to compare.

82 Mao* hair, wool.

83 -SAi* family name.

84 (7A'i« ^ breath, vapour.

85 Shui* $~ <fC water.

86 tftwd3 •fc »*> nre.

87 Chao3

88 Pa*

89 Yao3

90 Ch'iang2

91 PW

92 Fa2

93 iVt'w2

94 Ch'iian3.

95 Fkcmi2

96 Fii*

97 Zlkw1

98 Wa3

99 Kan1

100

101 Yung*

102 TW

103 P't3

104 Nih*

105 Pod1'*

106 Pai3

107 P't«

108 Mn'

109 Mu*

110 ifao3

111 Shi3

112 S£»»

113

114 Jou3

115 ITod!1

116 Hsue^

117 L»«

118 C/fo3

119 Mi3

120 Si1

121 Pom3

122 Wang3

123 Fa^J

124 Yii3

125 Zoo3

Jl\ claws.

father.

crosswise.

7I * a bed, a frame.

)x a slice, a splint.

~% a tooth.

^f1 a cow, an ox.

^ C» dog.

Strokes.

sombre, black.

3S 3E a gem, a precious stone.

a melon, a gourd.

5t a tile.

"U" sweet.

£E to live, to produce.

ffi to use.

11] afield.

7E a roll of cloth.

Jf*"* disease.

T^* back to back.

0 white,

skin, bark,

a dish, a platter.

DD an eye.

a halberd, a lance,

an arrow, a dart.

JH

*

%j ajtone. [revelation.

Tlf* 7fC sf> a divine omen, a

$J* a footprint.

7^ grain of any kind.

^ a cave, a den.

jjl to set up, to erect.

6 Strokes.

ft the bamboo.

sfc rice.

$ raw silk.

^ff crockery.

~j»tm ?C a net

a sheep,

wings, feathers,

old-
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126 tir*

127 Lei3

128 tr3

129 Yu*

130 Jou*

131 Ch'in2

132 Tsi*

133 C&4

134 CAw4

135 Shi2

136 Ch'wan3

137 CW

138 i^ra4

139 5«4

140 Ts'ao3

141

142 Ch'ung2

143 Zfewe3'4

144 i352w^a

145 J1

146 Y^4

ffil still, yet.

7^ a plow.

If the ear.

^ a pen, a pencil.

$j ^ flesh, meat.

|5L a statesman,

g self.

to, to arrive.

Q a mortar.

T§* the tongue.

p$ to oppose, error.

•$J" a hoat, a ship.

perverse, limited.

"fS, color.

ff* "tf* grass, herhs.

a tiger,

tjj an insect

J&L blood. •

^7 to go, to travel.

>R clothes.

|ffj to cover, west.

7 Strokes.

147 Cton4 to see, to perceive.

148 Chile3

t

a horn, a corner.

149 Zen* words, to speak.

150 tfa1.1 a valley.

151 Toit* s beans, pulse.

152 SAi3 a pig, swine.

153 Chai* a reptile.

154 Pei4 a shell, precious.

155 C/i'i3'4 flesh color, naked.

156 Tsou3 to go, to walk.

157 T^u* the feet, enough.

158 Shin1 the body.

159 C/W1 a cart, a coach.

160 fftin1 bitter.

161 Ch'in2 time.

162 C/iOdf4 3e 9Li to go, to run.

163 I* |5 a region, a city.

164 Fa3 m ripe, must, wine.

165 Pee*4 m to pluck, to sort out.

166 Li3 s a Chinese mile.

167 Chin1

168 Ch'ang*

169 Min

170 Fou*

171 Tai*

172 Chui1

173 Yu3

174 Ch'ing1

175 Fei1

176 Mien*

177 Kod*

178 Wei2

179 Chiu3

180 Yin1

181 Yie*

182 Fing1

183 Fei1

184 Shi2

185 SAdw3

186 Hsiang1

187

188 Ku3

189 iTao1

190 Peao1

191 Ton*

192 <7/i'aw04

193 Li*

194 ifwei3

195 73 2

196 Niao3

197 Z,w3

198 Lu*

199 ifotf4

200 Jia3

201 Hwang2

202 S<k3

8 Strokes.

^! gold,

jl •f| long,

P*J a door, a gate.

Jfs- |5 a mound, plenty.

^* to reach to, to attain.

^ birds,

rain,

blue sky.

no, wrong.

9 Strokes-

jfj the face.

raw-hide,

leather,

leeks,

sound.

a leaf, the head,

wind,

to fly.

to eat.

the head, first,

-fj- incense.

10 Strokes.

a horse,

•pf* a bone.

M bigh.

J^* hair.

R to quarrel, to fight.

^* herbs, essences.

Plj a tripod, an urn.

a demon, a ghost.

11 Strokes.

a fish.

a bird.

(H crude salt.

a deer.

wheat.

{j§jL hemp.

12 Strokes,

yellow,

millet.

fit
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203 Hod*

204 Chi*

205 Mn*

206 Ting3

207 Kus

208 Shu*

209 Pi'

black.

embroidery.

13 Strokes.

H frogs.

^ a tripod.

a drum.

JU< a rat, a mouse.

14 Strokes.

Jpf. the nose.

210 Ch'i*

211 Ch%3

212 Z,^3

213 Kivei1

214 Yoa*

regular, even.

15 Strokes.

"$f front teeth.

16 Strokes,

flf a dragon.

Hi a tortoise, a turtle.

17 Strokes.

ttf a flute, a pipe.

THE RADICAL ODE.

BY REV. J. A. SILSBY.

rPHE following ode will relieve the student of much labor in learning the meaning and order of the

radicals. It will serve as a continuous ladder, with suggestivo and ever-varyiug rounds, which

the student can mount with vastly greater ease than he can climb the bare pole of arithmetical numbers

Not only is the first acquirement made easier, but the memory will retain the ode more firmly and

recall it more readily than it will the bare numbers.

HOW TO BEGIN.

One Stroke. l !

Beginning with unity, just as you ought, —.

2 3 2 3

You next make an upright, and then make a dot; \ \

* ot'. • • 5 a

Make a stroke to the left, then a curve and a crook, J Z* \ •

And you've summed up the use of one stroke in a book.

A RIDDLE.

Two Strokes, it » 10 i • • io

Two hats on one man! See, that tramp walking fast, ~ A A,

11 is 13 . 11 12 IS

Enter8 slyly at eight, e're the limit is passed. A, A PJ

14 15 18 11 14 IS 16 17

A cov'ring of ice hides a bench and a box, *~* 7 /L Lf

18 19 80 18 19 80

A sword of great strength is wrapped up in old socks, ^Fj Aj ,

21 28 83 84 21 22 23 24

A spoon in a case is concealed with ten knives ; {S C C "f"

26 , 25

Divine what this means, and then ask the old wives,— f»

26 ST 88 86 37 SB

"Why that seal on the cliff, made by some selfish hoax, p J~

29 29

Should let a conjunction end up the two strokes. %
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80 n

P □

32 as 31 35

i ± 3%

36 31 n 3!"
■k

40 41 4i

»**
>J>

43 44 48 46

1C P HI

47 48

CR X

49

rfr

61 52

63 M

f

H 56 67

58 59 60

E 0

CONSOLATION FOR AN UNFORTUNATE WIDOW.

TAree Strokes. so 31

Three smacks on the mouth ! an enclosure how sweet !

38 83 84 85

Which earth's greatest sage follows slowly to greet.

36 87 88 89 *

This evening great lady, yonr son had a fall

40 41 41

From a roof that was forty-one inches too small.

43 44 49 46

He is lame, not a corpse, and some sprouts from the hill,

47 48

Washed in streams by the workmen, will keep him qnite still

49 60 51 62

Wrap self in a napkin) make shields for the tender;

63 54

Give shelter to orphans ; move on, their defender !

55 69 67

Joined hands follow Cupid's dart, shot from his bow :

58 59 60

Eat pig's head; don plumage; his footsteps yon know.

8UNDRY REFLECTIONS.

Four Strokes. ei 62

If your heart be once pierced by a spear as you stand,

68 _ 64

Then the door of eternity's surely at hand.

66

When you've mastered this branch of the language, be sure

66 67

You've but tapped at the portal of literature.

68 69 70 68 69 70

Though we measure with bushels and catties and squares, 2|> Jf

71 78

Yet without the sun's light we could not sell our wares.

78 74

Why speak of the moon with such rapture my dove ?

76 78

To the shade of the wood do we owe our first love.

77 78 79 80 77 78 79

Stop, vicious man, kill not! Deny not my prayer} Sk. ^ x. W

81 88

Can life be compared with those locks of red hair ?

88 84

One's family name is as dear as his breath;

85 86

Through water and fire he'll defend it till death.

87 88

The claws of a kitten, my father once said,

89 90

Should never scratch crosswise, nor climb on a bed ;

91 94 ,

And a splint twixt the teeth, puts an end to all jokes,

98 94

While an ox and a dog will end up the four strokes.

SI 62

to

63 64

$

68

68 69

5* Jr

71 72

% B

78 74

H n

75 78

£

77 78

Jfc

81 88

Jfc %

S3 M

A

88

67 86

89

92

98 84
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SAD DEATH OF TWO JEWELERS.

Five Strokes. 95 96 97 95 m n

Two sombre gem merchants once ate a cucumber: £ 3! JJ£

-M98 .99 98 99

They slept on some' tiles, and how sweet was their slumber ! % ^

100 101 102 100 101 102

But to live was no use; in afield at their ease, ffl ffl

103 104 103 104

In dry grcwfe rolled up, they were killed by disease. 7E f*

105 10« 10S 106

Back to back they were laid, dressed in white ;—'twas their wish., 71 ^

107 108 107 108

With the skin of the cucumber placed in a dish! & JQL

109 110 111 11s 109 no 111 11s

Then an eye, lance and dart were engraved on a stone, @ 9fc %j

US 114 113 114

As an emblem divine of the foot-prints now flown; 5jf #1

116 118 115 n«

This stone, midst the grain in a cavernous den, Jfc flg

117 in

Was erected to finish five strokes of the pen. j£

AN ECCENTRIC OLD STATESMAN.

Six Strokes. us 119 120 121

"Our bamboo and rice, silk and crocks, I am told,

122 12S 124 126

Our nets, sheep and quills must be taxed as of old.

126 127 _ 128

And yet we plow on for this fool with long ears!"

129 180

" Stick a pen in his^esA," cried a boatman with jeers.

131 182 188 184

The statesman himself now arrived with a mortar,

136 186

The tongue that opposed him he'd smash and make shorter !

1S7 138 189

The boat's perverse skipper, with red colored face,

140

He tied up with grass, and dismissed in disgrace.

141 142 113

But when tigers and insects drew blood, he thought best

144 145 146

To travel for clothing and skip to the west.

BEWARE OF THE SERPENT.

Seven Strokes. 147 lis 140

U Seven strokes we now see, and a /10m,—fateful word !

150 161 162

In the valley beans grow, and of pigs a whole herd ;

158 164

Great reptiles their precious young offspring are feeding ;

155 166

With legs bare and naked a lad walks unheeding ;

167 _ _ 158

His foot, gets a sting and his body soon dies ;

169 160

A coach brings his mother : how bitter her cries !

161 161 163

'Tis high time to run from a region so vile,

1 IB Jl!> 120 121

ft & &

12i 128 121 125

m 33

m

127 li8

129 130

* 03

181 18:! 183 IM

136 13fl

3e

13; 188 139

&

1(0

n

in 112 143

J2l

144 115 140

fx * 15

147 118 149

51 ft a

]r.o 151 152

$ 32

163 154

156 156

#

ir>7 158

169 160

101 162 ir,3
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184 165 1st

Where wine plucks its victims for many a mile.

FLEETING RICHES.

Eight Strokes. 167 168

Eight strokes ! and now gold, after long labor gained,

169 170 171

Doth open the doorway of plenty attained.

172 178 174

But riches like birds, when the rain hides the blue,

175

If I am not wrong, will fly quickly from you.

FOOLISH ANGER.

Nine Strokes. i7« 177 m

Nine strokes on the face with a raw-hide or leather,

179 180

Or e'en with a leek, will raise sounds in all weather.

181 182 183

For leaves in the wind, when they fly far away,

184 18S ISO

Don't eat off your head, nor burn incense all day.

GOOD ADVICE.

Ten Strokes. 187 188 189

Ten strokes on a horse, with a bone raised on high,

19t>

Will wear off his hair, and soon cause him to shy.

191 182 193

Don't fight about essences cooked in an urn,

m

Or you'll find yourself doomed with the demons to burn.

FISHING AND HUNTING.

Eleven Strokes. 195 196 m

Eleven fresh fish and a bird caught with salt.

198 199 200

A deer which eats wheat, tied with hemp, calls a halt.

GOING TO MARKET.

Twelve Strokes. 201 202

Twelve yellow millet stalks next you will see,

203 204

And black silk embroidery purchased by me.

EXPLOIT OF SOME FROGS.

Thirteen Strokes. 205 200

Thirteen little frogs on a tripod once sat,

207 208

But jumped on a drum, when they saw a big rat.

[Strokes. RESULT OF A FIGHT.

Fourteen and Fifteen 209 210

Fourteen were the noses all even in height,

211

Fifteen were the teeth, which were lost in a fight.

[Strokes. THE DRAGONS END IT.

Sixteen and Seventeen ws 21s

Sixteen dragons sat on a tortoise last June, g|

214 # 214

Playing seventeen flutes ; and that winds up my tune. ^

164 15". 1M

I $ M

167

&

16'J 17!) 171

172 178 171

& m %

17",

ft

17'! 177 178

m $

179 180

fi

181 1*2 lfti

m ft

184 185 186

#

181 188 189

g ft

1!*)

191 192 193

H e Jg

194

195 isa 19?

H

198 111 200

201 202

ft

208 204

J5 %

205

till

20tf

Ml

207 20S

a

209 210

ft

211

til

212 213
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TONE EXERCISES.

E following tone exercises are not intended as a

means of learning the tone of particular words,

but as a means of acquiring the special intonation

peculiar to each tone, and of learning the chime

formed by these tones when given in regular order.

Two tables are given, one for Northern and one for

Southern Mandarin. Ay the syllables are not

represented in the table, because in some cases it was

impossible to find characters agreeing in the different

dialects. Many syllables are originally deficient in

one or more tones. A few of these are given, but the

majority are not. The number of syllables given are

abundant for the purpose for which the table is

intended. Some syllables seem to be repeated, which

shows that in another dialect the given syllable

divides into two. The student should go over these

exercises carefully with his teacher a number of

times, or until he can give and distinguish each tone

with certainty, and can chime them together to the

satisfaction of his teacher. This will soon be ac

complished if he has an average ear, and will give

strict attention to the business in hand. No phrases

are given in illustration of the tones of the several

syllables, because this is not considered to be the

most profitable method of study. The tones of par

ticular words are best learned in connection with the

characters taken separately, as they occur in the

course of the lessons, and the modifications made by

composition and collocation are best learned from

words and phrases as they stand together in

sentences. Every lesson is, in this sense, a tone

exercise.

TH

NORTHERN TABLE.

m mmm&m&®\&&zmm ** *a m m &

r m & & « ^ is * ^ *s * hs & * ® si m m m m m r & m

& n & fF m « m % p m m m m m m $ t m w % & n 1* m a

m u & & m vfc #s p * * g n m il m m m % * 7

$ & a m # m ft *n *t & w m w ti m tg n w n m m a & m m
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m m m mm mm u s^m^m

4i w # m m m n m w n s * % # * i§ % a k jb « «

#^n^^HsaiSfe»ii^^» it it ^ & * « is ^ m

m m mm m+m&&# us n * fi

wvt tr j m mmm m ^ mm m mum % m mm m&m

® W » gam*

^

SOUTHERN TABLE.

KH^is m m si m m & & m & m m *r as

& «s ii . # «e & ^ ^ mi# n is m &m $ m m& w

m ± mm &
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fc&mwmizmmwx&mffimn&m® # £Mt ir aim

@ ^ & #^^^?u

ail® & pjf

us ^ ^5 ft is a » H « jg 4J «j $1 # £ «f is * si j^p * £ & 3e

$m mm Mm

it^?B«^ # 8 n # # js « e # mutm&mmMmg

m mm® u &

@# * * w tr« n & m «

*n # jr £ ag » nm^m^m^ ^mmm^^mmmmm

mm mm m

ft 35 g It
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ASPIRATE

JN order to facilitate the acquisition of the distinc

tion between aspirates and non-aspirates the

following tables of exercises have been arranged. It

was found impossible to make one table answer for

lx)th Northern and Southern Mandarin ; hence one

is given for each. Each table gives all the syllables

to which the distinction applies. In all dialects a

few syllables capable of making the distinction are

deficient either in the aspirate or the unaspirate.

These of course are not given. Some syllables seem

to be repeated, which is caused by the splitting of the

syllable by a different dialect. In all cases, except

those which are specially marked, the tone of the two

EXERCISES.

r characters is the same, thus eliminating this complica

tion whilst the distinction of aspiration is being

acquired.

The student should go over this table repeatedly

with his teacher, carefully imitating his pronuncia

tion. In general the greater danger lies in not

aspirating strongly enough the aspirated sound. It

should be specially noted by the student, that mere

stress or force of voice is not necessarily aspiration.

It is the position of the tongue, not the amount

of breath, that makes the difference. Let the

student get a clear apprehension of what aspiration

means and the whole difficulty vanishes.

NORTHERN TABLE.

2311141 2111 3-2 4211111

m m m « & m 9 & m m & m m % it & m m % m

1*42 ,4111311314413133

14 1143144444441433114

& % t ft ^ m * t& m & ® m m n & m m n m m

mfcnu&m&&wM m it m m $ m. m m * m m

13 314134 i3411 ll423 li

t wl # m m % m m a m ta m % m % m. n m #

1334134444114114

SOUTHERN TABLE.

131111411111311133414
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5315135541451 3 131414 5

44144443454451534 5 44

fk m % ?t & m u ® m m 1$ & ft & m m & m it ft

13355145 541113 1135 13

51511131 345114141 5311

PEKING SOUND TABLE.

The following List of Syllables represents the

application of the new system of spelling to the

Peking dialect.

The points of departure from Sir Thos. Wade's

system, are briefly as follows :—

1. Final o is changed to oi%.

2. V, when followed by a vowel other than t, is

Pf A, Nga ft Chao « Ch'iai

Ai, Ngai m Ch'ao ft Chiang

4£f An, Ngan Chei
It Ch'iang

yfj Ang ill Che- Chiao

Ch'S Ch'iao

-p Cha Chen Chie

& Ch'a Ch'en JL Ch'ie

2l Chai IE Cheng Chien

^ Ch'ai Jtt Ch'eug Ch'ien

|*J Chan Chi Chin

Ch'an Ch'i Ch'in

3|i Chang Chia Ching

|§ Ch'ang Ch'ia
m

Oh'ing

changed to w ; when followed by i, the u is retaiued.

3. Final u and final ih are both changed to ».

4. Final eh is changed to ie.

5. »9s is changed to s, so that ss& becomes si,

and tz is changed to ts, so that tzU becomes tsi.

6. Final h is discarded in all cases.

(7 Sir remarks at the end of the table.

ft Chioa
m Ch'u Chun

Ch'ioa M Chui Ch'iin

m Chiu Ch'ui
w Chuoa

Ch'iu Chun Oh'fioS

n Chiung Ch'un
m Chwa

IP} Ch'iung Chung
Ch'wa

Chi Ch'ung
® Chwai

Mi
Ch'i

M Chii
I'm Oh'wai

Choa Ch'ii Chwan

* Ch'oa Chiian ill Ch'wan

& Chou Ch'iian Jtt Chwang

Ch'ou Chiie Ch'wang

± Chu Ch'iie 15 Ch'woa
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0/1 Hsiin

En ^ Hsiioa

flf Eng ^ Hn

IE, Er 0 Hui

ft Ta jfj^ Hun

K Ean &L* Hung

^ Tang Hwa

# Fei H Hwai

# Fen ^ Hwan

Mi F6ne ^ Hwang

^ Foa Hwoa

1§ Fou 55c i

£ Fu $k Jan

^ Ha PS Jang

3j§| Hai 111 Jao

2£ Han

#t Hang

£ Je

A Jen

Hao #5r Je°g

Hei He 0 Ji

tft Eon 3j JoS

^ Heng ^ Jou

fif HcaH6 #B Ju

# Hon JnS Jai

^fif Hsi Pj Jun

~F Hsia ffl, Jung

[6] Hsiang fl| Jwan

^ Hsiao t& Ka

^ Hsio -fc K'a

|SJ| Hsien $C Kai

jft Hsin §ff K'ai

^ Hsing Kan

0: HsiOa K'an

$1 Hsiu $!] Kang

Hsiung #1 K'ang

M Hsu Kao

Hsiian 3? K'ao

ffP Hsiie j£ Kei

M K'ei Liang

$| K6u ~f Liao

If K'en Lie

M Keng 5§l Lien

K'eng ^ Liu

-Hf Koa, Ke ^ Ling

PT K'oa, K'e J|[j. Lioa

$J Kou @ Liu

P K'ou $1 Loa

# Ku ftS Lou

^ K'u j& Lu

^ Kun §fi Lun

K'uu ffg Lung

IE Kung ill Lii

?L K'ung Lttan

Kwa H Liie

K'wa Jra Liin

■jig Kwai Hr Luoa

'fcfe K'wai §1 Lwan

^ Kwan f& Ma

Hfc K'wan ^ Mai

Z$fc Kwang Man

£H K'wang $1 Mang

Kwei ^Jj Mao

&t K'wei ^| Mei

Kwoa n Men

P K'woa |£ Meng

til La 7|C Mi

& Lai |5 MiaO

Lan 0$ Mie

Lang 0 Mien

/& Lao ^ Min

$ Lei ^ Ming

f) Le fp Mill

^ Lgng )fl Moa

^ Li 1% Mou

ffl Lia H Mu

M Na P'ao

Nai ^ Pei

jj§ Nan PS P'ei

PI Nang # Pen

Nao P'en

f*} Nei $ Peng

Nen J$ P'eng

Neng >ll Pi

^ Ni & P'i

^ Niang ^ Piao

Ml Niao M P'iao

^ Nie M Pie

Nien # P'ie

Nin Jm Pien

^ Ning >T P'ien

J§ NioS % Pin

Niu j| P'in

^ Ping

^ Nou 2? P'ing

Nu tSt Po&

$k Nun ^ P'oa

il Nung wlj P'ou

it Na ffi Pu

^ Niie ^ P'i

^ Niioa It Sa

)5g Nwan §^ Sai

l(t OS San

ffi Ou # Sang

Q Pa tif Sao

^ Se

n Pal & Sen

^ P'ai ff Seng

i$L Pan 'H Sha

Hfr P'an Pf Shai

^ Pang Ul Shan

^ P'ang ^ Shang

^ Pao ^ Shao
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& She Swan Tie m Ts'ao
<±«

Tsung Weng

# Shen Ta » T'ie Tsei
®

Ts'ung Woa

WL Sbeng T'a Tien m Tse m Tswan Wu

6$ Shi Tai Tien %
Ts'e Ts'wan Ya

^ Shou *
T'ai Ting Teen Tu Yai

Shu *
Tan T'ing Ts'en T'u Yang

Shui T'an Tiu Hi Tseng Tui

2

Yao

J|f Shun ta Tang Toa Ts'eng T'ui Yen

M Shwa m T'ang T'oa Tsi Tun Yie

^ Shwai M. Tao Tou Ts'i T'un Yin

^£ Shwan m T'ao
SI T'ou TsoS Tung Ying

Shwang m Tei
m Tsa Ts'oS T'ung

$
YoS

fjfc Shwoa n T6 Ts'a Tsou m
Twan

Yu

ft 81
T'e Tsai Ts'nu

m
T'wan Yung

# Soa Teog Ts'ai Tsu
% Wa Yu

^ Sou T'eng Tsan ffi Ts'u Wai Yuan

3r? Sa Ti Ts'an Tsui
$ Wan Yiie

^ Sai T'i
m

Tsang Ts'ui
BE Wang

Yfin

^ Sun Tiao Ts'ang Tsan Wei

t£ Sung T'iao ¥ Teno Ts'un Wen

REMARKS.

1. The exception made in substituting w for w

(viz., when it is followed by t) is in deterenco to

the views of my Peking advisers. Guided by my

own hearing of the sound, as given by Peking

teachers, I would have preferred to write wei,

and so make the adoption of w uniform. Neither

« nor w are equally fitting in all cases, but in

any given dialect it is better to adhere to one or

the other.

2. Of the final ui, Sir Thos. Wade says that "it

is uei in some tones." It may be added that in

many places it is uei (or wei) in all tones, which

indicates that this is the normal sound aud ui

the tonal variation. It is unfortunate, seeing that

it is uei in some tones, that this was not chosen

as the writing, thus avoiding a distinction in finals

which probably does not exist A discriminating

analysis will, I think, show that the final in hut; as,

J§. is not really differentfrom that in k'wei,

as Jg, \% , tfc> or lei, as fTf, >gf, etc. Chinese

teachers, wuen they understand the idea of classify

ing sounds, will not fail to class these finals together.

3. Of the finals ten and tiara, Sir Thos. Wade

says lliat in some tones ten changes to tan, and

that in .some tones iian changes to iien, and further

that thi> two have the same peculiarity with regard

to the final sound. It seems very strange under

these circumstances that he did not spell them

both eft or both an. The fact that we have a

numl.pr of final ie and a number of final tie but no

final ia or iia, creates a strong presumption that

en is the normal souud and an the tonal variation.

It would be a distiuct improvement if lien were

substituted for iian, thus removing an unnecessary

inconsistency.

4. Final an represents a sound which is practical

ly the same in Peking that it is in other Mandarin

dialects. The general concensus of opinion in Central

and Southern Mandarin is that it is better written

uin. Sir Thos. Wade says of it, " It is inflected as if

an i, very faint and rapidly pronounced, intervened

between u aud »." If spelled uin it would avoid

an apparent discrepancy between Pekingese and

other dialects, where none exists in fact.
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5. Final eh occurs in only one syllable, viz,—

yeh. Although y coming before i, occludes it to a

considerable extent, yet the analogy of lie, mie, tie,

etc., indicates that the i belongs there, and in

some tones especially, its force is quite discernible.

The Chinese regard $ Ifi as having the same

final with

6. It would simplify the system, and be an

improvement rather than otherwise, if yen were

spelled yien and yu were spelled yiu. These

finals are not in fact different from those of tien,

mien, lien, etc., or of tin, miu, liu, etc. The i is

indeed occluded by its union with y, so that it is

scarcely heard, yet analogy shows that it is there,

and in some tones its presence is distinctly felt.

7. Final ih of Sir Thos. Wade has been combined

with t (representing &), for the reason that the

distinction between it and tf is more imaginary

than real—being largely the effect of differing

initials. My Peking advisers say that a slight

distinction is perhaps made in Peking, but certain

ly not such a distinction as is indicated by Sir

Thos. Wade's description of the power of i in ik ;

viz,—" as i in chin, chick, thing." Practically no

distinction is heard in Chili outside of Peking. In

Southern Mandarin the two sounds are regarded

as identical.

8. In his syllabary recently published, Dr. Good

rich has rejected Sir Thos. Wade's ho, J:o and k'o

in favor of hi, ki and klS, as more accurately repre

senting the Pekingese sounds. If this change had

come to the author's knowledge in time, it would

have been adopted throughout. As it is, the un

certainty as between 6 and o<l has occasioned no

small trouble, and frequent inconsistency.

RANKING S(

The following list of syllables represents the

application of the new system of spelling to the

Nanking Dialect. U is retained, because it repre

sents the sound more accurately than w. Syllables

containing it are pronounced so as to bring out the

vowel force of u—often making the syllable sound

like a dissyllable. The addition of —h to a syllable

A Che—h $0 Ch'uai

52 Ai Ch'e—h
m

Chuan

^ An m
Chen )\\ Ch'uan

§ft Aug & Ch'en Jit Chuang

m ao IE Cheng
& Ch'uang

R Au Ch'£ng
M

Chuau

fj£ Chai «
Cheo

& Chuei

^ Ch'ai Ch'eo Ch'uei

& Chan Chi—h Chueh

H Ch'an m Ch'i—h
m

Chuen

3|L Chang Choh Ch'uen

H Ct'ang Ch'oh £h

% Chao Chong fin, Eng

Ch'ao Ch'ong Eo

^ Chan—h ±
Chu—h Br

^ Ch'au—h ft Ch'u—h Fan

JND TABLE.

indicates the existence of a fifth tone, spelled by

the addition of h to the regular spelling. All fifth

tones which modify the spelling of the fundamental

syllable, together with all whose fundamental

syllable is unknown, are inserted in alphabetic

order.

See remarks at the end of the table.

Fang
ft Hi—h Huan

Fauh Hiai Huang

Feei Hiang
& Huau—h

Fen m Hiao
m Uuei

It Feng T Hiau—h Hu6h

Feo
ft Hieih Huen

Fu—h
m Hiein

m Hu

Hai
UK

Hin
m Hiiei—h

m Han
ft Hing

nt Hiiein

Hang <§f& Hioh
m Hiiin, Huing

m
Hao Hiong

* I—h

Hau Hiu—h Kai

Heh Ho—h
m

K'ai

Hen Hong Kan

m

&

Heng

Heo

Hu—h

Huai I

K'an

Kang
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'Jfc K'ang X Kong m
Liang lifc Nein P'eo

ft Seng

& Kao K'ong T Liao ftE Neng ft Pi—h Seo

% K'ao Ku—h # Lin fft Ni—h & P'i—h
M Shai

3f Keh K'u—h Ling Niang Piao
m Shan

g£ K'eh Kuai Liu Niao H P'iao
it

Shang

$| Ken K'uai ii Lo—h Ning m Pin Shao

-j| K'en Kuan flg
Long 41 Niu P'in Shau—h

Jl Keng K'uan Jig Ln—h #P No—h & Ping She—h

#1 K'eng
* Kuang £

Luan $t Nong P'ing Shen

$ K&>
ft K'uang *

Luei ax Nu tt Po—h S Sheng

P K'eo JDDL Kuan—h id Lu&n ^§ Nuan P'o—h Shi—h

IB Ki-h K'uau m Lii—h Nu Pu—h Shoh

^ K'i—h
Si Kuei » Mai psf 0—h P'u—h Shn—h

Kiai
Jtt K'uei ti

Man # Ong Ran Shuai

^ K'iai
11

Kueh tt Mang # Pai si Rang Shnan

£L KiaDg K'uSh % Mao P'ai Rao Shuang

l£ K'iang Kuen Mau—h ^ Pan
ft Shuei

^ Kiao K'uen as Meih ffi P'an
m Reh M Shuen

K'iao Kii—h |HJ Mein Meing H$ Pang Ren Si—h

t§C Kiau—h K'u—h Meei % P'ang
m Reng Siang

58$ K'iau—h
PI Kiiei—h MSh Pao Reo Siao

Kieih
m K'uei—h n

Men |fi P'ao B Rih Sin

K'ieih
Kiiein & Meng E» Pau—h

m Roh Sing

JH Kiein, Kieing K'uein m Meo ffl P'au
m Rong # Siu

K iein, K'ieing Kiiin Mi—h #U Pei-h im Ra—h SI

& Kin
m K'iiin Miao 4tt P'eili Ruan So—h

3fc K'in
& Lai Min ^jjj Pein Peing Ruei Song

*S King
tg Lan Ming )X r'eb P'eiog Ruen Su—h

.1 in

^ Peei
H K'iDg

&
Lang Miu

Sai Suan

J$] Kioh Lao # Mo—li P'eei San Suei

K'ioh Lau—h # Mu—h 6 Peh Sang Suen

31 Kiong Leih Nai jfi P'eh Sao Su—h

H K'iong
H Leiu Nan 2|J Pen Sau—h Siieih

Kiu Leh $ Nang & P'en Sei—h Siiein

5$ K'iu ft Leng Nao $ PSng Sein Suin

^ Ko—h
RS Leo Nan—h J$J P'eng

ft Seh Tai

Pf" K'o—h Li—h & Neih $k PSo Sen T'ai
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J|L Tan

$t T'an

H Tang

%k T'ang

Tao

T'ao

Tau—h

■flfc T'au—h

f£ Tei—h

IA T'eih

j£ TeinTetog

% T'einT'eing

f§ Teh

$F T'eh

^ Teng

^ T'eng

S, Teo

fl| T'eo

Ti—h

# T'i—h

^ Tiao

#1$ T'iao

/£ Ting

SS T'ing

S Tia

^ To—h

$C T'o-h

^ Tong

\% T'ong

10E Tsai

Ts'ai

ft Tsan

Ts'an

Tsang

Ts'ang

Tsao

^ Ts'ao

P§ Tsau—h

^ Ts'au—h

jtfl Tsei—h

JL Ts'ei-h

H TseinTseing

^| Ts'einTs'eingj

Ts£h

3£ Ts'eh

Tsen

*t Tseng

^ Ts'eng

^ Tseo

|| Ts'eo

^ Tsi—h

|? Ts'i—h

Tsiang

^ft Ts'iang

$1 Tsiao

Ts'iao

$1 Tsin

Ts'in

# Tsing

7rf Ts'ing

Tsiu

ffi. Ts'ia

-f- Tsi

?K Ts'i

^ Tso—h

$jf Ts'o—h

Tsong

$fc Ts'ong

iffi. Tsu—h

ffi Ts'u-h

i§| Tsuan

B[ Ts'uan

Tsuei

ffl Ts'uei

jg[ Tsuen

Ts'uen

^ Tsii

JR Ts'fi

Tsiiei—h

£ Ts'uein

^ Tsiiin

^ Tu—h

± T'u—h

M Tuan

ffl T'uan

m Taei

T'uei

fit Tuen

# T'nen

U-k

£F Wai

Wan

EE Wang

% Wau—h

fa Weei

3t Wen

& Yai

Yang

3? Tao

3" Yau—h

$C Yei—h

Yein Yeing

Yin

ifiJ Ying

^ Yiu

$J Yoh

ffl Yong

1 Vii

Yiieh

Jf[ Yiiein

§ Yiiin

REMARKS.

1. In Nanking, initial n and I are not distin

guished. Some of the people say I and some say n,

and all are unconscious of the difference. Both

syllables are given in the table according to the

usage of general Mandarin. If students of Nan-

kingese will take pains to acquire this distinction

and keep it up, it will do their Nankingese no harm,

and will be a very great advantage in case of

removal to another dialect, or in conversing with

persons from the North or West.

2. Pinal n and ng, especially when following t,

are confused in the same manner as initial n

and I. Both syllables are given in the table

according to the usage of general Mandarin, and

for the same reason as in the case of initial I

and n.

3. There is a difference of opinion in Nanking

as to whether Jg, Iji and £ should be spelled

with e or 6. The older spelling is i, the newer, e.

Personally I hear the sound rather e than 6. All

the other syllables with this final, are confined

to the fifth tone and become ih, save ^ which

inclines strongly to eh.

4. Final en is not so clearly & as in Pekingese,

but rather a sound between en and en. The balance

of opinion is in favor of writing it in.

KIUKIANG SOUND TABLE.

ffl Ch'ao ig Chei £ Ch'en 7i Choh Ch'ii—h

P*f An -p. Chau—h ^. Ch'ei J Cheo—h jp^ Oh'oh ^ Ch'wai

Chang Ch'au—h |?5 Chein Ch'eo—h 4* Chung 5tt Chwang

Ik Ch'ang ^ Chah Ch'ein #n chi-h % Ch'ung ^fc Ch'wang

21$ Chao it Ch'ah Chen Ch'i-h ± Chii—h Chwau
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$4 Chwah

gfe Ch'wah

alt. Chwei

Ch'wei

ifl Chwen

^ Ch'wen

Chwoan

)\\ Ch'woau

^ Er

2£ Fan

~)j Fang

j£ Fanh

# Fei

# F6a

5 Feo

5>c Fa-h

SI Fang

iH Hai

^ Han

$t Hang

Hao

^ Hau

W Hah

^ Hen

# mo

i*C Ho—h

Hsi—h

^ Hsiai

jSj Hsiang

I|£ Hsiao

~f* Hsiau—h

Jfit Hsieih

Hsien

Jfcft Hsin

5f2 Hsing

^ Hsioh

4k Hsiu—h

Hsiung

Ha—h

jjl Hung

§§ Hwai

Hwang

^£ Hwau—h

|j£ Hwah

[5] Hwei

Hwen

Hwoan

# I-h

igfc Kai

68 K'ai

# Kan

3ff K'an

Kang

#t K'ang

^ Kao

# K'ao

-Jc K'au—h

3£ Kah

%r K ah

Ken

# Ken

ffl Keo

P K',

§B Ki

^ K'

# Ki

JQC Kiang

Jg* K'iang

^ Kiao

I? K'iao

j§£ Kiau—h

S3 K'iau—h

Jr£ Kieih

M K'iei—h

.'60

B—fa

-h

uai

Jl, Kien

K'ien

^ Kin

$C K'in

ft King

$S K'ing

J$! Kioh

K'ioh

5§fc Kiu—h

5fc K'iu—h

|pj K'iung

If Ko-h

flf K'o—h

"g" Ku—h

^ K'u—fa

31 Kung

?l K'ung

Kwai

^ K'wai

K'wan

Kwang

K'wang

JK. Kwau—h

K'wan

M Kwah

$1 K'wah

% Kwei

K'wei

Kwen

@ K'wen

^ Kwoan

K'woan

* Lai

ffl Lan

Lang

"^t Lao

Lau—h

m

Lah

Lei

Len

Leo—h

Li—h

PR Liang

j Liao

281 Lieih

iH Lien

Lin

^ Ling

^ Lioh

# Lin

H Lc—h

f§[, Loan

ft Lung

ff Mai

^ Man

ft Mang

^ Mao

Man—h

^ Mei

Meh

Men

f£ Meo

^ Mi—h

Miao

Miei—h

(Ij Mien

jaj Min

Ming

^ Mo—h

jjjg Moan

IS Mu—h

^ Mung

Nai

H Nan

5^ Nang

fflU Nao

#R Nan—h

Noi

j& Nen

If Neo

^ Ngai

2? Ngan

^ Ngang

Hfc Ngao

|g Ngah

H Ngen

ffl Ngeo

^ Ngo-h

Ni—h

^ Niang

M} Niao

^ Nieih

Nien

Nin or Ni>^

^ Nioh

Niu

IIP No-h

Noan

SI Nnng

ic Nu

o

^ Pai

ffit P'ai

^ Pan

8ft F'an

^ Pang

^ P'ang

& Pao

^§ P'ao

El Pan—h

P'an—h

P4h

jfi P'&h

^ Pei

PS Fei

2fc Pen

P'en

Peo

^ P'eo

Pi-h

^ P'i-h

^ Piao

M P'iao

Pieih

^ Pien

J£ P'ien

§ P'in

^ P'in

^ Ping

^ P'ing

jfit Po—h

^ P'o—h

Poan

31 P'oan

ffi !Pn—h

^ P'u—h

Pung

ffl P'nng

^ Bang

$i Rao

#fe Rah

^ Rei

A Ren

gfc Reo—h

^ Ruen

0 Rih
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Shwang T'ang To—h ft Tsiang Tung

%k Roan
*

Shwan—h Tao T'o—h ft Ts'iang
n

T'ung

#H Rtt—h tt Shwah m T'ao m Toan ft Tsiao Wai

H Sai Shwei ± Tau—h
m T'oan fit

Ts'iao Wan

San li Shw&n T'au—h & Tsai *fi
Tsiei—b

i Wang

# Sang
&

Shwoan Tah it Ts'ai JL Ts'iei—h
Wau—h

IS' Sao Si—h T'ah Tsan IS Tsien
Wei

WL Sau—h Siang Tei m Ts'an Ts'ien
Wen

•fe Sah

Siao & T'ei
m Tsang ^ Tsin

Wo—h

# Sei iHi
Siei—h

Ten Ts'ang Ts'in
% Woan

& Sen
ft Sien # T'en Tsao #

Tsing
& Wu—h

J© Seo—h
to Sin Teo—h Ts'ao T's'ing

&
Wung

H Shang Sing m
T'eo—h PS Tsan—h Tsioh Yai

4* Shao m Sioh Ti—h
811 Ts'au—h Ts'ioh

Yang

Shan—h # Siu—h T'i—h m Tsah Tsiu Yao

^ Shah Si ft Tiao
M

Ts'ah Ts'iu
Yau—h

# Shei So—h T'iao
n

Tsei Tsi |
m Yei—h

^ Shein Soan Tiei—h Ts'ei Ts'i Yeo—h

If Shen Sung T'ieih Tsen Tso—h
w

Yien

^ Sheo—h Tai Tien Ts'en Ts'o
# Yin I]

B$ Shi—h T'ai T'ien Tseo—h Tsoan
Ying

Wi Sho—h Tan Ting Ts'eo—h m Ts'oan Yo—h

ft Shu—h T'an m T'ing Tsi—h Tsung
Yung

Shwai Tang Tiu Ts'i—h Ts'ung

REMARKS.

1. Initial I and n are occasionally confused,

but for the most part they are distinguished in

the same way as in general Mandarin.

2. With respect to final » and ng, syllables in

an and ang are generally distinguished ; final en is

used exclusively, final ing disappearing entirely ;

final in and ing are confused to some exteut,

especially in the native city, but the dialect, as a

whole, makes the same distinction that is made in

general Mandarin.

8. K before { approximates ch, especially in

the aspirates, but still is decidedly not ch as

heard in Pekingese. The syllable k'iung, in

particular, becomes practically ch, and might,

with propriety, be so written.

4. Final d, or dh, is confined to the 5th tone,

and is peculiar to the Kiukiang dialect. Rev- J.

R Bykes, who has arranged the syllabary as

here given, regards it as the 5th tone of syllables

in ai. It is so regarded by native scholars in

Kiukiang. Judging from analogy it looks as if it

were rather the Kiukiang modification of ih, as

heard in other Southern Mandarin dialects. It

is a singular fact that nearly all 5th tones in ih

are without a fundamental syllable.

5. In the syllables rj and |$ the vowel is a full

clear ei, and quite different from jj, chien, and

others of the same class.

6. The termination in is not as distinctly in

as in Pekingese, but tends more or less towards

en. This is especially the case with the syllable

A> which is in fact ren.

In the syllable j| ruin the u is quite short and

cannot be represented by w. In fact the differ

ence between A and S§ ia well expressed by ren

and ren.
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tengchow sound table.

ft A Fen Hwang
ft

K'in ;§! KwoS Mgng

5£ Ai E
Feng m Hwei m King K'woS

*
Mi

3C Aa Fo m Hw&n K'ing & La
18 Miao

H Ang Fa Hwoa KioS 5fc Lai Mie

ffl Ao Ha I K'ioS Lan P
Mien

j|£ Chang Hai Ka Kiu
Lang Min

i Ch'ang
m

Han K'a K'iu
^ Lao =g

Ming

Chao Hang Eai Kiung % Lei HE Mo

$3 Ch'ao
# Hao K'ai

m K'iung $ Le ^
Mu

# Chi He Kan
*>

Ko
ffj Len

Na

£ Ch'i
*

H6n m
K'an p K'o Leng »5r Nai

$fi Chie Heng m
Kang

# Ku ^ Li H
Nan

A Ch'ie
# Hi K'ang K'u

ffll Lia 1
Nang

^| Chien Hia Hao X Kung ffl Liang Nao

^ Ch'ien Hiai # K'ao K'ung J Liao Nei

J§| Chin Hiang Kfi Ku ?lj Lie Nen

Ch'in Hiao m K'e K'u Lien m Neng

# Ching Hie Ken Kiie ^ Lin ft
Ni

7rt Ch'ing Hiei # R'eu ffi K'ue £ Ling & Niang

$g Chiu
fig

Hien M
Keng Kiien H Lio5 Niao

Ilk Ch'iu. Hin ft K'eng K'iien fU Liu Nie

flj Chofi Hing IB Ki Kiiin ffii Liung Nien

$fl Ch'ofi Hioa K'i K'iiin |® Lo Ning

^ Chung Hiu Km Kwa H Loa Niu

± Chii
it Hiung K'ia If K'wa Lu ft Niung

|& Ch'u
*
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$t Pan ^ P'u 5^ Sung #fc T'iao *§" Tseng

ffi Pan J$ Sa ^ Swa §£ Tie J§ Ts'eng

% Pang ^ Sai fs£ Swai Ifi T'ie ^ Tsi

^ P'ang ^jt San Swan j£ Tien ^ Ts'i

Pao If Sang ^ Swang ^ T'ien ^ Tso

P'ao ^ Sao ^fC Swei ^ Ting $1 Ts'o

# Pel Sei III Swen 81 T'ing 4* TsoS

|& P'ei ^ Ta ^ Tin $g Ts'oS

tt P* 3& Sen T'a JB To Jfifl. Tsu

P'e fil Seng Tai T'o M Ts'u

2jS Pea ^ Sha T'ai
To£ 7^ Tsung

fit Pea ft Shang
m Tan £ T'oS Ts'ung

Ji Peng Shao
$ T'an fffc Tsa M Tswa

jffi Shi
^ Tang U Ts'a character. J-S

rp <

% Sbie
T-ung # Tsai £S Tswai

Ik P'i § Shien
^ T,iO if Ts'ai $0 Ts'wat

^ Piao i|> Shin
j& T'ao ff Tsan ^ Tswan

W< P'iao Ig Shing
& Tei g| Ts'an jll Ts'wan

J^M Pie ^ Shiu £! T'ei H Tsang ■$L Tswang

ffife P'ie ShoS f# Te ^ Ts'ang t{^C Ts'wang

$t Shung ^ T<e Tsao Tswei

# P'ien ^ Shu Wi Ten J§£ Ts'ao ^ Ts'wei

% Pin |ft Sl.fie ^ T'fin f£ Tsei ^ Tswgn

^ P'in l|s. SLu'in ^ Teng |g Ts'ei Ts'wan

^ Ping M si ^ T'eng B»J Tte #i Tu

2P P ing $| So Mfe Ti 3i Ts'e ± T'u

^ So5 # T'i & Tseu Tung

% Pu ft Su ^4 Tiao Ts'en |Sj T'ung

% Wa

Wai

H Wan

3E Wang

^ Wei

~$C W^n

^ Woa

ji£ Wu

# Wung

Ya

& Yai

# Yang

H Yao

@ Yei

^ Yio

Yien

# Yin

jfil Ying

W Yiu

III YoS

ffl Yung

1 Yu

1^ Yiien

S Yuin

UEMARKS.

1. The dialect of T6ngehow is reinaiknble for

the small number of its syllables and for the clear

ness with which they are distinguished. The

sounds also depart less from normal English sounds

than those of most Mandarin diwlects—the only

elementary sound in it not heard in English being ii.

2. The hard sounds are all pure hard—

showing no tendency whatever towards ch\ nor

does h, when followed by i or ii, show any

tendency to change to hs. Both ch and sh are

pronounced quite as they are in English.

3. The double rendings, due to accidental

variation, are very few. This is, no doubt, due to the

coinpirative isolation of the promontory, and the

absence of admixture of other dialects. Pekingese,

has more than ten times as many such variations.

4. The termination in shows a strong tendency

to pass into eo or io In some tones of certain

syllables the fin- 1 o is quite distinct. The predomi

nant sound, however, is iu.

5. The termination ten changes iu the 1st and

4th tones to ien, and the termination iien changes
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in the 1st and 4th tones to nan. It is evident, how

ever, Ik/To am.logy that en is the normal sound,

and an the tonal variation.

6. Tn the 1st and 4th tones ing, after r.h and

k, tends t>> pass into iiitg—a tonal variation

which need not he recognised in a tahle of sounds

7. The syllables ch'iien and shuin are stray

sounds from some outside dialect, and are con

fined,—the former to ^ and the latter to j$£ and

one or two other characters.

WEIHIEN SOUND TABLE.

Rf A E Feng ft Hsing Ka ^ Kin ^| K'woS

^ft. Chang ^ Fea # H.iu Ka £fc Kin ^ Kwu

tl Cl/ang FoS ffl H«iung Bfc Kai IS King ^ Kwu

% Chao ^ Fu & H u $S King La

ffl Ch'ao Ha J$C Hiiin # Km ^ Ku 5(5 Lai

^ Chen W Hai 3? Hsiie ^j|f K an 5& Kiu f$fc Lan

|£ Ch'en Han Hsu in M Kang ^ Kiung Jft Lang

H Cheo $L Hang #1 Huag $L Kaug IP! Kiung Lio

^ Ch eo Hao If Ha Kno I Kung rr> Lgng

& Chian il Hei Pa Hiian ^ K'ao ?L K ung PS Leo

fg Ch'ian $ Hen JrC Hue t& Kci ^ Kii ^ Li

£1 Chie ^ Heug 3ff| Hiiin $1) K'ei Ku frS Lia

l£. Ch'ie 'fjl Heo t£ Hwa Ken ^ Kiiiin ^ Lian

IE Ching # Hi Hwai # Ken ^ K uan ppj Liang

J$ Ch'ing "F Hia Hwan S Ke.-g Kiiin X Liao

ft Chi ^ Hiai If Hwang K'eng Kiim £1] Lie

Ch'i BR Hian til Hwei ^ Keo M Kiioa L'u

$B Choa |6) Hiang Hwen P K'eo 4P K'uoS ¥j Ling

Ch'oa ff£ Hiao 'X. HwoS ^ Ki /ft Kwa Lio5

± Chfi *S Hie ^ Hwu ^ Ki Kwa ^ Liu

Ch'fi Jffc Hin * 1 ^ Kia # Kvvai rM Liung

^ Chwan ^ Hing Jran Kia ffe Kwai H L »5

ill Ch'wan flC Hiu @| Jmng ft Kiai ^ Kwan « Lu

Ufa Cbwen HiuDg ^ Jrao ^jf, Kian
K'wan ft Lung

^ Cu'wen m Hsi fj^ Ji eo ^ Kian
Kwang 1^ La

% 19- Hsia ^ J«e jtt Kinug
JR, Kwang 1?- Liie

& Fa Hsian A Jrin Jl£ Kiang
ill Kwei L*an

2* Fan jfe HsiaDg #P Jru ^ Kiao
Kwei ^ Lwei

# Fang Hsiao Jrung 15 Kiao ^ Kwen Lwen

# Fei 4g Hsie $^ Jrwan {(S Kie ^ Kwen Ma

# Fea 'Ci» Hsin ^ Ji woa 14 Kie Kwva H Mai
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^§ Man
•J[ Niung

$ P'oa *
Srwang m Taa ^ Tsh'ii an

^ Mang UP NoS Pu Srwei m
Ts'a Tshuin

% Mao jgL TSa =0 P'u Srwoa & Tsai ^ TsuoS

H Mei HI Nung UK Sa Su -a Ts'ai Ts'uoa

n Men ^ Sai Sung %
Tsan Tsi

^ Meng j@k Nwan tfc San Swan Ts'an 5^ Ts'i

H M£o f£ Nwei ^ Sang Swei n
Tsang Tsra

^ Mi B Pa 1§ Sao Swen Ts'ang Ts'ra

jf| Mian M Sei Ta Tsao ^ Tsrai

$J Miao ^ Pai H Seo T'a Ta'ao ^ Ts'rai

|$ Mie ^ P'ai fit Seng Tai Tsei X§ Tsran

}^ Min Pan M Shang T'ai %
Ts'ei ^ Ts'ran

4* Ming ^ Shao m Tan @
Tsen Tsrao

g Moa Pang IP Shen T'an Tseng |j; Ts'rao

IS Mu ^ P'ang ^ Shian Tang Ts'Sng ^ Tsrei

ft Na ^ Pao # Shie T'ang Tseo Ts'rei

#5 Nai j?& P'ao H Shing Tao Ts'6o $g Tsren

f, Nan 18 Pei ^ Shiu m T'ao ip Tshi 2£ Ts'ren

H Na°g F& P'ei 4* Shi m
Tei Ts'hi ^ Tsreng

Rfl Nao # Pen shoa T'ei Tshian ^ Ts'rfing

ft Nei 3fc P'en Shu Teng Ira
Tsh'ian UP Tsreo

Hi Ntog $ PSog HI SLuin T'eng m Tshiang =^ Ts'reo

J$ P'eug £3 SI TSo Tsh'iang "Z. Tsri

}t Ngai P'eo % Soa T'eo Tshiao J|b TsVi

# Ngan J* Pi tJ? Sra Ti
f&

Tsh'iao J^L Tsroa .

H Ngang & P'i Pffl Srai #
T4 Tshie ^ Ts'roS

ilfc Ngao flfl Pian |Jj Sran Tian
«I Tsh'ie |fr Tsru

JUL Ngei JFf P'ian Srao %
T'ian

*§ Tshin ^ Ts'ru

Ngen ^ Piao & Srei Tiao
Si Tsh'in 41 Tsrung

^ P'iao 3& Sren T'iao
#

Tshing y*f» Ts'rung

ffc Ni $ Pie 5b Sreng
#

Tie Tsh'ing M Tsrwa

^ Nian $| SrSo T'ie Tshiu character. J-S TW&
NO m (

M NiaDg % Pin fffi Sri & Ting Tsh'iu ^| Tsrwai

& Niao J| P'in Sru T'ing Tshiung ^ Ts'rwai

Nie ^ Ping |j£ Srwa Tiu Tsh'iung fir. Tsrwang

$ NiDg 2? P'ing ^ Srwei ToS
m

Tshii % Ts'rwang

^ Niu jfit Pofi j£ Srwan T'oa 5C Tah'u ^ Tsrwei
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$ Ts'rwei Ts'wei H T'wan 3E Wang ^ Yang & Yii

jjfi Tsu H Tswen m Twei Wei g Yao US Yuan

ffi Ts'u Ts'wen T'wei Wen # Yie Yiiin

7& Tsung #5 Tu Twen # Weng ^ Yian $ Yiioa

Ts'ung ±. T'u & T'wen 3$ Woa # Yin

f|i Tswan ^ Tung fi Wa i£ Wu ifil Ying

® Ts'wan PI T'ung Wai ^ Ya W Yin

ft Tswei Twan
g

Wan & Yai M Yung

REMARKS.

1. Syllables which in most other Mandarin

dialects begin with initial s and ts, are in Wei-

hien divided into two sets, one set having simply

$ and ts as in other dialects, and the other set

having s and ts modified by r.

2. The characters under the Pekingese initial

hs divide into two classes, one taking hy and the

other hs, the former embracing characters read hy

in Southern Mandarin, and the latter those read si.

3. Tsh represents a sound which is neither

ch nor ts, but a combination of the two. It is

always followed by i or u, whilst ts alone is

never followed by i or ii.

4. All final n's are nasal, so that the n is

scarcely audible.

5. In final en the sound of the vowel is obscur

ed by the strong nasal, so that it is difficult

to tell whether it should be written en or in.

There is a difference of opinion as to which is

the better writing.

6. The syllables chen, ch'en and shen show a

strong tendency towards chin, ch'in and shin,

and the syllables thing, ch'ing and thing show a

similar tendency towards ching, ch'ing and shing.

In both cases the sounds are really admixtures

of the clear i of the district to the east, with

the e or i of the region to the west.

7. In the syllables chit, chlii and shit the u is

not pure, but lies between u and u.

COMPARATIVE ©HART.

The foregoing five tables are combined in a

comparative chart, printed in colors and inserted

as a frontispiece. This chart shows in detail the

relation of the several dialects to each other. So

far as possible the same key characters have

been retained throughout. The preparation of

the chart has entailed much labor, and its

printing considerable expense.
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A COURSE .

OF

LESSONS IN MANDABIN

INTRODUCTORY LESSON.

1 ' ^

Teacher well P

How do you do ?

Teacher honorable name ?

What is your honorable name ?

My humble name Wang.

My name is Wang.

4 m3t&&ftmm

Please, sir, sit at here.

Please sit here, sir.

Now nine haif o'clock good to study.

It is now half-past nine o'clock : it is time to

study.

6 mm jms w

This thing called what?

"What is this thin" called ?

This character is what ?

"What is this character ?

7

s a s m im m

I not hear distinctly. Please again say.

I did not hear distinctly. Please say it again.

10

Please, sir, listen I

JtMB

10

iv correct not correct.

Please, sir, listen if I say it correctly.

i * ti# m isitw m

1 not understand. Please slowly speak.

I do not understand. Please speak slowly.

Please, sir, wait a wait : I presently return come.

Please wait a moment : I will return presently.

To-day study enough.

I have studied enough for to-day.

13 A mi ff &

To-morrow nine o clock again study.

To-morrow at nine o'clock we will stu ly again.

Fire not burn. Want wood

The fire will not burn

coal.

Want coal.

Bring wood. Bring

i5£i mm m & mm i»? '

These two speak ways which better p

Of these two forms which is better ?

d T> ffl % ^ ffi %

Out breath not out breath P Ans. Out breath.

Is it aspirated P Ans. It is.
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LESSON I.

The General Classifier.

There is in Chinese a large class of words joined

with substantives as classifiers, there being some

sort of affinity, real or imaginary, on which the

classification is based. In general, each noun has

a fixed classifier, though a few nouns have two

or more. We have in the case of a few nouns in

English a somewhat similar usage : thus we say, a

flock of sheep, a pane of glass, five head of cattle,

two stalks of corn, etc. When these classifiers hap

pen to correspond to similar forms in English, they

may be translated ; in all other cases they are un

translatable. Pidgin English has summed up

the whole class in the one word " piece." Thus,

" one piece of man," is the English equivalent of

Classifiers are only used when a definite number

is spoken of, and hence have been by some called

numeratives* Beyond this merely negative rule,

no definite directions can be given for the use

* I prefer the term classifier, because these words are only

adjunct to the matter of enumeration, which is still effected

by the proper numerals. Their primary office is to classify.

of these classifiers. The only adequate rule is

usage.

Most concrete nouns will take a classifier; but

some will not; especially such as express time,

space, or quantity ; such a3, day, year, inch, mile,

ounce, catty, etc. These classifiers will be

illustrated at length in a number of future

lessons.

The present lesson is limited to f@, which may

be called the general classifier. It is applied to

such nouns as have no special classifier, and

may, upon occasion, be applied to almost any

noun, as a substitute for the special classifier.

The idea of f|| is that of mere individuality, and

hence it is by far the most extensively used of its

class. It is the only classifier that can be applied

to an abstract noun. It is often written jg, and

its abbreviated form is

& may be regarded as the plural of f|§. As

such it is joined with che* and g|$ na*, as in

the next lesson. When used alone it is always

used indefinitely, as in (22), (23) and (24). It

is often preceded by one, the two words together

meaning same.

Vocabulary.

jgjj Koa*. One, a single one ; a unit ; the gene-ral classifier:—See Sub.

jjj? Hate1. A little, a few ; somewhat ; an adjec-

tive of comparison often answering

to the English termination er. Forms the plural of

fg:—See Sub.

— I1. One ; the first ; the same ; at once ; a, an ;a few ; the whole.

Zl fir* Txco; the second; the cardinal numbertwo.

ppf TAang*. Two ; a couple, a few ; a pair,double ; an ounce, a tael of silver.

—* San1 Three; thrice. Also read sa\

[Jtj Si* Four; all around.

3L Wus Five ; a perfect number.

^ Liu*. Six. Often pronounced In* by literary

men.

-b Ch'i1 Seven.

A Pa1 Eight.

% Chiu* Nine.

~T Shi' Ten; complete.

A> Jen*. A man; mankind; human; a person:

—Les. 52.

J^J Nan2. A male (of the human species) ; mas-

culine ; a son.

J§ A man; a husband.

N'l3. A woman ; a girl ; a wife ; a lady ;female (of the human species).

~$Kh^- NiP jen2 A woman ; a wife.

■^fc Hsien1. Before ; formerly ; previous ; early.

j£t* Sheng1. To bear, to produce ; to beget ; to

be born ; to excite ; to live, to

exist; unripe, raw; unacquainted.

-fa *%L- A teacher. A style of address appli

cable to all educated men, and generally

applied to any genteel stranger. It is the nearest

equivalent of Mr. that the Chinese language affords.

(ijfj Shi1. A leader; a model ; a teacher, a mas-

ter ; a metropolis.

Niang2. A girl, a young lady; a motfier-

Wife of an educated man ; Mrs.
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Ifit' A mother ; female.

6i6 »T« Wife of an educated man :—Note (5).

4§l Hsiod2 or /wtte* or hsiao2. To learn; toimitate; learning, science,

doctrines ; a school or place of learning. The

second and third readings are peculiar to Peking.

^ 3« Hsiie2 shcng1. A pupil, a scholar ; a

disciple.

Tel.* A written character ; a word ; a writ-ing; a name; a title.

Men,3. A gate, a door ; an opening ; a profes-sion, an occupation ; a class.

% Yue* The moon ; a month.

ffi Fang1. A room; a house: an office or bureau ;a wife.

tB* T'ang2. A' mansion, a hall ; an official room ;

a court; a church, hospital, or

large shop ; the persons assembled in a hall.

ffi 'jj^. Hsiie2 fang2. A school room, a school.

0fc JPf. Hsiie2fang2. Same as last :—Note (10).

fSi Ch'ien2. Copper cash ; money; wealth; thetenth part of a tael, a mace.

Shi*. The verb to be ; is, am, are ; it is so,

yes; that which ought to be, right.

4p Nien2. A year, a revolution of the seasons.

^ T't'en1. Heaven; the sky, the air; a day ;

a season ; Providence ; God.

fl§ LP. Worship; a ceremony, a rite; deco-

rum; offerings; ceremonial gifts.

^ Pai*. To reverence, to kneel to ; to worship;

to visit, to pay one's respects to.

^ Worship; a week; the Sabbath day.

~f" Ch'ien1. A thousand; an indefinite number;many.

rfjj Tiad*. To condole with ; to suspend or lift,—

as by a cord ; a string ofcash, equal

in most places to a thousand, but in some places

to five hundred, or even less,—as in Peking.

j!j Pai*. A hundred ; the whole of a class ;numerous; all.

Hsiao9. Small; petty, mean; junior, infe-

rior ; a concubine.

^ Ling2. A fraction; a remainder ; a cipher.

^ Yu'. To have, to possess; to be, to exist;

in replies,—yes.

ffr Hao'. Good; right, proper ; fit ; fine, grace-

ful ; very. Also read hfio*

jjff- ^jp HaoB hsie1. A good many, a considerablenumber :—Note (22).

K'ou*. The mouth ; an entrance or opening ;

a hole ; a port for trade ; speech ;

pronunciation. A classifier:—Les. 68.

P Mi'rf'k'ou*. A gateway ; the recess out-

side of a gate.

j!£ <f@ Hsie1 kod* lSome; a few:—

— ^ I1 hsie1 J Note (22-3).

^ Ta*. Great, big; noble; chief, important;very ; entirely. Also read tai*.

— ^ ^ I1 ta* hsie1. A great many, a large

number.

^ L? A plum ; a common surname.

3fc T'ai*. Too; very, extreme:—Les. 24. A

term of respect, mostly applied to

women.

An officer's wife, Madam. Applied by

way of compliment to very old women

of any rank.

/fc Lao9. Old, aged, venerable ; a term of re-

sped, Sire ; out of date; stale ; in

Pekingese, a long or protracted time/ An inten

sive:—Les. 140.

tj^ Yie2. A father; a grandfather. A title

used in addressing divinities, officers

and titled gentlemen.

/ft ^fff Sir, Your Honor,—applied to all inferior

officers, aud to men of wealth who have

honorary degrees ; a maternal grandfather.

m - %

A8 Jtf *6 i5 H4 H3 W -1

m is m m m m m m

n m % ± % k

o o £a#fe£„ A. K o

Translation.

1 One person.

2 Two men.

3 Three women.

4 Four teachers.

5 Five ladies.

6 Six pupils.

7 Seven characters.

8 Eight doors.
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9 Nine months.

10 Ten school rooms (or schools).

11 Eleven cash.

12 Twelve months are one year.

13 Thirty days are a month.

14 Seven days are a week.

/1 5 One thousand cash are a string.

16 One hundred and fifty men.

yl7 Nineteen small cash. ,

18 Two hundred and fifty women.

19 One hundred and six cash.

20 A year and eight months.

21 Eleven months and seven

days.

22 The teacher has a good many

cash (or, much money).

23 There are some women at the

door.

24 There are a good many schol

ars in the school room.

25 There are five or six men at

the door.

26 One thousand six hundred

and eight men.

27 There are three hundred and

sixty-five days in a year.

28 Three thousand and five cash.

29 Madam Li has eighteen or

nineteen pupils.

30 Li Lao Yie is a good man.

|/31 Fang Lao Yie has three thou

sand five hundred cash.

Notes.

2 Chinese has two words for two ; viz, —. and M. The

former is the regular cardinal number, and ia generally used

when speaking of abstract numbers ; while the latter is

used of persons and things. Their appropriate places can

only be learned from usage.

3 ^ A- -4 female man, as J§ A is a masculine man.

A ia generic for the race, though commonly used as mascu

line.
5 The wife of an educated man is called gjjj jj^ ;n the

North, and in the South 0$ "tj. In Nanking gjjj ia also

used, hut is considered a little less respectful than 6l6 Hjrj

being applied to the wives of tradesmen and shop-keepers.

10 Both JfL Jg- and ^ "st are intelligible anywhere, but

the former prevails in the North and the latter in the South.

11 The Chinese has no such contracted forms as eleven,

twelve, twenty, thirty, etc., but the numbers are given in full.

12 Verbs in Chinese have no modification for number j

hence is used alike for singular and plural.

13 The student will notice that the classifier is used with

J| , but not with or 5^. There is no accounting for such

freaks of usage.

10 The "and" is Supplied. In Chinese, numerals are

Strung together without any connecting word.

* 17 " Small cash " are counterfeit cash made smaller or

thinner than the legal coin, and are slipped in between the

others and counted as good cash. When receiving money in

small sums the receiver throws out these small cash, and

demands that they be replaced with good ones. Brokers

make a business of buying these small cash at a discount

and pnying them out a few in each hundred for good ones.

These i]\ $0, are also called ^£ S*4 chien*, illicit cash.

19 The omission of a digit in the midst of a number is

indicated in Chinese by the word When two or more

places are omitted, two ling's arc generally used (always in

mathematical language.):—(28). Ling is also used when a

lower denomination follows a higher,—as (-1).

22 The use of fl§ after fS? is an anamolons form much

used in Peking, but confined to Peking and its vicinity.

23 l it.—The door mouth has some women ; i.e., there

are some (or several) women at the door. The verb , to

have, is frequently used in this way for the vorb (>< be.

—• 4§ is rarely heard in Peking, being replaced by

In Southern Mandarin the *"" is often omitted and ^ used

alone.
25 The "or" is understood. Whenever two digits follow

each other in this way, " or " is understood between them.

29 The *f* here belongs to both /V and or in literal

English, ten, and eight or nine.
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jg= This f These words, when not

That \ a specn

by

lai classifier, are geuerally fol

lowed by f|l or f§5. Sometimes the fgj aud

are omitted, the sense remaining approximately

the same. When followed by |§ the meaning is

LESSOR II.

Demonstrative Pronouns

folllowed plural ; viz, these and those. The sometimes

takes an — before it, which modifies the sense

a little, making it equivalent to this or that lot

of, etc. Thus, g ^ |f means d/iese J/wi^s, but

afi "~* S IS means rather, i/iis Zo£ o/ things.

j^r CTu;4 or cAei4. This ; here ; now ; this placeor thing. The second pro

nunciation is colloquial, and probably a contrac

tion of —.

Na* or nei*.

Vocabulary.

Lod*. To descend, to fall; to letdown; to

enter,—as an account. Also read

lad* aud la*.

That ; there ; that place, or

. thing, or time. The second

pronunciation is colloquial, and probably a con

traction of §ft — . Also read na*.

or mei2. To die ; to disappear ; no, not.

In Mandarin jjg is always

followed by ^§ , expressed or understood, aud, ex

cept when ^ is used as a principal verb, always

puts the idea in the perfect tense. When /{j does

not follow, it is generally read mei*.

Wen*. To ask; to demand of; to examine

....... a case ; to convict.

^ {{{j Hsiib2 wen4. Learning ; scholarship ;

. knowledge; information.

If Yin1. A sound of any kind ; a musical note,a tone ; the sound of a word.

~%> Pu*. Not, no ; with adjectives it answers to

the prefixes, un, dis, etc.

T'ing1. To hear ; to listen to understand.Also read t'ing*.;

^ Shi8. To command; to send; to use; to

cause, to effect. An instrumental

verb :—Les. 54.

Jf| Yung*. To use, to employ ; to cause ; to

need ; useful. An instrumental

verb :—Les. 54.

i|l Pi3. A pen, a pencil, a style; a stroke in acharacter ; an item in an account.

Nan2. Hard, difficult ; irksome. Also read

nan .

Mfe Ti*. The earth ; a place, a spot ; the ground,the floor.

~)j Fang1. A square ; a place ; a rule ; a pre-

scription ; to compare ; then,

thereupon ; a classifier:—Les. 147.

A place ; an occasion ; a situation to

work or to live.

Same meaning as but used only

in the South.

Ha To collect ; to know how ; can,—usedof acquired ability ; expert ; a fra

ternity ; a joint-stock company; a church.

fHi Neng*. Power ; ability ; to be able ; con,—used of natural ability; compe

tent ; talented.

ffifc Shwod1. To speak, to say ; to narrate ; to

reprove ; words, sayings. Also

read sui*.

fix Kwan1. An officer of any class ; official ; thegovernment.

Ilwa*. Words, talk ; spoken as opposed towritten language ; to speak.

1lT fS* Official language ; the court dialect,

Mandarin.

Illness, disease ; a defect ;ing- a vice.

Oh'. To eat; to drink; to suffer, to bear.

The seooud is a short form of

writing.

"flS Fan*. A meal ; food ; rice or millet (cooked ).

Tung1. East; sunrise; the place of honor.

[Jtj Hsi1 West ; western ; foreign.

JfC B§- A thing ; a worthless fellow.

^ Sh'i*. Real, solid; true, honest; the results.

Tsai*. To be in or at ; at, in, within ; pres-ent; dependiug upon ; to be alive.

Really .; truly ; verily ; in fact.

^ Yao*. To want ; to need ; necessary, import-

ant; to intend; to be about to;

sign of future :—Les. 13.
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p§ Jf'ai1. To open ; to explain ; to begin ; to

start; to write out; boiling hot.

An auxiliary verb :—Les. 74.

515 Hsies To write ; to compose.

Ski ~ hwa* The truth ; the facts.

Sif Wi T'ing1 shwoa1. To obey ; to be obedient.

jpif Ch'ing8. To request; to invite; please; toengage or hire,—as a teacher, etc.

^ 5£ Lao* sh'?. Honest ; trustworthy ; stea-- dy ; gentle (of an animal).

jpf Ch'iung9. Exhausted; poor; to exhaust, tosearch out ; the end.

Translation.

m IB

214

la A. IB

/]> T> A,

JBi
!H

?;

%

O
n

3k

*21
ft.

o

as* 116

J*

A0

o
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o

if22

m

o

w is/

W19 IB
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o

*B

m ft. ffl.

n
0

0
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A #.
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if6

*i
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O
IR.

0 o°

4B a1

0 ^7

4B

o

o

A.

o

I « # w. jts is.

a * « « * °4

fij » » « #0 IS

^ & g X> O ^

° o » m8 *

1 This man has no learning.

2 That man has no money.

3 This syllable is not pleasant to hear.

4 These small cash are not good to use

(will not pass).

5 Tbis pen is not very good.

6 These characters are hard to learn.

7 That place is not good.

8 This man cannot speak Mandarin.

9 That man is ill, and is unable to eat.

10 These things are really not usable.

11 Do not open that door.

12 Those men have nothing to eat.

13 That scholar can write a good many

characters.

14 This man does not speak the truth.

15 That man cannot write.

16 Truly this character is not easy to

write.

17 That man will not take these small cash.

18 These words are truly hard to learn.

19 Will you (teacher) please write this

character P

20 That scholar does not heed what he is

told.

21 The lady cannot eat this food.

22 There are a good many men in this

place.

23 That small pupil is not very steady.

24 There are no good men in that place.

25 There is not a good man in that place.
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O

13.

m m m m *fe »

£ A. * » 3J, A.

M ° ^ A. ft °26

m

&28 &

js27 —

26 There is not a single good man in that

place.

27 There are no poor people in this place.

28 This pupil wants six cash.

29 This old teacher is exceedingly poor.

Notes.

S The verb to be is here understood. Its omission is

very common.

4 $J is very common in Northern Mandarin, but not

in the South, where JJJ is always used.

5 ^» tfz if' W(l great good; i.e., not very good.

7 i(i ~}j '8 everywhere current, jft is only used in

the South.

0 is added to P^J in order to specialize the syllable

eh'i, as that ch'i which has f{( for its object. Adding

the object to the verb in this way, when nothing more is

really meant than the action of the verb, is a very char

acteristic Chinese idiom. In the fifteenth sentence we have

another example in See Lesson 51.

12 &. 'Il |K Pfe- Lit., No have rice to eat ; i.e., have

nothing to eat.

19 Lit., 1 invite the teacher to write this character.

"Teacher" is here used instead of "you," for the sake of

politeness

20 2§ WL- Lit., hear saying ; i.e., obey orders. Both

words are here used out of their primary senses. 123 > to hear,

is used in the sense of to listen to, to obey; and fjfc, to speak,

is used in the sense of commands or instructions. The for

mer changes its tone, but the latter does not. The t vans-

lation approximates the primary sense by turning the term

into a relative clause.

24 The plural is hero implied, as it often is. The 25th

sentence shows how the singular is expressed, and the 26th

shows how the addition of an ~ emphasizes the singular.

lessoh iii.

Personal Pronouns

ffi I, or me.

f$ You, or thou, or thee.

He, she, him, her, it ;—used freely of men and

beasts, but sparingly of things. As the Chinese

make no distinctions of gender or case, one pronoun

answers for all.

^ The sign of the plural ; usually added only to

the personal pronouns, but sometimes to other

words denoting persons. It is never added to words,

denoting things. The second and third personal

Stronouns are often used in the plural without fpj.

'.ii polite language is often added to and fft

when only one is meant. This is especially the

case in Pekingese.

The above are the regular personal pronouns.

There are besides these a number of colloquial pro

nouns which will be introduced by and by:—Les. 84.

Vocabulary.

3k Woa* 1, me, mine, we, us.

fft Ni3. You, thou, your. When formally ad-

dressing superiors jff, is generally

replaced by the title of the person addressed.

"ftfc T'a1. He, she, him, her, it ; that one ; theother.

fl*l Men1 Sign of the plural:—See Sub.

ip- Tsao\. ----- Early; soon : beforehand.

^r] Chao1. The dawn, the morning, early. Also

read cliao* 7/

-f- f£ Tsaosfan*. Breakfast:—Note (2).

Breakfast.|)J IS Chao1fan*

Tfe Lai". To come ; to effect ; the future. Anauxiliary verb :—Les. 10, and 113.

9j Minga. Bright; evident; brilliant; intellirgent ; to explain.

|r3 Poa2 or pa-?. White ; plain, easy to com-prebend ; obvious ; with

out rank; without price, freely; in vain. The

second reading is confined to Pekingese.

9j t~3 • Lit., clear white ; plain ; to understand ;

satisfactory,—as a bargain ; intelligent,

shrewd.
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^pf Kao*. To announce to a superior; to tell of;to accuse or impeach ; to proclaim.

Su*. To tell, to inform ; to state in reply or

defense.

"iff Ifjp . To inform, to tell. In this combination

su* is frequently corrupted into sung*.

pf K'e3 or K'od.B To be willing, to permit; to

be able ; may, can, might .

Before a verb it forms a verbal adjective :—Les.

180. Also read k'e2.

J£t P. To use; to take; to, towards, by ; an in

strumental verb :—Les. 145. Has a

great variety of uses in wen li.

Pj" \/X Can, may; will do, will answer the pur

pose ; as a reply,—yes :—Les. 70.

^ Ting3. An order or class; equal, like; to

wait; such like, etc.; a sign of

the plural :—Les. 188.

^jf* — ^ Lit., wait one wait; i.e., wait a little,

presently ; hold !

J$f Shi 2. Time ; a season ; an hour ; an occasion,an apportunity.

jjfe Hon*.- ------ To wait; to expect; a time.

8$ $k Time, duration ; a certain time.

Ch'ic*. To depart; to go ; to go out or away >to separate, to reject ; past, gone >

an auxiliary verb:—Les. 10.

Hwan2. To return ; to repay ; to surround orrevolve ; still, even, furthermore,

yet, also, and. As a conjunction it is often read

Han9 or Hai2 or Ha2. It sometimes merely serves

to intensify, and is incapable of translation.

Iflp] Shang3 Noontide, noon.

■nf" Wu*. Midday, noon; the Chinese hourwhich begins at eleven and ends at

one o'clock.

tfl Chung1. The middle, the center; in the

middle of, within ; medium ; to

accomplish, to be sufficient. Also read chung*.

fflp] Wi Shang3 fan*. The noontide meal, din-ner:—Note (15).

ft5

•s

m o m

m SR.

m SI.
o

"S
o

o o

■4- ,\WL "1 The noontide meal,

pfj |£ J dinner :—Note (15).

TF Cheng*. Correct, just, legal ; upright, not

awry ; regular, orthodox ; at the

time, just; plus(+). Also read cheng1.

ifi- Shi*. An affair; business; that which isdone, an act ; to serve ; to manage.

fly Ch'ing2. The seven passions taken together;

viz., § joy, fa. anger, sorrow,

fear, love, jj§ hatred and $j concupiscence ;

the desires ; lust ; the facts or circumstances of

an affair ; a case.

ifl- 'Ipj. An affair; business; a matter.

^ Kwan3. A tube ; a flute ; to rule, to control ;

to care for, to manage ; a clas

sifier:—Les. 42.

$q Ch? or Kei8. To give ; to supply ; sign of da-

tive :—Les. 25. The reading

kei3 is confined to Pekingese; in Central Mandarin

it is often, perhaps generally, read k'i8.

^TJ Chi1. To know, to perceive ; sensible of ; to

inform ; knowledge, wisdom.

j|£ Tao*. A road or path ; a doctrine or prin -

ciple approved by the mind; the

right way, duty ; to speak, to talk.

^IP ilt To know, to be acquainted with.

HH Hsiao3. Clear, luminous; the morning, the

dawn ; to understand, to know.

To get, to obtain ; to succeed ; to be

come, to accomplish. An auxiliary

verb :—Les. 43. Also read tei3.

PH |H To know, to comprehend,

jft Li3. To govern, to regulate ; reason, the

..... rule of action ; a principle ; to think

of ; to regard.

ill J§l. Reason ; doctrine ; what is right.

JJft Wan.3 Evening, twilight ; late, tardy ; the

latter or last.

-$( Yie*.- - - - - .Night ; darkness.

JJfc |R Wan' fan*. >

$ m Yie* fan* ) SuPPer"

Translation.

1 He has not eaten breakfast.

2 I have three hundred cash.

3 They can not come.

4 I have no money.

5 He cannot write this character.

6 I do not understand this character.
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Notes.

7 The teacher wants you to

speak the truth.

8 He can not but tell you.

9 You may wait a little.

10 We have no place to write.

1 1 He can not open this door.

12 At that time I can not go.

13 This week I can not come.

14 You go aud tell him to wait a

little.

15 We have not yet eaten dinner.

16 You can not but attend to this

affair.

17 You must not tell him of this

business.

18 I really can not eat this food.

19 They are just now eating.

20 I can not give you this article.

21 This business I positively do

not know.

22 He does not understand this

doctrine.

23 Please, teacher, give me three

thousand cash, (or, one thou

sand five hundred big cash).

24 We can not but tell the teacher

of this affair.

25 At this time they have not

yet eaten supper.

26 You may tell him to come on

Thursday.

27 To-morrow is Saturday, we

will not study.

2 In speaking, the is very often omitted after $if ,

espocially in the North. When writing, however, teachers

will generally insist on using it ; especially is this so in the

South. As often in Chinese, the practice belies the theory.

When W is omitted, the is generally read met, which

is presumably a contraction for fjj ^ j albeit in the North

mei is frequently heard with ^ following. |5 Ior

" breakfast " appears to be used only in Shantung.

8 We have here two negatives making a strong affirm

ative, which is a common Chinese idiom.

9 The " yon " is emphatio ; that is, the person addressed

is contrasted with some one who is not required to wait:

1 the flfc fP9 would generally be omitted.

14^ — is in the infinitive by the construction

of the sentence, which is the only sign the infinitive has in

Chinese.

16 In Peking, |R is used, and in the South, *f» |R,

while Il|pJ I'jl is used in Shantung. In Chi Nan Fa, however,

fll>J T1 IS is generally used.

16 The object is here placed before the verb, whioh is

quite a common idiom in Chinese. It gives prominence to

the object and force to the expression.

17 7 Pf means, must not, and has more or less the

force of a command. It is entirely t'ung hsing (ij fr)'

i.e., everywhere current, /fc ftf means, ought not, or

should not, and implies an impropriety. It is extensively
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used in this sense, both in Central and Southern Mandarin,

but is rarely heard in Pekingese.

21 $11 is rarely heard in Nanking or the South ; l|§

fff almost entirely superseding it. |ijj§ is also used in the

North, but somewhat sparingly.

23 In a large part of North China it is the cuBtom to

call ten cash twenty, fifty a hundred, and so on, in all cases

(except in numbers under ten) giving a number which is

double the actnal number of the cash, and sums of cash when

so designated are called >J» fjj, small cash. When, on the

contrary, it is desired not to reckon double, but to call a cash

a cash, they say large cash. Numbers under ten are

not doubled, but the word y$ is added by way of distinction.

The>J» are also called fl£ Jfti capital cash, because this

method of reckoning originated in Peking. In places near

the border line between these methods of reckoning, the

terms " large " and " small " are applied to all sums of cash.

Elsewhere it is understood,—in the North that any given sum

of cash is double, and in the South that it is the real number.

Thus we sec that >J» may mean either counterfeit cash

or cash reckoned double, according to circumstances.

25 $L £*S i* used both in Pekingese and in Southern

Mandarin, but fjj( is generally used in Shantung.

26 The days of the week are numbered as so many days

after the Sabbath. The Sabbath itself is called flf| H >

or more commonly simply J(§ ^f. ThiB terminology was

introduced by the Roman Catholics.

27 %k IS learn words, i.e., have a lesson.

lilESSOIsr IV.

The Possessive Particle.

ft»f is the common sign of the possessive case.

It serves for hoth our forms of the possessive ; viz.,

the " '8" and the "of." It is often omitted and the

possessive implied by the mere juxtaposition of

the words. This is especially the case when two

possessives follow each other.

rj\| has other important uses which will appear by

and by :—Les. 18, 23 and 39.

Vocabulary.

Sign of the possessive:—see Sub. ; also

.... Lessons 18, 23 and 39. Also read ti*.

Us}; Kou*. To draw a bow to its full; enough,adequate.

Ts'oa*. To confuse; to mistake or err; wrong,to be wrong; excepting.

fjli Tung9. Disturbed; to understand, to per-ceive. Read ttcin3 in some places.

$fi ffiTung" ti*. To understand, to comprehend.

Kai1. To owe money ; ought, should ; whatis proper or right ; the aforesaid.

fsl, Ch'in1. To love, to be attached to ; to show

affection for ; a relative, kin ;

one's own. Also read ch'ing*.

# |£ Mu» ch'in1 Mother.

stf* ^ -P"2 shi*. A fault ; a sin ; a wrong. Notein this phrase ^> is read pu2.

|5§f Sui2. To follow, to comply with ; to permit ;as, according to ; whenever.

Pie»*. To accord with ; convenient, oppor-

tune; at hand, ready; then, so,

just:—Les. 191. Also read p'ien2.

^ff I*. Thought, intention, idea; meaning;opinion.

$h Si1.- .... To think, to consider; to desire.

^fjr fy. Intention ; sentiments, opinion ; meaning.

P. Clothes, garments; a case or covering ofany kind.

§5£ Shang1 Skirts, petticoats ; clothes.

;j5£. Dress, clothes (personal, not bed clothes).

^ K'an*. To see, to look at ; to examine ; toregard as ; mock,—as a mock per

simmon. Also read k'an1.

jff Had* k'an4. Good to see, beautiful, ad-

mirable. is joined to

many other words in the same way as jff |g, good

to hear, &c.

Tui*. Parallel scrolls ; to correspond, to suit ;

to answer, to respond; consistent

with; opposite; a pair. A classifier, Les. 140.

Htcod2. To shut the mouth ; to unite; suit-

able ; according to ; harmonious ;

together; the whole; product (math.) A class

ifier :—Les. 140.

Sh'i* A form, a pattern ; an example.

^ 5^. According to pattern ; suitable; appro

priate.

5§i Tung* or j ting2.

face, countenance.

To contain ; to tolerate or

bear with ; air, manner ;
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I*. Easy; without care; remiss; the muta-tions of nature, change ; to exchange.

$1. Easy, facile.

5fsH, Ktcei1. A pair of compasses ; a regulation, alaw ; a cttslom.

jfe Chit*. A carpenter's square ; a law ; a cus-

- - - ... torn; a pattern.

^ $L. Custom; usage; propriety; order, method.

^ Yang*. A model, a pattern ; manner, style ;way, fashion ; sort.

3ft Ch'i*. Vapor, steam ; gas ; air, breath ; the

ether ; spirit, temper; any feeling

that produces excitement, as auger, hatred, etc.;

air, aspect.

4fe 3jlt Shing1 ch'i*. To get angry, to be excitedby passion.

Li*. Strength of body or mind ; energy;properties or strength of anything.

Physical strength, prowess; force.

J^i Pi*. To compare. ; to assort ; to equal ; anillustration ;—Les. 58.

pj%) Kwod2. A state, a country, a kingdom, a

...... nation; governmental. Read kwei*

in many places.

4* [lH Chung1 kicod*. The Middle Kingdom,China.

Wai* Outside ; foreign; extraneous.

J§|. Outside kingdoms ; each and all foreign

countries.

jjj^ K'oi't* A lesson, a task ; a series.

Tod1. Many, numerous ; much ; mostly;very, excessive :—Les. 48.
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Translation.

1 My money is not sufficient.

2 Your Honor's words are correct.

3 Do not meddle in my affairs.

4 His scholarship is not good.

5 He does not understand my

talk.

6 You ought not to speak of

his mother's faults.

7 This article is mine.

8 I can not accommodate myself

to his convenience.

9 He does not comprehend my

idea.

10 Your clothes are very beauti

ful, Madam.

11 Mr. Li's idea is exactly right ;

[or, your idea, Mr. Li, ia

exactly right.]

12 Your teacher's idea is not

quite suitable.

18 His idea is easily understood.

14 This is not her husband's

business.

15 He did not understand your

language.

16 This thing does not suit me.

17 I do not understand the cus

toms of this place.

18 I do not understand what you

say, [or, the teacher says.]

19 Mr. Li's school room has no

discipline.

20 This man's Mandarin is ex-
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Notes.

SI. *

2 Tour honor, is but a make-shift translation. The ^

Sjjf is used , for the sake of etiquette, to avoid the UBe of the

pronoun. This polite form is used in addressing officials,

superiors, strangers, etc. It is, however, far from being

universal custom in every day life, especially in the familiar

intercourse of family and friends. As the English language

does not afford any adequate means of rendering such indirect

address, I shall hereafter translate Bimply by the pronoun

" you " as the equivalent of the title, whatever it may be.

3 ?c "° leant, is a common and mild form of for-

bidding. Tie fi)< is best omitted in the translation.

14 The f[3 is here omitted, as it often is, especially when

not followed by its noun.

ceedingly pleasant to hear.

21 Our master has no such custom.

22 Please, sir, do not get angry ;

this is my mistake.

23 His wife's strength is greater

than his.

24 Chinese characters are more

difficult to write than for

eign ones.

25 There are not very many new

characters in this lesson.

10 ft'j >s nere interjected between the parts of the

compound term ^ J^.

20 A more elegant translation would be, This man speaks

Mandarin beautifully*

21 The attaches of an official all speak of him as

ffU W so-and-so, meaning thereby " the official with whom

we are connected."

23 Lit.—His wife's strength compared with his is great,

. This is the ordinary method of formal comparison. There

are a variety of other forms of comparison, for which see Les.

58, 99. The term "fC J^ ia here used for wife, as it often is

when there is no occasion or desire to show any special

respect.

4-

-Jr A child, a son.

^2, An infant, a son.

Both of these characters are added to words

to individualize them, and mark them as nouns.

Some words take one and some take the other,

while many take either at pleasure. A few

nouns never take either of them. The two an

swer substantially the same purpose.

~p is a little more dignified than fa. fa has in

most cases more or less of a diminutive force.

Hp is more used in Southern Mandarin, and fa in

Northern Mandarin, especially in Pekingese.

Both and fa are more used in spoken than in

espec

LESSOIsT "V".

The Enclitics ^ and fa.

written Mandarin. Their excessive use, especially

that of the latter, marks an uneducated man, or a

careless speaker, fa is usually spoken so as to

coalesce with the word to which it is joined ; thus

^ fa, is not pronounced Oh'ien-er, but Ch'ier.

Many of the Chinese are scarcely conscious of the

fact that they are adding this fa to their words.

In Nanking, especially, most teachers will aver

that it is not used, and will protest against writing

it, while in fact it is much used, though not so

much as in Peking.

J^Ji is also used in forming adverbs of time and

place :—Les. 8 and 16.

TP Tn s. A child, a son ; a boy, a lad ; an heir ;

- - - . . a seed or kernel ; a sage :—see Sub.

J^J, Etz An infant; a son; a boy:—see Sub.

^ Chorf1 A table, a stand.

§f£ Ran1. Dry ; exhausted ; clean. Also read

Vocabulary.

f$ ChingK Pure, undefiled ; clean ; only, simply.

f£ ffj. Clean, unspotted.

Fa3. A law, a statute ; an art, a method ;

the rules or methods of any science ;

legal punishment :—Les. 103.
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Ku\ A polite name for women, especially

• - • . - young and unmarried women; le

nient, yielding.

Kwei1. Women's apartments ; unmarriedgirls ; feminine.

jt& fy&Ku1 niang*. A girl, an unmarried lady;Miss; a daughter:—Note(4).

IHj Kwei1 nif. A virgin, a girl, a younglady ; a daughter.

^£ Hwa1. A flower, a blossom; variegated; to

- - ... spend money ; pleasure ; vice ; raw

cotton.

$9 I3 A chair, a seat.

3* Tsod*. To sit, to squat ; to sit in judgment,to remain.

P'o<I2.. ... - An old woman; a mother.

^ Lao3 p'od2. A wife; an old woman; awoman servant :—Note (8).

^fc Lao9 t'ai*. An old woman ; an old lady,(Nankingese.)

Chia1. A household, a family ; home ; do-

mestic; a sect; a profession. An

enclitic :—Les. 72.

51 or Li3. A lining ; inside, inner, in ; with-

in. The two forms are used

indifferently.

t§C ^S- Home ; family ; wife ; wife and children.

iffi Kirou*. To pass by or over ; to exceed, tosurpass ; to spend time ; to trans

gress ; a transgression ; beyond, further ; exces

sive; than, rather; an auxiliary verb:—Les. 41.

9 Ji*. The sun; a day ; days, times ; the day

- - - . . for a thing.

5^ 0 -f". To make a living ; to live ; to spend

money for necessary expenses.

^| Yin2.- - - . . .Silver; money; cash.

^ Hwan*. To remove ; to exchange ; to barter.

flg Tou2. The head; front; top; chief; first;

best; the beginning or entrance ;

the end. A classifier:—Les. 38. Also see Les.

47 and 143.

^ J§ Lao3 t'ou2. An old man ; the old man ofthe house.

Sui*.. . .... A year of one's age; years, age.

^ Ha? A child ; a youth ; a boy.

£ 0 Sheng^fi* Birthday.

\\\ Gh'u1. To go out ; to issue, to manifest; to

surpass; to eject; to sacrifice; to

beget; to be born. An auxiliary verb :—Les. 40.

Hi or ttj H ^ Ch'u1 men2 tst3. To go

from

home, to travel ; to get married (said of the wo

man):—Note (16).

I^y^oti8. An upper room ; a balcony, a verau-

da ; female apartments ; a council

chamber.

[Jj dsj. To marry, to wed, (said of the woman).

^ Chien.1 Tapering, pointed ; wedge like ; a

point, the apex.

~J) Too1. A sword ; a knife ; a quire of paperranging from fifty to two hundred

sheets.

'^t Kw'ai1. Glad, cheerful; prompt; quick,rapid ; sharp, keen.

Pien*. To plait, to braid ; the Chinese queue.

fly Shu1. A book; a letter; documents; to write.

fH Shu1 fang2. A school room ; a study ; alibrary.

Using* - - - An apricot.

— Stt1. Three, a contraction of 2 (@- Seesaw'.

j§ Mai4. To sell; to betray; to make game of. •,

Kh*. To hire ; to engage the services of.

Ma1. An old- woman ; a mother ; a waitingwoman.

^ Lao3 ma1. A servant woman; a nurse;among the Manchus,—

mother.

<§" K'an1. To watch, to guard, to look after :—See k'an*.

jfcl; Wa1. A baby, an infant. Usually doubled,

g S :-Note (23).

H^f Chiao*. To call; to cry out; to name; to

sing,—as an insect ; to tell, to do ;

to induce ; to cause ; sigu of passive :—Les. 53.

Ming2. A name ; the given name ; a person ;fame, reputation ; a title.

./J> ^ Hsiao3 ming2. A small or pet name :—Note (24).

ming2 A school name.
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Translation.

1 This table is not clean.

2 His plan is not suitable.

3 You must not follow his ex

ample.

4 He has two sons and one

daughter.

5 Those flowers are certainly

beautiful.

6 These chairs are not fit to sit

on (or, not comfortable).

7 I do not want this small house.

8 His wife can not economize.

9 He can not but be a poor man.

0 Three ounces of silver ought

to sell for over five thousand

cash.

1 He owes me more than two

thousand cash.

2 That old man has no son.

3 This old woman is over seven

ty years old.

4 His child has no strength.

5 To-morrow is Mr. Li's son's

birthday.

6 Mr. I's daughter is not yet

married.

7 This pen has no point.

8 My pocket knife is not very

sharp.

19 Foreigners have no queues.

20 Do not open the school-room

door.

21 These apricots sell for three

[large] cash apiece.

22 One can learn only twenty-

five or six new characters

in a day.

23 Mrs. Li wishes to hire an old

woman (or, a nurse) to take

care of her baby.

24 His little name is called Nien-

tsi ; his school name I do not

know.

Notes.

4 There is great diversity in Mandarin in the rise of

terms for girl or young lady. In Shantung the common

term is H} The term jj§ is also used of the dau gh-

ters of officers and educated men. In Peking H3 ]£C is used

when speaking of one's own daughter, while jjf is used

in other cases. In Southern Mandarin both terms are used

with varying frequency, and besides them, as expressive of

greater respect, ij< £§. (little sister) is used. The terms jfc
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52, and ]£c ■? are also frequently nsed, both in the North

and in the South, especially for daughter, for which the

Chinese has no distinctive word.

8 The term /£ H<£ is often used (generally in Shantung)

by the common people for wife, but is more or less disre

spectful. When thus used the accent is thrown on the -p

or §2, *■ frequently added. j£ means property home,

but is often used for that which is most important in a home ;

viz., a wife. The expression 0 -p is very suggestive, in

view of the hand to mouth way in which most of the Chinese live.

12 ■? and 51 are used indifferently after 5j£ Ujf-

When §1 is used, the two words are often pronounced as if

the (r were in the middle of the t'ou'; namely, lao i'rou*.

In this case, as in other similar cases of corrupt pronun

ciation, it is not necessary to imitate the corruption.

13 & |£c "f here means an old woman, the emphasis

being on the |g£. With an odd perversity, they put the em-

phasis on the ;£ when the woman is young, and not when

she is old. 3§§ ^Jj is Nankingese.

15 The first birthday of a child is specially observed.

Afterwards little notice is token of birthdays, except in the

case of old people and officials.

is a m is the more correct term, though ffi P*J -p

is much used in some places. In Kiukiang {fj fj "f

is only applied to the marriage of a widow, while in Chinanfu

it is used of harlots. If *p be omitted, or if it be replaced

by the phrase means to go on a journey.

18 >J> 71 means a pocket knife, while 7] or 71 ~?

means a large knife, or a sword.

21 H (HI ^ — M- Three ca«'> [M] one- The Chinese

inserts no word answering to our word " for."

23 The prevalent term for nurse is J§£ jH|. though

51 or ^ ~P is used in some places in this sense.

In Nanking is also used in the same sense. In the

South ^EJj is commonly applied to little children, in the

North only to babies, or (more commonly) to earthen dolls.

24 Boys at first receive a ij> iJ5 > or more elegantly, a

?L 2 J"3 ming1, milk name. When they start to school, a

new name is given them by the teacher, which becomes their

proper name through life. If they never go to school, a new

name is usually given them by their parents before their

manhood, which is called a ^ The parents, especially

the mother, often call them by their " little name " as long as

they live. Besides these two names, young men usually take a

f$5 hao* or title, and many of them also receive a ^ §J£

wai* hao*, nickname. It is considered the proper thing to

address a grown man by his hao*, especially in writing.

LESSOU -VI.

The Common Preposition of Place

At, in :—it precedes the noun and is generally-

followed by a postposition after the noun ; as if

we should say in English, to the wall-teardt,

instead of, towards the wall. The most frequent

postpositions are ]g, Jfc and "p . $ is some

times omitted or understood, as in (18) and (24).

I*. Shang*. Above, upon ; high, ancient ; be-

fore ; superior ; excellent, exal ted ;

Heaven; imperial; on, near. Also read shangi.

~P Hsia*. Below, underneath; low, vulgar ;

poor in quality ; next ; a time ;

once ; to descend ; to fall,—as rain.

^£ Fu* A father; an ancestor; a senior.

3<1 it F^* cfc'in1 Father.

t$ Ch'eng*. A citadel ; a walled city ; the wallof a city.

ffi Ghu*. To stop, to cease; to dwell, to live in; toendure. An auxiliary verb:—Les.75.

Tang' Toliedoicn; to sprawl.

/Jfc Ch'wang' A bed; a lounge; a sled.

Vocabulary.

Ti.

Lou2. A loft; a tower; an upper floor or

story ; a house of two or more

stories.

The bottom ; below, underneath ; low,

menial ; to the end ; the original copy

or draft.

Jfgj ~f» Ti8 hsia* Beneath, underneath.

P'u1. To spread out ; to arrange, or lay outin order.

Sfjf f|y K'an* shu1 To read, to study.

Ta3. To strike, to beat ; to fight ; to basti-

nade ; to do, to perform ; by, in,

through :—See Les. 124.

fj£ Oh'iao1. To pound, to tap, to rap on; tobeat,—as a drum.

Iff f^ Ta' men2. To knock at the door :—Note

(10).

f|}[ Ch'iao1 men'. To knock at the door.

Chiao* miri1. To halloo ; to knock at thedoor.
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jj[ft K'ang4. To dry, to bake ; a brick bed or di-

van heated by afire underneath.

Much used in North China.

$j FangB. To spin, to twist into thread or yarn.

Hsien4. Thread, either cotton, woolen, silk,

or flaxen ; a fine cord ; a clue, a

trace; a ray,—as of light; a streak or vein.

Mien2 The cotton plant.

^£ Mien2 hwa1. Cotton, raw cotton, cottonwool.

j^C 5£ Hsiao3 nii3 er*. A little girl ; a young-er daughter.

|5)ifc Yuan*. A walled enclosure; a yard; a

public institution,—as a hospital,

an asylum, a college, etc.

fH Mad*. A cap, hat, or head covering of anykind.

j$t Fang4. To let go, to liberate ; to indulge ; to

lay down; to open out; to send

forth ; to stretch, to extend.

Ti4 hsia4. Below, on the ground, on thefloor.

|j§ P'u4. A shop, a workshop ; a store ; a stageof ten li on official roads.
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jj" Tien4. A large shop; an inn:—Note (17).

^ CTite1 A thoroughfare, a street.

Jt Mai3 To buy, to purchase.

jpf H Ifai8 mai4. Business, trade.

y Shao3. Little, not much ; few ; a little while ;

seldom; slightly; to owe; wanting.

Also read shao4.

jjjjlj Koa1. To lay on, or down ; to put or place

carefully ; to hinder.

Sui4. To break to pieces ; fragments, bits.

Ling2 sui4. ' Fragments, broken pieces ;odds and ends, remnants.

^jjf Ch'wang1 A window; a window sash.

T'ai2. A turret; a fort; a stand; a plat-

form, a pulpit ; a title of respect to

officers and others.

>|§|. A window-sill.

3c Wi Yao4 fan4. To ask for food from door todoor, to beg :—Note (23).

^ Tsou4 or tsocl4. To do, to act, to perform.

Constantly interchanged

with f£. Also read tsu4.

Teanslation.

1 My father is not at home.

2 My mother is still living.

3 They live in the city.

4 I live outside the east gate.

5 They two are lying on the bed.

6 There is noipne down stairs.

7 Mrs. Li is up stairs making

the beds.

8 Mr. Li is at home (or,in the

house) reading.

9 Above is heaven, below is the

earth.

10 You need not knock at the

door ; he is not at home.

11 His mother is lying on the

k'ang sick.

12 The eldest daughter is in the

house spinning.

13 The younger daughter is in the

yard watching the baby.

14 You should not put your hat

on the floor.

15 My clothes are up stairs.

16 There are a good many books

on the table.
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17 His father's shop is on the

great street.

18 There is no little business on

the east street.

19 There are over twenty pupils

in the school room.

20 There are over one hundred

schools in the city.

21 You may put these hooks on

the table.

22 These odds and ends you may

put on the window-sill.

23 There is an old man outside

the gate begging.

24 The flowers in the yard are

truly beautiful.

25 They two are in the school

room studying.

26 Mr. Li's sou is doing business

outside the west gate.

Notes.

2 it is here used as a verb meaning, to be alive. This

is the common way of saying that any ono is still alive, and

/p ■iJ of saying that he is dead.

5 I hare translated this sentence as referring to present

time ; bnt for any thing that appears in the words themselves,

it might with equal propriety be rendered, they were lying

on the bed. The correct sense mnst be gathered from the

connection. The want of tense endings in Chinese leaves a

great deal of the language in this uncertain state.

6 |£ 18 ft "F Lit-, at the loft underneath. The 5£

might be omitted, and in some sections generally is omitted.

.A at the close of this sentence is equivalent to one. It is

constantly nsed in this1 imlefinte sense for, any one, any body,

etc.—LeB. 62.

0 Ju At th» above. The absence of a noun leaves

h as the noun. The same is trne of f in the next clause.

This form of expression is often used to call heaven and earth

(embracing the Chinese idea of God) to witness to the sincer

ity of the speaker.

10 Both and fSfc are used of knocking at the door.

In some places one is more used, and in other places the

other. is the more proper and elegant of the two words.

> to call the gate, is also largely used in the same sense.

The book term is PP PJ K'ou* mtn*.

12 Might also be translated, my eldest daughter, etc.:

which is correct, would depend on who is the speaker. In

some places f^j is omitted, and $f $* nsed alone.

14 Note the difference between (g£ f (6) and f.

17 In the south is used for shop instead of $j§ ^'

and an inn is called § ^ k'oii* chan* ur § ^ k'oa* yu*.

23 Wi ia commonly nsed for begging, though at Wi

t'ao* fan* is more accurate.

LESSOK VII.

Sign of the

~Y is added to verbs to denote that the action is

complete, and hence past. In speaking it is gen

erally shortened into ltts. It is also used as an

auxiliary verb :—Les. 88.

F*. denotes past time, but always with a ref

erence to the present, or to some given past or

future time; thus answering to both the perfect

and pluperfect tenses. It is stronger, however,

Past Tense.

than have and had, and for this reason already

is frequently added in translating. fJ gS im

mediately precedes the verb, except as separated

by the negative particle. When it precedes a

verb ~f always follows, though "J* is often used

without a preceding

The future perfect form is too complicated for

this lesson.
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Vocabulary.

J Liao*. Fixed, concluded ; to bring to an

end; to complete; intelligent:—See

Sub., also Les. 88.

2» I3- Now, already, just ;—See Sub. At tbe

- - - . . end of a clause,—no more, enough.

Ohing1. To pass through or by; already,

then :—See Sub. To manage ;

laws, canons; classical books. Also read ching*.

£H Chang1. To extend ; to increase ; to pro-

claim ; to boast, a surname. A

classifier, Les. 42.

&k Chlien3 p'u*. A bank, a broker-shop.

JiS Ch'ien2 tien*. A bank, a broker-shop.- - - ... Southern.

^jt( Hwang2. Yellow ; the imperial color ; blast-

ed ; to fail in business.

'PJ Tao8. To fall over or down ; to fail in busi-

ness:—Les. 91. Also read tao*.

fX Chin1. An axe; a catty equal to one and

one-third English pounds.

jfe Tsou". To go ; to run ; to travel ; to depart.

~f\^t^Ta* lao* yie3. A title of respect higherthan jgJi:—Note (4.)

J Ting1. A full grown man ; an individual ; a

surname.

£E Si\ To die; dangerous, mortal ; urgent,intense; firm, fixed; a closed pass

age ; an auxiliary verb :—Les. 183.

j§£ Hwai*. To spoil, to injure ; to perish ; spoiled,rotten; dilapidated.

P'ei2. To make up a deficiency, to lose; toconfess a fault and make amends.

J{j§ She* To lose money in trade.

j§f Chwan*. To sell at a profit ; to gain ; to earn.

z|$ Hsin3 or hsiin3. To seek, to investigate ;

commonly, usually; to

gain, to make money.

j£ Wan3. To finish ; finished, completed ; entire-ly:—Les. 101.

fjff Hwod3. Living, lively ; bright, cheerful ; to

be alive ; open ; moveable ; work,

livelihood.

Jj5 Wang* To forget; to neglect.

Chi*. To remember ; to record, to note down ;

a history; a mark, a sign.

^5 mS- To forget.

^(5 Hsiang1. A village ; the country ; a region ;

• - - rude, rustic.

fffi Shu3 or shou3. Ripe, mature ; cooked, well

cooked ; acquainted with ;

intimate, friendly.

Tien3. A black spot, a speck; a dot, a com-ma ; an hour by a foreign clock ; a

little, a particle ; speckled ; to punctuate ; to erase ;

to nod ; to light,—as a lamp.

^ Pan* To divide in two ; a half.

Chung1. A bell ; a clock,—so called becauseit strikes.

31 Kung1. Work; skill; a workman ; a job, apiece of work ; a day's work.

Fu1. To assist ; a husband ; a man ; a dis-

- ■ ... tinguished man; an exalted lady.

An affix :—Les. 190.

31 ^C- The time spent in doing anything ;

time ; leisure ; work ; skill acquired.

by practice.

K'oa*. A guest, a visitor ; a stranger ; a pas-

- • ... senger ; a dealer ; a customer.

^ K'oa~* fang3. A guest room, a parlor.

i§» |H K'oCi* fang'1. A guest room, a parlor.

— ^ P hui*. A short space of time, a while ;preseutly, after little.

^jjf Tang1- What is suitable or just; ought;

adequate to bear responsibility ; to

act as, to be ; to meet ; to occur ; when, at the time

of ; as, then :—Les. 90. Also read tang*.

Hsin1. The heart ; the mind ; the will ;

...... affections, desires ; the middle.

-/J1* fa Hsiao8 hsin1. To be careful, cautious,prudent.

Hwod*. Fire, flame; excitement; anger;fever; inflammation.

'Jj|§ Shao1. To burn ; to kindle ; to roast ; hot,feverish.

r Shang*. To go up, to ascend ; to go into ; to

... .... hand up ; the third tone. See

shang*.
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Translation.
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1 Mr. Chang's bank is already

bankrupt.

2 I bought three catties of cotton

(or, cotton wool) on the

street.

3 I have already eaten.

4 The Prefect has already gone.

5 His business is already satis

factorily settled.

6 I have already waited three

days.

7 Mr. Ting's mother is already

dead.

8 He lived in the city a long

time.

9 There is no help for it, the

business is already ruined.

10 They have done a losing busi

ness.

11 Mr. Chang's money is already

all spent.

12 He did business one year and

cleared one hundred and

fifty taels.

13 When you have finished your

work, come and tell me.

14 I have already eaten enough.

15 I have forgotten this character.

16 He lived in the country a year.

17 This lesson we have already

well learned.

18 The teacher has already dis

missed school.

19 It is already past the time,

and the teacher has not

yet come.

20 We have already been learn

ing these sentences for two

days.

21 I reached home at five and a

half o'clock.

22 He has already been writing

three hours, and has not

yet finished.

23 When he comes you may

invite him into the parlor

to sit a while.

24 You should be careful of the

fire and not burn the house.

25 His boy has already quit school.
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Notes.

1 There is some uncertainty whether ^ for " bankrupt "

should not rather be written hwang1 and read hwang*.

^ is the more widely used of the two forms.

4 The prefix is not considered as properly belonging

to a Hsien magistrate, though generally given to him. It is

given of right to a Prefect and to sundry military officers.

is given to a Tao T'ai and a Governor .

5 fit S "T means to discuss and agree upon a

bargain, or a business arrangement of any kind. See Les. 109.

7 Might with equal propriety be rendered, has already

died.

9 The natural object of the verb here stands as its nom

inative, and by virtue of its position makes the verb passive.

This is a very common idiom,—more common in fact than

the regular passive with :—Les. 51. There are several

other examples in this lesson.

11 ~$L J? Lit., spent clean ; i.e., all spent.

13 is frequently added to verbs as an auxiliary to

mark the completion of the action:—Les. 101.

15 This sentence might follow the English order, and

read ^ 23 Rl ~T »S 0 ^> but is more thoroughly Chinese

as it is.

19 The translation supplies "it is" and "and," illustrat

ing how the Chinese does without such little words as these,

so frequent and so useful in English.

20 iifi* commonly means words, but in this connection

should be translated sentences.

24 55 f@ • " the," but used of some particular fire re

ferred to by the speaker.

LESSOR VIII.

The Direct Interrogative Particle.

Rfif The sign of a direct question ; i. e., a question

that may be answered by yes or no. The Chinese

do not indicate a direct question, as we do, by a

rising inflection, but by the addition of this special

word at the end of the interrogative clause. The

character Jgg, moil, is often written instead of PJ§,

and some teachers will insist on always writing

|§£> but incorrectly.*

|§£ is joined to other particles (see Les. 17 and 35)

to ask an indirect question, of which it is the

proper sign. In speaking, both sounds (ma and

mod) are heard, ma being the more frequent.

* Note.—4$ formerly meant to revile, but is now entire ly

superseded by Jg, leaving <H as the proper and distinctive

sign of a direct question. Fedantio teachers objeot to it

because it is a modern and colloquial character.

Vocabulary.

Ma1. Direct interrogative particle :—See Sub.

ffl Lin3 A forest, a grove ; a surname.

Jin*. To know -well ; to recognize ; to ac-knowledge, to confess.

jfn Shi4. Toknow;£o recognize; to be versedin ; knowledge.

§§• Wi- To know, to be acquainted with.

fj§ To know, to recognize.

$|[ Lu*. Any vessel for holding fire ; a stove ; afurnace. A classifier :—Les. 140 .

^£ 'JJt Hwod* lu% A stove.

P'a*. To fear, to dread ; to apprehend ; lest,perhaps.

^ Sa1. To scatter j to sow; to let loose; tolet go.

Gh'i*. To pull apart ; to tear ; to drag orhaul.

jtffl Hwang6. Incoherent talk ; exaggeration ;lies.

Wl. Wt- T° tell lies, to lie.

• » >> »> >> »

Swan*. To count, to reckon ; to estimate, toregard; a calculation, a scheme.

^ Tsui4. A crime, a sin, a fault; a violation oflaw or order ; punishment ; retribu

tion ; suffering.

5ij Hsiung1. An elder brother; a senior, usedafter names as a term of respect.

f($ Ti*. A younger brother ; a junior; a cousin.

Jl, A younger brother or cousin.

^ Ta1. An answer ; to answer ; to respond to ;to recompense.

Iff Chiang3. To converse; to explain; to dis-

course, to preach ; to discuss ; to

make a bargain.

j|£ Kans. To dare, to venture ; presuming, bold.

...... With in polite phrase,—lean notr

I would not presume.
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$t Ta'ung*. To follow; to comply with; from;by ; through ; whence.

Pet8 The north, northern.

Jgft Ching1. Great, exalted ; the capital, themetropolis.

^(j M- The northern capital, Peking.

•fjjl Hsin*. Sincerity ; truthfulness, faith ; to be-

lieve, to trust ; a letter ; a message,

news.

SH Ken1. The heel ; to follow ; to follow up an

inquiry; to apply to. In Pekingese,

—with, together with, aud.

$t Pan9. A board or plank ; an engraved block ;a bastinado; fixed, obstinate.

ijjt Lao9 pan*. The head of a sbop or busi-ness. A southern word.

Tung1 chia1. Master of a household; em-

ployer; the responsible or

moneyed partner of a firm :—Note (16).
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^ Chie*. To lend ; to borrow ; supposing, forexample.

j^J Nien*. To reflect, to consider ; to meditate ;

to chant, to read ; to learn by heart;

thoughts.

^f. Tan swan*. To consider ; to plan ; to ex-pect, to intend.

Ufa Poo".- ..... Satiated, full ; satisfied.

IJi Yen3. The eye ; a hole, an opening ; a fault ;

the centre or important part. A

classifier :—Les. 140.

Jjf, Chien4. To perceive by the senses ; to see ;

to observe; to visit; au opinion;

a mental view:— Les. 102 and 122.

jjji, Ch'in1 yen9 With one's own eyes.

.., ^ K'an* kieri* To see; to perceive.

>f» #J I '»4 hao9 kwoO*. Hard to make a living;

- - - unwell, ailing ; sick.

5^ Ting2. To pain, to ache ; to love intensely;to have a fondness for.

o *
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Translation.

1 Has Mr. Lin come ?

2 Do you not know (recognize) me?

3 Is there still fire in the stove ?

4 Are your father and mother

well I

5 Is the rice not yet cooked ?

6 Doyou think I am afraid ofyou?

7 Is this silver sufficient ?

8 Is not lying to be considered

a sin ?

9 Are you not Mr. Chang's

younger brother ?

10 Have you eaten-? Aus. I

have already eaten.

11 Can you not explain this cha

racter ?

12 Having given you, do you still

come and ask [for more ] ?

13 Do you even dare to say that you

do not owe me this money ?

14 Do you not know that a letter

has come from Peking ?

15 Having apologized to you, do

you still intend to bring suit?

16 If your money is insufficient,

why not borrow a little of

your employer?

17 Have you gone four years to

school and yet do not know

this character ?
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Note s.

6 § liere means, to think. Seeing, being the chief

means of acquiring knowledge and forming judgments, is put

figuratively for the net of judging.

7 The plural form is used in Chinese because the silver

consists of irregular pieces which are to be weighed.

8 Lying is not practically regarded by the Chinese as an

offense against morals, though it is so in theory. The term

Up comes very far short of expressing the Christian idea of

sin. j§ is here nntranslatenble. It expresses surprise, and

adds emphasis to the questiou.

0 5£ ffi means younger hrothtr, though 5u alone means

elder brother, and ffa alone means younger brother. There

is no accounting for this nnomolous combination. When the

order is inverted; viz., jpfj 5Z>" the phrase means brothers.

including both older and younger.

13 if read without special emphasis, is intensive,

and may be rendered even. If, however, it be emphasized,

18 Has lie not yet gone? Ans.

lie proposes to go to-mor

row.

19 Have the guests already finish

ed eating (eaten to the

full)?

20 Do you not know that Mr.

Chang is not at home ?

21 If he had not seen with his

own eyes, would lie venture

to speak thus ?

22 Are you not well ? Ans. No,

my head aches.

it assumes its proper meaning, and must he rendered, still.

" Do you still dare to say," etc.

16 The conditional idea is here implied, as is often done

in Chinese. It is indicated, partly in the order of the sen.

tence, and partly by the emphasis given in speaking. (21) is

^imilar. In ancient times the eastern side of the house, or

court, was occupied by the proprietor, or host, the west being

given to guests ; hence the meaning of jji Jj?. For this use

of ^ see. Les. 72.

20 The lirst clause is spoken affirmatively, and the

second interrogatively. Ifr, Chang is not at home;\don't you

know ?

22 ^ $f ;iot very ice/J. ^ after a negative is often

thus used as an intensive, equal to very. Sf j§ Lit., not

passing over well; i.e., not in good health. It is Southern

Mandarin, and somewhat stronger than /fc ftf. Notice

how the English idiom requires the answer to be " no," while

the Chinese makes it "yes."

LESSOR

Hkeb and There.'

X2. ITcre, in this place.

»> >j y> it

The first is the proper and regular form, and

should always be used in public discourse, or when

dignity is important. The second is the short col

loquial form. It is much more used in Northern

than in Central and Southern Mandarin. It is

not heard at all in Nanking.

M S There, in that pi ace.

Tliese two forms correspond to those above, and

the same remarks apply.

jfcfc In this place, here. Used only in

Southern Mandarin, where it largely supersedes

Vocabulary.

jit Te'l' This, there; here ; now :—Les. 63.

Jg£ Oh'intf. To finish ; to become ; to fulfil one's

part; to terminate; complete ;

the results; the quality of a thing:—Les. 101 .

4p ffjfc Nieir cfci'ng-. Tlio harvest, the season.

1ft IH& tihuort1 hwa*. To talk, to speak, to con-verse.

Pf] Hsieic. Kepose, leisure ; at ease, unoccupied ;

idle, indolent ; vacant.

W §J Hsien9 Hwa*. Chit chat ; gossip ; conver-sation.

Lt'-ng*. Cold, chilly ; indifferent ; offended ;

. lonesome; unusual.

^fe Je*. Hot; to heat; feverish; ardent, wnrm-

hearted : interested; zealous.
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^ Xao*. Bustle, tumult ; to scold, to rail, tomake a disturbance.

$t 1^ or 19 Bustling, busy; interesting.

The first form is Northern,

the second, Southern.

^| Ch'ing1. Pure, clear ; incorruptible ; clear,—as a tone ; settled,—as an account.

fH* Ohing*. Still, quiet; mild, peaceable; si-

- - - lent ; pure ; impassable.

fpf pfP- Quiet, undisturbed.

ffi Chia1 Tools, furniture.

Hwoti9 Goods, furniture.

\% fA- Household furniture ; utensils ; tools ; a

bold, reckless fellow.

1^ Chia1 shi 8. Utensils ; tools. Local inShantung.

Mu4 Wood; wooden.

|jf Chiang*. A mechanic, a workman, an artizan.

^ [jj. A carpenter ; a joiner.

* Shou9. The arm ; </ie /lawi ; a hand, a per-son ; skill ; actions, doings.

^ I*. Skill in doing ; expert ; a craft, an art :

- . . an accomplishment.

^ Manual skill, handicraft, workmanship.

§5c Chu* chia1. A dwelling house; to be athome.

Mh ^'SL Chiang9 shu1 fang2. A preaching place, a

chapel.

j& fll&J Kwod* shangs The afternoon.

^ Kwot* wu9.. The afternoon.

fpj 3S. Ch'ing9 Zi3. Reason : right ; commonsense.

Ts'ai*. Near in time ; just, just now ; and

then ; thereupon :—Les. 65.

Hai'. To injure, to hurt; to damage ; fear-fill of, anxious about.

t$ Hai*p'a*. To fear ; to be frightened.

$3$, Ts'ang2. To hide, to conceal ; to store up ;stores. Also read tsang*.

tyfc Toil*. lb conceal oneself to hide : to slipaway, to escape.

§ft JJao9 shiro'71. Easy to speak ; proper,

grammatical. In answer

to a compliment,-—You flatter me.

iang2. Violent, headstrong ; firm ; relying

on force ; sturdy ; an excess, a

remainder ; better than, superior to :—Les. 58.

Also read ch'iang*, chiang*, and chiang1.

Ftt*. To superintend : a tutor, a teacher ; a

skilled workman ; to lay on,—as colors.

Wl Si1 To control, to preside over.

ffi Wu*. To bend the mind to, to strive ; business,duty; must, by all means.

ftfi f# 8hilful. A teacher, au instructor; onewho has pupils or appren

tices; a master workman, a head-man.

**J ^ SR1 wui- Same as above, but used only

in the South.

—' US 52i I1 tien9 er1. Read i* tier9. A very' . . . little ; in the least.

^ <yhaos. To < supply what is deficient; to lookfor, to seek, to search for.

Pten4. Everywhere; the whole; entire; topervade.
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Translation.

1 Will you please sit here ?

~ There's nothing here that con

cerns you.

3 Is it a good year with you ?

4 This is an orderly place.

5 There is no stove there.

6 He does not live here.

7 You must not talk here.

8 It's not proper to gossip there.

9 It is hot here and cold there.
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I This sentence would be equally gcod if written g§ 5fe

^ a* a & 5-
3 Lit, Is yuu. there's year good? The Chinese takes tho

liberty of putting " there" in the possessive ease.

4 is properly a noun, but is here used as an

adjoctive. It is a very common thing for Chinese words and

phrases to be used as several parts of speech. Such transi

tions must not surprise the learner.

II A fr-f 'B implied after jfo- This idiomatic form gives

almost exactly the same force as the form of the translation.

is chiefly used in Shantung, while ifc fft is used both

in the North and South.

12 $f drops out of the translation. It might be pre

served by turning the sentence about thus: The skill of the

carpenters of this place is not good.

13 Q. jfc> a live-home; i.e., a private residence. This

sentence would be appropriately used to visitors or strangers

who were intruding into private rooms or buildings where it

was not convenient to have them go, a chapel being under

stood to be a public place where any one may go.

14 jiS is Southern and flit} Northern, though either

would probably be understood in most places, jf^ B|t} is

10. It is bustling here and quiet

there.

11 These tools of yours you may

put here.

12 The carpenters of this place

are not skillful.

13 This is a dwelling house; not

a chapel (or, a preaching

hall).

14 You may write here this after

noon.

15 The business here is large;

there, it is small.

16 The carpenter's tools are not

here.

17 The people here are very un

reasonable.

18 He sat here half a day before

he left.

19 He was afraid and hid himself

here and there.

20 The language here is easier

to speak than the language

there.

21 Your customs there are better

than ours here.

22 Is the carpenter there ? Ans. I

hare not seen him.

23 Whether he is here or whether

he is there" I have not the

least idea.

24 I have already searched every

where ; I have really no

idea where he put it.

TES.

also heard in some places, and the Nanking teacher insists

17 In this connection §|f is more widely nsed than f)J.

Chinese teachers explain ffq ijj! ns inclnding both the affec

tions and the reason, but in actual uso it is confined almost

entirely to the latter.

18 " Half a day" is here, as often, used as an exaggera

tion, meaning a considerable time, or at least more time than

befitted the circumstances. The turn of the sentence here

requires then, to be translated before.

19 ~J* '8 elegantly inserted between the parts of the

instead of coming after it. " Hid himself here and

there j" lit., hid here and skulked there.

21 Thero ought of right to be a fjfy after 3tS an0-

before 55, and it would often be so said. The fact that it

can. be omitted and the incongruity not be noted by a

Chinese teacher, shows that no proper analysis is applied to

their spoken language.

22 6(6 ffJl means properly a master or teacher in any

art or profession. It is used throughout the North. Teachers

along the Yang Ts'i reject it, however, and substitute fij $}>

which would be wholly inadmissible in the North.

MS.
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LESSOIT X.

The Auxiliary Verbs Jfe and ^j.

There is in Chinese a large class of auxiliary

verbs which are joined to other verbs to qualify

or limit their meaning. Of these the simplest

are Jfc to come, and £ to go. They are auxiliary

verbs of direction, and may be joined to any

verb conveying the idea of motion.

Vocabulary.

j£2 Ch'?. To rise, to stand up ; to begin ; to

raise up ; to produce; to open out

tie meaning of ; the origin :—Les. 29 and 126.

7V*** or tsP. A thief, a robber, a bandit ; an

insurgent, a rebel.

■fjjij Y^ou1. To steal, to pilfer ; underhand, secretly.

Sheng1. Sacrificial animals,—the horse, ox,lamb, cock, dog and hog.

4i d Sheng1 k'oifi. Domestic animals, especial-

ly work animals,—the

horse, cow, mule and donkey.

TO P'ao3. To run, to gallop ; to run off, to flee ;to walk ; to travel.

p^ Han' or hsien*. To call, to call to ; to vocif-erate, to halloo.

•81 or 7'iai~. To earn/ between two ; to raise ;

to lift ; to elevate ; to praise.

$^ft rhiap* A sedan chair, a palanquin.

Ch'e4. To remove from ; to recall ; to setaside.

flft Pan1. To remove ; to transport ; to move ;to bandy, to discuss.

Hsiang1. A box ; a trunk ; a casket ; the bodyof a cart.

Hut1. Ashes ; soot ; dust ; lime ; ash colored ;disheartened.

T*. T'un. Earth, soil, clods ; dust ; territory,lands ; native ; local.

JH Tan6. To brush of with a duster, to dust ; a■.. . feather duster.

$tj Kbit8 A dog ; petty, contemptible ; vile.

^ Too*. To take by force, to snatch ; to carryoff ; to criticise.

Iff CA'iang3. To rob by violence ; to snatch; todispute and struggle for.

^ Shi3. To eat ; food ; a meal ; to take back,to retract.

^ Fa1. To send forth ; to dispatch ; to prosper:

a tape ; to ferment ; to show forth ;

to pay out money :—Les. 73.

*rjfj* Tai4. A sash, a girdle, a garter; a bandage ;

a tape; a zone; connected with; to

take along with, to conduct :—Les. 110.

Chi1. A branch, to pay out; to draw money;

to diverge ; to withstand.

m Sao1 To select ; to take along with ; to sendwith another;—Note (15).

Mien*. Soft, cottony ; floss ; drawn out as a

thread ; enduring ; connected.

ffif, ^ Mien1 i1 shang1. Wadded garments.

~F Wang". A king, a ruler ; royal ; a surname.Also read wang4.

Chie1. To receive ; to succeed to, to follow ;

to unite ; to join on, to splice.

Sung4. To accompany, to see a guest to the

door ; to send ; to go on purpose to

take ; to muke a present ; to give as a free gift.

Kwan1. To shut,—as a gate ; to bar ; a cus-

torn house or barrier ; a suburb ;

to belong to, to couceru ; consequences, results.

]ft Kwan1 tung1. East of the iJj Bg, or

eastern end of the great

wall, Manchuria.

^ Chi4. To lodge, to transfer ; to entrust to,

to send a letter or message.

A6\ An outer garment, a robe, a coat.

BB Tang4. To pawn, to pledge ; to consider or

regard as ; instead of, for, as ;

suitable, proper :—Les. 90. See tang1.

7vao3. To manage ; to search ; to ask for, tobeg; to bring upon; to provoke.

ffi Yen*. Satiated ; distasteful, hateful ; to dis-like, to loathe.

g>"j" Hateful, disagreeable, provoking.
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Translation.

1 Will you please get up ? (or,

Will the gentleman please

get up?)

2 A thief stole away ray clothes.

3 Mr. Chang's animal ran away,

(or, has run away).

4 You may call two men to carry

the chair.

5 You may take away these dishes.

6 He has already moved away.

7 His box of clothing has al-

ready been brought.

8 There is dust on the table,

brush it off.

9 The big dog snatched away

the little dog's food.

10 Have these three boxes not

yet been forwarded ?

11 He has no strength, he can not

get up.

12 A man came over from the

west courtyard.

13 My younger brother took with

him a hundred taels of

silver.

14 He has already drawn his

money.

15 Will Mr. Wang please bring

along my wadded clothes

to-morrow ?

16 He talked aud talked, but it

was still the same thing

over and over.

17 They four went as chair-bearers

to meet General Waug.

1 8 Sheng-tsi has (or, had) already

run off to tell his mother.

19 Have you not yet taken these

things [to their destination]?

20 These are two erroneous char

acters ; you may strike

them out.

21 The peu which you borrowed

of me you must return

to-morrow.

22 Mr. Ting's son ha3 sent a

letter from Manchuria.

23 He borrowed my overcoat and

pawned it for five hundred

cash .

24 Wang the Third's boy is here

running back aud forth

most provokingly.
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Notes.

4 The translation fails to convey fully the direction, or

command, implied in the Chinese. The nse of P^* implies

that there are professional chair-hearers within " call." Where

there are none such, the term JjJ chao3, to seek, wonld most

likely be used.

9 f£ food, is UBed in Mandarin only in certain phrases.

10 In the south j|£ efci1 is geuerally used as the classi

fier of " boxes."

15 Jn means, to bring, tak*, or send along with, the im

plication being that the purpose of going is aside from the

matter in question. It is not used in Southern Mandarin,

where takes its place, although ^ only serves to replaoe

it in part.

16 B9t f$t ife 'B a highly idiomatic expression, moan,

ing to repeat over and over again, or to talk around a thing

without coming to the point. There is nothing in the sentence

to indicate whether the time is past or present; whether it

should be translated in the third person or in the second. It

defies all attempts at a literal translation.

17 When an official in travelling approaches a city over

which he has jurisdiction, etiquette requires that officials of

a lower rank go outside of the city to a greater or less dis

tance to "receive" him. A military officer entitled to be

addressed as ^ A would generally be of rank corresponding

to that of Brigadier General.

10 Note how the object is here placed first.

21 This sentence implies a relative clause, without form

ally expressing it. See Les. 46.

22 Here ^ will not replace %H , and l|f is somewhat

use*.

23 It is a common practice in China to borrow clothing,

making a raise " byor other articles, for the purpose of

pawning them.

Si The sons of a family are numbered according to their

ages, and are frequently designated by these numbers added

to the family name, either with or without an intervening

The eldest, however, is not called 3* ~- or j£ ;§J —*»

hut I or I ^ fc. The U8e of i|J does not iudicate

that the person in question is old, but simply that in age he

is the third. A child in arms may be so called. Not only

are the sons of one man thus numbered, but the sous of

brothers, living together, are all counted as own brothers and

numbered in the order of their ages.

LESSOIT 3CI.

Thr Instrumental Verb

i|l or ^ to take, to bring, is much used as an

instrumental verb. It nearly always takes after

it either JjS or ^j. It is sometimes rendered as

a verb, but is often best rendered by an instru

mental preposition. The frequent use of instru

mental verbs, of which there are a number, is a

characteristic feature of Chinese construction.

See Lcs. 28, 54 and 143.

iVa2. To lay hold of, to seize; to arrest ; totake; to bring:—See Sub.

Na2. Same as ^p*. The two forms are usedindiscriminately.

Pet1 A cup ; a goblet; a tumbler.

Shu&. Water; a fluid ; a stream; clear,

- - - limpid ; gentle.

Ch'ai2 Brush ; firewood ; fuel.

Ch'a?. Hwoa* Firewood; fuel.

Teng1 A lamp; a lantern.

Chin1. A napkin ; a neckcloth ; a cap orturban.

tjl Shou* chin1. A handkerchief; a towel; anapkin.

TVa1 To scatter ; to brush; to wipe; to rub;to Bcour.

K'ai1. To brush away, to wipe lightly withthe haud. In Shantung read k'ai1.

Vocabulary.

m Lei* Tears; to weep.

BR ^ Yen" lei1 Tears.

Ohing*. Entirely, wholly; just. Also readchin1.

I5£ Hung*. The hum of a crowd ; to cozen,

to deceive ; to coax, to soothe.

IK OB» .... . Paper, stationery; a document.

'h'u?. To lay hold of; to take, to bring, to

assume another's place; to select.

7% Yang2 The ocean ; foreign ; vast, wide.

Q Ts'i*. From, commencing at; self, myself;personally :—Les. 21.

M Ch^Pteng1.. .'. Matches :—Note (7).

7^ >X. Yang2 hwoa*. .Matches.

i! lK Tti* lai* htcoa* ■ Matches.

$q Hs?. -To icash, to bathe; to purify; torinse.
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P'ien*. A leaf, a flake; a strip; n card;a section. A classifier :—Les. 125.

Tsod*. A seat, a place, to sit. A classifier :—Les. 100.

Wei*. A seat, a throne ; position, dignity;proper. A classifier:—Les. 27.

<pr. A seat, a place to sit ; an honorable

seat; dignity.

Ch'tang* A wall of stone, brick or mud.

T'iao2 A coarse broom.

or ffc Chou* A broom.

iiH. A corn broom.

Sao3. To sweep, to brush ; to clean up ; toclear off, to rid. Also read sao4.

Ch'ien1 Lead; leaden.

Ch'ien1 pi*. A lead pencil.

Using*. Togo, to walk; to act, to do; to

prevail ; to be customary ; to

serve as, to answer. Also read hsing* and hanrp.

^| Lung2. A cage; an open basket; to cover;

to entrap. A classifier :—Les. 125.

^| Ting1 lung2 A lantern.

Pien1. A whip ; a lash, a cut or stroke of

a whip ; to flog.

A Hsiao9 jen2. The mean man, a depraved

and contemptible fellow,—

a classical term ; a boy, a child.

nfe Tsofl?. To act, to do; to become; to make;

work ; a workman; workman

ship. Also read tsu8.

~F ft* A Ssia* tso<1* jeri~. A worthless fellow ;

a blackguard.

jpj* Hicou* Goods ; merchandize; stock.

lH^ Ch'ang2. Constant, ordinary; ever, always;habitually.
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Translation.

1 Bring a cup (or, glass) of water.

2 Bring a little wood and kindle

the fire.

3 Go and bring a lamp.

4 Take your handkerchief and

brush away the tears.

5 He just deceives people by

means of the truth.

6 The paper is all used up : you

may take [some] cash and

go and buy [more].

7 Bring a match and light the

lamp.

8 Can you not wash clean, even

with warm water ?

9 You may take my card and

go and invite him.

10 There are no seats: go and

bring some chairs.

11 Is it reasonable for you to

take my things to make

presents to other people ?

12 There is dust on that wall,

bring a broom and sweep

it off.

13 If you write with a lead pen

cil, you can rub it out.

14 Will it not answer to strike

him with your hand ?

15 At eight o'clock you may
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bring a lantern to meet me.

16 He paid no attention to what

I said.

17 This animal will not go; you

should whip him up.

18 Go to the school room and

bring my hat.

19 In my opinion you are just

putting wrong for right.

20 You must not take me to be

a mean fellow.

21 Li the Third brought four

thousand eight hundred

taels of silver to buy goods.

22 He constantly sells native

goods for foreign goods.

23 Mr. Lin, you should not take

my tools to do your work.

Notes.

1 In this first sentence ^ is a principal verb. So also

in the third.

4 We might with eqnal propriety translate, "Take a

handkerchief and wipe away your tears." The Chinese could

readily express the "yonr" by inserting fij» (rj, bnt they

would rarely do so except for the sake of special emphasis.

to wipe, to scour, is not often used of tears, the more com

mon word being Jjjj , to brush, or wipe away, and which in

this connection is read te'ai.1

5 " Jnst" is only an approximate rendering of f? or aS;>

whicti is much used, as here, with the general sense of entirely,

wholly, etc. The JSf Buits the meaning best, and is preferred

at Nankin, where also, its ordinary reading is correct.

The idea in the sentence is, that the speaker creates

an impression in advance, which is contrary to tho facts, and

then states the facts in such a way that they are disbelieved.

The A at the close is nsed indefinitely :—Les. 52.

7 IS jE5 'ho literary name for matches, & 2j£ i^C is

the commercial name, and i^C the name most commonly

used by tho people. Besides these names, matches are in

some place* called $3 fi?> Ts'u3 teng1, strike lamps.

9 A card in the hand of a messenger is the proof that

he is authorized to speak for tho party whose card he bears.

10 The form of the sentence implies that more than one

chair was wanted ; hence, "some" is supplied in the trans

lation .

11 A is hero nsed in contrast with and hence means

other people, or another man, 'b used intensively.

13 The subjunctive idea is implied rather than expressed.

The sentence might perhaps with equal propriety be rendered,

Writing done with a lead pencil may be rubbed out.

15 ^ %l St i ^ ft- We should certainly say

"come" rather than go. The < 'hinese in such cases always

Bpeak from the standpoint of the person addressed.

10 Lit., He took my words not as words ; i.e., he disre-

garded what I said For this and similar uses of ijff, see Les. 90.

20 Lit., You ought not to take a mean num to measure

me; i.e., yon should not liken me to a mean man. jff and ijjj

do not convey qnite the same meaniug; tho former refers to

propriety, the latter to duty.

LESSON XII.

The Common Connectives.

^<fl With, together with, and. The Chinese

language has no equivalent for " and." This

word %j is made to do duty for it, and foreigners

are generally inclined to use it too much. The

Chinese very often allow mere juxtaposition to

suggest or imply the idea we convey by "and."

■fjj, In wen-li (% Jjg the literary style) a final

panicle marking the completion of the idea. In

Mandarin it means, also, likewise. Before it

serves to strengthen the idea, but is not generally

translatable :—See (17). Before /J» it implies a

doubt, or alternative, which is sometimes, though

not always, equal to whether. When nsed twice

in succession the first is untranslated and the

second rendered, and also.

3^. Again ; moreover ; still. Followed by ^

it is disjunctive.

Again, a second time ; henceforth.

This lesson only introduces the common uses

of these words, without attempting to illustrate

them fully. There are also a number of other

words of the same class:—See Les. 110.
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Vocabulary.

5pD Hod2 or he* or kwott*. Harmony, agreement;

to be at peace ; to

mix; to unite; xoith, etc.:—see Sub.

•{{j, Yie* Also, and, likewise :—see Sub.

Yu4. Also, and ; furthermore ; and then ;again :—Les. 170.

-p^ Tsai4. Repeated; a second time; then;

again ; still, henceforth.

Chang4. Weapons; to fight, to come to blows ;. a battle, a fight, to rely on.

Chia*. A frame, a stand, a rack ; staging,

• - - ... scaffolding; to support; toward off.

A classifier :—Les. 125.

ff To? chang*. To fight a battle ; to fight;to come to blows :—Note (2).

tT ^5? To? chia*. To fisticuff, to come to blows.

^2. Tsai* saw1 Agnin and again, repeat-edly.

ft Wanrf. To go ; to go away, to depart ; past,. formerly.

ft Lai2 wang3. Intercourse, communication,dealings.

Pi Mien*. The countenance, the face; the sur-face; the side; honor; reputa

tion :—Les. 2G and 125.

Lu4. A road, a path ; a way of duty or

- - - . . action ; a sort, a class.

— I1 lu*. Together with ; a sort, or kind ;the same kind :—Les. 106.

Tsui9. A bird's bill; the lips; the snout; amouth ; a spout ; an aperture.

^ Shan*. Good, virtuous; goodness; merit;meek, docile; skilful.

Od*. Bad, vicious ; evil; ugly, vile ; wicked-ness. Also read wu4.

^ 5* T'ien1 Shiny1. By birth, by nature;

naturally, originally.

f/L Ch'our. An enemy, a competitor; hatred,animosity; proud.

Ti'1. An opponent, a competitor; an enemy;

an equal ; to withstand ; to fight.

f/L $t&- An enemy, a foe ; an antagonist.

Wan*. A myriad; ten thousand; many;every one; all :—Les. 104.

#f jj7£ Lu2 hui1 - - • Ashes.

fEj Hui2. To desert, to turn back; to return ; to

repent; a time, a turn ; a chapter

in a novel; Mohammedan :—Les. 41 and 64.

|j£ Chin*. To bind fast; urgent, jiressing ; in-

stant; confined, tight.

5< ^ Yao* chin9 . Urgent; important.

Chiao1. To join ; to deliver up ; to com-

municate with ; to copulate; trade;

intercourse, friendship.

ft Chiao1 wang9. The intercourse of friend-ship ; dealings.

M She""1heng'. A sound; a voice; the tone of aword; reputation; to make known.

^? Jffii Sheng1 ch'i4.. Sound, voice,

^ Liang4. Clear, bright; lustrous; open.

$S Wu*. None; not having; without, want-ing:—Les. 12'1.

J". To increase ; to bene'fit ; beneficial; ad-

.... vantageous ;' full :-rLes. 123.

^n*. Useless, unprofitable.

"f||[ Chi2. To meet, to be worth ;\to sell for;value, price; worth whufi.

Jifi TV/if/M-jjTo fix, to settle, to decid\j really,certainly; at rest, fixed:—lues. 116.

^£ Chus. A ruler, lord, master; a host ; t^ rule;

- - - . . to show what is to be.

+ M Chu*

Gh'iian4.

Tung2.

Will, determination ; to decide,

.... to make up the mind.

To exhort ; to admonish ; to erl

courage; to advise.

Together; all; united; the same,\. alike ; identical ; to unite, to har

monize; and, with, etc. :—Les. 110.

|£ Tie1 Papa, daddy.

Hp) Ching1 The pupil of the eye ; the iris.

BR Bfl Yens ching1 The eye; the eyes.

If AY8 The ear; a handle, an ear.

£j£ Tod3. A cluster; a lobe; a head of flowers;a pendant. A classifier:—Les. 125.

If The ear lobe ; the ear.

§|[ Lung2 Deaf ; hard of hearing.

|S| l"ung*ch'wang1 A school-mate.

{§, Ch'i1. To pity ; mournful; uear related;relatives, kindred.

i& US Oh'in1 ch'i4 Relatives not of the samesurname.
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Translation.

1 He and I are not on good terms.

2 You must not figlit with people.

3 1 Lave already spoken to him

repeatedly.

4 There is some reason in what

you say.

5 I have no intercourse with him.

6 He will not pay me, nor even

see me.

7 Wouldn't it be well for us to

go together ?

8 My father is at home talking

with the guests.

9 In his mouth is one thing, iu

his heart another.

10 The good and evil are by

nature enemies.

11 Ting Pe Wan has had another

quarrel with his younger

brother.

12 IU cannot be scoured clean,

even with ashes.

13 I have already told you three

times : have you forgotten

again ?

14 It is no matter, even if you

do not go this week.

15 He is not a good man : you

must have no more deal

ings with him.

16 When you speak to him you

should raise your voice a

little.

17 Talk to him till daylight and

it will be of no avail.

18 Are you going to talk unrea

sonably as well as your

wife ?

19 His house and land are not

worth over one thousand

strings of cash.

20 Have you come again, after I

told you you need not

come any more P

21 He has already made up his

mind : it is useless to ex

hort him.

22 My son and his daughter are

the same age.

23 His old father's eyes are dim

and his ears deaf.

24 To tell her is the same as to

tell me.
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25 He is my schoolmate and also

my relative.

26 Old Mrs. Wang has come

again. You (Mrs. Lin) may

preach to her a while.

Notes.

2 is the more general and proper term for " to

fight." ^J" 'fjt is, however, largely used in Shantung in this

sense, and in Kiukiang ff pfc is used.

4 "tfc is represented by tome in the translation. It gives

the idea of a concession on the part of the speaker that "yon"

also have some show of reason on your side; as if we should

Bay, Well, yes, what you say is reasonable,

7 The addition of p}§ f[9 is a common idiom. It conveys

the idea that yon and I aro to be companions. The Kf >

which is the Southern form, does not give quite the same

sense. With it the translation should be, Wouldn't it be well

for me to go along with you ?

10 4» Heaven born ; i.e., by nature. The sentiment

of the sentence is too strong for Chinese ethics.

13 In the South fjj is always used with in the

North it is often, perhaps generally, omitted.

16 is here translated as a verb. We might, however,

supply a verb and translate, When you speak to him you

should speak with a little louder (greater) voice.

18 The first clause does not affirm what is said, but

assumes it as a fact.

19 is l°st in the translation. It was introduced into

the sentence by something that preceded, and with which the

assertion concerning the worth of the property is brought

into comparison. Its force may be approximated by em

phasizing the word worth. §b would be omitted by many.

Its presence implies a hypothesis;—"in case they were sold."

22 When speaking of ages, Jr is commonly used. In

this case Nanking Mandarin prefers which is only so

used, however, when joined with |fi). Notice that in this

sentence the verb to be is omitted.

24 It is here assumed that the person referred to is a

womau ; hence flfc is rendered " her."

LESSON' XIII.

Common Future Forms.

^ To approach ; just now, forthwith.

ijfr Certainly ; must, determined on.

To want, to need.

These three words are all used to express the

future. The first expresses what will immediate

ly or speedily follow ;—often equal to, just now,

at once, forthwith, etc.

The second expresses what will necessarily

or certainly follow ;—often equal to, surely,

must.

The third expresses what will jirobably follow,

or what the person intends should follow; gener

ally rendered simply will or shall.

^ is often joined with or in which case

it largely loses its own special signification.

These words do not always require "will" or

"shall" in the translation. They are often

equivalent to, about to, going to, etc. The future

is often implied without any special word, by the

mention of a future time; as, ifJJ BfJ i> 1

morrow go ; i.e., I will go to-morrow.

Vocabulary.

Chiu* To approach; to accompany; tocomplete, to finish ; to accom

modate ; then,—in time or in argument ; just now,

at once :—See Sub., also Les. 44.

gfc Pi4. A strong affirmative; certainly will :—See Sub. Must ; necessarily ; posi

tively:—Les. 104 and 116.

Chiao1. To instruct, to teach ; to command ;doctriue, tenets. Also read chiao*.

f$ Ktcan*. An inn ; a club house; an assembly

hall ; an exchange ; a saloon, a

restaurant ; a Bchool-room ; a school. •

^ T'ienlFu*. Heavenly Father :—a Christ-ian term.

ft
PaoB. To protect ; to defend ; to be surety for,to warrant ; to keep safe ; to insure.

|?f§ Hu*. To protect; to aid ; to convey, to escort;

ft To protect, to guard ; to screen from.

^ Pen8. The origin, root; source; cause; radi-

cal ; the beginning; native; capital,

principal; proper, own ; this ; the present; a vol

ume ; a document. A classifier :—Les. 42.
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San^Tsi4 Ching1. TheTrimetricalClassic,— a primer contain

ing an epitome of Chinese philosophy and history.

Hit San*. To scatter; to dissipate ; to disperse, toseparate. Also read san3.

Shon1. To receive ; to quit,—as work ; to

gather ; to harvest ; to wiud up.

^ IIou4. After, subsequent ; behind in place ;

then, next ; in future ; an heir.

Wi. ^ Sut8 hou4. Forthwith, presently, at once.

^ Nwri4 hid*. To memorize, to master :—Note (11).

^jf Yen9 k'an*. About to ; on the point of,

on the verge of ; evidently.

Ill ^n8 chien4 Same as F$ g.

1g Tien* Lightning; electricity.

Tien* hsien4. A telegraph wire, or line ;the telegraph.

jfc Li4- To stand up ; to set up ; to institute, to

- - - . . establish ; to appoint ; to draw up a

contract; just now, soon.

~tt Li4 sh'i*. Instantlv, at once, forthwith:—Les. 162.

^ Ch'wan3. To transmit; to hand down; to

- - - ... promulgate, to propagate ; to

summon, to subpoena. Also read chwan4.

jff $ Haoe sh't4. Virtuous deeds; deeds of benev-

olence or charity ; alms.

^jp Ts'en2. To preserve ; to maintain ; to retain ;

to lay by, to keep ; to put on de

posit ; a balance to credit.

|5E or Tan1. To obstruct; to prevent ; to hin-der.

IPf Wu4. To mistake, to be in error; to hinder;

• an unintentional wrong, a fault.

U?- To hinder, to prevent ; to spend in tain;

to miss an opportunity.

ifl^ Chwan9. To turn over or about; to reverse;

to turn over to ; on the contrary,

on the other hand ; to comprehend ; to veer—as

the wind :—Les. 112. Also read chwan4.

j@& FSng1. The wind ; air; manner, style; fash-ion, example ; fame, reputation.

3$J Yu 8 Rain ; a shower.

Swod1. To split open; to rend; to give upTto risk, to sacrifice:—Note (23).

P'ing1. To reject ; to brush away ; to risk.to • sacrifice.

BH Shut4 To sleep: to nod or doze.

$H or sJ?Fj Kan*. To pursue; to hurry; to drive ;

hy, by the time :—Les. 144.

Hfc Hsie1. To rest; to stop, to leave off; to take

a vacation; to quit business.

^ Ktcan1 mt'n*. To shut the door ; to quitor wind up business.

Anx. Quiet ; rest ; peace ; at ease ; to tran-

quilize ; to place ; to put to rights.

y§i 7/st2. A respiration; to breathe ; to sigh;to rest ; to put a stop to ; interest.

% & H An4 hs? ji4. The Sabbath day.
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Translation.

1 Wait a little and I will go.

2 He intends to come here to teach

school.

3 You need not fear: the Heaven

ly Father will certainly protect

you.

4 Mr. Li will come presently.

5 His business will certainly be a

losing one.

6 In a short time the carpenters

will quit work.

7 After three or four weeks I will

return home.

8 I will go home and stay seven or

eight days and then return.
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9 I want to have a clear under

standing with you about this

matter beforehaud.

10 You may go ahead: I will be

there presently.

Ill can master this Trimetrical

Classic in a few days.

12 Wait two or three days and I

will certainly go and see hiin.

13 When the guests come I will cer

tainly come and tell you.

14 Have you not yet finished writing ?

Ans. I shall finish in a momeut.

15 A letter sent by telegraph is there

at once.

16 It is my purpose to propagate

religion here.

17 If you would act right you must

first have a right heart.

18 If you do not first have a clear

understanding this plan will

not work.

19 This plan will probably not suc

ceed.

20 This plan will certainly not suc

ceed.

21 Do not waste time : go as soon

as you get up.

22 The wind has changed to the

north-east: I think it will cer

tainly rain.

23 Even if I give up the whole night

to it I will not fail to deliver

it to you by day-light.

24 You need not go again to invite

him : wait a little and he will

come.

25 In my opinion his business will

soou close up.

26 Wang Hsin Ch'ing will certainly

be ut church on the Sabbath.

Notes.

2 Tliis sentence might mean, He wants to come here to

teach. Which meaning the speaker intended would be in

dicated by the emphasis and the connection. if, is rarely

heard in the North, and $C fy. ;i* rarely in the South.

s more widely used than ffc JC- The IJJ is

used from the standpoint of gathering tools, etc., and putting

them in order for leaving.

11 Nothing in the sentence indicates whether "I" or

"you" Bhould be used in translating, means, to chant,

or drone, and |§S ^ means to rhyme over till you "know it,"

as school boys say ; that is, to memorize.

13 § 3? T The guests having come; i.e., when the

guests come.

14 BR 8 aV« seeing ; i.e., in sight, just at hand; nearly

always followed by jjjii. The two forms are quite equivalent.

16 The translation docs not quite give the full force of

the &£: the idea is that just now and here I purpose to

propagate religion.

17 Might with equal propriety be rendered, Whoever

would act right must first have a right heart.

19 4^, as here used, is more or less local: it should be

read with a slight emphasis, and expresses a strong presump

tion ; whereas fp properly expresses apprehension.
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22 in more common in the North, in the South,

though both forms would probably bo understood either

North or South.

23 The expression ^Ij or [i$ or J}f has a

peculiar force very near to our word sacrifice;—/ will sacrifice

the whole night, etc. The three forms are not precisely

equal in force, nor are they everywhere alike current. JlJ

is most used in the North, JJf in the South. In Kiukiang

5$ fif R'80 is use|i 'n tne same senBe, but how analysed

it is not easy to sec.

If, should, supposing.

jjn ^ If, should, supposing.

As a conjunction, means the same without

that it does with it. Whether j§ is added or not

depends chiefly on euphony.

LESSON XIV.

The Common Sign of the Subjunctive.

There are a number of other words of similar

meaning und use, which will be introduced by

and by :—See Los. 132.

This lesson illustrates in a measure how the

Chinese language expresses moods and tenses

without any endings or even special forms.

Joil*. Like ; as ; same as ; if, perhaps, sup-posing :—See Sub.

^ Fiao'. To provoke, to irritate ; to tease ; to

mix, to stir up ; to rip open ; to

carry,—as a lantern. Also read t'iao1.

Sod1 To incite ; to set at variance.

^§j| R^£. To sow discord ; to incite to contention^

tf& T'i*. To raise up; to bring to notice; tomention. Also read ti1."^

ttj H Ch'u1 t'ou*. To take the lead, to putoneself forward.

Pie9. To separate; to distinguish; to depart;different from, another. Also read

pie*.

Tsui4 jcn*. A sinner:—a Christian term.

*f§ flwi8 To repent ; to change.

(|St Kai?. To change, to alter ; to reform, toamend.

ifify. To repent and reform ; to repent.

f|t Yu* A prison, a jail.

JDt Ti* yu*. Hell :—a Buddhist term adoptedby Christianity.

^ Wu*. To deceive ; false ; to hinder. Con-stantly interchanged with fjfj.

Fa? A punishment; to fine; to punish.

^ Hsing4 Fortunate, lucky ; blessed.

)|5 K'wei1. Shortness of breath; a deficiency;

a defect ; to injure ; owing to ; in

consequence of.

Vocabulary.

* Fortunately; luckily; a happy chance.

Pang1. To help; to assist ; to add on a piece;

a company, a set :—Les. 140.

f$] Chu4.. ..... To assist, to help.

^ To assist, to help.

fi£ Chin1. True ; sincere ; genuine ; in reality;

truly, in fact.

Liang9. Good, gentle, mild ; excellent of its

kind ; natural, instinctive.

1^ Liang' Amu1. Conscience ; a desire to do

right.

rr% Ma*. To rail at, to scold ; to call names ; to

revile.

^ Fin4. A part, a share ; one tenth ; a can-

dareen ; rank, lot ; the duties of a

station. Also readfin1.

~$f? Pu4. To walk ; a step, a station ; a pace of

five Chinese feet, a way, a course.

A classifier :—Les. 125.

^ ^j? Ti* pu*. Rank; position; footing; cir-cumstances.

P'ang* Fat ; hearty.

^fc ft T'ien1 fin*. Natural endowments, talents,

M Ying1.

WfHsii*.

gifts.

That which is right, ought ; suitable,

. proper; to assent. Also read ying*.

To grant, to allow; to acquiesce; to

permit ; to promise ; to betroth ;

mauy, very :—Les. 130.
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S^-. To promise ; to consent.

Pot?1 or pa1. To skin; to peel off; to uncov-

ex; to tear off ; to fleece.

"|if K'en* To be willing; to assent, to allow.

Tai*. To wait; to expect; to treat, to behave

towards.

^if* ^ Kwan* pao*. To guarantee, to warrant;you may be sure.

jjtf Fu*. A library; a store-house; an encyclope-dia ; a palace ; a mansion.

Jfsf _t Fu8 shang*. A gentleman's house ; your

residence.

3^ Wang*. To hope for, to expect ; to look to-

... .... wards ; to see from afar ; hopes.

^ 3^ Pai* tcang*. To pay one's respects to,

to call on.
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Translation.

1 If you go I also will go.

2 If the teacher knew it he would

certainly whip you.

3 If no one had meddled, the affair

would have been concluded long

4 If you are waiting to use it, I

will just give it to you.

5 If he does not first mention it,

you need not mention it.

6 If your younger brother does not

take the lead (or, come to the

front), can any one else do soP

7 If he does not repay yon, I will

repay you.

8 If sinners do not repent, after

death they will go to hell.

9 If there is nothing to prevent,

I shall return in six days.

10 If by to-morrow you still have

not learned it, I will certainly

punish you.

11 It's fortunate you came to our

help : if you had not come we

should have been in a dilemma.

12 If Wang the Third really said

these things, he certainly has

no conscience.

13 If we had not sat down that time

on the road, we should have

been there before this time.

14 If he had not reviled me, would

I have struck (or, thrashed)

him ?

15 If he were really as poor as this,

would he still be so fat ?

16 If his talents are good, he can

learn it even in two years.

17 He has again promised to pay

by the twentieth : if at that

time he still does not pay, I
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Notes.

2 This sentence might be rendered, ff (he teacher had

knoicn it he would certainly have whipped you, or, If the teacher

finds it out he will certainly whip you. These distinctions

which the English expresses so admirably, the Chinese does

not express, although it might be made to express, or at least

indicate them; thns the first, by inserting Jp. Tsao* early,—

QiL 591 jl£> etc-i a"d the second by inserting

3fc Hou* lai* dftenvards,-:£3£9c £ ^ jjS etc.

6 The Chinese might with equal propriety be arranged,

fj* 6^ 5£ fri ^ e^° i an(J th'B '8 'ne frammatieal
Order. The Chinese, however, do not hesitate to leave the

first words without any logical construction ; in fact they

will strip off his clothes.

18 If any one should treat you in

this way, I'll guarantee you

also would protest.

19 If I had known your residence

was here, I should have come

over before this to call upon

you.

prefer this order. The grammatical incongruity is something

they neither understand nor appreciate.

9 The use of ~J" at the close implies that the return

would be within, or by the end of the six days ; without it

tho meaning might be that the party would start back in

six days.

13 Lit., at this time early have arrived; i.e., before this

time. Notice how the Chinese attains to tho idea of " should

have been."

15 ft 51 wi" not PaBS >n tn0 South, though jjj is

equally good in the North.

17 " Strip off his clothes;" i.e.. to hold for security.

^ Excessively, exceedingly, very,

in the South than in the North.

LIESSOIsr XIV.

Intensives.

More used

J The top ; the best or highest in character

or quality,—thus making the superlative. Less

used in Southern than in Northern Mandarin.

_ To stretch, used as a kind of super-super

lative in place of Jg. It is a question whether

t'ing is not simply ]J|, aspirated in order to

strengthen it.

Excessive; joined to adjectives, it forms

an intensive, often equivalent to a superlative. It

is often preceded by ^ (or ffa), in which case the

two words follow the adjective they qualify. The

literal meaning is, to the point of excess, but in

use, the meaning is not essentially different from

that of alone.

31 Very; most ; wholly. As an intensive it is

chiefly used with adjectives of time or quantity.

f|f Very, exceedingly. This term is much

used in Central Mandarin, but not at all in the

South, and but little in the North. There are

sundry other intensives :—See Les. 137.

Jl Tin,/

Vocabulary.

The top, the summit; the crown; to

carry on the head; to put one

thing for another ; to serve as; very, in the higitest

degree:—see Sub. A classifier:—Les. 125.

^ Is ui4. To carry to the extreme ; very, exceed-

ingly :—see Sub.

ZZe/i8. Stern, harsh, etc., often used for ij| ;

very, excessively:—see Sub.

}|$ Ch'eng2. Sincere; real; perfect in virtue;

really, verily, certainly.

H$ f!§ Ch'eng* te3. Very, exceedingly:—see Sub.

4j££ T-iny8. To straighten ; to stiffen ; resolute,decided ; very, exceedingly.

iH Chi*. To arrive at, to reach; the end, the

summit; to, at, even to ; respecting ;

the greatest degree of, most, very :—see Sub., also

Les. 144.

Li*. Sharp, acute; advantageous ; fortunate ;gain, profit ; interest on money; covet

ous ; to benefit.

Li*, hai4. Severe, stern ; violent ; fierce;powerful.
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fjjfl Ztm4. To discourse upon ; to criticise; to rea-

son, to think over; an essay; a full

account of ; according to ; as to, with reference to.

& Rung1. Public, common; general; just, eqni-table; the male of animals; hus

band ; added to surnames as a term of respect.

£f ^ Kting1 too*. Just, righteous ; fair, impar-tial.

6$ & Ta* thVfu*. A head cook, a steward.

f£ Lung* or nun^4 or nou*. To do; to handle;

. to manage ; to toy

or trifle with ; to prepare or cook food.

0^ Shin1. The body ; the main part of a thing;self. A classifier:—Les. 147.

Liang3. To estimate, to judge ; a measure,

a limit; capacity to eat or drink;

liberal minded ; calibre. Also read Hang*.

Jjp J|\ Stature, size.

Kao1. High ; tall ; loud ; eminent ; excellent;old; high-priced; good.

Hsin1 yen?. Disposition, character ; plans,tricks.

Hfe Kwe?. To deceive, to cheat ; malicious ; per-

- - verse.

fife Cha*. To deceive, to impose upon; artful,cunning, false.

!$» ffe. Crafty; deceitful; treacherous.

OKI*. Slow, dilatory; late; to delay; toprocrastinate.

Vf| T'ao*. To scour ; to wash rice or gold ; to stirabout ; to clean,—as a well ; to ex

cite; to fidget.

M T'ao*ch'i*. Provoking; troublesome; mis-chievous; fidgety:—Note (10).

^ Hsi3. Joy, delight ; to be pleased icith ; to givejoy to ; to rejoice.

Hicati1. Joy (in expression) ; glad, merry ; to

rejoice ; to gladdeu.

§ To be pleased with, to like ; to rejoice.

Iff Ch'tcang1. A sore, a boil, an ulcer. In someplaces, the itch.

— HO I1 huis Once, one time :—Les. 64.

IS! or 2$iJ Y<*o*. Medicine; physic; chemicals.

^ »l£ To* tao*. The main road, a highway ;fundamental truth.

sY> Hsiao9 tao* .A by-road, a path.

Jll Kwei*. Honorable ; dignified ; a term of

respectful address; dear, high

priced ; precious ; to honor, to value.

Ht Chung*. Heavy ; weighty ; severe ; heinous ;

grave ; to honor ; to regard as

important. Also^read ts'ung2.

1^ Hi. To value highly ; precious ; honorable;

dignified.

jfij Jif^ Kao1 hwei*. Highly valued, precious;rare :—Note (15).

$1 Wu*. A thing ; matter ; an article ; goods ;

a creature, a being.

flU $J Lis wu* Presents ; offerings.

Ti* hsiung1 Brothers, brethren.

Sift MuB. A Chinese acre,—about one-sixth of anEuglish acre.

J)|r Lien9. The cheek ; theface ; the countenance ;reputation ; honor.

^fc P'Sri3 A tub; a basin.

%Pa?tHen1 Day-time, daylight.

Hei1 Black ; dark ; cloudy ; obscure.

~F» Hei1 hsia* At night, at dark.

T M Hsia*hei\ At night, at dark.

jfify Shen*. The gods ; god—in the heathen sense,

a supernatural (good) being; the

human spirit; superhuman, divine. Used by

many for God.

iff #$ Chin1 shin1.. The true God.

^ Tsai9. To rule; a ruler ; to slaughter and

...... dress, to butcher.

^ Chu9tsa&. A ruler, the chief ruler.

Tain1. High, honorable ; eminent ; to honor,to dignify. A classifier:—Les. 140.

t|T j=|" Tsin1 kwei*. Honorable, lofty ; great ;

exalted.

^[ Ts'ung1. Discriminating ; quick of apprehen-sion or perception.

^ Ts'ung1 ming2. Discriminating; clever,intelligent; wise.

ffy Kaii*. Skill, capability ; to attend to ; tofollow a calling ; affairs, business.

II & Nin^kan*. Ability; power ; might.

-flf Pu*. Cloth of any kind ; to spread out ; todiffuse ; to publish.
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Translation. t

1 H13 dog is exceedingly fierce.

2 This man is very reasonable ;—

exceedingly just.

3 My cook can prepare fir6t-class

food.

4 Wang the Second's stature is ex

ceedingly tall.

5 Your pocket-knife is extremely

sharp.

6 I take you to be, at most, thirty

years old.

7 To write this book will take, at

the very least, three months'

time.

8 Chang the Fifth's heart is very

deceitful.

9 At the earliest he will come on

Thursday ; at the latest on

Saturday.

0 This little girl is very provoking

(or, mischievous): I dislike her

exceedingly.

1 This boil of yours you should

frequently wash with water;—

at least once a day.

2 This medicine is very powerful :

at most, take it but once an

hour.

3 It is better, after all, to go the

main road ; the small road is

exceedingly hard to find.

4 I propose to reach home on the

fifteenth or sixteenth, or, at

the latest, by the seventeenth.

5 This book is very precious, you

must be careful how you use it.

6 To make him these presents will

auswer very well.

7 The three brothers have, at

most, but forty mow of laud.

8 This wash-basin is worth, at the

very least, four hundred cash.

9 Western dogs are very docile in

the day-time : it is only when

night comes that they are

fierce.

20 The true God is Lord of heaven

and earth, very great, very wise

and very powerful.

21 This cloth is first-rate; I also

will go and buy of him.
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Notes.

2 The second clause is in apposition with the first, and

supplementary to it. The clauses should be separated by a

short pause.

3 In some places, especially in the South, ^ flft com

pletely supplants §j£.

6 The Chinese generally say ^f, not in speaking of

ages.

7 j!f as here used is read tei3 in Peking, but retains its

normal sound in Shantnng. It is never used in this way in

the South, being used instead.

9 BSjl, in the sense of late, is rarely nsed in the South,

being nearly always replaced by j|§.

10 tv% M. Lit., stir up anger ; i.e., provoking, vexatious,

in which sense it is used in most places. In some places,

however, notably in Peking, it is used in the sense of mis

chievous, fidgety, whioh leaves out of view all reference to

the person affected. Tho "auger" excited is evidently that

of the party affected by the " mischief."

11 &5 is to be understood after fft, and in similar

is often expressed. The construction is thoroughly Chinese;

viz., your this boil, for, this boil of yours.

13 The n* the beginning of this sentence implies that

a mistake had been made in going by the small road, or at

least a question is raised as to which road to take.

15 lijj jit as used in Shantung means, precious, rare, in

the sense of being hard to get or hard to replace. In Peking

it is only so used of persons. It is replaced in the Sonth by

lj. which adds to its ordinary meaning that of rarity or

preciousness.

161 "(S JH Lit., very can do ; i.e., will do very well.

19 "T sis or "T • B°tu forms are used in the North,

the one in some places, the other in other places. In the

South is chiefly used, jj^ "J* being heard in some

places.

21 51 iff is repeated for emphasis, which is a very

common idiom. The fjfc at the close refers to the person of

whom the cloth was bought.

LESSON" XVI.

Common Time

0 or 4* % To-day.

fjj 0 or f$ ZR. To-morrow,

ft 0 or ft % Yesterday.

The two forms are used indifferently in most

places. In Naukin the forms with 0 are rarely used.

4- % or ^ % % To-day.

tift jnL or ^ JHL 169 To-morrow,

ft % or ft % U Yesterday.

These are colloquial forms in constant use.

The addition of (@ is peculiar to Pekingese.

lljljf 0 or "Hf Day before yesterday.

0 or ^ Day after to-morrow.

Particles.

M ]tL or itu 1® Day before yesterday.

# IE. or # % 10 Day after to-morrow.

The addition of (@ is peculiar to Pekingese.

?E 1 Now, at present. The two forms are

$P ^ ) substantially equivalent, which one is

used being chiefly a matter of euphony. If there

be any difference, it is that the first is more defi

nitely immediate than the second.

^ jjj Afterwards, in future, then.

Jit ^ Afterwards, subsequently.

There are many other ways of marking time.

See Les. 117 to 120.

Vocabulary.

^ Chin1 Now, presently.

llM Ch'ien". To advance ; before in time or place;

in the presence of ; the former ;

previously; southern.

$R Jir. As, like ; as if ; according to ; if, per-haps ; to equal :—Les. 99.

Iff: Tsod2 Yesterday; recently.

§jjf, Haien*. To manifest, to display; now, at pres-

ent; current; plain, apparent ; for

the occasion.

if! Nuan*. Warm; bland, mild.

^ Nuan* hod2 .. .Warm ; to warm.

2Rt T'ien1 ch'i*. The air, the atmosphere ;the weather.

fira ^ Chlingx Hang*. Refreshing, bracing, cool ;pure.

^ To* niang3. A paternal aunt ; applied at

large as a term of respect

to any elderly woman, Mrs.

f% Ta* ma1. Same as ^ Southern.

Chi2. To flock together; to gather; to col-lect ; to compile ; a market or fair.
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K<ms To go to market :—Note (3.)

Tfif Shi4. A market; to trade; a crowd; vulgar,low.

H Y*r A fish.

$J Ch'u1. To begin ; the first, the beginning :—Note (4).

^•j Kod1. To cut ; to divide ; to reap ; to de-duct, to take off.

Shou1 kod1 To reap, to harvest.

Chwang1. Growing grain; sedate, serious;well behaved.

fjji Chia*. Farming ; standing grain ; a sheaf.

Standing grain; the crops, the harvest.

JJfc Tu*. The belly, the abdomen ; the temper ormind. Also read tu'.

$fe Jt, Wan* shang* The evening.

~f* JJ& Ssia* wan* The evening.

Man2 Steamed bread or cakes ; bread.

f§ fl§ Man2 t'ou'-. Bread,—always steamed by

the Chinese, but in foreigu

families the term is used of baked bread.

|JJ§ Mod'1. Steamed cakes or rolls. In use alwaysdoubled.

^ Cheng1. Steam, vapor ; to cook by steaming ;to distil ; to decoct.

3? Zv'ao8. Ancestors ; to examine a candidate ora pupil ; to question.

^ fjf JPao* shu1. To hear a recitation. Aforeign term.

'Pod9. Secure, safe, firm ; satisfactory, allright; ready:—Les. 109.

jtU 0t < n'iB shin1. To start to go anywhere.

jj^a Chie1. A knot; to knot, to tie; to bind by a

contract; to set, to stiffen; strong,

vigorous ; to bear,—as fruit. Also read chie3.

I^a H£ Chie1 shi*. To bear fruit; strong, tough,vigorous, robust.

$f| Han*. A noted Chinese dynasty; Chinese;a large strong man; a man.

$J g$ -jp Haoa /tan* tsi*. A strong man, a fineportly fellow.

& Hsiu8 or su: A stage where one rests for the

... night; a night's rest; to pass

the night, to lodge ; a constellation.

ttj Mt Ch'u1 hsfi. Outcome, promise; profit.

if Yie*. A waste ; a common ; a desert ; thecountry ; savage, wild ; rustic, rude.

Ts'ao*. Herbs, grass ; hastily, carelessly ; therunning hand ; a rough draft.

Tiu1. To cast away; to throw aside; to throw

■ or pitch ; to lose.

WL Ting* ktcei1. To decide, to settle, to fix.

Pao*. To recompense ; to revenge ; to inform,to report ; a gazette, a newspaper.

Tien* pao*. The telegraph ; a telegram.
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|^ Zun2. .4 wftee/, a disk; a revolution; to ro-tate, to take turns.

Ifl C7*V A wheeled carriage ; a cart, a barrow.

... ... Bead chu1 in wen-li.

>X Hwod* lun* ch'6*. A railroad car ; thecars.

Translation.

1 It is very mild to-day, and the

air is bracing.

2 Mrs. Kao's disease is somewhat

better to-day.

3 To-day is the third, to-morrow

is the fourth.

4 "When you go to market to-mor

row you may buy five catties

of fish.

5 Are they, at present, still there?

6 It is just now time to reap the

harvest.

7 To-morrow is the Sabbath.
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Notes.

8 Yesterday my belly ached the

whole day.

9 To-morrow evening I want to

invite company.

10 Day before yesterday I went to

see him and he was not at

home.

1 1 By this time the bread is already

steamed.

12 I saw him in the second month,

and I have not seen him again

since.

13 Can you foreknow that which is

future ?

14 The time has now fully arrived ;

I must go and hear my class.

15 If I succeed in hiring animals

to-day, I will start to-mor

row.

16 General Wang has sent word

saying that he will come to see

me day after to-morrow.

17 Pao Chu-tsi is very hardy: in

due time he will certainly be

a robust man.

18 Will it not do for you to stay

here to-night and go on again

to-morrow ?

19 Seeing he is so diligent now,

he will no doubt turn out well

hereafter.

20 The grass of the field to-day is,

and to-morrow it is cast into

the oven.

21 I never saw him before : I have

only just seen him to-day.

22 This business cannot be settled

to-day : wait till to-morrow

and we will talk abont it

again.

23 The telegraph has already be

come an accomplished fact in

China, and railroads will suc

ceed by and by.

2 In many places ■""* would be inserted before ® •

3 In North China, markets are held in all the principal

towns and villages every five days. They are always arranged

eo that the markets in a given neighborhood oome in rotation.

Tradesmen and small dealers follow these markets, usually

attending one each day. Hence j££ comes to mean to go

to market. Such markets are not prevalent in the South,

where the business is mostly done by shopkeepers.

4 $J is applied to the first ten days of the month to

distinguish them from the second and third ten ; hence ffl

is the third, as distinguished from the 13th and 23rd. As

we have no such distinction in English, the disappears

in the translation.

6 Peking teachers object to }J as here used, and would

change to & & }E & ft Ql j& W ft ft & This,
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however, gives a slightly different sense ; viz., it is just now

(in the midst of) harvest time.

8 ~"■ 3^ one day > 'hat >*» the whole day.

21 The use of $f in this connection is Pekingese.

13 ?.g is here intensive. *

H In this sentence 4§£ expresses both intention and

necessity. ^§ § is a terra used in foreign sohools : in native

schools they have no occasion to use sach a term ; they use

only ^ pei4 shu1,—repeat the books, and »jt § chianj3

shu1, explain the books.

15 118 S '" 'l're - 'fi i'.'/ ; that is, in this case, to

succeed in hiring.

16 The Chinese seems to say that J ^ A received

a letter; nevertheless, the meaning here is that a letter has

come from I ^ A> In a different connection 3l ^ ,A

^ fill might mean that TV'anjf Ta Jen had received a letter.

22 T5 E5t Again speak,—a common phrase for postpon.

ing any business, and including a promise to attend to it at

some future time.

-4-

"lessozn" xvii.

Compound Relative and Indefinite Interrogative Particles.

-& or firm What, anything, something.

The second is the colloquial form. In use, the

final n of is always elided, and ff- is in most

places pronounced in the same way as ~jf[. The

is sometimes spoken Ma but is never so

written.

When J$ precedes ff- the combination

means, because of what; i.e., why. When followed

by A tbe combination means who.

*ff" 's use<i indefinitely, meaning, any,

at all ; or with a negative, none, not at all.

Colloquially, ff- Jg* is in many places contracted

into shar. In other places Jjgj is used alone for

ff- ffe. Neither of these corruptions is heard in

Eastern Shantung, but they prevail in the middle

and western parts of the province, as well as in

many other places, both North and South.

tjjfe the sign of an indirect question. Theoret

ically every indirect question should end with

|i/j!. Practically it is very often omitted, and there

seems to be no rule governing its use. It is more

used in some places than in others. See also Les. 89.

Vocabulary.

Shin3 What:—see Sub., also Les. 188.Also read shin*.

ff* Shi*. A file of ten soldiers; used as a con-tracted form of ^f.

jf£ Mod2 or Ma*. An interrogative particle joined

with various words in asking

indirect questions :—see Sub.

Nil. An interrogative particle ending any

question not answered by yes or no :—

see Sub., also Les. 89.

^§J Wei*. For, on account of; because, where-

fore :—Les. 77. Also read wei2.

jfH Chie9 An elder sister.

it Ta*. chie9 Eldest sister.

~A jffl #11 Ta* chie9 chie9 Eldest sister.

$\ Chin1. A needle; a pin; a stitch; to prick.

$\ Chin1 hsien* Needle-work, tewing.

§5 Ch'ti9 To take a wife, to marry.

tfjfa HsP A son's wife.

Fu*. . . . A wife ; a married woman; a female.

$S A daughter-in-law; a wife.

Ijft Nat*. The breasts, the udder; to suckle;

milk ; a nurse.

jjPj A paternal grandmother; also applied to

any elderly lady ; a wife (Nankingese).

^ fj[f K'wai* hwoti?. Cheerful, iu good spirits,

»aPPV-

t^t? Wei* Taste, flavor; a delicacy.

fjifc K'ai1 icei*. To enjoy oneself ; cheerful ; to

like ; to have an appetite.

jSi -ff- Chia1 sh?. Utensils, tools, fixtures :—Note (6).

^ China1. To wrangle, to contest ; to strive for

. - - precedence.

£p Chtng1 nao*. To wrangle, to quarrel, to

dispute.

yij ^1 p^* tsi* yen9. To aUercate, to dispute,

to quarrel.

£f Hang2. A row ; a series or order ; a guild, a

trade ; a mercantile establishment,

a store. See hsing2, from which it is often dis
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tinguished by inserting a dot, thus—^ ; or by a

small circle, thus,—|J. A classifier :—Les. 42.

fl rfi" Hang2 ski*. The market price, the cur-rent rate.

fj$J Tung*. To move; to excite; to shake; to

begin; to take action:—Les. 91.

Wi y «n9i shin1 To move ; to start.

§§j T'iao2. To harmonize ; to mix ; to regulate ; to

intrigue ; to induce. Also read tiao*.

^p} Chi* To govern, to rule ; to heal, to cure ; to

oversee ; to condemn.

To treat a disease ; to cure.

Liu2. To detain,—as a guest ; to keep back ;

to hold on to ; to delay.

^e? Liu2 hsin1. To be attentive, to give

good heed.

—' P thing1. One sound; a call; aery, a

shout, etc.

|J£ Ching*. To honor, to show respect to ; rever-ent; to worship.

j|jE £$fc Tsen1 ching*. To show respect to ; tohonor.

Chang*. Senior ; an elder ; a superior ; togrow ; to swell. Also read chlang2.

h. Chang3 shang*. Elders; superiors.

Moil2 or mu2. A mold ; a pattern, a model.

A ^ it HI Ta* mw% ta* v**?-

ner ; braggadocio.

An ostenta

tious man-

m * + #

o ft5 51 ^£

#6 4* ^ JS

7 * ffltt *

m mm.tf if

2|S ^ P^n8 sh'i*. Ability, capacity,—including

both natural and acquired

qualities ; resources.

jp! Ch'a1. To mistake; to differ; a fault, a dif-

ference ; a discrepancy :—Les. 57.

Also read ch'ai1 and is'i2.

J|£ Wu1 A house ; a room, an apartment.

#f Hao" shao1. To burn well,—of fuel ; todraw,—as a k'ang, or a stove.

Mao*. To rush forward heedlessly ; to rushor stream out ; to feign ; heedless.

or j@I Yen1. Smoke ; tobacco or opium,—

...... as smoked.

^ Mao2. Hair, fur, feathers ; mould ; tare of

^ -$9 Mao2 ping*. A fault; a peccadillo; a defect;an idiosyncrasy; a disease.

5f Fei*. To spend, to use ; to lavish ; outlay ;

... ... waste ; trouble.

^ Tod1 shao*. How much ? a great deal,

... ever so much.

|j§g Lin*. To descend ; to approach ; at the pointof, about to; whilst.

ff£ J«n*. A trust, a duty; to bear, to sustain;to allow, to give rein to :—Les. 83.

fi ^ Jin* shin2 mod2. No matter what;

anything at all.

H? )§ Kican* sJi&n2 mod2. Same as the last,but not t'ung

Using.

m

fl

it1

A.

o

ft « W

» » K. W ^ffi.fi #f ft'

o" 5fg. o £ Jfil W

ft9 o ft7fti*

4* S w xLjL//[i

ft

o

ft

Translation.

1 Why did he strike you ?

2 What [relative] is he of yours ?

3 Why does your oldest sister not

come to sew P

4 When you marry a wife here,

what ceremony do you have ?

5 Why is it that you are not

happy to-day ?

6 Having spoiled my tools why

did you not come and tell me P

7 What is it you are wrangling

about ?

8 What is the price of silver at

present ?

9 From what place did you start

to-day ?
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10 Why have you delayed till now

to speak of this business ?

1 1 If you were sick, why did you

not seek treatment before this ?

12 Why do you not pay attention

when I speak ? ,

13 Whenever you wish to go, come

and give me word.

14 Have you any disease ?

15 What disease have you"?

16 This year I am eighty-three, and

can not attend to any thiug

at all.

17 This article is not good for any

thing.

18 To show respect to your elders

is not any thing difficult.

19 Could you wait a little and allow

me first to go and attend to

a little something? (>■"

20 Who are you, that you dare to

put on such airs ?

21 His ability is about equal to

that of his father.

22 The k'ang in the north room

does not draw well ; it is con

stantly smoking. I do not

know what defect it has.

23 That man really don't know

anything. I have taken any

amount of pains on his account,

yet when he was about to start

he said nothing at all.

Notes.

2 jlf to do needle thread; i.e., to sew, to do

netdltwork.

4 5c £5 means literally, to marry a daughter-in-law.

Wheu a girl is first married, and for Borne years, at least, her

duty as a daughter-in-law completely overshadows her duty

as a wife; hence she is not usually called a wife, but a

danghter-in-law. The proper word for wife is j£ Cfc'i,1

which however is rarely used in the North, though frequently

heard in the South.

6 ff* is equivalent to but is not so widely

used. Though written \fji ff*, 'B generally pronounced as

if written fjj? .

7 S'J "?* HJi, to distinguish character eyes ; i.e>, to dispute

about word*, to jangle. t}R is often put for the important or

central part.

8 We might insert -§ in this sentence, thus,—3^

fjt ~P ^ ff* ® fr W BS>—an<* the English learner has a

strong feeling that it should be there. Chinese, however,

while it will tolerate' it, prefers to omit it. The same re

marks apply to the 16th and 17th sentences, and to many

others.

10 The order of this sentence might be changed as

follows;-® ff- Jt m fa ^ ^L%% iS. M ¥ 'If Pjg,-and

thus agree with the English order; but the Chinese prefers

to set forth the object first.

12 The " when " is implied in the order of the words.

14 This use of ■& J§ is thoroughly colloquial, but seems

to be quite general. It is to be spoken without any emphasis.

15 iHf Wi '8 nere need normally, and is to be emphasized.

16 The force of Jfa is untranslatable. The ^ ^ is to

be strongly emphasized.
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19 In the first clause -J$ J§Sj is used to modify the

abruptness of the request ; as if we should say, would it be at

all convenient for you, etc. This use of iHf ^ is more or

less local. Some teachers would prefer the sentence written

jfc if ^» jff > etc., which is neither better nor

worse, save that it throws a little more stress on the waiting.

20 ^ fit is separated, and ^ repeated for rhetorical

effect.

21 The proper structure of this sentence would demand

H§ after father, but the Chinese omit it without feeling the

incongruity.

23 Note how the pronoun is omitted where the English

requires it.

LESSOU XVIII.

Joined to Adjectives.

When (ffj is joined to an adjective it turns it

into a noun of quality, approximating in sense to

*' the" joined to an adjective of quality in English ;

as if 6*}, the good, fj| fft, the spoiled, etc. The

translation, however, will vary very much with

the circumstances of the case.

Ts'uK

Hsi*.

Rough ; large ; coarse ; vulgar ; gross,

vile.

Vocabulary.

Ha2. To paste ; sticky ; foolish, incoherent,

Fine; small; delicate; trifling; subtle;

careful.

Jjijl K'wai* A lump; a piece:—Les. 27.

— #1 52i I1 k'wai* ir2. All together, all atonce, in the lump.

Hsietr. To dislike; to find fault with, tohave an aversion to ; fastidious.

ypf Chiu3. All spirituous liquors,—fermented,malted and distilled.

* t -

fjf, Liang2 Cool, cold; distant, cool.

$u Too* A peach.

fjj Ling2 Active ; clever.

ffi] Li* Clever, talented ; neat.

fjj f$j. Talented, smart ; shrewd, quick-witted,

/h £Kl Hsiao9 ti1. Your humble servant :—Note

(9).

Ytt5 A companion, an associate; a friend.

^ Ghiao*. To cause to do:—Les. 71; a party,a sect ; a church. See chiao1.

"fa. One who belongs to the same society or

church ; church members; membership.

■J^ Ohuf. False ; feigned ; hypocritical ; if, sup-posing:—Les. 132. Also read chin*.

JicanB. Soft, weak, tender; yielding; limber,pliable.

Ijjf 5f0 Jtcaifi hod2. Soft, pliable ; tender heart-ed.

"ftfr Shi*. An age, a generation; the world;mankind ; times ; hereditary.

^ Tu1 Dull, stupid. Also read t'u2.

nonsensical.

^ Foolish, silly ; stupid; demented.

^ Gh'wan1. To perforate ; to string, to run ou

or through,—as cash on a string ;

to put on,—as clothing, to wear.

"§i| Chiu4. Old; worn out, spoiled ; ancient, ven-erable :—Les. 97.

Hsin1 To renew ; new ; fresh ; recent.

^ Chun* Superior; handsome, pretty.

^ Piao1. A sigual, a flag ; a sign board ; a

ticket; a warrant; to make a signal;

to inscribe; fine, beautiful.

jpffc Chi* Fine in texture ; soft, elegant.

^ f^L. Pretty, handsome, lovely.

§^ Ch'ou*. Ugly, deformed, homely ; disagree-able; shameful.

jjfj Ch'ang*. Long,—in time or distance; con-stant; to excel. See chang3.

Twaifl. Short in time or distance; brief; ashort-coming ; few ; wanting.

fff Chung1. To hit the centre ; to happen acord-

ing to; to fall into,—as a trap; fit,

suitable. See chung1.

t|3 fft Chung* yung*. Capable, efHcieut; witha negative,—worthless.

^Jjl Hsien* ch'ing*. Ready; ready-made; readyto hand.

Jp^ Jpf. Fei* «Ai*. To spend effort; to take pains;laborious, troublesome.

i$fj Shu* A tree; plants in general.

^ A?. Low, squat ; short, small ; to lower.
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Translation.

1 I want to buy good ones ; I don't

want spoiled ones.

2 He wants the white, not the

black.

3 It is not proper to mix the

coarse and the fine together.

4 First use those odds and ends.

5 The guest complains that the

wine is cold, and asks that the

next be hot.

6 That fat one is his daughter.

7 These peaches are not very

good : there are more green

ones than ripe ones. (Lit.,

the green are many, the ripe

are few).

8 The whole family are very

clever.

9 Who are you P Ans. Your ser

vant is called T'ung-Hsi.

0 Nor are church members all

alike ;—some are true and some

are false.

1 Have you no better ones ? Ans.

No : are not these to be con

sidered good ones ?

2 If you have any soft ones you

may give me one.

3 Of men the intelligent are few,

the stupid many.

4 At home wear the old [clothes]:

when you go abroad wear the

new.

5 There are two daughters-in-law

in that family ; one pretty and

one homely.

6 I think this one is «e male and

that one a female.

7 The long are unsuitable. If there

are no short ones you need

not buy.

8 The old are too old and the

young are too young: there

is not one capable person in

the whole family.

9 There is ready material in the

house : to make it when needed

will be no trouble.

20 Of the trees in the yard some are

high and some low, some large

and some small, some alive

and some dead.
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Notes.

S In the Sooth is very little iiBed, ?ft quite taking

its place If r% were used in this connection in the North,

it would imply that the wine was not only not hot (as it

should be according to Chinese ideas), but cold—excessively

cold;

7 In Peking never takes ~p> and in Nanking it

never takes In Chinanfu either may bo used. In some

places neither is used.

0 The question is supposed to be asked by a magistrate

of one appearing before Mm. In such cases the party ad

dressed generally speaks of himself as jj< 6>}> the little one,

unless he is a literary man, when he calls himself £ ^

T'uny* shiny1, or if he has a degree, simply ^fe ■

10 $L indicates that the sentence is in addition to

some previous statement, and, combined with the negative,

has the force of " nor." The jjb does not appear in the

translation. Its use intimates a difference in Christians as a

matter of course.

12 Tf, is here clearly implied.

IS This sontence has reference to fowls, or to birds.

18 It would seem as if ^ (Lesson 24) ought to be

joined with the second and >J», and it might be so said;

the correlation of the clauses, however, allows of its omission,

which adds to the sprightliness of the style.

19 Note the opposite meanings which the two hero

have.

20 Or, there are high ones and low ones, etc.

LESSOR 2CIX.

Adjectives Reduplicated for Emphasis.

Adjectives are often repeated for the sake of em

phasis. This idiom is important and ever recurring.

Most adjectives and some adverbs may be so

repeated. Adjectives when repeated generally

become adverbs.

For the reduplication of verbs, see Les. 33.

[gj Yuan9. Round, circular; spherical; to makeround ; to interpret a dream.

^ Man*. Remiss ; slow; sluggish, dilatory ; su-perciljous.

tH tH fKl- Slowly; gradually; presently; by

and by.

Bg An*. Dark ; obscure ; gloomy ; secret ; covert,stealthy; to one's self, mentally.

Pan*. To administer; to manage; to trans-act, to do.

Y. H Shang* Tang*. To get cheated, to be victim-ized, to fall into a trap.

Wang3 wang*. Frequently, every littlewhile.

Ch'ing1. Light ; to think lightly of; to slight ;frivolous ; gently.

Pen*. Stupid ; dull of apprehension ; awk-ward, clumsy ; unwieldy.

Ch'un9 Simple, foolish, stupid, doltish.

j|f Chad1. To become; to show ; to cause. Alsoread choti2. See Les. 20, Sub.

Ch?. Impatient, anxious; hurried; uneasy;in extremity.

/Hf Anxious, excited; eager; impatient.

^§ Ch'ing1. To designate ; to compliment ; toireigh. Also read ch'ing*, and ch'hi*.

Vocabulary.

i Chin To advance, to make progress; toenter, to go in, up, or on.

jj| Hxiang*. The neck ; a sort, an item, a class ;

a terra (in algebra); money, funds.

3§|. Income, receipts.

fH Chin' Barely; scarcely; only.

^ Jif Hwa1 fei* Expense, outlay.

^ Ta* t'ing1. To make inquiry, to find out

by inquiring.

Ch'iao9 Secret; quiet; private; anxious.

tr^ tf^ £Kl- Secretly; clandestinely; quietly;

be quiet, keep still.

Chien* Gradually, step by step ; slowly.

$p£ Shwai1. To wear away, to decay, to decline;to fade.

jf£ Pai*. To destroy ; to ruin ; to defeat ; en-feebled ; damaged.

^ $L. To decay; to fail, to grow infirm; to

suffer defeat.

T'ui1 Broken down, ruined.

jffc To go to ruin ; to grow infirm.

iSf K'ti. Bitter; unpleasant; painful; urgent;afflictions, sufferings.

1£ ^ ^- Earnestly, urgently ; severely.
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& Ai1. To grieve for; to pity; to lament; tobeseech; urgent, importunate.

5£ "cir Ai1 kao*. To beseech, to entreat ; to im-portune.

Ch'iang*. To compel, to force; to constrain; to

strengthen. See eh'iang*; also

read chiang*, and c/iiang1.

jj§> Ch'iany* tsui". To deny in the face ofevidence, to asseverate.

Chiang* Unsubmissive, obstreperous.

Pji| j$ Zaui* chiang*. Unreasonable talk; contra-dictory.

lift Li8. To leave, to separatefrom ; to be absent;to scatter; from :—Les. 57.

j^f Yuan* Distant ; to keep aicay from.

jjS T ad1. To abscond, to flee ; to hide, to skulk ;to plug truant.
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£JtS ^ T'ao* hsiie* To play truant.

itS Wt Yi,l9l to"1 Ought to, duty bound.

Slf or j|| 7'sflo1. To meet ; to endure; to hap-

pen ; a time :—Les. 64.

Jfj Ta* To stamp; to tread on.

Ilia 3Jj- To destroy uselessly ; to abuse ; to spoil.

1fft Fen1. Confused; many things at, once.

Jf> — Fen1 fhi1 pu* i1. Confused, contra-

dictory.

Men*. Sad; melancholy, heavy-hearted; lonely;

a feeling of oppression.

Lod*. Joy, pleasure ; to rejoice, to be happy; l

to be pleased with. Also read yod*.^"

^ Men* men* pu* lod*. Melancholy,discouruged.
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Translation.

1 The earth is round.

2 Do you go quickly and ask him

to come.

3 I will go by and by.

4 He is covertly finding fault with

you.

5 This man is constantly fighting

with his younger brother.

6 Mr. Chang does not kuow how

to do business. He is con

stantly being cheated.

7 To-morrow I want to start early.

8 What, you say is plainly con

trary to reason.

9 Men frequently make a mistake

in this matter.

10 Hereafter I want you to shut

this door gently.

11 This child is extremely stupid:

it is useless for him to go to

school.

12 Don't get impatient : by and

by you will understand.

13 It weighed one hundred and

twenty catties, good weight.

14 He has no great income,—no

more than barely enough to

cover expenses.

15 When you have found out clear

ly, come quietly and tell me.

16 When a man has passed forty,

his strength gradually declines.
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17 My idea is to go again and

earnestly entreat him.

18 Clearly it is your fault; and

yet you asseverate in this

way.

19 I recommend you hereafter to

keep far away from him.

20 You ought to whip him severely

for having played truant in

this way.

21 Your children also are quite

numerous: would you venture

to assert that they never abuse

anybody's things ?

22 The reports on the street are

contradictory.

23 When a mini is all the time so

melancholy as this, it is very

easy to become sick.

Notes.

1 Peking teachers object to doubling (j|J, but Southern

teachers approve.

3 Both forms are in general nse. If " ^ ^ be used,

the translation should be presently, instead of by and by.

6 _t li? Some would write but the general custom

of Chinese books is to write simply lUf The derivation of

the meaning is not certain. Perhaps it is from the iden of

a pawn or surety, implying that the party fouud himself

suddenly placed in the power of another ; or perhaps from

the idea of an opening or empty space, implying that the

party took for reality that which proved to be "thin air."

7 Jpl properly, a little earlier,

13 The general custom in China, in weighing all kinds

of coarse commodities, is to weigh with the end of the scale

beam considerably above the level, and there is generally

some contest on the part of the purchaser to get it higher.

Steelyards are nearly always made to weigh light in antici

pation of this custom.

16 If the sentence were rendered, Ht» strength wiU

gradually decline, it would show more clearly the force of the

Jjjfc. but it would not give the whole idea of the sentenoe bo

well.

20 We might with equal propriety render, If he plays

truant in this way, you ought to whip him severely.

21 A is used indefinitely for anybody.

23 Sucli expressions ns $ ~', and ppj ^> |$f

in the next sentence, are taken from the book language.

Mandarin is constantly spiced by such ready-made phrases,

appropriated from the book language. By use they become

familiar to the unlearned as well as the learned.

LESSOIT X2C.

Thb Auxiliary Verbs t§( and

;§f is the most important and widely used of all

the auxiliary verhs. It expresses the carrying of

the action of the principal verb into effect. It

often gives the force of the present participle. It

may be joined to almost any active verb ; but is

much more frequently joined to some than to others.

In Peking, when ^ immediately follows the

verb, it is read choti?; but when ^ or ^ intervenes,

it is always read chad2. This distinction of read

ing is confined to Pekingese.

is a wen li particle having various uses,

one of which corresponds in a measure to the

use of i|f as an auxiliary in Mandarin. It is

used in Shantung and elsewhere as a substitute

for JjJ, which, in Eastern Shantung, it largely

replaces. It can not, however, be used with a

negative, as Jjgf cau. It is probably an old form

which has been superceded by ^ in most places.

It is sometimes heard both in Nanking and in

Kiukiang.
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Vocabulary..

Choif. To become ; to cause ; to happen ; to

send; to order; to place; yes, truly,

exactly so ; a move in chess :—See chao'2.

Chi1. Sign of possessive in win li :—see Sub.

^ Mu*. A certain person, so-and-so,—used whenit is not convenient to use the name.

Hsiang6. To think on ; to reflect ; to remem-ber; to plan ; to expect ; to wish.

K'ung*. An empty place, a crevice ; vacant,unoccupied; time, leisure; a de

ficiency, a defalcation. Also read k'ung1.

H $C HePyie*. Night; at night.

Sod* A lock ; to lock.

Bp Chwan1 Singly, solely; bent on; special.

K'ao*. To lean upon, to rely on ; to trust to ;to bo near ; adjoining.

Chi 8. A finger or toe ; to point at ; to referto ; to direct ; to rely upon.

HP Shun*. To comply, to yield to; to obey ; du-tiful ; convenient.

C/iang*. A rod of ten Chinese feet ; a senior;one worthy of respect.

^ Chang* fit1. A husband; a man (vir), aknight ; a brave man.

"ffl Ling*. A collar, a necktie ; to receive from,

to take :—Les. 79; to direct ; to lead,

to act as guide. A classifier :—Les. 125.

tj\ Yin5. To draw out ; to lead, to guide ; to in-

duce; to introduce; to thread,—as

a needle ; to quote ; an. introduction or preface.

^ C/tiod* or chiie*. To perceive ; to be sensible

of, to feel ; to awaken, to

amose. Also read chiao*.

% ?t| Chioa* te* To feel, to be sensible of.

Chao*. To enlighten, to shine ; to front to-

. . ... wards ; to care for ; to accord with ;

according to, as.

+ -

A Chua jen* Master, employer.

?^ P'eng*. To run against; to bump; to meet;to happen on.

f£ M ^o*4 thing1. To tell, to divulge, to letout a secret:—Note (14).

@ C/ianK A short time, briefly ; for the time

being, temporarily.

JL as it" Moreover, also, yet ; further, be-sides :— Les. 1^8.

_H,. Temporarily, for the time being.

Ai*. To hinder, to impede ; to embarrass ; toobstruct.

$jjf Fang1. To hinder, to oppose; an impedi

ment.

jj§H l|£ Ai* shi*. Matter; consequence ; hindrance;generally used with a negative.

!$ ^ Kwari1 shi* Same as gg

it)j % Fang1 shi* Same:—Note (16).

An1. To act according to ; as, according to.Also read an*.

"»J* Shou*. To keep ; to guard ; to obey; to attendto ; to protect ; to associate with.

£F *$i Hao" sheng1. Carefully, attentively. £

is the form found in books,

but the phrase is universally spoken haoa shingK

Shin*. To act carefully; cautious ; attentive ;considerate.

Iff Hao*. shin*. Same as #

K'od1 To strike against ; to knock.

Tie1. To slip and fall, to tumble ; to stumble ;to fall :—Les. 92.

^ Nein* shu1. To go to school ; to study ; to

repeat over and over.

7Veu2 Riches, wealth; property, goods.

§ft Tie*'1. To attach to ; to paste to, to post ; tomake up a loss; adjacent.

o

a.

o

o

m

m
o

W

m

A

A

Translation.

1 The ' man referred to presumes

on the fact that he is strong.

2 That man has a mind to beat you.

3 You ought to wait the teacher's

leisure.

4 To talk is easy ; to perform is

difficult (or, talking is easy ;
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8 The idea is, Do not pretend to be speaking to this one

when yon really mean that one;—do not whip one man over

another man's shoulders.

11 Or, They two were sitting at the door talking. See

Note, Les 6. (5).

14 In many places f£ §J£ is read tsu4 thing1. It is

also often written ffjfc Jfjf, and pronounced tso* shSng*.

N. B. ffc and fi are both read tsou* in Peking ; but in

most places the latter is read tso4.

15 Or, if referring to a person, It is no matter if you do

detain him. for the present.

16 k)j !}}• is Southern Mandarin, though occasionally

heard in the North. $j 3JJ is frequently written ^ ;

TES.
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performing is difficult).

5 You ought, to lock that back

door at night.

6 He depends entirely upon his

father's money for a living.

7 These words are important ; you

should pay attention to them.

8 Do not address this one when

you are speaking of that one.

9 A woman ought to obey her

husband.

10 If you are not acquainted with

the road, you should get a

man to guide you.

11 They two are sitting at the

door talking.

12 Mr. Wang feels that I treated

him unjustly.

13 He is not willing to act accord

ing to his master's wishes.

14 If you meet him on the road,

don't mention it.

15 It's no matter if you do keep

it for the present.

16 When you have on rain clothes,

it is no matter if it does rain.

17 It will not do for you not to

follow the rule.

18 Men imitate those with whom

they associate.

19 My pocket knifehasalready been

found (or, is already found).

20 Take good cure of the baby, and

do not let him fall down.

21 His son goes to school to Mr. Li.

22 He does not intend to pay: it

is a waste of time for you to

dun him.

23 Exactly opposite the door there

are pasted on the wall the

four characters, " May he who

is opposite me make mouey."

is more widely understood than either of

forms.

18 Or, Men take to that with which they are constantly

brought in contact.

20 g| is here used cansatively, not meaning to strike,

but to cause, or allow, the child to fall down and strike itself

on the ground. ( hinese verbs are often so used.

23 When it is desired to isolate a clause, or expression,

and use it as a substantive, it is followed by a statement of

the number of characters it contains. These characters are

pasted up by the shopkeeper himself; but they read aB if ex

pressing the good wishes of the party on whose wall they

are pasted.
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Lesson xxi.

1 My own money is not sufficient.

2 I do not feel easy to send you alone.

3 Correct yourself before you correct

others.

4 lie slaps his own mouth (i.e.5 he talks

inconsistently).

5 You should love others as yourself.

6 lie is my confidential friend.

7 One does not know one's own faults.

8 I do not like to speak to him myself.

9 This is not a partnership business:

it is my own.

10 To commit suicide is as great a sin

• as to commit murder.

1 1 I cannot give it to you ; I want to

keep it for my own use.

12 You ought to decide this thing your

self.

LESSOR X2CX.

The Reflexive Pbonovn.

g Self; my own, his own, etc.

a Self; private; selfish.

g a Self. This term is joined with the

several personal pronouns to make myself, thyself,

etc. It is also used alone in these same senses,

the antecedent being understood. It may some

times also be translated, oneself. It is frequently

written, and more frequently spoken, @ ^jj. Both

Q and jj* are used alone, but always in ready-

made book phrases. When thus used, the g

precedes the verb with which it is joined, while g

follows it.

g & Ifi or g 3& 3tL H's own, her own,

etc. The second and fuller form is strongly collo

quial. The Nanking equivalent is £| S —■ j@.

Vocabulary.

a £'»iB Self, oneself; private; special.

Kod* Each, every, all:—Les. 66.

%g To* fa1 To send, to dispatch.

Fany* hsin1. To set the mind at rest, tobe free from anxiety.

EL Pa*. To adhere ; a crust ; a clamp ; the jaw ;a tail. Also pa1.

Pj| G* Tsui" pa*. The lower jaw; the mouth.

hIT Ying1 tang1. Ought, should, duty bound,under obligation.

a Chi1 chi3. Intimate, confidential, devot-ed.

^ Ai*. To love, to take delight in ; to wish ; tobe sparing of, to grudge.

JUj P'eng3 A friend, a companion.

Les

g

ft

Pleng" yu* A friend, an associate.

Hwod3. A band, a company; a comrade, apartner; an accomplice.

Hwod3 htcoA9. A partnership; to enterinto a partnership.

Chin*. To exhaust ; finished, ended ; empty ;

all, entirely ; to the uttermost :—

.101, and 158. See ching*.

31 1'si* chin4. To end one's own life, to com-mit suicide.

Sha1. To kill, to put to death ; to murder :—Les. 181.

A Sha} jhi2 To commit murder.

Swan* To call, to hail, to bid, to name.

Sh'i* htcan* To use, to employ.

Kwa1. To be connected with, involved in ; tobrush against, to jostle. Also kwa*.
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13 He is not responsible; it was my

own mistake.

14 Nobody touched liim ; lie fell down

of himself.

15 Heaven and earth could not create

themselves.

16 These are his elder brother's specta

cles ; not his own.

17 A man can not be saved by trusting

in his own merit. .

1 8 He does not need any one to go with

him : he can go himself.

19 If you do not go your self, I fear this

business can not be satisfactorily ar

ranged.

20 He now has upwards of twenty mow

of land : if he is frugal and temperate

he can make a living.

Iffi Kwai*. To swindle, to decoy; to kidnap; to

round a corner. Head focai1,—to

brush against, to jostle (l).

Tsao* or ts'ao*. To make, to build ; to create ;to act ; to commence.

Koii1- An elder brother ; used as a suffix to

show respect.

itj1. An elder brother :—Note (16).

Ching*. A metallic mirror; a looking glass;a lens.

^ Yen9 ching* Spectacles.

Kung1 Merit ; achievements ; virtue.

^ Lao". To toil, to labor ; to trouble ; wearied,distressed, burdened.

jfy ^7 . Meritorious deeds, merit.

Chiu? To rescue, to save; to liberate.

§ Ch'in* tsi*. Oneself; in person, in propriapersona.

j9C S T'otr taiiy*. Satisfactory, in proper order'. . . . or condition.

ffi Anx f'n4. To do one's duty ; to fill one'sproper station ; to be frugal.

7f* a Slwtt* cfii*. To restrain oneself, to be tem-perale.

tf£ )t§ Ch'P k'wei1. To safer loss ; to get theworst of the bargain.

i§? Man2. To conceal ; to lay up; to accuse.

Also mai*.

^ Titan*. To hate, to feel bitter ; to murmur at ;

malice ; a wrong.

To hold a grudge against : to findfault

icith, to murmur at.

JUl Ch'i1. To cheat; to deceive; to insult; tobefool.

M Ch'i1 hung*. To deceive, to impose upon.

J5S $ffl T? lisi*. The facts, the real state of the

case.

M 7*" ^s The same as Jg & (w).

jjt»J IV'1 or yiie1. To bind by contract, to agree

..... with; to restrain; to cstitnate;&

treaty; brief, coudensed ; about, nearly:—Les. 96.

^t Mba1 or nut1. To feel after, to seek; to guess ;to follow a pattern.

S9 'tfl- To estimate, to make a guess, to speak

at random.

^ Piau". The exterior : to manifest, to make

known ; a guide; any instrument

with a scale,—as a thermometer: a permit.

^ ^ Piaos tiling1. To make known, to show;to tell, to publish.

^ t=3 Piao*pai* - - • To show, to publish.

f£ Ken1 ts'ung* To follow.

3t£ K'oit To be able; to subdue; to repress.

^ a K'oii* eh?. To govern oneself, to deny one-self.

Pet'1 To carry on the back. Also pei*.

■f- *5£ ijfl ,9/h» tsi* ehia*. The cross—from its

resemblance to the

character ■+•.
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21 You brought tliis loss on yourself ; and

yet you come complaining against me.

22 You should be careful and not deceive

yourself.

23 You should not speak at random,

when you do not know the bottom

facts in the case.

24 You need not publish it yourself :

whether good or bad, people already

know.

25 Tf any man will follow me, let him

deny himself, and take up his cross,

and follow me.

X O T K S .

2 ~J$L *& Lit., to let damn, or lay down, the heart ; simi

lar to oar phrase, " to set the heart at rest."

3 A i- here used for other*, in opposition to eelf. So

also in (5).

8 jtf M J§1 is a very common phrase, which will

not bear a literal analysis. It expresses a slight feeling of

shame or embarrassment.

12 Lit., Thin thiyxj ig yours to decide.

14 might be omitted, bat as used .it adds emphasis

to tlie clause following it.

16 fiF is not repeated as adjectives are, for emphasis,

but probably for the purpose of distinguishing the word from

others, or ns an indication of endearment. Names of rela

tive* show a special tendency to double in this way : thus we

hare,— ffl. SH chit? chie^, elder sister; jft ffc rati* mei4,

younger sister; also fy% nin1 ma1, mother ; ^ ^ tie1 tie1,

father; JflJ ifR yi'e* V>^> grandfather; jjj lini3,

grandmother, etc. n"d "S-' however, are never repeated.

20 ~ T 3fS- I' '8 bard to see how this phrase conies

to mean upward* nf twenty. The Jj5 is nearly always pro.

nounced la, and f[§ is often added. In Peking it means about

twenty—less or more; elsewhere it always means upwards of

twenty, though not usually over twenty-five.

21 Wi is an infinitive clause, the object of the verb Jj^.

23 St 3c '* no* nsed in the North, save in one or two

ready-made phrases. It is nsed in the South, but is a little

bookish.

24 Note how the subjunctive idea is implied in jtj- if"

4-

LESSOR 2C2CIX.

Affiumatiye-Negativk Qckstion.

Besides the form with a direct question is

very often asked by putting the idea first in the

affirmative, and then in the negative, implying or

offering an alternative in the answer; somewhat

as we do in English when we add "or not" to a

direct question.

This form of question is much used, and is some

what less categorical than that with PJ§ .

Vocabulary*

Hsiang* chia1 To be homesick.

*\tj Mang3 Busy, occupied ; hurried.

lJfc Pang1 mang*. To help do extra work; toassist:—Xote f(5).

Chang* An account; a debt: a charge.

M. T- Bight; fit, proper: suitable.

'$1 '£LPeiniil. Convenient; serviceable.

~jj ^ Fang1 pien* .Convenient.

j§t Chia* To marry a husband.

ft f$ Ch'ti1 chia*. To get married (of thewoman).

Yang3

Even, uniform: on a level: complete;

to equalize; at once ; all.

The superior of the dual powers of

nature; the sun; day; heaven;

male ; virility ; the front.

jfc $9 'fai* yang-. .The sun.

33J Ftng1. To appoint, to constitute officially; to

seal: an envelope, a sealed packet.

A classifier, Lcs. 125.

'fff Shin* feng1 A letter envelope.

^ Ying*. To plan, to attend to; to get a living:

an intrenched camp ; military.
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Lehson XXII.

1 Is there any more paper?

2 Would it not be better for you to go

a little earlier ?

3 Are you homesick ?

4 Is this knife yours?

5 I am going to invite company to-mor

row : can you come and help me ?

6 Is it convenient to settle accounts

to-day ?

7 Is the eldest daughter of your family

married yet ?

8 Have the guests all arrived ?

9 Can we arrive by sunset ?

10 Is this envelope suitable or not ?

11 Have you still any other business ?

12 Does the climate in China agree with

you?

13 Is Mrs. Li's throat well to-day ?

14 Does your upper arm still pain youP

Hr. Ying' sheng1. To make a living ; an af-fair, o piece of business.

Fhz. Clothing; to yield to; to submit; to

cause to submit ; to agree to.

i Shu? <'(*" Climate.

TfC Jq. Acclimated, to stand the climate.

Hour. The throat, the gullet.

Lung1 The throat, the oesophagus.

PH. The throat.

Kotl1 The fore-arm.

Pod* The humerus, the upper arm.

The upper arm ; the arm. Also writtenJ^JJ.

Chiao* or chiod3. The foot ; conveyance ;

}'>,•.,." .>?"!e freightage.

Tung* To freeze ; frost-bitten ;-cold.

Chien*. Mean, ignoble ; cheap; to depreciate,

to regard lightly.

P'ien1 Advantage ; cheap. See jnen*.

*bT- P'ienr i3 - - • Advantage; cheap.

MP Rice or millet after they are hulled.

mi - Rice,—as distinguished from

millet (,J, tR).

\Wi Kan1 fan* Rice or millet boiled dry.

JjSj Tao* tt?. In the end ; after all ; finally ;positively.

3& Jlwoct p'en*. A brazier ; an earthen bowlfor holding live coals.

Ufa Mie*. To destroy ; to exterminate ; to put out

or to go out,—as fire.

k% Wu*. To smother,—as fire, to put out or to

go out. Also ww4.

ffi. PaoBjen9. Bail, security, an endorser, abacker.

j^jj Shang1. To consult, to deliberate ; to trade;a merchant.

HI To deliberate ; to discuss; to criticize; toselect; laws, rules.

j§>f To consult with, to consider ; to speak

in behalf of.

HI" C/t'it2 A kitchen, a cook-house.

^ Kwoa1 An iron kettle, a skillet.

P'on*. To break, to tear, to split; to destroy;

to solve ; to storm :—Les. 102.

fjf Pit3. To repair ; to patch; to make up; toaid, to strengthen. Also p*ux.

ifisl OE Hsiao3 lu2 chiang*. A tinker, a travel-ling smith.

^ Cheng3. To adjust; to repair, to mend ;the whole of, entire.

]§| ffi Cheng3 ch'i*. To repair, to put in order.

ffi S//t8. To gather up; to bring together; toclear away; to arrange; ten.

J$£ ffi Shou1 ahi*. To put in order; to repair; togather up and take away.
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15 Has that food spoiled ?

16 Have you finished washing this week's

clothes ?

17 It is very cold to-day : are your feet

frozen (or cold) ?

18 Has the price of silver advanced these

few days ?

19 Four hundred cash for this book. Do

you not think it cheap ?

20 Do you eat dry rice ?

21 He said he would come; but, after

all, has he come ?

22 Is this idea clear to you ?

23 If I give you three thousand cash,

will it be enough ?

24 I will say it again. Please listen and

see whether it is correct or not.

25 Has the fire in the fire-pan gone out?

26 If you are uneasy, would it do for me

to get some one as security ?

27 I want to consult him about a small

matter : I wonder if he has time.

28 The kettle in the kitchen is cracked

(or, broken) : shall I not get a tinker

to come and mend it?

Notes.

2 4? ~%> fif has a different meaning here from what it

had in the Inst lesson, and is read with a different emphasis.

3 {ft jt§ ^ ^ 'S the proper and more prevalent

form ; that is, the rule in all cases is, to complete the affirm

ative form be/ore the negative is begun. The secoud form is

much used in Shantung, and also to some extent in other

places ; though most teachers, if asked, would say that the

first is the right one; because they have been accustomed to

see it so in books. To adhere in all cases to the book form

Bounds labored and awkward.

4 To give the meaning in the translation, a slight em

phasis should be thrown on ffc. By a differeut emphasis the

sentence might be made to mean, This knife is yours, is it not ?

To give this meaning the emphasis should be thrown, in the

first form on the first -j^r, and in the second form on the

Becond ^ ■

6 ?5 tC' '° "saint the hurry ; i.e., to help with any extra

work. Properly applied to assistance rendered freely ; but

often uBed of temporary work that is paid for.

7 Instead of repeating the principal verb in the negative

form, ^j" is made to stand for it. This is a common form.

13 For anything that appears in this sentence, it may

have been addressed to Mrs. Li ; in which case the meaning

would simply be, Is your throat well to-day '{

17 properly means frozen, but is used in many places

as an exaggeration for very cold,—freezing cold.

20 J\. /\\ -}'c Wi 's a Northern expression. In the South

alone expresses it all, for the reason that they have no

millet; and when' used alone, is understood to

mean dry rice.

do not know, is the common way of ex.

pressing " I wonder." The jji is often omitted.

28 The Southern form is fjf f$ f?^, a mender of kettles :—

Les. 39. In the North a Jjf |£c is a travelling tinker

who carries a forge and a small kit of blacksmith tools, and

mends crockery, as well as iron, brass and tin ware.

LESSOIT

ft Joined

When follows a verb it gives it the force of

a participial noun, or makes it equivalent to a

relative clause. Thus, the first sentence might be

to Verbs.

rendered literally, His going is very quick ; and

the second, The money which he earned teas not

much. While this is the analysis of this idiom-
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Lesson xxiu.

1 He goes very fast.

2 He did not make much money.

3 The summer rains were very great.

4 There has been not a little money

spent this month.

5 This knife is not ground sharp.

6 My father is very sick.

7 The parlor is not swept clean.

8 Look at this painting of mine, [and

see] whether it is well painted.

9 This word is not translated quite right.

10 If you speak slowly, I will hear dis

tinctly.

11 He used this comparison very ap

positely.

12 I fear you are speaking rashly: (or,

I fear you spoke rashly).

13 He learned much, and also learned

it well.

atic usage, a good English rendering will take a

variety of forms, according to the connection.

often be substituted for $j withoutmay

}|£ Ohing*. To make money by labor, to earn ; tobreak or tear away.

fft Ft?. To fall prostrate, to humble oneself; tohide, to conceal ; the hot season.

ffi ^ Fu* t'ien1. The hot season, July 19 to- - . August 18.

^ Ifod8. To rub, to grind; to sharpen; to argue ;trials; a time:—Les. 64. Also mod*.

Hwa*. A picture, a painting; a mark, a line ;a stroke in a character. Also hica2.

•fjf- Hwa*. To draw a line; to paint or draw ;line off. See hica*.

appreciable change of meaning. Such substitu

tion is more frequent in the South than in the

North. It is possible that ^ was the original form.

Jfgf Fan1 To open out; to translate, to interpret.

^ Ch'u*. Sharp, painful ; orderly ; plain, distinct,clear.

ft? ^ Ch'ing1 ch'u*. Clear, distinct; in order ;

settled,—as an account.

Pi* fang1. A comparison ; an illustration ;

for instance.

Luckily, opportunely; exactly; just;at the exact moment.

Hwang1. Barren, waste; reckless, careless;empty; famine.

T'ang2 To boast; dissolute.

Ch'u

Vocabulary.

y$C> Hf • Unsteady ; unreliable ; wild ; rash.

{fin. Wen1. Warm, tepid; mild, genial, kind; topractice, to become familiar with.

^ Hsi* To practice; skilled; custom, habit.

Ifia ^f. To repeat again and again, to practice.

|^J Jou*. Flesh ; meat ; fat, fleshy ; corporeal.Also ju*.

^ Chus To boil in water, to cook.

Lan*. Cooked tender; soft, mellow; bright,

brilliant ; tattered ; rotten.

$t Ts'ou* To gather together, to collect; to hap-pen or hit upon.

&j Ch'iao*. Skilful, ingenious; wily, shrewd; op-

portune.

^| Opportune, in the nick of time ; lucky.

ij§ Ktvei*. A chest ; a locker ; a bureau ; a safe ;a cupboard ; a sideboard.

IF Oheng* tang*. Square ; level ; straight, notatari/.

to

A cover, a roof ; to cover, to roof ; to

build a home.

The body, the whole person; a solid;

the substance; to feel for; becoming;

to embody ; to realize ; to pervade.

T'P.
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Lesson xxiv.

1 It is too hot to-day.

2 You speak too fast.

3 Your clothes are too dirty.

4 My clock is too slow.

5 The days now are too short.

6 I am too tired to-day.

7 That water is too cold.

8 That man's heart is too malignant.

9 If you learn too much you will not

learn it well.

10 Afterwards there was too much- re

petition in his discourse.

11 The tea made this morning was too

strong.

12 That little girl is by nature too

precocious.

13 To have the funeral to-morrow will

be too hurried.

14 You take too much time in writing.

Too, excessive ; an exaggeration of ^ :—

mostly used of things that are in some way dis

pleasing.

3^ ^ Too, excessive. j§ is sometimes used

alone in the same sense.

yfjh ^ Both words mean to pass over, or go

beyond, and together mean, too much, beyond

measure. The accent is on the second syllable,

while in ]fc it is on the first.

^ Beyond duty or propriety, outrageous.

Vocabulary.

Tli* An excess; too, very:—see Sub.

Yu2 In, at, on; with, by; as, so; than.

Yii*. To pass over; to go beyond; to exceed;to omit ; still, more.

Lai1 Foul, filthy (l.). Also read lai*.

Taia. Bad, vicious; perverse.

~y . Unkempt; soiled, dirty (l.).

1 Ang1 Dirty.

! Tmng1 Filthy ; to dirty, to defile. W|

\ ||p. Filthy, dirty, foul, nasty. W

Fa2. To be in want of ; deficient ; exhausted,

weary, tired.

Ttt2.. ....... .Poisonous; malignant; cruel.

Fan2. Troubled ; annoyed ; perplexed, con-fused; grieved; urgent:—Les. 91.

Hsu *. To repeat, to reiterate ; prolix ; to

...... wad,—as a quilt; gossamer.

i ^ . Repetitious, tautological.

• Ch'en* Morning, dawn.

HI rTsao3 ch'en2 The morning.

Jp- _t Tsao'shang* The morning.

Ch'i1 To steep or make tea (Pekingese).

J'fjJ Plao*. To steep, to soak; to draw,—as tea.

Also p'ao1.

^ C/1'a2 Tea,—the plant or the infusion.

PH Yen* Strong,—as tea or coffee.

Jf( Hou*. Thick; generous, liberal; large; inti-mate; strong,—as tea.

*f§ Ching1. Unmixed; fine, subtle; expert, prac-

ticed; smart, ready; the essence;

semen ; an apparition.

Of?} ^ Ching1 ming*. Smart, clever, quick wit-ted, sharp.

*j| $H Ching1 hsi*. Smart, clever, sharp ; alert.

$H Pin* To carry to burial ; a funeral.

£fc{ $j| Ch'u1 pin*. To observe funeral rites ; tohave a funeral.

'(£ Ts'tt* To urge; urgent, pressing; close.

jfc {£ Chi1 ts'u* Hurried, hasty.
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15 He works too fast, aDd is not very

careful.

16 My manner of speaking is too

straightforward : I am constantly

offending people in my talk.

17 If it is very dear, buy a little less.

18 This pupil is excessively stupid.

19 In teaching it is not best to be too lax,

nor yet too strict.

20 Ting Chia Mu's scholarship is very

good : it is a pity he is so arrogant.

21 A man should make plans; yet he

should not plan too much.

22 He was to blame it is true, and you

also spoke too severely.

23 To give him this trifling present, is

too meagre.

24 Of all the violent men in the world,

you are the most outrageous.

25 It is not best to be too punctilious

in our intercourse with intimate

friends.

26 In my opinion, you ridicule him too

excessively.

27 He insults me too outrageously ; I

can not submit to it [him].

ft T»i' To carry ; careful.

ff #fQ Tsi*hstA Careful, particular.

(j| Chi1. Straight; upright; outspoken; straight-forward; purposely.

$\ C/tOfl1 Stupid; unskillful, clumsy.

Sung1. To relax; slack, loose; easy going; flab-by, spongy.

j§J Yen?. Severe, stern, strict; majestic, digni-fied; close,—as a door.

Ilsi1. To compassionate; to regret; to besparing.

•fjj K'o"B hsi1. To be regretted ; what a pity!Alas !

^BE K'wany2. Mad, raving; insane; rash, excit-able ; proud.

Notes

3 iSjjj 9 is very forcible, but more or less local. In the

South in used alone.

7 S 7K might, with equal propriety, bo Jft (@ 7jC-

The plural form usually indicates a limited quantity, while

the singular is quite indefinite.

8 Lit., That man's heart is too poisonous; said of one

who has no regard for the rights and feelings of others.

11 \ty is Pekingese. ici is Central and Southern Man

darin. J|L is Naukingese.

flE Chang1 k'toang*. Boastful; arrogant; prc-tentious.

$k Hsiang*. Like, similar, as ; a likeness ; animage, an idol.

^f»J Chi*1. To grasp and hold; to restrain; to em-brace ; to adhere to.

§11 Chin* Diligent, careful; respectful.

Chi

Cautious, conservative; punctilious.To ridicule ; to mock; to satirize.

Ch'iao* To blame, to scold, to upbraid.

§j=f . To ridicule, to jeer at.

Jang*. To yield, to allow; to esteem others;to waive ; retiring ; courteous.

is not applied

16 Lit., My lips are too direct. Wo attribute speech to

the tongue, the Chinese, to the lips.

18 jjli is Naukingese. Iu the North

to the mind.

21 ifi -JT refers to ono who is always changing

his plans, or is too sanguine in his planning.

26 We have in ^ J§, a duplicate intensive, which,

however, is more elegant in Chinese than the redundant

expression " too excessively " is in English.
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Lesson xxv.

1 When he was starting, he left these

five hundred cash for the servants.

2 Bring a pitcher of hot water for me.

3 Please do not fail to bespeak a wife

for me.

4 If you can not write it yourself, I will

write it for you.

5 Can you find a situation for me ?

6 I can not lend him my overcoat.

7 If you have no money, no matter; I

will trust you.

8 Jesus made atonement for the sins of

all men.

9 Will you please write a copy for me ?

10 I am not worthy to pull up his

shoes.

11 If you stitch my shoe soles, I will hem

your coat.

12 The guest will leave to-morrow; do

you weigh for him three taels of

silver.

LESSON XXV.

The Dative.

*u jf>n To give ; hence,—to, for ; when it follows

the verb it means to, and when it precedes it, for.

It is nearly always read kei* in Pekingese. Though

properly unaspirated, it is generally aspirated in

Central and Southern Mandarin. In Nanking,

Awhen used as the sign of the dative it is read kd3.

t"' To substitute; hence,—instead of, for. It

always precedes the verb.

k,' }J2 To take (see Les. 27 and 28), is much used

\ along the Yang-tsi for jjjfo, when it means to, but

never when it means for. This use of :jg is not

properly Mandarin, but is allied to the Southern

coast dialects.

'i" ^ To, the wen-li equivalent for ffi as a sign

of the dative. Colloquially it is not so used in

the North, but is used to some extent in the

South, especially in the region of Hankow.

In the South, and || largely supercede

which is, however, the regular aud recognized

Mandarin form.

Vocabulary.

52

die

M

T'i*. To take the place of; to do for or in-stead of ; in behalf of ; for.

Pa8. To take; to regard as :—an instrument-

al verb, Les. 28. A handful, a bun-

:—a classifier, Les 27. To:—see Sub.

Yua. To give; to transfer; as, rather; with,and; to:—see Sub., also Les. 110.

Chi*. To plan, to consider; to compute; astratagem; a comrade.

Iff- Iltcoa* chi*. A comrade, a companion ;the employe's in a shop.

IIii1 A pot, a jug, a pitcher:—Les. 147.

p| K'ai1 shut* Boiling water.

^ P Chia1 k'ou* Family ; wife.

>>J» Chia1 hsiao* A wife.

^ Ch'ti*. A place, a spot ; a circumstance :—Les.

98. A classifier, Les. 125. Also c/i.'it8.

itJl 1%%. Ti* ch'u*. A place, a locality; a situation;a berth (l.).

^ She1. To buy or sell on credit, to trust ; to

borrow.

IflJ Yi'e8. Father: a wen-li final particle imply-

...... ing doubt.
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13 Mr. Wang taught school a month in

my stead.

14 You need not come for it yourself : I

will take it to you presently.

15 Would you sell (i.e., in exchange for

cash) me these dollars of yours ?

Aus. All right : I was just about

to ask you to sell them for me.

16 This is Wang Ta Lao Yie's letter;

when you reach Peking you can give

it to him.

17 I can not come to a decision myself :

will you please make the decision

for me ?

18 Yao yielded the empire to Shun.

19 I know a very interesting story : sit

down and I will tell it to you.

20 If you expect to trade even, I can

not trade with you.

21 Bring those nails and put them on

the window-sill for me.

22 Give us this day our daily bread.

23 Pao-tsi's mother is nurse on the

South street for Wang Er Yie.

^ Su1 To revive, to come to life again.

ijflJ M- Jesus.

Shu2 A pledge : to redeem, to ransom.

Ying8 A shadow; a picture, an image.

Fang8. To imitate ; a model ; a copy to write

........ by.

$t Koa*. To examine thoroughly ; to influence,

to affect; a line, a rule; a limit.

ffc A copy to write by :—Note (9).

fj^ Ying8 pen6 The same.

Pa2. To pull up ; to extirpate ; to draw,-—

as a sword ; to pinch and pull the

skin as a counter-irritant, to cup ; to excel.

ITsie2. .Shoes, gaiters.

@E P'ei 4. An equal ; a wife ; to pair, to match ;

to accompany ; to be worthy of.

No.*.. To stitch a shoe sole.

?j$ Ch'iao1 .To hem.

Ktca4 --■ An upper garment, a coat.

P'ing2. Even, level; equitable; ordinary;peaceful ; to level ; to weigh in scales.

Tai*. To substitute ; for, in place of ; a gener-ation ; a dynasty.

T'oa1. To charge with ; to entrust to ; to askone to do for ; to rely upon.

Yao*. A celebrated sovereign of China, saidto have reigned 103 years, begin

ning B. C. 2357.

Shun*. An ancient emperor, whose reign be-gan B. C. 2255.

5^ *T* T'ien1 hsiaK All under heaven, the world ;

- - - China ; the sovereignty.

Ku4. The cause or reasou of a thing ; there*

fore ; on purpose ; of course ; old ;

original • former ; an affair.

Ku4 sh'i*. A legend, a story, an anecdote;a singular occurrence.

PS Liang8 pu4 chao*. To trade even, noboot.

$J Ting1 A nail, a spike, a peg. Also ting*.

-ffc Yin8 To drink ; drink. Also yin\

"fife J£ Yin' sh'i' Pood and drink.

^ Si4, t's'i*. To give, to bestow; a henefit, agift from a superior.

\& Nan* South.

Ma1 ma1. Mamma;—in some places,

grandmother, in other places

a nurse:—Les. 5, Note (23).
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Lesson xxvi.

1 I saw them behind the T'u-ti temple

talkiug.

2 Right before your eyes, and you don't

see it ?

3 1 was inside, and he outside.

4 There is fire inside the earth.

5 It is very cold outside.

6 My family live within.

7 Is the house in here yours ?

8 Wan the Fourth's dog is constantly

out biting [people's] chickens.

9 I just now saw your two children be

hind the house.

10 1 propose to build a side room on the

west side of the yard.

Notes.

1 On leaving a Chinese inn, it is customary to give a

small "tip" to the servants; not, however, so much as five

hundred cash, uulesB one has been at the inn a nnmber of

days.

3 Marriages in China are arranged by go-betweens. This

is a request to some one not to neglect the business entrusted

to him. in the North, and 0^, in the South, are only used

with reference to a second wife. In some places CJ

means either wife, or wifo and childron; in other places it is

confined to the latter meaning.

9 A {fl <j>@f, or j|£ /$L, is a page of "copy" writteu by

the teacher in a large, fair hand. This copy the pupil pla ces

underneath his thiu paper and traces the characters.

12 Chiuese ideas of hospitality require that, in sending

away a guest from a distance, you should make him a pres

ent of something for his journey.

18 It is related of the ancient emperor Yao, that he

yielded the empire to his friend Shun, instead of leaving it to

his son ; which the Chinese regard as an unparalleled example

of patriotism. The use of 5t T* f°r China is a specimen

of Chinese egotism.

22 This is from the translation of the Lord's prayer. The

clause H (Kj f!fc ^ means literally, the drink and food,

used day by day. It is high Mandarin, not readily understood

Bave by constant use.

23 {Si ■? Hi ill is a somewhat inelegant colloquial

form, equivalent to fjji "f &•(

>*-■»

LESSOU XXVI

Besides the postpositions of place, jg, #p,

f, given in Lesson 6, there are also such as

ift> Oki &' 5&> etc, all which take after and com

bine with tbemselves the words head, ^,face,

and jif, border. We say, inside, outside, etc. ; but

the Chinese go further and say, in-head, out-head,

in-face, out-face, etc. The meaning in the several

cases is substantially the same. Which form is most

suitable in any case can only be learned by practise.

The usage varies considerably in different places.

Vocabulary.

^ or jfr Pien1 Edge; border; boundary.

Miao* A temple.

■fc Mil TV dA A local divinity:—Note (1).

Chi

% ^ Chid

P£ Yao*.

To love ; to care for ; kindred ;

. family.

1 chuan*. Family, household ; wife.

To bite, to chew ;crime ; to bark.

Chi1 A chicken, a cock.

Hsiang1 ... A side building

to involve in a

UK Jj§ Hsiang1 fang2. A small house at the side

- of the court between

other houses.

^f" Pei'4. The back; the rear; to turn the back

on ; to violate, to falsify ; in the shade;

See pei1.

To skim off ; to throw aside ; to leave

behind, to forget; a stroke down

and to the left in writing.

Shwan1. To bind up ; to fasten or tie to ; tohitch.

,B| Ma? A horse ; warlike ; cavalry.

to repeat.

$$[ P'ie1.
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11 At the east side of the house it is

sheltered from the wind, and is

quite warm.

12 I forgot my clothes inside.

13 The horse hitched in front of the

large gate is your young master's,

is it not ?

14 Wang the Third lives in the inner

most door in the east alley.

15 The upper side is the right side; the

lower side is the wrong side.

16 The big child was on the inner side

of the k'ang crying, and the little

one on the outer side laughing.

17 If a man thinks to accuse you, want

ing your inside coat, let him take

the outside one also.

18 Did you also search in the drawer?

l'J They were talking inside, and I heard

them outside.

20 Please take the upper seat.

21 You should allow the teacher to go

before, and you follow after.

22 You may take off your shoes without,

at the side of the door.

Shaoi. Young, juvenile ; a youth; secondary;

to be second ;—See shao*.

Sfi Skao* yie.2 The son of an official.

fS8l Hu2 A sido street.

flSjj Tung* A side street.

^fl] fiff. A side street, an alley (Pekingese).

4£ Hairing*, Hang* An alley.

^ Chin*. To finish ; completely ; all ; the ut-most :—Les. 1 37.

2s£ Fan3. To return ; to turn over ; to reverse ; torebel; but, on the contrary :—Les. 112.

K'n1 To cry, to weep, to bemoan.

Hxiao*.. ■ To laugh; to smile; to ridicule.

JR I1 fn2 Clothing, dress.

jUjji Lien2. To connect; to join ; following; even,still; and, together with:—Les. 1 10.

ffo Yu*. The origin or antecedents ; from,

through ; the cause or instrument ;

to let, to permit :—Les. 83.

Ch'ou1. To take or draw out ; to select ; tosmoke,—as a pipe.

T'i* A pad, a saddle-cloth ; a buffer.

^ M- A drawer.

{|ff J|, Ting1 chien* To hear; to perceive by hear-- - ing; to listen:—Les. 51.

J}8i Toa1. To take off, to undress; to escape, to

evade; to avoid.

7^ P'ang2 The side ; sideways ; near.

^ P'ang2 pien1. At or by the side ; the side.

J?§ Kua1 To blow ; to drive with the wind.

ii Tsod3. The left; second in position, a deputy;depraved, heretical.

v£f Yu* The right ; to honor ; to aid.

_t fig Shang* t'ou2. "Topside," the term by whioh.

inferiors designate their

superiors, and the apartments in which they live.

h. Shang* pien1 The same.

p{| US IPai1 fan*. To set forth or serve a meal.

Chao*. To cover over; to shade ; to surround

and cover; a hollow cover; a receiver

(for an air-pump).

j|l Ting1 chao*. A lamp shade, a lampchimney.

*p|* Ku3. A bone ; the skeleton or hard part ofanything.

H* M Kl? I'™* A bone :—Les. 47.

Jj§ Fa3 Hair, the hair on the head.

H ill T'ou,* fa3 Human hair.
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23 A strong wind is blowing outside,

and it is very hard walking.

24 If it is not inside the book-case», it is

on the top.

25 The man ought to be on the left, and

the woman on the right.

26 The climate here in the South is

too hot.

27 Has the meal not yet been served to

the family (or, guests) ? Ans. It

has.

28 This lamp chimney is not clean

inside.

29 On the inside of one's head are

bones, and on the outside, hair.

No

1 i ife- The lowest god in China with magisterial
functions. There is a T'u* til temple, or shrine, in or near

every village, and also one in every Hsien city. The gods in

these many temples are all different individuals, though they

all have the same birth-day, on which they are worshipped ;

viz., the seoond day of the second month. It is to this temple

that the soul first repairs after death.

7 51 15 M (ft W ~F- Lit-> this inside's house; i.e.,

the house which is here within.

17 The sentence is taken without change from the

Mandarin N. T. It would be smoother colloquial if ;|ff were

added to

T E S.

20 The English speaker is strongly inolined to put

before the _fcj and the Chinese will allow it, but prefers to

omit it.

24 This sentence might be taken indicatively ; viz., It

is not in the inside of the book-case ; it is on the top. Which

meaning it would convey, would depend wholly on the manner

of saying it. The use of ^ in the sense of on top, or

above, is exclusively Southern.

25 §j 69 anfl j£C 65 might, with equal propriety, be

translated in the plural.

29 This sentence well serves to illustrate some of the

uses of the word Bjf-

LESSOR XXVII.

Four Common Classifiers

This lesson illustrates four of the most common

classifiers :—See subject to Lesson 1. Other clas

sifiers will be illustrated in a number of future les

sons :—See Les. 38, 42, 68, 100, 125, 140 and 147.

J|2 To take,—classifier of things which have a

handle, or can be held in the hand.

A piece,—classifier of things in pieces, lumps

or fragments.

Vocabulary

■^f- To divide,—a classifier of wide application,

used in general of particular articles regarded as

separate wholes.

A seat of dignity,—classifier of persons,

especially of such «s are regarded as worthy of

respect.

For full list of words falling under each of these

classifiers, see Supplement.

ffi Chien*. To divide; an article, an item, apiece:—see Sub.

f1$£ Chui1 An awl; to pierce.

^ Chicnz. To clip, to snip, to shear ; shears,scissors, tongs.

T'i£ Iron ; firm, resolute.

2£ P't2. Skin; leather; fur; bark; a covering;tare of goods.

2}£ Ts'ai* Edible vegetables.

Yiian2 A yard ; a garden ; a park ; a largeshop or saloon.

. . . .Tbe caul; soap.

0E Fei2 Fat, plump; rich; fertile.

Tsao* Black ; lictors, runners.

BE ^ A kind of coarse native soap.

Ni3.- ■ • . .Mud, mire; mortar; clods, eartb; dirt.

#J Ch id' . To cut, to slice. Also ch'ie*.
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Lesson xxvn.

1 This awl lias no point.

2 That pair of scissors is not usable.

3 This piece of iron is too long.

4 This fur coat is very genteel.

5 This piece of land would just suit for

a vegetable garden.

6 That article can not be very expen

sive.

7 This piece of soap does not take out

the dirt.

8 This business of yours is not according

to reason.

9 Please cut me a piece of watermelon.

10 Three officers have arrived without.

1 1 The two ladies have already gone.

12 The water in this bottle you may

pour into that pitcher.

13 This ax of mine is already spoiled.

14 That piece of foreign [cotton] cloth

which you bought is too thin.

J3\ Kwa1 Melons, cucumbers, gourds, etc.

ffif Hsi1 kwa1 A watermelon.

IjK P'ing* A pitcher, a jug, a bottle.

'fS§| 7'ao*. To invert; to pour out; to empty, to

vacate; on the contrary, but, still,

tben:—Les. 112. See tao".

j$ Fu* An ax, a hatchet, a cleaver.

7@fc 'f|j Yantfpu*. Foreign cotton cloth, longcloth.

Hsiao1 Hollow ; thin.

jiff Porf, Pom2. Thin, subtile; a thin leaf; poor,mean, stingy. Also port*.

ffij • Thin ; thinness ; thickness.

IJJp) Shang* wu*. - - - Midday, noon.

r$ H$ Chung1 shi2 The same.

PfT Jl Chung1 shang* The same.

I|?S( ShtiB. To enumerate, to count; to censure.Also shy* and 8o^n■<.

J|j. Ch'otC*, Hsiu*. An offensive smell, stench ;putrid, tainted ; disreputable.

ffi Chung1. The end, finis; all; the utmost; dead ;to die :—Les. 127.

it* Chung1 shin.1 Life-time, life.

|& Pan*. To talk about, to discuss; to chat;conversation ; chit-chat.

m

n

m

M

m

Hsien* fan*. To talk familiarly, to chat ;to gossip.

Clio2. A hinged shear or cutter.

"J} Cha2 too1 A straw cutter.

Tsao* - - A furnace, a kitchen range.

j| Tsao* t'ai2.- - A kitchen range.

j| Kwon1 tlai2 The same.

f] Ts'aittao1. A cleaver, a meat chopper.

Ch'an1. A shovel, a scoop, a scraper ; to leveloff, to scrape.

Shao"; Shwofr. To ladle out; a ladle ; a spoon ;a spoonful.

Ch'ui1 To cook; a small broom.

Shwa1 A brush ; to brush ; to scrub.

Ch'ui1 chou*. A small broom or whiskused to wash dishes.

!pp S/uca1 chou? The same.

Ch'a1 A fork; a large pin.

Ch'i2. A spoon ; a key,—in which sense it is

in Peking read shl*.

King1. Soup, porridge ; a spoon.

T'iacP ki ng1. A spoon,—usually made ofwood or porcelain.
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15 There is dust under this chair; bring1

a broom and sweep it away.

16 Of the silver bought at noon there

were eight pieces. Did you count

them ?

17 That piece of meat is already tainted.

18 This is the great affair of your life ;

if you have any thing to say, do not

hesitate to speak.

19 We are natives of the same place,

and must not fight about a small

matter.

20 I just now saw the two gentlemen in

the room chatting.

21 I want to buy a straw knife: I

wonder if they are to be had ready-

made.

22 On the cooking range are a meat

chopper, a scraper, a dipper, and a

whisk.

23 I have six knives and six forks, and

also twelve spoons : I wonder if

they are enough.

Notes.

7 p is hero used as a verb, meaning to remove, or take

out, the dirt. Foreign soap is called JJjlf -p in the North,

and in the South, Jfc & , or Jjj| ~p JJE

15 & T* means beneath the chair, not the under

ride, or part, of the chair, which would be, ffi ~p "f J^-

16 Bill is the form uBed in the North, while *f

and _t are UBcd in the South.

18 Said by an officer to a girl brought before him in a

matter concerning her marriage engagement.

23 Foreign spoons are called j§t ~f in some places ; in

other places they are called |§ j§fji soup spoons, or ipj *Hj

stirrers; and in others, -ft dippers. The Chinese use

spoons much less than we do, and they are generally made

either of China-waro or of wood.

LESSOlSr XXVIII.

The Instrumental Verbs }Q and

is used instrumentally of anything that can

be taken, or held, in the hand, and often, by

accommodation, of other things. Whether used as

a classifier or as an instrumental verb is known

by the connection.

$J as an instrumental verb is very similar in

meaning to ^fi, but is a little more bookish, and is

often used of affairs, and of mental operations.

These words may sometimes be rendered by take,

but are generally best untranslated.

Vocabulary.

^ Chiu* Lined, double.

■Eft Ling4. Separate ; additional ; another ; besides,

furthermore.

zjfc T'od1. To drag ; to take by the hand ; toimplicate ; to protract.

ffc^ Chin1 The lapel of a coat ; a collar.

"Jfc |§. The round collar on a woman's dress.

46 4S T'oa1 Ling3 . The same. (n.).

fHf $M Hu* ling8 The same. (s.).

=§t Chang*. The palm of the hand; a hoof; to

- - - grasp ; to rule, to control.

GL K^L Pa* chang*. The palm of the hand; aslap, a box.

Chang* A curtain, a screen ; a plan.
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Lesson xxviii.

1 The child has poked out the fire.

2 Take my double coat and put it in the

leather trunk.

3 Take away these dishes and put them

in the cupboard.

4 I intend to put a new collar on this

gown.

5 You can set the stove outside.

(i He got angry and struck me two

blows with the palm of his hand.

7 Go and hang up the curtains.

8 I will tell you this affair, but you

must not spread it abroad.

9 Mr. Chang has gone home. Do you

go and ask him to come.

10 Take away this dirty water and pour

it out on the street.

11 You can (or, may) put the key in

the drawer.

12 Your shooting off that gun just now

frightened the baby till it cried.

Kwa*. To hang up, to suspend; to dwell upon,to be anxious about. See kwa1*

H§ Yang3. To spread out; to publish; to scatter;to raise or lift up.

§ Sti Sheng1 chang1. To noise abroad, to pub-lish.

5^1 t$a Chang1 yang3 The same.

S Hun2 Turbid, muddy; dirty. Also Juki*.

Yao*, t/oiT*, yue*.

|fc Yao* shi*..

.A bolt, a key.

. A key.

Ch'iang1 A gun, a pistol; a spear.

I^Uf Jim*, Hsia*. To threaten, to intimidate ; toscare, to frighten.

idt WxP Military, martial; majestic, stern.

j|£ Wu3 i*. Military tactics; skill,—of anykind.

Oh'iian* The fist ; to grasp in the hand.

TiK.^M^r. To tread on; to kick.

Ting* .To hurry ; to step, to tread.

1$. To spoil, to ruin ; to squander.

Fu2>*. The belly, the abdomen ; the seat of

— the mind; intimate, dear.

Hsinlfu2. In the heart; intimate, cou-

fidential.

L>r An ass, a donkey.

53

torn

jfjj Chao*.. A long time; a surname.

Ifjq Chiao1.. .\. . . Proud, haughty; to be proud of.

fH£ Ao* Proud, uncivil ; to treat rudely.

fljjf $ft. Proud; overbearing; to disdain.

Pa*.. ..... The cry of a cockatoo.

$U iff Pa* fcfM1 The cockatoo.

Tna To wager, to bet ; to gamble.

|p| Fie4. Calling, profession, trade; estate, patri-

mony. In books,—a sign of the past.

^ Ohio} yie* Family inheritance, eatate.

■^T Lai? A corral ; a jail ; firm, strong.

^ Yao2. To move to andfro; to shake; to ring,—as a bell; tossed, disturbed.

$i Yao2 is.. - . A rocking chair.

J§ Chiu*.. A maternal uncle.

H Jf. A maternal uncle. See Les. 21, Note (1G).

—■ I1 hsia* One time, one stroke, once.

jf£ 7^ ]§L Tung1 yang* die1 A jinricksha.

»B§ J/r«3 kwa*. .A short outside coat.

®t Niu* A knob; a button; a pivot.

S|! Van* A loop; a belt, a band.

IB: Hi. A button loop.

5§P K'ou* A button; a clasp; to button.

3§H f"!J K'ou* men2. A button loop, a button hole.
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13 He is not willing to teach his skill to

others.

14 Between fist and foot he killed the

man.

15 My mother died and left me.

16 Li-ts'i ruined that pair of shears of

mine.

17 Do not tell to others what is told you

in confidence.

18 Do you go over to the East Street

and horrow Wang the Third's

donkey.

19 Mr. Chao the Second is too proud :

he can not see other people.

20 Bring here that cockatoo's cage for

me.

21 Mr. Ting's son is all the time gam

bling, and has wasted all his estate.

22 You ought to keep this thought always

in mind.

23 Put that large rocking chair beside

the table.

24 Go quickly and tell your (maternal)

uncle of this affair.

25 A jinricksha ran against me on the

street, and tore out the button-holes

(loops) on my coat.

Notes.

4 Lit., / intend to take this piece of goion, and lesides

[the original one'] exchange a new collur.

6 The Chinese is similar in structure to the vulgar

English,—" He got angry and took and struck me."

8 Or, Tf I tell you this affair, you must not spread it abroad.

10 £S ?K is not used iu the South. It means muddy

rather than dirty water.

14 ~~* "~* j$ is spirited and very expressive. It

does not necessarily mean, one stroke and one kick, but a

few strokes and kicks.

It is common to name girls16 3j£ "f is a girl's name,

for fruits and flowers.

17 >& flfC SrJ? words from the heart and belly ; i.e., con

fidential secrets. The Chinese regard not only the heart, but

also the belly, as the seat of knowledge.

18 When i]\ precedes 2£|. an 52, is always used after

it, thus showing the diminutive force of Jjji-

19 A 3jf 7 •}£ BR l¥. I-it., takes men and sees

them not in his eyes ; i.e., disregards them.

LESSON

The Auxiliary Verb

j|E is joined as an auxiliary to verbs indicating

motion upwards, and, by accommodation, to many

others. It sometimes has an inceptive force, and

sometimes denotes progressive action, but is more

frequently used simply to express the completion

of the action. It is generally followed by

For full list of verbs commonly followed by

see Supplement.

HI T-ing1 A hall, a parlor; a court room.

JH M Ting1fang*. The central and main build-' ing in a compound ; a re

ception room or hall.

Vocabulary.

^£ Yang* A sheep, a goat.

}g| Tufl The leg, the thigh.

^ Tiao*. To condole, to pity: to suspend, tohang up,—as by a cord.
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Lesson xxix.

1 Mr. Chao has not yet finished build

ing his main hall.

2 Will you please get up a little earlier

to-morrow: I have some business

to entrust to you.

3 Hang up that leg of mutton.

4 It is too warm in the room: you may

raise the window.

5 This medicine is to be taken mixed

with water.

6 Please reckon up this account for me.

7 Is Mr. Fu's book-case finished ?

8 String up these loose cash for me.

9 The baby has wakened. You may

take him up.

10 Hang up this picture.

11 My pen has fallen on the floor:

please pick it up for me.

12 These square bricks ought to be piled

up in order.

13 The large coat is not yot hemmed.

14 The officer gave the order, and they

were put in confinement.

S^aii

]P Hu*. A door of one leaf; an opening ; an in-dividual; a household.

tij ]p Ch'wang1 hu* A window.

^ Cft'ing1. To prop ; to fasten open ; to pole,—

i^i^K-^ ... as a boat.

fl^g Hod1. To drink, to sip ; a gurgling sound.Also hoil*.

8 To fall apart or into disorder ; scat

tered ; a medicinal powder; odds

and ends. See swan*.

HsingB To awake ; to rouse up; to startle.

ff| Pao*. To infold ; to hold in the arms ; to com-press; \o cherish; to hatch.

Tiao*. To shake; to fall into or down, to slipor fall off :—Les. 102.

^0 ChienB To gather up ; to collate, to sort.

Chuan1 A brick.

~)j Fang1 chuan1. A square brick or tile forpaving.

f^ Toil* A stack of grain ; to pile up.

ffl Fin1 To order, to direct.

lift Fu* To enjoin.

ffl Pft- To command, to order ; to charge.

ffl Fa1.- --. .To escort; to arrest; to guard; to

suppress ; to pawn,—in an unlicensed pawu shop.

Also ya~.

ffi Che2, Shir. To break in two; to annul; to

stop; to decide, to discriminate ;

to bend: to abate, to discount.

jiff Cheng*. To testify, to prove ; to remonstrate

with.

ffi §£. To dispute, to wrangle.

Chiny* To strive; to wrangle, to quarrel.

V 5$t Ch'-.ng1 chiny*. To dispute, to contend, towrangle.

^ ^ft Tri* ehi*. Paper with characters on it,either written or printed.

^fe La1. To pull, to drag, to tug; to take by thehand; to buy on credit.

Fu2. To help, to assist, to uphold ; to defend ;to lean upon.

yjlj Chan*. To stand up ; to stand still, to stop ;

a day's travel.

$$> Chiians To roll up; to curl; to seize.

j| Tie3 To fold; to reiterate.

Q Pao1. To wrap up ; to contain ; to undertake;to warrant; to plate; a bundle.

|^ Fu9 A square cloth.

^ ffc. A square cloth for tying up buudles.
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15 These remnants of cash amount in

all to seventy-five.

16 Your speaking of this reminds me of

a certain affair.

17 They two, having disputed a while,

began to swear at each other.

18 I had gone but a little while when it

began to rain.

1 9 Gather up all that paper with char

acters on it.

20 Jesus took the child by the hand

and assisted her to rise, and she

stood up.

2 1 Roll up such of these clothes as should

be rolled up, and fold such as should

be folded, and then tie them up in

a bundle (large handkerchief).

Notes.

1 flE jtS - If the emphasis bo thrown ou 3£i the

meaning is simply, built; if on the meaniDg is, finished

building. When jjfi is used alone, it necessarily takes the

emphasis, and the meaning is, finished building.

4 is nsed in the North, JJp in the Sonth. The former

means to hoist, the latter more properly means to prop.

8 Some would write as the more proper char

acter, though its tone is not correct. If used, it should be

read ch'wan1.

10 Foreign pictures in frames are generally classified by

f[§, rather than by 56=—Les. 42.

14 S> One noise; that is, he gave one short per-

emptory order.

16 here means at once, as it often does :—Les 44,

18 ii£ 2jS Seems inappropriate here. It is used in-

ceptively.

19 It is considered a sin and a shame to defile paper with

characters on it, and a meritorious thing to gather it up

carefully and burn it, thus preventing its being trodden

under foot, or defiled, by others. Written characters, being

handod down from the sages of antiquity, are regarded as

sacred, and hence to defile them is a species of sacrilege.

21 The form of expression in this sentence is very com.

mou in Chinese.

h. and as Auxiliary Verbs

K is added as an auxiliary to verbs expressing

motion upwards, and f to verbs expressing

motion dowuwards. They are not confined, how

ever, to verbs of motion, but are used freely with

many others. Besides the idea of motion, they

sometimes express the success, or practicability,

of the action.

To both of them 2jS and are frequently added.

Vocabulary.

^ T'ac*4. To go over and encase ; a wrapper, acase; a snare, a trap; tedious, con

ventional. A classifier:—Les. 42.

^ '|'jf Pi9 mao*. A brass cap to protect th.e pointof a Chinese pen.

^ ^ Pt8 t'ao* The same.

^Ij 2W To chop, to mince ; to cut off.

'ffj Chie3 A limit of time, a festival; a verse,

a section ; temperance, moderation ; to regulate.

A classifier :—Les 147. Also chie*.

%P Clt'ao1. To hunt up ; to write out, to tran-scribe; to confiscate.

P'an". A platter, a plate; a market; an affair;to coil, to wind.

NitP A cow, an ox; kine.

•jff Kou*. To drag, to pull ; to implicate ; toreach up to.
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Lesson xxx.

1 Pull up your shoes.

2 These two characters have not been

written. Please write them.

3 You should put the cap ou the pen,

and not allow it to get dry.

4 The child wants to get on the k'ang.

Pull him up.

5 Take a chopper and chop off the bone.

G Write out this verse.

7 You may take away this plate.

8 Take down that piece of beef for me.

9 There are no seats upstairs. Take

up these two chairs.

10 I am come down by appointment of

His Excellency.

11 There is a spoon (dipper) in the

water kang. Do you go and rake

it out.

12 It was half a day before my entreat

ies prevailed.

13 There are writing materials ou the

table below. Please bring them up

for me.

fee

see

m

9c

P'ai*. A branch, a tribe; to appoint, to send;

to distribute to each.

Kang1 A large jar for water, etc.

Lao1*. To hook or haul out of the water, todredge, to grapple for.

Ch'iu*. To ask, to beg; to pray; to searchfor, to aim at.

3(§£ Hsia* pien1. Below ; down stairs ; the

apartments of inferiors:—

Note (21), Les. 33.

Yen*. An inkstoue.

^JjJ Pis yen4. Pen and ink, writing materials,—pen, ink, paper, etc.

Fu* ." . Rich, affluent ; abundant.

Fa4 kicei*. Riches and honor ; wealth,opulence.

Ya*. To bring into subjection ; to conquer, to

repress; to intimidate. Also ya1.

Wan9. To play or toy with ; to ramble ; todawdle; to practice.

Shwa*. To play with, to trifle; to make gameof ; to fence ; to work at a trade.

Toplay, to amuse one's self; to dally with.

m

in

2?C. To play, to amuse one's self:—Les. 33.

iViio8 The brain ; gum camphor.

Tai* A bag ; a pocket ; a purse.

The head; the wits; the miud.

Pei* A generation ; a class, a sort.

1^ Lao*pei* Grandfather; ancestors.

Tsi?. • - . Grandfather; aucestors, forefathers.

h. Tsit8 shany* Ancestors.

Chiang*. To descend; to send down; to fall;to reduce in rank. Also hsiang3.

Tien1 $hi*. A heavenly messenger, an

angel.

Port1 A transparent glaze.

Li* A vitreous substance like glass.

Jjl| . Glass.

Ya1 A raven, a crow.

Ch'iao\ Ch'io/l*. The magpie, jackdaw and

i»y-

uffr . The magpie.

ftlj JTsi8 ch'iao* The magpie.

Lao*. To alight,—as a bird ; to fall,—as a

7. 'A ■: 4f . price ; to put on account. See lod*.
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14 This opulcuce has fallen down from

heaven.

15 During school hours it is not right to

go out of school to play.

16 You want to put me down, and I

want to put you down.

17 My younger brother fell off a horse

and cut his head open.

18 Apricots get ripe early, peaches, late.

19 This house was handed down to him

from his ancestors.

20 I saw an angel coming down from

heaven.

21 There is a pane of glass out of this

window. You may put it in.

22 There is a magpie outside which has

just flown down from the tree.

Notes.

1 The Chinese are much given to wearing their shoes

turned down at the heels ; hence the occasion of this language.

3 % is properly an adjective, but is here used as a verb ;

yet it does not mean to dry the pen, as would seem most

natural, but to allow it to get dry.

e if Iff •> thi, verse of book. The word is added

in order to limit the word fjji.

14 This iB a strong way of saying that the good fortune

referred to was both great aud unexpected.

17 HIS Si' f°r tne bead, is Pekingese. Its metaphorical

use is more general.

20 3^C US' f°r an8e'i '8 a Christian term.

22 -jS bJ|- 's t')e more general term; though Hi is

also widely used.

LESSOIS" XXXI.

Negation and Affirmation with Auxiliaries.

"When a negative is inserted after the principal

verb and before the auxiliary, the meaning is not

that the action does not take place, but rather that

it can not take place; i. e., the negative applies to

the auxiliary, not to the principal verb. When it

is desired to affirm strongly in opposition to a pre

vious negation, the clause is repeated with ^ sub

stituted for the negative:—Les. 43.

These forms give a peculiar and admirable force,

which we cau not fully express in English.

Vocabulary.

Tei3. Must, ought. See fei8. This distinction

... of pronunciation is not t'ung haing.

Pi* tei*.. . . Must, necessarily :—Les. 104.

Ping*. To copy, to transcribe ; to transfer ; tovacate, to empty.

S/iao1 An osier or wooden bucket.

Tung* A tub, a cask ; a bucket, a pail.

flftTi1 To lift up, to carry. See t'i

m Liu1- To flow; to issue forth ; to float, to

wander ; smooth. Also liu*.

'/IS. To carry with the hand,— as a bucket, etc.

ffi.Nings,i. To haul about, to twist ; to pinch.

To carry in the hand, (s.)

?H Ying* Hard; stiff; obstinate; unfeeling.

Wo.1 To excavate, to dig out ; to gauge.

Ch'in*. A Chinese hour; the hour from 7 to9 o'clock A. M.

0 Jft Stii'ch'en*. A Chinese hour,—equal totwo English hours.

fik Shi3 ch'eri'piao* A watch.
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Lesson xxxi.

1 I can not afford to buy this watch.

2 The shoes you bought for me are too

small : I can not get them on.

3 We must go to-day. You can not

detain us if you would.

4 I can not copy it in the space of one

day.

5 His tongue is thick : I fear he will

not be able to say it.

6 I can not carry this bucket of water.

7 The ground is frozen too hard : I

fear you can not excavate it.

8 If you go with him, it is my opinion

you will not be able to keep up.

9 If you depend on preparing this food

after it is ordered, you will cer

tainly not be able to do it in time.

10 My pocket knife has fallen into the

water, and I can not get it out.

11 Watches come from abroad. The

Chinese can not make them.

12 A fat man can not put on a lean

man's trousers.

13 The whites of these eggs will not

beat into a froth.

14 Is a boy four or five years old not

able to get down himself?

m

±

%

%

m

Sliou*, Sou* Lean, thin, poor.

K'u* Trousers, pantaloons.

Tan* An egg ; a testicle-

P'od1. To scatter, to splash ; to drip ; froth ;to waste.

Moa* Froth, foam ; bubbles.

Ying1 Flourishing ; excellent ; brave.

jS Ying1 kwod* Great Britain.

Mi *. Thick, dense, close ; fine, small ; hidden ;intimate; secret.

& Esi* mi* Fine ; delicate; close.

K'ing1. A pit, a hollotc; a quarry ; a mine ;

to entrap; to wrong.

Ijjp] 'Pou2 shang*. The forenoon.

dfc % Shang*pan* t'ien1 The same.

Tien1. To fill up; to make up a deficiency;to add on.

Wan* A pill ; a small ball ; a bullet.

fj| Wan3 yao* Pills.

Yen* To swallow, to gulp. Also yen1

t$j Ch'tcan*. To breathe; to breathe hard, to

pant.

Hfc Tan* To sigh, to moan. To breathe, (s.)

7C Yuan* The first, the original.

fjfc K'on*. A small ingot of silver or gold; paper

money.

7C fH • A small shoe of silver of about ten taels.

$g |$ Yin* k'oO* The same.

W. Si*, Shi*, ShaP. Color, hue; manner; expres-

sion of face ; kind; quality;

lust, venery.

Jj£ t?L Ch'ing* si* Quality, touch.

^jl Tsu*, Chu*. The foot; enough, sufficient; to

-s- satisfy; entirely, in full.

— I1 shin1 The whole body.

|§| Yao1. The loins ; the small of the back; thekidneys ; the waist ; the middle.

■ffl Shin1. To stretch ; to straighten; to explain; ^to right, to redress.

f5| Pang* The upper arm, the humerus.
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15 1 felt that I could not but promise

him.

16 English is hard to learn. I fear you

will not be able to learn it.

17 My eyes have already failed, so that

I can not do fine sewing.

18 Can you not fill up this pit in a

whole forenoon ?

19 If you can not swallow these pills,

use some water to wash them down.

20 I am subject to paiu in my stomach;

and when the pain comes on, I can

not get my breath at all.

21 Can you not make it, even when you

have a ready-made pattern?

22 The quality of this ingot is below par.

It will not exchange for market

price.

23 Chang the Third's wife is diseased all

over. She can not stand on her

legs, nor straighten her back, nor

hold up her head, nor lift up her

arms.

Notes.

9 P£ IS $4 means, to prepare food after it is

ordered, or after the guest arrives and is ready to eat.

is constantly so used of anything done on, or for, the occasion,

excluding previous preparation.

11 In this sentence $L ^» -t 2j» indicates want of skill,

and in the 9th, $J ^» f jjjj indicates want of time ; but

this distinction between _£ and f is merely accidental.

12 Some teachers insist on using _t> and others on nsing

"P" In the former case, the conception is of palling the

trousers on to the legs, and in the latter, of patting the legs

into the trousers.

13 ?7r- 's "ie better and more widely used word for froth.

The two terms for the white of an egg are both widely

used.

14 ~f* 2^ is rejected by Southern teachers ; for what

reason is not apparent.

15 "F i if similar in form (bat not in elegance)

to the slanx phrase, " it won't go down."

20 'C> ;!'^ fl'J seems to say that the pain is in the

heart, but heart is here put for the stomach.

22 ~yCi $? is so called because it is the same shape as

the ~JQ 5S' or Iarg° standard ingot of fifty taels.

LESSOR

Definite Locatives.

jff and are joined with the words jjijj, jft

and £ to express this and that end, face, side or

place. These forms are much more used in Chinese

than are the corresponding forms in English. They

may often be translated simply by here and there.

m SI This end
as, _

That end

j- Applied to things having

length ; also to parties opposed to each other.

ill jfif This face. > Applied to thin articles with

$R [§J That face, j faces; also to opposing parties.

ag ^ This side or edge. 1 . ,. , . ,, ,
im ^ „,, , • , i f Applied to the bor-

ffl M That side or edge. J ™

ders, or margins, of things, and to places.

ig |^ This place, or neighborhood.! Slightly

55 lek That place, or neighborhood./ bookish.

Vocabulary.

7'sea, CAai". Narrow ; straightened ; narrow-

. minded, mean. •

Ch'ao*. The imperial court; the sovereign; adynasty; towards,facing. See chao1.

Often5j£ Wa1. A low place: hollow, concave.written |UJ.

ffjj" Hfoti?, Hca A river; a canal; a creek.

Ping1 A soldier, troops, an army.
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Lesson xxxii.

1 This side is wide, and that side is

narrow.

2 This side is thick, and that side thin.

3 This eud is large, and that end small.

4 This end is coarse, and that end fine.

5 This is to be the upper side, and that

the lower side.

6 This side is level ; that side is concave.

7 On this side of the river there were

robbers; on that side, soldiers.

8 There is a deal of confusion over

where I am : there are idlers around

all the time.

9 This side is somewhat smoother.

1 0 Here it is light, and there, dark.

1 1 The people there are not fit to asso

ciate with. [shaded.

12 This side faces the sun; that side is

13 On this side the argument is fair; on

that side it is forced.

14 The table has a drawer on this side ;

on that side it has none.

f§L Lan*, Lican*. Disorder; confusion; anarchy;T. - . . tangled.

Chd2, Tsa2. Mixed ; Confused; heterogeneous.

SL Confused; disorderly; promiscuous.

gjf Twan*. To break or snap in two ; to put a

stop to; to discontinue ; to decide;

certainly, positively:—Les. 116.

3t K'cang1. Light, brilliance ; honor, glory ; na-ked ; smooth ; only, solely ; con

stantly:—Les. 49.

ffj" Ilea2. Smooth; slippery ; polished ; knavish,cunning ; to slip and fall.

3fe ft. Smooth ; polished ; shining.

[fij Hsiang*. Towards, facing; an intention;

hitherto, heretofore ; the points

of the compass:—Les. 119.

Fin1. A shadow, shady; dark ; hades ; the

inferior of the dual powers of nature;

female; secret, private.

P'ien1. Deflected; excessive; partial; bent on,determined:—Les. 112.

fft 5f«0 ShuoA1 hoc?. To make up a quarrel ; toact as mediator.

iffj Hsu*. A son-in-law.

^ ^ Nit9 hsii* A son-in-law.

Ku1 yie1. Son-in-law,—a title given to a

man by the servants and

younger members of his wife's family.

Kwai*. Strange, monstrous; supernatural; aghoul ; to take offense at, to be sur

prised; very, unusually.

£/fC Ping1 Ice; clear; crystallized.

$|t [j£ Tic" chiang* A blacksmith.

Chi3>*. To aid, to relieve; to effect, to further;to stop; clever, excellent.

Ph* chi* Inferior, poor, scrubby.

■ft Fin1. To divide, to separate; to apportion;

to share; to distinguish. See/;n4.

ft fjjj Fen1 ming2 Clearly, manifestly.

UUj Fan1. To flutter about; to turn over; to

change; to reverse; fickle.

T'ing9 To ascend ; to run ; to move.

Wft B§§- To turn over, to rummage, to overhaul.

In this phrase |Jg is, in most places, read ting*.

|S}L Chen*. To set in array, a rank ; an army ;

a battle ; a burst or time.—Les. 1 00.

ffft KoA%, Chie". A division ; to separate, to put or

. y. keep asunder ; to prevent.

$f Ting* To nail ; to fasten. See ting1.

pan* A shelf ; a mantel.

^ T'ou*. To pass through; to comprehend ;through; thoroughly:—Les. 102.
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15 When acting as mediator, it is not

right to shield one side, and blame

the other.

16 Was it the son-in-law's side that

hrought the suit, or was it the

daughter's? [wrong.

17 This is the right side, and that, the

18 This "end of the k'ang is very hot,

and that end is cold as ice.

19 The blacksmiths of that place are

very poor: there is not a good one

among them.

20 You are manifestly partial to that side ;

what are you coining over here for ?

21 This minor of mine reflects your

person on this side, and shows you

a picture on that side. [with us.

22 The crops are later here than over

23 What are you rummaging my drawer

for? There is nothing of yours in here.

24 Yesterday there came a great rain,

which cut me off on that side of

the river.

25 Look at this shelf which you have put

up. This end is about two tenths

of an inch higher [than that endL

26 There is a small hole on this side,

which lets out the air.

Not

8 is often inverted (viz., ffli %i) without appre

ciable change of meaning.

9 The two forms are quite equivalent; which is used

being a mere matter of taste.

12 Lit., This side faces the light ; that side baclu the shade.

18 t^- Properly, monstrous, frightful, but often used as

a species of intensive, meaning excessivelyt very, rathe*: It is

only applied to things that are disagreeable or unexpected,

and its use may perhaps bo explained by considering it an

exaggeration; just as the words "horrid" and "frightful"

ES.

are often used in colloquial Enelish. When so used its tone

iu most places changes to hwai'.

10 ^» is a very expressive phrase, which is widely

used, thongh not, perhaps, entirely t'nng hsing. It is found

in the Sacred Edict.
21 The Chinese are fond of having pictures set in the

backs of their mirrors.

26 _ T)iC parts, or tenths, me understood to be

parts of an inch, without specifying the fact.

26 & 5h Lit., go out leak air. A relative must

be supplied by which to connect the clauses.

Verbs are repeated, partly for emphasis, and

partly to specialize the action expressed. In many

cases — is inserted between the words, by which

the second verb is turned into a verbal noun ; —

thus — , to look a look, or, as we say, " to take

Vocabulary

LESSOR

Reduplication of Verbs.

a look." It is very likely that the original and full

form is that with —, and that the — has been

omitted in some cases for the sake of brevity. The

meaning is substantially the same, whether — is

inserted or not.

f§£ T'ing*. To stop, to cease; suitable, fit, satis-factory.

Jf!" Ching*. Bright, luminous; aspect, view; asight, a curiosity; style, form.

5fe Jf^ Kwang1 ching'. State of affairs ; circum-stances; scenery; sights.

(j§§or$5 Sai*. To dry in the sun; to sun; tobeam upon.
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§|} Ilsie*.. . . To thank; to resign, to quit ; to fade.

^ *Ci» .Fet4 hsin1. To take trouble, to be accom-modating; thank you.

Liao*, Liao*, Liie*. To plan; to abridge; a re-

sumel; in general, rather,

slightly, approximately:—Les. 177.

|§ T'i*. A theme, a proposition, a subject; tomention ; to discuss, to bring up.

Jffc K'an*. To chop, to cut off; to cut or strikewith a sword or edged weapon.

Up* CM1 Fat, lard, grease; suet.

VfU Yu* Oil; fat; slippery; shining; to oil.

|b yft. Lard,/«<.

jj^ Lien* To refine, to smelt; to try out.

ffi Ch'ing* A steelyard, a balance.

Shu*. A number; a list, an account; several;destiny, fate. See sfiuB, also sod2.

IS Wt Kou* fhu*.. . Enough for the purpose.

J^j Win% To hear, to learn from report; to

smell ; news, fame.

2j£ Ch'ang2. To taste, to test, to prove; usually,

formerly, ever:—Les. 193.

|£f£ Hsien* Saltish ; salted; bitter.

ffj£ Hsiu1. To adorn ; to clean up; to repair ;to adjust; to cultivate; to chasten.

Chia* The chief, number ode ; to

Lesson xxxiii.

1 The clock in the parlor has stopped.

Do you go and wind it.

2 We have come to take a look at the

state of the affair.

3 Take it away and sun it. [go ?

4 Why not sit down a little, before you

5 Thank you, Mr. Li, for taking all this

trouble.

6 Go quickly and look if your father

has come (or, is coming).

7 You need not tell it out plainly: you

can allude to it in a general way.

8 Do you go and listen to what they are

saying over there. •

9 This end is a little wide. Take an ax

and hew off some.

10 He came and sat for a while, and

then went off in a hurry.

1 1 When you go home for a visit, be sure

and come back early.

12 Wash the kettle, and then try out

that fat.

excel : armor ; a scale, a finger nail, a toe nail.

Chi* Chia* Finger or toe nails.

Hsiao1. To melt; to pass aicay; to cancel; toy\wlallay; to digest; to exhaust; re

quired, necessary.

70*" or VtS Sa*, Sha*. To sprinkle; to scatter; to

. spill, to slop over.

ijlH Chia1. To add, to superadd; to increase ; toconfer upon ; to inflict.

jift Lou*, Lao*. To burn in or brand ; to roast ;to iron clothes or press a seam.

Lod* t'ie1. A branding iron ; a pressingiron ; a flat iron.

^5 'Pang*. To iron or smooth out ; to scald, toburn or blister.

j|£ Kirang*. To ramble ; to visit ; to walk forpleasure.

Lien*, Liian*. To long for, to dote on, to hankerfor; loving.

•Jjj^ She*. To let go, to give up; to abandon ; torenounce; to give alms.

JH^ 1&\ ^T* ^fj- Unable to give up, captivated.

tl W} f# £ Yan93 yan92 *'4- Self-satisfied,elated.

$|{ Shit1 A coarse-toothed comb: to comb.

ffi. Ma1. To wipe, to wipe off or out; to rub off;to dust. Also mod2.
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1 3 Bring the steelyards and weigh it, and

see if it is full weight.

14 If you don't believe it is spoiled,

smell it.

15 When you made it, did you not taste

whether it was salt or not ?

16 I intend to go to see him to-day and

ask him why he is offended at me.

17 Lend me (the use of) your knife to

trim my finger nails.

18 He is too angry just now: wait till

his passion cools and we will see

about it.

19 First sprinkle with water, and then

iron with a flat iron.

20 In such pleasant weather as this, you

ought to go out for exercise and rec

reation.

21 Even to this time she can not give

him up.

22 Judging from his appearance he is

quite elated.

23 When you get up in the morning,

the first things in order are, to wash

your face, and comb your hair, and

sweep the floor, and dust the table.

24 Wait in the rear, till I go in aud

inquire.

Notes.

1 Jl is the more general word for winding a clock or

watch. In Nanking p§ iB used.

i In the translation, ipf. is rendered before. A more

literal translation wonld preserve its normal meaning; thus,—

Would it not be well to sit down a little and then go f

7 Some teachers insist on instead of §§, in this

sentence. The usage varies. There is anthority for using

both characters in the sense of, to mention.

16 U is translated in the passive, though the construction

is not properly passive. ^ means to take offence, and hence,

to be offended.

17 In Peking the tone of -fa changes, in fp, to ch'i1.

38 We speak of anger cooling ; the Chinese, of its melting.

19 $8 3iS is properly either a branding iron, or a small

goose for pressing seams; but the term is often used of for

eign flat-irons. The second character changes its sound in

many places to t'i*, in Peking to t'ie*. f}H $| add an

iron ; i. e., proceed, in addition, to iron them.

•

21 MJ! !rj' A book phrase, in which the first

character is repeated and the opposite idea added with a

negative. Phrases made on this model are common.

22 j|| J^f rsf A Dook phrase, meaning to tois the

head with a eelf-satiiified air.

23 iM i8 not read ma by the dictionaries ; but the sylla

ble mo is everywhere used, both North and South, in the sense

of to wipe off, the idea of oleansing or removing being promi

nent; and $1 seems to be the best character to which to attach

this meaning. The tone differs in different places. Read raodf8, it

means to rub on, the idea of adding something being prominent.

24 In a yamon, or wherever there are servants or

employes, to go into the presence of the officer, or head of the

house, is to Jt •jfc » and his office, or residence, is referred to

118 _fc j& • hence, also, the houses, or apartments, allotted to

inferiors, are spoken of as"]* In the rear, seems to be our

best approximation. It should be noted, however, that with

the Chinese the apartments of subordinates are frequently,

perhaps generally, in the front.

LESSON

The Interrogative

who, is applied only to persons. It is

properly interrogative, but is also used to mean

some one, somebody, and with a negative, nobody or

anybody. It is not much used along the Yang tsi,

o < ■

Personal Pronoun.

S[) f@ being used instead. It is understood, how

ever, and but a short distance northwards begins

to be heard. Its use is one of the characteristics

of a pure Mandarin.
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Lesson xxxiv.

1 Who is outside the door?

2 Whom have you come to look for ?

3 Who was it that told you this?

4 Who is outsido calling at the door?

5 Who is iu the parlor playing the

organ

6 Who is that pock-pitted man ? Ans.

It is the man Chang.

7 Who has paint and does not rub it

on her face ?

8 Whose playthings are these ?

9 Who is at home keeping house?

10 Who is in the kitchen ? Ans. No one. .

1 1 Whose is this paper-weight ? Ans. I

do not know whose it is.

12 Every man stands up for his own

employer.

13 Do you think it will rain to-day?

Ans. That, who can tell ?

Vocabulary.

§f£ Shut1 Who? whose? whom? See Sub.

Na3.. . . Which ? who ? See no4, also Les. 45.

Fu3. To pat; to lay the hand on; to play astringed or keyed instrument.

3§l Ch'in2. A lute or harpsichord; applied to thepiano, organ, etc.

<j$ji Ma2 Hemp; pock-marks; lively, quick.

jti. Using* A surname ; a clan.

Ify F.'n*. Powder of any kind, meal; chalk, pow-dered soapstone; to whitewash.

•Jr C/fa1. . ... .To rub on, to smear, to spread over.

^ K'an1 men-.. . . To keep the gate; to watch.

3* Won1 i* Toys, playthings.

[§U C'h'itan1. A circle ; a small circle; to encircle;

to draw small circles as marks of

punctuation or of emphasis.

FangB Ch'uan1. An oblong brass ring usedas a paper weight.

^ Chen*. To 2)ress down ; to keep in subjection ;to guard ; a large mart.

£a Clitn* chis Same as [gj. (s.)

Chiang1 A surname.

35 Fit4 A gem, a pearl ; precious; perfect.

li| Shan1 A mountain, a hill; wild, untamed.

^ Hsiu1 To be ashamed ; to blush; confused.

ChriB Disgraced ; ashamed; to blush.

Shame, mortification ; modesty.

(J|| Jang1. To chatter, to clamor about ; to letout a secret. Also jang*.

Vp Ch'ao*'1.. . To clamor, to wrangle.

Chi1 Dearth; famine; hunger; straits.

)^ Chi1 hwang1. Famine, scarcity ; want of

- - - money, indebtedness ; a

difficulty, a scrape, straits.

$t\* A Wai*jinP An outsider, a stranger.

$Q P ai2. A shield; a signboard; a tablet; a per-

mit ; a notice ; cards, dominoes.

^nj" Ts'un1 A hamlet, a village.

^ Hsiang1 ts'un1 .A country village.

ft 9fi T-is Vie*. To put one's self in the place

of another, to feel for, to

sympathize; to appreciate.

$L Tsi1. Humid; juicy ; sap; numerous; to fer-tilize; to moisten; to grow; to stir up.

tffc Tsi1 wei* Taste,feeling, sensation.

\0$ Ch'ie*. Urgent, earnest; important; all. thewhole:—Les. 105. See c/i'ie1.

$H C/ui* To order; to enjoin upon, to charge.

9H pft Chus fu*.. To exe&t&r?, to enjoin. -t«t«U.

Ia§ SuPpien*. At pleasure, as you like, atyour convenience.
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14 Chiaug Yii Shan has no shame at all.

He fears nobody.

15 Listen to that incessant clamor on the

street. Who is raising a row with

whom ?

16 Who does not know that man's bad

reputation ?

1 7 There was no other (outside) person

here. If it was not you, who was it ?

18 Who is willing to admit that his own

melons are bitter ?

19 Who can hang up a "no trouble

notice " at his door?

20 All living in the same village ; who

does not know every body ?

21 No one can appreciate the feelings

of my heart.

22 This is not my fault. Ans. If it is not

your fault, whose is it?

23 You should strictly charge him not

to tell anybody.

24 Just now they are in the height of

their anger, and no one will yield

to any other.

Notes.

3 !S here refers to the thing told, not to the person tell

ing it. The at the end may be omitted. Its use or omission

does not alter the sense, but changes the grammatical struct

ure. Without it the translation should be. Who tuld you this T

7 $t here means the white lead with which Chinese

women paint their faces. The idea of the proverb is that one

who has merit naturally wishes to display it.

12 A neat way of expressing the idea, that it is to every

one's interest to stand np for the man through whotn he gets

his livelihood.

14 ^ is colloquial, and prevails in Central Mandarin, ff

is more elegant, but is slightly bookish in the South, where

0| is chiefly used (23).

15 The translation given supposes the sentence to end

with (JE. If PJ| be used, the translation of the laat clause

should be, Is it some one having a row with some one? The

emphasis thrown on the If! and on the ff| ^ should be quite

different for the different interrogative endings.

13 tS is here equivalent to § Its use in this con

nection is less general than that of £| [i-

19 This sentence grows out of tho custom of hanging

tablets over the door with complimentary or sentimental in

scriptions. Few families are so happy that they can hang up

an inscription setting forth that they are free from care.

22 This senteuco affords a good exercise in emphasis.

24 ?S -t Lit-, On the top of their anjer.

All. Its sense is comprehensive. When

referring to two things previously spoken of, it is

to be rendered both ; and when used, as it frequent

ly is, with a single person or thing, it has the force

of even. It is frequently joined with the other

indefinite pronouns as an expletive. It follows

the noun.

}\i Every body. Its sense is distributive.

lessoit x3c2c"v.

Indefinite Pronouns.

& All. Its sense is collective. It is ordinarily

applied only to persons. It precedes the noun.

A All, the whole crowd.

A All, the whole family or party.

IM $M All, all together, the whole lot, in toto.

?M AH, every single one.

jjfl. ;|lp All together, en masse.

i'or other words of this class, see Les. 158.
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Vocabulary.

^5 Jto1, Tou1. A metropolitan city ; all, includingall, in general:—See Sub.

J\i Fan2. All, everybody; common, vulgar; theworld; mortal; earthly.

^ Chung*. A concourse; a majority; all; thewhole ; many :—See Sub.

^fll LungB. To collect together; to operate on;to draw or bring near.

$j§ Taung9. To unite in one, to comprehend ; all,

- - - the whole ; generic ; generally,

still, in any case; must be; a president :—Les. 104.

j|| T'ung1. To go through ; to perceive ; to makeknown; to communicate; pervading;

current ; everywhere, general ; the whole of.

T'ung*. A clue; the whole, general, entire;to control.

Ifj^ Chtcan1 htin1. Undivided attention; a sin-gle purpose; intent on.

^2* Ch'u*. To run quickly; to show alacrity; to

regard pleasurably ; taste, flavor;

graceful, sprightly.

Chi 1 ch'u*. To know the flavor, to have asense of the fitness of things.

Lesson xxxv.

1 His whole family, old and young, are

sick.

2 In both reading and writing, one

should give undivided attention.

3 When a man gets old, both his back

and his legs are unserviceable.

4 In every thing, a man should have

a just appreciation of time and

circumstances.

5 Who all are there in your family ?

6 Have all [the gentlemen] come ?

7 You may take away all except this.

8 There are here, in all, over three

thousand soldiers.

9 That talk of his is all false.

10 Your two children are both gifted.

1 1 Our opinions do not all agree.

12 He treats every body meanly.

13 I have not a single cash iu the house.

14 Whom all do you know in this place ?

Ans. I do not know any body at all.

15 The Province of Shantung has, in all,

one hundred and eight hsiens ?

16 At what time he left, none of us

know.

f5 Ch'u*. To exclude, to remove; to divide(math.); besides, except:—Les. 185.

Sh 1^ Chten* sh'i*. Opinion, sentiments ; expe-rience.

jjjj K'oil*. Insulting; oppressive; one eighth of a

Chinese hour, or fifteen minutes ; a

little while. Also koal.v

$A $H li'od* pod*. To insult, to oppress, to treatmeanly.

Uj 3iC Shan1 tung1 Shantung.

Til Shtng*. A province ; to diminish ; to usesparingly, to save ; to avoid ; fru

gal. Also hsiny*.

Hsien*. A county,—the district ruled by onemagistrate.

JiH China1 ch'ing* The capital.

5$- Cking*. A well ; a pit; an excavation ; aplot of ground.

JP: Kwod*. The fruit of trees ; really, truly ;results, effects; reliable :—Les. 138.

TO flM a t'ou~- • • • fin9er, a toe.

Pan1.. . Sort, class ; manner.
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17 I always carry my spectacles with

me.

18 There is no river water in the capital.

All the water used is well water.

19 This business concerns [us] all. I can

not venture to decide it myself.

20 Every tree that bringeth not forth

good fruit is hewn down, and cast

into the fire.

21 It is a very difficult thing to please

every body.

22 Children can not be all alike. Can

the ten fingers be all the same length?

23 You must not follow the crowd in

every thing.

24 The wind capsized the boat, and

every body on board was drowned.

25 These things are all in confusion.

Arrange them all in order.

26 This scholar is outrageous. He even

dares to swear at his teacher.

27 You two families getting into a

quarrel and going to law, is all of

his getting up.

28 Card playing, thimble-rigging and

dice throwing;—he is skilled in all

of them.

29 I know all about when, and where,

and why, and how, he did this thing.

■—' I1 pan1. Alike, the same.

^ Sufi ts'ung* Tofollow, to accord with .

f$t Ch'uan* A ship, a boat, a junk.

Yen1; To soak; to overflow; to drown; to

tarry long.

Ten1 si*.. To drown:—Les. 183.

-fe /\ Jfff Lan* ch'iApaltsaol. Topsy-turvy,

- . helter-skel

ter, all in confusion :—Note (25).

j@ T'ao1.. ....... To overpass, to reach beyond.

M M V® % Wan* oO* fao* t'ien1. Wicked be-

yond bounds,

outrageous, incorrigible.

ICoir A long creeping vine.

^ 'T'enrf A trailing plant ; the rattan.

-Hi Hi?- Intercourse; a difficulty, an embarrass

ment; a scrape ; a hanger on.

{(jc Ghwang4. Form, appearance ; to accuse ; anaccusation, an indictment.

CT Jtfc KaoA chwang*. To accuse, to indict ; to go

to law.

j!§ Ya1 7b press doicn, to weight. See ya*.

Pao3. Precious ; a gem ; a coin ; a treasure ,-

a complimentary term:—Les. 171.

M SP- To Play at thimble-rig:—Note (28).

K'an4 p'ar To play cards.

Chi1, To throw down or at; to fling away, toreject ; to shovel,—as earth.

f$ Shai* Dice.

^ Yen3, Yuan9. A facing, a binding; cor-

responding with something

previously existing, a subtle affinity; because,

therefore.

| $t Yen2 /tit4 The cause, the reason.
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Lesson xxxvi.

1 Such a great fellow as you, and still

afraid ?

2 Yon ought not to impose upon your

brother in this way.

3 No matter what you say, ho will not

listen.

4 What ! Have you used up all that

lot of patches ?

5 My baby has never cried so before.

6 Having abused you in that way, you

should not suffer him any longer.

7 Knowing so many characters as that,

can you still not keep accounts ?

8 In that case, I will decline.

Notes.

2 I" Northern Mandarin necessity is generally expressed

by rather than by In the 8onth ^ is used.

13 in this sentence is used somewhat like our phrase,

"at all,"— [have not a cent at all in the house. Its use in

this way is common, but not elegant. The soutenco in tho

lesson is taken from a Pekiugeso book, yet a nrst-class

Pekingese teacher, in reviewing this lesson, threw out the jffS

and wrote jjjj .

17 H nere means, at all times ; i.e., always. |§§ J§*,

following [my] body ; i.e., loith me.

18 P£ §5 ^f() the water eaten; i.e., all the water used

for domestic purposes.

21 ^ ffc A 69 J|J> to get the hearts of all; i.e, to be

acceptable, or pleasing, to all.

22 W ^ have some long and some short.

25 iiL "tj iff- The original and proper order of

this phrase undoubtedly is, -j^ (fa /\ seven disorders,

eight accidentn ;—a most expressive term for confusion.

26 i§g jj§ ^ is a book phrase; lit., ten thousand vices

overtopping the heavens;—applied hyperbolically to a bad boy.

hero includes all others, with the teacher as climax.

28 m K is a method of gambling much practiced in

some pans of China. It is somewhat similar to the game, or

trick, called thimble-rig.

*H 1 Such, in this way, so, thus.

jjjj! j^i ij Such, in that way, so.

The more common and colloquial form is that

with J!ge. When so used as to involve a compari

son, the comparison is completed by as this, iu the

case of £j| Jgjj; and by as that, in the case of gfl

The book pronunciation of @ \s jcn\ but as

here used it is read nin3 or nin3 (the final n is elided

•Such, in that way, so.

LESSON XXXVI.

Modal Particlks.

in use). It is a question whether JflJ should not

always be written, and read as The use of

however, is not without authority.

jfe f How, in what manner.

Tho normal use of ^Jg is interrogative (see next

lesson), but it loses its interrogative force in some

cases;—as when used in two correlative clauses

(11) (15); or when preceded by such words as f£,

etc., (3) (13); or when immediately fol

lowing a negative, (14). In some parts of Shan

tung, and perhaps elsewhere, ^ ^ is often incor-

Tsin*. An interrogative particle generally fol-

lowed by Jgj; why? how? what?—

See Sub.

Mne..!.-?'.'^fr. . Thus, so, such:—See Sub.

rectly used instead of Jg

Vocabulary.

~" Fu*. To carry on the back ; to assume ; to

turn the back on ; to abuse ; to slight;

to be defeated ; minus (math.).

J| K'ilfu* To insult; to oppress.
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P'w1. Apatch; the square embroidered patch-

es, one in front and one behind,

which are the insignia of office. See pus.

US Ch'en* Inner garments ; padding.

f$i Rags ; pieces of old cloth used for mak

ing pasteboard.

tffc Ts'ting"1 lav1 Heretofore:—Les. 119.

jjjj Ji;ns. Fortitude; patience; to bear, to sufferpatiently ; hard-hearted, severe.

jjjfj Nai*.- - - . . To bear with ; to suffer ; to forbear.

j§> filff- T° be patient, to forbear; long-suffering.

yJ2|- TAao*. To estimate, to judge of; to arrange

in order ; materials ; grain, pulse ;

strass, colored glass ; ability, skill.

^ ifil Liao* hsiany*. To anticipate, to expect, todeem, vwf^iUt,"

Hsiang* tao*. To think of; to expect,to anticipate :—Les. 96.

•J^j Tfung*. Pain, ache; acute feeling; to com-

miserate; distressed.

$k T'ung* k'icai4. Cheerful, buoyant ; prompt,- - ready ; hearty.

|)f Shtcang*. Cheerful; light-hearted; healtby,vigorous; sudden; ready, quick.

fl| Shwang* k'wai*. Cheerful, healthy, vigor-

... ous; quick, prompt.

$E Ki*. To arrange and record ; annals ; a year,a period.

9 I can not do all that work in this

little time. [prompt.

10 I did not anticipate he would be so

1 1 He answered according to whatever

the officer asked.

12 1 questioned him in this way and in

that way ; and, after all, I did not

find out.

13 This is a very important matter :

we must, by all means, come to

some satisfactory understanding.

14 You are not yet very old; is your

mind failing?

15 I do not care in the least. Do just

as you think best.

16 According to what you say, there is

no use in my acting as go-between

for these two families.

17 That scholar is essentially lazy. No

matter what you do, he will not

study.

18 With such a slippery road as this,

5

$E Nieir ki* Age; years; time.

J$j§ Ting*. To hearken to, to obey ; to wait; ac-cording to, as. See t'ing1.

ffi I\ To rely on; to conform to; to accede to;according to, as.

Her2. A go-between, a match-maker.

ffliLan* Lazy; remiss; disinclined to.

ff| Too4 Indolent, remiss.

tlH fif. Lazy; disinclined to exertion; averse.

HJ Lie* To slip, to stumble.

M Ch'ie* Weak ; to hobble.

W& 1§L The unsteady motions produced by slip

ping or stumbling.

w Tat1. Foolish, silly; to stare vacantly; toloiter, to tarry; a simpleton.

-{•Ifc T'iao1. To carry on a pole on the shoulder; toselect, to choose. See t'iao3.

^jft Tan*. The burden carried on a pole, a load ; apicul. Also tan1.

^| Chien* The shoulder ; to sustain ; firm.

J| Chien1 pang* The shoulder.

M SM. Chien1 t'ou". The top of the shoulder.See Les. 47.

^ Ping4.- - ■ . .To jump; to spring; to rebound.

^ Fei1. No, not; wrong; bad; shameless, vi-cious :—Les. 121 and 135.
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one can not but walk unsteadily.

19 What do you mean by lingering (or,

stopping) in this way ?

20 Are you not afraid of injuring your

shoulder by carrying such a heavy

load?

21 This youngster is hopping mad

(jumping up and down with anger).

No kind of coaxing does any good.

Nothing will serve but to whip him.

22 What a pity that such a fine, fat

child should die.

Notes.

3 IS S is here rendered what, though the force of the

thought is how. We might render, No matter how you put if.

4 More literally, As many rags as that, and you have

used them all up ! The ~ might be omitted, but its use adds

emphasis.

8 More literally, In that case, you may count me out.

9 tS. is «■ contraction for j§T MA> or j£ *—

The |§J is not unfrequently dropped out in this way.

13 ^T* US- Here j£j and are both used,

and this is a not unfrequent form. ^ 51) 69 is a phrase

much used in some parts. It answers to the English, by all

means. J|5 is here read No*. For the use of 65 see Les. 80.

16 Or, According to the way you represent it.

19 The two forms are not quite equivalent, means,

to stop or refuse to proceed; whereas means, to be absent

minded, or to loiter listlessly.

21 65 SI ^ " hopping mad." Some would write

but 1 find no authority for using this character in this

sense ; while the meaning of S§5 is quite suitable, and it is also

read ping*, as well as fing. The double nay of putting the

coaxing is a characteristic Chinese idiom ; while the use of

the word ftjfc intimates that Chinese coaxing is chiefly deceiving.

LESSON UCXSCVII.

Interrogatives of Manner and Place.

j& Jg How? why?

M M How? why?

Notice, that when J$ is used interrogatively it

takes the third tone.

m
^>Where? The two forms are quite

W %J equivalent in meaning, but the second

is colloquial and somewhat undignified. It is

rearely heard in the South.

Vocabulary.

JG| Pi*. To flee from ; to avoid ; to hide; to shirk;to stand aside.

tffjL Hut* To shun; to remain silent.

jB§ To avoid sacred names; to avoid a deli

cate or forbidden subject ; to keep clear of.

. . A small bell; a hand bell.

Wa* Stockings, socks.

^ Chwa1. To scratch; to tear with claws; to

. .'j'-. c. . . seize; to catch; to grab.

$1) Chod3 A bracelet, a wristlet.

Put1. To push away; to secede; to shirk; todecline; to resign; to infer.

£ Mod4 A millstone; a mill. See mod".

$1 J§. To grind flour at a mill.

*i5t )& Shou1 ch'tng*. The proceeds of the year,the harvest.

>Li» P ^ ITsin1 frou* t'eng1. Pain in the stom-ach, dyspepsia.

Sun1 A grandson; a surname.

iX Yii1 Vague: addled, stupid.

J^(f Chi*. To obstruct, to stop ; an impediment ;

dull witted.

ifift- Stupid, obtuse; doltish; obstinate.

jjpfc Chi*. To seize ; to lay hold of ; to keep ; tomaintain; obstinate, set.

^mJ Chii1 ch'i2. Obstinate, immovable.

j|| Chin* hsiie*. To get the first degree, tograduate.
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Lesson xxxvii.

1 Why did you not go to church ?

2 Why is it that you have not sense

enough to avoid an unpleasant

subject ?

3 The bell has rung. How is it that

you did not hear ?

4 Where did you find your stockings ?

5 What about the business I entrusted

to you ?

6 When the stranger came, how is it

that you did not come and tell me ?

7 Where did you catch it (or, arrest

him) ?

8 Do you know where my bracelets

are ?

9 How is it that you have not yet

gotten the meal ready ? Ans. I was

hindered by going to grind at the

mill.

10 You were told to come quickly : how

is it that you have come so late ?

11 Where did he come from, and where

is he intending to go P

12 How is the harvest this year ? Ans.

Nothing extra : only ordinary.

13 How is it that you are so lean these

days ? Ans. I have dyspepsia, and

have no appetite.

14 Sun the Third is an intelligent man :

how is it that in this business he is

so stupid (immovable) ?

Wei". To do, to effect ; to act ; to play thepart of ; to regard as. See wei4.

%~J ^SnJ Jlsing2 wet*. Conduct, deportment, char-- - - acter.

j5p P'in?. A kind, rank, order ; a rule or guide ;

actions ; a part in music.

Hsing*. Doings, conduct, character. Seelising2 and hang*.

$1 ffi i*in8 /ising* Deportment, character.

Hung3, Heng*. Crosswise, transverse ; to lieacross. Also hung*J:

or §^ ShuA. To erect ; to stand upright ; up-right; perpendicular; chaste.

" Yen3. A word ; a remark ; a phrase ; speech,talk ; sayings ; to say.

ftti" YiP. To talk with ; to tell ; words ; phrases,sentences; language.

W Wi- Words, conversation ; to speak, to tell.

ify Chung* In the middle ; a surname.

T'ien1 To add ; to increase; to throw in.

^ or {ft Yii*. To prearrange, to prepare ; be-forehand ; already.

fff Pei*. To prepare ; to provide for ; ready ;complete; entirely; all; wholly.

Hi •f|f. To prepare, to provide ; to anticipate.

4* Tsoa4, yiie*. To lie in, to be confined:—. Note (22).

Jjfc hi*, P'i*. To shelter, to cover; to protect. Prop-

- -x- - - . erly/H4, but usually spoken p'i*.

|f§ Jflfc Hu* pi* To shield ; to protect.

f§ Htcotf. Evil, misej-y ; calamity, disaster, woe;the judgments of Heaven.

£H T'iao*. To leap, to jump ; to hop, to dance ;to palpitate.
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15 How is it that you do not do your

work at the proper time ?

16 His scholarship is only so, so. How

could he get a degree ?

17 I have a mind to hire him as a

gate-keeper. What is his general

character ?

181 hear that Mr. Ma's abilities are very

good, but I do not know what is his

general deportment.

19 Why is it that he did not speak of

these things sooner ?

20 No matter what is said, you dissent.

What do you propose to do ?

21 You do nothing but cry. No matter

what one asks you, you make no

reply. What is the matter with

you anyhow ?

22 Mr. Chung, I can not come to school

to-day. Q. Why ? Ans. My wife has

presented me with a baby, and I

must prepare for her the things

necessary for her confinement.

23 What do you mean ! When we are all

protecting you in this way, why is

it that you persist in courting

disaster ?

Notes.

1 We might with equal propriety translate, Why have you

not gone to church ? The Chinese fails to mark the distinction

between the imperfect and perfect tenses. j££ is here

equivalent to why, although its proper meaning is how. The

same thing is true of " how " in the English phrase, " How is

it that, etc.?" The sentence might bo rendered, How is it

that you have not gone to church f

8 If this sentence be made to end with jjfij, the emphaBis

falls on " where " ; if with it falls on " know."

10 It is quite uncertain by whom the person was told to

come quickly, but it is implied that it was either by the

speaker, or by some one sent or instructed by him.

12 The force of sf> ^ J§ ^| is, that there was nothing

noteworthy about the crops, either good or bad ; that is, they

were average.

18 Note that fr j$ may be applied to any one ; but rill

■fX is properly applied only to persons of somo social standing.

20 fi)i tfit -I? Kt' "P«ak crosswise, or speak perpendic

ular ; i.e., speak as you will.

21 6^1 is the common Southern form. It is some

times heard in Peking, especially when the cause, or reason,

is required ; wh ile Jg 7fci is used when manner is spoken

of. See Les. 88, Sub.

22 Ji A woman's confinement ; also the month

following it. During this month the mother is supposed to sit

on her k ang, eat certain kinds of food, and be served by her

husband and sisters-in-law. Such language sounds strange in

the mouth of one who is a pupil in school ; but it must be re

membered that hoys get married in China, and that such sub

jects as this are spoken of by them with the utmost freedom.

23 Lit., what sort of a speech is this ?—expressing both

surprise and reproof, flg Jg >& $ M M 1% BB"

Why must you go and jump into the pit of woe; i.e., why do

you persist in bringing disaster on yourself.

LESSON XXXVIII.

Four Common Classifisbs.

Ufa A branch,—classifier of things distinguished

for length, rather than for breadth or thickness.

Single,—classifier of single things as dis

tinguished from pairs, also of some animals.

Head,—classifier of various animals.

A pair,—classifier of horses, and of kindred

animals; though the usage in different places is far

from uniform.

For full list of nouns falling under each of these

classifiers see Supplement.
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Lesson xxxviii.

1 Wang the Second is truly a portly

fellow.

2 I think this street must be over

three li long.

3 Both of Pao-ts'i's shoes are worn

crooked.

4 He was riding a large she-ass.

5 I wonder where that dog has run to.

6 Both ray eyes pain me beyond

endurance.

7 If we go by that road it will be

further by at least five li.

8 One rope' is not sufficient. Use two.

9 Do you want to sell this cow ?

10 A certain man had a hundred sheep,

and he lost one (or, one got lost).

Ill can not go to-morrow. I have

rubbed blisters on both my feet.

12 Miss Li wears two gold bracelets.

13 I have rheumatism in this leg, and

on that one there is a boil.

Vocabulary.

T'lacP. A branch ; a switch ; an item ; a sec-tion, a law. A classifier:—See Sub.

^ Chi1. One of a sort or of a pair ; single. Aclassifier:—see Sub.

BE P'i1. A pair; a mate. A classifier:—see Sub.

Also p'f.

JIL Zt3. A place; a short closed alley; a li of

three hundred and sixty paces, approx

imately equal to one third of a mile.

3? WaP. Deflected; askew, awry; crooked, aslant;

depraved, wicked.

CTi'i2 To ride j to sit astride. Also chi*.

Ts'ao3 The female of equine animals.

Ming*. To command ; to charge ; an ordi-

. . nance, a decree, commands, orders;

fate, destiny, lot ; life; living creatures.

§f flfi Yao* Ming*. To take the life ; deadly, fa-tal ; unendurable, terrible.

Sheng1 A cord, a string, « rope ; a line.

^ Mr. To delude; to fascinate; confused; stu-

pefied; blinded; infatuated.

Shi1. To lose; to neglect; to err, to miss; to

slip; to fail.

*3i To lose one's way ; lost, confused.

3t i^fi- To lose possession of; lost, missing.

ffjj P'ao1 A bubble, a blister ; See p'ao*.

«<h Hsiao* chic3. Younger sister ; Miss,—

used in the South, also

in Chinese novels.

4th Chin1. Gold ; metal; money; precious: noble,honorable.

$j fig ChoaH'ou* A bracelet:—Les. 47.

Chin1 The sinews ; the nerves ; strong.

W) H* ^ Chin1 hfi Vintf Rheumatism.

Tao* A hill in the sea, an island.

tl* M. Ta8 yii*. To fish. See Les. 124.

Watt Earthenware; tiles, bricks, flags.

W<? chiany* A mason, a bricklayer.

% P Jft P'ien1Myvr The sole.

|«| Ch'ung2 Worms, snakes, snails, insects.

J| |jk Oh'ang* ch'ung* A snake.

(feti She" A serpent ; treacherous, subtle.

flU Ya1 A duck.

On*, 2i"-' .The domestic goose.

Tan1. To open out; to share, to fall to; todivide amongst; a stall, a stand.

|j£ ^|| Ts'ai* fan1. A stand for selling meat andvegetables.
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14 You may darn (mend) this torn

stocking.

15 There are two boats fishing to the

south of the Ch'ang Shan Island.

16 Chiang, the mason, fell off the house

and broke one of his arms.

17 Do you think that this horse has the

greater strength, or has that one P

18 The cook went on the street and

bought three soles.

19 Both of the child's hands are as cold

as ice.

20 Go quickly and see ! There is a big

snake at the foot of the south wall.

21 There are ten ducks and six geese in

the river.

22 I bought seven little chickens,—

two cocks and five hens.

23 On a huckster's stand were spread

out, five pheasants, ten rabbits

(or, hares) and two deer.

24 The family of Mr. Chang the Second

are in very good circumstances.

They keep a cow, and a donkey,

and two mules.

25 Catch that small Peking dog in the

yard for me.

2j£ Jtfc Ts'ai* ch'wang1 The same.

[i] ^ Shan1 chi1 A pheasant.

% f$ Tie" ch? The same. \f

Mao1? A cat.

^ie8 >naol. The wild cat. In Peking,—ahare.

M r'»4 A rabbit; a hare.

Lu* A deer ; a stag.

Ch'on1, Ch'ao1. Spacious ; generous ; vague ;many.

^ K'wan1 ch'oA*. Wide, ample; liberal; in

. . easy circumstances.

Not

1 fifa applied to a man, implies that the individual is very |

tall, and inasmuch as is not ordinarily applied to men, it

suggests a tinge of ridicule.

8 Cows are generally classified either by Ife, or Bjf (24),

though ji^j is used in Hankow.

13 A leg is classified by because it is long ; and by

because it is one of a pair. The latter is the more

dignified.

^ Yit*. Overplus; remainder; remnant; therest; besides:—Les. 172.

"H, K'wan1 yul. In ea»y circumstances ; am-pie ; abundant.

^ Yang*. To nourish ; to bring up ; to support;to take care of ; to develope.

Lod2 A mule.

HaB. To sip ; to laugh. Used as a phonetic

— . . and frequently read hoa* and Pa1'*.

U Pa1.. ..... Large mouthed.

Vfr 12 ffl Ha*pa1 kou*. The pug nosed Pekingdog.

PG $)iV kous -.The same.

E s.

15 When applied to hills, houses, streets, etc, "jjff means

south. Following the noun, it means south of ;—as, llj "jjtf,

south of the hill ; when preceding the noun it means, the south,

southern ;— as, HI the southern street. In the same way,

f)§ means north.

19 $(. \ft> ice cold. See Les. 141.

26 Lit., Do you take that little Peking dog in the yard,

and catch him for me.
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Lesson xxxix.

1 Have the chair bearers come ?

2 Has the letter carrier (postman)

gone?

3 The muleteer wants a cumshaw.

4 I desire that the man I hire should

be able to keep accounts.

5 The handle of this knife is deer horn.

6 We mechanics can not wear good

clothes.

7 He that ministers, should do it with

perseverance.

8 There is a beggar without. You

may give him a couple of cold

sweet potatoes.

9 The manager is not at home. We

can not take the responsibility.

10 To lay in grain and buy fuel, is the

business of the head of the family.

11 The farmer works hard, and gets but

little money.

12 Do you intend to build your house of

sun dried brick, or of burned brick?

13 The 'man who cooks is called a ch'u-

^| Denoting the Agent. Denoting the Material.

ffy, when added to a verb and its object, indi

cates the agent, corresponding to the English ter

mination er, in such words as letter-carrier, fortune

teller, book-keeper, etc. In English the number

of terms so formed is limited, but in Chinese ftj

serves this purpose with entire regularity, wher

ever you wish to apply it.

when added to nouns of material, turns them

into descriptive adjectives, corresponding to the

English termination en, in such words as, golden,

leaden, earthen, wheaten, etc. In English the

number of adjectives formed in this way is limit-

ted, but in Chinese the usage is entirely uniform

with respect to all such nouns.

Vocabulary.

$P Kan3 chiao8. To follow and drive a beast ofburden; to be a muleteer.

^ Chiu3 ch'ien*. A bonus to an employe, acumshaw:—Note (3).

PH Ktcav? chang* To act as book-keeper.

Pa* The bone handle of a knife or sword.

Chiod*, Chiao3, Chiie*. A horn; a corner; an

angle ; a cape ; a quar-

; one-tenth of a dollar. A classifier, Les. 125.

ifi- Chi1 shl*. A superintendent;' a deacon:—Note (7).

Hengr Constant; perpetual; persevering.

Hhig* hsin1 Persevering.

Shu3 A yam; the sweet potato.

2£Yu* The taro.

Q ^ Pat2 shii3. The sweet potato. (Peking):—

Note (8).

JJk 7'i4 kwa1 The same. (Shantung).

l_U ^ Skatfyu* The same. (Southern),

^ Iff Kuan3 8fit* To superintend.

jjfji Ti* To purchase grain for use.

^8 or i$k Liang'. Rations ; grain ; provisions ;taxes (in grain).

^j" Tang1 cfiia1. To act flS-llead of the family;

the master of the house, a

husband:—Note (10). *

5@| Chung*. To sow, to plant; to cultivate; topropagate. Also chung3.
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14

ts'i, and the man who waits on table

is called a pai-t'ai-ti.

14 What is your occupation ? Ans. I

atn a watch-maker.

15 [ am a literary man, and do not

uuderstand military affairs.

16 Our tea-pots are all silver plated.

Some of the rich have theirs plated

with gold.

17 Of the five brothers, four are business

men.

18 A fortune-teller has put up his stand

at the side of the street.

19 At first sight, I took this pipe mouth-

pie: of yours to be stone; but on

looking more closely, I see it is

glass.

20 Who is making that disturbance

outside ? Ans. It is the servants

wrangling with the carters.

21 Heaven is a most glorious place:

the walls of the city are of twelve

kinds of precious stones; the gates

are of pearl ; the houses and the

streets are all of pure gold.

Sdtj ~)\ Chlux U\ To exert one's self, to put forthstrength.

wJ Ch'i* To lay brick or stone, to build up.

||! P'eP, P'i1 Unburnt tiles or brick.

S§ Chi9.. - Sun-dried brick, mud brick.

X t% T'u3p'eil Unburnt brick.

X 8^ T'u8 chia Sun-dried mud brick.

"fipj ZVi4, Si4 To wait upon, to serve.

W $k Ls'i* hou* To wait upon, to serve.

■fng Pai*. To spread out, to move ; to scull ; to sway

to and fro; to strut; a pendulum.

j|f or |d Tai* A table, a stage:—Note (13).

# Jl Hritf liB To regulate; to repair.

ff| Tu* To gild, to plate :—Note (16).

Ts'av1 chi? A rich man.

^ Sheng1 i* Business, occupation.

Sican* ming* To tell fortunes.

Cha*. At first ; at first sight ; unexpectedly,

suddenly; for the moment.

Ten1 Tobacco ; tobacco leaves.

^ Yen1 tai* A tobacco pipe.

Slii3 A stone; a rock; firm; a picul.

~K ^ Y«4 ShiJ A gem, a pearl.

3j?L Liu" A fine kind of glass.

3£mL Liu9 Ir. Fine glass,—usually colored ;glaze.

8haolliao* Clouded glass.

lifij Ch'ao* nao*. To scold and wrangle ; tomake a disturbance.

J$E Pan1. To make known; a rank, an order; aBet; a troop:—Les. 140.

SJJ Kin1 pan1. Attendants, servants of anofficer.

T'ien1 fang*. The heavenly hall, heaven,

the abode of the blessed—

a term introduced into China by Buddhism.

Yung*, flung* Glory, splendor; honor.

Hwo?. Flowery, elegant; glorious, beautiful;

ornate; China.

ft. Glory, splendor, effulgence, grandeur.

3^ Chen1 Precious; rare; excellent; valuable.

Ejj? Chn1 A pearl; ahead; fine, excellent.

# Jft. A pearl.

Wj Si Famf wu1 Houses, buildings.

Q§ £!£ Chie1 iao* A street.
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Lesson xl.

1 Can yon understand what I say ?

2 Go in and call him out.

3 Will you please punctuate it for me ?

4 The door is too narrow : it can not

be carried in.

5 Empty the kettle for me.

6 My chicken has run out : I wonder

who has nabbed it.

7 There is nothing hidden that shall

not be revealed.

8 There will be time enough to wash

up the dishes before yon go on the

street.

9 You can not get white cloth out of

an indigo dye pot.

10 He is rejected from the company of

virtuous men.

Notes.

3 Muleteers, boatmeiii and all, in fact, who are hired to

do transient jobs, expect, in addition to the price agreed upon,

a small present, which is called t5 The idea probably is

that tho employer in such cases ought to "treat," but this

being inconvenient, he gives a few cash for the party to treat

himself.

4 f@ is here to be construed with .A, understood, at

the end of the sentence.

7 The term here rendered " minister," means rather, a

manager,—one who lias charge of some special business. The

same term is elsewhere used in the N. T. for deacon.

8 Sweet potatoes are of comparatively recent introduc

tion into China, and their name is not settled. In Peking they

are called both £j ^ and £t : 'u Shantung, they are

called JH ; in Nanking, lU ^ J in Kiukiang, Hj

§f (read shao ) ; and in Hankow, simply -f^-

10 la %t 1W • A fall construction would require

m % §5 &5l 3f If i bQt one #f elided, and the other

made to do duty for both. The 5f? ff5 is" ordinarily the

father, or head, of the family; but in case of his death or

disability, another member is appointed to control the business

of the family. This is generally the elder brother, but not

always. The term is also frequently used by women as the

ordinary designation of their husbands. f§| is only applied to

buying grain.

13 ill iij >s nsed to designate the servant who spreads

the table and waits upon it. The term is only U3ed in

connection with foreigners.

16 Both ist and £j are used for electroplating, the

terminology being as yet unsettled. To gild by fire in the

old way is £$K •

LESSOU 21Xi.

toThe Auxiliary Verbs

to 5$$Come out.) As an auxiliary, {JJ is nearly

ttj ^Gro out. ) always followed by Jjj or

and corresponds in a measure to the use of the word

"out" after verbs; but it is used much more freely

than " out " is in English.

AND

in.) As an auxiliary, jg is alsoCome

Go in. ) nearly always followed by

or and corresponds in a measure to the use of

the word " in " after verbs in English. It is not

nearly as much used as JfJ.

Vocabulary.

ChuK

lfi£ Yen3.

A stop, a period: a sentence, a phrase ;

a line in verse. A classifier :—Les. 42.

To screen; to cover, to conceal; to

hide from observation.

|^ Yen6 ts'ang3 To hide ; secret.

Lou*. To disclose, to expose; to reveal j toprotrude. Also lu*. \'t

Tien*,. ..... Indigo; indigo color.
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11 The stopper of this bottle is very

tight. I can not pull it out.

12 When you have washed the clothes

you should pour out the dirty water.

13 Select the good ones, and throw the

bad ones away.

14 This little account is very simple ;

how is it that you can not reckon

it up?

15 I can not find that he has any fault.

1G If I should tear out my heart and

give him to eat, I could not please

him.

17 Of these two sisters, I can not

distinguish which is which.

18 It is going to rain. You had better

bring in the sedan chair.

19 Mr. Li has come. Aus. Invite him to

come in. .

20 The earnings of ten men would not

be enough for you to spend.

21 Gen. Wu's gate-keeper is too strict.

You will certainly not get your

^ Tui*. A rank, a file, a company; a crowd.A classifier:—Les. 140.

Hi Se1. A stopper, a plug, a cork. Also se4 andxai*.

£j£ Tsu3 A plug, a cork. (c. and s.)

jjg ^Yu1 Small; sordid; crowded.

Ts'u* To grate the teeth.

|H Worried, vexed, (n.) Rubbish, filth ;

dirty, foul- (s>.)

^ Chien3 To select, to choose, to pick out.

|JJf Jiny1'3. To discard, to abandon; to reject, tothrow away.

|f£ Ch'a2. To examine, to inquire into judicially ;to scrutinize.

j/^ Pa.1. To divide ; to pull apart; to tear or cutout. Also p'ua.

$p 7Vj8. An elder sister.

$jfc Mei* A younger sister.

#|j jfa. Sisters, a sister :—Note (17).

jfa {la Chang3 kwei*. Superintendent, manager,

head-man, boss.

^ Wua To talk; a surname.

l|L Chun,1 An army ; a general ; a soldier.

P] ifl Men" chin1. A guard at .a gate, a mili-tary officer's gatekeeper.

W is

To make known to a superior; to re

ceive from heaven; a petition.

'•ieW. A written scroll, a writing ; a billet;a card; a placard :—Les. 147.

ite. A petition; a report.

^ Shou*. To receive ; to contain ; to endure ;to bear; to suffer:—Les. 79.

Mod3 A devil, a demon.

Kwei?. The soul of a dead man before it is

formally enshrined or deified ; a ghost ;

a goblin; a demon, o devil; any monstrous thing.

J^,. Devils, the devil.

J§ Hwoa*, Hoft*. To delude, to blind the mind ;

to unsettle another's mind, to

excite doubt or suspicion.

*3i Mi2 hwod*. To delude; to beguile; to en-

snare, to befool ; a delusion.

^ Ch'iian1 t'ao* A snare, toils.

JflJ Using2. Punishment ; torture; castigation ;penal, criminal; jurisprudence, law.

?W Wl lining3 fa2 Punishment; torture.

H Iff Shi* ch'ing' The facts, the truth.

^ Hwan1 hsfl. To rejoice, to be glad ; satis-fied; pleased.

l&L Shu1 A father's younger brother.

A M Ta1 ahu1 The senior
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petition sent in. Ans. I have a

plan by which it can be sent in.

22 When you have been ensnared by

the devil, it is hard to escape his

toils.

23 Without torturing him you will nob

get the truth out of him.

24 Whether a man is pleased or not, can

always be seen from his eyes.

25 If you, uncle, positively will not do

anything, you will put me in a very

embarrassing position.

No

2 j|| is here used as a principal verb. Tho subjcet of

the lesson is illustrated by {tj.,

3 M|!f [ii 'pj "P Lit., point out the clauses; i.e.,

punctuate it.

- H i8 Note how the verb is left -without

either subject or object, both of which must be supplied from

tho context.

6 i$ does not here mean to lift tho kettle and pnur out

the contents, but simply to empty it. In like manner, JJSj does

not mean to take out the kettle, but simply its contents.

7 ^ M ffl 2fc The here makes the clause

relative, tho antecedent being the clause, %t H& $ V- See

Les. 23.

9 A proverb applied to one from a vicious or disreputable

family.

10 A witty Baying, meaning that the person referred to,

so far from beiug a good man, is refuse, whom good men have

eliminated from their company.

15 J§5 is without emphasis. If emphasized tho

TES.

meaning would be, I can not find out what fault he has.

17 jjifc j^C means properly, sisters, but is often used in

the Bingular, either of an elder or younger sister. It is also

sometimes used to mean both brothers and sisters ; i.e., all the

children of a family .

18 In the North, ^! f§ is generally used of the head

man of any business. In the South, j|J ^ is used in place of

it, and is also heard at sea ports in the North. ^

may be, and often is, an employe, in the office of head-man ;

but ^ $t is the proprietor.

20 It really requires both fjR and §SJ to cover the

idea of " money."

25 This sentence does not properly illustrate the Bubject

of the lesson; but it has both jjfi and ffi JjS used in a

very idiomatic way. }E $4 I? &9 £ti ^ # M ^ £ fi-j'

So circumstance me that I can neither go out nor come

in; i-e., netfher retreat nor advance. The order is often

ohanged to J§ 7fc 2jS ffi ± fi-j-

LESSOIT UCIjI.

The Auxiliary Verbs and JpJ.

as an auxiliary verb, expresses the idea of

over, either in respect of time, or of place. It ge

nerally takes JJjS or ^ after it. When followed

by it indicates motion over and towards: when

followed by it indicates motion over and atcay

from. In many cases the original idea of motion

is lost in that of change.

[p], as an auxiliary, expresses the idea of turn

ing back. It also generally takes ^ or ^ after

it. When followed by >|J5, it indicates motion back

and towards; when followed by it indicates

motion back and away from. The range of its use

is more limited than that of Jfl^.

For full list of verbs followed by each of these

auxiliaries see Supplement.

VOCABULARY.

Ch' An orifice, an aperture; a cavity;

the mind ; the avenues by which the

mind acquires knowledge; the key or clue.

i^t !££ -E^"*1 ch'iaoK Power to comprehend, theunderstanding.

JTE Chi 3 A nephew, the son of a brother.

jf^f Lai*. To depend upon, to rely on ; to assume;

to pretend, to trump up; to accuse

falsely ; to deny, to ignore.

^ Ifl Lai* hsiie* To play truant. (s>
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Lesson xli.

1 Please correct this erroneous char

acter.

2 "When you first begin to learn Chinese

it is very hard to get the clue.

3 Your nephew has run away from

school. You ought to fiud him and

bring him back.

4 This was borrowed through me, and I

will also return it to him.

5 This end does not fit. It should be

reversed.

6 Go and find a man (some one) to

help you move over this box.

7 When it is repaired, will you please

bring it back again for me?

8 There is no such character on this

page. Turn over and look.

9 Is it right (proper) for you to take

Mr. Mei's steelyard weight to play

withP Return it to him at once.

10 This rooster is not a match for that

one in a light.

Ching1 sliou*. To have experience of ;agency, instrumentality.

Noa* To move; to shift; to transfer.

fl| Mei2 A plum, a prune; a surname.

ft T-oa3. A weight at the end of a string; a steel-yard weight; a sounding lead.

|fj] Toil*. To fight ; to contend for victory ; to in-cite to contention; to play at.

P£ IS 3i£ Ch'ilfan* Vang* Dining room.

IS JH Fan* t'ing1 Dining hall.

^ San* An umbrella, a parasol.

^ Chiao*. Sleep, the unconsciousness of sleep.See ohioa3.

BH ff£ Shui4 chiao*. To sleep; to lie down to

sleep.

Shott*. The head; a chief; the beginning;foremost. A classifier:—Les. 147.

Shi1. To adorn, to ornament, to set off; toexcuse, to believe; an ornament.

Hf, fjjj. Ilead ornaments; jewelry.

[M Hsia?. A chest, a coffer, a casket, a smallcovered box.

jjs§, Ting* ch'in1. To settle a marriage engage-ment.

Ch'ing1. Green (of grass); blue (of the sky orocean); black (of cloth ) ; glossy.

Hung'2 Red; fiery; ruddy.

!^ J/t'*2 Coal,—especially hard coal ; soot.

& ft? Me? y«s ( 'oal oil, kerosene.

j/C Vtft llwod3 t/K* Kerosene.

HaV The sea ; marine; capacious.

Jt M Bhang* hai* Shanghai.

sfi Chu1 Vermilion red; a surname.

P'lao*. Trifling, licentious; to follow lewdwomeu ; to lend the life of a rake.

|pj J3ij| JIuis t'oir To turn about; to reform.

jpp FeP. Illegal, seditious; robbers, brigands;dissolute, vicious; no, not so.

Lei* Species, sort, kind ; to class with.

HE Vagabonds, profligates; vice, dissipation.

^* Hun1. Dusk; dark; obscure; confused, mud-died ; to faint, to become insensible.

.Sit1. To revive ; to breathe again ; to come tolife again.

pli SH Sit1 hsings. To revive; to regain one'ssenses ; to rise from the dead.

'Hif Wei*. To escort for protection or honor ; toguard ; a military station ; an out

post ; a local name for Tientsin.
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1 1 With such a tongue as his, I am no

match for him.

12 Mrs. Sun is in the dining room : go

and invite her over.

13 When you go over you can take

along his umbrella.

14 There is no place there to sleep.

Would it not do for you to move

o\ier here ?

1 5 Have you eaten ? Ans. I have.

16 What they took from us, we must

get back again to-day.

17 The folks of the south village brought

a box of jewelry to settle the

betrothal, but were sent back [with

a refusal].

18 He talked the business over and

over, and, after all, expressed no

definite opinion.

19 This broom is one you brought over

from the side house. You hud

better take it back again.

20 These ten boxes of kerosene oil were

sent from Shanghai by mistake.

I must send them back again.

21 Chu Senior has now reformed, and

avoids every form of dissipation

and profligacy.

22 That night he was very seriously ill.

He faiuted and it was a long time

before he revived again.

23 Ten oily mouthed Pekingese can not

get ahead of one touguy Tien-

tsinese.

Not

2 It is a traditional idea that the mind rceives knowledge

through apertures in the heart, and the more of these apertures

n man has, the quicker is his power of apprehension. T

(now canonised as the god of wealth) was reported to have

seven such apertures iu his heart, and the tyrant ifcj" 3l had

his heart cut out to see if it was so. jjyj. is to have these

openings free of obstruction, thus admitting the light which

gives knowledge. $5 2f« is to have these openings

turned in the right direction, that so the light may find clue

entrance.

10 The &f£ at the close of this sentence might be omitted

Without detriment.

11 The uiore usual form is f$£ /{\ jft fjfc. gjfc fjfj /p

is an elegant transposition, which is also used iu colloquial

iu some places

12 Chinese houses have no distinctive "dining room."

The terms P£) $1 ^ and 05 SS> ar© ouly nsed in councc-

tion with foreign houses. Bn ftil 2(5 is not precisely tho

same as §j| fjjj 3^ In the first, the stress naturally falls

on the word jiri > the second, it falls on j"^- The first means

to bring hini over [by inviting]; the second meauB simply to

E S.

invite him to come over,—his coming, or not, being no concern

of the party inviting.

15 JU- aB here used for eating, is in some places quite

colloquial, and in others it has something of the stateliness of

the word "partake." {§ i§ I have the advantage nf you,

in that 1 have already eaten ;—used when oue happens on

others while eating, or about to eat.

19 A present of jewelry to the bride elect, is always

necessary to the settlement of a marriage contract. In this

case the friends of the intended groom went with the presents

in due form, supposing, or assuming, that the proposal was

satisfactory ; and were sent back again crestfallen, as is indi

cated by the use of the word ]1| or

18 fS. U IU fit W & J| & *ot stsprw. a

blue, red, black or white; i.e., said nothing to thepoint ; ex.

pressed no definite opinion or decision,*

21 'JL P£ US' etc.. has nothing to do with such

rices as gluttony, drunkenness, licentiousness and gambling.

These terms are linked together as a comprehensive summary

of dissipation, and are all included iu the term [H

23 This is a pithy fling at the people of Tientsin, {ffj ~p

and [Jjijj as hero used, are slang.
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1 Please make another copy-book forme.

2 When you buy things for the scholars

you should keep the account in a

separate book.

3 That Kanghi's dictionary of mine is

in six t'ao. [for me ?

4 Will you please explain this sentence

5 Do you and he go and carry up that

bedstead.

6 A very good looking book : what a

pity it is torn !

7 When you are out to-day, buy for

me ten pens, two sticks of ink and

fifty sheets of mao pien paper.

8 I have a friend who made me a

present of two maps.

9 A person should have at least two

suits of clothes, in order to chauge

for washing.

10 When he made that remark, it did not

occur to me for half a day what he

meant.

11 The One Thousand Character Classic

lessor xlii.

Classifiers.

^£ The root,—classifier of volumes of a book.

X% A row,—classifier of things in rows.

~tt$ The sum,—classifier of books considered as

wholes; i.e., as works or treatises, irrespective of

the number of volumes.

5H To extend,—classifier of things presenting a

large or plain surface.

^ A i ced,—classifier of long tubular things.

^ A wrapper,—classifier of book covers and of

things in suits, or sets.

ft A sentence,—classifier of clauses and sen

tences.

• $J An ingot,—classifier of pieces of silver and

sticks of ink.

For full list of nouns which take these several

classifiers see Supplement.

Vocabulary.

nfi Pu*. The sum ; a class or division ; a radical ;

. a tribunal; a Board; a court. See Sub.

Jag Tiny*. A platter; an ingot; a stick of medi-cine or ink. See Sub.

jfX Ting1 To bind into a book. Also ling*.

2jS Fang3 pen,3 A copy book.

^ Tsi*p{n' The same.

JUt K'tntg1 Peace; vigorous; excellent.

IIn'i} Bright, glorious; harmonious.

Jit The emperor Kanghi:—Note (3).

^ Tien*. A canon; a statute or code; a law, an

ordinance; a precedent, a reference;

to mortgage; to manage.

rfl TsP tien3 A dictionary.

H§ Mei\ Mod*. Ink; dark, black; writings.

Mao3pien1. A kind of heavy writing pa-per.

[§} '/''it*. A diagram, a chart, a map; to plan,to plot; to wish for, to aspire after.

% [§| Tt4 t'u2 A geographical map.
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has just two hundred and fifty

lines in it.

12 This book of natural philosophy is

printed from wooden blocks.

13 Mr. Ma has one landscape painting

which is worth twenty taels.

14 You should find some one to make a

t'ao for this chemistry.

15 Please, teacher, rule for me a four

column ke-ts'i with eight characters

in each column.

1G I wonder who borrowed that old

astronomy of mine.

17 It will not require long; I only wish

to speak a few words.

1 8 Please put that book in the t'ao for me.

19 That little scholar Li T'ien Pao is

certainly gifted. He can commit

ninety lines in one day.

20 This table is not steady. Find some

thing to prop it up.

21 It requires seventy-five cents to

purchase a geometry.

22 I want you to make for me two book

ie Chiang1 To starch. Also chiang4.

^ Chiang1. Congee; broth; syrup;.pus; to starch.

Wt fife Chiang1 hsi2 To wash and iron.

W&n2. Lines, veins; sti-ire; variegated; elegant;

civil; literary; scholarly; ornamental;

a form,—as of prayer. A classifier:—Les. 125.

=^ QAimi tsit wtni% The One Thousand

Character Classic.

'trT $J K<>(? ten4 Natural science.

ft Ju4. To enter; to penetrate; to pay in or re-

ceive; to progress ; income.

£P Yin4. A seal, a stamp; to seal, to print, totake an impression of.

$t Htca4. To alter; to transform ; to influence;

...... to melt, to transmute, to decomj>ose.

$C ^ Uwa4 hsue2 Chemistry.

l$l Le1, Lei1. To rein in ; to restrain ; to tie up;to exact unjustly ; to strangle.

ffr Fang3 koa.2. A ruled form placed un-

derneatb the paper as a

guide in writing.

T'ien1 tehi2 Astrology; astronomy.

|H Wen3. Firm, constant ; secure, stable; to putdown ; repose.

Wt, H? in?/*8 tang* Steady, safe, secure.

j^i? Tien*. To pay down ; to tcedge up, to shoreup ; a cushion.

Using'-. Form, figure, shape ; body; manner,style ; material ; to give form to.

^ Sjfc Using2 hsiu?. The science of form, geoni-

etry.

^ An4. A table, an official desk ; a case in law ;

the records of a case ; an affair.

^ Ting*.. . - - - • A bench ; a stool ; a form.

Su1 A species of thyme.

j\\ Chou1. A district larger than a hsien ; a con-tinent ; a region.

Suchow.

$j Ihiaiuf. To look at<? to prognosticate ; a minis-ter of state ; similar. Also hsiang1.

^fj Hsiang4 hung1. A minister of state (an-

cient) ; the son of a

gentleman ; in Peking,—an actor.

$f| Lon2 A gong.

gj> Kit3. A drum ; to arouse ; to encourage ; tohulge, to swell ; to warp.

$11 H5^- Grong, drum, cymbals, etc,,—used as an

accompaniment in singing or actiug.

^Ts'i* Glazed crockery, China-ware.
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tables, one round table, six benches

and one cane bedstead.

23 The last time I went to Suchow I

bought for Mr.Wang the Third a set

of brass musical instruments, cost

ing thirteen thousand four hundred

cash,| and two nests of stone-ware

basins, costing two thousand two

hundred and fifty cash for each nest.

Notes.

1 Tho use of the classifier causes the dropping of the

second character of which is the more general term.

Those who decline to drop the final use the general classi

fier above.

3 Kanghi's dictionary is so called because made in the

reigD, aud by the order, of the Emperor Kanghi, the second

and most illustrious emperor of the present dynasty. A ifS

is a number of volumes enclosed in ono case. Large works

are usually put up in ^ of six or eight volumes each.

6 The words pfj f|9 are inserted to indicate that the two

lire to form the pair which are necessary in order to a

thing. They might, however, be omitted without special

damage to the sentence.

6 The first clause is a rhetorical inversion for • yJS

if if W 'fi"; by which stress is thrown on the $f jj§ ]Ei ■

7 The sentence might also be rendered,—Go out to-day

and buy me ton pens* , etc. Which meaning was iutended would

depend wholly ou the pauses made aud inflection used.

9 In Peking, fj£ is generally written for to starch ; but

doubtless the proper terra is ^ When read in the 4th tone it

means starch, and in the 1st. tone, to starch. Where hard

innuds are used, the sound of being soft, is incorrect

The term fjjj is a singular inversion of the natural order.

10 ft here means to apprehend, which is one of its more

unusual meanings.

11 The book called f" ^ ~% consists of ono thousand

common characters, arranged in two hundred and fifty meas

ures of four each, no character being repeated.

12 ^ P^i entering the door, is a common term in tho

titles of books which are introductory or elementary, /fc ijjt,

a wooden block, or board, engraved with characters for prin ting.

/fv is added to distinguish this style of printing from that

with moveable types, which are called fj§ An electro

type plate is a $3

14 'ftl ^ and Jf? ^ (21) are names given by foreigners.

17 .12 .2 'p] i three or five clauses of words. p§

^3] > three or two clauses, is also sometimes used in the same

way.

15 ^c, A book, or portion of a book, which has not

been previously seen, or learned.

21 When dollars were first used in China, there were no

fractional coins, and the dollars were chopped into sectors

and used instead ; and from this came the term which

now means a dime.

22 Iustead of putting their books in book-cases, tho

Chinese usually pile them on long tables at the side of the

room.

LESSOIT 2CLIII.

The Auxiliary Verb \

fff, as an auxiliary verb, expresses completion

under the aspect of practicability, feasibility, or

propriety. With a negative it strongly reverses

these ideas. It is not unfrequently inserted be

tween the principal verb and another auxiliary, in

which case it adds to the force of the affirmation :—

Compare Les. 31. In speaking, it is often heard

fat, which is simply a corrupt pronunciation. #j

is sometimes substituted for it, with very little, if

any, change of meaning.

Vocabulary.

^5 Hsi&. Deflected from the right; depraved, vi-

t cious; heretical, illegal ; corrupting ;

haunted.

Mien3. To avoid ; to escape from ; to evade ;to let off, to excuse, to forgive.

^ Ft*1. Grief, sorrow ; anxiety ; low spirited,melancholy; mourning.

f$ Chit*. To open ; to untie ; to extricate ; to

dissipate ; to dispel ; to explain ; to

release. Also c/iie*.

JC'ort5 To thirst; to long for, to pant after.

j[£ Chin*. Near; recent; soon; to approach; sim-ilar.

Yao" A tale, a rumor; a false report.
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f?6 Yao* ye)is. False reports, exciting rumors,alarming stories.

'J^U Ch'no* The tide ; damp, moist.

fH Shi1 Wet, soaked ; damp, humid.

*M M- DamP> humid.

ft KtcaPpu* te2. No wonder, well I never,sure enough.

jfc Chie* A little sore ; the itch.

3l ife Wang* fa2.. . . The civil law; punishment.

j^, Jfify Kwei6 shen2. Demons and gods; the gods; su-pernatural beings in general.

*g Jes. 2b provoke, to stir up, to excite ; to in-duce, to bring upon.

$D P'eny2 A shed, a sia&Ze ; a tent.

J2. To doubt, to suspect; to surmise; to hes-

..... itate.

^ Hsien2 i* .Suspicion.

^ 4b Chiao* hwa*.- .... Education, civilization.

Heaven (personified), the

powers above, deity.

To deceive ; to hoodwink ; to concealthe truth.

Tung2. Copper; brass.

_t % Shang* T'ien1.

Man2.

Lesson xliii.

1 That house is haunted and is not

habitable. [docility.

2 Do not be deceived by his outward

3 Restraining momentary anger may

save a hundred years of sorrow.

4 It is not worth while trespassing on.

your time with this trifling affair.

5 He who stands firmly on his feet, need

not fear the force of a strong wind.

6 If you did not know, you are not

then to be blamed for it.

7 Water at a distance will not quench

(save from) thirst near at hand.

8 Those are all flying rumors unworthy

of belief. [purpose.

9 This mode of speech will answer the

10 With such a damp house as this, it is

no wonder you have the itch.

11 You may evade the law, but you can

not escape the gods.

12 You provoked hitn. No wonder he

got angry. [caught fire.

13 What shall we do? The stable has

Regular ; natural relationships; species,class.

^ "Ok ^""8- The five relations ; viz.,—hus-

band and wife, father and

son, brother and brother, prince and officer, friend

and friend.

It |L Cha2 lan*.^. . . Same as SI & :—Les 32.

7$. -ffi Phi*fen*. Duty, obligation ; the thingsbecoming any station.

@£ Tsui* Intoxicated, drunk; stupefied.

jpf Ku*. To attend to, to regard; to reflect on;

. to assist, to patronize.

To govern ; to limit; to hinder; to cause

. to do, to control.

Near, contiguous; a neighbor; a neigh-

. borhood.

To lodge ; a shed, a cottage, a dwelling;my. Also she".

1^. A neighbor.

Jfjjf FanyK An alley; a hamlet ; a neighborhood ;an honorary portal ; a factory.

t^T tfj Chie1 fang1 .Next door neighbors.

i|£ Hsiao*. Duty to parents and seniors ; mouru-

........ ing apparel ; time of mourning.

Chi*.

ffl Lin2.

& She4.
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14 She is tbe youngest daughter-in-law,

and nothing is under her control.

15 The business is urgent. One can not

stop to guard against suspicion.

16 Educatiou is most essential.

17 You may defraud others: you can not

defraud Heaven. [not usable.

18 I have an old brass tea-pot, but it is

19 You may deceive man (or, men): you

can not deceive God (or, the gods).

20 The genuine can not be made coun

terfeit, nor the counterfeit, genuine.

21 The human relations must not bo

confused.

22 That man is not fit to be used. He

will not behave himself. He is

continually getting drunk.

23 Will you allow me to 'speak a few

words with you ?

24 Every man, when he is first born, is

dependent every moment on his

father and mother.

25 I have been so poor these two years,

that I really have no way of living.

26 In looking out for himself, a man

JlP Hsiao* shun* Dutiful to parents^Zta/.

P'an*. To look towards; to long for, to expect.

3^ P'an.' tcang*. To look for, to hope for, tolong for.

Yao* To illumine; effulgence, splendor.

Yung2 yao* Splendor, glory ; honor.

Niens To follow after, to pursue.

Ghwai1. To throw away, to cast aside, (l.)Also yie*.

Notes.

2 More literally, It will not do to regard his appearance

of docility.

3 A proverb somewhat ><■'<•-' in style.

5 A proverbial couplet in rhyme.

6 $|) may hero bo regarded as standing for the matter

referred to, aud be rendered t't ; i.e., what you have done ; or,

it may he regarded as combining with to form a conjunc

tive adverb, meaning, then, in that cane, Tho translation given

combines these views. It might seem most natural to make it

stand for the first clause, and so render, Your not knowing,

is a thing you are not to be blamed for. This, however, is not

the correct sense.

0 Note how mfc here takes three auxiliary verbs after it,

each of which adds to and modifies the force of the principal

verb. If the jft wero dropped out, the translation should be,

This language is admissible.

10 $f is the general and proper term for itch ; but in

the South it is rarely used, which properly means a boil,

or sore, of any kind, being substituted for it.

11 A common saying in the mouths of those who wonld

eihort people to virtue. The term .$& f$ '8 a comprehensive

classification of all spiritual beings. Asa class, the 5li are

inferior, subject to authority, uucanonized, and evil. As a

class, the f$ aro superior, exercise authority, are canonized,

and good. A canonized becomes a The attendants

and messengers of the )p$ are Used impersonally, as a

philosophical term in Chinese cosmogony and metaphysics, it

refers to the (supposed) inferior and superior powers of

nature, viewed from the spiritual side. and |{| charac

terize these same powers from the physical side.

13 ~X ^ 1r% i» a common exclamation, when anything

disastrous or alarming suddeuly occurs. It properly expresses

the idea that matters are beyond all remedy, but is often used

as a mere exaggeration.

14 This might also simply mean a young daughter-in-law,

referring to her being recently married and young.

16 Tho § is transposed for rhetorical reasons. The

regular colloquial form would be, ^ Jfcc ii? $f The

sentence is from the Sacred Edict.

17 The use of %\\ A> in the first clause, shows that _fc

5$ is regarded as personal. This use of tho word .A is the

only means that Chinese colloquial has of expressing person

ality.

19 If the speaker were a polytheist, he would of coarse

be understood as using jf$ in the plural ; but if a monotheist
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must still keep within the bounds of

reason. [fit to be seen.

27 My writing is too poor: it really is not ■

28 You can do nothing at all to me.

29 If you go with some speed, you can

get back in two days.

30 We have been neighbors for over ten

years, and now that you are going

away I am very loth to give you up.

31 Look at the undutiful man. How

can he bring up a good son ?

32 I am now looking for glory on high,

and my heart is filled with joy

inexpressible.'

33 The thief, seeing that I was pursuing

him hotly, dropped the goods and

fled.

he would be understood as using it in the singular. The want

of a plural form leaves all such distinctions' to be inferred

from the circumstances or connection. Fewer mistakes are

made in consequence than one would be ready to suppose.

22 ?@ is here somewhat redundant. It is added to give

additional force and perspiouity.

26 In some places the accent in Qj f$ £> is thrown

on the 2i ' contrary to the usual custom with the term Q

2». The first ^ expresses necessity, being put for ijj •

When _Q and "J* are used together, they generally mean

above and below. Here, however, _£ attaches to SBi and "f

is used as a principal verb.

27 \n\ /ft % A, not [fit] to he seen hy men* Tho

logical subject; viz., .A, is made the object, thus turning the

verb into the passive form. .A is used indefinitely :—Lcs. 52.

28 ^ 7 ~T • This phrase seems to be quite t'ung hsing,

but there is a difference of opinion as to tho proper writing.

Some would write jp . The form JjJ ^ {fc, or, as it is often

spoken, J|5 ^ i> is Pekingese. Teachers say that its

peculiar meaning in this connection comes from the custom

of banishing offenders beyond the borders.

33 The sound and meaning here given to are not rec

ognized by tho dictionaries. The word is very widely used,

being found in the North, the Centre, and the South, and this

character is established as the most suitable writing.

LESSOR

$t has already been illustrated (Lea. 13) as a

sign of the immediate future, and has also been

several times used, meaning at once. It has, how

ever, a variety of other uses, of which the follow

ing is an approximate classification:—

1. It is used as a principal verb, meaning, to ap~

proach, to take advantage of, to be ready, to

accommodate one's self to. (5) (13).

2. It is added as an auxiliary to a few verbs,

giving the idea of, ready or satisfactory.

(15) (26).

3. Before an active verb, and referring to past

time, it means, jwsi, then, at once, etc. (3) (6).

4. Joined with it forms the much used phrase

WL ^> which has a variety of uses not easy

to

(1) At the opening of a sentence it means, even,

even if. (1) (14).

(2) In a subordinate clause it draws a conclusion,

or states a 'consequence ; and may be ren

dered, but, but somehow, so, etc. (4) (11).

(3) At the end of a sentence it marks a decision,

coupled with a concession; sometimes hav

ing the force of such phrases as, might as

well, so I will, etc., but is often untranslat

able. (18) (29).

(4) As a reply, it means, that's so, all right, so be

it. (28). See Les. 70.

jjj^ is one of the most important and ever re

curring characters in colloquial Mandarin, and

its skillful management marks an accomplished

speaker.
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1 Even if you do get angry, it will do

no good.

2 I am exceedingly nauseated, but some

how I can not vomit. [would.

3 You ought to do just as you said you

4 Whatever he does, he does very rapidly;

the trouble is, he is too precipitate.

5 When you take out the rice, you can

take advantage of the hot kettle to

warm a little water.

6 When he saw the business was going

wrong, he left without ceremony.

7 Somehow I can't translate this sen

tence.

8 No matter whether he is willing or

not, this is the way it must be.

9 When a man is in favor [with the

* powers that be], whatever he says

is law.

10 Even if you are not willing [to this

arrangement], you should make

some allowance.

11 He understands it, but somehow he

can not express himself.

12 Mr. Chfing is mild and peaceable, and

in every thing willing to make al

lowance for people.

13 I will take advantage of your broom

to sweep before my door also.

rg^ 0(la hsin1 Nauseated.

Pe Ou1 To vomit, to spit out. Also ou°.

fit TV To vomit. Also fu*.

Feng1 k'icai*. Quick as the wind, veryquick, very rapid.

^ -fc Mao* shi1. Rash, imprudent, precipitate ;fool-hardy.

\% Wu* . To warm, to steam. See wu8.

H^F T& shi 3. In favor, well circumstanced,in luck.

Jp( Yiian*. To wish, to desire ; to be trilling ;' avow, a votive offering:—Les. 59.

W- M. Yuan* i* Willing, agreed.

^ Chiang1 chiu*. To put up with, to tolerate,to make allowancefor.

HP Cheng4 Serious; a surname.

^ Jou2. Flexible, pliant; soft ; mild, gentle;complaisant; a flat in music.

Ina §R Wen1jou* Mild, gentle, meek.

^0 Ilicod2 p'ing2 Peaceable, amiable.

Fu*.- ■ ■ To stoop; to bow down; to condescend.

Jj$ 'fjfjf Chin* fit*. To accommodate to; to makeshift ; to make the best of.

^ Sao* A coarse broom. See sao*.

Ifff Sao* chou*. A broom of coarse grass, orbamboo ; the sao4 ohou8 plant.

Miao3. To slight, to look down upon; to etcpress contempt in the looks.

jjj^, iSTii* To inspect, to look at ; to regard.

^ Wi- To shore contempt, to disdain; to act

superciliously; to treat scornfully.

King1 To alter ; to bestow ; age, years.

Chien' To select ; to abridge ; a card.

^ ^ Keng1 t'ie*. A card containing the horo-scope of a betrothed person.
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14 I do not care if he does treat me with

contempt.

15 It is already settled, that on the sixth

of this month the betrothal papers

are to be exchanged.

16 I can not find this thing anywhere.

We'll see where it finally will turn up.

17 Even if they take my life, I mean to

go and see him.

18 You need not come to wash them.

While I am at it, 1 can wash them

for you just as well as not.

19 I settled it definitely with him. How

is it that he has changed his mind?

20 He was simply talking large. Even

if he is bright, do you think he

could commit the whole of the Four

Books in half a year ?

21 I just took up his own words, and

shut his mouth so completely that

he had not a word to say.

22 The feast is quite ready ; but when I

went to invite him, for some reason

he would not come.

23 She can still do coarse sewing. The

trouble is she can not thread her

needle.

24 As I look at it, eight hundred cash

per foot is a high price for T'ien

Shang's broadcloth ; yet for some

reason he will not sell. [ready.

25 Is the rice (food) ready ? Ans. It is

M Me? chien* A betrothal card

fflt ^ OMu* shou* Along with, at the same

time, while one's hand is in.

Again, a second time; to return; toreply; to restore.

FatPfw*. Back and forth ; to change themind, to go back on one's self.

K'wa1.- To boast, to brag ; to exaggerate.

ff ff$ P K'wa1 hai* k'ou8. To brag, to boast ex-travagantly.

fH Si4 shu1. The Four Books; viz., ^ l|>

The Great Learning ; 4» Jjjf ,

The Doctrine of the Mean ; fjft p^, The Analects;

j£ -y, TheWorks of Mencius.

^ Pi*. To close; to exclude; to lay up; tostop up, to obstruct.

^ P $S p? A'om8 xcu2 yen*. To shut the

mouth and

be silent ; nothing to say.

Hsi? A mat; a table; an entertainment.

fffcc/tiu? hs? A feast, a banquet.

Ts'ao* Rude, unworkmanlike ; inferior.

M lj| Ts'u1 ts'ao* Coarse; rude.

M Ts'u1 la1 The same, (l.)

Jen4 To thread a needle.

jfl3fi Hsiang"1. Good luck ; a favorable omen from

the gods.

0} La1. To talk fast; a final particle:—Les. 61.

...... Also la9. .

5£ R$iJ K'a1 lax Broadcloth:—Note (2\).

Ch't The Chinese foot of ten -if, ts'en*.

fH Chia* Price; value.

\M $1 Chia* ch'ieri* Price.

Hi* <@> Hsi™1 si Thought, idea, opinion ; inten-

tion; to consider, to reflect.

^ Ch'ou* Mournful, sad, apprehensive.

J^, Ftis sun1 Children and grandchildren.
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26 The price, I have settled with him at

two hundred and sixty cash per catty.

27 I was not raised on your rice: you have

no right to whip me. Ans. If you

insult me, I have a right to whip you.

28 If it does not suit our wishes, he will

not constrain us to stay; and if it

does not suit his wishes, shall we in

sist on staying? Ans. Of course not.

29 Nor am I willing to keep constantly

scolding him. If, after all, he does

not change, I willjustdischargehim.

30 You have no anxiety about food or

clothing, and your children and

grandchildren are all doing well; it

seems to me you ought to be satisfied.

Not

2 '& properly means a wicked heart, but is put

figuratively for nausea. In Peking, when thus used, tho tone

of jj§ changes from its normal tone of oa*, to odC.

6 ^ jl§ $S! 2jS >fe ~T> took vp his legs and left;—a

colloquial phrase, meaning that be left suddenly and without

notice. It is sometimes shortened into ^ HjK ^ ~X ■

9 ^if JrJ is here applied to one who is in the confidence

and favor of a superior, so that his advice prevails and he can

get whatever he wishes.

12 ;f\f h'Ji and jfefc $f are not precisely equivalent.

is to tolerate, or make allowance for, the peculiarities of

ethers ; while itft $f ia to adapt, or accommodate one's self to,

the peculiarities of others. In many places fi£f becomes

13 This sentence is an indirect apology for taking the

broom. The use of <(j!t implies that tho owner of the broom

had just finished sweeping before his own door.

15 3H 10 /\ B • The use of if points to the 6th of

the current month. The $J $|5| is a folded card of rod paper,

on which is written the proposal, or its acceptance, as the

case may be. The age of the party is given by means of the

eight characters, marking the year, month, day, and hour of

his (or her) birth ; hence the name, age card. See Les. 117

Note (31). The exchanging of these cards by the hands of

the go-betweens (J5jj JV)> constitutes the marriage engage,

ment. The j$t jfC is a similar paper, and is used for the

same purpose, but does not generally contain the eight Jfj

or age characters. ffi is another name for the same.

ES.

16 here expresses the speaker's impatience with a

peculiar elegance and force, which the translation fails to

convey.

19 St; as here used, is not entirely t'ung hsing ; it

means to the point of perfect readiness, and differs slightly in

meaning from The order of the last clanBe would

more regularly be, fife ijg g$ X K 7; The fljf, M *

put first in order to give it additional emphasis.

20 \!>t fJ> brags with a mouth like the sea.

21 fflL is here repeated, but not as in the 19th sentence.

The emphasis there required, is very different from that re

quired here. The first ]jt is an adverb, the second a verb.

22 The fact that f@ jffi is the common, and in fact the

only, colloquial term for a feast, is very significant. The

second part of the sentence is only intelligible in view of the

Chinese custom of sending round, when the feast is all ready,

to invite the guests a second time.

24 "& dfj is probably the result of an attempt to say

"oloth." The pronunciation of is very various. In

Nanking, cloth is called ha la.

26 Of the three forms given, ffi is Pekingese, the other

two are Central and Southern. may refer to rice specific

ally, or it may include the whole meal.

30 P$c ^» >a an inversion of the more

natural order, ^ jf£ ^ ^ 3f> made for the purpose

of giving emphasis to the words

•jp, know to make a living ; i.e., they are not lazy or dissi

pated, but diligent and thrifty.

LESSOIT XLV.

IflS With the Classifiers.

which ? is joined with all the classifiers.

An — is often inserted between the Jft an(^ ^*e

classifier, and properly belongs there in all cases.

When emphasis is desired it is always inserted.

Thus used, ffi is not always strictly interroga

tive, but passes into the declarative form in the

same way, and very much in the same circum

stances, as " which " does in English.
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Lesson xlv.

1 Who is by birth a bad man ?

2 Who knows which inkstand is his ?

3 Which of these four pups do you

fancy ?

4 You say you want to find a man by

the name of Ch'in ; but which of

the Ch'ins ?

5 Just use whichever t'ao is suitable.

6 Of the sewing of these two large

gowns, which is better ?

7 Which gentleman is it that you bave

come to invite to the feast ?

8 Examine these pens and see which

is yours.

9 I really do not know whicb one of

these three chairs is his.

10 Which volume of the natural philos

ophy are you now studying ?

$E 4f| Few4 t'a? An ink stone, an inkstand.

^j" K'an* chung*. To be pleased with ; toprefer.

%!$ ChHnr. An ancient kingdom; name of a dy-

nasty; a surname.

Shan1. An unlined garment,—coat, shirt or

jacket.

® Fu*. To go to, to repair to; to attend; to

hasten.

ftfi Fu* hsi2 To attend a feast.

4*. Tsod* hs?. To sit at a feast, to go to a

feast.

^ Pien*. To dispute; to argue; to criticise; to

discriminate.

$H fjni Pien lun*. To discuss, to debate, to argue.

^fj ITsi1. Rare, seldom; sparse; to expect; to de-

light in ; almost, nearly :—Les. 57.

^ Ban* Mare, scarce; seldom, infrequent.

^pf Rare, uncommon; to prize, to delight in.

§H Chiian*. An enclosure; a prison; a fold; asnare. See ch'iian1.

TP Cheng1 The first (month). See cheng*.

Faa. A germ, a sprout; the beginning.

PaP U'ai* Cabbage.

|f ^Eicang"- ya? U'ai* Cabbage.

Vocabulary.

Chiang*, To exhort, to encourage; to commend,

to laud.

f^f ^ K'wa1 chianga. To praise, to eulogize; toboast, to brag.

^ P'm8 The vine (grape).

T'ao2 Used for its sound in

^ The grape, grapes.

Tsaos. The buokthorn or jujube, commonly

called date in China.

^ HuP, Zei8 A class, a series; to sort.

^ Tsi* hui*. A vocabulary, an abridged dic-tionary.

P Shi1 The lion.

^ Eu* The tiger ; brave, fierce, cruel.

^ $L Lao* Art8 A tiger.

ffj? Hnung*. The bear. To domineer over, to vic-

timize. (l.)

^jf Chung*. ■ - - A seed; a sort, a kind. See chung4.

^jjt ShoiC* A wild animal, a beast; brutal.

% P Yie* shou* A wild beast.

J^Hsiung1.. . . Inhuman; cruel; fierce; malignant.

3£ Heng*. Fierce; resolute ; cruel; severe; sud-denly, unexpectedly:—Les. 115.

Si. Fierce, savage, ferocious, raging.
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11 Which of these pieces of silver is it

with the quality of which you are

dissatisfied ?

12 Of the two whom you have heard de

bate, which do you think is in the

right?

13 To my ears, every word he said was

interesting.

14 Just ride whichever horse you like

best.

15 Which of these three pictures do you

prize the most (prefer)?

16 Go and look among the flock of sheep,

and dress whichever one is fat.

17 What day of the first month is this ?

Ans. The thirteenth.

18 Both ends of this load of cab

bage are good. Which end do you

want ?

19 Which is the scholar you are always

bragging about ? Aus. That

smallest one.

20 Here are both grapes and dates.

Which would you prefer to eat ?

21 There are two dictionaries in the

book-store ; one new one, and one

second-hand. Which do you wish

to buy ?

22 The lion, the tiger and the bear; all

these three kinds of wild beasts are

very fierce.

Notes.

1 If the Ppg wore omitted, this sentence would more nat.

orally be taken to mean; " That man was by birth a wicked

man. The two meanings might of coarse be distinguished

by careful emphasis, even without the (JS- Every interroga

tive Bentence in this lesson might end with a fjS; and if the

language were regular and consistent with itself, would do

so. As it is, some do, and some do not. The sentences are

just as the Chinese teachers have made them.

2 Perspicuity would seem to require at the end of

this sentence. Its meaning, as written, ia entirely uncertain.

It might bo translated just as truly, Who would have thought

it? That inkstand wan his! As spoken, tho meaning would

bo indicated by the emphasis.

4 Tho first f@ is here used somewhat as we nse " one,"

meaning a man named so-and-so. The use of JlJ 55 implies

that there had beon somo misunderstanding about the person.

0 The Chinese hero makes the comparison by simply

asking which is good. See Les. 58.

9 Note how far the auxiliary JfS is separated from JiJ,

and from the principal verb, f(jJJ.

XI Lit., These [pieces of] silver, yon dislike which piece

[because"] its touch is not fulU

13 Lit., [As] / heard his words, no matter which, all were

interesting.

20 JS ~P lB Southern ; JfJ §J is universally used in

the North.

J^f A place,—a compound relative pronoun,

meaning what, that, who, that which, the things

which. The clause it introduces usually comes

LESSOH XLVI.

The Compound Relative.

between the subject and the predicate, and in all

such cases ends with In other cases the #j is

sometimes omitted, or replaced by
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Lesson xlvi.

1 I have forgotten all the books I

learned.

2 Every thing that he says is true.

3 What you have mentioned I already

knew.

4 The experience of old men is large,

and their observation, wide.

5 He who has little experience has

many surprises.

6 You have eaten more salt than he has

rice.

7 What surprises me is, that he tells

his lies with such proficiency.

8 What I learned was but little, and

what I remember is not distinct.

9 Even if he should sell off all he has,

ifc is not enough to pay off all the

debts he owes.

10 This is something that he should at

tend to. Why do you come bother

ing me about it?

11 The plan y'ou proposed will, I fear,

not work.

12 Is this your little son that you spoke of?

13 He did not examine me on any thing

that I had prepared.

fft Sod3. A place, a locality : the cause by which :—see Sub. A classifier :—Les. 125.

HI Tu3. To read aloud; to read carefully; tostudy. Also tou*.

•fjjl Lien*. To experiment on ; to practice ; toselect.*

Ching1 lien11 Experience

_H, ^ Chien* win3 Observation.

]|f Kwang3. Broad, wide ; spacious ; extensive ;large.

§H Yen3 Salt ; saline.

Ch'i3. Extraordinary, surprising, wonderful;strange; unnatural. Also cfti1.

^jf ft CVi'i8 kwai*. Eemarkable, wonderful, sur-prising.

■jfc Ch'iian3. Complete ; entire ; unbroken, per-feet; all, the whole:—Les. 158.

® Yuan3 ch'iian* Complete.

Usien*. A limit ; a restriction ; a few, a little;'to limit, to set bounds to; to assign.

Vocabulary.

H Pun*. To transform, to change ; a turn inaffairs; a revolution.

§^ H Pien* mai*. To sell off, to turn into

money.

Ch'ien* To be deficient; to owe; wanting*

fff Chai* A debt, an obligation.

j§P Loo3 Prattle ; troublesome.

^| fi^1 Loo3 sod1. Troublesome, embarrassing; tobother, to trouble, to worry.

P'ai8. To place in order, to arrange ; to ad-just ; to stretch ; a row, a line.

To arrange, to dispose; topro'

pose, to plan, to intend.

To arrange, to distribute ; toplan.

Chang1. A statement; statutes, rules, items;a chapter, a section; variegated.

ffip Ch'tng3. A rule, a pattern ; a regulation ; atask ; a road, a stage ; to estimate.

3|i ^3§- Apian; a set of rules ; procedure; policy.

ffi An1 p'ai3.

ffi P'h1 p'ai8.
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14 The grain gathered in one year is

not sufficient for a half year's food.

15 Even what you spend yourself, you

ought to keep an account of.

16 What lie promised, all came to noth

ing.

17 We speak that which we know, and

testify to that which we have seen.

18 We heard here all the private con

versation you had over there.

19 The expenditures of the year exceed

ed the receipts. How could he help

running in debt P

20 The amount, as I have reckoned it,

differs from your count by just thir

teen cash.

21 That night some thieves broke in and

robbed him of all he had saved.

22 There is nothing that a man says,

nothing that he does, not even any of

the thoughts of his heart, that God

(or, the gods) does not know.

23 The Lord of Heaven is the omnipre

sent, omniscient and omnipotent God.

& Ling*. A law, an order; to command; to

cause, to cause to do:—Les. 71 ; good,

worthy ;—a term of honor.

IjJS La ntf. A gentleman ; a son ; a term of respect ;

evident.

Your son, a son.

^ Liang1 sh'i3 Grain.

ffi K'ung1. Empty, void; a hole, an opening; the

firmament; emptiness. See k'ung*.

^ 2i? Lod* k'ung1 To come to nothing.

Jjjj, US Chien* cheng* To testify; testimony.

fjf| ti T'iB ch't*. Private, personal; secret, con-fidential :—Note (18).

Not

2 Or, Everything that he said vas true.

6 A common saying, slightly wSn in stylo.

6 A forcible way of expressing, that one is a great deal

older and more experienced than another.

XI M- See Les. 13, Note (19).

18 f§ d is widely nsed, but is not t'ung hsing. Note

that is here read Ch'i'. In Peking the phrase is heard

t'i3 but the writing of hsi1 is not apparent.

21 ~X i ~T ^e nave here one "j* added to the

principal verb, and another to the auxiliary. This is often

%h Si1. Private; selfish; partial; secret; under-

hand ; illicit.

}$j Fang2. A dyke, a levee ; a defense, a protec-

tion ; to ward off ; to guard against.

% ®f. Illicit savings ; private, secret.

j]f§ £± K'icei1 k'ung* Debt, deficiency.

jjfifc Tao* A robber, a highwayman to rob.

^ Ch'iang* tao* A robber, a bandit.

fill Chi1 To accumulate; to store up.

J§t Tsan*, Ts'wan* To collect, to pile up.

^ tit- To amass; to accumulate; to hoard.

% ± T'ien1 Chu8.. The Lord of Heaven.

E8.

done for emphasis, bnt is not elegant. Both the J should

bo spoken !(A
22 This sentence was mado by a Christian teacher. If

a heathen teacher had had occasion to express such a senti

ment, he would probably have said J£ 55 (Heaven Above)

instead of iff.

23 In these neat phrases Jflf may bo taken, either in its

original sense as a noun meaning place, or as a relative

pronoun meaning that which, and the sense will remain the

same ; thus Bhowing how the /if passes from the one meaning

to the other.
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Lesson xlyii.

1 My finger hurts.

2 You ought not to strike him with your

fist.

3 It is cloudy to-day. The sun is not

visible.

4 I gave him a large piece of bread, and

yet he is dissatisfied.

5 These shoes are small. It will be

necessary to stretch them with a last.

6 A large steamer has come along-side

the wharf.

7 These small stones on the road are

very annoying. •

8 I have not yet bought a plow-share.

How can I plow f

9 The old lady has two maid-servants

to wait on her.

10 I have in the house a kettle of taroa

cooked. Are you fond of them?

The Specific Suffix

g§ The head,—is added to many nouns to

specialize them. No rule can be given as to what

words will take g| after them. In general it may

be observed, that words involving the idea of a

lump, or of a point, take ijfj after them. When

ever the addition of j?K makes any special modifi

cation of the meaning I have defined the combina

tion; in other cases I have not.

For full list of words taking gg after them see

Supplement .

Vocabulary.

f|f Hsiien* A last ; to stuff, to fill in a cavity.

^§ MuB. Weights; a yard (meas.); an emporium, a

mart, a jetty; abbreviated numerals.

ti£ fl| Ma9 1 'oil3 A jetty, a wharf; a mart.

$B JlS Ewoa* lun1 ts'wan". A steamship, asteamboat.

^? Zi3 A plow ; dark; piebald.

Etcd* A spade; a plow point or share.

!|g Ch'an1 To carve, to chip; a coulter point.

i^. fiH Ch'an1 T'ou? A plow point, a coulter.

3$ fig Zi! t'ou2 The same.

Ching\ King1 To till; to plow.

J Ya1 A fork ; a slave girl ; a daughter.

Itlf Shi" The tongue ; the clapper of a bell.

# or H Ch'un" The lips.

Pjif # Tsui? ch'un- The lips.

HH Chung1 To swell, swollen; boastful.

t& Poo* A wave, a ripple; ruffled; vast.

^ Leng- A corner, an edge; an angle.

Hj| Zoa*. A net; a sieve; gauze; to spread out,to arrange; to bolt,—as flour.

t$£ ^ Pod1 ling- kai4. The knee ; the knee-pan.

ifc HI li Pod1 lo<? kai* The same.

ffSjj Chien1. A space, an interval; between; tn the

midst of; during; to set apart. A

classifier:—Les. 68. Also chien4.

tjj Pj Chung1 chien1 Between ; in the midst.

Chie9 A joint, a knot, a length. See chie9.

$L Chen9. A pillow; a rest for the back ; a sock-

et. Also chin*.

Chen*. To pillow on, to lean on; contiguous.

See chin,9.

§q) Chu1 A colt,—under two years.

|H Lung* A halter.
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1 1 Get four pieces of brick and put them

under the feet of this stove to raise

it up.

12 His tongue is diseased, so that even

his lips are swollen.

13 The knee is the joint in the middle

of the leg.

14 This pillow is too high.

15 The son of man hath not where to lay

his head.

16 That mule colt has broken his halter.

17 This end piece is a little small. I want

one somewhat larger.

18 His opponent is violent. Who would

venture to meddle in this business

which does not concern him.

19 The end of these things is death.

20 Wang I Hsin is acting as head-man

in the stage company in Chinaufu,

at a salary of over fifty thousand

cash a year.

21 He has a mortar in the house, but is

short a pestle.

22 He borrowed twenty thousand cash

and mortgaged three acres of land as

security.

23 I want to turn four table legs : what

wood is the best to use ? Ans.

Walnut is the best.

24 What necessity is there for having a

bridle for such a little Korean pony ?

Ans. But you see, without a bridle

it is impossible to ride him.

V$ Tus. To obstruct; to close up; to fill in. Aclassifier :—Les. 140.

%t§ @ Tus t'ou*. A shutter, a plug; the end ofa coffin, end of a drawer, etc.

HwaiK To cherish; to think of; to put or

carry in the bosom ; to harbor, to

remember against ; the bosom, the heart.

$H HwaP t'ou3. The ends of a coffin; a stop-

gap; an end piece.

t$ fif Tui4 t'ou* An opponent.

^> Pjlj' Tod1 tout8. To intermeddle with the tongue,to criticize the affairs of others.

Hf] ^ Hsieti3 shi*. ' Anything extraneous to duty,

an unimportant affair, a

private affair.

~$L $J Ch't1 hang3. A cart company:—Note (19).

}2 fig Pa8 t'ou3 A head-man.

$k Tui* A mortar; a pestle. A foot-pestle, (s.)

£3 Chiu* A mortar.

5fl 0. A mortar,—of wood, stone or metal.

Ch'u9 A pestle, a beater.

VP S@ Yal t'ou3. Property or goods given inpledge.

§H Esuan* To turn in a lathe.

Ch'iu. A species of walnut.

Li4.- - • . Elegant, graceful; beautiful, bright.

^0 Jf Kao1 li* Korea.

J|§ji P'ei* A bridle; the reins of a bridle.
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Lesson xlviii.

1 How many chestnuts have you in

your baud ?

2 How much did that black piebald

cow sell for P

3 How many of their men have come ?

Ans. Over ten have come.

4 How much travelling money have

you still P

5 How many sons have you ?

6 By altering it slightly it will answer.

7 I have had no letter from him for a

long time.

8 I will give you as much as you paid

for it.

9 How much do you require for home

expenses per year ? Ans. I need six

or seven hundred strings of cash.

10 If it misses by a little, no matter.

11 Which of the brothers are you ? Ans.

I am the ninth.

Notes.

2 There is no indication of time in this sentence. It

might also be rendered, You should not have »struck him with

your fiat.

6 8 These two words here illustrate how, under

certain circumstances, the Chinese language can be exceeding

ly brief.

8 This sentence might with equal propriety be rendered,

Bow can I plow when I have tint yet bought a plow point t

Which construction wns intended would be indicated by the

manner of speaking. Of the three terms for plow point, the

first is Pekingese, the second Central, and the third South,

era. The article referred to is a triangular point of cast

iron, which serves in place of both coulter and share. A

Chinese plow is one of the rudest of their many rude

implements.

11 In the North a HI! IH{ is a brickbat, or piece of a

brick, but in the South it is a whole brick.

13 Of the two terms for knee, the first is Northern and

the second Southern. In neither term are the first two

characters properly significant. There .'ire also other collo

quial terms for kuee. The book term is hsi*.

15 This sentence is introduced to illustrate, by contrast,

the use of ^fc as a verb, with 3jf as its object.

20 A. 3fC £j* is an association of carters, which controls

the whole business of carting in a city. They generally exact

a fee from all carts entering the city which are not connected

with them. jE ItfJ is variously used iu different places, but

always means a head-man of some kind. In the South Q flj}

is used instead.

21 $p is the proper word for a pestle, but is not used in

the South. is rather the stone head on the wooden

handle of the pestle than the whole pestle.

23 $t is used with different prefixes for several kinds

of trees, is walnut.

lessor" xlviii.

Numeral Adjectives.

"flU How many ? some, a few. Any special

classifier may be substituted for As an inter

rogative, g| is generally applied to comparatively

small numbers.

^ How many P how much P a little, slight

ly (6); much, a great deal (18).

2p How many ? Used in the South

instead of g )p, but never heard in the North.

$3 How many P how much ? a good many,

a great many. Rarely used interrogatively in

Mandarin.

Some, several, a few.

A series,—prefixed to a number makes it

an ordinal.
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12 How much coal do you propose to take?

Ans. I propose to take five tons.

13 There are only a few men of ability

in the society (church).

14 When you start, be sure to take a few

cash to buy some biscuits.

15 How old is your child this year P Ans.

Five years.

16 1 can not start to-morrow, I have a

lot of business not yet arranged.

17 You are a beggar that does not know

when he has enough.

18 1 can not tell how much anxiety of

mind I have had on account of that

affair of his.

19 I have still a great many goods un

sold, and I can not tell how long it

Vocabulary.

7?£ Chi*. How much? a little, several:—see Sub.Also c/u1.

Kan1. To offend; to provoke; arms; concerning;consequence; a stem, the ten stems,—

¥. ft. T. tic, a. % ; afew> 8°'»e-

$ft Tt* A series, an order; but, yet, merely.

^ Li*. - . . - - • The chestnut ; firm, durable.

sfe Lao' hsiung1 Sir,—a term of respect.

H§ Ch'an". To bind up; to bandage; to involve ;to implicate; to bother.

M $S ch'an* - Road money.

^ Hao*. To spend; to consume, to use up; tomake void; a rat, a mouse.

^ Hao* fei* To expend; expenses.

^ C7/'iz. A pond, a tank; a moat. Regular,even. (L.)

|H ftb, CAVcA'i2 Different from, (c.) (s.)

■^P Haie*. To lay aside; to put off; to vacate; tounload; to take delivery of.

fljjjl Tun*. A ton,—a new character made to ex-press the foreign word " ton."

f$ Ping3 A cake ; a biscuit.

flU? 1?$ Shao1 ping3 A baked cake.

fa j§£ Huod* shao1 A baked cake.

^31 >5L C**1 's"a To be satisfied, contented.

^ Ts'ao1. To hold; to manage; to drill; to exercise,to put forth ; to restrain. Also <s'at>4.

Ts'ao1 hsin1. To take trouble, to charge themind with, to be anxious.

^ Tui* To exchange, to barter.

$f JBG-P'u4*'8 Shop fixtures, outfit.

^fe $1 Sheng1 ts'ai* The same, (s.)

I1 To heal ; to cure ; medical.

iHi I1 tao*. Medicine; the practice of medi-cine, medical science.

jfH T'iao* To sell (only used of grain).

ifj* Ch'un1 Spring, vernal; joyous.

Ch'ieri*. Heaven; superior; a father; stable,firm. See Kan1.

f^; Lung3 Surpassing; exalted; abundant.

K'ienlung,—the fourth emperor of the

present Tartar dynasty.

Hi Hwang3. Great, imperial, august; a sovereign,an emperor.

j§l h. Hwang2 shang*. The emperor; His Maj-

esty.

3?IJ Liu3 To kill ; a surname.

$f Tung1 A redoubt; an adobe wall.

10. A high official under the emperor K'ien

lung, a native of Southern Shantung.

$j ffj Chie1 ski* A market street.

Q Mu*. The eye; a principal man, a leader ; anindex; the mind ; to designate ; to eye.

§ TV mu* A text, a theme, a subject.

tjlfo Han* A pencil, a quill ; writings.

$| ^ Tod1 han* John.

^1 j) Chiod" li* Freight, carriage.
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may be before I can dispose of my

shop fixtures.

20 Please, cashier, look and see how

much I still owe. Ans. It is not

much,—not over eight or ten taels.

21 He has spent several tens of years at

medicine.

22 I wonder how much graiu Oh'in the

Third has. He has been selling all

the spring, and he still has a great

deal left.

23 The Emperor K'ienlung asked Liu

Yung, saying, " How many people

do you think there are on this mar

ket street T" Liu Yung answered,

" Only the two men, Fame and

Gain."

24 The text is in first John, second

chapter and third verse.

25 Please write me a reply stating the

price and the freight.

Notes.

1 Note that 3g, a chestnut, takes -f after it, as also

a plum, bat a year, does not tako -p after it.

2 2j£ is not nBed !n tte South, and is not its

exact equivalent. 3|J ^f1 is a black cow with white spots, and

^f{l ^f1 is a spotted cow of any color.

4 The meaning of Hi is probably derived from the

custom of carrying money in a belt encircling the waist. In

colloquial the combination ^ ^ is often heard.

11 VC here refers to the order of succession in ages. It is

sometimes confined to own brothers, and sometimes includes

consins of tho same family name.

12 ftP- We say, " How much will you have ?" or, " How

much will you take ?" but the Chinese attribute to the buyer

the act of the seller, and say, How much will you unload ? In

like manner they say of meat or oloth, How much will you

cut ? and of silver, How much will you weigh t

13 $ is here used as a verb meaning to transact or manage

business.

H $t Jni are unleavened cakes, baked on both sides in

a small oven. They are round, about an inch thick, and from

fonr to six inches in diameter. They are Bometemes made

with sugar or dates in the inside. In the South jtf§ fjf is

applied to the same kind of a cake, but in the North it is only

applied to such as have sugar in them, or sesame seed on the

outside, The usage varies very much in different places.

15 In iuquiring ages, §| is ouly used of children, or of

young persons in their teens.

17 Not to know fi?, is not to know the quantity

befitting the circumstances. If $31 ijj is here equivalent in

meaning to 331 5» ^ (of which I am not sure), then it

is used somewhat out of its usual sense. The use of fl> jii

{JH gives a tinge of impatience.

19 3£ Here means to sell or dispose of as a whole, instead

of selling off in detail.

20 Wo say "eight or ten; " the Chinese say ten or eight.

Tho rS has to be inserted twice, otherwise the ten or eight

would be eighteen. Jf-j, at the end, is really superfluous. It

gives to the Chinese something like the foroe of the English

expression, "a matter of eight or ten taels."

21 It is worthy of note that is thus used only with

the round numbers ten, hundred, thousand, and myriad

When it precedes the number, as here, it means several tens"

several hundreds, etc. ; but when it follows, as in (3), it meanB

over or upwards of ten, but usually about a hundred or a thou,

sand.

23 i§> n°t over, only :—Soe next Les., Sub.

25 The style of this sentenco is not colloquial, but such

as would be used in a letter, nrj MS —' 0 ^mi Please give

one return word ; i.e., Please write me a reply.
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Lesson xlix.

1 Are you the only one that has come?

2 We two will only hire one donkey

between us.

3 He does nothing but find fault.

4 Your word alone is not sufficient proof.

5 There is only one leaf not yet copied.

6 That boy Sung Lin is always telling lies.

7 Making a living depends wholly on two

things ; viz., diligence and economy.

8 He always talks well, but never does

well.

9 I have brought only two hundred

cash iu my pocket.

10 Thnt scholar is given to repeating

when he recites his lesson. If he is

not controlled, I fear he will become

a stutterer.

11 Why do you put forward your dissent,

when your father and older brother

are both willing ?

12 The third day there was a very strong

head wind, and we only went fifty

li dining the whole day.

lessow xlix.

Eestrictive Particles

^ Only, merely, nothing but, wholly. Also

used as a conjunction:—Les. 95.

"3fc Only, alone, nothing but, given to, even. 56

is colloquial, but entirely t'uug-hsing.

J|[ Only, etc.—the same as ;)£. Used in

Central and Southern Mandarin, but not iu the

North.

I$L Only, simply, nothing but.

}|L j|L Simply, solely, specially.

•fB Only, simply, merely. As here used, {H is

not appreciably different from |£, save that its use

seems to be limited to certaiu connections. It is

also used as a conjunction :—Les. 95.

)^ Not exceeding, nothing more than, only.

OWV. Only, merely, nothing but; but, yet,however.

J|E Aita8. Few, seldom; alone; but, only; con-tinually:—see Sub.

fjl Tan1. Single, alone; odd,— -as a number; a

bill, a receipt; only, but, simply.

Tan* Only; simply; but; whenever.

f§f Liu1 Two,—an abbreviation for fJ5|.

•M BR T'uw1 yen9 To pick flaws.

^ P'ing3. To lean on, to trust to; proof, evi-deuce; according to:—Les. 8*3.

P'ien1. A leaf,—of a book; a section; books.A classifier:—Les. 147.

Vocabulary.

Sung1 The pine: enduring.

I^jjj Ch'in9 Diligent ; attentive; laborious.

fsk Cliicu3 Temperate, frugal, economical.

^ =j| Pet* shu1. To turn the back to the teacher

and recite a lesson, to repeat.

Jfl Ch'ung*. To double: to repeal, to do over;again. See Chung*.

Chie1 pa1 To stutter, to stammer.

Haierfi. Manifest, conspicuous ; to exhibit, tomake manifest; to render illustrious.

Tlf H§ Tiny9 four Opposing, contrary.
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13 It will not do to listen only to one side.

14 It is not enough for food alone, to say

nothing of the claims of society and

other incidental expenses.

15 Do you only eat this one kind, and

eat nothing else ?

16 Rather entrust it to anybody than to

him.

17 1 am not able to get through with my

legitimate work. How can I get time

to meddle in other people's affairs ?

18 He is only talking in fun to you, you

must not believe him.

19 You regard only the present moment,

caring nothing for the future.

20 I know only one thing,—that is, I

know that I myself do not know

anything.

21 These few days they talk of nothing

else save of how to get a degree.

22 Lan the Fourth talks too violently.

He is all the time vociferating with

glaring eyes.

23 Seek for merit in nothing; it is

enough if you do not offend.

24 I have no ready money at hand ; I

have nothing but a two thousand

cash hank note.

fipj Ts'i*. An expression, a phrase ; words, lan*guage; a poem; a writing; to assure.

^ fpi Jen* c/t'ing1. Natural feeling, mercy, goodwill; the prevents and ac

knowledgments which express goodwill.

j0L Wang3. Illegal, by force ; a wrong, a griev-ance; needless, to no purpose.

^ H WangBfei4. To spend to no purpose ;

money spent for unneces

sary things; incidental expenses.

IE ft Cheng* chiny1. Legitimate, proper, right;really, verily.

jfS Wan3 hica* Jesting, in fun.

8ft iM Yen* eh'ien*. Before the eyes, in the pre-sence of ; the present, now.

W ^ P"4 hou4. Behind the back, in private ;hereafter, the future.

Rung1 ming* Au honorary degree.

$>|§ Lwan*. A common surname.

Pft Ch'ui1 To blow, to breathe; to praise.

$•53 Hit!1 The moustache, the beard.

ft

IIu1 A gourd, a calabash.

Ln3 A reed, a hollow stemmed plant.

A gourd, a calabash.

Ting*. To raise the eyebrows and stare; to

glare on.

Hsien4 eh'ien9 Heady cash; coin.

P'iao4. A warrant; a ticket; a bank note.

Mao*. Outward mein; style, form, appear-ance; the face, the visage.

Ts'at* ming* Luck in business.

Tseng1 To add, to increase, to augment.

jfe Tseng1 kwang1. To increase one's reputa-tion, to shed lustre on.

^ Is hicod* To suspect, to doubt; iu sus-pense.

Lao* Asm1. To weary the mind, mentaltoil ; to study.

")\ Lao~ li*. To weary the body; pbysical toil ;to labor.
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25 In choosing men, Mr. Liu is wholly

guided by their appearance.

26 Whether he makes money or not, de

pends entirely on what luck he lias.

27 If you get a degree, you will not only

add luster to your own family, hut you

will shed luster on the whole village.

28 I was not the only person at home.

Why do you specially suspect me

of stealing it ?

29 My business wears only on my mind,

not on my body: his wears only ou

his body, not on his mind.

No

2 ji?)- This contraction is not used in the Sooth.

3 The use of ^ here is a little peculiar. It conveys

the idea that the person is addicted to finding fault, or that

this is his " forte."

6 The after 5j£ or 3fc is demanded by the Nanking

teacher. In the North, the expression is better without it.

8 ftfr Commonly means benevolent or charitable acts,

the accent being on jtf ; but here it means to do right, the

accent being on ^J.

0 ftty and J* are here practically equivalent, the gram-

matical structure being, however, somewhat different. The

Chinese frequently wear in front, connected with their girdle,

a broad quilted or leather pouch, which answers the double

purpose of a pocket and a purse. Its proper name is f$ [jrU

■J K'wa4 ton1 tsls. It is often referred to, as here, by the

term, J^f on the waist. A string of cash is often carried

by simply hanging it across the ordinary belt.

T E S.

12 5 + M. ffr fifty of road. The S& is added for

euphony.

13 — ]S £ fjjj is a book phrase adopted into the collo

quial ; hence the use of

16 Lit., Who can not be trusted t Why do you specially

entrust it to him T That is, is there no one else to whom you

oould entrust it, that you go out of your way to entrust it to

him? This is the Chinese interrogative way of expressing

the idea given in the translation. •

22 (Jfc sff "ft to blow the moustache,—to talk so

excitedly that the saliva is blown out on the moustache. Vfc

{')) to blow a gourd,—to talk in a loud vociforous way.

23 This is a popular ethical principle, attributed to

some of the Taoist philosophers. It would hardly commend

itself to a Western mind.

25 JB A- to tafce a man j i.e., to choose, to select, to

form an opinion of.

1

LESSOR Xj.

Quality by Oppositeb

When two adjectives of opposite meanings are

joined together they form an abstract noun of

quality: thus, much-little means quantity, far-

near, distance, etc. The same principle is also

applied to verbs, as come-go for intercourse, buy-

sell for business, etc. The lesson illustrates

nearly all the common nouns thus formed. Not

all opnosites joined together are used in this way.

They are often joined for enumeration ( 23), or

for contrast (2),—of which the lesson contains a

number of examples.

Vocabulary.

^ ifc Shi* fei1. Right-wrong; moral; strife;trouble; criticism.

jff Hao9 tai*. Good-evil; character; sense,

propriety; somehow, any way.

To sham, to stave of ; to make

believe ; to befool, to cozen.

$Jj ^ Eu1 lung*.

/\> Hsiao9 mi3.. . . Millet, canary seed.

tfff Chu1, ChouK Soft boiled rice or millet, con-gee, gruel.

Ao*>1. To cook hy lolling ; to simmer, to de-coct; to endure, to persist.

f^j Hsi1. Loose, open; thin, scattered; thin,fluid; very, fully.

Cft'ou* Thick, dense ; viscid, stiff.

.Thin-thick, thickness, consistency, viscidity.

Chin1, Ching1 A ford ; saliva ; sap.

^ T'ien1 chin1. Tientsin.

i
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Lesson l.

J All men have a moral faculty.

2 Stave the matter off somehow or

other, and it will be all right.

3 This millet gruel is cooked to ex

actly the right consistency.

4 The business of Tientsin is not so

great as that of Shanghai.

5 If you don't believe, I am ready to

lay a wager with you.

6 How can a donkey carry such a load

as this? Have you not tried the

weight ?

7 I listened a while outside the gate:

there was not the least sound [stir] .

8 All who buy our goods have the privi

lege of returning them.

9 The distance by sea and by land differs

by as much as (just) one half.

1 0 How is it that you speak without the

least judgment ?

11 As big as you are, and yet do nob

understand the respect due to your

seniors !

12 The handle of this ax is exactly the

right thickness. [does.

13 He never gets in a hurry in what he

Shu1 To rotate; to lose, to be defeated.

^ Ting1. An overplus ; profit, gain ; to conquer,to win ; to excel.

$fii] Lose-win j a venture; a chance, a wager.

Ijf£ T'od2 A camel ; to carry,—as a beast.

Tod* The load carried by an animal.

Tien1. To heft in the hand, to lift and estimate

the iceight ; to bob up and down.

]|^ Jf£ Ch'ing1 chung*. Light-heavy ; weight;

•jj^nrfi judgment; discretion.

pjp Tying ching*. Motion-rest, motion ; stir ;

- . . ". noise ; sound.

-^J ^ Pao1 kican*. To warrant, to assure, toguarantee.

jj£ 0 Lai2 hui2. Go-return ; the round trip ;return of goods.

J^ff Tao1 yung*. To guarantee a thing to be

suitable.

[p] ^& HuP hwan*. To return, to send back; to

revert ; to exchange.

JfL Han* Drought ; rainless ; land travel.

m

oft

iSC Yuan' chin* Far-near; distance.

Oa2, -Z£8. To deceive, to defraud; false, errone-ous. To differ (s).

Pei1 Base; plebeian; inferior ; humble.

Tstm1 per,

Chin9 man*. Activity-indolence ; hurry,

High-low, rank, position; the

respect due to age.

Pa*.. . '. A wooden handle.

$H Ts'u1 hsi*. Coarse-fine; size, thiclniess;fineness ; coarseness.

excitability

T'an*. To feel and search ; to explore ; to

sound ; to try; to spy out, to inquire.

Shen1 Deep ; profound, intense ; very.

Qh'ietP. Shal/ow; superficial; light,—as a

color; easy, simple.

Deep-shallow ; depth.

/J* Ta* haiao*. Big-little ; size ; capacity; cal-ibre, station, place.

?H Juan? ying*. Soft-hard; hardness; stiff-ness, rigidity.
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14 Doyon go down first and try the depth

of the water. [about its size.

15. Put on this short coat and see how

16 How is this pen for stiffness ?

17 Goods differ in quality. Do not merely

regard the price asked.

18 The sentiment of this couplet is

very good, but the tones are not

correct.

19 Looks are of no great importance, only

so that she is thrifty.

20 The length and thickness are both

sufficient, but the width is not

sufficient.

21 The temperature of China is not the

same in the North and in the South.

22 Judging by the height of his stature,

if ho is not twenty, he must be

eighteen or nineteen.

23 When a man takes no pains to distin

guish between loss and gain, he may

be said to be without common sense.

24 In my opinion he has one serious

fault; viz., ho has no idea of pru

dence in what he does.

25 If a man is proud in mind, and with

out a just estimate of himself, he is

sure to be constantly getting into

trouble.

^ Til. To lower ; to droop ; to sink ; low ; be-low; humble; common.

ffi Kao1 ft1. High-low ; height ; rank ; qual-ity; station.

$K T>1* Aslant, oblique, inclined, deflected,

^ JK P'ing2 tse4 Level-deflected; tone.

^ ^ Cli'ou* chiin4. Ugly-pretty; beauty, come-liness; looks.

I® L<m4 Low, mean; ill favored; sordid.

US Ugly, homely, unsightly, repulsive.

i% $2 Ch'ang- (wan3 Long-short; length.

Hou4pao3 Thick-thin; thickness.

$j j|L Hsiao1 hou* Thin-thick ; thickness.

Notes.

1 taken tho place of 65' because ^ j/J: £ ia a

book construction.

2 It is a question whether $J ^?', as here used, illustrates

the subject of tho lesson. The sentence, however, illustrates

an important principle of Chinese polity.

3 Though the two forma are somewhat different, the idea

K'wan1 chaf.

L("ng8je4.

Wide-narrow ; width, am-

. plitude, breadth.

. . . .Cold-hot; temperature,

rnl Ka°l rt*8 High-low; height, size.

^ Sun'. To diminish; to abridge; to wound; to

spoil; to injure; loss; damage.

^f* $l| Fen1 pi<r To separate, to distinguish.

To draw back, to retreat; to back out,to refuse; to excuse; to yield.

£ Chin4 t'ui1. Advance-retreat ; prudence;judgment.

Chu1. To lire in, to reside; to remain in acondition ; dwelling.

iLi» Chu} hsin1. To have or maintain a cer-tain state of mind.

expressed is the same. The 6rst, or right hand form, might

be rendered more literally, The consistence to which this millet

is cooked is just right ; and tho seoond, This millet gruel is so

cooked that it is neither too thin vor too thick, but just right.

This method of nsin^ two nrn;:vt,ivc3 with words of opposite

qualities, is n common way of expressing that a thing is medium,

or just right.
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Lesson li.

1 You ought to improve your time.

2 If you have never been to school,

how can you write ?

3 The tears he wept wet all his clothes.

4 Poverty and hardship are very effect

ive in disciplining a man's character.

5 Whom I wish to have mercy on, 1

will have mercy on.

6 A child almost two years old, and

yet not able to talk !

7 His resolution is not at all stable.

8 Get a hammer and pound it and it

will be firm.

9 When a girl is once married, there is

no undoing it, even if she does repent.

10 Verily it is fatiguing to travel in

this hot season.

4 5^ f?' The proper aud general pronunciation of

is chin1, but in this narno the gcnoral custom in Chili is to

pronounce it en in;1.

8 The original reading of was t'oii, and its meaning,

to carry a burden ; but it is now rarely used in this sense, being

superceded by jjjfc. It is generally read and used as given in

the vocabulary.

8 ^E? 2jS tU is a set form for expressing the idea

that goodB are sold with the privilege of returning them, if not

satisfactory. The expression Q Jfl lSl }|| is Southern,

and menus to guarantee the exchange of an article unsuitable

in size.

9 §U met IE <?'ve a different sense, fjb implies a sort

of estimate or opinion of the speaker, approximately expressed

by the phrase as muc/i as j while IE fixes it at just this

amount.

11 Not to know, in this case, implies censure. The _fc

"f repeats the idea of j§l 45f , aud is added both for empha

sis anil for rhythm.

12 >a a wooden handle, and |E a bone handle. This

is one of those fanciful distinctions with which Chinese

Writing abounds.

13 —' SiS M M■ has nnt the leaat fa*

slow; that is, he neither can nor will hurry.

18 Tones are divided into two classes, called

The former includes the Jt ^ and ~^ Wt< that is

the two level tones ; and the latter, the_t i and ^

jfjf, thai is the three deflected tones. The rules of Chinese

Versification require that level tones should be rhymed

together, and deflected tones together.

19 iS H ? is a very expressive phrase. It in.

eludes the ability, diligence and thrift which make the most

of every thing.

■r o .

LESSOR" XjI.

Definitive Combinations.

Chinese being a monosyllabic language, and the

number of syllables limited, the consequent repeti

tion of the same syllable renders it absolutely

necessary that some means should be adopted to

distinguish the different meanings of the same

syllable. This is done to the eye iu writing, by the

different composition of the characters, analogous to

different spellings in English, as here and hear.

In speech it is done by combining with the given

syllable another defining syllable or word, this com

bination forming, practically, a dissyllabic word.

There are three principal classes of these corn-

bin ations.

First.—A word of similar meaning is added, so

that each serves to distinguish the other. This

device is used, with verbs,—as in ^ ; with

nouns,—as in J| £g ; and with adjectives, ~-as in

m 6-

Second.—The object is added to the verb where

it would not otherwise be needed, and where other

languages would regard it as redundant,—as in

m j& is. etc- .

Third.—A defiuing word is prefixed,—as in

§§. English has a somewhat similar use in a few

words,— as in eyebrow, wheel-barrow.

Illustrations of all these classes have occurred

in previous lessons, as it was impossible to avoid

such constantly recurring forms. This lesson has

been deferred to this place that the student might

be better able to understand and appreciate its

principles. The constant use of these combina

tions forms one of the prime distinctions between

Mandarin and Weuli.
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11 The book is all in confusion; there ifl

not the least order in it.

12 There is a man on the street selling

honey. He asks eighty cash per

catty. ■ [eat ?

13 If you can not drink wine, can you not

14 His not being able to sleep at night

is a serious matter.

15 It is not necessary to write a letter.

I will tell it over to him, which will

answer every purpose.

16 Li the Eighth is continually slander

ing people. I thoroughly detest him.

17 You scape-grace ! You are certainly

ill-bred. How is it that you are so

disrespectful to your teacher ?

18 Knowing that he is given to getting

angry, you should by all means

keep out of his way.

19 It is cloudy out of doors; you can

not see, even with the moon.

Vocabulary.

flf & Ai* A*!1. To love fondly; to spare; tobegrudge ; to improve time.

7fe r« Kwang1 yin1 Time.

K'un*. Exhausted, wearied ; troubled ; needy,

to besiege, to hold in durance.

g§ ^ K'un* k'u* Poverty; trouble-

C/iien1 Difficult; distressing; hardship.

J|f£ Nun*. To harrass, to persecute ; difficulty; em-

barrassinent. See nan9.

HH $f£. Difficulty, straits, trials, hardship.

Hp Mod- lien*. To discipline ; to train ; to re-fine ; to learn by experience.

Using*. Nature, disposition, spirit ; property,quality.

Hsin1 hsing*. Natural temper ; character,

disposition.

Lien3 To pity, to commiserate.

fHf Min9 To mourn for; to pity.

1^ ff^j- To pity; to have mercy on; to commiserate.

jJH Choii1 To revolve, to turn round ; a year.

Jill Hi Chou1 sui* A full year.

{!?• ChienK Stable, firm, strong ; durable, lasting;

resolute, constant.

[j§J Ku*. Secure ; constant ; pertinacious ; fixed;

assuredly.

HI [10 • Firm, stable, immovable, fixed.

^ Ch'vt? A hammer ; a mallet; a club.

Tsa3. To pound ; to knock; to crush ; to shiv-er to pieces.

)Hk f^ Kicoit* men3. To get married (of the wo-man).

Hou* hu?. To be sorry for, to repent; tochange the mind.

Keng1. To change, to alter; to repair, toamend. Also k<jjig*, and chiiig1.'-

To alter, to change ; to amend ;to undo.

Hsin1 Bitter, toilsome; grievous.

^ Hsin1 k'u9. Toil, weariness, fatigue,—es-pecially that of a journey.

ft Nei*. Inner, internal, interior ; in ; among ;a wife.

T.i'i* Second, inferior ; order; a time.

H*u* Order, a preface to a book.

jf*. Regular order, order of precedence.

^ Feng1 A bee; a hornet, a wasp, etc.

^ Aft'1 Money; nectar ; honeyed.

4# }jg. Honey.

gjlj Shu* To narrate ; to tell in order.

gjl f£ Shu* shwod1. To tell over in order, torehearse.

Wu*.. . . To hate, to dislike ; averse to. See oa*.

]j|Jj jg? Yen* wu*.. . . To detest, to abominate.

gllj lis uh* To instruct; instruction, precepts.
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20 Judging from this man's appearance

he is eminently kind and peaceable.

How could he do so cruel a thing

as this ?

21 It is not over three years that I have

not seen him, and his hair and eye

brows are all white.

22 A man's words and deeds are the

counterpart of his mind.

23 They two,—the one firm and the

other yielding, can not do business

together.

24 When one has cause for rejoicing he

unconsciously becomes joyful, and

when be has cause for sorrow he

unconsciously becomes sad.

^ gfl| Chiao* hsiin*. To teach, to instruct, to in-doctrinate.

® HI Ch'ing1 pao*. To treat disrespectfully, tocontemn, to slight.

^ To&'pi*. To avoid, to keep out of the wayof, to shun ; to flee from.

ft Yiie* liang* The moon.

$H Hen9 Cruel, harsh j intractable.

$R Hen3 tu9 Cruel, relentless ; savage.

^pjfc Od* tu2 Cruel, savage, brutal.

JH Me? The eyebrows.

j@ Ten' me? The eyebrows, (l.)

Jjlj ^ Mei3 mao* The eyebrows.

"fys $z Hsing2 hsiang*. Likeness; image; coun-terpart, figure.

Kang1. Hard, unyielding; intrepid; sharp(music); recently, just now; Les. Co.

ft

m

Kang1 ch'iang2. Finn, resolute ; head-strong; violent.

Jb<?4, Jao*. "Weak, feeble ; pliable, yielding;decayed.

Jtcanajod*. Weak, yielding; infirm; deli-cate ; debilitated.

Jouzjoa*.- ----- Pliable; tender; delicate.

^| K'tcai* ha* Glad, joyful, happy.

Ch'i1 Grieved, sad ; vexed.

Ts'an*. Hard-bearted, cruel; tvounded in mind;

miserable.

Sorrowful, sad ; grieved ; melancholy

Pei1 To feel for, grieved, sorrowful.

Sluwg1. To injure, to wound; to distress, togrieve; mortified.

Distressed in mind, sorrowful, sad.

Notes.

2 Or,-Fou have never been to school; how can you write t

11 $f£ iSL «S St is a book phrase meaning without order

ormetliod; in confusion. Adding a word of opposite meaning

with a negative, is a common rhetorical device of Chinese

style.

12 5$ & is honey, but Sift is a honey bee.

33 When one has declined wine, this language is used by

way of insisting on his eating the more.

15 " Which will answer every purpose," is an approximate

paraphrase of ffli % T-

16 $[t .A i3? f3f" To disseminate evil reports about

a man, or to speak evil of a man privately, so as to do him an

injury.

17 fflt Ufl expresses the idea that the boy has not

boon properly taught by his parents or teachers, and also that

he has not profited by his teaching; hence it means ill bred,

i sometimes omitted and ii? j|jc used alone.unmannerly, is (

3?' h!3 5f£ is also used in some places. The tone of ^ is in

violation of the distinction of tones usually made. See chiao1

and chiao*. My Peking teaoher says in explanation that

simply to teach is chiao1 but that to teach with authority is

chiao*.

19 Judging by analogy from 0 we would expeot

to find J^l |!fj instead of f\ —which however is never

nsed ; again judging by analogy from such words as 0JJ [(^,

we would expect J§ »Ji to mean moonlight, while in fact it

Bimply means the moon. It illustrates the principle of the

lesson, but not any of the three classes specified.

22 r^J is doubtless added to <C» in order moro clearly to

distinguish it from Jf", tho body, which in many places has

the tu'uie sound as )£v
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Lesson lii.

1 ITe is an adept at swindling.

2 This language is purely evasive.

3 He can not wrong any one.

4 You should not injure others to

benefit yourself. [up anger ?

5 Are you not thus purposely stirring

6 I am incapable of doing anything to

befool people. [ting.

7 This great fat baby is truly captiva-

8 When you strike, strike hard ; and

when you help, help effectively.

9 These brothers are constantly insult

ing people.

] 0 If you are not respectful at home, you

will not be respected abroad.

11 He is simply deceiving you, there is

not a shadow of such a thing.

12 What good is there in learning to

worry people ?

13 We can not allow him to impose

upon us in this way.

14 Do not take along many things, they

are only an incumbrance on the road.

15 The old woman Wang is very clever

at stirring up a fight.

LESSOIT LII.

A as a Personal Suffix.

The word A '8 added to verbs to generalize

them. It may sometimes be rendered people, or

o man, but is generally untranslated ; or rather,

its force is comprehended in words which express

the idea of the verb and it combined- When a

contrast is expressed or implied, it is equivalent to

others. When joined to verbs expressing emotions,

they become causative ; as ^ A. in (5), and f£ ^

A. iu (7). Sometimeg both uses are found in the

same word,—as A, in (27), and in (28). This use

of A is very extensive. It may in fact, if occasiou

require, be added to almost any transitive verb.

Vocabulary.

P'ien*. To take advantage;

...... swindle ; to defraud.

to cheat ; to

jfr ^ Hao2 shon*. Skilled in any art ; an ex-pert, an adept.

Wu2 I, my (w-); to excuse; to delay.

^£ Chi 1 ten*. To evade ; to make excuses ; to

#JJ Hu- too*.

g§ ^ ITicePfu*

4# Tt*.

prevaricate.

To make all sorts of excises ;

to tergiversate.

To be deficient ; to wrong, to

defraud.

Single ; special ; purposely ; specific ;—

Les. 159.

T'e* i*

Nan2 wai 2.

fft IE Hao9 eh'u*.

.... On purpose ; specially.

To harrass ; to worry, to an-

. noy; to maltreat; difficult.

Good, benefit, advantage:—Les. 98.

Lei*. To involve, to implicate; to trouble; toincumber ; to embarrass. Also /tt8.

$1 !| Ch'an2 mod2 To pester, to tease.

^ ?H" Ch'ing1 k'an*. To look down upon, to des-- - - pise, to esteem lightly.

Hi ^ Chung* k'an*. To have regard to, to es~teem.
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16 Virtue does not fear the light; that

which fears the light is not virtuous.

17 This habit you have of pestering

people is exceedingly offensive.

18 But doesn't it worry a man to have

such a worthless wife as that fall

to his lot ?

19 When you look down upon others,

will others esteem you ?

20 That disposition he has to make

fun of people, he will not amend

as long as he lives.

21 It is really pitiable to see him suffer

ing so from the cold.

22 IIow can one show kindness to others

when he has no feeling of sympathy

for them ?

23 This kind of medicine should not be

taken in large doses; if taken in large

doses it is injurious (poisonous).

24 The most important principle in our

intercourse with friends is to be

courteous.

25 I am loth to go to see him; he is

given to storming at people.

26 His methods of entrapping people

are invariably successful.

4§£ ^ Shwa? hsiao4. To ridicule, to make fun of ;to hoax.

fffi P't2. The spleen ; digestion ; disposition.

JPp ^ P'i2 ch'i*. Disposition, temperament, idio-

syncrasy.

"ST -K'od8 Hen2 To pity, to have mercy on.

J® Ting4. A response ; an echo ; to fulfil, to

respond j to promise; correlative.

See j/ing1.

JJP, l!S Chao4 ying4. To protect ; to care for ; toshow kindness; to entertain.

ft! f£ Nlng} Aou4 Can; able to.

^ Kung\ To treat with veneration ; to revere;to show respect; decorous, reverent.

<S? Kung} ching4. To show respect, to reverence,to honor.

J§£ Tai4 Rude, idle ; lazy ; remiss.

M> Lan' tai* Disinclined, loth.

Pf" Sul. An expiration ; to call out to ; to speakto; to invoke ; to cry aloud.

Pfc Pfr Ch'ui1 hu\ To talk loud, to storm at, toblow up.

1^ Ch'eng1. To rebuff ; to insult; to scold.

5p Lao* lung3. To entrap; to dupe; to im-pose upon ; to victimize.

ff| Hen4. To hate, to dislike; to be indignant;

spite; vexed, sorry.

Fan4. To offend ; to transgress, to violate ; tobe exposed ; to assault ; an accused

criminal ; worth while.

J§jgL Tsao4. Hasty, flurried ; nervous, irascible;damp, muggy.

^ Chi2 tsao4. Worried; irritable; out ofpatience.

la)C J& Hxie1 hs? To rest; to stop.

TVtti* To urge, to press ; to importune.

~§p Liang4. To measure the quantity or size of ;

...... to think over, to deliberate. See Hang*.

HH j£ T'is Hang*. To feel for, to sympathize

.... v with.

3* Wu1 A sorceress, a witch, a medium.

3i Wux p'o(? A sorceress, a witch.

^ Yu1'1. Simple, stupid, rustic; used in lettersfor " I " > to cheat, to befool.
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27 To deceive and to hate are two faults

very easily committed.

28 I have never seen such a troublesome

child; it will not leave one's arms

for a moment. Truly it is vexatious.

29 I am out of all patience; after quest

ioning him for half a day I have

found out nothing.

30 He has just got home and is not yet

rested, and you forthwith urge him

to go again ? Why are you so incon

siderate ?

31 His wife is a sorceress and well

versed in the art of deceiving.

32 The old saying is: The door of charity

is difficult to open, and equally diffi

cult to shut. Do you think reliev

ing the poor is an easy thing ?

33 When a man has the reputation of

beingathief,notonly is his own fam

ily disgraced, but his relations and

friends are involved in the disgrace.

34 When we first arrive from the foreign

country we can not speak a single

word, which is very embarrassing.

^§?, Yii1 lung* To deceive, to befool.

^ ^ Hood* lung* To beguile, to befool.

"gf Kus Ancient, old ; of old; antiquity.

J^f JTtt" yi? An old saying; a tradition.

P| C/tou1 To give alms.

ft Chou1 chi*. To give alms, to relieve thepoor.

^5 jfjj; Ming2 sheng1 Reputation ; fame.

t§c P&>? chia1. Original home ; native place 5own family.

Notes.

3 The inability ia supposed to be moral.

4 ^fl ,A %i d is a neat and expressive book phrase,

often heard in colloquial. The |Jf| A carries with it a telic

force, so that the proper connection is not " and," but " in

order that." When A is correlated with >' always means

others.

6 ia. here refers to whatever the person in question had

been doing or saying, ^jsj, which is usually a noun, is here

used as a verb, and, as expressing an emotion, is used causatively .

6 The iuability here also is such as depends on moral

8 Approximately equal to, " what is worth doing at all is

worth doing well." Note the force of fl§ .

8 flfc) being in apposition with ffo 5L fF3> ia plural.

The ■jPj may be said to be added to both words at once.

15 In ^ I U| the ^ is placed first to emphasize

it. When f$ is used in the sense of skilful, it is nearly al

ways followed by

18 ^ 3e 'B '<era used somewhat depreciatingly for wife.

Marriage is regarded as a lottery, as is intimated in the use

of the word jH- The Chinese has a touch of grim humor

which the translation does not bring out.

23 ttii ^5 's quite t^ung-hsing, but is much more used in

Northern than in Central and Southern Mandarin.

28 U TJ IP In a hundred arrows, a hundred hit the

centre;—a ready made Wen.li phrase, expressing with equal

elegance and force the idea of invariably.

28 f is used as a verb, f ^ does not form a phrase

as it usually docs. is usod causatively and conveys very

strongly the idea of vexation.

31 A 3? |5c is a sorceress, who, by burning inconso,

making motions, and repeating prayers and inoantations, in

duces her patron divinity to visit her and give the assistance

or information which she desires.

32 The difficulty in beginning charity is that the olamors

of the beneficiaries will not allow one to stop. These olamors,

if not responded to, easily pass into violence.

S3 In this sentence, which is from the Saored Edict,

^ ^ is Wen-li rather than Mandarin, For Maudarin it

should be expanded into 7$L jj£> $J /&•
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Lesson liii.

1 I have been grievously injured by you.

2 My leg has been bitten by a dog.

3 The sun is hidden by clouds.

4 Good men are constantly being vilified

by the wicked. [word to say.

' 5 I reproved him so that he had not a

6 Liu Hsien Sheng was offended by me;

(or, I offended Liu Hsien Sheng).

7 Both children have been spoiled by

you.

8 I hear that Chiang the mason's leg

has been broken by a stone.

9 Every one that takes the sword shall

be killed by the sword.

10 1 was roundly berated by him.

11 Do not talk boastfully, and you will

avoid being ridiculed.

12 What a pity that such a fine book

should be worm eaten.

13 Li Ta Yu lost his suit, and his degree

was also taken away.

14 He was very much grieved because

his silver was carried oil by robbers

LESSON LIII.

Passive Fokms.

^Jf, to suffer,—is used to form the passive, and

is the regular and proper passive form of the lan

guage. In the North its use is largely confined to

the more stately language of books and of literary

men. In the South it is much more extensively

used, being the ordinary form used on all occasions.

f^fc, to teach, or to call,—is also used to form

the passive, and, in the North, is the generally

used colloquial form. It is only occasionally used

in the South. Peking teachers generally use

while Shantung teachers prefer In purely

Chinese mandarin books the two characters seem

to be used indiscriminately.

WE is the older, and B^the more modern form.

Vocabulary.

m

Pei*. A bed quilt or comforter ; to suffer ;by, from; sign of passive ;—see Sub.

Yiin2 Clouds, fog ; shaded ; numerous.

Ts'aP Variegated, colored; beautiful, gay.

j^. A cloud.

Che1. To screen ; to shade ; to hide, to inter-cept ; to protect.

Ktcan*. Habitual, accustomed to ; addictedto; inured to; to indulge.

Jit4'8. To insult; to dishonor; to rail at ; tooutrage, to debauch.

^ #| Ju* ma* To rail at, to berate.

Oh'i1.. ..... To laugh ; to laugh at.

PJK 5s! Ch'i1 hsiao*. To laugh at; to ridicule; tosneer at.

$J Chu*. Insects that eat books or furs ; to eat as

...... these insects do. (l.)

^ HJ Kwan1 si1 A lawsuit, a case in court.

j|£ Kod". To change; to degrade from office; to

..... strike off; skin, hide ; armor.

$k Yu1 ch'ou* Grieved, sorry, sad.
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15 A large hole (or, cave) was burned

in my gown by the fire.

16 1 wonder by whom the vinegar bottle

was broken.

1 7 Truly Wang the Fourth is sharp ; you

were all deceived by him.

18 It is a pity you listened to his advice,

and thus were hindered by him.

19 When a man is good he is imposed

upon, and when a horse is good he

is riddeu.

20 If he had not been stirred up by some

one, he would not have gotten so

angry as this.

21 That drunkard Wang Yiian T'ung has

already been arrested by the con

stables, [a kick.

22 I struck him a blow, and he gave me

23 If hereafter wc are questioned by any

one, what have we to say ?

24 There was a Bible hero, but I have

not seen it for a long time ; it must

be that some one has taken it away.

25 The man who brings suit is called the

plaintiff, and the man against whom

suit is brought is called the defendant.

26 Wang, one of the head lictors, illicitly

extorted twenty thousand cash, and

is now being prosecuted for it.

27 A dog whose owner I do not know,

?S P'ao3 A long dress coat.

^ K'u1 A cellar, a hole in the ground.

Lung2 A cavity, an orifice.

*K Wl- An orifice, a hole.

"flip) Tung*. A cave, a dell ; a gorge; a cavity, ahole; to see through.

B§ T»'u*. Vinegar, pickle.

T'ur. A follower, a disciple; a low fellow, a

ruffian ; futile, in vain.

Y@ ^ Chiu3 t'u'.. ■■ A drunken fellow.

fpj Ya* A courthouse, a tribunal ; an office.

I4. To minister to, to servo ; underlings,policemen.

^aj j$L. Official attendants ; underlings in a ya-

mOn, constables.

}JE Chou1 To seize ; to arrest ; to catch ;.

PD ^ Hu? ta1 To answer, to respond.

fi|=! Shing*. Intuitively wise and good, holy, »a-cred ; sage, wise.

Sheng* shu1. The Holy Scriptures, theBible.

Yiiair. A plateau ; origin, beginning; natural;originally, really :—Lts. 126.

tf Yiiair kao* The plaintiff.

^? Pe i* kao* The defendant.

J$£ Tsao* pan1 Policemen; lictors.

7* S'i1 hsia* Private, illicit, clandestine.

0^ Wo&oha6. ] To extort, to squeeze; to accusefalsely.

Chic1. To lift up,—as a cover, to raise up; tobring to mind; to state to superiors.

a Chic1 kao*. To reveal and accuse,, tocharge, to prosecute.

P|f Ton1 tsui* To steal food.

Run* A stick; a club; a knave.

Sod1. A cord, a rope; to tie up, to bind; todemand; to search into; a rule.
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came in to steal something to eat,

when I struck him a blow with a

stick and drove him out.

28 Liu Kwoa Fu has been deceived

until he is over suspicious. Even

when you tell him the plain truth

he suspects it is a lie.

29 He who is once bitten by a serpent, is

startled the next time at the sight

of a black rope.

Notes.

1 tit 8«' to spoil by indulging in the practice of

vicious habits.

12 Pjt is more or Icsb w£n, being largely used in the

same sense.

16 as nero used >8 exclusively Southern. It is used

in the North of a rat hole, or of any hole or cavity in a

solid, which is used to contain or secrete something, but

not of a hole which perforates.

10 A common saying made humorous by a play on the

words and Ifisf , which have the same sound, differing only

in tone.

22 The active form gives the sense accurately and brief

ly. The sentence may be translated passively thus : He was

struct a blow by me, and I was struck a kick by him.

26 $E is one of the divisions or classes of underlines

in a yamSn whose business it is to act as lictors or execution,

ers. The classes are usually divided into sections, each having

a head. These headmen are distinguished by their surnames.

Hence 3l BJ( iB that one of the headmen of the liotors whose

name is Wang.

27 lift to steal a mouth ; i.e., to steal something to put

in the mouth.

28 Aft tfi T> applied to one who from being repeatedly

deceived, becomes excessively suspicious.

"fjj! and ffi are both in common use as instru

mental verbs. They may sometimes be translated

as verbs, but are generally best rendered by an

instrumental preposition. In most cases the sense

is quite the same whether or $ be used, though

LESSOR XilV.

THE INSTRUMENTAL VERBS AND $f.

there is often a choice in regard to rhythm; also

in certain phrases or connections one is used and

not the other. In Southern Mandarin is used

almost exclusively, ^ being rarely heard.

IX Hsien1 A pole; a wooden shovel, a shovel.

Hsut* Snow ; snowy; to whiten.

J|§| Ta'od. To take with the 6ngers; a pinch; ahandful; to gather up, to scrape

up ; to manipulate; to make a resume.

Watt A deep dish, a bowl.

^ Yao* To bale out; to dip up or out.

Ts'a?. To cut out garments; to cut, to trim;to diminish; to regulate, to plan,

Feng9 To sew, to stitch. Alaofing*.

#C A tailor.

$lt Ifct T'ie* ts'aPfentf. A sewing machine.

Vocabulary.

ISJ TiaoK

1$C Wen3 chang1 » . A literary essay.

A tune; rhythm, style; to transfer, tomove ; mobile. See t'iao2.

!5j Chiao9 A pivot, to shear, to cut off.

J§£ Mod1. To rub with the hand; to handle; to rubtogether. Also mod2.

ifa Son1 To rub in the hand.

|§| fjli. To stroke affectionately; to toy with.

^ Ts'oJ1. To rub between the hands, to twist; to

...... scrub by rubbing.

jf£ -Hi Mod1 tslo&1. To stroke with the hand, to

..... ...... fondle, to toy with, (s.)

|^ Pao* A plane; to plane, to level off.

tfl f& T'ui1 pao4 A carpenter's plane.
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pan*. A form or page of movable

type, movable type.

(J§! Ch'iang2 »hu?. Mineral acids.

fj£ Shi*. To try; to experiment ; to test j totempt ; to examine.

Yfa Pen* li* Native ; this place.

-ffwwp* /wa1 The safflower.

jfe Jan9- To dye; to taint; to infect; to catch adisease; to soil; to imbue; to vitiate.

tSp $X P'»'nfl A«»(/2 Aniline red.

HI, 'J^ FAiy1 lu* A small earthen furnace.

^ Fin*..'. . . .Ordure, dung; manure; vile, refuse.

Jjp Chiao1. Glue; gnm; ^iue; sticky; obstin-

ate; stupid. ("■ ' 1 ': 1,1

Chien1, Nien3 To paste, to stick, to glue.

yZ T'ien1 icdn3 citing* A telescope.

HI Using1 A star, aplanet; a spark; a dot.

Lesson liv.

1 Take the wooden shovel and clear

away the snow.

2 Take a bowl and dip up some water.

3 In western countries most people do

their sewing on sewing machines.

4 Please take some paper and wrap up

these medicines.

5 For washing the face some like to use

hot water, and some like to use cold.

6 We have no stones here for building

walls ; all our walls are made of

pounded earth.

7 In writing essays, I have become

habituated to this style.

8 He sent woi-d by telegraph, and could

not go into particulars.

9 If you use the scissors with your left

hand again, I will cut off one of

your fingers.

10 When you write to your teacher, you

should use a sheet of nice paper.

11 Wang Lao Yie was pleased with the

child and stroked its head with his

hand.

12 When you are too stingy to use a good

pen, how can you do good writing.

13 This board is not level (even) ; take

a plane and plane it for me.

14 This book was printed with movable

lead type. See how distinct it is.

15 If it will not brush clean with soap,

then try a little acid on it.

X 111 Tlu9 hsing1 The planet Saturn.

|H Hwan3. ...... A ring ; a bracelet ; to encircle.

•Jjjjj Chie*. To warn, to caution; to guard; to re-

- frain from ; precepts.

jfc M Chie* ch'i3 A ferule; a ruler.

^ ~}j Chie*fang1 A ferule; a ruler, (s.)

if T't* t'ung*. Dignity, propriety; becom-ing, decorous.

JfJ Chi1 fu*. The magistate who presidesover a $f, a prefect.

^ Chuan1. To subscribe money, to contribute;to buy a title or an office.

>jpf K'od1. A class; a rank; a gradation ; a rule ;

to classify ; an examination. Les. 68.

^'4 K'od1 chiaB. Literary graduates above

the rank of Jg A ; viz,

ii ± and n ft-
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16 All native cloth of good red color is

dyed with red flowers. We do not

know how to use aniline red.

17 You haven't a cash on hand, and yeb

you want to buy this and buy that.

"What will you buy it with?

18 Cooking for one person is most

conveniently done with a furnace.

19 When you farm without using manure,

how can you grow a good crop ?

20 You need not nail it; gluing it will

answer the purpose.

21 Whon you look at Saturn with a

telescope, you see around it a largo

ring of light which is very beautiful.

22 When a teacher whips a pupil he

should do it with a ferule. If he

strikes with his fist and kicks with

his foot, he loses his dignity.

23 With people nowadays, to have

money is to have a degree. Look

at Chung Ching Tang, how he

bought, out and out, the office of

prefect. What can these impecuni

ous graduates do ?

Not

1 For shovel some would write tffo, but the balanoe of

authority is in favor of the character in the text. There is

great diversity in regard to the word meaning to shovel. As

used in eastern Shantung, expresses the idea perfectly,

but its nso is looal. J|J is widely used, but it means to scrape

up (usually into a dust pan or S$ rather than to shovel.

Chinanfu teachers reject both words and write while

Kiukiang and Hankow teachers write

8 In scientific books the telegraph is generally called '(2

When it was introduced into China the people dubbed

it Ms.
9 Chinese parents constantly threaten their children in

just such a reckless way as this. The ohildren soon loaru to

know what such threats amount to.

10 Noto how this sentence, as also the 12th, 19th, 21st

and 22nd, all have hypothetical clauses introduced in tha

translation by " when," without in any case having a hypothe

tical particle.

14 The translation docs not fully bring out the force of

Jgfc. Its use implies that the subject had been referred to

before, and the speaker takes this opportunity of showing a

specimen of the printing : as when wo say, " there, this book,

etc."

E S.

13 The "furnace" here referred to is the small earthen

furnace used by the Chinese, having holes in the bottom, and

a raised rim for supportiug a tea kettle or a stew-pan. They

burn either charcoal or grass and sticks, and are fanned or

blown with a small bellows; heuoe the name, wind furnace,

which is used in the South.
20 The translation only implte* the instrument, which

is fully expressed in the Chinese.

22 J^. means a ferule, both in the North and in the

South, but in tho South it is only applied to the ferules used

by officers, whilo J$ ~f} is applied to the ferule used by a

teacher.

23 fjE here means, sole, sheer; that is, the party bonght

his office by the sheer use of money, overriding all the pro

prieties of the oaso. The theory of Chinese examinations is

that they are for the purpose of bringing to light tho talonted

men, and a high degree is theoretically a passport to office.

As is generally the case in China, theory and practice differ.

Money will get almost any office without a literary degree,

and the degree without the use of money rarely, if ever, pro

cures an office. Tho government openly sells its titles and

offices, and the money paid for them is facetiously spoken cf

as contributed, fp, being the first of the ten stems, or cyclical

characters, is used to denote first in rank, meaning that they

excel the others with whom they are examined, and honoo

are rewarded with a degree.
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Lesson lv.

1 It is just now on the point of being

settled.

2 Tie can not, I think, get well of his

disease.

3 Are you about to return ?

4 The Christian religion will certainly

be preached in all the world.

5 I am not satisfied to entrust it to him.

I will probably have to go myself.

6 What are you showing your fists and

rolling up your sleeves for ? Are

you going to strike me ?

7 Judging from the way the barometer

is falling, it is going to rain.

8 Please have patience with me and I

will pay thee all.

9 Seeing he has been so self-willed

from his youth, do you think there

is any great outcome in him ?

10 It is now nearly thirty years since he

came to China.

11 Judging from his talk, he is intending

LESSOIT

^j^rf AND INDICATING FUTURITY.

|0*

In addition to its use as an instrumental verb,

(Les. 28) Jjf is also used to express the near future,

combining with it more or less of the idea of

probability. It generally takes after it, which

does not sensibly modify its meaning (2) (it). The

combination however often takos after it, either

i& (17), or (11), or (4), by which the

meaning is modified iu each case.

When t|£ is used alone with an intransitive or

neuter verb, it expresses simple proximity (10),

(16), (23).

^ is used in some places to express futurity,

including the idea of purpose or oughtuess. In other

places is used in the same way. In a general

way it may be said that ^ is used in Central

and ^ in Southern Mandarin, ffi is used occasiou-

ally in the North, but is always followed by

The use of both f% and ^ is quite colloquial,

albeit they frequently give a shade of meaning

which no other word will quite replace. It is a

question whether ffi is not iu this case simply a

mispronunciation of f§.

Vocabulary.

$|c Wei*. Not yet, never: the hour from 1 to 3o'clock P. M.:—Les. 152.

5|§ Pien*. Everywhere; all, the whole; entire; to go

around, to pervade:—Les. 64 and 80.

La} To strip; to wipe off; to rub down.

JH ^ Feng1 yii* piao9 .A barometer.

~F ^ Esiu* lao* To fall, to descend.

(is^r Jlsia4 chiang* To descend.

^ ^ K'wan1 jung*. To be lenient, to be merci-ful, to be indulgent.

S 2Yi4 «/«*, Self-opinioned; sell-willed; arro-gant, overbearing.

PI jft K'ou5 ch'i*. Manner of speaking, talk,phraseology.

Chui1. To pursue; to trace, or follow up; toovertake; to reflect on.

M. $U Chui1 chin1. To follow up; to investigate;to ferret out.

ffi Yang* hu-oif To nourish; to support.

Tu" Dumb, silent.
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to go into business, and does not

propose to carry his education very-

tar.

12 What is there to investigate ? There

isn't a shadow of such a thing.

13 You can not earn money ; you only

know how to spend it. By and by

who is going to support you ?

14 What can I do with one who is a

prospective relative? 1 will just

have to bear the loss in silence.

15 When I am in trouble he will not

help me: by ar.d by when he is in

trouble I shall not help him.

16 Just before daylight on the ninth,

he was arrested by the officers of the

law.

17 In China, at present, water is raised

with a carrying pole, a rope, a wind

lass, or a water wheel ; by and by

some will certainly change to pumps.

18 Let him follow his own convenience.

If he wishes to go I will not keep

him, and if he wishes to stay I will

not send him off.

PlE PQ 3V pa1 --- Dumb, silent.

■Jf Jjft K'u* nan* Distress, trouble, calamity.

CA'flt1. To send another; to commission; one

sent; an official messenger; a waiter.

See ch'a1, also ts'f.

■j^z. C/t'ai1 jeu*. An official messenger; a con-

stable.

'1 a3 shut"3. To draw water, to carry water.

Pirn* Flat, thin; to flatten.

"tH Pien* tan* A flat carrying stick.

Chang* A staff, a cane ; a club ; a pole.

fcfc Tan* chang*. A carrying stick with a chain

and hook at the ends.

Lu* A grooved wheel; a pulley; & roller.

Lu* A windlass; a pulley.

A windlass.

ShiuB ch'e1. A chain or elevator pump:—Note. 17.

Lung"1 A dragon, a sea serpent; imperial.

jjfc. iiK Shut* lung* A pump; a fire engine.

jjfl Nien*. T*o expel summarily, to put or turnout, to drive out.

§|Jfc Moa* Secret, quiet ; in the mind.

11^ ipt Ch'ao* mod* sheng1. To keep quiet; onthe sly ; silence !

$y ITao*. To love, to be fond of; to be addictedto. See hao*.

*rB^ Jfl P"1* Id*- To encumber, to obstruct ; toclog, to impede.

P§ Hsien*. To fall into, to sink; to involve; to

entrap, to enveigle.

^ |^ Tai* hsien* To encumber, impede.

Jlp: Chu9. To raise with the hands, to lift up ; to

recommend; to move ; a proposition,

an affair; all, the whole.

tC/rien* To introduce, to recommend.

To recommend, to mention with favor.

UIr Tiu1 lien*. To lose face, to be put toshame.

Iffe Jj§I T'ui1 foci1. To make excuse; to evade ; to

draw back, to shirk.

^ Jan2. Certainly, yes, so; but, then, however:—added to many words to give empha

sis or express certainty, see Les. 94, 97, 115, 119.

A* f& Ptt*j«n*. Not certainly, no; otherwise;if not.

— B$ I1 slit*. At one time, at once, on the spurof the moment.

$ # Okie1 tai* To receive; to entertain.
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19 This business is beset with difficulties.

I do not know how it will be best

to manage it.

20 If I should make any reply to hiro, I

fear I should offend him ; yet I really

can not swallow it in silence.

21 So gluttonous and lazy as this, you

will most likely keep your husband

poor all his life.

22 I am afraid to recommend him, lest

he puts me to shame ; yet if I do

not, I have no way of excusing

myself.

23 When you get nearly there you can

sit down and smoke a couple of pipes

of tobacco, while you send some

one forward to give him word ;

otherwise, I fear he may find it

difficult to entertain so many on the

spur of the moment.

Notes.

7 "F nr Pf 's an inversion of the usual order,

the auxiliary being made the principal verb. The difference is,

that the usual order is commonly transitive, while the invert

ed order is always intransitive.

14 — M L* £§ PI A'i il relative xoho has not

yet crossed the door ; i.e., the young lady through whom the

affinity is to take place is not yet married. fjjl ill (19 ©

P£ this dumb loss of his ; i.e., this loss which he has in-

flicted on me, and whicli 1 must bear in silence. By a cha

racteristic metonymy the dumbness and loss, which really

pertain to the speaker, are construed with the other par(y.

16 The jjt might be represented in the translation by an

also, but the sense is better expressed and the sentence

smoother without it*

17 When wells are shallow, the bucket is lot down on

the hook of the tan chang into the well, and drawn up by

hand. When the well is too deep to reach the water in this

way, a rope is tied to the bucket and the wat er drawn np hand

over hand* In watering gardens, and in case of deep wells,

a windlass is used. In raising water' from a river or canal

for irrigation, a species of inclined chain pump is used. It is

usually driven by a large horizontal wheel with cogs, turned

by an ox or donkey.

21 The phrase jtf P£ ^ hankering after good eat

ing and lazy at work, ia most commonly applied to girls and

young women. It expresses the worst fault a virtuous woman

can have.

23 Note the different use of A from that in (16).

The two words there form a phrase; here they do not.

» I HOP I I

LESSOR LVI.

The Disjunctive Conjunction.

is the regular word meaning or, but is not

nearly so much used as we use or in English. In

many, perhaps in the majority of cases the dis

junctive idea is implied in the structure of the

clauses, as (11); numerous such cases have already

occurred in previous lessons. is often joined

with jfc for the sake of rhythm.

Whether—or, is formally expressed by ^ re

peated, but is also frequently expressed by correlate

clauses, without any special word (9), (15).

Either—or, is sometimes expressed by one J^j

(14) ; sometimes by two (6), (8).

tjfc ^f", or else, is a wen-li phrase, but not un-

frequently used in Mandarin. It also means per

haps, possibly. "When a double question is asked>

giving an alternative, the second clause is often

introduced by }J[, which, in such cases, means or,

(4), (13), (16). It generally gives a slight pre

ponderance to the second alternative.
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Lesson lvi.

1 Wait till to-morrow before deciding

whether to go or not.

2 Use a little soda or a little soap, and

it will wash clean.

3 You can go and ask him, and you

will know whether it is so or not.

4 Do you want it all in copper cash,

or do you want a few notes?

5 This medicine may be taken either

four or five times a day.

G Lend me a little I pray you, either

of money or of something to pawn.

7 Whether this or that, say quickly

how it is.

8 Whether much or little, you ought

by rights to give him a cumshaw.

9 I am undecided at present whether

it is best this way or that way.

10 Does the gentleman wish to drink

rice water or tea ? Ans. Either

will do.

1 1 Is the book from which you .are learn

ing Mandarin written or printed ?

12 When you are physically so weak as

this, you ought to eat more good

food, or take some tonic medicine.

IjJt Htcoti*. Doubtful; moreover, perhaps, if,may; or, cither:—see Sub.

^f" Che". This, that which; what;—a wen-li par-tide with many uses. It takes the

place of Jg, and of ff!} as used in Les. 23 and 39.

It is occasionally used in Mandarin.

jilt ChievP. Barilla or impure soda,—it is abouthalf caustic and half carbonate.

"m fi§ Tang* t'ou~. Something pawned, or given

. . in pledge.

T'ang1. Broth, soup, gravy; rice water; awarm spring.

J^t fa Shen1 7V. The body, the physical frame.

$f| Pus yao4 Tonic medicine, tonics.

Kung3 Ore; o mine; the matrix of a gem.

luj] llsii1. Vacant, empty; untrue; simulated; un-substantial; exhausted; humble; space.

fj^ Shi*. Authority; influence; dignity; strength;form; condition.

^0 Hsu1 chang1 sheng1 sM4. To make

a de

monstration or feint, to make a flourish of trumpets.

*r^* Ti4. A ruler, a potentate, an emperor; a god ;

- - - . . Heaven.

rD ^ Ewan1 ti4 The god of war.

^ Hsi4. To play, to jest, to make fun; a theatri-

cal play, a comedy.

a=§i P'rng3 Overgrown, tangled, (w).

^ La? A thistle; untilled laud. (w).

Jl| A district or county in Eastern Shantung.

Yu2. To saunter, to ramble; to travel for

...... amusement, to make a circuit.

jjj; jS: Y"2 kwang4. To saunter about, to take a. . walk, to visit for pleasure.

jf*- Kwang4 cliing*. To view the country, toenjoy the scenery.

fjf /Sit4. Plain; simple; pure; contented; for-

merly ; usually.

T §[1 P'i>l92 au* Commonly, ordinarily.
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13 I hear that you are going to open a

silver mine at your place. Is it

true ? or is it false ?

14 Mere empty talk will not do. You

must either leave a pledge or End

security.

15 The letter simply said he was sick,

not telling whether his sickness was

severe or not.

16 In Your Excellency's opinion are they

really going to fight? or are they

simply making a feiut ?

17 Do you want to go to the temple of

the god of war to hear a theatrical

play ? or do you want to go to P'eng

Lai Kwo3 to saunter about (enjoy

the view)?

18 He is ordinarily not a man who

breaks his word. His not coming

to-day must be owing to sickness,

or else some important business has

turned up so that he can not

leave.

19 I do not know whether he is studying

in order to get a degree, or whether

he is preparing himself to go into

business.

m

'fg Shi1 hsin*. To break one's word, to vio-late a promise.

Yii* To meet; to occur, to happen.

^jj, Yu* ehien* To meet; tohappenon.

Jfp TW thin1. To escape; to find leisure;to leave.

Jhu1.. - - Required, needful; usual; necessary.

jff T'u* hsu1. To desire; to want ; to aim; toseek after.

|j§j Hsi1 I'll". To desire ; to seek for ; toscheme.

^ Ch'Sng* ming* To get a degree.

Fu* To give to, to hand over, to pay.

( 'hiaol/u*. To transfer ; to deliver to ; tohand over to; to commit to.

m \i3 Yin1 hsin*. News, word,'—specially thatwhich is sent hy letter.

Shon* Age, years; birthday; aged.

lH? ^ Shon1 Silt4 . . Age in years; life,

^ T'ien1 ming4. Fate, the decree of Heaven;the endowment of heaven.

Oh'tng1 hu1. To designate, to call; to ad.dress.

_t ifj* Shan// tt*. The Ruler Above, the SupremeMider. Used by many for God.

Note s.

1 The translation implies tliat the person to go was tlie

person addressed. The Chinese, however, leaves this quite

undecided. It might also mean, whether I go or not, wait

till to-morrow to consider.

4 Bank notes are largely used in China, but their circu

lation is entirely local. Visually they are only current in the

city in which they are issued.

7 fiic 3^ V% Wi v:helher east or whether ivest ; i.e., titlter

this or thai.

10 The walor in which rice has been boiled is much used

ns a drink,—especially just after meals. It is usually called

M ®-

14 The £j£ is twice used for emphasis. The Southern

form replaces the second with JEJ> but in other connec

tions means to fib, to tell "white" lies.

17 BS the Chinese god of rear, also called Jf£ 'Tff •
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20 I know your works, tbat you nre

neither cold nor hot. I would you

were either cold or hot.

21 Hannah made up her mind to commit

her husband to God, hoping that by

daylight he would come home, or else

that she would get word from him.

22 "Whether a man's life be long or short,

is fixed by .the decree of Heaven.

23 How is the true God to be addressed ?

Ans. Either Heavenly Father, or

Lord of Heaven, or Supreme

Ruler, may be used.

His name as a man was He lived in the second

century, in jjj? iM' in the province of Shausi, and is reputed

to have been originally a seller of bean-curd. He subsequently

joined Liu Pei, and in course of time became a celebrated

general. He was finally taken prisoner and put to death by

beheading. He was cauonized by Hwei Tsung, of tho Sung

Dynasty, in the 12th century A.D., and in the Ming Dynasty

was raised to the rank of "j^. The present dynasty has put

especial honors upon him, conferring on him the pompous

title 5t ^ne Great Sovereign (or Qod), Peer of

Heaven, and causing many temples to be built to him. He

has a temple in nearly every village. Theatricals are gen

erally held in connection with temples. Each temple has some

set day in the year, on which special worship is offered and

theatrical performances are given. These theatrical displays

are in fact a part of the worship, being supposed to be pleas

ing to the gods.

A noted temple at Tengchow, built on a high

rock overlooking the sea. Jlj 2p; does not form a phrase in

the same way as which consists of two verbs of simi

lar meaning. jl§ ^ is a verb with its object, and means, to

look at the view, to survey the scenery.

22 S5c might be twice inserted; thus, A fi-j % Ijfc I?

& idC fe' which would make the meaning more explicit. In

order to make the meaning clear ns the sentence stands, it is

necessary to speak tho words ;£| slowly and emphatically,

each with its proper tone, and with a distinct pause between

them.

LESSOIT ZLrVII.

Approximation.

Mandarin has a large variety of words to ex

press the general idea of approximation, each

having its own peculiar use and shade of meaning.

In regard to a number of these phrases the usage

differs in different places, and some of them are

decidedly colloquial.

~J$* 2f? Almost, about.

zll §3" ^ Almost, very nigh, very little

difference, (n. and C.)

jjj? >H 0> Almost, very little difference, (s.)

^ ^» §{f£ Nearly, somewhere about, near the

tnark, fair, passable.

7^1 ^» Jf£ About, not far from the mark.

M ^jfctior^JgJljSg Approximately.

— Nearly, within a little.

$i >P 7§t — \Almost, all but, within a, jglj j hair-breadth.

yf» $q Correct, all right, no mistake :—Les. 70.

^» %{t Not far off, fairly good, all right.

% ffi. $2 The same.

"^V A veiT ^ar so bad, fair,

near the mark.

^ -k 81 & same, (s.)

^131 The same (n. and. c.)

A ^ TT |§£ great difference, about

the same.

|H -*p- Nearly, almost, well nigh, very near.
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Lesson lvii.

1 This [garment] is too ragged; that

one is fairly good.

2 You have not seen his writing for a

long time; of late he has been

writing very well indeed.

3 I judge the ages of you two gentlemen

differ very little, if they differ at all.

4 Yesterday a man very nearly snatch

ed away my pipe.

5 All the other crops are fairly good,

but the buckwheat is a failure.

6 The English language is now current

almost all over the world.

7 Day before yesterday Yung Hsi fell

down stairs and was stunned almost

to death.

8 Even if you can not repeat it exactly,

yet you ought to come very near it.

9 How does this kind of paper compare

with that ? Ans. They are approx

imately the same.

10 There is no considerable difference

in their skill; they are both good

workmen.

11 Comeback, come back ! Add a little

more, and if you come anywhere

near the price, I'll sell to you.

12 Just when we had reached the mid

dle of the river, a great rise of water

Vocabulary.

Chi1. A few; nearly, about; time, chance;to approximate. See chfl.

IE Chen1 chine/ Really, truly, indeed.

Ck'iaa* Buckwheat.

3fai\ Mo<t Wheat.

Buckwheat.

Hsia}. Blind ; ignorant ; reckless. To fail, tocome to nought, to miscarry, (n., c.)

3xC Ting1 win9 The English language.

ft Tung1 hsing3 Everywhere current.

TV A ladder; stairs; a step ladder, steps.

%tfc Lou2 t'i1. A stairway, a ladder to anupper story or loft.

Chile3. To cut off; to interrupt ; to sever ; to ex-terminate; very, extremely:—Les. 116.

Ch'ung1. To strike or dash against ; to carryaway ; to steep.

Ch'wan2 yen'1. A report, a rumor.

\J" Ts'un* An inch (Chinese); a very little.

£| Chia1 tang*. Patrimony, property, wealth,fortune.

Chia1 si1 The same.

^jj Chicang*, Ch'wang*. To pound, to thump; to

beat upon ; to strike or

run against; to cheat, to cozen.

# #J Ch'wang* tao\ To strike and overturn, topush over:—Les. 91.

Hi AJ}, Tat* A precipice; a hank; a shore.

tyfc P'otl1. A declivity ; a slope ; a hill ; a ter-race, a bank.

jftfg ^ Kan* chin*. Diligent, assiduous ; to hurry,to push.

r, 5^ Shang* chin3 The same.

fj/j Kit1. To estimate, to reckon, to think, to seta price, to appraise. Also feu*.
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came and we were all but carried

away.

13 That man is not in his teens; if not

fifty, he is not very far from it.

14 1 heard a report that on the way his

cart upset, and he came very near

being crushed to death.

15 It need not be two inches broader.

If it is one inch broader it will,

I think, be about right.

16 As to wealth, the two brothers are

about the same, but the elder has

somewhat the larger family.

17 Both children were knocked down

by the animal, and came within a

very little of falling down the

bank.

18 If we work diligently, I calculate we

can finish, or at ieast come very

near it.

19 I talked with him a while yesterday

evening, and our talk came very

near ending in a quarrel.

20 What do you think of the essays Liu

Hsi K'ung and Wang Tsoa (Jh'ing

wrote for the examinations? Ans.

Very fair. Both have a prospect of

getting their degree.

jg; JTm1 Hang*. To consider, to calculate, toguess.

iV. To twist, to wrench; to wriDg; to sprain;to wriggle.

ning'2. To get into a quarrel, to al-tercate.

^ $i Nung* nin* The same, (c.)

$p JVunr/ chic1- The same, (s.)

K'ung* Excellent; the peacock.

■H§ or litf Ch'ang3. An open plot of ground ; ananna lor drill, examina

tions, theatricals, etc. Also ch'ang*.

"fff ]H Chi3 tcang* Hope, -prospect.

Tsi4 Ts'ung- From the time.

7L" ^ FuarPpacP. A shoe or ingot of silver con-tainiug about fifty taels.

^ Ilsiang*. The elephant \form, image ; an em-blem, a resemblance.

%k ^ C^'*4 hsiang*. Aspect, appearance, mien,air.

^ Chii3 tung*. Actions; bearing, behavior;

move.

lf£ Ch'iti1 sh'iA. A marriage alliance, matri-monial affairs.

jur Char. To burst, to fly to pieces ; bits. Brokencoal (k.) Also char.

^ Lie* To crack open; to split ; to tear.

i^F To split in pieces, to burst, to full through.

'JM Hwoa* The rapid disease, the cholera.

$B flL ^ Hivoa* Iwan* ping* Cholera.

Ill, Feng1. Leprosy ; palsy ; rabid ; insane, dement-ed; any nervous disease.

•pj* ?fj£. Hoi? swan*. To reckon up, to take the

. . aggregate; on the whole;

profitable, paying.

[§ Wei'2. To surround ; to invest ; to besiege; awall round a village, a fortification.

—' 0lL ll Hen1. One after the other, consecutive,

........ together with; even also.
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21 Truly there are some men in the

world who know how to talk. They

will take up almost anything, and

say it so as to make it seem real.

22 Ever since his son sent him the two

ingots of silver, hi3 aspect has

greatly changed; both in his bear

ing and iu his talk he feels himself

decidedly worthy of regard.

23 If I had not gone early, this marriage

proposal would, most likely, have

fallen through, again.

24 He has just received a letter from

home, saying, that day before yes

terday his father was seized with

cholera and came very near dying.

25 Just when I had reached the street

crossing, there came from the

southward a large, rabid dog, and

he came very near biting me.

26 Will you please tell me, my friend,

which of these roads I had bettor

go? Ans. The south road is a littlo

nearer, the north road is a little

better: so that, on the whole, there

is very little differenoe.

27 When the rebels came, they besieged

ttje wall of our village for five con

secutive days, and came very near

breaking it.

Note s.

I The classifier fl* is here put for the noun, and hence

takes the Such an abbreviation is only allowable in

colloquial.

3 $L liE 7 3>j differing, still do not differ much,—

a common idiomatic form.

to fall so as to break or stop the breath;

i.e., the life. For a temporary suspension of breathing, a dif

ferent word is commonly used. Isjfj and $5 are auxiliaries,

used only with a few verbs.

9 The second itJ\ might be omitted without detriment to

the sentence.

II This is the langunge of one who has just refused an

offer, aud the customer lias started to go.

13 "~" an exaggerated form of expressing

that one is not young.

15 -Pj doea not here mean again, but in addition,

17 It is worthy of note that —• £5 means practical,

ly the same as —• j§|!j or Jjf: ""• Jft< notwith

standing the fact that the oue seems to say the opposite of

the others.

21 2rL $ 65 I3l ' words which are almost ; i.e., al

most any story or incident which has eveu the least sem

blance of truth or reality. fj§ lit., to speak alive;

i.e., they can talk so well that iu their mouths the most im

probable things put on the aspect of reality.

22 iji jjjj "Li' v'li *Z 1h] :;i a wen-H phrase which use has

made intelligible, although it would be somewhat pedantic, if

used in addressing an uueduoated man. iE $2 % fa. 'it-,

proper and no mistake; i.e., both self-satisfied and self-im.

porta it t,

23 PI is the classifier of j^l and its use as a olassifier

is almost limited to this one thing. Ij- 5; is usually pro

nounced as if written

24 fo may oe either a letter from home, as in this

oase, or .a letter addressed to those at home. -Jj is to be

taken passively.

25 "f" 'J* P> the place irhere two streets cross,—the

term being derived from the character "f*- In some plaoca

JJ§ is omitted, and in others $j is substituted for it.

26 M W £ A i> > polite manner of addressing a

stranger, when asking for information of any kind.

27 € is abbreviated from £k ^ nS(> long haired

robbers. This is the name generally given by the Chinese to

the adherents of the great Taiping rebellion of 1850 to 18H5.

They wero so oalled because they did not shave their heads,

ns the Chinese are all required to do by the present Tartar

dynasty. In some parts of China—notably in Shantung, the

larger villages generally have adobe walls around them, as a

protection against armed robbei's. Iu some cases walls

(generally of stone) are built for greater proteotiou, on tho

tops of hills, by several villages iu common, aud to there the

people flee with their valuables in case of danger. fJJ 38I) Jfi,

thai t'idaye of ours,
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Lesson lviii.

1 He understands, but }Tou understand

better.

2 I can not compare with him in ability.

3 For your father or mother to own a

thing is not so good as for you to

own it yourself. [fur coat.

4 A wadded coat is not so warm as a

5 This dollar is better than that one.

6 Which do you think is the better P

Ans. I think this one is the better.

7 Man is more exalted than all things

else.

8 A short poker is better than to stir

the fire with one's hand.

9 It is not as economical to burn candles

as it is to burn a lamp.

10 Still more should not one who is a

leader violate the rule?.

11 To return a favor with money is not

so genteel as to send a present.

12 The air in the city is not nearly so

good as it is outside, [up to yours.

13 I do not think his scholarship comes

14 To beat him is not so good as to try

the effect of reason. [one.

15 This house is much better than that

16 You may cook a little more rice. It

is better to have some left, than not

to have enough.

Formal comparison is made with of the use

of which there have been frequent instances in

previous lessons. There are, however, a variety

of other words and Ways, by which comparison is

effected.

Hfrtf IS To change,—as a comparative, is equal to

4 more, or to the termination er. It precedes the

adjective which it qualifies. It is often used in

connection with jfc. (1) (19)

{ffjj Violent,—as a comparative, better, supe

rior. (5). It follows the noun it qualifies, and is

generally used in connection with J£ (5), or

joined with j$ or <fJH or j£, as below.

J| §§» Still better, much better ; better. (19)

ty\ Like,—is often used to form a direct com

parison. It follows the adjective with which it

is joined. (24)

LESSOR LVIII.

The Comparative Degree.

3£ That,—is used colloquially in the same

way as $\, but is not t'ung hsing. (24)

flff As,—may also be used alone in the same

way, but Usually takes 5S before it, or is joined

with a negative, as below.

Better than, superior to. The

first form is local, the other

two are general.

# (16)

gHK(8)(35)

& *neV <28)

good as, inferior to,—a much^ 2&Not as

used form .

^ #H Not equal to, not up to. (4) (9)

3p» or fjj ^ .following an adjective is equal to

much,—much better, much higher, etc. (15) (29)

^ -j^ Not equal to, not up to. (13), (21)

Comparison may also be effected without any

special word. (20)
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17 To lead this man to reform is harder

than to ascend to heaven.

18 His disease is evidently improving

every day.

19 Why do you specially select that one ?

Is not this one better than that one ?

20 Whether good or had depends on how

each individual looks at it. As I see

it, this is not as good as that.

21 For my use this dry pen is not equal

to that wet one.

22 In very deed, a man so devoid of con

science as this, is not as good as a beast.

23 Those brothers of mine are not even

equal to strangers, [form a climax.

24 These four divisions which he makes

25 The good ones are all put on top ; as

you descend they get poorer and

poorer. [mine P

26 Is your business more important than

27 There is a proverb which says, Ten

credits arc not so good as one cash

[sale]; and another which says, Ten

birds in the tree are not so good as

one in the hand.

28 When you see a fault in a man, it is

better to tell him in private, than

to speak of it in public.

King*

Vocabulary.

Sub. SeeMore, still ; again

'.23 king1, also ching1^ 1

2fc Ch?. To reach to ; to connect:—see Sub. ; effec-

tive, practicable, availing:—Les. 92.

and, with, also; about, concerning; at, to.

'fjil Si* Like, similar to, resembling :—see Sub. ;as, as if:—Les. 99.

3£ CA'i*. A ugn-li pronoun having many uses :—

he, she, it; that, the one; whoever;

there; if, then, etc.; used in Mandarin in many

phrases taken from books :—Les. 146.

^ Mien* ao* A wadded coat.

^| Yang2 ch'ien*.- - • . . . Silver coin; a dollar.

$9 WanA wu* All things.

Potf1, Pa1, Pa1. To spread ; to separate ; todisperse ; to transfer, to turn over.

La} To turn over; to pull about.

To turn over, to stir about, to scatter.

La* Wax; waxy, glazed ; a candle.

$1} Chn9 A candle, a torch, a light.

^ ;>$}. A candle.

ft

Jt 3p£.Shang* swan* .Profitable, paying.

shou2 ling9 A leader, a chief.

^ Kan9. To move the feelings ; to affect, to act

on physically or mentally ; to be

grateful ; to return a favor.

Mh Feng1 ch'i* The air; custom, fashion.

Shcng* Overplus, remainder; leavings.

ffi Ting1 To ascend, to begin; to record.

'jtj' Ch'in2.. . .Birds, flying and feathered creatures.

"jtj" f|R Ch'in2 shou*. Birds and beasts, a com-

prehensive term for the

whole animal creation.

iff Ts'eng*. A layer, a story; a step; a degree;a division. A classifier:—Les. 100.

Sir Common, vulgar ; lay; the world.

f§ fuf yu% A common saying.

Jib iWao8 A bird, the feathered tribe.

Hfe Pet4 ti* In private; secretly.

8^ ]|tjf Ken1 chHen*, At the feet ; in the presence

• of, before.
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29 The front court as large as the back

court ! The front court is much,

smaller.

30 This business is very much involved.

It would be better for you to go in

person and see about it.

31 A dutiful daughter-in-law is better

than a dutiful son. A dutiful son-in-

law is better than a dutiful daughter.

32 After all, tools made by hand are not

so nicely finished as those made by

machinery.

33 A briudled cat in high spirits disports

itself like a tiger : a phoenix in

unpropitious circumstances is not

equal to a chicken.

34 You regard money as of more value

than your heart's blood. To take

away a cash hurts you more than

to cut out a piece of your flesh.

35 It seems to me that in the present

state of affairs, the best way is to

decline all responsibilities. What

an amount of trouble it saves, and

how many people it saves offending-

T'ien1 ching*. A court between two houses,a court-yard.

/fH ^ Ch'an* sfiou9. Intricate, involved, embar-rassing. •

-j^Sl Chi1. Change; origin; moving power; natural

cause; contrivance; a machine; a

loom; a stratagem.

Ch'i* A vessel; a tool, an implement.

;$$| A machine, an instrument, a tool.

T'ang*. To smooth, to polish.

?ft" H» HwcP fang*. Smooth; slippery; polished;finished.

ft! ^2 I*1 9°°d spirits; satisfied.

ilP

L? A blackish yellow color, dun.

B$ Shi1 shis. Out of luck or favor; in unfa-corable circumstances.

Jf|j Feng* hwang9. A fabulous bird of felici-tous oinen, the phcanix.

Poa4r White silk; wealth.

r% Ts'ai* pod' Money, wealth.

listie4, HsieB.- - - Blood; related by blood.

Shi2 shi* The times; state of affairs.

Mod4. Do not, no need of:—Les. 82; per-haps; not so; nothing; nothing like.

Miao*. Excellent, wonderful, admirable ; sub-tie, mysterious; supernatural.

Notes.

1 The " but " in the translation is implied by tho con

nection. The sentence might also be taken hypothetically,

and be rendered, // lie understands, you "till more.

9 itjfi jBj? wax candles, is the most general and most

perspicuous term for candles. Chinese candles are usually

made of a mixture of tallow and lard, by dipping, and are

finally dipped once or twice in wax, thus giving them a thin

skin of wax, which protects the soft inside and forms a cup to

retain the molten grease. In some plaoes, as in Peking,

candles are called simply J^[> wax ; in other places they are

called ^ jt§, wax lamps.

11 feE 'IW sometimes forms a phrase, meaning tn stir

up or influence others, but here Jgjj is the verb and fpf its

object, ffi properly means affection, but is here put for the

favor, or present, which expresses affection.

14 0 is used to specialize tho particular reason, or

principle, involved in the case.

17 3^ ascend to heaven,—an expression to denote

something that is impossible. S is only used in Mandarin

in set phrases.

16 ~* J-b ~ 3^ $? ~X , one day compared with

one day good ; i.e., improving day by day. Note that the

Chinese says the disease is improving.
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1 Who is willing to drudge for nothing ?

2 If it were not for the sake of food

and clothing who would be willing

to work ?

3 Would you prefer to be beaten, or to

be fined ? Ans. I would prefer to

be fined.

4 If fined to the extent of feasting one

table, would you be willing or not?

5 Joining the church must bo of your

own free will. No one joins the

church by compulsion.

6 Use some small paper cords and bind

it [the book] up. I do not like

these coarse paper cords.

7 The arbitrators awarded him three

hundred tiao, of which he, of his

own accord, abated twenty tiao.

8 Getting a salaryof two hundred taels

a year, and yet you will not remain !

How much do you expect to earn ?

9 Pay no attention to him : so it must

be, whether he likes it or not.

10 I do not care whether he is worried

or not. I can not suffer him to

treat me so rudely as this.

21 The ijL 2§£, or 3fc, is a pea of which only a

very small portion ia wet with the ink, and it is allowed to

dry whon not in use. In the case of the "ft. : )':. the whole

head of the pen is wet, and is kept from drying when not iu

rise by being covered with the brass tube or " cap" provided

for the purpose. The " dry pen" is used chiefly id the South.

24 The translation gives the sense. A more literal

translation would bo,—each division ia more profound than

the preceding one.

29 3r means properly a narrow court betweeu two

houses, in allusion probably to the patch of sky seen from tho

bottom of a well. It hus, however, come to bu used in many

places instead of ^ -p, yard. In other parts of the country

it is scarcely used at all.

33 Paraphrase thus:—" When in tho mood, a brindled cab

will put on the air and mien of a tiger ; whilo the ftng hwang,

though naturally a magnificent bird, is, when iu unfavorable

circumstances, no hotter thau a chicken. Tho

that everything depends on ciioumstauces."
meaning is,

Assent and Dissent.

and §§\ and their combinations, are chiefly

used to express willingness or assent; but

various other words are used with a negative to

express unwillingness or dissent.

H§ J§£ Willing, to acquiesce, to agree. (1) (5)

1H J!P Of one's own free will, voluntarily. (7)

^ ,Ht Willing ; inclined, disposed. (9)

~Mt JUl Freely, of one's own accord. (15)

"tt* Satisfied, willing, assisting. (4)

■ft t]j> ^ ;g Freely, cordially. (13)

^ "^f Unwilling, dissatisfied. (8) (11)

flft To dissent, to demur, to protest. (12)

To disallow, to restrain, to resent. (14)

^ ^ To disallow, to withstand ; to demand

satisfaction. (18)

ia" JSl To refuse, to resent, to demur. (18)

>F 3t or ^ 3£ M To refuse to submit. (10)
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11 In this case, it is he that struck my

child. If I had struck his child, he

would never have heen willing to

drop it.

12 You are all the time boasting of his

power, in order to weaken my reso

lution, but I am determined not to

yield.

13 A man should honor his parents of

his own free will, and not as the

result of constraint.

14 When you set out to swindle people,

I don't want you to hang out my

sign. If you ever agaiu attempt

to swindle people in my name, I

will certainly make it hoc for you.

15 I give it to him of my own accord !

He took it away by main force.

16 I do not like to play shuttlecock, nor

to play ball; the thing I like is to

play chess.

Vocabulary.

#1

Sweet; pleasant, agreeable; luscious;

delightsome; willing, voluntary.

4. To toil, to labor earnestly, to exertone's self; exertions.

3ft §f Hsiao* lao1 To toil, to drudge.

jjfS Pi1. To press upon ; t o urge or force arbitra-rily; to ill use.

(JM j|h Ch'iang3pi1 To compel, to force.

Chin* chiao4. To join the church, to be-

come a Christian.

NitfP. To fumble over; to toy with; to rolland twist with the fingers.

$K $5* CM' nien9. A twisted paper string or cord;a lamp-lighter.

}|X Sim4, Su* To bind, to restrain, to coerce.

Unit1 Dried meat; to prepare.

$1 . A teacher's wages.

^ Chiao1 Scorched; anxious, worried.

ffi; Hsin1 chiao1 Worried, vexed.

^Ojj Ch'ung1. To rush against; to excite; to col-lide with.

$5 TS Ch'ung1 chwang4. To butt against; tointerfere with; to of

fend; to treat rudely.

^ Ti^. Abruptly; to rush; insoknt, audacious:—Les. 115.

^ ^ T'ang2 tu* To treat rudely.

ft

JS 2V ying4. To reply; to respond; to assent,to agree to.

|g Shou4 t'ou* To submit to. (l)

Hsiu1. To rest ; to cease; to desist ; to divorce ;prosperous ; stop, do not:—Les. 82.

$C Ran1 hsiu1 - - - . .To quit, to drop.

Ch'eny3. To presume on, to rely on ; to boast;presumptuous, reckless.

Wei1 Majesty; grave, imposing, lordly.

JUIi Wei1 feng1 Majesty ; prowess.

Chi4. The will ; inclination ; purpose, determi-nation; statistical works ; annals.

ffi Ch'i4 ch'i4. Determination, resolution; will ;courage.

Lod4 i4 Heartily; willing, cordial.

Ch'u1 yii2 - - - To proceed from.

Mien3. To force one's self, to constrain; tourge ; to animate.

5§J Mien3 ch'iang3. To constrain; to compel ;to insist on.

§^ Chwang4 p'ien4. To cheat, to humbug, to

swindle.

Hwang1. A curtain, a sign, an advertise-ment.

Chad1. To beckon ; to invite ; to excite ; toconfess, to admit ; a sign board.
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Pao-ts'i's papa, the baby is very cross:

come and carry him out while I

get tbe dinner.

The daughter of Li Yu Nien, of the

village to the north, is daughter-in-

law to Chao tbe Fourth, of the

village to the east. Day before yes

terday her mother-in-law gave her

a violent beating, and she got so

angry that she hanged herself. The

neighbors were all up in arms, and

were anxious that Li Yu Nien should

take tbe matter up, and not be satis

fied till he had squeezed out of Chao

tbe Fourth every cash he had. After

wards, through the intervention of

middle-men, Li Yu Nien agreed

to let off Chao the Fourth on pay

ment of only thirty thousand cash.

If it bad been my affair, I would

not have assented if he had paid

mo three hundred thousand cash.

tr

®

Chad1 p'at* A signboard, a sign.

^ I1 ting*. Certainly, positively, inevitably:—Les. 116.

5§1 Ting* ch'iang*. By force, compulsory, per-emptory.

Chien*. A shuttlecock.

Pi1 chien*. To play shuttlecock,—usingthe foot as a battledoor.

Ch'iu* A (play) ball; a balloon.

% To* chHu* To play ball.

Ch'i* Chess; checkers, fox and geese, etc.

^ Hsia* ch'i2 To play chess, etc.

Pad*. A scorching heat: stormy ; cruel, vio-

lent, oppressive.

tr -P""4 ta° To beat violently.

M tT Od* to8 To beat cruelly.

jft Tun*. To bow the head, to salute ; a resting

place j to rest; a meal; a turn, a

time; a stop ;—Les. 64.

^ Lin' chii1 A neighbor.

ffi $H Che2 ting*. To harass ; to persecute ; touse up.

M W p'aii2 ™n9* The same-

jfe Fei1 7b fly; to go swiftly; sudden.

]%i Ch'u*. To dwell ; to occupy the place of ; to at-tend to; to do what is proper. See ch'tt*.

t$ i§L T'iao" ch'u9. To rearrange ; to adjust orcompromise a quarrel.

tfl Wt T'iad2. ahicod1. To arrange terms of com-promise.

Notes.

3 ift usually means simply punishment, but here, being

contrasted with fjt it is used to signify a fine. It is not an

uncommon thing for officials to give light offenders the choice

of a beating or a tine.
4 This is the language of one who is acting as mediator.

It ia a common thing for the offender to make amends by

giving a fenst to the parties interested.

here refers to the little paper strings which all

Chinese teachers know how to make, and which they use to

bind small books for temporary use.

8 Jlji flff is only applied to the salary of a teacher. It

is derived from the ancient custom of making presents of

meat, etc., instead of paying a salary in money.

10 ft» 's tbe Central and Southern form. In this

case iC> f£\ does not form a phrase, as it does in the other form.

14 'J' 31 here means, as it often does, to resent forcibly)

to call to account and demand satisfaction.

15 The force of JjJ ^| is very hard to transfer to writ

ing in English. It can only be expressed by the tone of

surprise and indignation given to the English words. ,

16 Chinese boys play ball very little. Their chief game

with a ball consists simply in striking the ball with the hand

time after time, so as to keep it rebounding from the ground.

17 Chinese women generally Bpeak of, or to, their hns-

bands through the names of their children. yf\ is a

forcible way of expressing that the child is unmanageable.

13 ^s? JK' water exhausted and goose floien,—a

figure to express tbe utter exhaustion of resources; bankrupt.
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4

Keep quiet.

Do you miud your own business.

Well, good day. Ans. Good day.

I think some oue must have offended

him.

5 If you act in this way I will have to

demur. Ans. Demur as much aa

you like.

6 We will see each other again.

7 If you have anything to say, say it

quickly.

8 If he positively will not lend, so be it.

9 Do not be alarmed, I shall not de

ceive you.

10 Let it go. After the matter has come

to this pass, it would be useless to

speak of it.

11 You have such a sallowand shrivelled

look. It must be that you have

some ailment.

12 Sit down in the shade and cool off.

13 As you like: if you are content, it is

all right.

14 This is a private house. Please go

out at once.

LESSOU LX.

The Final Particle

|jg is a final particle of great expressiveness,

and with a wide variety of uses. It does not

always stand at the close of a sentence, but it

generally, if not always, marks the end of an idea.

The following is an approximate classification of

its uses :—

1 It emphasizes an injunction (9), or an invita

tion (12), or a command (14) (1).

2 It softens a command. (34) (38)

3 It asks a question which is coupled with a

douht. (20) (38)

4 It modifies an assertion by suggesting a doubt,

(15) (38), or a query (28) (4).

5 It marks a conclusion more or less definite.

(13) (19)

6 When specially emphasized it marks a per

emptory decision (8), or expresses defiance (15).

7 Followed by J , it emphasizes a decision.

(10) (16)

8 When repeated (sometimes trebled), it becomes

an exclamation expressing impatience (32), or a

concession (36).

9 Repeated with ~J , it expresses impatience

(26), or surprise (40).

10 When followed by it becomes a term of

importunate, or peremptory, entreaty. (29)

Vocabulary.

|jf Pa*. To cease, to stop; to discontinue; to

finish. A particle used to emphasize

a command, etc.:—see Sub.

HSfc 0 Kafl j'i*. Another day, again.

t'A JFm1 Decayed, rotten; withered, dried up.

■ti ^ J^'"1 shou* Lean, shrivelled, thin.

Kica1. To pare, to scrape ; to rub ; to evenoff ; to scrape by or against.

H $t $| HP 8hou*- Sallow andshrivelled.

$L fftY^nwangZp'irkwa1 shou*. Yellow andthin.
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15 Is the water in the kettle sufficient?

Ans. I think so.

16 If I kill him, I have only to give my

life for his. [chat a while.

17 When you have time come again and

18 You need not escort me. Please return.

19 If you are all willing, so let it be.

20 Can I stay here over night ?

21 If you are still dissatisfied ; then go

and do yrour uttermost.

22 Are you quite recovered from your

illness? Ans. Yes, practically.

23 First try it, and if it will not work

we'll consider further.

24 If you can at all put up with it, it will

be bettor to drop the matter and not

push it to extremes.

25 Common fare, ready to hand. Waive

a point and eat a little.

26 Well done ! Good for you !

27 Do not get impatient; wait just a

little longer.

28 Who is it that is speaking with such

a stentorian voice ? It must be that

that hateful fellow has come again.

29 Come now, Your Excellency, allow

me ten days time. Ans. All right.

So be it.

30 Drop it at once. Is there anything

<ng* A chronic disease, a malady.

$t Cheng* hou4. Disease, ailment; complaint;

- - - . . malady.

^ £ Tin1 Hang3 Shade, shady.

Liang3 k'wai*. To cool off; cool ; rcfresh-

ing; chilly.

^[ Ch'anga. To pay back, to indemnify ; to atone;

to replace.

|jg 13 Ch'ing* hui2. Please return; good day.good-bye.

jIH {/fjj Ch'irg* ch'iang2. To rely on one's strength

or prowess ; to push

to extremes; to stake on one supreme effort.

{H Wi Picn*/an* Ordinary food.

Pig Sang' The throat; larynx ; the windpipe.

5}* Ya1.- --. .A final emphatic particle :—Les. 61.

Ch'i1'*. A set or fixed time; time, period,season; to expect; to hope for.

tfe 'fl] La1 taoa. To desist, to give up, to drop; to

cease, to be ail over with;

stop it, enough ! begone !

Yang3. Driven by the wind; whirled; to tcin-note; to publish; to waft.

^ Ch'ang2. A threshing floor; a time:—Les. 64.A classifier:—Les. 109. See ch'ang*.

M| iij. To winnow the grain on the threshing

floor by tossing it up in the face of the wind,

which thus blows the chaff away from the grain,

Jtg PoCfi To clean grain with a 3£.

fijfc Pod*.. . .- - - A winnowing fan; a dust pan.

Ch't1 A nicker scoop, a dust pan.

A' wicker scoop for cleaning grain ; a

dust pan.

ifc Pa* Amu1. To cease, to give up; to drop,to pay no attention to.

fH; Jaor. Abundant; indulgent; to favor, to ex-cuse, to overlook; to pardon.

M S** A lute.

$J M Yon1 Se* Joseph.

^ Ch'en*. To avail of, to embrace, to improvean opportunity.

—' jlf I1 mien*. One face, one side; once.
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to be gained by meddling in other

people's busiuess P

31 How much do you consider that I

ought in justice to give you ? Ans.

It is not important : whatever you

please.

32 So be it then. Let us stop here.

33 If I do not wait for him, I fear he may

come. On the other hand, I fear if I wait

for him, he may not come after all.

34 How can one winnow without wind ?

Ans. If there really is no wind, then

use a winnowing fan to clean it.

35 If you know, then say so; and if you

do not know, say so. Why do you

lie about it?

36 When he reviles you, do you pay no

attention? Ans. Oh, he's drunk. For

his father's sake I will overlook it.

37 The child is out of doors crying. Do

you go and call him into the house.

38 Is the water you are heating boiling?

Ans. I think so. If it is, then bring

it in.

39 I hear that in the market, fish are

very cheap. Shall I go and buy a

few catties? Ans. All right; if they

are really cheap, you may buy ten

or more catties.

40 Well, well; my son Joseph is still alive.

I will go and see his face before I die.

Notes.

3 This is a polite form of leave taking, but is not much

used in common life. The meaning is, let each follow his

own convenience.

4 Or, It must he thai some one has offended him.

6 Another form of leave taking, more or less indicative

of friendship. The first two characters are often omitted,

and ^p§ Hi, ifi used alone. The Chinese affords no words an-

swering to our admirable words) "good-bye,'' and " farewell.'1

11 ?5i '{jt '8 used in some places in the sense of a plague

or contagious disease, but its general use is as given above.

12 This is the greeting of one sitting in the shade, to a

pB6sor by.

14 tfe j$C live home i i.e., a private residence.

16 Such foolish and reckless language as this is not un>

frequently beard from the Chinese.

17 The common language of a woman to a caller who is

about to leave.

18 This is the language of a guest, politely declining the

honor of being escorted to the gate (or further) by the host.

The is not distinctly given in the translation! Its use

implies that several persons were addressed.

21 $ In this case ^ is not an auxiliary verb, but

both '(({J and are principal verbs, so that ^fc and ^

'dl are quite equivalent. In Shantung $i would generally be

used alone, without jfe .

23 In conversation the %i J§? would often be omitted.

24 4tJ is the more common and more correct form.

25 This is the language of a housewife, or a host, to a

Casual guest happening in at meal time.

26 This style of speech might also be used ironically, in

which case it should be translated, Yea, yes, no doubt you're a

prodigy.

29 We have illustrated in this sentence how igt S ia

used in a reply. See Les. 44, Sub.

33 ft here expresses most forcibly the indecision and

hesitation of the speaker.

36 The double ft in the reply has a peculiar force, which

no oue English word will express. It marks the apologetic

purpose of the speaker to let the matter pass.

33 jt$ 6-f fa is put for ffc Eft jtj§ 65 ft., the water

which you are hea'ing.

40 ft "T Ht T renders Jacob's expression of mingled

satisfaction and surprise with admirable force.
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Lesson lxi.

1 I must go (or, I am going).

2 It will be enough for you to attend

to your own business.

3 All right. So let it be.

4 Our Father which art in heaven.

5 Get your lesson quickly. The teach

er is just now going to hear it.

6 Have you just now returned? Are

they all well at home ?

7 Stop talking and go at once.

8 It is getting late; you should be off

immediately. [speech.

9 He simply depends on his fluency of

10 Who is knocking ? Ans. I am. Make

haste and open the door.

11 With a few words I silenced him.

12 It is past noon. We had better be

going.

13 Having given you this much, you

ought to be satisfied. Be off with you.

14 If you come again, I'll have the

policeman drive you off. Do you

understand ?

LESSON" XjXZI.

Euphonic Endings.

Mandarin abounds in final particles, used to

round off the close of the sentence, or to emphasize

certain ideas and emotions. It is very difficult to

define or distinguish these particles accurately in

English. Their proper use can only be acquired by

imitation, and by close attention to the manner in

which the Chinese use them. The usage also varies

not a little in different places. Few, if any, foreign

speakers use them as much as the Chinese do.

te- fijfi'J A final particle indicating completion. It

is not essentially different from "J", when ~J" is

used as a simple final at the end of a clause or sen

tence and pronounced (as it always is in practice)

la. There is in fact no certain principle to guide as

to which character should be used in any given

case, and the usage of different places and teachers

differs widely.

A final particle indicating certainty, but in

practice not distinguishable from Teachers

vary much in the use of this character.

Pf^ A final sound having a variety of uses :—

1 Jt concludes a formal address or an iu voca

tion. (4) (29)

2 It concludes an inquiry. (6) (17)

3 It emphasizes an injunction or a declaration.

(8) (30)

HUP A final particle very nearly if not quite

equivalent in 'meaning and use to Pjlijf. Careful

observation of the use of this particle points to the

conclusion that it is simply a variation in sound

from P|5f, occasioned by the preceding word ending

in the letter n. Notice how in (29) and (30) the

two words change places, for no apparent reason

save the ending of the preceding word.

Jljl) A euphonic ending which in the North is

only used after f| (9) (19). In the South it is

sometimes used instead of IjfiJ. (5)

R§1 A final particle found occasionally in hooks,

but not used colloquially in the North. It is some

times heard in the South instead of (16) (26)

A final particle giving a strong emphasis,

either to an inquiry (21), or to an assertion (25).

|^ A final particle sometimes used instead of

PjSJ, to emphasize an assertion or an injunction.

5f
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15 The house is locked up and my

mother has gone away with the key.

16 Will you please walk in and be seated?

Thanks ; we will not sit down.

Do you wish to go with us, or do

you prefer to go ahead.

See, these clothes are all moldy.

Take them out at once and air them.

19 He also is a man. Will ho then act

contrary to reason ?

20 A man like you may he considered

as having a will of his own.

21 Please speak to the point. Are you

willing or not willing ?

22 She is so graceful, so quick and so

capable, and manages the house

hold admirably.

23 Have you not had your breakfast ?

Ans. No. Where have I anything

to eat ?

24 A youth becomes a man at sixteen,

and he is now seventeen ; can he

then be considered small ?

Vocabulary.

PfT Loo}, A final particle taking the place of^J:—see Sub.

PPPj A1, . . A common final particle:—see Sub.

P^lJ Lie1?. The chatter of birds; a final parti-cle:—see Sub.

P$5 Nal>* A final particle:—see Sub.

fflZiV. A final particle found in books, andused in South China.

jt^ Wa1. To retch, to vomit; a final particle;—

see Sub.

^ Kan* k'.wai* Quickly, make haste.

ffuji Hung1. Any rumbling noise; to blast, to

explode; to hustle or drive off; to

eject; to blow up.

I1. To screen, to intercept; to overshadow;a screen ; a flake, a pellicle, a coat.

Me? Humid, damp; moldy; mildew.

5 I1 mac? Mold.

6 % Pa? mao~ Mold.

fljft Liang* To dry in the open air, to air.

fif Mi?.- ..... The thumb, the great toe.

ik ^ M mu*chi* Vov? The thumb.

3$* IfflX Shwang1p'ie1 Quick, prompt, (s)

f^f Ch'iao*. Similar; handsome, pretty; sprightly,nimble.

^ fit Chun* ch'iao*. Handsome, pretty, elegant,

graceful.

Jj$jt Mar Hemp; quick, sprightly.

^ fiflj Marli* Ready; quick; clever.

Jj^" 3H Liao* li.s To manage, to regulate.

$9y Wu*. To labor strenuously, to attend to; con-cerns; duty, afairs ; must certainly.

Chia1 wu4. Household affairs, family du-ties; family.

^£ §§C ^Of!4 chia1. A corrupt form of g£ :—Note. (23).

^ 'Jit Shoi? It?. A brazier for warming thehands.

La°3 ch'ing*. Experienced, prudent, tfis-creet, staid.

HI Hi Wei? chung* Sedate, gentle, steady.

$@ Fin.1. A bride, a betrothed girl; affinity; rela-tionship.

$0 Yin1 yen'. The fate or affinity whichbrings lovers together ; a match.
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25 Is brother "Wang at home ? Ans.

No, he is not at home. Ques. If

he is not at homo where has he

gone? Ans. He has gone to market.

26 That man is very stylish ; he insists

on having high living and fine

clothes.

27 1 hear you have bought a hand stove

for four hundred cash. Is it a now

one or an old one? Ans. It is

second hand, but as good as new.

28 That young man Samuel is discreet,

clever and steady ; if you give him

your daughter it will certainly be

an excellent match.

29 Li Si ! all mon have a heaven im

planted conscience for the guidance

of life. In thus wronging a good

man you are committing a sin.

30 Chang San ! Chang San ! Alas, you

have brought disgrace on our whole

Chang family.

Notes.

2 4 13 The use of fcf, as in theBe sentences, is decidedly

Pekingese, though understood elsewhere, and occasionally

used, fft is used in many places in the same way, but is not

t'ung-hsi rig.

5 fl? '8' usually means In recite, but here it is used cans-

atively, meaning to cause to recite; i.e., to hear the recitation.

0 In speaking the words U£ fj^ P$), the two latter must

be joined closely on to the first and to caoh other, like a word

of three syllables accented on the first.

11 1^ 0 sfe- It 'S implied that the other party came

with a plausible story, when a few words served to " shut him

"P"

14 mC /<)>• Shoot you out; i.e., drive you out or off. A

Northern word.

20 f$ ffi Jit M- To put up an erect thumb.

The Chinese hold up the thumb as a sign of resolution or of

defiance; hence the meaning of this phrase.

21 In many places two 1% would take tho place of tho

final particles hore used.

23 lx ^ is a corrupt form of <$fc ^| used as a reply,

the jfC being in most places pronounced ka or ke\ It is muoh

used in Central Mandarin. IJS is used in many places in

the North, but is not t'ung-hsiug. Bee Les. 89.

24 J5)c "J* To become a man, A youth is supposed to

attain to manhood at sixteen,—to be capable of taking a wife,

bearing arms, eto.

26 w| ;£ is here used, as in the South, in the sense of

27 A jSlijf is a small brazier with a perforated cover

for holding live coals. It is used for warming the hauds in

cold weather.

LESSOU LXIL

^0 The Auxiliary op Reciprocity.

>J6 To inspect,—is placed before the verb to

which it is auxiliary. It may he joined with any

transitive verb, and in most cases gives the idea of

mutual or reciprocal. In some cases it is reflexive,

and in others it simply strengthens the idea of the

verb and makes up the euphony of the sentence.

The idea of reciprocity is often strengthened by

the addition of JJ. As an auxiliary 4S is used

both colloquially and in books.
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Vocabulary.

Hsiang1. To inspect; mutually, reciprocally;

by turns:—see Sub.

R. Hit4.. . . Reciprocal, mutual; responsive; with.

^ Weix.- - - To soothe, to comfort, to tranquilize.

^Sf ^ To appease, to comfort.

HQ ^ Mien* »irto4. T/ie /flee, countenance, phys-

iognomy, looks,

'Oil Hsiang1 si* Similar, to resemble.

fH Hsiang1 te*. Pleased ; agreeable ; suited,gratified.

§^ Ping9. To grasp, to maintain; imparted byIleaveii; natural.

f|€ '[4 -Pi/t^3 hsing*. Nature; natural disposition,

temperament.

Mod The pulse; streaks or veins; descent.

JlIL ffii Hsiie* mod*. The blood, the circulation ofthe blood; race.

Lesson lxii.

1 I have come to make a request of you.

2 They two mutually comfort each other.

3 These two persons' faces resemble

each other.

4 They all sat down and talked to

gether very agreeably.

5 We should decide where we will meet. ■

6 My natural disposition is exactly tho

opposite of yours.

7 Do not allow them to rail at and fight

with each other.

8 Will your honor please go over ? There

is something to be consulted about.

9 The circulation of the blood is con

nected throughout the whole body.

10 Those two places are not far apart.

11 The language of those two men does

not at all agree.

12 Do you look upon me angrily because

I am good.

13 Meeting on the road as we did, we

could not speak at length.

14 Husband and wife should mutually

help each other.

10 If you are not willing, that is the end

of it : I will not force you.

16 The two sisters do not differ in height

by more than an inch.

17 What you say agrees with my opinion.

^ Anger, passion, rage; incensed.

& 0 40 Nu* mu* hsiang1 k'an*. To look atangrily. (\v)

M I* ehien* Opinion, idea, notion.

Ch'i1 A wife, a consort. Also ch'i*.

Fan9. To return ; to revert to; but, on thocoutrary.

j5 ^ Fan* hu?. To break a contract or promise ;

to repudiate.

^5 T'ien1 jan" Natural, instinctive.

f^f Using* eh'ing*. Disposition, temper ; nat-tire; properties.

40 $7 Hsiang1 haoT\ Friendly, on good terms,

intimate.

ijfij Twan1. The origin, elementary principles ;

correct, upright; grave, modest;

A classifier :—Les. 140.
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18 Constantly doing business together,

we should not deceive one another.

19 That is something we mutually agreed

to, and can it be repudiated ?

20 They all love one another.

21 That parents and children should be

attached to each other is an instinct

of nature.

22 I have already made an apology, and

now we are as friendly as ever.

23 If you associate with helpful friends

your deportment will become correct.

24 When brothers get anything [in com

mon] they should mutually prefer

one another and not quarrel.

25 Your faithful words and his selfish

desires do not harmonize.

26 Former words inconsistent with sub

sequent language; that is to say, the

first and last assertions do not agree.

27 All honored and faithful friends when

visiting always meet each other on

arrival and escort each other on de

parture.

28 Two men, Chang and Wang, started

together to travel the same road.

Chang traveled eighty li per day,

and Wang seventy-five li per day;

after five days how many li were

they apart ?

jffij ~)] Ttran1fang1 Correct, upright, proper.

jEjJ Chung1. Loyal, faithful; sincere; unselfish;honest, upright.

Yii* Inordinate desire; lust; covetous.

Si1 >/u* Lust, desire; selfishness.

^st T'ou". To throw down or into; to deliver to;

...... to cast off ; to have recourse to; to

intrust; to harmonize with; to bid for.

No

1 The use of hero implies that the request is one that

concerns both the speaker and the person spoken to.

6 fj£ 14 '8 slightly u-Sn.

12 @ 4fJ 3§ is an expression in the book form, not

used iu colloquial.

15 Si; here indicates moral abibity, hence it is rendered

via.

19 M ^0 1W The introduction of M intimates thai

there were two parties, both of whom were willing. The

euphony of the sentence joins iftl with M rather than with

with which it is logically connected.

20 The compound verb $1 is here separated, and ^9

J§| 2V. To permeate; to see through; to corres-

pond; to inform ; to transfer to ; to

advance; all, everywhere.

^ij Fu?. A check, a voucher ; to correspond with,to agree; to verify. Also /«*.

J^p ^ Fu* hod* To correspond, to agree.

jQl Ying1. To meet and receive as a guest; tomeet, to occur; a meeting.

TES.

used with each part. This is a common and very forcible idiom.

23 The sentiment of this sentence is based on a saying

of Confucius in the Analects, Jjfc %L> ~fiL ft,?,-

& 5 PU> " There are three friendship* which arc ndvan-

ta(ieonn ;—/ci(?ii(ishtp with the upright; frieitdship with the

sincere ; and fiieiidxhij> ivith the man of much observation."

26 b3 E3 Wi ph 's "-'in 'Q style. Note how

E| and p§ are correlated.

27 If yon know that a gnest is coming, it is polite to go

out and meet him, and when ho loaves, poluem-BS requires you

to aecompary him to the door, or to the gate, or, iu spvciul

casus, a Bhort distance on his way.
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Lesson lxiii.

1 There is no distinction of meum and

tuum between us (i.e., all mine is

his and his is mine).

2 By this arrangement both are satisfied.

8 Friends ought mutually to love each

other. [other.

4 You must forbear a little with each

5 Our two firms have no dealings with

each other.

6 We should converse together on some

profitable theme.

7 The people of the two villages assist

each other. [disposition.

8 We two are very well mated in

9 Judgingfrom their testimony, they are

just recklessly accusing each other.

10 They mutually help one another.

11 Sha Ching Yfln and Hwang Kwei

Hsiang mutually made apologies

and were reconciled.

12 They all looked at each other, but

had nothing to say.

13 Each one declined in favor of the

other, no one being willing to take

the upper seat.

141 first gave him a detailed account of

what you said. [other.

15 In their hearts they two hate each

16 When differences occur between

LESSOlsT Ij3CIII.

^ ft, The Pronominal op Reciprocity.

When the words (jjj jjfc are used separately they

mean, that and this, there and here, then and now,

etc.; but joined together, as in this lesson, they

mean mutually, reciprocally. They are much

used in connection with 40> of the last lesson, one

form strengthening the other. When followed

by they may be rendered both. There is no

accounting for the order of these words. The

natural order would certainly seem to have been

jK; {jfc. When they are separated, as in (14), the

natural order asserts itself.

Vocabulary.

Pel* That, those; there; the other. j 3)] Tut* chin*

^ ^Ch'watfhwan*. Dealings, intercourse, com-muuication.

tfc jpt La1 ch'S3 The same.

W( tflfl T'an3 lun*. To converse, to discuss, to ar-gue, to debate.

3)i Chin*. Muscular, strong, robust; stiff; dispo-sition, character. Also ching*.

To suit, to be fitting ; agree-

able, appropriate.

^ Rung1 To confess; to testify; to declare.

P ®
K'ous hung1 Testimony, witness.

~7\ 2'iao1. Perverse, seditious: unscrupulous, reck-

less; wicked, artful.

7] ^ Tiao1 lai4. To accuse recklessly, to recrim-inate, to implicate others.
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husband and wife they should

mutually bear and forbear.

17 Being constantly together, how can

they avoid giving some little offense

to each other.

18 I know perfectly the origin and his

tory of their mutual affairs.

19 One says it was this way, and the

other says it was that way; each

has h'is own story.

20 " The corner of the ocean and the limit

of heaven," expresses the idea that

things are very widely separated.

21 At that time many shall reject my

doctrine, and shall betray one an*

other and hate one another.

22 When in a family, great and small,

superiors and inferiors, keep their

places, there is mutual harmony.

23 No matter what it is, if it be too

plausible, men will not believe it.

Look at that affair between me and

Li the Ninth. Manifestly he abused

ine without cause; yet when I went

to enter suit against him, the mag

istrate said I must have sinned

against him so that there was enmity

between us, on account of which

he beat me; and so finally he

refused to entertain the suit.

Jj? Sha1 Sand, gravel; reefs; gritty; friable.

Jun*. To moisten, to bedew; to instill into;to enrich, to benefit; inrease, profits.

$± Kicei* Cinnamon ; cassia.

Hsiang1. Fragrant; reputable; perfume; in-cense. Much used in names.

P,a 'HI V'( '9 To make amends, to apologize.

tf£ Hi T'uP jang*. To yield the precedence, togive way to, to decline.

"Hi ff| Hwai* hen*. To hate, to cherish enmity,to hold spite.

'fjj ^ Paox junga. To be generous, to make al-lowance for, to forbear.

$g Kicocf is'od*. A fault, a trangression, an

offence.

$3 Ts'oa* ktcod* • - • The same.

ijjjj Ken1. Root; origin, source ; cause; the base;fundamental.

^ 4C Ken} pin9. Origin, souroe ; foundation ;proof, evidence.

IS? Li*. To pass over or through or away; to expe-rience; arranged iu order; successive.

5|$ i§ W Antecedents; history; annals.

}|fi A?, Ya? Bank, shore, water line ; limit.

fj| Ch'i*. To throw away, to reject; to discard ;to abandon.

fff Yen* ch'i4. To refect irith disdain, to castoff, to throw away.

P§ listen* hai*. To victimize; to implicate;

to betray.

tic Yuan* hen* To hate, to detest.

Ti* To transmit ; to hand in; to change.

Je Ch'ing*. To state to a superior, to present ;a plea, a suit, an accusation.

Chun6. To permit, to allow; to approve, togrant,—-as a petition ; to adjust.
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Lesson lxiv.

1 I hare already consulted with him

twice.

2 I had all my trip for nothing.

3 He ' has imposed upon me not only

this once.

4 I have lost my living this time.

5 I gave him a meal of disgrace.

6 He made me so angry this time that

my eyeballs turned blue.

7 I exhorted him once, but he would

not listen.

8 As a first effort at preaching it is very

fair.

9 Time after time, it is too troublesome.

10 I came once five years ago.

11 It is two o'clock, how is it that it

only struck one ?

Notes.

1 To hold all you have at the service of your friend is

the ideal friendship.

2 The may be omitted, but the sentence is much more

forcible with it.

5 2fC is here used as "house" is used in English, to

designate a business firm. §jp Jll is used of the interconrse

of business firms. Social intercourse is expressed by JS|£

In some places 2}S {J: is used in both senses.

8 The two forms here given are not precisely synonomous.

5} Wl 51 includes suitability in other respects besides dis-

position, to which Jft' Jft is limited.

to take the higher or more honorable seat.

w *n jfc *n '<&i as thin as that; i.e., one by one in order*

26 The use of & implies that the sentence is in addition

to Bomething which preceded it. It is from the Sacred Edict.

20 5t SI '8 a book phrase, occasionally heard in
colloquial.

22 •? is not unfreqnently added to ^ % )J»

)J»> _t _t ~f ■§? "F great is great and small is small,

upper is upper and lower is lower ; i.e., each knotes and keeps

his proper place. This peculiar form of repetition represents

a common idiom.

LESSOIT LXIV.

Adverbial Numerals.

'— [pj One return,—one time, once.

— One order,—one time, once.

— 3^1 0,le meet,—once. Much used in

Northern and Central Mandarin, but rarely heard

in the South.

— ^Jf* One repeat,—one turn or time, once.

— jJlj One course,—one time, once. Often

written — Authorities differ as to which is

the proper character.

— One down,—a time, a stroke; at once.

■—1 ijjif One meal,—a spell, a time, once.

— One union,—a round, an onset, a tilt.

Used chiefly in books, and applied to horsemen.

— HI One send off,—a time, once.

— -j" One road,—a spell, a while, a stage;

the distance from one stopping place to another.

— |Sfl One burst,—a spell, a time.

—' 3® One whole,—a round, a time, once.

—■ [hJ One direction,—a while, for some time;

formerly.

— fffi, One breath,—a spell, a heat, once.

— Jp^ One rub,—a time, once.

— HI One arena,—a time, a bout, a round.

These several terms are to some extent inter

changeable, yet each has its own shade of mean

ing, and its appropriate place can only be learned

by experience.

Other numerals than one may be joined with

any of these words.
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12 From my youth I have only once

seen the mirage.

131 rather think I know you this time.

14 That mess of meat dumplings has

overloaded my stomach.

15 I looked over it once, it is not very

hard to learn.

16 The second time the long haired

robbers came they were worse than

the first time.

17 Shall we stop here, or shall we go on

another stage P

18 The two generals fought two tre

mendous tilts, and the victory was

still undecided.

19 Each time we meet we are older ;

how little time there is for the en

joyment of fraternal affection !

20 If a man can attain the degree of

Han-lin, he may consider that his

life of study has not been in vain.

21 He went into business for a time, and

lost all his capital.

22 I was vaccinated, and afterwards had

the small-pox the natural way.

23 I wonder where brother Chang has

drifted to by this time.

24 Should we not once in a year knock

heads to your honor.

25 Does your stomach still pain you ?

Ans. It pained me a spell this morn

ing, but is now well again.

T'ang*. To pass by; to fall; the track in

which horses run ; a time, a heat, a

course, a row.

^ Fan1. To repeat; to change ; a time, a turn;rude, uncivilized ; foreign.

^ Hsiu1 ju*. To put to shame, to insult, todisgrace; to outrage.

jjH Lan3 Blue; indigo.

i|<| ^ffy Chiang1 shu\ To expound the classics ;

* to preach.

Sou2. Worried, flurried, distracted:—see shu*.and shtr.

Z*t Wk Fan* sod* Involved; troublesome.

^fp Il.nang*. To resound ; to ring; noise, clamor,echo.

$i| rfj Ha? shi* The mirage.

Vocabulary.

U ^ Pic»8 ski* Meat dumplings.

^ Chiao3. Meat dumplings.

Ch'eng1. To gormandize ; the sense of op-

pression caused by eating too

much, to overload the stomach.

jf^f jji Chiang1 chiin1. A commandant, a general,a chieftain.

^ Chan* To fight, to join battle; war.

jj^ S/tetig*. To get the victory; to excel; to risesuperior to, to sustain ; adequate.

^ Han* lin". A graduate of the third de-gi'ee, a Han-lin.

2j£ $| Pen3 ch< ien*. First cost ; capital.

US Ton4 The small-pox.

^J" |j§[ AT(!is ton4 The cow-pox; vaccine.
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T'ien1 W The small-pox.

^ J^ieit1 Asi3 The small-pox.

JjfE ZjV. To flow ; to circulate, to diffuse ; to

wander, to become reokless ; vagrant,

shifting ; a class, a set. Also liu*.

jjffc Pa* -^"a ^°"4, ^° zander, to rove, to roam,

to drift; a prodigal.

P Hsin1 &'om8.- - - . . .The pit of the stomach.

tfc ^ C/mfi feu4 .4 customer ; a patron.

^ Chiian* Tired, fatigued, wearied.

JSjH To disquiet ; to fidgett ; perturbed,grieved ; the male of animals.

Jaos. To incommode, to embarrass; to con-

fuse, to disturb.

^ f§|. To harrass, to annoy; to embarrass.

fit! "ft Chin3 Hang*. To carry to the lattermost, toexhaust ; to do one's best.

26 The first time a stranger, the second

time acquainted, and the third time

an old customer.

27 I (or, we) have gone this stage too

fast, I find myself quite wearied.

28 Where have you been for some time ?

How is it that I have not seen you ?

29 In my opinion he is somewhat fatter

than he was the first time.

30 This way of working a while and

resting a while is not as good as to

finish at one heat.

31 That old woman ChaDg comes con

stantly, time after time, and wor

ries me.

32 I only struck him one blow, where

upon he exhausted his whole vocab

ulary of abuse upon me, and I

was unable to get the better of him.

33 You need not be concerned ; after

I have had a bout with him we'll

talk about it.

34 I have threshed that wheat on the

floor twioe, and it is not yet clean.

35 Comets appear, some once in several

years, some once in several tens of

years, and some onoe in several

hundreds of years.

36 Truly this child has no memory.

Yesterday his mother gave him a

sound beating for his contrariness,

and to-day he has forgotten it.

Jjoi Oh'iang1. A tune; the brogue or dialect ofa place ; empty, conceited, vain.

1Z. fl-t F"»s ch'iang1. To turn the tune, to get

- - - the better of.

5§f P Hwan2 k'otfl. To answer back, to retort,to rejoin.

0 P$f flat8 tsu? The same.

Kua* hsin1. To be anxious, to be con-

cerned about.

? ^ Jlui* A besom ; a comet.

^ ifs Hui* Using1. A comet; a star of ill omen.

tt| i)J Ch'u1 hsien*. To appear ; to come forth,to manifest.

IS Chi* hsing*. Memory.

^ Sa1 lai*. To pretend to be injured ; toimpose upon, to levy black

mail; to importune; to act contrarily.
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Lesson lxv.

1 I was away and have just returned,

and have not yet put the house in

order.

2 Have you just now found out that

he is stubborn ? He is much im

proved these last few years.

3 As soon as you speak of Ts'ao Ts'ao,

he is at hand.

4 I have just now heard a report that

the examiner will leave Ch'ing

chou (for this place) on the third.

5 When I first came he was just able

to talk ; now he has come to he a

full grown man.

6 Is Mr. Li Ch'i Wen here ? Ans.

How very unlucky ! He waited for

you over an hour, and has just now

gone.

Notes.

2 is here translated all.

4 Lit. I have smashed the kettle this time. In China

everything is cookod in a kettle, and to smash this kettle

means nothing to eat. Used when one loses a position or

opportunity on which his living depends.

6 The Chinese assert that when a man is filled with

suppressed anger his eyes turn blue.

12 ?§ iff. a sea market; i.e., streets and people pictured

' in the clouds over the sea.

13 Said to one by whom you havo been cheated, and

meaning that you will be on your guard against him in the

future.

14 For meat dumplings, Wi Si is the more proper and

widely used term. is added to because the dumplings

are boiled in water. They are also called ^ ~p, and in

Shantung iu1 tsi3. Jfc -J usually means the bowels rather

than the stomach, but is here used indefinitely for both. It

requires both overloaded and disordered to convey the meaning

expressed by |5f £§$ ~X •

19 A saying which originated in the words of a celebrated

official, reproving two brothers for going to law about the

division of their father's estate.

20 The primo idea of seeking an education in China is to

get a degree, and by this means become an official, and so get

rich.

22 In many places the more familiar term for vaccina

tion is

24 ~}\ iiV> here means, not an uncle (as it usually does),

bnt simply a man of wealth or high standing who has servants

and other employes. In speaking, the accent is thrown on

JflJ. In the South jfp l(ff is used in the same way. "Your

Honor," is only an approximate rendering. The occasion of

the k'oii t'ou is probably the new year, and is insisted on in

expectation of a present.

26 The language of a shop keeper to a new customer.

34 ~— iRl does not here illustrate the lesson, being used

in its primary and literal sense.

36 Comets are colloquially called Jvjj 'jjj' J^, broom stars.

LESSOR LXV.

The Immediate Past Limited by the Present.

HI Just now, immediately preceding. In

previous lessons f|| has already been used in the

sense of before ; in order that.

fSSjlJ Just this moment. Not often used alone.

W\ 111 or I^M HI Just, just now, just this

moment. The two forms are interchangeable.

The former, perhaps, indicates the more immediate

present. The former is preferred in the South,

the latter in the North.

~}j A little ago, just now; recently, -ft is not

quite as colloquial as It is also used like $£

to mean before ; in order that.

~)j Hi Jusfc now, just a moment ago.

P^l] p^l] Just this very moment. For still fur

ther emphasis the [Sp] pljij is sometimes preceded by

and sometimes followed by it. ~)j and $| are

not doubled as f5ji] is.

?H is used in the South in the same way and

with the same sense as j$j in the North. In

Central Mandarin both forms are used, ^ij

predominating.
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7 "When he is so old as this, how is it

that his wife is just in her twenties ?

Ans. This is a second marriage.

8 I was very fortunate indeed yester

day. It did not rain on me the

the whole day ; hut I had barely

gotten home when it began to rain

heavily.

9- Rolls just from the kettle;—eat a

couple before you go.

10 May I trouble you, old gentleman.

Did a man carrying a bundle on

his back pass by here ? Ans. He

has just this moment passed by.

11 You have been stirring round this long

time to get a wife. Have you now

got it satisfactorily settled ? Ans.

It is far from settled. Just when

it was in a fair way to be arranged,

it was broken up by an enemy.

12 Simply leaving matters thus, he will

not make any exertion. It will

first be necessary to put a bribe in

his hand.

13 You are not the least afraid to run

into debt. Having just now fairly

paid up, you go again and contract

all this debt.

To dismiss, to put aside; to establish;

to place, to arrange; to buy, to lay in.

j§. An1 chi*.- - - . . .To arrange, to put in order.

4J3 Chiie2'* Obstinate, perverse, opinionated.

*Jj§ Chiang*. Stubborn, impracticable, obstinate.

Usually regarded as a different

writing of jj§». Also c/iiang1.

1jH 3§ Stubborn, impracticable, mulish, headstrong.

51 or (J»Jj Chiang1. Barely; nearly, almost; scarcely

just, just now. See chiang.*

Peking teachers often write jfj for the meanings

here given to (or in the South ijg); but jpf , being

essentially soft, is not allowable where hard sounds

are used.

^ Ts'ao2. Judge of appeals; a company ; signof the plural in w6n-li.

W Wc Ts'ao2 ts'ao1. The famous brigand andgeneral, Ts'ao-ts'ao.

|^ Hsiie2 yuan* A literary chancellor.

ffi jj£ Hsiie2 t'ai2 The same.

7*f jlfj Ch'ing1 chou1. A departmental city incentral Shantung.

Vocabulary.

m

Hun1 A husband; to marry, marriage.

j$ Hou* hun1 A second marriage.

Hsu*. To second; to join on; to keep up;tied together, continuous.

Hsien2 A lute or fiddle string.

To marry a second wife.

Fun*. To revolve; to move in a circuit; totransport; a turn, a chance; luck, lot.

i£ SM2 yiin* Fortune, luck.

Lin2. To drop ; to wet,—as by rain ; to

sprinkle. Also lin*.

Tod* To drop, to drip; to wet, to rain on.

Hsie1 A wedge.

jlfj ]ff! P'ofii4 t'otPhrie1. A wedge driven intoa crack or split.

Tao8. To beat with a mallet, to pound in a

... ... mortar; to reel, to wind.

Tao9fan1. To tangle, to jumble, to thwart,to knock to pieces.

Hui* Riches ; a bribe, hush money.

Lu* To bribe, to corrupt.
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14 If you have a confidential friend, you

may entrust it to him to bring ; if

not, no matter.

15 I have been ill and have just gotten

rip. I have no strength at all. It

was only by special exertion that

I was able to come.

16 We started a little earlier to-day.

When we left the sun had but

just appeared.

1 7 I am delighted beyond measure to

hear that that worthless villain has

fallen and broken his leg. Without

doubt this is a manifest retribution.

18 What rank has that Mr. Li who

has just now come ? Ans. He is

a hereditary major.

1 9 When a man first attains the strength

of his manhood, he ought to restrain

himself, and not fight with people.

20 When he was on the point of putting

forth his hand to take it, I gave

one shout, which frightened him

out of his wits. He muttered some

thing with his lips, but was unable

to say anything.

J$jj $r. A bribe, a present intended as a bribe.

ffi jSjt La1 k'ung* .To run in debt.

tfc jl$ La1 ehi1 hwang1. To contract debts withno means of paying.

ft C/ia1. To thrust; to tie up, to fasten, to bind.Also chas.

J|f Cha1 cheng*. To brace one's self for a vig-

orous effort, to put forth

all one's strength ; to try one's best.

pao*. Immediate and manifest ret-ribution.

jjf Ch'ien9 oh'lng*. Honorary degree, rank,previous standing.

ft

g

27m' To invade, hereditary, to respect.

j|r§ Shi* hsP Hereditary rank.

/f|§ ShotPpei* A military title, a major.

^ Hsiie4 ch'i*. Physical vigor, constitution ;

the animal feelings, the flesh.

Jj£ Tn* chie*. To restrain one's self; temper-

ance; watchfulness.

or [sJJ Tow4. To wrangle, to fight; to cause

to fight, to play at.

PJ Ghhig1 toil* To fight, to brawl.

Wot1 To chant, to hum ; to mutter.

Notes.

3 f ^ was a noted usurper of the Han dynasty. For

military strategy and unprincipled artifice and nsnrpation, he

is the most noted character in Chinese history. The sentence

is a saying analogous to, " Speak of the devil and he will

appear."

4 j£E >«§ or _t $3- To start;—a term only applied to

officials, and no doubt fixed in the language when it was the

custom of mandarins to travel on horseback. They now ride

in chairs with four or eight bearers. Athongh not so said, it

is fairly implied, that the examiner was starting towards the

place of the speaker.

9 l& is here used of the platter on which the rolls are

laid in the kettle while steaming. The sentence is the call of

a huckster by the wayside.

10 A question of inquiry preceded by some polite ex

pression, such as is here used, will nearly always elicit a re.

spcctfnl reply. An abrupt question often fails to do so.

11 ^§ ^ H *f ' from many days; i.e., for a long

time. Jj" $|[ jlJI to make a crack or split by driving in a

wedge,—used mataphorically of one who interferes and breaks

up or defeatB any business or scheme. A Peking expression.
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Lesson lxii.

1 In every five years China inter

calates two months.

2 Every man loves his own child.

3 Every time you come you should

knock at the door.

4 I will take a little of each kind.

5 In the Yamen there is opportunity

every third and eighth day to enter

suit. [hand ?

6 Every kind and style are kept on

7 How much money can you earn each

mouth. [affairs.

8 Each one of us attends to his own

9 Every man ought to do his own duty.

lU Formerly whenever he came to the

capital he always came to see us ;

but five or six years have now

passed that he has not come.

11 He was every day at the door of

13 ffc ^ ^ tfi $$L M The force of WL is hard

to express in English. Paraphrase thus : — The thing you are

not afraid to do is to run in debt.

18 jjj ijjl —• jJJ!f might also mean, We started a little

too early.

17 51S lj£ *H" BK that piece of rotten bone,—& coarse

phrase used to signify that a person is thoroughly worthless

and detestable. ^[ -gf fHj ix. ?jfe> to be delighted beyond

all power of expressing or containing the emotion. Men are

not wanting in China who feel no shame in proclaiming their

spite as is here done.

19 H'J docs not here form a phrase with but is used

independently as a verb, meaning to become strong or mature.

20 '—" ~F here means all at once, suddenly. jH, is fre

quently prefixed to verbs to express wild or irregular action.

LESSOIT LXVI.

Distributive Pronouns.

Each, every. 1 is each inclusive of all,

Each, every. J while ^ is each severally.

When § is repeated, the second is rendered

own. (8) (9)

§ Each his own, each for himself. (16)

Q I myself, you yourself, he himself. (17)

In colloquial fj ft i s often expanded into g

e. if a-

^| To meet,—though not properly a distribu

tive, becomes one when applied to time, or to the

repetition of an act, and means, every time, as

often as.

^ ^ Every time, as often as.

In Central and Southern Mandarin ^ is freely

used alone, but in Peking it is rarely used save

in combination with fe.

^ MeP. Each, every ; each one; constantly; al-ways.

^| Feng". To meet unexpectedly ; to occur ;every time, as often as, whenever.

pi] Yun* To intercalate; intercalary.

$j f*J IV men'1. A yamcn, a government office, apublic court, an official estab

lishment.

1k la Fan? kao* To receive indictments.

Vocabulary.

Hwan*. To call out, to hail, to bid; to order;

to designate.

Hit} htcan* To call,—as a servant.

i& fa" Hsiu1 hsing*. To reform, to practice virtue.

'|ifil Hsu1)1. To feel for, to commisserate; pity,sympathy.

'H$> '|lfiL Lien3 hsii* To pity, to compassionate.

^ Liu* A skein of silk.
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the audience room waiting on (his

master's) call.

12 The teacher explains first principles ;

to practiqe them rests with the

person himself.

13 Mr. Wang is very compassionate ;

he responds to every plea.

14 Take these few skeins of thread, and

assort them according to their colors.

15 1 have a cough every winter.

16 The generals did not dismount, but

each pursued his own road.

17 This business requires that you

should go yourself.

18 In the encampment they drill every

third, sixth and ninth day.

19 In all countries, Chinese and

foreign, human nature is necessarily

the same. [of a dollar.

20 I wish to make you each a present

21 We, here, hold markets on every 4th

and 9th. How is it in your hon

orable village ? Ans. In my un

worthy village the markets are

set for every 5th and 10th.

22 From that time the two separated,

and each one went his own road.

Kwei1. To return ; to revert; to restore ; to

betake oneself to ; to belong to ;

to go home ; to divide by one figure.

Tung1 Winter; the end ; to store up.

B£ K'od* To cough, to hack. Also hai1.

jglfc Sou* To cough; to expectorate.

5^5 3v To cough, to hack and cough.

^ PA»M. To run, to go; to hasten; to follow;

to be busy with ; to fly ; to hurry.

j|C fj^ Chun1 ying* An encampment.

jjp$ yen9. To practice, to exercise ; to perform ;long, ample, extended.

HI {j^ Ts'ao1 yen* To drill, to parade.

§ Tsi*jans. That which exists or acta ofitself ; natural, necessary, spon

taneous; certainly, of course.

f||£ Pi*. Bad; unworthy; a demeaning term formy, mine; to stop, to close :—Les. 172.

Fin1 $hou\ To go apart, to separate; to

take leave of.

I*. Different, diverse; unusual, rare; hetero-

dox j to regard as strange, to marvel at.

*H 259 Chiu3 ping*. Given to wine, intemperate.

lj$ Sod1 tsui*. To get drunk, to become in-toxicated.

# Fotf, Fa* Buddha.

Chi*. To shun, to avoid, to keep aloof from ;to dread j to dislike, to be jealous.

k'oua. To refrain from eating meats,to fast.

7$ P Chic* k'oi? The same.

"rH Chie1 twan*. To find fault with; to re-

proach for a fault ; to

publish the short comings of others ; to slander.

"fit ^dng^pei1. To prepare for; to be on guardagainst; to be beforehand with.

Jlsiin2. To go round and intpect; to patrol ;to cruise.

H£ Fu*. To keep down, to quiet; to soothe ; to

cherish, to provide for ; to manage.

The governor of a province.

jUJ Yiie*, To examine, to inspect; look over ; toread over carefully.

i}3 Yiie4 pie'n1. To make a tour of inspection.Note (30.)

^ $i Rung1 kwans. An official stopping place,a reception room; a pub
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I wish to settle accounts, regularly,

every Saturday.

On the declivity is the flower garden

of the Wangfamily in whichisevery

kind of rare plant and curious flower.

He has a weakness for wine, so that

every time he drinks it he is cer

tain to get drunk.

The two sects, Buddhists and Tao-

ists, require to abstain [from meat]

every first and fifteenth of the month.

Let each man state his own case, and

not each find fault with the other.

When one gets sick who is not often

sick, his sickness is always severe.

It behoves us each to be on his guard

that he does not steal from us.

When the governor goes round on a

tour of inspection, it is necessary

for every prefect and magistrate to

prepare reception rooms for him,

aud officers of all grades are expect

ed to make presents.

My third sister-in-law, do not he

troubled about food and clothing.

If you really desire to remain a

widow, I will help you each year,

to the extent of fifty taels.

lie hall; the head quarters of a company or society.

Yiian" Any officer civil or military.

^ Ktcan1 yuan*. Officers of all ranks;grandees.

China* i*. An expression of respect, apresent, a largess.

5§f Sao*. An elder brother's wife; a woman, alady, a matron.

tfp Tsoa* nan*. To be in trouble, to be embar-rassed, to be in straits.

t}4 ffj Shou* chie*. To remain a widow, to be trueto a deceased husband.

Notes.

1 The month, in China, is determined by the changes of

the moon, thus giving only about three hundred and fifty-four

days to twelve months. In order to uiake up the loss, a month

is intercalated as often as necessary,—about two in five years.

The month intercalated varies, being settled by the As

tronomical Board in Peking.

5 § § H A; that is, the 3rd, 8th, 13th, 18th, 23rd

and 28th of every month. This is the established custom in

all yamuns. An indictment may be presented at other times

by paying a special fee.

S is to be understood after each If fully ex-

pressed it would be&A^BfftAfj-/^-

12 The original reference is to the cultivation of virtue,

but the sentence is often used, by accommodation, of ordinary

learning, and even of manual skill.

16 This sentence, from a standard novel, is often quoted

and applied to the affairs of ordinary Iife,'B|f being taken

in its metaphorical sense.

21 Iu North China, markets aro held in the cities and in

all largo villages onco in five days, and those in the same

vicinity are arranged so as not to come on the same days.

Note tho different form of expression when the market occurs

on the fifth and tenth. This form is probably used to avoid

the juxtaposition of five and ten, which would make fifty.

When the month has only twenty-nine days, the market that

would have come on the 30th comes on the first of tho follow

ing month. •

24 5& ?2 is a book expression, but, as used in

this connection, would be understood by most people.

26 ij? here means a school or sect. When spoken of as

a religious observance, 13 means to abBtain from meatsi

but when used in connection with the administration of medi-

ciuo, it means to abstain from anything that may be incom

patible with the medicine. Abstinence from meats on the 1st

and loth is mostly confined to the priests, and is not always

observed by them.

29 Lit.,—that we are not stolen by him. Tho meaning

is, however that our good3 are not stolen by him.

30 The jjj, jfji S3;, are three grades of cities in a de

scending series. Each governor is expected to make a tour of
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Lksson lxvu.

1 He will not oblige one in anything.

2 Everybody says so, but I do not

know whether it is true or false.

3 You pass by here every day, where

are you always going ?

4 There is scarcely any of this juan

lien paper whole, almost every sheet

has some defect.

5 Mr. Lo5 speaks very clearly, there is

not a sentence nor a word that is

not distinctly heard.

6 You earn eight thousand cash every

month, and yet you run into debt

year by year !

7 He is always looking out for small

gains until it has become a habit.

8 What you say is every word truo, but

the unfortunate thing is that while

all can preach, they can not practice.

9 Every family has some disgraceful

secret ; they who do not let it out

are clever. Who would venture to

assert that they whose shame is not

kuown are any better than he is.

inspection to ail the principal places in his jurisdiction at

least once, during hiB incumbency of three years. Officials

resident on his route have to provide entertainment for him

and his retinne, and all officers are oxp"cted to make him

a prei-ent. If any should omit it, or give too little, ho

would soon find that there was some reason justifying his

removal.

31 The highest attainment of female virtue is for a yonng

widow to remaiu a widow for life, and this idea is extended

to, and finds its highest exemplification in, the case of a girl

whose betrothed dies before marriage. In point of fact,

however, in the middle, and lower classes, the majority of young

widows do marry again, and it is but a rare thing that a girl

whose betrothed dies before marriage, remains unmarried for

life.

LESSOnsr lxvii.

Distribution by Repetition.

The idea of each or every is often expressed

by repeating the word of which it is affirmed ; as

A A every man, ^fc ^ every day, etc This

idiom is analogous to the English, man by man,

day by day, etc. We have thus seen that repeat

ing an adjective emphasizes it, Les. 19 ; repeating

a verb specializes the idea and intensifies it, Les.

33 ; and repeating a noun makes it distributive.

VOCAECLARY.

fH TAen2 A curtain, a screen, a scroll.

W< |p Jwm* lien* A kind of writing paper.

^ IIu2 Round, whole.

[jg] Jjitn2 Finished.

pp] Whole, entire, complete.

$L Chtcang*. Stout, robust, hardy, healthy ;manly; flourishing; to incite.

^£ CMng* chtcang* Regular, orderly. Entire,whole, (s.)

M #J Chen1 ch'ie4 Plain, distinct, clear.

~$\L BM chaiig4. To run up an account, to go

into debt.

K|| T'an* To sigh, to groan; sad; to praise.

Lou* To leak, to drip ; to disclose, to let out;to forget, to omit.
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10 T's'i ti is a common phrase with us

in Nanking. Every one uses it.

11 I have broken all the ten command

ments of God. My sins have gone

over the top of my head, [square.

12 Every Mohammedan cuts his beard

13 Liu Ohing Ch'ing is very good at

painting pictures. The portraits he

paints are almost equal to photo

graphs.

14 If all in the world were good sons

and good brothers, the world would,

of course, be always peaceful.

15 A map is a distinct drawing of the

several features of the earth.

16 His affairs are reported among1 all

our people. There is not a family or

household that does not know them.

17 When anything has flourished to the

utmost, it must decline ; and when

it has declined to the utmost, it

must begin to flourish. Throughout

the world, the same principle every

where prevails.

18 The saying runs, " He that is jack of

all trades is master of none : that

is to say, he who would excel in

anything must give his whole atten

tion to it.

19 The general scope of the book I still

iii Lou 4 ts'i* A mistake, a blunder, (s.)

3? WlL Tin1 ch'ou*. To expose oneself to con-tempt, to disgrace oneself.

*^ P'ing2 ch'ang*. Ordinary, common, usual,customary.

J\i i$ Fan* ch'ang*. The same (s.)

03 HuP chiao*. The Mohammedan religion :—

Note (11.)

lff$ Chie* A command, a precept; a warning.

j£( Ch'ien1 A fault, an error; a failure.

j^X Tsui* ch'ien1. A transgression, a sin, ashort-coming.

fig iff T'ou2 ting*. The top of the head.

^fc T'ai* p'ing2 Peaceful, quiet.

^ f^f1 Using* s/ii4. Aspect ; outline, contour ;shape, configuration.

ffffc Ch'wan- ahwod1. To report, to pass from

mouth to mouth, a

rumor ; a tradition.

■jPl Raing1. To rise, to flourish, to prosper; pre-vailing, fashionable. Also hsing4.

fS Chi*. The utmost point, the extremity; ex-tremely ; to reach the end, to exhaust.

"g" Chi*. Intention, purpose; scope, sense; im-perial will, a decree, an order.

ij£ ||[ Pi3 chiK Straight, straight o» a line,direct.

— ]jf^ P chP. Straight, direct; forthwith, im-mediately.

$§ Pwan*. A village, a hamlet. Used only inCentral and Western Mandarin.

ffi Ch'a*. A fork in the road; a branch, a diver-gence ; to mistake, to go wrong.

^ P'* *• To criticize, to revise ; to give judgmenton a communication from an inferior.

^ Hao 4. A mark, a sign ; a style or appellation ;

a signal, a call, a summons; to

mark ; to label. A classifier:—Les. 147. Also'^oo2.

ffi Chi 4 hao 4. A mark, a sign ; a token, amotto.
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remember, but to repeat every

chapter and expound every verse,

is really m >re than I can do.

20 Which way do you go from this to

Shin Tien P Ana. When you gut

out of the town, go on directly

northwest ; there is no fork in the

road, just go on straight as a line

(pen).

21 I notice dots and circles on Chinese

books; what is the meaning of them ?

Ans. They are the marks of the

critic. Where the style or senti

ment is very good he makes circles,

and where it is not quite so good ho

makes dots.

Notes.

3 ;Q$ here refers to the number of times, and, hence,

i always.

4 ?Jf is dropped out in the translation. Tf you should

translate, as would seem natural, this kind of jiian lien paper,

etc., you would miss the meaning, which is not that this par

ticular kind of jiian lien paper is faulty, but that jiian lien

paper in general, is faulty.

9 W£ here refers to somo one who had been mentioned

before. is commonly used for "better" in Central and

Northern Mandarin, but is not often so used in the South.

10 l>rl yB. 'S generally used bv the non-mandarin

dialects south of the Yang-tso for JJi ^f!£. It is sometimes

used iu the North, but its constant use maiks any dialect as,

by so much, an impure Mandarin, Tho use of for |J£

is also characteristically Southern.

U The classifier is repeated instead of the noun.

Almost any classifier may be thus repeated instead of the

noun, though, in many cnso«, the general classifier, f0,

is substituted for the specific olassifier. Mohammedans are

commonly designated as OH 0 i|fc> out, they, generally, Bpeak

of themselves as which accounts for tho phraseology

hern used. They are, also, called HI -p, but this term is

not considered respectful.

13 55 '3 a repeated word, but does not illustrate the

lesson. It, is introduced hero to put the learner on his guard.

The first jf; is a verb, and the second, a nonn. The Chinese

language, especially the Wen-li, is very partial to this form of

expression. See also (21),

15 — one by one, that is, each one in order,—the

common form of expressing this idea.

17 This seutence sets forth a stock idea of Chinese

philosophy.

13 This proverb is the oxaot equivalent of our "Jack of

all trades and master of none," and is more briefly and ele

gantly expressed.

20 55 ® }'V which way? As here used,

is quite t'ung hsing, but a number of other forms am in use iu

various places. I have heard }C and and j^8, also ma

and man and ka. also, is properly used iu this sense,

though not ofteu so used colloquially.

at-

LESSOIT LXVIII.

Classifiers.

fH Classifier of trees.

5j?f A class or order,—classifier of herbs, grains

and shrubs. There is much confusion in the use

of these two classifiers. I have given the dis

tinction which seems most natural, and which is

commonly observed.

jlfe A span or team,—classifier of sedan chairs

and vehicles other than those on wheels.

■fj Double,—classifier of thing3 in pairs.

P Mouth,—classifier of members of a family,

kettles, hogs, etc.

01] An assistant,—classifier of buttons and

of things in sets, also of doses of medicine. In

writing, ffi is nut unfrequently used instead of glj.

lj A dose,—classifier of doses of medicine (8).

[h] A partition,—classifier of rooms or com

partments. Note (28.)

ijjj Root,—classifier of strings, sticks, and,

generally, of thiugs long and narrow.

tfL A pile,—classifier of things in heaps.

/E Classifier of pieces of cloth.

frS A chariot,—classifier of wheeled vehicles.
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Lesson lxviii.

1 I have tea pairs of woollen stock

ings.

2 Li Jun Fa has a family of eiglit.

3 We are still short two pairs of

chopsticks.

4 I will guarantee that one dose of

medicine will cure him.

5 I leased a house of three rooms.

6 Draw out a thread and give me.

7 There are twelve apple trees and

eight pear trees iu the back yard.

8 This honeysuckle is exceedingly

fragrant.

9 The two heads of the family are

going to separate.

10 Pluck out that hair.

11 Two thousand eight hundred catties

of stone make one cord.

12 Every' blade of grass has its own

dew to nourish it.

13 I bought a set of buttons for eight

cash.

14 I intend to use this kettle to-day to

boil the clothes.

15 He hasn't a stalk of grain, but de

pends entirely on his trade for a

living.

Vocabulary.

ShwangK A pair, a couple; a mate; both;double:—see Sub. Also s/twang*.

Fit4. An assistant, a deputy, a vice, an alter-nate:—see Sub.

t'^ K'oa1 Only used as a classifier:—see Sub.

Tut1. A pile, a heap, a mound ; to heap up,to store :—see Sub.

f[t Ch'ing*. A span, a team:—see Sub. AlsoCh'hig1.

/E P'i8. Only used as a classifier:—see Sub.

Sjj$ Liang''. A chariot:—see Sub.

^ Jung'2. Floss; velvet; woolle'n cloth ; worsted;punk.

£|£ K'wai\ Chopsticks.

^fl] Chi*. To trim, to cut even ; to portion out;a dose, a prescription :—see Sub.

<Ht 1'ao3 kwan* Same as <g

j|Sj§ llnien* The same as gg.

I"in\ P'inf. A water plant.

|j£ KicoX9 Fruit, berries, nuts, etc.

$K A species of apple—quite large, but

spongy and insipid.

^ Li*. Pears—of which there are many kindsiu China.

iS. Nuft To take with the fingers, to pluck; toknead; to fabricate, to trump up.

^ Nie1, Nien5. To pinch, to nip ; to hold withtongs or nippers; to twist.

^ s£U tffcChin1 yin1 hwa1 The honeysuckle.

^ 5§C Fen1 chin1. To divide the inheritance ; to

lice separately.

P -f- Liang* k'oi? ts,s.
Husband and wife,

see louB.^

a coarse grass used

B§. Lit,* Dew, mist ; to bless :

]P| ^fC Ln4 shuiK. . Dew.

pjSa Shan*, Chan1. To thatch

for thatch ; a mat

-jp. A rude mule litter covered with matting.

^ T'o'i* chiact .-A mule litter.

Shu1 Silk gauze; crape.

i9f Yen: Countenance, visage; color, hue.

1% Yen**?. Color, hue.

jtt ?P| Kwang1 jun*. Smooth, polished; shining,brilliant.
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16 In three days I am going home. You

may hire a mule litter for me.

17 Look at that piece of red silk gauze ;

is not the color brilliant P

18 Twenty or thirty stalks of my millet

on the south hill were eaten up by

your cow.

19 I saw that he kept two big, fat hogs

in the stye.

20 "Wear this pair of old shoes at home,

and keep that pair of new ones to

go out with.

21 At weddings in Shantung, some use

two sedan chairs and some, four.

22 When you go out to-day, you may buy

for me three pieces of white cotton

cloth, and one piece of ash colored silk.

23 There are five flowering bushes in

the front yard,—two monthly roses,

two red rose3 and one shrub peony.

24 With upwards of ten persons to eat

and only this one kettle to cook in,

the cooking is very inconvenient.

25 I bought two heads of cabbage for

sixty cash and eight onions for

twelve cash.

W(- Hsien1.
bright, clean. AlsoFresh, new ;

. . hsien*.

Wi- Hsien1 ming3. New, bright, brilliant, re-

splendent.

IS AV Grain; millet.

or 3§ Chu1 A hog, a pig.

I-U J(iL 'Shan1 tang1. Shantung.

CAVi8 ch'in1 To take a wife.

Ch'ou*. Coarse silk, pongee; a clue, a thread;

to search.

Chi*. A season of the year, a period; a

- - - ... youuger brother.

^ Fie* chi* The monthly rose.

M M Ym* yiie* hung* Same, (s.)

3te? A bright red pearl, a garnet.

f^J Kvoei*.. ....... A red pearl ; rare, admirable.

it 7£- The red rose.

$t Mu3. The male of quadrupeds and of some

plants.

ft Tan1. Carnation color ; a medicinal concoc-

tion, a pill ; sincere, loyal.

)«j %L ft The shrub peony. GlalftU a- .

Ts'ung1 Onions.

M To* ch'P A freight cart.

$tjj| iji Chiao* ch'e1 A passenger cart.

/J-» 1$. Hsiao* ch'e1 A wheelbarrow.

Hwang9 nr Clay, earth.

H$ P'in*. To ask; tobetroth; to espouse.

iBsf/fli P'in* I? Betrothal presents.

/I- fff Ting* IP Betrothal presents.

3$ =fj|f Chie* chi* A finger ring.

Ch To sink, to descend; to fall, to crumble ;

a pendant, an ear-ring.

Ch'ien3. Pincers, nippers, tongs; a clasp :—see Note (29).

H ^5 -fcV0 tea1 An ear-pick or scoop.

^ Tsan1. A pin or skewer to fasten the hair,a hair pin.

fa P'eP To assist ; to accompany ; to match ;to act as second or mate.

lt£ fHU ^>(j1' Alow cabinet on which the bed-

ding is laid during the day.

It stands across the head of the k'ang or bed.

'W: ilE Teng1 t'a?. A lamp stand ; a lamp post^^a light-house.

^ P'u1 kai* Bedding.
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26 Mrs. Wang took some hairstrings

and gave the large pupils each a

black one and the small pupils each

a red one.

27 There arrived this evening at the

cart inn to the west, eight freight

carts, five passenger carts and thir

teen wheelbarrows.

28 Outside his front gate are nine piles

of stone, a heap of clay and one of

fine sand. I hear he is going to

build two side rooms.

29 What all did the}' bring for betro

thal presents? Ans. Two pieces of

strong blue foreign cloth, one piece

of fine red foreign cloth, one pair of

bracelets, two pairs of finger rings,

two pairs of ear-rings, one ear-pick

and three hair-pins.

30 What outfit was given with the bride ?

Ans. Oue larjie clothes press, one

sideboard, two leather trunks, two

chairs, one cabinet and oue large

mirror, besides wash basin, lamp

stand, bedding and pillows, all com

plete.

Notes.

1 Woollen stockings arc of foreign manufacture. The

Chinese do not knit their stockings, but make them of cotton

cloth.
5 "Lease" is not quite an accurate translation of Jtt,

which is an indefinite leaso in consideration of a round sum

paid down at the first, but the property is subject to redemp

tion by the owner at any time, or after the lapso of some

specified time, usually three years. If not redeemed within

forty years, it is not redeemable except in the case of land

with graves on it. jBj is not properly (as sometimes trans

lated) to mortgage, which is expressed by Jf, although in

drawing a mortgage the term is used, for the reason that

ffl is illegal. There is in this case, however, no possession

given as in the caso of a real Jjf^n Thus a mortgage in China

is a lease given, but held in abeyance by the lessco, with power

to take possession in case of failure to pay as promised,

9 P may here bo regarded either as a classifier of ^

understood, or as a noun standing for member of a family.

$f ;5C properly means to divide the inheritance between

brothers, but is sometimes used, as here, of the separation of

husband and wife.

12 The idea is that in the economy of nature, man

included, the wants of everything are provided for.

14 Or, / icant to use this kettle, etc. Which meaning was

intended would be indicated in speaking by the stress put on

Jfl. Boiling clothes, in washing them, is a foreign custom.

16 The ~l§ -p is used only in North China, and there

only in hilly country where carts cannot be used.

21 In the ca6e of two ohairs, one is for the bride, the

other for tho groom. In the case of four, the two extra chairs

are, one for the 7$ jfii §> the other for the jfj} %•

The former, who rides in the front chair, is an elderly woman

of the groom's friends, tho latter, who rides in the rear chair,

is an elderly woman of the bride's family. For as a

classifier see Les. 125. It was not intended to introduce it

here, but the Pekingese called for it.

26 The Chinese say head strings for hair strings.

27 Wheelbarrows are extensively nsed in North and

West China for the transportation of goods.

23 A pile, or cord, of building stone is in somo places

understood to mean a definite quantity of from 2,400 to 2,800

catties, in other places it is like a pile of earth or sand, qui'o

indefinite. [ I j ff; , a side building of two rooms. |nj

does not necessarily nor proporly mean a room, but, rather, the

space enclosed between two girders in tho roof which aro

supported by posts in the wall, and with which the partitions

usually coincide. The size of houses is indioated by the

number of these chien.

20 ffc Wl ^ is, in somo places a particular quality of

foreign cotton cloth , fine and strong, in other places it simply

means foreign cotton cloth of any quality. Ear-rings are

called ^ in Peking, because they clasp into the ear.
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Lesson lxix.

1 I was soundly berated by Chang

Ping Won a few days ago.

2 Why did you not suit your actions

to the circumstances ? You have not

the least discernment.

3 He has in his drawing-room two

square tables, four arm chairs and

one long sideboard, all very neatly

arranged •

4 This climbing rosebush has on it

a great many roses. I am sorry

they are about to drop of.

5 P'ang Lou Ch'iin has a very fine

looking daughter, except that her

feet are a little lirge.

6 Wang San Yie speaks iu a very

pompous style.

7 You say you are a good man. As

I see it, you are a good rascal.

8 Be off ; it is time to go to school.

9 That Li P'otig Chiu is mighty bold

that he should venture to control

my affairs.

10 In three days he has not learned

one lesson, and to-day the teacher

gave him a good flogging.

LESSOIST LXIX.

In addition to its ordinary normal use, j(f has

a great variety of peculiar uses most of which are

brought together in this lesson. They cannot be

Miscellaneous Uses of jlj-

analysed or classified. j$ is a little like the Eng

lish word well, " only more so."

Vocabulary.

^ Chiang3. An aquatic plant ; a surname

Ping8 Bright, luminous. .

BR @ Yen9 otm1. The eyes ; the expression ofthe eyes.

BR Wfy Yen9 then*. The expression of the eyes

as indicative of the thoughts

or the feelings.

BR & Yen* si"*. Discrimination, discernment, judg-ment, sense ; a wink, a hint.

kh 4 t'ing1. Reception hall, parlor, draw-

ing-room.

t$T JSL K'od 4 wu1 Parlor, drawing-room.

Hsien1. A human soul with divine powers, agenius, a fairy.

/\ flLj ^ Pa1 hsien1 choft1. A square dining

table seating

eight persons :—Note (3.)

^ 7"ai4 Exalted; honorable; liberal.

^ 1_L| T'ai* shan1. The most noted sacred moun-

tain in China, situated sixty

miles south of Chiuanfu.

^ ill ffi T'ai* shan1 P. A high backed armchair :—Note (3.)

71, Chi1 A bench ; a low table ; a side table.

tffe. )h 2"iao3 chi1. A long narrow table, a side-board.

gj£ She*. To institute; to arrange, to set out iuorder; to suppose; if:—Les. 132.
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11 He even grudges to spend these few

cash. Really, he is niggardly.

12 The pain is a little lighter now,

but this morning it was awfully

severe for a while.

13 Let me take it for you. Ans. Thank

you, I could not think of troubling

you.

14 It seems to me you are wholly want

ing in a sense of the fitness of

things. "Why do you stand there

and laugh when others are weeping ?

15 Dinner will be ready before long.

Wait and eat a little before you go.

16 Is it so easy to make a friend that

you should lightly offend him ?

17 You go and borrow a bag, so that I

can attend market to-morrow.

18 1 beg pardon for pushing you. Ans.

Not at all. I am sorry to have

inconvenienced you.

19 The other matters can be readily

arranged, but there is no one to

whom I can entrust these children.

I 20 First try to persuade him, and if he

t£ Pat she4 To spread out in order, to ar-

range, to display.

Ch'i" cheng*. Uniform, even, neat, orderly.

^ Ch'iang2. A red rose.

^ We? A kind of fern, greens.

^% A climbing rose, the cinnamon rose.

a|| P'ang2. A surname. Seefi'ng2.

fHi Ch'iin". A flock, a herd ; a company, a miclti-tude ; the whole.

WL Sun*. Mixed, disorderly ; to do or act in a

heedless or reckless manner, to shift,

tn eke out, to slur over. See-hun2, Vs^

'M> $k Hun* chain/. U nreasonable; vicious, rec-reantj worthless.

^ or IjE. Ta>is. The gall • courage, boldness.

IlS P'*ng3 A fabulous bird.

/J> Hsiao3 ch'i*. Mean spirited, narrow minded,stingy, niggardly.

<*h H-iino9 ch'i* Same.

Jf- iJSl 2W c/i'i3 The morning.

^ Chin*. A chariot; to drive or sit in a chariot;

. . - - - to mount, to ascend ; to avail of.

^| Lao- chia*. To trouble one,—a politephrase.

§J Ch'ing1 i*. For small cause, lightly ; rare-ly, seldom.

P ^ K'ou3 tai* A bag, a wallet.

i$t Ts'ui1 ts'u4. To drive, to urge ; to dun, topush.

f£ Chiao1 tai*. To deli ver to, to hand over ;to entrust to.

^£ ot Chiao1 t'oti1. To put in the hands of, toentrust to; to consign'to.

yjli LP. "Water dropping, the pattering of rain.

!fi Li2 Hit1 loa2 sod1. Prolonged and con-fused, complicated.

H H !H Loa* I? loa2 son1. Same.

3^ Ts'ai* Weeds, herbs ; a surname.

Mid*. Kindness, grace, liberality ; charity,favor; to be kind to, to bestow.

Ch'ing1 A noble, a lord..

$in Yuan1 A whirlpool ; an abyss ; vast.

fffi Pou~>*. Ample, spacious ; intelligent, learned ;to barter ; to gamble-

1^3 W" Profound in learning.

$| $t IV pa? To raise up, to assist, to help.

tw ®; Ch'ing2 ch'u*. Taste, savor, relish, satis-faction.
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positively refuses, it will be time

enough to agree to pay damages.

21 Please do not worry. That man ia

very reasonable. I guarantee you

he will be willing.

22 That man is an inveterate talker ;

when he once begins, he strings

it out without end.

23 "When you have finished writing the

letter, read it to me before you seal

it up.

24 He did not spend more than ten or

fifteen thousand cash in this lawsuit.

Ans. He didn't, eh ? He spent over

forty thousand.

25 Mr. Ts'ai Hui Ch'ing is a man of

very fine scholarship, his hand

writing, also, is quite good.

26 I spent money and effort to help him

along and yet a great deal of fault

is found with me. I feel vexed

whenever I think of it.

27 This lesson was very hard to make.

I don't know whether it will be

easy to learn, or not.

Notes.

2 Although no interrogative form is expressed, the interro

gation is implied in the first clause. In Chinese, reproof is

generally in the interrogative form. Tho sentenco might of

course be tnken in the direct indicative form, but, in that case,

would hardly justify the emphatic expression that follows.

3 /\ III] light fairy table, a high sounding name

for a square table that will seat eight persons. ^ ill f§

Tai Shan chairs, high backed chairs with arms at the sides-

Tat Shan is used as a fancy name in allusion to the high back

of the chair.

7 There is hero a play on the word —a good rascal;

t.e., one that is fully up the standard of ordinary rascality, a

grand rascal.

9 The name is made emphatic by being put in this

peculiar way.

10 ~~ one mark; i.e., one lesson. Chinese teachers

usually mark lessonB by pasting a small strip of red paper at

the point to which the lesson extends. This paper is called a

and is put for the leSBon which is marked by it. A differ

ent phraseology prevails in the South where _fc is nsed for

Betting a lesson, but there is no way of expressing the noun

"lesson." Hence the southern teacher insisted on recasting

the whole sentence as given,— avoiding, as will bo noticed,

the use of the noun " lesson." ftf *— W ff aQd I®

tf express the same idea. Teachers differ in their

choice of the two forms.

13 The term here used, implies that there was a

third party who carried the other end of the pole. |J£

is tho common response to a compliment, or to expressions

of thanks or of self-dopreoiation. ^» Jj& 5? no* venture

to trouble your carriage,—tho word carriage being put by

mctonomy for the person. People worthy of honor are

supposed to ride in carriages.

16 The meaning, strange to say, is substantially the srimo

whether the negative be used or not.

17 The word is elided colloquially before

13 Ufc fffi H£ W M • This is the language of ono

who, having vigorously urged payment, now receives tho

money. The force of Dt is,—I will omit tho usual

apologetic forms for having incouvenienced you by my

urgency. The sentence may also be used of a borrowed

article.

22 if v)t p?r Notico the different meaning of this

phrase in this, and in the preceding sentence ; also the different

tone of if •

23 pj" J[il is omitted in the translation. It is often

used in Chinese when its equivalent is not needed in English.

It serves to soften what might otherwise seem too much like

a command.

24 if ^ 535' A. very idiomatic expression not readily

analysed. It is, perhaps, put for ft} % The translation

gives the exact force.

25 The Southern teaohers reject §§ ]lfl and substitute

}Jj]j tj§, which, in the North, is decidedly win. If it be used,

the translation should be profound instead of respectable.
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Lksson lxx.

1 Would )'ou be so kind, sir, as to

address an envelope forme? Ans .

Certainly. 1

2 Put tliis hat careful y away, and do

not allow it to become tainted with

smoke. Ans. All right.

3 The Chang family have their funeral

to-day. We would euquire if you,

madam, wish to go and see the

. display. Ans. I believe I will.

4 The ancients all said that the sun

revolved [round the earth]. After all,

does the suu not revolve? Ans. No.

5 Would you be willing to lend me

your boots to wear on my wedding

day ? Ans. Certainly. They are at

your service.

6 Will the gentleman please examine

whether this manner [of doing it]

will answer ? Ans. Yes, it will

answer very well.

LESSOU LXX.

Yes and No.

jg: Yes. The Chinese use the substantive

verb ^ as their most common affirmative. It

corresponds more nearly than any other word in

the language to our word yes, though in many

places it will not replace yes.

jf: Yes. This form is generally used in

the South, and sometimes, in the North.

^ Yes, yes. An emphatic assent. It is

generally used by inferiors assenting to the com

mands of superiors—Aye, aye, sir. It is also

used to indicate impatience—yes, I know.

t$t ^ So be it, all right. See Les. 44.

PjS or IS lOH Yes, sir, or madam,—a Manchu

word. It is rarely heard away from Peking, save

in yamcns, where everybody apes it.

ft or ft A cordial assent,—very well, all

right.

or fa tfijj It will do, it will work. Often

marks a concession more or less reluctant.

or ffi Pj5j It will do, so be it ; that will do,

that's enough. PjSJ is generally added to fj

and 41. &nd sometimes to but is spoken lightly.

Pjf" J^t A qualified assent, that is, consent, you

may, all right. This term has given rise to the

pidgin English phrase, " can do."

^j" That's so, you're right. An emphatic assent.

;<£ The is added sometimes for

euphony, and sometimes for emphasis. It is

added in like manner to fj, 4», and especially

torn-

^ No. It applies to the present and the

future. When past time is referred to, or j£ ^

is used instead. A light PjiJ is ofoen added to

7 No. Generally less emphatic than ^

without jg.

>P fa Won't work, cannot allow it, " no go."

^ ^ Won't do, cannot allow it. Used in

Shantung but is not t'ting Using.

Jfi No mistake, that's so, of course.

—' 7 $B Not the least mistake, precisely,

to be sure.

~J$> $B That's certain, that's so, of

course.

"tfi ft lW \ The use of & marks some change

ifei W JL^l J of thought or idea, in consequence

of which the assent is given.

Affirmation and negation are often expressed by

simply repeating the principal verb of the interrog

ative sentence, with or without as the case

may be, as in {ft ff ^ % f$ PJ§ ® f$ Do

you understand Mandarin, Ans. I do. This

principle is in fact illustrated in (1), (5), (6).
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VOCABULAHT.

O

7 When lie comes, you may tell him

what I said. Ans. Yes, I will.

8 You will have to pump him gradually.

If you interrogate him too eagerly,

he will not know what your

purpose is, and do you think ho

will tell you ? Ans. Of course not.

9 Is the interest two per cent [per

month] ? I heard it was one and

a half per cent. Ans. No.

10 Don't hesitate to bring it for him to

see. If it pleases him, let him keep

it; and if it does not please him, ho

need not take it. Ans. All right.

11 If he were not concerned in the

affair, why should he he alarmed

every time it is mentioued ? Ans.

That's so.

12 It is sufficient if the mother-in-law

does not ahuse her daugliter-in-law ;

can she be expected to let her

daughter-in-law rule over her ? Ans.

Of course not.

13 If you do not have a written agree

ment with him, he will certainly go

hack on you. Ans. That's so. I

have heard that he has that weak

ness.

14 Stay here and recreate a few days

before you go. Ans. No, I must

go homo to-day. To-morrow is the

third anniversary of my cousin's

death.

^ 2j£ Hsin* p'iK The outside of a letter; the

paper in which a note is

enfolded and which serves as an envelope.

IL1ii.111. Vapor, fumes; to fumigate, to smoke;

to perfume ; to suffocate.

jpR C/t'iao* To smoke, to soil.

Sri W Ch'injpwdn*. To enquire; a polite form ofquestion,—please tell me.

§H Ch'iao3. To look at, to glance at, to take apeep at.

^ Chwan*. A revolution ; to turn round, to re-

volve, to circulate ; to go round

a corner. 8ee chwan*.

Hsiie1 A hoot.

5^ 59 Pi>x m^'*4. To interrogatei to cross question :to demand an answer.

5> ^ Cht'hoan*- Only, simply; without hesita-Hon, freely, just:—Les. 83.

Ch' ten1. To drag along; to pull,—as a boat,

to lead, to induce ; to involve.

i^I Ch'ien1 lien9. To he concerned or involvedin, connected with.

)Jk M x»
'a1 Ao«s. Concerned, entangled in, in-volved.

Ch'wig1- Frightened, terrified, alaimed, ap-prehensive.

P^S Ch'flehing1 Startled, alarmed.

^d) Chion3 citing1 To feel alarmed ; to manifest-•• alarm:—Note (11.)

Hod- t'ung2. Agreement, contract, indeu-ture, covenant.

jg[ ft Tang3 hsiung1. A first cousin of the samefamily name.

>lt £fi Chou1 nien2. A full year, the whole year,anniversary.
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15 If he will not pay, suppose we get

up a company and go to his restau

rant and have a feast on accouut.

Ans. To be sure : that is a good

idea.

16 1 will give you three days more. If

you then fail to produce the man,

I'll punish you severely. Ans. Aye,

aye, your honor is very gracious.

17 The best room is already occupied.

Please, sir, look at this room and

see if it will answer. Aus. It is all

right.

18 It is enough if we do not make any

thing off him ; we can not sell to him

at a loss. Ans. Of course we can't.

19 Li Wen Yiin wants to borrow two

thousand cash for travelling ex

penses, and asks me to speak with

you and ask whether, or not, you

are willing to lend it to him. Aus.

Well, yes. Go and call him in.

20 It seems to me that six hundred cash,

at the most, should hire two ani

mals for sixty li. Ans. It can't be

done. This is a very busy time.

No one is willing to go for six

hundred cash.

21 I hear that his studies keep him

very busy, so that he has no leisure

from morning till night. Am I

correct ? Ans. You are indeed.

That he has no leisure is emphatic

ally true.

ffjf Kwan3 Same as .

gig <§• Ch'in<p h'od4. To invite company, to makea party, to have a feast.

Ti3. To oppose, to ward off; to sustain, tobear; to substitute for, to atone.

Tfl Ting* cluing*. Against a debt, in lieu ofthe money, in settlement.

$Sfc }iH TtB chang4. In settlement of an account, tocompound a debt by prop

erty given instead of money.

^ Tsc*. To reprove, to reprimand ; to punish, tofine; a charge, duty, responsibility.

K Toe3 chi* To punish, to chastise.

PJf Cha1.. . . - - - . .Yes, sir, or madam. See Sub.

J^, Knl Favor, grace, mercy ; kindness.

^ is')*1 tien*. Favor, bounty, grace, mercy.

K J?? Shang4 fang*. The rooms which in an innface the entrance.

Chan4. To usurp, to trespass upon, to arrogate;to take possession of, to occupy.

M. % P'an2fei* Travelling expenses.

gfs Kung1 k'oit* Studies, lesson, task.

HI] j£± Eden1 k'ung4 Spare time, leisure.

fffj P'u3 The cat-tail rush, calamus.

P^l T'lvan2. A lump, a mass ; round, globular;

to collect, to group ; to surround ;

united, agreeing together.

Vffl H- -A- rush mat> a [round] mat of any kind ;

specially the mat on which priests sit when they

recite prayers.

yW ^ -P'"2 tien4. A rush mat, a mat of any

kind.

^§ Chi4. Wisdom, knowledge, prudence, discre-tion.
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22 If you can not take all, had you

not better leave this mat and I

will send (take) it to you by and by ?

Ans. Well, all right.

23 Will you take fifteen hundred cash ?

No, that money will not buy it.

24 Of the ten thousand cash I owe you,

I will pay six thousand this month,

and then, may I wait till the

eighth month to pay the other

four thousand? Ans. Yes, that

will do.

25 It has always been said, " The steel

yards can not be separated from the

weight, nor the merchant from his

goods." Is it proper for you to leave

the goods, to look after other

things ? This time, fortunately,

not much was taken, but if you

do so a second time; you will have

to make it good yourself. Ans. All

right. " Without experience (mis

takes) no wisdom is gained." I

will not do so a second time.

Notes.

11 $L 55? This phrase is widely used, but it is hard to

see how it can apply to external appearance, as it does here.

Somo would write JeJ ^ and others (whore soft sounds

prevail) ^ $g.

14 On the first thrco anniversaries of any one's death

paper money is burnt at the grave and also at home in front

of the tablet. The first and third anniversaries are regarded

as the most important. .

16 This is the language of an officer to his underlings

urging theui to catch some transgressor.

■

17 The _t jF^ is tho most desirable room in an inn.

The term must be carefully distinguished from ffif-

22 As used in tho North i{{Jf would hero necessarily

mean that the party was going himself and would take the

mat along, whereas |'^f means to send by another.

25 here, the merchant or agent who baa goods in

charge and who travels with them. In Peking and ^

are read nearly or quite alike, and which should here be used

is moro or less doubtful, as either will give a good sense. Iu

eastern Shantung 3ji- is St* and >s Shi*, and the latter is

unequivocally the correct word.

LESSOH

The Causatives

or ft*f in addition to its primary meaning,

and its use to form the passive (Les. 53), is also

much used as a causative. This causative sense is

often modified so as to include the idea of instruc

tion or direction to do or act. In the North

the idea of causing often passes over to that of

permitting or allowing as (2), (3).

1E in addition to its use as an instrumental

verb (Les. 54), is often used causatively. Its

LXZI. 4

i ®J> & AND

causative force is a little stronger than that of

and it is a little more bookish.

To command, is used in certain connections

only, for ffc. It is always followed by A. or by

a pronouu, and is only used iu connection with

the expression of some emotion.

(read kC) is largely used in Southern

Mandarin iu a causative sense, taking the place to

some extent of both jfflc, and $J. It is never so

used in Central or Northern Mandarin.
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Lkssox LXXI.

1 Who directed you to act so ?

2 The teacher does not allow you to go

on the street.

3 I cannot allow you to suffer loss.

4 Do not grieve your father and mother,

5 Have him go to work early, to

morrow morning.

6 You have caused me deep mortification.

7 Let the cook prepare the meal a

little earlier.

8 Ts'ui Ying talks in such a way that

one cannot understand her.

9 In my opiuion, it would be better to

let him have his way.

10 His arts of deception are such that

one cannot guard against them.

11 According to your idea, what would

you have me do ?

12 Your not controlling him is the very

cause of his ruin.

13 You must not allow any one to know

what we have just been saying.

Ans. No, I will not. *

14 Do you do just whatever he wants

you to do ?

Vocabulary.

^ Tan1- To carry with a pole ; to bear, to sus-tain ; to undertake ; to be respon

sible for. See tan*.

J$=£ Tan1 yiu1. To be heavy hearted, to grieve.

—■ JjL /i tsao3. Early in the morning, very early.,

K ~T. Shang* king'1. To begin work, to go towork.

Ts'ui* The feathers of the kingfisher.

Ying1 The lustre of pearls.

Sung3 To excite, to stir np, to egg on.

ID W Tiao* nung*. To cozen, to bamboozle, tobefool, to deceive.

^ Lung4 sung3. To cozen, to dupe, to prac-tice upon.

W tB K'oC? hin*. Hateful, detestable, abomin- J

able:—Les. 180.

#f Shu\ To unroll, to open out; tranquil, at

ease; lax, easy; comfortable.

Jfl Pan* A level place ; tranquil, quiet.

$J* jiJ. Comfortable, pleasant.

^ Jfl S/iou4 ynng*. Comfortable, satisfied, at

\\ ease.

J^J Ch'ii1. To bend over; to submit; to subject;

•v? to wrong.

^1 Mod* fei1 yal Morphia.

Hf£ ^ Nan2 shou*. Distressed, pained, grieved ;uncomfortable, miserable.

^ fj$L Sha1 wei1. Severe, austere, harsh, impe-rious, commanding.

%k it Sha1 ch'i*. A severe expression, a harsh

? - - - appearance ; murderous.

[p] ^ Hui2 hsin*. A letter in reply, an answer,

a response.

^Mfr ^ Kwa* mere4. To be anxious, to be solicit-

ous.

Jt Shang* t'ien1. Heaven (personified), theDivine Being, God.

j|Q Ch'u* ch'oa*. To butt, to gore ; to push ; to

run against; to offend; to

oppose ; to excite, to quicken.

Wi Ch'oa4 tung*. To stir up, to excite, to

1 ^ quicken ; to provoke.
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15 So many have come that I have no

way of providing for them.

16 Wang Slii Kwan has no legitimate

business at all. He is truly a

detestable fellow.

17 You must tell her carefully so as to

relieve her mind.

18 Only by making your father and moth

er comfortable for a season will you

be discharging your duties as a son.

19 I certainly cannot allow myself to bo

wronged by you in this fashion.

20 Give him a little morphia to mako

him sleep, and he will be all right.

21 He made me feel badly, and I'll take

care that he doesn't get much comfort.

22 He had a severe (murderous) express

ion on his face so that whoever

looked at him felt afraid.

23 Up to this time I have had no answer

[to my letter] so that I cannot help

feeling anxious about him.

Jgg Ling2. The spiritual part, spirit; etheri il , in-telligent ; efficacious ; powerful.

HI t'it Ling* ch$. The "intelligent machine," the

miud, the springs of thought ;

thefaculties.

flS Tien* To think of, to remember.

- f)£ IB Tien* chi*. To think of, to call to mind,to bear in remembrance.

K'ang1. To carry on the shoulder ; to with-stand, to sustain, to bear.

Kang* A pole, a cross bar, a lever.

Hsiang2. To examine ; to discourse upon ;minutely, in detail.

ft^ Hsiang2 hsi*. Carefully, minutely, in detail;trusty, reliable.

Sao* Bashful, ashamed. Also sao1.

T§ 1^ Llai* sao* Ashamed, mortified.

*fiy- j£t Rai* hsiu1. Put to the blush, ashamed,mortified.

]|fj Lau'K Orchideous plants ; joyous, delightful ;

adopted.

^ff Ju* A mattress, a cushion, a rug.

55f Wi -d-nl hsie1. To rest, to go to rest, to sleep.

^ Chin1, In equal parts, just, even; all, alto

gether; to adjust.

Urn*. Equal, even; a little; to divideequally.

-£0. Alike, equal, uniform, even; seasonable.

■flS Nien*. To take in the fingers, to pick up, todraw,—as a lot.

f§J Chin1 A lot, a cut, a ticket.

MM' T° cas' l°ts> '° draw cuts.

3tL P'eng* ming* e"r2. To run the risk, totake one's chance.

% H Min9* i** t>anl - - Same.

^ Fan4 cft't4. Chance, luck, fortune, lot,fate.

jj^ I2. To will, to bequeath ; to leave behind, toforget, to neglect; surplus.

^ up I- mint/. Dying commands, a will, a testa-ment.

Jt: ^ Chang3 sun1. The eldest son or grandson.

Hsiao* To imitate, to copy; to verify; effect,efficacy ; result.

Kung1 Hsiao*. Efficacy, effect, result; merit.

^St ^ P*e"4 f'wai To change, to transform.

^ Chi- Fortunate, auspicious; prosperous.

^jf ^l) Chi2 U*. Auspicious, lucky, propitious,

hopeful.

j!| Sang*. To lose ; to be bereft of ; forgotten,lost; to die ; to rain ; unlucky, bane

ful. Also sang1.

Hi f1 Sang1 men-. Unlucky, ill-omened :—Note(35.)
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Notes.

24 It is Heaven which has quickened

your faculties so that you have this

wisdom.

25 My father and mother, also, send

their kind regards. Ans. Thank you.

They are very thoughtful.

26 I sent you to get a pien-tan, how is

it that you come carrying a kang-t*i ?

27 Please explain it in detail, and let

him hear it step hy step, and he

will understand.

28 I whip you, not to make you suffer

pain, hut that you may be ashamed.

29 Stealing is the taking of people's

things behind their backs and with

out their knowledge.

30 This is a very embarrassing affair.

I haven't the least idea what to do.

31 When the two were doue talking,

Hu Lan spread mattresses for them

and bade them [lie down to] rest.

32 If you positively cannot divide it

evenly, you may draw cuts and let

each one take his chance.

33 Just before his death, my father

made a will directing that thirty

mow of land be set apart for his

eldest grandson.

34 The chief effect of Christianity is

that it is able to change the heart,

causing men to turn from evil and

become virtuous.

35 He did not speak one auspicious

word, but just a lot of ill omened

talk which we were loth to hear.

2 The southern form frf, is entirely t'ung Using and in

very common use. It is a little stronger than the other form,

differing from it much as permit does from allow. See Les. 130.

3 This sentence might also mean, I will not cause you

to tuff*r loss, Tho meaning inteuded will depend on the

connection.

6 "~* one early, is emphatic. It means very early, or

as enrly as the circumstances will permit.

7 Kitchen is put by metonomy for cook. This is a

common idiom; thus heaven (5t) f°r Ood, audienco hall

for Emperor, learning court (JJL jj^) for examiner,

etc.

13 55 may &'s° be used in the North.

19 Lit. Four causing nte to suffer wrong in this way, trill

certainly not go down,

22 M is more or less local. ^ ff$, is more general,

and its meaning is much stronger.

26 A 'mh 3§ 's a P°'° f°r one person to carry over, the

shoulder with burdens suspended from the ends ; the

is a polo for two persona to carry a burden suspended between

them.

32 f& ft® '8 tlic book form, -while in the North fft IS]

is the form commonly used. They differ in meaning, much as

"cast lots" differs from "draw cuts," The latter part of

tho sentence expresses a very common idea, yet I found it

impossible to get two teachers from different places to ngres

as to how to say it. ^£ "pjj §J >3 'he Peking form, "pp 52. H

is the Shantung form, while the Nanking teacher rejected

both and recast tho whole clause.

33 i8 'pff is a book expression. There is no legal

provision in China for cither making or executing a will-

The case referred to here was probably nothing more than

verbal directions.

35 According to the meaning hero used J§ should be

read Sang *, it is, however, generally read Sang l.
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Lesson lxxii.

1 What are you all the time doing?

2 Everybody looks coldly upon you.

3 They two are sworn relatives.

4 When you go, do not forget to lock

the door.

5 You ought to minister diligently to

the old folks.

6 Her second maternal aunt is wealthy.

7 Is your oldest daughter betrothed ?

8 When you owe*a man, your tongue

is short.

9 They two were school mates when

they were young.

10 None [of us] can put up with this

fellow.

11 After all this talk you turn out to be

an expert, eh !

12 I have been waiting this long time

to go into business, but cannot find

a monied partner.

liZESSOISJ- LXXII.

The Enclitic

The character ^ is added to certain words

for the purpose of merging the individual in the

family or class, thus generalizing them. It is added

to man, woman, and to all terms denoting family

relationships, to various offices, to time, etc. It

may be compared to " kind " used as a suffix

in such words as mankind, womankind, etc.; but

is by no means equivalent to it.

Vocabulary.

^ s^t Ch'ing* t'ien1 chief. Continually, all thetime:—Les. 120.

% Chiny* t'ien1 chia1. Same :—Note. (1.)

^ Ch'ing*. A relative by marriage:—Note. (3.)See ch'in1.

$1 ^ Ch'ing* chia1 A relative by marriage.

Kan1 ch'ing* chia1. A relative by adop-

tion:—Note. (3.)

A *^H> cAto1. Others in contrast with oneself,

other people ; everybody ;

the person referred to.

5^ Wi Leng* yen*. To look on with displeasure,to look coldly at, askance.

B$ 1^ Shi2 chic*. A time, the time at which, aperiod of time.

H$ % Shi3 chia1 Same:—Note. (4.)

Yin1 Abundant, full; particular; diligent.

J§J{ K$ Yin1 ch'in3 Diligent, attentive.

^ Feng*. To receive respectfully; to deliverto ; to reverence; to serve; obediently.

iff- ^ Shi* feny*. To wait upon, to serve, to tnin-i&ter to.

Jjfc Is A mother's sister, a maternal aunt.

tM # 11 m"8 Same-

5*f §|C P'oitf chia1. Mother-in-law, mother-in-law's family.

A ®r Ta* chia1 hwoif. The whole company,all concerned, (l.)

Hang"1 chia1. One skilled in any art, an, expert.

^5 %J Nei* hang2. Versed in the secrets of a bus-iness or art, expert.

tfg Pjij Ch'iang* tsuP. Forward to talk, imperti

nent, unmannerly.

fig Ch'iang* t'ou* Same.

tit ^tCh'iang^hsien1 Same, (s.)
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13 At the present time official business

has also come to be half legitimate

and half illicit.

14 How is it that a mere child puts in

his talk in such an untnannerly way ?

15 Everybody detests him, but he does

not, in the least, realize it.

16 I tell you it tries one's patience,

when a full grown man can't get a

sentence out in a whole half day.

17 It will not do for women to think only

of food and dress, they should also

help their husbands to get along in life.

18 When you speak for others, you

should speak the truth, and not talk

recklessly.

19 It is not my custom to be in debt,

nor to be iu arrears to any man.

20 You should not find fault with peo

ple, nor sponge off them.

21 On the third of the first month

every new son-in-law goes to visit his

wife's relatives to pay his respects.

Jj§ iPI Nan2 fe't8 han*. A man as distinguished

from a woman, a

man with decided masculine qualities.

»ll s^C F'1* tao* chia1. Women, females.

7§C Ch>eng2. To receive; to undertake; to assist;

to contest, to compete ; to sup

port, to uphold ; to open np ; to succeed, second to.

ffl Wt G* M. Hu* shtcod1 pa* tao*. To talk wildlyor recklessly.

Hu2 shwod1 lan* tao* Same.

§lt 5r$ Su* ^*2- Heretofore; commonly, custom-arily.

3$\ "jX> $Pf Hsin1 nii3 hsu* A bridegroom.

^ 1& 1$ Esin1 ku1 yie2 A bridegroom.

A Ohang*jen2 Father-in-law.

^ Pai* men2. To pay one's respects at theNew Year.

"3"* Tsi 8 ti*. Sons and younger brothers ; young

people of the family :—Note. (22.)

fj)$ Ch'ou 3 Same, as i****^

Yuan1. To oppress, to wrong ; injustice, wrong,

$£t §Jc Yuan1 chia1. One from whom wrong hasbeen received, an enemy,

^ s|c Pan1 chia1. A household-moving, to flit,to migrate.

ijjjt Chien*. To sort, to collate; to examine; tocompose ; to pick up.

^ ^ Kwatfl chia1 A head-man, a steward.

^ gft Chieifl tien3. To look over carefully, to.

count over; to oversee.

^ Lii4, Zw4 Green, the color of leaves.

Ift ilt Shwod1 pai 2 tao* la*. To discuss

people's

characters, to gossip, to defame.

fft f=3 i!£ SR Shwoa1 pai2 too* hei1. Same :—Note (25.)

Chie2 chHn1. To make a marriage alliance.

^ Niang2 chia1. A married woman's moth-er's family.

<7u8.- - - - Milk; the breasts; to suck; to suckle.

•^L i£J Jit8 ming2 A pet name:—Note. (27.)

Chiao* tsoa* Named, called.

jjJH Lien2 The lotus,—consecrated to Buddha.

Kou1. To mark off and reject ; to entice, toinveigle; to hook on, to connect by a

hook ; the short side of a right-angled triangle.

—■ vjS £j f^J I1 pis kou1 hsiao1. To erase by a

stroke of the

pen, to strike out ; to ignore.

Pi4 To shave the head.

Shang*. To esteem, to honor; to control;still, furthermore, yet.

7$] jpj Eocfi shang*. A Buddhist priest. Read hod"ch'ang* in some places.
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22 The prosperity of a family depends

on the rising generation, and, also,

the decadence of a family proceeds

from them.

23 They two are enemies, and must not

be invited to sit at the same table.

24 "When wealthy families move, they

always appoint several old stewards

to oversee.

25 He is over there criticising this one and

that one, defaming people's characters.

26 For me to contract a marriage alli

ance with him, giving my daughter

to his son, suits my wishes exactly.

27 My mother's name was Li, and my

little name was Li Ts'ui Lien.

28 He wholly ignores all my former kind

ness, and has now become my enemy.

fctj i§c Ch'u1 chia1. To take a vow of celibacy,to enter the priesthood.

fB Seng1 A Buddhist priest; a lama.

fg* |§£ Seng1 chia1. Priests, the Buddhist priest

hood.

j& 5§£ Sus chid1 The laity, the world.

P. That which is right, proper or fit, friend-ship, acquaintance.

tw rS Ch'itig3 v. Favor, kindness.

^ |( Chiang3 shang*. Reward, prize, emolument.

[HI Kwod2 chia1 State, country.

Cheng*. To rule, government, laws.

■fj|j Ju2 Scholars, literati, the learned.

■jjlj ^SjH Ju2 chia1. The learned class, Con/ucianists,the literati.

§Jj Yu*. To wish for, to long for ; aspiration,hopes ; lust, appetite, passion.

Notes.

1 J5S 5£ M> or Both forms of this much

used phrase are regarded as correct. In some places the

aspirated form is chiefly used, aud in sonic places the un-

aspirated. In some places, both North and South, fix. is

frequently used without the 5|C, and, in the North especially,

is often substituted for Jj? . See Lcs. 108. Sub.

3 is read Ch'ing 4 only when followed by Sic.

3^ Dry relatives ; i.e., relatives not really such, but made

such by adoption. The Chinese practice a species of adoption

in the case of brothers and sisters, also parents and children.

It is simply a mutual choice, accompanied by the giving of

presents, and implying a promise or vow of mutual faithful

ness. The vow is sometimes formally expressed, and ratified

by a feast. When a member of one family enters into such a

relationship with a member of another family, the two

families become ^J.

4 iHf Sj? though not often nsed in the South, ib readily

understood. In the North it is moro used in some places

than in others. It may be applied to any verb or noun

indicating time Where not used, JJ^f f?fi takes its place>

but requires a ff? before it, which the jj# does not. The

construction of J is, Do not forget to have Inched the door.

5 ifa .A jfC is a respectful way of referring to any one's

parents. It is also used as a term of respect when addressing

any elderly person (30).

6 This sentence might with equal propriety, and without

perceptible change of meauing, be given ■fjjj I!l Jjjj jfc

»±-.
7 Lit. Has your eldest daughter a mother.in-law.

10 iM, f@ A is used emphatically, aud expresses a

shade of contempt. ^ ^? 3!£ all the persons concerned,

is much nsed in some places, but is not t'ung hsing.

11 f7 jfC Ouo thoroughly versed in any business, art,

or profession, on expert. The conversation had disclosed

what tho speaker had not previously suspected, viz., that the

party addressed was an expert.

17 T§\. PjJ ^ lieceive food and receive dress, that is

receiving all and doing nothing, only thinking of food and

dress.

22 ffe Sons and younger brothers, including also

their sons—a general term including all of tho family younger

than oneself, but primarily supposed V* be used by the eldest

brother, who is regarded as the head of the family.

23 means properly to yield or give place to, hence as

used by the host with reference to guests, it means to seat or

place at table.

24 J[ jijc A family with a large doorway, that

is a large aud wealthy family.

25 ?I % §k % $i£. etc., f£, must be supplied.

5§ and being very common names are used at large for
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29 To shave the head and become a Bud

dhist priest is called, "leaving the

family." They call themselves the

priesthood, and call others the world.

30 That you, good sir, should be worried

on account of my affairs, is a favor

I am wholly unable to requite.

31 Honors and emoluments promote the

good government of the country,

and are, at the same time, an ex

pression of imperial favor.

32 The effort of Confucianism is to nour

ish the vital principle ; the effort of

Taoism is to refine the vital princi

ple ; both aim at purifying the

heart and diminishing the appetites.

any one, as we say Jones and Brown. It is not easy to see

why fi should not always be used, yet ^ is used in many

plates. jj§[ is used in the sense of Ufc.

£7 jj» 55 is the colloquial, Jf, ^2 's the book form.

29 Buddhist priests shave the entire head, and in this

respect differ from Taoist priests, some of whom (those who

niarry) wear tho hair as other Chinese do, others (those who

do not marry) allow all tho hair to grow, and wear it in a

kuot on the top of the head. Buddhist priests are not allowed

to marry, henco the phrase fcLj ^J{.

32 refers hero to the divine essence which is held to

constitute the soul, and of which the physical breath is tho

emblem and vehicle. This divine essence, or vital principle,

the Coufucianist regards as good, and seeks to nourish and

preserve it as the path to virtue and longevity. The Taoist

regards it as evil, especially as being corrupted by association

with the body, and seeks to purify and refine it, as the pass.

port to immortality, fjij & -g}: is a ready-made book

phrase, fjjf and are to be taken as verbs.

S£ Expressing

To send forth,—is joined with many words

to express the idea of becoming, developing, etc.

It is especially joined to such words as express

qualities perceived by the senses. It may often

be rendered by become, or grow, or get. Iu many

cases English affords no exact equivalent.

^ fjff To be or become yellow.

fit ^ To enrich one's family :—Note (2).

fjOi To make money, to get or grow rich.

ft
^ To appear lustrous, to shine.

To be or become red, to grow red.

l^T To become addicted to vicious practices,

to develope a vicious character ; to spoil, to ferment.

® SL To become confused, to be in a state of

contusion.

To become or grow reckless, or violent.

fi£ ^ To suffer an attack of convulsions, to

be subject to fits.

'fcfc To be or become timorous, to give way

to fear.

LXXIII.

Development.

passion.

To become or grow angry, to get in a

M J$£ 1$ To become or grow weak, to betray

weakness.

fj£ To take an oath, to swear.

^ To become stiff, to grow clumsy.

^£ To become or grow dim or indistinct

(of the eyes).

1$ $JL To become excited or confused, to grow

nervous.

?jlf*l To feel gloomy; to have a sense of

distress or uneasiness.

|i| ^ij =|S To grow severe ; to become unruly ;

to storm, to make an "ado.

?J< To become violent, to rage ; to assume

an air of authority and anger.

^ ?Jj To become hard ; to grow stiff.

fif fii To be or become obstinate; to grow

stiff, to be clumsy.
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Lesson lxxiii.

1 Your tongue is yellow.

2 Illegitimate gains do not advance a

man's estate.

3 It is impossible to get rich at this

kind of business.

4 "Writing done witb good ink, shows a

lustre. [red.

5 When you speak of it, his face grows

6 I am free from vicious practices.

7 ITis mind is confused with the mul

titude of his affairs.

8 It is very easy for the young to

become reckless.

9 Without illegitimate gain, no one

gets rich.

10 My nephew died of epilepsy.

11 You should brace up your courage,

and not yield to fear.

ft To feel languid or exhausted.

ft 1^, To become manifest; to be aroused

or awakened (of conscience).

ft 'Hf To have a feeling of distention or ful

ness, flatulence.

f£ K§ The same :—Note (24).

fit or \% j|| To be or become sour ; to

have a sour taste.

ft W> T° become cold, to feel cold. •

ft >l> P To have or suffer an attack

of dyspepsia or indigestion.

fit )fc To seem or feel cold :—Note (26).

ft Iji or 'ff: Jp! To be or become or feel

dizzy.

ft or f£ To be or become or feel

dry.

ft n& To be compassionate, to show pity,

to be moved with a feeling of compassion.

ft &i fifc To be or become or grow proud.

ft $|i ^ or ft $| To have or suffer

from the ague.

ft To be or feel hot or feverish.

ft 5§§> To become or feel numb.

ft ^ To become foolish or silly ; to be

stupefied; to become bewildered.

ft To wheeze, to be asthmatic

ft |^ To be distended, to feel a sense of

fulness.

ft To be or feel stiff; to be or grow

intractable.

For further list of words joined with ||, see

supplement.

Vocabulary.

ft Ht Wai* ts'ai2. Illegitimate gain ; money ac-

quired by a stroke of good

fortune.

$jjJj Sheng1 Relatives of a different surname.

ft 1j8 Wai4 shrug1. The children of one's ownsisters and wife's sisters.

Ch'ou1 feng1. To fall in an epileptic fit,

attacked by convulsions.

Chiao4 Yeast, leaven.

^ @§r Fa1 chiao4. To raise, to ferment ; bakingpowder, bicarbonate ofsoda.

^ Su1 ta* Bicarbonate of soda.

Sh'4 To take an oath; a vow, an oath.

^ Hwang1. Hurried, nervous, frightened ; tomove unsteadily, to wabble.

f§ Hsiao1 t'ing9- To do leisurely, to do atone's ease or convenience.

fit ffi Fa1 tsoa4. To get in a passion, to storm ;

to inflame and swell, to be

come acute:—Note (20).

^ ^ Tung1 t'ien1. Winter, fhe winter season.

H # Nan* i8 Hard, difficult.
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12 Some men when they get angry, are

like wild beasts.

13 The bread,this time, did not rise well.

14 You may add a little more soda.

15 If you had betrayed no weakness,

there would have been none of these

things.

16 Do not believe him, sir, the oath he

takes is false.

17 "When a man is old, his hands and

feet become stiff, and his eyes, dim.

18 When you reach the examination

hall, do not get nervous, but write

[your essay] at your ease.

19 I am feeling gloomy these few days.

20 If you do not storm, he will not be

afraid.

21 In the winter one's hands grow stiff,

so that writing becomes difficult.

22 In this exhausted condition, it would

be well for you to take a little

tonic.

23 At that time my conscience was

aroused, and I felt the weight of

my sins.

24 Does your belly feel distended ? Ans.

It feels so every night-

25 Do you have a sour taste in your

mouth. Ans. I constantly have a

sour taste in my mouth.

26 Yesterday the bride bad a pain in her

stomach, so that both her hands and

feet became cold-

Swan1. Sour, acid; irritating, grieved; aching

from over exertion.

i5k Yin* A halo ; foggy ; obscure ; dizzy.

^ Ts'i*. Maternal affection ; kindness, tender-

■ - - ... ness, mercy.

^§ *£» Ts'v pci1. Compassion, forbearance, mercy.

$C i Chin* chuB. The Saviour, a saviour (aChristian term).

"fjlj 5^1 Ch'ien2 chin*. To advance ; advancement,promotion.

^ Fao1, yoa4, yw\ nue*. Intermittent fever, ague.

^ Chi2 Sickness, disorder, ailment.

<jj§ Intermittent or remittent fever, ague-

Han* Sweat, perspiration.

tt{ )fr Ch'u1 han* ..To perspire, to sweat.

§§" 3p| Tus ch'i*. To resolve or vow in anger to do

a thing, to' do in spite of all

hindrances, to do with the might.

ffi Yung* Perpetual, everlasting ; final.

/fC jJS, Yung* yuan*. Endless, everlasting, eternal.

JjjiJ Hou1. To breathe hard, asthma ; a special in-tensive :—Les. 148.

JpJ ^ Hou1 ping* Asthma:—Note (35).

H jUj Shang^feng1 To take cold.

JHf Chang*. To swell up, to enlarge; dropsical;tenseness, fullness.

^ Ktcan* A jar, a crock, a mug, a cruse.

Sod* kwan*. A small cup used for cupping,also to hold medicines.
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these days, you cannot but feel dizzy

■when you first pet up.

My mouth feels dry, please give me a

little water to drink.

Our Heavenly Father in His great

compassion gave unto men a Saviour.

When a man becomes proud, be is

very apt to hiuder bis own advance

ment.

When one has the ague, he some

times feels cold, and somelimes hot.

Both my legs are destitute of per

spiration, and constantly feel numb.

His illness is not slight ; for several

days he has been constantly in a

stupor, bis speech, also, is indistinct.

My eldest brother weut off to Man

churia in a fit of anger, saying that

unless he made a fortune, ho would

never return.

la your shortness of breath on account

of asthma ? Ans. No, I have no

asthma : I have caught a cold.

[ have no illness of any consequence,

but 1 have a fullness in my head,

and my body feels stiff. If you

will cup me, I shall be all right.

Notes.

1 Id this sentence, the translation falls to convoy the

force of It might be paraphrased, your tongue has

developed a yelloiv color,

2 5(C To advance the interests of the family : riches

are held by families rather than by individuals. As thus used,

<St <s not quite analogous to its use in this lesson.

6 Lit., Becoming bad place has nof me, that is I am free

from all participation in any kind of vice. The more usual

and natural order would bo, g£ ^§ $t $3k fi>| Jfe ~H •

The inversion is for the purpose of throwing emphasis on the

clause, ^

0 3J" is to be understood after Tho explanation of

the seeming inconsistency between this and the Bccond sen

tence seems to be that this is the sentiment of the average

man who believes that dishonesty is tho best policy, while

the first is the sentiment of the virtuous man who believes

in a righteous providence ; or tho inconsistency may be

explained, by taking this sentence to mean, without a stroke of

extra good 'ortnne, no one gets rich.

10 m m is more widely used than jjjj

11 '8 here made to do service as a verb.

13 's bere used of tho raising of bread, and does

not illnstrate the principle of the lesson. The saino is true of

§ @|f in the next sentence.

10 Although not distinctly so stated, the "arena " here

referred to is evidently the examination hall, and the thing

to be done is the writing of a literary essny.

20 ?5 ff;- In this phrase 3 takes the accent, which

shows that it is nsed as a leading verb, and not as in other

places in this lesson.

21 In this connection, Q is much more widely used

than

24 ffc To become full. This UBe of f£ for $|

is very common in Southern Mandarin, but is never heard in

the North. f| g@ ^ is put for ?g fQ Tf. ?| f&. Tho

word or woidB that would follow a negative are not uufre-

qucntly dropped in this way, and emphasis is thrown on tho

negative. This is especially tho case in Central and Northern

Mandarin.

26 In general, Southern Mandarin bIiows a strong

predilection for ify. The distinction which most teachers iu

the North would give to the two words in this connection, is

that 5j( means feels old to others, and ^ means

feels cold to the pei-son himself.

27 In tho South 6^ is used as a euphemism for prolonged

sickness, and Jjffl) in tho North.

31 It is a singular fact that in Pekiugese tho syllable

to which this character, f§, belongs has a great variety of

readings. In eastern Shantung this character aud others of .

its class have but one reading, viz., yoil,

35 fiJj ^| in asthma in Shantung, as also in the South.

In Peking asthma is ^
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Lesson lxxiv.

1 Cut this sheet of paper in two.

2 That road is not wide enough for

a cart.

3 The clouds have all scattered.

4 You can cut it apart with scissors.

5 Bring a knife and cut the watermelon.

6 This child never leaves its mother.

7 Call the carpenter to open this box.

8 If you would return to the right

path, you should give up the world.

9 This key will not open it.

10 Bring a smoothing iron and iron

out these wrinkles.

11 Let that boy make himself scarce.

12 Open the lid of this box.

13 So strong a wind, and yet not clear

up the sky !

14 The dollar that is left, you may

divide between the two. .

15 The two are fighting, and I cannot

part them.

16 Spread the table cloth, and set out

the dishes.

17 I have a sore on the corner of my

mouth, so that I cannot open my

lips.

18 I wonder who opened my letter and

read it.

I/ESSOlsr XilCXH-V.

The Auxiliary [w| .

§| to open, is added as an auxiliary to such

verbs as will take the qualifying idea of opening

or spreading out. It frequently carries with it

an inceptive force. For list of words taking this

auxiliary see Supplement.

fUl. C/u'flo8. To cut with shears, to shear.

as

TBI tyt S/ii*8Ua Common or worldly customs.

j[S Yitii* To smooth out by heat, to iron.

*y Tou*. A measure of ten J\.—varying in dif-

' ferent places from about a gallon to

over n bushel; a vessel; the great dipper,

jtnl T*« A hollow smoothing iron heated by a

charcoal fire inside.

iff! C/ie2' To double up; a fold, a crease, a tcrinkle;

a folded paper or book ; a mat bin ;

a memorial, a dispatch.

Vocabulary.

Same I ft£ Kim*. To bubble; to boil; to roll over and

...... over, to tumble.

^Il Hod3, A small box with a cover, a casket.

%\) Sh^ng* What is left, another form of J|g.

^ P't1 To cut open, to split ; to divide.

J|L Chou1 tan1. A tablecloth.

||* ^fj T'ai2pnB Same, (s.)

ffi Ch'ai1, Ts'e*. To break open; to take to pieces,

to take apart ; to rip ; to

pull down, to destroy.
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19

20

21

I fear three rooms will be insuffi

cient to accommodate us.

Take this board and saw it in two at

tli is place.

It is not necessary to get scissors,

you can tear it with your hand.

22 Whom God hath joined together,

let not man put asunder.

23 Who left that door open ? Aqs.

The wind blew it open.

24 Did you get the business arranged

which you undertook to settle for

them ?

25 Their accounts are not clear. They

are unable to get a settlement.

2G Even the divine genii could not

break up this feud.

27 Are you able to distinguish the four

tones? Ans. I can distinguish all

the four tones.

These few benches will not seat so

many people.

I am very sleepy to-day, I cannot

keep my eyes open.

Everything that can possibly bo evad

ed, he is sure to find a way to evade.

31 The teacher is impatient for his tea,

but, somehow, I cannot get the

water to boil.

23

29

30

Chip. To cut off, or in two, to saw off; to

obstruct, to intercept.

Chu*. A saw; to saw; to mend with clamps

or staples.

Si1 To tear, to rip, to rend.

SE "p^ 1"^ hoii3. To match, to mate ; suitable,fit.

jpj$£ Ch'ang*. A high level space; spacious; todisplay; to open.

pi S/twoa1 k'ai1. To begin to speak; to open

. . out on, to eularge on; to

arrange any business by exhortation or argument.

JJH § C/iiraj4 mu1, Accounts.

% i)L Y&any ch'ou2. Enmity, animosity ; afeud;a deadly enemy.

Jfrfjjl fjlj Shen2 hsien1. Divine genii, immortals :—Note (26).

1$i 3fj Pan* ting* A bench, a stool

@@ K'un* To sleep, to nod; sleepy.

Chtng1 To open the eyes.

Lien*. Connected, associated; to combine, tojoin in order.

^J" Ijffi Titt4 lien*. Parallel mottoes or disticheswritten on scrolls.

5^ J?> Chin* ehing1. To go to or visit the capi-tal.

"tt£ |5j Shi* mien*. New or strange things, thesights, the world.

Ling9 Thin silk damask, lining satin.

HH Ling2 loo? Silk gauze.

ftM Ch'ou2. To bind, to wrap round; thin fine

silk, levantine.

#g Twan* Satin.

jp| Silk and satin, silks generally.

$$j Cfling1, King1. Long white rice, unglutinousrice.

$1! ?R Ching1 mi3 Same.

^ Mien*. Flour of wheat or other grain ; dough ;

vermicelli.

£j |£§ Pai2 mien* Wheaten flour.
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32 I see you are very fond of wine.

You cannot do without it at all.

33 I got a man to write a pair of scrolls

for me. Open and look at them :

what do you think of them P

34 Why did you put that book on top

of the bookcase P Ans. It will not go

into the bookcase.

35 If you have anything to say, why do

you keep it to yourself p Better

go directly to him, and tell him

plainly.

36 Why is it that with such a wide road

as this, you yet insist on going here ?

Give place at once.

37 When I have time, and can get

away, I am going to make a visit

to the capital and see the sights.

38 The rich dress in silk and satin, and

feast on white rice and wheaten

flour. When those who wear coarse

and dingy clothes meet one of them

in the street, they naturally give

way to him.

Notes.

2 3|£ is the real subject of the verb, yet it comes after

it. The sentence shows how completely Chinese sometimes

inverts the English order.

G ^ as here nsed, is peouliar to Pekingese.

7 §fj The first |jf] is the principal verb, the

second, an auxiliary, or the two may bo taken as a duplicated

verb.—Les. 33.
10 Most Chinese teachers will insist that to iron ought

to be §J yu, and not JlJJ. The faot is, however, that the word

is not spoken yu but yiin, and on this account, no doubt,

jy| has superceded and rightly so.

11 as here used is highly contemptuous. Why it

should be so is not readily explained. The translation is not

a whit more forcible, nor more wanting in dignity, than tho

Chinese.

26 jf^ fllj ■ According to Taoist mythology there aro

five clnsses of fflj, viz., f[Ij, A f|U, j& M|, fill

and fill-

27 Nanking says ^ for " tone," but the more general

term is Jf§[ •

23 WL 5^ 'B properly pan3 tenij1, but in Peking ia

frequently spoken pan3 t'en-j* and in other places pan* ts'eng*.

01 ^ often means, as here, to need, to want immediately.

35 int 1JJ affc Htl is a rhetorical reduplication. Chi

nese abouuds in such forms.

-4-

The Auxiliary

To live, to endure,—is added as an auxiliary enduring, or sustaining continuously. For list of

to such words as will take the qualifying idea of words taking this auxiliary, see Supplement.

Vocabulary.

^fjfc Chin1. To seize, to grasp, to hold; to pinchand pull.

Tan<f. To impede, to obstruct, to stop; to

withstand, to screen.

^ Ch'ui2 To beat, to pound, to cudgel.

|fiif Chiang4 Starch, paste. See chiang1.

|$ $Jj Chiang* hit2 Same.

~)] jj§[ Li* Hang" Strength, vigor, ability.

frjf Ch'i1. To seize hold of, to grasp; to hold on,to maintain.

-frjf Chi1 ch'i2. To withstand, to bear upagainst.
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Lksson lxxv.

I cannot hold him alone.

The rebels were stopped by the

imperial soldiers.

The human heart is unreliable.

Put the mangle on it to press it down.

5 It can be supported by putting a

board underneath.

6 This little affair is not sufficient to

trouble him.

7 It will require thick paste in order

to hold it.

8 You are too communicative, you can

not keep anything to yourself.

9 This horse is hard in the mouth, I

cannot hold him.

10 Whose mouth can you shut up P

11 I fear my own strength will not bear

the strain.

12 Every time the medicine is applied

the pain is intolerable.

13 A diligent man cannot endure to be

idle a moment.

14 My abilities are no match for his.

15 That umbrella is too small; it will

not shelter one-

1G It is uncertain whether the year

will be a plentiful one or not.

17 Never fear : I can remember it all.

18 I took a dose of painkiller, but it

did not stop the pain.

19 This piece of wood is too slender j it is

quite insufficient to bear the strain.

20 This is a dangerous and important

place; I am not able to guard it alone.

21 That man is too commuuicative, he

cannot keep a single thing.

£fs Kien2 eking*. The harvest, the season, tlieyear.

\Yt ChiB. To cease, to desist; to remain, to wait;

but, only, however.

listen* A precipice; dangerous, hazardous.

|j§t 3c Hsien9yao*. Perilous; a dangerous but im-

portant juncture or position.

j}B Tp Pa8*^otts To guard, to defend.

^ Ch'tng2. To fill into a vessel ; to hold, to con-

tain. See shcng*.

{S3 Ch'iian1 lung2. To surround, to entrap, toensnare.

Ts'a? Talent, endowment, ability, genius.

P 7j~ K'ous ts'ai2. The gift of speech, eloquence.

Ch'eng* cliia1.

petency.

JJL fH Li* yib*.

To get married, to take a

wife ; to acquire a corn-

To acquire property, to becomewealthy.

ChaP, Tse*. To pick as fruit, to pull; to de-

prive of ; to choose ; to select.

^ Ya2. A tooth, a tusk; a bud; an agent.

Ai?, Fat1. To suffer, to bear, to endure, to

stand. Also Ai1.

ijir Tung3 To store up, a surname.

TIan2 To steep, to submerge ; capacious.

|^ Ch'ang1 Prosperous, elegant, brilliant.

Jft, ^ Ilsiung1 skou* A murderer.
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22 You are the father, and yet cannot

govern your own child !

23 He proposes to entrap me, but he

will not succeed in doing it.

24 I consider that you have treated me

very badly.

25 With such a strong wind how can you

expect to keep a lantern lighted?

26 A man is accounted really eloquent

when he can so speak as to captivate

people.

27 If a man can preserve what he in

herits, he will not fail to advance

his fortunes.

28 What great pain can there be in

having a tooth pulled ? I do not

believe that I cannot stand it.

29 The murderer who killed Tung Han

Ch'ang, has been arrested, [stand.

30 A kingdom divided againstitself cannot

31 His disposition is so bad that he can

not retain a single friend.

32 In the day time it is not so bad, but

at night I cannot endure it.

33 This suffering which never ends, bow

can I endure it !

34 My brother-in-law has the chicken-

foot palsy. He can hold nothing

either large or small.

35 When there is anything really joyful,

no one can help laughing ; when

there is anything really sorrowful,

no one can help crying.

36 The proverb says, " One cannot

hinder all." How can I, a single

person, obstruct [the business of] all ?

Fen1 cheng1. To dispute, to quarrel, tocontest.

it}} "fLC/ian* W4 To stand, to endure.

|rl 0 Pai2 fi * Daytime,.daylight.

A T'iert1 W Same, (s.)

$g Yie* IP At night, in the night.

"ftfe 5^ Mefifu1 A younger sister's husband.

jft Cltwu3, Chao^ Claws, talons; to scratch, to

grasp.

IP M chwa'fSrig1. A species of palsy or

paralysis in which

the fingers become contracted and stiff.

-§1 ^ lisp lot?. Rejoicing ; Joyful, lighthearted,cheery.

jq£ Chin*. To prohibit, to forbid, to restrain ;to impose upon. Also chin1.

^J) Niu*, Ao*. To break off, to twist; obstinate,perverse; to impede, to obstruct.

2 Rebels in China are practically bands of robbers, hence

^ often means rebels. The rebels in the T'ai Ping rebellion

were generally called ;B ^ M> l°«9 *»red rebels.

4S1S5or8^5' A smooth squared stone,

on which starched clotheB are pounded with wooden clubs to

NOTKB.

smooth and stiffen them. is used with reference to the

shape of the stone, and with reference to the purpose for

which it is used. Neither term is known in the South, for the

reason that there clotheB are not treated in this way.

6 Or, Put a board underneatli and it will support it.
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Lesson lxxvi.

1 We were busy from morning till

night.

2 After the bitter naturally comes

the sweet.

3 It did not occur to us that it might

rain to-day.

4 I fear he cannot push through in a

day.

5 One learns as long as he lives, and

still leaves much unlearned.

6 You may hire conveyances and for

ward the goods to Tungchow.

7 The dust rose on all sides and puffed

in their faces.

8 After all this time, I have only now

thought of it.

9 Let them move to some other place

to live.

10 When did you come? Ans. I have

but just arrived.

11 In the matter you refer to, I cannot

help you.

12 The robbers did not ransack the

place where his jewels were.

13 From the time that Yiin-Tao I began

to associate with that worthless fel

low, Wang Yuan Hsing, he has in

sensibly fallen into vicious habits.

7 takes "ft01- it in some places, and in some it

does not. The Southern term is !f>l

12 iL* 's the more colloquial form, and Tory widely nsod.

14 A literal translation would require " him " at the end

instead of " his." The sentence, in order to give a logical

structure, ought to end with a flj. The Chinese are not

sensible of such incongruities.

18 it ^ l!§ Stop pain medicine,—the name given to

Perry Davis' Pain Killer, which has been extensively sold in

China.

20 ^ In this phrase the two words are different

in meaning and both significant, hence a full translation

requires two words.

24 Or, moro literally, I should think you would have no

face at all to see me.

27 ^F 'fir ft' as nere nsed, means to preserve intact

the inheritance received from one's fathers. The form in the

Sacred Edict is fl'} which is a form rarely, if evor,

heard amongst the people; J$ Jf? jL The composi.

tion of this phrase shows how closely family and fortune are

united in the Chinese mind.

29 5£ ^ Murdei-om hand—a murderer. ^ is often

joined with verbs or adjectives to characterize an individual

by his conduct, or by his trade, thus Pjj ^ a musician, .

iil -f- a spearman, a pickpocket, etc

30 Q is used for § The ci is oxoluded by the

close union formed with 4B> although 49 is logically con

nected with the following ft

32 5t is in somo places always said £j

34 ^ is more widely used than 55, despite the fact

that 55 is evidently more appropriate.

-3-

XjESSO^ST LXXVI.

The Auxiliary

3HJ To arrive at, is added as an auxiliary to

such words as will take the qualifying idea of

continuance, or of extension to some point of time

or place. For list of words taking this auxiliary

see supplement.
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14 You wpre reported sick, were you

not ? How is it that you are ruu-

ning around here P

15 You honor me a foot, and I'll honor

you a rod ; you honor me a rod, and

I'll exalt you to heaven.

16 Having accompanied me so far,

please return.

17 I sent two letters to Mr. Li, but

neither of them reached him.

18 We all agreed to be on hand by nine

o'clock ; how is it that you are

so late as this P

19 It had not occurred to me that

there would be these difficulties.

20 In human affairs, many things occur

which no one ever thought of.

21 You are idly lounging around in this

way every day. When will your

indolence come to an end P

22 If I believe on him, and trust him,

his merit will accrue to my account.

23 When you went out to meet your

guest, how far did you go ? Ans.

I went to the twenty li station.

24 The year I was eighteen I was sick

Vocabulary.

m
T'ien3 Sweet, savory ; agreeable.

*T» rfl Hsia* yd To rain.

j\\ T'ung1 chou1. Tungchow, a fu city fortyli south-east of Peking.

Ch'en2. Dust, particles; traces; the age, the

world; vice and pleasure.

EH J| Huil ch'en3 Dust, dirt.

^ PV. To lean against; to strike against; to flap,

to clap ; to rush suddenly, to puff.

P} j|§ Si* ch'i* To rise on all sides.

•f^j At1, Yai1. To push, to crowd, to put off; to post-

pone ; side by side, in order.See Ai2.

# J£ Chen1 PaoB Pearls, jewels, treasures.

^jj Sou1. To search, to make thorough and dili-gent search, to ransack ; swift, quick.

lp]$ Yiin*. An ancient city in the kingdom of Lu ;

a surname.

2f Hwai* tan*. A bad egg, a worthless fellow,a good-for-nothing, a scamp.

^ ^33 ^ lUl P"4 chi1 pu* chue2. Insensibly, un-consciously.

$fft Liu* A current ; a class, a set. See Km2.

T» S$ffi Hsia* liu* Vicious, vulgar, mean.

Tod1 Ami4.

^ Yu2 shou*.

ftf Sao* hsieri1.

Hfc §1 Shou1 t'ou1.

To agree to meet, to call a

meeting.

To idle away time, to loiter,

to dawdle.

Lazy, indolent ; to lounge,

. . to loaf.

To end, to come to an end,

. to finish up.

ft«f /s. To rely on, to trust to, to depend upon ;a fulcrum.

tiff ^fc Is k'ao*. To trust to, to rely on ; to lean

upon, to rest.

jR P'jt4, Pu3>*. A guard station, a hamlet. Also

pao3.

^ Ch'un1 t'ien1 Spring.

C/t'iu1 Autumn; a season, sad.

ffi % Ch'in1 t'ien1 Autumn.

^ -jp Hwa1 tsis. A beggar, a mendicant.

§»t ^ T'ao3fan*. To beg for bread, to be a

beggar.

fff ?|| Tu2 shu1 To study, to go to school.

Wt ^ -P*"1* ti3" • ' • T° do> to transact, to manage.

Hsie1 A scorpion.
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continuously from spring to autumn.

25 Did he speak to you of my affairs ?

Ans. He did not mention them.

26 Yesterday a beggar camo to the door

wanting something to eat, aud

when nothing was given him, he

began to revile.

27 There are three requisites to study—

the eyes, the mind and the tongue.

28 The saying ruus, When you have

reached the river it is time enough

to take off your shoes, which means,

wait till the thing is actually at

hand before you plan what you

will do.

29 Yesterday evening a scorpion stung

me, and it pained me continuously

until this morning before it ceased.

30 Crossing the great street we came to

the Ch'eng Hwang temple, where

were story telling, sleight of hand

performing, monkey shows, song

singing, thrush venders, quail fight

ing and every kind of amusement.

^ Che1 To sting ; a sting; poisonous.

Kou,1. A hook ; a claw, a barb, a clasp ; tohook; to detain; to tempt, to en

tice; to sew in a lining.

|?§[ Hwang2. The moat or ditch around a citywall.

iffi |J§ Ch'eng2 hwang2. The tutelar god of acity:—Note (30>

1^ Us Shicod1 shu1. To recite stories—usually

the imaginary exploits of

noted characters, heroes, robbers, rebels, etc

^ Hsfrfa*. Sleight of hand, tricks, leger-demain, jugglery.

Uou2 A monkey ; tricky.

trr] Ch'u3 Songs, ditties, ballads. Also eh'ifl. *X>

Etca* mei2 The grey thrush.

$$ An* The quail.

^ Ch'un3 The quail.

|| $|. The quail.

^ Wan2 i1. Toys, play things ; amusements;in fun, in play.

Notes;

1 is more widely nsed in this connection than 3%.

2 A proverb, expressing the idea that when misery has

reached its limit, happiness follows in natural order.

is a contraction for Q $Jj. As usual with proverbs, tho

style is terse and bookish.

4 jlH PI* $b\A of one accomplishing a journey.

6 Lit. Work till old age— learn till old aye, and yet

there will be three farts [in ten] unlearned.

6 includes both packmules and carts, but usually

refers to the former. ^fr, in the South, |means coolies

who carry burdens. In some places $K1 -f' also means a

small boat—a ship's boat.
7 Bunyan'B original is, " The dust began so abundantly

to fly about that they had almost been choked."

11 This sentence might also mean : Having spoken in this

way, I will not help you. All would depend on the circum.

stances and on the emphasis given by the speaker.

13 i% 2\ A spoiled egg,—a Csruro for a worthless

renegade, uiore expressive than elegant, and much stronger

than the corresponding expression in English.

IB Not used in direct address to the other party, but

only put so for the purpose of illustration or exhortation.

16 Said out of politeness by a guest to the person escort

ing him.

13 f
5te uniform; i.e., all present.

21 M it RB-
Swinging the hands and delighting

in idleness,—an expressive book phrase in common ubo.

27 -^J 5'J Three things at it,—that is tho eye, the

mind and the mouth, must all be brought into service aud

kept to it. Tho sentence does not properly illustrate the

principle of tho lesson.

23 The idea is, don't anticipate trouble before it comes.

" Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof,"
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Lesson lxxvii.

1 Whyare you solateasthis in coming?

2 Do not get angry on account of a

small matter.

3 On account of my friend's feelings,

I am ashamed not to go.

4 A matter of a few words : it is not

worth keeping in mind.

5 What we want is to get revenge,

not to get these few taels.

6 Why is it that he cannot pay that

rent of his?

7 My name is legion : for we are many.

8 Men die for money, and birds lose

their lives for food.

9 To smash a dumpling on account

of a fly.

10 The devices of the heart are hard to

know, for they are hidden within.

11 That he does not enter your door,

must be because you have offended

him.

12 Would the thief accuse him with

out any cause ? If he accuses

him, there must be some occasion.

13 The strife between the two families

took its rise in gambling.

14 Why are you always finding fault

with me ?

15 Because of a misunderstanding,

they fought till their heads were

cut and bleeding.

16 This child's eyes were destroyed by

exposure to the wind when he had

measles.

30 itt I^. Lit., city moot, bat popularly used as

the title of the tutelar god of the city. Each walled city in

China has such a god and a temple in his honor. These

temples are generally the finest temples in the city and kept

in the best repair, and are the moat resorted to by worship

pers. Thoro is no one individual god known as Ch'oug Hwang

at large, but each city has its own—a deified mau acting as

patron god of the city. They are supposed to be appointed

and rotated from time to time. Each city god has the same

rank in the unseen world that the chief officer of the city

over which he presides has in this world. In some cases the

courts of this temple are the constant scene of a sort of Vanity

Fair, in others, only on the occasion of the regular festivals in

honor of the god. •

To proceed, to rely on,—for, because,

since.

£ To do, to become,—for, because, since, on

account of."

(Jj ^ For, because, since, inasmuch as.

fcj /If or %0 Same as |SJ alone.

LESSON- LXXVII.

Causal Particles.

^ /If or ^ Same as £ alone.

^ ~f Same as "^j alone,—only used in

Southern Mandarin.

TT Because of what; i. e., why,

wherefore.

^ ft ft For the purpose of, why.
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17 When you are working for another,

yon should not be ready to throw

np your place because, on a single

occasion, things do not go right.

18 He does not get rich at his business

simply because his expenses are

too great.

19 Because I did not invite him to eat,

he says I am too proud jo notice

[common] people.

20 It is not necessary to destroy the

harmony of the two families because

the children have had a quarrel.

21 Because I am your uncle I cannot

help charging you again and again.

22 How do you come to be acquainted

with Chang fir Yie ? Ans. I kept

a washing shop at Chefoo and, by

washing for him,came to know him.

23 The younger brother should show

respect to the elder, because he is

older in years and superior in rank.

24 Because of this day's joy, I have

forgotten all the sorrows of the

whole year.

25 Why did you not take the money

when he offered it to you ? For

what are you striving every day ?

m

of;

m

±

3B

Tin1. To proceed, to rely on ; a cause, a

... . . reason'; because of, for, on account

by means of, in consequence of; then, so.

Tsu1 Rent, rental; to rent, to lease.

£| Tstt1 ch'ien2 Bent

Ts'ang1. The green of plants, azure of the sky ;hoary, old.

Ting2 A fly, the house fly.

jjjf- The house fly; flies in general.

Shu*. An art, a craft, a trick, a device, amystery.

Hsin1 shu*. Device, design ; disposition,character.

Shang* men2. To visit [socially], to call

Vocabulary.

1? Chin'

on.

5§ P'lng2 k'ung1. Without cause or evidence,for nothing.

|<1| Tu9 ch'ien2. To gamble, to play for money,to bet.

T'ou2 chi\ To understand, to get the

. clue, to see the point

Pustules or pimples, rash; measles,scarlet fever, etc.

jj^ Liao2. To take hold of; to manage; to playwith; to incite, to seduce, to in

flame ; to fell a seam, to overseam Also liao*.

§|j£ Mou3. A stratagem, an artifice; to deliberate,to contrive, to plan, to plot

^ I1 «/«a. Pood and clothes, a livelihood.

lljS 'Ij* Shun* hsin1. To one's mind, agreeable,acquiescent.

JSi Tu*. A measure ; a degree, a limit, a rule ;

capacity; to arrange; to spend or

pass time; to ford. Also tod*.

Yung* tu* Expenses, living.

•fS Chao1 hu1 To call, to invite, to beckon.

^ ff^ Cheng1 ch'ao3. To quarrel, to wrangle, tobicker.

tip Pji Ch'ao" tsu?. To quarrel, to scold, towrangle.

4^f- Tsai* si*. Again and again, (s.)

PT Ting1 To enjoin; to bite, to sting.
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29

Why did you not send it by some

one ? Ans. Because there are im

portant matters in the letter which

could not wait.

How came he to go without asking

leave of absence ? Ans. Because

you were not feeling well, he

thought it would be inconvenient

to ask you.

You ought to improve the time,

because time will not wait for you.

The reason why balls of glutinous

rice are eaten on the dragon-boat

festival, is because Ch'ii Yuan,

when falsely accused by bad men,

threw himself into the Mi Loa

river and was drowned : afterwards

he directed some one, in a dream,

to make some rice balls and throw

them into the river : and from this

arose the custom of eating rice

balls on the dragon-boat festival.

Ning" .To direct

"T T° charge, to enjoin, (w )

^ ft Ming9 fin*. Hank, station, office; the dutiespertaining to any station.

Pin* To run, to hasten, to rush.

^ ^ Ch'ien* an1 Indisposed, unwell.

'fljC Chia*. Leave of absence, furlough. See chiaB.

"ra" 'fit -S^o4 chia? To ask leave of absence.

M} ^ Twan1 wti3. The dragon-boat festival on the

fifth day of the fifth month.

Notes

^ Noa* Glutinous rice.

fnf Noil'1 mi3 Same-

$H Tsung*. Glutinous rice dumplings with fruit

or meat inside, and wrapped in

leaves for cooking.

jf^| Ts'an2 To traduce, to slander.

Pang* To vilify, to slander.

jfH g^. To accuse falsely, to slander, to traduce.

jl/i4 Name of a river. Also few8.

Jjjj^ ffi Feng1 su2 C ustom, vogue, tradition.

4 — ¥ ft f§ of a sentence, that is, a few worda

or sentences. <JB is here used in tho sense of worth while.

This use is goneral, but somewhat anomalous. Some teachers

would write with jltJI, as being more suitable to tho meaning,

though not tho right tone.

5 Note how different is tho moaning of P Jt> from

the phrase P ^ in Lea. 55. The two characters here stand

separately, each with its own meaning.

8 ^ here refers to the bait set to catch the bird.

9 A widely known proverb, meaning to inour serious

loss for a small cause.

12 PjjS; to bite, is uBed figuratively of the accusation of

a prisoner against an accomplice. Such accusations arc often

procured by torture, and are not unfrcquently false. JU{ @

that which because ; i.e., some cause or occasion.

15 US /f» jSi Lit., woi-ds failed to transmit the

rationale or idea, BJ| jfil [IS, liead broken and blood

flowing, a ready mado phrase.

16 ;jf> is used genetically for any rash attended by

fever, and includes scarlet fovor, measles and chicken-pox.

17 Ut ^ ia the less used, and more pedantic

expreaaion. gj£ J£ ^—"To throw up a situation," " to give

warning." In this connection $4 'HjJ is quite t'ung hsing.

19 ^ IS Hi ^Ci <*008 not mcan> not a^ow

eat; but, began to eat before him without offering a share to him

by way of apology. When you begin to eat in another's

presence, or when any one approaches where you arc eating,

politeness roquires that you invito him to share with you. This

invitation ia a mere civility, it being understood that it will bo

declined. 1 ^ H A is a book phrase, equal in style

and sentiment to, " Common men are too insignificant to

make any impression on his optics."

21 -Pi £3 is not commonly used, but is the form in the For.

tuuate Uuion, from which the sentence is taken. PT P»f also ia

not often used colloquially,the common expression being J§| Pit
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Lksson lxxviii.

1 A few days ago the soldiers received

tbeir pay, and hence silver is cheap.

2 I came by the south road, and

therefore did not meet him.

3 You have already deceived me

several times ; therefore I shall

not listen to you again.

4 I retired very late last night ; hence

I have no animation to-day, but am

all the time nodding.

5 The reason this affair is hard to

consummate, is because there is

some one meddling with it.

6 In the forenoon my head ached, and

therefore I could not recite.

7 We know that he killed him ac

cidentally ; therefore we are bold

to testify for him.

8 Afterwards, because he could find

no excuse, he gave the promise.

9 I knew that you were there, and

therefore I paid no attention.

10 At the preseut time, the majority of

men are deceitful, therefore it is

not well to be too credulous.

25 "M W sS run and '""A west, to hasten

hither and thither with work or business, a common and

expressive phrase.

20 This is the story commonly told to account for the

use of fJS ~P °n 'h'8 special day. Jjj£ ^, a statesman of

the kingdom of Ts'a, B. C. 314. He was falsely accused by a

jealous rival and disgraced, aud in his grief committed suicido

by jumping iuto tho ?H H Mi Lou river. As the name of a

river the proper reading of jf3 is mi, but the other reading

kit1 is often confused with it.

LESSOH LXXVIII.

Illative Particles.

fore.

Jjjf J£J The reason or cause ; therefore, hence.

H Jtfc 1 For this cause, on this account,

^>SJ jj£ J therefore.

iJtfc ]fcb On this account, consequently, there-

For this reason.

0 iff) And so, and hence, and on this

account. A book term, the use of which in

conversation is somewhat pedantic.

Vocabulary.

ffij Er2. And, and yet, also ; still, moreover; as if,contrariwise. Much used in xchi-li but

rarely in Mandarin, save in certain combinations.

•flfjj Hsiang3. Rations, pay of soldiers ; taxes,

duties.

flf} Ping1 hsiang3. Soldiers' pay or wages;

. money for this purpose.

^ff fify Ching1 shi'n9. That (supposed) divine es-

sence which gives life and

visor to the soul, life, animation, spirits, vivacity.

§^ TunB. Dull, heavy, sleepy ; a nod.

ffl Tas tun3. To nod, to doze ; to be sleepy,to be drowsy.

Ch'ung* To come abruptly; to nod, (s )
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11 Since he does not know when he is

well treated, I shall therefore have

nothing more to do with his affairs.

12 He eats improper food, therefore he

is ill.

13 I have a little pressing need, and

therefore am compelled to draw

my money.

14 Formerly they two were of one mind

in everything; afterwards their busi

ness failed and their accounts be

came involved, and, on this account,

the two families got into a quarrel.

15 Because Chao Yen T'ien has had a

son born to him at fifty, therefore

a great many are presenting con

gratulations.

16 I have wept my eyes dry thinking

constantly of you : on this account

both eyes have become blind.

17 There is not the least proof of the

things he charges against Mr- Li ;

he is undoubtedly accusing him

falsely.

18 Ordinarily you are not neighbourly,

therefore, when you are in trouble,

people are not inclined to help you.

19 Chia Yiu replied, " Because 1 have

passed through this experiencOj

therefore I can solve this riddle."

M WH Ch'ung* tun* To nod. (s).

Shaug* pari* fieri1 The forenoon.

t!l ^ Wu* sha1 To kill by accident.

Yitig1 ch'eng3. To agree, to assent, to pro-

mise.

Yung* hsiang*. Use, utility, function;

need, requirement.

S rim"- A field ; fields, lands.

Tao4 hsi* To congratulate.

B^f rii Shi3 ch'ang2. Constantly, continually, cus-tomarily.

Si1 hsiang3. To think of, to reflect, tocousider.

}jp| T'ang*. To run as water, to flow, to course,

to drip.

^ C7i"4. To occupy, to lean on; testimony, evi-

dence; according to, from.

^3 fiS P'ixg* chi* Proof, evidence.

fgA H it1 To accuse falsely, to calumniate.

(H* "a" TFu* kao*. To accuse falsely, to trump upcharges.

Chia1 Used only in names.

$11 Yu2. Resembling, like; as if, same as; still,even ; thus, so.

iS Yiie* li*. To pass through, to experience; tolook over, to examine.

^ Ts'ai1. To suspect ; to guess, to conjecture,to solve.

g^t J/t2'1 A riddle, an enigma, a puzzle.

will P'oil* fnt8. To propose a riddle, to solvea riddle:—Note (19).

j§ Hon4. A ruler ; the sovereign ; empress orqueen, a feudal prince.

)S T'ai* W The Emperor's mother.

f^LCh'uu1. To hang down, to suspend; to letfall ; to reach to ; to condescend.

P$ P'inf. To discuss ; to criticize, to review ; to

judge of.

tffS P' ing' lun*. To discuss, to give an opinion,to criticize.

^ Tul Bald, bare; blunt; unscrupulous.

^ ^5 Pao^pinp1 A violent disease.
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20 On account of hia youth the Em

peror cannot assume the reins of

government, therefore the Empress-

mother hears causes from behind

the curtain.

21 The opinion of the ancients is that

these Buddhist priests are very

outrageous ; therefore Su Tung

P'oa says, " He who is not bare-

pated is not venomous ; he who is

not venomous is not bare-pated."

22 When we were just half way a man

overtook us with a message, saying

his mother had taken a violent

disease, so on this account he re

turned, again.

23 Why is he called Old Woman Liu

when he is a man P Ans. His voice

is very sharp and he is constantly

with the women talking to them,

on which account people have nick

named him Old Woman Liu.

24 This family gave notice of the funeral

too late, and that family were still

later in offering their condolences,

and on this account the two families

became gradually estranged, so that

they have now ceased to enter

each other's doors.

^ Ts'u* Vin9A- sudden and violent disease.

0t $1 Chi2 ping* Same.

§2 t3 Shhig1 yin1 Sound, voice, ory.

$\ Wai* '*<w>4 A nickname.

jpp ^ Ch'ao1 hao*. ... A nickname, a fancy name.

|H Sang1. To mourn for parents; a funeral;time of mourning. See sang*, i Si

Not

1 Chinese soldiers lire usnally paid at considerable

intervals, and when they are paid each ono wants to sell his

silver for copper cash, to bo used in paying debts. This

sadden demand for cash, especially in small places, makes

silver cheap.

4 Notice that |§ (fjjf ^fc does not mean slept too

late in the morning, bat, icent to bed too late in the evening,

Sleeping late in the morning is expressed by saying 2}S

6 I have translated as if this were the langnago of a

pnpil. It would however be equally appropriate in the mouth

of a teacher. ^Jj ^ means properly to examine a class, but is

also used to mean being examined or reciting. In like

manner ^ fjj means properly to back the book; i.e., repeat a

Pao* sang1. To report a death and give no-tice of burial :—Note (24).

^ H Tiao* sang1. To present condolences at orbefore a funeral.

i0ft Sit1. Open, coarse; distant, sundered, es-tranged; careless, remiss.

jp£ Trm4. Insipid, flat; weak, watery; distant—asan offended friend; light—as a color.

3$ Estranged, cool, separated.

E S.

lesson, but it is also, and often, used to mean hearing a lesson,

that iB, causing the pnpil to recite it.

3 The force of H|> as hero used, is diffioult to bring into

an English translation. See also (1 i ).

8 In many places the ^ would be omitted.

10 5§ '& ^3 thg mouth sweet and the heart, bitter ;

i.e., using fair words to conceal an evil purpose, deceit, guile,

imposture.

14 0% IB fg WL ft — (B A Lit The;,

hoo were all the sume as if one person; i.e., they agreed in

everything.

15 It is implied that the man had no son previously.

19 12* >8 occasionally used (as here) to mean, to

guess a riMle ; but generally it means, to propound or make a

riddle. See Les. 200.
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Lesson lxxix.

1 There is no telling how much scold

ing she has had to bear for eating

things on the sly.

2 All men wish to enjoy happiness.

Are there any who wish to suffer ?

3 He who strikes the first blow gets

the advantage ; he who strikes

second gets the worst of it.

4 When a man receives a favor and

does not return it, he is said to be

ungrateful.

5 This child is peculiarly good ; it is

not the least troublesome. When

such a good baby as this falls to

one's lot, how much toil it saves.

6 If you stir up a difficulty, I shall not

be able to endure it.

7 When one away from home gets ill,

20 |l£ $6 HI Suspend a curtain and hear govern

ment affairs. The empress is not supposed in etiquette to meet

her ministers face to face, but to bear their reports and give

her orders, sitting behind a curtain. The expression is

decidedly wen in style.

31 jSHs 3fl A celebrated statesman and literary

genius of the Sung dynasty. This saying of his is an

alliterative play on the words and and refers to the

custom of Buddhist priests of shaving their heads. The

sarcasm of the saying is that no treachery or dishonesty is

worthy of the name as compared with that of a priest, and

. —o»4me

that no man who is not treacherous and dishonest will be a

priest.
24 Upon the death of any one, a messenger is sent to

inform the relatives and kindred of the fact, and to announce

the date of the funeral. This is called 1° case

of rich or official families a written or printed paper is sent.

Upon the day of the funeral, kindred and friends^ present

their condolences, worship before the cofliu, make a small

contribution of cash and paitako of the feast provided. This

is called fJ5 Sii-

LESSOR Xi2CXI2C.

Eeceftive Verbs.

§ To receive, to bear,—very widely used and

limited by no special circumstances.

^ To bear,— pain, evil or abuse, generally

inflicted by another.

To meet with,—misfortune, pain or loss.

To eat ; i.e., suffer,—loss or trouble.

^fly To be injured by,—disease, pain or shame.

® To be afflicted with,—disease.

fjfijj To receive,—favor, grace or kindness.

To receive; i.e., enjoy,—happiness, peace

or prosperity.

To receive from,—a benefactor or superior.

Hsiang*. To accept as the gods do sacrifices ;

to enjoy ; to receive gratefully.

Fir. Blessings conferred by the gods, happi-

ness, prosperity.

fjpf Mijng2. Dull, ignorant ; to cover over, to con-

ceal ; to receive thankfully, to be

obliged :—see Sub. Also ming3.

, Hwan*. Evil, misfortune, calamity, affliction ;to be afflicted :—see Sub.

Vocabulary.

5§ Shou* tsui*. To bear suffering, to suffer:—Note (2).

^ Hsia shoaB. To make a beginning; to take

hold; to set to, to take

the initiative ; a second place, a sub-foreman.

5& Yang1 Misfortune, judgment, retribution

M M a*1
To forget a favor, to be un

grateful.
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he is all the more homesick.

8 The saying is, " When Chia Yu beats

Hwang Kai, there is one willing to

lay on and one willing to stand it."

9 Blessed are the merciful ; for they

shall surely receive mercy.

10 He does uot staud in the same relation

to me as others. It is not necessary

to discuss who loses or who gains.

11 That t'ung-yang daughter-in-law of

the Chang family is too much abused.

She is beaten and scolded every day

and has no comfort of her life.

12 The general was pleased with the

parade yesterday, and to-day the

soldiers have all gone to receive

rewards.

13 Within these ten years I have

received famine relief three times.

The first time I received cooked

rice ; the second time, grain ; and

the third time, money.

14 By using soap to wash clothes, the

washer saves labor, and the clothes

receive less injury.

15 When he was well-to-do, he took his

ease and indulged his indolence ;

now that he has come to grief, who

will pity him ?

16 I am greatly indebted to you for

5( H Fu* »'

KwaiK

I*. Equity, righteousness, uprightness; free,

charitable, superior, excellent; adopted.

**. To abuse kindness; to render evil

for good.

Perverse, contrary, bad-tempered,

. sulky; crafty, tricky ; odd, peculiar.

% ifr Siting3 hsin\ Trouble-saving, good, obe-dient.

{ij £r Ch'u1 wai*. To leave home; to go abroad,to travel.

@ LP hsiang*. Awayfrom home, in a strangeplace; a stranger.

^fj HaPping* Sick, ill; taken sick.

$f Hwan* ping* Same.

^ Chou1. To make a circuit; to extend every-where; plenty; secret; honest; en

tirely; close, fine; a surname.

Jjjjj Ytr Lustrous; excellent.

Chiao3>*. To compare, to try by comparing;rather ; in general.

sf ^ Chi* chiao*. To compare notes, to discuss,- - - to argue.

i|| T'ung2. A boy, a lad; a young student ; avirgin; undefiled ; youthful.

j|f T'ung* yang3. To support a betrothed girlbefore her marriage.

$C T'an< yang3 Same:—Note (11).

5t 3jlt 8hou* ch'i* Ill-treated, abused.

^jf •jjjl K'an* ts'ao*. To review troops, to super-intend the drilling of sol

diers, to witness a parade.

~J Ping1 ting1 Soldiers.

BM Chen*. To relieve those in want; charity,

bounty, relief.

3^ Hsiao* To ramble, to saunter at ease.

Yad2 Distant, remote.

j^j. To saunter carelessly, at one's ease.

(§} ^J; Tsi* tsai*. Natural, easy ; self-possessed,composed; comfortable.

h
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having taken so much trouble on my

account. Though I do not eat or

drink, it is the same as if I did.

17 There is an old saying, " When a

man is beaten he is not fined ; when

fined he is not beaten." Mnst I

take a beating and be fined besides?

18 Li Jung Ch'un is a good man, but

his virtue has not had a due reward.

From his youth he has met with a

great many misfortunes.

19 These few thousand cash out of

which he has defrauded you, will

not make him rich, nor will your

paying them make you poor ; it will

simply put you to some temporary

embarrassment

20 Lawsuits are not profitable. Look at

Chin Kou : who would not say

that he had by birth a rich inherit

ance ? Presently he got involved in

a lawsuit and used up his patrimony

completely.

%$> fSt$ ttao* Ian*. To delight in idleness, to in-

- - - dulge indolent habits.

5£ l^i Shwa? lanB. To spend time in idleness, todilly-dally, to loiter.

P'od* fei*. To waste, to spend lavishly;to put to expense; to thank.

^ jiff Ling9 ch'ing3. To receive a favor, to be ob-liged, under obligation to.

|§5 Tien1 To upset, to overturn, to ruin.

fiSj Tien1 htien*. Calamities, misfortunes, dif-

Acuities.

JH #T chi". Trial, trouble, difficulty, mis-

fortune:—Note (18).

JJtt T ai1. The pregnant womb, congenital; a re-ceptacle.

&£ T'ai* liB hung*. Born in afOuence, a- - - splendid inheritance.

j§s Ch'an3. To produce, to bear; birth, parturition;productions; estate; occupation.

s§jt Chid1 ch'an3. Family inheritance, estate,property, patrimony.

§H Chin* chue3. Ended, used up; entirely,

completely.

^ Chan1. To divine or foretell by a lot, divina-tion. Read chan4 when used for frj

^ Kwa* A divining mark or diagram, a sign.

rij *K To cast lots, to divine, to foretell.

^ P'ou* ts'ai2. To lose money or property, tomeet with financial disaster.

P 7§" K'ous she"2. Evil reports, scandal, detrac-tion, calumny.

^ P'ing3 teng* Equal in rank.

PJ^ W\ Han* chiao*. To cry aloud, to shout, tocall out.

tffc feC/tiu* htcod*. Fire! fire! to put out afire.

|S) Shwan\ The bolt or bar across a door; to bolta door.

Notes.

1 f& Wi is nPP1ieii to ob!,dren or y°"ng danghters-in-

law who take things to eat on the sly, also to dogs or oats

which steal food.

2 ^ is much used in the North in the sense of wishing

or leing willing, but is not so used in the South, where M

takes its place. 0 is also used in the North, but in such

connections generally takes j|& aftor it. 5£ IP> to receive

sin; i.e., to receivo the consequences of sin, viz., suffering,

fp is much used in this sense, showing how strongly the

connection between Bin and suffering is impressed on the

human mind.

3 W. JSfc to retribution, that is, in this case, to

get the worst of it. The term is somowhat belittled by its use

in this connection. It is ohoaen for the rhyme, and also to
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21 I got that fortune-teller to tell my

fortune by the eight characters. He

said my fortune was not propitious,

that I would either lose my money

or suffer from evil reports.

22 There is an important difference be

tween receiving grace and receiving

a favor. If you get good from a

superior, it should be spoken of as

receiving grace; if you get good

from an equal, it should be spoken

of as receiving a favor.

23 Wang Wu Cheng, when in the midst

of a dream, heard some one outside

calling out, "fire ! fire ! " and was so

frightened that in his alarm he could

not even find the bolt of the door.

intimate that ho who is behindhand gets the legitimate desert

of bis failure to be first.

6 A is here used for parents. A 'fif jft 65 ■?

is one who does not cry nor fret nor get into mischief ; for

which we hare no special word in English, other than to say

that he is a " good " child. -

7 is tho more elegant book form, ^ tho more

colloquial.

8 Juj f|x> a noted general in the time of the three king,

doms, an adherent of the house of Wn, The story is that

J5) fit?, in order to deceive ^ Jjg, with whom he was at war,

beat jft one of his own generals, unmercifully, he consent

ing to be so beaten. ^ j||F then went over to ^ $1, and

pretended that he had deserted f|i on account of this

Bhameful and unmerited beating, and wanted an opportunity

to get revenge, was deceived by him, and in

consequence of his treachery Buffered defeat. The proverb

is nsed of those who M^brt to similar tricks, or who willingly

endure pain for some coveted end.

10 The three forms have substantially the same meaning,

save that #p A suggests the idea of a relative, which the

others do not necessarily do.

XI Parents who are poor, or who are tired keeping their

betrothed daughters, sometimes send them to the home of

their futnre mother-in-law months, or even years, before they

are to be married ; albeit snch a course is considered very

ungenteel. Betrothals are also sometimes made, having this

arrangement definitely in view, especially in the case of the

death of the girl's mother. The lot of Buch girls is proverbi

ally hard. The most general term for such a girl is, j§£ j|

jfj. Jif> o daughter-in-law supported as a child or virgin.

The term nsed in Shantung is j/J^ Jff, a daughter,

in-law supported beforehand. The term in Nanking is simply

5St ° supported daughter.in-law.

17 It is not regarded as legitimate for a Chinese official

both to fine a man and to beat him.

18 ^ §k M> and — fllj £f A, are in grammatical

apposition. jH( is a book term not often heard in

colloquial. 51 jf? is colloquial, but as nsed in the North is

always reversed, viz., $f |§.

21 The eight characters referred to are those which

mark the year, month, day and hour of birth—two for each,

according to the Chinese cyclical method of indicating dates.

See Les. 117, Note (31). Prognostications are made on the

basis of these characters. ^ is here the classifier of JJJ.

P and j§; are rhetorically correlated, and mutually

limit each other.

XiDESSOlST LXXX.

Thus.

i§[|§ft \ Thus, then, in this case. The final

litWiTit W *ne ancient at)d original form,

still much used in Central and Southern Mandarin.

In Eastern Shantung it is used exclusively, the

form with ^ not being heard at all. ^ is the more

modern form, used in Pekingese and the North,

and also introduced to a considerable extent in the

South. The same is true of 65 and %g following

ffl |g ft or ffl Jg M Thus, then, in that

j§ Is not unfrequently used as a con

traction for Jg 65 or sf £ ^f.

J& ft A colloquial form of $ Jg 65-

This form is not often found in books, but is widely

used in colloquial.

or M H! Tnu9> in this case.

^ $t or fa H! Thus, in that case.

|n )|£ —' jj£ In these circumstances, there

fore.
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Lesson lxxx.

The cut rope (paper stiffening) is all

used up again. Ans. In that ease,

you will have to go and buy more.

If his own brother declines to inter

fere, in that case neither will I

interfere.

I thiuk that to give him five hundred

cash would be a little short. Ans.

How much then should I give him?

If his father had not died, he would

certainly have had him study several

years yet ; but now it is of no uso

to think of it.

I have come to you and confessed my

fault, and yet you are dissatisfied;

what then are you going to do

about it?

To wrong the plaintiff would not do,

and to wrong the defendant was

equally unjust : so he put on common

clothes and a small hat and went

out to make inquiry.

I had already agreed to go with him

to the provincial examination,but to

day I hear he is in mourning, so that

now I shall have to go by myself.

Unless he told a lie he would offend

his friend, and if he told a lie he

would violate his conscience, so he

got out of the way beforehand.

Thus, then, so, in that case. This is the

most elegant form of saying thus, and is the form

most frequently used in books.

And so, thereupon, then, well then.

In use, ;g and ]j§ are much confused >

especially in dialects in which they are read alike.

$B jtfc Thus, so, so that, ia that case,—nearly

equivalent to jrj jj| *

Vocabulary.

{it 7? Ma" tao\ Old rope for strengthening mor-

tar:—Note (1).

C/iiB chiii1. Paper pulp used for the same

- - purpose.

Teng1 mrn2. To go to or enter a man'shouse, (w.)

IS $0 Jen* ts'oA*. To own a fault, to admit, to

confess.

Hfr Fang* To search out, to inquire into.

i$ fang

# &Ch

■k

ing1 i\

To inquire secretly, to detect,

to spy.

Dark clothing, the blue clothesworn by the common people.

Ta* ch'ang2. The examinations at the

provincial city, or at the

capital.

"J* ^ Ting1 yu1. To mourn for a parent :—Note (7).

* As will be seon, the various phrases constituting this

lesson are very similar in meaning, and no doubt the learner

will bo perplexed to know exactly when and how to use

each one. This cannot be acquired from definitions, nor by

the mere force of memory, but will come gradually by practice

and observation. The lesson will call attention to the various

phrases, and serve as a guide and prompter in their use. The

same remarks apply to a large number of other lessons.
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9 If you cannot learn it by one repeti

tion, then repeat it twice; and if

you cannot learn it by repeating

twice, then repeat it three times.

Is there anything you cannot iu this

way finally learn ?

10 His Excelleney, Mr. Hwang, has been

advanced to the Governor-General

ship of the two Kwangs, and his

father, as an expression of his grati

fication, has set apart fifty thousand

[taels of] silver to distribute food

and charity among the poor.

11 They are every one so.

12 Yesterday evening he was still hesi

tating, not knowing whether it wa3

better to go or not. Ans. In this case,

do you go again and ask him, so that

if he is not going, we may go at once.

13 In your intercourse with your sisters,

can you beat and revile them as you

please? Have you no regard for

my feelings.

14 When he was in straits, I spent time

in defending him ; now, when my

family are in difficulty, he does not

so much as show his face. I will

therefore cut his acquaintance.

That style of friend, to have him.

is five times eight, and not to have

him is four times ten.

^ Shing1 To ascend ; to rise in office.

§ 7V To govern; to oversee; to admonish.

jjlltj Tsumf tu1. A governor-general.

>fe ^ La°3 f'al4 V^- Tnc father of an officer

or of one who has a

high literary degree.

^ J§[ Kan3 en1 To be thankful, grateful.

$C Fang* fan*. To distribute food to thepoor.

Shi1. To develope; to distribute, to diffuse;

...... to give, to relieve.

^ Shi1 she*. To bestow charity.

38 %k Yu2 i2 To be in doubt, to hesitate.

3§t -HI Ch? nan*. A strait, an emergency, a press-ing difficulty.

>jtf SI Wei* leu* To protect, to defend.

g§ Wei* hu* Same.

jf® Chti# chiao1- To have no more to do with,to cut the acquaintance of.

t^f Chu1. All, every ; in wen-li a pronoun, a finalparticle.

|i$ Yti* A ravine, a gully.

J^l Mai2. To bury, to cover over ; to conceal ; to

hoard. See man2.

Hi Le? Thunder; to beat a drum.

JjJl fg Ti* lei? A mine, a blast.

Wt or P'ao* A great gun, a cannon.

/*. Virtuous, accomplished, (w.)

^ Chiang*. A leader, a general; the king in

chess. See chiang1.

fa ^5 Ch'ia* ch'iao*. Opportune, timely, in thenick of time, lucky.

Yew1 mod*. To drown out, to wet ; to over-flow, to overwhelm.

h% 1^ T'eng" nod2. To transfer; to arrange for,to find time ; to postpone.

$1 $E Hod2 too*. The banks or bed of ariver.
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15 Chii Kwofi Liang, in the valley of

gourds, concealed subterraneous

mines and fire guns intending to

blow up Si Ma I with his soldiers

and generals ; but subsequently,

when Si Ma I came to the place,

just in the nick of time it rained a

great rain and overflowed his mines

and guns ; upon which Chu Kwoa

Liang said with a sigh, " Well,

well ; after all it is true that man

proposes but Heaven disposes."

16 It would be better, I think, to have

Pao fin go rather than T'ien Fu

because Pao fin can find the time;

he also knows the road. Ans. Well,

just as you like ; do whatever seems

best.

17 Where the bed of the river is narrow

and the water runs very swiftly, it

will necessarily take up much mud.

Where the bed of the river is wide,

the water will, of course, run slowly

and the mud will gradually fall

down, thus slowly filling up the

channel of the river. Hence, when

a flood comes, at the places where

the bed of the river is thus filled

up, the water will overflow the

banks.

18 Cheng T'ien Ts'un has come to the

end of his string. I saw him to

day on the street shivering with the

fRl *|}» Hoa2 hsin\ The bottom or channel of ariver.

$J2 Ch'en-. To sink, to fall to the bottom ; to belost, to perish ; heavy, weighty.

Man*. To overflow, to well up ; wide spread-ing, diffused, vague.

Ti1 A dyke, a bund, a levee, a bank.

icang*'3. To create, to transform ; to found ;to essay, to follow a business.

T? p'tt1. Resources all exhausted, downto first principles.

Ln* To hold ; to lump ; to tug at.

$m M T'a* la* To shuffle with the feet.

Jj$i .SuV. To tread shoes down at the heel ; to

wear them so.

P'ei\ To throw over the shoulders, to puton ; disheveled. Also p'i1.

ffjj Ihia* The sleeve; to put into the sleeve.

fjlj Hsi1 To shudder with cold :—Note (18).

Tang1 To beg earnestly, to entreat.

j& 2& Yang1 chi2. To beg hard, to importune,to crave, to entreat .—Note (18).

^ Tak yen1 Opium (as smoked).

*|!f AW. Grease; ointment, paste; plasters;rich food.

f§ ^ Kwatig9 kao1. Foreign opium :—Note (18).

Ji^, La*. A sacrifice three days after the winter

solstice ; the 12th month.

£j£ Chi*.- • ■ To sacrifice to the gods ; an offering.

f§^ Ts'i1. Words, evidence ; to refuse, to decline;to depart, to take leave of.

*h $ t Hsiao3 p'oti3 ts'i9. A secondary or

. . inferior wife, a concubine.

Ws Wi hs'm* m? Same- C8*)
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cold, shuffling his feet along in a

pair of worn-out shoes, having on his

legs a pair of tattered pants, and on

his> shoulders a shortcoat without

slee'ves. He entreated me without

ceasing, and I gave him all I had iu

my pocket—some fifty or sixty cash.

Ans. If you have money to give,

why give it to him ? Have you for

gotten when he was in business, how

he ate the best rice and finest flour

and wore silk and satin and would

Bmoke only foreign opium ? Also,

how on the twenty-third of the

twelfth month, in sacrificing to the

kitchen god, he bought three

ducks and four chickens, and yet his

concubine found fault with them

as unfit to eat ? In view of all these

things, are his present sufferings any

more than he deserves ?

Notes.

1 J$fc JJ >8 old ropes chopped into bits, rubbed up so as

to disentangle the fibre, and used in mortar as we use hair. In

some places, especially in the South, old paper is soaked into

pulp and nsed for the same purpose.

4 Peking teachers would change to ffe >8L :S>

etc., but teachers in Central and Southern Mandarin regard

the form in the text as equally good, if not better.

6 5£ P*J nS $U ia a ready made book phrase, often used

by educated people.

6 In difficult cases, Chinese magistrates not mi frequently

disguise themselves and go out at night, or for several days

together, to see what they can find out.

7 ~T !§5 To sustain grief ; i.e., to mourn for the death of

a parent. Three years is the allotted time for mourning for a

parent, during which time officers are excused from duty, and

candidates do not attend the examinations.

9 -Q The final (Kj might with perhaps eqnal propriety be

referred to the person, and the clause bo rendered : Is there

any one who cannot in this way finally learn itt

/0<Q M §t- That is, |g ^ Kwon.jtung, and $ M

Krvangsi. In tho phrase jjjjt /?> lUf the object of the

verb is so closely united to it, that it refuses to be displaced

by the auxiliary. In 2L $q 3sR ~F> the '« omitted, as

in such cases it often is.

^ H The language of a man or of his mother to his wife,

remonstrating against her treatment of her siBters-in-law.

14 The last clause of this sentence is the Chinese version

of " Six of one and half a dozen of the other." The Northern

form goes by multiplication, the Southern by addition. Other

numbers are sometimes used in the same way.

15 jj§ S 3?1> otherwise called ?L 91 > one of the greatest

generals known in Chinese history. He was the faithful

adherent of jfl] fjjjj Liu Pei, and finally secured him in

possession of the throne, A.D. 220. §l] f$| , said of him, ?L

K'ung Ming is truly a divine man ! It. is

not certainly known what was the character of the explosives

he used, certainly not such as are used in modern warfare.

$j sS2 Commander of the armies of the kingdom of

Wei. Tho historian of the three kingdoms says of him, that

he J?3 ^ iO Tffy, handled an army like a god.

16 Jl£ 3lf A* « beat so be it. A

common phrase for "Do as you think best." j|S is often

substituted for ^> the sense being practically the same.

13 J'J Sfi §1 Run though to the end—"come to

the end of his tether " ; i£ f§ if) , come to the bottom

spread—" down to the bed rock "j f "J* ^JS ~P, the scaf

folding fallen down—"played out". The three phrases!

Northern, Central and Southern, mean substantially the same

thing. fSi confused, here a verb, to act in a senseless and

heedless manner. ^| E|if > shoes with the heels turned down

and worn as heelless slippers. ® fl t$ > trousers that

are bo thin, and have so many holes in them, that the light

and air go through them as they do through a paper lantern.

fS tS fS tfi $f The word is repeated to imitate the

shuddering sound expressive of cold. The phrase is to be

spoken in two couplets. ,!jjtf , Canton paste or cake, so

called because foreign opium was first introduced at Canton,

and because it comes in the form of a thick paste or cake.

§f vSi,' > to take leave of the kitchen god. ThiB is done iu every

family on tho twenty-third of the twelfth month, by present

ing to him offerings and prayers, ^ ^ is the form used in

some places-
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Lesson lxxxi.

1 There is a breeze to-day, but it is

not cool.

2 You do not know, but I know.

3 That man is severe, it is true ; but

very amenable to reason.

4 The cart is his, but he is not in it.

5 They, knowing clearly that Chia Yu

Lien is a thief, are yet unwilling

to inform the magistrate.

6 If you meet with a year of famine,

then how will you live ?

7 There are, however, not many as

good men as this in the world.

8 Judging from the expression of his

face he is very willing, but he has

not yet plainly said so.

9 Delighting in quiet himself, he is yet

constantly (capable of) going to other

peoples' houses to raise a disturbance.

10 He is not young, it is only that he

is small of stature.

1 1 Our fellow christian Chung loves very

much to sing, but he sings poorly.

12 I owe you, but I cannot pay you at

present.

13 If he did not embezzle this money,

who do you suppose did ?

14 I will accept your hospitality, but do

LESSOU LXXXI.

The Exceptive Conjunction.

or JP To reject,—properly a verb, but

chiefly used as a conjunction to introduce an ex

ceptive or adversative clause ; but, but then,

however, yet, and yet.

pf Can,—is used in the same way and with

substantially the same meaning as Qfr. Thus used

it changes its tone to k'e8, and appears to be simply

a colloquial substitute for Southern Mandarin

generally adheres to Both words, especially

the latter, are often used when they amount to

little more than a mere expletive or catchword.

iP —' fr or —' But there is one thing.

4P W —■ 5j? or — The same.

VOCABULAEY.

£P or SP Ch'iie*, Ch'ioa*. To decline, to reject ; but

then, however. The

original form was QJ, but 4P is now extensively used.

K'F, K'ou2. But, then, however:—see Sub.

See AM8.

Chief A surname. Also kuB.

Hwang1 trier? A year of famine.

$| Chiao*. To stir up; to disorder; to annoy;to excite.

% ChiaosjacP. To embroil, to raise a disturb-ance, to make a rumpus.

He SuPshu* Age (of a person.)

Chung1 A small cup ; a surname.

f^f Ch'ang* ski1 To sing, to sing hymns.

45* T'un1. To swallow whole, to gulp ; to seize,

to appropriate, to embezzle.

J¥ Sou* fe\K. To be bountiful, to spendlavishly, to go to extra expense.
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do not go to any extra expense.

15 The hydrangea is a beautiful flower,

but not very fragrant.

16 I have a plan, but I do not know

whether it will succeed or not.

17 Without capacity, you yet have a

capacity for getting into difficul

ties; and when you have gotten

into a difficulty, you are without

any capacity to get out.

18 1 hear that it also rained east of the

city, but not so much as it did here.

19 Have you a wife ? Ans. I am en

gaged, but not yet married.

20 He is planning to hoodwink [us],

but he will not succeed.

21 His stature is not great, it is true,

but he is very stalwart.

22 It is clear that he killed him, yet

without testimony he cannot be

convicted.

23 But this is strange ! After a man has

decayed and returned to dust, how

can he live again ? Ans. Strange

it certainly is, but it is something

that will surely come to pass.

24 Since you gentlemen have come to

my house, I cannot but accede to

^ Ew<xi* fei* Same, (s.)

Hsiu* To embroider ; variegated, figured.

Ch'iv? A sphere, a ball, a globe.

3^$. The hydrangea.

Sheng1 shi*. To make trouble, to get into

difficulty.

~f» Chia1 hsia* A wife.

' Ming2 To cajole, to humbug.

^ Hang9 hun*. To mislead, to hoodwink,

to humbug.

■ ^ Mengs lung* To cajole, to hoodwink.

5^ San* chang* Stature, size.

K'tce?. Chief, highest ; "best of its class.

WeiB. Fine looking ; strong, powerful.

'ppi. Robust, stalwart, athletic.

K'un1.. . . A peak. Extraordinary, elegant (s.)

Jjt K'un1 chwang*. Robust, stalwart, ath-

letic (s.)

Jl, Cheng* chien* Evidence, testimony.

f}| Win* tsui*. To convict, to condemn, toregard as guilty.

£H Ch'ou* lan* - . Rotten, decayed.

Wl Fu* hwof't2. To come to life again, to risefrom the dead.

ffg jlj Ch'ing2 mien*. Face, feelings ; influence:—Note (24).

Iff $ Hsin2 Shi*. To raise a disturbance, to

- - - - - - make trouble, to annoy.

TjV Tsung1. Ancestors ; to honor ; a clan, a kindor sort ; a matter.

^ Chwang1. A post, a stake, a pile ; classi-fier of affairs .—Les. 125.

|^ Shwai?. To throw, to swing about, to fling, totoss, to jerk. Also shwai1. }Sr

J$i Kwod1 To see dimly, to give attention.

Ts'ai3 To pay attention, to notice.

Ij5 f$c. To notice, to heed, to pay attention.

•■jcE Tsai* i*. To notice, to pay attention, toregard, to heed.

02 >tB Mao* hsiang*. Features, physiognomy,- . visage, looks.

fgjj Te2. Virtue, goodness; energy, virtue; power,quality ; to flourish.

^ ft Ter hsing*. Virtue, morals, well doing,worth.
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your wishes ; but one thing you

must remember, if he comes again

to make trouble, I will hold you

responsible.

25 If you really want to go, I will not

hinder you ; but there is one thing,

if after you get there you are

homesick, you must not reflect ou me.

26 Who was it that just now threw in

a stone P Ans. Two boys just now

ran towards the east, but I did not

notice that they threw any stones.

27 Do not be deceived by the inferiority

of bis looks; in sterling worth he has

few equals.

Notes.

3 pj here makes a concession to something previously

■aid by noothcr. Wo might translate, Yes, he is severe, it ia

true, etc.

4 Putting before the gives it emphasis.

0 as here used, is very expressive, and is very

widely used. The Peking teacher objects to it and

substitutes which, however, does not give the force of ^ •

12 Notice how if§ precedes the conjunction, al

though it belongs to the coujunctive clause

17 This seutence is a play on the word and is a

Bmar or pithy Baying.

19 A wife iB known by a variety of epithets. The proper

term, which distinguishes her as wife, is j£ or jj£ -jp, but

it is not used to any extent in colloquial. When the

idea of sox is prominent she is called simply A'

When spoken of in a careless or depreciating way she is called

When classed with, or in relation to a huBband,

she is called j§jf or i0f A- When the family idea is promi

nent she is called % or % f» or % fp, or f*J A.

or jj§ ft}- When dignified by the rank of her husband, she

is called 61 Jg, or jfc or & A- The term #J jft,

which refers to motherhood, is used for wife only in the South.

20 A is here UBed as an enclitic, but this does not at

all interfere with its application to the person speaking.

The structure of the sentence does not make it certain

whether the reference was to the speaker or to some one else.

21 4 is here rendered, it is true. Its exact force

could only be known from the preceding sentence, or from

the idea which gave rise to it.

22 [3J P is put for % ip—the process for the

result. This use probably grows out of the custom of

charging the crime on the supposed criminal, demanding

of him a confession, and enforcing it by torture.

23 tl 'EH Strange it is, or, true it's strange, a

common idiomatic form.

24 jR: fi All you gentlemen. The classifier ia put for its

noun. "fH [Sj, the face of the feelings, that is, the face as the

exponent or representative of the feelings or sentiments of the

mind.

26 Mandarin has no t'ung-hsing word meaning, to

throw. The three terms given in the text are all more

or less local.

Forbidding.

Don't, you must not,—much used collo

quially in Central and Northern Mandarin, and also

not infrequently in books. It is used in some

places in the South, but not in others ; thus it is

used in Nanking, but not in Kiukiang. In

Eastern Shantung it is read pai*. It is in reality

a contraction of ^

*f/fC To reject ; do not by any means,—a book

term only used colloquially in certain phrases

and connections. In some places however it is

much used colloquially ; thus in Northern Shan

tung it quite takes the place of glj, being spoken ho.

J^L Do not, you should not, there is no need

that,—mostly confined to certain phrases and

connections. In some parts of the South, however,

as in Kiukiang, it is in constant use and quite

takes the place of JjlJ.

laC D° n°t want, do not,—much used

everywhere, especially in the South, where it takes

the place of glj in the North.

^ M Need not, do not. A milder form

than any of the preceding.

~J£* TJf Must not, should not, ought not.

^ Wf" Must not, thou shalt not,—gives an

authoritative^prohibition.

'2p Do not allow ; to forbid.

iH Need not, not worth while.

|§$ To overflow,—do not, you need not—

always joined with a word meaning to say.
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Lesson txxxn.

1 Don't you take hold of me.

2 The headmen do not allow any

gambling. [backs.

3 Do not disparage men behind their

4 I beg of you, in any case, do not let it

leak out.

5 Be quick and eat, and don't fret.

6 If one has a homely wife, he should

not keep thinking of pretty women.

7 Do not laugh at Christian ; he is a

good man.

8 Don't be so formal.

9 Not to speak of others, even I know it.

10 Do not stop, and in three days this

book on electroplating will be copied.

It is better not to meet the man of

whose reputation you have heard,

for if you meet him face to face, you

will find him decidedly common

place.

As I see it, you had better not spend

that money.

13 Out with you all to your play, and

don't stay here making a noise.

14 You can only consult together, you

cannot peremptorily appoint.

15 Carry it carefully and don't splash

it out.

16 You ought to give it just as I ex

plained it. I cannot allow any

random guess that comes uppermost.

11

12

VOCABDLAKY.

Do not, you must not :—see Sub. Bee

pie2.

^ "j^f Hui* thou9. The chairman of a committeeor society ; headmen, leaders.

pf] K'ai1 tus. To gamble, to open a gamblingroom.

iH IHifl P hm*. To discuss, to canvass ; to criticize,to disparage.

=fe JWei3. Delicious ; beautiful ; excellent.

^ f£ He? mao*.. - .Beautiful, pretty, handsome.

5^; §l§ Ilsiao* hwa4. To laugh at, to ridicule, to

make fun of.

^ Chi} Foundation, possessions, patrimony.

®^^ C/ii1 tu1 t'u2. The name given toBunyan's Christian.

^ K'od* Ch'i*. Formal, conventional, dis-

tant ; modest, simpering, bashful.

M M. Tien* ch,i* Electricity.

fit 4t Tit chin1, To gild; to electroplate.

^ Chu* shouB To stop, to cease, to desist.

Wen3 ming*.. - . To hear of by reputation.

^ Chien* mien*. To seeface to face, to have

an interview with.

Kwang1 To oscillate, to wabble; unsteady.

Tang*. Vast ; vagrant, dissipated ; to squan-

■ - der; to shake, to agitate.

iH. To wabble ; to slop over, to splash out.

P Sui* k'ou'. Talking at random.

Tsoul Jest, raillery ; to exaggerate, to lie.
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17 Simply sweep the snow from before

your own door ; don't meddle with

the frost on your neighbor's roof.

18 Don't let that man come again. I

think he is not to be trusted.

19 You need not mention two hundred

and eighty. If you said three hun

dred, you still might keep your money.

20 Do not forget those few glass bottles

I asked you to get for me.

21 Let each one take his own seat; to sit

at random is not allowed.

22 When you put coal in the stove

again, do not spill it on the floor.

23 Don't let the fact that she is con

stantly ailing influence you. She

does not [on this account] do any

the less work

21 If you want something to eat, ask

for it outside, but don't come in.

25 The door of the yamcn faces the

south [opens like the character

eight] : having right but not money,

do not enter.

26 I charged you not to strip off your

clothes but you did not mind, and

now you have caught cold.

27 If you want to blow your nose or to

spit, you should go out and not soil

the floor.

28 Come on, come on, don't lay down

iffy rH Hu* tsou1. To talk at random; to tellbarefaced lies.

jjfjf Shwang1 Frost, efflorescence.

^ Chun3. To adjust ; to measure ; a rule, agauge ; accurate ; certain, sure.

Mfk JijJc Chun3 ch'eng2. Accurate ; certain, sure ;reliable, trusty.

ffi $fCh'aol ch'is. To get up, to make a raiseof, to rake up. (l.)

^ La*. To forget, to leave behind, to drop ; tobe late. See lag* and lod*. s

$\L ^ La1 la4,. . . To scatter, to spill, to draggle.

JH Using*. To blow or wipe the nose with the

hand.

Pi2 The nose.

T't4.— Tears ; to weep ; mucus from the nose.

Mucus from the nose, snivel.

i& $L Ti* pan*. A board floor, the floor.

T'an2 Phlegm, mucus from the lungs.

|o 2*5 T'a? c^"8- To exalt' to k°nor; to com-x . pliment ; to treat well.

Elf ^ J® ^ Sni? chi1 ying* pien*. To adapt

oneself

to circumstances:—Note (31).

$J #t* Tao* chen1 To backstitch.

$T P'aoB chin1 To run (a seam).

^ l?R LTsien* t'ai* yie2. His honor the mag-

istrate:—Note (32).

3fc Kwang1 kun*. "A bare pole," a bachelor; a

rowdy, a rough ; a daredevil,

a sharper ; exemplary, unassailable ; spruce, comely.

IK CAW Silly, half witted.

Sf ■It Mao* fan*. To offend, to anger, to affront,

to provoke.

<jf-f Chien1 Crafty, traitorous, corrupt.

iff Chien1 hate2 Corrupt, wicked.

J$j Wt Hsiung1 ods4. Vicious, villainous; evil,sinful.

J§f ft Chod2 mangs. Hastily, in a hurry ;flurried.
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your chopsticks. You must make the

best of it and eat your fill.

29 A fellow like this who does not know

when he is well treated ! You need

not pay any attention to him and

will see what he can do.

30 Enough, enough ; he need not find

fault with you, nor you with him.

As I see it, either of you is as much

as a man can stand.

31 The customs are different in the North

and the South, and an officer should

adapt himself to the circumstances

and not insist on having his own way.

32 What if he is a constable ! Even if

he were a magistrate, what could he

do to me ? [run it.

33 Mother said to backstitch it, not to

34 Don't you look upon him with con

tempt He is the most noted dare

devil of this place. Any affair,

great or small, in which he comes

to the front, is sure to go through.

35 His father was a beef-butcher all his

life, and has his reward in the bring

ing up of this silly son, who does not

know what he ought to say and 1ms

provoked you. l'lease, sir, do not

take offence at him.

30 Enter not into the patli of the wicked,

and go not in the way of evil meu.

37 When the two young ladies saw Jes

sica hidden behind the door, they

said, " Let us call the door-keeper

to come and see." Jessica came out

hastily and said excitedly, " Don't,

don't. I love this place. Please

don't let the door-keeper know."

Notes

ia to tho directors or managers of a2 The reference

market or festival.

C A saying commonly attributed to tho Emperor Yao.

9 The j$t a»d join together to give tho force of even.

10 ^ M $H (Hiding by electricity —the title of

tho book.

U Or, When you hear of a man's reputation, don't spoil

the impression by meeting him. If you meet him, you will find

the reality very little.

12 Jj=( is here nsed as a classifier of That sort of

money, or that sum of money.

10 In Chinese schools the teaoher explains the classics

in common language, and then calls on the pupil at the next

recitation to reproduce the substance of his explanation ;

this repetition or reproduction is expressed by J@I»

17 A proverb, the meaning of which is, don't trouble

yourself to correct other people's faults, but rather give

attention to your own.

IS ^ ft. i$ sfc 'M M $0- Both these phrases

are hero used somewhat out of their usual sense. They aro

applied to any one whoso conduct or character is suspicious.

The former is the more widely used.

19 In even tens, over a hundred, the -f* is often omitted.

The is also left to be inferred from tho connection.

20 i'P is more or less local, but very expressive.

21 The language of a teacher to his pupils, or of an

officer to tho candidates in the examination hall.

25 All yamens in China faco the south, they also all

havo two flaring walls in front appruxi mating the form of the

character /V- This rhyme or proverb is intended to

express the idea that so surely as yameus face tho south, or

havo flaring walls in front, so surely is money more potent

than right.

26 J® % 3a 5IJ T,'ia indirect- interrogativo

form of affirmation frequently cannot be preserved in
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Lesson lxxxiii.

1 He pays no attention to anything at all.

2 If you want to go, just go.

3 Go and arrange it as you like- Both

plans are good.

4 I let him talk and said nothing.

5 This statement will pass anywhere.

6 No matter how often he comes, by no

means let him come in.

7 No difference what you say, you must

give me the money.

8 No matter how you put it, I am still

several years older than you.

9 No matter who exhorts him, he will

not listen.

10 In everything, whether great or small,

be conciliatory and not self opin

ionated.

a correct translation. Such forms are much more frequently

used in ChineBe than in English.

27 ^ here expresses the idea in a form which no

English translation will reproduce.

23 Said by a host to his guests at the beginning of a

freBh course. The 2)5 2)5 is a cordial invitation to each

one to take up his chopsticks and begin to eat. ftf ^ is

used apologetically.

29 /p lIS to Not to appreciate an honor or com.

pliment, but, on the contrary, to take it as a want of courage

or spirit, and so presume upon it.

31 l§H )M 13' Follow the turjt of affairs and

respond to the chanye [by a corresponding change of plan] ;

that is, to adapt oneself to circumstances, to be equal to the

occatim. itK _t $f To drive a nail in a board, that

is, a nail driven in a board is fixed once for all, and is

unchangeable. There is perhaps also a pun or play on the

word which often means, stiff, obstinate- The phrase is

just the opposite of ^ ^ J(§ H|.

32 §n ^ j[J A respectful designation of the Hsien

magistrate. Formerly magistrates were addressed as ^Jj 3|£>

but this title is now generally superseded by that of

35 3| J etc. Lit. Bas raised this present-life-

recompense-half,witttd son. Buddhism has disseminated

everywhere in China the Brahmanical notion that butchering

cattle for beef is a great Bin. The recompense in this case

was a half-witted son.

37 53'J !?C is the Peking form. In some places Jj'J 65

is said as if written glj which was probably the original

form. Nanking rejects both forms and nses a triple ijjlj,

which is also widely used, but not to the exclusion of the

other forms.

LESSON LXXXIII.

CONCESSIVES.

ffc To allow, to permit ; any,—as ft ff- S

anything, ft f{| anyone, etc.

^ According to; as [you] like ; it rests with.

'fft To .allow ; to suffer ; to let ; no matter.

H ^ Same as ft jg,—but local.

*j|f* or ^* ^ No matter ; be as it will ; as

[you] please ; any. The addition of ^, strange

to say, makes very little difference in the meaning.

^ Same as %

5> ^ Just, simply, freely, without hesitation,

"fi ^ No matter ; as [you] please.

]i|t As to, with reference to.

or ffi Ht No matter ; irrespective of;

whether. ^

^ No difference; no matter; irrespective

of ; in any case.

|[S Same, but local.

$l| ^ It matters not ; no difference j by no

means.

(HI As [you] like, as [you] please. "When

thus used it is, in Central Mandarin, frequently

read ts'ui.

H[ "(pi As [you] like, at [your] convenience-

Much used in the South.

tfo To allow, to let, to give way to.
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11 Entreat him as you will, his sym

pathies are not even touched.

12 I still am going to call on him, he

may see me or not as he likes-

13 No matter what it is, only get acous-

tomed to it and it becomes easy.

14 Since he has not said it in our presence,

let him talk as he pleases.

15 In business, whether great or small,

both in asking and in offering a price,

a pleasant expression of countenance

should always be preserved.

1G Uncle Li is emphatically apathetic

(easy going). No matter how you

hurry him he never gets excited.

17 As to looks, she is not very pretty, but

she is well-proportioned in every

respect

18 I knew before that we should be in

want at this time, hence I was de

termined, in any case, to keep a few

cash for the present emergency.

19 Wu the Elder restrained his anger

and kept silent and let her abuse him,

keeping in mind his brother's words.

20 I simply act according to the best of

my ability, and leave the rest to

Heaven and fate.

21 If you see him reviling any one or

Vocabulary.

Ch'ien1. modest j

3&

±

Respectful, unassuming,

yielding ; humble.

gH Ch'ien1 jang*. Yielding, complaisantobliging, conciliatory

Hsivl Fully, minutely, thoroughly.

/Hi Shu2 lien*. Experienced, practiced, con-versant, accustomed to.

Shu2 /(si2. Practiced, accustomed to,familiar with, pat.

"HI Yao* chia*. To ask a price, the priceasked.

fH Htcan2 chia*. To make an offer (inresponse to a price asked.)

"ft Lien5 si* Expression, color.

Man1 A large full face.

Ran1 A large face.

f|f. Sluggish, dilatory; apathetic, phlegmatic.

j^jj Jou2 mien2- Compliant, easy going,submissive, passive.

Shang* htcod3. To get excited; to becomeangry.

ffl iE Chou1 citing*. Complete, symmetrical,

well proportioned, shapely-

Jen3 cA'i4. To restrain anger, to controlone's temper.

# Tun1 shing\ To hold the tongue, tokeep quiet, to be silent

5U Chou*, To curse, to imprecate, to swear; acharm, a litany.

52 J$ Chou* ma*. To curse, to revile, to exe-crate, to abuse.

Ch'i1. . . . Varnish, lacquer ; to varnish ; black.

J§ Wu1 The crow ; black, dark, dull.

$1 Ifi Tnn* Hang* Courage, bravery.

^fe T'ien1 thing1. Inborn, natural, instinc-

tive-

jtfl£ Fu*. To levy a tax, to spread out ; a kindof verse ; a ballad, an idyl.

J|tL fjjc Tien3 ku*. A precedent, an authority,a quotation, an allusion.

Su2ch'i*. r . .Commonplace, hackneyed.
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^f|> TFai4 foinp2. One outside of a profession,untrained, inexperienced.

^ Li\* SfiHjri/, sordid, parsimonious.

Se4 Harvest; avaricious, stingy; frugal.

pjj". Stingy, mean, niggardly.

Chui4. To hamper, to encumber, to throw in ;an appendage, an encumbrance.

5^ &t Chni4 lei*. To encumber, to embarrass, to

obstruct ; to clog, to vitiate.

£j ^ pa,-a chui*. Thrown in, superfluous,

useless, for nothing, (c.)

^jjpL Tai* tiao*. To neutralize, to render null;

to spoil, to vitiate, (s.)

3&C Hung2 Vast, ample, wide.

^ ^fcj Kuan1 hung2. Liberal-minded, generous,

large-hearted.

A jl Ta* Hang* Magnanimous, open-handed,

of large capacity, gifted.

S-4 IS Ru?. To break down, to destroy, to abolish,

to ruin; to slander, to vilify.

US ^ Hid3 pang*. To defame, to calumniate, toslander, to vilify.

5>C Srt •7a"2, Peacefully, tranquilly, toiiAequanimity.
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fighting with other children, no

matter whether he is in the right or

in the wrong, first whip him.

22 This varnish is exceedingly poor ; no

matter how many coats you put on,

it is still dull and without the least

luster.

23 The amount of a man's courage is the

bestowtnent of nature ; it is not in

the least under his own control.

24 We scholars, whether writing an essay

or composing poetry, must make

quotations in order not to be common

place.

25 Mother, may.I buy a green print collar

for my gown ? Ans. Just as you like.

26 No matter in what line it is, an in

experienced hand will not succeed.

27 Let a man have these two faults ;

pride and stinginess, and no matter

how many excellences he has, they

go for nothing (are all vitiated).

28 Yang K'un Shan is truly a generous

and magnanimous man. No mat

ter how people vilify him, he is able

to bear it all with equanimity, never

showing any vexation.

ffl Chi.

^ IlaiP yang*. Self-control, magnanimity,patience, long suffering.

11 To pity ; to regret ; boastful, vaunt-

. iug; passionate, impatient.

f|| Kw'ot'i* Broad, ample ; liberal, lavish.

rW 3§i K'ni1 t'ung1. Clear-headed, clever, j'udi-

- - cious.

PI K'ai1 t'oa1 The same, (s.)

?4 ffM K'ai1 k'woa*. The same, (s.)

ft JFu°- frwai* No wonder.

~)\ Chin* li*. With the might, to the utmost,

one's best.

Hft ^ Hsie1 shou3 To stop, to desist, to quit.

fpf $8 Boa1 lu* River travel.

2p P'ing2 an1 Peaceful, safe, secure.

Jit Jitt Chieang* pan1. Official guard:—Note

(3o>

jf^f ^ Pai3 chi*. To operate on, to put through,

to ply ; to maltreat, to torture.

ffjl Pit4. To spread out, to extend ; to arrange ;

to publish.

^ ffjj Pai3 puA To spread out, to arrange ; tomaltreat, to torture.
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You need uot wait ; we will each go

ut bis own convenience.

Please bear it carefully in mind, and

do not by any means forget it.

Wheu a man is thoroughly schooled

in self-control, no matter what hap

pens, it cannot disturb his dispas

sionate manner.

Without question, Wang the sixth is

judicious both in speaking and act

ing. No wonder his father is cou»

Btantly boasting of him.

No difference who applies to him for

assistance, if he does not promise,

that is the end of it ; but if he

assents, he will do his best and will

not cease till he has accomplished it.

The captain says that just now river

travel is very unsafe ; to go by the

regular stages will be the more satis

factory. Ans. Just as they like :

proceed in whatever way is thought

best.

The chwang pan demanded the usual

fees of Sun T'ung-t*L, but in spite

of all their maltreatment, and of

torture, he refused to disgorge.

Notes.

1 /p ^ as here used is not intended to illustrate the

subject of the lesson, this is done by ft.

S This sentence might perhaps bo taken as referring

to language simply, and be translated, This language or

phraseology will pass current anywhere. In this case, however,

jl j@ f£ should_rather be ^ fa f£ , and fj£ ^ ^

should bo simply fj£ f^f, or §Jfc ^ jf;.

02 As here used, ^ g| fife, is not quito equivalent

to i ?f §| fife- The order is changed in order to throw

stress on the

18 ^ [I To-day,—put indefinitely for the present,

which, however, is not a colloquial but a book usage.

19 flB properly, eldest son, but here used simply as

a name. This j£ ^ fili lived iu the Sung Dynasty, and

was noted for his imbecility and deformity of person. Ho

had no given name—was not considered worth one, being

simply called the elder M'u. He had a virago of a wife, who,

with the aid of one of her paramours, finally murdered him.

He had, however, a brother of distinguished ability called

lA wno afterwards avenged his death. He is one of

the characters in the " History of Robbors," from which this

sentence is taken. He is frequently introduced in theatrical

plays, hence his name is familiar to the people. The person

here spoken of as reviling him was his wife.

20 5c |ij $3 Yield to heaven and submit to fate—a

book phrase which combines the ideas of providence and fate.

21 J$ ffo fife ;& A* S is an abbreviation for gft

S fife. 69 ?k> ^ fife. $1 >£> No matter whether it is his

right or his wrong. This is an approved maxim of Chinese

parental policy.
2i Elegance of style in Chinese depends largely on the

constant UBe of classical figures, allusions, and quotations,

25 f$fi 1$; rfl • Note the three qualifying adjectives

in succession.

27 ^flf fijJ is the Nanking form. Jlji is an auxiliary

verb much used in the South :—Les. 92.

29 The use of >§f in the first clause, shows that the

convenience referred to was that of going or starting away,

hence go is supplied in the translation.

31 ffi 3? Ail IE ^ Time and effort spent in schooling

the temper and acquiring the art of self-control. JlJ ~J that

is, to the point of a thorough acquirement. /J\ ffy /ft j^g,

Hot passionate, not fretful,—a book phrase.

32 m£ fife does not here mean to praise him, as it

might seem to do, but to boast of him to others.

35 7U1 |fi> a class or section of the ^ in a magis

trate's office, who are his special guard, and aro entrusted with

the business of arresting and confining prisoners in civil

caBes. When a man is arrested, he is required by custom to

pay a fine to the $E> or class, arresting him, which is more or

less, according to the ability of the prisoner. If ho refuses to

pay, or to pay as much as is required, all sorts of crnel devices

are resorted to in order to extract it from him. He is at the

mercy of these rapacious underlings. tfj , Will not

give out the oil,—a significant figure taken from the extracting

of oil from beans by pressure.
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Lksson lxxxiv.

1 Let Us take a rest.

2 Well, gentlemen, shall we go ?

3 To-morrow is our elder brother's

birthday.

4 Is your business all finished ?

5 Is not your son employed in the

Board of Revenue ?

6 If you sit thus, where will you have

me sit ?

7 During these years of illness who

took charge of his family ?

8 Are we not in every respect as

good as he ?

9 Our teacher is a well-known graduate.

10 All that we saw was unexceptionable.

11 When others insult us, we should

have some self-restraint.

12 We have drunk too much. Let us

wait a little before drinking again.

13 We two are too widely separated

to be frequently together.

14 Have you all forgotten our old home

custom ?

LESSOIT LXXXIV.

Colloquial

In addition to the regular Mandarin pronouns

there are, especially in Central and Northern

Mandarin, a number of colloquial pronouns in

common use.

' V fa We, we folks, our, us. The speaker classes

himself with those present, or with others of like

station, occupation or opinion. The character is

not authorized by the dictionaries, but is in general

use. R^f is sometimes incorrectly written for it.

H[=| Same meaning as fj£. It was probably

adopted to write the shortened form of pronouncing

f§ tean, viz., tm.

In Peking and P§ always have the plural

termination, joined with them. In Central

Mandarin it is generally omitted. Its use seems

to add nothing, as the words are essentially

plural. Neither nor are used to any

extent in Southern Mandarin.

fa §5t We, us,—an old colloquial form used

in the Ming Dynasty, and found iu books, but

now obsolete.

^v We, us;—used especially when the speaker

Pronouns.

wishes to particularize himself. It is used in

Central Mandarin and in certain localities both

North and South. It is not unfrequently found

in Mandarin books. frequently includes those

addressed, while always excludes them.

^ You, you folks. In Peking this word is used

as a term of respect,—You sit; or, you madam.

It is also often read as if written f£» the na

being spoken very lightly. Iu Shantung it al

ways iucludes a plural idea, and expresses no

special respect. It never takes $9 after it. In

some places it is read in others nin-, and

in others na*, and in Southern Mandarin a nasal

n. It is much more used in some places than

in others. ■

ifo or 1$, $$J You sir, you [my senior].

This form is exclusively Pekingese, and is explained

as a contraction for fi^ ^ A

jfjJ} is sometimes added to flj in the same way.

fl3 K'ci is used along the Yang-tsi as a

colloquial substitute for ■fjjj, but it belongs to the

Southern coast dialects, uotf to Mandarin.
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15 We have not seen each other for

five or six years ; your beard is

quite gray.

16 Your face is very familiar : we had

a talk together in Tientsin had

we not ?

17 Did only you two brothers come ?

Ans. Our father also came.

18 This little stream of ours is very

narrow : you can cross it on a

moveable bridge. t{ ^t^*" * W'

19 "We cannot come to an agreement

about this piece of business of ours.

20 We have made vermicelli at our

house; come in and have a bowl

or two.

21 We can very well afford to disregard

the pride of newly gotten wealth

in this class of petty natures.

22 Another's money in our hands is

not at our disposal.

23 In my opinion the best man for our

use after all, is a plain man of

sound judgment.

24 We deliberated a long time to-day

before we decided : hereafter we

will never reverse it.

25 His mother hasn't a drop of milk :

can you hire a wet nurse for

ns ?

VOCABULAEY.

m Tsar? We, we folks:—see Sub.

Tma An elided form of ft :—see Sub.

An2'3 1, we, us :—see Sub.

30 Nin2 You, you folks :—see Sub.

j^j Xa*. To receive; to pay over to; to be affectedby ; a pronominal enclitic :—see Sub.

/£f Kung* shi*. Public affairs, business; awedding or funeral.

P ffl Eu* pit4.. : The Board of Revenue.

zieE Ch'ai1 shis. Engagement, commission,

employment.

ttj 41 ch'u1 ming2. Well known, celebrated,distinguished.

^ Esiu* Flourishing, cultivated, elegant.

^* Esiu* ts'afi. A graduate of the firstdegree, bachelor of arts.

'fij, jjS Piio1 Ao»\T Patience, self-restraint.

1§J Wt Hien* shu2. The face familiar, known bysight.

f$T Fou2. To float ; light, volatile; unsubstantial,fleeting. Also fu2.

Ch'iao2 A bridge; a cross-piece.

^fj A bridge of boats, a moveable bridge.

^ "f-J" Tui* fu*. To match, to adjust, to adapt ;

to agree ; to bargain, to buy.

^ Jj$ Chiu1 chiu*. To adapt, to accommodate ;

to come to terms, to agree-

|g] $t Fuons chiu4 The same.

Kan3 To roll out,—as dough is rolled.

Mien* t'iao2- Vermicelli, noodles.

-p. ^ Cha*fu* Sudden wealth.

P'uB>2 - - - Sincere, plain, substantial.

jfcfc ^ P'u3 shi2. Plain, unadorned; honest,simple-minded.

BfH ~)\ £L 51 Yer? li* chien* 6is. Discretion,

.judgment,

cleverness, shrewdness, discernment, (n )
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26 The weather is unsettled : we are

going to have a high wind : let us

go quickly before it begins to blow.

27 I presume it is that the people here

are pleased with our coming, and

therefore make this music.

28 Even if it is a favorite expression of

yours, it will not do for you to use

it recklessly. Is it proper for you,

no matter in whose presence, to be

always styling yourself your old

father ?

29 There is not in Chie Yang Chen a

single efficient man to uphold us-

30 There is no lack of folks to sew in

our family. Day before yesterday

they five sisters-in-law made me a

wadded gown. While I was in the

kitchen washing out the two kettles

they put in the wadding; and as

soon as it was turned, this one

stitched up the overlap, that one

laid the chalk lines, another closed

the seams under the arms, and

another put on the collar-binding ;

one bound the cuffs and another

sewed on the button-loops, and in

less than half a day it was finished.

jlij Jl[ Shang1 Hang2. To consult, to comparenotes, to deliberate.

$!j jl% NaiB ma1 A wet nurse.

^ Tsou*. To memorialize the throne, to bringforward ; to play or make music.

^ Yodi, Yiie* Music, musical. See lod*.^

^ Yoa* ch'i* Musical instruments.

P m K'otfl t'ou2 yiis. A pet phrase, a pecu-liarity of speech.

$H ^ Hsiao3 shi*. Able, clear-headed, effi-cient. (w. )

Tf" Ching* chien*. The middle room facingthe front:—Note (30).

A Tu* d*™1 The lapel of a garment.

f$5 Sha*. Baleful, malign, to death, very ; to closeup, to shut up; to end.

JJH Chi*. The upper arm. Only used in the

Pbrase H£ Jfl g.

^fjj Wod1- A nest, a lair; a den ; a hole, a depress-

ion, a nook ; a shrine.

I& UK Kod1 chV wod1 The armpit.

■fit Ling9 t'iad2. The binding around thecollar.

HI Rod4. To sew or stitch together the parts ofa garment, to close up; to twist

together the strands of a thread or rope.

^5 K'en* - - . The gusset under the arm.

P Hsiu1 k'ou3. Tlie wristband; a cuff.

$X Ting1. To sew on as a button or loop; topatch.

Notes.

1 Or, Shall we take a rest. All would depend on the

manner of spoaking.

2 This sentence might also bo spoken so as to mean,

Gentlemen, let us go.

6 Addressed by a host to his guests who had already

taken, or were about to take the lowest seats.

12 The Chinese seems to say that the wine is abnndant,

but the sense is that much wine has been drunk.

13 The use of $| implies intimacy. It would not bo

used by the speaker in the sixteenth sentence,

14 might also be rendered quite, or, altogether,—

Have you quite forgotten, etc Southern teachers object to U>

and say The two words are here approximate equivalents.

U is what has been praoticod before, and so is not new ; jf»
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Lesson lxxxv.

1 How heavyis this basket of pumeloes?

2 How runch more conveuient it was

to have come this way !

8 How far is it from your residence to

this place? Aus. Thirty li.

4 See how obedient that child of his is.

5 How deep is this well ? Ans. It is

over sixty feet deep.

6 How old is your second daughter ?

7 How high is the altar of heaven ?

8 How far can a railway train travel

in a day ? Ans. It can travel two

thousand li.

9 Even when I give you all these, you

yet find fault with them for being

too few ! How many do you propose

to ask for ?

10 Ho is always getting into trouble

is what has been practiced for a long time mid so is not recent.

17 llf §1 Inf- The §2, stands for tl io correlative word,

that is, ffi- So also in the similar phrases J(j| fa jjg, Father

and ton, or daughter, and J^J §2, Mother and son, or

daughter, pf fa ^ is t he address of ono of the same age

or Btation ; jfc 31 rfi 10 >8 the langnago of an elder or

a superior.

13 filj is properly a floating bridgo of boats, but is

often applied to any temporary or moveable bridge. Suoh

bridges are often made of rough planks laid endwiso on

wooden benches, and aro taken away during the prevalence

of high water.

19 2i? 'a 'he classifier of business. Its use probably

comes from the use of the JJf or abacus. Peking teachers

reject both the Central and Southern forms. They also

disallow the use of _£ 2j£ with %\ fj, which, however,

would be qnite appropriate in other localities.

22 A Chinaman's untrustworthiness is nowhere more

conspicuous than in the liberty ho takes with other peoplo'B

money entrusted to him to keep, or to carry.

26 tfe f§ properly, a little quicker, but used here

simply as an intensive implying no comparison. ^ is

often so used in the South, rarely in the North,

23 f?'f is a Peking expression and somewhat slangy.

" Your daddy " would perhaps give about the flavor of it.

23 $9 PJv A large market villago in Honnn,

mentioned in the History of Uobbors, from which the sentence

is taken.

30 ^§ fi-j 7^ plenty of, " fats of," a very idiomatio

form of expressing this idea. j(£ The daughter-in-law

calls her husband's sisters ^ ~p and t]\ ftfc and

they call their elder Bisteis-iri-law, J^J ^p. The terms by

which eaoh designates the other arc joined together as the

common designation of all. JH 03 >3 "'6 middle room, which

in the homes of tho common people, has a cooking range on

either side, and is in fact the kitchen. Jjj j$ ere. The

seams aro first sewed up, and the cotton wadding spread on,

and tho garment is then turned inside out. f$ ilzt

is to measuro and strike the chalk Hues by which the quilting

is to be done.

•4*

LESSON LXXXV.

As An Interrogative.

^> is applied interrogatively to many ad

jectives, as how is in English, as ^» how

great, % .§| how long, etc. is often inserted

after the ^J, and joined with it. This was

ft| Lou3 A basket, hamper, a market basket.

jfy Yu* The pumelo or shaddock.

IlK 131 Shun^pien4. Convenient, direct; smooth,compliant.

probably the original form, the use of J, alone

being a contraction.

As in English so in Chinese, this interrogation

often passes into an exclamation.

Vocabulary.

\ & Ch'ien1 chin1. A thousand taels of gold,

priceless, inestimable; a

complimentary term for another man's daughter.

i££ T'ans An altar; an arena.
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He hasn't the least common sense.

11 See how fast this horse of his can run.

12 Having come a long distance it will

not do to send him home empty-

handed.

18 If we had known that Lin Fang Ling

was going, how much it would have

saved to get him to take it !

14 How high do you estimate this wn

t'ung tree to be ? and how many

lengths will it make (saw) ?

15 How far is it from K'ii Fu Hsien to

Ichoufu ?

16 A trifling little bit of a thing like

this, what weight can it have ?

1 7 How lady-like his first wife was. Thia

one is vastly inferior.

18 Is your eyesight not good ? See how

large this end is and how small that

one is.

19 He simply told me to make abed, but

did not say how long or how wide.

20 You are just now enjoying the smiles

of fortune. How excellent is your

food and your clothing.

21 That wife of Han Ch'ing Shan's,

how she can talk ! Verily she takes

the palm among women.

22 Are you not afraid you will be

drowned, going into the water in

this wav when vou do not know how

% ^ T'ien* fan3. The altar of heaven atPeking :—Note (7).

'waiiye. To rush out, or in, or against; todash forward ; suddenly.

Ch'watig3 ivwod*. To bring on calamity ,to act into trouble.

^jX *p K'ung1 shou3. Empty-handed, destituteof, uusupplied.

- - .Fragrant, excellent, (w.)

(Ill Ling2 A person's age, years, (w.)

% % Sh
■ng- sht* To economize labor, to save

trouble.

Wu2.. - - The #g ffi tree.

^ T'ung2 The Elooocacea Sinensis.

^ UrI- The national tree of China; it has large

leaves and a graceful top. The wood is valued for

coffins because it resists decay, and for musical

instruments because it is dense and resonant.

|H] CA'fV1'4. Crooked, bent; tortuous, false; to

wrong, to oppress. See c/*'i*3.\v

4*
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Fou* A mound of earth, abundant, (w.)

Jji. A city in southern Shantung, noted as

site of Confucius' grftve.

J2 A river in south-eastern Shantung.

P chou1. A prefectural city on the iff

river.

P'ai2 ch'angK Neat, orderly; well behaved,lady-like.

Ch'watig2 The same as jffc.

Hair An ancient state; a surname,

A Ne? jtn2. Wife Note (21).

A Fit1 jhi1 Wife, lady :—Note (21).

]j=| K'we? shoii?. A leader, a first-class man,

. .w an honor man, facile princeps.

Fu2 To swim. See/oit2.

TfC Fa2 shw? To swim.

'^H Chtcang1 chia* han*. A farmer, arustic.
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deep it is ? Ans. Never fear. I

know how to swim.

23 You literary men, the wind cannot

blow on you, nor the rain wet you,

nor the sua scorch you. How

much more comfortable you are

than we farmers.

24 See the general in command when

he returns to his encampment after

a victory. When he reaches the

gate, the whole army kneel to

gether to receive him, and when the

command is given, all respond

together. How imposing is the

spectacle !

25 This boil on my leg is not improving

under treatment. It continues to

enlarge every day. It is hard to

say how large it is going to be. It

is as much as I can stand.

Shwai*. A leader, a commander-in-chief;

the king in chess.

7C &ft Yuan2 shtcai* A general.

fff TS2 &hlng*. To get the victory, to conquer.to triumph.

— 5? I1 ch'i2 All together :—Les. 105.

j£f| Kwei4 To kneel, to bow down to.

^ Kwei* chie1 To receive on the knees.

|S 5^ Wei1 wu3 Imposing, stately, majestic.

Ko£ A pimple, a boil.

$1 Ta1 A sore, a boil.

sft A raised sore or boil; a lump or swell

ing; a wheal ; a knot on a string.

^p} I1 ch'i* To heal, to cure, to treat.

Notes.

1 J§S 5 i Bow, how many,—is used in the region of

Hankow, and perhaps westward, for ^» No such

combination is known in Central or Northern Mandarin.

2 Or, How much more convenient it is to go this way.

3 is joined to J|! as an expletive. In the North j&

is often used in the same way. The usage is similar to the

phrase " o distance of thirty li."

<i A !fC is here used pronominally for the porson or

persons referred to.

7 ^ i§ ia a large square stone altar, which stands

in the grounds of the temple of heaven nt Peking. It is

directly south and in front of the round temple commonly

called the " temple of heaven." It is about thirty feet high,

level and paved on the top, and has cut stone steps on all the

fonr sides.

10 7£B3^^>itijit!L^»i? does not know how high

it the heaven nor how deep is the earth, that is, he is utterly

lacking in judgment, has no sense of the fitness of things.

12 The interrogative is used for emphasis, and is best

rendered into English in the indicative.

13 The structure of this sentence is such as to imply

an if.

11 A {jjjf is understood to be the length for a coffin, that

being the purpose.for which logs are supposed to be primarily

intended.

16 & is here used as opposed to bulky or cumbersome.

It iB so used in Central and Southern Mandarin but not in the

North. The sentence is the langnage of one who is skeptical

about the great weight of a small box or parcel.

21 A ^ is prefixed to this sentence for the purpose of

suggesting a contrast with the speaker's own wife or family—

a shade of thought which no English translation will convey,

ft .A is preferred in this connection by Peking teachers.

They aver that it expresses nothing either of respect or of

disrespect, but its common use by the husband when speaking

of his wife, shows that it is depreciatory. It is not used in

Shantung, though known as a book term. ^ ^ is quite

t'ung hsing, but more freely used in some places than in

others. Its nse evinces want of respect, rather than

expresses any special disrespect. ^ A is properly applied

only to the wife of a person of rank, but has come into nse,

in some places, of any genteel woman. It is rarely used in

Shantung,

23 In Nanking 0 £lj| is hardly ever used, |§| beiDg

almost always used instead,
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Lesson lxxxvi.

1 How have you come to fill the whole

room with all this smoke ?

2 To bathe is to wash the whole body.

3 He is a tramp wandering from place

to place picking up a living ?

4 JesusistheSaviourof the whole world.

5 Seeing he has sold the trees in the

family temple, do you suppose the

clan will allow it to pass ?

6 The sky is already clouded all over,

it looks as if we were about to have

a general rain.

7 With right on your side, you can go

anywhere ; without right, it is hard

to move an inch.

8 I wonder what malarial affection I

have caught to-day ; my whole body

is covered with wheals.

9 This boy is not at all prepossessing;

when he takes a fit of crying he just

lies down and rolls on the ground.

10 Just look ! You have gotten your

whole face covered with dirt. You

look just like a little imp.

11 Only let a good parental magistrate

fall to your lot, and it is a boon to

the whole district.

12 On account of this murder case, the

whole village of Wang Chia Chwang

has been frightened into flight.

This lesson is distinguished from Les. 35, as the

word whole is distinguished from the word all.

^ The whole, complete, entire ; when used

of place,—everywhere.

The whole, all of a number of persons.

[If] All, the whole. The same practically as

LESSonsr lxxxvi.

Totality.

In some connections one character is prefer

red, and in some the other.

ffil The entire body or family,—rarely, if

ever, used with any other words than J|> and

Everywhere, universal, all.

V3^ ?ls Th0 whole, entire ; everywhere.

Man3. see

Hun2.

f3

mm

Full ; stuffed ; entire, complete

Sub.

Turbid, polluted, dirty; the whole,

the mass :—see Sub. Also hun*.

P'w8 Great ; all, everywhere, universal.

Hod?. A two-leaved door, a family ; all, the

whole :—see Sub.

Tsao* To bathe or wash the body.

fist3 tsao3 To bathe the whole body.

Vocabulary.

H PW. Swayed or rocked by the wind ; grace-

ful, airy.

HI P'iao1 liu?.. . To wander, to roam.

^ Yie3 shi2 Prey, pickings :—Note (3).

Chia1 miao*. Family or ancestral tem-pie :—Note (5).

Tsu2 A clan ; a family ; kindred ; class.

^ Ts'un* pu* A step an inch long,—the

least distanoe, an inch.
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13 Who hid the straw mat here ? I have

been hunting it everywhere.

14 A present made on the marriage of

a daughter is very different from

one made on the marriage of a son.

If you give four hundred cash, it

will be quite sufficient.

15 When sweeping the floor, you should

first sprinkle some water on it, and

thus avoid filling the room with dust.

16 At this time there was famine in the

whole land, and Joseph opeued the

store houses and sold grain to the

people of Egypt.

17 It will not do to be misled by Wang

the eighth's guileless exterior; his

heart is brimfull of duplicity.

18 Is it worth while for the whole of you

to take offence on account of this

little affair ?

19 When Christian saw them, he trem

bled all over.

20 At every audience on the third, sixth

and ninth, the whole court, civil and

military, are required to present

themselves.

21 There was a beggar named Lazarus,

whose whole body was full of sores

"fu Tsao* hwa*. To create, to make; a benefit,a boon, a blessing.

A $1 Jen" ming*. A human life, a case of lifeand death.

jjjfl T'an2. To fillip, to thrum ; to snap, to throw,to shoot. Also tan*.

jPI Pi T'an* hui1 Dust.

^ db Fou* t'u\ Dust.

"i . Pao* t'u3. Dust. Read pu* t'u3 in manyplaces.

LTsiung1. Unfortunate, unlucky ; adverse ;calamitous, malignant.

Rsiung1 hwang1 Famine, want.

IK A win-li third personal pronoun, butused in the southern coast dialects.

2& I1 chi2 Egypt.

Tou3. To shake; to shiver ; to tremble j toarouse, to excite.

Shang* ch'ao2. To have an audience, togo to meet the Emperor.

^ Ch'i*>s To beg, to ask alms.

Kai4 To ask alms ; a mendicant.

ft

Tf. A beggar :—Note (21).

Chad*, chi* To take fire; to burn.

m

Mb

Cking1 tung*.

Tsv? chang*.

To wake up, to stir up ;

to alarm, to arouse.

m

The eldest man of a familyor clan, an elder.

BJA Ti* muB Land, area of land.

Si1 Raw silk ; floss; a cord, a line; wire.

Lung* To walk unsteadily.

Chung3 The heel, to follow at the heels.

$H. Heels over bead.

Ling2 A slip, a pitch of the body.

Tseng*. To miss one's footing, to stagger, totumble.

A headlong fall, a somersault.

Tsai1 To set out, to plant.

-f" Tai1 tsiB A simpleton, a silly fool.

P'a2. To crawl, to creep, to climb, to scale ;an iron rake.
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who was laid at the rich man's gate.

22 That fire, night before last, burned

for over two hours, stirring up all

the people in the city.

23 I gave him his full wages, and when

he was about to go, I gave him a

present of two dollars. Is there

anything illiberal in that ? Ans.

That was treating him very liberally.

24 Let ns consult the elders and have

the whole village contribute accord

ing to their laud, a sum of twenty

thousand cash to buy a set of mu

sical instruments.

25 The ground was covered with snares

so that with every step he stumbled

and fell. If he went to the right,

he fell flat on his face ; if to the left,

he turned a somersault, until with

his tumbling, the simpleton's body

was numb and his feet weak, his

head dizzy and his eyes dim, in

somuch that he was not able to

crawl to his feet again.

Notes.

3 ftSi Sti >9 ner0 U8e(l in the sense of hunger, which is

the only sense it has in the South. In the North f§| 5fc

means "to raise the wind," in order to meet some sudden

demand for money. Jj" ^£ is usually spoken of beasts

and birds, but is here used facetiously of one who lives by

what he manages to get by hook or by crook from day to day.

6 "M- %8i< also called ^ ^ Si* fang'. It is common

for large families to have a special family temple in which

the ancestral tablets are kept, and where the whole family

or clan go to worship their ancestors. There are no idols

in such temples.

7 A very common saying. The averago Chinaman makes

large professions of acting according to reason.

3 $t jf£ 7 §t My whole body has raised

[in] wheals. The Chinese do not understand

modern ideas of malaria, but they have a strong belief that

certain poisons are conveyed by the air.

9 Ifi is much used, as here, to express the continuance

or incessant repetition of an action.

11 Magistrates are often called (and like to be called)

■fS- parental officers, implying that they have

towards the people the feelings of parents, and govern them

like parents do their children, which is generally as far as

possible from the fact.

12 A large part of a village are often arrested on

account of a murder, and few who are arrested get off

without some loss.

14 iti To make a present on the occasion of the

marriage of a daughter. It usually consists of money or

of money accompanied by some article of female adornment.

15 Mandarin colloquial seems to have no really t'ung

hsi7ig word for " dust."

17 The belly, as well as the heart, is frequently spoken

of as the seat of intellectual and moral qualities. <f§s[ is used

figuratively for craft and cunning. is used in the same

way, but includes less of the idea oi cunning and more of

that of viciousness.

21 £ for beggar, is w&n-li, being rarely if ever

heard in colloquial. The common and t'ung hsing term is

22 515 — $C >X thai hanrJfui of fire. The use of jfi

as a classifier, probably implies a reference to, the 9tart of

the fire.

24 Such assessments are frequently made for the repair

of temples, for theatrical plays, etc., and public opinion

compels everyone to pay. >

25 This sentence is from the f§ i§; fifl, which records

the fabulous adventures of a Buddhist priest, called Hsiien

Chwang, but commonly known as ff£ T'ang Seng, who

went to the West in the seventh century in search of sacred

books. The person referred to as a J(ft ~$" is J§ /\ J|JJ

Chit1 pa1 cfiai4, who was T'ang Seng's disciple or attendant.

He is here presented as in circumstances somewhat similar

to those of Christian when passing through the Valley of the

Shadow of Death. |ff§ ?jf is an obsolete form, which is now

written J|ir J^, in conformity with its modern pronunciation,

ilil tin onion planted head down, that is, tht heels in

the air, a somersault. In Chinese the root or bulb of an

onion is called its "head," and when set out it is of course

planted " head" down.
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Lesson lxxxvii.

1 I can come whenever you send for

me.

2 When do you, kinsman, begin work

• on your house ? Ans. The fifth day

of the third month has been selected.

You are making an entirely false

demand. When did I promise you ?

Whenever you get an opportunity,

please exhort him.

5 Wasting time in this way, when will

you be able to finish ?

6 Liu Jen Hsin has already taken an

oath that he will never speak to me.

7 Separated from home so far as this,

when shall I enjoy the family

circle?

8 You are going to the capital are you ?

When you go, let me know that I

may give you a send off.

9 When did this happen ? Ans. I do

not remember distinctly when : I

only know it was in the sixth

month.

If I ask him for it, I fear I may of

fend him ; if I do not ask him for it,

he will never try to pay me.

10

loquii!

H$ How much time; i.e., when, whenever,

^j* Same. Northern, and strongly col-

When,—a widely used term, but not

entirely t'ung hsing. It is never heard in eastern

Shantung. Along the Yangtze it takes a after it-

?H Bjjf A Southern form of ^ p$, which in

some places quite supersedes it.

M ^ Another Southern form of z

Vocabulary,

Tsan1 A time, a period of time.

l|Jj IE Tung* kung1. To begin work, to breakground.

^ Chair..**? To select, to choose ; to prefer.

■j^ ^ Ohi1 hui*. Opportunity, occasion, opening;- - . nick of time.

Wl iH$l Tan1 /cod1 To loiter, to waste time.

LESSOIT LXXXVII.

When.

^ ^ When, whenever. In the North it

nearly always takes after it an enclitic which

in the South is replaced by Jt is quite t'ung

hsing, but more used in some places than in others.

JJ& fiL, How much sooner or later;

i.e., when,—a Peking expression.

A contracted form of $ J|l |$i £1,

used in the South.

3$| Jp- Same as % Jp. •

J$ Hsin1 Delight ; merry, elated.

^u3 c^0!*4- To bet or promise with anoath, to take an oath.

Fil 101 T'wan" yuan-. A complete circle ; harmo-

niously united ; the

whole family, altogether.

Chien*. To give a farewell feast, a present offood on parting.
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] 1 Wlien did yon come, Mr. Li ? Ans. I

came yesterday. Ques. When do

you return ? Ans. I will go in

four or five days.

12 When did the Seventh Prince start

from Peking? Ans. He left Peking

on the eleventh. Ques. When did he

reach Port Arthur ? Ans. He arriv

ed at Port Arthur on the fifteenth.

13 In the provincial capital there are

fully eight or nine hundred expect

ant officials. If one did not pur

chase his advancement, how long

do you suppose he would have to

wait for a position ?

14 How much trouble I took on his

account, and how many enemies I

made ! yet he afterwards leagued

with others to bring suit against

me, so that whenever I think of it

I feel disheartened.

15 The dispositions of my two daugh

ters-in-law are exactly opposite:

the elder is almost never at home;

the younger almost never goes

from home.

16 His letter states when he received

his commission and when he left

the capital : I estimate that by this

time he ought to be at his post.

17 Sir, when will you return from your

fa" Chien* hsing2. To give a feast or a

present of food to one

starting on a journey.

Jen2. Benevolence, humanity, kindness ; a

kernel, a pit.

"t- ^tH J^11"2 »4- Good-nature, amiability, brotherly

love, friendship.

Lii*. A guest, a sojourner'; many, a company.

jlU'iiZ3 shun*. Port Arthur on the Gulf ofPechili.

Sheng* eh'tng*. The capital city of aProvince.

jPfc Hou* pus. An expectant official, onewaiting for an appointment.

lit Hica1 yang*. Money spent to secure, orto hasten an appointment.

Ch'iie1. A defect, a deficiency, a vacancy j asituation, an office.

f$J 3& Pi*8 ch'iie1. To fill a vacancy, to supplya place, to get a position.

<|}v ^ Hsin1 chi}. Thought, consideration, study;

A* anxiety, trouble.

jif, Kou1 t'ung1. To plot against, to leaguewith, to enlist.

^ Han2. Cold, shivering, chill ; poor, plain.

^ Han2 hsin1. Cast down, depressed, dis-

heartened.

^M. Jul Ling3 p'ing2. To receive credentials ora commission.

3? Swan4 chi*. To reckon, to estimate ; to

count up.

}UJ Tsi2. A rule, a law ; a pattern ; a standard ;

wherefore, and so ; there, in that case.

[p] jf§ flui* hsiang9. To recollect ; to look back,

to recall ; to reflect.

G» Pa1. To expect, to long for ; oh that, would

that. See pa*. \, » ,

Q Pa1 chie1. To look forward to, to strive

for, to long and labor for;

to curry favor with, to act the flunkey, to fawn upon.
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present tour ? An*. It is uncertain

when : at the most, in three months ;

at the least, in two mouths and a

half.

18 1 recollect that when I was in school

studying, I was always thinking

that when I should get my first

degree, I should be satisfied : after

ward when I obtained it, I thought

when I should reach the degree of

chii jen I should be satisfied ; but

afterwards when I became a chii

jen, I then thought that when I

should be elected a hanlin I should

be satisfied ; and now that I am

elected a hanlin, I still want to be

appointed literary chancellor. In

case I should hereafter be appoint

ed literary chancellor, I do not

know whether I should be satisfied.

19 Chia Hsu, when will your fire

crackers be all fired off? You

have been stunning my ears these

few days beyond endurance.

Ijp: C/iung* chii*. To attain the degree of chii-

jen.

Ijjk Hsu? ch'ai1. The office of LiteraryChancellor:—Note (18).

Tstt" il Satisfied, content

Hsu1.- ....... The eleventh hour, 7 to 9 p.m.

t§ P«o*. To snap, to pop, to burst ; to crackle,

to sputter.

ft3| Chang1 An explosion of flame, a flash.

8fc ■A- fire-cracker. Also read p'ao* chang1.

fp^Cken*. To shake, to quiver, to tremble; to

shock, to stun, to startle; to threateu.

2 ^ 0 > is the technical term for selecting a

lucky day. Snch a selection is made for almost every

important undertaking, such as commencing work on a

new building, opening a new business, getting married,

etc. The selection is made by a professional prognosticator.

3 f$ iffi A- Peking teachers would write ^

instead of The idea, however, of purely, simply, entirely,

which is the idea intended, is more naturally derived from

the primary meaning of Jf?, than from that of ;

moreover it should be noted that the word is t'ung hsing,

and the sound of $ is everywhere correct, while the

sound of J£ is only correct where soft sounds prevail.

Where hard sounds prevail, is not recognized as having

the meaning in question, and if so used will be misunderstood ;

thus ffc Jl. iSj .A? would be taken to moan, You are after

all making a false demand.

6 ^E? joined with any of the time particlcB in the lesson,

and followed by a negative, means, no matter when ; i.e., never,

10 US T ft wound the peace, §7fc^ matt

thin the goodwill or friendship, that is, to give offence, J

is nsed as an auxiliary ; see next lesson.

11 f@ serves to combine the three or five days into one

space or period. The two &l} in this sentence, and the four

in the next, have practically the force of so many "J*.

Notes.

13 Officials out of office, and literary graduates who are

approved as suitable for appointment, are called f|£ ^|fj,

vacancy waiters. They all reside in the provincial capital,

each Btriving by the use of money and wire-pulling to advance

his own interests. Without the liberal use of money no

appointment can be secured. Money spent in bribiug is

facetiously said to be "contributed," (fpj)> the theory being

that it is contributed to the necessities of the government.

14 "flf IP ffc .A Lit., to offend an enemy; i.e., to

offend anyone bo as to make an enemy of him. J| »2» cold /S K^-<^

hearted, but means much more than to feel cool towards the / sU*~-

person offending. It expresses that peculiar feeling of pain or ' aU^u k*

depression experienced when a frieud proves false or faithless.

15 Klder and younger here refer not to actual age, but

to the wives of older and younger sons.

16 PJ "J* ft reached his duty, that is, the post of duty

to which he was appointed.

17 % H'J ^ H'J At mnst at least, a book

form often used colloquially. See LeB. 170.

IS The sole ambition before a Btudent in China is to

get a degree, and then get an office, and so get money

and power. Every school boy has this set before him as the

pinnacle of his ambition. The proper term for literary

chancellor is §£i The term Jj| refers to the office

rather than to the person. It is the moat lucrative office in

a province.
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Lesson lxxxviii.

1 The cbarcoal is already used up.

2 I guarantee there will be no mistake.

3 You cannot get the better of me.

4 This affair cannot be settled.

5 This cannot be considered any great

affair.

6 I judge there will not be very much

left.

7 Eating is an every-day necessity.

8 Whether an affair is great or small,

meet face to face audit is soon settled.

9 He cannot retract it if he would.

10 It is of no consequence even if you

cannot finish it to-day.

11 Your bountiful kindness, elder

brother, is beyond expression.

12 I'll never give it up until I learn it.

13 Everybody says he is wronged; but

as I see it, he suffered no wrong.

14 It is sufficient, if it does not interfere

with my using it.

15 That good men should suffer abuse

is unavoidable.

16 It is not that I am not an interested

hearer, but my mind is too dull, I

cannot remember so many things.

17 What you do not need you may

bring to me.

LESSOIT LXXXVIII.

J AS AN AUXILIARY VERB.

Besides its use as a tense ending (Les. 7), ~~f

is also used as a regular auxiliary verb, being

joined to such verbs as will take the qualifying

idea of completion or of possibility. Its force

comes out most clearly when joined with a negative.

As a tense ending, ~f cannot properly take a

negative. These two uses, though different, pasa

into each other, and are not easily distinguished.

Some of the uses of "J* as a principal verb are

also introduced into the lesson.

Vocabulary.

T'an*.. . . Charcoal; embers; bituminous coal

f$L Kmi3 poo8. To guarantee, to assure, towarrant, to wager.

fj^f 3> ifs.8 /o'i1. A great many, a large number,a great deal, very much.

~Y i" Liao3 slioif- To quit, to give up, to leaveoff, to abandon.

^ ^ 77m1 shou3 To quit, to give up.

11^ 5ft 'S''*3 1'tcan4. To employ, to use, to utilize.(c. and n.)

^ Ju* tcel*. Interested, attentive, enlisted,- - - appreciative.

Jie* p'en-. Interested, attentive; enthu-siastic, ardent, earnest.

H Lit3 Stupid, dull.

II ^£ in8 pen3. Stupid, dull.

%^C/tie-. To conclude, to finish, to settle up;the end. See chie1.

~J Liao3 elite2. To finish, to put an end to,to settle, to close up.
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IS Thirty taels of silver will not buy

that piece of ground.

19 He says he is going to break off

opium, but he cannot break it off.

20 Why call up again business which is

already settled ?

21 I cannot in all my life forget the

tbiugs I saw in Siam.

22 It will be a sorry business if outsiders

get to hear these things.

23 1 have long been wanting to come to

see you, but somehow I could not

get away.

24 It is a thousand pities that this man

is on the verge of becoming a

beggar.

25 I fear one bottle will not hold this

nitric acid.

2G It .will not require all of this piece of

silk to make a sash.

27 I heard him explaining for half a

day, and yet my mind was not very

clear.

28 This style of inferior goods is not

worth that much money.

29 The two men rowed their sampan

puffing and blowing for half a day,

but were unable to reach the place.

j|J Hsien1 To advance, (w.)

31 W. Hsien1 lotf Siam.

7 ^ ftf Liaos pu* ie2. Irreparable, no help

for it ; a bad bicsi-

ness ; an exclamation of apprehension or sorrow,

my stars! alas! what shall I do!—Note Les. 43, 13.

Hsiao1.. . Saltpetre, nitre.

5§J 7fc Hsiao1 ch'iang* shuis. Nitric acid,aqua fortis.

Chtcnng1. To dress; to put into; to pack, toload ; to hold ; to pretend.

^ rj) Han* chin1. An ornamental handker-chief, a sush :—Note (26).

^ Liao* A clear eye, far-sighted.

7 Liao* Hang*. Intelligible, plain, clear,perspicuous.

^ Liad6 Hang*.. . The same.

^ Using- htcon *. Inferior or second rategoods.

^[ Ao8. The call used by workmen workingtogether :—Note (29).

7$ AP The same. Also nai".

A note or sound of wailing or distress ;a responsive call.

Yae1 An exclamation of surprise or pain.

AiK An exclamation of surprise, or distress,or regret.

ff^ Lan* To grasp, to monopolize.

tff -f>"oI lan3. To take upon oneself, to as-

sume, to take the responsibility .

$|j ClnenB. To condense, to abridge; to treat

rudely ; brief, terse, condensed.

f$j lit Chien* clii*. Direct, straightforward, in

short, point-blank.

lit Chi3 choe2. Direct, point-blank, just ;

. . . entirely.

•tfe Wir T'"il to'i '". To excuse oneself ; to refuse,

to evade.

^ Chiian*. A roll, a scroll, a book; section of a

book :—Les. 147. Also chuanB.

Hsia* Summer ; o surname.

|£ 7 ^ T>i'ao* ts'a°3 lia°3 shit- To d°

heed

lessly, careless, makeshift, slovenly.
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30 When Le sees any oue in a difficulty,

be takes the responsibility of man

aging the business for him.

31 Do not try to evade it at all, for you

cannot evade it if you would.

32 I'll warrant that rice that was left

over is spoiled. Ans. The weather

is not yet very warm, it can hardly

be spoiled.

33 I don't believe his essay will get him

a degree; it was nothing more than

a makeshift gotten up to avoid

handing in a blank.

34 I hear that Hsia Wen Te's lawsuit

is concluded. I wonder if it is true.

Ans. How could it bo concluded ?

Unless some oue is found on whom

to fix the charge, it can never be

concluded.

35 The vinegar is spoiled, my good

fellow: his worship bas come home.

We are in for it, sure enough.

Notes.

4 ~X >8 nere both principal verb and auxiliary.

8 A common saying, the meaning of which is, that for

the settlement of a difficulty there is nothing like meeting

face to face. The ~jT at the end is not an auxiliary but a

principal verb.

9 The use of requires the first clanse to be taken

subjunctively. If were changed to the sentence

would mean, he wants to retract but cannot.

14 @ 5^1 18 much used in Shantung. It is also used

in Peking, but less frequently, and in a somewhat more

restricted sense.

21 In Southern Mandarin sometimes takes the place

of ~f. See Les. 92.

22 The sfc after 5H T seems like an encumbrance.

It is used to suggest the idea of the secret getting " out."

24 t*X fa ~T 51 65 's a common colloquial phrase, in

which the addition of "J* 51 fiO adds greatly to the expres

siveness of Pj fjj- It serves as a sort of superlative.

26 f"F fjj a sweat napkin, not however practically used

for this purpose, but carried by women purely as an ornament.

It is long like a sash, made of silk, and often elegantly

embroidered. It is either carried iu the hand, or across

the arm.

27 For ~f some would write fi£ ^ or P$

29 Vjfc IS" is an approximate writing of the

responsive heigh ho made by the Chinese when rowing or

carrying. |$ 75 @ is a book form for the same thing.

The dictionary gives ai 1 as the correct reading of fifa,

but says that iu this particular phrase it is to be read ao *.

In common use it is constantly coufouuded with or, as

more correctly written, The Nanking teacher would

write r3£ R$ I® as best representing the sounds in the

South.

30 U| /J» T unable to do, not, unable to finish, as the

phrase might mean in a different connection.

33 3$. ~T -3^ Coarsely finish the thing,—to da*h

off in a careless or indiff^ent manner. A book expression in

common use. The !lf[ jt$. is used perhaps with a reference to

the hasty writing of the J^t. ^J* or grass character. j|§ |§j

5H ^ t to hand in a blank paper, instead of an essay.

This is sometimes done by careless and indifferent scholars,

when they can get no clue at all to the treatment of the

theme. Bj| is omitted in the South.

34 When any one is charged with a crime and the proof

of his guilt is insufficient, he is very likely to lie in prison

until some one else is found, upon whom the crime can be

fixed.

35 TT jSn T spoiled the vinegar. A phrase

borrowed from the process of making vinegar, in which care ia

required that the process of fermentation does not go too far,

and so destroy the vinegar. ~X T /J> "J* >8 a

highly idiomatic form. The first "J* '8 reduplicated in order

to strengthen the force of the expression "J* ^ 'f^, thus

making the expression equivalent to ~X ^ f^f> ~X ^»
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Lesson lxxxix.

1 The lady sends for you to go over

quickly.

2 It must be nearly twelve o'clock ?

Ans. Not by a long while.

3 All your outstanding accounts are

collected, I suppose P Ans. Not

by a great deal.

4 Hem ! They keep a mule. Why

think of giving alms to them ?

5 Where has the child gone ? Why,

it's on the bed asleep !

6 I would like very much to visit the

West and see the sights, but I just

cannot go.

7 That brother of mine is the same

age as Uncle Pao, but if they

should stand together, I suspect

that he is somewhat taller.

8 I know there is such a character, but

somehow I cannot recall it.

9 What's the reason I did not invite

him f He would not stay when I

did invite hitn.

10 Judging from what I hear of the

lady's sickness, it is not unlikely that

it is an occasion of congratulation.

You must not allow it to be treated

at random. If it should be wrongly

treated, it would be a sad affair.

1 1 If anything should happen to her,

and you should want to marry

another such wife, of such a form

and such a disposition, I suspect

you could not find her even with

a lantern in your hand.

LESSOR LXXXIX.

Miscellaneous Uses of Vfe.

|}Jj3 has already been defined in Les. 17 as

the sign of an indirect question, which is its

primary and most important use. It has, however,

a variety of other uses which are difficult to clas

sify, and which differ (somewhat in different places.

1 It concludes expressions of surprise, indig

nation, or reproof, (1 to 5).

2 It concludes expressions of uncertainty, or

derplexity, (6 to 12).

3 It concludes expressions marking a sud

denly occurring thought, with an implied query

as to why the thought did not occur sooner,

(13 to 17).

4 It gives preponderance to one side of a

statement involving an alternative, or a compari

son, (18 to 21).

5 It concludes an emphatic reply, which

contains a query expressed or implied, (22 to 25).

6 Standing alone with a noun, it propounds

a question, taking the place of the full interrog

ative form, (26, 27),

In all these cases a careful scrutiny will proba

bly show some sort of a query expressed or im

plied. ig much more used in some places than

in others. Where its use is most prevalent, it is

often heard when it seems to serve no other pur

pose than simply to round out the sentence.
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12 If there is a wedding, all should

offer congratulations. If there is a

funeral, all should come to help.

13 Sure enough 1 After all I was

mistaken.

14 You have not yet paid for the two

rolls you ate yesterday. Ans. That's

so. If you had not mentioned it, I

should have quite forgotten it.

15 Sure enough! I quite forgot to ask.

Are your wife and children all well ?

16 After all it will be more convenient

if I go and take my niece. A.ns.

That's so. It will be better for

you to go than for any one else.

17 During the dog-days it will be

much cooler to rest here on the hill

than in the city, but it will be very

inconvenient going down every day

to buy supplies. Ans. That's a fact.

18 Why make ye this ado and weep ?

The damsel is not dead, but sleepeth.

19 You having been there these two

years at school, your family must

have saved considerable expendi

ture.

VOCABULARY.

I§J Hsi3 shi*.

Ch'ing*.

B§ UU Hsi1 hcoa2. Western nations, a generalterm for foreign countries.

^ K'ai1 yen*. To see the world, to see thesights; to learn by experience.

ffi Chi 8 p'a*. It's to be feared, I suspect ; but,peradventure :—Les. 131.

^ Mu- yang*. Form, fashion, appearance,

style, pattern.

An occasion of rejoicing, a

. wedding.

To wish joy, to congratulate, to bless >

happy, lucky.

He* To congratulate with a present.

To offer congratulations, to felicitate.

Ifl- Sang1 shi* A funeral, a burial.

Pod1. A steamed cake or roll; a baked sweet

cake .—Note (14).

^ K'oa* shi*. Sure enough, really, to be

sure.

yf» ^ K'0'<s pu* shi '. That's so, sure enough,you're right.

K'an* ts'od*. To mistake, to be mistaken,to be deceived.

*

$t Ta* sao3. The eldest brother's wife,—

largely used as a term of

respect by friends and acquaintances, Mrs.

Wax* thing1 nu3. A niece of a differ

ent surname.

Hfc flfc Hsie^fu* To take a summer vacation.

f§! p£ Pien* tang* Convenient, opportune.

ft fIL Mang3 Iwan*. Hurry, confusion, bustle,

ado.

5^ T'ung* k'u\ To wail, to weep.

Pf| Cluie-, chiao2'*. To chew, to bite; to eat ; to

ruminate; food; bit of a bridle.

Pf| HI Chiao- yung*. Living; expenditure.

f§§ Loa* A camel.

Ji§ %$LLoCl* <W. A camel, a dromedary.

@|.Pt4.. . . A partition wall ; a screen ; a division.

RH jsl Rod* pi*. Next door neighbor; adjoining;

" in the next room.

Y|§ $rt Chiu3 kwan\ A wine shop, a saloon.

Jffjl Chic1 A pimple, a boil.

^ Esiany1 chi1. An incense stand or table,a long narrow table-
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20 Again I say unto you. It is easier

for a camel to go through the eye

of a needle than for a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of God.

21 You are on the point of losing your

place in Ihe school by your mis

conduct. But I tell you if you try

to find another place like this, ifc

will be harder than ascending to

heaven.

22 There is a wine-shop adjoining. Ans.

That suits me exactly [do you

know].

23 Did you not ask him to come and

take some wine ? Ans. I invited

him, but he would not come.

24 Tell them all to come here. Ans.

But they have not yet finished

eating.

25 Why do you not sit down ? Ana.

Uow can I when I have a boil on

my thigh ?

26 The matches ? Ans. The matches

are on the incense stand.

27 His maternal uncle has already prom

ised to fiud his clothes, his pens,

ink, paper and books, and his two

younger paternal uncles have prom-

J§ Ta* chiu* The eldest maternal uncle.

^ Tii1. Property, goods; necessaries, a fee; aquota ; to avail of.

ffl ^ Hsiu? tit1 Teachers' fees, tuition.

§§ Kwan1 yen*. Government salt :—Note

' (28).

Ch'ii* men1 Last year.

g|i j£ Yen* lien* A salt depot

police, revenue
v{K Hsiin* »«. Constables,

officers.

(j^ Taang1 Stolen or illicit goods, plunder.

jfy ^||> K'ing1 hai*. To entrap, to ill-use, toharass, to wrong.

tff. Tsoit. To bring to pass, to incur, to be liable

to. See tsod*.

\^ 2'sod1 sfl. To destroy oneself, to bring on,death.

Notes,

1 The underlying qnery is, why have you not already

gone over.

2 Jp implies that tbe party addressed is badly

mistaken.

3 A query is suggested in the flrst clause, by the inflection

given iu speaking. In the reply ;JJ would iu many places

be omitted.

4 The two jf| seem repetitious as written, but would be

no objection to the sentence aa spoken.

6 The question ib understood to be pnt in a tone of

doubtful anxiety. JJJ is a contraction for J]$ ^j.

The nse of Vfe, at the close gives to the reply the force of a

surprised qnery, as to why the question should have been asked.

7 IH] t '8 not u8ed m "je North of persons' ages, but

|FJ .Jjjj. It there means the same year, but not the same age.

10 >k Wl Hft >■ title by which the lady in question

was known iu the family, not that she bore this relationship

to the speaker, -li- is put for if)*), the 5$ having been

introduced above. ^ is the common term for the

sickness of pregnancy. JJ, as here used is an affectation of

book style,

11 ftf 3? 18 not nnfreqnently used to express tho

disastrous termination of an uncertain event. In case of

sickness, as hero, it is a euphemism for death. Jj| —• f|§

il M % is put for Jg — f@ J| jf ft, or £f g£

f@ Hi $V §1> which latter form is that in which it would

almost certainly be spoken, save that in some places §1

would be omitted, or replaced with ^ jftjf §J is in

Bome places applied specilically to women of ill fame.
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ised to board the teacher : now

just decide to send him to school

awhile. Ques. But how about

tuition? Ans. I will be responsible

for that.

^8 Speaking of nsing government salt,

I want to ask you a certain thing.

I hear that last year at your place

you burned the salt depot and

killed over twenty revenue officers.

Is this true ? Ans. Of course it

is. Just consider that for the

least thing they would fabricate a

false charge of smuggling, and

harass people. If they only made

such false charges against men, it

might be borne; but the outrageous

part of it is that they were con

tinually making such false charges

against women. They brought

about their own destruction.

13 Whether P|j or (J^ be used the meaning is not

perceptibly different, and both forms are practically t'ung

hsing. Peking teachers prefer IJS| , bnt do not exclude 1^ !

in Shantung and the South the reverse is gonerally true.

There is very little difference of meaning between

and ^ S i the former is the direct affirmative, the

latter the interrogative affirmative.

14 fir is always doubled in use, and has different mean

ings in different localities. The query suggested by 1^ serves

to soften the abruptness of the affirmation.

16 Properly, S$ applies only to males, but in

practice is often made to include females as well. In other

"iC °r ]fc 52, or II] 2& is added by way of distinction.

21 BJfc ft is thrown in for emphasis. In 5£ 69

the is superfluous and would better be omitted.
2e m m m. ■» to m jg & $$ w ue-

27 Teachers in country villages usually " board round."

Pif 3^ is often used for a short but indefinite time.

23 IjSs is a polite form of referring to any one's

nativo place:—Lcs. 171. 7fc J|5 52, is a contraction for

/j> ~~* Uff 52i> WQich full form is also often used. fDJ

ifi MS plant salt plunder, to ' hide or scatter salt on the

premises of another person, and then accuse him of surrep

titiously dealing in salt. Salt is a government monopoly

in China and the occasion of enormous oppression and

abuse. Q 2i f£ 5E> to bring about one's oum death by

conduct which can have no other result.

Various Uses of p|\

g has two tones. In the 1st tone it means

ought, in the 4th tone it means to fawn. In

addition to these senses, which we have had in

previous lessons, it has a variety of uses not

readily apprehended and classified by the learner,

to whom it seems to change its face nearly every

time it turns up.

In the 1st tone it means, to serve in any

capacity, (1), (5), (25), (33) ; in the presence of,

at, (6), (7), (9), (10), (20), (27) ; at the time of,

or at that time, (11), (13), (14), (15), (19), (23),

(28) ; to bear, (12), (16), (17), (18), (21).

In the 4th tone it means, to suppose or con

sider, (2); to regard as, (3), (30), (31), (32) ; the

same, native, (4), (22), (24), (26), (29) ; to hinder,

(8), (34).

This distribution of meanings between the two

tones is only approximate, as the usage differs

somewhat in different places.
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LESSON xc.

1 One person cannot serve in two capaci

ties.

2 He supposed you were not going.

8 Are you going to treat us as guests P

4 We cannot go and return the same day.

5 The present emperor is Kwang Hsu.

6 He sold his wife by permission of the

magistrate.

7 If we have anything to say,- we should

say it face to face.

8 Young people will have their fun.

9 In open competition a man does not

give place even to his father. When

a man raises his hand to strike, he

discards sentiment.

10 How is it that you are working on the

Sabbath day P [illness.

1 1 Even at that time I was suffering from

12 I am not worthy that you gentlemen

should have takeu the trouble to come

to see me.

13 It is not a proper thing to go into any

one's house just at meal time.

14 On that day the snow fell continuously

until the first watch.

15 If at the time we had not been so

anxious to save labor, we should not

have had all this inconvenience.

Vocabi

Ch'ung1. To fill full, to satiate ; to act in the

capacity of; extreme.

|o ^ Tang* t'ien1. The same day [of whichsomething else is predicated].

pa Tang1 chin1. The reigning [emperor];the present, existing.

Urn*. A thread, a clue, a beginning; a rule,

a guide; to succeed to.

3fc #g Kwang' Hsu*. The reigning EmperorKwang Hsu.

t ^ Tang1 ktcari1. In the presence of the

magistrate, by official

authorization or permission.

*§£ p3 Tang1 mien*. Before the face, face toface, in the presence of.

$U Hsi1 To ramble; to play, to laugh.

^ Hsi1 hsi*. To laugh, to giggle; to havefun, to play.

& J^J, Tang1 er3. A space or point of time ;an opening, a gap.

lary.

P Tang1 k'ou' The same.

W) Lao~ tuny*. To put to trouble, to incon-

veuience, to disturb.

f$L *§i Kanz tang1 To dare, to assume.

5& *m Pu< A'a«s tang1. Unwilling to bear

- - - [responsibility];

unworthy of [a. compliment] :—Note (12).

§ 0 Tang1 fi*. On that day, the said day ortime ; once upon a time.

|a 0 Tang* ji* The same day.

J|f China1. A watch of the night. See kingl/J-Jand keng*. i^-i

|a |f$ Tang1 shi2.. . . At that time, the said time.

B^p Tang* shi 2. At the time, at the same time,immediately.

tjSt- Feng*. Abundant; copious; fertile; prolific;bountiful.

^ ^ Tsui* ming*. Reputed guilt, misdeeds,misbehavior.
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16 As the head of the house you should

be economical, but as a host you must

be bountiful.

17 You cannot bear the burden of even

your own misdeeds : why then do you

want to meddle in other people's af

fairs.

18 Bear ye one another's burdens.

19 To travel so far as this in midsummer,

is just all I can stand.

20 Have you forgotten to-day the oath.

you took yesterday in the presence

"of all ?

21 Every man will have to bear his own

recompense. No one cau take the

place of another.

22 At your wedding do you propose to

have the feast on the same day or the

next day ?

23 If it had been known before that he

would steal, who would have recom

mended him in the first place?

24 Arrange it with him distinctly at the

time and avoid subsequent entan

glement [after-clap].

25 That numskull of a Wan the less

was used as a oat's paw by Li the

elder.

26 On account of this year's debt, and not

yet having come to the last month, is

it the proper thing to come to blows ?

27 "Whose is that middle likeness on the

north wall P Ans. That is my father.

$f| pi" '^rt,il fang1 To bear, to endure.

Ptio* ying* Recompense, retribution.

H$\ Lwifl c/iau1 On successive days, (s.)

m tff* l'<l,l<Jx e/i'u1. At first, in the first place,originally.

Sod3. Fragments; minute; petty; trouble-some, annoying.

Jj| Sod* «"'* In fragments; troublesome, era-banassing, entangling.

Fan2 Numerous; troublesome.

jj§fl Ma- fan2. Entangled, complicated, em-barrassed ; troublesome.

77 . . A drop; to drop, to dribble ; to ooze.

jj§ 77 1 fa3. To drop, to dribble; to prolong,to string out, an after-clap.

4ft ^C/u8 slit3. To point out, to direct, tomanage, to use.

is
m

Tang* men* This year.

ffl Tung'1 fa3. To begin to strike or beat, to

come to blows.

f$ Tang'1 chung1 In the middle.

jjfa Shi3. The beginning, the first, the start,

- - - ... then, before.

7T! «f£ Yuan- nieu* First year [of a reign].

Yu" t'ai 4 Judea, Jewish.

Chiang* sheng1. To descend and be born,

to be born into the

world from a previous state of existence.

"fH Sha3 Half-witted, lackbrained, doltish.

Han1 Obtuse, dull-icittcd, soft.

Sha3 tan*. A fool, en idiot, a mooncalf,a simpleton.

£ jli Hanx tan*. A blockhead, a ninny, anumskull, a simpleton.
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28 Jesus was born in Judea, in the first

year of Yuan Shi, of Hun P'ing Ti.

29 Two years ago I fell off a donkey and

sprained my arm. At the time I did

not feel much pain, but afterwards I

suffered a great deal.

30 If he is afraid of making enemies,

are not we also afraid of making

enemies? He thinks we are a set of

simpletons.

31 I don't believe that man "Wang Lien

K'ou, will ever reform. No matter

how you exhort him, he pays no atten

tion at all.

32 When anyone is very sick his mind is

always irritable. If, therefore, he

says anything unbecoming, you must

not get angry at him, but pass it by

as if you had not heard.

33 I have certainly been deceived by you

this time.

34 His two brothers-in-law both have

positions in the yauien ; one is watch

man in the jail, the other is second fire

man in the kitchen.

35 I ought to go to the city to-morrow to

pawn a pawn, but I have no time.

Ana. Let me take it along and

pawn it for you. Ques. How could I

trouble you? Ans. Never mind.

I must go to the pawnshop auy way

to redeem a pawn.

W) fi£ Ch'uan* chie*.

^ ^ JIUV8 p'ang* fencf

To exhort, to caution, to

admonish.

Hearsay, rumor,

idle tales.

-^F Mi pienlfingl - - - The same.

*|£ Chung* t'ing1. Becoming, seemly, pleas-

ant.

Ch'uan2. Weight; authority,' influence;

exigency; to balance, to weigh.

To consider as if, to make

believe, to feign.

$11 ^ Chie3 ful Elder sister's husband.

Notes

^ & Ch'uan2 tang*.

pi" Tung1 ch'ai1. To fill an inferior office ; to

- - . act under the authority

of another ; to fill the position of a servitor.

Jrt ^ Ching1 (or king1) fit1 A watchman.

^ Chien1. To oversee, to superintend; a prison.Also chien*.

prison.

*JT Jfi Ta3 ching1 To act as watchman.

7£ 5fe Jlwod3 fu} A fireman; an under-cook.

5jj§ Tang* p'u*.. .A pawnbroker's shop.

^ Shi? tang*. To redeem a pawn.

pi

2 is the moro general form.

8 Meu frequently Bell their wives in China, thoogh it is

not regarded as a proper or lawful thing to do. Sometimes

when a wife has been guilty of some grave misconduct, she

is sold to another man with the approval of the magistrate.

In this sentence % ^C, or 0(6 or ^ A, could not

be substituted for it A, though ^ might.

0 A. proverbial Baying in book stylo, g 3j§ refers

probably to the examination hall, the moaning being that

when competing for a degree each man does his best,

regardless of who may be worsted,—even a father not being

exempt.

14 In the South ^jj El is used only in the sense of

once upon a time, but in the North, it takes the additional

meaning of, that day, the said day or time.
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Lesson xci.

1 I am anxious to go fast, but the fact is

I am not able.

2 If an awl will not penetrate it, you

may use an augur and bore it.

3 That man is so fat that he cannot wad

dle along.

4 The animal is tired out. Urging does

not move him.

5 This is a necessary truth : who can

overthrow itP

6 That small mill one man is able

to turn.

7 If you are not able to carry me, I will

get down and walk a few steps.

8 Such a large mule as this, and yet

cannot carry two hundred catties ?

9 I will give him a back hold, and yet

ho cannot throw me down.

10 Is such a little man as you able to

carry such a heavy load as this ?

11 What a dull saw! it will not even

cut a piece of board.

12 You think there are not many things,

and yet one man cannot carry them

all.

22 The principal wedding feaat is sometimes held on the

day of the wedding, sometimes on the day following, and

sometimes the feast continues two days. 0 may mean

a feast on the second day or a feast on both days, but fgJJ

can only mean a feast for two successive days. If both days

be included, the translation should be,—Do you propose to

have a one day's feast or a two days' feast ?

23 ^ Sf hand not trusty, or ^ /{% ^jg hand

not steady, that iB, " light-fingered."

26 515 f[S 'F lIS 1st 6^1 St "lot commodity that cannot

count ten. The application of to a person is of coarse

depreciatory in the highest degree. ~P] ^ to use

ingeniously, to make a cat's paw of ; 3^ ^ Igf ^ Jfc "jf

to shoot one off as a gun, to make a tool of. The Southern

form sounds flat, though vouched for by two Nanking teachers.

26 Custom does not allow a creditor to use forcible

measures in collecting a debt until in the last month. There

is practically no legal method of collecting a debt in China.

It has to be done by the sheer force of irrepressible dunning,

reaching in extreme cases to the use of violence.

28 *r& was the emperor's title, ~JQ the name or

designation of his reign, which in former times was changed

from time to time according to the emperor's fancy, so that

one reign was by this means divided into several parts or

terms. In modern times this custom has fortunately fallen

into disuse.

29 seems to be the proper character for sprain,

though it does not give quite the proper sound in all places.

The nse of SSfc seems to give a somewhat different sense,

meaning rather to bruise thau to sprain,

34 $f S To strike the watch, which is done by Chinese

watchmen by beating on a kind of wooden drum. J£

-Jp takes the second foot, indicates the second place,

and is used with reference to his being required to run to

do this or that at the bidding of his superiors.

35 ^ia ?a to pawn a pawn. The first ^ is a verb, the

secoud a noun.

LESSOIT 2CCI.

The Auxiliary Verbs jUj, j$\ and ^

J To move,—is added as an auxiliary to soch

words as will take the qualifying idea of motion.

To invert,—is added as an auxiliary to

such words as will take the qualifying idea of

inversion.

^j* To oppose, to endure,—is added as an

auxiliary to such words as will take the qualifying

idea of endurance. The use of |E is local in

Eastern Shantung, but it gives a phase of mean

ing which no other word will express.
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31 My teeth are poor, I cannot masti

cate anything hard.

14 If you wish to ask him to do

anything for you, you will never

prevail.

15 A man who really has a mind of his

own cannot he enticed by others.

16 When a man is young, even though

he makes a misstep, he will not

fall.

17 He is not willing to come, and I am

not able to drag him.

18 I wonder who threw a stone in the

middle of the road. It tripped me

and threw me down.

19 Please help me to move this hook-

case. I am not able to move it

myself.

20 If you are a good child this week,

I will buy you a doll.

21 When the rebels came, a great many

who were not able to run were

killed by then).

22 I saw you push him down. Why do

you say that lie stumbled and fell

down of himself ?

Nany*. To push from, to stab, to pierce, topenetrate.

Tswan*. A skewer, au awl, a drill, a gimlet,aw augur.

Tswan1 To pierce, to drill, to bore.

Ku*. To mix, to stir, to ticist. Read ftu1 inChinese dictionary.

I Yung**. To hug; to crowd, to throng; topush or press forward.

tyfe. To squirm, to wriggle ; to waddle; to evade.

Liu1>2. To linger ; to lead about ; to walkleisurely ; to glide, to shuffle.

Pod2. To dispute, to controvert ; to repel, to

send back ; to transfer.

| Tun* Blunt, dull ; stupid, obtuse.

: Yu*. To encourage ; to draw on, to entice, toallure, to tempt.

Yin3 yu*. To lead on to evil, to entice, totempt, to allure.

JJ||I Shi1 chiao3. To make a misstep, to slip,to stumble.

Vocabulary

A P Ta* lu* h'ou3. The middle of the

Van*. To trip up, to throw down ; to stum-

ble ; to hinder, to hamper.

fll ^? Shu1 chin* Book shelf or case.

Pan1 pu* tao3. A self-righting doll

or puppet :—Note (20).

jjt J$ Fan" tsex* Rebels, robbers.

ffi Ying2 A tomb, a cemetery.

^ Fin2 A grave, a tomb.

ffi Mil Ying- ti*.. . . A burial ground, a cemetery.

*g Mil Fin2 ti* Same.

•JT tyh To* k'eng1. To dig a hole in the ground,

to dig a grave.

^ K'wang*. A vault, a grave; a desert, asolitude.

^ K'ai1 k'wang* To dig a grave.

§J P'ao* To grub, to dig.

Jit Lit2 A pan, a vessel ; a surname.

£ Shing1 fit9. Cast iron.
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23 Tli at burying ground of ours is noth

ing but stones. Every time a grave

is to be dug, tbey take exception to

it as being impossible to dig.

24 Lu Er Yie has smoked opium till

there is nothing left of him but a

skeleton. The wind would almost

blow him over.

25 Articles cast of old iron are hard ;

they can neither be turned nor

drilled ; but if cast of new iron, they

are very easy to work.

26 I do not know whether three hundred

casli will be sufficient to purchase

that tea-pot or not.

2? It has ever been said that " a bene

volent heart moves heaven and

earth." Seeing you have acted with

such a benevolent purpose as this,

G<»d will certainly protect you.

C/ni* To cast.

ClnV. Prepared, arranged; all; to present

to ; an implement, a utensil.

J^. Ch'i* chu*. Implements, tools, articles,vessels.

Liacr cKi*. To operate on, to put through ;to manage ; to put in order.

Too.*.- - • To arrange, to gather up. Also tis'od*.

t'p 1W 'Sfa'a toa*. To gather up, to put in order,to repair, to dress up.

J^J Kan3 tuug*. To excite, to move, toquicken, to inspire.

jfc iffi Lao* Tien1 Yie2.. . . God :—Note (27).

%3tW T'ien1 Lao" Yie*. Same.

Yu* To aid, to help; to protect.

ffi ifc Pau* i/«4.. ..- - - ... To protect, to defend.

1 \)k ® '8 here taken simply as an intensive in

accordance with its use in southern Mandarin. See Note

(26) Los. 8-1.
2 None of the terms here used for piercing with an awl

is collect in Eastern Shantung, where the term is nan (no

Bellied character).

3 f'jf t$i means properly to wriggle, and jfj} to nlide,

but neither iu Vun'J htiny in this connection. Kiuk.ang would

say hwai 1 (uo character) and Hankow j£. wui 1 to sidle.

6 pjl] is Southern but not exclusively so. It is used in

the North when the millstones are regarded as a pair, ^

li fers rather to the mill as a whole.

3 Two hundred catties is considered a moderate load for

a pack-mule. Hfe I ig rejected in many plnccs, yet it

expresses a shade of meaning not given by i|& tjij). The

latter means properly, unable to move with the burden, While

the former means unable to bear the fatigue of continuously

carrying the burden.

9 til y{£ SI Hj to clasp aronnd the waist,

11 '* t'le most general term for to saw, but in

Western Shantung it is never being used instead.

A board is supposed to bo easy to saw, hence the force of

if fit Good dull; i.e., ■iery dull, " gwtd and dull."

12 311 refers to the person, meaning that ho is not able

to cany so many ; j* refers to the things, meaning that

they are too many for ouo person to carry, and that some

will have to bo left.

Notes.

13 Neither of the forms given are U6nal in Shantung

where jE M BJ| would bo used. I* hero meand

all at once, boi li time and manner being included.

20 l|5 /f» 1jSJ a doll or puppet without feet, bat having

a round base and loaded iu such a way that when pushed

over it will right itself.

23 Jft and ^ i^jj differ much as our graveyard and

cemetery ; the former is the place of graves, the latter is tho

burying place. -fT j^L '8 t'ie more widely used term, though

it applies to other things than digging a grave, whereas |}{|

iljjlj is specific for digging a grave,

25 Almost all castings made by the Chinese are mado of

old iron, and are consequently very hard.

27 H and Jfi a,ro here used in a semi-pcrsotml 6ense*

^ M th* old Heavenly Grandfather or ^ ^ JrJ the

heavenly old (or greut) Grandfather, The former prevails in

tho North, the latter in the Centre and South, Iu many

is sometimes omitted

forms probably

cages JfJs becomeB JfjJ Jfff. Tho 52

and 5t ^ used. This term iu its various forms pre

expresses the nearest approximation tho Chinese people have

to the idea of the true God, Whenever a man is driven by

stress of circumstances to call to Heaven for help he call*

upon ^ 5C Nevertheless it is undoubtedly true that

particular gods are sometimes called 5£ 55 especially

is this true of 3E ^ _fc itf* This use of "grandfather"

accords with the ground idea of Chiueso theogony, that all

gods Mere once men.
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Lksson xcii.

1 I fear I cannot finish it to-morrow.

2 If you hurry, you can finish writing

in time.

3 He did not run fast enough, and

I caught him.

4 One man cannot serve so many

guests

5 I want to give him a surprise before

he is aware of what I am doing.

6 Rub on a little soap and it will

wash out.

7 The water having no place to escape

broke over the banks of the river.

8 Chin Hwa's hundredth day is just at

hand. I fear we will not be able to

get ready the bells for his hat.

9 I pray the heavenly Father for the

sake of the Saviour's merits to for

give my sins.

10 Before we could finish speaking, he

rushed in with a bound.

11 Having reached this pass, retreat is

out of the question.

12 You ought to begin early ; you cannot

do it up on the spur of the moment.

13 The child not escaping in time, was

knocked down by the horse.

14 Any of you who has the ability may

XjESSOZDsT 2CCXX.

The Auxiliary Verbs and

2& To reach, to extend to,—added as an

auxiliary to denote the bare or possible completion

of an action, or with a negative the impossibility of

completion. When used affirmatively it generally

takes ^ as a sub-auxiliary.

3$: To alternate, to exchange,—added as an

auxiliary to denote that an action was not or could

not be accomplished within the limits of the time.

It is most frequently used with a negative. It is

rarely, used in the South, being replaced by or

In Peking ^ is frequently added to it (17)

To fall, to lose, to fail,—added as an

auxiliary to such words as will take the qualifying

idea of falling, losing, or failing. It is much more

frequently used in the South than in the North.

laift To excel,—is used in the region of

Hankow as an auxiliary in the place of 3^. It is

not used in general Mandarin.

Vocabulary.

Tie2. To alternate, to exchange; to get time,to compass ; instead of see Sub.

3^ ^ Tie* tang* To get time.

jfllj; Ying". An overplus, superfluity ; to conquer,to win ; to excel.

5^ BSf Ling3 pit,* fang3. Unexpected, sudden ;

unawares:—Les. 115.

lr[ Hq Pai* sui4, The hundredth day of a child'sage :—Note (8).

Tang1. A pedlar's gong ; the clang of a gong,the tinkle of a bell.

vfrp ^ Ling3 tang1 A small bell.

2QK S/ii* To pardon, to forgive, to reprieve.
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go aud manage it : I know that I

cannot manage it.

15 Just now in giving my hand a fling

I flung away my thimble. I have

searched the whole room for it, aud

have not found it.

16 The reason he could not bring the box

was because it could not be gotten,

ready at once.

17 Before he could get on his clothes, he

was arrested by the constables.

18 Say nothing of him; even the genii

could not have gotten through,

with it.

19 Let this business lie over till I come

back ; I have not time to attend to

it now.

20 Just think of it. He died after an

illness of only half an hour. How

could we call a physician in time ?

21 One should not walk on the railroad

track, for the cars come so rapidly

that one cannot get out of the way

in time.

22 These vices have been practiced until

they have become a second nature.

To require him to give them all up

at once, will be forcing him to do

what he is not able to do.

23 I cannot venture to promise you that

much money within three days, and

^ Nie*. The consequence of sin, retribution ;

sorrow.

Tsui* nie* Sin, the evil of sin.

E0 3^Jl Tien3 ti*. Land, ground; state, condition ;

place, point, pass.

Shtcai3.. . . To throw away ; to fling, to throw.

3H* Ting3 chin1 - - - A thimble.

ffij Chi3 To embroider.

Jf| Kf Tiny* chi3 A thimble, (s).

Pit8 To capture, to seize, to arrest.

ffi -P"3 *4 A. constable, a policeman.

^ I1 sheng1 A physician, a doctor.

Tai* Great :—Note (20). See ta.

^ Tai* fu1. An honorary official title con-

ferred on various ranks of

high officers ; a physician :—Note (20).

ff{$ tfl Lang9 ehung1. The senior secretary of any

one of the six Hoards :—a

physician :—Note (20).

'jjt Hsi2 kwan*. To acquire a habit, to ha-bituate :—Note (22).

J# f3j I«nei* Inside of, within.

We?)1. . Dangerous, hazardous, perilous.

i[L Wei2 hsien3.- ■ ■ Dangerous, perilous.

^ Rang2 shu*. In every direction, on all- - - ... sides, in every way ; prob

ably, most likely :—Les. 1 30.

"}S f5rc Chao1 chia*. To fence, to guard, to ward

off.

j§ Fei*. To set aside, to annul ; to destroy ;useless, void ; corrupt, degenerate.

^ Lu* A law, a statute.

jg Lu* fa* A law, a statute.

^0 Hsien1 chi1 A prophet.

Jg£ ^ Ch'ing2 ch'ilan3. To complete, to fulfil,to consummate.
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even if I should promise, I could not

raise it.

24 Before you reach the poiut of danger,

it is possible to escape. When the

danger is at hand, there is no time

for escape.

25 I saw upwards of ten men attack

ing a man named Li. The man

Li guarded himself on all sides,

but was unable to ward them off.

26 Think not that I am come to destroy

the law and the prophets. I am

not 'come to destroy but to fulfil.

Notes.

1 Or, I fear T cannot finish it in time for to-morrow.

5 /p X ijOj- is equivalent to %3( ^» ]&• A plainer

find lean bookish expression would be Ipf ^> JlJ. The

sentence is tnkeu from a Chinese novel.

8 The Chinese celebrate the one hundredth day of a ohild's

age. Why it is called fj tj§ is not certain. Somo teachers

would prefer to write it ~§ fl^- The most likely explanation

is, that the term expresbes a wish that each day may

represent a year, and that thns the child may live to bo a

hundred years old. It is customary on this occasion for the

maternal grandmother to present the child with a fancy hat

and shoes, sometimes with a whole suit. The hat is often

oruamenred with silver jewelry and little bells.

8 ^§ hero means to regard. It is thus used where wo

would say " for the sake of." <|!c perfectly proper and

fitting in this connection but not as common as $JL ffc or

ft*
12 Or, You ought to have begun early ; beginning now

will it be possible to complete it '

16 The literal would be,—The not being able to bring

that box was in that it could not be gotten ready in time.

@ J§ might bo inserted after without detriment to the

sentence.

13 ft Una&Is to do it even by hurrying.

20 's only read tai, in the phrases ^J, ]Ei

JJ! and sometimes ^ This was probably tho

original pronunciation in all cases. It is the only pronun

ciation giveu by K'aughi. ^ 5fc '8 used in the North for

physician, but not in the South. It is beard in Western, but

not in Easteru Shantung. How it oame to supplant the more

regular and proper term is not ocrtainly known. It

was probably at first applied to the court physicians, who

had offi -ial rank, and thence passed into general use. Jj[)

is the common term in the South, and is also found in books.

It probably came into use in tho same way as ^J.

22 ^ {Jt )$, Q $J|i a habit acquired becomes natural.

^ fH is rarely used save in connection with tho whole

expression.

24 5h Jt> "'a' point; i.e., the point of danger.

25 H. '3 no donbt t'unj hsing in this connection, but

j!k is also quite proper and widely used, and expresses a

somewhat different idea. If ^ be used the translation,

should bo, was unable to withstand them.

LESSOIT XOIII.

Initial Interjections.

Chinese colloquial abounds in exclamatory words

expressive of various emotions, many of which

it is difficult to render into English. The proper

characters to use are in a number of cases more

or less uncertain, and the meanings attached to

them vary much in different localities. The tones

of these characters are especially variable and

uncertain.

jSrf Oh ! Ah ! Whew !—expresses a suddenly

occurring thought, coupled sometimes with pleasure,

sometimes wi;h displeasure.

R$j The same,—Southern teachers prefer this

character.

H£ 5f Heigh ho ! Hurrah !—expresses either

astonishment or exultation.

H!|fjJ Oh ! Alas ! Ah me !—expresses con

sternation, or sorrow, or suffering.

^ Pshaw! Fudge! Humph!—expresses im

patience, or disgust, or indignation.

V Bj§ Bosh ! Plague on it ! Confound it !—ex

presses strong disgust and indignation.

Bosh ! Bah !—expresses disgust, orindigna-

tiou, or contempt. It is used chiefly in the South.

R/> or PJ5 Tush ! Humph !—expresses the

strongest kind of impatience and contempt. Its

use is an insult. No word in English is adequate

to translate it.

!5f 5?f An emphatic form of |P£. It is

explained as a sort of catching of the breath in
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LESSON XCIII.

1 Oh ! I have just thought of it.

2 Heigh ho ! what a monstrous snake.

3 Won't you spare me your large red

coat to wear ? Ans. Och ! I won't.

4 Bosh ! That's all nonsense. People

of the same family name don't

intermarry.

5 Humph ! What right have you to

be calling me by my little name.

Oh, my mother ! It will kill me.

Ah 1 It's this way, is it ? This time

I understand it.

8 Pshaw ! Make-shift somehow for a

few days, and it, will all be right.

Why trouble yourself about such

6

7

tli ings

9 What's up ? He said that at the

latest he would come to-day. How

is it that after all he has not come?

10 When you go home and see your

aunt, remember me to her. Do

you hear? Ans. Aye; I will.

11 Ah me 1 Of us who were of about

the same age, only he and I are

left; all the rest are gone.

12 Ah ! Has he already gone ? I wanted

to send a reply by him.

1 3 My oh ! It's dreadful ! The house i3

on fire.

14 Oh, Mother I I have broken your

large mirror ! Ans. Oh my 1 What a

order to give forcible utterance to the It is

found in Mandarin hooks, and is much used in

theatrical plays. I have heard children use it

in their quarrels.

P|$J A—h!—expresses hesitation, or doubt, or

surprise.

Eh ? A word (or grunt) much used in

colloquial when emphasizing an idea, especially

in charging anyone. It follows each clause or

point made by the speaker, as much as to say,

Do you hear ? Do you understand ?

pi Ah me ! Alas ! confound it !—expresses

sadness, or wonder, or dissatisfaction,

varies in different places.

Its use

|$Pf A1, £\. - ■ An exclamation of surprise. Also^l3.

(Sflf A3, A' An exclamation of doubt. See A\

Pa Wei* Pshaw, fudge, och:—see Sub.

Oh my ! Bless my heart ! What a pity !—

expresses surprise coupled with sorrow or pity.

fl^ Humph ! Hem !—expresses slight contempt

or discontent.

^ Aye, all right, that's so,—expresses full

approval or assent.

"j| or ^ Tut, tush, fie,—expresses dis

pleasure or reproof.

Pj£ Well; well, well; really; sure enough,—

expresses gratification, or amusement, or ridicule.

In whi-li it means, Ah me, alas.

|ffc Shoo,—mostly applied to driving away

fowls, but sometimes used to children, or in con

tempt to young people or even to adults.

Vocabulary.

Bj§ T'ei2. Bosh, plague on it :—see Sub.

RJj P'ei1'* To sputter ; tush :—see Sub.

PEE P'ei4 Same, (s.)
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pity ! How did you come to break it ?

15 Humph ! Such a blockhead as he,

and yet thinks of getting a degree !

In my opinion he is indulging a

vain expectation.

16 Now you call me grandpa once and

I'll buy you a piece of candy to

eat. (Calls) Grandpa. Ans. Good !

You are a nice boy.

17 May I trouble you, my aged friend ?

is this the great road to Chiu

Ts'un ? Ans. A—h ? What did you

say ? I am hard of hearing.

18 Pshaw ! If I go again into a gam

bling house, you may set me down,

for an ass.

19 Tush ! When other people want to

get their lessons quickly, what

reason is there in your continually

interrupting them in this way.

20 Can you afford to spend over three

thousand cash for a broadcloth

coat ? Ans. Humph ! Do you sup

pose I can't afford .a matter of

three thousand cash?

21 Shoo ! Begone with you, and don't

make a disturbance here.

22 I want to ask you something. Is it

so that Ma Ch'ing Yiin has kid

napped another man's wife? Tut,

tut ! Nonsense ! What an uncon

scionable slander !

23 If I can't find it, I'll demand it of

you. Ans. Humph! Why will you

Bp} A3'1, iiv. Exclamation of surprise or doubt. Notpractically distinguished from fjij.

H§ £? Eh P :—see Sub. Also an\

H§ Hai*. Ah me, alas:—see Sub.

5fi Ai1. An exclamation of surprise and regret :—see Sub.

JfJ Hitig1. To groan, to grunt ; humph, hem :—see Sub.

P^j A?. A reply—that's right, so so, yes :—see

Sub. Also ai1.

Off Tei\ Humph, hah :—see Sub.

Pj| T'ar Tut, tush :—see Sub.

R$ T'e* Same, (s.)

\^ I1. A sound expressive of surprise or admira

tion, or of pain and sorrow. ,

Jlfc Ch'i*. To hoot at, to scold; to shoo—aschickens :—see Sub.

Wi Hu2 nao*. To make believe, to sham ; to

make much ado about nothing;

to act the fool.

J|f Shin3 A father's younger brother's wife.

Pit4 tsai*. Dead, deceased (only used ofadults).

l|| La* To exceed ; filthy.

jl| T'a* Careless, slovenly,

ill ifi- Filthy, slovenly, slatternly, dowdy ; good'

for-uothing, miserable.

i|| Mai* To advance, to exceed ; old, senile.

j|§t T'ai*. Figure, configuration ; air, gait ; circum-stances.

W>. W<- Inefficient, impotent, good-for-nothing, (l.)

^ Han1 poo1. A blockhead, a ninny, agoose, (s.)
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24

demand it of me ? Is it my business

to watch your things ?

Is this big mule yours? Ans. No,

I am sorry to say it's not. If I

had a big mule like that, I'd be a

rich man.

25 Plague on it ! I was unlucky, sure

enough ! In going out to see the

illuminations to-night some vile

rascal cut off the half of my

queue.

26 Well, really ! Just look at those

two little feet ! How in the worhl

can they walk back and forth on

that rope ? Ans. That's so !

You may be sure that was not

learned in one day.

27 Under what radical should chwang

of chien chwang be ? Ans. It

should be under the radical shi.

Well ! I thought it was under ch'iang

or under t'u. No wonder I could

not find it.

28 Tush ! Don't you know that his

coming in to beg is simply in order

to spy out a way by which he can

steal from you ?

I beg of you don't think of suicide.

Look at your wife and children !

Are they not dependent on you for

food and clothing? If you die, whom

will they have to depend upon ?

29

JHC/i'i1 Stupid, silly; crazy, idiotic.

j|§ tfoCh'i1 kin1. Infatuated, beside oneself,

foolish.

^ Wang*. Disorderly, unmannerly ; reckless,absurd.

Wang* hsiang2. To long for what is un-

attainable, vain hopes.

^$5 T'ang2 Sugar, candy.

'fjjf 3fe Chie* kwang1. May I trouble you, please

sir.

59 Chie* win*. Please tell me, may I in-

5 uire.

8§ ^1 Wi Tu? ch'iens ch'ang3. A gambling house,a betting ring.

"JT ^a? c^a°8- To discompose, to interrupt,to bother, to pester.

J|| Sang* ch'i* Unlucky, ill-starred.

fff| Hui* Obscure ; unlucky, unpropitious.

Bf| Hui* ch'i* Ill-luck, misfortune.

/£ A 21 Wang2 pa1 tan*. A rascal, a recklessvillain :—Note (25).

^ ^ Pan* chie2 A large piece, the half.

|H Chien*. To establish ; to erect ; to constitute;to confirm.

Jjt Chien* chwang*. Robust, strong, able-bodied.

itr Shi* A scholar, a gentleman ; an officer.

Ch'iang2. A couch; the 90th radical.

Mins lu*. Opening, way of access; amethod, a means.

^ Hsiir SiB. To commit suicide, to make

J3imi away with oneself.

{t^ Jlpr Pao8 chu*. To recommend, to give a goodreport of.
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on. Ans. Hem ! What do I care

for that now ?

30 You heretofore recommended him ;

how does it come that he now sus

pects you of speaking evil of him?

Ans. Humph ! Who knows ?

31 The old man so sick as that ! and yet

when he wants a drink, there is no

one to get it for him ; when he

wants something to eat, there is no

one to cook it for him. When I

went to see him to-day he cried and

cried. Ans. Ah me ! His is in

deed a bitter lot.

32 Now you go briskly, eh? don't fight

with anybody on the street, eh?

and when vou get to your sister's,

go straight into her room, eh ?

don't go first into her mother-

in-law's room, eh? say to your

sister that mamma says she must

not get homesick, that after a

few days we will go for her. Be

sure and remember and don't for

get, eh ?

Notes.

2 I" Northern and Central Mandarin anakesare commonly

called itl- t£ ia a book term and generally means a

venomous anako or serpent. It is used colloquially in the

South and also in many parts of the North.

3 fljf; ^» " I won't " ia a very pat phrase, especially with

children.

4 It ia contrary to custom for persons of the same name

to marry, although it is sometimes, done.

6 The uso of the "little name" implies familiar

acquaintance, and, generally, superior age or station.

8 When a Chinaman gets into great straits he invariably

calls Ilia mother. The three forms of calling mother

represent in the general, Northern, Central, and Southern

custom, although there are many local variations.

9 PpJ is here 1st tone and denotes surprise joined with a

little anxiety. The translation given is only au approximation

to the meaning.

10 [t>1 fil &f Pr?' Here P|Sf is merely a euphonic

ending. The BjSJ below is a responsive recognition that the

speaker ia heard, after which the reply follows.

11 ft3 here used is local in Peking and the North.

15 The three terms here used are not quite aynonymous.

llfl \$& "leans properly, dirty, slovenly, but is used in Pekingese

in the Bense of, inferior, good-for-nothing; is used in

Shantuug, but not iu the North. It is also heard in the

region of Hankow. Though local, it ia a very expressive

term ; j§J{ III is a Southern term and in this connection is

the strongest of the three.

16 tfe as hero use°. has very little force. I have

rendered it now.

17 JbI '8 tt large unwalled town in Central Shantung,

having an extensive trado and much wealth. The first

should be emphasized, indicating that the speaker presumod

that the road referred to was the road to Chou Ts'nn.

18 E9 j$i HjS is added for emphasis, and to make more

striking the contrast between the man and the betmt.

19 .A Sj? hero means other peoplo, including the

speaker, being used from the standpoint of the party addressed.

iff 's descriptive of " getting a lesson " in the Western

Bense. The term is not used in native schools.

22 fS 'B used t" convey tho idea that the slander is

wholly without foundation. It is " made out of whole cloth,"

24 single word will express the sigh of regret here

expressed by V'jU-

25 VU> as here used, ia given with a short, Btrong

emphasis, very different from that of (11). 5§ ilfj? refers to

going out. to see tho lanterns ou the eve of iho 15th of the

first month. The Chinese says to-day, but it has to be

rendered to-night. 7\ 2^, One who has forgotten, or is

destitute of, the eight virtues, and thus properly beyond tho

pale of humanity. ^ is used as a term of reviling in

allusion to its being the undeveloped and unrecognizable

possibility of a being. Though decidedly inelegant Miis term

is refined in comparison with the language ofteu heard.

There aro few Cbiueso who, in the circumstances hero

referred to, would not use a stronger term than this one,

which is in fact a mild substitute for the stronger one

used by the writer of the sentence. A gentleman should

never use even this term.

28 This senteuce refers to tho female acrobats sometimes

seen in China.

29 It would seem more natural to say fifc flfy, j§=

fj< fivl> hut the idea is much more vivid without the ft-}.

32 This is a fair specimen of a Chinese woman charging

a son or a nephew. It is not in tho least overdone.
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Lesson xciv.

1 Although he is young, he is never

theless a graduate.

2 Although you speak thus, yet of

course you will not do so.

3 Although he is in the fault, I also

nm somewhat to blame.

4 Although Wang the fourth's temper

is bad, his heart is all right.

5 Although he cannot go abroad, he

can manage things at home.

6 Although the child has been vacci

nated, yet you cannot be sure that he

will not take [the disease] again.

7 Although he is a clever man, he has

done some silly things.

8 Although his house is contracted, yet

inside, the rooms are furnished like

those of a wealthy family.

9 The opium smoker must satisfy his

craving even when his father and

mother are on their death beds.

10 Although the day is long and there

is plenty of time, yet it will be

better to do it early.

11 It is all to no purpose that Ting the

third is a rich man, he still treats

people very meanly.

12 Although the emperor of China is

a Manchu, yet not a few of the

officials are Chinese.

LESSOIT

Corresponding

fid or S| Although. The use of #c does

not change the meaning, being added merely for

euphony. g| requires an answering clause, which

is generally introduced by one of the three words

£P. or 4. or ig. Thus:—

St iP- Although . . . yet, nevertheless.

ft| -ffj,. Although. . .yet also, yet even.

Si Jg. Although. - . yet still.

Sometimes the answering word is omitted and

XCIV.

Conjunctions.

the relation implied in the structure of the

sentence (18). In ichi-li ffli is not joined with

8H, but is used to introduce the answering clause.

This usage is occasionally introduced in book

Mandarin (25).

Exhausted, is sometimes used instead of

K£, but with a somewhat different meaning, viz.,

to no purpose, in spite of, even if. In the South

ij£ is not thus used, but empty, is used iu

the same way, and with the same meaning.

Vocabulary.

S| Sin1. Although, if, even of, supposing:—seeSub.

'LV EH Hsin1 t'ien1. The heart viewed as the

source of the affections

and purposes, natural bent.

/>J"» Chai* hsiao* Narrow, contracted.

f£ Z*'V ch'wang2. A death bed :—Note

• (9)-

Jgi Yin*. A blister ; the craving of an appetite,—especially that for opium or drink.

^ iHl Kwod* yiw8. To pass over or stop thecraving by satisfying it.
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13 Although you are superior to others

in intelligence, yet you must have a

virtuous mind in order to command

the respect of others.

14 Although their business was a losing

one, it was only time that was lost,

they did not lose money.

15 Although my old father writes for

me not to be anxious about him,

yet I cannot but be anxious.

16 Although this T'ie Chung Yii is only

one man, yet if he once sets to, thirty

or forty men cannot master him.

17 Although all of you know some

things, yet you should still heed

your mother's instruction.

18 Although he has not imposed upon

me, yet when I see him imposing on

well-meaning people, I really cannot

restrain my anger.

19 Your appetite seems to be very fair.

How is it that in spite of your

eating you do not get fat ?

20 Although exhortation and reproof be

long to the duties of friendship, yet

it is necessary to consider the charac

ter of the individual in question.

21 Although the mother scolds her little

son with her mouth, yet she em-

J§l *rfj* Htcang* ti* An emperor.

Ch'i3. A flag, a banner, a standard.

2p| Ch'i? jin2. Bannermen, Tartars :—Note

(12>

H£ ^ Han* jin.3. Chinese,—especially as distin-

guished from the Tartars.

'tV Mil Hsin1 ti*.. . . • ■ ■ . Same as jfr 03 above.

]$l Ching* fu2. To respect, to honor, toesteem.

1^ Fin* Anger; resentment; indignation.

3lt Ch'i* pu* fin4. Indignant, unable torestrain one's an

ger :—Note (18).

flJt JSi Fan* Hang2. Capacity for eating, ap-

petite.

J$t Piao1 Fat, obesity, corpulence.

H£j ^ Ch'iian* than*. To exhort one to do right,to preach morality.

Kicei1 kwoa*. To reprove, to admonishfor a fault, (w )

Iff" Turng1'* To dislike, to hate, to detest

'ff- ffi. Tseng* hsien*. To dislike, to find faultwith, to scold.

^ Lou*. To embrace ; to carry off, to elopewith. Also tow1.

'ffi -£o"8 pou*. To embrace, to fold in thearms, to hug.

^1 fflt Ch'in1 je*. To caress, to kiss ; dear,loving, affectionate.

[U jffl Ch'u1 hsiang1. "Worthy of note or imita-tion, remarkable, special.

^ Yao1. Strange, ominous, monstrous ; heretical,unusual; a phantom, a ghost, a fiend.

Yao1 ch'iao* Odd, witty, singular.

~T "if Ch'ien1 ku\ Antiquity, of old, fromancient times.

tfe Hsiung*. The male of birds and insects ;brave, martial, heroic.

Yingl hsiung2. A hero, a knight; of nobleand courageous mind.
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braces him with her arms and

kisses him with her lips.

22 Although there is nothing remarkable

in the personal appearance of that

man, Chang the second, yet he has

a great faculty for saying witty things,

speaking of one while he ridicules

another. •

23 Although she is a little girl, she has

the ability of the great heroes of

antiquity.

24 Although at this time Abel was very

weary in body, he stillcould not sleep,

for he was thinking of what was to be

done on the morrow, and in spite of

himself his heart kept palpitating.

25 Although /what you say, my son, is

so, stiHyit is better to remove enmity

than feoYticur it.^ iAjJJ*'^

26 That Ts'ao-chou-fu has long been a

rebellious place which produces

many robbers, therefore there are

guards stationed on the road at short

distances for the purpose of escorting

travellers, and every city and

market-town also has a guard of

soldiers to protect it ; and yet, not

withstanding all this, they cannot

be restrained from robbing.

J& Tu* Hang*.

Si FaM

i& Pod1-

Capacity, ability ; calibre ;penetration, judgment.

Deformed, inferior,—much used in

names as a phonetic.

The third rauk of nobility, an earl ; a

title of respect. Also pai*.

J\ Chiu3 Enduring,

i|f Tao* lu*. A road, aresort.

-ft Ch'ia*. A guard house,customs station.

a long time, of old.

way ; a method, a

a small police

Also chUa2.

or

-ft W Ch'itt fan!?-

>i* sung*.

A puard house, a watch

station.

To escort, to accompany with

a guard, to give safe conduct.

?r Wi K'ouk h? A traveller, a stranger.

i#C ftj), Ch'eng2 cA't" A walled city.

fjyj| Jjij Chen* tien*. A market-town.

j}f|([ JJH T'an* yu4. To keep in order, to restrain ;to protect, to guard.

^ ffp Ch'iang3 too.2. To rob, to plunder, to carryoff violently.

Notes.

6 To vsicoinate is variously designated. Besides tlie

two terms used in the text, botli Ja. "? and 1st $M.

are used. The ^1} might be omitted with advantage ; as used

it regards the effect of vaccination as if it wore a species of

small-pox.

0 tWC is a special bed prepared for one who is dying.

The Chinese have a strong prejudice against allowing any

one to die on a k'anr/ or on a bed ; they say that the sonl will

have to carry the k'ang or bed on its baok and oannot get out

of the house until a necromancer is employed to assist it. Ho

takes a rooster and by means of sundry incantations conducts

the soul out of the house. Hence as soon as it appears that

anyone is about to die, they move him off the bed or k'a-ng

to somo temporary bed on the ground or on benches in the

middle of tho room. The most common way is to take a door

off its hinges (a thing very easily done with Chinese doors)

and lay it across a couple of benches and stretch the dying

person on it. j§ 5^ means practioally to take a smoke,

by which means tho uneasy craving is relieved, and so

"passes by."

12 S^f .A- The Manchus are divided by the reigning

dynasty into eight banners or clans, under which they are

officered and marshalled. As commonly used by the Chinese)

the term includes all tho Tartars.

15 & here means has sent a letter, or a letter has

arrived from. In other connections it generally means to

receive a letter.
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Lesson xcv.

1 I was wrong, it is true ; but j'our

reproof is too severe.

2 Clearly it was he who originated the

affair, yet nevertheless he refuses

to bear tho responsibility.

3 My elder brother has a smile on his

face, nevertheless, in his heart he is

very much distressed.

4 Although the crops depend on sea

sonable rains, yet they require

men to cultivate ihem.

5 Although we should always be sin

cere in w >rd and deed, yet it is not

well to be too simple-minded.

6 I am very loath to lend money, yet he

has begged me again and again

uutil I have no alternative.

7 But the article is already ruined, so

that even though you do begrudge

it, what can you do ?

8 In ordinary circumstances, who does

not know that it is best to be pacific ;

but when you are offended by some

one, you lose your self-control.

9 If you regard only that man's ex

terior, he is certainly trusty ;

nevertheless, in his heart he is

exceedingly treacherous.

10 Children should of course obey their

16 "f* A several tens of men. jjfj s{\ j$ an

obsolete form of fill- 1' is still heard iu some

places along the Yang.tse.

18 Hf) S does not mean any particular individuals, but

well-meaning people in general. ^ 7 ®" is to be under,

stood as if writteu ^ ll'j /{\ @ /J\ for which it seems

to be a contraction. \*\ ^H/ • &

20 Wl ^ ?K '8 a ready-made book expression, fljj

stands for 49 &< »»•! tin- use of fl j makes j j A i noun

meaning character. A more colloquial form of speech would

be ft 1 fife ® A & j£ «•

21 )fj !!^ >$l $k "fiil does not refer to kissing in the

proper sense, of winch the Chinese are generally ignorant,

but to rubbing the face with the nose and lips, which

Chinese mothers are iu the habit of doing.

23 This is said of #ft tfr >h ML Hiss Icy-heart, tho

heroine of the " Fortunate Union."

25 In speaking, an PjSJ should be inserted after fjj. Thia

sentence is also from the " Fortunate Union."

iS. or 43 ^ But, but yet, still. The ^ is

added or not as the rhythm of the sentence

requires.

M *£ But, but then, but only.

5^ ^ m. ( But there is one thing, but

; J XT i it must be borne in mind.

K ^ — #^

LESSOK- XCV.

Disjunctives.

iP S — ^ But then it must be re

membered, but the fact is, nevertheless.

But, yet. Not often used alone in Man

darin save as the correlative of !jj(t as noted in the

preceding lesson.

flO But, yet, nevertheless, yet on the other

hand. Essentially win-li, but frequently used in

Mandarin books—very rarely in colloquial.
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Vocabulary.

parents, yet, on the other hand,

parents should not provoke their

children to anger.

11 Although a lawsuit, has been decided,

yet one who has influence may still

get it reversed.

12 Although a man's talents may he

somewhat inferior, yet if he will

study with diligence, he can still

attain to mediocrity.

13 When a man first makes an acquaint

ance, he cannot avoid having some

misgivings; but as time progresses

he becomes confident.

14 Although it is hard to learn to

write a wfin-chang, yet if any one

will carefully follow the pattern, he

may become fairly proficient.

15 What you say, Brother Chang, is

true, still your skill is by no means

equal to his.

16 If you will not give heed, I cannot

compel you, but there is one thing

[you must bear in mind], hereafter

when you suffer the consequences,

you must not come to me for help.

17 Although what you say is very true,

still good men are few and mean

men many ; the intelligent are few

and the foolish many.

18 What is the reason I did not re

prove her ? But that mouth of hers

is like a sharp sword. Before I

could speak a single sentence, she

had already rattled off ever so

© Ku* jan-. Certainly, unquestionably, ofcourse, it is true.

jlut "i?? Oh'otfl k'u\ Distressed, troubled, sorrowful, miserable.

Ch'u3 A hoe ; to hoe, to cultivate.

j$ Hsiu1 ch'u-. To cultivate with a hoe, todig about.

iff! Ch'V To repair, to put in order, to dress.

"1ft 3§l Ch'i1 To repair, to dress, to cultivate.

28 Jin* chin1. Sincere, frauk; honest, true,faithful.

5}£ Yang1 ch'iu2. To beg, to importune, tobeseech.

ip] ^ Kofi1 shi3. To give up, nothing loath ;—■Note (7).

U »«? Children. •

^ jl Shi* UK Power, infl uence.

0 J** chiu3. In the course of time, by-and-by, as time progresses.

||: Mus To follow a pattern, to imitate.

Fang*. To imitate, to copy ; a copy, a model ;like, resembling.

Siffc. To imitate, to follow a pattern or model.

ffif Ch'u1 Superior, first-rate, above the

average, proficient.

$2 IE Chiug1 chi*. Experience, detective skill; abroker, a specialist.
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much plausible talk, giving me no

chance to open my month.

19 Birds' nests and fish fins, although

they are the rare, delicacies of the

sea, yet if not mixed with chicken

broth and meat, they are not

specially palatable.

20 Those who receive foreign relief,

receive one hundred and forty cash

for each person, whether child or

adult. Those who receive the im

perial bounty, receive for each adult

six hundred cash, and for each

child three hundred, hence some

say the foreign relief is inferior to

the imperial bounty. But it must

be remembered that the foreign re

lief began before the new year,

one distribution in seven days, and

continued without interruption un

til after the wheat harvest. The

imperial bounty began in the third

month and stopped after only one

distribution, so that, comparing

the two, the foreign relief wa3

after all the better.

21 To use foreigners at the ports to

collect duties, requires higher sala

ries, and it seems as if it would

be better to use natives, bub

the fact is that foreigners have

more ability and are more honest,

hence it is that the Emperor pre

fers to give higher salaries and

use foreigners.

Chun1. A prince, a sovereign ; honorable,superior ; a term of respect.

"f" Chun1 tsi3. The ideal or superior man :—Note (17).

^ Yen* A swallow, a martin.

^ is§ Yen* wod1. A swaMow's nest, edible bird'snest.

3e§ Ch'i * A wing, a fin.

•f| M Yu* ch'i* Sharks' fins.

5fc we^ delicacy of the sea.

§§j jfa T'iao3 hoa2. To mix, to blend j to medi-ate, to muke peace.

Notes.

Shou* ch'i 1 Good to eat, palatable.

£fi T'ou* nien* Before the new year.

Mai* ch'iu1 Wheat harvest.

^ Pi3 chiao3 To compare.

|U Hai3 kwan1 A custom house.

Shui*.. . .Taxes in kind, duties on goods, tariff.

Fing* Salary, emoluments ; wages.

Lu*. Official salary, emoluments, pay ; pros-perity.

J|^c The emoluments of office, salary.

<Li* Chung1 hsin1. Faithful, devoted; honest,

reliable.

2 iP is in fact superfluous, yet the colloquial very often

adds it in this way after {§ as nevertheless is added in

the translation, [ij fjjj to come to the front; i.e., to bear

the responeibility.

3 The use of Jjjt prevails in the South, that of ]S in

the North.

4 M moans properly rain water, and is generally

so uBod, bat in the present case it moans simply rain. £j
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Lksson xcvi.

1 For the most part, elderly physicians

are the best

2 Please set your heart at rest. There

will probably be no trouble.

3 Although there are some small defects

in the book, yet for the most part it

is clear.

4 Not having come by this time, it is

most likely he will not come.

5 If everybody says that a certain man is

good, most likely he is a good man.

6 Our family affairs are, for the most

part, controlled by my elder brother.

7 Probably if you had not irritated him,

he would not have struck you.

8 The day book has already been

counted over twice, it is probably

correct.

9 Those who lend money, generally

have some official influence.

10 His illuess having reached this stage,

it is not likely he can recover.

1 1 The vices of the world are, in general,

may be used of the uniform distributions of rain either over a

certain territory or over a certain time. In the latter oase,

as here, it means seasonable.

7 {3. at the beginning of this sentence refers back to

something preceding. $j is nearly always used with a

negative, meaning, to be loath to part itith, to grudge. It is

widely used, but not t'ung hsing. In Peking it is generally

heard «j) & *

9 The {§, in the first clause is an adverb meaning only,

and as such docs not illustrate the theme of the lesson. As

fl$ Ifff is used in Mandarin, 4P usually and naturally follows

it. It may be omitted, however, as in (3).

10 The sentiment of this sentence is Christian. No

heathen Chinese would ever give expression to such a senti

ment.

12 {B xj^ This combination or juxtaposition of

conjunctions is considered somewhat inelegant, especially by

Peking teachers. It is, however, very frequently heard in

colloquial, and is often difficult to avoid, requiring a careful

and Btudied manipulation of the clauses. In order to avoid it

here, the Peking teacher would drop the {3 This of

. o »<

course is allowable, but it very much weakens the opposition

of the clauses. The .A at the beginning of the sentence is

spocific, the one at the end, general.

14 The art of writing a Chinese literary essay is acquired

by imitating standard specimens.

17 ifq ~p A royal man, that is a virtuous and honorable

man— one who embodies the highest excellencies of human

character, which, theoretically, are supposed to inhere in a

Prince. The term is much used in the classics and is trans

lated by Dr. Legge as " the superior man."

18 The interrogation of the first clause is equivalent to

a strong affirmation. The Chinese does not indicate whether

a man or a woman is referred to. Woman's reputed gifts

would indicate that it was a woman, thongh the phrase

$S >fc $L 3i- Bounds like the language of a man

who has some knowledge of books.

19 /fc ^ J ^ ,loi *° anV extent hear eating.

J§j has practically the force of specially or particularly.

In many plaoes ff" J§; would be substituted for ^ JS|j.

21 The cash referred to here is that is, double

count.

Approximation.

A ^ or ^ ^ The great half,—for the most

part, mostly; generally, most likely.

" A US Great summing up,—on the whole,

generally, probably.

$3 Approximately, about.

A 5M Great agreement,—for the most part,

generally, most likely.

A Great approximation,—about, for the

most part, most likely.

Great anticipation,—in all probability,

most likely, (n.)
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such as have power to fascinate.

12 In general, when men grow old, their

vigor naturally declines.

13 The clouds are not heavy (thick), a

wind has also sprung up, there will

probably not be much rain.

14 Generally when any man's talk savors

of flattery, he is not a reputable

person.

15 When General Nie goes to Shanghai,

he will not probably remain long.

16 Of mankind, the talented are few;

the great majority are mediocre.

17 In the summer, animals do not com

monly wear bells, lest they draw

the flies.

18 It is mostly the case, at the present

time, that when a man's authority

increases, his pride increases in a

three-fold ratio.

19 Prof. Li neither speaks nor smiles

these few days. I fancy there is

something weighing on his mind.

20 Last night, about the time of the

fourth watch, a thief came and tried

the door, but I drove him away.

21 Wang the secoud went to Manchuria,

and for six years there has been

no word of him. Probably he is

dead.

A H$ Great supposition,—Most likely, belike,

probably, (n.)

iD? 5^ Probably, most likely. Quite t'ung-

hsiny, but more used in Central than in Northern

or Southern Mandarin.

fjjjl Probably, I presume, I suppose, (s.)

H5> Ijp Most likely, I presume, I expect.

ifK ijfr I suppose, I presume, I fancy. T'ung-

hsing, but more used in the South than in the

North.

This lesson is closely allied to lesson 130.

Vocabulary.

Liang*. To believe; to suppose, to guess;

probably, likely :—see Sub.

Kai*. To even, to adjust ; a summing up; all,the whole.

jfc }||| Liu* shui3 chang*. A day book, a blot-ter :—Note (8).

/f|| Fang1 chai* To lend money.

%ij Shtcai1 joa4. Weak, feeble, debilitated,decrepit.

Ch'an*. To fiatter, to fawn upon; adulation,sycophancy.

m

Mei* Smirking, smiling; /o flatter, to pet.

$H To flatter, to cajole, to act the sycophant.

PSJ Hod1, Ha1. To expel the breath ; to pant, toyawu ; to flatter; a final particle.

fl5f ^ HoU1fingx. To flatter, to act the sycophant,to curry favor with, (s.)

Nie*. To whisper; a surname.

Tsi1.. ..... Fascinating ; talents, endowments.

Cfii*}3'1. Substance, matter, to establish by

evidence, to confront ; honest,

sincere, plain ; a disposition.
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22 There seems to be no smoke issuing

from the chimney. I presume the

fire is not yet kindled.

23 Most likely some things have occurred

which we did not anticipate.

24 This affair happened five years ago,

and although I cannot say exactly,

yet it was about this way.

I have here deposited to my credit

five thousand eight hundred cash.

Is that correct ? Ans. Yes, it is

probably about that amount. By

looking at your account I will know.

Every time he gets money it is put ou

his pass book. If it is not on the pass

book, I presume he has not received it.

A man has arrived without who wishes

to see you. He is not very tall and is

about forty years old. Ans. Oh, I

presume it is Mr. Li. You may in

vite him in.

28 After about seven or eight days more,

this patch of turnips will be ready

for gathering.

29 Thieving is bred in that fellow's bones,

and it is not likely that he will be

willing to confess without the appli

cation of the severest torture.

25

26

2*

^ J!f. Endowments, parts, talents, cleverness.

Chung1 ting3 Mediocre, average.

3|£ Hsia4 t'icii1 Summer.

jgf Meng2 A horse-Jty ; a gad'fly.

Bll 3HS Hsiax yen3 meng2. A horse-fly :—

Note (17).

tfffi P/»38»' A handle, a crauk ; authority.

^ 1^ Ch'aan* ping3. Authority, power, coutrol,

prerogative.

pff $5 Lao3 sh'i1. An instructor, a pro/estor ;

- - - . . superintendent of educa

tion :—Note (19).

ifo ^ Usi)ix shi*. Something weighing on themind, trouble, embarrassment.

Ch'iao* .To raise with a lever, to pry.

T'un<f'e>- - . A tube» a pipe open at both ends.

jRH ]«J Yen1 t'ung*. A smoke pipe, a stove pipe,a flue :—Note (22).

Fu3 A caldron, a boiler, a kettle.

Jig Fu3 t'at2. A chimney, a flue :—Note(22).

t!j Yen1 ch'ung1. An outlet for the smoke, a

- - • flue :—Note (22).

jifi 1$ Kwod* chie*. To keep a feast day ; toexceed the bounds of pro

priety ; an occurrence, a complication, a hitch.

^ ^f! Ta'ai1 swan*. To conjecture, to guess; to

anticipate, to look for.

W. @ Shu* mu* Number.

Jig Man2 A turnip. Also wan*.

Ching* Luxuriant; a turnip.

Jg pg ■ A turnip, a beet.

Notes.

4 Note that tlio first J£ J|S is past, and the second

one future.

0 It is uncertain whether this sentence was intended to

enunciate u principle, or to apply to a particular individual.

In the latter caso it should he rendered, // everybody says

that Hr. So and Sou a goodman, he moat likely is a good man.

8 5ft 7$ III- A running account written in the order

in which the business is done. A cash book is a $H ffc

9 It is a sort of a necessity in China that-he who would

loud money should hare some otherwise ho would
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not come, you1 Although he does

should still go.

2 I had certainly hoped to have plenty

this year, and behold I am still

suffering from poverty.

3 Even if he grows to be a hundred

years old, in his relation to you he

will still be a child.

4 After all you will have to go, for no

one else knows tbe door.

5 The world says that when a man

dies, he becomes a demon ; but the

fact is wheu a mau dies, he is still

a man.

6 I corrected it for him once, and still

it is not right.

7 A man who has received the truth,

although he may suffer grievous

trials, yet nevertheless has his joys.

8 Take these chairs hack to the place

from whence you brought them.

9 Although we are not saved by trusting

in the law, yet it is still necessary

to live according to the law.

10 After all your talk, you will still

have to do it as it ought to be done.

presently find himself without any money to lend, ft u

here means power to coerce payment, to have such influeuce

with those in authority as will enable one to use a certain

degree of violence with impunity.

15 In some places _£ is used for going to a place, with,

out regard lo up or down. In other places is used.

17 B§ BJI Jt£ A species of horse-fly, popularly regarded

tie blind, because of the peculiar appearance of its eyes.

It is supposed to be guided by the sound of the bells in

finding the animals.

10 ■% fSff, also called theoretically an official

teacher appointed in ench Qsien city to teach the graduates

of bis district. The office is a sinecure so far as teaching is

concerned. He simply exercises the functions of a superin

tendent, and is entitled to certain fees. He has charge of

the Coufucian temple aud offers sacrifices at the required

The | in » t a city is tho general superin-

. •-»■<

tendent of those in the Hsien cities. There are also military

£ fig-

22 There ia no t'ung-haing term for " chimney," for

the reason probably that in a large part of China there ore

no chimneys. In Eastern Shantung chimneys are general,

and the distinctive name is ^ •ijr- A jt@ t§J >8 a stove

pipe, though it may perhaps in some places be applied to a

chimney. 'Ifj <ff, as used in tho South, is simply a horizontal

hole in the wall for the exit of the smoke. Stove pipe is so

called by foreigners.

20 Pass books are extensively used by Chinese shop

keepers and bankers.

28 '\<i i$i this piece of turnips, that is, this

piece of laud which is sown in turnips.

29 Probably Bpoken by an underling, and intimating

that the party spoken of was an old thief accustomed to being

flogged and fortified against it.

LESSOU XCVII.

Still.

iff As before, still, yet. This word belongs

properly in this lesson, but from necessity it has

already been so frequently used that it is useless

to illustrate it further.

ft As before, still, nevertheless.

ft ^ff As of old, as before, all the same, still.

ft As ever, still. Practically the same

as vi If • but a little more elegant.

1§f -A-8 before, as heretofore, still.

"fifc illf As before, as heretofore. A little

bookish. «

® il ft After all, still. A much used,

but somewhat reduudant expression.
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11 He continued to ride on the whole

night, his horse's feet not stopping

till the dawn.

12 I have known a great many gamblers

vowing, with an oath, never to

gamble again, and yet they after

wards went back to their gambling

as before.

13 The moment I get my bleared eyes

open, it is—sweep up—wipe off the

table—wash the kettle and get break

fast, and to-morrow when I get up,

it will be the same rouud over again.

14 After this settlement with Wang

Shui T'ing, be sure and have him

write you a receipt in full. If you

do not, it will afterwards turn out

that you still have no settlement.

15 When you punish your own child,

although he may be estranged for

the time being, he will presently be

as affectionate as ever.

16 One man's judgment is, in any case,

imperfect, therefore to ask only one

teacher's criticism is, after all,

unsatisfactory.

Vocabulary.

ty] Jing2 As, as before, still, again.

Yu*. Plentiful, superabundant ; liberal ;overmuch.

^ K'wan1 yii*. Abundant, in easy circum-

stances, plenty ; generous,

liberal:—Note (2).

Bfc IE Kai3 cheng*. To correct, to adjust, toalter.

JfJ K'an1. To sustain ; able, adequate ; worthyof, fit.

T'i2 A hoof, a foot ; a horse-shoe.

Ch'i3 sh'i* To swear, to take an oath.

Yuan4.. .. Sincere, faithful; a promise, avow.

Fa1 yuan* To make a vow, to vow.

||> Ch't1. Blurred (eyes), purulent eyelids,bleared.

Jffij S/iui*. A signet; a keep-sake; felicitous,

auspicious-

2|E T'ing3 A pavilion, an arbor; straight, even.

^Tsi* chu*. A paper given in proof, a

• certificate, a receipt.

?ff Ch'ing1 pod3. Plain, clear; intelligible;i» full, quit claim, final.

W B^p Chan* ski2. Temporarily, for the time

being, for the present.

r^" Ling3 tan*. Cool, estranged, alienated ;

- . indifferent.

JU Yu*. To smooth out, to adjust, to settle.Also yiin*.

P£ %fo Y&* Vie*. All right, satisfactory, in order,

TJX Chi2 Swan*. To average ; to sum up,to aggregate.

To* yen1 kwei3 An opium sot.

K'u1. Hard-hearted, cruel; extreme, radical;

A4 bitter, relentless.

Wal k'u1. To berate, to taunt, to reprove,to reproach, to upbraid.

^jfj Pao3 piao1. To convoy, to guarantee safedelivery, to insure.

£JL K'wang*. Moreover, furthermore, still more;a time, an event.

II 2& Ching3 k'wang*. Condition of things, stateof affairs, circumstances.

jfli. "fij- Tsv? mu3 Paternal grandmother.
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IT A mule may have twenty years of

effective service, but a donkey lias

only ten or more years, so (hat in

the aggregate, it is after all more

profitable to keep mules.

18 That opium sot of ours—I don't know

how often I have reproved him, or

how many times I have berated him,

and yet it does not prevent his

smoking all the same as before.

Isn't it vexatious ?

19 I don't want anybody as escort. If

I am fated to have trouble, even if

I have an escort, it cannot after all

be prevented.

20 Last year I went home for a visit ;

the condition of everything at home

was just the same as before, save

that my grandmother had died.

Notes.

3 The Chinese hold that parental authority and filial

obedience continue without change through life. The same

also is true of the authority of elder brother! and uncles.

4 P*J at the end of a clanse nearly always takes §J after

it. Though not always written, it is, at least in the North,

nearly always spoken.

5 The souls of dead men are commonly spoken of as

albeit a man never speaks of the souls of his dead parents or

ancestors as ^ but as ^> they being regarded as deified.

Christianity, however, cannot afford to allow that a dead man

is a much less that he is or may become a

0 The Southern teachers here as often insist on ^ for

The meaning, howover, is somewhat different, states

a charge or requirement of the speaker; ^ expresses the

requirement or necessity of the caso.

10 3fS f& i here means, to talk in a roundabout

troy for the purpose of making a point. It Bomotimes moans

simply to keep up a conversation.

11 $3 7 \% horse's feet not stopping—an expression

found in novels.

12 The fr-j after might be omitted without ohanging

the sense, though the construction would be somewhat

modified.

13 [j£ sticky, bleared,—is here used of the unpleasant,

sticky sensation in the eyes often experienced when getting

up early, or before one is satisfied with sleep. It gets

especial force from the fact that in China poor eyes are the

rule rather than tlio- exception. The Peking equivalent is

more expressive than elegant. The Nanking teacher rejects

both forms, and snys •}£ !JR Bfl giving my eyes a rub,

which sounds very tame. Tidy housekeepers in China no

doubt wash the kettle after cooking a meal, but the general

use of the phrase ^Ij §§j fjfc pfc shows that tho reverse

order is the common practice.

14 7f> $5 (tf fl# $1 L't- U not so'« '•«•

in case you do not.

13 A!9 f;li great smoke devil ; i.e., besotted opium

smoker. fa is used as a term of reproach and contempt. The

underlying idea is that tho man has lost tho proper cliarac.

teristics of mauhood, and beootno a demon in depravity.

There are other terms of the same olass, as ^

a miser, jj8 fj£ 9&> " gamblor.

19 fjj« W;- To oouvoy or escort money, treasure, or

other valuables. It is djue either by soldiers, constables, or

professional fighting men.

20 i$i IS L&> a roady-made expression, somewhat

bookish.

LESSOIST XCVIII.

The Auxiliary ill.

^ is added to many adjectives and participles

for the purpose of turning them into abstract

nouns of quality or condition, thus || fig, the state

or quality of being difficult, £f fig the state or

condition or quality of being good, etc. This use

of fig is somewhat similar to that of the English

termination ness in such words as goodness, use

fulness, bitterness, etc. The words with which ^

is most commonly joined are those given in the

les<on ; if, however, occasion requires, it may be

joined to almost any adjective or participle.

v
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Lesson xcviii.

1 Every man has his own difficulties.

2 He has passed through many perils.

3 Go and see what kind of place that is.

4 He is particular about the small

[expenses], not the great [ones].

5 1 will not forget your kindness aa

long as I live.

6 Men seek high places [as] water

seeks [the] low. [issue .with me.

7 What profit is there in again taking

8 Mr Sun's strong point is in his ex

cellent expositions.

9 It is of no use, so that, even if it is

cheap, I do not want it.

10 When Cli^ng T'ien Pao travels, he

quarrels with the inn-keeper3 wher

ever he goes.

11 There are more in the market than

there are in the factory. [ly gay.

12 The fashions of the place areexeessive-

13 What is there so funny that you are

talking and laughing in such a silly

fashion ?

14 When anyone speaks of our short

comings, we feel uncomfortable.

15 When you have blessings share them.

in common, and when you have

adversities bear them in common.

16 Truly our hearts are utterly unclean.

17 If you get time, please come to our

lodgings and visit us.

&- lis Difficulty, strait, trouhlesomeness.

fzji Danger, peril, risk, precariousness.

^5* }%i A place to go to ; a place ; an occasion.

A ies That which is great or important ;

greatness, magnitude.

£is That which is small or unimportant;

emailness, littleness, inferiority.

$]r lis Benefit, advantage ; kindness ; bless

ing : virtue, merit.

<fisj lis That which is high ; pre-eminence ;

highness, altitude.

% f£ji That which is low; inferiority; lowness.

^ ||* Benefit, profit, profitableness.

J|% ^ Superiority, pre-eminence ; forte.

f$ fjjjt Use, usefulness.

1%L Every place, everywhere. A con

traction of fflj JiJ ii and not quite in line

with the lesson.

|ij |§i The place in which a thing is produced

and from which it proceeds ; origin, factory.

Jpc iis The place where things are collected*

a market, a rendezvous, a focus.

A place, a situation, (l.)

lis An occasion of rejoicing ; gladness,

enjoyment.

j$L )%i Short-coming, deficiency, fault; short

ness.

Suffering, adversity ; bitterness,

ffift flyi The extreme, the uttermost.

||l Dwelling-place, residence, lodgings.

£ The same.

fjJJ JsjjjL That which is public, in public.

,; Bq j|i That which is private, in private, in

secret ; darkness.

tH lis* Injury) harm, detriment, injuriousness.
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18 He is one thing in public, and quite

another in private.

19 This is a mild medicine ; taking it

will not do the least harm.

20 There is hardly a man having a fault

who does not try to conceal it.

21 When you go to the capital, be sure

and find a situation for me.

22 You have been here upwards of ten

years without giving occasion of

offense to any one.

23 On the occasion of fairs at the temples,

men and women are mixed together

without any one to control them,

which gives rise to a great deal of in

convenience.

24 If he is not in the yamen, you can go

to his lodgings and look for him.

25 "What is there remarkable in me P

There are plenty of better men than

I am.

26 He is here to-day and there to-morrow.

Ue has no certain abiding-place.

27 Although that man has no great

virtues, neither has he any great

vices.

28 If you have anything to say, you

should say it to his face. What use

is there in always grumbling behind

his back?

iiy j£& Injury, harm.

|H That which is remarkable or wonder

ful, strangeness.

'ft Jiii Place of abode, residence.

^ laji Bad habits, vices, viciousness.

^ ||j Enjoyment, satisfaction, happiness.

d|E )$L Perverseness ; craftiness ; shrewdness ;

peculiarity.

^5 >£& Ingenuity, skilfulness, cleverness.

1l! ^£ jek Convenience, fitness, opportuneness.

n& luL T'iat which is hateful ; detesta-

bleness, hatefulness.

Vocabulary.

JH ^J" i¥od2 yar. To dispute, to jangle, towrangle, to quarrel.

J[£ Chi.*. To assemble, to gather together, tocollect, to converge.

^ Fou3 hwa* Luxurious, dissolute, gay.

HI Wt *5/m3 shwod1. To talk foolishly, nonsense,silly talk.

Wi Ch'1 1 shwoti* The same.

HI 7^- Sha3 hsiao*. To laugh as a simpleton,to giggle.

■|§ j£ Chril hsiao* The same.

Wii1 Filthy, unclean; polluted, vile.

^ Hui* Filthy, dirty; obscene, vile; to defile.

H^. Unclean, defiled, polluted.

§5 i"4- To dicell, to lodge, a residence ; a lodg-ing place.

yen3. To hide, to conceal, to coverup, to screen.

ill $T Ch'ii* sod3. A place, occasion, (s).

$| Hun* tsa2. Mixed up, confused.

^ 3§? Cheng3 li3. To put in order, to set right ;to control, to straighten up.
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29 I would rather not tell tales on other

people. Ans. I dou't want you

specially to tell tales on him ; if he

has any virtues, can you not speak

of them ?

30 Although men who are given to prof

ligacy think they have some enjoy

ment at the time, yet they do not

consider that the bitterness will

come by and by.

31 This is a matter that rests with your"

self ? What difficulty is there ?

32 Deception is a matter of constant

occurrence, but the hateful thing

about him is that he makes a point

of deceiving his especial friends-

33 Give me a man like Chang T'ien

Te for real shrewdness and skill-

No matter what artifice you try, he

is not to be caught—this is his

shrewdness : but when he sets a trap

for you, you are certain to be

caught—this is his skilfulness.

$M Tul To mutter, to grumble.

|§§ Nang* To speak indistinctly.

8f5 To grumble and mutter in an undertone.

P^P Chi1'1. To hum as an insect, to babble, tomutter.

Pj£ Ku* To mumble, to stammer.

I^P P^. To grumble and mutter, to murmur.

j|j§ Hung3 p'ien*. To deceive, to cheat, to im-pose upon, to hoax, to cozen.

pf jjfj: K'oa3 wu*. Hateful, detestable ; odious,abominable.

Ch'i*. A covenant, a bond; devoted to, sacredto. Also hsie*.

5? ^Chi* cA'»*. Very intimate, devotedly at-tached, bosom friends.

3|E £5 Kwai} ch'iao9. Shrewdness, address, cun-ning, subtlety.

Notes .

3 $a is fairly t'ung-hsing, but its use is much more

prevalent in some places than in others.

4 This common Baying is very nearly equivalent to our

" Penny wise and pound foolish."

7 Bunyan's original is, "You lie at the catch again;

this is not for edification."

8 good at, is a ucn-li form, extensively used in

colloquial.

11 The meaning is that the place to see large quantities

of any artiole, and to buy it cheaply, is in the market, where it

is collected for sale, not in the place from which it comes,

or the factory in which it is made.

12 $a is> *or tlie most Part> local >n tne region of

Chinanfu.

14 is here used generally, which is expressed in

English by using the plural.

22 + 2fc %■ In '"6 Sonth % «■ "ot added to +

as it frequently is in the North. The common Southern form

23 Chinese women are very much secluded, save at

religious fairs and at theatricals, where custom gives them

"great liberties.

29 For the ubo of see Les. 112.
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Lesson xcix.

1 The faces of the two are similar.

2 This language of yours is very unin

telligible, it is just like the talk of a

child.

3 A man who gets angry easily is like

a fire-cracker ; whenever the fire

touohes it, it explodes.

4 Don't be too strong in your disbe

lief; what he says seems reasonable.

5 The climate of the United States is

similar to that of China.

6 When a man's conscience is dead he

is like a blind man, it is very hard

to keep the right road.

7 Pastor Ching always keeps bis head

down wheu he walks, as if he were

considering something in his mind.

A man who has fallen into the habit

of doing evil, is like a man running

down hill; he cannot stop if he

would.

9 You find fault with me for incapaci

ty, but suppose this business were

8

lessost xcix.

Comparison.

ft To compare,—like, compared with.

ft If Compare-place,—for example, suppose.

$0 Like, as.

ft Compare-like,—for example, suppose,

like.

#f ft Good to compare,—for instance, as if,

like, much like.

iffj jt|f Like-same,—just as, as if, similar to.

iBl Like, similar to.

^§ ty\ Alike, similar.

^ To be like, to seem as.

ty\ tyfa A colloquial enclitic added at the end

of a clause to fill out the force of the previous

comparison. It is very much used in some places,

and but little in others. It has no equivalent in

good English. " Like " is sometimes used in

colloquial English in a similar way, as, " He

seems tired like."

' class-like,—similar to, nearly like. It

is a local term much used in Shantung. It is

sometimes varied to $jg ^ <fjy, or jgj $\ 5£.

|H A likeness,—like, similar.

$K ty\ Similar-like,—just like, very like, as if.

ijft 0$ Good-similar,—just like, very like, as

if, for instance.

^5 All-like,—for example, for instance.

t^f Similar to, as if, like.

fftl By way of illustration, similar to, may

be oompared to.

Vocabulary.

Huh A final interrogative particle express-

ing doubt or admiration, but often

used as a mere expletive. It is a book particle,

introduced in Mandarin only in certain phrases.

fj$J Fa2 Like, similar,—only used in §j§.

^H? P'i4. ... To compare ; a comparison, a parable.

Vfifc Fu*.. . . To instruct, to explain; to admonish.

^ I^j MeP Kvooa*. America; the United Statesof America.

Mu* To shepherd ; to superintend.

d|$ filli Mu* shi1 A Christian pastor.

j| il Tsou* too* To walk, to travel.
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yours, it is likely that you would

manage it in the very same way.

10 Man's nature delights in doing evil,

just as a loadstone attracts iron.

11 One's ancestry may he compared to a

tree which, when grown, has a mul

titude of branches and leaves all o£

which spring from the one root.

12 A lazy man walks as if he had hobbles

on his feet.

13 Life is a hard road to travel (like a

road), and money is the horse.

14 Sending a message by telephone is

just like speaking face to face.

15 The temperature to-day is similar to

that of yesterday.

16 Suppose I should not employ any

one to guide me, would it answer for

you to tell me carefully all about

how to go ?

17 In my opinion, a man who lias not

received the influence of the Holy

Spirit is like a candle which is uoD

lighted. It is dark itself, and cannot

give lipht to others.

18 The heart of man is like iron, the law

is like the furnace.

19 A comparison consists in the use of

a similar idea to set forth the idea

which you wish to explain.

20 The leaves of trees may be compared

ftf" Hxi3 hao*. To delight in, to be enamored

of, to love.

1M\ To draw in the breath, to inspire; to

suck ; to attract, to draw.

tfk^k^B H*P l'<<? «W8. A loadstone.

^£ Tsuny* tax?. Ancestors, ancestry, ancestral

' clan :—Note (11).

$t Chi 1 A branch, a twig :—Les. 100.

Tie*-. . A leaf, a blade; a thin plate of metal.

LiaoA. A fetter, a shackle.

)}£P If? C/iiao5 liao4.- - - . .Fetters, shackles, gyves.

^■j" ifif Tai* mien* Face to face.

IP? H Sheng* Ling* The Holy Spirit.

^ $j Kan3 hwa4. To influence, to inspire ; totransform; to convert.

3|j He? Ah* Darkness.

7^ 91 Kwang1 ming-. . . TAght ; bright, shining.

$1 Hsien* ming2. To manifest, to set forth,to make clear.

PP yit*. An illustration, a comparison, a

parable.

Fei4 The lungs.

4s Loo2 Spiral univalves ; spiral, screw-like.

W$ Si1 A gasteropodous mollusk.

^ ^fif- A whelk, a periwinkle.

HI Kwei1 A tortoise, a terrapin.

^ Wu1 hcci1. A black tortoise ; a whore-

monger, a satyr.

M ftPPtsofi* ...To compare to or with.

5^5 F/'r ch'ien"2 Money, specie, wealth.

3§= i. Fin* t'u3 Dung, filth.

U|r 55 Lien3 mien*. Reputation, honor, self-re-

; spect, face, influence.

^ -jp| J4 eh'i4 Uprightness, integrity, honor.

^fi %U C/t'i8 c/i'H1. At first, in the beginning,primarily:—Les. 126.

itJ S Shvoo&lhsiang*sheng1. Tomimicsoundsand voices :—Note (24).
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to the lungs of men ; both are used

for breathing.

21 I would not k't these youngsters make a

noise here, whereupon they said, "A

camel has jumped out of the flock of

sheep " (" A black turtle found among

periwinkles "). Is not this comparing

me to a camel (turtle) ?

22 Money is as dung ; reputation (honor)

is worth thousands of gold.

23 A dumb boy named Chang was Mr.

Li's pupil in learning to articulate.

His mind was utterly blank at first,

but these few days he seems to be

getting a little idea of learning.

24 I saw a polyphonist to-day who per

formed first rate. When he imitated

a woman speaking, it sounded exact

ly like a woman's voice ; when he

imitated a child talking, it sounded

exactly like a child's voice.

25 What is the meaning of [the phrase]

vindicating the oppressed ? Ans.

For example ; when Moses saw the

Egyptian task-master cruelly beating

an Israelite, his wind was affected

with a sense of the injustice, and he

at once interfered and beat the task

master. This is what is called vin

dicating the oppressed.

Hsiang* Mao*. Countenance, physiognomy,

face.

^l) Lie*. To arrange in order, to marshal ; a rank,a series ; regularly ; severally.

ffi Lai2 To induce, to encourage, (w.)

sK ^"'2 'rnl ch'ou*. A clown, a booby ; adirty beast, a dowdy.

Fll; InT^ iWnjf8 nai*. Ability, potency, efficiency,capacity.

^ King" tret2 Ability, capacity, force.

Ta'ai3 kan* Ability, talent, capacity.

Ming"2 hao*. A name, a title, an appella

tion.

K'ai1 t'ou*. To begin, to lead off, to datefrom:—Les. 12(3.

ft£ Wan* slu4. Ten thousand generations,the ages, forever.

ffiShi1 lod4 To lose, to let slip.

Notes.

5 The second in this sentenco would bo left oat by

many speakers without at all feeling tho incongruity of the

construction.

9 -£b* f"J> 0}t _t On your body ; i. e., concerned you.

U The initial \B simply marks the subject of discourse.

When a Chinese teacher is asked to define ^ he always

dt>es so by explaining the two words separately, which makes

the term as a whole not a little confusing. It means ancestors

or ancestry or ancestral clan, according to circumstances.

It is a book, rather than a colloquial, term, jfjf J^S

is an expression in the studied form of books.

13 i!t H does not here form a phrase, as elsewhere,

but means simply, the courge or way of life. This is tho

Peking form of the saying and does not illustrate the lesson.

Compare, "Money makes the mare go."

18 Tho Btruoture of this sentence is wen: it becomes

Mandarin only by being quoted and used as a common saying.

Tii" does not mean simply the law, but all the means and

methods by which officers control the people.

21 'J' .A The nso of §J gives a diminutive tonoh

similar to our word " youngster." Neither of the comparisons

here used seeut specially apt.
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26 Lin An has the face of u booby; he

does not look as if he had the

least capacity, but if you get into

conversation with him, you will find

that he is a man of ability and

decision.

2 7 The saying is quite true, that " all

events are controlled by the will of

heaven ; the plans of men are entire

ly futile." For example, Ch'in Si

Hwang took this title with the idea

that from him, as the first, the succes

sion would continue throughout the

ages ; but although his plans were

very far reaching they were very soon

overturned ; for in the second genera-

lion the dynasty was broken up.

not a tingle orifice open, that is,23 - % * 51

utterly stupid or blank.

24 f$fc fivli 8 small showman who stands behind

a curtain and exhibits his powers of mimicry for the enter

tainment of the listeners.

28 ^6 To interfere for the righting or

revenging of the wrongs of others.

23 fj5 jjfc M. is a widely used phrase, but has different

meanings in different places.

27 Jft fta kit. Ch'in the Fist Emperor. He destroyed

the feudatory system of ancient times and consolidated all

the petty states into one empire. He declared himself Em.

peror, taking the term " First Emperor " as his title. He waa

a man of ability, bat made himself infamous by his celebrated

edict ordering all books to be burned, and the ch ief scholars

of the land to be buried alive ( j/£ JJJ) His son was

a man of inferior ability aud lost the empire bequeathed

to him.

-»-

Classifiers.

■\\ |$}L A rank,—classifier of things that come

with a sudden start, as wind, rain, smoke.

^ J|£ A seat,—classifier of hills, walled towns,

temples, pagodas, etc.

£.\\**\ 3§§ An arena,—classifier of rain, wind, and of

affairs which involve contention or emulation, as

lawsuits, quarrels, examinations, etc. tV

t >(jj A twig,—classifier of slender things, as

pens, pencils, arrows, etc.

Jpy To spread out,—classifier of things spread

Wt as beds, matting, etc.

y>W ffL A staff,—classifier of guns, spears, steel

yards, etc.

, A shallow cup,—classifier of lamps and

wine cups.

)PI A kernel,—classifier of small round things,

as beads, pearls, etc.

,o1 ^jjji An ear of grain,—classifier of heads or

ears of grain.

/jyi A grain,—classifier of things in grains, as

sand, grain, etc.

$t A bed,—classifier of bedclothes.

*1<AVli A layer,—classifier of stories, strata, tiers,

specifications, etc.

To hang up,—classifier of things hung up,

as watches, saddles, necklaces, etc., also, in the

South, of bunches of grapes.

Tfjffl) H|| A bunch,—classifier of fruit in bunches,

as grapes, bananas, etc.
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Lesson c.

1 This wind blows decidedly cool.

2 That mountain in front of us has a

very strange conformation.

8 I came near stirring up a serious affair,

4 Sister Grace is wearing three sprigs

of pomegranate flowers.

5 This bed is too short; one cannot

stretch out his legs.

6 By the interposition of a third party

that lawsuit of theirs has been com

promised.

7 That is a standard steelyard ; every

catty is full sixteen ounces.

8 To light one lamp only is not suffi

cient, you may light two candles in

addition.

9 This rain came just at the right time.

10 I have just bought a pipe. How

much do you think it is worth ?

11 In ancient times one bunch of the

grapes of Canaan was enough for

two men to carry.

12 Inside the west gate of the city of

Kiugchou, there is a high pagoda

of thirteen stories.

13 This year gave promise of full crop3,

but the half was destroyed by this

storm of wind.

14 A black stone bridge with a vermil

ion red balustrade on either side.

15 "We have in our house two k'angs and

1 l&Kan*.

Vocabulary.

A staff, a handle, a lever, a club, a

pole :—see Sub.

^ Chan3. A shallow cup for oil or wine :—see

Sub.

^ K'od1 A kernel, a crystal :—see Sub.

m Li* . - - A grain, a particle :—see Sub.

fjj* Sui4. ■ ■ ■ An ear, a head, a spikelet :—see Sub.

" H|| Lit3 Protuberant; a bunch.

^ Tu1 lu3. To hang down, to pout, to be

down in the mouth ; a

bunch, a cluster :—see Sub.

"Hf jlj Ch'ien? mien*. In front of, in the fore-ground, before.

l!f $k Au3 kwai*. Antique ; strange, odd, singu-lar, exceptional, grotesque.

Liu2 ". . . . The pomegranate.

>5 1r? Shi2 liu2. The pomegranate.

_t "j!? S/iang* ku? Ancient times, anciently.

It? T a3 A pagoda, a tower, a pillar.

T # Shi3 fta\ Complete, full, perfect ; the

. « whole, entire :—Les. 137.

Chu1 hung9.- - - Vermilion red, bright red.

flU Lan*. A railing, a balustrade ; a pen, a cage,a paled enclosure.

/j^f Kan1 A club, a staff, a pole, a post.

^ . A balustrade, a railing, a paling.

\% Ch'i1 Bleak; shivering; sad, mournful.

j1* Ch'i1 Hang2 Sad, melancholy, lonely.

^jj Chii2. The aster, the marigold, the daisy, thechrysanthemum.

HI ^ Ch'ang1 shou* chip The marigold.
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two beds. In the winter we sleep

on the k'angs, and in the summer,

on the beds. [to Ch'cing Hwang.

16 Every walled city has in it a temple

17 Yesterday eveniug the sound of the

successive gusts of wind and rain

was decidedly melancholy.

18 In the south garden is a marigold on

which seven flowers have opened.

It is very beautiful.

19 There were some discharged soldiers

who stole over three hundred

foreign guns. They have just been

arrested by the officers.

20 These five pearls were bought by my

father in Soochow for two hundred

taels each.

2 1 In the city of Peking there is a tower

called the Emerald Cloud Tower, in

which there are, above and below,

great and small, upwards of a hun

dred balconies.

22 A head of millet has, on an average,

about three thousand grains; a head

of sorghum has about one thousand

grains ; a head of wheat has about

one hundred grains, and a head of

rice about eighty grains.

23 On the bed in the west room there is

a carpet rug, a felt rug, a fur rug,

two cotton mattresses, two sheets

and three quilts.

M H M Wan* ahou* chip The same.

^| Yung3. Brave, courageous, valorous; fierce; asoldier, a brave.

M T<inng"~ Millet.

Wi ^tL Ka°l tia>«J2' - - - Barbadeos millet.

&/'"4 The same. Generally doubled.

j£j Tao* Growing rice, paddy; rice.

^ T'an* A rug, carpet, drugget-

Ife CW Felt of all kinds.

|fl Pei* tan1 A bed sheet.

^ Jjfj K'oit tien*. An inn, a hotel, a lodgiug-house.

LicnS P'to? A wash-basin.

5^ ^ Ch'i" ch'uan2. Complete, perfect, finished;in full, all.

$\ Li* Dysentery, flux.

f£ Li* chv. Dysentery.

Shang1 han? Typhus or typhoid fever.

^ E*, NyS* Hungry, starving.

fj| £E i4 si8 To starve to death.

^ ^fe T"0* Kicang1. The sixth Emperor of the

present dynasty, who

reigned from 1821 to 1851.

W> £E Tiarf si3 To freeze to death.

Notes.

2 The Chinese speak of hills as if they had grown,

sometimes nBing ^> and Boinetiincs a result, no doubt,

of their evolution ide;is.

7 A fq* is a steelyard representing the standard

w<'if;iit. current among the business men of a given place, and

professing to givo full sixteen ounces to the catty. In point

of fact, howoyer, the majority of such steelyards weigh light,

when tested by the legal standard.

9 JE ;§j fill- Most learners will be inclined to say

for si;, and in fact might be ased without impropriety,

but is the more common and truly idiomatic form.
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24 In western countries the inns are

mostly four or five stories high ; each

guest has a room which is furnished

with towel, wash-basin, mirror and

bedding, all complete, hence staying

in an inn is the same as if at home.

25 There is no danger of eating too

much in dysentery, nor too little

in typhoid fever. The year my sister

had the fever, she did not eat a grain

of rice for eight days, and yet she did

not starve.

26 In the fifteenth year of Tao Kwang, on

the twenty-sixth of the first month,

there was a great fall of snow of

over five feet deep. Because that

day happened to be a lucky day, many

who were getting married w ere froz

en to death, and some even brought

home the wrong wife.

10 S> no* tobacco bag or pouch, as would seem

most natural, but tobacco pipe. The refers to tlic bowl of

the pipe.

11 In somo places is used as the classifier of grapes.

12 ^ jUi A city in Chili, about seven hundred li south

of Peking. If + = Jjf ft jfl J§ were transposed to

"f" f§ ft tfHj it, would mean, a pagoda thirteen

stories high.

13 The " gave promise " is not formally expressed, but

is implied in the structure of the sentence.

iL.»'^lFJ 17 Note here the peculiar force of ft, marking, as it

' does, the alternate succession of wind and rain. The phraso

51) US !l? 5i may be connected, either with the clauso

above or with the clause following, making a slight difference

in meaning, which is difficult to presont in an English

translation.

13 J| Scattered snldiers. Soldiers are often dis

charged far from home, and with little or no money. They

then become vagrants, ready for every species of crime.

20 _ U" ft ^p. The fig is left out for brevity—a

common practice in colloquial.

22 [ijj $j£ is t'ung-hsing, but refers rather to the grain

as growing or on the threshing floor. After it is garnered or

ground into flour, it is, in most places, called or rather

fjf. • This distinction, though common, is not universal.

26 t$ /ft 5E, etc., A dysentery cannot be stuffed to

death nor a typhoid fever starved to death ; that is, dysentery

is a diBenso in which the patient need not fear eating too

niuoh, and fever is one in which ho need not fear eating too

little. The construction is peculiar and not cosy for a be

ginner to analyse.

26 The fact that the day was a lucky one carries with

it the necessary implication that there were many weddings

on that day, which accounts for the seeming absurdity of

saying that because it was a lucky day many who were

getting married were frozou to death. In the excitement and

dangers incident to rescuing various parties from the snow

and resuscitating those who were half frozen, some of the

brides wore carried to the wrong place.

LESSOIT

The Auxiliary Verds §1

HI To exhaust,—added as an auxiliary to

such words as will take the qualifying idea of

exhaustion or completion.

Myjtu To fix,—added as an auxiliary to such

Words as will take the qualifying idea of certainty

or stability.

CI. {jJOj,

and m

7C To finish,—added as an auxiliary to such

words as will take the qualifying idea of finishing

or completing.

JljJc To effect, to complete,—added as an

auxiliary to such words as will take the qualifying

idea of completion or maturity.
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LESSON CI.

1 This is the settled policy of the society

and cannot be changed.

2 Has the chancellor completed the exami

nations since his arrival at T'ai An P

3 Some allowance must be made in

everything. One may speak radically,

but must not act radically.

4 Having settled the price it will not do

afterwards to pay less.

5 In matters of importance in this

world, one must seize the favorable

opportunity if he would succeed.

6 Wait till he has finished speaking be

fore you begin. You must not

interpose your talk and interrupt

people in this way.

7 I have just come from Wang T'ien

Pao's. He absolutely refuses, there

fore you will have to find some

method of liquidation.

8 Such a little matter as this not

finished in three days ! Really you

are too provoking.

9 No wonder we are growing old. Lookat

these young folks how, in a few years,

they have come to be full grown men.

If you have no important business,

suppose you wait till he has finished

hearing his recitations and I will

then ask him to come out.

11 As I see it, it would be better for you

not to examine into it. As soon as

you make an ado about it, what

10

Vocabulary.

?§| t?£ T'aP an1. A Fu city situated at the footof the sacred mountain, jf| |Xl -

^ Yuz pu*. Something held in reserve, anallowance, a loophole.

CA'a1. To insert, to thrust into ; to interfere

...... or meddle ; to interrupt.

t $\ Ch'a1 tsuie To interrupt in speaking.

W Yet? ting*. Positively, unequivocally,

absolutely.

fpj R'ai1 hsiao1. To pay off, to settle up, to

discharge, to liquidate.

ffj Ning* A surname. v

*\ ^1 ^fe -£fo"4 shSng1 Children ; young folks.

\% tit Ifi Wang* Ch'ang2. Hitherto; usual, ordi-nary.

$2 Shi1 thing1. The book of poetry,—origin-

ally collated by Confucius.

3l Hft 2sV4 wus yen3. Mean, scrubby, shabby,

_ beggarly.

— 3l ^ 3 w"8 pu* tang* Same.

% Chao* An omen, a sign; a trillion.

/fc Kwoa* mu*. . . . Fruits which grow on trees.

Ts'&ng* To postpone, to pretend to do.

Eft X Ts'eng* hung1. To kill time, to dawdle, to

dilly-dally, to idle time.

h. ^ Shang^chin3 Diligent, pushing.

Hsia* chin? The same.

Chiie2 To decide, to settle ; positively.
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.13

is false will be regarded as true.

12 If -Ning Lao Yie fiuds it out, they

will be in a strait.

13 Hitherto the general custom in

schools has heen to finish committing

the four books before taking up the

odes ; but there are some nowa

days who first commit the odes and

afterwards the fotir books.

14 Did you get that marriage engage

ment of Liu Yii-ts'i's settled? Aus.

Humph ! who would be willing to

make a marriage alliance with such

a scarecrow as he is ?

15 That disease of Wang Chao Chii's is

such as to keep him lingering uloug

more dead than alive.

16 Although we may say a man has lost

all conscience, yet the time will come

when his conscience will revive.

17 I fear you will not get the fruit in this

orchard all gathered by to-morrow,

and yet you are persisteutly idling

away time and not pushing the work.

18 In business you should decide prompt

ly, and not hesitate in uncertainty.

19 The grave makes no distinction of old

or young. Who can guarantee that

he himself will certainly live uutil

to-morrow ?

20 We have now finished drinking the

wine and eating the food. It is an

old saying, " When the guests are

gone the host is at rest." We would

ft ||ff Chiie2 twan*. To decide ; positive, decided,determined, certain.

fj§ f$ Yu3 yh*. Undecided, wavering, hesitating,uncertain.

Ch'iian2 A spring, a fountain.

^ Hwang2 ch'iian2 hi*. The grave ;Hades :—Note (19).

^ Kao* ts'i 2. To take leave, to ask to beexcused.

Yao2 Handsome, a surname.

P'r jou* The body, the physical man.

f$ Cilia1 ts'ai1 Property, patrimony.

$t Shun* ts'ung2. To obey, to follow thewishes of another, to gratify.

•5^ Ts'i? sun1 Descendants, posterity.

Sao2. Eminent, superior; martial, brave ; aleader, a champion.

'-a

f #.

p?C Ch ie2 One eminent for virtue and prowess.

tfe. A hero, a knight, a champion.

^ 1J£ Chi1 mou2. Strategy ; manoeuvre ; trick,

wile, device.

Wl K'an? A ledge, a dike, a sill.

ffc. Hsiang* ya2.. . . An elephant's tusk, ivory.

Jffl Shtni*. . . . A fan ; leaf of a door, window, etc.

Jj>C Ku?. The thigh, the rump ; a share iu busi-

- - - ... ness; a chapter, a head; a strand,

a rib, a proportion, a quota.

^ Ch'a1. To break off, to snap in two. Notaspirated in Shantung. Also ch'a2.

% # Wi CP? hod* ch'a\ Snapped off, square

tA off, square iu two.

Wan* A flexible or universal joint.

J$I Chiaoi wan* The ankle-joint.

$x Wo&x. ... To double up ; to wrench, to sprain.
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better tender our acknowledgments

and take our departure.

21 In order to break off opium, one must

resolve not to touch it if he dies [for

want of it]. But Yao Chin Te is a

very self-indulgent man. I am

confident he cannot break it off.

22 To spend all your patrimony on your

father's and mother's funerals is by

no means as good as to give them

something to eat and something to

wear while they are still alive, and

to follow their wishes and not

provoke them to anger.

23 The saying is, " Use only nine parts

of your shrewdness, reserve one part

for the benefit of your children." If

you use your shrewdness to the ut

most, your children will be inferior.

Hence it is that from ancient times

there have been many champions

and heroes whom, if they put forth

all their strategy, no one could

match, who yet have brought up

children most of whom did not

know that twice five make ten.

24 As I was going out at the door I

stumbled and fell over the door sill,

breaking the ivory frame of my fan

square in two, and wrenching my

ankle so that it is quite swollen.

Not

I Note the difference between ff| j£ and *~" The

first means sealed, decided upon,, the second fixed, certain.

They are only distinguished by a tone, and are easily confused

in speakiug.

3 i§? 15: 3?- To make tome abatement from the strict

rule of equity or prerogative as a measure of conciliation or

of precaution.

7 jjfl fl=f is Bometimes used of satisfying an obligation

or demand other than monetary. The proper translation in

this place depends on what it was that Wang T'ien Pao

absolutely demurred to.

II ife W make manifest, here means to take np some

charge or slander, deny it and demand investigation for the

purpose of clearing oneself.

IB In its literal construction the Chinese says that the

di*ea*e \a " more dead than alive." The meaning, however, is

tliut the person is in this condition on ncconnt of the disease.

Such a grammatical incongruity is not appreciated by the

avernge Chinese Bpoaker or writer.

16 Or, there are still times when it revives.

13 59 f& /f 55i A sfafe of uncertainty,—a book

phrase, but in common use.

E S.

The yellow spring road, a practical descrip*

tion of the grave.

20 Social enjoyment has but little to do with a Chinese

feast. It is simply a feast of eating and drinking. When

this is over the sooner the guests go the better,

21 S£ 1h & To be tender of oneself, to be afraid of

any hardship or physical pain, self-indulgent, ^ S£ lHj

is a rhetorical transposition of the same phrase.

22 JH) is interrogative and contracted for Jj) fH-

ffi fg* in the hall, that is, alive.

23 BJj here means shrewdness, especially such as

involves craft in overreaching others. It is often replaced

in this connection by $8- Tho proverb expresses a

superstition that a man of great shrewdness, who uses his

abilities to the utmost to overreach others, and to proteot

himself from suffering the least wrong, will have stupid

children.

24 T Ia Pek.mg Wi is read rsai1 in this

connection.
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Lksson on.

1 I have never seen this hook hefore.

2 If you happen upon persons speaking

together privately, you should keep

away from them.

3 Wang T'ieu Yiin's leg was torn hy a

dog.

4 Being covered with a waterproof cloth,

it will not likely be wet through.

5 When I was in Tientsin, I got a sight

of Li Chung T'ang as he was going to

the Taotai's office to a feast.

6 It has been very cold these few days ;

our water jar was burst even in the

house.

7 After having searched for him for a

long time without success, I luckily

met him to-day.
N 8 Who can comprehend the ways of God P

9 Chang Ta Wen's essay was originally

very good, but it has been ruined by

the teacher's corrections.

10 I smell a little bad odor in this room ;

do you not smell it P

11 Let the two families first fully under

stand each other, and there is nothing

that can not be settled.

12 This is not a case of assault and

battery, there will be no harm done

if you do wait a few days.

13 Before I could get on my rain coat I

was wet through all over.

LESSOliT CII

The Auxiliary Verbs Jf,,

M To perceive,—added as an auxiliary to

such words as will take the qualifying idea of

perception.

To pass through,—added as an auxiliary

AND

to such words as will take the qualifying idea of

penetrating.

JJJt To split, to detect,—added as an auxiliary

to such words as will take the qualifying idea of

splitting, or of detecting.

Vocabulary.

6

J$ 2» T'ie1 chiB. Partial to self ; personal, pri-vate, intimate.

S Chung1 t'ang'. A minister of state :—Note (5).

iH[ ^ Tao* t'ai-. The intendent of circuit,

commonly called taotai,

an officer next in rank above a chifu, and having

functions partly civil and partly military.

Wing4 A water pot or amphora.

Ts'. To examine, to compare; to mix, to

mingle ; to prepare; to visit a

superior; to impeach. Also ts'en1 and shin1.

jfj jfe Yuan3 tsoA*. The original copy or model,the original.

wei*. A mouldy mephitic smell, abad odor, a stench.
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v1 Od* ch'i*. An offensive smell; a poisonous

gas.

Plat Ou1 To fisticuff, to maul; to wrangle.

R Tom4 ou1. To fight, to brawl ; assault andbattery.

\S ^ Ling5.. A ridge, a mountain range.

range of hills or moun-tains ; the crest of a hill.

3$ #i P'P lan*. Torn, tattered; dilapidated,in ruins.

Lang2 A wolf ; cruel, fierce.

Pei*. . . . An animal similar to a wolf, a jerboa .

^ HI SH- Destroyed, broken down, used up, in

ruins :—Note (20).

!^ Htcan* Brilliant, resplendent, (w.)

fjfc Chan*. Deep ; to steep, to imbibe ; very,exceeding:—Les. 142.

14 I was not on my guard when, with

one clutch, he tore my clothes.

15 "We have still seven or eight li ; when

we have ascended this hill, we can

see it.

16 That man Wang Chin T'ang has more

capacity for failing than he has for

succeeding ; he can make a mess of

the most feasible business.

17 The very purpose for which I engaged

him was to explain [certain] medical

books to me. If he does not know

all the characters, how can he explain

the books ?

18 1 have never met such a senseless fellow

as you. How is it that you, a man,

fight and wrangle with another man's

wife ? Have you forgotten the say

ing, " A man must not fight with a

woman ? "

19 When you make me another pair of

stockings, I want them a little wider;

these are too tight ; they burst before

they were worn out.

20 That temple had been in ruins many

years, but when I visited it this time,

it was repaired and glittering in a

brand new dress.

21 "Words unspoken remain unknown;

wood not bored is still un penetrated."

Speaking things out plainly is like

boring through the wood.

22 When one has seen tli rough the ways

%k M ffi Hwan* jan2 chatfhsin1. Resplen-

dently

new, shining in a new dress :—Note (20).

$S — ffi Hican* jan'i1 hsin1 The same.

_j/C Tien5 hwocX9. To strike a match, to strike

a fire with flint and steel.

P'i2 hsiang1 A leather trunk, a valise.

^fvj" Ilsie2, Hsia2. Oblique, inclined, awry ; diago-

-% nal ; distorted.

.HL Meng* chien4. To see in a dream, todream of.

*}\ Shi1 hwoti*. To take fire, to have a con-fiagration :—Note (25).

? gSs 4^ Mou2 hod2. To scheme, to plan, to plot to-gether.

J^Chii2. Contracted, confined; an affair, an

enterprise ; a company, a club ;

a manufactory ; a depot ; head-quarters.
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of the world, he is loath to open his eyes.

23 "While the muleteer went to light his

pipe, the mule going on took fright,

and, overturning his load, broke both

of my leather trunks.

24 From childhood this boy's eves had a

slight squint, but by and by they

became right. While he was going

to school this year, the teacher gave

him a box on the ear which made

them as bad as ever.

25 I had a dream last night in which I

dreamed that the house caught fire,

and that I was eating dumplings,

which certainly means that I will get

in a passion to-day. Aus. " What

ever is solved becomes good fortune ; "

having solved it, it will be all right.

26 The business we were all planning

yesterday was in a fair way' to suc

ceed, when an outsider unexpectedly

came abng and by a siuglo word

spoiled it all.

27 The overseer of the storehouses and

the subordinates in charge all con

spired together and stole a large

quantity of the rice in the storehouse.

The superior officer has just now

found it out.

^ fl\ Ch<i2 wai* An outsider, a looker-on.

^ C/iien*. To examine, to inspect ; to revise.Also chien1.

jUi '§f C/ttVn4 in1. An overseer, a superintendent,an inspector; a bishop.

^ Ewd1 hu*. The people ; tax-payers. Sttbor-dinatc keepers of the im

perial store-houses, (n.)

'ail i». Attendants, retainers, subor

dinates.

t**J T'ungx Vung". All, the whole :—same as*! ft

Pi4 Corrupt, vicious ; deteriorated.

^f: Jj£. 7«o«4 jtn4. To cheat, to embezzle, toswindle, to uteal public funds.

Ch'ar To examine, to inquire into.

Notes.

2 Tho reason why is added to words meaning to

meet, is that meeting brings the object to the perception of

the senses.

3 Pj£f B is to bite so as to produce a bleeding wound.

4 The Chinese use oiled cottou cloth to protect them from

the rain. limits the meaning to rnin, while J/j^ leaves it

indefinite as to how tho water comes, whether by raining,

splashing or soaking, j^fi, however, is not used in the South.

5 3j£ usually called by hia proper name,

r2j The term "f* ia an official title, corresponding

approximately to minister or cabinet officer, usually trans

lated Grand Secretary. There are four—two principal

and two vice (^jlj), two being Chinese and two Manchus.

7 i£ from many a day ; i. a., for a long time-

8 A heathen reading this sentence wonld doubtless take

jfljl in the plural. As Chinese has no plural form, the dis.

tinction of singular and plural has to be gathered from the

context, or from general usage. Ambiguities of this kind aro

frequent in Chinese.

10 J$ ^ ^ E. Ift $ M <« capacity to ac

eompliah he is deficient, of capacity to ruin he has an eicesa.

$J ^{P, a good thing ; i. e., any business or affair, that is

free from embarrassing circumstances.

20 In Peking <JH is only applied to persons, but in

general Mandarin it is also applied to houses, and generally

to anything in a state of disorder or ruin. jt§| f$> ftjf

is somewhat bookish. is used as a Jjjj ^jS, or empty

character, as characters used for the sake of euphony are

called.
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Lesson cm.

1 How can we get through with so much

work as all this which he has laid out

for us?

2 Every man has his own handwriting.

3 At the present time the soldiers on the

coast defence in the Celestial Empire,

for the most part use the German

drill.

4 Arithmetic has four chief rules which

are fundamental, viz., addition, sub

traction, multiplication and division.

5 You have been again imposed upon by

him, have you? With this way of

collecting, you will never get anything.

6 Jugglers always depend upon sleight

of hand, not upon anything super

natural.

7 There is not the least order in his ex

position, how can one either under

stand or remember it P

8 Although it is admitted that a teacher

should whip his pupils, yet all de

pends on how he whips.

21 The idea of the sentence ie that mutual miaundor-

standings disappear when the parties speak plainly face

to face.

22 A proverb, signifying that to know the world is to

be disgusted with it.

24 — E, ^, One slap. is omitted in anticipation

of its use just below.

25 £fe tKt to lose fire, that is, to forget or neglect the

fire, and so allow it to grow into a conflagration, >8

used as a verb to express the idea of meaning or signifying.

Its use corresponds to our phrase, " ivhich is a sign." The

Chinese suppose that if a dream portending ill fortune is

understood in advanoe of its accomplishment, it then becomes

an omen of good fortune.

LESSOlsT CIII.

The Modal Affix.

ft is much used as an affix to verbs, to denote

the manner of the action. It is sometimes also

joined to nouns, which it practically turns into

verbs,—thus i£ means drill, but must be

anstlysed, as the method of drilling soldiers, or of

soldiering. In all cases jt£ is without accent, and

Vocabulary.

in speaking tends to take an enclitic or §J.

When it takes the accent it is not an affix. In all

cases in which fjz makes any special modification

of the meaning of the verb, a definition is given

in the vocabulary. For list of words taking

see Supplement

j$C ft Tsom4 fa". Method of doing or working,style.

Pi3 fa3 Style of writing, chirography.

T'ien1 Oh'ao2. The Celestial Empire,China:—Note (3).

|£§f HaP fang*. Coast guard or defence.

fg* [li Ti- Kwof? The German Empire.

jfe ft *W fa* Method of drilling, drill.

3? ft Stcan* /a8. Mathematics, arithmetic:—Note (4).

#H ft Chia1 fa*. Method of adding, addition

in mathematics.

vJ)rS( Chien3 ^ To diminish ; to subtract.

ft Chien3fa8 Subtraction.

•jj? Ch'lng2. To ride, to mount ; to take advan-tage of; to multiply. Seech'&ng*.
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9 It is true that one should he economi

cal in his way of living, hut to be

too saving is not a propec manner of

living.

10 All these odds and ends of things and

no hasket 1 How am I to carry them ?

11 Though the business be the same, each

man has his own way of managing it.

You cannot establish one invariable

rule.

12 How can I use such unbecoming lan

guage as this?

13 Your children beat and insult others,

and yet you pay no attention to them !

What reason is there in indulging

children to such an extent as this ?

14 Although Wang, Yen, Ou and Liu's

styles of writing are not the same, yet

they are all vigorous.

15 As the master teaches so the pupil

learns ; hence the old saying, " An

inferior master makes a stupid pupil,"

is quite correct.

16 In Chinese it constantly occurs that

one character has five or six pronun

ciations and seven or eight meanings,

so that the Chinese literary style is

very difficult to learn.

^ ft Ch'ing'fa3 Multiplication.

^ ft Ch'u'fa3 Division.

t$J T'ang2 To extend; to ward off.

T'oti1. To drag along; to hang down; tolead ; to implicate ; to protract.

To evade, to postpone, to impose upon

by false promises.

3c ft Yao* /a8. Manner of collecting money,manner of dunning.

^ £fj Hsi^fa3 Jugglery, legerdemain, trick.

^ ft Show1 fa? Skill or sleight of hand.

ft Hsie2 fa9 Sorcery, magic, witchcraft.

Q 1fe 1=1 Chien* sheng3. To save, to be economical,to be frugal.

ft/Twcri4 fa3 Style or mode of living.

^■'Wt P APk'ou3. Unbecoming (language), ashamedto say.

u flft Ou1 A surname. *

$)fJ LiuB Willow; striped; arched; a surname.

^ HsieB fu*. Style of writing, handwriting,penmanship.

fi* Ku* W Strength, .vigor, firmness./v

js^J T'u2 ti*. A disciple, a pupil, an ap-

prentice.

j^j Nien* fa3. Mode of reading, prontmciation.

ffi Chiang3 fa3 Mode of explaining, or preach- 7ing ; meaning, definition.

Win2 W The literary or book style. F

J2f Chia1 fa3. The rules of a family, family \~\

government.

ft Kwoa2 fa3. The laws of a country, statutes,

government.

Min*. The people—as distinguished fromthe officials.

Is* Tsi3 min2. The people, the subjects of a ^

government, citizens-

Hsu2 Grave; slow; a surname. V*

f*£ Li1 sod1. To constrain, to extort, to \%

" squeeze."

^ ILsin2 ch'ang2 Ordinary, usual.

Wei3. To sustain ; to delegate, to deputize ;a wrong, a grievance.
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17 It is a common saying, "The family

has its rules, and the country its

laws " ; also, " Men yield to the laws

as the grass to the wind." Seeing

you are a Chinese suhject can yrou

do otherwise than obey Chinese

laws ? i

18 Such extortion as that of Hsu An Jen's

is certainly exceptional.

/I9 In trying a case in court, if the officer

would show his skill as a judge, he

must ask questions in an indirect and

specious way so as to bring out the

bottom facts of the case. If, without

regard to the merits of the case, he

begins to beat as soon as the parties

appear—who could not try a case in

this way ?

20 The western system of musical nota

tion involves the use of the seven

syllables; do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, t'i.

The Chinese system involves the use

of the seven syllables, fan, kung,

ch'i, shano, i, si, hoa.

A

\1

[[{] Wei3 ch'ii l. "Wrong, a grievance ; indirect,

circuitous.

Wan3 Yielding, obliging, winsome.

$B ^ Wan3 chican3. Plausible, specious, round-about.

if? fit Yuan2 ch'ing*. Original idea, originalmotive.

Hff Twan* ts'ai?. Judicial faculty, capacityfor judging and deciding.

No

1 Tho nse of f|S|, as here, is a little peculiar. It gives

an emphasis somewhat similar to the uso of the word " sort"

in English,—as if we should translate, He has laid out all

this work for us, in what /tort of a way can we get it done ? It

is bo used sovoral times in this lesson. When used in this

way it is nearly always followed by fjfei expressed or

understood.

3 5t 48' Heavenly Dynasty. This is tho high sounding

title by which tho Chinese delight to call their own country,

and which has given rise to the term "Celestial Empire."

often used vaguely for mathematics in

goneral, but is here, as often, restricted to arithmetic.

Strictly speaking, fj§ is to multiply by several digits, whilst

0 signifies to multiply by one digit. Also Hj;, properly

means " long division," whilst §5$ signifies " short division."

fSi and are constantly used, however, to signify the

processes of multiplication and division at large.

fUj £2? Wen4 fa3. Mode of asking; style of hear-ing a case at taw.

^ ^ Fwe4 fa3. Musical notation, system ofmusic.

^r£ Tou1. A bib, a pouch, a sling; to carryin a fold of the dress, or in an apron.

^ Sou? An old man, venerable sir. (w.)

Pien1. To braid, to plait ; to arrange ; tocompose (a book or tune).

T E s .

5 Kiukiang rejects both J§ fjj and ■}§ and sayB |§ j£ .

8 IQ dfi H aQd ?;fc, tho fife is emphasized, and

does not properly fall within the lesson. ^ fjfe illustrates

the lesson.

0 IE lli! ih regular or proper mode of living. When

eoouomy is pushed to such an extreme as to interfore with

health and decency, it is not a ^ >S Hi- The use of

jjjt impliqg a contrast with tho opposito extreme of ex

travagance.

11 ?jfe> w'th the accent on Jfj, means manner of

dying, or of suffering death, but with the accent on it

means, one invariable and unalterable rule.

13 t3 means properly to acquire a habit, but here, to

indulge in, or allow the acquisition of a bad habit.

14 I %f[ Wl $1' are tne names of four renowned

pcnmon, living in different ages. Fac-siiniles of their
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Lesson civ.

1 Ask him to be sure to come early to

morrow, [matter.

2 You must certainly excuse me in this

3 You must not fail to find that palm-

leaf fan for me.

4 You must talk reasonably.

5 It is necessary thatscholars should con

stantly have a teacher to control them.

6 You must, by some means, collect the

money. [your wives.

7 You who are husbands should love

8 In intercourse with friends, and in re

ceiving guests, one must not fail to be

respectful.

9 I shall certainly repay this enmity

with which he has treated me.

10 You are my pupils, and you must keep

my rules.

11 In order to bring the affair to an end,

you will have to go and see him your

self.

12 I am determined to find out who

originated this idea.

13 If you want to arrest him, youmustlook

well to the circumstances, [hatred.

14 Nothing but his death will appease my

15 The best plan needs to be executed iu

earnest iu order to make it a success.

penmanship are used in schools as copies. The Chinese lay

great stress on good penmanship.
fkU. ITT

»6 r& SlL night stand at the opening of the sentence,

instead of in its present position. The statement is a little

exaggerated. It applies to win-U far more than to Mandarin.

17 & in this sentence, means rule or law, and scarcely

comes under the lesson. % jj$ is the dynastio titlo of the

present Tar tar dynasty.

is m ® m ¥#

ready-made phrase in the literary stylo.

not as usual ; i. e., exceptional. A

e literary stylo.

19 j& II 1ft, primary reason and original motive.

rtainiy

^ ^ / and, by all means. Often used to ex

press a wish or a charge.

Uix f]§ 1 Must, positively must, without fail,

ijfc 7j£ ) necessary. Southern Mandarin avoids

^ and prefers ||.

^ Ought, requisite, must. Rarely used alone

in Mandarin, and then usually in proverbs, or in

expressions taken from books.

ijfc Must, have to, necessary.

^ 52 Should, ought, must. A bookish term.

lessok cia7\

Words and Phrases denoting Necessity.

fljgj In any case, no matter how,—a word of

many uses. To denote necessity it is ioined with

3E. m, and m

ijfc 1 Should, must, certainly must, be sure

n and m-

$M 5c Must, must in any case, bound to.

"H? Must, should, by all means, whether

or not-

$|f ^ Must, certainly must.

^f] (with a negative) By no means, not for

anything. fV.«»4»

^§ (with a negative) Must not, not for the

world, be sure not.

^ Same as but stronger.
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16 After epidemic scarlet fever, the pa

tient's skin is sure to peel off.

17 It is important to bring all law-break

ers to justice. ■ [nation.

18 Every student should fix his determi-

19 1 trust you will be cautious; by no

means allow yourself to despise your

enemy.

20 These two boxes must be securely

bound in order to satisfactory carriage.

21 In filial piety every one should exert

himself to the utmost.

22 You must never, because you yourself

are bright, ridicule others for being

stupid.

23 Although the desire to return home is

always strong, still you must not

think of starting before you have

regained your strength.

24 Tou must not fail to write and tell me

whether you have received the things

or not.

25 If you would gain the esteem of men,

you must not treat them contemp

tuously.

26 It is necessary to coax children a little ;

you should not be always threatening

them, i •

27 If you wish to go to that place, be sure

you go to the yanien and procure

a passport.

Vocabulary.

^ Jlsii Necessary, requisite ; ought, should ;partially, somewhat.

N ft^ Fflan8 Hang*. To excuse, to overlook, tomake allowance for.

\ Pi Pa} A fragrant plant.

j«t Ckiao1 The plantain or banana. v

"JS ^i- 1ue banana palm.

\» 5J| Chang1 Ion2. To publish, to noise abroad, to

tell ; to collect (money), to

scrape together, " to raise the wind." To manage, (n.)

"> ^ ^ T'eny" ai*. To love ardently, a warm >Jaffection for.

i|j A Fu* jeir A wife, a woman.

V Hsiit* kwei1. The rules of a school,

discipline • fees paid on

taking the first degree.

(V $f ff£ Chie3 hhi*. To appease resentment orenmity ; to be appeased.

$j fj£ Hsiao1 hen* The same.

Wen1 An epidemic, a pestilence.

5nn.ll? Wen1 chen3. Epidemic scarlet fever ormeasles.

^8 ^$ Chiu1 pan*. To prosecute, io bring tojustice, to try and punish.

v*j* ft Hsiung1 chang2. Elder brother,—a politeterm of address.

Pang*.-1?tl-V To tie, to bind, to bandage.

4i» Chitl* hsin1. Earnest, with the wholeheart, to do one's best.

Chie2. To exhaust, to exert to the utmost;used up, finished.

")} Chie2 li*. To exert the strength to theutmost, to do one's best

7C Fu* yuan2. To , return to the originalstate, to restore, to regain.
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28 In whatever he does, a man should

make up his own mind and not al

ways follow the lead of others.

29 He who would rise superior to others

must endure the severest toil.

30 When you have eaten a man's mul

berry leaves, you must not fail to

make a cocoon for him.

31 To be frugal and economical in all

things—this is the secret of prosperity.

32 If the accused are not all present, you

will have to remain in waiting ten

days or a fortnight. No matter how

momentous your business you could

not return.

33 You must not gamble nor drink ; you

must not quarrel with people ; you

must not be too fond of your wife and

children, laying by money for them to

the neglect of your father and mother.

34 If you see a small parcel on the road

resembling a packet of silver, by no

means pick it up ; nor allow yourself

to covet it if you see another person

pick it up ; for these are all tricks for

cheating people. Be sure you bear

this well in mind.

3" SSi.
Vi

Jffj-Jits Tsnn1 chung*. To honor, to respect, to

■v^ bold in esteem.

tf| ^pf Man* tai*. To treat discourteously orwith contempt, to dishonor.

^ Sung* To praise, to eulogize, to extol.

Jljt 5^ Hung3 sung*. To coax, to divert, to con-

ciliate. (l.) » [

tjUf E6* hu1. To threaten ; to frighten :—

Note (26).

^"1 IP> Lu* p'iao* A pass, a passport.

§^ Sui1 hsi3. To follow, to assent to, to- chime in with, (l.)
S

Am

Sang1. - - - The mulberry tree, mulberry leaves.

Chien*. The cocoon of the silkworm.

$0, Jin'2 fan*. Accused persons, prisonersawaiting trial :—Note (32).

T'a1 To give way and fall, to fall down.

^ An* ti* In secret, clandestine, covert.

^ Yen8 je\*. To covet, to desire, to crave, tolust after.

^ T'ou2 i*. The head men in each pan ( Jft)of underlings.

f^ Kung1 mtn"1 A public office, a yamen.

T'iaos A tall man, a giant, a giraffe.

N o t e 8 .

8 j5j ~$L $f § '8 a ready-made phrase. If it were

made for the occasion its brevity would render it obsenre.

11 "J* is not hero a past particle, but is used in its

proper sense as a principal verb.

12 The natural order is inverted in order to emphasize

the first member. Otherwise it would have been said

H 5H. etc.

19 ifi flf. ia here not a private enemy, but an enemy

in war.

23 is here practically equal to always. It is really

an indefinite pronoun standing for til 'M f'5

28 The vicious practice of the Chinese of coaxing or

quieting children by making false promises or threats, is

plainly embodied in the word Pit. The term Pjt ^ is local

in Shantung. Bjj PjjjJ is read both he* hu1 and Asia* hu1 ;

with the former reading it means to threaten, with the latter,

to startle, to frighten.

27 The use of fl| implies that the passport is a favor

granted in response to a polite request.

29 Or, " There is no excellence without great labor",—a

proverbial Baying constructed, as are nearly all such sayings,

on the trdn./i model. A more colloquial form is l£f

a± a.
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35 No matter whether it be a principal

underling or the head of the under

lings, none are trustworthy ; be sure

you do not trust them as confidential

friends. If you think that because

they are in the office they can advise

you and help you to present your case,

and can find a way to influence the

officer in your favor, you are in 'a fair

way to be fleeced.

36 I am continually hearing of Liu Yii

T'ang's affairs; what kind of a man

is this Liu Yii T'ang ? Ans. He is

a tall, slender man with a long

mustache, and over forty years of age.

He is very plausible in all that he

says and does, giving no opportunity

for any "one to find any fault.

32 This language is addressed by an underling to one

involved in a law suit, and who is compelled to wait in the

yamen the officer's convenience. A is not applied to

condemned criminals, who are called m A or 0 3E- 5c

i§ W ^ an <*ffa>* as important as the falling of the

heavens,—a high sounding hyperbole.

33 Confucian ethics considers it a great fault to negleot

parents in order to provide for wife and children. A man

must love his parents more than ho does his wife and children.

The sentence is from the Sacred Edict.

34 A common trick of Chinese foot-pads is for one to go

before the unwary traveller and drop a packet, which is

alwayB bogus money, while the other follows after and over-

takes the traveller, and makes the picking up of the packet

the occasion of gotting into his confidonoe, or in somo way

robbing him.

35 i£ P'J "F- Either to take a bribe, promising to

influence the officer on behalf of the party, or to act as go-

between in negotiating a bribe with the magistrate or his

advisers.

LESSOR CV.

Aggregation by the use of

^ — One,—is prefixed to a variety of words to

express the general idea of aggregation, or of

. being together,

^•r^* —. :J£ One all,—all together, in all, the sum

total, collectively,

j. •+ —' jfS One summing up,—all, the whole,

^ nothing but.

l' ( —' ^ One together,—with, together with, all

* ltogether, in one lot or company.

jb —' ^| One piece,—together, together with,

" at one time, in one place. In speaking — j|

nearly always takes §2, after it.

—' tfk One pile,—together, at the same time,

at once. — j£ is a widely used colloquial term, but

not Vung-hsing. Save when used in its primary

6ense it always takes after it an enclitic f|.

—' SlU One connection,—together, including;

in succession, continuously.

cVK — ^ One even,—all, all together, all at

^ once, en masse, in a body.

—' Ilia. One place,—together. A book term

not often used in colloquial.

—■ ffi One equality,—altogether, entirely, in

toco, the whole lot.

—■ "§jt, One color,—all, the whole. Used only

in reference to colors.

it* t-* ^ One heaven,—all, entirely, every one (c)

. ^^r^ Ml 0Qe sum,—all, in toto.

It should be noted that these various phrases

nearly always come just before the principal verb.
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Lksson cv.

1 How much do I owe you in all ?

2 You must not believe anything that

he said.

3 I invite you to stop with us.

4 China has in all three hundred mil

lions of inhabitants.

5 We two took our degree at the same

time.

6 At the time of the flood it rained con

tinuously for forty days.

7 If you make a simultaneous effort, you

can raise it.

8 I have not reported any of this conver

sation to anyone else.

9 If we all together put our hands to

the work, it will be finished very

soon.

10 In both superior and inferior yamens,

the criminal lawyers are all natives

of Shaohsing.

11 He came at the same time, how is it

that you single him out?

12 They fired two shots in succession, one

fell in the water and one sped on

to Duckbill saudspit

13 To-day his worship urges payment

[of taxes], and the various collectors

have all come. I saw a whole court

room-full kneeling before him.

14 All the people in the world are the

descendants of Adam and Eve.

Vocabulary.

^ Kung*. All, in all, altogether: to sum up ;

with, together ; the same ; to live

with ; to include.

j$ Ping*. Even, equal ; to equalize ; together,unitedly. Not distinguished from

> "(pf P'ing2 hsin*. To believe implicitly, toconfide in, to trust.

^ Hung2. An inundation, a flood; vast.

Hung2 shut3 A deluge, the flood.

"\ Wi Shi3 chin*. To exert strength, to try hard,

/ to make vigorous effort,

* ffl Wi Tung* chin* The same.

; JJtfc Hsien1 To lift, to raise up, to set up. vj

^ Tung* shou9. To take hold, to bear ahand ; to begin.

JfiJ ^ Using2 ming3. A legal adviser in the

\b lower courts, a prose

cuting attorney:—Note (10).

yie2. An officer's assistants, with whom

\o he associates on terms of equality.

i-l* -Pi3 hsien*. To urge pavment of taxes:—

ft - - • - . Note (13).

j£3 Shao* To connect, to join, (w.)

\|o $3 ^ Shao* hsing9. Shaohsing,—a Fu city in

Ghekiang.

Fan1 Rapids; a sandbank, the beach.

% \P,ang2jin2 Others, other people. Nk M $hu2>B. Connected with, tributary to; per-

Ta* chia1 hwoa*. The whole company,

the whole posse.

taining to, depending on ; kinship ;

sort, grade ; actual, existing.
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15 In the house, the whole responsibility

of 'attending to the guests rests

with me. If you will simply look

after the outside matters, it will be

sufficient.

16 For three days together he had noth

ing whatever to eat, so that he felt

excessively hungry.

17 You lived with him a long time, and

don't you yet know his peculiarities?

18 My son, thou art always with me, and

all that I have is thine.

19 Please lend me a hundred taels, and

when I return, I will repay you in.

full both principal and interest.

20 On the day that a girl becomes a

bride, she is dressed in red from

head to foot.

21 If food and clothing, the claims of

society and incidental expenses, are

all included, it will require fully

two hundred strings of cash a year-

22 A robber with one stroke of a club

knocked Wang Chi Jen down, and

carried off all his clothes and bedding,

leaving him half dead.

23 This whole difficulty was stirred up

by his wife.

24 After the resurrection the bodies and

souls of the righteous together go to

the enjoyment of eternal happiness.

v1 JM Ssiang1 yoti1. Police officer, justice of the

peace ; a tax collector, a

publican :—Note (13).

^ ~)l TUfang* The same.

T1 $=ft Hsiang1 pao3 The same.

^^jc Hon* fat* Posterity, descendants.

■ Hungry.

\l ^ HI Feng* htcan*. To return with thanks, torepay, to pay in full.

/■v5 0f 7" niang" ts'i 3. A bride, a newlymarried woman, (s.)

Lit,* c/iie2.. A highway robber.

"V* ilt Twan* tao* To rob on the highway.

^•fif Tang* lv* The same.

Hsin*. A flaw ; an occasion of offence or

quarrel ; an omen.

Jl Hun2. The soul, the spiritual part, the manes ;the mind, the wits.

1 1S ^ Ling2 huna. The soul, the spirit, thelife :—Note (24).

2§E Ch'ao1 c/iia1. To confiscate a man's pro-perty and estate.

*H$i PI men2. To put a man together

with all his family to

death, to exterminate.

^ j$t Fang2 ch'an3 Property in houses.

r?A W Ju* kwari1. To accrue to the government,

to revert to the slate.

^HJl Fan* To buy and sell, to deal in, to traffic.

r^ft ^ Twan* tsai3. To forbid the slaughter of

., animals:—Note (26).

r'$\ ill Taos yan* Unlucky, ill-starred.

^pJC Slmi3 iht1. Marine, a title given to

various officers connected

with the navy or coast defence.
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25 WangTa Lao Yie was guilty of crimes

punishable by confiscation of his

property and extermination of his

family, hence all his houses and lands

reverted in toto to the state.

26 When Chiang T'ai Kung dealt in hogs,

sheep rose in price ; when he dealt in

sheep, hogs rose in price ; when he

bought both at once, butchering was

forbidden. He was certainly un

lucky.

27 The appearance of the soldiers in the

marine encampment is exceedingly

uniform. Above you see only their

grey coats, and below, only their

boots. At the order to advance they

all move forward together, and at the

order to retire, they all move backward

together. Even their feet all rise to

gether and all go down together as

though it were the sound of but one

man's foot.

28 The wheat on the threshing floor is

quite dry. You go and gather it into

a pile ready to be carried home.

29 Because the time for examinations is

near at hand, the examiner, in order

to avoid the suspicion of favoritism,

has sent out word forbidding to report

to him any who, during these few

days, send in their cards or solicit an

audience.

v SF Cheng3 chH2. Regular, even, uniform;complete.

* T'ui* hou\ To retire, to retreat, to fallback, to withdraw.

Chu* k'ao3. The literary examiner whoconfers the degree of chu-jin.

A E§ jit Li™2 chin*. To draw near (in time), toapproach.

f||J ITmin* To follow, to comply with ; quick.

$0 tra Hsun* ch'ing2. To comply with the wishes

V* of another, to be partial

to, to curry favor, to favor.

tic Wi T'ou2 He3. To send up a card or scroll,to present compliments.

ifj, ^ T'ung1 pao*. To report, to announce;

h\ general information.

Notes.

2 "~* $E here comes to mean " anything." If the order

were changed to % ft |fc (K| J* ?J— #E 25 ft, it

would mean, you must not believe all he said.

4 In mathematical language a $J <s an fU> hat in

the language of common life J{ is the highest numeral nscd,

being duplicated one or more times to express higher de.

nominations, ^z. J§J "Mk> three times ten thousand times ten

thousand ; i. e., throe hundred millions.

6 T* "j* 0 "f* 3^ rW> there came down a forty days' rain.

10 ffli >5 '* an assistant whose business it is to ezamino

all criminal prosecntionB and prepare the jjfc or official

reply, also to prepare drafts of all dispatches and reports.

They are employed in all Rsien and Pu yamfins. In higher

yamens the office is called by a different name. It is a

remarkable fact that the scholars of 8haohsing have a

monopoly of this office in the whole empire. The reply to the

3^ -fr, or accusation, is, in civil Buits, prepared by a different

assistant, called f& 0.

12 i^C fire cannon. ){Q is more frequently used

alone. The Chinese speak of firing so many cannon, we of

firing so many shots.

13 Jfc PJli to compare the term or limit. Taxes in China

are collected by constables or collectors called in different

places ifc-j; $8 fS and }fi ~)$ ' The collection covers
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three months in the spring and three in the fall. Payments

are usually made by the collectors every ten days, at which

time all are assembled and their accounts examined. Those

who have made prompt payment are complimented and

sometimes rewarded, while delinquents are berated and not

unfrequently beaten.

16 here gives the force of at all in English.

18 — is more colloquial and more expressive than

— and equally t'ung hsing.

21 is used without either of its usual defining words

or Ufli, being made sufficiently definite by the preceding

§f£' A fj? here means the presents which Chinese etiquette

requires on occasion of weddings, births, funerals, feasts, etc.

22 There seems to be no t'ung hsing term for a highway

robber. In Kiukiang all the terms in the text are rejected

for if g&

24 Tho use of the term S| is largely Christian. The

Lesson cvi.

1 I am of the same generation with him.

2 Though the rice and flour are alike,

yet much depends on the skill [of

the cook"].

3 Mr. and Mrs. Ting are of the same age.

4 They all belong to the same set.

5 When there are many in the family,

how can they all have one mind ?

6 I know that you have now all formed

yourselves into one clique.

7 This whole flock of sheep consists en

tirely of goats, there is not a single

sheep in it.

8 Dates and walnuts must not be count

ed in the same way.

9 The Lord of heaven is three persons

in one Godhead. [of bird.

10 I have never before seen this -species

Chinese (heathen) usually use Z$£ alone, or occasionally

5j81 St> especially when speaking of the soul as disembodied.

There is praotically no distinction of meaning betweeu §| JjSjJ

and 3% I|.

26 H % 5V> otherwise called H If, a legendary

character of the twelfth century B. C. He is the most im

portant personage in Chinese mythology. He was appointed

by JQ jfa 5t ®> "le most Ancient and Honorable One, to

assign to the gods their several ranks and duties. He is

regarded as a sort of provost-marshal over the gods. This

story of liia bod luck in business is tnld of him when at home

before he entered official life, fjfj ^ is an official proclama

tion forbidding all slaughter of animals for food for a certain

time. It is usually done in time of drought in order to

propitiate tho godB.

27 fjfc> as here used, constitutes a very common idiom for

expressing the idea that the thing spoken of is carried into

immediate execution.

liiESsoisr cvi

One, expressing Sameness.

is joined with a variety of words for the

purpose of classification or generalization, and is

translated either one, or the same. The same forms

are also used specifically, and when so used, — is

rendered the, or a, or whole.

One generation,—the same generation.

One kind,—the same, alike.

One pattern,—only used with — {£.

Precisely alike, just the same.

—~* ^ One manner,—the same, like, equal.

—' i5fu One current,—the same class or kind.

**— ^ On

— —

the same mind, har-—' One heart,—of

monious ; the whole heart.

* '""T* One meaning,—of the same mind, har

monious, congenial.

<6mC—' , One party,—the same party, the same

clique or cabal.

^— § One flock,—the same flock; the whole

^ ffU One rule,—the same custom or way.

fcV — 'HI 0°e tody,—the same body or sub

stance ; the whole body.

flock.
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11 A company of school boys goes by my

door every day.

12 There is no need of selecting, these

goods are all of one quality.

13 Who is this gentleman? Ans. This

is a distant relative of my father's.

14 A drove of some two hundred or more

mules has arrived at the horse mar

ket.

15 A number of either mules, horses, cows

or sheep is called a herd.

16 Is there no one of your relatives or

friends here P

17 There is a class of men in the world

who, though unable to bear up under

difficulties, are yet given to getting

into difficulties.

18 Ye tribe of vipers, who hath told you

to flee from the wrath to come.

19 Fei Ch'feng produces a kind of peach

called the Fei peaoh, which is very

widely known in Shantung.

20 Li Ch'Gng Wen's natural disposition

is sui generis, he is dissatisfied with

everybody.

21 Look at your hair; it has grown as long

as a prisoner's. Go and get it shaved

at once.

—■ §| One seed,—the same kind or stock

LJ£Srt£*Variety' [set

*— j§£ One company,—the same company or

^* — One road,—the same kind or quality.

<&-r—' One family,—the same family or clan;

the whole family.

^ — ^ One order,—the same class, first class.

— 71? One clan,—the same clan or tribe ; a

class, a kind ; a lot, a deal.

—• J5$5 One tribe,—the same ancestry, kindred.

—■ jt§ One rise,—the same company or set.

fj—■ |jf$ One species,—the same class or

category or character.

Vocabulary.

Ttcan\ To push with the hand, a fragment, a f*^£ $fc Hod2 t'ao2 The walnut.

Piece' a section" % CAW, Ch'iod* A bird, a small bird.

denominate, to call.

2^* 4 rufe, a bye-law; custom, usage. — ^ ;Mm<. Different from others,

v fflL Shov? ttcan* Skill, ability, might. peculiar, singular.

I A P «^»2 *,<>u8- Persons in a family, house- -k«^B J£ Ju2 i*. Pleasing, agreeable, gratifying to

hold :—Note (5). one's taste ; satisfied with.

1 |Jj ^ Shan1 yang'i A goat. t?| Ch'iu2 To imprison, to incarcerate.

^ Mien2 yang2 A sheep. ,\ [^] ^ Ch'iu2 fan* A prisoner, a convict.

RoH2, Hu2 Kernel, seed ; to scrutinize. j§& (S Fdng1 hsia2 A bellows, a blower.
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22 If you buy a bellows, you can save a

deal of fuel in tbe course of a year.

23 That is a man who always stands in

the first class, can he fail to get his

degree ?

24 One who secretes a thief is regarded

as equally guilty with the thief him

self.

25 If you don't believe it, wait and see.

That woman can never live harmo

niously with him.

26 On Phoenix Street there is a pair of

twins who in size and looks are pre

cisely alike.

27 Christiana and ber company were

weary with traveling and also agitated

in mind, and sought a place to rest.

28 Although thieves and robbers are not

tbe same, yet they belong to the same

class.

29 Although he belongs to a distant

branch, still you are of one family

stock and should not quarrel.

30 How is it that the same quality of

bean cake has two prices? Ans.

It must be that the weights (scales)

are different.

^§ Feng1 hsiang1 The same.

* fij1 Shwang*. To double, to put two together ;twins. See shwang1.

§£ 4fe Shwang* sheng1 Twins.

%Vi ^ Shwang* pao* Same :—Note (26).

^§ Ch'ie*. To steal, to pilfer ; clandestine, pri-

vate ; my opinion.

|§ M, Ch'ie* tse?. A thief, a pilferer.

a J3L '^°u* Pulse, beans, peas.

^ Fa1 ma?. Weights for weighing; standard

of weight.

Ch'itiiq*. A scale or steelyard. See ch'ing1,

... ..... also ch'Su*. ^
■&\

Notes.

-Vs

'fjif Pao* hsin*. To announce, to give notice,

j to carry news.

^ Wi "T* Ch'i- hsia* Bannermen, Tartars.

j& Pai3 hsing*. The people, the common

V people.

■fvj K'an* tai*. To behave towards, to treat,

to regard.

Lang3 Clear, bright, distinct

j$ Ming- latig3. Bright, lustrous ; clearly,evidently, manifestly.

Ming- langz yen3 chien*. Evidently,

up M palpably.

1 J^K T'ao* hicang1 To flee from famine.

Tnrt TTtl

2 Lit., With the same rice and flour, every man has his

oven skill,—a ready-made sayiug often used as a comparison.

The dictionaries carefully distinguish JjJ from (rend

chin), but iu common usage the latter is often written for

the former.
6 There is nothing iu this sentenco as it stands to show

whether it is to bo taken hypothetically or not. Iu .A P

the noun and its classifier have changed places, making a

term meaning member of a family, but only used, as here,

when referring to the number of persona iu a family.

7 The translation of this sentence sounds absurd. It is

all right, however, in Chinese, because sheep and goats are

regarded as essentially one species, being all called

8 Dates are usually sold by the quantity, walnuts by

the piece, thus showing tho superiority of the latter. The

meaning of the sayiug is that men must not all be estimated

alike.

9 ^ "~* S§ is the conventional form adopted in

Chinese to express the Christian idea of tho Trinity.
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31 In the evening when Isaac returned

home, before he had reached the

house, the dog ran out to meet him

as if to give the news.

32 The whole empire is like one family,

and all the people belong to one body.

Whether bannermen or common

people, all are to be treated alike.

33 Day before yesterday a band of refu

gees came, and it is very evident that

you belong to the same company.

Why do you persist in saying that

you do not P

34 What is going on at your third uncle's

to-day ? Ques. Whatmakes you think

there is anything going on P Ans. I

saw a lot of pedple in full dress going

into his house.

13 .—" fi-j <K i?i a family uncle. The term uncle

is here used vaguely for any relative of the same generation,

and of the same family name, with the father.

14 ft d iff is a market for the salo of beasts nsed in

farming, including horses, mnles, donkeys and cattle. No

word in the English language will exactly translate ^ P •

19 IE Hi '8 a Hsien city south-west of Chinanfu. The

district produces a peach of great size and delicious flavor.

20 ~ K> A u'ay °f his own, that is, a way that is

different from others, and hence singular.

21 Prisoners iu China are not allowed to sbavo their

23 3* primarily refers to skill of hand, but is often

applied to skill of any kind.

25 The use of IpJ as in this sentence is anomalous. It

means positively, certainly, in any case. This usage is t'ung

hsing.

2Q SIS is so written, but is universally spoken

shwang1 -puny.*

so £ fig are nsed in weighing with scales, (5^ 2p), and

are here referred to as the standard used in gauging the

steelyardB.- Weights and measures are very uncertain in

China. It might almost be said that every man has his own.

The variations are well nigh endless.

31 fivJ in the last clauBO is euphonic and redundant ;

with f/}, the construction is, like a news bringer, without (fj

it is, as though bringing news, bat this difference of "con

struction " is something the average Chinese writer or speaker

does not appreciate.

■4 ■

LESSOIT CV11.

Emphatic Reduplication.

Compound adjectives and -participial nouns

are repeated for the purpose of strengthening the

idea, the two words being repeated separately.

This is the most common method of emphasizing.

Almost any compound adjective may be thus

reduplicated. The more common ones are illustrated

in the lesson.

For additional list see Supplement.

Vocabulary.

" 2?C & Anl stitng1 Quiet, orderly.

g^i Mu* Harmony, concord.

[i 5fa B§ Ho* mu

(".)

Shun* tariff.

Peaceable, harmonious; to

cultivate harmony.

Easy, smooth, facile, unem

barrassed.

• ffifc ^ Ts'ung2 yunf. At ease, at leisure ; in easycircumstances.

, Wj) Tad1. To talk rapidly and incoherently, togabble. Also t'ao1.

Lao9.. To talk without meaning, to prate.

fl$ mO-' To clamor, to talk incessantly and to

1 1 no point ; to murmur at.

5$ flirt4 too1. To talk disconnectedly, to

^ v - • repeat again and again.

Ch'eng2 shi

Hsu} t'ao*.

£ f§ An1 win*.

K Sincere, honest, upright,

ingenuous, straightforward.

Empty compliments, the lan

guage and forms of etiquette.

Quiet, peaceful, tranquil ;

. . steady, stable.
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LESSON CVII.

1 This is a positive fact:

2 Settle down quickly to your books.

3 In accounts clearness is all important

4 When brothers are harmonious, every

thing runs smoothly.

5 Shui Yiin went to her own room de

lighted.

6 It is as clear as noonday that I lose two

hundred cash.

7 It is minutely explained in the book,

and yet you do not understand it P

8 Although his clothing would not be

considered good, still it is perfectly

clean.

9 If my business goes off smoothly, I will

be back within ten days.

10 There is no need of hurrying ; go at

an easy pace ; we will get there to-day

in any case.

11 This repetitious way you have of talk

ing is most disagreeable.

12 Let us be straightforward and put

aside empty compliments.

13 Do not disturb him, let him sleep

quietly.

14 Wang Lao Yie already knows it per

fectly well, what room is there for

further disputing ?

ffi Ti* Eeal, certain; a target. See ti1. J^. Recovered, cured, healed.

s\ 5§[ Ch'ioa*.^ . Firm, stable; really, certainly. Chung1 A small cup for tea or wine.

v* ft #1 Certain, true, unmistakeable ; in fact. ^ ^ ^ K'an1 thou*. To watch over, to guard,

A (It An1 tun*' Quiet> at resfc 5 comfortable ; to keep safely.

gentle, staid. v ;g j^u* ^ grave, a tomb, a sepulcher.

iustic' $H ^ Fin^mu* A grave, a sepulcher.

|| Chu 4 To fear, to be apprehensive.

pi J;* Low, mean:

1

^ f$ i& -P*8 s"s- Common, mean, vulgar; shame-

faced, bashful. >

A $S Sodl>*. To draw back ; to shrink, to contract ;v

to condense.

^ Wi Han2 so&. Retiring, bashful N

S ^ ^ Kwan1 yang*. Genteel, well-bred, gen-^j

tlemanly ; pompous,

-k ~ii To* fanq1. Genteel, well-bred; liberal-A ^ Han1. To hold in the mouth; to contain ; to

"S\ J y ™;T,^f,T ofinsrona. ' ... r.Wiah : to restrain.
mindoil, generous,

^ g| Ch'tian* Recovered from sickness, well.

fll ^ Chii* p'a1. To fear, to be affrighted, todread, to stand in awe.

Ching1 Fearful, solicitous.

|& ^ Chan* ching1. To be alarmed, to tremble,

\i\ to quake.

cherish ; to restrain.

4* ijB Han* hu2. Indistinct, vague ; uncertain ;

indefinite ; reserved.
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15 My father is eighty years old this year,

aud his health is still quite robust.

16 These odds aud ends you may put in

to the box.

17 A woman should by rights, be quiet

and gentle-

18 You should not be bashful or people

will think you are ill-bred.

19 Return in peace; your disease is al

ready healed.

20 Let us quickly drink a few cups, the

hour is not early.

21 And those who kept the grave trem

bled with fear, being frightened al

most to death.

22 I must put my home affairs in good

order before I can start.

23 Say definitely at once whether you

are willing or not, and don't keep

vacillating in this unseemly way.

24 Li Ch'ang Ling is quite gifted. It is

a pity he has not a better utterance,

lie mumbles his words so tlrat one

can not understand him.

25 I am not going to make a poor mouth

to him, and. give him a chance to

look down on me.

j^16 26 That child is very heedless; you will

*& find it necessary to charge him very

fi? strnitly.

Ch'j 8. Front teeth ; icords ; age ; toothed.

JU t^l K'ov? ch'i3 Utterance, enunciation.

^ j|« Yen2 fan2 Speech, utterance.

Pj^ T'u1 Thick, tongue-tied, lisping.

Pjj£ Lu3 Indistinct, inarticulate, nasal.

tfj^ Rjffc. To mutter, to mumble, to ravel out.

Jr§fe%k lun93 The same-

. s'5j£ "tT Ch'iu2 kao*. To beg, to entreat, to makea poor mouth.

^iS i£r3 hsing*. Capacity to hear, power ofattention.

v, ^ ^ Sha1slii2. Firm, close, compact ; decided;

forcible, pointed ; straitly.

Chun1. To enjoin, to reiterate; emphatically,earnestly.

jf^ ]jfj Chun1 ch'ic*. Carefully, emphatically,! L>straitly.

Pfc tT Ch'ut1 ta" To play (as a band).*<

7C ^ Wan3 eh'iian*. Complete, entire; finished;^all.

IP. [BT China* ch'i2. Straitforward, upright,-* <>truthful.

flj Wan1 Bent, bowed, crooked, curved. ^ -

flf lifj Wan1 ch'a 1 Crooked, tortuous.

hJ^ fs£ Hwang* chai. False, deceitful, dishonest, jodouble-tongued.

$tfij IE Twan1 ching*. Correct, exemplary; up-j>

right; sedate, respectful.

3? Wat1 Awry, askew, crooked; dis- hi

. torted; lounging.
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27 Thy King cometh unto thee peacefully,

riding upou an ass with its foal

following.

28 Kwoa Kung-ts'i prepared a full set of

very costly betrothal presents, and,

selecting a luoky day, sent them

accompanied by a band of music to

the Shui family.

29 I have been absent twelve years, and

I cannot be sufficiently thankful

that now on my return home, I

find the family circle still unbroken.

30 This Classic of the Heart everywhere

requires that the heart be upright

and not tortuous, truthful and not

deceitful, cheerful and not fretful.

31 When one is sitting, he should sit

upright and not lounge in an

undignified manner.

Notes.

10 Afier either ^ or 6$ or ^| is understood.

13 The last clause might also with equal propriety bo

rendered, Let him go quietly tn sleep.

17 % is added to & % to generalize it.

19 Ae the sentence stands in the Now Testament, §2 is

omitted. Its use adds both to the euphony aud porspicuity

of the sentence. In Mandarin the is rarely omitted, save

in certain fixed expressions. It is never omitted when fol

lowed by a doublo word as here.

23 In Pekingese as hero nsed denotes time. It is

not so used in Central or Southern Mandarin : Les. 127. Sub.

23 la H is somewhat bookish. In common con.

versation 0 is nearly alwuys used. For colloquial

the f|j of the previous clause should also be expanded to

30 K? IS is tho title of a book exhorting mon to tho

cultivation of propriety aud virtue.

]§| Frequently, constantly, continually,

repeatedly. Often reduplicated for emphasis.

B^f 5^1) Every moment, constantly, incessantly.

Often reduplicated for emphasis.

Bvf Hvjp Every time, always, constantly.

B^f rrf Constantly, always, habitually.

^ji ^ Continually, constantly, habitually.

Frequently, every little while.

^ UU M or ^ £ Without ceasing, con

tinuously, incessantly, always.

^ it& M. The same, (s.)

>P ii ft Incessantly, continuously, all the

time. A limiting word generally follows (6) (10).

^ jflft Continuously, without interruption

LESSOIST C"V"III.

Repeated Action.

Wi ^ Again and again, frequently, on

every occasion, all the time.

WHL % O. The same. Widelv used but not

t'ung Using.

^ & Again and again, all the time,

always, time after time, (n.)

& % & The same, (a.)

Over an(i over» ngam an(i agai°>

frequently, (c. & s.)

^ ^ ^ Time after time, time and again,

all tho time. Used in Shantung and read no pu no.

jjfc ^ 'tfi \ Constantly, always, all the time,

I UUfSI % ft * PerPetually :—Les- 72- Note C1)-

Q ttll -# •

I. 5^ A number of times, several times.
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Lesson cviii.

1 You should give unremitting atten

tion, [other.

2 We two are constantly meeting each

3 In order to frighten people, she fre

quently threatens to kill herself.

4 These five men have been working'

three days, but it does not appear

what they have done. It seems as

if they were all the time smoking.

5 I am much given to sympathizing

with the ancients. [a day.

6 They talked without ceasing for half

7 That boil on my back is constantly

discharging pus.

8 Are yon not afraid you will injure

yourself by working so constantly ?

9 I have told him a number of times,

but he pays no attention.

10 Mr. Sun is at home crying out inces

santly with a pain in his stomach.

11 You are always bawling with your

mouth open as big as a dipper (fire

pan) ; sooner or later your crying

will be the death of me, and then

you'll be satisfied, will you ?

12 Although we have not seen each other

for many years, yet we have corres

ponded without interruption.

13 This place adjoins the great street

and is very much crowded; there is

always something on hand—never

a moment's quiet.

14 Wang Ch'eng Shan is a good enough

man, the trouble is that he frequent

ly gets drunk, and then he is given

to abusing people.

Vocabulary.

JgLu*. Often, frequent ; successively; constant-

ly, repeatedly.

1 @ JJiljJ Liu2 she>r. To give attention, to be on thealert, to be watchful.

H4 7?J Sh&ng1 fiwoa2. Work, employment, business.

(c. 4 s.)

H. P Cftu* fcou* To stop speaking.

7 Chr>s. The spine, the backbone; the ridge or

comb of a roof.

' if£ Liang2. A bridge ; ridge-pole ; a beam, a

sleeper ; a seam.

?W The bach, the spinal column.

JUH Nung2, Ning2 Pus, purulent matter.

H5C Mt Hsie1 ch'i*. To stop, to rest (s.)

i£ ^ Li3 ftui*. To regard, to pay attention to,

0 to notice.

&4 Chiao* htcan*. To cry out, to yell ; to cryor call as animals :—Note (10)

01 P'iao*. A calabash, a gourd; a gourd dipper,

a wooden dipper.

5^ K'u1 si* To cry oneself or another todeath:—Les. 183.

^ An1 Ching* Quiet, calm, peaceful.

r
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ITow is it that one so young is every

little while having pains in his back

and legs ?

He has been taking medicine all the

autumn without any apparent effect.

Other people have certain times for

visiting, but you are coutinually at it.

lie is afflicted with epilepsy, and fre

quently falls into the fire, and fre

quently into the water.

Ever since we parted I have been

constantly thinking of you.

He is constantly insulting me. I

really cannot put up with it.

Have you ever been at Nanking, sir ?

Ans. I have been there several times.

Our oldest brother's wife is a very

industrious body, she works inces

santly from morning till night.

Hsiang Ling-tsi has an enormous ap

petite, if you should let him have

his will, his mouth would never be

empty.

No matter how bad they are, still they

are your father and mother-in-law.

You ought not to be all the time

vexing them.

In making experiments in natural

science, it frequently happens that

instruments are broken.

You are all the time full of the idea

of fighting. One of these times you'll

get yourself into trouble, and then

it will be too late to repent.

It has always been said that thieves

in the household are hard to guard

against. Who can be always on his

guard against such a light-fingered

fellow as this ?

v' {p Ch'wan*. To string on a string ; to go or pass

through ; to connect ; a string of

anything:—Les. 125.

* $ PI "f" Ch'wan* mbi* <si8. To call, to visit, 1

$1] PI "7* Ch'wangBvi6n? tsi3.. ...

III Tim1 Crazed, insane ; convulsions, fits. /v

\\ $fl mien2 Convulsions, epileptic fits. a1 Yen*

^ SpS 3W' Epileptic fits ; convulsions. <

A 3* « M Yang* chiao* feng1 Epileptic fits..,
J Sfe ffl TA*pie* To part, to take leaveV

vl
W> /Bl Hsiang8 nien*. To think about, to keep inmind, to long for. Vj

Iff Jft Nan* thing1. Nanking, the name was

given in the Ming dynasty

when the capital was moved to Peking.

M£ Pit Ghu* tsui3 To stop eating.

to gad about. ^ ^ ^ KmgX A wom£m>8 father-in-law.

Same., » . , . , , . .

P'oa2 pod.- -.A woman s mother-in-law.

To examine officially, to inspect, to

verify; to hold an inquest

j£ i|g> Shi* yen*.. . .To try, to test, to experiment.

jfc ft? Chia1 tsei *. . .A thief in one's own family.

^ Soa* To feel after; to select, to take.

i| Chi1'* To pursue; to search for. (w.)
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28 The saying is, "A dutiful eon is never

found at the bedside of one who is

long ill." When anyone is long ill,

it is hard even for a dutiful son al

ways to serve him to his mind.

29 You know it is not right to break the

law, yet you are continually break

ing it. What is the reason of this ?

30 Helping others is only a temporary

thing. Who can afford to keep on

helping indefinitely ?

31 The old fellow who lives to the east

of us is certainly a hard case. When

away from home he spends his time

gambling, and when he comes home

he is coutinually making trouble,

ever and anon smashing the crock

ery, beating his wife and abusing

his children.

32 Ch'i Yun Sheng is constantly coming

over to gossip. Let him once get

started he will run on for half a day.

Who can afford the time required

to entertain him?

33 Manifestly it is merely a water snake

which you address as " The Great

King,", burning incense and paper

i * to him and inviting, him to enjoy

theatricals. If he were really a god,

would you, who thus worship him,

still be flooded again and again by

the water of the Yellow Tiiver ?

HI ^ Mod1 sod*. To feel after; to feel with the

\\ hand, to finger:—Note (27).

Jit Mod1 chi* The same, (s.)

yi Hsiao* tsi3 A dutiful son.

}{ ^Sft If! C/iao* thi*. To find fault, to pick a

quarrel, to make a dis- ■

turbance, to raise a row; to look for employment.

Ijj§ Kwal>*. Incessant talking; loquapity, jabber.Also kicoti1.

0 Too3 pod2. To gossip, to chat, to talk to-gether. (s.)

f«J flS Hsien2 hwa* Idle talk, chit chat.

fn1 PI "Jr ^""4 hsia2 *«*•. "Talk box"» a face-

- - - tious term for the

mouth or the faculty of speaking.

^ Pan*. ...... A comrade, an associate ; to attend.

fl- P'ei-pan4. To entertain, to bear one com-

pany.

3L Tax* wang2. A rebel chief, a freebooter :—Note (33).

^ffc C/iing* feng*. To worship, to serve asmen do the gods.

1 Or, You should always keep your Kits about you.

3 Lit., Takes death (meaning suicide) mid frightens people.

Thin is a common threat of Chinese women, and is really

their only resort in order to briiiff their husbands or motliere-

in-law to terms, or to get justice at their hands, and it is

not unfrequently carried into effect.

6 That is, easily moved by the sorrows and sufferings of

historical or fictitious characters.

Notes.

10 P^" is not properly applied to articulate sounds,

though sometimes so used derisively. It is used of the call

of almost all animals, thus covering many English words, as

bark, bellow, bawl, bray, squeal, etc.

11 ifK P a dipper mouth ; i. e., a month as big as a

dipper. ^£ ^ 5§ a fire pan mouth ; i. e., a mouth as big

as a fire pan.
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Lesson cix.

1 If you want people to understand it,

it will be necessary to add an ex

planatory note.

2 No matter how you wash this hand

kerchief you cannot make it clean.

3 There is not the least doubt about it. I

rememberit with perfectdistinctnees.

4 Just look at your writing how it is

blurred and blotted ; who will be

able to make anything out of it f

5 First dispose of your business pro

perly, then go to the theatre.

6 I thought you had arranged it with

him satisfactorily. You put me in

a very embarrassing position.

7 Unless I wear spectacles, I cannot

see this kind of print with the least

distinctness.

8 Miss Li is entirely too diffidont. She

has been trying for half a day to get

out one sentence, and after all did

not speak it clearly.

9 Mr. Yu has been discoursing on this

text for ever so long, and after all

has not made it clear.

14 fl|a 15$ f@ to drink drank with wine. M is added

for emphasis. gives the idea of given to, but is rejected

by the Peking teacher.

19 The stylo is that of a letter.

24 here fills the place of a persoual pronoun and is

so translated.

26 -jT fii fi® 2jS "my mean, to inflict a serious wound

and so become liable to prosecution, or the payment of

damages ; or it may mean, as we say, " to hit the wrong man"

Note that '—' does not here mean that time, but

whichever time, or one of these lin%ee,

27 f£i fls ffc fl* laying hands on whatever is xoithin

reach, pilfering, light-fingered. Only used in this sense when

reduplicated. In the Soutli |g jj| $t is used in

the same way.

31 7 JjSc )\% ^iS n"l constituting a disposition ; i. e.,

wanting iu the essentials of a right disposition. There are

other phrases on the same model, thus we have /f*

$ Iffy, unsuitable for the purpose, wor

not sufficient to express respect, here means to set or

throw down with a bang, and hence, to smash.

33 Snakes that leave the water and come on land during

a flood, arc regarded as sacred and divine, being possessed

by the god who controls the flood. They are often fed up

and worshipped witli expensive ceremonies by both officers

and people. ^ ?JC is a contracted term for the flood water

from the Yellow Itiver. ^ 3£ is a term found in novels and

applied to noted robbers and freebooters. It was first conferred

as a title on supposed supernatural snakes by Kaughi, the

second Emperor of the present dynasty.

-4*

LESSOK"

Double Auxiliaribs

In addition to the several single auxiliaries

already illustrated, there are a number of double

words added to verbs to qualify their meaning.

Those most frequently used are the following :—

Clear,—added to verbs to express the

clearness of the action, or its satisfactory completion.

fPf ^£ Well defined,—added to verbs to ex

press the perfect clearness and distinctness of

the action.

^ Finished,—added to verbs to express

the entire completion of the action.

^" ta Satisfactory,—adds its force to the

verb it follows. 3J£ is also used alone.

fc» ^ ^ is the same as but a little more

colloquial.

W" Clean,—adds its force to the verb it

follows.
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10 I do not know whether it was that I

did not say it plainly, or that he did

not hear it correctly.

11 See the air with which he struts along.

He imagines that he is perfectly

stunning.

12 Even one who is constantly transact

ing business will sometimes fall

short. How is it possible to always

give entire satisfaction ?

13 In learning either annals or history

one can remember only the general

outline; as to the particulars, no one

can remember them all.

14 Get the bedding and luggage ready

beforehand, and as soon as the litter

comes we will start.

15 My account with Pao Hsing was

settled in full last month.

16 It is very fortunate that at the time

I had an agreement drawn up with

him in which everything was dis

tinctly written out ; otherwise he

would have imposed on mo again.

17 Learning is a great and shoreless sea.

Pt Vivid,—adds its force to the verb it

follows. ' vf*

w jjfj| 5§( Distinct,—adds its force to the verb it

follows. ^«"/: *f"

M tk'*" J^i ]ji§fr Perspicuous,—adds its force to the

verb it follows.

^ ^ Complete,—adds its force to the verb

it follows.

$f 5l$ An auxiliary form found in Chinese

novels. It is used with verbs of motion and ex

presses an inceptive, or a progressive idea.

With this lesson we take leave of the subject

of verbal auxiliaries, not that there are not more,

both single and double, but because in most cases

they are each limited to one or two special ap

plications, each of which is best learned as an

independent phrase.

gt Chit*. To define, to explain; a note, an

explanation, an emendation.

' /J'* j|i Hsiao9 chu*. A note, an explanation, a

^ comment:—Note (1).

if H g| #Jj HJi Hei1 mei* htfi yen9. Blotted, blur-

^ red, defaced.

k HI jf^> Hei1 mei* wu1 tsuiz.. . . The same.

' f§^ pa T'ing* tang1. In proper order, satisfactory,

all right:—see Sub.

7 5§L Ch'in1 ch'iod*. Clear, distinct, well defined,

sharp:—see Sub.

Mien3: To reflect; modest, ashamed.

JJ& T'ien9'* Ashamed, bashful; to blush.

i 'IB tft- Modest, bashful, shamefaced.

Vocabulary.

—r- r p

~y Yd. To proceed; a surname: also used as '

synonymous with j^.

tfife Ch'&* To penetrate'; clear, perspicuous.

if| Ton* ch'e*. To comprehend ; clear, per- 9

spicuous; thorough :—see Sub

^ Ts'en1. Uneven, not uniform. See U'an1,^also shen1.

j^iTs'i1. Having uneven points, rugged. See/v-ch'a1 and ch'ai1.

i£ M 3^ Ts'en1 is'i1 pit* ch'i2. Uneven,

irregular.

Kang1.. . .. A bond of union, a principle, a rule.

Chien*. A mirror ; an example ; a precedent ;a precept.
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How can one ever learn all the books

there are ?

At present the two townships have

gone to law again about this river

embankment. It remains to be seen

whether this magistrate will be able

to settle the matter satisfactorily.

This sitting cross-legged always

makes my feet numb, so that after

sitting awhile I have to get up and

move around a little.

You may go to work to-morrow with

the others. I have arranged it with

the manager (foreman).

21 Have you not yet put that room in

order ? Ans. I worked at it a little

while but it is not yet finished.

In dividing the family inheritance,

it is important to secure a clear

understanding so as to avoid subse

quent difficulties growing out of an

unfair division.

His exposition simply runs in the old

rut, after all he has not made it clear.

24 If one recovers the greater part of

any stolen property, that is con-

22

23

rt fSj- Historical annals, an outline history.

,->, jij Shi3 A historian; a history, records.

\"> jfe f»ti Shi 8 chi*- A history, a chronologicalrecord.

V) 'ffl @ Chic" mit4. Divisions, heads, classifica-tion, outline.

\>>^C IPU 1$ @ Tai kwanl chie2 mu*- Tne generaloutline, they

principal heads or divisions.

\\ Wei1. Minute, insignificant; subtle, hidden;

slightly ; rather:—Les. 177.

O i&Ifl Usi* icei1. Minute, fine, very small.

^ 'B^ 3*^ I*6'* t'ao*. A large bag or wallet forholding bedding and clothing.

u\ * Hsinf IP Luggage, baggage.

Chi* A book, a record. Also chi~.

Shu1 chi* Books, records.

She1. The tutelary god of a particular place ;

a village ; a township.

>o !§i Pa* An embankment, a dike.

I u ^ P-ait2.. . . To sit with the legs crossed under one.

1 1 ^ Jjjfi r'an" t'uf To sit tailor fashion

as Chinese women constantly do.

■6 c\

■VP

1"

HwoA2 tung*. Loose, moveable ; variable,

,c to move, to exercise.

flU Chang* kwei*. The responsible head of abusiness, a manager, a boss.

^ Chang* ch'i*. A foreman, a head workman,

a boss.

'ff: Chang* tsoil* The same.

^ I'~ liir. To bequeath, to leave behind,

■ - to transmit.

Fn*. To lean upon, to follow, to attach one-self to ; a supplement.

Fu* htti*. To echo the words of another ; togloss over ; to speak at random.

$1 Ch'eng- chin*. To complete, to finish, to

fulfil.

Tsun1. To obey, to conform to, to act asrequired, to follow out.

Tjp Tsun1 shou3 To observe a law.

^7 Tsun1 hsing2. To perform what is com-manded, to obey.

5^ Ttr chiu*. To be saved, to obtainsalvation.

Ill

m
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sidered very good indeed. Did you

suppose it was possible to get it all

back ?

25 The goods are all in readiness, and as

soon as the carts come, we will com

mence loading.

26 Our Saviour has already fulfilled

the righteousness of the law. Every

thing the law requires us to ob

serve, He has completely observed

for us ; what it requires us to

perform, He has completely per

formed for us ; so that although we

are sinners, yet if we will repent

and believe in the Saviour, we shall

certainly be saved.

I >J» m£ A small comment, is so called because usualty

inserted in small typo and in doable columns.

6 1$ -iT ~f" to run against a nail, which produces a

sudden and painful revulsion of feeling, henco, to be embar

rassed, to be nonplussed.

10 Pj" as hero used, is little more than a mere expletive.

II iu? Jui iul ■}§!, to swing and sway, to swagger, to

strut. The single form of this reduplication is rarely nsed.

> delighted with his own self-satis/action;

9t /If ;6i f@ 7»t 5i> thinks he is somebody worth look

ing at.

14 ~P might also refer to a sedan chair, but the

mention of luggage implies that a mule litter was intended.

17»^£ [SJ —' ill> this business of learning. '—■ jj§[ is

added for the purpose of specializing and emphasizing.

18 The use of J|i seems to imply that the officer in

question was a new one, different from the former one.

20 There seems to bo a great variety of terms for head

workman. 3j? f$f which iB used in this sense in Peking,

generally means the responsible man in a business firm,

rather than a foreman or head workman.

22 l§ ^ «fjL» to leave behind an after trouble, a

phrase borrowed from books.

23 Chinese teaohers are much given to repeating over

and over again the original word or words with slight varia

tions, and calling that an explanation. In expounding the

classics (whioh is here referred to), they for the most part

simply rehearse with slight variations and verbal expansions

the words of the standard commontator.

26 A H Hit "& W> whatever [in] the law

[we] ought to observe.

The more commonly used words of this class

were giveu in Les. 12. This lesson adds others

less frequently used, but equally important.

J" ' ''"$1 To give,—with, to, when joined with [p]

it means, as, (2).

~^vtT} PI To unite,—together with, in common, and,

the same._^ &r

55H To connect,—also, even, and. The normal

place for Jjt is at the beginning of a clause, and

LESSOKT CX.

Connectives.

it is generally followed, after the subject, by

either *K or jft..
.jUlt to, /■ 1-

'flf A girdle,—together with, and, including.

5?|l Both and, between

and.

»«f« ll£ Two joined* together,—together with, and,

and also, moreover.

J£t 2& Together with, in addition to, and also.

Vocabulary.

5 ^ Ping*. Two joined together, unitedly ; to-

gether with:—see Sub.; enforces a

negative:—Les. 121.

f 5C ^| Wan* hsiao*. To jest, to joke, to talkin fun.

fg| NaoB. To get angry, to feel irritated, to beindiguant.

#|j Ful fu* Husband and wife. t°

ffi G/i'wan3 Opposed to, perverse, j 3

P$ $q Ch'wan3 ts'oa1 An error, a mistake.
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Lesson ex.

1 Who would have the face to act as

your enemy?

2 I am of the same age as your father.

3 He and I were both wounded.

4 You ought not to get angry when I

was merely joking with you. fjis.

5 In criticizing him they also implicated

6 I shall certainly go over to-morrow and

consult with him.

7 When you goagain to see him, you

should take some one else with you.

8 I have not been acquainted with him

previously. [the profligate.

9 Do not allow him to associate with

10 Husband and wife enjoy their blessings

and bear their sorrows in common.

11 To accommodate others is to accom

modate oneself.

12 Shie Chao Nien has a boil on his

hand which has caused the swelling

of his whole lower arm.

13 If you do not have a distinct under

standing with him, I fear there will

afterwards be some mistake.

14 It is better not to meddle with that

which does not concern us.

15 A son should not contest a question of

right and wrong with his parents.

16 My whole family, together with my

flocks, are all getting along very well.

17 Chiang Ta Hsing has taken to gam

bling, and has lost both his house and

his land.

Les

ft tip Esing* ming*.

7*

Ch'a1. ts'ocl*. An error, a mistake, a mis-

understanding, a blunder.

■ffy Chang* muB. A man's mother-in-law.

Jg: fisai tu*. To live in vain, to waste or L |Q ^ Ta*pai*ttisquander (time). *r

ftJityue* Time.

Chia1 cha*.. . .Fixtures, furniture, effects.

Ch'ing*. Exhausted, emptied ; entirely, *|wholly:—Les. 149.

^ Ch'ing* ching*. Entirely finished, quite>j

used up, all gone:—

149, Sub.

"J" Pai2 ting1. A man without a degree, acommon man.

^ Fu2 an1 Peace and happiness, (w.)

^ Ch'ing1 chi\ Perfect felicity, entire good•. . . . fortune, (w.)

Life, the vital principle,

. existence.

"ffl Pai3 A father's elder brother. See pod2.

A husband's elder bro-

. ther :—Note (28).

sfr ^£ 7' Hsiao3 s/m2 tsi3. A husband's younger- - - brother.

Lu9 To take prisoner, to carry captive.

\l 116 J!? Shi3 fei* Outlay, expenses.

1 ft ffl Feii yung* The same.

Ch'ou2. To pledge a guest, to recompense, torequite.

@JH Ying* ch'ou2. To reciprocate friendship

or kindness; intercourse,

reciprocity ; to give a fee to a superior officer.

^ Pu*. A register; an account book; a blankbook, a memorandum.
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18 Do not depend upon his being a

graduate ; there are graduates and

graduates.

19 You presumptuous fellow ; cracking

coarse jokes even with your mother-

in-law I

20 If I do not go with you now for life

or for death, where shall I go ?

21 Not only have you squandered your

time, hut I also have spent mine

in vain.

22 A fire broke out in Li Shan Yiian's

home, and his grain and clothes, to

gether with all his effects, were

entirely burned up.

23 Hwang Fu Ts'ai invited three tables

of guests to-day, and there was not

a single one without a degree.

24 The father is Heaven and the mother is

Earth ; where is the man who would

dare to contest a point of right and

wrong with Heaven and Earth.

25 A woman was fording the river on an

animal, when the animal stumbled,

and both woman and beast fell into

the water.

26 My best wishes to his honor, Mr. Li,

and his family.

27 If once you commit a crime, your

own life and the lives of your family

are all endangered.

W. ^""w2 pu*. A subscription book for reli-gious or charitable purposes.

H" ]$■ TV pod2 To gamble.

4fJ Ch'ang1.. . .... A singing woman, a courtesan.

re Chi4 A courtesan, a prostitute.

«H A prostitute, a strumpet.

'$t Tsei2 tao*. A robber, a thief, a highway-

- - - man.

j& j$ Too* tsei2 - - - The same.

jg; ft ChPmang*. Quickly, hurriedly; promptly,suddenly, for the time being.

f§j ^ Shu* lir? A wood, a grove ; a forest.

Ts'wan*. To leap, to jump; to prance ; tospurt out.

jfK Lang2 A verandah, a porch, a gallery.

|f Sfia* A projecting roof, a shed.

If Yen2 The eaves of a house.

^ jff. Projecting eaves; a projecting roof

supported on pillars.

JTtca1 hsiad1 Expense, outlay, ij

fiW Wi Ch'ou2 hsie*. To reciprocate in kind, iore-3yturn a favor by a present.

^ J§£ Tie* hs? To offer congratulations. ,}

V@ Chii^ fan*. Food worthy to be eaten with 3 i

. - - wine, a feast.

H^ft Si1 A servant, a menial attendant.

✓J> Hsiao2 8t \ A serving boy, a waiter; aj/-little boy, a son.

^| Hwan*. The hair dressed in a knot on the topof the head, a tuft.

jf 8 Yrt1 hwan2. A slave girl, a waiting maid.Note (30)

1H %f(j P'w2 fu* A slave woman, a nurse, (w.)

^£ -^j fflt Hwa1 ming2 ts'i1. A general roll orregister, a list of adherents.

JJP Mao3. The fourth of the twelve branches; 5to 7 o'clock A.M., morning.

$P Mao' pu*. A muster roll,—so namedbecause called in the morning.

3x
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28 My husband was killed by the

robbers, and hjs elder and younger

brothers all carried away captives by

them.

29 The expenses of my family are quite

too heavy. What with rice and

fuel, friendly contributions and social

reciprocities, together with assess

ments for prayers and theatricals, I

require over five hundred strings of

cash each year.

30 These gambling dens and brothels are

the rendezvous of robbers and thieves.

31 The lion seeing he was about to run,

leaped suddenly out of the wood and

pounced upon him, and what with

tearing and biting, wounded him

dreadfully.

32 I want to clean up the parlor to-day;

you may carry out to the verandah

the chairs, tables and sofas, also the

bookcase, together with all the

smaller articles.

33 My grandson got his degree this year,

Notes.

3 jjjl ■jjfj i|fjr The double conjunction emphasizes

the fact that both were wounded, as if one ought to have

escaped.

jjt ^ BR Previously not acquainted, a ready made
8 1

phrase.
11 A common saying answering to, " A kind act is never

thrown away."

18 5? ^ ^ ~% ^» If?- Lit- graduates are not

the same as graduates, or, as we say in English, " there are

graduates und graduates."

19 J>E iS. 'J'» a very expressive phrase, meaning

that the person disregards, or is insensible, to his relation to

those above and below him.

345C«t^5c#^^M. presents a stock

sentiment of Chinese philosophy. The understanding of the

common people takes the impersonal pantheistic teams of the

learned, in what is practically a personal sense. To the ami-

mou Chinese mind 5t means God.

25 Note how jj^ is predicated of both the woman and

the animal.

26 This is the stereotyped polite phraseology with which

a letter opens.

27 <jH ~X sf§> to sin a suit ; i.e., to transgress the law

So as to incur a prosecution. ^ "lip. In letters,

legal documents and books, pj( is used pronominally for the

person speaking and sometimes, as here, for the person spokon

to or about ; chia is not an enclitic but is used in its primary

The combination is decidedly uen.

23 ~P MS Women address their husbands, and also

speak of them to others, as the children's father or as so and

so's father, using the name of the eldest son, or if there be no

son, of the eldest daughter. Other persons also often lake

up and use the term used by the wife. Men also speak of

their wives as the children's mother, etc. $g S|C ftf} " the

man of the house," is more frequently used in tho North than

in the South. It is a curious fact that while ffj or f(3 fjfj or

ifz means a father's elder brother, a paternal uncle, f£j

"f or f6 T means a husband's elder brother, a brother-

in-law ; and that while <|X or jjjj or jJ^J ^ means a

father's younger brother, a paternal uncle, ;K ~P or i]i

-p meauB a husband's younger brother, a brother-in-law. Afi

and J^> and in some localities follow the same rule ; thus

AS or AS A& or AS means a father's sister, a paternal

aunt, while -f -f and i]t Aj§ ^p) meaus a

husband's sister, a sister-in-law.

29 $c $H 'iM' a subscription book for raising

money to pay for reciting prayers and holding theatricals.

These subscriptions are practically assessments by the priests.

30 ttj 65 place of appearing and dis

appearing ; i. e., hiding place,—a book expression.

33 ili 9 Shortly after tho examinations are over and

the degrees awarded, the magistrate of each district issues

a notice, calling the new graduates to meet him on a certain

day and bo presented to the j|J pjp. They go dressed up in

conventional uniform to the magistrate's office, where he
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graduation fees and present to the

teacher, together with the blue coat,

boots, hat, musicians, and the feast

for those who came to offer congra

tulations, etc., which were required

on the occasion of his matriculation,

involved, in all, an expense of over

three hundred thousand cash.

34 During these three years I have not

received a single cash of interest on

that thirty thousand cash that I lent

Wang Yiin Shan, and now that he

has died, my money, both principal

and interest, is all lost.

35 The whole family, including stewards

and servant boys, together with slave

girls aud serviug women, are all to

be entered on the general register ;

and the names of all the soldiers in

the barracks are to be recorded on

the muster roll.

treats them to wine, and then goes with them to the ^ f55i

whose official residence is either in, or attached to, the temple

of Confucius. They first go into the temple and worship the

Page, and are then formally presented to the Hill :ii his

pupils (in theory). When dismissed, each one mounts his

horse, and, accompanied by musicians and banners, goes round

the city or country to call on his friends ; after which he is

expected to entertain his friends at a feast. These formalities

are not, however, compulsory, and those Who are too poor to

bear the expense, do not go at the invitation of the magistrate,

aud of course loso the glorification they might otherwise

have had.

24 T 8 '8 probably derived from a special manner of

wearing the hair indicative of servitude. Both f* j§ and

book terms. Tho colloquial terms are '(

aud ;

« 1 "K

aro

4-

f^fc is the sign of the perfect participle. It

precedes the verb and is usually rendered having

or seeing, sometimes since or inasmuch as. It is

closely allied in meaning to g, |g, but differs in

that it is only used in a subordinate or participial

clause, and implies a principal verb to follow.

I/ESSOItT C2CI.

SlON OF THE PERFECT PARTICIPLE.

St $n X The same meaning as f| alone. f$ and

S are added for the sake of rhythm,

serving also to strengthen slightly the force of §J£.

^ § Substantially the same as (J| alone,

but more colloquial, and also local. The £j seems

to give something of the sense of already, thus

approximating the meaning of g, gg.

; f§£ Chi* To finish; since, seeing:—see Sub.

v Jf[ Pu*swan*. To count oneself out, to refuse,to disclaim.

a Tot*4, Yae*, Too*. A wife's parents. A con-traction of jff.

Vocabulary.

{ft $t Tue*fu* A wife's father, f

^ ^ Yang3 shang1. To nurse a wound ; " to j

defray the expense of

recovery from a wound.

Kwai? IP. To rule over, to govern, to .control, to manage.
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Lesson cxi.

1 Since hehas gone, let him do as he likes.

2 Having committed myself, I cannot

but stand by it.

3 As you have beaten him, can you avoid

bearing the expense of his recovery?

4 Seeing you knew it some time ago,

why did you not come sooner and

tell me P

5 As he did not mention it himself, who

would have the face to ask him ?

6 Seeing the business is damaged to this

extent, it will probably be hard to

right it again.

7 Seeing you did not intend to marry,

you should not have given me a be

trothal card.

8 Seeing you cannot do it for him, you

should go at once and excuse yourself.

9 Being a new son-in-law, why do you

not go and pay your father-in-law a

new year's call.

10 As I have already made my decision,

none of you need say anything more

about it.

11 Inasmuch as thou hast been faithful

in small things, I will make thee

ruler over great things.

12 Since you know the kindness of your

father and mother, why do you not

honor them ?

13 Well, brother, since you are not willing

to forgive me, you might as well just

take a knife and cut off my head.

14 As he is a relative, what difficulty is

there in asking him for the loan of a

few hundred cash ?

1§| Tod1 shi*. To meddle, to interfere, to be

impertinent-

j°}^Lii4- To think anxiously about, to cogitate,

to carefor, to plan.

A 5^ changA fa1. A spirited mag-natiimous man.

}v So,),1.. A shuttle.

*7i Ckien*. An arrow; an archer; a! bowshot;

swift as an arrow.

j^J Hit1. To neglect, to slight: careless; suddenly,

unexpectedly:—Les. 115. 1

-j^iSr! Su1 ha1. Careless, negligent, lax.

^ jJSjj Kmi3 htny3. To curry favor, to pay courtto, to coax.

'A

tfft Wt Fus chiu*. To accommodate oneself to, tocurry favor with.

j$ Ts'at* Materials ; qualities, abilities.

ffi ffi Tslai2 Had1. Materials; ingredients; sub

stance.

§ Pan* chi*. To get ready; to provide; to

\ procure.

,\H |$ Shwang3 shin2. Quick, prompt, expedi-

tious.

* % Wi Ch'ien* t'ieB. A promissory note, a bond,

an i. o. it.

Ching*. To warn, to caution; to urge oneto reform.
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15 Seeing you stammer, why do you talk

bo much 7

1 6 Seeing I am here present, forgive him

this once for my sake.

17 What day is there when you have no

outlay ? This being the case, you

cannot do even a single day without

money.

18 Not having been an eye-witness, how

do you come to know it all so

minutely 7

19 This is a pure impertinence of his.

Seeing the original party is willing,

what business has he to dissent ?

20 Since you have no care for the future,

trouble will be_sure touovertake you

soon.

21 If he had no literary attainments,

there would be some excuse ; but

seeing he has the scholarship, why

not go and compete P

22 Don't let us go ; having set out the

wine can he fail to have food ready P

23 Is it likely you will get a favorable

response, seeing you are applying to

him when he is already worried P

24 As you boast of being a man, you

should not speak and act in an

effeminate way.

25 The saying is, " Days and months fly

like a shuttle ; time speeds by like

an arrow." Since time passes so

quickly, we should not waste a single

moment.

26 Since he is a fellow who insults the

weak and cringes to the strung, it

^ §lF Ching3 c/iie*. To warn, to caution; to

,v threaten ; to exhort.

,, iff Hsing*. To examine, to inquire into; toawaken. See ShSng8.

fif Wu,4. To arouse, to awake; to perceive, tounderstand, to reflect.

Til fff. To awake to a sense of, to become aware

of, to become sensible of.

Wan* Stupid/heedless, immovable.

8£\ ffl ^s wan*- Thick-headed, obtuse, stupid ;heedless; mulish.

Notes.

3 When one man wonnds another in a fight, it is custom

ary to require him to defray the expense of medical treatment,

and in some cases pay for loss of time also, while the wound

is healing.

7 J6J is used for 3^, see Lea. 25.

9 Custom requires a son-in-law to pay his respects and

carry a present to his father-in-law at the new year for three

successive years, after which it is optional.

10 i i& may here be regarded as a compound verb

and as its auxiliary ; or if taken as a noun, it is to be

regarded as transposed for rhetorical effect from its usual

position. The common order would bo ipQ i <® iJE x£ TT'

13 Tho phrase 7] is probably elliptical for jf*

Jl ^ 2)5> for JG does not ordinarily tako 2jS alone as an

auxiliary, serves to connect the refusal to forgive and

tho beheading,—since you will not forgive me, you might as

well also cut my head off.

17 jiii (0 hero refers back to the subject of discourse.
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is best to pay no attention to liim.

Once begin to coax bim, and he will

presume all the more.

27 Having the materials all ready, it can

be made very quickly.

28 This note of his after all is forged.

When he was pressing for payment,

he worried us so that neither old nor

young got any rest. Now that we

know it is false, shall we allow him

to take his ease ? Only by entering

suit according to the facts, and

giving him a taste of punishment,

can I satisfy my resentment.

29 Wang Lan T'ang is a very foolish

man. I have warned him several

times, but he cannot be aroused [to

a sense of his danger]. Seeing he

is so obtuse, he will just have to

suffer the consequences.

f o IE

us.

19 A % and ■& £ are in appoBition, referring to the

same person.

20 This sentiment is from the Confucian Analects, in

culcating the wisdom of planning well for the future.

21 A full translation of j|| Pj fj£ would reqnire,

then- would then still be some excuse.

22 In the entertainment of guests, wine is first set forth

by itself and subsequently the food is brought on.

24 J§ "? j|f expresses physical qualities, and <jt

$Z mental qualities. The two phrases together express very

strongly the qualities of a vigorous manliness. J§

is the reduplication of a noun after the manner of the ad

jectives in Les. 107, making a very expressive descriptive

adjective.

26 Jjft tfj ® f35 >s used as a compound adjeotive

descriptive of the "fellow" here referred to. J" 0^ raise

his price,—a figure taken from buying and selling,

XjESSCOST cxii.

Antithetical Particles.

A number of different words are used to

connect clauses used* in apposition or antithesis,

of which the principal are the following :—

tau^ To invert,—on the contrary, yet. ■fjij is

often used when it cannot be translated. It serves

to intimate that the thing asserted is contrary to

expectation ; thus in the seventh sentence its use'

intimates or at least suggests, that a common-place

6tyle was to have been expected.

toV 2j£ To return,—on the other hand, on the

contrary, contrariwise, and yet.

fPl }X or R On the contrary, etc.

J oined together, the two words serve to strengthen

each other. In some places the one order is most

used, and in other places the other order.

b'tW '(j|§ Inclined,—bent on, determined—generally

indicates a trace of perversity or contrariness. The

English language affords no real equivalent for

this word.

To turn,—on the other hand, it came to

pass, it turned out

\\<" 7Jr An antithetical book particle, often used in

Mandarin. It expresses a mild opposition to

something preceding either expressed or implied.

It may sometimes be rendered, but, yet, moreover,

etc., but more frequently goes untranslated, having

no proper equivalent in English.

*\ 7*J Nai3. But; doubtless; moreover, in fact; towit, then :—see Sub.

& Chang3 tsi3 The eldest son.

Vocabulary.

S

1\& (6J Chi* hsiang*. Will, purpose, determina-

tion; inclination.

Ya3 Elegant, genteel; refined, polished.
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Lesson cxii.

1 You thought to injure another, hut

on the contrary you have injured

yourself.

J I obtained what I had not anticipated.

3 Clearly it was you, and yet you put

it off on others.

4 He did not love the eldest, on the

contrary he loved the youngest.

5 Although you are small of stature,

your will is not small.

6 I am determined to come in spite of

your prohibition.

7 His conversation appears to be quite

elegant, and not at all commonplace.

8 When I do not dispute with you, you

turn about and dispute with me, eh P

9 There is nothing special in his talents

and learning, but his warm-hearted

ness is unequaled.

10 He did not say what he should have

said, but on the contrary said a great

many irrelevant things.

11 What you say is so, sister-in-law. I

had quite forgotten this move.

12 You have shown considerable skill in

making these pincers.

13 This is a case in which what was to

have been beneficial, has turned out

to be injurious.

14 You yourself are not free from re

proach, yet you turn about and

accuse others of dishonor.

15 Everybody says if you have no sons,

daughters are as good ; but it is not

1 ^ Chi*. To induce; to regulate; a wen-li

causative; in order to; extreme, in

the highest degree; to the extent of:—Les. 192.

Genteel, stylish, refined, elegant.

a TJ* 4§?r Ts'av hsiie2. Talent and learning ; learn-

ing, acquirements.

^fiSL&Esi,* hsin1. Heart, affection ; warm-heartedness, sympathy.

° Wt ft Fei* hwa*. Empty words, useless verbiage,irrelevant talk.

^.*^^C/iiao8. To falsify; to usurp ; martial; obsti-nate, deceitful.

U 55 Chiao3 ch'iang2. To make false pretences;

unreasonable.

K P£ jfc Yao3 cM3. To evade, to U•ump up a case;

*• to criminate others.

IE Ching* p'ai*. Respectable, exemplary, ^

well-behaved.

*=f^ f(i -f* Pan* tiao* tsi*. A half-witted fellow,/f

a simpleton, a green

horn, a numskull.

Sal ts'un1. To blackguard, to vilify, to 1 Tretail scandal.

ffi An*. To press with the hand, to hold down ; to 1 vrepress, to grasp ; to examine :—see an1.

^ Jou2. To bend, to twist; to supple up, to 1 vbring into subjection.

I^js HI Jon2 ts'od1. To knead, to twist and gouge; 1 »-to crumple in the haud.

|ii Hwan*. One who serves, a courtier ; a dig-;^nilary.

^ fj? Kwan1 hwan*. Officials, gentry, noblemen. V
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so, for I brought up two daughters

and they have turned out to be my

enemies. What a grief of heart it is !

16 You are plainly without a case, yet you

persist in trumping up false issues.

17 Clearly we treated him generously,

yet he says we treated him meanly.

18 Wang Shen Chung is an exemplary

man, and not one of those half-witted

fellows who are given to retailing

scandal ; therefore when all sorts of

stories are told of him I am not

inclined to believe them.

19 Disliking to study and write essays, he

on the contrary relishes idle talk and

meddling in affairs that do not

concern him.

20 What I would, that I do not; what I

would not, that I do.

21 Although you are young in years,

your conversation indicates that you

have quite a mature judgment.

22 He did not strike me, it is true ; but

he held me down and gave me a

good shaking.

23 Pa Chiai replied, " If I try to swim

with you on my back, master, the

result will be that we shall both sink

to the bottom."

24 He belongs to an official family, so it

will not be in good taste for you to

return the favor in money.

25 At first I took that cloth to be very

good and proposed to buy both pieces

of him, but afterwards upon closer

examination, I found that it was

woven of foreign thread, hence I did

not take even one piece.

26 If we do as you say, not only will we

"fc ^ To* cA't4 Genteel, aristocratic, (s.)

Vs ttfcChi1 To weave.

Chiu* chi2. To save from the emergency,1*1

to remove embarrassment,

to tide over the difficulty.

j&Chiu* chi2. ^To suit the emergency,meet the case.

5j£ T'ori1 k'ung*. To have time or opportunity;

to lose time ; to lose a

chance or opportunity. "*>

~>\ ^ "T" Pan* ban1 tsP. A simpleton, a half-witted chap.

■ fffi J$C Fing1 shou1 A bountiful harvest.

to*

v

4

Hwang2 The locust.

J»| Hwang2 ch'ung2 The locust.

Lans. To hinder, to stop ; to obstruct ; to

....... screen off.

PR Tsifi .To hinder, to impede, to oppose.

jff§ (01. To hinder, to interfere with, to oppose.

P'm2 Poor, destitute.

^ Hi P't'n2 han* Poor, destitute.

^ ljt& C/tP lean1. To substitute, to commute, to

V exchange for.

f£ #T Kan1 cM2 The same.

i8 HI Tan* pod*. Weak,—as a solution or an

">& emotion.
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fail to remove the embarrassment,

but on the contrary will rather make

the matter worse.

27 I never lost any time, but served him

month in and month out, and am I

still to be found fault with ?

28 That old skinflint tried a great many

tricks, yet injured himself after all.

29 From a child I regarded that boy of

the Chang family as very bright, but

afterwards he became imbecile from

overwork at his books.

30 All 'hoped this would certainly be a

bountiful year, when, all unexpect

edly, the locusts came and ate up

all the crops.

31 You do not oppose, on the contrary

you chime in with them ; what is

the meaning of this P

32 Wang the fourth is under obligations

to the elder Chou and is proposiug to

express his thanks by some presents ;

but as Chou the elder is very poor at

present, I think it would be better

to substitute a few taels of silver

instead.

33 All the other scholars have gone to

hear the play, why do you not go P

Ans. The teacher has appointed me

to watch the room. I would like

to go, but have no opportunity.

34 In his last letter Mr. Wang said that

he would be here by the third of this

month. This is the fourteenth and

he has not yet come. The proba

bility is that something has occurred

[to prevent],

35 In ancient times friendships were

quite cool, in these days they are

very warm ; but in the time of need

the ancient friend was true, whilo

the friend of these days is false.

Notes.

4 *J? ~p is not a common combination. It is nsed here

as tho correlate of ~p alone. A more colloquial form of

the whole sentence would bc,ftfc^F3£^c5i'?'®S£

8 In order to bring out the proper force of tho sentence,

the first ffc and the last ijlj should be emphasized.

11 5ft 3a j this move or trick,—a figure taken from

chess playing. Bead Chao' in Peking, bnt tsoa* in Shantung.

14 is here used figuratively of character or

conduct.

18 flS a half string [of cash] that is, a half.tcit.-~

chiefly UBed as a term of reproach. fjjfc fll ^ 2jS ^

Wi ifc fl;j> saying this and that about Mm, telling stories

about him.

20 fS is here very forcible, but no English word will

translate it. might be rendered on the contrary, but its

force is more elegantly left to be implied in the relation of

the clauses.

22 fS f§J l2 fT» as for beating, he did not indeed beat

me,—a common idiom for expressing this special form of idea.
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Lesson cxiii.

1 What did the teacher say to you P

2 I have been at both the northern and

southern capitals.

3 Did you not go on the third to

pay your respects to your maternal

grandmother ? Ans. Yes, I went.

4 But what did I covet ?

5 He was not told beforehand, and I

do not know whether he is prepared

or not.

6 If you are riot satisfied, just come

ahead [if you dare"].

7 Why lay plans for dealing with

others, when here already there is

a rebellion in our own house.

8 Where have you been in this great

rain ? Come in quickly.

9 This is nothing more than a sup

position of his : he did not see it

himself.

10 There is no other explanation con

cerning this watch of mine ; it was

really given to me by brother Sun

Yu Hai. Ans But see here : if it

was given to you by Brother Sun,

then why did you say yesterday

that you bought it in Shanghai at

auction P

11 I was applying to him for help : who

The ubo of implies a previous impression that be had been

beaten. " Shaking np " scarcely translates Jfi JM, as here

used, nor does any other term in the English fighting

vocabulary.

23 j\ 7$i> the servant and disciple of fit, Les. 86

Note (25).

28 /ft Bit A» does not regard persons ; that is, has no

regard for friendship, age or rank, unprincipled, recreant,

heartless. % §J j£ , an old extortioner who, not satisfied

with taking goods and clothes, is ready to tear off men's

skins to satisfy his demands, an old skinflint. 5f£ is usually

a term of honor, but here it is an intensive of reproach.

29 & fir ^ f$ studying he [finally] studied himself

[into a simpleton], an idiomatic form which English will not

literally express.

4-

In addition to its regular and constant use as

an auxiliary, JljS is also frequently used at the end

of a clause or sentence in the place of "J". In

Pekingese it is generally followed by Jjf, but not

in Central or Southern Mandarin.

is also used out of its ordinary sense in the

following special phrases.

5r$ 5r$ or 5r5 5r$ 5r£> expresses a challenge,—

come ahead, come on if yon dare, we'll try it on.

miEssoisr cxm.

Peculiar Uses of

5l$ expresses an absurd state of things,

an unprecedented or unexpected turn of affairs,—

here behold, here already, well I well !

/^ 5fe *s used iQ Southern Mandarin in

the same way, and with substantially the same

meaning as J§S ^ft JjjJ in the North.

3* An exclamation arresting the

speaker and preparatory to charging home on him

an inconsistency,—there now, but then, well then,

but see here.
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said he owed me anything? Ans.

Well then, if indeed he does not owe

you, how is it that you say he must

give you thirty taels ?

12 What makes you so offish ? Since

when have we had separate interests?

13 Nobody else is making any move,

and here you are already iu a fright,

taking this and that precaution : is

this the mettle of a man ?

14 If he can do more, let him do

more ; if he cannot, let him do less.

Who ever found fault with him

about it ?

15 Have you not sifted this rice ? Ans.

Certainly I have. Would it be a3

clean as this if I had not sifted

it?

1G Of course Li the second is Li Wen.

Shan's brother. Ans. There now !

why then did you say the other

day that they were father and son ?

17 When I was in the mountains in

Manchuria I saw the musk ox, the

spotted deer, the wild deer, the wolf,

serpent, tiger and leopard.

18 I have heard it said that if one who

has scald head will rub his head with

rice gruel and have a dog lick it, it

will get well. Ans. I once tried this

plan of having a dog lick my head,

but it did no good.

19 I said from the first that he did riot

have that amount of perseverance,

but you would not believe it : and

Vocabulary.

Lao*. Maternal grandmother. Always doubled

^ in use. (n.)

7& ^ Lao3 niang2 Maternal grandmother.

5 SI Vii4 listen1 Beforehand, previously.

^ Hsi1'*. Belonging to; concerning; the substan-tive verb in win-li.

^ 8k* 1 ns'li Indeed, really, in fact.

(a jfa P'oa4, P'ai1. To strike with the open hand; topat, to caress ; to slap.

ft P'ail maii To sel1 at auction.

ill Wai* tao*. Unfriendly, offish, cool, un-social.

'#|> H Wai* ch'i* The same, (s.)

ffti Shai1 A sieve; to sift. \ 6

§ Ran* tsi*. Qf course, to be sure, assured- iLly, by all means.

5[§ Chang1.. The musk deer. |»j

JHP'ao8. A small spotted deer found in North ilChina.

ft Pao* The leopard, the panth er. |1

La* Severe, grievous ; bald. 1 k

Li4 Dysentery, a flux. / &

01 Scald head ; smooth headed.' V

^ T'v} The scald head. / V

$ff T'k1 ch'wang1. The scald head, sores on ' Vthe head.
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sure enough, here be is already wanting

to try something else. Do you be

lieve it now ?

20 Chang Chiai Jen bad a fight with

his wife; he broke the kettle to

pieces and smashed the furniture,

and was about to set fire to the

house; and when all present joined

to exhort him, he went off in a fit of

passion and no one knows where he

has gone. Ans. Humph ! Isn't that

a silly piece of acting ?

21 You borrowed some money of me last

year and did not pay a cash either of

principal or of interest, and this year

you still make excuses and won't

pay up. I am not going to submit

to it. Ans, Submit or not, what are

you going to do about it? Just

come on and we'll have it out on any

line you choose.

22 How many are there of these brothers

who are contending about the privi

lege of being adopted ? Ans. There

are only two of them. Ques. How

many brothers were there in their

father's family. Ans. Three. Ques.

Had they all sons ? Ans. No, the two

elder are both without sons. Ques.

Well, well ! when they two are heirs

to the three portions what is there

left to contend about ?

1 PA iWe«2 Ohttinous, viscid ; rice.

\N ^jj j$t§ Men* chou1. Rice gruel, millet gruel,congee. >v

M |£ Tien2 To lick; to taste. v7

\ 1H Wl Hintp chin*. Persistence, perseverance,the gift of continuance.

Ch'ang2 chin* The same, (s.)

\S Bfc ffi Kai% hang-. To change one's trade oroccupation. ^jv

% Cliie* A waiter ; good, (w.)

Hu2 lair. To act the fool, to make muchado about nothing.

Nien2 ch'ien2.

lA fit Kwoa* chi*.

. . . Before the last new year.

To adopt as heir the son of abrother or cousin.

P Ghtie2 hu*. A man or woman who has no

children neither hope of any.

Ku1.. . .An orphan ; fatherless; alone, solitary.

3§[ Ku1 kwo}. "Widowed and childless. Alone,solitary, childless, (s.)

Notes.

3 Custom 6*es the day on which a man and his childron

should make a new year's call on his wife's parents, bat the

day differs in different localities. In Borne places it is the

second, in some the third, and in some the fourth day of tho

now year. The sfe before ^'might with equal propriety be

placed immediately after In Nanking 1^ §J( is used

both for mother-in'law and for maternal grandmother; which

is intended can only bo known from the connection.

1 n°rc refers to a company or set engaged in a com.

mon business or enterprise.

10 U ^ is stronger than U and is chiefly used

in asseverating. 51 's often nsed by friends in a compli

mentary way when addressing or referring to each other. The

idea of selling at auction has been introduced into China by

foreigners.
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Lesson cxiv.

1 The day is very hot : sit down and

cool off a little, and then proceed.

2 If yon do not believe, just try it.

3 There is a fire in the house, go in

quickly and warm yourself.

4 The material is not sufficient, but try

and make it answer.

5 If a vacancy occurs; may I trouble

you to speak a good word for me ?

6 Stop and think a moment: if, for

example, any one should treat you in

this way, would you like it ?

7 My father is still living, I must go

home and consult with him before I

can decide.

8 The leaves on the front walk are too

unsightly, go and sweep them up.

9 Better go out for a walk than sit idly

at home giving way to your low

spirits.

10 When on a journey one cannot have

things as they are at home. You must

put up with things the best way you

can.

11 May I trouble you to go in and make

an announcement for me, saying thab

my master wishes an interview P

12 The baby wants to sleep. Hold it in

your arms and pat it a little and it

will go off to sleep.

U (£J should be emphasized.

12 The ideal friendship is when the parties, 7f\ ft {8j

Jjj, make no distinction of meutn and tuum; that, is, each

holds all he haB at the disposal of the other.

16 rrf f@> father and son or daughter, also

applied to grandfather and grandson, or even to ancestor and

descendnnt and includes collateral as well as direct relationship.

17 Si $K 1j£ %')> a ready made list, in which ^ is put

for serpents in general.

20 f§J 2jS> a foolish proceeding. This is an exceptional

use of not provided for in the subject of the lesson.

22 The Chinese have a great horror of dying childless,

hence couples who are without male children generally adopt a

brother's son, or the son of a cousin of the same family name,

in order to havo some one to inherit thoir property, care for

them when old, and keep up worship at their graves. ^ ft

§J, HI ft §J, etc., is a common way of distinguishing

brothers and sisters, ft §U is equivalent to ft ffi fj,

referring to order of age, and consequently of dignity. The

Southern equivalent is JJ. The ^ ia rejected

by the Nanking teacher, not because it is not used, but be

cause as here used it is too disrespectful.

LESSOK C3CIV.

Reduplication of Compound Verbs.

Not only are single verbs reduplicated as

illustrated in Le?. 33, but also compound or

double verbs. The force of the reduplication is

substantially the same as in the case of single

verbs. An — is never inserted as in the case of

single verbs.
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13 Affairs in the shop have all been

thrown into disorder, a straightening

up is indispensable.

14 Superiors of all grades must be feed ;

wherever yon fail to give a fee, there

will be trouble.

15 To-day is the first of the tenth month ;

you may get a few pounds of meat

and a few pots of wine and give all

hands a feast.

1G I forgot to charge him that he must

not let the secret leak out.

17 The first time you go, you should

prolong your visit a little so as to get

acquainted with the brethren.

18 Let her go and visit her mother and

work off her low spirits, and she will

be all right.

19 Some guests are coming in a few

days ; you must clean up the yard,

lest they laugh at it.

20 What business have you come on, sir ?

Ans. 1 have no particular business ;

I merely came to call on your master

and pay my respects.

21 See that fishing-rod how it bobs up

and down, it must be that a fish has

taken the hook.

22 " With a friend in the kitchen, you

can get something to eat; with a

% ;

s;

s,

Feng1 Hang2 Cool, airy, refreshing.

Ta1. To place on; to hang on; to put up as ashed ; to add up ; to engage a passage.

H£ Chiu* ta1. To make a thing answer, to

adapt to circumstances.

Hsii1 To breathe ; to speak well of.

| Ch'ui1 hsii1. To say a good word for, torecommend.

Hsiin2 si1 To consider, to reflect.

Tung9, Ting3. A raised path or walk in front

of a house. i

J£§ Tung3 lu*. A raised or paved walk infront of a house.

jit Tung9 tao* The same.

I^fif Ta* sao3 - .To sweep, to -brush up.

^J* Liu1 to} - . - To walk for recreation.

Vocabulary.

^ tT P'ai1 ta3 To pat, to tap, to knock.

* h 1?J Shang* si1 A superior officer.

if£ fijjfc Hsiao* chingi. To honor and respect (as

'" parents) ; to give a present

or fee to a superior officer :—Note (14).

^ K'ao* To reward workmen with a feast.

$h5 0$ K'ao* lad1. A feast given to soldiers or

1 workmen:—Note (15).

i|f jjf§ Tsous lou* To let out a secret, to tell.

ff§ Hsiao1 hsi? News, word ; a secret.

* PJj- M6n* ch'i4. Low sph-its, dejection, dumps,blues, melancholy.

Hsie*. To leak, to ooze out, to drip; to

divulge, to tell a secret

Fa1 hsie*. To let out, to give vent to, towork off.
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friend at court, you can obtain nn

office " Seeing His Excellency now

depends so much on you, can't you

give us a lift P

23 My son is heedless and ignorant; if

he gets into any difficulty, I hope you

will help him with your advice.

24 When the annual festivals come, why

do you not go to the graves to offer

sacrifices, and also buy a few sheets of

paper money to burn ? Aus. Going

to the graves to add some earth or to

clear away the brambles is all right ;

but as to burning incense and paper

money as a sacrifice, that is all useless

nonsense.

25 Here is a tea-house just at hand, let

us go in and drink a cup of tea and

sit and rest awhile. You are my

guest. Aus. What are you talking

about? It is my treat to-day.

2G You have a good nose and your lower

jaws are square and your whole face

. is bright, all of which indicates that

you are to become rich. Ans. I am

certainly much obliged. If I do in

deed succeed in making a fortune, it

will be owing to your complimentary

words.

it

Tiao* To fish, to fish for, to catch.

Kan1.. A rod, a pole, a staff.

L ' f£ Tun* To shake, to move.

1-' ^Ch't*. To obstruct; to draw (as lots); to pull;to grasp.

1^.. To shake, to boh up and down, to dance.

x fit ffl Chung* yung*. To depend upon, to haveconfidence in.

|ij Lu0.^} Rock salt, alkali; rude; insolent.

^ Hang3 Thick grass ; confused ; heedless.

tij Rustic, rude ; heedless, abrupt.

V>H§k Wang* ch'iB I beg, I hope, (w.)

w Chi3 chiao*. To direct, to advise, tocounsel.

§li Chi3 tien3. To point out, to direct, toguide; to advise.

Jl- Tien* To enshrine ; to offer a libation. ^

J§. Chi* tien*.. To sacrifice to.

$K Chi3 ch'itn-. Paper money, tinsel paper :— "W

Note (24).

So 'ffc Shao1 hwa* To burn, to consume. % ^

/Jul Si* To sacrifice to, to worship.

Citing1 A bramble; thorny, prickly.V

jfjj}{ Chi* A thorn, a bramble; troublesome.V

Thorns, brambles. V

~)j jj- Fang1 cheng* Full, plump, broad.-2 c>

Jfc jpg T'o&fu*. I'm much obiiged, you're verykind.

£f| Cliin3. Embroidered ; elegant, flowery, com-plimcntary.

W OhinP yen9. Flowery language; compli- ~i Cmen tary words.
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LESSON CXV.

1 How is it that yon have suddenly

changed your mind ?

2 Unexpectedly he gave me a fright.

3 He suddenly changed his bent and

developed a passion for gambling.

4 I had already gone two or three li

when it suddenly occurred to me

that I had forgotten my umbrella.

5 His father-in-law's name I cannot

recall on the spur of the moment.

6 New clothes are only to be worn on

special occasions.

7 Seeing him unexpectedly, I did not

recognize him at all.

8 In exhorting any one, it is not best

' to begin too abruptly.

9 Please tell me, my good brother,

why you suddenly want to start to

day.

10 Should we suddenly meet with some

Notes.

I Said to a passer by, by one who is resting in the shade

at the roadside.

5 Pfc fl!t ?fc 5Sl> a little for me t i.e., recommend me.

8 $1 Kr properly yung* lul, bat in nctual use frequently

spoken i/ing3 lu*. It is also written by some, and by

otherB (ft-

II $C ^ >2 SbT) the honored head of our family,—

addressed by the gentleman's servant to the servant of the

man upon whom his master has come to call.

14 All inferior officers are expected to send in a retaining

fee to their puperiors at the new year, as well as on certain

other special occasions. If the fee is not sent in, the inferior

will presently find his affairs embarrassed with difficulties.

The giving of this fee is facetiously called showing

respert. or J§j jjHj, making a return.

15 The first day of the tenth month is a feast-day in

honor of Jsj| |5fl, the god of the city moat, On this and

similar feast-days, custom requires that employers should give

their workmen a half-holiday and a feast. This is technically

called feasting the weary.

17 ^> ft ?§t 5c> remain a few dayn longer ; i. e.,

prolong your visit a little, for the purpose referred to.

18 The " belly " is commonly regarded by the Chinese

as the seat both of the intellect and the affections.

23 The language and style of a letter.

24 iH 'M US W requires flf M understood to

complete the construction. Paper money is burnt for the use

of the dead. In the case of ancestors it is supposed to

express affectionate remembrance, as well as to conciliate

them and secure their good offices on behalf of their de>

scendants | in the case of other gods it is a bribe to appease

their anger and secure their protection. It consists of tinsel

paper, that is, paper having pasted on it a very thin leaf of

tin to represent silver, or of brass to represent gold. It is

folded and pasted in the shape of ingots of silver and gold.

The poor also use yellow paper with holes punohed in it to

represent copper cash. ^ £jP t§j f£ is book style.

25 JH, I am host, it's my treat. ^ is put for

ill ^ ■ A more colloquial form, at least in the North, il

$ m m a-

V
LEBSOISr CXV.

Phrases indicating Suddenness.

The superabundance of words for expressing

this idea shows that the Chinese language is in

some respects richer than the English. A number

of the following phrases are more or less local, and

sundry of them are practically synonymous, dif

fering only in the connexion in which they are used.

"v ev$> ffli Suddenly, unexpectedly, all at once.

This is the most common and universally used

woid for expressing the idea of suddenness.

7

*&V& f& or IS Suddenlv, unexpected

ly, all at once ; abruptly. The [ISj is added or

not as the rhythm suggests. It may also be added

to any of the following terms which end iu fft.

jllf Suddenly, abruptly, on the spur of

the moment.

Suddenly, abruptly, all at once.

'k4 9& ^ Suddenly, unexpectedly, abruptly.

i/C
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misfortune, he will be able to help us.

1 1 We ought to prepare in good season

lest he should come suddenly and we

not be able to get ready in time.

12 When a very near relative suddenly

dies, one cannot help constantly

thinking of him and feeling sad.

13 That was a heavy rain yesterday; in

a twinkling the earth was every

where covered with water.

14 If we ask him abruptly, his suspicions

will certainly be excited and he will

tell us nothing.

15 Mr. Han is certainly skilled in writing

essays, he does one up in no tim e.

16 The horse was just about to run,

when I suddenly seized him and held

him fast.

17 When he saw men making money

and enjoying it, his cupidity was at

once excited.

18 The cars run at a tremendous speed;

they pass by in the twinkling of an eye.

19 I went to-day to see the reception of

His Excellency, and just in the midst

of the excitement I was suddenly

startled by the firing off of three

great guns at my side.

20 Having habitually allowed the mind

to wander unrestrained, it is a very

difficult thing to bring it suddenly

under discipline.

Suddenly, abruptly, quickly.

Promptly, in a trice, in no time, (c.)

Suddenly, in a flash, with a start.

i/y ^ Instantly, instantaneously, all at once.

"fp3 ^ Suddenly, accidentally, without notice.

* $| jH The same as f| but more bookish,

at least in most places-

Uj M;«j jfe. ~J" All at once, suddenly, unexpected

ly, accidentally.

rfr % The same, (c.)

tT rfr $f The same. (c. & s.)^ w<f

fi» &fif Unexpectedly, unawares,

rfr *tfa H The same, (s.)

PI % The same.

fiV IS f$ Suddenly, all at once.

ftV -J* Suddenly, unexpectedly, unawares.

A Peking term. tW—' -V-

fjfi; fiV The same. A Southern term.

I twink-

"* I ling of

an eye.

w

OS, t& G» All of a sudden, without warning.

A Shantung term. ^ l ^w

^7" fjjd Before one is aware, unawares.

A Shantung term.

—' B$ ^ In a moment, at once, at present.

. J(jj| jJJ^In the opening of an eye, ) in the

—' ft In the turn of an eye,, JJg Pj^'11 the wink of an eye,

St *M Mil Unexpectedly, unawares, sud

denly. A Southern term.

—' §1 B$ lu a twinkling, in a moment. ' s^

§| B$ ^ The same.

B^f or ^ B^p [hI In a moment, in a

twinkling, in no time.

— M. Some morning ; suddenly, in a mo

ment, as soon as. A book term.

Ill ^IJ or lg 3£lJ PI In a moment, in a

twinkliDg. A book term.

I ha
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21 The young mau suddenly lifting his

head, saw that Mr. T'ie had an

aristocratic bearing, but did not

recognize him.

22 While her husband was living, she

was strongly attached to him : and

when he suddenly died, she felt as

if she had no dependence.

23 Just when they had accomplished half

the voyage, there suddenly arose a

violent storm which drove the ship

on the rocks, and in a moment they

wont down.

24 A big fellow was fighting with me

to-day, when, taking him unawares, I

gave him one blow with my fist which

sent him sprawling on his back.

25 The seasons are uncertain, floods and

droughts are frequent. If when you

have abundance you live extrava

gantly, by and by when a year of

famine suddenly overtakes you, how

will you all get a living ?

Vocabulary.

h

i> jfil CAS* Hurried, agitated; suddenly, instantly.

•fPI Ou3. An image, an idol ; a mate ; an even ^number; a pair; abruptly, accidentally.

I^j; Ton9 Steep, precipitous ; suddenly.

f|f isV3. The win-li second personal pronoun,you ; an affirmative particle.

^ Ts'u* Abrupt, precipitate.

1^ Sha* .A shower; an instant, a moment.

V- lt£ Cha3, chan3 To wink; to twinkle.

J5H Tsou* Quick, suddenly, with all speed.

^ C/t'mg1'2)3. An instant, a moment, just now,

at once.

7 b Tan* The morning, light, clear j daylight.

Shu* Hastily, quickly, suddenly.

j|B Ch'i3 hsing2 To start on a journey

Kue jou* A relative ; kinship.

Jj§> Si1 lu*. To think anxiously, to ponder,to brood over.

"jfsk Nan2 kwo&* In straits ; troubled, sad.

Si *. Excessive ; reckless, dissolute ; uncurbed ;

p 0 a market-place.

4fc Hfl Fang* si*. Unrestrained; reckless; prof-

i ligate; wanton.

4p ^ Shao* nien2 jin2. A young man, a

youth.

j|^f Hsing2 tung*. Deportment, bearing, be-

v haviour; to ease one's self.

^ Choa2 lot?. Besting place, home; depend-

-,.->, ence, support.

%t Mi K'icang2 feng1 A storm, a hurricane.

?tf| Chiao1 Half-tide rocks, shoal rocks.

v Ts'e*. To fathom, to sound; to measure, to'1 Is %j Chiao1 shi2. Shoals, hidden rocks.

" ;g $| Shi2 chiao1 The same.

4$ Yang3. To look up towards heaven ; to lookup to, to respect.

0^ ^1 Yang3 pan1 chiao3. Sprawling on the

back, lying on

the back with hands and feet in the air.

ity E\ ^ Yang3 tcod* ting*. The same :—Note(24)

><■■

guage, to estimate.

*° ^ illl Pu* ts'i*. Inscrutable ; unexpected ; a

• ■ • calamity, a misfortune.

H Chi*. To approach ; now, soon, forthwith ; asto; that is :—Les. 160 and 162.

< fjj] Jp. Chi* tsao3. Early, in good season, before-

hand.

yjk.^ Chi2 tsao3 The same :—Note (11).
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26 Day before yesterday forenoon my

mother was quite well, but in the

afternoon when she was going out,

she suddenly fell to the ground with

a stroke of paralysis.

2? There is nothing to be gained from

joining in a free fight. While the

fight goes on, each man relies on his

own powers ; but the moment some

one is killed, all throw up their hands

iu consternation.

28 At first all considered him as be

longing to the official class, but

afterwards, while he was talking,

he accidentally spoke of the number

of acres his father farmed, upon

which all the company made a

grimace. Wasn't that a come down ?

29 When any one is dangerously ill, if

he all at once feels better, final prep

aration should at once be made, for

this is like the lamp flaring up just

before it goes out.

Lao* Flooded, injured by excessive rain-

"T* ^ LLsia* pan* t'wn1 Afternoon.

p[ ^ Wi Chung*fing* pu* yu3. A stroke of

paralysis.

" 1 ||[ Chi2 ye«3. To stare, to look blank, to be

at one's wits' end, dismayed.

Ififc Cha1 To open out, to spread out.

^ „ jf^ Sal To open out See sod1.

£g Cha1 sa\ To spread out the hands and

fingers in token of being in a

strait ; spread out loosely; disheveled.

V4 1^3 ^ Cha1 shou3. To spread out the hands asin a strait.

Pie3.?'? Shriveled, limp; puckered.

J§£ Lou* ti3. To be mortified, to betray one'santecedents, to lose caste.

same.$1 Hsk* ti3 The

^ Jang3 To vociferate, to shout. Seejangl.3<>

^ living* Joyful, elated, excited. See hsing1. -3 &

1^ Ch'oa1. To punch, to strike with a stick; a.i„stamp, a seal.

ife HH Fa3 kwoa2.- - - France. . 3/

Q> T'iet$Jt'v,ng\. . . The sky, the air ; space. \

M M Ch'ing1 ch'i* Hydrogen.

UH HI P'iao1 tang*. 'To float, to soar; to sail;to roll (as a boat).

'ods ch'iao*. Happily, fortunately, op-portunely.

IpHfl Lun2 ch'ican2 A steamship-

|fl Shi*. To shoot ; to spurt out ; to issue forth ;to radiate.

Notes.

5 A distinction is made between i§ and

The >s the original and ordinary name, the £j- ia a accond

name or title, derived from the ^2 by some classical or

fanciful association. In common uBe, however, ^J- simply

means name, and by rights should be written %\ ^p, as is

evident from the fact that it is frequently heard ifj 51 •

Custom, however, has put £§5 for in this particular case.

differs radically from both ^2 an^ being the family

name or surname.

6 {ft H?j is here equivalent to /ft iS> or to the book

term jfij

* •

J ■

J-

Q £k Hit! Old elder brother, a term of respoot approxi.

mately equal to my good brother, or my ynod sir.

U|The double form ||J IfL and R Jp., results from

the use of hard and soft sounds. Where soft sounds prevail

i>fj and R nro read precisely alike, and either is correct ;

but where hard sounds prevail only JSi will answer, as f?P Ia

everywhere soft. This fact should determine the writing in

favor of R which is everywhere correct ; moreover the fact

that hard sounds are tho older and have been supplanted by

soft sounds, shows that 7& 's doubtless tho original writing

of the phraso,
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30 They were in the schoolroom just in

the full tide of their hilarity, whoop

ing and yelling like demons, when

the teacher, coming in unexpectedly,

gave one shout : it was like striking

a nest of young magpies with a stick;

instantly there was not a sound to

be heard.

31 Once in France two men ascended

in a balloon, and while sailing in the

air, were insensibly carried out to

sea. Fortunately they caught sight

of a steamship and, with all haste,

caused the balloon to descend. When

they touched the surface of the water,

the two men jumped simultaneously

into the sea, whereupon the balloon

suddenly darted up, like an arrow

shot skyward.

15 The peculiar force of St jj| caimot be matched in

English.

to look with longing eyes, to wish for.

19 Strictly speaking 6^, as here used, should limit the

seeing to the persons who went out to meet his excellency.

This, however, is not the real meaning. A word like 5fc ;jjr

must he supplied after flfy ir> order to complete the construc

tion. The proper sense is given without

21 St The hero of tno Fortunate Union.

22 This sentence might also be reudered, While her

husband was alive, he lues strongly attached to her, etc. The

sentence was probably made by a foreigner. If a Chinese

had made it he would have said, either _ A or j?j P>

instead of ft •fjjj,.

24 $J f|\> to fall or lie on the back, and BU, to spread or

sprawl the feet. The Peking phrase fljj J§£ flifl is not so

readily analvsed. Nanking rejects both phrases, and says

w a 0 x-

27 ^5S) to fight in a flock; that is, to engage in a

free fight or general row. tB ~f A ^Si a man's life comes

out ; i.e., some one is killed and his life is to be accounted

for to the law.

28 ""• $5 is used in the North and means to twist the

lips to one side, ^ is used in the South and means to

draw up or pucker the lips, both being expressive of contempt.

29 The preparation,to be made, is to lift the dying mau

off the k'ang and dress him in his burial clothes. The

at the end drops out of the translation.

30 ill P$e hills resounding and hobgob}ins hnxoU

ing used as a figure to describe the uproarious hilarity of school

boys. Jpl changes its usual tone, and also requires emphasis

to bring out its force.

31 ® 3lt ^» a hydrogen globe, that is, a balloon,

pf J5 ' fitting the emergency. To the meanings of Pf (Les.

3) should have been added, to fit, to suit. In Peking j^j in

££- |H is read fa4.

Phrases indicating Certainty.

/£. Certainly, positively. forms a number

of combinations, as below, and is the most im

portant word used for the expression of certainty.

— Certainly, inevitably ; determined, in

variable, for certain.

ft Certainly, positively, surely.

ijfc Necessarily, certainly.

ijfi aEl Certainly, positively, inevitably; very

certain ; it must be.

ift ft The same.

Certainly, surely.

—• qS Certainly, positively, unquestionably.

mm Positively, inevitably, assuredly.

unquestionably, unmis-pff ¥p Assuredly,

takeably. (c.)

2$ Jt£ Certainly, surely, inevitably, (c & n.)

2f& ff The same, (s )

*P % ^Undoubtedly, unquestionably,

absolutely certain."^
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Lesson am.

1 Will you certainly go to-morrow, sir ?

2 In everything, that which affords

large profits necessarily involves [the

risk of] great loss. [lose money.

3 If you urge a sale, you will certainly

4 Whoever deceives another is certainly

not a good man.

5 If you leave him there hy himself,

he will certainly not stay.

6 If I had known that it was on account

of this business that he invited me, I

should assuredly not have gone.

" He is determined to go, I cannot

detain him.

8 That he who does right fares well, is

an invariable law.

9 I will positively not let you off unless

you get me a new one.

10 I am quite satisfied that he must

have stolen it. [sort of coercion.

11 He will assuredly not submit to this

12 When I get the money, I will cer

tainly go and buy me a watoh.

13 This is unquestionably a piece of Wang

Chin Fang's wirepulling; no one else

could do it

14 Judging from your condition, it must

be you have caught cold.

^ WO ^ Pf Fixed and unalterable,

morally certain, invariable.

il —' ^ ^ The same

:'"'«^']!!| ^ ^ Positively, incontestibly, as

suredly, unmistakeably.

HI % M —* The same, (c.) 'M

IKf Assuredly, positively. d T 1

JSft Hit The same. Repeated for emphasis.

UK Certainly, positively, undoubtedly, as

suredly, absolutely.

i§|f The same.

?§| -^p- Assuredly, undoubtedly.

Vocabulary

5§[ ^ ^ 3§£J Indisputably, assuredly, with

out the least doubt. , j

HI Hi W w Demonstrably, undoubtedly,

indisputably. Bookish.

^ W The same. Colloquial, (c.)

Absolutely, utterly, c^-*3

$g The same.

Positively, unequivocally, c/wia.* *-7<-

The same.

^| or ^ Utterly, absolutely, positively,—

always used with a negative.

^ J2. To transplant; to move, to shift, to

migrates to graft

§H Tsoa2. A chisel ; to chisel out, to dig ; to

. brand; to verify ; secure, reliable.

${j§ $L She"- pen9. To lose on an investment, (c.)

1

Esia2 To govern, to rule; to regulate. /;

ijjlj ifa'a2 cW4. Tojrule over, to coerce, to''constrain, to keep under.

^ |R iSfAott3 yen3. Device, manoeuvre, trick, bribe, t ^corruption ; wirepulling.
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15 As to fluency, he is certainly not in

ferior to others.

16 Although all the arts of persuasion

[have been exhausted], he utterly

refuses to listen.

17 If I had not regarded his age, I

should certainly not have let him off

scot-free.

18 If China were willing to build rail

roads, it is very certain that she

would grow richer year by year.

19 This is an undoubted fact; there is

absolutely no mistake about it.

20 Every true man ought to have some

decision of character.

21 Under these circumstances, the busi

ness will unquestionably be difficult

to settle.

22 Just now I am in a great dilemma

and cannot come to any settled con

clusion.

23 If he had been guilty of no corruption

at all, you may be sure he would not

have secretly fled.

24 This is the invariable rule which ab

solutely cannot be changed.

25 There is positively no transmigration

after death.

26 That they two have had some secret

intercourse is an indisputable fact.

27 Do not talk at random. That grove

is a quiet place where there are posi

tively no ghosts.

28 I have already made careful inquiry;

\i H l£§ T'ie3 lu* A railroad.

vo J"L Tan*fan*. Whoever, whatever; whenever;

indeed :—Les. 157

if at all, if in any case, if

5s1 pi*.

m 98 Ch'ing1 yaB. Quiet, tranquil, still, retired.

tfc ^rf Tao1 clung1. A spectre, a goblin, an elf,a satyr.

gjjr rUJ Fang3 win* To inquire, to look for.

\ 3 S Si 1 tsi *. Privately, secretly, clandestinely, Jg| Tsui* od* "Wickedness, sin, evil deeds.

surreptitiously.

'} ? } £fe $E T'ao2 tsou3. To flee, to run away, to

/ abscond.

Bribery, corruption; fraud,

embezzlement. v

>5 fljfc ^HT'oa1 thing1. To transmigrate; to be borninto the world.

jBj Sui2. To come round to the starting point, to Jrevolve. '

% M si1 1'ung\ Clandestine communication,

a secret or illicit intercourse.

a ^ Hing*. Perverse, mulish ; unreasonable, out

rageous ; contrary, similar. See hing*.gj

■ !> $ffi ?H Liu2 lei* " To shed tears, to weep.

jfa Shi1, he*. To disagree, to fall out; todeclare war.

Shu* To rinse, to wash.

"iftH Ts'u1 ch'un3 Eustic, boorish; stupid.

>> Iffi M Lnn- hm\ Transmigration, the doctrine "*
Y ^ of metempsychosis. *f\ft& % Ts'u1 pen* The same.
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he is unquestionably a good man.

29 This retribution for sin is something

that will inevitably come, and there

is positively no escape.

30 I noticed that his face had a sinister

expression ; he is certainly not a good

man.

31 Gods are gods and men are men. To

say that a man may become a god is

assuredly contrary to reason.

32 When he comes to want I will give

him a meal, but recommend him for a

place, I positively will not.

33 Judging from his weeping and his

protestations, he is undoubtedly

wronged. •

34 That these two kingdoms are now at

war is an indisputable fact, but how

. the peace was broken I do not

know.

35 It is my father's invariable custom to

rinse his mouth and brush his teeth

after each meal. .

36 If you use such language as this in

the presence of the magistrate, you

will certaiuly get a beating on the

face.

37 That man Yang Pen I is by nature

excessively boorish; it is vain to

expect to give him any polish.

38 I now tell you plainly, the temple I

positively will not enter, the tea I posi

tively will not drink, the magistrate I

positively will not see.

^ ~3C Win2 yu3. Cultivated, polished, refined,literary.

J*5 i|£ Ya3 tao*. Gentlemanly, -polished, re-fined, (c.)

yj 1iH <ft£ Ju2 ya3. Literary, refined, polished,cultured.

''\^xf Si4. A council chamber; a Buddhist templeor monastery; a mosque.

l vftl ^ Chi1 hsien* A hsien magistrate.

2/

TT TTU* An opponent; to inspect.

| T^F \^ Wu* tsoii*. A surgical expert, a coroner:— $f

. Note (39).

^ H Snl T'ien1 ling*- kai* The forehead.^

flrj" Cfiou3 The elbow, the elbow-joint, if

1$) M Kwai3 chou* The elbow

HwaiK The ankle bone or joint>/"

^ |[l Yd3 hsing1 A rain drop, /y 0

Notes.

2 does not here mean certain evil or loss, bnt rather

the risk of it. Compare the common saying, "Nothing ven.

tnred. nothing won."

7 This sentence might also mean, If he is determined to

go, I cannot detain him.

11 The A ^ is not adequately translated by he. It

designates the person referred to in a way that English will

not express.

20 Lit., Whoever is a male Chinaman ought to have a

fixed purpose. A woman is not supposed to have a mind of

her own.

22 & ft M 18- l«ft and right both (two) difficult,

that ts, a difficulty on either hand, in a strait betwixt two,

in a dilemma.

30 ~ lit $0 seems to use ^ in its ordinary literal

i, after the style of our term " cross grained ; " but on the
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39 The coroner reports that there is a

wound on the forehead made hy an

iron instrument, on the right elbow a

wound made by a wooden instrument,

and two wounds on the left ankle

made by a wooden instrument. How

does he know for certain that a wound

has been made by an iron or by a

wooden instrument.

40 The twenty-fourth of the sixth month

is the day the God of War whets his

sword ; it is certain to rain at least a

little. Ans. That is not certain. Year

before last during the drought, it did

not rain a single drop during the

whole sixth mouth. Don't you re

member ?

contrary it changes its tone and takes its derived sense.

3l"Tliis is a- Christian sentiment. All Chinese gods are

supposed to bo deified men.

32 II |S An — is elided before ®-

35 — JjT jjfc, a fixed or invariable rule,—a book

phrase in common nse.

36 'M

magistrate.

t, In the presence of the court, that is, of tbo

39 14" ffi '8 nn attache of the yamen, though not

counted a $j {2- His special business is to go with the

magistrate when investigating a case of murder or assault,

and act as an expert in determining the character and extent

of the wounds.

40 f|f JIs> a rain star, that is, o rain drop, Bo called

from the sparkling of drops of rain.

1

LESSON CXVII.

Specific Time.

The more common terms for the designation

of time have already been given in Lesson 16.

In this and the three following lessons, the various

terms for expressing time are more fully set forth.

The Chinese affords a large variety of such terms.

f^^'fS Yesterday, ] These terms

tyj fallal To-morrow, t0 tjje city 0f

^ j^LUS] Day after to-morrow, / Peking.

5rv Yesterday. Local in Shantung. In

some places.in the South, ^ Jj* means, last night.

ift 0 or ^ fjff % The day preceding

day before yesterday.

It H or ^ l§fj % The same. Used

in some parts of the South.

~h # 0 or ^ # % The day following

day after to-morrow-.

# H or % % The same, (s.)

2j£ This month, the present month,

/fc d^This year,thepresentyear, thatsameyear.

2|£ is rarely, if ever, applied to 0 or

i. Last month.

~T» ^\ Next month.

I*. Last year.

^ Next year.

± jfl§ W Last week.

T M f$ Next week.

, I. and "~f» are not applied to 0 or 5?,

though we have ± ^ and f ^ %

Zfc _t H ^ Week before last.

_L Jl H W The same.

j% ~F flf Week after next.

T T l§ ^ The same.

^ This morning ; to-day. ^ "

This morning—Other terms for morn

ing, as well as for noon, evening, and night, have

already occurred in previous lessons.

This year. ^ is not applied to ft,

nor to jjj§ ^ ; instead of it, jig (0 is used.
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Lksson cxvii.

1 Will you please, sir, give me my last

mouth's wages ?

2 Two days after to-morrow is the

Sabbath. Do not forget.

3 Did he not come day before yesterday ?

Ans. No. He came the day before that.

4 How many hands did you hire this

year ? Ans. I hired four.

5 Thursday of last week was the twenty-

eighth of last month.

6 Wednesday of next week, my second

brother is to be married.

7 When you went to the capital last

year, where did you lodge? Ans.

At an inn.

8 I am going to-morrow, and will return

by the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth of

next month.

9 Is he sick to-day ? Why, yesterday

he was quite well.

10 My elder brother has gone to track

for a man who hired him, and cannot

return before next week.

Ill have this year forgotten the greater

part of the books I studied last year.

12 Day after to-morrow I am coming to

make a birthday call, and the next

day I am coming to the feast.

13 If you continue diligent in your work,

next year I will increase your wages.

14 There has been too mucb rain this

year, the crops will certainly be poor.

15 Day after to-morrow the patriarch of

the family is to be buried. I must go

and help tbem.

^j- ^ or flf Last year.

"^f 4£ Year before last.

fjj^j ^ Next year. OJJ is never applied to ^.

j|| ^ Next year, after the new year.

5|$ ^ Next year, the coming year.

jjgfr ^ Next year, the following year.

^ ^ Year after next

^ Hfl ^fi The year preceding year before last.

*M H # The samo. (s.)

^ ^ 4£ The year following year after next.

^ ^ The same, (s.)

Rung1 ch'ien- Wages.

Ch'ien* A tow-rope, a tracking line.

fo |$ La1 ch'ien*. To track; to lobby for; to

act the drummer.

Vocabulary.

n

^ ^ Pat4 shou*. To make a birthday call :—Note (12).

o'f Ifnii T'ao3 jao~ To partake of a feast.

y 0% Wing1 Venerable ; an old man.
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16 While we have wine, let us drink our

fill ; the troubles of to-morrow let

to-morrow bear.

17 Year before last when we went to the

provincial capital to the examinations,

we traveled in company.

18 Last year there was an intercalary

seventh month, and three years ago,

an intercalary third month.

19 Is not this what you said yesterday ?

Ans. It is.

20 I have no money to redeem it at

present. I will redeem it in the

spring of next year.

21 According to my idea, let him still go to

school next year, and the year after

leave school and go into business.

22 We have already decided to start on

the twenty-fourth of this month.

23 He came week before last on Satur

day. By Tuesday of this week it will

be eleven days in all.

24 The fifth of next month the meeting

of the company comes round again,

and I must make another payment of

four thousand cash.

25 Tungchow depends on Kwantuug for

grain. Since the crops in Kwantung

are short, grain will certainly be dear

next year.

26 Last year he encroached on my land,

and again this year he encroached on

it. If he does the same thing next

year, I am determined to resist him.

27 The prefect has vacated his office, but

the new incumbent has not yet arrived.

^ ^ Lao2 icing*. An old gentleman, a patriarch,

\0 a graybeard.

§^ Tsang* To inter, to bury.

v"b ~p f|= Hsia* tsang*. To inter, to consign to the

grave.

^fr* ft Ch'un1 fin,1 The vernal equinox.

n 5 ^Ht. )W Ting1 chou1. A Fu city in Shantung fifty-five miles west of Chefoo.

/yi'ld Ch'ien*, chien*.

Tsov? shwP.

f<-,

1
Hfc Ch'ien* shou1

If! Esie* sh:

Win* shu\

Scanty, deficient, scarce :— :

Note (25).

A scant harvest, short

crops, scarcity.

To vacate an office, to relin

quish a trust.

A dispatch ; an official docu

ment ; a deed.

£r*fus A sub-prefect.

^ Ming2 ming- Hang*. Break of day,morning twilight.

To take fire, to have a

conflagration :—Note (29).

Yen* A banquet; rest, repose.

Tien* hsin1. Cakes, candies and nuts,delicacies, dessert.

j^j Ping3. The third of the ten stems or ^ J^,

Yin2.

bright.

orThe third of the twelve branches

- • !S?.3to5 A.M.

The second of the ten stems; curved ; a

. pedantic form of —.

Ch'ou*. The second of the twelve branches ;1 to 3 A.M.
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Yesterday a dispatch came authorizing

the sub-prefect to act as li is substitute.

Fortunately lust winter there fell

tbree or four heavy snows, so tbat,

although' the wheat was all sown

late, there may still be a full crop

this year.

I hear it said that on Tuesday of last

week, just at the break of day, the

Fei Hsien pawn-shop took fire and the

whole establishment was burned up.

Wang Yen P'ing has reached the goal

of life. When I went to his house

this morning, I met his two grandsons,

one carrying a cup of tea, and the

other some delicacies for him.

This year I am twenty-nine years old,

having been born in the year chia tsi,

in the month ping yin, on the day i

ch'ou and the hour ohi mao.

From the day previous to day before

yesterday, to the day subsequent to

day after to-morrow, includes a space

of seven days ; from the year previous

to year before last, until the year

subsequent to year after next, is a

spnce of seven years ; but from week

before last until week after next is

only five weeks.

Notes.

10 t& A jfC, hired himself to some one.

12 ^ worship age,—to pay respects on the occasion

of a birthday. It is only practiced in the case of persons of

some age and distinction. Sometimes it is carried to the

length of a prostration, but more generally it is simply a bow.

16 Notice how $\ is nsed instead of 0 to avoid repeti

tion, and then how and B are both repeated to add force

and beauty to the saying.

24 ^ $JJi the appointed time for the meeting of the com

pany. The Chinese are much given to forming small joint

stock companies of a peculiar kind. Some man who wants to

raise a sum of money, secures the conseut of a number of

friends to enter the company, and fixes the amount of the

shares. He then makes a feast for the shareholders and

each man pays over to him one share, which is always such

an aliquot part of the whole stock as there are members in

the company. At the end of a month or of two months, as the

case may be, another meeting is held (but no feast given) and

again each member pays in a share to the man who offers to

accept the largest discount in order to get the money. The

party who gets the money is said to •ffi the The same

thing is done at each subsequent meeting until the number of

meetings equals the number of members, when the company

expires. The discounts apply only to those who have not yet

used the money, those who have already done so always

paying a full share.

25 iPl has the same meaning whether aspirated or not,

but the two are used in different connections,—thus JJjj[

is aspirated, but Hfc is unaspirated.

26 There being no hedges or fences in China it is no

uncommon thing for one man in ploughing to encroach on

the land of another, and suoh encroachments often give rise

to quarrels and lawsuits.

29 ^ ~X 7^> the water left ; i.o., a fire brnte out. This

phrase sounds like slang, but is not so regarded by the

Chinese. It is explained by saying that, the reason the firo

exceeded its bounds was bcoauso water was absent.

30 fflt §lj ^ 5J. to endure to the full, that is. to bear

tho toils and responsibilities of life until the coveted end of

life is attained, which, in the average Chinaman's eye, consists

iu having an easy competence with children and grandchildren

to wait on him. The Southern form ^ ji} 2|S has prac

tically tho same meaning, ijj is used as a verb.

31 Tho Chinese reckon years in cycles of sixty, the years of

tho cycle being indicated hy the combination of the ten steins, or

5c T viz, fZL^T^rZ^^i^. with

the twelve branches, or jfe, ^Sl ^Ti viz., ^p, ;JJr, jgj, J/J],

Jt. G.- ^F> ^fe- *¥' If> The branohes are applied

to the stems six times iu order, (not twelve times as would

have seemed natural). See Williams' Dictionary, page 855.

Months, days and hours are designated by the samo sixty

combinations taken in the same order.

The months bogin with ^ ^ f°r 'he first month of the

first year (^P ~f) of each cycle, and oonnt in order to the

end of five years, which exhausts the sixty combinations.

The next five years begins with 2< Gi f°r 'he first month,

and repeats the cycle in the same order, and so on. Thus iu
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Lesson cxviii.

1 How is it that you have not come

until this time ?

2 At the present day, the generou3

impulses of humanity are greatly

degenerated. •

8 That old hen is just now sitting.

4 There is something else which I

cannot at this moment recall.

5 This style is not in fashion at present.

6 I hear that Ch'u Ch'eug Wan has

now become very wealthy.

7 That is a matter of many years ago ;

there is no occasion for mentioning

it now.

8 I am engaged at present, and have

no leisure.

9 The days are very short at present,

it is dark in a twinkling.

10 Just now the price of grain has fallen^

11 My belly aches severely just now

the case of all years designated by ^ or the first

month is ffcj Jpj' ",e «?cond f 9JJ, etc ; in the case of all

years designated ^ or J^, the first month is ffi 5i, the

second £, Jj|J, etc. Intercalary months are not counted,

but half of the month is attached to the previous and

half to the succeeding month. The days are not derived

from the months, but are taken from official lists in a

printed almanac or book. They profess to have begun

. o->

with *P when the cycle was introduced in the 61st

year of . Hwang Ti, and to have repeutcd the cycle

regularly until the present time.

The hours are derived from the days in the same way as

the months are derived from the years, beginning, however,

with If for the midnight hour of the first day of the

cycle, and repeating every five days. The person in question

Was born in I8fi4 on the twenty-third of the first month

between 5 and 7 o'clock a.m.

Now, in present circumstances,—when

used alone it is generally followed by /{j and

serves to introduce a subject or sentence.

^ Now, at present, at the present time,

now-a-days,^not appreciably different from

Ijjl Hrjp At present, at the present time, just now.

ifj| p The same. (Shantung.)

At present, just now.

§ ~p" At this moment, at present, just now,

now, just at this present time.

^lj p At this moment, at the present time,

just now.

***** *~ y ** , »
g| p At this moment, just now, now.

^ "~P~ At present, now; in the presence of.

Ift B$ ~F At present, just now, at this

present time.

Bvf f$ The same.

XiEssonsr cxviii.

Present Time—General.

jlfc j^l] At this moment, at present.

§ At this present time, at present, just

now. A book term.

W<. At present, just now.

if?| _t Just now, at this present moment.

(Pekingese.) See Les. 162.

jg f§ At present, at this time, just now.

il f£ The same 00

H ft 10 The same, (c.)

iH -Jp- i$L The same (n.)

ill ^ ft A* present, at this time, now.

— At this moment, just now.cko ^

ill 1i§l Bsjp ^ At this time, at the present

time, now.

ill 1® ^ ft At this time, at this juncture,

now. (n. & c )

m. 1K ill P Tbe same (O
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12 At this present time he has a family

of forty.

13 By this time they are already asleep.
14 'Inhere are few men now-a-days who

are truly faithful.

15 1 was planning to go, but have not

time at present,

16 Have you been arranging things all

this time and are they not yet in

order ?

17 I am just now in an inextricable

dilemma.

18 I have no other ailment at present

save a feeling of oppression in my

breast.

19 During the previous years he was

unwilling to study. He now sees his

mistake.

20 What are you just now doing at

home P Ans. I am at home idle ;

having no employment.

21 Are your parents still hale and hearty ?

Ans. In former years their strength

was overtaxed, so that at present they

are not very vigorous.

22 Mrs. Moo, because she herself has no

hope of bearing children, is now quite

willing that Mr. Moo should procure

an inferior wife (a concubine).

23 They started some time ago; by this

time they have probably gone twenty Ii.

24 If your daughter had not died, she

would now be in her teens.

25 My home affairs at present are too

numerous ; I can't get a moment's

leisure.

26 Although there are some good doctors

at the present time, yet you could not

VOCABULAKY.

^ r§? Pao* wo&\ To incubate, to sit.

3 ftJ 2f Pao* tan4 The same.

f H^F -Pt Shi2 hsing1 Fashionable, in vogue.

'< Loa*. To pile up, to lay in a pile, to arrangein order ; a pile, a parcel.

^ ffli iil Li* lod*. In order, ship-shape, satisfactory; \finished, (n).

'C fflj M ^ shu* The same. (c).

1% $| Hsiung1. The breast, the bosom; the feelings,-the heart.

Jjj^ KoCr. The diaphragm; a thin membrane;

the mind.

fir

ft

|r|. The breast ; 'the diaphragm ; the feelings.

Pie1. Vicious; restrained, oppressed; sad,melancholy.

^ Pie1 ch'i4. Unable to breathe, oppressed,smothered.

Ht HI K'ang1 chien* Eeartij, vigorous.

^ Mu*. To love ardently, to be fond of, to long

...... for; a surname.

"^jf Yii 4 To bear, to nurture, to rear.

j, ^ Sheng1 yu*. To bear children.

'if* Hsiao* p'ocf tsis. An inferior wife :—Note (22).

■
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27 I am now left all alone, with no
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and no inn behind;

go to find lodg-

now

village in front

where shall I

ings ?

28 In sending your card to any large

yamen, it is necessary to fee the gate

keeper ; this is now the universal

custom.

29 Just think of it ; he took sick in the

first month and has been sick ever

since ; who could stand it ?

30 Wang the third has already closed up

his business ; at the present moment

he is in great straits, not even having

enough to eat.

31 Recently Kwoa Wen Pin's son has

become dissolute and reckless, so that

at present his troubles are still greater

than in those former years.

32 If you think to hold your own in

these days without some craft and

exceptional skill, you will soon fiud

out your mistake.

33 A girl fifteen or sixteen playing all

the time and not even learning to

sew ! If you don't learn uow, when

will you learn ?

34 1 saw a placard which said, Sun

Jung Ch'uan of the east suburb, while

at the temple of Kwan Ti on the

evening of the third listening to a

play, lost, through carelessness, a

parcel of horn seals, consisting of five

in all. Any one returniug them will

receive a reward of five huudred cash.

Positively no backing out.

^ Ch'ie* A concubine, a secondary wife.

•vjr Niux. A lass, a girl, a daughter. An un-authorized Pekingese character.

x\ "}jt£ ffi T'oir s«4. To find lodgings, to rest for the

1 |<rv night.

^ 2jC ShouB pin3. A ceremonial card:—Note(28).

^ "ill Min~ pao1. A doorkeeper's fees or per- Lt» tl Kao^pod'. An unofficial notice, aquisites. , ;m advertisement.

^ #5 Chin* la? Recently, of late. 1
HI T'u% shu1. An unofficial seal, a stamp, asignet.

l\ ftf Kwoa1 An inner wall ; a surname.^ ^ ^ m, ymi To eafc one»s wordS) to back out>

Pin1 Chaste, elegant. to retract.

JJH Ch'ang-. The intestines ; the feelings, the

•^v affections.

^ J}J? Ch'ou2 ch'ang2. Trouble, worry, anxiety,

•v sorrow.

fM; -f^ Shi* tai* The world, the times.

^ ^ Tiad1 tstvan1. To manoeuvre, to intrigue,to scheme ; crafty, cunning.

Q Kao* pod2. An unofficial notice, a placard,
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LESSON CX1X.

1 He has come several times before.

2 I have never before heard thi3 ex

pression.

3 He was formerly a wealthy man.

4 You should have made preparations

before the emergency arose.

5 He has never liked me. \

6 If I had anticipated it beforehand, I

could have provided for it.

Jlf 7 He has changed all his former ways.

8 He was taken sick some time ago,

and he has not yet recovered.

9 Let it be as it was before.

10 Before breakfast, every one is to comb

his hair and wash his face.

11 We once before fell iuto this kind of

a trap and endured a deal of suffering.

No

12 The force of does not appear in the transla

tion. It is as if we should say, At the present speaking he has

a family of forty.

14 fiS $s V' t0 be faithful and earnest in regard to

engagements <*r responsibilities relating to others.

17 ± 5c & B& A ilfe U Pi "0 ™d *<> a*cmd t°

heaven vor any door to enter the earth; i.e., no possible way

of escape, utterly helpless.

22 The occasion of a man in common life taking a

Becond or inferior wife, is generally the barrenness of the first

wife. In these circumstances she oftentimes not only consents

to it, but even urges it. This inferior wife or concubine is

generally called >J. |JJj: -jp in the North, though is the

proper term, and is sometimes used. A man who takes an

inferior wife always has to take her from a lower rank of

society than his own, and also has to pay for her, more or less

according to circumstances.

27 P\j does not hero indicato whether the person has

TES .

been left alone by mistake or by some trick. The phrase,

ISlf ^ IS ft 7 Jtj> >a frequently used figuratively

of any one in embarrassing circumstances.

28 ^ /$» is a folded red paper (ten folds) with black

back, containing merely the name and style of the individual.

It is used as a card of ceremony, but is always returned to

the bearer.

31 $t ^ <SS> nothing that he will not do, given to

every vice, reckless. The use of jflj ® implies a knowledge

on the part of the party addressed, of trials endured in

previous years.

34 This is the usual form of notices put up offering a

reward for lost articles. As usual in such cases, though pro

fessing to be colloquial, it Btill contains some wen.li words

and idioms. :M PJ ^ book »fcyle for j§£ flj The

^f1 ^ referred to is the horn of the water buffalo, of which

the best stamps are made.

♦

LESSOR

Past Time—

Early,—some time ago, long ago; in season,

ip- a Formerly, some time ago, beforehand,

ip- Formerly, of old, old, heretofore, (c. it n.)

fig The same, (s.)

nr 1§U Once, once upon a time, previously,

some time ago.

Jp- ^ The same.

CXIX.

General.

Jp- »f In former years, in ancient days,

long ago.

fig Formerly, some time ago, heretofore,

before ; with a negative,—never, (c. & N.)

fig lUU or |t fig- The same as

100 Once, once upon a time, formerly,

before, a while ago ; with a negative,—never.

% fig or % gg fl The same.
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12 I once received a stroke of the ferule

from my teacher on account of this

character yii.

13 We have never before experienced an

epidemic like the present one.

14 The antediluvians all lived to be eight

or nine hundred years old-

15 He has never suffered persecution.

16 The books you have already studied

you should frequently review.

17 Where is the younger miss ? Ans.

I saw her a little while ago in the

parlor.

18 This is an old failing of his, which has

now broken out anew.

19 The style is still that of former years,

but the rate of expenditure is not

what it once was.

20 He borrowed four thousand cash from

me some time ago, and to this date

has not repaid a single cash.

21 We met each other once in the Ti-

i-lou Tea-house; have you forgotten ?

22 The men of former times were all

$Q In previous years, former times.

$t Heretofore, formerly; with a negative,—

never.

*r" For a long time, for some time, for a

great while.

$t Once, formerly, a while ago.

]/X Before, heretofore, already, formerly.

]}X fl§ The same, but much less current.

"fa Before, former, previous,

fn] j}* Same as but less current.

—■ fjjj All this time, from some previous time

to the present.

Ancient times, generally joined with other

words save where correlated with

l£j B^f Anciently, ancient times, in olden times.

# The same.

^ "jlj Primeval times.

K "jtf Primitive times, olden times,

t^l "jjj Mediaeval times.

ffi JJ In former days or times, in the past,

heretofore.

ffi. 4ji In former years or times, in bygone

years.

^ sfc 4p |HJ In old times, very ancient

times, long long ago.

^ -j" In the times of our fore

fathers, in olden times.

VoCABULAKY. *

\<\.
Sin 2 cheng*. A prevailing disease, an ^ M. Chia1 tno*. Style of living, pecuniary cir-

epidemic. 1 cumstances, rate ofexpenditure.

6 j{| P'ocf. To urge, to harass, to drive to ex- ffe Ch'a3 kwan*. A tea shop, a temperance

tremity. saloon.

«.Sjg i| Pi*p'oa* To persecute, to harass.1^ J? Ban1 hou* Generous, liberal.

x» M ^ Ch'i* p'ai*. Style, air, pomp, pretension, 1*# • Hun* ^ The same.

show. WinK .A crack, a flaw.
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more generous than those of the

present.

23 Judging from its appearance it is an

old crack, but I had not previous

ly noticed it.

24 How do you come to know this man ?

Ans. We once were neighbors.

25 According to Chinese ideas, the pre

sent is inferior to ancient times ;

according to Western ideas, ancient

times were inferior to the present

26 It has indeed been of great bene6t to

me that I have had you for my

companion all this time.

27 That boundary stone was put up long

ago by our forefathers. Your having

now removed it, simply means a

lawsuit for us.

28 Is this disease of yours a recent thing ?

or did you contract it some time ago ?

29 I paid up my house rent in full some

time ago. Why are you dunning

me again ?

30 These affairs were formerly all looked

after by my father, hence I am

unable to go into particulars.

Liu2 i* To pay attention, to notice.

V

jff. C/iie1'*. A houndary, a limit, a terminus; a

sphere, a condition.

^5 Chie* sh'i2 A boundary stone.

^'iS Kin1 tis. Origin, ground, occasion; facts,- - - particulars.

A Shing*jin2. A man pre-eminent in wisdomand virtue, a sage.

Yti*. The founder of the Hia dynasty:—Note (31).

Ch'iu1, Ft*1. A breast strap, a crupper, a trace ;a swing.

ChUen1 A swing; to swing to and fro.

HI TV ch'ien1 A whirlwheel, a swing.

^ ^M- T&»91 Mao3. The wick of a lamp,—so

called because it is the

pith of a species of grass or reed

Jim 5fP Wen1 hod1. Genial, affable; peaceable,quiet.

^ itS ft Ch'P hsieti1. At first, originally, at theoutset:—Les. 126. Sub.

Sjl^ $H IP1 Chi1 kwan1. Trigger, handle ; trick, arti-fee ; turning point, clue.

,H§ JJfJJ Ma3 chiao*. An underhand trick or scheme;

. . . Jp'.K . "the cloven foot " :—Note (34).

3u2 A fox ; suspicious.

<fM Li2 A fox ; a raccoon ; a wild-cat. \^

W. @. The fox.

JH We?, I3. The tail; the end, the last of; thehinder part, the stern of a ship.

Jj§ El 1 3 pa1. The tail, the hinder part, the stern 2>*yof a ship:—Note (34). /

Chi* To remember ; to record; a mark.

fo 5 4 sh'i 2. A stone used as a test ofj i ~strength :—Note (35>

%j Chi* shi2 The same. 3Jr

jJC B Chin* ji* Recent times, now.

$g i£ P'an2 Ku3.. . . The first man :—Note (38). 3 f

P] P't'4. To burst forth, to open up, to set in 31order.

pfj % H Hi! K'ai1 t'ien1 p'i* ti*. Opening j7

heaven

and setting in order the earth,—a stereotype phrase

for the creation or formation of the world.

=|| Hsi1 Breath, vapor :—Note (38). J 7

-i| Nung*. To cultivate, to farm ; agriculture :—

Note (38).

lit Mi'ng* Eminent, large ; senior. r

S£ 3£ Ming* tsi* Mencius. -5 J
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31 The noted sages of ancient times were

Yao, Shun, Yu, T'ang, Weu, Wu,

Chou-kung, K'ung-ts'i.

82 Your sister fell out of the swing and

cut her head ; is she well yet ? Aus.

She has been well for some time.

33 He has been calling out to me for

some time to light the lamp. But

how can I light it when there is not

a particle of wick ?

34 I noticed that in talking with you he

had at first a very affable and in

offensive manner ; but by and by

when you exposed his tricks, his evil

purpose disclosed itself.

35 To handle the great sword, lift the

standard stone and draw the stiff bow;

these were the feats of bygone years,

but now I can not essay such ex

ercises.

Notes

m in8 5 is slightly bookish, though often used.

^ is the more common spoken form,

9 Or, it is just as it was before.

10 In the Soutli §J| is only used of women and

children, not of men, who have queues.

12 The pupil probably mistook for jifj or

and got a stroke of the ruler to assist his memory. Striking

on the hand with a ruler is almost the only mode of punish

ment used by Chinese teachers, J|JJ ^ is the more proper

and general term for the ferule, though it is sometimes called

ffli ~P> especially in Peking. The bastinado used by magis

trates is called ^ -p.

17 AS 4]sJ i the younger of two sisters.

21 U» " $c> The name of a two storied. tea house

in Shanghai. The Jp ~* means first in excellence, first-class.

29 The direct interrogative is here best rendered into

English by an indirect interrogative.

31 We have here the stereotype enumeration of Chinese

sages. They are arranged in the order of time.

3§ The first Emperor of credible Chinese history. He is

the great model of wisdom and virtue in a sovereign. His

reign began B. C. 2357.

Jjt The second Emperor of credible history. He was

ohosen by and associated with him for thirty years in the

government. He mourned for his predecessor three years

and then formally assumed the government B. C. 2255.

^ also called ft The Great Yil, or The

Divine Yu. He is reputed to have been a descendant of Hwang

Ti. He was chosen as his successor by and succeeded to

the throne B. C. 2205, and became the founder of the Ilia

dynasty. The great achievement which procured for him the

throne, was the draining of the land from a great flood, at

which he labored incessantly for nine years.

a wise and virtuous prince, who overthrew the tyrant

|5| Chie, tho last of the Hia dynasty, and became the founder

of the Shaug dynasty.

35C The Dnko of JjfJ- His original name waB ||,

and his title f§ ffi. Chief of the West. Ho lived from 1231

to 1185 B. C , and after his death was canonized as ]£•

He was renowned for virtue and wisdom. He revised tho

Book of Changes and wrote comments on it,

j£ The son of 3SC 3l> to whoso dukedom he succeeded

B.C. 1169. His real name was |§, and he was canonized

as pf^ 3E- His great achievement was the overthrow of the

tyrant ffi the last of the Shang dynasty, .whose throne

he took and became founder of the ( JqJ ) Chou dynasty.

Jrf) S The fourth son of ~% 3E. and brother of ^ ;£•

He materially assisted his brother in obtaining the throne,

and throughout his reign was his most valued counsellor. He

drew up a code of laws for the empire, and is reputed as the

inventor of the mariners' compass.

JL -fr The last and greatest of Chinese sages. His

real name was £> and his title $p • He lived from

B. C. 557 to 479. He was neither emperor nor prince. His

greatness was in his virtue, his wisdom and his learning.

Mencius is not ranked as a sage (§J .A) by the Chinese, but

as a !S' ° great worthy.

34 In this sentence, which is taken from the Pilgrims'

Progress, JJfj is used in the sense of at first, which is not

its proper meaning, though said to be sometimes so used in

Pekintr. jj£ % is the better word for the connection.

I§ [ii J?j Jill 2j£> to reveal unawares some concealed char,

acter or design. The figure probably comes from the discovery

of some ambush or stratagem in war by the footprints of the

horses, j^i £ is spoken both we? pa} and i* pa1, but the

reading i3 does not generally extend to tho derived sense of J| •

35 5^ ft 73) tnflourish aloft the heavy cutlass or halberd.

^ IS This f3 %j or *Q is a heavy oblong stone

with niches cut in it for handles. The feat consists in lifting

it up by main force on the knee, and then taking it in the arms

and standing erect with it. £J > to dram a stiff bow
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Those are the three chief athleticto the point n/ the arrcio

exercises of the Chinese.

38 ^ ^ The Chinese first man. Ho is a mythical

character alleged to have been the first development out of

chaos, and to him is attributed the setting in order of heaven

and earth. Various wonderful stories are told concerning him.

fl£ ^ Also called j§ j£ the first Emperor of

Chinese legendary history. The period commonly assigned

to the beginning of his reign is B. C. 2852. He instructed the

people in the arts of hunting, fishing and pasturage. He

invented the eight diagrams, established the laws of marriago,

and constructed muBical instruments.

36 I never was, and am not now, at

enmity with you.

37 There is a tradition that in old times

if a man did not die heforo lie was

sixty years old, they buried him

alive.

38 The time when P'an Ku opened the

heavens and divided the earth was

primeval time. The times of Fu Hi,

iShin Nung and Hwang Ti were

primitive times ; the times from Yao

to Wu Wang were mediasval times,

and the times preceding and following

Confucius and Mencius are spoken of,

in a general way, as ancient times.

j» 1 The Divine Huabiindman. Ho was tho second

legendary emperor and successor of He is reputed

to have reigned from B. C. 2737 to B. C. 2li'J7. Ho made ploughs,

and taught the people agricnlture. Fie also taught the peo

ple the use of plants for mediciue, aud instituted tho holding

of markets. He is now worshipped as the God of Agriculture.

5£ "f(? Tlie Yellow Emperor. He was the third and last

legendary emperor. Ho regulated the customs of tho people

and taught them how to make utensils of wood, pottery aud

metal, also how to build boats aud ooustract wagous.

LESSOIT

Future Time-

Afterwards, subsequently ; when directly

following a noun,—after.

ft# Hereafter, henceforth, in future, since.

Afterwards, subsequently, by and by.

)tfX Afterwards, hereafter, after, in future,

subsequently.

0 ^ In the future, at a future time, by

and by, sometime. A book form, sometimes

used in colloquial.

^$ -A- D0°k form of £J[ f$, but not un-

frequently used in colloquial.

[Sj ^jj In future, hereafter, henceforth, (l.)

fjt ^ Afterwards, and then, then, sub

sequently.

^ At once, forthwith, thereupon, after

wards, following.

ekir\ ^\ $k Ultimately, eventually, by and by, ever.

1 ^ ^ At last, finally, ultimately, rrw"

^ Afterwards, hereafter, henceforth.

CXX.

-General.

^ fi§ Afterwards, in future,—heard occa

sionally in this sense, but more commonly aud

properly used of place than of time.

0 Properly day after to-morrow, but

sometimes used indefinitely, especially in books,—

iu future, by and by, hereafier.

ft llu or iH ft ]0U Henceforth, from this

time forth, after this. The Chinese seem quite

at sea with reference to the use of 'jjjf and

joined with Q:.

ft: "J* or ft p Henceforth, from this

time forth.

ft T ^ The same- (n )

B$£ 0 Some other day, again,—only used at

parting where we would say good-bye.

Jjg; "p In the future, at some other time,

^ ##or$4#or#^£

Henceforth, in future, from this time forth.

# Jit liX & The same.
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Lesson cxx.

1 To yield to others must not be con

sidered foolish ; the advantage of it

will appear by-and-by. [know.

2 How it will be hereafter we do not yet

3 From this time forth the days will

gradually become longer.

4 Hereafter I will not trouble myself

about, your affairs.

5 Try it first, and if it will not do, we

will then talk about it again.

6 I must be going. We'll meet again

some other day.

7 It will never do to be diligent ab

first and afterwards grow lazy.

8 Those who are now in humble cir

cumstances should aspire to be

wealthy by and by.

9 To-day she is our daughter, to-mor

row she will be somebody else's

daughter-in-law.

10 Don't mind his getting angry at the

time; he will be all the same after

wards, [then go at once.

11 I will first change my clothes, and

12 Hereafter when you go on the street,

I want you first to tell me.

13 From this time on the weather will

be mild; you need not make a fire in

the stove. [trivial matters ?

14 Who can afterwards remember those

15 After dinner they talked together

again a long while.

16 Although I am not equal to others, I

want my children hereafter to be equal

to others.

17 From this time forward you must be

Vocab

^ P'i'i* cliien\ In humble circumstances,poor, indigent.

S Hti&*.. .To talk, to converse, to discuss.

an2 To tall; together, to converse,

- - . to chat.

v\ H P M !fc Woifl hu* shwoa1. To speakreckless

ly or extravagantly, to talk at random.

0 j| P ^ ^ Icon* hu* yen'. The same:—Note (17).

I>rJ C/ilao3 nao*. To net in a disorderly manner,- - - . . to raise a row, to bluster.

M R| Tmo1 nao' The same (s.)

ULARY. ^

fl£ -S^o* c'hi1. To love eating, to hanker after

\<\ delicacies.

JJL J¥l 2/'e4- To attain a competency, to make

yi one's fortune.

^ -fa Kwoa* alii '. A mistake, an error ; an

yi, offence.

^§1 f&, Chien* chit*.. - - A warning, an admonition.

\Wi ^ shoitB.y At once, without delay, while

v the hand is in.

^ 3^ Ts'eng2 ts'i 4. Order, arrangement, grada-

^v tiou.

Ts'Oa* To place, fo arrange ; to employ.

'jlf| Ao* Vexed ; to regret.
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Aoi hui3. To repent, to regret, to reproachoneself, to rue.

^HA Hi* T'ie1hsinl. Amiable, gracious; intimate,affectionate.

& IA M r'*el ^i"1 <<iel **• Amiable and

_ • • obliging,

everything that could be desired.

o1 t$ Jfiao-. The young and tender sprouts of grain ;descendants.

T-1 ^§ C/u'e1 Stalks of corn or grain.

vi 5ft Moa*. The end, the last ; filial; remnants ;powder, dust :—Les. 127.

VI jjfft r«J8 /<* --■ A grain, a seed.

■ ^ "t^f C/u8. To crowd, to push ; to press, to squeeze;to milk.

Pa1 A scar, a mark.

?Q iS3 ^4 A. scar, a cicatrix.

careful not to talk so recklessly.

18 If in future he comes again to make a

row, just put him out.

19 If you are so gluttonous and lazy as

this, how will you ever get on in the

world ? [for to-morrow.

20 The mistakes of to-day are warnings'

21 When you spend money, you should

at once make an entry of it, lest you

subsequently forget.

22 In writing an essay, it is necessary first

to lay out the order of thought before

proceeding to elaborate the language.

23 If you are so anxious to form a

marriage engagement with her, then

do so ; but be sure you do not after

wards repent of it.

24 Is this medicine to be taken before or

after meals ? Ans. It may be taken

either before or after.

25 Did you afterwards see Yang San ? I

met him once, the year before last, but

since that time I have not seen him.

26 I have heard, sir, that you have gotten

an excellent daughter-in-law, which is

certainly a great blessing. Ans. At

present she seems to be everything

that could be desired, but I don't

know how it may be by and by.

27 Grain first puts forth sprouts, then it

rises into stalks, afterwards it sends

forth ears, and finally it yields the

grains.

28 Mr. Chang has no time to-day; wait

till some other time to consult him.

'29 If you do not press the pus out of this

(mjm^* $y 1 ——

Hwa1 yunffK To spend money, to expend; -V

expenditure.

Jt fi Shang* jiu4. To enter upon the duties

ILL

m

upon

of an office.

^ T'an1 To covet, to desire inordinately?''

jlj T'an1 tsanyx. To covet or take bribes, venal,3/

corrupt.

ftf~ Shi* chie1 The world, the age-

^pjt ji£ Li'en1 tcu'. To practice with sword and *2

spear, to fence.

ffl ^ ^1 Ta3 ch'iian" chiao*. To practice boxing,to box:—Note (32).

jjT'C i& Iltti1 hsin1. To be disheartened, to give up,- - - to lose hope, to lose interest.

P .A prevalent disease, an epidemic. ^

JSi, Jj£ Wen1 i* An epidemic, pestilence.
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boil of yours, it will ultimately leave

a scar that will be very unsightly.

Don't be misled by his present reck

less extravagance; his time of suf

fering is yet to come.

When His Worship Cheng first came

into office, he seemed like an upright

officer, but from the time he was

presented with the complimentary

cloak and umbrella, he began to show

an inclination to take bribes.

Formerly Ma Tao Chlng was very

fond of fencing and boxing, but before

long he fell in with a skilled boxer

and presently engaged with him in a

public trial of skill. They had hardly

closed before the' other man sent him

reeling back ever so far, thus turning

the laugh upon him. From that time

on he lost his interest in boxing, and

ceased practicing.

It has been said that " blessings do

not come in pairs, nor do misfortunes

come singly"; hence it is that after

a rebellion there is generally a

year of famine, and after famine,

No

1 A proverbial saying.

7 IK SC *n tne second clause is used to match jlfj

in the first. The sentence is from The Sacred Edict.

9 ^ H and ^ H are here used indefinitely, as are

the corresponding terms in English, The same is trne of (20).

17 fl? 0 $3 l3> fli here means fo accord with, to

follow, which is a very unusual sense.

19 as here used means something more than

Bimply to get married ; it also includes the idea of maintaining

a family. J5^ §Jt $L is a ready made expression, as

is also £ f£ M ft.

24 l^T isi> ail will do ; i.e., either will do.

T E S .

30 J| J% J- H Jfe 6*j The addition of #j turns

tho phrase into a participial adjective qualifying JQ-

31 JJS 'S a rich silk robe or cloak presented to a

magistrate by the people as a testimony of regard. The

names of all the contributors are put on the clonk in gilt letters.

,U,j ^ is a large silk umbrella or canopy presented for

the same purpose. Sometimes both are presented, sometimes

only the latter.

32 Jj i|s 19' I" boxing, the Chinese use the feet as

well aB the hands, learning to kick as well as to strike, ftjjjj

f@ «S ® '° provoke a ridiculous or shameful discomfiture,

to be put to shame or confusion.

v ^ Destitute of, without, none. When followed

by an abstract noun it often answers to the termi

nation less, as J* ffl, useless, powerless, etc-

^ No, not,—a book negative often used in

colloquial and stronger than /p.

J*V fifi Altogether, at all,—always combines with

V \ a negative. 36 is also a copulative:—Les. 138.

LESSOU

Strong Negation.

^ Simply, nothing more, for no other pur

pose. This double negative forms a strong affirma

tive, which appears in English in the form of the

sentence, without any special word to represent it

^Without not,—that is, always, in every

thing.

"riff ^ Not, not at all, not in the least, by

no means-
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Lesson cxxi.

1 He has no use for it himself, and yet

he will not allow any one else to use it.

2 No outsider has been here to-day ;

who could steal it P

3 Would he venture to strike you with

out any provocation P

4 You only know what it is to eat,

you do not know how hard it is to get

what you eat.

5 Why speak of being guests ? We are

all in the family.

6 It was not that I drove him away, but

that he himself was unwilling to

remain.

7 I spoke without reference to him, but

he took it as intended for him.

8 Chang Ch'eng Hsiiu is nothing more

than a man; if he can learn it, I also

can learn it.

9 Why do you keep thrusting in your

talk when you understand nothing

about the matter.

10 He served in the army originally and

has no literary degree.

11 If in his actions a man is able to

avoid both excess and deficiency, this

is in harmony with the golden mean.

12 There were no trees upon the moun

tain, and the heat of the sun was like

a furnace.

13 I was not talking to you ; what are

you putting in your gab for ?

Tiff ^ The same,—but not quite so strong.

Iffi j& The same,—differing from 3fc 7$, as

g[ does from

M M The same.

These four phrases have substantially the same

meaning, but are used in different connections.

The force of jfe is not usually translateable by

any special word. It gives a strength to the

negation which the English language will not

adequately express. The insertion of at least or

at all approximates it, but is neither so elegant

nor so forcible as jj£ is in Chinese.

Vocabulary.

7 ^ ft Wv? hsin\ Unintentionally, unwittingly,accidentally.

7 ^jf ifo YvPhsin1 Intentionally, on purpose.

* W) Sniin1 Meritorious service, patriotic.

^^zt Ying* tcu4. Military affairs or service,the army :—Note (10).

10 ttj ^ Ch'u1 shin1. To spring from, to come from;originally, primarily.

Hod2 hu1. To accord with, to harmonize "with, (w.)

pfj jf|[ Chung1 tao*. The medium between ex- Ittremes, the golden mean.

M /fc shu* mu* Trees, woods; vegetation. 17

#fc M «W ch'i* Heat, caloric. ,x-

ft Faoa A kiln, a furnace ; a brothel. ' L

j/C ft Hwod3 yao2 A furnace. ?
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1 1 The Emperor established these laws

. for the express purpose of prohibiting

the people from doing wrong, and

leading them to do right.

15 He has come this time, not to borrow

money of you, but to propose a father-

in-law for your son.

16 Well, you are a hold fellow to prom

ise him without having consult -d me.

17 That man Yuan Hsi Kur.g does his

very best in everything that is en

trusted to him.

18 Their rejoicing does not come from

the heart ; it is nothing more than

a transient, external rejoicing.

19 Oh 1 he has been made head-man,

has he ? That explains why he speaks

so positively.

20 That is nothing more than an ancient

tradition, having no trustworthy

evidence.

21 There is nothing between you two

sisters-in-law but a few words—nothing

worth coming to blows about.

22 The peacock cannot sing; his excel

lence is in his tail.

23 You have not swept clean under your

own feet, and yet you assume to dis

parage others.

24 He is not a lin-sheng at all, yet you

persist in saying he is.

1^

u

Jfx. Pang1 ch'iang1. A chorus, an accompani-ment; intrusive talk.

T'mp'*2 An audience-hall, a court-yard.

Ch'ao- t'ing". The imperial audience-hall ; the Emperor,

A Jf^t Ftp tu*. Laws, regulations, rules.

It Cliin* efti8 To forbid, to prohibit.

We? fei\ To do wrong, to violate thelaw, to do evil.

\^ 3t£ 7W>4.. - - To lead, to induce. i

I" lj| ^ Yin3 Zuo3»4. To lead, to show the way, toinduce. "W

& ^ ^ If^et2 shan*. To do right, to act virtuously,to be free from faults. j.

; Jg£ Yuan*.. ..... A robe; a surname. ^

& ^ Htu1 fou3. Superficial, unsubstantial; Jtransient, fleeting.

1 ^ Yi>'9* ch'i*. Positive, peremptory, em-phatic.

K {pj Ying* ching*. Firm, inflexible; positive,peremptory, relentless.

HxV'2 Tin ; pewter ; to confer, to give.

jf[ 'p§ I2, ch'wan". A tradition, a legend, a

fable.

itfa Chou1 Zi8 Brothers' wives.

I$fl »9rio4. .V. ^ . - To chirp, to sing, to whistle.

ftA Chiao3 ken\. - - The heel ; sole of the foot.

lift PH Shwod1 tsui3. To boast, to brag ; to exalt

oneself and disparage

others, to run down.

JHf Lin3. A government granary, a stipend to anadvanced \jf .

ffl ^fe Lin3 sheug^. An advanced ^ :—Note (24).

jjjsl i|£ Fu* shi4 To serve, to minister to.

•iSj Kou1 tang4 Business, job, affair.

0 Su4 ji*. Commnnly, ordinarily ; formerly,in the past.

0fl5 3Iun2 hung3. To deceive, to impose upon,to hoodwink.

■^f" fjl Kan1 tsui*. To plead guilty, to own up ;

W to take the consequences.
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25 Here you are simply serving others,—

which is not the kind of business for

a man of any spirit.

26 Since heaven has no second sun, and

the people have no second king, do

you think that in the universe there

can be a second God ?

27 We know for certain that in the past

these two men have not been enemies;

they have, in fact, loved each other

like own brothers.

28 Your unworthy servant really does

not know. I should not dare to

deceive your honor. If you discover

that I have practiced the least de

ception, I will cheerfully bear the

penalty.

Notes.

3 |!S ^> without right avd without urong ; i. e.,

without any cause, or grievance.

4 ffc f® A- The use of iE f® A singles out

the party addressed as worthy of contempt, as is sometimes

done in English by saying the "you" with special emphasis

and intonation, and then pausing and beginning the sentence

anew.

5 iKS!' uncles and nephews ; i.e., belonging to one

family. A Southern term.

10 f§ does not necessarily mean that the party

was a soldier, but that he had employment in connection with

military affairs.

11 IS i§ ~BL >8 the standnrd definition of tho

"golden meau," whioh forms the Chinese rule of virtue.

$t applies to 2£ as we" as to J&, as if written ^

13 Lit., what accompaniment have you come to play,

implying that what was said was an intrusion in tho interest

of another.

24 )M & '8 ^e fl™' intermediate grade above tho first

degreo, or ~sf'• It formerly entitled the possessor to an

allowance of grain from the public granary, but now only

gives the privilege of standing security for undergradnatcs,

for which a small fee is received. It is of no special service

in securing the second degree.

LESSOR CXXII.

Special Uses op

1. J^, is prefixed to many adjectives and nouns

ii. ✓in the general sense of to manifest or show,—thus

c i j U igj is to manifest improvement, to be better;

to manifest efficacy, to be efficacious ; £ g l""7mn$'- . I" Peking and the North chin1 (not

to manifest displeasure, to take offence or be chin ) 1S uf;d m the same way, and with the same

r,aar.A»A Thus used. 0 has no exact eouivalent meaning. The same usage also prevails in Nanking
offended. Thus used, has no exact equivalent

iu English. " Seem " will not translate it, for

seem implies doubt, which H, does not. It is

approximately equivalent to the substantive verb.

It appears to be put for JJ£, as it often is in JFSn-li,

where, however, it also takes the sound of JJJ.

This use of ^ is entirely t'ung-hsing.

2. Jf, is prefixed to verbs in the sense of to bear

or to stand,—Q §3? to stand wearing, that is, to

last J H ft to stand doing, that is, to be tedious ;

Jg, $| to stand burning, that is, to have the quality

(in fuel) of lasting, etc. This use of J| prevails

injthe greater part of Shantung, but is not t'uvg-

ig. i fte same usage also prevails in IN ankmg

and the South, but there teachers incline to use

Inasmuch, however, as Southern Mandarin

confuses the final n and ng, it is likely that there

also the proper writing is *j£.

3. ^ is joiued with 5c 'n the sense of every,—

H. 5c uv ^ay> every day. In Peking it is

frequently expanded into % % t^.

For list of words following ^ and, *£ see

Supplement.
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1 This quality of foreign print is only

for looks, it is not at all serviceable.

2 When a man has passed fifty, he does

not last long.

3 He has taken every kind of medicine

without producing the least improve

ment.

4 This piece of work seems to be quite

inconsiderable, but really it is a very

tedious job.

5 Chang Shi Toa's son is at home in a

very critical state. I must go and see him.

6 I have heard that this road is not a

long hundred li : how is it that it

seems so long ?

7 When one has a good living and some

thing todo.time slips away very quickly.

8 I saw his essay to-day, and certainly

he has made great improvement. He

writes very much better than formerly.

9 He has grown old very rapidly these

two years : half his hair is gray and

his face is wrinkled.

10 His fever is now a little lower, but

his disease is worse.

11 Pao Hsing-tsi is at home sick with

the small pox. This is seven days,

and the pustules have not yet filled

with lymph. Yesterday he took a

dose of medicine, and to-day he seems

a little better.

12 When money is earned by the sweat

of the brow, it is spent sparingly. If

it comes too easily, even if a man has

it by the million, it will soon be

squandered.

13 In this out of the way place of ours,

the prices of things are very uncertain.

h ^ Without notice they suddenly rise, and

^ then as suddenly fall.

ft

o

A2

m

T

+

V

Vocabulary.

;j£ Chin1 To bear, to stand. See chin*.

$ 6f Tod2 A kind of bell ; to incite, (w.)

* Jfk Chang3 chin*. To improve, to grow inknowledge or skill.

^ Chou* Wrinkled, shriveled, furrowed. \

\ jtfc Win2. Figures woven on cloth; a line, a mark,

...... a trace. H

A ®£ %$L. Wrinkles, furrows.

^| Kwan*. To pour into and fill, to fill up ,-4o.

|J> pour down (as medicine), to drench.

P'i4. Departing from the right, depraved,

...... licentious ; partial ; cramped ; askew.

Also pet4.

ftl P'ieri1 p'i*. Depraved ; askew, lopsided ;out of the way, secluded, bye.

HI* Tsao1.. . . Decayed, spoiled, useless. Also ts'ao1.

V 'iH Tsaox lan* Decayed, rotten, spoiled.
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1 i When I declined to tell, you repeat

edly urged me to do so ; iind now

when I tell it out, you must not bo

offended.

15 How is Using Si Pao getting on these

few years? Ans. About the same as

ever. Lie is still very much embar

rassed.

16 Look at these steam machines, how

they turn out the work.

IT This firewood is half rotten. It burns

up very rapidly.

. 18 A high-minded man docs not take of-

— -,j fence at men of lower station.

jjH ) 1!) Do you not get tired of playing chess

v day in and day out?

20 You are welcome to our house, sir,

but you must not laugh at us. Ans.

There is no apology needed. What

house where there is a family is not

in the same condition ?

21 If you work on without ceasing, each

month will naturally show an improve

ment on the ^ast.

22 The grain is all the same : h w is it

that in a scarce year it does not last?

Ans. In a good year a bushel of

grain will weigh sixty catties, hut in a

bad year it will only weigh forty-five

catties : being less by fifteen catties in

weight, how can it last?

23 The year that Li Ta Jen went, to the

capital to have an audience with the

Emperor, he was unable to adapt

himself to the circumstances, and

the Emperor was not pleased. Since

then his official fortune has not been

prosperous ; from which it is evident

that, even high officials must have the

good-will of their superiors.

*

M

o

m

'7 $J Hsiu3 Rotten, decayed ; putrid ; forgotten

7-v

Ni* Greasy, oily; smooth; congealed. J>

Nieu2 Voir. The season, this y~ar,the harvest.

Ni*fan*. Tired of, disgusted with, sick of. # fil lian9* Weight, heft.

(N0 ^"2^/1 JiL K'*3 chien*. To have an audience with

It ffi Hsu* fan2 The same. (c. & s.) ',^ the Emperor.

JH ^ Chien4 hsiaoK To laugh at, to ridicule ; ] B Kwan1 yiiii4. Official fortune, chances oflaughable:—Note (20). ^-j - - preferment.

11 |uj Chien*. To divide, to separate; to put a space

between; to intermit; to alienate;

vacant. See chien1-

m
Chien* twan*. To intermit, to interrupt ;a break, au interval.

|fc Chien*.. . ■ See chHen*. Les. 117 :—Note (25).

HE Wang*. Increasing, prosperous, flourishing,booming ; fervid, violent.

pj" Jljj Eva3 chien*. It appears, it is evident, it isseen :—Les. 180.

h. ^A Shany*jeii2. A superior (official or other-wise).
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Lksson cxxiii.

1 Tlie more obstreperous you are, the

more I will whip you.

2 The more I read of this book, the

more interesting it becomes.

3 The more children are indulged, the

worse they are spoiled.

4 The poorer one is, the worse his luck.

6 The more anything fears exposure, the

faster it spreads. [anger.

6 The deeper the enmity, the greater the

7 I have already lost over twenty thou

sand cash. I might as well stake a few

more tens and recover my stakes.

8 The snow that fell the day before yes

terday—the farther east you go, the

deeper it is.

9 The more any one gives rein to his

lusts, the more he longs for their

gratification. [the better.

10 The stronger and braver a soldier is,

11 When any one meets with some very

unexpected good fortune, his rejoicing

is all the greater. [all the more.

12 Speak of his being fat, and he pants

Notes.

2 /p IE, 35' cannot stand the wear and tear thatfiesh is

heir to.

12 jfiL ¥f> bloody sweat, expressive of severe toil. The

same idea is more fully expanded in the Baying, Jj| y^r '—'

v^ M ifil — M ff if 2fc fft By drops of blood and

drops ff sweat this money has been earned.

13 HL IE %. $J> a figure drawn from the sudden

and unexpected manner in which gods and demons are sup

posed to appear and disappear. §J£ |{§ igfc j§ fj£ fit

j|£ is a very common idiomatic form, somewhat analogous to

the English phrase, " no sooner said than done."

18 J\, /J» JjL 'J' A ifi The great man does not

notice the offence of one beneath liim. As thus used, H, does

not illustrate the idiom of the lesson as does the reading

with H g.

20 S'J JjL 4? j » common form of apology, which seems

rather embarrassing to a foreigner. Jf, ^E, to manifest

laughter, that is, to laugh at. In wen-li J£ ^ meana to be

laughed at, but not so in Maudarin. you speak too icell;

that is, you exaggerate, your apobigy is quite unnecessary.

21 65 m tn's sentence is to be regarded as possessive to

some noun understood, such aB f$ or "^F*

23 J?, 7<j?; ^fe ff?' '° perceive the state of affairs and

adopt a [correspondin g] course of action ; that is, to adapt one's

actions or conduct to the varying circumstances of the case.

A"

J

To pnss over,—serves as a sort of pro-

pressi ve copula. It is generally used in pairs in

correlative clauses, and gives the force of the

English form,—the more the

Tjif ^ All the more, yet more, still more.

Sometimes used singly, and sometimes in pairs in

correlative clauses. jj$ without, is not used singly.

^ fiat A book form equivalent to j|{S |* and

sometimes used in speaking, especially in the South.

LESSOIsT CXXIII.

Thk Progressive Degree.

A !H> ^reat store or lot,—still more, all the

more, (c.) ^ V>^,v,>

fjj *|4 To restrain or curb the nature or in

clination, to stretch a point and do what would

not otherwise be done ; may generally be tran

slated by the phrase, might as well; sometimes,

go ahead, or let us just, will approximate the

idea. It nearly always includes the idea of a

venture.
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13 The more you yield to him, the more

presumptuous he becomes.

14 The more excited I grew, the worse I

did. Dear me, but it was vexatious !

15 The more others learn, the wiser they

become ; but the more you learn, the

more stupid you are. [careful.

16 From that time I was still more

17 The more that spectators are present,

the more strenuously he exerts himself.

18 There was nothing special about him

when young, but afterwards the older

* be grew, the more promise he gave.

19 Since he trusts us, we ought all the

more to deal sincerely with him.

20 " Either don't begin at all, or else

don't quit till you finish." Having

offended him, I might as well settle

once for all which is the best man.

21 It is excessively hot to-day ; there is

not even a breath of air ; and the

more cold water one drinks, the

thirstier he becomes.

22 When I saw these chop-sticks and

plates, I felt all the more hungry.

23 The more enmity is cherished, the

greater it becomes : the more friend

ship is cultivated, the stronger it

becomes.

24 His cousin is a very handsome girl ;

the more one looks at her, the more

he appreciates her beauty.

25 From his youth Ch'i Yun Fang was

not very bright, and during these

®

Yiit*. To pass over, to exceed, to transgress ;to pass by, to skip :—see Sub.

Tun*. An overplus; a depot, a storehouse;wholesale, by the lot :—see Sub.

Sorf. To restrain, to curb,—only used in ^:—see Sub. See sod. Also sod1.

7] Fang* tiao1. To grow perverse or re-fractory or obstreperous.

fji Ch'ou2 hin*.. . . Enmity, hatred ; revenge.

^ Fin* nu*. Anger, violent anger, indigna-tion, resentment.

^ Lao1 pin9. To come out without loss, toget one's money back.

Jji LTsiung* chwang*. Brave and strong,sturdy, stalwart.

Vocabulary,

;'

Unexpected, unthought of, sur-prising.

g| Ch'inf ning*. To try with all the might,

to do one's level best,

to exert to the utmost, (s.)

A breath of air, a very gentle

. breeze.

' H M Ftng1 si l.

Tic2'* A plate, a saucer.

"ZT Fim8 To speak, to say. (w.) 2- v<

j[| fj=J Ling* ch'iao*. Quick-witted, clever, smart, ?-Jsharp, gifted.

^ $$Pei*hui* Childish, imbecile, doting. 1 *

J§t Lei? Lean, emaciated ; feeble, infirm, p ^
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two years, he lias all the more be

come an old dotard.

26 Keep quiet. The more you explain,

the more they suspect you.

27 The more [daintiesJ you eat, the

more you long to eat; the more you

lounge, the lazier you become.

28 When one has scabies or ringworm

and it becomes itchy, the more one

scratches, the worse it itches.

29 Id is clearly a yang disease, yet he

treated it as a yin disease; hence

from the time that he took that

medicine, he has grown steadily

worse.

30 Go and tell the muleteer that I want

to start early to-morrow morning,

and that the earlier he comes the

better.

31 If you try to repress your convictions

of sin, you will all the more realize

the weight of your sins. These

convictions cannot be repressed.

32 The saying is, " A. miss of a hair's

breadth becomes a mistake of a

thousand li;" which means that a

mistake once made grows greater

and greater.

33 Pongee is very dear this year ;

enough for a gown will cost very

nearly three thousand cash. Iio\v

much better to spend another thou

sand or two for fine silk and have a

genteel garment.

id, Wfc Lei2 tut1. Wearisome, laborious, tedious.Infirm, feeble; doting, (s.)

•>U I&E ft «"'4 mii ti1- Quietly, silently ;

on the sly:—Les. 154.

Ch an' To love good eating, to hanker afterdainties ; greedy, gluttonous.

Hsien3 Tetter; ringworm ; scaldhead.

Yang* To itch.

iVao2. To disturb, to worry, to vex; to scratch, ijto irritate.

lino'. An atom, a mote, a particle; the tenthousandth part of an ounce.

1lf£ Li':- A grain, a small particle, the thousandth

^ part of an ounce.

Niu*, Miu*. A mistake, an error ; false,

K'wai3 To smooth out; to scratch, ^^fe »J>^

Ts'i*. A prickle, a thorn; to prick; to stab;to pole a boat; to criticise, to lampoon. ^

^ Ts'i * nao2 To itch, to tingle.

A mistake,fallacious.

(JLf $tlj Shan1 ch'ou?. Uudyed silk, pongee.

^ Hn* To rely on, to lean on, to presume on.

1H £H >tfr Hotf} mod1 chotc. Very nearly, about,approximately.

7^ Mu* hu* c/ioria The same.

ft Mao* mao* tP The same.

Mien1 ch'ou2 Fine silk, colored silk.

Ya*chi*. Torepresn, to keep in subjection, \§j Cha2 mien*. Elegant, stylish, genteel, pre-Read yal clii* in Peking. ....... sentahln.
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LESSON CXX1V.

1 Where did you stop at noon to-day ?

2 Strike a fire [with flint and steel]

at once and light the lamp.

3 This bride is dressed very beautifully.

4 Tell the water carrier to bring some

water quickly.

5 Go and make a little paste for me.

6 Tiao Ta Nien delights in spoiling

other people's fun.

7 They are all out thrashing.

8 You are all the time dashing things

down [and breaking them] ; for whose

benefit are you doing it?

9 Look at Wang T'ien Hsi. He has

got on a suit of fine clothes to-day,

and goes strutting along fairly burst

ing with conceit.

Notes

2 Or, The opener I read this book, etc.

4 To see a demon is not a good omen, and hence is put

for bad luck.

9 Or, The more a man indulges in evil practices, the

Stronger his evil propensities will become.

14 ??f •(!. is here very emphatic, and very difficult of

translation.

20 — 7 M ~ yf> {ft , do not act in the first plttce,

or in the second place do not give over. It is better not to

begin, than to begin and not finish.

22 4* S S at J- ®5 T> I "or. felt my
belly to be hungry.

24 rjj i0i i$ $fc> cousins by mulernal aunts; i.e., the

children of sinters, each of whom callB the other's mother

27 The idea of dainties is implied in the word

20 and |5fj, having no equivalents in the English lan.

gnage or thought, cannot be translated. Chineso medical

practice is largely founded on a division of diseases and

medicines into two olasses, distinguished as ffii and |

The word Jj" has a wide range of use. It

resembles in this the words turn and take in Eng

lish. It is joined with both nouns and verbs to

express a great variety of actions. Several exam

ples of its use have already occurred.

•fT z£i To stop for refreshment when traveling,

as opposed to stopping over night. ch:*"' '*

tT y^C To strike a match, to strike a light.

-*f tr tfft To dress, to array; dres3, costume, toilet.

tr To draw or bring or carry water.

" tr or tr "7* To cook or make
starch or paste. cWa^p '1V u

^ tT Wl ^ To take downf to spell the fun, to

take the wind out of one's sails.

J tT & M Th<> same, (s.)

LESSOU CXXIV.

Various Uses of ff.

- tr m To thrash out and winnow grain.

j tT ffl To lighten, to flash as lightning. slU* f***^

J tT ilk To dread, to shrink from, (c ) cA°*

k tT U i1 The same, (s.) Ij

-7 tT $ft IS To swing, f cL*l «S

tT PS To whisper.

^ tr ^ P§ The 8ame- (s-)

* tr ^ t° draw °ut a r°uga draft, to

write the first copy, -ts'tfo' 3rr

t *T J® To wager, to bet. & »

1 tT ffi or ^ ^ ft To gain^ the victorj^.

A ^ A or # $ ft To suffer defeat.
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10 It is lightening in the south-east ;

most likely it will rain.

11 It is not food nor clothing that makes

a man poor : but failure in managing

will do it (keep him poor all his life).

12 I do not dread anythiug else save

mathematics.

13 Some watchmen strike a pang-tsl,

and some, a gong.

14 There are three dangerous things in.

the world ; traveling by ship, riding

on horseback and swinging.

15 "What secrets have you two that you

must speak in a whisper ?

16 I have just now finished writing the

rough draft, and have not yet made

a clean copy.

17 If you don't believe it, we will make

a bet ^et a treat).

18 Victories and defeats are the common

experience of soldiers. How can you

expect to be always victorious aud

never suffer defeat f

19 Can you reckon on the abacus ? Aus.

I only know how to add.

20 When you strike a man, do not

o- ^f. To reckon on the abacus.

'V r?/l To arrange; to equip, to fit out; to pro

vide for ; to smooth the way with money, to bribe.

J/fT No matter of no consequence. J ~ ffi ^ To throw down forcibly, to dash do

i Jj* Ji| is not used without the negative.

* ff S2 # To box, to fence.

\ tf A ^ The same. ■•

, ff ^ To box, to fence, to fisticuff. ^

V *T M To hunt game.Cl L.A lU

-JT Hi! To suppose, to estimate, to coniider.

j £ftl To nod ; to doze, to be sleepy

K*T»&& To yawn. V

W*5 Vs

1 ffi ft The same, (s.)
0*' ow'

tow V

„ ,tT 13 To bud, to pullulate.1"

Ko«j ^J" ^ To make a profound bow with the

hands joined and subsequently raise them to the head.

wn.

. j!^8 ^J" ^To fling the arms, to strut ; to fling

abroad, to scatter.

V? tT To flap back and forth, to flutter ; to

palpitate, to throb.

s""} ^ *fT To frown at, to scowl at ; to snub.

# f}^ The same, ck-f V .

To fling, to swing, to flourish, W

For list of examples of the use of Jf see

Supplement.

Vocabulary.

^ P<m4. To dress up, to rig out ; to beautify.

fj£ US' ^'"4 hao*. To have a passion for, to de-sire ardently ; addicted to.

^jj J43t Kaox hiring4. Elated, exulting, jubilant,merry.

P» S§ Using* t'ou*. Elation, exultation j merri-ment, fun.

Shwai1. To wrestle ; to throw down forcibly,

to dash or fling down. See shwai3. % '

Wj 3£t Yang* ch'i* Conceited, puffed up.

A ^ ch^ng2. Eight parts in ten, mostlikely:—Note (10).

^ Ch'u* Timorous, fearful, shrinking.
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

strike his face ; and when you berate

a man, do not cast his short-comings

in his teeth.

Even though you do wait till your

turn comes round, without spending

a few hundred taels to pave the way

there will be no office for you.

Our coming to-day has incommoded

yon. Ans. That is no matter : please

sit a little longer.

The best way is to study in day

time, and practice boxing at night.

It does not pain me much these few

days, but I feel it throbbing con

stantly ; pus is probably forming.

He is given to snubbing people; so

that no one likes to talk with him.

Whether hunting birds or beasts, the

common name is hunting game.

Mamma, somebody has broken our

water-pot : see how the water keeps

dropping down.

Aiming at his face, he gave him a

blow on the ear, and then turned

and ran.

I should not mind making you a

present of three or five taels of silver,

Fa1 ch'u*. To dread, to shrink from,frightened.

Ch'u* Rough ; timorous, shrinking.

Pang1. A hollow wooden block on whichwatchmen strike the hours.

$pl Tsod* ch'voan*. To travel by boat or ship,to travel by water.

Ch'a} To whisper, to chatter. See cha1.

Pf£ Er3 ch'a1 A whisper in the ear.

Kao*. Straw ; a first draft, a rough copy, asketch; a proof.

^jlj Ts'ao* kao3. The first or rough draft of apaper, original copy.

T'cng3 ch'ing1. To make a clean copy, tocopy out.

fjjjf1 Pa* shi*.. - . The art of boxing, or fencingwith sword or spear.

3^ Pa1 shi 4 The same :—Note (23).

BfJ Ku3 ttt*. A bubbling, gurgling or murmur-ing sound ; to rumble; to throb.

H Tu* sang* To snub, to bluff off.

H ^ 1fcFeil ch'in3 Birds.

i

n ffl

m A

fjR Tsou* shou* Beasts, quadrupeds.

?jH TAe*.. - To hunt wild animals, the chase. 1<-

%f Dj$ P'i1 lien*. To stand square in front and' fstrike.

^* -Jr* Er* Jcwa1 tsi*. The cheek bones, the j.*

side face.

3? G T Er* pa1 tsi 3 The same. ^

Liin1. To whirl or swing around, to flourish. itAlso lun2.

4$. Wu*. To gesture, to fence, to pantomime; £<M<,flourish, to brandish.

?Ef ^ J^"8 nung4. To cheat, to play tricks on;3o

to flourish, to brandish.

5^ Ha} To open the mouth wide, to gape. See hha", also k' a1'*.

•Stt1 h"™2 -A- 8aPe> a yawn-3 v

iSf X A1 ch'ien* The same, (s.)}^

SslJ ill Yiie^ shu*. To control, to restrain, to vkeep in order.

jjj|t ^ Li3 mao*. Politeness, etiquette, man-^nerliuess.

Rung1 The body, the person. -'J
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but unfortunately I forgot to bring

any along to-day.

30 Take your stick out of doors to play,

and don't flourish it about in the

,- house.

31 He deceives himself in thinking that

iE a man imitates the faults of Chris

tians, he will of course have their

virtues. \

32 Have you been taking a nap? Ans.

No, we have not. Qnes. If you

have not been taking a nap, why then

are you yawning ?

33 Yesterday I noticed that this flower

had just put forth a bud, and to-day

it is in full bloom. Isn't that re

markable ?

34 When a man has children and neph

ews, he should control them from

their childhood, requiring them to

learn to be polite, to bow and

courtesy, to pour tea and light a

pipe, and also teach them to keep

their proper places both when stand

ing and when sitting.

1I1. A bow with the hands to the breast; a

salutation.

"r^f: $| Tso<t i\ To make a bow with the hands

to the breast.

4*i!&\ Tao* ch'a? To pour out tea.

Notes

refers to natural looks, and fit

Sfe Chwang1 yen1 To fill a pipe.

■ffi ^ Wei4 ts'i 4. Position, rank, order of prece-deuce.

4<- ~)j 1*0 Fang1 hs-iang*. Direction, bearing; posi-tion, place.

3 Properly speaking,

to dress.

10 A a contraction for A ft <£ J$ + J$ '» a

common expression to denote completeness ; hence, A 15&''s

eight parts in ten, that is, for the moat part, most likely. Other

numbers are also used ; as J^Jt, "/^ JjJJ, etc.

11 —* 'jfll, one world; i.e., a generation, a life time. The

term is derived from the idea of transmigration. So also are

fctJ iS) to be bom, and ^ft, to die.

17 itS f@ JH, to bet a treat, ^ being put for $C %,

the moneyed p irtner or party.

19 'J' "hs is the Chinese multiplication table. Each

lino stops when it reaches the square, so that no multiplier is

ever greater than the multiplicand, and every process of

multiplication is carried on in conformity with this idea. In

the present case the numbers of the >J» ar8 spoken of

as an exercise in addition.

• 23 i5> the postures of offense and defence taken in

boxing. Others would write, /\ jf^, the eight standard

positions of arms and feet assumed in boxing.

IiESSOU CXXV.

Classifiers.

> >• £j£ A bunch or cluster,—classifier of flowers,

clouds, etc.

\'*^^' To seal,—classifier of letters, dispatches,

packets of silver, etc.

~aT A vein or band,—classifier of cash and coins.Aa.vwf* A section,—classifier of stories, sections of

JU00- Ipjll An axle,—classifier of maps, and scrolls.

A corner,—classifier of dispatches.

a book, plays, plots of ground, etc.

■\ yVtJ^ The tail,—classifier of fishes.
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Lesson cxxv.

1 This cloud looks as if it had rain

in it.

2 It is hard to get even a little money

without great labor.

3 This picture is a shrub peony painted

by Chang Yu. He wants ten taels

for it.

4 Yesterday there came a dispatch say

ing that the LiteraryChancellor would

start from the provincial capital on the

twenty-second of the seventh month.

5 Your opponent has also something

to say.

6 Since our brother longs for some carp

to eat, you may go and buy him a few.

7 I saw a remarkable sight to-day.

I saw five meu wearing oue large

cangue.

8 The other day when I went to sea

him, I noticed that he did not have

. even a sheet of matting on his k'ang.

9 Whose residence is this ? It is a

very pretentious building.

10 This morning he ate a slice of bread

and drank four ounces of milk.

11 Wang Chi Tung has had a run of

exceedingly bud luck j within a half

year three children have died.

12 In these times it is only necessary to

have a little hard cash and you will

have influence.

13 I have brought for him a letter and a

bundle of silver. Ask him to come

in person and get them.

tHj The face,—classifier of drums, mirrors,

gongs, saddles, etc.

£°"fV$§ A- collar,—classifier of sheets of matting,

'jvindow shades, and upper garments.

c,oa- ffi a place,—classifier of dwellings, houses, etc

A flake,—classifier of sheets or patches,

also of short spaces of time.

•tlri j=| A leaf or sheet,—classifier of things in

J sheets as leaves of a book, boards, panes of glass,

slices of bread, sheets of foil or tinsel paper.

X'o"^^ Jj| To striDg together,—classifier of cash,

strings of beads or pearls, etc.

cfi'va A place,—classifier of houses, places, etc.

ko s— ^ A step,—classifier of circumstances.

jif A string of one thousand cash,—classifier

of suras of cash..

$H A stake,—classifier of affairs, (r,.)

Jpj A fan,—classifier of gates, doors, windows, -^•~*! i/7

shutters, etc.

^ A frame,—classifier of clocks, scales, c-^'a 3°

philosophical instruments, etc.

A pellet,—classifier of medicines in pills.

A taste,—classifier of medicines, tf***^

fff Tho apex,—classifier of hats, sedan chairs',/"y* 77

state umbrellas, etc.

ipg A roll,—classifier of maps, pictures, scrolls, 7*

leggitis, etc. .

A basket,—classifier of things in baskets -4k1 \l i

or crates; as tea, oranges, etc.
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14 Not to speak of the land be Las, the

rent of these three houses alone is

more than sufficient for the support

of a family of five.

15 When the two armies joined battle,

nothing could be seen but a cloud of

smoke.

16 Although you have a fortune of ten

thousand strings [of cash], yet when

you die you cannot take with you a

single cash.

17 When I saw this affair I felt very

indignant. How could any one wrong

another to such a degree as this ?

18 Not ouly must the husband be able

to earn, but the wife must know how

to save. If, while the husband earns

a board in the fields, the wife runs

through with a door at home, his

being able to earn money will be of

no avail.

19 Last night one clock and two watches

were stolen by a thief from Kwoit

Tsi Pin's watchmaker's shop.

20 Take these five ingredients, grind

them into a fine powder and make

them up into thirty pills,—of which

take one every evening.

21 Within the next few days, when you

go on the street, you may look for

and buy a gong to be struck at meal

times.

Vocabulary.

Chou-. An nxle, a pivot, axis of motion ; aroller :—see Sub.

Ch'ican*. To string together ; to connect ; astring :—see Sub.

Kivan*. A string of cash ; to string ; to gothrough, to implicate :—see Sub.

Yie*. The- head ; a leaf of a folio ; a slat, aslice :—see Sub.

Fit*. A strip of cloth; a hem; a border; aroll :—see Sub.

Yii3 An ancient musical instrument, (w.)

Li3 The carp.

ifl- Ch'i- sh'i 4. A remarkable thing, a won-dei', a marvel; a miracle.

Chia1. A cangue or wooden collar :—Note (7).

Char, Che2. A dwelling, a residence, a house ;

^ a location, a position.

Tui* ti* To join battle, to confront.

Chung1 piao3. Clocks and watches, aclock, a striking clock.

ffi Yen*. To grind, to ruh fine, to powder ; tosearch into.

T'on*. A tie-beam or girder between pillars;

the triangular frame over each partition,

consisting of a girder, two rafters and an upright.

^ Liang2. Abeam, a girder; a mast.

^ Lin3. The poles or beams which extend fromone rafter to the other :—Note (22).

$1$J ^\ Koii1 mu*. The wooden plate above a

y door or window, (c. & n )

46 Votf pan*. The same, (s.)
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22 Even if you build but three rooms,

it will be necessary to buy two sets

of beams, twenty-one rafters, and in

addition, the doors and windows with

the supporting plates over them. Will

it not cost a lot of money P

23 One day when it was drizzling, I saw

a cowherd wearing a straw hat on his

head and a rush coat on his back

and holding in his hand a long staff, i*^

Looking at him from a distance, he

looked just like a well drawn picture.

24 That disposition is born in him. No

matter how you control him there is

no getting rid of that propensity to

dissipation.

25 A few days ago a friend made me a

present of a bunch of pens, ten sticks

of ink and a basket of tea. To-day

I must provide some present for

him.

26 Those four sets of scrolls to the east

look like the painting of Ching Pan Ckt^,

Cli'iao, though his signature is not

subscribed.

27 The ancient method of catching thieves

was to build in each village a tower

with a drum in it, then if any family

missed anything the drum was beaten,

and all hearing it at once closed up

all the chief ways of exit, so that the

thief had no means of escape.

% Ch'eng1 wen2. A great many, a lot of[cash]. (Pekingese.)

^f1 Fang* niu*. To herd cattle; to pasturecattle.

Wte3. A rush, a reed; tall coarse grass.

Li*. A rain-hat made of coarse grass orbamboo splints ; a hamper ; a crate.

3£. A coarse conical rain-hat.

P'eng2. Coarse matting ; an awning, abooth ; a ceiling.

||E 7'ou8 p'ing~. A coarse conical rain-hat

made of straw, (s.)

So*1 A cloak of thatched leaves or grass.

^ Sod1 i1 The same.

gj] Hwa* t'u2 A painting.

jjfft Feng1 liu2. Dissipated, dissolute, rakish;gay, fast, wild.

jf» >5t Ch'a* yie*. Tea leaves, tea. *-J

P'ing'2. A screen ; a set of scrolls ; j"n " &ornamental tablet.

^ K'wan3. To respect ; a signature, an inscrip-tion ; a kind ; a section, an article.

Loa* k'wan1. To affix a signature, to attach^an inscription or stamp.

"ill j|£ Kus lai2. Of old, for a long time, ancient, 7.7from ancient times.

~Jf Fangx Ja3. Plan, method, expedient,^arrangement; prescription.

^J" ^ Ts'un1 p'u*. A village, a town. 7.7

Lei2 To rub fine ; to beat, to drum. 2-,

Important—same as ^ §?,

but savors of book style. 1 7

To have business, engaged ; , ,

to meet with something

unusual,—an accident or a misfortune.

5« Chin3 yao*.

^ ^ IV shi 4.
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Lesson cxxvi.

1 The primary idea in bringing up sons,

is to provide against old age.

2 I abominated him from the first.

3 Is this what you said at first ?

4 This affair does not properly come

v under bis jurisdiction.

^5-Aj first it was rather difficult, but by

'"^"and by it became easy.

6 Wang Wen Cb'i's wife originally

belonged to a rich family.

7 There is no help for it : whose fault is

it [but my own] that I have amounted

to nothing ?

8 When he first came to ask your good

offices, you should not have promised.

9 Originally a Chekiang man, I have

taken up my residence here.

10 I know that when he originally bor-

NoTES.

3 ?fl Wi> a noted Chinese painter,—specially noted for

painting peonies.

4 Both and are t'ung-hsing as classifiers of

dispatches.

6 As a classifier of fisli,^ is much more common than j^,

which is win.

7 A cangne is a heavy board or block of wood, about

three and a half feet square, with a hole in the centre large

enough to admit a man's neck. It is made in two halves, and

is bolted together and locked around the neck. Culprits are

usually sentenced to wear it a number of dayB, sitting at the

gate of the yamen—sometimes at the gate of the person they

have sinned against. Generally each culprit has his own

cangue, but in some cases the board is made long, witli two

or more holes, and those who have been guilty of a like offense

are locked in together.

8 at t'ie opening of a sentence, is uBed much

as the colloquial English, " the other day."

12 M $ $1 H , a few strings of copper cash—a face

tious amplification.

13 Broken silver is usually tied up in packets of fifty

taels each, so that a packet ordinarily means this sum. A

less amount is however also called

17 51$ is here very emphatic. It expresses both the

surprise and t he indignation of the speaker. The translation

falls short of the Chinese.

18 Although is implied at the beginning of this sentence.

22 A Chinese house has, properly speaking, only one pair

of rafters over each partition. The t§| extend between these

rafters, the number of them usually being seven, one over the

top of each wall, one at tho comb, and two between. There

is considerable confusion in the application ofj'fc; and

in different sections. Arches are not built over wiudowB and

doors, but the superincumbent wall is supportod by a heavy

wooden plate, for which each locality has its own name.

26 §J) $t another noted painter.

|B Originally, primarily.

IB 2>fv Originally, from the first ; the fact is,

properly, in the nature of the case.

jf( jjE Originally, primarily ; always.

|B 3fc -A-t first, primarily.

|B 2f£ Originally, primarily, at the outset,

in the nature of the case :—Note (16).

IB $1 jrl Originally, at first, in the first

place, (c. & n.)

LESSOR"

Beginning.

M M % The same.

IB J£ T TLe same- (s0

jJS ^ft, A£ the first, at the outset ; heretofore.

jJ§ 5§ Originally, at first, in the begiuniug.

jig ]|f The same.

7JE "^jjf At first, from the first, (s.)

j|5 %J Originally, primarily, at first, in the

first place, in the beginning.

S§ The same- (N- & c-)
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rowed it, he did not intend to return if.

11 They two were originally good friends,

but recently they have cut each other's

acquaintance.

12 In point of fact, Chang, Wang and Li

are the most common surnames .in

the world.

13 It is hard to say whether we spoiled it

for him, or whether it was so originally.

14 Ching Fu To was not originally given

to playing truant, but he has now

learned to do it.

15 That child was too precocious. I

thought from the first he would not

live to grow up.

10 This is money which he has worked for.

It is wrong to hold it back in this way.

17 He has treated you badly it is true,

yet it is not right for you to utterly

disregard him.

18 In the beginning was the Word, and

the Word was with God, and the

Word was God.

19 That woman was born on the seventh

of the seventh month, hence her little

name is Skilful Cloud.

i

j{S ^8 From the first, in the first place,

primarily, always.

'fU iiS The same,—but less general.

^5 Ift fi§ Primarily, in the first place, (n.)

I& Mk ?S Originally, at first, in the first

place, (n.)

I§= ^Jc % ?I The same. (n. & s.)

2|£ Originally, properly.

2j£ 5rv Originally ; properly, the truth is, in fact.

Original state of the case, in the nature

of things, really, it is true, of course.

fUj J§ At first, beginning from, in the first

instance.

PI The same, (s.)

-X *7J In the begiuning, at the birth of time*

*jg %<JJ At the beginning, at the first, in the

first place.

\iX From the first ; heretofore.

Q 5^ Heretofore, ever, all along, always,—

with a negative, never.

$fc w From the first, from the beginning,—

with a negative, never, (n. & c )

S§ The same.

— jjjjj J2j| In the first place, at the outset.

—• §^ At first, at the start, at the outset.

— Jt ¥ The same-

Vocabulary.

|fE /f?|" T'o&x fu*. To ask the help or services of,to entrust to, to depend upon.

' $T Che*. A stream in Chekiang from which theprovince is named.

' ^ F Lotf hu*. To reside, to make one's re-sidence, to settle.

9 ^ Chi2 A listj, a register, a docket :—see chi*.

A ^ Ju* chi2. To be enrolled as a resident, to 'acquire citizenship.

Hwo? hsUe2 To play truant, (c.) ,if

mm

%pi 1^ Ching1 ling*. Bright, smart, precocious, 'Squick-witted ; ethereal.

|Sj Tung2 tsai*. At the same place, together,with, in company with.
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20 Tin's piece of land belonged originally

to one Chana, but is now mortgaged

into the hands of a man named Wang.

21 Beginning from to-morrow, school will

open in the afternoon at two o'clock.

22 I have always been tender-hearted and

unable to resist entreaty.

28 T know he has always been bashful.

24 He bad originally only five thousand

taels of capital, but he has now cleared

about five hundred thousand.

25 For how much did you buy it in the

first place ? Ans. I was rich then,

and I paid well for it.

2 3 My scholarship was imperfect in the

first place, and now by neglect it has

become still more indifferent.

27 These laws were made primarily for

the unfilial and unfraternal.

28 It was Shin Nung who first taught

men to cultivate the earth.

29 If you do not believe [just go and]

inquire. I have never had any ac

count at a saloon or restaurant.

30 Do not suppose the price is high, for

the goods are really first class.

31 Neitherdid I believe it at first.but after

wards, upon making careful inquiry,

I found out that it was a veritable fact.

32 I originally intended to buy a pound

of oil of peppermint and half a pound

of olive oil, but subsequently, because

P'ang1 A pound,—used for the sound.

Pod* Peppermint. Seeporl2.

1 ' '! ' . t0, rcsH cntrcat>;> f^ TTod2 The small-leaved water lily.

^ff ffi. Peppermint.

fff Kan? Ian6 The olive.

Lun2. To choose ; to take turns, by turn.

V. K'en3. To oppress, to wrong, to grind down ;to vex, to obstruct.

Lel Win*. To oppress, to grind, to keeptack ivliat is due.

vV ffc LienBjuan:

tender-hearted, lenient.

vv >fr $fc fain1 juan* The same.

^ fi%i. )JC Lien' p'i*. The face as expressive of- - - emotions or character.

^Usi j^. i^T/ien3 p'i2 j)ocl2. Shamefaced, bashful,

. . diffident.

j$kNen*, nun4 Delicate; weak, soft; tender.

Jjjft j$ Lien? nin* Bashful, diffident.

% ffc $H Hwang1 su1.- To neglect, to disuse.

^ H-nang* yang*. As it should be, passable,very fair.

] I" ^ 1^ P"4 h*iai\g* yang*. Inferior, indiffer-ent ; out of bounds.

Fan* kwan3. An eating-bouse,

taurant.

res-

To choose ; to

Also lun1..

^Jffl $L Lun2 liu2. To take turns, one by one in

■a order.

7C Wi Y''an2 hs&n1. A distinguished patriot,

especially one who aids

in founding a kingdom or dynasty.

VI. Uj Chiang1 than1. Land, territory, realm,

domain.

A sash ; those who are privileged to

wear sashes, literati.

I Shen\
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my money was insufficient, I bought a

half pound of each kind.

33 Originally, when the family was divi

ded, he decided to live with the

youngest son, but now he lives by

turns with the three.

34 Yao Oh'i immortalized himself in the

founding of the Eastern Han dynasty.

It was he who, in the first place,

subjugated the land.

35 In the first place the literati intended

to recommend the erection of a monu

mental arch commemorating her

virtue, but afterwards, hearing that

her reputation was not the best, the

project was dropped.

36 When Tseng Fu was still young, he

showed some little vigor of miud ; but

as he grew, he became more and more

stupid. Ans. From the first he was

not bright, and he had all the time a

vacant stare as if he had lost his

wits.

37 Whether in the intercourse of friend

ship or of business, if a good founda

tion is laid at the outset, afterwards,

as a matter of course, the longer the

intercourse continues the more cordial

it will become ; so that even if some

little difference should arise, it is

covered over by the former goodwill.

dt Sh6nl8hi* Gentry, literati; head-men.

35 IP % Chu'pao3 Same as ^.

' Chie3 lisiao4. Chaste and faithful widow-

hood.

*J tyj P'ai2 fang1. A commemorative arch:—

Note (35).

> L ffi- Yang9.- ■ ■ . .To feign; unreal, feigned; dreary.

fSj Yang2 fisiang*. To look blank, a vacantlook!to dteum, to muse, (l.)

|§£ Leng*. To stare, to look intently, to gaze; avacant look, a stare.

|^ ^ Fa1 ling*. To stare, to look daft; vacant, icdazed, stupified.

jjr] ^ K'ai1 s/iow8. To begin; at first, at the

outset. 'j

Y. ^ Shang* shouB The same.

iwE "HS KaiA yen3. To cover up, to conceal, tohide from view.

Notes .

1 This sentence no doubt expresses the chief idea in the

desire of the Chinese for sons, though the wish to have some

odo to offer sacrifices to theui after death is also very potent.

0 ?8? J* means simply to reside or locate, while /^v

means to be registered as a citizen. There seems to be no

established rule in regard to this registry.

12 2j£ i as here used, is not to be nndorstood as refer

ring to the state of things in ancient or former times, but

rather as giving emphasis to a fact both past and present.

These are by far the most common family names in China.

15 A? 3Sf> 9°od to rear; that is, possible to rear,—

predestined to live aud grow up to adult years.

16 >E£ is used to add assurance to the fact stated,

somewhat as we use tho phrase, tn. point of fact. JlJ

moans that the labor has been performed and the money is duo-

19 3^5 31 t,ie 6tar Atair in Cygnus. The mythological

story is that 3^5 9 ,s tno seventh daughter of 3i Jfc

and the wife of 2$E ^ (Denab), and is wonder,

fully Bkilful in needlework and allfominine accomplishments,

$ ^T- $1) borrowed money from 3i iL -t 'or the

expenses of his wedding. He failed to repay it, and S>

to punish him, took ~Fj homo, and ever since that allows
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Lesson cxxvn.

1 Have you not yet finished reading the

first half of your Mencius?

2 I asked liim again and again and after

all did uot get a satisfactory answer.

3 When good and evil have reached

their measure, there will finally he a

recompense.

4 Finally I assented to him.

5 Well, well, after all your insight was

the best.

6 After all this plan will he impracticable.

7 You say you are uot reviling me,

whom then are you reviling ?

8 If you are so lazy as this, sooner or

later you will come to beggary.

9 After all the man who does right be

nefits himself, and the one who does

wrong injures himself.

10 Deceiving people in this way [do you

suppose you] can keep up the de

ception to the end ?

11 Who would have supposed that in

stead of requiting with kindness, ho

would requite with injury?

12 After all "blood is thicker than water : "

her to visit her husband and two children only one day in

each year; viz., on tho seventh of the seventh month. Her

mother-in-law takes revenge by compelling her, in that ono

day, to wash all the dishes the family has used during the

year, and to tidy up tho wholo house. On that day she

is worshipped as "Pj 2?C i& SB. by Cluncso girls and young

women who hang up her picture, spread before it offerings of

fruit and flowers, and make prostrations, praying her to

impart to them some of her wonderful skill. This story has

many variations in difforent localities.

20 & 36 °ngt>t by rights to bo 51 65

but one is elided.

29 ?1 Wi f& is a contraction for ?S fig ft fg.

^5 fj($ )$! Jjfj, an ornamental arch or gateway

erectel across a street, or at tho side of a high-way, to

commemorate the constancy of a young widow who has

remained faithful to her mother-in-law until death ; which ia

considered the acmo of female virtue and filial duty.

They are usually allowed on tho reoommendation of the

literati of the woman's native plnco, made to the literary

chancellor of the province. ^ ^3 not very stable or

reliably. In this connection it meaus, virtue not reliable,

character not above suspicion*

36 ifjt M. f$ §1 is a colloquial dissection and amplifi.

cation of the term jfj^

J@G To the end, at last, after all, in the

end, then. ^

&\ 7 % or ^IJ 7 % At tbe last. in

the end, finally.

S§ 7 At the end, near the close, finally.

5l£ After all, finally.

Sffi ^ At last, after all, ultimately, finally.

Ifl 3lC The same—but slightly bookish.

^ Ifi- In the end, finally, sooner or later.

LESSOInT cxxvii.

Ending. -J

(C. & N.)

After all, finally, ultimately, at last.

The same. This is the writing gener

ally adopted in Peking. It does not, however, ac

cord so well with the meaning as lt(j, moreover

wherever hard sounds are used it is incorrect, as it

is fundamentally a soft sound. $j| on the other hand

is both hard and soft, and is correct everywhere.

The tone is changed by the combination from the

first to the fourth, as is common iu such cases.
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g % In the end, finally, ultimately, after all.

Elf XT The same, (s.) ^

Iff! The same, (s.) \i»>» cW
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upshot of it.

M #o The same. (s.)Ku^ <^*f
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what friend would have exerted him

self in this way ?

13 Although this road is a little longer,

yet in the end it is more convenient.

14 Buying for ready money, certainly is

a little cheaper in the end.

15 Ever so many have tried to conciliate

him hut in vain ; after all, honored

sir, your influence with him was the

greatest.

16 After all I do not quite understand :

please, sir, explain it once more.

17 This boy is too ungovernable ; he will

never make a man.

18 They are constantly carping at each

other ; ultimately they are sure to get

up a big quarrel.

19 1 fear, if you continue to depend so

much upon him, there will finally bo

trouble with him.

20 He is called a Christian, but after all

he is not sincere.

21 Although the matter does not entirely

rest with you, yet after all you have a

share in it.

22 She worked two days at putting the

soles on this one pair of shoes, and

then did not get done. Finally I had

to finish them for her.

irst or "last, in any case, in the end,

sooner or later. I f

33 /F? At the last, after all, iu the end. (w.)

"j* At lasL finally, in the last place, iu

conclusion. ~rY><™-

jfc "J" The same. Doubled for emphasis.

After all, at all, with a negative, never, (x.)

^ After all, at all, in any ease.

At the tail end, at the bottom, lastly.

Vocabulary.

^ In the end, to the end, sooner or later,

after all. ckwwr c^u.

Jfl P'i*....

M Ching4.

. . . -Finished, ended; the last, final.

To exhaust; the end, the utmost; at

last, finally, after all.

~)\ Fen" li*. Power of vision; discernment,shrewdness, judgment.

§^§ fjg Chiang' ch'ing2. To speak on behalf of, tointercede, to conciliate-

^| P'i8 Lassitude ; remiss, careless, callous.

fljj Jilt Wan2 p'i1. Mischievous, ungovernab le, dis-

3 1 < obedient; vicious, obstinate.

P'i" wan3 The sam

<Jj& Ta'iW A scab; a failing,«m

Pfc. % 3$.$£Ch'ui1mao2ch'iuHs'ia. To magnify/*trifling faults,

to carp, to cavil.

ir A saint, a Christian.-^

J# Wl I3 sal Isaac. ^

P'i1 p'ing2. To criticise ; to berate, to >.overhaul.

Shi1 A corpse, a carcase.
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23 Her mother never returned home, and

no one knows where she went.

24 Although Isaac tried his best to keep

at peace with him, yet after all he

was not able to do so.

25 Up to this time Li T6 Lung has not

obtained an office. He will finally be

an expectant official all his life.

26 At first I said nothing, but finally I

gave him a good overhauling.

27 The middleman vaunted about how

wealthy our relative was, and here it

turns out that he has nothing at all.

28 You follow your way and I'll follow

my way, and I fancy that in the end

we shall all come out right.

29 Liu Sau was not originally a dissolute

fellow, but being constantly led astray

by a set of renegades, he at last be

came a regular desperado.

30 This ancestry is like a stream of water

which, flowing forth, divides into

several branches or several tens of

branches, nevertheless they all come

from one source.

31 A man's getting a degree is in truth a

mere accident of fortune. Look at Lin

Yu Neug ; at the fu and hsien exami

nations he stood at the tail end, yet

at the recent collegiate examination he

^ $S Wu" lai* tsi 3. A vagabond, a tramp ; a

knave, a dissolute fellow.

^ ffit MaHiir Dissolute, profligate, (c)

JP§ Liu* shi l. A vagabond, a tramp ; a

dissolute fellowt (s.)

V\ %k 0 Chi 3 yin1. Only because, inasmuch as,but since, but:—Les. 181.

Wua h* kweis.

yK%) %\ Kou1 yin*.

Kun3

A rascal, a knave, asharper, a renegade.

To lead astray, to entice, to^

.decoy, to inveigle ; to draw on. y \

tao1 chin1. A reckless and

■ - - obstinate villain, if f£

a drsperado, a wretch.

■yH Wl 7J ft KunB tao1 jouK The same :—Note

(29).

s* vr Hr Fen1 tsod*. To divide, to separate, toparcel out.

Chiao3 To do, to act; fortunate, lucky.

.Unusually fortunate, very lucky.

3£f Yuan* k'ao8. The literary examinations

- - held in each prefecture

^by the ^ or Literary Examiner:—Note (31).

S ung* To dwell ; a surname.

}f§5[ Sa8. To scatter, to sow, to put forth, to spill, to

^ leak :—Note (34). See sa1.

fifx* JUi Sa3p'odl. To do with one's might, to make

a strenuous effort, a spurt.

tk Wi Fang* p'od} The same, (l.)

jHf Tsan3 To urge forward, to hasten.

jiff Wi Tsan3 chin*. To do with one's might, tomake a strenuous effort.

Kao1. A raised sweet cake, either baked orsteamed.

ffi Using*.

jflfc f^S. Goodfortune, luck, a happy chance.

Wfc ® W> Chi1 tan* kao1 A sponge cake.

$ 5f0 CW hod2 To mix, to stir.

3g J| Tan* hwang* The yolk of an egg.

fpf Tan* ch'ing1 The white of an egg.

3g £j Tan* pod2 The white of an egg.

<Jjg K'ao3 To toast, to bake; to dry at the fire.
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happened on the right theme, and after

all graduated in the fifth place of honor.

32 I exhorted him with the best intentions,

but he quite refuses to hear. The best

thing is for us to go back.

33 I have rubbed this garment with hot

water and soap, and have taken it to

the river and rinsed it, and after all it

is still not clean.

34 Everybody said that Sung Ch'eng Jen

could not carry two hundred catties of

firewood, but by making a strenuous

effort, he after all carried it from the

three li bridge.

35 Fu T'ien, the dessert is all used up ;

you may make a sponge cake to-day.

If you do not know how, I will teach

you. Ques. How do you make it ?

Ans. Take of eggs nine ounces, white

sugar nine ounces, and flour five

ounces: first, thoroughly mix the

yolks of the eggs and the sugar, then

add the flour and stir till quite smooth :

lastly, beat the whites of the eggs into a

froth, and mix all together, stirring

lightly, and bake at once.

Notes.

I Mencius is for convenience divided into two parts,

colled _t a,1(l T"» which are usually bonnd in separato

volumes. JlJ & ia here used in its primary sense, and,

properly speaking, does not illustrate the subject of the lesson.

3 This is a very useful and important saying. It is not

drawu from classical sources, but is found used by Buddhist

and Taoist writers, and is very ancient. JlJ JJfj qualifies

§ji , meaning that when good and evil conduct have'reached

the limit set to them by fate, or by tho gods, there will then

be a recompense. ijS^ is the usual writing, though $|J

is sometimes found, and would seem more forcible. If it be

used the senso is certainly, rather than finally.

0 A more literal rendering would be, after all when one

does good, the one who gets the good is himself, and when one

does evil, the one who suffers the evil is himself.

II The UBe of ^ implies that the person referred to

had been the recipient of favor. The translation gives tho

approximate force of without any Bpecial word.

15 SSt W 'B the "face" that the other party felt

constrained to give to the party interceding, hence it is

practically equivalent to influence.

22 To _t a shoe, is to sew the sole fast to the upper.

25 ^ t& To get a vacancy ; that is, to get a position

which has been mado vacant by death or otherwise. •§! flf

Sii > a humorous appellation which defies literal translation

into English.

27 As soon as a betrothal is concluded the families begin

to call each other It is not an uncommon trick for

the go-between to deceivo one party (or both) in regard to the

circumstances of the other.

28 iS 73 55 or I^J Turn-lnife-tendon or muscle, that is,

a piece of tendon or muscle so hard and tough that the knife

glances off it, (some Bay so soft and flabby that it rolls under

the knife),—a fellow so depraved that no appeal to virtue or

reason, or even to force, makes any impression on him. —* Jff

is applied contemptuously.

31 The candidates for literary degrees in each district

are first examined by tho district magistrate (,1$ and

the best, noted and reported. All the candidates in each

prefecture aro then assembled and examined by the prefect

(JjJ ), and tho best, noted. All this is preparatory to the

examination by the i§s who makes the circuit of his

province twico in three years, and holds examinations in each

Fu city, aud 'confers tlio degrees. ^ to hit the

theme. It is a common thing for candidates to write out, in

miniature hand, copies of superior essays on standard themes

and conceal thorn on their persons, or to commit a number of

such essays to memory, in hope that tbo theme given may

prove to be ono of these. When by such means a candidate

finds himself in possession of a first class essay, on the

required theme he is said to mm-

31 It was omitted in Les. 8 to make the proper distinction

in the tone of Road jo1 it means, to open out, to let loose
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Lksson cxxviii.

1 As soon as he saw the letter from

home, he was wild with jny.

2 These two texts are diametrically

opposite.

3 As soon as the teacher comes, the

scholars are quiet.

4 When you plant them in rows this

way, do they not look much better ?

5 Without realizing it we have had

intercourse for upwards of ten years.

6 My memory is poor : in a twiukling I

have forgotten.

7 The weather has been changeable

recently, hence there is much sickness.

8 One of the two women he has with him

is his wife, and the other a concubine.

9 If pus were not forming, would it be

a throbbing pain ?

10 I knew at a glance that she was a bad

character.

11 It will be more orderly for you to go

in pairs.

12 When men begin to grow old, the mar

row in their bones gradually dries up.

LESSOlir

—■ in Composition.

Although — has already served as the basis

of three lessons, it requires still another.

When — is joined with a verb it marks the

exact point of time of the action, and may be

rendered, just as, the moment, etc. It is usually

followed by a jg£ in the next clause, and the two

are together equal to, as soon as, whenever, etc.

When — is repeated with words of opposite

meaning, it denotes alternation, transition, or

enumeration : as,

W —' 2JC —'IE One the wrong, the other the

right side, the reverse of each other, opposite

sides ; negative and positive.

—1 —' ^ Coming and going, back and

forth, intercourse.

—• ^ —■ ^ Cold and hot by turns, alter

nations of temperature, ^hangeable.

cn« —, p£ —, wife and a concubine, the

one a wife and the other a concubine.

—"A —' A* The same ; also applied to

other distinctions of rank, and of size.

—■ —• A man and a woman ; male

and female^ ^

—' '3H —' ^ Advancing and receding by

turns ; ebbing and flowing ; fluctuating.

—■ ^ -3^ 3p£ Flourishing and declining by

turns, progressing and receding, changing.

—■ Jjil —■ |rj Red and white by turns, alter

nations of color.

—1 j|§ —' Rising and falling by turns ;

bobbing up and down ; heaving. These are but

specimens of many others like them.

When — is repeated with the same word, it

denotes order of arrangement or succession : as,

—' —ff V^T R°w by row » 1Q rows, in ranks.

—' jj§s —■ iji§ One grasp or compression after

another, by throws, pulsating.

—■ jjfjfc c—■ ^jjfjj One dig or thrust after an

other, by throbs, lancinating, (c.)

—■ ^ —■ One pull after another, by

jerks, by throbs ; twitching, palpitating. ( 8.)
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13 Raining tin's w;ty in showers need not

prevent our going. What I fear is

that it will rain hard.

14 When God at first created man, he

created one man and one woman.

15 The progress of events in the world is

a series of advances and retrogressions,

like the rising and falling of tlie tides.

16 Laying by year by year, affluence will

naturally ensue.

17 He will uot allow me to speak. When

ever I speak, he finds fault with what

I say. '

18 I have been very unlucky to-day.

Just as I was going out, I struck my

head on the door frame and raised a

great lump.

19 Somehow my eyes cannot endure the

wind. As soon as the wind strikes

them, the tears flow.

20 The body is dependent on the soul for

life, hence the moment the soul leaves

the body, death ensues.

'21 There must be some obstruction in his

bowels, for whenever the pain comes on,

one can feel lumps.

22 In working, a large amount is not so

much to be feared as is hurry, for

whenever one is hurried, the mind

becomes confused.

23 I saw the color come and go in his

—■ HJ" —■ ^ One pair after another, pair by

pair; in pairs.

— —• One spell after another, by spells;

intermitting. [year, yearly.

—' ^p- —1 ^ One year after another, by the

—' 'O —' "f^l Unit by unit, in detached pieces;

one by one, seriatim.

—' —' Piece by piece, in pieces, in

bits, in lumps. .

—' —' Stofy by story, step by step,

consecutively ; in layers.

Phrases of this class are very numerous. All

classifiers may be so used, also many words de

noting time, quantity, or action.

Wo&*, TFw'»4. To grasp, to clench, to com-press ; a handful.

1 Chiie2. To dig, to excavate, to scoop ; to

throb, to lanciuate.

fi ^ i§| Ch'i2 cMng3. Even, uniform, regular,

well arranged, orderly.

flrf Sin3 The marrow.

*PI* til Kus ski3 The marrow in a bone.

'r Itt itf Shi* tao*. The world, the course of events,

the times.

,y M Ha? c/i'ao8 The tides.

Vocabulary.

g£ Chang' To rise (as water) ; to expand, to / £

dilate ; to rise in price ; to advance.

,,, ^ Fit4 hou* Wealthy, affluent./*

\ |[ K'toang* An outer frame, a border/*

Ch? chn4. An obstruction or compaction \\

in. the bowels ; an embolus.

^ ^ Chi2 k'wai* The same. * 1

$\u ^ Cha1 shi 2. Strong, firm, secure ; forcible,

conclusive.

To insult or impose upon % u

strangers.

£ Ch'i1 shing1
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face showing that he felt very much

annoyed.

24 Listen to his arguments, as he advances

step by step; certainly they are quite

conclusive.

25 The people of this place are much

given to imposing on strangers. When

ever they notice that a man's dialect is

strange, they at once ask a high price.

26 This must be a Will o' the wisp ; it

cannot be a lantern, for no one carry

ing a lantern would move it up and

down in this fashion.

27 Mandarin ducks always go in pairs

and never forsake each other ; hence

when young ladies get married, their

mother's family always present them

with a pair of mandarin-duck pillows.

28 If there is no lawsuit, that is the end

of it ; but if a lawsuit results, I will

of course require your testimony.

29 Don't suppose from his drooping ears

that he is entirely gentle, for he will

not suffer a woman to ride him. When

ever a woman mounts him, he begins

to kick.

30 As long as I am outside, I am all

right [in regard to the points of the

compass] ; but as soon as I enter this

great door, I lose my bearings. Isn't it

singular ?

>> P
g K'ouB yin1. Pronunciation; enunciation;

dialect, brogue.

^ A KweP hwoa* Ignis-fatuu?.

y % Yuan1 The drake of the mandarin duck.T|\^ Ta1 la\ To droop, to drag, to hang down;

to move in a slouching way.Tangx The hen of the mandarin duck.

\\ i^ie mandarin duck,—noted for conjugal

fidelity.

Ch'ai1 san*. To separate, to sunder, toscatter, to forsake.

>^ Mti1 chia1 A wife's mother's family.

v>lj "f* fjlE Kan1 citing* Testimony, witness.

Jvj Si Tsi2 i3. That is the end of it, so be it :—■Note (28).

^ Ta1 Lop-ears; dragging, drooping.

W, Chile3 To kick, a kick. Also cfe2.

\$» M 7* T'i1 cliOe3 tsi 8. To kick, to kick upthe heels.

"tT $fi 7* Ta3 t'i* tsi3 The same.

JttJ Chwan* hsiang*. To lose one's bearings,to become confused.

Notes.

8 an<5 aSc nre *'ie ProPer words for wife and concubine,

but they are not generally used in conversation, ^ and )J>

beinif uBed instead, either aloue an here, or joined with pj£ ^

org*.

10 IE ~M W> nn orthodox thing,—only used with a

negative, and to express contempt.

19 H "3 ',l?ro U8e<l means to endure or withstand, which

in f;iet is one of its regular mandarin meanings, and is the

meaning which foims the basis of the second usage illustrated

:u Les. 122.

23 *~1 ifel! ~" > one red one white ; that is, red and

white or flushed and pule by turns.

23 This sentence was written in Nanking, but the fault

of which it speaks is just as true of the Chinese elsewhere.

28 fllj £ is a book term used colloquially in the South

but not in the North, save occasionally by educated men. Its

colloquial equivalent is WL fl> °r H£ Ht-

30 The Chinese always indicate direction and position

by the points of the compass, and generally keep these points

in their minds with remarkable accuracy.
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Lesson cxxix.

1 The new telegraph line put up last

year, extends from Shanghai to Pe

king. ...

2 If he is seeking neither reputation nor

money, what then do you suppose he

is seeking ?

3 A man's purpose should not be subject

to great and sudden changes, but

what it is at first, it should continue

to be, and remain the same to the end.

4 If you buy only one catty it costs

forty cash ; in whole packages the

price is only thirty-six cash ; in the

end it is better to buy at wholesale

than at retail.

5 The lines running north and south on

the globe are called meridians. They

extend from the south pole to the

north pole.

6 Those who are so free with their money

were also loath to part with it at first,

but afterwards the more they spent the

more lavish they became, until at last

they found their desires ahead of their

means.

7 Seeing you cannot get an education,

and are not willing to learn a trade,

what do you propose to do for a living ?

Correlative

Ability to use a language effectively, and

especially ability to use it for the expression of

complicated thought, depends largely on the ready

and effective use of correlative particles. They are

the framework upon which connected thought is

strung. Such particles have of course been in

troduced to some extent in previous lessons, but

for the purpose of aiding the learner in finding

and acquiring their ready and accurate use, I have

arranged a number of lessons on this basis, of

which this is the first and simplest. The others,

twelve in all, will follow at intervals :—

CXXIX.

Particles.

i,4'
•4"

ffi . M -"M \t, From... to.

^'J JtS - to After all. - . better than.

' !£lJ /ST- *m to After all. . .better than.

$cZ- ..%yfi ■ H not . .nor

. . . really ; or, since not- - - nor yet- - .after all;

or, seeing not- . . and not. - . then.

*7J- • J£t # ^ 1 At first- - after-

wards. - . at last ; or, at first. . .then. . .finally.

These translations are only approximate ; they will

vary somewhat with the subject and the connexion.

Vocabulary.

4

'eng~ pad1. By the bundle or package,

wholesale.

Ch'ing2 tun3. By the lot, by the quantity,wholesale, (c. & s.)

^WL %M Ch'tng1 tmnf The same.

m to Shtng* si*. Superior to, belter than, more '/

u advantageous.

^ Ling9 mais. To buy at retail, or in small u

quantities.

Ti* ch'iu2 The earth ; a globe, o
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8 The soup kitchen provided by the

officials, opens on the first of the

eleventh month of this year, and con

tinues to the first of the second month

of next year.

9 Although steam power costs more at

first, yet if you take into account the

work it does, it is better in the end

to use steam than to use hand labor.

10 A monitor is appointed each week,

beginning with Monday of this week

and ending with Monday of next week.

11 When the lady heard that her hus

band had met with robbers, her face

at first became red, and then turned

livid, and finally, palo.

12 Li Yii Ch'uu's brother-in-law is at

home suffering from ague, [lie has an

attack] every day, lasting from mid

night until daylight.

13 A certain seller of meat dumplings

sold one platter in three days, on

which he cleared one hundred cash;

another cleared only thirty cash on

each platter, but in one day he could

sell ten platters; from which it appears

that after all it is best to be satisfied

with small profits.

11 He thought 1 was a sapheod (green),

and came on purpose to victimize me.

At first he spoke plausibly and wanted

to borrow a thousand cash of me, but

I refused to lend it to him. After

wards he only wanted five hundred,

- $2 Ching*. The warp; what runs lengthwise;

meridians. See ching1.

5 ^hing* hsien* Meridian lines.

1 H Tu* ji* To live ; to male a living.

1 1§T /ftf Kv>anlfu' An officer, officers.

<f JX Shi*li*. To set up, to establish, to institute,

to open, to provide.

S Ch'ang*. A shed ; a depot, a storehouse ; a

manufactory.

^5v*J Chou.1 ch'ang*. A soup kitchen where gruelis dispensed to the poor. ,

^ ¥t Ch'i* Steam, vapor.

1 Wi Ch'i* chi1 A steam engine.

'vH Chiu* tsi3 A wife's brother. >

' v^ M P'Phan* Ague.

11 ?C ?m5 T'ien1 Hang* Dawn, daylight.

1^1 J°n* Vao^ ^s'S' A steamed mincedumpling.

Wod1. A name for Japan ; zinc ; crumpled ;'■ -. ■ soiled ; weak, flabby.

Nang* Slow, dull, irresolute.

H<F tit Dirty, slovenly, squalid ; weak, soft.

/fH ^ Wod1 nang* fei*. A silly goose, a sap-head, a mooncalf.

# ^ Te* wei* Specially, on purpose.

•jljx Ts'od* yung*. To coax and drag away, to

'■• '•'' ' hustle off.

5? ?4 Chili1 ski2 True, real, genuine.

Chiao1 ch'ing2. The mutual affection offriends, friendship.

Sheng*. Abundant, exuberant; prosperous;flourishing ; excellent. See ch'eng-.
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^ Ch'iang1 shing*. Flourishing, prosperous ;rigorous, puisant.

Tsai* hu1 Same as Note (16).

1 flfi }% P'oo4 chii* Au arsenal.

1$ T'u? chia* ch'wan*. An iron armored

ship,—au ironclad.

*1 Chin*. To stir up, to excite; to restore, torepair ; to alarm.

7

T

hut I still refused. At last he grew

outrageous and declared that I owed

him a hundred thousaud cash, upon

wh ich I gave him a sound drubbing,

the bystanders hustling him off as best

they could.

15 The friendships of former times were

better than those of the present;

they had something genuine in them,

whereas now-u-days friendship is mere

ly in words without any reality in the

heart.

16 After all the rain was but slight, still

it is better than that it should not have

rained at all.

17 Since the source of a nation's prosperity

is not in the establishing of arsenals,

nor yet in the purchasing of many

ironclads, in what then is it ? It is

in the advancement of education; for if

education is advanced, of course men

of ability will abound, which will

necessarily make the nation prosperous.

•t§K ft Chin* firing1. To cause to flourish, to

advance, to promote.

Hsiao*.. . A school house. Also chiao*.

fyl Hsfte2 hsiao* . A school, a seminary ; educa-tion, learning, science, (w.)

A vf* J&n2 ts'ai". A man of ability, a giftedman ; talent, (w.)

Chung* tod1. Very many, numerous,abundant.

Notes

2 According to the translation, $j here seem* to mean

to seek. It really means for the sake of, and a verb must be

supplied to complete the sense.

3 & f& ffi Jl & $ flff W- The W has here

approximately the force of :—See Lea. 138. ^ and Jijl

are used figuratively to express strong contrariety.

5 The south polo takes the precedence in China.

8 In scarce years, and in many places every year, the

officers open kitchens in the wiuter, where rice or millet gruel

is given out daily to the poor.

11 ^ M is rendered husband, because the connection

Bhows that the person spoken of was the woman's husband.

12 JJ? i§6 is a t'ung-hsing term for ague, but in Central

Mandarin jS is more frequently nsed, and in the South

m

13 The article referred to as a , is in Peking

called a f| ^f£, and in Chinanfu and elsewhere a J^L J.

Different formB haTe probably given rise to different names.

It is primarily a slotted bamboo frame fitting closely in the

kettle and resting on its sidos ; bread and cakes are spread on

it to be cooked or warmed by the steam from the water or

food which is boiling beneath. This is a ~p. A hoop is

somotimes added which gives the article the form of a sieve,

and it is then called a 7S' This hoop is sometimes attached

to a matting top (or bottom if you please), instead of to the

slotted J|[ , for which it serves as a cover, and the whole

is called a ^ or /||. As many cakes or dumplings as

this platter will hold for cooking is called —— or ■—1

14 i^i 3ff 'iere means green, pliant , spiritless, but falls

far short of the force of the expression with which it is mated.

16 ^ ^ is a book form, frequently used in colloquial.

Tho * is a mere euphonic particlo, having no effect on the

meauiug of ^J.
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Lesson cxxx.

1 I can generally form a fair estimate of

a man's character.

2 It may be that he used the expression

without thinking.

3 Speaking of that man—you most

probably know him.

4 This continual coughing is probably

because the child has eaten too much

salt pickle.

6 A little ago he was in the ware-room,

and probably he is still there.

6 This handkerchief was most likely

dropped by that man in front.

7 Possibly my memory is at fault, but

I hardly think it can be.

8 By using one ferry-boat we may

perhaps get them taken over.

9 Ying-tsi did not come to school to-day.

I presume his sick mother is worse.

10 Is there any white sugar in the house?

Ans. There may still be a little, but

there cannot be much.

11 It must be that Mr Yin has come.

No one else would knock so furiously.

12 It must be he has forgotten again

this, the second, time that we have

depended upon him.

13 Can you two set up this ladder?

Ans. We'll try. Most probably we

can.

14 Whon I have had a few more years

of experience, I may perhaps be

considered a man of good judgment.

XiZESSOZtsT CXXX.

Probability.

j§^f Probably, perhaps, possibly, likely, may

be. |^ is the most generally useful and extensively

used word for expressing probability.

B^p Perhaps, possibly, it may be. (c)

^ O^p Probably, quite likely, most likely, <f'"'

in all probability.

— ^ g£ Probably, in all probability, most

likely. (0.)

g^F ^§ Perhaps, possibly, it may be. (l.)

1 V. ffl $| The same, (s.)

ifS ilF I presume, probably, it may be. (n.)

^> =^L ^ Most likely, most probably.

4? 7fi fh °r & % The same- (*•)

5d§ I daro Bay, I presume, (s.)

ifH Ijfc Most likely, in all probability, (s.)

See Les. 96.

I dare say, perchance, possibly, probably,

I venture. jr%

7 ^ay possibly, perchance, peradventure,

mayhap.

f& It seems as if :—Les. 90.

g£ %f Possibly, it mav be :—Les. 56.

^ ^ f mus*; De that. « u

M ^ & same.

§!{ ^ Probably, most likely, I venture.

.jm ^ay perhaps, perchance,—a book term

ofteu used by educated men, but sounding a little

pedantic.
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15 I have not made a loaf of good bread

for several days. It must be that the

yeast is spoiled.

16 Li Juu T'ien has erroneously taken

offence at me. If I get some one to

explain to him, perhaps he will not

be angry.

17 It is now past midnight and he has

not come. It must be that he has

met with some mishap on the road.

18 How is it that the Li Feng firm have

closed their doors ? Ans. It is most

likely they have failed.

19 He only spoko of buying native goods,

not mentioning foreign goods at all ?

Ans. He may possibly have men

tioned them, but I do not remember it.

20 If Heaven adds a few more years to

my life, so that I may complete the

study of the Book of Changes, I may,

perhaps, be free from any serious

faults.

21 Who would care to eat that bit of

cold bread ? May it not be that the

rats carried it off ?

22 You are unhappy in mind my

brother. Something has been said by

the family which has wounded your

feeliugs, has there not?

Vocabulary.

FfF Shu*. A multitude, all ; the mass ; nearly,it may be, probably:—see Sub.

To classify, to distinguish, to discern,

to recognize- See p'

' ^ Ifsi Hrien3 ts'ai*. Vegetables pickled in salt,seasoning:—Note (4).

5 Chan* A storehouse; an enclosed pen.

fjjf Chan* fang'2. A store-house, o wareroom,a godowu, a depository.

■_Tu*.. . . To cross a stream or sea, to ford, toferry.

|J Pai* t\x* A ferry-boat ; to ferry over.

, Tsai*. To contain ; to lade a ship or cart ; to con-

vey ; to record ; a cargo. Also tsai3.

I1 ^3" Yin9 To govern; an overseer; a surname.

l ift ^ Shi* ski*. The affairs of the world, the

affairs of life.

i§ Ching1 li*. To pass through, to meet with,

to experience, to undergo.

'-''fS BE Mien* fei* Yeast, (n.)

*/J "X" Yin" tsi2. Ferment, barm; dry yeast :— ' sNote (15).

*H !ft T'ou* shwod1. To explain or intercede on/ 6

behalf of ; to sound.

^ Pan* yie* Half the night ; midnight t '7

X j% T'uBhwod* Native goods.//

■p^ Yang9 hwoti*. Foreign goods. /*

A I4 china1. The Book of Changes :—Note 2.*

(20).

f£ fit Kan1 Hang2 Bread or cakes. 2 ,

JU< Shu3 A rat, rodents. v '

^ i%i Lao3 shu3 A rat or mouse. 2 /

|^ Dij Shang1 ts'u*. To offend, to irritate, to i 7chafe.

$§jj Ts'u*fan\ To offend, to affront, to wound ? ;the feelings ; to sin against.

%fc 'tfe K'an3 k'wai*. Prompt, quick, ready, 2 -/peremptory.

Ts'ui4 Brittle, short, crisp (as pastry).
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>• »re • Brittle; crisp;

quick, ready.

V Dfli H#iangt ts'ui4. . . Prompt, ready, decided.

«S' if Ting1 Alone, unsupported.

V* ffr f& Ling2 shi4 ling2 ting1. Tottering,

staggering,

unsteady ; gingerly, carefully, (s.)

^ ^ 'PJ "fP] Tao3 thsien3. Unsteady ; reeling, b

, gyrating, staggering.

^ & i^K Tsou* hsiang4. Mode of motion, gait, style

of walking.

<\\ Jjfjj Ts'aP To tread on, to stamp, to trample. -jS

Ch'iao1. To elevate the feet ; on tiptoe ; a

high-heeled shoe, a false wooden

support for the foot :—Note (25).

^ tfe IH" Kwei3 chi4. Stratagem, artifice, trick,

deception.

yO jfe §g TW ch'i4 Friendly, intimate.

yjyfti Hsia4 To blend, to imbue; intimate.

vll^J ffeCh'ie* hsia4 Intimate, cordial, ardent-

'V

23 How many of your family are going

to the east village day after to-mor

row to the feast ? Ans. I cannot tell

at present. Probably two will go, or

possibly only one.

24 I thought that to give him three

hundred cash for these two gold fish

would not be too much. He replied

very promptly however. Possibly I

was mistaken and offered him too

high a price.

25 A woman just now passed by wearing

embroidered trousers aud having a

very unsteady gait. Judging from

lier style of walking, I suspect she

was wearing false feet. Ans. That

is not at all unlikely.

26 The people in this neighborhood are

very perfidious. Although you and

I are very intimate frfends, yet it is

not impossible that we rhay fall into

some of their traps for estranging us.

Therefore if you hear that J have

treated you improperly in anyway,

come at once in person aud ask\me;

and if I hear that you have treated

me improperly, I will go in person

and ask you. In this way perhaps

we may protect our friendship from

the deceitful tricks of others.

Iff Fan3 chien4 chi4. A device by which toalienate friends.

M 3£ Kwod4 fa 4. A transgression, afault, a

sin.

^ ^ Pao3 ch'iian2. To preserve, to render safe,to protect.

H ^ Mai4 lung4. To betray, to circumvent, to

practice upon.

$j •flj HoCr pao1 A purse, a pouch.

iB" Jrc Shu1 an4.. . . A study table, a writing desk.

4PW far ......A fort.

UK, Hsie4 ch'i4. To be satisfied, to be appeased,

- - to put away one's anger.

$J Ijft Fur ch'i4. To be satisfied, to be appeased,

to submit.

>H Bnaarfl- To select, to elect, to vote.

$ $1$ ill T-iao1 hsiian3. To select, to choose out, to

pick out.

^ Ts'od4 s/iott3. To be available, to be practi-cable ; ready, at hand.
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27 After all, I could not find my tobacco

pouch anywhere at home, and, upon

considering, I think it must be that

yesterday when I was drinking wine

with you, I left it on your book table.

Ans. Possibly you did. I will look

it up for you when I go home.

28 I cannot be satisfied unless we re

capture our fort. You may select

five hundred tried soldiers and,

coming on them suddenly to-night,

take them by surprise. If my lucky

star should be in the ascendant, per

chance we may recapture it.

Notes.

1 is here used to express that peculiar Bhado of as

sumed humility which suggests a touch of self-conceit. The

idea of probability is implied. The distinction in the tone of

pp is not made in Peking, where all meanings are p'tti*.

4 &ijc 3^ Turnips or other vegetables pickled in brine

and cut up into little bits. The Chinese put no salt in their

rice oc millet, but eat this hsien. ta'ai with it instead. It is

popularly supposed that eating too muoh fjj£ ^fc will cause

coughs and asthma.

10 Different teachers will give different opinions as to

whether ^ |^ or ;§ is the better. So also in English

we can say, 7 hers is perhaps still a little, or There is still a

little, perhaps.

IS There is much variety in the use of words for yeast.

51 and 0 and *|| 3g, and ft and fg ftj,

and fld" *re all used in various placeB. BSf expresses the idea

of fermentation, and (Ji that of propagation. In Shantung and

Peking and perhaps elsewhere, ij| ~f means the yeast

proper, either wet or dry, and §J| the sponge.

18 The front of most Chinese shops consists of upright

boards sliding in grooves. They are taken down in the

morning and put np at night. Hence [Jf] i^JSt is to " shut up

shop." To close up for the night is _£

19 ft stronger than T> aQd won'|3 require

us to translate. It seems as if he had, but I do not remember.

20 |i Tho oldest and most obscure of the Chinese

classics. Tho diagrams on which it is founded are attributed

but the text was written by 3E> and after

wards expanded by Confucius. It is esseutially a book of

divination.

22 US Wi is somewhat bookish ; $j <J|J is the more

colloquial form, fjl) alone is also used.

25 Chinese women, whose feet are larger than is esteemed

pretty, often make a false foot of wood which they wear

underneath tho heel of their own foot, tho toes and front

part of which are bent nearly straight down as if standing

on tiptoe

26 IS It ^ tt Abound in deceitful stratagems,—*

book phrase.

28 ffj S> to oome suddeuly upon the encampment of

an enemy and capture it by surprise. iff Official star.

Each offioer, in theory at least, regards himself as under the

guiding influence of some particular star.

LESSOR CXXZI.

Apfbbhensiveness.

?gi I fear, lest.K'i"^

f£| I fear, I am afraid, I presume. ^ a

\f\ I fear, I am afraid, lest, peradventure,

I apprehend ; probably. Though properly ex

pressing apprehension of something undesirable,

jgi is often used, especially in the South, for

simple probability.

^ ^ The same as Jgs (fl, but a little more

colloquial

ffl I only fear, it i3 to be feared ; I

suspect j but, peradventure.

^ ^ It is to be feared, the danger is.

f$t t6 I am afraid, the fear is, lest,

jjj^ ?S The same.

I fear> ^ '3 to be feared, lest per

chance, peradventure.
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Lesson cxxxi.

1 I fear that when the occasion arrives,

we will not have time to get ready.

2 My aunt will not, I fear, recover from

her disease.

3 I presume you, sir, have not before

eaten of our dishes.

4 I suspect we shall not be able to get

back by sunset.

5 I do not fear anything else ; I only

fear he will not allow me to speak.

6 She says she will remain a widow, but

I apprehend she will not be able.

7 If we continue to indulge him, I fear

we shall spoil him all the more.

8 Henceforth we must be a little more

saving lest our money be insufficient.

9 In such a gay place as this, I fear you

will find it hard to lead a virtuous life.

10 At night you should shut the door

early, lest thieves get in.

11 When he does any little praiseworthy

thing, he is so afraid people will not

know it.

12 I fear you underrate the difficulty of

this affair.

13 I fear I cannot finish even by hurrying ;

how then should I venture to idle

away time.

14 You should keep aloof from dissipated

Vocabulary.

A,

10

E'uncp. Apprehensive, alarmed ; suspicious ;lest, supposing, perhaps :—see Sub. |^

Weis. To consider; just so, precisely; but,

only; and so, only that:—see Sub.;

also Les. loO.

30 Fan" hwa". Gay, fashionable, festive -fdissipation.

^ K'wang*. Vacant, waste; spacious; to relax,to neglect.

,?> K'wang* hung1. To neglect work or duty,to idle away time.

§jf£ Yuan* IF. To keep alooffrom, to avoid,1'!'

to give a wide berth.

\V) Tin* To give an animal drink. See yins.

v\ Tsou3 ch'a*. To take different roads ; towork at cross purposes.

^ ^ $k T'i4 hican*. To substitute, to exchange,to take turns.

Ts'e*, Chaix. Lateral, inclining, awry, uneven,tilted.

Chai1 leng*. Inclined, uneven, tilted,

^ edgewise.

Tus, Jut3. Projecting, convex, bulged. Alsoread kung8 in banking.

^Slj till Ch'iao* kung3. Bulged, warped, uneven,tilted, (s.)

'iM Hale* lou*. To leak out, to come to light,to let out a secret.

Hh£ Sa- To look about, to glance at.

Urift @ Sa3 wu4. To look about, to glance around,to take a look, (c.)

t$\| Hsiie" To look sharply, to look about.

9^ § Hsiie2 mu*. To look askance, to look' about, to take a look, (n.)

P't'e1 To glanco at, to look askance at.
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men lest they dragyou down with them.

15 What I fear is, that if he gets the

money, he will not afterwards do his

work properly.

16 The donkey is not eating his food. I "

fear he is thirsty ; bring some water

and give him a drink.

17 If I should send any one to meet him,

the danger is they might take different

roads.

18 There should he two to work by turns.

I am afraid one man could not stand it.

19 If you set it in that uneven place, I fear

it may fall over and strike the children.

20 The only doubt is as to whether he did

it. If he did it, there is no doubt but

that it will leak out sooner or later.

21 If I am late returning, I fear the old

folks will be uneasy.

22 I only fear vour ladyship will not care

to come ; if you would like to come, we

shall all be perfectly delighted.

23 I presume he has already hidden it.

You might go to his house and take a

sly look.

24 This is a very spirited horse. If he is

not led, I fear he may get frisky and

run away.

25 This method having been practiced for

so long, it will necessarily, I fear, be a

mere formality.

* > ^ Iff, P'ie1 pliel ch'iao*. To look about, to

take a look, to

glance around, (s.)

H§ Lung2 Using*. Spirited, mettlesome, fiery- - - ... (of horses).

Sa1 hxoan1. To frisk, to prance, togambol, to curvet.

y El ^\ Is chiu3. A .good while, a long time;equal to £ £g %. f.

^ 1 ^fc Wei* mien'3. Not to be avoided, unavoid-able; necessarily.

- TpJ T ang2 A spocies of crab-apple.

3 $£Piaol. Streaks, veins; ornate; foolish, eccen-trie, silly.

-j. Y ~*T Pan* piao1 t»i*. A fool, an ass, amad-cap, a crack-brain.

-t. % MaB A leech ; an ant. Also ma4.

j Y $S Is An ant.

$!f, lUg. An ant.

Ir! 4^ isfS|. A white ant; a good-for-nothing, 1S

a loafer, a drone, a deadhead, (s.)

fE &H Ts'u4 chi l. The cricket. 7 t

H§ Ting1.. .The falcon, eagle, hawk, etc/j

Ling- The lark, the wagtail. )>

"Q" fj| Pai3 ling*. The thick-billed lark ; a"> *thrush.

$i flO Tui* ts'i -. To bear witness ; to respond to*- 3- - . a charge, to answer.

^ TiP shou3. An opponent, an antagonist,!*--- a match ; the adverse party.

Ch™* ---A promissory note?- j

^ Ch'ien* cha* The same, (s.)

Hung*. The swan ; vast, immeasurable ;profouud.

Ejjj Yen2 ming". To state explicitly, to agree,to arrange definitely.
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26 Yang T'ai Yie is certainly a good

magistrate. No matter what the case

ma}' be, he is exceedingly careful, lest

perchance he should do some injustice.

27 He is neither a civil officer nor a

military captain ; why should I court

his favor ? Ans. You court his favor

because he is a wealthy aristocrat. If

he were indeed a civil or military officer,

it is to be feared that paying court to

him would be beyond your reach.

28 Chiang Nan T'ang is a crack-brained

fellow. From his youth be has done

nothing but fight quails and fly falcons

(fight crickets and play with thrushes),

hence I fear it will not do to have him

appear in court as respondent. He is

no match for Yang the third.

29 The drawer of this note, Wang

Hsiie I, has this day received of Li

Hung Fa the sum of one hundred and

twenty thousand cash, which is to bear

interest at "one percent, per month, and

it is agreed that principal and interest

shall be paid in full within four years.

Lest hereafter proof should be wautiug,

this note is given in evidence.

Notes.

4 f}? is not here a contraction for 'fj > but means of

itself properly, to disappear.

5 Chinese officials, when they think they already under,

stand a case, or when they are bribed or influenced in other

ways to take a given view of it, are in the habit of refusing

peremptorily to allow the party assumed to be in the wrong

to speak for himself, or to offer evidence.

11 The conditional charaoter of the first clause is implied

in the structure of the sentence. In some localities £fl /f,

is regularly used for yj< jj^.

15 As here used means work, that is, that which

occupies time. This use is not unfrequent.

17 tS£ ?ff ?£i to go by a branch road, and so fail to

meet one who goes by the other road, to miss by taking

different roads.

20 This is a somewhat perplexing sentence. It is

translated as referring to the past, and to an absent party.

It is equally applicable to the present as a direct address ;

The only uncertainty is about your doing it; once done it is

sure to leak out sooner or later.

21 % §J 6$ or ^ fij 5£ is much used in the North

for parents when speaking to others. It is somewhat inelegant,

but not in the least disrespectful. The second form seems

to be a sort of unconscious transposition of the first. In the

South ^ is omitted and ^ {tfj used.

25 ® M vainly fulfil the old thing, that is, to

follow a mere routine. A book phrase.

27 G» £nf is hero used in its more unusual sense of

paying court to, or fawning upon. J^J jffi is rarely used, save

as here in correlation with j!t "j^ •

23 FJ H, to fight quails, 1& ft, M< to let loose

the great falcon. Fighting qnails, and catching rabbits and

small birds with falcons, are favorite amusements with Chinese

sportsmen, especially in the North. £j 4§ 4^, a white ant,

that is, one that has always enjoyed itself eating and resting

within doors, and has never been bronzed by toil and exposure,

hence a house-plant, a loafer.

29 This is the usual form of a promissory note. One

per cent, per month is considered very low interest for small

amounts. Two per cent, is very common, and is what all the

pawn shops exact. Three and even five per cent, a month are

often asked, and not nnfrequently paid.
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Lesson cxxxii.

1 If lie is not willing to come, then

bring him by force.

2 If anything be well learned in youth,

it becomes like a second nature.

3 If you do not believe it, you may

ask his brother-in-law.

4 If there were no bad men in the

world, how would good men be

recognized as such ?

5 In case any one insults you, do nob

contend with him.

6 If it were something I was able to

do, do you suppose I would decline ?

7 If some one should sneer at your

father and mother, you would as

suredly not be pleased.

8 Be sure and buy good ones ; in case

the money is not sufficient, please

advance it for me.

9 If at any time the case is transferred

[to a higher court], your humble ser

vant will find it hard to make answer.

10 If he accepts the offer, so much tho

better ; if not, then you may add

five hundred cash.

11 If this business concerned you, you

would not, by any means, speak so

lightly of it.

12 If you reprove him, he is ashamed

and hates you.

13 You should be guided by circum

stances, otherwise you may suffer

serious loss.

14 He is a hopelessly bad man ; if we

associate with him, our reputation

will certainly be ruined.

15 The crops were good, and if this

,)<*
Conditional Particles.

The common and most frequently used con-

^ ditional particle is ^ or ^ jg, given in Les. 14.

1|ntj If. supposing that,—generally joined with

or ^.W

/|[d] If, supposing, premising.

'jlnj ijt If, etc. ;—not sensibly different from

ffa but a little more bookish.

lu —generally joined with or

^ #P 3a If» in case.

$P If, in case,—not sensibly different

from ft] ^f.

supposing that, suppose, if it

s*1" ' ' ■ i

lx :?J Ifj

should happen.

I51 If, provided,—not sensibly different

from

§g #n same as R ^.

Wt Kj suppose. A book term.

3* If, in case, suppose. cJt'° "x

$0 Same as ^.

^ Same as gt ft-
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hailstorm had not come, there would

have been a bountiful harvest.

16 If you do not see him, no matter;

but if you do, tell him he must be

sure to come here.

17 You think these children are a bur

den to you, do you ? But if one of

them should die, I'll guarantee you

would be dissatisfied.

18 In case your wife dies, you can

marry another ; but if a brother

dies, where can you get another ?

19 First sound him ; if you see that he

is unwilling, you would better not

say anything further.

20 I exhort you, my good brother, not

to be too confident of this plan ; if it

should not turn out as you expect,

what then ?

21 It is fortunate you came early ; if

you had come a little later, you

would have missed [the opportunity].

22 If a man's conduct is brutish, he is

called a beast in clothes.

23 You say that repeating the name of

Buddha will take away sin. Suppose

when you do wrong and commit a

crime, you should go to the yaraea

and call out, "Your Honor," in aloud

voice several thousand times ; would

the magistrate therefore forgive you ?

LCCC

m

Iff

Vocabulary.

T'ang1 If, supposing :—see Sub. J ^ Ping1 pao" Hail, hailstones.

Jfc Shlng1 ch'ing3. By birth, natural, original,^ J* {J*- ■ ■ ■ ■ -To die ; dead, lost.

congenital. 2°Bi3> /E. ^n* ting*. To be sanguine, to be con-

f*£ Lien2 chin*. Brothers-in-law; i.e., men = fident, certain.

whose wives are sisters. v* g$[> ^Jt Jin* ch'in1 The same.

t§| Ch'ing1 man*. To treat with disrespect, -) Ch'u*. To rear, to feed; cattle, domesticto disparage, to sneer at. animals. Also hsu*.

59 T'? wen*. To transfer to a higher court 11 ^ $S Ck'u* lei* Brutes, cattle.

for trial. ^■Jjfa Kvoan*. To cap; to promote to the highest

|fj!l HuP hwa*. To make answer, to re- \ place. Also kwan1.

spond; a reply, a response^, ffi tfieni y^s To chant the name of Bud-

Til Ch'ing1 shinf. Light, unburdened ; light, . , .- - • ■ ■ • dhtl :~Note I23)-

unencumbered ; light, flippant. J|=J pp Hsiao1 tsui*. To talie away sin or guilt,

Ts'an- Ashamed, mortified. , ' to wash away sin> to absolve-

K-wei*.. ..... Ashamed, abashed; remorseful.'' & P Fa»4 tsui*- ?<> commit sin, to transgress,

' to violate law.

fjfc. Ashamed, mortified; conscience stricken. 1 yen*. To extend, to protract; to involve;

Pao* Hail. slow, dilatory.
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24 If, by delaying, it came to pass that

you were uot ultimately compelled

to pay, it might do; but in the end

your legal taxes you cannot escape :

why then are you so anxious to

defer payment ?

25 I wonder who brought a [dead]

outcast and laid him on my land.

The head of the clan says it would

be better to bury him quietly

without reporting to the magistrate,

but I do not think so. If [I do so,

and] a report of it gets out, and I

am accused by some one, it will be a

serious affair for me.

26 I hefar that in the foreign country,

the houses you live in, the roads you

travel on, the utensils you use and

the work you carry on, all seem as if

it were a different world If it were

only a few thousand li, I would

certainly visit you and see the

sights.

27 It you should be talking about

degrees to one who got his degree

young, you should say, "The nimble

foot gets up first " ; if talking of

degrees to those who have long been

hoping for a degree, you should say,

" Great utensils are long in reach-

in^completion/'

Hi Yai1. To lean upon ; to put off, to procrasti-

r ...... nate ; to bear, to suffer. ■>-■

l< JUL To put off, to postpone, to delay.

^ $1 $1 Ch'ien2 Hang3 Taxes.

^ Pod1 ch'ien*. To defer payment, to evade"paying a debt.

j|§ Pi* To fall down dead, to die.

|gj gA. Tao3 woo4. To fall and die ; one found

dead on the street or at the

roadside, the dead body of an outcast.

]£§ |@] Lu* tao3 The same. VJ

f§ Lu* pi* The same. I

tffc i§! Yen3 mai3. To hide in the ground, tollbury.

Mi

X

Chi* Silent, quiet; lonesome, solitary.

iPt Tsoifi lou*. To leak out, to become known ;

to let out a secret.

^j? F6ng* sMng1 A rumor, a report.

Hsie2. To presume upon, to extort, to squeeze,

to take advantage of. Also chia1.

To accuse at law, to bringsuit against in order to injure.

Kung1 ch'ing*. Work, public works ;handiwork; performance.

j§| Fa1 ta2. To prosper, to get rich ; to get adegree, to succeed in life.

Chie2>*. To gaiu a victory, to complete;prompt, quick.

"a" Hsie* kao*.

Notes.

2 This sentence is given as it stands in the Sacred Edict.

As spoken, however, ^ >\} fl^f is not smooth. Either ^

or should be omitted, or, better still, expand the

expression into ¥ il? fft Jl# ft-

0 1 his is the language of a jailor or an underling in a

yamen to whose safe keeping a prisoner of some consequence

has been committed. >J» .A is here used as a demeaning

term instead of The use of JlJS intimates the coming of

a messenger or deputy with orders for the transfer of the

case, 0 fj?> make answer concerning the condition or

whereabouts of the prisoner.
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LESSON CXXXIII.

1 If it is not you, then it must be he.

2 If a man does good, he will of course

receive good.

3 If the weather is unfavorable, there is

no way but to go at some other time.

4 If it is not in his mind, of course it

cannot come out of his mouth.

5 He cannot want to see me for any

thing else than either to borrow

money or to ask me to go his security.

6 If you fail to hire a boat, you will

just have to go by land.

7 If you, good sir, had not happened

along in the nick of time, we could

not have escaped death at his hands.

8 If a man has a high regard for his

wife, he will, of course, not despise

his father-in-law and mother-in-law.

9 When grain and fuel are very dear,

it is best to buy but little and not

keep much on hand.

10 If a change is made to the small

11 § l_L $![ Jl) on your own body; i.e., con

cerned you. here takes special emphasis ; by any means

is an approximate rendering.

18 The sentence is from the Sacred Edict and accords

with orthodox Chinese teaching. The idea it expresses is at

variance, howqver, with the general sentiment of mankind,

and even the Chinese while they approve the sentiment

theoretically, do not often feel so in fact. Fraternal affection

is not remarkably prevalent amongst them. Notice in

au. 5li *ne U8e °f the definite for the indefinite.

22 7(£ Hj HJ£> « clothed and capped beast,—a book

phrase. r

23 & ft. to repeat M 3S P£ ft. that is, Amitabba

Buddha. This is done as a meritorious prayer or penance,

as the Romanists repeat pater nosters.

24 Originally taxes were paid in grain, and are still in

some parts of China, hence the term , which is now

applied to taxes generally. f§ is also used alone, even

when the payment is in money. JE }K> regular or legal

amount ; J|| is used as a classifier.

25 Of the three terms used, is the official one.

It is no uncommon thing for wandering outcasts to die on

the road, especially in the winter. Chinese are very much

afraid of having such an outcast die on their land or premises,

as it generally involves them in considerable expense at the

yam£n. When a man finds such a corpse on his land or

premises, he will, if possible without discovery, move it on to

the land of his neighbor, or his enemy. Bodies are some

times moved several times in this way. f[§ an urgent

or insuperable, difficulty or embarrassment.

26 M ^ % a book phrase equal to jij — f@ 3^

Jjj, another heaven and earth, that is, a different world.

27 It & % S an<l "k 1§ $i Ofc are both com

plimentary sayings in the book style.

able, uncertain whether.

Jjfc If . . . of course, then must.

@ rl|> If ... of course, necessarily.

£\ W If. . . no way but.

§ fwt • course, naturally.

fa f|£ If. . . how can.

Tpt If. ..not likely, not prob-

LESSOK CXXXIII.

Correlatives with If.

- -fft 4& If not- - tnen must.

Jjr . . £1 it? If not, unless. . .then only,

just have.

^ Hi ■ - - 3& frl If can- " • an,I 80 avoid or

prevent.

$3 ti - - % % If could- ■ • and so avoid

or save. ^u*'*
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cash in the capital, the prices of

goods will naturally fall.

11 If he had sufficient to live on at

home, it is not likely he would go

to Kwantung.

12 If the warrant is already issued, of

course you will have to go and stand

trial.

13 Don't you assume that you can

impose upon him becmse he is

weak ; if he should summon all liis

strength, it is not at all certain that

you could master him.

14 They are either scolding or fighting

every day. I am tired of hearing it.

15 You think he is your friend, do you ?

But if you do not curry favor with

him, I question very much whether

he will help you.

16 In case your worship should your

self appoint him head clerk, of course

no one could hinder it.

17 If he is willing to lodge us, so much

the better; if he is unwilling to

lodge us, we shall have to go to an.

inn : that's all.

18 He has stirred up a deal of trouble,

and unless you mediate for him, wa

shall have to witness his disgrace.

19 That man is all covered with grease;

if not a painter, he must be a cook.

$ % H ft or H *T « • it ^ best,

just have to, the only way is.

"jSt>j /^*- - • 51? ft If- - -not certain, not likely.

It & # ft If- - • not likely.

Wt iR - - - @ If> iQ case- - ■ °f course,

naturally.

Wt S5t - • Wt ft If - - - certainly.

[2?] % J§ - - Wt & H not. . . then— or,

In this combination jjj is under-or.eith

stood before ^g.

»#-.Hftn.. . it will be necessary.

Vocabulary.

}Hl T'ien1 tao*. Heavenly doctrine, divinetruth ; the weather.

ij? Tsoa* pao3. To go security, to becomesurety for.

# Yoa4 mu* Wife's mother.

Bit ^ Kai? fieri*. To change, to modify, toalter.

$5 Hwoa4 wu4. Goods, merchandise, com-modities.

1\ Shen3. To investigate; to discriminate, toexamine and judge.

ft
Tut* shenB. To confront in court, to standtrial.

Fa1 p'od1. To put forth all the strength,

with all the might, (s.)

MaiB fing*. To curry favor with, to put

under obligation ; to bribe.

$1 ^ Ching1 ch'Sng1. The head clerk of anoffice.

fif Liu2 hsiuB. To invite to stay over night,to keep over night.

Liu1 hsie1 The same, (s.)

/3

!

r
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20 If you can carry the suit against

him and prevent his constantly act

ing so outrageously, I can assure

you everybody will be pleased.

21 It was simply that there was no first

class man present with whom to

compare. If he were to meet men

of acknowledged ability, it is not

likely he would appear more than

ordinary.

22 Fortunately his third brother was

not at home : if he had been at

home, it is not likely it would have

been settled so quickly.

23 This book is in agreat many volumes;

if we do not number them, they will

certainly become misarranged.

24 If be can simply learn enough to

scratch off door inscriptions and

write people's names, it will save the

necessity of being under obligation

to some one every time any writing

is to be done.

25 If we treat him well, he will natu

rally treat us well ; if we do not treat

him well, how can he [be expected

to] treat us well ?

26 Although your father did not leave

v 4£ T'ou2 lien4 To go to or stop at an inn.

r IF ft T'ou2hsia4ch'u\ To find a stopping

V place, to secure lodgings.

SB J§5 -E^1 t'ou2. On one's head, a somer-

sault.

3£ M Wi Tsail Unl t<oui- To fal1 beels over

head ; to dis

grace or make a fool of oneself, to fizzle out.

I a Jfjl ^fp Hun2 shin1 The whole body, all over.

1.

yVtfi IS Ytf chiang4 A painter.

'm fJ Hing4 hsintf. To act unreasonably, out-"^

rageous conduct, perversity.

-M fH ^ Pod3 hsue2. Extensive learning, profoundscholarship, learned. ,

Ming2 chia1. One distinguished in hispro-

fession, a noted artist.

I'y ^jfc K'wai* tang4. Quick, prompt, expedi-tious.

>*> SI It T>ou2hsu*.

j§| tft Hwa4 la1.

A beginning, a clue, order,

method ; an ally, a champion.^,

To scratch off, to scribble, to

scrawl. t,1

T'a1. To take a rubbing of an inscription on

stone ; an impression, a facsimile.

To scrawl, to scribble, (s.)

Tui* tsi 8. A pair of correlated scrolls or

t, inscriptions.

0J£ Mien2 To close the eyes, to sleep, (w.)

§jC Pien4 chia1. A wealthy family ; the rich,

the well-to-do, gentle folks.

Hi? Ht Tan2 ch'i4 Courage, bravery.

BP 45 Shwai4 ling2. A leader, a general, a

commander-iu-chief.

93| )x Ya1 p'ien* Opium.

4§ Ying1 A small jar with ears; a vase, (w.)

^ Su4 .Rice in the hull, paddy.

|p|. The poppy plant.

HI Ying1 su4 hwa1 The poppy.

^ Shi4. Family, a person ; female, a surname.

Ch' tit' shin' assizes :—The autumnalNote (30).

$t Fan1 kung1. To retract testimony pre-

viously given, to recant.

j|§ Chierfpi4,. . .Todiein prison :—Note(30).
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you anything, you should not lose

heart, for if you rise early and retire

late and economize in everything,

your circumstances will necessarily

improve.

27 If those who are now wealthy were

poor, it is not certain that they

would not defraud and cheat others.

I question whether they would be

as good as we who, though poor,

still have some purpose to do right.

28 The old saying is, " A man of little

courage will never be a general." If

courage is wanting, how can one be

come a great leader ?

29 The poverty of China is simply due

to opium. If we could get rid of

all who plant the poppy and all who

eat opium, we should naturally grow

richer year by year.

30 Mrs. Wang of the Liu family has

been twice to the autumnal assizes,

and has twice retracted her testimony ;

if she retracts this time, the only way

will be to procure her death in

prison.

Notes.

2 | {H ii an abbreviation for §} (fa

6 In many places }tj or or would be used

instead of ff-

7 ^ is here used in a sense fairly equivalent to hap

pened. When so used it is in many places read tsoa (not ohoa)-

It is only so need after y^, or other equivalent word.

10 Since the time of Hsien Feng a species of largo cash

have been used in Peking. They were intended to pass for

ten ordinary cash, and accordingly have ^ ~f* stamped on

them. They are not, however, equal in weight to ten ordinary

cash, and as soon as official pressure was relaxed, they ceased

to pass at their nominal value, and were estimated at their

real value. It is not the real, but the nominal price, that

would change with the abolition of these large rash.

21 J?, takes the sense of to meet, to come into the

presence of. ffc f^f {ijf, to avoid being ordinary, [ij ^ ^,

to escape being ordinary.

26 BK is a book word, not ordinarily used in Mandarin.

The Saored Edict from which this sentence is taken, is

commonly accounted Mandarin, but it is a rare thing to find

in it a full sentence without some smack of wen.li.

GO 31 J3j The common way of designating a

woman when there is occasion to write her name, is to add

to her husband's family name that of her own, followed by

the character JS$- On cards, or whero it is desired to show

respect, a P*J is added, as 3i §4 R' IQ a" important

criminal conviotions, especially in those involving a death

penalty, it is required that the prisoner, together with a copy

of the testimony, be sent up to the Provincial Judge §J

fll; ) for examination and confirmation of the sentence. If

the prisoner retraots his testimony and confession, the case ia

remanded for a new trial. The Provincial Judge holds his

court annually in the autumn, henoe the term $f In

embarrassing cases, or where corrupting influences are at

work against a prisoner, it is not an uncommon thing for an

accused person to be " done " to death in prison, by torture,

starvation, cold, etc. This is spoken of as |§£ A report

is first sent up that the prisoner is ill, and afterwards another

report stating that he has died of disease, and thus the case

drops.

0>i

.rV'

To wish,—may, would that, I hope.

May, would that, oh that, I trust.

The Chinese language has no means of ex

pressing a strong desire so admirably as the

LZESSOZCsT CXXXIV.

OrTATIVE FoEMS.

English "Oh that." •(§ ,g{ approximates it

more nearly than any other term.

G* fif To wish, to long, anxious that,

would that.
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Lesson cxxxiv.

I wish you a safe journey.

I hope, sir, that you may advance

in office.

That night Wu Shung longed for

the coming of the morning.

If he could have had his own will,

he would fain have been home at

one bound.

"Would that I could take a cup of

wine with you and enjoy your good

fellowship.

When Chang Shun heard these

words, he would fain have swallowed

the woman at one gulp.

Every man is anxious to rear a good

son, but then, all cannot be good.

I long very much to see you. Would

that even now we could see each

other face to face !

I trust you will all sympathize with

me, and in every way make due

allowance for me.

Although he affirms in words that

he does not wish it, yet in his heart

he longs for it.

You wink at him that he must not

tell, whereas I only wish he would

speak it out.

I long for a speedy death, but die I

cannot.

He is anxious to please you all, but

how can ono man meet the wishes

of a hundred ?

When a man finds that he is unable

B Z fife or G, Z fife t& To long for,

to wish, would that

vxw ,L ffi "Z fH To hate that one cannot,—to long

for, to wish, would that, would like to, anxious to.

ffi Z fife The same.

In

of

3^ I hope, I trust.

it ^ fife To be anxious, to long for. (c.)

Nanking ^ ffi i8 also used in the sense

mzm To be anxious, to long for.

Vocabulary.

' fir Cfuie2, Chiao2. A wine cup; a degree ofnobility ; rank, station.

Kwan1 chue2 Official rank, office.

WL $It Ch'in1 chin4. To draw near to, to have

fellowship with, to show

affection for, to caress.

^ P'od2 niang2. A married woman, awoman.

Iff ^SSL T'fl hsu*. To feel for, to sympathize with,to enter into the feelings of.

0> ~J] Tod1 fang1. In every way, by all means ;takiug pains.

^ Chia}>*. To carry under the arm, to squeeze,

to press between, to insert between.

^ g£ Chi* kus To wink, (n.)

^ 3fe fe Chia1 ku3 To wink.
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to save himself, lie is more than

willing for some one else to find a

plan for him.

15 What point is there in merely say

ing, "I wish you were full and

warm," making this empty pretence

of charity ?

16 I only wish I could speak well of

them, but I cannot do so truthfully.

17 I was only afraid you were not wil

ling to learn ; seeing, however, that

you desire to learn, I shall ho hut

too glad to give you the opportunity

to make a man of yourself.

18 With reference to their quarrel, 1

very much wish 1 could bring about

a settlement before I go.

19 Would that this year the Heavenly

Sire would show favor, give wind and

rain in season and not send a scourge

of insects ; then we should have plenty

to eat and wear and live in peace.

20 When you go in, 1 hope you will

speak a good word for me.

21 I should like very much to go in

company with you, but the fact is

my business is very pressing these

few days, so that I cannot spare the

time.

22 I hope the old gentleman will live a

good number of years to advise us

in our plans, that we young folks

may have some one to depend upon.

23 My son, T'ung Hsi, I would that you

were now at home that I might

speak with you and commit your

mother to your care.

5}c 5§fc Ch'iu* chiu*.

7/

To seek an escape, to pray

for salvation.
t3

Ch'Sn*. Suitable, to suit; corresponding, be-

......... coming. See ch'ing* and ch'ing1.

"ftl >|>C Pao3 nwan3. Full and warm, fed and

M clothed.

fjlj K'ai1 in1. To be gracious or merciful, toshow favor, to grant a prayer.

• & Tsai}. A calamity ssnt from heaven, divine

■21 judgments, a scourge, a misfortune.

^ Ta1 pan*. To become companions, to goin company with.

^ |i!pj Chiang* lin2. To descend from heaven,

jif to come from above.

f'Chi3

lb

The will or purpose of one inauthority, an edict.

2i -2m4 c/ii3. Partial to oneself, to look out ?.5

for number one ; ungenerous.

SgP^R1/"8 The bat. ?6

B<|$( C/i't1 The sound of indistinct talking. 2- £

P^C 91$ Pj| P3=£ CA'i1 ch'a1. Chattering, garrulous yz (to prattle, to jabber.

US Kwod1'*. To stun, to make the ears ring; - (.clamor. See kwa}>*.

yf5 P Chan* A'ou3. A stopping place, a lodging: iplace, a station.

^ jrj|, Kwod3 er2 Eggs,—a Pekingese term, not 2

often used without the

addition of £ ; viz., £j ^ %

1
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24 Our Father which art in heaven ;

Hallowed be thy name. Thy king

dom come. Thy will be done on

earth as it is in heaven.

25 Most people in the world look out

for number one. When anything

praiseworthy occurs, they take the

credit of it ; when anything blame

worthy happens, they are anxious to

disclaim it entirely.

26 They two are like bats, lively after

dark. They generally keep chattor-

. ing until the third or fourth watch

of the night, disturbing other people

so that they cannot sleep ; for this

reason I wish they would soon move

out.

!7 I have been traveling until I am

exceedingly hungry and thirsty, and

I am unable to reach a stopping

place. Will you kindly accommo

date me, sir, by baking a couple

of cakes and poaching a few eggs for

tne, and I will pay you your price.

Ans. All right. It is always worth

while to make a friend.

No

9 Tho use of Lboth ~}j and ■—■ KJjf ia somewhat

rednndant.

12 fflL >§; 5E s(* T Or> somehow X cannot die,

14 ?}< JlfiSc PJ> to seek fur escape, but find no open

ing.—a book expression in common use.

is ^ M A to , empty-headed sympathy,—a shamfavor,

empty talk instead of substantial aid.

18 Note how jiH is substituted for fj£, because immedi

ately followed by another fjfc.

18 H§) is here used, as it frequently is, in the general

Sense of, as to, tvith reference to.

19 Mi >M M l(£f Winds gentle and rains seasonable,—

a book phrase often quoted. f§ ^ ^ Food plenty,

clothing warm,—another book phrase.

TES.

22 ffc and jg A % are in apposition.

26 Vp expresses the action of those who make the

disturbance, and Jf§ tho effect on the ears of those who are

disturbed.

27 $| X X t& Repetition with X is an

intensive form of the book language, sometimes introduced in

spoakiug, especially by educated men. jjj^ ■[§ here means, in

the exigency, for the time being, which is a departure from its

primary and ordinary meaning. |& ffc IS 6 fft 1fc '* »

phrase based on tho custom of handing the string of cash to

the person to take off as many as he chooses. A shorter

phrase is ft ft & »

jjji Unless, save, without.

(Hi Unless, without, no way but

^ ^ Unless, except, aside from.

liESSOIET CXXXV.

Exceptive Phrases.

^ f Except, unless, exclusive of, none but.

$jf£ f Without, aside from, except, save.

$g jj^ Aside from, except, without, but for.
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Lesson cxxxv.

1 "When you are constantly traveling,

you cannot get on without a wallet.

2 The whole day long he is never at

home except at meal times.

3 No one except Ghiu Chin Shan has

such cleverness as this.

4 Unless he is mulcted to the amount

of forty thousand cash, I can by

no means consent..

5 [Yqu cannot disobey my orders]

unless you leave my family. While

you are in my family, you must obey.

G I would not have yielded the point to

any other than to you, my adopted fa

ther, no matter who might have come.

7 Who save you, Brother Liu, would

have such discernment?

8 [lie cannot escape"! unless he always

hides and never lets me see him. If

once I get ray eyes on him, he will

not get away.

9 If you want to open a lock, you

must find the right key. As I see

this business, unless you go, it can

not be accomplished.

10 Although there are many prescriptions

for compounding itch medicine, yet

without sulphur none is effective.

11 This is a good book, only it is too

profound. Without a teacher to

explain it, it is unintelligible.

12 Aside from Jesus the Saviour, no

one has the merit necessary to atone

for the sins of men.

\
2V A bag, a wallet.

( <f$£Lini?. A pouch, a waist-bag.

( ^h" wallet, a pouch, a purse ; drilling.

* 1^ ft? ~T Ch'ien* tal tsi 3. A purse, a wallet :—

s Note(l).

*f§ 'OE Chi3 ski3. To order, to direct, to instruct,

j- to point out.

^ To order, to direct, to pre

scribe.

72.

Vocabulary.

$L ^jf Liu- /twang2 Brimstone, sulphur. /0

^ fR. Chi3 p'ai*.

ljf£ Kan1 tie1. An adopted father :—LesNote (3).

P'al- To hide oneself, to lie low, to keep outof sight,—a colloquial local character.

^ Wi Mi -ffao1 chien*. Good judgment, penetration,discernment :—Note (7).

Ao The southwest corner; mysterious, /

...... obscure, deep.

H Shen1 ao* Difficult, profoundJ

Pa4 To rule by force, to encroach on. ^

^ Pa* chan*. To take by force, to usurp ; toinfringe, to trench upon.

H| Ch'iang" pa*. To take by force, to usurp,/^

to seize illegally.

a8. To bear fruit, to yield ; to /j

finish, to put an end to, to kill.

The five grades of mourning

dress, ancestry :—Note (15).

Sung* Litigation, a prosecution.

j£§ ^ Chie2 kwa

S. & Wu3 fu*.
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13 If he expects to take my daughter

by force, [he cannot do it] except, by

first making an end of me. While

I have breath in my body, he need

not think of it.

14 In the day time, whoever please3

may take up the child ; but as soon

as night comes, no one will do save

his mother.

15 She has no near relative of her

husband's family. Of those for whom

she would wear mourning, there is

only Liu Fang Lin, and without his

name the business cannot be settled.

16 The lawsuit between the two would

not be difficult to compromise but

that there is an evil-minded man

stirring them up. There is no way,

at present, to settle the matter unless

that obnoxious man is driven out.

17 You offended your grandfather yes

terday, so that his anger has not

yet abated and he refuses to eat.

In my opinion his anger will not be

appeased unless you go and apolo

gize and do him reverence.

18 Since last year, all the meat dealers

of this place have combined to adopt

a uniform price. No matter to which

one you go, there is no buying for

less than two hundred cash per cat ty.

19 Neither common glue nor fish glue

will hold it ; nothing but screws will

serve the purpose.

'I

\\

^ B§ Sod1 sung* To incite to litigation.

j&j Ijlt Nu4 ch'i*. Anger, wrath, passion.

H K'o&1 four. To knock the head on the

ground as an act of worship

or of ceremony, to kotow.

$8 W* Hsiao1 ch'i*. To abate one's anger, to

^ $1 ^Pc ~f* J°u* c^ai tsi*

one s

become reconciled.

A butcher's stand, a

meat shop.

1^1 M ~FJou* an.4 tsi3 The same.

ij| Piao* Fish glue, gelatine.

^ $T Lou2 si1 ting1. A wood screw, a

machine screw.

HI T.-i'an" The silkworm.

H§ ^ Hu* wei* To protect, to defend.

ill Tung1 ch'i* The winter solstice.

H M Hsia* c/a4 The summer solstice.

T'ien1 wen2 chia1 Astronomers.

Notes.

1 A ?|jr is a closed bnpf with a slit in the middle

of the side, nnd serves as purse and hand-bag combined. It is

usually carried over the shoulder, or if riding, across the

saddle.

5 The structure of this sentence iB highly idiomatic.

The clause in brackets has to be supplied in order to exhibit

the full idea in English. A free translation would be, While

you are in my family, you must obey my orders. See also 8th

and 13th sentences.

6 |>£ ^ and ffc are in apposition, the latter-being added

for emphasis as well as to express endearment and respect.

^ "J* [IQ J]^ ^fe cannot make use of this face, that

is to say, in the matter in hand I would not have yielded to

the intercession of any other. The face referred to is that

of the adopted father, and implies that the concession was

made in order to avoid putting him to the blush for having

failed in his suit.
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20 Aside from taxes in grain and

money paid by the farmers, what is

there to supply your wages ? Aside

from those who raise silk worms and

weave cloth, who is there to furnish

you the clothes you wear ? When

- you think of this, should you not

. strive to protect them ?

fMj- 21 Ordinary people simply know that

when the sun has moved southward

until it has reached its lowest point,

that is the winter solstice ; and when

it has moved northward to its

highest point, that is the summer

solstice ; but as for computing when

it is at the highest and when at thg

lowest point, none but astronomers

are able to do this.

7 M % 111,6 U is Pat ,or Ji. W> and M is de-

Bcriptive, including also a compliment to the person addressed.

8 ^j* T fife Note the transposition by which the

proper subject of the verb is made to eouie after it, which is

a colloquial rather than a book form.

10 In wen-U |$t is generally used for sulphur, though $d

is occasionally used. In Mandarin the two words are always

joined.

13 P and do not here combine into a phrase as

they generally do. is accented and Q may be regarded

as a classifier.

15 J% j£ 2S[ Own house and near branch ; that is, a

relative. The expression is taken from books. .£ jjR

are five kinds of monrning apparel, worn for different lengths

of time by persons of different degrees of consanguinity,

Persons whose ancestors of the fifth generation unite in one

belong to the ,£ U5> and are supposed to wear a certain kind

of mourning for a certain time. Beyond this degree of

consanguinity, the relationship is ignored.

19 ^0 is properly oonjunotive, but here, being followed

by j$ with a negative, it becomes disjunctive.

20 In most parts of the country j£ would be replaced

by fg. or jj?

21 5t J$C 5R< "le ^mily (i.e., class) who make astronomy

a study or profession. This use of >§t is both uiln-li and

Mandarin.

LESSOICT CXXXVI.

t Sjkjr''^ Phrases of

^ Really, in very deed,—not often used alone.

Hi ^ Really, in fact, actually, indeed ; sure

enough.

Hi ^f* l& The same. The insertion of this

negative forms a curious solecism, as it practi

cally makes no difference in the meaning. It

may perhaps be explained by considering the

phrase as an interrogative affirmative.

Assurance./ >

Hi Really, in reality, sure enough, abso

lutely, actually.

Hi The same,—but less widely used.

f[|j The same as M ^ and probably a

corrupt ion of it. (n.)

*§g 55 Really, in very deed, in fact, for a

fact, in earnest.

$P Hi If indeed, if in truth, in case.

Vocabulary.

M Chu*. To pray for blessings, to bless (bypraying for); to congratulate.

3 Jrtf f?f Hod?' nan2 The province of Honan.

Uncertain, dubi-

• ous, doubtful.

^Ji -fjg =§L IfifePan* hsin*pan*

Chin* ya*. To intimidate, to overawe,to frighten.

tf TftTa* si'. To kill bv blows, to kill:—Les. 183.

^ Chin1'* A fault, an error ; to criminate, (w.) /
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Lesson cxxxvi.

1 If a man really does not recognize his

filial obligations, he is beneath the

beasts.

2 Did Chu Yiin T'ing really say this?

Ans. He really did. I am telling

no lie.

3 You say you are going to Honan. If

indeed you are going to Honan, you

should have turned off this road at

the last fork.

4 I have feared for some time that he

would violate his promise ; and, sure

enough, this is just what he has done.

5 At first I only half believed it, after

wards I inquired of some friends and

found that it was really true.

6 I was only beating and threatening

him in order to frighten him. Do

you suppose I would really kill him ?

7 If he is indeed able to forgive and

forget the past, then he must be

accounted a sage.

8 In case you are really willing to stay

here a few days, we cau provide

whatever you require.

9 We had not gone over two or three

li, when, sure enough, I saw a monkey

putting out his head and hands from

within that stone box.

10 Do you in reality wish to take a

share, or are you only in sport P Ans.

" The superior man is not given to

joking ; " there is no sport about it.

* tT< to A

Tffi ni Hsu1 yung*. Required for use, necessary,n

requisite.

* J JB< Ku? /^'i4- A share in a business orcompany.

C JlJ W fi**4 yen2. Words spoken in sport, a jest,humor, pleasantry,

Ta? p'od4. To break in pieces, to smash,to break up, to destroy.

^ ^ $1 T'ien1 /i8. The law of heaven, the principlesof right, moral truth.

\" St i Kimg1 p'ing* Just, right, equitable.

k Jpj Ting* hwoa1 chang*. An order for goods,an order book.

\y # 15" Ch'un2 sW- Talk, words, speech.

P$l l5" Tsui* she"2 The same.

H Pj| T§" Mod3 tsui3 .8h(?. To talk, to bandy

words, to expatiate,

to dispute, to haggle.

ff H ^Fei* ch'un1 sh6*. The same.

§ Fu3. Back and forth, to and fro ; to overthrow,to upset; to reply.

0 ^ HuPfu* To answer, to reply.

fffc Usia1 s/twod1. To talk at random, to talk

nonsense ; to exaggerate,

to tell lies.

^ Ch'uan* shan4. To exhort to virttie, topreach.
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11 It is in every way appropriate for

these two to marry. If you have

really hroken up the match, you have

grievously violated the will of heaven.

12 If you yourself are really pacific in

your treatment of others, those who

are not peaceably inclined will learn

from you to be peaceable. If you

yourself are really just in your deal

ings, those who are unjust will

learn from you to be just.

13 Just when the price of beancake was

on the point of falling, I Shun

decided to buy of me two hundred

cakes, but afterwards added the words,

" or three hundred if you like ; " upon

which I put him down for three

hundred cakes. Now that the price

has actually fallen, he haggles with,

me, saying he only bargained for two

hundred. I replied, "Why then did

you say ' three hundred if you like ' ?

Cau you go back on your word ? "

14 Yesterday one of the children came

running home saying, " A [foreign]

devil has coma" I replied, " Stop

your foolish talk," but he answered

excitedly, "It's really so." When I

went out, I saw at once that it really

was so—that a foreigner had come

exhorting men to be good and to

reverence Heaven and Earth and

father and mother. Truly he was a

laughable object.

■Lauyhable, ridiculous.
Ixf^ 3t K'od3 hsiao*.. ..

' s ijiff Hsin* Arsenic :—Note (15).

"^roJ P'i1 An ore of arsenic; white arsenic.

^ ^tfc flf -P'*1 shwang1. White arsenic, arseniousacid.

\$Lu'.. . . Crude soda; -pickle, brine:—Note (15)/^

% Fit* tu2 To take poison. /4

fig Tun* To disrobe; to prune, to trim.

?S Mi Chao1 fin? To catch the wind/^

Ch'ie1 Leaning, toppling over/^

Notes.

3 3^ is mnch used in Mandarin books at the beginning

of a clause or sentence, meaning he said, or so and so said.

4 %f flijf g Not to accord with previous words, to

break one's word. m

7 ^ [Jot resenting what is already past, not

cherishing enmity for past offences. 3£ T 3? A EfJ

that would be to become a sage. Oue of the highest qualities

of the 8o-calle.d sage is that firm and self-contained equipoise

of mind that is not disturbed by the wrongs endured from

others.

11 {f& to become kindred; that is, to make a marriage

alliance. P^j ^ J* SI", gate suitable and door agreeing ;

that is, the wealth and social standing of the families are

similar. 5C >§2 expresses the highest idea the Chinese have

of right. ^ 5^ Ql is to violate the highest law, and ex

presses the idea of wrong doing more forcibly than any other

term in the language, iu. f@ limits i@| in this particular

case to the principle that marriage between suitable persons

is an ordinance of heaven, to defeat which is a great wrong.

12 3jfj to transact affairs, to act,—a wen-li expression.
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15 She was constantly threatening that

she would eat arsenic or drink hrine,

but all supposed she was merely

trying to frighten us.. Who would

have thought that she would really

take poison and kill herself?

16 When one has a good dream, nothing

comes of it, but a bad dream never

fails. Last year in the fifth month I

had a dream ; I dreamed that a drove

of animals came wildly kicking and

biting at me, insomuch that I woke

up. I turned the matter over in my

mind and was afraid something would

happen. Afterwards, sure enough,

those soldiers gave me such a beating

as came very near finishing me.

17 After all, the advice of old people

should be heeded. My grandfather

has been telling me forever so long to

trim that tree behind the house aud

prevent its catching the wind, but I

paid no attention to the matter, when,'

sure enough, this high wind blew the

tree over on the house and damaged it.

13 "— P j9j l?f> two tongues in one mouth; that is, one

mouth speaking two things, going buck on one's word,

14 & ■? °ri as often, ^ -p, is not only called

ont at foreigners for the purposo of dishonoring and stigma

tizing them, but is the term by which the people in common

conversation universally designuie foreigners. Its use is

comparatively recent, and probably sprang originally from the

idea of grotesquenesa suggested to the Chinese mind by the

hair, beard, and dress of foreigners.

TLESSOU

S*u, <\ • 1 fv* General

The more common words of this class were

given in Lesson 15. [degree,

i^^/ © Very, extremely, exceedingly, to the last

' % '^§2 ^ Extremely, exceedingly, entirely, etc.

is added for euphony.

%\\ US ill To the last degree, to the utmost,

in the extreme. [cially.

@ Very, to a high degree, exceedingly, spe-

■fH; The extreme, very exactly, perfectly.

Wt £ Continuously, indefinitely, so long.

7^ fjj Decidedly, truly, emphatically; re

liable, matter of fact.

15 9K to submit to [the taking of] poison. Wi

is used for P£> because the taking of the poison requires a

constraint of the natural taste and feelings, {f,j is crude

arsenic. It is often written fg , but medical books and

foreign chemistrys use Sff-

Xfk yK >s tne pickle need in making bean-enrd. It is

made of crude salt and contains more or less caustic soda, and

is very poisonous. g

Intensives.

~T" ^J* Entirely, perfectly, in the highest degree-

Deeply, thoroughly, fully.

tij ^'J lif Very severe, extremely, immoder

ately, extravagantly. [corruption of f§.

fi*J ^'J W The same,— being evidently a

^( ;ff The best, the worst, etc.

3*IJ $f MX CTo tne reason why), con

summate, with a vengeance, to the uttermost.

m ffi MX $ A The same.

3^1] ^ To the stopping place, to the last

degree, to the uttermost.
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LESSON CXXXVII.

1 We are very conveniently situated there.

2 Li Ch'ang Sung is not very sick.

3 LTis taking the land by force iu this

way, is detestable to the last degree.

4 In my opinion his mind is extremely

biased. [bad.

5 This kind of a disposition is decidedly

6 If you have anything to say, say it

qujckly, and don't waste time in

definitely.

7 On the banks of the river were all

kinds of fresh flowers which were

extremely beautiful.

8 He said a great many unreasonable

(offensive) things, very unpleasant to

hear.

9 The extreme joy of father and son

produced such emotion that they were

unable to speak.

10 The customs of the place were indeed

licentious in the extreme.

11 Of his three daughters, the physique

of that youngest one is the best.

12 Where does Liu Jui T'ing live ? Ans.

He lives on the front street at the ex

treme eastern end. [satisfactory.

13 I consider this plan of action entirely

14 Those two men are exceedingly obsti

nate and contrary.

15 On the mountain was an exceedingly

large and dense forest which was

very luxuriant.

16 You soldiers and people should all

be very cautious and circumspect.

17 In the hsien examination he was the

very last [on the list] ; in the fu ex-

VOCABULARY.

i< A

Shen* Very :—see Sub. See shin".

Ch'iang2 ehan*. To take by force, tousurp.

T'ien2ch'anB Lands, possessions.

ffj§ Wai1 hwa*. Unreasonable, preposterous;irrelevant, misleading.

Yin2 To soak ; licentious, lewd ; excessive.

IfL Yin* Iwan*. Licentiousness, debauchery,adultery.

$7 Jin2 wu*. Personal appearance, form,physique, presence.

Vjjj Cha1 ni2. Obtuse, self-opinionated, pig-- - - headed, obstinate, stubborn.

fill JfaSui2. hod2. To follow the crowd, to concur, ' V

to acquiesce.

Mao* Exuberant, flourishing ; elegant, t *

Mao* sheng*. Luxuriant, flourishing,

prosperous.

@M 15S Chin" shcn*. Careful, cautious, discreet, /L- - - circumspect.

7£ "fc Cheng* ta* Important, weighty/f

^ ft? Shin1 twan* Stature, size ; body.1 S

^ Hsiang* Hang*. Resonant, clear, ringing, 2 'sonorous.

P M Uwa2 li* Elegant, stylish, fine.

h H|! Pei1 fan*. Sad, grieved, distressed/ ^mournful.
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ami nat ion was he the last again ?

18 It does not hurt very much at pres

ent, but when the medicine was first

rubbed on, it pained me very severely.

19 Although the sayings of Confucius

are very plain, yet they are exceed

ingly weighty.

20 You think he is a man of no capacity,

do you ? The fact is, he is the best

man in his village.

21 If you can fighr,, then fight your

best for me ; and if you hurt some

body, I'll pay the damages.

22 Must I go just now ? Ans. It is not

specially important,by and by will do.

23 This old servant woman I have

hired is first rate. She can do both

fine and coarse work.

24 That men will rise again after death,

. is somethiug I fully believe.

25 That man is not large in body, but

he has a ringing voice.

26 Although this house is not specially

stylish, yet the position it occupies

is very quiet.

27 Everything is against me these few

years. I am distressed beyond meas

ure whenever I think of it.

28 Have you not yet gone to school ?

What are you here so long for ?

29 That is a lady who has received a title

of nobility. See, she wears on her

head a phoenix hat, on her should

ers an embroidered gown, and on her

neck there hangs a string of pearls.

Her dress is elegant in the extreme.

30 Although the town has a large popu-

a i fai1.

Kao*.

To fool away time, to dawdle,to loiter, to dilly-dally.

To enjoin upon, to order; to granta patent.

o\ iN- §^ Fing1 kao*. To confer a title or patent of

' nobility, to decorate.

Kwan1. A cap, a hat, a crown, a crest.See kwan*.

kwan1. A hat or coronet withpendants and having a

fihronix embroidered or gilded on it. It is worn by

adics of rank, and in some places by brides of all

ranks.

^ MangP A python with yellow scales.

|j}J Hang* p'ao2. A ceremonial robe em-broidered with dragons.

Fing*

A

If PoaK

3jg Ktng'.W cto

|3 J^C CVao* chu\ 1

The neck ; the navel.

. . The neck, the throat.

A long string of beads worn

• by officials.

ff'too*. *To straddle, to pass over, a stride;

.... .t^. . wide apart.

& K'wa* lal.3& .Scattered, sparse, (l.)

^ Ts'an2. Todestroy, to kill ; broken, fragmentary;

31 ravening, cruel.

fjjji f& Ts'an2 'jhi*?> I Cruel, unmerciful, hard-hearted.

■AH 55 Hu2 ch'in^A Chinese violin, a fiddle :—

1 Note (32).

^ Siting1 tiao* Voice, tune.

jjS Hdffi/n2..?).^ The string of a lute, violin, etc.
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lation, yet the houses stand here and

there very much scattered.

31 To say that a man's disposition is like

that of a tiger or wolf, is equivalent to

saying that it is outrageously cruel.

32 There is a minstrel at the gate play

ing a violin, and his voice is in

perfect harmony with the instrument.

It is a treat to hear him.

33 In every emporium of trade, morals

are bad, and this is specially true of

such as are inland.

34 For these several years the price of

rice has not ranged lower than two

thousand and six or seven hundred

cash per picul. A few times it sold

for two thousand five hundred, which,

was the very cheapest.

35 Although in appearance he seem3

stupid, yet at heart he is crafty to

the last degree ; his devices are

many and his toils far reaching. No

matter what the business is, he first

approaches you plausibly and pump3

you, and then stands off and watches.

As soon as he catches you off your

guard, he takes advantage of you.

36 He is anxious to put his luggage in

order so as to start early in the morn

ing, yet you insist on remaining and

keeping up your uproar until you are

driven out. You seem to be utterly

wanting in a sense of propriety.

4i Tan*. A measure of ten 5|- ; A picul, one

hundred catties :—Note (34).

^5'. Si Ytfch'un*.. '. Silly, stupid, obtuse.

^ Hwa* M - -- -Cunning, treacherous; clever.

hwa2. Treacherous; crafty, knavish,

- - ^ subtle.

To expose a weak place, to

be off one's guard.

jlH 5£j Lou* k'ung*.

Notes.

6 u§ i, 18 sometimes written fj§[ Q ■ Being nothing

more than a euphonic ending, is the better writing ; more

over the sound of ^ is everywhere correct, while Q

is in many places incorrect.

9 181 ^ -4 '8 a hook phrase meaning that extreme

joy gives rise to suduess, that is, manifests itself in emotions

that seem akin to sadness. The same phrase is also used to

mean, excessivejoy is the precursor of sorrow.

12 Tjif $f may mean the front street as we understand

front ; or it may mean, the south street as opposed to the

or street to the north, ^ijf and ^ are frequently

so used ; thus ill "gj means on the south side of tho hill, and

Uj Wt. on 'he north side. The South Gate of Peking is

called IDT P].

14 J* M ft a To refubb to agree with others or with

the majority, contrary, intractable.

21 tU jS 2)5 To »'"4e out a calamity; that is,

to strike or fight so as to produce serious consequences.

24 fn s[* J§§' profoundly believing and free from

doubt,— a book phrase.

26 13 expresses the unexpected contrast between the sizo

of the man and the strength of his voice.

27^lU III $| ^| $ f$ 3£> when I trust in the

hill, the hill falls over ; and when I trust in the sea, the sea dries

up; a bold figure for expressing unprecedentedly bad luck.

32 ^ (j-J A street minstrel, one who sings for a

living Jjfj Ijp, a Mongolian lute, which is played with a bow

like a violin, though the original Chinese ip is a lute, which

is played by strikiug with the fiugers.
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Lesson cxxxvm.

1 That talk is all specious fallacy.

^ 2 His figure is large and also portly.

Some men are not good themselves,

and moreover they do not train their

children to be good.

The reason he cannot influence others

is that he does not practice what he

preaches.

The dilatory man not only fails to ac

complish anything, but he frequently

hinders the accomplishment of things.

6 They two were originally friends, and

they have also become connected by

several intermarriages.

7 In our intercourse with near relatives

we must not only regard the claims of

reason, but still more those of affection.

8 Men all get knowledge by learning.

Where is the man who is gifted with

it by nature ?

9 Tu Chan Ao's talents are of a high

order, and his time is wholly given to

study; can he do otherwise than excel ?

10 If this extravagance becomes habitual,

he will not only curtail his happiness,

but he will also bankrupt his estate.

11 Come, be content to rest here in this

grove at the road side and refresh

yourself before going on further.

34 3? 18 simply with a dot added for the sake

of distinction. It is not recognized by Kanghi and is

frequently written simply ^J, though ton is not a recog

nized pronunciation of ^J- It is properly a measure

of ten pj*, but is in practice constantly confused with

^ Ian, a weight or load of 100 catties. As a moa-

sure, it is exceedingly variable in different places, because

the p]* is so variable. In Tengchow a z\ is about one end

a third bushels, and consequently a ^ is over thirteen

bushels. In some other places the is less than a peck,

and tho ^5 of course proportionately small.

Both IJn an(l JH have already appeared in

sundry combinations in previous lessons, but

their own special force remains to be considered.

tfn And, yet, but. Ho often expresses a close

connection or transition which has no correspond

ing word in English. It is properly a book word,

but is often used in colloquial.

.fL But, and, moreover, furthermore. The

difference between HJ and jj, is often very little.

They will frequently replace each other.

H. For the time being, temporarily, first.

XiZESSOZCsT CXXXVIII.

Transitional Conjunctions.

Thus used, does not stand as a connective of

clauses, but is thrown in directly after the

subject in order to make a place for what fol

lows, to serve as a stepping stone to it. It is in

this case approximately equal to ^ jj, or ^fc or

but is less explicit. d***

tfn J=L And, and also, yet, moreover,

g .H, And, also, but, more}ver.

When connecting clauses, |fij and jj, as

well as f £ and >|f» IL afs nearly always

followed by 3£ or jfa or ipj.
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12 His being so thin is because he lias

been ill for five or six months, more

over his food also has not been the best.

13 Why are you begging, seeing you are

neither an old man nor a child nor

yet a cripple ?

14 He did not show you respect [you

say]; just let me ask you, did you

show him respect P

15 It would be better to entrust this

affair to Lai Shun, because he has the

time to spare, and he also has the

ability to put it through.

16 Doing what ought not to be doue,

and not doing what ought to be done,

are both contrary to the principles of

right reason.

17 You ought to commit this form of

prayer carefully to memory, and con

stantly to pray after this manner.

18 Do you go out a little while and wait

till we have consulted, after which

we will inform you.

19 A man's mental endowments are

derived, not alone from his father, but

still more from his mother ; therefore

seeing the education of the father

adds to the capacity of the children,

still more will the education of the

mother add to their capaoity.

20 The great advantage of learning con

sists in its developing the faculties of

the mind, so that the more they are

exercised the more efficient they be

come ; moreover by this means a man

' $S La1 p'i2. Dilatory, behindhand, negligent,careless, heedless.

S T'od* p'i*. The same, (s.)

€ lit J|i La1 t'd1 The same, (n.)

f I'll4. A fine grained wood used for engraving;a surname.

r/ H£ -'"a huge sea fish,

^ffi Oh'un2. Pure, unmixed; entirely, wholly;simple, guileless, sincere.

fn£ Chin* t2 Improvement, progress.

Lang*. A wave, a billow; profligate; waste-ful ; impertinent, lawless.

°\tk ^ Lang* fri*. To spend extravagantly, tosquander, to waste.

Vocabulary.

T

•fc/T jjitu Chi2 /it2. To lessen blessings, to cut off

q, enjoyments:—Note (10).

^ P'oil* chia1. To lose property, to bankrupt

. one's estate.

|R ^ Fan* shi2 Food, victuals. I *-

^ Chia1 Beautiful, good, superior, excellent. /J-

i'i Sou* k'u1. Poor, lean, ill-favored, ema- ' i

ciuted.

Deficient in limb or organ,/ j

■ crippled, maimed.

. Ts'an2 chi2.

Tang1 jan2. That which ought to be, iLright .-—Note (16).

Tao3 To pray to the gods, to supplicate.' 7

/
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comes to know ancient and modern

affairs, and to understand the laws of

nature, so that wherever he turns he

finds enjoyment.

21 Water is composed of two parts of

hydrogen and one of oxygen chemic

ally combined.

22 Well, sir, you have been quite success

ful in your business these few years

[I hear], and your prospects are good.

Ans. You are too facetious. What

capacity have I ? What business can

I do ? It is all I can do to make a

living.

23 When a man becomes a robber, he

not only sins against the gods, but

he also sins against his own relatives

and friends; and he not only sins

against his relatives and friends, but

also against his parents and brothers;

and not only against his parents and

brothers, but also against his wife

and children ; and not only against

his wife and children, but still more

against his own conscience.

24 Formerly a sable coat of this kind

would have cost at least four hundred

taels. Just look at this one, what a

pure black it is, how thick the fur is

and how smooth, and also how even

is the border ; the satin cover also is

heavy, and the figure is new and

just in the present style. Can it be

considered dear at three hundred

taels P

1 | Jii "eT Tao3 kao*. To pray, to supplicate ;prayer, supplication.

' ' HI cf ]>C Tao3 kao* win2. A written form ofprayer.

7 a all $§t T'ung1 to*. To 'see through clearly, tounderstand, to comprehend.

1 SI M, Yanf ch'i* Oxygen. ~>*

1 ' $L "pj" Swa* hoi'. To combine chemically, tounite in one. ^

Huh3 Congee j to get a sustenance. ,

P Hul klou3. To get or make a living, toearn one's bread. -\U

vf

l^flp 2i fii"* i3- And nothing more, only, simply,barely, (w.)

Tiao1 The Siberian sable.

|H< Tiao1 shu3 The sable, the marten.

^$$Chi* pu* chi*. At the very least,at least.

iff Mao" tao* Class or quality of fur.

BK Mao2 four The same, (s.)

P'ings ching* Level, even, smooth.

^ Fing1 mad1. A fur border or facing :—Note (24)

^ Ch'v* chie1 Even, regular, smooth.

Ilsiri1 hsiin1 New ; fresh, bright.

^ Shi 2 yang*. The prevailing style, thefashion.
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Lesson cxxxix.

1 I never was a good walker, and be

sides I started late this morning ;

hence it is that I have but just

arrived.

2 That man is not useable ; he is con

tinually disputing about his wages,

and moreover he does not like to work.

3 My whole body feels burning hot as

if roasted by the fire, and in addition,

I have such a severe ear-ache that the

whole side of my face is swollen.

4 He was originally delicate, and having

had this spell of sickness iu additiou,

he has not even strength to walk.

5 These few days the stench from

cleaning the drains is noisome, and in

addition, the weather is very change

able, so that no one is able to preserve

his health.

6 Ch'in-tsi's papa has had an attack

of dyspepsia which has kept him

groaning incessantly for four days,

and moreover, when he takes any

medicine he immediately throws it

up. Isn't it trying ?

Notes

1 iU At' W jJ£> <»« >/ it were but is not, that which

resembles truth or fact, but is not such.

8 ^ iflj £fJ j£> a book phrase meaning to acquire

knowledge by the labor of learning, as opposed to 3* ifjj ^JJ

i., to be endowed with knowledge by birth or intuition.

10 tff fS> to Cut off or deduct (by evil deeds) from the

snm totnl of blessings alloltod to each individual by the

gods, to lose or waste money so as to involve the

sacrifice of one's property and estate.

14 Jl is here thrown in to interrupt the sentence and

make a place for the question immediately following.

16 ^ £0 implies a comparison, the first half of which

is unexpressed.

16 3 i ^ reason's oughtness, right reason. The

phrase is ofleu turned about and said Ufa £.

\6 / Cr>'"

10 as hero used is quito equivalent to >|if >n mean

ing, and being used in imitation of book style is entirely

Vung hsivg.

20 This sentence was made by a Chinaman who had

tasted of Western education and knew its value.

^* Hi, 3° nowhere without finding joy ; that is, finding

enjoyment in everything.

23 Wi ^* ffi> cannot endure confronting, unable to

face, that is, self-condemned, hence, to offend, to sin against.

5^ ffL W» heaven and earth demons and gods ; a

comprehensive summary of divine powers Rnd beings, all of

which are required to fully express the Chinese idea of

divinity. The best translation of the whole is simply, gods.

24 ^ is a narrow border of extra long fur sewed

on along the edges where the satin outside is joined to the fur

lining. Q J^, just,—from the side of the purchaser ; that

ib, cheap.

V1
Se

r

or _ ^ £l And moreover,

furthermore.

And in addition, and furthermore,

and still more.

# ^ ± The same.

LESSOlsT CXXXIX.

Conjunctive Phrases. . ,

^jf" And again, and further, and in the

next place.

^ ^ The same.

And in addition, and besides.

X ± or X % M The same.
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7 Lady Wang is naturally handsome,

a-id when, in addition, she is dressed

in red silk trowsers and a green satin

sacque and lias her head covered

with turquoise feather work, she really

looks like a fairy.

8 AVill you please carry word to my

nephew to come on the sixteenth to

the theatre, and further tell him,when

he comes to come by the east road

that I may take an animal to meet him.

9 In the second month I gave my

daughter her marriage outfit, in

the eighth month I brought home

a daughter-in-law, and, in addition,

I have built a house of five rooms ;

how much money do you suppose I

„ have, that I should still have cash ou

" hand ?

10 When a man is in prison, and has

on handcuffs and shackles and is

bound with an iron chain ; these in

flictions are already all he can bear;

but when, in addition, the bed-bugs

bite, and the mosquitoes sting, and he

cannot even scratch; he is indeed

wretched in the extreme.

11 Although he is a youth of fifteen, yet

in comparison with you he is but a

child ; does it become you to strike

him? Besides it is said, "When

you would strike a dog, have regard

to his master." Suppose the boy did

To feel feverish,

with fever.

to

Vocabulary.

burn

i

Sat1. . The jaws, the cheeks.

Chia1 The lower jaw, the cheek, the chops.

The cheeks, the jaws, the side face.

Kou1. A ditch, a drain, a sewer; a gutter,a ravine.

wei* Smell, stench, fumes.

" ^ Pao3 yang*. To protect, to preserve, to

keep.

I- Ch'in* - - - ... Celery ; parsley ; cress.

U'LV y^IIsin1 t'Sng2. Pain in the chest, heart-burn ;

dyspepsia.

A fj| ^ Ch'iao4 cheng\ Pi

*\ 3^1 ^ Tt'ui* hwa1. Artificial flowers made of the

feathers of the turquoise

king-fisher.

"1

P Tfl Jl'ou3 Tisin4.

P'ei2 sung%.

iHl T'ien1 hsieri1. An immortal, a genius, afai-

. . ry .—Note Les. 74. (26.)

News sent by'word of mouth,

a message.

To escort, to accompany cere-

. monially; to fit out.

^ *H ZVwn8 hsiang*. Money ou hand, cash-

K'aoK Fetters for the hands, manacles. This

character is not recognized by Kanghi,

but is in general use in official documents.

"^ |^ Shon3 k'ao*. Manacles, handcuffs.

h sii? Lien*. To smelt, to refine; to work out by

experience, to discipline ; a chain.

ratty, handsome, neat, ^ ^ , Tq Und tQ fast to jrd

elegant, (s.) 1lM °

V fffl aH K'un* sod3. To bind, to chain, to pinion;to secure, to fasten.

Ch'ou* ch'ung" A bed-bug.
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offend j'ou, you should have told me,

and allowed me to give you satisfac

tion ; you ought not yourself to have

beaten him in this way.

12 From his birth Wen Wang had the

virtues of a sage, so that the nation

could not fail to give him its al

legiance, and when, in addition, Ghou

Wang maltreated his faithful officers

and oppressed the common people, the

hearts of the people all the more

turned to Wen Wang.

13 Everybody says that preserving an

inheritance is difficult. Look at Li

Yiin Ch'ing's family ; they have beeu

rich for five or six consecutive gen

erations, aud now his* three sons are

all thrifty, not one is spending money

foolishly, and moreover his three

daughters-in-law are all very harmo

nious, there is never the least sign of

quarreling or fighting. If all follow

ed this example, would any fail to

preserve their patrimony P

14 In the case of a good horse, his legs

are sound and will stand fatigue ; lie

is well shaped and his movements

quick ; when you mount him, away

he flies like a hawk. But this horse

of yours—of what account is he P

He is old and his jaw droops, also his

legs are weak and he has a habit of

ii fit

Win2 A mosquito, a gnat.

K'u3 nao3. Wretched, miserable ; forlorn,

.- cast down.

Ch'u1 ch'i4. To aspirate ; to vent one'sanger ; to avenge, to vindicate.

Chou*.- - ■ A trace, a breech-strap:—Note (12).

^ Ts'an2 hai*. To treat cruelly, to maltreat,to abuse.

j!f Chung1 Hang2. Faithful and virtuous[officers], (w.)

Ni'te*, You1 Cruel, tyrannical ; harsh.

/H T'ao4 niie*. To oppress, to tyrannize over,

to ill-use.

Li2 Black; many, numerous.

^ Li2 min2. The black haired people, theChinese people, (w.)

jUH Shou3 yie4. To preserve an inheritance :—Note (13).

0% Lao2 k'u3...

tlfa Hi Ling2 pien4

Labor, toil, fatigue.

Quick, active, nimble, agile,

prompt.

* p d Hria* pa1 The lower jaw.

r«/T B If* Baia* pa1 ku3. The jaw bone, the

lower jaw.

ffc $Z Ta3 ch'ien2 shi1 To stumble.

itT M $P Ta1 ch'ien2 pan*. The same.

JjT % Ta* t'i1 pan4 The same.

'f^ Ts'an* Perverse ; mean, contemptible,

Uf§& S§ Ts'an4 t'ou2. Mean, contemptible, shabby,scrubbu.

—• 5fc I1 lai2 In the first place:—Note (15).

]1l Hi! CWS Directly, entirely, absolutely.

§3 Hui3 mie4. To destroy utterly, to annihilate,to abolish.
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stumbling: who would waste provender

keeping such a screw as this ?

15 You say that foreigners coming to

China to propagate their religion 19

a blessing to us Chinese. I don't

believe a bit of it. In the first place,

their entrance into China was

originally by force, but who in the

world undertakes to force good

things on people. In the second

place, the preaching of Christianity

aims directly at the destruction of

Confucianism. Ought the doctrines

of the sages to be destroyed ? Is

there any greater sage than Con

fucius ? In the third place, they

teach men not to worship the Poosas;

that is, to have no fear of the gods

before their eyes, and they teach

men not to worship their ancestors;

that is, to be undutiful to parents.

Do you consider that a good doc

trine which leads men not to worship

the gods nor to honor their parents ?

Moreover they are everywhere es

tablishing charity schools and open

ing hospitals. Would they spend

all this money and take all this pains

for nothing ? By no means. It is

simply an ingenious plan for steal

ing the hearts of the people, and so

preparing the way for gobbling up

our imperial master's broad domain.

Ws it Sheng4 chiao* Confucianism.

■fe "T" .Fit1 ts'is. A sage, a rabbi, an honoredteacher.

iHI P'ul An inferior Buddha, an idol,a god.

JEfl. 7t< Tsus tsung1 .Ancestors, progenitors.

f^P Wu* Disobedient, intractable, froward.

^ Ni*. Rebellions ; contrary; to oppose, to resist ;to anticipate.

Undutiful ; refractory, incorrigible.

^ I* hsue2 A charity school.

Hi I1 yuan* A hospital, .a dispensary.

Notes.

3 If t> *° nave 0 pun, or nicer, in the

hottiim n f the enr, to suffer from earache*

6 ^ ~y $1 1£> Ch'in-tsl, his father. This redundant

expression is a common colloquial idiom, especially in the

North. It is a general practice to designate parents by the

names of their children.

9 By nBing at the end, the question is made to turn

on the above, rather than on the last clause.

10 In former times manacles were made of wood, and the

character f§ waB used, now they are generally made of iron,

and has come into use.

12 jj§> the virtues of a sage, the highest typo of

mental and moral qualities, jpj J, otherwise called ^h}"

the most infamous tyrant known in Chinese history. He

imprisoned jit £1 but subsequently released him. He was

defeated and dethroned by jj£ J, and with him ended the

Bhang dynasty, gg § j| || j|| J£, a set form

of words in the book style.

1<3 V HH' *° preserve and build up by prudence, diligence

and economy the inhei itance transmitted from parents,—a

virtue, which owing to the tendency of affluence to produce
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Lesson cxl.

1 This large cannon was purchased in

England.

2 There are three troupes of actors in

the city at present ; which company

do you wish to hear P

3 We have four wells in our village,

only one of which has good water.

4 As breath is to men, so is incense

to the gods.

5 To lecture to these five classes in one

forenoon is quite as much as you can

stand, sir.

6 The name of that temple is the Hall

of Ten Thousand Buddhas, because

there are in it ten thousand Buddhas.

7 There is not the least shelter outside

the north door; it would bo better to

build a wall to keep off 'he north wind.

8 Business is easy to do, [faithful] part

ners are hard to find. When the three

strands of the rope tighten together,

who could not make money ?

9 I send by the bearer one sack of

indolence and dissipation, is held to be as difficult as it is

admirable.

14 "flf is here equal to, given to, or has a habit of.

15 -JL Master Kung, gives to tho tfrcat sage j,ig

Western name, Confucius. For the use of — JjjJ, in the firtt

place, Zl in the second place, See Les. 170 Sub. jj|

/}< 5§5, incorrigibly disobedient and undutiftil,—a book phrase

expressing tho highest degree of filial impiety. jjjj is tlio

dynastic title of the reigning Tartar dynasty.

LESSON CXI,.

Classifiers.

Jff[ Honorable, eminent,—classifier of idols,

Buddhas, cannon, etc.

/>*-' 3$E A. class, a set,—classifier of offices in

yamt'iis, troupes of actors, etc.

BR. An eye, a hole,—classifier of wells—for

which p is also used.

A furnace,—classifier of incense urns.

f*/f ^ -A- company,—classifier of parties of men,

' "classes in school, guitars, flutes, etc.

f>'t*'t' jffi. A row, a set,—classifier of ranks of

soldiers, classes in a school, beds in a garden, etc.

t-y ^ To close up,—classifier of walls.

tu% fBt -A. slice, a share,—classifier of strands in

a thread or rope, shares in a company, etc.

I"' ^ To wrap ; a bundle,—classifier of goods

in bundles or packages.

f"
A pen,—classifier of accounts.

irfil To examine,—classifier of subjects in a"*™1

discourse, pieces of silk, etc.

~Jl A knife,—classifier of reams of paper,

slices of bean curd, etc. n

'j^E A wick,—classifier of sticks of incense.

it? A. plate,—classifier of millstones, pieces f

of business, etc.

^ An encampment,—classifier of divisions?*""/

of an army.

P^f To whistle, to patrol,—classifier of com- sh— v

panies or squads of soldiers.

The whole,—classifier of tablets, tomb-^ ^y

stones, etc.

^ To combine,—classifier of doors, windows, nox

hinges, etc.

To roll up,—classifier of maps and pictures,1"'10'1'1

pair,—classifier of things in pairs. *"
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potatoes and four bags of Shanghai

rice. Please take delivery on receipt

of this memorandum.

10 Why are you inquiring forTsang Chia

Chwang? Ans. I have an account

there which I am going to collect.

Ill wonder who in his yard is getting

married. I see a red cloth hung

around the door, and the character

"rejoice" pasted outside.

12 That was a three thousand cash note.

I bought two reams of maopien paper

which took one thousand eight huu-

dred cash, and there is left just one

thousand two hundred.

13 In their neighborhood the Golden-

pill sect and the Oue-stick-of-incense

sect flourish, on which account the

people generally have an antecedent

idea of seeking immortality.

14 This row of beds is all planted in

celery. !

15 The south room is five spans and a

half. In it there is a flour mill, a hull

ing mill and also several grain bins.

16 One regiment is divided into five

Vocabulary

^ $E "T* -Paw1 tsi3 A troupe of actors.

\> Chu* A wick, a stick of incense.

PpJ Shao*. To sing (as a bird), to whistle; tocall (as a guard) ; to patrol ; a com

pany of a hundred men. !

[ fig fflp) Tout shang3 The forenoon. V

} *M imCW tang*. To ward off, to defend, to\

shelter, to hinder.

7 ^ Lei3. To pile up one on the other, to build; J

a heap ; a rampart.

\ $jj^J Yo&\ Yiie* Yao*. Medicinal herbs; another

form of

4 \ll Shan1 yoa4 The Chinese yam

^ Yung3 siting1. Everlasting life, immor-

^ tality.

fl4 H*P A bed in a garden.

17f Ch'in* ts'ai* Celery.

'S^ Nien3. A hulling mill for rice or millet.

Note (15).

JU Tun* An osier bin for holding grain.

Pei1 A stone tablet, a grave-stone.

3^lJ K'od1 To engrave, to carve. See k'od*.'

\j Chie2. To plunder, to rob on the highway ; a

- - Hindoo kalpa, a cycle, an aeon.

j$T $5 Wen2 yod1. An indenture, a deed, a

i lU B.Shan1 yod* tou*. The potato (yam;

beans), (n.)

1 ® Ti* tan* The potato (earth eggs), (c.) '

4 ffi U-l Yang"1 shan1 yO*. The potato (foreignwild taro). (s.) ^

'a2 shou1. To examine and receive,—used on letters and parcels.

y ^ Tsang1.. . . Generous, virtuous ; a surname, (w.)

bond.

^■j A Ming2 jin2. A noted man, a celebrated

character.

5f§ Mei2 hwa1. A prune blossom; the flovier-

ing almond.

^£ Lan2 hiva1. An orchidaceous plant with

a fragrant flower.

^ Aug*. To elevate; stately, grand; dear orhigh in price.
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companies ; the front, rear, left, right

and middle; and each company is

divided into ten platoons.

17 There is a monument just in front;

please go and see what inscription

is on it.

18 Last year in the twelfth month a

company of travellers from Man

churia was robbed just in this place,

and one young man of seventeen

was killed.

19 No matter whether you are mort

gaging or buying a house, the

number of doors and windows and

| k'angs and kettle-ranges which are

included should all be distinctly

specified in the deed ; otherwise,

when the time for the delivery of

the house comes, there is danger of

a misunderstanding.

20 By what noted artists wore the

paintings on this roll made ? Ans.

The horse is by Chao Tsi Aug, the

flowering almond is by Wang Toa,

the peony by Chang Wu and the

orchid by Cheng Pan Ch'iao.

21 Not only are a male and a female of

iffi f& Ping* yung*. To use together, to useat once.

^ ^| Hwang1 piao3. A special kind of yellow

paper used to burn in

sacrificing to the gods. Holes are punched in it,

and it is then supposed to represent copper cash. V

^5 QE Shi* chiang* A stone-cutter.

'fjj Hi Poo1 kung1 "Work done by the job.

jH I /i4 kung1 Work done by the day.

0P X MaoHsi* kung1 The same.

Notes

2 is added to JfE when it means a company of aotors,

bat not when it means a class of constables in a yaroSn.

3 yfit sweet water as distinguished from ^ 7r»>

bitter water, that is water oontaining alkaline salts.

4 Or, as men require breath, to the gods require incense.

The meaning of this proverbial saying probably is, that as a

man's life depends on the breath he breathes, so a god's lifo

and prosperity depend on the inoense he receives. ^

is frequently substituted for

8 The strands of a rope are put figuratively for the

persons associated in business.

0 Potatoes being of foreign introduction, and having

received no settled name, the people of each port have given

them a name of their own. There are others besides those

in the text, as j& Q in Shantung, and iff ^ at Kiukiang.

U On the occasion of a wedding, a long red scarf is

festooned above the frame of tho street door, and the

character written on red paper is pasted in all prominent

places in view of the bride's chair as it approaches the house

of the bridegroom. This latter is for good luok, while the rod

scarf is simply a sign of festivity. The sentence implies that

several families lived in tho same courtyard.

13 There are a great many small religious sects in China.

They are not really distinct from the great religious systems

of the land, but rather included in them, though in most

cases involving more or less of a protest against their errors

and corruptions. The government is disposod to regard all

such seots as seditions. The $t fjf ^ is a sect, springing

from Taoism, and givos prominence to the supposed "pill

of immortality." This pill is called golden, partly to

express its preoiousuess, and partly because transmuted gold

is supposed to be an important constituent of it. The —"

jif § is a sect which lays great stress on prayers and

penances- Their theoretical time for kneeling in prayer is the

time it takes one stick of incense to burn out.

15 A or Q| 38 consists of a heavy stone roller like a

millstone, set on its edge and mounted on a large flat stono

five or six feet in diameter. It has an axle and is surrounded

by a frame in which it turns like a wheel. The inner side

of this frame pivots |on a centre-post, and as the roller Is

drawn or pushed round it rolls with a slipping motion on tho

base, upon which the grain is spread to be hulled. A

is different from a [jEj ~p> though used for the same purpose

The latter is a very large round osier basket, often from three
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birds and beasts called a pair, but

everything in which two are used

together is called a pair; for in

stance, [we say] a pair of vases, a

pair of pillows, a pair of flagstafis

or a pair of stone lions.

22 To-morrow is the day for burning the

fifth seven for the children's maternal

grandfather. When you go into

the city to-day and see Ch'un-ts'i,

tell him to be sure and buy four

reams of yellow paper and bring

them home with him.

23 Go and call that stone-cutter named

Chang. I want to consult him

about making a tablet so as to see

whether it will be cheaper to have

it done by the job or by the day.

to five feet wide, and from four to eight feet high. The

former is made of long strips of matting about fifteen inches

wide, carried round and round like the threads of a screw,

each round being telescoped by half its width or more into

the one below it. It usually has a low basket for a bottom,

and is constructed gradually as the grain iB filled in.

18 Notice how the omission of a subject for the verb

really turns it into a passive.

20 These are the names of the most famous painters of

China.

22 ^5 ftil ^ Iff is a highly idiomatic expression.

Sjc joined with ffe, stands for the children of the family,

whose maternal grandfather Is the person referred to. On

the death of a parent the sons burn paper money on the

recurrence of each seventh day, until seven times, that is, the

forty-ninth day. Daughters are usually excused if they barn

five times.

23 The term *jp J£, used in Peking, probably comes

from the custom of calling the roll or counting the workmen

in the morning,

t I

Special Intensives.

Mandarin abounds in special intensives. Some

of these intensives are applied to a considerable

number of adjectives, but the greater number are

limited to one or two special ones. Many of them

are evidently founded on resemblance, similar to

our " snow white," " ice cold," " red hot," etc.,

but in many cases no such origin is apparent.

If the real origin of the usage in each case were

known, doubtless it would be found that all are

double readings, and even these do not represent

nearly all the variations. The student should

inquire of his teacher, not only concerning the

readings given, but for others not given.

-to** ^pf Rare, sparse,—generally includes an idea

of depreciation. It is widely used, but more

frequent in the South than in the North.

TO Shamefully ragged, all in tatters.

based on some kind of resemblance. The fact-U^ ^ Miserably dull, dull as a beetle, (s.)

that the figure intended is oftentimes unknown or

uncertain, makes the proper writing in such cases

more or less uncertain. Elegant and forcible

speech depends in no small degree on the ready

command of these qualifiers. Their proper transla

tion is difficult, and in many cases impossible.

Having no special intensives in English, we are

compelled to use general intensives instead.

Four lessons are given to the illustration of

this class of words, beginning with those applied to

the greater number of words. The usage differs

very much in different localities, necessitating many

TO IS Very slow, awfully slow, (s )

jlom ^(j 'Ji||| Extra soft, well cooked ; rotten, falling

to pieces ; in pieces, in tatters. [pliable.

H>W ^fj1 ffi Very soft or weak ; quite limber or

sW1 ^ Very thin, miserably lean, (s.)

^ TO &r In small pieces, in bits, all to flinders.

5»m^ fH Exceedingly loose ; very negligent

TO Very low, excessively low. (s.)

cW TO ^ Very narrow, excessively narrow, (s.)
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Lksson CXLl.

This morning he only drank two

bowls of very thin gruel.

Look if there is still any fire in the

stove. Ans. It is burning briskly.

This razor is as dull as a beetle, it

will not shave at all.

The new wadded coat I made for

him just last year, he wore all to

tatters in one winter.

This old donkey is awfully slow;

give him a cut every step and you

can't, even then, get him to go.

That elder Hsu is exceedingly self-

willed, and intractable to the last

degree.

Well cooked beef [for sale], have

some to eat. Ans. First slice off

a little for me to taste.

The road is extremely muddy, so

that the walking is very bad.

With a spring wind like this, it will

be as dry as tinder in two days.

Owing to this rain which has just

fallen, the ground is quite mellow

and very easy to hoe.

In making bread it will never

ftgj Exceeding cheap, cheap as dirt.

ffi Exceedingly tender. y\w\*

Pure, fine, unmixed,—conveys the idea of

entireness. Some teachers prefer to write f$, and

Southern teachers contend for §|Sf, which with them

is read ching, and the meaning is quite correct.

iffi Extremely tbin.lv* - '

k*** W Extremely dull, dull as a beetle, (c.&n.)

nw ffi f£ Extremely slow, awfully slow. (c. & n.)

-\\<x~4 jff| }^ Extremely muddy, terribly muddy

^*>m tfS Extremely lean, thin as a rail. (c. & u.)

Extremely poor, poor as poverty.

Soaking wet, dripping wet. (c & N.)

Extremely low, very short, (c. & n.)

Extremely narrow, (c. & n.)

To penetrate,—conveys the idea of through

and through, thoroughly. Some teachers prefer

to write Bjf, but its meaning is not so appropriate.

i "M U/a"'^, QBE. Thoroughly flourishing, very vigorous,

jg; Hit Thoroughly mellow or light, (c.)

S^' |^ Thoroughly wet, soaking wet. (s.)

^ Thoroughly short or crisp.

52[ jffiF Thoroughly fresh, altogether fresh .

3^ fj!j Thoroughly alive ; very loose, (c. & n )

3^ ^5 Thoroughly light, entirely clear. 2\<-~^M

*2£ To crack, to split open. Some teachers Y^t

prefer to write jjjj, to fall as a mountain.

lOfc ijtS Splitting dry, dry as tinder.

III Exceedingly brittle, brittle as glass. 4

f^f Exceeding pretty, very prettv. (s.)0^'*

%t & fft The same. cV.&h*

|i$J Hard, firm,—conveys the idea of rigidity.^1^]

|l] 5J| Rigorously hard or stiff, hard as steel, Kft»|'^

very rigid, (c. & s.) . . ,

P If The same, x^'

}*(«} A bubble, froth,—conveys the idea of

lightness—read both p'ao* and pao*. r^C- & s ) -

fjjj fljt Very light, or mellow, light as froth,

^ Diffused, to overflow,—conveys the idea of vv> *•»*"

all-pervading. ( y . i

Excessively poor, utterly poor, (s.) Y^fr*" - ^
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do to mix the dough too soft.

12 How is it thaD your face looks so

very thin ? It is caused by the

diarrhoea I have had for a few days.

13 Don't be deceived by the fact that

he has a high gate and a large

house; the family are as poor as

they can be.

14 My big vase, perfectly sound, your

children have broken all to pieces

for me.

15 Our bedding is all wet through and

through, how can we sleep to-night ?

16 The short cakes made in the capital

are exceedingly crisp, no other place

can produce them of the same

quality.

17 I sincerely hoped that when he suc

ceeded to the business, he would

put matters and things in order ;

but I am disappointed to find that

ho is just as careless as others.

18 I really do not like that house at

all, it is very low, and besides ex

ceedingly cramped. It would be

better to look for one a little larger.

19 Fish are dirt cheap this year, even

perfectly fresh ling only sell for

seventeen or eighteen cash per catty.

20 Those butchers are too reckless,

they will butcher a live animal

without the least hesitation.

21 Some of these peaches are still as

hard as bullets, and some are

vU»Jr iH fiff Fully alive, very loose or moveable, (s.)

Utf . ^ Powder, the bloom of fruit,—conveys the

idea of pulverulence.

5«» ^ ^ All in pieces, fine as powder. r^8 ^

^ ^ $k Blooming fair or ruddy; very tender.

CV **\ /it T° $J}»,~convey8 the idea of completeness.

Jt>* "fa ^k. Perfectly beautiful, very pretty, (c.)

^ii? Clear, pure,—conveys the idea of purity.

IrJ Pure white, perfectly white.

Jjl? Granular,—conveys the idea of granularity.

JjK ^Exceedingly tender or crisp, (s.)

When in any case a given intensive is not used

and the dialect affords no other intensive to take

its place, Chinese teachers incline to insert |j| as

an equivalent, which however is not a special but

a general intensive :—See Les. 15.

Vocabulary.

^ jfC Shuis fan*. Rice water, with the rice init .—Note (1).

jifc Ch'ung1. To fill full, to satiate ; to act in thecapacity of ; extreme.

$K Ohie2. Clear, pure, free from sin or defilement,untainted.

M fiS 77 J1'*'4 <W tao* A razor.

?§| Rang* Mtiddy, sloppy, slippery.

Peng*. To drive off ; to crack open, to split ;

to leap, to prance.

BeT Kstiari1. Genial, pleasant ; light, spongy,

mellow.

Hsie* To leak, to ooze ; to purge.

$§§ J}£ Hsie* tu* To purge, to havediarrhoea.
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entirely rotten ; what do you say to

thirty cash for the lot ?

22 Yu Te Shui's whole body was hacked

to pieces by the robbers. It made

my flesh creep to look at him.

23 In the autumn, cucumbers freshly

plucked from the vines are exceed

ingly crisp and highly succulent.

24 Clothing worn next the skin should

never be starched too stiff, it must

( be quite soft in order to be com

fortable.

25 Since hearing this explanation of

yours my mind is entirely clear. It

is like the opening of a double door.

26 My double teeth have long ago

fallen out, and although I still have

^jjn'w several incisors in front, those above

'.J. i-r'and below do not match ; therefore

unless bread is raised very light I

cannot eat it at all.

27 Wang Lien Sheng has gotten a very

pretty wife with a snow-white face

andan exceedingly fresh complexion,

and her two almond eyes are just

like two pools of water.

28 It is not known at what time last

night Chang the Eighth died. Ab

first the family all thought he was

sleeping ; but, when day-light came,

a touch of the hand disclosed tho

fact that his whole body was quite

rigid.

P Min2 Am4.. . . - . . A door, a gate; family.

I Su1. A cheesy butter; crisp, flaky; short (aspastry) :—Les. 142 Sub.

Chiex shou3. To succeed, to follow, tocome next.

Mei2yen3 Outline, plan ; expression.

Hwod2 hsien1. Fresh as life, perfectlyfresh :—Les. 148 Sub.

Pa4 A fish resembling the ling.

jfc Pa4 yu2 The same.

T'u2 To kill and dress, to butcher.

P TiPJiu* A butcher.

*U Ch'u* sheng1. A bruto, an animal.

j$\ Mei2 lan*. Decayed and moldy, rotten,spoiled.

7C Pao1 yuan2. To include all, the lot ; to beresponsible for the lot.

-F >K"> Wang" kwa1. King of melons,—the cucum- 1 5

ber :—Note (23).

fj"r Hwang2 kwa1 The same. 1 3

$H T7ei4 tao* Taste, flavor.; 3>

^ Ts'ao2. A trough ; a flume, a sluice; a groove,a channel ; a vat, a tub.

^ 3f" Ts'ao2 ya2 Back teeth, grinders.^

$i Jfr Pan3 ya2 The same, (s.) z *

PI >f M&n2 ya% Front teeth, incisors. 2 »'

j^f Kw2. A kind of wood ; the kernel or pit ofa seed.

ffi. Wang1. A wide expanse of water ; a pond, 1 1a pool

f0£ Wan1. A cove, a bay ; a pond, a pool ; an i~janchorage.

$f"l ^ Chile2 chiin*. Perfectly beautiful :— L-iLes. 148 Sub.
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Lesson cxlii.

1 Perfectly tender chives, and yet

you object that they are old.

2,It is rather cold just now. Won't

you shut that door ?

3 Although from the same county, we

are still a long distance apart.

4 The moonlight is quite bright out

side, there is no need of a lantern.

5 Don't fill it brim full for him, lest

he spills it.

6 Do you go and speak for me, I am

too much ashamed to go myself.

7 Yesterday when he arrived at our

place, the sun was still ever so high.

8 This water is all muddy ; you may

throw it out and get some more.

9 I find this water-lily root exceedingly

tender and of a most delicious flavor.

Notes.

1 ?K IS 18 different from f$ |R or ffi !$} in that it

is not boiled into a gruel, but is simply boiled soft and eaten

swimming in the water in which it is boiled.

2 The translation does not convey the force of Ufc.

Of course there is, it ia burning briskly, would approximate

the idea.

6 Iff H " hundred breaks not bend back ; that is,

he is like a stiff stiok, so unyielding that.a hundred efforts

will not cause it to break and double back on itself.

7 The call of one at the wayside selling cooked meat.

10 Ba is here used by accommodation. There is no

proper character to express the idea of spongy or mellow.

11 f^l is dough as well as flour. In the process of

making bread, the dough is called mien until it has been

made into rolls or loaves, and then it is called by the name

given to it after it is baked. Vermicelli, however, is mien

to the end.

18 * S », larger by some, somewhat larger.

20 More literally, verily those butchers find no difficulty

in taking hold; they take the life ofa vigorous animal without the

least hesitation.

23 Cucumbers are everywhere called hwang kwa, but

the original and correct writing is 3£ Writing iS

is a concession to the pronunciation.

26 ^ Hi til* the points or teeth not opposite, til being

need for points, or as an alternate to avoid the repetition of

if-

27 $t? is here translated wife, because beauty,

which is the quality here attributed to her, would be valued

by her husband, but not by her father-in-law, who would

rather prize diligence, docility, etc.

Xj3ESS03ST cxlii.

Speciai Intensives.

0 '«;»<' >fi To permeate, the whole,—conveys the

I idea of through and through, entirely, wholly.

W Perfectly fresh, or tender, (c. & s.)

taw^^t, ^5 Perfectly light, very bright, (s.)

^fi 'Ml Thoroughly turbid, or muddy, (c. & N.)

^1 j&I All over red, entirely red, a bright red.

jjfi BE AD over fat, rolling fat, fat. (c.)

^ Old,—applied to words expressive of size

and distance. Old things are supposed to have

grown great.

^ jH, Ever so far, very distant.

"/fc Ever so high, very high or lofty.

^ Ever so big, very large or great.

JfL Ever so thick, enormously thick.

" stt Wl Ever so large, very large, or coarse.

Ever so long, very long.

fj§ To flow, to glide,—conveys the idea of

evenness or smoothness, and is applied chiefly to

lines and surfaces.
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10 That piece of ice is very slippery, it

will be necessary to take care in

crossing it.

11 It is excessively hot to-day and I

feel very lazy.

12 The painting is very life-like indeed

with those bright red blossoms and

emerald green leaves.

13 These two [mulo] loads are quite

light, less than animals ought to carry.

14 Just think, the son is already ever

so big, and is the father not yet

twenty-five ?

15 You may go and find a man to put

the ball ground in order. Have it

rolled perfectly smooth.

16 Are you not afraid to stay at home

alone ? Ans. No, I am not afraid ;

but I feel somewhat lonesome.

17 You may make me a small wadded

coat with quite thin wadding, ready

for wearing when autumn sets in.

18 Take it at once to the river and

wash it. The water in the river is

quite clear.

19 The Sung family certainly have the

V§ iflS Level full, brimming full. (c. & s.)

aa im ffj" Very slippery, smooth as glass.

Perfectly smooth, levePas a board.

i'5'3" Very thin, thin as paper, (o. & 8.)

JfS Very smooth, smooth as glass, (c. & n.)

|5I Perfectly round, round as a ball.

^ Strange, monstrous. As an intensive §g

is rather general than specific, there being no

special limit to its application, save that it

always implies something unpleasantly excessive.

It is moreover only a semi-intensive, answering

very nearly to our words quite, rather, somewhat,

etc. Its use may perhaps be explained by con

sidering it an exaggeration, as "horribly" is

often used in colloquial English,

ck**} ^ To strive for precedence,—conveys the

idea of pre-eminence. Some would prefer to

write to add.

^ ^5 Exceedingly bright, glistening.

^ |§£ Exceedingly light, light as possible.(c)

^ BE Exceedingly fat, rolling fat (N.)

t M HI To sway or float on the wind,—conveys

the idea of buoyancy.

Pi IS Very light, light as a feather, light

as air. (s.) 5o '

jfft Crisp, flaky,—conveys the idea of crispness.

§^ \% Very crisp, short, flaky, or brittle. ^ '•"'*

§^ ^ Very crisp, short, or flaky. cf,l0.0.

^ Scorched,—conveys the idea of brittleness.

$1 \% Very crisp, short as a crackling, (n.)

Jfi A plain,—used by way of comparison.

Level as a plain, very level, (s.) * a"1

7E* Green jade stone,—used by way of com- (" "

parison [crystal, (s.)

flf Extremely clear or limpid, clear as

Emerald green,

yft Oil,—used by way of comparison.

V$J 3fe Very smooth, sleek as oil.

'$t Clear, limpid,—conveys the idea of trans- ^""J

t\L Transparently clear, clear as crystal.

yfc Red, flesh color,—conveys the idea of c^''

ruddiness.

yfc %L Very red, blood-red, flaming red.
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appearance of wealth. Look at the

mules, horses and dogs which come

out of their door ; every one is

rolling fat.

20 Can a woman overcome a man ? If

he gets angry with you again, it will

be better to give up to him and

avoid the pain of his blows.

21 These peanuts were just roasted this

morning and are exceedingly crisp,

you're safe in buying a supply of

them to eat.

22 Shu Chen has a felon on the second

finger of her right hand, so that

even the back of her hand and her

forearm are swollen up ever so thick,

and there is a long red line [extend

ing up her arm] : really it is some

thing frightful to look at.

23 That spring north of the hill is

always clear as crystal, one can see

straight to the bottom of it.

24 Liu Chiu-ts'i's wife went home to

see her mother to-day. Her hair

was combed smooth as oil and she

had on a brand new silk coat and

ck**" Deep and clear,—conveys the idea of

entireness.

$| Entirely new, brand new.

IJfj Bright,—conveys the idea of shining.

[Jlj ^ Shining bright, glistening.

Extremely muddy, very turbid.

Extremely light, very light, (c. & N.)

]if| Extremely thin. (c. & N.)

HE* Extremely fat. (a.) [am0oth. (s.)

^ tH" Exceedingly slippery, excessively

^fif HT fj>f Very cool ; lonesome, (s.)

V°0> 5fc iH Exceedingly ugly, horribly ugly, (s.)

Very light, bright as day. (s.)

^ Very hot or warm, oppressively hot (s.)

\i^v^ $f\ Entirely new, brand new. (s.)

Vocabulary.

Pi* Green jade-stone.

Teng*, ch'ing*. Clear, limpid; to pour off, to

decant.

Ts'uA An arrow head ; a crowd, a groupV^

^ Ch'i Carnation red, flesh color ; naked ; »j

. destitute, barren.

v Mfe Chiu3 Chives, scallions.

v Mfe ^f* Chiu3 ts'ai* Chives, scallions.

c Oit:! Water-lily plant, the water-lily root.

1 pf P K'o&3 k'ou3 Savory, delicious.

■< ^ pj Mei3 k'ou3 Delicious, savory, tasty.

Fa1 lan3. To be lazy, to feel languid orweary ; to be disinclined.

§Jj[ f^f listen11 hiood2 Life-like, natural.

^ Pa* Papa,—always doubled in use. (n.)

fj| KunB To roll, a rolling motion.

$R j|L Ku1 tan1. Alone ; lonely, solitary, lone-some.

^ Ling3 ch'ing1. Cold, chilly; lonesome; cool,distant.

1- jJ^P Ch'ad3. To fry with constant stirring; to

777 scramble eggs; to roast or brown

(as peanuts or coffee).
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bright red muslin trowsers. She

was dressed up nicely in every re

spect, only that her two big feet

looked horribly ugly.

25 The guns used by western soldiers

are polished up bright, so that when

they are on parade, the sun shining

on the guns makes them gleam like

mirrors.

26 Mr. Ma's child has grown to be a

very loveable boy, with his large

round head and two laughing eyes.

Whoever wishes may take him in

their arms, ho is not in the least

strange.

27 "When I was first old enough to

remember, there was only a little

water standing here ; but now the

water has washed a great gully

which one cannot cross save by going

over the bridge.

j^r Si L<xi* hied1 shing1 Peanuts.

V ^ ^ Jp; Ch'ang2 shing1 kwoa3. The same:—Note (21).

v -iSE ^fe Hwa1 shing1 The same.

f&> Shu*'2.. . .Limpid ; virtuous, uncorrupted. (w.)

Chin1. To divine ; chaste, virtuous, un-

defiled.

irfX Ting1 A venereal ulcer; a felon.

*W Shou3 pei* The back of the hand.

^ Wi Ch'uan3 yen' A fountain, a spring. 2$

Tad1, Che}. To joind around and bind, tobandage, to tie securely.

^ Kwod3 To wrap around, to bind. w

fj^ 3^. To dress up, to accoutre, to trick out ; to ^

patch up, to mend.

^ Yang3 ch'iang1. A foreign gun, a gun,a pistol.

j|f iH Ts'a1 mod? To rub, to scour, to polish. 2l '

Notes.

7 indicates a tone of surprise which cannot be

expressed in a translation.

14 Lit., Just think, his son is already ever so lig, and is

his father not yet twenty-five? whioh, however, conveys a

wrong sense, since one ftil stands for the father and the

other for the son. Practically ffc is equivalent to the definite

article, as in the translation.

16 A piece of ground devoted specially to ball playing is

a foreign idea, but rolling is familiar to the Chinese, as they

roll all their threshing floors.

17 $t does not moan after the autumn, but rather

after the setting in of the autumn.

20 The person spoken of is probably the woman's

husband. It is quite an ordinary occurrence for a man,

especially a young man, to whip his wife.

21 The three terms given for peanuts represent approxi

mately the Northern, Central and Southern names, but the

Northern term is most widely used.

22 The fft at the end of this sentence is repr esented in

the translation by the word something. A more literal

rendering would be, really it is appalling to look at. Tho ffQ|

might be omitted without special detriment.

23 '—1 one eye ; that is, at one look, at a_ glance,

readily.

24 The addition of j?J gives emphasis.
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Lesson cxliii.

1 What is there to laugh at in this ?

2 He cannot shoot with the least

accuracy.

3 The view south of the mountain is

well worth seeing.

4 It is evident from the way this thing

presents itself that it will be very

hard to manage.

5 At home I have not a single near

relative. What is there to hold my

affections P

C You ought to make some concession

to him and not go to extremes.

7 This bowl of oyster soup has a very

fine flavor.

8 His favorite expressions are charac

terized by a great deal of vulgarity.

9 Sitting here just suits me, as I have

something to lean against.

10 All complain that Mr. Sun's ex

pository lectures are uninteresting.

1 1 Do you suppose that a forlorn old

man like me has anything to live for ?

12 It cannot be said that it is short weight,

it is only that it is not good weight-

13 What is the use of this insipid talk ?

V

In addition to its use with nouns as in Les.

47, |K is also joined to verbs and adjectives.

When joined to a transitive verb, it gives a

meaning equal to something to, or worthy of,

as jgj jjjg something to hear ; that is, something

worth hearing. When joined to an adjective, it

gives the force of a noun of corresponding mean

ing. Intransitive verbs are used participially,

and follow the use of adjectives. These state

ments have some exceptions and modifications,

as appears in the following list. For additional

list see supplement.

v SI Something to laugh at, worth laugh

ing at, laughable.

^ 2f! S| Accuracy of aim, a definite object.

'ft' SI Something worth looking at, pleasing

to the eye, a sight.

5^ S| The aspect of an approaching event

or person, looks.

SI Something worthy of being longed for

or attached to, attachment.

LESSOR CXLIII.

Joined to Verbs and Adjectives.

^ SI The extreme, the uttermost, the bitter

end, the last drop.

P SI Taste, flavor,—-p being put by meto-

nomyfor ff. [support.

#W SI Something to lean upon, backing,

@§ SI Something worth hearing, entertain

ment, instruction.

\^ 3*? SI Something worthy of pursuit, an

object, an aim.

^ SI Extra height, elevation, projection

above :—Note (12).

^ SI The same,—1§ being taken parti

cipially. It is also used to mean, worth carrying,

Worth saying, point, interest.

Worth going, worth while to go.

yjHf S| Living time, space or time to live,

prolongation of life.

ffli SI Sweetness ; a perquisite, a cumshaw.
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14 When he does not wish to see me,

what point is there in my going ?

15 Judging from your present appear

ance, I fear you bave not long to live.

16 In addition to his regular wages,

there are no porquisites at all.

17 In a few days man shuffles through

this mortal life.

18 To make this pistol has certainly

taken a high order of skill.

19 Dreams are the uppermost thoughts

of the mind.

20 How can one fly such a rickety old

kite as this ?

21 "Whenever Li Shao Tsu has time he

runs over there. I wonder what al

lurement there is for him at that

place.

22 It i3 fortunate you have a ready

tongue, otherwise his questions would

have put you in a predicament.

23 If she has a young son, she still has

an object to live for.

24 He does not like to work ; I venture

he will not stay long with Sun

Shi-fa.

25 To whose instigation have you been

listening ? Why you have taken up

this idea I really do not understand.

26 This donkey is not at all worth his

keeping : he will not go in the broad

road before him, but is all the time

wanting to sheer off to the side.

Time or space for shifting along.

^ jj§| Skill of hand, dexterity,—^ being

put by metonomy for J5- [ing-

^ ^ itfe fl§ Vile, scrubby, rickety, good-for-noth-

»® SI Longing, desire, allurement.

Pa Capacity or faculty for talking ; the

mouth as the organ of speech.

t^" fl§ Something to hope for, expectation,

incentive, inspiration.

H flg The same.

"ft KM Staying time, length of time.

^ JOf Thought, idea, notion, opinion.

^ MS Worth supporting, worth keepin g.

fig Something gained, profit.

!§i 52 31 Worth talking about, worthy of

consideration, c^mj3 chio'

$C Amusement, entertainment. i**—

^1 fi§ Something to resort to, dependence./6

o|5 The harvests of the year, the season,

the crops,—4$. being put by metonomy for J|£.

§Jj Something added, an increase, a

supplement. £

Vocabulary.

' $| 2V ch'iang1 To shoot ; to hunt.

^ ^Citing* chi* Scenery, view, sight.

Li* Oysters.

^ Ku1 k'u3.- ..... Lonely, forlorn, desolate.

M 3fc Ku} loo". Old and childless ; forlorn, ^

. . desolate. r
iperquisites.

ul hsi2 Extras, > (o
jfr ft U> Wai* ch

§(t Shou3 ch'iang1 A pistol.
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27 He will not likely make any money,

and if he does it will not be much.

28 What is there worthy of so much

consideration in that worthless vil

lain ? Don't mention his name.

29 I confidently hoped that by going

to the fair, the amusements and

diversion of mind would set me all

right ; but it turned out after all that

there was nothing worth seeing.

30 In ordinary circumstances a child

cannot do, for even a little while,

without its mother : hence when its

mother dies, it feels without any de

pendence at all.

31 Hsu Wu Chen, all at once, took np

the idea of becoming an ascetic, bat,

after trying for some time, he wholly

failed to get hold of the clue.

32 In such a year as this there is not

the least chance to borrow, and with

houses and lands to sell, one can find

no purchaser at any price.

33 The proverb says, " One cannot ask

too high a price nor offer too low a

one." Therefore in buying a thing,

it is not best to offer at once all

you are willing to give, but always

leave room for rising.

4j» -fiT'ai1 hsin1. To dissipate care or trouble,

to divert the mind, to relax.

—r—;—jrr"

° J|3 Cheng'1 A harpsichord ; a kite.

0 Mi Feng1 ching1 A kite.

< M Ts'wan* To fling ; to stir up, to foment. T* " Ll ordinary times, commonly,

/ jS5 . m , . „ ordinarily.

1 jg Z T° eXchaDge' t0 miX UP- See t0a* 9# mW To practice the austerities of

■ys 3« if*' To excite by misrepresentation, to carry an ascetic.

/tales and foment a quarrel; to instigate, to inveigle. . y**. at. , , , . . m ,

(«Bin, .. • m • -^3ft /IH Ch'a* chie* To borrow money.
V W W Ts'odllun<f. To stir up, to excite, to}

foment, to egg on.

■ft fa "X" Hang2 tsi3 A tribe, a set, a fellou

3V:

11W

^fc Yao4 chu* A buyer, a purchaser.

^ Mai3 cAu8 The same.

Notes.

8 P $M> as here used, belongs rather to Lesson

47 than ^o this one ; yet Ufj is not regularly joined

with Di as 't is with and fEf. f^f f§ is the Southern

form, in the North 'jjijf is rarely used without f$ beforo it.

10 EH tlj- here refers to expounding the classics, as is

regularly done in Chinese schools.

12 It is the general custom to give good weight, by

weighing with the beam of tho steelyards considerably above

the horizontal. This is spoken of in Peking as $M>

in Shantung as ]][{, and in the South as UJ ff, going

beyond the scale. It shonld perhaps be added that steelyards

are geuerally made to weigh a little light.

17 Note the difference between fj§ jljf (15) and 3g ®.

The former has roference to living, simply ; the latter regards

the manner of living.

19 This is a puzzling sentence, and j!§ as here used

hardly comes nnder the subject of the lesson. A friend

suggests the following translation; A dream is the surface

thought of the heart.

22 _L fit to appear on the arena, equal to the

emergency.
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LESSON CXLIV.

1 My duty is to tell him ; as to his

heeding it oi- not, that rests with him.

2 Children should, hy all means, he

governed from the first. When they

have grown to adult age, they cannot

then be successfully governed.

3 If you wish to use it, take it ; as for

pay, that is not to be mentioned be

tween us two.

4 What I fear is sickness ; as to the

amount of work to be done, that is of

no consequence.

5 When I arrived the door was already

locked.

6 It is already so late that by the time

we got ready it will be dark.

7 Be quick and comb your hair; by the

time you have eaten, it will be time

to go to school.

8 We can only see a man's exterior ;

as to the designs of his heart, who

can penetrate them P

9 There is a class of men whose chief

delight is in stirring up strife, but as

soon as the parties get to fighting

they slip out of the way.

10 1 started a little late and hy the time

23 'J» Btfr means properly a slave or servant, but is in

many placeB applied to little boys, as (* Fjf is to little girls.

26 The first two clauses of this sentence might be

regarded as independent interrogations, and the third an ex

clamation byway of comment, thus : Whose instigation have you

been listening to ? For what reason have you taken tip this

idea P / really do not understand it. The insertion of a

after \u, f5> and another after & would fix this

construction, but their omission does not necessarily exclude it.

26 51 jJ5 ought by rights to apply to the person

speaking, whereas Chinese teaohers make it descriptive of the

road. In this case fi§ must be supplied after Jfj , or elso ^

be changed to fi^. I have translated as if fty were written

instead of .

33 Or, The buyer is not offended at a high asking price, nor

the seller at a low offer.

LESSOR CXLIV.

Peepositional Pheases.

31 ft A.s to, with reference to, with respect

to:—See Les. 191. Sub.

ft As to, as for, with reference to, with

respect to.

ft The same.

ft ~Jft. The same.

cW1 2& By the time,—not often used alone.

2fc 31 When, but when, by the time.

~Bt, 31 ft But when, by the time, at the time.

2fc By the time, when, (c.) chi" J'

tBy the time, as soon as. (c. & N.) kow*

The same, (s.)

~$t. j££ By the time, when, as soon as. (c. & N.)

% # The same, (s.)

2fc ft The same, (s.)

j|E ft By the time, at the time, when.
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I arrived he had already appealed for

protection.

11 When a man first does wrong, his

mind is ill at ease ; but when he has

done so once or twice, his courage

increases.

12 You have already received the ear

nest money, and you must sell to me.

There is no room to talk about

anything else.

13 When I loaned it to him, he was

highly pleased ; but when I asked

him for it, he got angry.

14 Chia P'ei Ling's tongue is extremely

sharp, but in strategy he is inferior

to his elder brother.

15 He simply seeks for a good son-in-law,

whether poor or rich he does not

care in the least.

16 Has your maternal grandfather re

covered ? Aus. No, indeed. By the

time I arrived he had already

breathed his last

17 The two families are about equal in

wealth, but the Changs have a some

what larger family.

18 I saw their fighting with my own

eyes, but as to how they were after

wards reconciled I know nothing

whatever.

19 He treats hemorrhoids and syphilitic

ulcers and this whole class of external

jfc Kung1.

i tr W -7 T°-* pien< tai

1 ffl Po**.

Wai

To attack, to assault ; to apply to ; to

arouse, to stimulate ; to put in order.

To comb and plait

the hair.

External appearance, theexterior.

To sow, to scatter; to publish abroad; \ty

to reject ; to shake, to winnow.

Pod* lung*. To move, to operate ; to man

age, to stir up, to foment, t*"■

Vocabulary.

p3S P'ei3, P'i9 Unequaled, distinguished.

!&q Kod2, Ka2. A frog ; a lizard ; any bivalve

- - - shell. Also ka1.

1§I •^ft2 ku*. Severe, stern, savage, fierce,

relentless, (c. & N.)

"fL Yingicha.1 Severe, stern, fierce, (s.)

T'ao1 A quiver, a scabbard ; to sheath.

Hr T'ao1 lue* Devices, stratagems.

3c7W/u4 Paternal grandfather.

Han3 yuan1. To call for justice, to appeal 1 ^ 3£ Wai1 tsuFfu*. Maternal grandfather

forprotection :—Note (10).

ft ffij Ch'u1 shi2 chien1. Atfirst, at the start,in the beginning.

Ting* ch'ien2. Earnest money, money to

• '»---» bind a bargain.

Ch'ien2 ts'ai2 Money ; wealth.

%H Hod2 hsi2. To make up a quarrel, to makepeace, to become reconciled.

^ Ch'i* Piles, hemorrhoids.

fijr ilr Ohl* ch'wang1 Piles ; rectal ulcers.
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ailments very well, but as to the

diseases of the internal organs he is

entirely ignorant.

20 In eating, Pao Yiin Lung counts a

full hand (excels) ; as for work, ten

of him would not count one.

21

22

n

Ma

o

m20

23

I heard a growl behind me, and be

fore I could turn my head he had

bitten me.

You went yesterday to visit the

temple of the sage : what does Con

fucius look like ? Ans. He is certainly

very remarkable in appearance, his

features are uncouth and his face slants

backwards, so that he is very far

from good looking ; but since he had

such sagely virtue no one objects to

his looks.

Speaking of those who seek immor

tality, there certainly are some of

them sincere. At the T'ai Mountain

I saw a cave and in the cave a

Taoist priest who for many years had

been sitting there schooling himself.

He took less and less nourishment

each day until, at last, he neither

ate nor drank at all. At the time I

saw him he had already died sitting

there, and his body was nothing but

skin and bone, his finger nails being

over fix inches long.

ft

Ting1 ch'wang1 Syphilitic ulcers.

Wai* k'od1. Medical practice relating tothe external parts and organs.

* ft >Pf Nei* k'od1. Medical practice relating to the

internal parts and organs.

IK Tsavg*. The thoracic viscera; the contents J*-'

of the trunk.

Fu* The abdominal viscera. ^

J lllfcf- The internal parts and organs of the body-

1* ^§^Sai*. To present thanks; to strive for superiority,;

to emulate, to rival.

i' ^ Hit1, Ch'waK Suddenly; a gust of wind; to^fflbang, to whiz, to growl.

Notes

6 Or, By the time I arrived he (or they) had locked the door.

There is nothing to show whether ^ is to be taken actively one

or uasBively. 6nll

fflfrTiao* lien3. To turn the head, to lookaround, to turn about-

"pfr Ch'u1 ch'i2. Remarkable, wonderful,- - - strange, startling.

§ Mien* mu4. The face, the features, thecountenance.

fjij Ch'Sngi hsien1. To become an immortal :—Note (2a).

Ch'ing2 hsin1. Sincere, honest, ingenuous,guileless-

+ Tao* shi* A Taoist priest.

4* Ta3 tsod*. To sit continuously as a meansof ascetic contemplation.

10 An •—■ might he inserted before 8J- When any

is violently assaulted or maltreated, he flies to the yamea

calls loudly on the magistrate for protection aud redress.
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Lesson cxlv.

1 Men regard freedom from trouble as

happiness. [appearance.

2 Judge not according to the outward

3 He makes gambling bis constant and

sole employment.

4 Studying with such assiduity as this,

he should get his degree.

5 Make justice your rule and let neither

party wrong the other.

6 The mean man always makes his own

selfishness the standard by which he

measures the superior man.

7 Wisdom is justified of her children.

8 If you limit your contention with him

to words, the case will be exceedingly

difficult.

, 9 You who are children must not

regard the restraints of your parents

as proceeding from enmity.

Habit gradually becomes so confirmed

that one is not even conscious of it.

Most Chinese women consider it a

shame to show their faces in public.

Former tilings are kept in remem

brance that the good may be used as

!<4*i examples and the bad as warnings.

13 Just listen to him : is he not square-

10

11

12

This is called 5$ 352- In very urgent cases he also beats

the dram at the inner door, placed there for the purpose,

which (theoretically) compels the immediate attention of the

magistrate.

12 The payment of a small portion of the price in order

to fix a bargain is a common custom, especially in buying

houses or lands.

18 — ^ ^ §3! is an affectation of book style. The

ordinary colloquial would be "-" j^} §J /{* $31 jl!-

18 — f^j /J\ jj, does not comprehend a tingle step or

principle, incompetent in every respect. P|j is equal to P^j,

art, method, principle; department, branch,

22 i^ltlji holy temple, that is, the temple of Confucius,

which has iu it an image of Confucius, and also of each of

big chief disciples. There is such a temple in every hsien

city. According to tradition, Confucius was far from pre

possessing in appearance. 3BL S 'IB 3t> five orifices

pointing towards heaven, viz., the eyes, nbstrils, and mouth.

ljpj 7C means that the chin protruded and the forehead

retreated, so as to give bis face the appearance of being

directed upwards.

23 J§t f[Ij > to become an immortal, by a process intended

to eliminate the gross and the sensual, and at the same time

to nourish and stimulate the spiritual and the ethereal. This

process consists in sitting erect and motionless with the features

fixed in an attitude of contemplation (ff ffi )■ in holding

the breath and acquiring the art of breathing only at long

intervals, in gradually reducing the amount of food to a

minimum, and in sundry other exercises and austerities.

y )iX To use, to take, to regard as,—the com

mon instrumental verb of the book language,

but often used in Mandarin, especially in ready-

made forms and phrases.

J£t ^ To regard as, to take as, to use as.

In the majority of the cases in which XX is used

LESSOR CXLV.

The Instrumental Verb. Jtjt

as an instrumental verb in Mandarin, it is fol

lowed by f§, either directly or separated by a

fow words.

\X being a book word gives character to the

whole lesson, most of the sentences being more

or less teen-
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

]y advocating [the principle] that

might makes right ?

The consciences of men differ widely.

It frequently happens that what one

man regards as right, another con

siders wrong.

Be not overcome of evil, but over

come evil with good.

Should not all take warning, and

emphatically regard farming and silk

raising as the important things ?

That men should believe aud regard

as true anything so vague and unat

tested as this, is simply because they

accept it without examination.

You should take the ant and the bee as

patterns, and imitate their diligence.

The first time I went to Peking, I

entered the Yung-ting gate and

supposed I had entered the city, but

was told that I was still outside tho

city, and that only after entering tho

South Gate would I be inside.

He sent and secretly summoned ten

or twenty efficient constables to follow

him at a distance ready for service.

Do you suppose that he of the double

4_ VOCABt

JljjE Ch'eng2 mings. To obtain a degree; toacquire distinction.

V* 'Ci* Si1 hsiii1. Selfishness, partiality ; un-derhand, secret

' IS Tod4. To guess, to estimate, to measure.See tu*.

1 iSlJ Ts'i* tod*. To measure, to estimate, to

. calculate, to fathom.

f 'ft?! Chu1 kwanB. To restrain, to control.'tohold in check.

1 #|t jfe Fu* nii3 A woman.

' fct{ B§ Ch'u1 t'ou2. To come forward, to assume

responsibility ; to appear

in public, to show oneself.

If |5j Lou* mien*. To show one'sface, to appearin public:—Note (11).

Miao3 Indistinct, vague ; boundless.

LARY.

•2«V Ming" Dark, obscure, the unseen world.

Mang2 Vast and vague as the ocean.

Indistinct, vague; uncertain, unattested. ' '

jjpl y£ Vague, misty, indistinct ; vast. ' f

Yang3. An insect.

4¥ ^3 yan<?- An ant, an emmet. Read Ic? '*yang3 in many places.

$ &f: Mi4 ftng1 A bee, a honey-bee. '*

Pang3. To beat, to bamboo; a placard of f\-successful competitors.

^ Pang3 yang%. A model, an example, a /fpattern.

1$C Hsiao* fa3. To imitate, to copy, to ^pattern after.

SB VUlt Kin1 suv> To follow, to attend. -tf?-<>

yfy Ling2 A plume, a tail feather, a feather. 2 ,

Hwa1 ling"-. A peacock's feather, a • /variegated plume.

^ti Wit ^3 c^'^' Provoke to anger, to irritate, zto vex; to quarrel.
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plume is afraid of you P He is simply

averse to haviug a dispute with

you.

22 It is the" characteristic of an accom

plished rascal that he is able to per

petrate great crimes while practising

great virtues, and moreover is able to

use these great virtues to cover up his

great'crimes, so that while men recog

nize his'virtues they are oblivious to his

crimes. For instance, there was former

ly one Li Fei Hu, who, when he saw

rich and powerful men given to high

handed oppression and neglecting

the ordinary virtues of life, would

peremptorily demand money of them

and would take no denial, and when he

had extorted from them eight hundred

or a thousand [taels], would use it

for the common wants of himself and

his followers, making no distinction

whatever of meum and tuum. If a

poor man appealed to him, he was

sure to get a lift of from three to

five thousand [cash]. Look at the

present race of rascals will you? Is

there one such among them P

tT Ta* faoang1 hm*. To lead the life of

* - a villain ; to act

without regard to consequences; to live by one's

wits; to play the sharper.

Notes.

8 )J» A S In Confucian ethics these two

terms are constantly recurring opposites. They are the saint

and sinner of classical religion. >J< .A is 'he selfish, mean-

spirited man, ^ is tho high-minded and honorable man.

7 Or, He that has truth always regards truth as right ; that

is, a man of priuciplo is always loyal to his principles.

9 Be careful to read Pj° and J£l separately, and not, as

they so frequently are, one word. '£ # #J ^ flj

would be distinctly improved by inserting a H^j after 3t

It. may mean, either enmity on the part of the parents, or an

occasion of enmity on the part of tho child. It is probably

intended to include both ideas.

11 tU $M IS > to show one's face, to appear in public ;

to be forward, to take the lead. J$ (Of is a rhetorical repe

tition of J±5 M-

12 This sentence might also be taken as an addrcBS or

exhortation in the second person.

W J!U M >h Jil 5S M fii «<« the great to op

press the small, the strong to oppress the weak. The second

expre^8ion is from book language, and the first is an imitation

of it added for emphasis.

15 ^ with flf -hero makes a passive. A more literal

rendering would be, you should not become such as evil

overcomes.

17 H W 7 to adopt without investigation, a

convenient and expressive book phrase in common use

colloquially.

19 Against the south face of the wall of Peking city

proper, called by foreigners the Tartar oity, there is bnilt an

outer city wall Jj^) of three sides, including within it

the whole southern wall of the Tartar city, which has in it

three gates, of which the central one is the "1(1 The

& f"] >3 the !gate of this outer city, which is in a line

with tho P'j.

20 ]cX fjt> for the purpose of being ready,—a common

book phrase occasionally used in colloquial Mandarin.

21 f3i> a large or double peacock plume worn aa

a badge of honor. It is here used as an epithet for designating

a particular well known man or family. The fall force of

.A SjC cannot be preserved in a translation. ft $fc

implies mutual provocation and quarrelling.

22 jj!}> P£ jfj, to eat and use in company ; that is,

in common.
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Lesson cxlvi.

1 Lu Ming Kao is much given to boast

ing (making capital) of his wealth,

■while the fact is he is not worth a cash.

2 Although [they are] of the same clan,

yet within the clan some are more

nearly related than others.

3 Everybody calls him a simpleton, but,

in fact, he is very far from being a

simpleton. [the reason why.

4 Only the obligation can be known, not

5 The ancients supposed the earth to

be flat, but in reality it is round.

6 The exquisite sentiment herein con

tained can only be conceived, it cannot

be expressed in words. [I return.

7 The other matters 1 will arrange when

8 Students idle away time and play

tricks thinking they are cheating the

teacher, whereas they are really cheat

ing themselves.

9 Yesterday it was settled quite satis

factorily, and to-day the settlement

is suddenly repudiated. There must

be some cause for this.

10 He said he was feeling my pulse,

whereas he simply felt around at

random for a while with his fingers.

11 Men are not acquainted with what

lies beyond their own sphere. He

suddenly asked me a question which

quite nonplussed me.

12 Confucius said, " When I worked

with ardor I forgot my food " : that

is to say, when a man gets very much

1

civ*

TjESSOInT cxlvi.

Mandakin Uses of i£.

j£. holds approximately the same place in

book language that fjjj does in Mandarin, save

that :& is used freely of things as well as of

persons. In Mandarin j£ is, for the most part,

only used in certain connections and as a com

ponent of certain phrases. The following aro

the most common special phrases in which it

occurs. It has already been used several times.

31; In f&ct, in point of fact, in reality,

whereas.

ll£ p|j Herein, amongst, in the midst of.

it Ii"] Iu the midst of, amongst.

r

it fjfe The remainder, the residue, the rest,

it The inside, that which ia within,

it ^ff The outside, that which is without.

W Ji- That is, that is to say, as much as

t0 say- f(,o "

it To take for, to consider as :—Note (16).

it To allow, to permit.

|$f IB! To follow; to let, to allow.

g«§ ^ To let, to allow.

^ it In point of fact, the fact is, after all.

Uiu*
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17

18

19

interested in his work, he does not

even realize that he is hungry.

First fill that jar, and the remainder

you may pour into this crock.

You think he spoke very well, and

yet, in point of fact, he knows nothing

at all about the doctrine.

When I said one must not do good

for a purpose, I meant by it that one

must not have a selfish end, not that

I would have men intent only on the

outward appearance, discarding all

virtuous purpose in the heart.

What excellence do *you find in him

that you cultivate his acquaintance ?

Ans. I am taken with his straight

forwardness.

The common saying is, " That which

touches vermillion becomes red, and

that which touches ink becomes black ;"

that is to say, you should not associate

promiscuously with others, for if you

associate with good men, you will

unconsciously practice their virtues ;

and if you associate with bad men, you

will unconsciously learn their vices.

I exhorted you from the best of

motives and yet you rebuff me ; after

all what underhand design have I in

this business ?

The saying is, " When a family is

poor, it has dutiful sons ; when

Vocabulary.

R^f Ming'. The cry of a bird or animal ; to soundout, to resound.

fj^ 1| K'wa1 fu*. To boast of one's wealth, toprofess to be rich.

^ Mai^fu*. To make capital of one's wealth

by displaying it.

1 UK # Mod* hui*.

i3 jan?. The reason why, the

cause, the wherefore.

To conceive mentally, to

imagine.

i, jjp ^ I* hid*. To conceive mentally, to feel the

force of an idea which cannot be

expressed in words.

\j ^ fl| Yen2 ch'uan"*. To express in words, to

. state viva voce.

T'ou1 hsien2. To steal time, to evade doing, yto shirk, to idle time.

¥r Tiao* kwei*. To play tricks, to hoodwink;to prevaricate, to shuffle.

Chin1,3 To examine, to verify, to ascertain.

jjjjfc Chin1 mod'-. To examine or feel thepulse, (n.)

J3)R P'ing2 mod* The same, (c)

JIM Hao* mod* The same, (s.)

Fin*. Ardent, eager, excited; urgent desireor purpose.

'Hf Fa1 fen*. To grow excited, to act withintense ardor.

<Ci» Je4 hsin1. Hearty, zealous, earnest, eager,

interested-

T'aw1 An earthenware jar.

Pod1. An earthenware basin or crock; apriest's or beggar's alms-dish.
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the country is in anarchy, patriots

appear: " that is to say, poverty and an

archy are, as it were, the touch-stones

of patriotism and filial piety; for when

the family is poor, only the truly

filial are able to serve [their parents]

perfectly ; and when the nation is in

disorder, only the truly patriotic are

ready to sacrifice themselves for their

country.

20 When the captain checks off the

passengers, each one must have a

ticket or he will not be permitted to

land. If any one is without a ticket,

he will certainly be carried back again.

21 Why do you keep continually vexing

him ? The saying is, " If he has it in

him, he'll make a man without being

governed ; and if not, governing to

death will not make a man of him."

In my opinion you would better just

let him have his own way.

22 According to the proper pronuncia

tion of the characters we should say

wei-pa, but we here incorrectly pro

nounce it i-pa, yet in writing we still

write wei not i.

if

^ HI Tan1 t'u2. To covet, to lust after, tohanker after, to wish for.

If :f*jL Titi1 tiao*. To reject, to cast away, todiifcard, to throw away.

^ ill ^| Chi2 shwang'K Straight-forward, candid,frank, (x.)

/jj§f $kChi2 k'lvai* The same. (c. & s.)

}im Lan*. To overflow ; lawless, irregular ; ex-

cessive ; jiromixcuous.

'/ 8m 'QC Lan* chiao1. To associate promiscuouslywith others.

1^ IJT C7i'£n2 A vassal, a minister, a statesman.

No

2 Jit *£ is added chiefly for rhetorical effoct. The

reversed order is an accident, growing out of the fact that jfi,

and j|[ are commonly joined in this order.

3 The use of ||[ implies a comparison with others, and

suggests the idea that bo far from being a simpleton, he is

sharper.witted thau the average of men.

4 Or, It it only possible to know the oughtness of it, not t he

wherefore. This sentence expresses its idea more elegantly

and forcibly than the English language is capable of doing.

Wa

ft

s

T

T E S .

■fe chinl sh'i3 A touch-stone, 'f

^ FSng* yang3. To support dutifully, to / fminister to respectfully.

Chie1 yuan1. To make an enemy, to provoke 2 1

enmity, to aggravate.

Tsoa* yuan4. To act the part of an enemy, 1 'to vex, to aggravate.

Tsi4 pien*. At one's own convenience, as *1one pleases.

I*.. . . The wings of a bird ; to assist; to defend. 7

sj£ Hsia* pi8. To write ; to begin to write ;to compose.

6 iS. properly belongs to some such word ns sentence or

phrase understood, which has been displaced by the abrupt

introduction of t£ See also (9).

9 ill la ^f. perfectly satisfactory, all ship-shape ;

readily, easily. A very common and very expressive local

phrase. Its proper writing and analysis are both quite

uncertain.

11 S Ic /F %H S 5k He that is within

does not know that which is without; that is, a man is not
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Lesson cxlvii.

1 When the days are so short as this,

two meals answer the purpose.

2 How many bundles are there in this

pile of straw braid ? Ans. This one

has one hundred and twenty bundles.

3 Cut off for me five strips of black

farmers'-satin facing. I want three

strips straight and two bias.

4 A jar of liquor like this, will measure at

least one hundred and twenty bottles.

5 When you go to Weihsien please buy

for me a fur coat and a skirt.

6 The Record of a Journey to the West

is divided into twenty parts, including

in all one hundred sections.

7 He did 'not indeed break it to pieces,

but he made a large crack in it.

8 This tub of oranges contains one hun

dred and fifty. I have just counted them.

9 Look at this bundle of sorghum stalks

of yours. It is no larger than a bunch

of chives. How can it be worth fifteen

cash ?

expected to know what does not pertain to his calling or

position, or what overpasses his opportunities.

12 IS fit i© These words are found in the

Analects, and were ueed by Confucius with regard to himself.

16 Note that the Mandarinizing of 35 ^£ so complete

ly obscures the primary meaning of Jtas a pronoun, that

fjlj may be inserted immediately after it. The same thing

often happens in the case of g 1£, but could not happen

in the case of ?f£ j£ or |§§ 3£ or JUjjJ it, where it

retains it's proper pronominal force.

18 ffi $f »fr $Hl fj>. I put forth a good heart to

exhort you ; that is, / exhorted you from a good motive.

21 $EL or ffc 3§ nere means to cross the purposes

of, and attempt to govern, a 6on who is restive and resentful

under the restraint. jfc A .Ffl US 1^ 5E 7 A,

to make a man \_of a child'] requires no governing, and governing

to the death will not make hiyn a man; that is, he who has the

elements of a manly character will attain the end without

parental restraint, and he who has not, will fail eveu though

governed to the uttermost.

22 Pt £j> to call colloquially ; that is, to mispronounce

in colloquial usage.

LESSOU CXLVII

V1' Significant Classifiers.

Classifiers have been divided by some writers

into distinctive and significant. By significant

classifiers are meant such as express the quantity,

measure or form, of the noun, and generally admit

of translation by a special word. The distinction

is not important, nor is it always very evident.

Previous lessons have contained some such, though

the most of them are collected in this lesson, which

concludes the subject of classifiers.

$H To bow the head,—classifier of meals, of

beatings, beratings, etc.

V.» J A stack of grain,—classifier of things in

piles or cords. j^'

A bundle,—classifier of things in rolls or

bundles.

iH[ A road,—classifier of things in strips or

bands, also of bridges, cracks, etc.

Jj§ An earthenware jar,—classifier of things in

jars, as wine, oil, etc. [as 0\], wine, etc.

»v£ ^ A pitcher or jug,—classifier of things in jugs,

^fp The body,—classifier of coats, cloaks, etc.

jeJ Jg| rpne l0inSj—classifier of skirts, aprons, etc.

, J A roll ; a section,—classifier of sections or

" parts of a book.
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10 It has been said, " A peaceable tem

per brings wealth." This man is the

embodiment of good temper, how can

he help getting rich ?

11 Of those three locks, the first is the

most difficult to pass.

12 I notice that you constantly have

plasters stuck on each of your temples.

What do you wear them for ?

13 This Tan inkstone is first-rate ; look,

and you will see it has an eye on it.

14 I propose to consult the town about

building a small bridge over that

gulch to the west.

15 1 have bought a catalpa tree for

twelve thousand cash. It is nine

spans and a half in diameter and will

cut two lengths. Do you think I

have been cheated ?

lb These presents can be sent in two

racks of boxes ; it is not worth while

to use four racks.

T

or

|P| A turn,—classifier of chapters in novels.

>j»jj§ A tub,—classifier of things in tubs

casks, as oranges, pears, etc.

Sll A handful,—classifier of bunches or bundles

of kao-liang stalks, onions, etc.

~^Sa To wind around and tie,—classifier of

things in bunches, as tape, cord, etc.

Wi A placard,—classifier of things pasted up

or posted. [or pellets,

ti/^^gj a lump,—classifier of things in lumps

~}j A square,—classifier of panes of glass,

iukstones, etc.

cite.' JlE A handful,—classifier of measurements

made with the hand.

M*l,' 1?N A span,—classifier of measurements made

with the hand :—Note (15).

c 'U A joint,—classifier of things in fixed

lengths, as logs, verses, etc.

^ To carry on a pole,—classifier of loads

carried by two. ek ■

3p[ A chapter,—^classifier of parts of a book,

of documents, etc.

^ A section or leaf,—classifier of poems,^ ''

essays, and of leaves of books.

$| A drop,—classifier of things in drops. ^' r 5 ''

J§fc A mule or donkey load or pack,—classifier / 'a

of loads or packs.

^jfjf A load, a picul,—classifier of loads or piculs.

^§ A box,—classifier of things in boxes. '

^ A small covered box or can,—classifier of /i„*

things in small boxes.

0JJ A small box with moveable lid,—classifier nsi'a

of things in such boxes.

^ A mark,—classifier of lessons. A*"1*

gj A head,—classifier of hymns, poems, etc.s^'*'

K'unK To bind, to tie up ; a bundle, a coil,a roll.

Nan3, Na3. To span with the thumb and finger,a span.

Cha1. To seize, to clutch, to grab, to squeeze ;a handful, a span.

Vocabulary

5
Chien3. A bunch, a handful. This character

is not authorized by the dictionaries,

but is given in the Wu Fang Yiian Yin.

~¥" Mao* pien* tsi3 Straw braid. 1

jf$£ $R Yuan* t'iao2 Facing, binding. 3
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17 The first part has eight chapters, in

all thirty-two leaves ; the second part

has nine chapters, in all forty leaves.

18 The principles involved in universal

nature are infinite. Those which we

know are but as a drop in the ocean

or a grain of sand on the sea shore.

19 I have already bought twenty loads of

pine-tops and when in addition I have

bought thirteen piculs of coal, I will

have sufficient fuel for the present year.

20 Just now a large brindled cat came

into the kitchen to steal something to

eat. I chased it until it grew de

sperate, when it gave one bound

against the window breaking a pane

of glass and so escaped.

21 He has just to-day bought forty

boxes of kerosine oil, five tubs of

oranges, eighty tins of condensed

milk, five hundred boxes of white

lead and two hundred and fifty catties

of coffee, and therefore cannot have

any ready money on hand.

22 At present I only recite one lesson a

day. Ques. How much do you com

mit for a lesson ? Ans. I commit

s

; Wei'2. A small river in Eastern Shantungrunning into the Gulf of Pechili.

j Wei2 hsien*. A city on the river Wei, 200miles west of Chefoo.

Ch'iin? -A skirt, a petticoat. 3

Cha a. An orange, the mandarin or loose-

peel orange.

f{f Shu1 chie1 The stalks of kao-liang.

Cha2. A flood-gate; a dam ; a lock ; a sluice;a customs barrier, a guarded gate, sy^f

Pin*.. . . The hair on the temples, lock*; tresses.

Pin4 chiao3 The temples.

Kao1 yao* A medicated plaster.

Jpf JToCi" kou1. The dry bed of a mountaintorrent, a gulch.

^ Shi2 hon". A set of large trenchers in aframe:—Note (1(5).

tfj§ Wu- ch'iung". Endless, perpetual ; bound-

less, infinite.

§| Wtfichin* The same.

^ Sung1 ch'ai2. Pine bushes or brush driedfor fuel.

^£ it2 hwa1 Dark spotted, brindled.

$t Kan1. The close-skinned Canton or Swatow

, ' orange.

r" Oft *S Niu- nai3 kao1 Condensed milk.

ffi Ch'imtfM Carbonate of lead.

11? ^ Kwan1 fen3 The same.

I^f Fei1 A phonetic character.

\ B£ (# K'a1 fei1 Coffee.

Chuan*. A record; a narrative; traditions.See ch'uan2.

)y Chi1 p'ien4. Sliced chicken, fricasseedchicken.

£f?Pa»4.. .To divide ; to mix ; to make into a salad.

Jji Tu:i The stomach. See tu*.

jH= Cha'2 .To fry in oil or lard :—See cha*.

innE Chi1 kai1. Minced meat wrapped in slicesof fat pork.

Sung1. A river near Sung-kiang-fu ; to dressmeat or fish by cutting into strings,

covering with the yolk of an egg, frying in lard

and lastly steaming.

Hui*. To deposit money ; a check, a draft;

to cook by cutting into shreds, dipping

in starch batter and then frying in lard.
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three odes, two essays and five leaves

of the TsoS Chuan.

23 (Jheu Pao, you go and tell the

manager of the Wan Shun restaurant

to prepare for me, to-morrow at noon,

a dinner of twice eight bowls (three

courses, old style). Let the eight

small bowls be,—one of fricasseed

chicken, one of pork tripe salad, one

of pork rolls fried in oil, one of shred

fish fried in lard, one a ragout of

three kinds of meat dressed with

starch and fried in lard, one of grilled

pork cutlets, one of sliced pork kid

neys stewed in gravy and one of

candied lotus nuts. Let the large

bowls be,—one of scrambled crabs' roe,

one of shred pigs' feet sinews fried

in lard, one of shelled lobsters dressed

with broth, one of pork tenderloin

fried in lard, one of sharks' fius, one

of stewed pork basted with sugar, one

of large trepang and one of smothered

fish stomachs. If more is wanted we

will order it at the time.

("1

~ San1 ul. Shreds of three kinds of meat,

(as chicken, fresh pork, and

ham,) a ragout.

^ Ts'wan*. A cooking range ; a mess ; to cook

over again in a different form ;

to parboil, then slice and stew in gravy.

§![ Yao1 tsi3 The kidneys.

j£ Klj Afi4 chien1. Fruits preserved in honeyor sugar, candied fruits.

3tH "F* Lien* tsis Lotus nuts.

4$£ ITsie* A crab.

S$? jjj flat's4 hwang1 The roe of crabs.

Kj? $j TV chin1 The sinews of pigs' feet.

jljgj Ilsia1. A lobster; a shrimp ; a prawn ; acrawfish.

$2 $2 Hsialjeri* Shelled lobsters.

J£ ^ Li8 chi3 The tenderloin.

^ Tan*.. . . To simmer slowly, to stew, to seethe.

Shin1. The ginseng plant See ts'ari1and ts'in1.

'Mr ^ Ha? shin1. Beohe-de-mer, sea-cucumber,trepang.

Hi Yi? tu3 Fish stomachs ; gelatine.

Notes.

1 In tho winter many of the poorer classes eat only two

mealB per day. In the North tlie non-laboring classes cat only

two meals pet day at all seasons.

6 W BB- A Chinese novel, giving a mythological

acconnt of tho adventures of |5f( 3£ ?fe commonly known as

^l}- fff, a priest who made a journey to the West in the

seventh century in Bearch of Bacred books.

7 ffi) lx broken it it not. This form of express,

ion implies that tho party addrassed supposed it waB broken.

10 ~~ HrJ ?U 3jSt> " lump of c/o'id humor.

13 The uc*t inkstonea come from the hanks of a small

stream called t=§> m "10 province of Kwangtung, heuoe

they are called $2 The " eye " ou the inketoue is a sort

of spiral marking or whorl in the stone, supposed to indicate

an extra quality.

15 There are two kinds of Jffc ijsJ> known as Catalpa

Bungeai and Katalpa Kaemferi. The latter grows as a

forest tree in Manchuria. The logs are exported and exten

sively used for making coffins and furniture. The appearance

both of the tree and of the wood is very similar to walnut.

The common name in Shantung for the Kwantung variety is

IsHs ffll walnut ch'iu, and the fruit is said to resemble a

very small walnut. In the vocabulary to Les. 17 the tree is

erroneously defined as walnut, fjj y|J, two lengths, that is,

two coffin lengths. When lumber is cut in the forests it is

cut into coffin lengths, about seven and a half feet, this

being the chief uso of lumber in China. $fl as here used
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Lebson CXLVlII.

1 This essay of yours certainly is

most admirably done.

2 Extra fine flour, and yet he objects

to its coarseness.

3 These apricots look quite yellow,

and yet to the taste they are sour as

vinegar.

4 You may tell him to twist for me a

very fine hempen cord.

5 I have never in my life relished

beef, I dislike its rank odor.

6 Our weighing is entirely fair : see,

is not the beam perfectly level ?

7 I have just been cleaning some fish

C* and have not washed my hands, so

, that they have a very rank fish smell.

8 Quinine is a very excellent kind of

medicine, but it is exceedingly bitter,

should be read na. Some teachers prefer as a better

writing for this classifier.

16 The dishes of food and other presents are spread out

in large trenchers, which are then piled one on top of the

Other'in a frame, each being supported on the rim of the one

underneath. They are sometimes round and sometimes

square. The frame supporting the trenchers is carried on a

pole by two persons, constituting a ^ or load.

is 5c T 3£ % £ M> the principles of all the affairs

and things in the world-

20 T RB> beat its eyes excited, or glaring.

22 The 35C 3§£ here referred to are essays of standard

excellence, which are committed to memory as models of style.

^jq fl^, Tso&'s narrative, an amplification and exposition of

Confucius' § said to have been written by ^£ Jr|$ 0$

and constituting one of the five classics. The term is

explained by others as "the assisting narrative," that is,

traditional explanations of the handed down from

generation to generation, and finally committed to writing

when the art of Chinese writing was sufficiently developed to

Bcrve the purpose.

23 TV 7\ is an abbreviation for eight large and eight

small bowls. The three courses (jj^) are marked by the

setting on of three rounds of candies and fruits (SA *C0-

Old style means large dishes. To cut in hits or slices, cook

and dress with gravy, to fricassee; in some places, to warm over

again hy steaming* jtf|, as here used is to broil or grill on a

gridiron.

. \w

^ ^° overPass»—conveys

surpassing.

' , ,10.0^ ^ Surpassingly excellent, most admirable.

^ W $5 &ifl Extremely fine, or minute, or slender.

^ Extremely fine or close, delicate.

1$£ Bright,—expresses lustre and is applied

to bright colors.

^ Bright yellow, brilliant yellow, (c.)

6& !H Bright blue, brilliant blue. (C.)

^H* Azure,—conveys the idea of lustre.

$f ^ Bright yellow, brilliant yellow, (s.)

^flr Azure white, iron grey :—Note (22).

LESSOIT CXLVIII.

Special Intensives.

the idea of y^f Alivo,—conveys the idea of activity, vigor.

Su«'' yfc ^ Intensely sour, (s.)

('""J ifS" JUi Very rank, intensely fishy, (s.)

pi'1"' lM Very rauk, intensely fetid, (s )

t'0* 7?f "5? Intensely bitter, pungently bitter, (s.)

tW'**^$f Lofty ; curved,—expresses excess and is

applied to smells.

$t lM Exceedingly rank, intensely strong

or fetid, (c.)

W Very rank, a strong fishy smell, (c.)

3Rt M, Very rank, musky, nauseating, (c.)
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so that one does not like to take it.

9 These vegetables are exceedingly

salt. Are you not afraid that eating

such great mouthfuls of them will

bring on a cough P

10 1 saw a school-boy to-day wearing a

bright blue coat which looked very

graceful as he walked along.

1 1 Always wait till a boil is ripe before

cutting it. If cut before it is fully

ripe, it is very painful.

12 No matter who stitches a book, he

cannot make the edges perfectly

even ; in order to be perfectly even

they must be cut with a paring knife.

13 Glutinous rice is naturally viscid as

glue : the reason these glutinous fice

dumplings are not gummy must be

because they are made partly of

common rice.

A.

JJ$rc Exceedingly rank, very offensive or

pungent, ammoniacal. (c. & s.)

J?J| To breathe with difficulty,—expresses the

idea of stifling, and is applied to smells. This

intensive has a very wide application in Pekingese,

being applied to many things besides tastes and

smells. Its use in other dialects is very limited.

ft Stiflingly rank or fetid, (n.)

J$ UM Stiflingly rank or fishy. (N.)

' Chokingly salt,excessively salt. (c.& n.)

ft m& Stiflingly strong or musky, (n.)

|$ Stiflingly rank or fetid, reeking, (n.)

j§£ Evil,—conveys the idea of painful excess.

^ ^ Pungently bitter, wofully bitter, (n.)

Wi III Shockingly ugly, ugly as sin. (n.)

Burning,—conveys the idea of intensity.

ftH ^ Intensely bitter, furiously bitter, (a)

?>\\ W& Excessively ugly, horribly ugly.(c.&s.)

Pour,—applied to lines and surfaces ; in

the case of lines some teachers prefer

2T£ perfectly level, everywhere level,

[04 Perfectly even, entirely regular or

uniform, (c. & N.)

Vocabulary

■J,

fffil Unwound silk,—conveys the idea of uni

formity, (c. & N.)

^ Perfectly regular or uniform, (c.) V '

ijjff To cut off,—conveys the idea of evenness.

§ft |£ Perfectly even or uniform, (s.)

5* Raw,—conveys the idea of acuteness.

^fc [§JEj( Intensely salt, very salt. (c. & s.)

3* ^ Intensely painful, acutely painful.

$P Glue,—conveys the idea of stickiness. c

W Sticky as glue, extremely viscid.

The sky,—conveys the idea of brightness.

^ !«l Sky blue, bright blue, (n.)

Bji The purple-green feathers of the king

fisher,—conveys the idea of brilliancy.

iji. iH Brilliant blue, bright blue."^'

^ Rank, pungent,—conveys the idea of fetid.

H i ;l Disgustingly rank.

pj^ Intensely sour, burning sour.'"n"1<, SS

Jfl ^ Perfectly level, level as a plaint

Chiao*.

^jjf Ch'iao".

Pure white, effulgent, splendid,

bright :—see Sub.

High, lofty, aspiring ; crooked :—

. . . see Sub.

Lie*. Burning; ardent, impetuous; deter-mined, inflexible:—see Sub.

Chans. To cut in two, to decapitate, to sever ;temporary :—see Sub.
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aniline blue is

first, but the

After a few

has to be dyed

14 Look at that little girl—only nine this

year, and yet the thread she spins

is as even as can be !

15 Tsun-tsi's husband is horribly ugly,

his face is all covered with big dark

pock-pits, and besides he is a hunch-

Jback.

16 Cloth colored with

bright blue at the

trouble is it fades,

days [exposure] it

again.

17 The old saying is, "Human affairs

are like hills,the even places are rare."

If you are determined to secure

entire uniformity you will certainly

fail.

18 How can I deliver such sewing as

this ? The next time you must take

very fine stitches, making them firm

and smooth.

19 I should like to go and see him every

day, but that he is constantly

Sad1. Rank ; fetid,—as the smell of perspiration

or of urine; reeking, stinking. See sao*.

Shan1. Bank, fetid,—as the smell of goats or.sheep; noisome. ^

Using1.

ffi Chang* ch'eng

Bank, strong,—as the smell of fish

or flesh. 'J

7>

To superintend weighing/ljto weigh. «

|f£ Chin* chi1 no* Cinchona.^

jflJj 5f@ Chin1 chi1 na* shicang1.. . .Quinine. V

^ Taishan1 An unlined coat or gown. \ | ^

Sai1 To shake, to wave, to flutter.

jfi P'iao1 sai1 Graceful, airy, jaunty

$| P'iao1 sa3 The same.

7) Ts'ai2 tad1. A knife for paring the edge of

books, or for cutting paper. 0

JfJ Ch'ie1 tao1 The same.

Kao1. Eicc dumplings; fruit jelly or jam;sponge or other similar cakes,

Hsien1 Common rice, (s.) ffl

Hsien1 mis The same.

^ Yim- chingi Uniform, even.

~5r Lod2 kwod1 ts'i3. A humpback.

(HI Lod* kwod1 yao1 The same.

1|£ Jgj Loa* t'odr yao1 The same.

tfp iH P'ins lan2 Aniline blue

Tiao* shai3 To lose color, to fade.

j$l Chen1 chiao3 Stitches.

jf|fc Kwa1 citing* Even, smooth.

Mt Ch'i* hsi2. The smell of urine ; rank,strong, stinking, fusty.

Niao* To urinate ; urine.

"f1 Niao* ktcan* tsi 3. A chamber utensil,a urinal.

ITO t'vng3. -A chamber utensil, a com-mode.

t$] Ting3 p'&nf A ceiling:—Note (21).

Wl Hsii1 p'eng2 The same, (c.)

JjjX. Yang3 pan3 The same, (s.)

Notes.

4 Tho using of both ^ jjf and fPf js somewhat

redundant, though adding to tho explioitnesa of the order given.

8 Chinanfu rejects all of the three forms in the text and

Boys fj

9 It is popularly supposed by the Chinese that eating

too much salt will cause coughs and asthma.

10 Iu many places iu Central and Northern Mandarin

'Si 'M. 16 spoken p'iao sai, and on this account is oftentimes
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coughing and expectorating, which

gives the room such a rank smell that

1 dare not go in. Whenever I go

in, the smell nauseates me, so that I

feel like vomiting.

20 This chamber utensil has not been

washed for ever so many days so

that it has a very offensive smell.

Take it out at once and wash it.

21 Last night when I was lying on

the bed dozing, a large scorpion fell

down from the ceiling on my face and

stung me, causing such a severe pain

that the whole night I did not sleep.

22 His Excellency Mr. Wang is special

ly pleased with that iron-grey horse

belonging to the Li family. He is

taken with its easy gait and its great

speed, which is equal to four hundred

li in a day.

written Some teachers adhere to but give it a

second reading when mnaniDg to sprinkle, viz., Saia or shai*,

which in fact is its origiual reading.

13 J9f ii ^» f£> the therefore of it* not being glutinous ;

that is, the reason why it is not glutinous.

14 A SjCi as here used, could only be translated into

English by using the uame of the person for which it is a

substitute.

15 ~tt $1 >* here used for husband, being taken from

the siandpoitit of the mother-in-law, just as a man's wife is

so generally called his daughter-in-law.

10 Aniline colors are extensively used in China, but the

Chinese have not yet lenrned the art of so using them as to

make fant colors.

18 5& tb ft T •£ 56, the language of an

employer to an employe and may mean either, How can I

deliver such sewing to my customers, or', How can you deliver

such seiving to me.

21 The Chinese do not generally ceil their houses, and

when in tho case of a more pretentious house they do maka

a coiling, it is usually paper pasted on a light frame of bamboo,

cane or sorghum stalks. In some cases boards are used,

either nailed on the undersides of the rafters, or on the joists

of the second floor. In the North such ceilings are usually

called 5t ~VL WL- The term $J is used cither of a

board ceiling, or of a second floor as seen from below, ^ $$)

applies to a light paper ceiling enclosing a triangular space

between itself and the roof. Besides the three terms hero

given, there is also the term fl|j fflfl, which is widely used.

Chinese houses know nothing of plastered ceilings.

23 $3 HH /f> as if asleep but not asleep, that is, half

asleep, dozing.

22 ^ f3 Azure white ; that is, in the case of a horse,

iron prey. As thus used, ^ modifies the meaning rather

than intensifies it.

4-

0^ '.^

As the intensives in this lesson are each

confined to one or two applications they are not

separately defined. The special force of each

intensive is indicated, as far as may be, by the

first definition in each combination, which is

approximately literal. -<nA^tj^

© f3 Snow white, immaculate white.

\ iH Bleached white, pure white, clear white.

I^0* ij£ Boiling hot, scalding hot,—said even

of solid things,—as cakes.

HI Jp| A rotten smell or stench, stinking,

putrescent, (c.)

LIESSOUNT cxlix.

Special Intensives. d cJ'^f* o&^j *

' Entirely exhausted, all gone, used np.

wr j|| Black as varnish, black as ebony, jet

black, shining black, (c. & N.)

M} t^I Black as a raven or crow. (c. & s.) n'

HI Ml Black as ink, jet black, (c. & s.)

fft Oppressively hot, stifling, (c.)

Oppressively hot, very close, stifling. f"'r

Transparently white, pure white, (s.) c^'e"

y|fl Soaking wet, dripping wet. (c.) '

Soaking wet, wringing wet. (s.)

A yeasty sour, intensely sour, (s.)
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Lkssok cxlix.

1 1 have not seen you for quits a

number of years ; your beard is white

as snow.

2 The water of a hot spring is scalding

hot, even in winter.

3 You say that piece of meat is not

spoiled. How comes it to have such

a putrid smell ?

4 His body feels burning hot to the

touch, and there is not a trace of

perspiration.

5 I was detained three days on the

road by rain, and spent the last cent

of my travelling money.

6 With hair as black as a raven and- a

face as white as snow,—truly she is a

real beauty.

7 The heat is very oppressive to-day ;

one can hardly breathe.

8 Some monthly roses are bright red,

some snow (clear) white and some pink.

9 It has been raining continuously for

feu

" purple, (n.)

Crimson red or purple, a bright

- y„ no? Kc- & 8')

jki**- JH 5r Blood purple, bright purple, livid.

-y^ Cv*<"^ ^ ^ Yellow as honey, bright yellow, (s.)

{U***^* w fllpj %fc Snapping dry, dry as tinder, (n.)

A showy blue, bright blue or black,

brilliant blue. (c. & s.)

fpl Ipfc Perfectly dry, thoroughly dry. (c.)

Possibly a mispronunciation of P|Jjj

i|i Straight as a pen, perfectly straight,

straight as an arrow, (c. & N.) r^c_ & g )

Jill l![ Straight as a line, perfectly straight.

b<u." ^ Scorching hot, hot as an oven,

oppressively hot.

pf£ ^ Diffusively fragrant, very fragrant.

[~t>^ $M Wi Pervasively sweet, very sweet, deli-

ciously sweet, (c- & n.) J^m»v '

Freshly sweet, deliciously sweet, (s.),r

Fresh things are sweet, stale things sour. ^eU' otW

^ ^ Sharp as a spear point, very sharp,

a keen edge,

Ci iflSfc Acridly astringent, highly astringent

or puckery. (c.)

^ l§i( Bitterly salt, intensely salt, (c & n.)

,. ' j^C Scarlet red, purple red, red as a beet*

chit'fjjft ^llfe Burning hot, scorching hot ; a raging

fever, (c. & s.)

$f Ij^ Parching dry, dry as tinder, (s.)

^ ^ Excessively hot, oppressively hot,

stifling, (n.)

i'*"lfif S Very white, white as can be. (c.)

ffj ^ Intensely hot or pungent, extremely

peppery, (s.) i-*-"

fjij ^ Intensely" stinking, disgustingly foul

or putrid, (s.) cX (y^v

' Intensely astringent or puckery. (s.)

<^^TPi iS Perfectly straight, straight as a line, (c.)

(a.* 3fe Deathly Bharp or hot, intensely

pungent or hot. (c.) J^^'

Parching hot, intensely pungent. (N.)

Ml Deathly salt, intensely salt, (s.)

JIH $k Quick as the wind, quick as a flash.

Very stinking or foul, an overpower

ing stench, (n.)

e^ $k Wl Chokingly astringent or puckery. (n.)

^fe ^ Very salt, intensely salt, (c.)

Sky blue, navy blue ; deep blue, blue-

black, (n.)
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over ten days, so that all the fuel is

soaking wet.

10 That school-boy has on a deep purple

coat and bright yellow leggings, ex

actly in the fashion.

11 The cloth bleached by the fnllers of

Ch'ang-i is white as snow. Nothing

could be finer.

12 Perfectly dry leaf tobacco from the

Southern Hills. Loss of weight is

quite impossible.

18 The pasteboard you made is already

fully dry. Why have you not taken

it down P

14 There is not the least turn in this road.

It is a perfectly straight highway.

15 I fear it is going to rain, the weather

is so scorching hot

16 This apple has a very fragrant smell,

and it is also very sweet to the taste.

17 This is a very fine salad, save that they

have put in too much vinegar and garlic

makiug it fearfully sour and sharp.

18 Don't be misled by the small size of

this donkey of mine, he is as fleet as

the wind, he can travel two hundred

li in a day.

19 When I have stropped the razor to a

keen edge, I will shave your head and

Vocabulary.

P'iao' To bleach, to whiten by bleaching.

Ch'i* Pellucid, clear.

Chiang*., A deep red, crimson.

Hsiang3 An abbreviated writing of

Tsao* Dry, scorched, parched.

P'^m1 To spurt, to spread as an odor.

Fei1 Purple silk ; lilac color, scarlet.

Chi* Soaked, soggy, moldy, stained.

Fin3 hung2 Pale red, pink :—Note (8).

jjEC Shui3 hung2 The same.

Tsi3 Purple, purplish yellow.

T'ao* k'u* Leggings, overalls.

0p£ Shi2 p'ai*. The prevailing fashion, themode.

ft QE -P'ta°3 Pu* chiang*

Jr ^ P'ien* yen1.

A bleacher, a

fuller.

Leaf tobacco pressed in flat

■ bunches.

I* A walled city ; a camp ; a capital.

# Tiao* ch'eng* To lose weight. ' u

£ Shi2 ch'eng* To lose weight.

fpE Piao3. To paste on, to mount as maps or / jpictures.

^[ Ch'ioa*, Ch'iie*. Husk ; skin ; bark ; shell ; ' ">

crust.

fig ^ Chi" ch'ioa* tsi" Pasteboard. '5

^ if^ Wan1 chwan3. Crooked, tortuous, round /^yabout, a turn.

^ |js£ Liang2 ts'ai*. A vegetable salad/ '.

^ Fing1. The point of a spear, the tip ; brist- / $ling ; a keen edge.

tyf Swan* Garlic. / *~f

^ La* Acrid, pungent, sharp, hot; severe/ /

^ x(fl Na2 chun3. To take accurate aim, to gostraight to the mark ; cor

rect, unerring.
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25

26

27

scrape your face in order that you may

go to drink your father-in-law's wine.

An arrow should be made straight as

a line. If it is warped in the very

least, it will not fly straight.

They two brothers are eutirely differ

ent, one very swarthy and the other

very fair. How true it is that " one

mother gives birth to mauy kinds."

These persimmons are not fully cured.

They have a very astringeut taste.

Although the color of the African's

skin is jet black, yet he himself still

thinks it beautiful.

No matter whether you are cooking

vegetables or meats, it is, of course,

not good to make them too fresh, nor

is it good to make them very salt.

In coming home last night I came

ten li after dark. It was cloudy and

dark as Egypt ; you couldn't see a

man before you nor a haud before

your face. The result was that I

got several tumbles by the way.

That little maiden, Shwaug-tsi, is

exceedingly bashful. The simple

mention of her [intended] husband

makes her blush scarlet.

I saw the stuff which Wang the third

has just bought for a short coat at

only seventy-two cash per foot : the

drilling is very thick and of a glossy

blue-black color; from a distance it

looks just like broadcloth.

1 * 15* fflt pan1- Many hinds, every kind,multifarious, various.

0 1 >HP Shi4 The persimmon, or China fig.

V ^ iaus. To pickle fruits in brine ; to ripen by

steeping in hot water :—Note (22).

V> She4, S&4 Rough, harsh; astringent.

V, 3? ff- M M Ya'fei1 li* chia1 Africa.

3|£ Ilan1. Cooked meats ; dishes avoided by

. those who fast

^ Sa4 ts'ai4. Vegetable dishes, vegetablefood :—Note (24).

5jj£ |f£ Hun1 ts'ai1. Vegetables cooked withmeat :—Note (24).

Notes.

3 Chinnnfu rejects all of the three forms in the text,

and sayp

8 $E means white and red mixed ; that is, pale red or

pink, so that in this case tfjf modifies rather thau intensifies

the meaning.

10 scarlet purple seems a confusion or contradio'

tion of terms, but it must be remembered that both terms are

somewhat vngue. jfil The Chinese take venous not

arteriiil blood us the standard, and so say blood purple.

11 fa A district city in Shantung, between Lai-

chow and Wui-hsicn,

12 iff ill is said to be a range of hills in the prefec

ture of JfJ in Manchuria, which produces on its sides an

extra fine quality of tobiicco.

13 Pasteboard is made straight and smooth by being

pasted against a board or a wall, and left there to dry.

16 The Chinese have no generio name for apple, but a

specific uame for each variety of apple. Foreign apples are

usually called \f\ J^, because they outwardly resemble this

variety more than they do any other.

21 ~~" £ ~S WL i8 * common phrase to express

the idea that the children of the same parents are often very
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Lesson cl.

1 Right is the only thing in the world

that commands universal assent.

2 You cannot appropriate to yourself

alone what belongs to the whole

company.

3 Ts'ui Mien does not fear anybody at

all, except his wife.

4 Everybody else is

that you alone are unwilling ?

5 A man should be reasonable, and not

' giveloosereintohisown idiosyncrasies.

tS There is in the West a class of [meu

called] dentists who make a special

business of repairing teeth for people.

7 I am afraid to have you go all alone.

8 Calamities and blessings are condi

tioned entirely on a man's own actions.

9 He has done nothing all his life but

manage lawsuits.

10 Reading not only whiles away time,

it also advances one's scholarship.

11 I give my attention all to one thing;

he has the whole under his control.

12 According to the constitution of

human society, it is only husband and

wife who are inseparable.

different, loth in character and appearance. ~ || ^£

H is another phrase for expressing the same idea. Ita

derivation is uncertain.

22 Persimmons are plucked before they are quite ripe,

and are cured by Bleeping them in warm water. This brings

out the yellow color and takes away the astringent taste.

Chinnnfu rejects all of the three forms in the text and BBys

24 ff| 3f£, vegetables cooked alone without meat, fish

or animal oil. $ meats, iucluding eggs, fish and

animal oils, together with strong smelling vegetables, as

onions and garlic. i* often used alone to include all

admixtures of both. This distinction of §(f and ijl is made

by the Buddhists, who make merit by abstaining from fft'

LESSOR CL.

This lesson may be regarded as a continua

tion and completion of Lesson 49.

Only, but, sole, except,—a book word, but

often used in colloquial, especially when joined

with g-j.

He? Alone, only, specially,—often doubled for

emphasis.

f|£ But, only, save, except, sole.

— [jfc $i Simply, with one single purpose,

always :—Note (5).

Restrictive Particles and Phrases, ^ f

13 • . ciu4a.ii' TT

S1S

f&f ^ Special, wholly, with all the mind, intent.

^ j^j Specially, wholly, solely.

Jf^ —■ Solely, wholly, undividedly, merely.

#| @ IK or $ @ — 1@By oneself,

all alone.

I2R Alone, single, solitary.

J!: Is not unfrequently so used as to take

the place of <[g or £j, as in (14), (16).
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13 You and I are abroad alone, and the

danger is that we may make some

mistake.

14 He longs for some bibos to eat, but

wants nothing else.

15 In whatever you would be proficient,

whether handicraft or learning, you

must give it undivided attention.

16 There was a family by the name of

Ting in our village, who took cholera

last year in the eighth month, and of

a family of ten, nine died leaving only

one, a child six years old.

17 This matter belongs to the whole

society, why do you specially come

to me about it ? Ans. " The capable

man hcis most to do." Since you,

sir, have the ability therefore we

come specially to you.

18 Go first and learn awhile of those

who are older, and only after doing

this undertake the management your

self ; you must not attempt to strike

out independently.

19 Ordinary people's eyes have only one

pupil, but Shuu's and Hsiang Yu'"s

eyes had each two pupils.

20 Other people's brothers are like hands

and feet to them, but my brother is a

born enemy.

21 What are all the young people doing,

that they send you, aged sir, tottering

along ?

22 If you always forbear with him, he

VOCABULAKY.

10

TV8. Solitary, alone ; by oneself, single ;widowed ; only, yet :—see Sub.

-|M Ts'ui1 A high mountain ; a surname.

Mien* A crown, a coronet.

§p| J|? Chiang3 it3. To discuss the merits of amatter, to be reasonable.

f$ $fc M -^a°4 P'** To indulge one'speculiar disposi

tion, to give rein to one's special idiosyncrasies ;

to act coutrarily.

$! W M Shi9 p't2 ch'i* The same. x

$§1 Poa1 lung*. To manage, to manipulate;to stir up ; to foment.

\ 5§! Ck'ien3. To commission, to send ; to let go.

ff§ i$t Hsiao1 ch'ien3. To seek amusement, to

while away time, to

saunter about, to dissipate care.

fH] Hsiao1 hsien2 The same.

r.

ienL. To include, to embrace ; along with ;

together with ; equally ; connected.

Li2 san4. To separate, to go apart, to scat-ter ; to become estranged.

if* Ku1 shin1 -4Zone^solitary.

fit -Jfi Pl&'pal, The bibo or biwa, a common

a fruit in Central China.

■^S it Ling3 chiao*. To receive instruction, to

learn from, to take lessons

from ; I am much obliged (for the information).
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will regard you as of no account (a

soft-head), and will all the more in

sult you.

23 They all came out fairly well in this

speculation save myself, and I did

not realize a cash.

24 When the company had finished sing

ing, they all lay down to sleep ; hut

Abel kept thinking of his father and

did not sleep soundly.

25 Although in the eyes of the world he

has done some praiseworthy things,

yet may they not have been done

merely for the sake of a good name P

26 Our teacher is too unjust. It was

clearly his son who took the lead in

stirring up the trouble, yet he whip

ped all the others but never touched

him.

27 He presumed to insult me because we

aro but a single family ; while I,

standing on the justice of my cause,

yu refused to submit to his insults ; hence

it is that the strife has become so

serious.

28 The gods served in China are for the

most part worshipped in temples, but

the Kitchen God is worshipped at home.

29 Some women are base by nature. I

have heard that there was a prostitute

at Shanghai who would not marry

even a governor, but insisted on

marrying an actor. Was not that

very remarkable ?

'1

^ ^ Men2 kao1.

Tung*.

Old men, men of experience,

. elders.

The pupil of the eye ; the image re-» fleeted in the pupil.

A T'ung3 jUn2. The same.

"\ Vfa Yii3 Wings, plumes, feathers.

1 Jffc fj£ Ch'ien2 shi*. A former life, a previousstate of existence.

1 i ffi K'od} pan*. Trembling, totteringfrom age.

life ^ ^ Chan* Uoii1.- - - The same.

Sou3 To shake ; to arouse.

j$£ Toua nou\ To shake, to tremble; to

shiver, to quake ; to arouse.

'j |tt jf| Winning2. Impotent; inefficient : weak,good-for-nothing, of no account.

Nung2 pao1- A silly fool (lit., a bag of pus), 1 3a lackbrain, a soft-head, (s.)

•ffl Ling3 t'ou". To lead the way, to take the 2 Glead, to go ahead.

A fil Ta* fax Grave, serious, important. 2i

A <W.. . The same, (s.) J."]

^[ ^ Ching* pai\. ... To reverence, to worship. L S

f& 3l Tsao* tcang2. The Kitchen God :—Note ^(28).

Tsao* chiin1 The samo.x£

"T* r^l Hsia* chien*. Base, mean, low, vicious, t- f

depraved.

|^ Piao3 A prostitute, a harlot. ~J

"5"* Hsi* tsi3 An actor, a comedian. 2 °
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Lesson cli.

1 Will he allow any one to get the

advantage of him P

2 How can a man correct others who

is not himself correct ? [ing ?

3 Can this kind of dishonest gain be last-

4 Since I am under authority, how dare

I do otherwise than submit P

5 Seeing you, uncle, will not go, is it

possible that my brothers will also

refuse to go ?

6 How do you, who are a wife, know

that you cannot save your husband ?

7 Is it not delightful when the people

are all quiet and peaceable P

8 You are too suspicious. Do you

think any one would dare proclaim a

false Imperial Edict ?

9 Is a dragon to be found in a fish-tank ?

10 How would it be for me to take your

Notes.

6 - % 65, one taste ; that is, holding on persistently

and without consideration to one idea.

8 A piece of Taoist moralizing in the book style, but

constantly in the months of Chinese religionists.

11 ^£ is a book term, not often used in Mandarin.

12 A £ 8 ift As man exists in this world,—a'com-

mon phrase, bnt difficult to trnnslate. fJSj * 1° Mandarin

neither of these words is ordinarily used alone for husband or

wife, but when joined together they form a common and

easily understood term.

17 'lb a proverbial phrase in book style,

meaning that the services of the man who has ability are

always most in demand.

18 M %. % g M 65 A is equivalent to fig

U g * ffi W A W *■ The mft i« usedasif it

were a single transitive verb. It is rather to be regarded as a

passive,—to be instructed by. if§ )^» to proceed

alone and devise a plan; that is, to ignore the advice and the

precedents of others and strike out for oneself, to act in

dependently.

20 iS 65 3£ 2ft> an enemy from a previous state

of existence, a transmigrated or prenatal enemy.

21 jS3 >8 u°b specially represented in the translation.

It implies that there was a purpose in sending the old man,

and that it wns unbecoming in the circumstances.

27 ?M l2 St 7U1 > uhen the cause is right the courage is

strong. The phrase is here appropriated and used as a whole,

with the meaning given in the translation. Jjjj

lone gate and sin gle door ; that is, a single family living in a

neighborhood where it has no relatives. The Chinese de

pend very much for protection on their relatives. A single

family living alone feels weak.

28 (5 3l or U J} or U is one of the most

ancient of Chinese gods. His picture is pasted over the

cooking range, and he is worshipped by every family at stated

times, especially on the twenty-third of the last month when

he ascends to heaven to make his annual report to 3: j§|

Y. *nf> and on the last day of the year when he returns to

his former place. He is the special patron god of the family.

There are no temples built to him. There are various

accounts of his origin. One of the most ratienal, though not

the most popular, is that he was at first a man named Chun

(mispronounced Tan) Ts'i Kwoii jjifi -p §|S who invented fire

by rubbing .sticks together, and was hence regarded as a god

and deified as the Kitchen God.

5^ A direct interrogative particle, always

expressing more or less of surprise or impatience.

It stands at the beginning of a clause and expects

a negative answer, unless a negative is included in

the question, when it of course expects an affirm

ative answer. The clause or sentence beginning

with Jsfc sometimes ends with Pj§, sometimes with

LESSOIT CLI.

Special Intbkrogatives.

5^, and sometimes without either 18f or (Jig. There

is no rule as to which shall be used in a given case,

and the choice seems to be left largely to the

fancy of the writer or speaker. As J£ asks a

direct question the concluding word ought to be l}!§.

■Mr, is sometimes translated how or why, but incor

rectly as it is properly the sign of a direct question.
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place ? Ans. You are very kind, but

I could not think of troubling you.

11 From ancient times it has only been

known that a minister has given his

life for his prince; what reason would

there be in a prince giving his life for

his minister ?

12 Is it not the proper thing for us to

treat each other with mutual respect ?

13 Since they ignore me in everything,

why should I not look out for myself?

14 You are my benefactor, and now that

you are in trouble can I do otherwise

than help you ?

15 If Chao Ts'i Lung were not the very

embodiment of courage, would he dare

repeatedly to withstand the soldiers

of Ts'ao ?

16 I know quite well that this has beeu

a life-long fault of mine.

17 That young woman cannot be over

eighteen or nineteen while this woman

is fully eighty ; can a woman of over

sixty bear children ?

18 Wang the third was from the first un

willing to give his daughter to Yii the

fifth's son, but the middleman took

it into his own hands and settled it.

Nothing could be more unreasonable.

19 After the terms are fully settled you

US £i£ It is hard to say, how can you say, you

don't mean to say, is it so ?—an interrogative form

used both in colloquial and in books. It expresses

a strong presumption on the part of the speaker.

How, why,—an indirect interrogative

particle, generally used to express a strong affirma

tion. It stands at the beginning of a clause, and

is generally used in connection with the following

words, viz., |g, jjl. M> %> which are arranged

in the order of the frequency of their use. J§ is

primarily a book word, but is often used iu

Mandarin.

Vocabulary.

Ch'i3. A direct interrogative particle :—see

Sub. Also k'ai3.

"ft

f ft

P mi

Yen1. A final affirmative particle in Wen-li ;an initial interrogative particle mean-

how, why :—see Sub.

Ch'ang2 chiuB. Continual, permanent,lasting.

J[|| Tix t'ous. To lower the head, to stoop ; toyield, to submit.

Tod1 i2 To be suspicious.

"IU* Shing* ch'i3. An imperial edict; the holywill or purpose of God.

ft Tai* lao2. To fill the office or perform-'''

the work of another.

Chiao1 A dragon with scales :—Note C9)-7'

JeL Kin* A limit, the extreme point ; universal.//

J=L d Kin* ku3. Of old, from the earliest times ;antiquity.

^ ,A. 2sV jen2 A benefactor, a saviour.

I1 Sheng1. A life time, the whole life./<;

Shing1 ch'an3. To give birth to; to bring'?

forth, to bear.

Hi ^ lit 3! Ch'i3 yv? ts'i3 Zts. Is it reason- , f

able ? is it

possible ? outrageous, out of the question.
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turn round and rue the bargain. Do

you consider this manly ?

20 If she had had no illicit intrigue with

the man Li, do you think he would

dare to come in the face of divine and

human law and carry her off ?

21 Their words are good, but their inten

tions are evil. My words and intentions

are alike. Am I not better than they ?

22 Yang the fourth is too outrageous for

anything. Some one sent some money

and a letter by him, when, behold, he

burned the letter and used the money.

23 Look at that lame man, how labo

riously he walks. Since our bodies are

free from deformity, should we not

be content with our lot ?

24 When Tsi Lu asked about serving the

gods, Confucius said, " While you

are not able to serve men how can

you serve the gods ? " He also asked

concerning death, to which Confucius

replied, " While you do not understand

life how can you understand death ?"

25 We will not fail to abide by what we

have said. He who does not keep his

word debases himself.

26 That is a book for public use, why is

it that you will not allow anyone

else to see it ? Ans. Even if it is for

public use, still "first come first

served." When I am just in tha

midst of reading it must I give way

and let him see it first ?

a iff K'un1. Obedient ; earth ; the moon ; a wife,female-

- >s %fc Ch'ien* k'un1. Heaven and earth, the cos-

mos ; natural reason ;

male and female.

i o Ron*. If ; illicit, adulterous ; careless, incon-siderate. *

V'j -EL Rou* ch'ie*. Illicit intercourse, intrigue ;

careless, reckless. J-

i > Mei4. Dark, obscure ; to suppressj to embez-zle, to appropriate.

1 1 ifil Ch'iie2 Lame ; to limp, to halt

Jf« St? Lei4- Chili4, Troublesome, laborious, embarrassing; tedious, repe

titious :—Note (23).

■v #B Chi1 tsu2 Satisfied, content.

1 i lltf W ch'ien2 yen2. To fulfil a promise,to keep one's word.

|7C P'i3. A mate ; mean, vulgar. See p'i1.

*f Iffi -P'i3/'*1- A common man, a plebian ; a basefellow, a mean-spirited man.

yung4. Common property; forpublic or general use.

|A "^t Kung4. To place before, to offer ; to support,to supply ; offerings. See kung1.

Hsien4. To offer in worship ; to present to asuperior, to hand up to.

1 'fJC ^ Offerings ; sacrifices.

IT h. ffi Shana4 kung*. To present offerings, toworship with an offering.

J| Ch'ang2 ming4. Long-lived, to live to oldage-

1*1? Twan3 ming4. Short-lived, to die prema-turely.
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27 Consider how it has long been said,

" That is divine which is both wise

and upright." Seeing he is a divine

Buddha will he covet your silver and

your offerings and so protect you P If,

because you do not burn paper and

make offerings to him, he is angry

with you and sends misfortune on

you, this divine Buddha is nothing

but a base fellow.

28 There are still others who, fearing

that their sons and daughters may

not live to adult age, take them to the

temples and devote them to the Bud

dhist or Taoist priesthood, supposing

that by abjuring family ties and sit

ting at the feet of Buddha they will

secure long life. I would ask such, is

it a fact that all who have become

priests have lived to be seventy or

eighty years old and not one has

been short-lived ?

Not

2 Notice how ia first an adjective, then a verb.

3 .PI. '° l°8e conscience, to become callous to the

claims of right andjustice. jle fjj (j>J ^ is money obtained

by shamefully dishonest means,

4 Or, The circumstances being such as they are, how can

I do otherwise than acquiesce. Lit. Since 1 am under the low

eaves h tw can I refuse to bow my head ?

8 This sentence stands in tho Fortunate Union without

any tinal particle, but according to the genius of the spoken

language it onght to have a PJ§. It is not uncommon for

writers of books to omit colloquial particles for the sako of

brevity or of dignity.

8 It is uncertain whether j!>J and Si should hero be

regarded ns distinct animals, or jjjf be regarded as defining tho

species of j|| • The sentence is proverbial, and used as a figure.

13 £h is here used as a verb. '

IB i^Tp S| i one of the heroes of tho" Three Kingdoms,"

distinguished for size and beauty of person, and noted for the

most during bravery. Liu I'ei is reported to have said of him,

■? SI ^ Pi £fl 7& S8> r«I Lung's whole body is gall. The

gall is regarded us the seat of courage.

20 J'r' >8 put for the moral restraints of the higher

law, and "|tj* J^jl for the leunl penalties of the state ; so that

the whole expression, BJ BjJ #j &j gjj fty |£

is an elegnnt periphrasis for divine and human law.

22 The phrase & ^ jlfc 3 is here taken as a whole,

and so qualified by Still greater liberties are sometimes

taken with this phrase; thus we sometimes hear ;t=F /& lit

9 % g.
23 ft In this particular phrase ^ ia iu many

places read lei.

E S .

24 Tr 6§ was one °f Confucius' diBciples. The record

of these questions is found in the Analects. It is worthy of

note that while -f jj& said $J, Confucius in his reply

only used He was led to this no doubt by the rhetorical

necessity of only putting one word in correlation with .A.

His choice of however, implies that in this connection

includes That is to say, all gods are first men and

then gods, which accords with Chinese theogony, and with

the prevailing sentiment of the Chinese people. The sage

cleverly evaded both questions.

25 Two teachers, one from Peking and one from Shan

tung, fixed the readings of fljf as given in Les. 63, viz.,

/u* and/u'f This proves to be incorrect, as the readings vary

too much in different localities to warrant any general

distinction. The fundamental reading is /u5.

27 K BJJ JE B fHi is adapted from the

words of the £ i$, which are, T$ £ BJJ JE g jfjj g

^ ^Jjj. It expresses the idea that the distinguishing traits

in the character of a jf$ are wisdom and virtue.

28 tfi $L 31 fS ^ The flfc h«o s'au^s for the

children, and is really theohject of §| fj§> as H the sentence

read ffl ^ fS f& /F ^t" Tlle construction is Win-li

rather iha>> Mandarin. Parents do not always go the

length of really giving their Bons to be priests, but only make

a pretence of doing so by having them shave their heads and

wear the usual garb of priests until grown up, when they

throw off the disguise. Sometimes they give them to the

priesthood conditionally for a time, and redeem them when

half grown. Childreu devoted to the priesthood are supposed

to be under the special protection of the gods and hence more

likely to escape the acoidents of youth, and grow up to

manhood. §1 is ictn for §1
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Lesson clii.

1 "What do you think of this plan ?

Ans. I scarcely think it will

succeed.

2 Embarrassment springs from natural

temperament, not necessarily from

want of proficiency.

3 You ought to know that he who talks

fairly is not certainly a good man.

4 Even the heart of a parent is not

certainly free from partiality.

5 Will our grain hold out until the new

crop comes in ? Ans. I think it will

hold out, but mother says she is

doubtful of it.

6 It is not absolutely necessary to pay

all at once. There is no objection to

its being paid in instalments.

7 He himself however says it will

answer, but whether after all it really

will answer or not is uncertain.

8 Must there be the same number of

new characters in each lesson ? Ans.

Not necessarily ; a few more or a few

less is not important.

9 You are very brave behind peoples'

backs. If the party in question were

present, it is doubtful if you would

venture to speak so defiantly.

10 It is now more than half-past nine

o'clock; I fear he has gone to bed. Ans.

I scarcely think he has gone to bed;

he does not usually retire until ten

o'clock.

11 How things will turn out cannot be

known beforehand. It is not certain

yfc to Not certainly, not necessarily, scarcely

think.

3fc to Not certain, not likely, not

necessarily.

^ —■ /J* Not certain, doubtful, contingent.

^* to Not certaiuly, not likely ; need not,

better not.

to ft Not certainly, not necessarily.

\f* 2^1 J|5c Not certain, not sure, not settled,

problematical. [dubious.

Jf> Jjf, ^ Not likely, scarcely think, doubtful,

LESSOIT CLII.

Phbases of Uncertainty.

^ jl ft The same, (s.)

IJft Jf, 3£ Do you suppose ? You need not

thiuk, far from 'certain.

ffl ft ft The same, (s.)

5lc to Mj iJt: Not very likely, doubtful,

dubious.

% to Ma ft The same, (s.)

Pj" 4jl Who knows ? no knowing, quite

uncertain. Used at the end of a sentence to

express a doubt of what has preceded.
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that what seems happiness to-day

may not prove misfortune to-morrow,

nor that what seems misfortune to

day may not prove a blessing to-mor

row. Therefore the only way is to

abide the decision of fate.

12 Do not make hasty comments. The

sage cannot make a mistake. Ans.

That is not at all certain. Confucius

said, " If I have any errors people are

sure to know them." Seeing he him

self plainly said he had errors, how

can we say that he had none ?

13 P'Gng Yii Lin is an exemplary man. I

scarcely believe he is capable of doing

such an unwarrantable thing.

14 Every straightforward man has a

hasty temper, but it does not follow

that everyone who has a hasty temper

is straightforward.

15 1 hardly think he has met with any

accident; it is most likely that he has

been detained on the road by the

weather, or something has unexpect

edly occurred at home so that he

could not start at the time appoiu ted.

Yet who knows ?

16 Although it is said, "whether great

or whether small, meeting face to face

1* Ch'ie* ch'ang3.

Vocabulary.

Excited by the presence

of spectators, embarrassed.

^'li* HH Hsin1 ch'ang2. The heart, feelings, affec-

tions. £to one gjjg^

jfifa ffij P'ieii1 hsiang* Partial, unfair,

i 3S1 fit Hwan? ch'ing1. To pay off, tofull.

Lu*.

[to one side.

r

off,

detached, inDry land, terra firma ;

portions. Also liu*.

' Lu* hsii*. Successively, one by one in or-

der, in instalments.

Chin* Strength, force, energy, muscle.

Ying* lang*. Muscular, vigorous ; bold,defiant.

W* Ban* ch'i*. Bold, manly, resolute ; de-fiant, boastful.

1^ fa Ch'ang2 hsing9. Ordinarily, commonly,usually.

U ^ ffl Ni* liao*. To anticipate, to know before-hand.

P'Sng* Near ; numerous ; a surname.

$ Tao* hsiie2. The science of morals, the

teaching of the sages ; h

consistent, exemplary, orthodox :—Note (13).

Chien*. To arrogate to oneself, to usurp, to J3assume.

Chien* fin*. To usurp, to assume without /3

authority ; unwarrantable.

JjjK King* Bright ; constant ; ingenuous.

Sincere, straightforward,

■ downright, frank, ingenuous.

Disposition, temper, tempera- /</ment, character.

IS! [frf Ying* sht2. According to appointment, at/^—

the proper time.

f^ij 'fjip Kwan1 hsi1. To concern, to have relation u

to, to involve; conse

quences, result, effect.

Shwang* tang*. Prompt, quick, expedi-/6tious.

a

Hi Keng* chi*.

f| Using* fi\
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settles all ; " yet it is not likely that

this affair, which involves the life of

a man, can be settled so quickly as this.

17 I should advise you not to be over

confident. There is a saying, " The

verdict of a magistrate may take any

one of ten roads." Although you

think you have right on your side, yet

it is far from certain that you will gain

your case ; and even if you really do

gain it, you are gaining it against your

uncle, which will not be any credit, to

you.

18 One should always act with due dis

cernment. If I go into the house of

another to have a chat, and when the

cook has already set out the food, still

id** do not go, will I not interfere with their

meal ? Although they may not say

auything to my face, yet behind my

back they will surely say that I have

no discernment.

19 Seeing he speaks so positively it may

be that in the first instance my hear

ing was at fault, and yet there is no

knowing.

20 I hear there is a company of Buddhist

priests at the ten li village collecting

money. They are determined to get

fifty thousand cash and will take noth

ing less. Judging from the report

they must be ordained priests. Ans.

That is not certain. May they not

be a lot of vagabond priests falsely

pretending to be ordained in order to

deceive people ?

1 1 H 'JtHi J^n1 hsing*. Obstinate, headstrong, reck-

less, overconfident. -p.

' ] 3fe ^ Kwang1 ts'ai*. Glory, splendor, lustre ;honor, credit.

>~] Km1 Glorious, refulgent, splendid.

I

yuan To raise a subscription for

religious or charitable

uses, to collect money, to levy a contribution.

jjjffc Chwang1. To dress up, to adorn ; to feign, to

,>l>. *»u ,7i /-ii i i , pretend, to assume a character.
•Jt Jtji Kwang1 hup. Glory, splendor, brilliance ; m jfafc n, . . , *\ , . , . . .

honor, credit. ™ (yflia chwang1. To pretend, to feign, to

* Hwang3 "Wild, mad : fluttered, confused.! , +wu ms A, '. -i m simulate falsely.

r~ y ' M ft Ch'i* p'ien*. To cheat, to defraud, to de-

v\ m Minute ; in doubt, hesitating. ceive, to circumvent.

Notes.

6 <S» 7 flT The more expanded colloquial form would

be, & M ft & * Pi « «■

7 Pj is inserted to convey the idea that notwithstanding

the supposed improbability, he still thinks the plan will

ed.

tft Flurried, confused, uncertain, indistinct*

succeed

d |T& strength, is here put for bravery.

li SS 5c 6 & is e°,ual to IS 5^ This ^n'5-

ment, which is often heard, looks like a belief in an overruling

Providence ; yet in fact it amounts to little more than a belief
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LESSON CLIII.

1 Why does he meddle in my private

affairs ?

2 What is your opinion ?

3 What is there in this trifling affair that

need present any difficulty ?

4 If it is not he who else could it be ?

5 If at home you honor your parents,

what necessity is there to go great

distances to burn incense ?

6 This is my business. What concern is

it of yours ? [and family P

7 How precious are the lives of myself

8 If you have musk on your person the

fragrance is self-diffusing. Why take

pains to stand in the wind (what need

of a hurricane to spread it) ?

9 Where did your body come from ? How

is it you do not keep in mind the

parents who gave you birth ?

10 Why do you not come to visit me when

you have leisure ?

11 When you are doing anything you

should fix your mind upon that. Why

do you not take more care ?

12 It will never do to strike right and

id too vague tor make

doctrines

protests

in blind fate. The personality of 5C

'jjp mean anything more than fate.

13 Ml 5fc £fe One who not only teaches (he

of the sages, but professes to practice them, and

against the laxity of modern times.

18 A % % W- The first % belongs to A-

though translated /, is used in a general sense as

one, any one. jjf jf is put for cook. This figure

is quite common.

20 It is a common thing for priests to fix on

equal to

of speech

a certain

sum which they determine to collect, apportion it among

their constituents, and then insist on each man subscribing

his apportioned share. A ft fljf is a priest who has been

regularly ordained by an abbot, and has taken the vows or

orders of the priesthood. He has on bis head the round scan

(from 3 to 12) of the burning moxa, and carries the certificate

of the abbot by whom he was ordained. He is entitled to

temporary entertainment in any temple in the empire, and

may collect money in any of the eighteen provinces. A

ft is an unordained priest who is not domiciled in

auy particular temple but waudera from place to place.

LESSOK CLIU.

The Interrogative Pronoun fa.

fa is the Wen-li equivalent of ^ but is

also much used in Mandarin, especially in ready-

made phrases. Of these phrases the following

are the most important :—■

fa" For what,—why. fp( is often used

alone in the sense of X% fpj*-

$TJ fa As what,—how, what.

"fa fl\3 What as,—how, what, how about,

what of. Always stands at the end of a clause.

fa i$ Why must,—why, why should, what

occasion.

fa What concern,—what business, what

connection with, what relation to.

fa ^ What sort,—how (much, great, etc.)

fa flf What use,—why,

fa i£ What sufficiency,—what need, why.

'fnf i^i What extent,—how come to the point

of, why.

fa ^ What bitterness,—why take the

trouble, what sense, what occasion.

fa ^ ^ The same.
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Vocabulary

left without regard to friend or foe.

13 What is there in these few playful

words to warrant taking such offense?

14 That hymn has been sung until it is

worn out. Why not change to some

thing new ? [do?

15 Just ask yourselves, how would it ever

16 Why persist in exhorting him seeing

he will not listen to good advice ?

17 If you do not fancy that one, what do

you think of this one ?

18 Why are you bent on venting this bit

of spite even if it costs you your life ?

19 It is enough for you, my dear fellow,

to come to see me. Why also make

these presents ?

20 Why should we who are always meet

ing each other use so many formalities ?

21 With such scholarship as this, there

should be no trouble in getting a

degree ?

22 He certainly presents a good appear

ance, but what skill he has remains

to be seen.

23 While you continually loaf around in

idleness what have your parents and

family to depend upon for a living?

24 To-day the chwang-yiian is parading

the street. See how imposing the

display.

25 For him to suffer is all very well, the

affair being his own, but why should

you involve yourself ?

26 Your persistent effort to annoy me

c, fa Hot?, HP Which ? what ? how ? why ?

"* Hf Shi* The musk-deer, musk.

1 1 3|K & Ching1 htin1. With the mind ; to takeltycare, to give heed.

1^ fjjj Jjj^ Fan1 lien5. To resent, to take offense, toflare up, to fly into a passion.

l i 59 'll* Wen4 htm1. To take counsel of conscience,to ask oneself. 7$

& fm $it Shu'2fan2 Repetitious, monotonous; wornout, humdrum, uninteresting^

W jjjii >t Ch'in1 shin1 In person, personally,

quick.

Hsiian3. To come round to the same point, to

do or act in turn; then, next,

Also hsuan*. "A

Chou1 hsiian*.

0>

To circulate, to bring

about ; to treat with

great attention or formality.

Tod1 hs. Much ceremony, many formali-ties, formal.

j^Rfc 7C Chwang* yiian2. The highest graduate ofthe hanlin :—Note (24).

^ ^ij Yu* chie1. To parade the street with musicand banners :—Note (24).

S S Bung1 lie4. The din and rush of

a great display ;

resounding, imposing, grand.

Shing1 sh'i 4. Parade, display ; distinction,eclat; majesty, awe.
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brings you no advantage. Why take

all this trouble for nothing ?

27 At times J think, The child is not mine,

why should I worry myself ? but after all

I cannot help being anxious about him.

28 Why is itthatafter questioning youhalf

a day, you do nothing but equivocate

and evade ? What sort of a man do

you take me to be ?

29 What occasion is there for you people,

bearing the body received from your

parents, born in peaceful times and

having clothing and food, to believe in

those heretical sects and break the

law ? Are you not exceedingly silly ?

30 How does Chang Ts'i Ta'sessay compare

with Li Ching's ? Ans. Humph I what

comparison is there between Chang

Tsi Ta's and Li Ching's essays ?

31 What is your advice ? If he takes

issue with me, would it not be well to

make the whole affair public ? Ans.

I would advise you not to do so. It is

better to put a decent face on it if you

can. What use is there in stating all

the facts ?

32 What special difficulty is there in the

art of sewing ? Whether it be to hem,

to fell, to stitch or to close up, to sew

in lining, to quilt, to sew on [buttous

or tapes] or to stitch [a sole], to trace,

to draw, to do ornamental work or to

embroider, nothing is required but a

practiced hand.

*Bfc T' own up : toTo spit out ; to tell, tostammer, to hesitate. See t'w

1 V -?F Ftt T'un1 t'u3. To hesitate, to stammer,mumble.

vHff ^ Bain' ts'ung2.

to

sie ciuao:

■=f- Kan1 fan*.

To believe in. to follow

the lead of. dxAU^

A heretical sect.

To break a law, to offend

. against, to trespass.

nW ^fc ChHng3 chiao*. To ask for information ^ '

or advice ; please tell me.

£ SHc -f" Ch'iian* pW tsi3. The whole affair 3/

or business.

$lf; C/t'i1)4 To pursue, to search for ; to stitch. 3Z

tiK Yin* To baste, to quilt. 5 z.

^ Miao2. To trace, to copy ; to draw, tosketch.

Notes.

5 This is a Confucian protest against Buddhist and

Taoist worship of the gods which often leads the worshipper

to go long distances to worship at tho shrine of noted deities.

With Confucianists, reverence for parents is the cardinal

virtue.

3 jflj Mi stand in theface of the wind, that it may

spread the perfume, the possession of which you wish to he

known. The saying is of course used as a figure.

13 ^rT 31' whV to extent of, is somewhat bookish,

being derived from book language, has a tendency to

ally with itself similar words and forms.

19 i§* 51 1 ny brother,—is a book term occasionally

used in colloquial. It is only heard in fiimiliar and direot

address. as a pronoun, is the wen li equivalent of ffi,

and its use in Mandarin is almost confined to this term.
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23 ~P after 3|S Is not here, an enclitic, as it often is in

the .-""«' connection, but menus sons or children.

24 When the examination for the Han-lin degree is

held, the scholar who attains the first place is called a "JQ,

first diploma; the secoud, {j^ 0J|, (Tie eye of the list, and tlie

third is called taking the flower. It is the privilege

of these three to he escorted in state with music and banners

through the streets from the examination hall to their

residences. This is called jjj

25 ffc af aI! H ^ 9b You this is what bitterness ;

that is, what occasion is there for you to suffer on account of

his trouble.

Lesson CLIV.

1 The wind outside is quite sharp, please

come into the house to talk.

2 The sua is shining brightly, and yet it

is raining.

3 Where are you going in such breathless

haste ?

4 It is better not to employ that man.

Whenever you employ him he demands

exorbitant wages.

5 Mrs. Pai is very good-natured out

wardly, but her heart is relentless.

b' Let it be cut in quite thin slices, not

too thick.

7 This garment is quite damp. Take it

out and air it.

8 What does the box contain, that it is

so very heavy to carry.

0*

20 The use of f@ in the last clause of this sentence is

grammatically inconsistent with the plural fift fl1? in the

first,—a thing which Chinese scholars fail to appreciate.

31 II ffc iB equivalent to f| {ft #j &

^ ~F ffi ffl 2)S> 3"188 around the whole platefull ; that is,

tell the whole story.

32 The insertion of 31 implies that the speaker had

attainments in other things, and looked lightly on the art of

sewing, as presenting no special difficulty, fpf |S £ 'ffj

a book phrase occasionally heard in conversation.

— H <" t i

LESSOU CLIV.

7^0"V ''^ Special DOplicate Adjuncts.

Many adjectives and some nouns and verbs

take after them a special duplicate adjunct or

qualifier. These adjuncts serve the double pur

pose of modifying and emphasizing the Words

to which they are joined, in a way which has no

parallel in the English language. In many cases

(piile or decidedly fairly approximates the meaning,

in other cases so or such or loo is better. In a few

cases the adjunct is intensive and may be ren

dered very or extremely ; in other cases it modifies

the meaning of the original word very little indeed,

being used chiefly for emphasis. Many cases still

remain in which the English language wholly fails to

convey the true force of these peculiar forms. These

adjuncts are especially characteristic of colloquial,

and their fitting use adds much to the sprightliness

and force of a speaker's style.

It is a special feature of this duplication

that, irrespective of the fundamental tone, the

second character of the doublet always takes

the first tone. Thus ^ g ^ is not

Hang* t'ang2 fang3 ti1 but liaiig* t'ang3 t'angx

tfi, and so of all. The duplication nearly always

ends with Q§ . Some of these duplicates are com

mon to several words, but the greater number are

special. They vary very much in different localities,

though a goodly number are quite t'ung-hsing.

The whole number of these expressions is very

large, and it is often difficult to decide what char

acters should be used in writing them. Pour les

sons will be devoted to their illustration. Owing

to the necessity of the case, the translations giveu

are oftentimes only approximate.
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'/IS To flow—as a doublet imparts the idea

of smooth, facile, flowing.

'/f§ IfS tfy Quite sharp, very penetrating,

quite raw. ch.Vu [(c. & s.)

'fc& '/S '/S ft Quickly, speedily, on the run.

5fe jfl !fl3 ft Entirely naked ; quite smooth

or bnre <>r sleek ; entirely destitute.

K§ VS ft Quite fresh, delicious (used of

, v fresh vegetables), (c. & N.) [flowing.

H fB f8 ft Quite tnill> entirely fluid,

flg Qujte narroW) contracted.

^ fiH ft Q^te bitter, decidedly bitter,

too bitter, (c & 9.)

h' B To wish,—as a doublet imparts the idea of

urgent or intense.

B B ft Wholly unprincipled, uncon

scionable, atrocious, (c. & s.)
^h $| B B ft Very severe or radical, relent

less, malicious.

lit B B ft Straightforward, out and out,

entirely frank.

BR B B ft Looking eagerly, anxiously

waiting, longing. [stern.

B B ft Emphatic, to the point, very

9 This child has not the least shame; he

is ready to run out without a stitch on

him.

10 To do with dispatch whatever is to be

done, even when the overseer is not

present, is the way to avoid being an

eye-servant.

11 Liu T'ung Kanghas a straightforward

disposition. There is not the least

crookedness about him.

12 The old folks are anxiously waiting for

you at home ; why do you not return

as soon as possible P

13 These first new cucumbers are very

crisp and fresh, their flavor is indeed

delicious.

14 Sun Shi Ch'un does not often speak,

but when he does say anything he says

it with emphasis.

15 He is sadly embarrassed this year. It

is not likely he will bo able to pay all

this debt.

16 Coming suddenly into the house, it

seems quite warm.

fifft B B ft Decisive, peremptory, cate

gorical ; stern, (c.) [sive- ^ /

IB B B ft Very weighty, emphatic, deci- ( -•

Wt B B ft Very much embarrassed, in7

straits, hard pressed.

tip. Alive,—as a doublet imparts the idea of

tender, delicate. ny tjjjn>

. 4 ^fe. ft Quite thin, very thin, delicate- f° " ~

^C. ^fc ft Quite tender, crisp (applied to^ '

thilis ei.blej: M I>hite-

0 ~sL 3b. ft Quite white or fair, a delicate

M. £ %L ft Quite light or tender or easy. /

To paste,—as a doublet imparts the idea "

of soft, warm, sticky.

*M #i) ft Quite damp, decidedly damp.f

tijk ^ #tt M Very soft and tender. ltn> v / ,

1^ To breathe ,—as a doublet imparts the idea

of warmth.

$1 Pf- ffi Quite warm, agreeably warm,

comfortable. ^ ,

^jg| Large, airy,—as a doublet imparts the idea *'V

of spaciousness. Manr /

3L SL wi Flourishing, luxuriant, abun- ^

H ^ ^ fft Bright, brilliant ; clear, lucid.
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17 With such bright moonlight as there

is at present, I regard traveling by

night as preferable to traveling by

day.

18 Although her complexion is naturally

dark, yet from the constant use of

cosmetics she appears quite fair.

19 It is already boiled very tender, even

one with poor teeth could eat it.

20 My good sir, you have plenty to eat

and plenty to wear, and your children

and grandchildren are all flourishing,

what have you to worry about?

21 My nephew formerly had a very heavy

head of hair, but since his attack of

typhoid fever, it has fallen off until he

is now completely bald.

22 This gruel is quite thin and exactly

suits my taste.

23 Go and cut me a piece of paper; not too

wide, a narrow strip will answer.

\va^ Hp To jog, to vibrate,—as a doublet imparts

the idea of rising and falling.

US HP ft On the run, on the trot. tas"f-«

cv\' J5£ HP HP ft Very heavy—bending the car-^

rying pole. (c. & N.) j^i,*

^,ta**J' fpj ft Very bright, dazzling bright,—

» imparts the idea of radiance. kuAnf-t'u1

nE* $R <0& ft Relentless, unconscionable,—

imparts the idea of intensity. ^

ifj^ ^ ^ ft Poisonous, relentless, viru

lent,—imparts the idea of virulence, (c. & s.)

^ f% ?H ft Quite thin,—imparts the idea

of thinness, (c. & s.)

2 Si ft Decidedly heavy, weighty,—

imparts the idea of weight, (s.)

'life Us ft Quick, speedy, on the run,—

impac^the idea of juncture of time.

£j ^ ^ ft Quite white or fair,—imparts

the idea of similarity, (s.)

ft Very uniform, quite regular,

the full number,—imparts the idea of completeness.

~ 3fe 5^ ^ ft Quite smooth, entirely bald,—

imparts the idea of baldness.

^ l£ f$k ft Quite bitter, very bitter,—

imparts the idea of abundance.

^ M M ft Quite bitter, disagreeably bit

ter,—imparts the idea of astringency . (s.)

ffc ^ ft Stark naked,—imparts the idea

of slendemess.

Vocabulary.

J|j Hwang3 Bright, dazzling, flashing. ^

$J Pod4, The cypress ; the cedar ; as a sur-name—read pai3.

^ 3§[ P'a4 hsiu1. To fear shame, to feel asham-ed. (s.)

^ Shi* Poisonous; malignant:—See chie1.

0 Kangl>3 A peak, a range ; a summit.

^ ffi Moa3'*. To rub out, to blot out ; to go round acorner; to rub on, to smear. See ma1.

To make a turn, to wind a-

bout, to go round a corner.

1 ^ ^§ Moa* chiao3. To go or turn round a cor-ner.

^F- Si ft Cha* meng* til. Suddenly, all at once,in a moment, (s.)

JJl J"?- shap. Color of the skin, color, com-plexion.

t$T Ch'a2fen* To powder, to paint.
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24 This is the large-leafed tea; if you put

in too much it will be bitter.

25 Even we who are walking empty-

handed are tired out, yet just look

at that big fellow in front ; though

carrying a load of over a hundred

catties he still steps along as lightly

as you please.

26 When she was a girl at home she

was beaten by this man Wang San

Yie, and from that time she has hated

him thoroughly. The mere mention

of him calls forth the fiercest abuse.

27 Speaking of the fire at Li Kwang

Ta's, there is a good story about it.

That night I was pestered by the fleas

and had not yet gone asleep, when

suddenly I heard some one in his

house call out, Fire ! I hurriedly ran

over to see, when I found him in the

yard perfectly nude, making a great

ado. By and by when the fire was

nearly put out, some one told him and

only then did he think to go and put

on his clothes.

^ Hsiao* Like, similar ; small ; inferior.

^ P Fa3 k'on3 The teeth.

f0 Tan1 A short writing of $|f

i $£1, jfiE Wen1 ching*. Epidemic sickness, especial-ly epidemic typhoid fever.

ffi K'ung1 hsing2. Without lading, unencum

bered, empty-handed-

J£ % K'ung1 shin1. Unencumbered, empty-

. handed ; not preguant.

$L ■§* Rod* tsao3 A flea

Yao1 To cry out, to call to. X- }

Hod*. To call out ; to shout at, to scold. See"*--|hod1.

To scold; to call out, to shout; to^"1

cry wares.

JJS& Tsaos wan3. Sooner or later, first or last;"1"^by and by, when.

Notes.

6 is much used as a general title for women.

A woman may be addressed as J^J by people of near the

same ago, but one ten or more years older than the speaker

should be called ^ The proper reading of ^ is sli!*,

but it is often used fur tjj, and hence is read colloquially c/ic'.

10 itk IE tS> 10 do face work ; i.e., to le an eye-

servan t.

11 ^ $J is rarely used, save as joined 'With

In some places to rub out or off is read moi3, and to rub on,

moa*, in other places both meanings aie read alike ; viz., moiP,

14 Peking teachers put 4£ £ £ $ for if EL E.

and Southern teachers put Tf[ £ £ fa§. All agree as

to the use of £, but differ as to the proper word with which

to join it in this connection. The three terms are probably

not entirely equivalent,

16 ^F- $£ (j-J is a Southern term belonging to, but not

included in, Les. 115.

25 Hf> as here used, is somewhat depreciatory.

When joined with a surname, as ^ pf, etc., or when

used to a friend, or of a real brother, it is respectful and

proper; but as a general term it is avoided, especially in

direct address. This arises from the fact that pF is used

as a slung term by rakes and vagabonds.

27 jjj) ^ B» nirjM of that day ; i.e., that night.

& !K> Save fire! that is, Fire ! Kire!
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Lesson clv.

1 What urgent business is on hand

that you are in such a flurry ?

2 This food is already spoiled. How can

one eat sour stuff like this ?

3 Seeing the weather is so mild, let U8

go out and take a walk.

4 Although Feng T'ai-t'ai is not par

ticularly handsome, yet her face has

a genteel appearance.

5 1 find this pair of satinet shoes

rather tight ; they do not altogether

suit me.

6 It is better not to bny anything

more of him. Every time you test

his scales he makes a fuss about it.

7 Wu Chien Chang is wanting in good

common sense. He talks all at

random and entirely without point.

8 A trifling boil not worth noticing,

yet it pains me all the time.

9 I presume the rain must have blown

in. How else would the things on

the window sill be so wet ?

10 This woman is a regular virago; her

mouth is always full of railing.

LESSOR CI/ST.

Special Duplicate Adjuncts, I 1

To expand,—imparts the idea of increase,

or excitement.

5ft §ft (Kl IQ a 8^a*;e °f confusion or

alarm, all in splutter.

?H §ft £Kl Cloudy, piles of clouds ;

flighty, at random, wildly, (c.) [giness. kr| ToMe.^miparts the idea of firmness?^ ,

?ff Water-soaked,—imparts the idea

il< iff tit f& Quite sour, a sourish taste,

disagreeably sour, disgusting. (c.& s.)

fit M |^ Quite wet, very damp, soggy.(s.)

§rj ?f! tM fft Disagreeably sticky. [washy.

^ )>M ill Soggy, watery, washy, wishy-

^ Luxuriant,—imparts the idea of profuseness.

j§§ il£ ffl. ffy Decidedly sour, too sour. (».)

© j& f& Grumbling, whining, fault

finding, (s.) [iteration. ^

P|P The hum of voices,—imparts the idea of

' ^ P PlP PlP $ Grumbling, whining, fault

finding, (c. & n.)

Jf| PIP PlP Continual scolding, constantly

railing, (c. & n.) [pering.

Pi'
PlP PlP ft5 Sobbing and ' crying, whim-

^( Pinching tight, too tight, quite

^rm or tense. j-rock.

^ |$ (Hi ^ery firm or solid, solid as a

V S|2 ^5 ^5 Quite firm or secure; quite

readily, certainly, (c. & s.)

5fn To harmonize,—-imparts the idea of that

which is smooth, agreeable.

^ Quite warm, agreeably warm.

^ IfaJfaffy Mild, peaceable; average.

u ^ tfc ?f<P 5f<n 1^1 Quite soft, pliable, yielding.

, $C Unceasing,—imparts the idea of continuity.
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11 Money is a man's life-blood, hence

when he gets rich his face wears a

cheerful smile.

12 What is ailing yon ? Ans. I do not

know what, save that I feel stupid

and dizzy.

13 With a thick mattress spread under

him and covered with a soft quilt,

can he fail to sleep comfortably ?

14 If a man is naturally well-pro

portioned, he is not only comely but

he is also quicker at his work.

15 Yang the fourth will never be a

prosperous man. Just look at him ;

he always speaks as if he were ready

to cry, and his whole face has a woe

begone expression.

16 You are looking very happy ; what

is it that pleases you ? Ans. My

grandson, who is fourteen this year,

has just got his degree. How can

I be otherwise than happy ?

17 My undervest needs washing. When

ever I perspire a little, it becomes

sticky and clings to my body.

18 Look at that boy of Sun Hsi Yiian's.

Ever since they settled his betrothal

he is as happy as the day is long.

sisi ' la!

tH |& tft ffy Very wet, dripping wot, soak

ing wet:—see Les. 166. "K^i' c#v»?—

"U* iJ£ fit tjftT Stupid, confused iu mind, ^

very dull,—imparts the idea of heaviness. J *

W-W^Uktiti Quite thick; quite generous,

free-handed,—imparts the idea of bountifulness.

5^ Ready to cry, tearful, weep-

,—imparts the idea of crying, (s.) ft'u

fj=f Ife. £Kl Quite brisk, active ; slender,

well-proportioned,—directs attention to the external

appearance, (c. & N.) —JZu^-f, '

*P r% 1^ 1$ Quite firm, reliable; readily,

certainly,—imparts the idea of firmness, (c. & N.)

£j| fll M ffi Har<1> gritty ; quite tough,—

imparts the idea of hardness, j^y*

$J) $h £Kl Persistent fault finding, whin

ing, grumbling, (n.) v > ■*

fit ^fe ^fe ^Kl Brisk, active ; graceful, well

proportioned, (c. & S.) Cn \ 'a**

^fi $3 $8 f$ Disagreeably sticky, adhesive.

ftt£, S m (fy Steady, firm ; readily,certainly.«^"

$t =i£ 'M. ffo ^ery smooth, sleek, shining.

i*.. ion

HVu-

^rc ?5C $C ft\J Constantly smiling, cheerful.

^ ^ $C $C fi^I Covered with smiles, very

happy, in good spirits, (c.)

hs< p|| t0 laugh,—imparts the idea of mirth.

^ P$ fjKl Smiling, happy, (s.)

t€ Pfl P0 ^ Laughing, smiling, giggling,

in a good humor.

J***1'- Moist, shining,—imparts the idea of moi«<-

ness or j//os«.

^fe ^1 ^1 fi^ Sleek, shining, smooth.

Vft }p| (ft Moist, soft and rich, (s.)

W(<>w ' A pool,—imparts the idea of plentitude.

yft "BE "£E ft^l Quite moist, soft and oily.

^ Wk. 'O. V:E tfy Tears brimming, eyes full

of tears.

^ *" ' * W^^fi^I A- genteel appearance, a well-

to-do look,—imparts the idea of styie or mien.

Foggy ; muddled, indistinct,

at random,—imparts the idea of covering, (c. & n.)

% Bi$t ftl Thesame.^" V

Mi fft Aohing, a fretting pain,—im

parts the idea of continuity.

mg
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19 What a very robust child. His whole

body is as firm and strong as

possible.

20 How are the crops iu your neighbor

hood ? Ans. Only ordinary. They

are not very good, nor can one say

they are very poor.

21 With such mechanical skill as you

have, if you should go to the capital,

you could certainly earn two hundred

thousand cash per year.

22 When a man habitually lives on

good food, his face has a soft, sleek

appearance that is especially pleas

ing.

23 One who knows how to cook dry rice

makes it rich and moist, and it is

exceedingly palatable ; but one who

does not understand the art makes

it either hard and gritty, or soft and

soggy, bo that it is entirely without

its proper flavor.

24 That simpleton, sure enough, with

eyes full of tears burst out crying,

and kept up a continuous stream of

incoherent complaints, just for all the

world as if some one were dead.

Vocabulary.

J

F&ng* Ahorse running; a surname.

?$$L Vii3 liny2 Satinet, lasting.

Chien*. To establish ; to erect, to confirm ; tobuild.

C'h'i* yen6. Worthy of notice, consider-able.

Ifit4.- ..... Fog, mist, vapor.

Shao*. Water driven by the wind, to splashy Jto spray, to sprinkle.

fifti P'o/Xlfu*. A shrew, a virago, a terma-

g"»t-

^ $\) PJ Ma4 lie1. Continually scolding,constantly railing.

Tsi1 Unwearied effort, unceasing affection.

Est1. To laugh, to titter; the sound of merri-meut; delighted.

fi^ ^ TW yiin* Light headed, dizzy.

ft Tun1. Simple, generous; sincere, solid ; afflu

ent; to honor.

't £F M Shrffu*. Comfortable, at ease, satisfied;well.

T't2. To cry, to bewail, to weep ; to crow, toscream.

—' i!^ I1 p'ai4 A branch ; all, entire.

-{jf iT'u8 hsiang*. A sorrowful appearance, a- - - woe-begone expression.

%\] Shwang3 li* Quick, prompt.

ff* Han* shan1 tsi3 An undervest

$t\ Fin4 wai*. More than usual, extraordi

nary; special, extra. Les. 172.

I.
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Lesson clvi.

1 The affair is already past,, it is better

not to rake it up again.

2 Seeing he is a cliii-jen,. it is not likely

his scholarship is very inferior.

3 As it is so late to-day, you may as

well wait till to-morrow and take an.

early start.

4 As my employer has a poor opinion

of me, I might as well not try to

please him.

5 Seeing his mind is already irritated, is

it not simply pouring oil on the fire

for you to go and twit him.

6 We have already made a definite

appointment, so he will scarcely fail

uU to come to-day.

7 Seeing he cannot get on with his

employes, it is not likely his business

will succeed.

8 Having copied more than half of it

for nothing, you might as well finish

it for him on the same terms.

9 Your food is already prepared here,

you need not go on the street to eat.

10 Since we cannot avoid going to law,

let us make a big row with him.

Notes.

4 'M &S $!■! 6-1 expresses that fresh, soft, well-preserved

look which results from good living and freedom from toil

and exposure.

6 $1 fife 69 or t£ 1&L &9 fft to test or try his

scales. Purchasers frequently, in fact generally, weigh with

their own scales the articles they buy, as a oheck on the

dishonesty of the seller. There is practically no legal stand

ard of in . and measures in China.

11 IB ~F f&i silver and cash ; that is, money.

IS —' J8I 69 ^ fR> a complete spread of sorrowful

looks, a woe-begone expression* The idea of the eentenoe ia

that the man's appearance betokens bad luck.

19 jtf serves as an intensive, qualifying jfc* jf^.

24 flic i§{ does not here form a compound term, but BJi

stands alone, and is qualified by ^ i£ 65- SI

5tl ^ ^or t3) to recount the yellow and tell the black (or

white) j i.e., to go over and over with variations.

a^

a«

well, may as

a*f-

a m

mm

probably.

gjp Having, already. . .likely, so.

ft ft Seeing, having. . . might as

well.^So U^, j-ter not

$ Already need not, bet-

• ^ Since, having why.

- iM TO Seeing, having. . ..can still.

■ 1^ 5k Seeing, having likely,

• fft ft Seeing, having. . .might as

5«' ^>~JJ

LESSOU CLVI.

COBRELATIVK PARTICLES.'

^ ■ • ^ ^ Seeing, having. . . why, how

iSfc - - ill Seeing, having. - . can still.

Wc ft Wt ^ Seeing, having should,

should have.

K $ - ^ Seeing, having. .. simply,

go ahead.

^ S or ft -- Seeing.. .is it

not, will it not.

Hfc. - Having then, also.
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11 I am already stupid; if you give me

this paste to eat, will it not make me

all the more stupid ?

12 Since he has taken away my livelihood,

I might as well finish the business by

pitting my life against his.

18 In intercourse with friends one should

always keep his word. "What sort of

a man is he who, having made an

explicit promise to another, gives him

the slip when the time comes.

14 He ate a roll on the road ; it is not

likely he is very hungry

15 The proverb says, " Reputation is to

a man as the shadow to the tree."

Seeing that everybody speaks well of

him, he is very probably a good man.

16 Having beaten him, what show of

reason is there in your demanding

that he make good the loss? Ans.

Tut I tut 1 tut ! I had no such idea.

17 Mr. Ts'ui is a man who does not

cherish the memory of a wrong.

Having reproved you to your face, it

is not likely that he will hereafter

hold any enmity against you.

18 Seeing his ideas are so high, will it

Vocabulary.

wen*. To interrogate ; to pry into,to inquire ; to take up.

5 ^ A CM3 3^- A graduate of the second de-^

gree, for which examinations

are conducted in the provincial capitals. v1

1 f^jc Afao1 Worthless, inferior, trashy.

1 ^ Ts'ao2 Inferior, trashy, See tsao1. f

H $L Ch'iao* p'i2. Quick, active, agile ; light,

trim ; to tease, to twit. 'J'

(, $T ^ 7a8 ch'u4. To tease, to chafe, to twit, to

joke.

v^ ^J" tit Tui* ming*. To stake the life against that

of another, to engage in

mortal combat, to fight to the death.

V Jlf t»r? P'in1 ming* The same.

\A (3 Man3 k'ou*. Mouth filled with ; clearly, A

. . . ^ explicitly, positively, fully.

C Rb3 B$ Lin1 shi2. As the time approaches, when thetest comes, at the last moment.

ffi Taan\ To commend, to praise. |"r0]j

I ltfij| Chiian3.. .... .A steamed dumpling ; a steamed

W I3t Ch'ing1 tsan*. To praise, to speak well of,to eulogize.

0S 1fi Chi* hin*. To cherish hatred, to hold

spite.

'Ij* S» Hsin1 i*. Thought, purpose, aspiration,idea.

t|&C Kai3 chia\ To marry again (said of awidow).

^fi Chie2 lie*. Inflexible virtue, unyielding de-votion to a deceased husband.

^flt 0 Chl2ji*. Day of duty, on duty:—Note

(22).

|Jg Niie* To ridicule, to mock, to trifle with.

§fe Ch'od1. To stab, to prick; to taunt, to nag ;a seal, a stamp.

fjfi jtfl Niie* paos. To taunt, to tease.

1

ft* Ch'oa1 poo2. To taunt, to tease, to nag,to chafe.

jfS Jen* pao3. The graduate who becomessecurity for a candidate en

tering for the first degree.
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not be a difficult thing to make him

subject to the will of auother ?

19 Having decided to dismiss him, why,

for the sake of these two or three*

hundred cash, reckon the account so

closely P

20 Since the two brothers are sorry that

they divided the estate, would it not

be well for you to exhort them to

unite again P

21 Consider the case of a remarried

widow. Being already apprehensive

of ridicule, would it not show a great

want of good taste to talk to her

about the devotion due to the memory

of a deceased husband P

22 Since, according to the regular order,

it is his turn as well as yours, why,

when the magistrate puts his name

on the warrant, do you persist in

taunting him P

23 Seeing the leading security is ready

to guarantee him, why should I, who

am but second, not venture to do as

much ?

24 Having used a forbidden character,

what hope has Li Yung Sheng of

getting a degree P

25 Seeing that his brother is one of the

2

has

m

fti Ai? pao3. The second or sub-security fora candidate :—Note (23).

ft P'ai4 pao3 The same.

jfj|; Shine/* hui*. Sacred names, tabooed char-acters :—Note (24).

"nP Ping1 pu4. The Board of Punishments inPeking.

Tai4 ahu1. A lawyer, a acrivener :—Note

(26).

^ Shang4 ahu1. A president of one of the

Six Boards. Each board

two presidents, one Tartar and one Chinese.

^ "Jr Kan1 lao3 tai3. Adopted father :—Note (26).

Haia4 li*. To use effort, to work energetic-

ally, to strive.

T'ien3.. . .To go to excess ; to enrich, to thicken.

jjjgl T'ien3 lien*. To put on a bold face, to be

brazen-faced, thick-skinned.

H$t She' lien3 The same, (s.)

j$fjj Rou* lien' The same, (s.)

an-

to

ft

]gjf T'an4 eh'ien9. Early, beforehand, in

ticipation of. (c.)

fa T'an4 haien1 The same. (s.)\

Hxiian1 Deceitful ; to impoae on.

^ Haiian1 lung4 To befool, to cajole.

ffi- Nao4 ahi4. To raise a row, to make a dis- r

turbance, to get into a acrape.

7& §S K'an4 haiao* hwa4. To laugh at, to make

fun of. (n.)

5^ ^ K'an4 haiao4 ch'ang3.. . .The same, (c.)

4^ ^ T'ing1 haiao4 ahing1.. . .The same. (s.)

J^jt Fin1 p'ai4. To direct, to prescribe, to^ &

supervise, to lay out

Wan1.. . .The pea—introduced from the West.^g-

JS Wan1 tou4 Peas.

K'an4 ahi4 The tomato :—Note (28). ^

li ^ Hsi1 hung1 si8 The same. 2 P

$\j ^f- Yang"- ahi4 tai3.. The same. >~ ?

Fmgr1 An infant, a babe, (w.)

f^fc Ying1 hai2 An infant, a babe.
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presidents of the Board of Punish

ments, how is it that he is only a

cbl-hsien P Ans. If he had not had

a brother who was president of a

Board, he would not have been even

a ch'i-hsien.

26 The saying is, " Kin are ever kind."

Seeing Liu the scrivener is his adopt

ed father, can he fail to exert himself

on his behalf.

27 Well you ought to be ashamed to

tell it. Since you knew that they

were fellows who would help a tiger

eat his prey, you should have been on

your guard. Why allow them to

cajole you into such a disgraceful

scrape as this, and make yourself a

public laughing stock.

28 Since he has directed you to plant

two beds of peas and six of tomatos,

simply go and plant them as he told

you ; the quantity is no business of

yours.

29 Discipline a child from infancy, and a

wife from her marriage. It will

never do to begin punishing after

you have indulged the formation of

bad habits.

Notes.

lEiSSifi-Sfc^yiS properly means, that

which is already past, but the general is here put for the

particular, hence it means, the affair ii already past

2 is much used in some parts of the North as the

equivalent of or of jj^.

8 The use of A fj|f implies that the copying was from

the first a matter of favor not of wnges.

U To eat paste muddles a man's wits, because being

thick and viscid it closes up the orifices of bis mind J$0-

12 fl T f£ f$ fit broken my rice bowl; i.e.,

caused me to lose the employment upon which I depended for

a living. in preferred in Peking.

13 ii" ffij %i fjf> faithful to one's word,—a book phrase.

14 H; In some places a f^l ^ is a steamed rolly-

poly mad'- with mince meat instead of with sweetmeats ; in

other places it is simply raised dough twisted into "rolls,"

and steamed.

16 The comparison is implied by the j uxtaposition and

similar construction of the phrases.

16 ffl Jj5 ^ IS %, abbreviated from % % # #j

17 i§ 15 n§i cherish the memory of an old injury, to

hold spite,—a classical phrase used by scholars.

21 The structure of this sentence is irregular. The first

olause may be regarded as independent, the regular construe-

tion beginning with |)E

22 fi£ B > the day r,n which one's turn comes. The

underlings in a j auien are divided into companies or sections,

which take turns in receiving and executing the commands of

the officer. The use of the term f§[ 0 is confined to this

connection. ^ J§? commonly means only, but it here meana

to persist in. It is frequently so used.

23 The $| or sub-security (called 2$| fSj« in some

places) is of much less importance than the g§ {S> or prin

cipal security, who is supposed to be personally acquainted

with the circumstances of the candidate, and with whom the

responsibility chiefly rests. It is required that both these

securities have the degree of |f| or preferred hsiu-ts'ai.

On this account they are commonly called Jjj| (Jjs-

24 The characters forming the personal names of

deceased emperors of the reigning dynasty are " forbidden."

To use one of them in an essay is an offence fatal to all ho|>e

of getting a degree, no matter what the merits of the essay

may otherwise be.

26 tH; ^sSl <£f JUj, he who is a relative will certainly

regard. The is emphatic, being used for ^ or ft

The fHj is a licensed scrivener, whose speoial

business it is to draw np indictments and counter indictments.

He is not, however, allowed to present them for his client, nor

to plead the case as a lawyer. JtL ~P menns the same as

lj£ ^ , but would not be used in speaking face to face aa

would ^

28 |$> mock-persimmon, that is, tomato. Being re.

cently introduced into China each locality has its own i

for tomatos.
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Lesson clvii.

Who that has a beast is willing to

turn the millstone himself ?

If it really does not concern you, why

not take an oath before heaven to

that effect P

If I could possibly endure the pain,

I would not cry out.

If perchance we gain this lawsuit,

we shall thenceforth get on all right.

If indeed he has not been guilty of

any great offence, why not be generous

and forgive him ?

It is not to be supposed that any one

with human feelings would stand by

and see a mau die without an effort

to save him.

" While there is no difficulty provide

against difficulty." Ifperchance by and

by they should become reconciled, would

notyou and I be regarded as reprobates?

If carts are so dear, why not hire a

donkey to ride P

If I could at all afford to sell at this

price, would I not sell it to you P

Leaving the door open in this way

. . §f£ "^f. In case- - . who is willing.

'03 /L • • ifc If possibly, as long as- . .

wo^ld not, better not.

'IS - - - •W• In case, if would.

HZ Hi ■ \M f&> If at all would.

Hi - - - @f£ While, in case who

is willinj' ^>

#P M - - ft sfi • If indeed, if really

why not.

#P |& - ft If indeed, if really. - -

why not, what objection.

■LESSOnST CLVII.

Correlative Particles.

$H 1t\ If indeed, if really

could or would be willing?

itO j|l ■ • • fUs* If indeed, if really. . . could

or would be willing.

$H HI- - ill fits* If indeed, if really

could or would be willing.

$j —■. . . 01 or $t- If. if perchance. . .

. . . then.

$5 —■. . . H£ ~7$*. If, if perchance

would or will not?

J£ J$- - - JH flt« If indeed is it so P

you don't mean to say.

Vocabulary.

i ]a$. Heng2 An oath attested with blood.

^JS. Men92 To attest Def°re tne g°ds» totake an oath.

* 111 Gh'u^ shSng1. To call or cry out, to makea noise.

■JT ^ Ta? yiiig2. To conquer, to triumph, to &

gain the victory.

ft %}j Hod2 fang1. What is there to hinder/

why not, what objection.

^flfc fit Ts'ung- k'wan1. To be charitable, gener- f0U8, lax.
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and going about stripped to the waist,

if perchance some one should suddenly

step in wouldn't that be a jokeP

11 If she were really a virtuous woman,

would her own husband be willing to

sell her P

12 What man of good character would

be manager of a theater P

13 Who does not strive to have a share

in whatever is profitable P

14 If indeed he has such mechanical skill

as that, would he be dressed like a

beggar ?

15 You who are constantly engaged in

smuggling are certainly playing a des

perate game. If by any chance the

detectives find you out, will you not

have put your own neck in the noose ?

16 Go first to the yamen and see, and if

the proclamation is not yet issued,

what objection is there to presenting

a petition urging its issue P

17 It is important to be careful of fire,

lest perchance your carelessness re

sults in the burning of your house,

which would be a great loss.

18 Consider who Sun Chin-sh'i is. If his

skirts were indeed clear, would he

tamely allow a man who is but a chien-

sheng to lampoon him like this ?

19 A man must be reduced to extremi-

Jao3 shu4. To forgive, to excuse, to passover. To make a mistake: an acci

dent j carelessness.

W £k W) Chhi1 chie*. Virgin purity ; chaste, wr» ^ $| i c,tin* shi*- . A graduate of the third de-

gree, the examinations for

which are held in the Capital and open to all || A-

^ lot ^C. Chien* shing1. A literary degree obtainedby purchase :—Note (18),

' i ^fi)* |fp Ts'un1 ju3. To stigmatize, to lampoon, to

. . berate j to blackguard.

JIP Wulju3. To put to shame, to bespatter,

to lampoon, to berate.

tuous.

Mi Ch'wan1 tai* Clothing; to wear.

1 ' ^ RSpt Tan1 hsien3. Dangerous, perilous'; to rungreat risk.

i $B Wang*. A net; a web; a law.

'"' ife ^3 Fa3 wang3. The toils or clutches of the1

la

^
-

elation, a sign,

1 1< 'tf' 7J\ Kao* sht*. . . .A proclamation, a manifesto

(I 'fH ijpl Ts'uV- ping3. A petition urging action in^la case at law.

$t ^ Shi1 shou3. To let a thing fall ; to mistake

through carelessness or by

accident ; to pilfer.

j$l Ch'a1 chioa3 To make a misstep.

7JV Shi*. To reveal, to proclaim; an edict, a rev- f|| g, PM< ti1 is. No help for it, in straits,

unavoidable :—Les. 179. Sub.

gij- Jg T'ao3 yao* To ask for, to begfor.

H$ ^ Tien3 p'od4. To disclose, to divulge, to— let out, to reveal.

^ )3 Wei3 ch'u1 ^Injustice, wrong.

Chiao3 Fortunate, lucky. Used for jjfc.

^ fjjs Chiao3 hsing*. A happy chance, luck,good fortune.
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ties before he will beg. Who will

beg from others while he has the least

hope of getting on himself P

20 A middleman's word is not to be

trusted. If indeed he owns eighty

, mow of land, would he be without a

wife at thirty-odd years of age ?

21 Do you suppose they are all fools ?

If perchance some one detects your

trick, you will find yourself in a bad

predicament.

22 Can any one who has suffered a

great wrong ever forget it ?

23 You should not trust too much to

luck. If perchance the matter leaks

out, it will be too late to repent.

24 As I understand his statement, it is

clearly evasive. If the scheme were

not of his devising, could they have

trumped up the charge against him ?

25 Ilave you forgotten the old saying,

" To seize a tiger on the hills is easy,

but to open your rflouth to ask a

favor is hard ? " So as long as one

has any way to shift for himself, he

will not borrow of others.

26 As to the Most Exalted Pearly Em

peror, if there be such a god, do you

suppose that while enjoying himself

Chan* A rent, a rip; cracked, split; a hint.

W£ P'od* chan*. A rent disclosing what is with-

- - in, a flaw, a defect ; a hint.

^ i*- A wcn-li final particle used to emphasize

what precedes.

2 j. ]§f£ Chi1 W. Evasive, irrelevant ; false, so-

phistical. Jjp j£ not far

out of the way, about right.

^ i IS* Chu* mou2 A scheme, a project

C/i'in2. To seize, to arrest, to take.

P K'ai1 k'ouB. To open the mouth ; to 6e-gin to speak.

No

5 ^£ ,0 follow the oroad [paf/i] ; i.e., to be generous,

to be lenient.

6 In the translation, 38j| is represented |by the phrase, it

is not to be supposed ; that is, there is no such principle of

human action as that, etc. The structure of the senteuce is

somewhat illogical. .

7 JjJt T SI 3S> to turn ou' '° oe rotten eggs ; that is,

to become a stench ill the nostrils, to be regarded as offenders.

10 4$ IS 's here a noun,—something to laugh at, a joke.

16 If a petition is not acted on promptly, custom allows

the petitioner to present a second petition, called a fi| ^>

1 i"

*$IP *fft Nod2 chie*. Borrowing of one to pay an-

other, to borrow temporarily.

Taos chie* The same. iJ-

Su* To model in clay.

T'ung3 ling9. A commanding general, a

commandent.

j§£ K'od1. To subdue ; to repress ; to deny one-

self ; to do or take by force.

j£| 7^ Sung4 Lao*. To bury a parent or grand-parent, to dress for burial.

^ Ghwang1 laos. To dress a parent or■ • • grandparent for burial.

TES.

or petition of urgency. A third even may be presented with

out offence.

18 The degree of fa Qc. entitles to greater privileges

than that of j^jr ~2t y but is less honorable. It may be

obtained by one who has, as readily as by one who has not,

his first degree.

19 B is equivalent to 7 1# 7 & J&! that

Is, without resource.

23 $6 \H fiJ to disclose a rent; that is, to let out

what it is important to conceal. lj& a book

phruBe here quoted entire.

i J-
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in heaven, he needs that you should

make him a gilded image and build

a house for him to live in ?

27 Hereafter you must not throw out

stones. If by chance some one

doomed to die should be passing by,

and should be struck and killed,

would it not be a dreadful calamity ?

28 It is currently reported on the street

that Hwang Ta-jen has been put to

death by the commanding general for

embezzling the soldiers' pay. I think

the report must be the work of an

enemy defaming him. If it were true

would not his family have heard

of it?

29 Our father and mother at such an age,

and yet we have not even garments

in which to bury them. If some

morning or evening they should sud

denly sicken and die, would not the

toils of their whole life have been

in vain ?

26 %j and fH are used emphatically, in contrast with

each other. The (structure is wen. In Mandarin -^f is not

used by itself in the sense of, to ask. It is bo used iu combina

tion in the phrase jjfc

26 ^ Honored in heaven, a title of dignity applied

by the Taoists to their chief gods.

27 ^£ 35 8& ^P*i the road of enemies is narrow ;

that is, enemies are sure to meet, or, vengeance is sure to over,

take its victim. The phrase is a puzzling one of which

various explanations are given. It involves a mixture of

ideas of metempsychosis, fate, providence aud the agency of

disembodied spirits.

28 m, ftfj. to withhold illegally a portion of the

soldiers' pay. This is a very common abuse in China. When

confined within reasonable bounds it generally passes un

noticed.

29 This sentence assumes what is a prevalent idea in

Chinn ; viz., that one of the prime objects of life is to provide

a|good |coffin and good clothes, in which to be buried. The

bounden duty of sous is to provide these things beforehand

for their parents. The reason these things are so important

is, that tin- deceased is supposed to appear in the next world

in the dress and style in which he leaves this world, and his

standing and circumstances there are supposed to be as

much affected by these things as they would be here.

LESSOR" CLVIII

Indefinite Peonouns.

This lesson is supplementary to the thirty-fifth

lesson.

^i*// & All,—the whole, completely, wholly.

All,—completely, entirely,—with nega

tive,—not at all.

^ All,—everybody ; altogether.

(%».* ^ All,—the whole lot,—usually follows a list

of particulars.

^5 All,—every one.

"0^ \{X All,—a book term in which £J is added

i for euphony.

All,—the whole number, all included.

^0 All,—the same as ^ alone.

ss^> . if

2§1 All,—everything ; completely, entirely.

§| ^ All,—every single one, every last one.

fflf All,—the whole business ; entirely,

perfectly.

^ }\t All,—everyone, whoever ; generally.

^1) All,—of a company or class ; nearly always

joined with © and used as a complimentary term.

k*W l^jj All,—each and every one :—mostly used in

special phrases.

$|J Altogether, in all, total.

$6 2? The same.

& £i The same.
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Lesson CLvm.

1 "Whether the affair succeeds or fails

depends wholly on you.

2 If you speak mildly with hira, he

1* . pays no attention to you at all.

3 Please be seated, gentlemen. Why

should we who are constantly seeing

each other be so formal ? [knows.

4 This is something that everybody

5 Will all the brethren please give ear

to my words ?

6 Since leaving home, I (your son) have

been favored with the protection of

God, and everything I have under

taken has prospered.

7 Feng-t'ai store : special dealers in all

kinds of miscellaneous goods, foreign

and Cantonese.

8 Other faults may all be borne with,

but purloining is something that can

not be tolerated.

9 Although the inhabitants of the five

continents are as numerous as the

sand on the sea shore, yet if we follow

up [their history] to the remotest anti

quity, we find the source of all in God.

10 You may wear out a pair of iron

shoes searching for a thing and not

find it; when it turns up, it does so

without the least trouble.

11 That is truly an honorable man, and

not in the least narrow-minded. Of

all who do business with him there

is not one who does not defer to him.

12 There is a class of learned idiots who

know nothing but to study the four

Vocabulary.

m

m

Chie1. All, all persons or things of the sameclass :—see Sub.

Chit1.. . .All,—collectively :—see Sub.

"ffr Lie* wei* You gentlemen, sirs.

^Ij Shun4 li*. Successful, prosperous, aus-pieious.

^ Tsar hwottf. Miscellaneous goods ; gro-ceries.

Chov} An island ; a continent, a region.

~gf[ Hai3 liang*. Broad-minded, honorable, ning-nanimous ; self-control.

Cha1 To tread on, to step on ; to walk.

Mi* To search for, to seek, to hunt up. //

%i Pan3chi*. Obtuse, thick-headed ; narrow-//

minded, opinionated.

Ku3pan3. Old-fashioned, set in one's way j '/

narrow-minded, bigoted; obtuse.

^ IpP Kung* sh'i*. To act together with, to be a 11

business associate.

Pin1. A visitor, a guest; to acknowledge, to ''acquiesce.

^fC Pin1 fn~. To approve, to be pleased with ; 1to submit to, to defer to.

W fifc * k**1 ^s'3- ^~ learned idiot; a bookworm :—Note (12).
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books. As to the affairs of the world

and of society, they know nothing at all.

13 Look at Kung Hwa Tung's family ;

for generations they have been a

worthless lot, yet now his descendants

have all gotten rich. There is no

such thing as justice.

14 The life of the genii is what all men

approve, but the desire for children

they cannot give up. Many doting

parents there ever have been, but

dutiful children who has seen ?

15 Although this is recorded in a book,

yet it must not be implicitly believed,

for Mencius distinctly says, " It would

be better to have no books at all than

to believe everything that is recorded

in books."

16 Brother Chang, can you lend me a

bushel of wheat to put me over the

new year P Ans. Altogether I have

not got a bushel of wheat, how should

I have any to lend you P

17 Just consider; he has in all only ten

or twelve pupils, and his pupils will

not average a thousand cash each. Is

it strange that he says he cannot make

a living ?

18 Wherever envying and strife are, there

is confusion and every evil work.

19 Having done it up on the spur of the

moment, how can it be entirely perfect?

20 Guess what is the total number of

characters in the Four Books and

Five Classics. Ans. I know the num

ber. There are 2328 in the Four

Kung1 A mansion ; a palace ; a temple.

Wi Fa1 chi2' To get rich, to become wealthy;to lay up money.

" W P'ei*. To wear on the girdle, to keep as asouvenir, to remember.

1 1 -flfl JJH P'ei*fu* To defer to, to submit.

•1 ^fif "of Hsi1 ch'i?. Wonderful, surprising, remark-able, strange.

1 Chi* Envy, jealousy.

\ q jfp Tu* Jealous, envious.

'** iffi' To be jealous of, to envy; envy, jealousy.

SL Chiao3 lan*. To confuse, to throw intodisorder, to disturb.

\\ via Ts'ang1. ... A granary, a bin j startled, hurried.

& WTs'ang1 ts'u*. In a moment, on the spur

of the moment ; hurried,

flurried :—Note (19).

3l $S Wu3 ching1. The five" classics Note(20).

tfh 3% Kwai? chiao3. An angle, a corner ; to goround a corner.

^§3 Chiang* Sauce used as a condiment, soy.

3 Chiang1 Ginger.

Chiao1 Hot spicy plants ; pepper.

$>St Hwa1 chiao1 Prickly-ash berries.

^ -Eft*8 chiao1 Black pepper.

P^lT Ch'ii1 chi2. Crooks and turns, ins andouts, complications.
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3& -Pew1 To admire, to praise.

I. ^ JS Pien3. To censure, to disparage ; to dismiss.

> ^ iSl Criticism, fault-finding, disparagement.

\J S flj Ssia* pu* Grass cloth.

7*^ A ^ ^a< -A- long coat, a gown.

^ fl Chi1 Same as fig.

1 1 d*1 ^2 Hunger and cold.

/ Books, and 2426 in the Five Classics,

making 4754 in all.

21 Going west on this street you make

a turn and presently come to the

corner where is Mr. CbGng's grocery,

at which you can buy everything in

the way of oil, salt, sauce, vinegar,

dates, sugar, ginger, prickly-ash

berries, black pepper and tea.

22 Go and ask Feng Lien Teng; although

he may not be acquainted with all

the details of this affair, yet he cer

tainly knows the greater part.

23 It is a common saying that " he

who meddles in the affairs of others

will get into trouble." Who ever

" takes the lead in anything and yet

escapes criticism ?

24 It is undoubtedly hot after the be

ginning of midsummer. Notice how

the passers by are all wearing grass

cloth gowns.

25 In my opinion there are only two im

portant things in life; one is to make

a good lot of money, so as to have

plenty to eat and wear and not suffer

from hunger or cold, the other is to

take a little regular exercise so as to

keep up the tone of the system and

prevent sickness. Aside from these

two things all else is vanity.

26 When Confucius was traversing vari

ous countries, he was constantly hated

by the people, from which we see that

he who is hated by others is not neces

sarily a bad man.

Wi Shu1 chin1. To relax the muscles ; to ) !take exercise, (w.)

ffi Jul Hwod2 hsie3. To stimulate or accelerate *the circulation.

^ $f Chi2 ping*. An ailment, a disease, sick- t J"ness, illness.

J|I ^ Wang3 jan2. Vain, useless; in vain, to no ipurpose.

$ffc Chou1 liu2 To circulate, to traverse. ^J.

Notes

1 & fit equivalent to g( $ T$ {ft- £ Jfi is a

reduudaut expression smacking of books.

6 The language of a letter from a son who is abroad, to

his parents at home.

, one answer all complete ; that is,

every inquiry [for goods] meets with an affirmative response.

The phrase is thoroughly wen. It is represented in the trans-

The whole sentence is thelation by the words all lands.

inscription on a signboard.

10 $S ^ "o place to find, that is, cannot befound,—

a book phrase not ordinarily used in Mandarin.

12 '3f sX ~f"> a book simpleton, that is, a man of

limited abilities who, by his exclusive attention to books, haa

unfitted himself for the practical affairs of life, ift ^ A
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Lesson clix.

1 I believe you are askiug just for the

sake of asking.

2 If anything occurs at home, we will

send a special message to you.

3 Since he forbids me to go, I am all

the more determined to go.

4 Can the customs of the whole- com

munity be changed solely on your

account ?

5 It is arranged in this way with

special reference to you.

6 I have no other business, I came

simply to bring a luuch for your

journey.

v 7 Judging from Chu Chiu's manner, he

deliberately intends to act as our

enemy.

8 Whenever he gets angry, he takes to

slinging things about for effect.

9 Was there no one with whom to

"J^f , the affairs of the world and the amenities of life,—may be

regarded as a rhetorical transposition of ift A W*fS-

14 This sentence is a verse from a ballad in the " Dream

of the Red Chamber." In jp^ ||J|, the ]>ersons are put for the

state of those persons. A. man can only attain the immortality

of the fllj. by a life of severe asceticism, utterly in-

consistent with marriage aod the rearing of children. The

rhythm of the verse requires that in ~T> the ~~T should

be re 'd with more emphasis than properly belougs to it.

15 The sentiment here attributed to Mencius is one of his

many sensible sayings. The original reference was to the

*«•

19 'M ^? '3 a book phrase rarely heard in

colloquial. The wholo sentence smacks of book style.

20 £ iUSi the Five Classics ; that is, or Book of

Changes, § 3|S or Book of History, |$ S or Book of

Poetry, ;J $\ or Confucian Annals (commonly called

and |B or Book of Mites. 0 |J JL ill. Four

Books and Five Classics, is the common phrase by which the

writings of the sages are designated. These comprehend all

the books commonly studied in Chinese schools.

21 This is the language of a poster or advertisement,

diroctiug attention to a certain shop.

25 ^f* Jfil' expand the musclxs and enliven the

blood,—an expression taken from medical language. The

sentiment of the sentence is thoroughly Chinese.^*! u~—-"«t •

26 Inl ^it 5'J 113 > a book expression, rarely used ex

cept as applied to Confucius, who, accompanied by a number

of his followers, visited the sevoral petty kingdoms com

posing the empire, offering his services to the rulers as a

teacher and reformer of government and manners.

LESSOH CLIX.

X,/- Phrases of Special Intent.

Specially, expressly, of set purpose, solely.

4# # Emphatic for 9$. CV«K

ij^p ;{f£ Specially, expressly.'fully intending.

On. purpose, specifically, expressly, for

the special purpose of.

^.u ij$C On purpose, for the sake of.

^ J§£ Purposely, of set purpose.

iM PurP°sely, bent on, must needs, all the

\ more, persistently, perversely, contrarily. Compare

Les.J12.

fig Emphatic for (g.

7^ J^t or 'ff jj^ Intentionally, deliberately.

g$ Purposely, intentionally, (c & N.)

ifr The same, (c & s )

^ ifo Intentionally, of purpose.

The same.

tT 3 Of set purpose, deliberately, in-

sntionally, sincerely, really, (n. & c.) [cerely.

\ V® 'Ci* ©With full intent, fully expecting, sin-

Xo^ j^L or H- 1$ Specially, specifically, simply.

# >l> ^ Of set purpose, deliberately; of

oneself, (s.)

to
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VOCABT

^ J?jj .Man3 fotn1. The whole heart, wholly ;

bent od, bound to :—see Sub.

*j ftp ^ Tso&* tui*: To act as an enemy.

1 5r$ E& ^a*2 2/"2> -A- tramp, a renegade, a

worthless scamp :—Note (9).

f jjifl TFu2 Zai4 to3 The same.

(( P'a2 To creep, to crawl. Alsop'a1.

G* 5® hsiang3. To desire greatly, to long for,to hope for. (s.)

■fH Ling3 hsie*. To return thanks, <o accept afavor [for which thanks are due].

' HI fe. -2"* £wan8. To screen a fault, to condone,- - . to excuse.

associate, that you must needs make

friends with a vagabond ?

10 I went expressly to find him, but he

purposely avoided me.

11 It was your only business to watch

the child, and yet you allowed him

to creep into the water.

12 That was only a thoughtless speech of

his. He was not intending to reprove

you.

13 When told to go, east, you perversely

go west; when told to strike the dog,

you purposely strike the chickens.

14 I was sincerely hoping that I could

make a man of him, but I find there

is no outcome iu him.

15 You should measure others' feelings

by your own, and not purposely stir

up people's indignation.

16 He did not see you and so kno eked

you over. It was quite unintentional.

17 Do yo"u really mean this, or is it only

mere talk ?

18 Seeiug you have prepared it specially

for me, I cannot refuse to accept the

favor.

19 I took pains to call you in a loud

voice, and you purposely did not

answer. You are trying to earn a

flogging, are you ?

20 I charged you not to climb the tree

and yet you persist in doing so. If

by chance you should fall down, that

will be the end of you.

21 You know very well that the young

people were to blame, yet you persist

LAKY.

ft

Hao* sh'i*. To be a busybody, to love scan- z

dal ; to befond of amusement.

Chu* A pillar, a post; a main dependence.

Tan* To boast, to tell lies ; disorderly. 'L

f$5 Tiao* tan*. To tell lies, to talk at ran

dom ; mischievous, incorrigible.

p'i-. Mischievous, perverse, incorri- jgible.

KoO1, Kd1 A crepitating sound. See k'otir.

Kod* A creaking sound.

fe^ Pfi Kod1 pa1. To crack, to snap, to

crepitate, to click.

Iff Koa* cha> The same.
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" 1!$. Pi }H ^w"?1 P'«o3 7m'1 hen1. To hurry

hither and

thither, to strive, to work hard.

W ^ ^(j ^ iVtm8 p'ao3 pei3 peV. The same.

pet8 p'aos. The same.

0 Ewod4ji4. A living; savings; property,money.

>H fi?f Kwod* hwod*, The same.

Ching1 kwang1. Quite destitute, en-

tirely exhausted,

without anything.

Yang2 To ramhle, to rove ; to saunter idly.

1 J ffjjj Ch'ang1 To and fro, unsteady.

) fffjl. Playful, unconcerned ; disdainful.

in condoning their faults, having

even the face to say, " What does it

signify ? the children were only

playing."

22 That boy of Chiang T'ing Chu's is a

mischievous young rascal. He climbed

u> up on the house and was walking

•* over and cracking the tiles. I said

to him, " You come down at once,"

to which he replied, " I won't do it."

23 That old fellow is certainly fond of

amusement. He will mount his

donkey and ride a distance of tea

odd li simply to attend a theater.

24 I have been working hard year after

year hoping to accumulate a little

property (lit. livelihood), but alas,

though my aspirations were high,

fortune was all against me ; as fast

as I could earn a mouthful it was

eaten up, so that to this day I have

not a cent to my name.

25 I was fully intending to give him a

good berating, but before I got well

started he turned up his nose and

walked off.

26 Look at him, dressed up like a dude.

When he meets a woman he swaggers

and struts, and with head in the air,

strikes up some rollicking ditty on

purpose to show himself off.

27 The thing I cannot abide is the rank

smell he has about him, yet he per

sists in sitting beside me. Isn't it

provoking ?

£ ft

■ftp

Na*.

0u\

Ch'wan1 tsa1. To dress up, to accoutre,to trick out.

Si* pu* hsiang*. Nondescript, out-landish ;—Note (26).

Pod* king9 tsi*. The neck, the backof the neck.

"jf* Kengs pod2 tsis The same, (s.)

Jj$J Hod* lie1. Vociferous, stentorian,uproarious.

To call aloud, to shout. Also nod*.

Pft Chi1 na* na4. Vociferotis, inarticulateshouting.

To soak, to macerate ; to rot. To dis

gust, to exasperate, (n.)
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Lesson clx.

1 Even if your whole body were fall of

mouths, you could not lie out of it

2 Even supposing he should have the

best of luck, it is not likely that he

can recover his capital.

3 The fact is I have not the money,

and even if I had it, I would not

pay his gambling debts.

4 I really know nothing of thematteryou

are inquiring about, and even if I did

know, I would not dare to tell you.

5 You are own brothers, and even if

some wrong has been done, you

should still mutually forbear.

6 Even though I did not go, was that a

sufficient reason for your not coming ?

7 He only earns two or three thousand

cash a month nnd has a family of

five or six to provide for, so that even

if he does know how to economize, he

will not be able to support them.

Notes,

1 W $3! ftfc RU' knowing perfectly well yet make a

point of unking.

8 JH; A sf> $f Wiat man is not fit to as.

eociate Kith? that is, are there not enough of good people

with whom to associate, that yon, etc. ? 3jtt Jj$ a man

without family, friends or property,—a reek loan tramp. A

Chinaman's sense of duty and obligation in largely dependent

on his connection with family and property. Some would

write $E jjjjj ^{[, explaining thus,— $jj is to live by one's

wits and ffil "f or j|J ~y is an expert at deceit, a

slippery fellow, hence ^ jjjjj jfrl is ono who is expert at

living without a support, *?; <\'i\ fl'j is used in the South

and )Bj -jp in the North.

13 Said to one who is provokingly contrary.

17 5S~ fKl »C4 words outside the teeth ; that is, jesting

or deceitful words which mean nothing. 58 _t 6§

mere talk, empty words,

18 pH jH)} differs from fj| in that the latter always

implies the acceptance of the favor, whereas the former ia

sometimes used ns a polite form of declining a favor.

22 J!c fjtfl ~Y ife means more than, I won't do it.

It meaus, / ivon't do it just because you order me to do it, or,

the more you tell me to come down the more 1 won't come do\on.

26 m % $ was originally applied to a mythological

animal that wns neither bird, beast, fish nor reptile, but a

composite of all. The term has been adapted, and is used of

one who is neither dt> J*i> HI nor neither scholar,

farmer, artisan nor merchant, that is, a cioivn, a dude, a man

without any firofession or means of living. ^ fjfc f^f

is a rhetorical transposition of f£ IS fti-

tfc or H Even if :—Les. 44 Sub. 4 (1).

^ 3?- ^ Even supposing, even if, even on

the supposition.

^ tT M or |^ tT ^ Even if, even on

the supposition.

s"' Si ^ Even should, even although,

ill "01 Even if, even in case.

LESSOH" CLX.

Hypothetical Woeds and Phrases.

Ar A.

Hi US9The same, (s.) A book term.

iP flit Even if, even in case.

even if, even although.^3u^f0

&t Even if, even though, even allowing.

Even if, even supposing,

admitting.

even
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Jjj$t Tsung*. Remiss, careless ; to indulge, to giverein to ; even if, allowing, suppos

ing ; perpendicular.

J US P'ao1, Pao1. The placenta ; uterine ; a vescicle, Ja blister ; a fish bladder.

|i^J JJfi T'ung- pao1. Uterine brothers, own bro-thers.

ill So? t'od1. Careless, free and easy ; reckless, headlong.

I^ijfifj La3 Uneven, disorderly, unkempt.

I S Wii -^aS Negligent, heedless, carelessslovenly.

1 3 =fck #5 p'i2 The same, (s.)

1 1 ^ :j. |» Pt'eti4 tea4. Change of circumstances, a newturn of affairs :—Note (16).

8 You must not think of going single-

handed. Even if you are strong, you

must remember that one fighting

man cannot put to routa whole town.

9 With reason on one's side, he can go

anywhere; without it, it is hard to take

a single step. Even if their number is

great, will they not listen to reason ?

10 1 am very loth to go and ask this

favor; and even if I do go, I fear I

shall not be successful.

11 "When the student's mind is intently

eugaged in study, his attention would

not be distracted even though he

heard that they were exhibiting a

live dragon on the street.

12 The fact is you are not able to beat

him; and even supposing you were

able, would you not be laying up

trouble for the future ?

13 Judging from the free and easy way

he has, it would not be at all strange

if he had some trifliug faults.

14 When once Ts'ao Cheng Tao has

closed up the barriers, eveu if you

had ten thousand soldiers you could

not force them; how then can you

two do it ?

15 You are certainly a careless fellow,

borrowing people's tools and never

returning them. Even supposing you

do not lose them, are you not afraid

you will disoblige the owners ?

16 Some men have tact, others have not.

When a man has this faculty, even

should the aspect of an affair change

Vocabulary.

fif jFm2 ch'i%. To hold up, to support; to as-sist, to help.

> ^ Ch'wai3. To feel after, to estimate, to guess.

\$Q ^ Ch'wai3 mod1. To feel after; to think

\ over, to surmise, to fancy.

\ffc }|| Ku1 mod1. To estimate, to conjecture, tofancy, to imagine.

llE Ling3 li3. To lead, to conduct, to showthe way.

j£§ Ling9 lu* The same.

Ts'od,2 A person of small stature, a dwarf.

LodB, Lei3 Scrofulous ulcers, king's evil.

Li*. Scrofulous swellings or ulcers on theneck.
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when it is half done, yet be can adapt

biraself to the circumstances and

bring it to a satisfactory issue.

17 Can a brat of fifteen or sixteen lose

himself entirely ? Ans. Even sup

pose he cannot be entirely lost, yet if,

for the time being, you cannot pro

duce him, will not his family, not

finding him either alive or dead,

demaud him at your hand ?

18 There is an old saying, " A single

filament of silk does not make a

thread, a single tree does not make a

grove." Even if he had the most

transcendent ability, he could not

succeed without the help of others-

19 1 fancy he will not venture to go to

law; and even if he should, he will

not make anything by it.

20 When a man who has any self-respect

is in the wrong, even though no one

should reprove him, he still experi

ences a deep sense of humiliation ;

but when one who has lost all self-

respect is in the wrong, he feels no

shame even when reproved.

21 Can a dissipated man like this bring

up a vistuous son ? If he should

have a good son, he is certain to lead

him astray.

22 Are you abont to propose for that

dwarf girl of the Changs' P Her

mother was afflicted with scrofulous

sores, having ulcers not only on her

lB- f§. A scrofulous ulcer, an indolent sore.

•f" §p| Li4 tsi3 king3. A scrofulous ulcer onthe neck.

T'ang2. Fat, plump ; a protuberance ; thebreast.

B^D jj^ Hsiung1 Vang2. The bosom, the breast,the thorax.

fl& W ?pfj Ko&2 chou3 woa1 The armpit.

•J^ Lao2. Any wasting disease.

Lao2 ping*. Phthisis, consumption ; anywasting disease.

(jOf Fit3 To help, to second, to assist.'2''7

§(| Fu3 chu*. To help, to assist, to succor, to7- 3lend one's aid.

^ JIsi\ Let down by a rope, to suspend ; a sus-pension cord, a handle. Also chi*.

$J Hsiao1, Hsue1. To pare off, to shave, to scrape;to extort ; to deprive of.

Notes .

4 ^ is often omitted after ^ ffi, but its use adds

emphasis. Aa ^ (teen) and {Mandarin) are really

equivalents, the fact that j§; is thus used after ^ shows

the extent to which the meaning of fR is obscured in the

phrase %.

5 IkJ ffo 51 > sons of the same mother.

8 .§1 -A (or a single man, or a single

horse (or horseman), a phrase derived from war, meaning that

a single soldier, whether on foot or horse, is useless against

numbers. The derived meaning is obvious.
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neck, but also on her breast and arm

pits, and moreover sbe also has con

sumption, which diseases cannot but

be transmitted to her daughter. Even

if not transmitted, should you marry

such a dwarf, with so weakly a body,

can she be any help to you ?

At present the money made by ped

dling is like the moiety of iron scraped

from the point of a needle. Even

granting that he is a good sales

man, at the very most he can only

make eighty or a hundred cash per

day.

It is said, " "When you are sick, call

all the doctors you can." There is no

knowing what prescription may cure

him; and if after all he fails to be

cured, it will be because it was so

ordained by fate; our minds also will

be at rest.

11 ^ i& § 5|?> ntind single and purposefixed ; that is,

the mind concentrated on one object, absorbed in thought, A

ready made book phrase. fj§ ft, a live dragon. The ref

erence is to the feast of lanterns on the 15th of the first

month, when dragons composed of lanterns Btrung together

are carried through the Btreet, forming a spectacle of

attractiveness which few boys could resist. Much less could

they resist the exhibition of a real live dragon on the street.

16 For ^jj some write JsL but the former is the more

Buitable. It is probable that ijji should also bo written

With M-

16 lib 3|3-» to have a capacity for managing things.

is used as a verb. §|§ "jf change of diagram,—a figure

taken from the diagrams in the Book of Changes, which are

used in divining and fortune-telling.

19 flif _fc J$h< to obtain the place or seat nearest the

wind,—whoever is next the wind gets the first and freshest

breeze, hence the meaning, to get the advantage of.

23 /V H$4 §S> t° carry eight strands of rope. Ped

dlers carry their stock in two baskets or boxes, each suspended

by four ropes. jj| ^sS> to scrape iron from the point

ofa needle; that is, to make very small profits. "§ does not

usually take §J alter K '8 nere added to separate the

75 from the number following. ^ FJ} fif may mean

either makes good sales, or is a good salesman.

[HI lie Occasionally, sometimes, in case.

fPI fit' Unexpectedly, occasionally, by

times:—See Les. 115. Sub.

l|§ Jjfo Lightly, thoughtlessly, not often.

With a negative—seldom, rarely, scarcely ever.

LESSOIT CLXI.

Phrases of Kecurrent Time.;^

^ji For the most part, seldom, rarely,—

always followed by a negative, (c.)

J§J£ ^\ For the most part, ordinarily. "With a

negative, rarely, hardly ever, (s.) [ever, (c.)

Hi Always with a negative,—rarely, hardly

Vocabulary.

^ fi£ Tfj Fa1 shi*. To make sales, to have cus- ' ^ Pet4 ching*. Secluded, out of the way,tomers. bye, retired.

1 fil TpJ Tfj Fa1 li* shi* The same, (s.) * ^51 <|}» Chi1 tain1. Congenial; like-minded, sym-

vi 1$ pei\ Pi*. Quiet, private, secluded, out of the pathetic.

way. See p'i*. t, ^ Pei4 Fold, times ; to double.
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Lesson cixi.

1 This expression is not entirely un

heard in this neighborhood; it is

used occasionally.

2 At the present time, magistrates do

not often punish with the large

bamboo, they commonly use the

small bamboo.

3 Those large foreign hongs seldom

seem to have a customer, but when

i they have one their sales are always

JUUf heavy.

4 Our place here is entirely too retired.

We rarely see any one.

§ If one goes where both people and

•* place are strange, he seldom meets

with a congenial spirit ; when how

ever he does meet with such a one,

he is sure to be doubly drawn

towards him.

6 These are all good cash, if occasion

ally there are one or two small ones

they will still pass.

7 In the wars of recent times bows

and arrows have rarely been used.

Nearly all use muskets and cannon.

8 That man Li Tien K'wei rarely gets

angry; how coines it that he got into

such a passion to-day ?

9 You are quite a stranger. It is a

rare thing - that you come to our

house. Please take a seat.

10 This phraseology is occasionally

found in novels, but I have never

come across it in the classics.

^ iftfl Chia1 pei*. To add as much again, to

double.

k —■ ^ji I1 pan* kod*. An occasional one, onehere and there, a few.

^ — 1® ^ 1H J1 tod* pan* kod*. The same, (s.)

^ 1Pi Hao3 shi.3. Good to use, suitahle, service-able, current, passable.

C Oft ffl Sao3 yung* The same, (s.)

. P |2|L Shany* chen* To go into battle.

7 ^ Kung1 A bow ; archery.

jjtji[ Tien* A grand hall, a palace, temple.

I a ijH (|J^ Ts'i* yen3. Form of speech, phraseology,words.

' 0 fH] ilr Usien3 shu1 Novels, light literature.

$S IB Ching1 shu1. Classical books, the writings/cof the sages.

3ft KwaBfu* A widow. //

^ Dm4 ping1. Guards on the highway, patrol, 1men.

3^ SMX sh'i*. To lose by thieves or robbers, / lto have a mishap.

Ting3 A three-legged caldron; firm, settled. /3

^ Chiao3 Crafty, wily, specious.

^ JUi Chiao3 hwa2. Crafty, cunning, subtle,treacherous.

HJj Hsien* ch'in*. To make capital of one's

zeal for another, to act

the sycophant, to toady.
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11 The saying is, " Many scandals flit

about a widow's door." Seeing her

husband is now deceased, if you

have no important business, it is

best for you not to go there when

you can avoid it.

12 When traveling it is best to go by

the great road, since in case of any

special danger there is a guard of

soldiers at hand. It is a rare thing

that there is any mishap.

13 Chu Wan Ting is an exceedingly

crafty man. He is constantly bring

ing his services to the notice of Lu

Ta-jen with whom he is in high

favor, so that when he says a thing

no one lightly ventures to oppose.

14 For satisfying the appetite ordinary

diet is the best, and for warmth

coarse clothing is the best. It is

not that wo have no delicacies in

our house, but ordinarily we do not

eat them ; nor is it that we have no

silk and satin, but ordinarily we do

not wear them.

15 Since that time I have been tripped

up by him so often that I have

grown wary, and seldom venture to

say anything in his presence.

16 That relative of mine in Lou-tsi-

chwang has no idea of the fitness of

things. I seldom go to his house,

but one day I went hoping to get

one good meal off him, when, behold,

he simply set out a saucer of salt

To make capital of one's

merit, to curry favor, to

') 5& Hsien* kung

act the flunkey.

^Ch'ung*. To think highly of, to favor, toprefer ; to indulge, to dote on. \\J

0 ffi ff TP ch'ung3. To be in favor ; to be in-

dulged.

1 "> ||£ Pod!2 win*. To contradict, to take issue

with, to oppose.

l£ ft Chia1 ch'ang2. Common, ordinary, usual, ^ fa % Si* Jcwei3 A miser, a niggard, (s.)

$| % fig Mao1 & t'ou2. An owl.every-day

| if {_!_! ^ Shan1 chin1. Savory dishes from the hills,game.

Loa? Parasitic plants.

Pod1, Pei4 A fragrant white flower.
\

HI ^||J. Radishes, turnips, carrots, etc

3^5 pn Hwa1 yen- ch'iao* yii3. A pompous,

affected,

or specious style of speech.

^5 W ^fet Wt Ch'iao3 yen2 hiva1 yip. The same.

H *M fl" ^ Shi1 loa*. Real, bona fide, verita-ble; plain, substantial.

Kou3 chien3. Stingy, mean, shabby; aniggard, a skinflint.

$f ^ Chie3 shou3. To attend to a call of nature,to ease oneself.

Jfc Tie1 si 3. To fall and kill oneself, to bekilled by a fall :—Les. 183.
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turnips and a couple of kao-liang

cakes, his wife meanwhile going on,

to say, in the most plausible style,

" "When you come to see us there is no

occasion for putting on a great show

of formality, so we just have every

thing plain and substantial." I said

nothing, but I thought to myself: lb

is not often one gets treated quite

so plainly as this ; and if occasionally

such a case should occur, it is from

the necessities of poverty. I ven

ture you will not find another like

this old skinflint.

I don't generally believe in these

superstitious notions ; but that the

hooting of an owl is a sure sign of

bad luck, I do most thoroughly be

lieve. At the temple to the west of

our village there lived a Taoisfc

priest by the name of Yii. In the

fourth month of the year before last

he was taken with consumption, and

began to spit a great deal of blood.

On the evening of the third day he

heard an owl on a tree in the yard

give three hoots and three laughs,

which he felt was a very bad omen.

Afterwards, getting up in the middle

of the night to attend to a call of

nature, he tripped as he went out

of the door, and falling headlong

killed himself. Could any omen be

more undoubted than thatP

Notes.

2 Tbe ^ WL T >9 a 8tr'P °' bamboo about three or

four inches wide and five feet long, and is wielded by the

executioner with two hands. The >J» -p is about two

or two and a half inches wide and three feet long, and is usually

wielded with one hand. The beating is done on the bare

thighs, the culprit being held down on his face by two

lictors, one sitting on his shoulders and the other on his feet.

4 The Jj£ at the close serves simply as a final partiole,

equivalent to "J* or 5fj-

6 fti] JjSc is not much used in Peking, and fj|J

is here supplied in its place by the Peking teacher. It is not,

however, the equivalent of FaJ JjJJ which is followed in the

translation. If |p be followed, then " if occasionally "

should be even if.

9 & A rare guest, one whose visits are " few and far

between." is used to express cordiality, but will hardly

bear translating.

13 ffl{ HUl To make a business of bringing one's diligent

services prominently to the notice of a master or superior,

and so curry favor and gain confidence. Jf^ 7j] means

substantially the same thing, but is a less offensive term.

14 ill Ji£ is rarely separated from its companion phrase

$J !!fc> though the latter is frequently used alone. 3j£

is not often used of things to eat, but is so used in this phrase

in allusion to the cost and difficulty of procuration. $§£ /H,

webs of satin. The addition of gives the idea of a consid

erable quantity. There is also the analogous phrase, •7(1 /E-

16 °r to gather up a slip or mistake;

that is, to trip up, to catch. Jjfc is also used instead of jfo-

16 IS) IS Wi Cakes in the shape of a bird's nest ; usually

made of kao-liang meal, sometimes of corn meal. They are

largely eaten by the poorer classes in Northern China. The

§J is not always repeated. j& 7$, or Jfc -©1

o son's wife's mother, or a daughter's husband's mother. Both

terms are widely used though neither is entirely t'ung-hsing.

M % Wi is also used'
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'lESSOlsT CLXll.

This lesson is closely connected with Les. 115.

The two subjects differ as the word suddenly differs

from the word immediately.

jljl l^f Instantly, immediately, in a moment.

JUL ^ij The same.

*w*. HP At once, immediately, forthwith.

^ f^F Instantly, in a moment, immediately, (s.)

Hf iP At once, forthwith.

Lesson clxh.

1 Please wait a little ; it will take but

a moment.

2 As soon as they heard of it, they

went at once and took a look.

8 As soon as he had delivered the

things to me, he at once returned.

4 I am going out to buy a few vege

tables and will return immediately.

5 If you have anything to say, speak

it out ; why so much humming and

hawing ?

6 When we had secured a copy of his

verdict, we at once wrote a defence and

handed it in from the roadside.

7 When they had finished their lunch,

they started forthwith.

8 When a man's disease has reached

such a point as that, even though

the medical treatment insures re

covery, yet the patient cannot be

well in a moment.

9 You need not return to your lodg

ings ; why not go directly from here ?

10 Ma Yiie Te's ability is really ex

traordinary. No matter what book it

is, let him but read it over once, and

forthwith he knows all about it.

11 Even supposing he started the

moment he received the letter, he

Instantaniety.

[Nf At once, forthwith, immediately.

§|f Forthwith, without delay.

Wi $E ^ Atonce, forthwith, immediately, (n.)

1 Z The same, (a)

gg Kg |f The same, (s.)

||1 I^f Forthwith, instantly.

^ _t At once, promptly, quickly :—Les. 118.

— iM. ft Forthwith, straightway, directly.

Vocabulary. ,

^ ttfc ^ 00 Pan* t'u3 pan* yen*. To hesitate,

to stammer,

to hum and haw. (n.)

^ & ^ ttfc Pan* han2 pan* t'u3.. . .The same.

■. (c. & s.)

^ # ^ ttfc -Pan4 fun1 pan* t'u'. The same.

(C. & 8.)

ij}p 3?: Su* ch'ing2. A counter accusation, a cZe-fense, a vindication.

PI Fii2. A chariot, a carriage ; to contain.

jfjf ^ Lanz chiao*. To stop an official chair to pre-sent a petition :—Note (6). (n.)

Lan2 hi* The same, (c.)

jj| ^ Lari> yu* The same, (s.)
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'c EH Yue1'* To speak, to utter; designated, called.

A KwoCi* jhi2. Beyond others, beyond the

average, extraordinary.

" Jfni Chiao1 To irrigate, to water, to pour on.

Shin* To leak, to soak into, to absorb.

fuf$1rf Ts'i2 hsing2. To take leave, to bid adieu,

(used of the person departing).

,S M i Maii chuS The seller.

'r ft P Simg1 k'ou\

Hwan3>

P

It ± ±.

^ i i

% m w

T 9 jfc

± /£ tt

«I at*

could not have arrived by this time.

12 The ground is already dried through.

Notice when you pour on a few

dipperfuls of water, how it is ab

sorbed at once.

13 When I spoke of my money being

missing, his face instantly flushed ; in

all probability he is the man who

stole it.

14 Wang Wen Hsiang did not come

to say good bye, but just went

straight off ?

15 The seller having yielded assent, yon

ought forthwith to have drawn up an

agreement, lest delay should lead to a

change of mind [on the seller's part].

16 Whatever you ought to do, go ahead

and do it. You cannot get out of it

by ignoring the matter in this way.

17 Look at the number of people there

are on the road. I'll warrant you some

one picked it up immediately. What

chauce is there of your finding it ?

18 Mr. Wang came in but did not even

sit down ; he simply said a few words

and turned about and left at once. I

do not know what important business

was on hand.

1 9 In sending a message by telegraph, no

matter what the distance, as soon as

the message is started from this end

it is instantly known at the other end.

20 All right; pay over three hundred

taels promptly, and I'll let you off.

. tou*—

fi'i

To yield assent, to concede,to agree to.

Slow, lax ; easily, gently ; to delay,to neglect. (\v.)

Ch'in1 h'ou3. With one's own mouth, eca-plicitly.

1 ' jE Ch'i2 yen". To delay, to put off, to pro-crastinate, to loiter.

^*--stfc Ch'in1.. . .To respect; imperial, governmental.

An imperial commissioner,'

a minister, an envoy,

measure of ten —varying in

s|fc H Ch'in1 ch'ai1

7T Sheng1.

different places from a pint to „

gallon ; to rise, to ascend, to advance.

71* Shhig1 chiao*. To get into or mount a se-

dan chair :—Note (23).

$Bj Kul via1 A father's sister.

Ya*. The creaking sound of a wheel; to grind^or crush on a $J.

Jj|Sj Hsuan* A revolving wind.

MS ML Ssuan* fing1 A whirlwind.

P'ao1. To cast off, to reject, to throw over-board; to project, to fling.

$8 Mao2 An anchor, a grappling iron.

f$ Ts'ang1. The compartments of a ship, thehold.
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21 " When you receive a trust from any

one, you should faithfully execute it."

Having explicitly made the promise,

you should redeem it at once and not

cause anxiety by your delay.

22 About tea o'clock there was a Mr.

Mi came looking for you. When he

found you were not at home he im

mediately went away.

23 How did the minister arrive so quick

ly ? Ans. When he reached the hotel

he took dinner and forthwith got into

his chair and started. He did not

' even take time to rest.

24 Wait till I have changed my dress,

and I will go with you at once.

25 He says he has a very little business,

and that as soon as it is finished he

will come at once.

26 My aunt was just hitching up the

donkey to hull millet, but seeing

me coming, she at once unharnessed

the donkey and lead (escorted) me

into the house.

27 As soon as we knew that a whirlwind

was approaching, we at once took

in sail and cast anchor, and also bat

tened down the hatchway to prevent

the water from pouring in.

Notes.

5 Pi PS) spitting out, half swallowing, or

£j ^ Pj;, half holding in, half spitting out, a fair equiva

lent of hum and haw.

6 The $fc is the comment or verdict of the magistrate

On the indictment of the prosecutor. This verdict is usually

posted in front of the yatnen, or it mar be obtained in advance

from the under officer having it in charge by paying him a

Binull fee. When a man is accused he always puts in a

vindication or counter indictment. Custom allows any man

or woman to present a petition or indictment to an officer as

ho is going along the street in his chair. The party usually

kneels in the middle of the street in front of the chair holding

up the paper in his or her hand, when the ohair-bearers

• —K

will stop (especially if tipped) and allow of its presentation.

7 B|tJ means the noonday halt for food and rest. *}*

^ and *f i'k "re both used in the same sense in the South.

15 T\i IS 'fl IB -i thinj delayed may change,—a book

expression. is used colloquially, only in a few such

phrases.

18 ^ 'fl fji 2K!> to regard that which is as if it were

not, to ignore. The reverse phrase ^ f|s ^ is also used.

21 The use of & indicates that the expression in which

it occurB is derived from books.

23 Jt" is formal and offioial. The term in common

use is _fc

fflk ^ Who would have thought, to every

body's surprise. [surprise.

§§: But behold, what do you think, to my

sfi ffi Behold, who would have supposed, un

expectedly, [know.

515 ^[1 Dear me, but do you know, don't you

LESSOR CLXIII.

Adveksatives of Surprise.

3W '

^ Don't you know, but in fact, where

as in fact. (Bookish.)

W The fact is, but you know,—with a

negative—don't you know, you ought to know.

% >F $31 Yet after all, but behold.
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Lesson clxiii.

1 As clear as it was yesterday, who

would have thought that to-day there

would be such a heavy rain P

2 I hoped that a little exhortation

would make it all right, but, to my

surprise, the more I exhorted him the

angrier he became.

3 I was squattiug there facing the east,

when, all unexpectedly, with one

push he threw me down the bank

and sprained my wrist.

4 Who would have thought that a

quarrel like this would have arisen

from so small a matter ?

5 I supposed that during these past two

years he had reformed; but, dear me !

there is nothing too bad for him to do.

6 "When he was a boy he was very

promising; who would have thought

he would grow up to be such a ren

egade as this ?

7 It is quite enough for others to abuse

me; who would have supposed that my

own brother would join in the abuse ?

8 At the district and prefectural ex

aminations, Ting F6ng Ming was

only mediocre, but, to everybody's

surprise, at the general examinations,

he got his degree and stood first on

the roll.

9 I thought when I applied to him, that

he would certainly give me some as

sistance, but, to my astonishment, he

treated me with cold indifference.

10 He himself indulges in every kind of

dissipation, yet does not allow his

offspring to imitate him ; but don't

you know that " when the upper beam

is out of true, the lower one also

\

Hjif Ch'ing* Clear, cloudless, blue sky.

Shu1. To kill, to exterminate ; unlike, differ-ing ; really, very.

% UfJ Tun* To squat, to sit on the heels.

3 jfj| Yai? A precipice, a bank, a declivity.

~$t$ Ch'od1. To pierce, to harpoon ; to jar by afall, to sprain.

L 4^1 iT chien4. An article, an object, athing, a concrete some

thing ; a blockhead, a good-for-nothing; a renegade.

Chuz To prop ; to lean upon. 1/

$5 Kwais A staff, a crutch. ' '

^55 ^ Kwai3 kun* A staff, a crutch.0

gift TVi3, Ts'ai3. To tread, to step, to stand on//

^ ChioA3 shou3 A scaffold, scaffolding//

j^l TVi3 chiotf The same:—Note (11)//

g& T'iao* chia* The same, f.
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will be askew ?" "Like father like son."

1 1 How is it that you are using a crutch ?

Ans. Day before yesterday I was

repairing a house for the Sun family,

when what should I do but fall from

the scaffolding and hurt my leg ?

12 Judging from his dress he appears

to be a wealthy young aristocrat, but do

you know, the entire suit is borrowed.

13 I hoped when I inveigled him oyer

here the day before yesterday, that I

would have the satisfaction of giving

him a beating, when, behold, he

turned the tables on me and gave me

a frightful pommeling.

14 He simply thinks that when the

teacher does not punish him, he is

treating him kindly, while the fact

is, if he does not punish him, it is

because he has given him up and is

unwilling to take any more trouble

with him.

15 Well, well, I have been acquainted

with you all these years and yet I

never knew you had such skill as this.

16 People of no independence of judg

ment imagine that riches and honor

depend on fing-shui, whereas in

fact, both riches and honor depend on

the will of Heaven and have nothing

whatever to do with fing-shui.

17 Presuming on the possession of a high

rank and great power, he acted in a

reckless and unscrupulous manner,

oppressing the people and imagining

that nothing could withstand him.

But you know, " There is no height

that has not a height above it, and

no man who has not his superior."

Liu Ta-jen by one bill of charges

upset him.

\V, $f Kung1 ts'P. Son of a prince ; son of a rich

/ family, an aristocratic young

man ; a fop, a swell.

?fC Fing1 shui3 Geomancy :—Note (16).

' V >rQ i Ssiang1 lean1. Involved in, connectedwith,to have to do with.

^ flf Ilsien* To control ; rank, official position.

1 \ W $T Kwan1 hsien2. Official title or position,rank, office.

y\ 8& M Ch'i1 ya*. To oppress, to despoil, towrong

% Ts'an1 Same as ^.V^ '^r^

ft -ill! fa" Tao* hang2. Skill or training in any art

or craft or vice.

^ H Yun* A rhyme, a chord; to rhyme.

\ p$ 3C She1 win2. Odes and essays, prose andpoetry, literary composition.

^ ^ Few2 chin3 Severe, exacting, strict.

*J 1 ^ Shi1 chiao*. To teach, to instruct ; to propa-

. .' gate doctrines.

1£ Kan1 k'ti3. Bitterness, sorrow ; straits,trials.
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18 At first I had an idea of helping him,

fearing that being young he would

not know how to manage his affairs,

when, behold, his training is superior

to that of any of us.

19 You all think that ability to write an

essay in eight divisions and a poem

in six rhymes, is what constitutes

good scholarship, but do you not

know that the learning of the world

is boundless, and that there are many

things more important than odes and

essays f How then can he who is

proficient only in writing odes and

essays count himself a good scholar ?

20 The proverb says, " A strict master

makes good pupils," hence there are

teachers who depend solely upon

severity, no matter whether pupils

are large or small they ferule them on

every occasion, whereas the truth is

that in all things there is a golden

mean. If one is too severe he will

keep his pupils always angry at him,

which is not characteristic of good

teaching.

21 You really know nothing of the straits

of the poor. When we who have

money buy grain, we buy several

bushels or several tens of bushels,

but with these poor people, mind you,

to buy even a few gallons or a few

pints (bowls) is difficult.

No

6 $h fk 7 S Nothing that he viill not do; that ig,

nothing too bad for him to do, given to every vice.

6 The use of jji "$§ to express contempt is t'ung-hsing.

$J ft" is also used in the same way in Northern and Central

Mandarin, and expresses a still stronger contempt. It is

applied either to imbecility or to vicionsuess.

8 Examinations are held in each fu city twice in three

years (the year of the triennial examination in the provincial

city being omitted). The first of theso cxaminatious is called

j$C ^i- an(' includes both civil and military, both those who

have a degree and those who are seeking a degree. The

second examination, called ijEf is only civil, and those

who have a degree are not required to attend, save those who

propose to compete at the ensuing triennial examination.

Both the 1% % and tho 1$ % are called |5u The

names of the successful candidates are posted np in order of

merit. Henco the first is the most honorable, though tho

degree is the same.

9 ft IS IS fi?' h$ stroked hie face and ignored all

friendship, that is, he stroked his face with his hand and put

on an expression of utter indifference. ^ H$ Jf; fj^,

he turned his face away and ignored all friendship ,

TES.

10 P£ I® £M Sfl These four have long been considered

the cardinal vices of dissipation, but China is now compelled

to add a fifth ; viz., opium smoking, which is what i9 intended

by *.

11 Thore is no t'nng-hsing term for scaffolding. In

Peking it is called )Jj$ in Eastern Shantung, J|Hj 8$:

in Chinanfn, ^p; along the Yangtse, jf& ^Jg or

and doubtless there are still other tri ms in use.

13 expresses the unexpected " turn " that affairstook.

16 I ife 'S put for skill, becauso skill is the result of

time spent in practice. Thus used, it nearly always refers to

boxing, unless otherwiso indicated.

IS IS 7jC> wind for air) and water,—a supposed subtle

influent v or ether pervading the crust of the earth, which by its

movements produces and controls growth and decay, life and

death, prosperity and adversity, Those who profess to

understand and explain it, draw their stock of terms and

phrases chiefly from the Book of Changes.

17 one volume or book. J^C or 2p» j§E is used

technically of a memorial presented to the Emperor.

IS fj 'B borrowed from the laugunge of religious

devotees.
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Lesson clxiv.

1 Only make up your mind firmly, and

nobody can successfully oppose you.

2 I supposed that of course he had

gone lo school, when, behold, he had

gone to the south suburb to attend a

theater.

3 Simply let your Excelloncy's card

be sent in, and I venture to say he

will be liberated at once.

4 Only let your " walk and conver

sation " be upright, and you need not

fear what they say.

5 Children simply know that good food

suits their taste, what do they know

of the difficulty of getting money ?

6 I supposed only one man was com

ing, who would have thought that

all these were coming?

7 Only invite them to drink a few

bottles, and I'll warrant you they

will not refuse [your request].

8 Just you keep quiet, and there is no

19 Eight is the orthodox number of divisions in a literary

essay. These divisions are not announced or numbered, but

arc rather paragraphs or rhetorical parts. This method of

division, which is essential to an essay that would take

a degree, is said to have been introduced by T. 4if 7!

of the Sung dynasty. The regular form of an ode at the end

£k §1 - - • US Hfl Only. . . no matter, nobody.

M 3c- - ■ $5 ^ Only need not fear.

M 3<---$R %!f Only even if, no matter.

K Ic M jS Only even if.

K ffl- - #$ Only, simply I'll

venture, I'll warrant.

H ffl 0fl Only need not care,

what care, even if.

K ffl • - il Only naturally, as a

matter of course. [cannot.

K ffl - • j§l Only, just- . . - -no danger,

K ffl--$$ §fr Only no matter.

H H - Wi £P Supposed, thought

most unexpectedly, would you believe it-

of an essay, is six verses of four lines each, of whioh the second

and fourth rhyme, the six rhymes also rhyming with each

other.

21 ^ T§f is formed after the model of quality by

opposites (Les. 50), but the stress in this case all falls on the

?1 > 1i" simply serving as an intensive.

}fk Is - - ■ itt ^ Supposed behold,

who would have thought it.

H fi • - - #5 Supposed whereas,

when in fact.

K ftl - Mfy Only, simply not,

but yet, to my surprise.

M fl---i$i ffl Supposed who believe.

^5 - f$i Supposed of course - . .

. . . behold, unexpectedly.

M ffil - • ^ ^ Supposed of course. - -

. . . unexpectedly, suddenly.

H fjt-.ffl $D Said, supposed yet,

behold.

K Wt - M M Said, supposed, yet

notwithstanding, yet after all.

■ i dpci C ii

LESSOU CLXIV.

Correlative Particles.
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danger of his disturbing you again.

9 I have all along supposed I had no

enemies, when, behold, yesterday

some one assailed me in an anony

mous placard.

10 Men only regard the enjoyments of

the present life ; who considers the

suffering of the life to come ?

11 Only do not violate conscience, and

you need not fear the devil knocking

at your door at midnight.

12 Only keep the approval of your own

conscience, and you need not fear

the judgment of Yen-loa.

13 Only keep the good opinion of your

own husband, and you need not care

what your father-in-law or mother-

in-law may think.

14 It was said that Wang Ta Ch'eng

had renounced gambling, and yet

during the first mouth he has again

lost forty or fifty thousand [cash].

15 Here is a lock and chain ready to

hand ; only fasten him with them and

he will find it hard to escape.

16 His eyes pained him all the year be

fore last, and it was supposed he

would lose his sight, yet after all,

they are now entirely well.

17 Fan Ch'ang Fa is destitute of all

pity ; he does not know what mercy

is. Only let him get the advantage,

and what does he care whether

others suffer or not.

18 lb is evident from this one battle

that Gen. Hwang has no strategic

1%

VOCABI

Shi*. To unloose, to liberate; to dissipate;to cease ; Buddhist.

K'aP sh'i*. To release, to liberate, to

make free.

j$C Shi* fang*. To let loose, to set free, to

liberate, to emancipate.

Yiin3 To permit, to assent, to promise.

yfc Ting1 yiin3. To assent, to agree, topromise.

Tsu* To let out, to divulge :—see tsoi*.

^ Tsu* shtng1. To tell, to divulge, to men-tion :—same as f£

Kf^ Sit4 ch'ang2. Commonly, ordinarily ; allalong, hitherto.

LARY.

W. Ni* To hide, to abscond ; clandestine. ^

§ ^ Ni* ming2 Anonymous. ^

£ llf Shing1 ch'ien2 The present life.' °

'wei1 hsin1. To violate conscience, to do 1 1

what is known to be wrong.

p] Yen2 A village gate, a hamlet, a lane.

H IB Fen2 loa2. The Buddhist Rhadaman-^

thus :—Note (12).

$H Sod3 lien* Lock and chain, shackles. ' i

^ Fan2 An enclosed space ; a surname. ' 1

$lj Ts'e* To pity, to sympathize. ' 7

§§ Tin'. Retired ; covered ; private ; painful, I Jcovipassionate ; to keep back, to avoid.
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skill. With only a little knowledge

in that direction, he conld not have

failed to win a victory.

19 Simply looking at the directions in

the book, he thinks that taking

photographs is a very simple affair,

whereas it involves a large amount

of practical skill.

20 Only let an officer have judicial abil

ity, and a heart that loves the people

as his own children, and he will as

a matter of course be a good officer.

21 Everybody says that Li Kwang Tou

is hard to serve, but I don't see any

difficulty ; only once understand his

peculiarities, and no matter what

you do it is all right.

22 Scholarship is a thing in which it is

only necessary to have a single and

resolute purpose, and you will nat

urally attain to excellence.

23 Never fear ; only let the breath

remain in my body, and I will repay

you the money when the time comes,

even if I have to borrow or pawn.

24 When my younger son got his mili

tary degree, he said that if he had one

hundred taels it would be sufficient,

whereas finally, including fees and

feast, he spent more than one hun

dred and fifty.

25 Where is the man without any faults

at all ? If only he is willing to re

form his errors when he knows them,

it is well.

26 I supposed he was a true friend when

$'JIH;- Sympathy, compassion, pity, fellow-feeling.

© # ^2 shou3. To get an opportunity, to getthe advantage. _^

^ H$ ^ Chao* hsiang*. To take pictures, to photo

graph.

"1

Tod* A rudder.

P'ien1 K». To diverge, to turn aside, todeviate, to incline.

IAao3 Distant, far away.

jf| Liao2 yiian3. Far off, at a distance, re-mote.

Tsao* chiu*. To progress, to attain, k?' Ifc f§ Si3 sht1 A dead body, a corpse.

accomplish. > $J Ch'ou1 shin1. To start backward, to with-

draw suddenly.

Notes.

2 The addition of |JE at the end emphasizes the surprise

expressed by

4 ^ 6$ JE> 5? 65 IE. moving straight, and sitting

straight ; that is, straight, or correct in everything. ^ and

are used figuratively to comprehend the active and

passive aspects of life.

9 S 35 tt. an anonymous placard, also called a J§[

ffl W (usually read as if written /fc 9M. Mi)> a headltts

card ; that is, one without a superscription.

12 IS $i» or more frequently, 01 or S ©

the ruler and judge of the lower world,—a Buddhist divinity

introduced into China during the Sung dynasty. Th'
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I entrusted my family entirely to him,

and yet, contrary to all anticipation,

he proved a treacherous villain, and

actually sold both my wife and

children.

The heart controls everything just

as the rudder controls the ship.

Only let the rudder be amidships, and

the vessel will naturally go straight

forward ; but if the rudder be not

amidships, the vessel will naturally

incline to ope side or the other.

Why did you a little while ago in

Jun Hsi's presence find fault with

his grandfather ? Ans. I quite sup

posed he had gone, when behold he

was squatting in the chimney corner.

Chang Si Shan went to Manchuria

and nothing was heard of him for

fifteen or sixteen years. His wife sup

posed of course he was dead and only

last fall married again, when this

year he most unexpectedly returned.

Looking from a distance, I just sup

posed it was a traveller lain down

at the roadside to rest, but when I

came near, behold, it was a dead

body. I was so frightened that I

drew back with a start and ran away.

Thoy beat and pelted him, some with

sticks and some with stones, for as

much as ten minutes. I quite ex

pected he would be badly disabled,

but, to my surprise, he got up and

walked off as if nothinghad happened.

people often speak of -f* fSj ;§J, the rulers of the ten

temple* ; that is, one for each of the ten court rooms of the

Buddhist hell. The fifth (£, ® |MJ jg) is often spoken

of as the fiercest of the ten.

14 .R I5fc> o^V >"■!/ ! that is, the only talk heard on the

subject was that he had reformed. The first month is the

great time for gambling. Many who resist temptation all

the rest of the year fall at this season.

IB 2& ~T fife- It would seem as if fjfc were the object

of the verb. It is not, however, but, notwithstanding its

position, remains the subject. The whole clause is equiva-

lent to ffc at ® m t n-

20 ^ jO -f, to love the people as one's own chil

dren, is the acme of excellence in an officer. "f^ means

properly, on upriijht officer who does not take bribes, but is

often used, as here, to include all the excellencies of an able

and faithful officer.

24 When one gets a degree he has to pay the j£ 6(5

a graduation fee, more or less according to his ability, and

custom requires him to make a feast for his friends, so that

altogether, getting a degree is an expensive piece of good

fortune.

25 531 ifj *£5 Ejfci blowing a fault will certainly reform,

is here quoted as a ready made book phrase.

26 ^ *& /|» Jl> the purpose of the heart not good.

/f» is emphatic, and the phrase always refers to some

deceitful or treacherous purpose.

27 i ^ is here used as a verb. The comparison

assumes water free from currents and the wind " dead aft."

28 The space or corner at the side of the

cooking range.

31 jS f® — II ■? 315 fl ~ 3j Si. thisoneastick

and that one a stone ; that is, some with sticks and some with

stones. *— St J$ (Hj I ife) the time of smoking one

pipe. This is often nsed as a measure of time, and means

about ten minutes. \"j yf> fi£. tossing the head in a

careless way, putting on an air of indifference.
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Lesson ci.xv.

1 You have just eaten your dinner,

and are you already wanting some

thing to eat P

2 To know the future, it is only neces

sary to look at the past.

3 We were just on the point of going

to see you, when, to our surprise,

here you really come.

4 To understand etiquette requires an

age of considerably over ten years.

6 Last night, just at midnight, some

one suddenly called out, "Thieves ! "

and gave me such a fright that I

could not get asleep again.

6 If you would know the thoughts of a

man's heart, just listen to the words

of his mouth.

7 The child had but just quit crying,

and here you are teasing him again.

Really you are too exasperating.

8 While the teacher was at his desk

writing, a huge snake unexpectedly

i fell down from a hole in the ceiling.

9 If this match is to be brought about,

it will be necessary for the two to see

each other.

10 If I am to make peace with him,

there is no way but for him to come

in person and acknowledge his fault.

11 Your sister having accused your

nephew of undutifulness, in order to

procure his release, it will be neces

sary for you to go and become

security for him.

12 To get a reversal of the verdict in

this case, it will be necessary to

secure the services of Ma Lao-yie.

13 While tho little girl was sleeping

soundly, the dog suddenly gave a

XjiESSonsr clxv.

Correlative Particles

Wk ' ' X Just again, now, already.

% or # . .$& f# If, in order tomust, necessary.

^ H or # H - lJLs % If, in order tomust, necessary.

^ H or # l£. . . 2£ ££ If, in order tomust, necessary, no way but.

®*n-tern In order to know - -

necessary to look.

.only

H 49- - - 43 B§ In order to know only

necessary to listen.

IE - f£ Just when, while sud

denly, unexpectedly.

IE - - ^ >^ Just when, while sud

denly, unawares, behold.

]£... p]" Just when, while when

luckily. [that.

i& ftf - • - fSH It is necessary, must. . .in order
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Vocabulary.

bark and woke her up, and she has

cried ever since.

14 An empty ship cannot be perfectly

steady ; to secure steadiness it must be

filled with cargo.

15 Lu Ching Hsin is indeed a noted

physician, but he holds bimself quite

too high. If you want to call him,

you must give him a present of at

least two taels, and also send a chair

for him, or he will not come.

16 When the Carter King was following

his calling as a carter, there suddenly

came to hand an imperial edict cre

ating him an Iron Crown Prince.

17 If you would not have others know

of it, the only way is not to do it.

18 Just when the whole company were

noisily engaged at the game, the po

lice unexpectedly came in by a back

door and arrested both gamblers and

lookers on.

19 This gray chicken does not pay for her

keeping. She has only laid ten or a

dozen eggs and now she wants to sit.

20 During the night, just as the per

spiration was about to break out on.

him, he unexpectedly threw off the

quilts, so that to-day he is not only no

better but on the contrary is worse.

21 You must sow before you can reap.

If you do not first love others, how

can you expect that others will love

you P

22 Day before yesterday I was talking

with a gentleman on the doctrine, and

we were having quite a spirited dis

cussion, but, just when the interest

was at its height, a drunken fellow

*|4 Li3 hsing* Politeness, etiquette, (s.)

^ Tou* lung*. To aggravate, to tease, to

irritate, to chafe.

$Jj Yang3 p'ing2 A ceiling.

(Bj Chao* mien*. To see face to face :—Note

(9)-

T'ov? pen*. To appeal to, to depend upon,

to ask help of.

j$C Fang* k'ung1. To go or travel empty or un-

loaded (as a ship, cart, etc.).

Chi*. A present to a superior; a fee to ateacher.

5l JE flU Clii* chien* li3. A present or a fee to a /£

teacher or to a

professor of any art.

1^ K'an* yen3 To be a spectator. //

§[ T'ien2 hwan2. To repay, to reimburse, to if

requite.

iH "f^ Hwan2 chai*. To pay a debt, to discharge ' ?

an obligation.

ffjl Lai* pao* To sit on an empty nest, ff

J[p£ P'i1 pod2. To reverse the decision of a

lower court ; to rebut, to refute.

@$ fH Tsui* han* A drunken man.
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happened along and, by his incoherent

talk, drove the gentleman away.

The old saying is, " He who has a

narrow mind cannot be a superior

man ; he who cannot rise above his

feelings cannot be manly ; " also,

" Strike a serpent without killing it,

and it will turn back and wound

you : " therefore if you would avoid

trouble hereafter, you must finish

him root and branch.

To-day as I went by Chang Fa

Yung's door, I saw her in a very

ragged dress, with her hair done up

in a little knot and wearing in it a

couple of peonies. Just as she came

out of the street door, she saw me

and turned and went in again.

Li Hsien Chang has truly had a hard

lot. In all his life he has had only

one son, and just when he came to

be of some use, he suddenly took sick

and died.

In the fourth year of T'ung-chI in

the eighth month, I and Li Tsoa Fu

were taken captive in Manchuria by

the red-bearded robbers. We were

sitting on the cart, and just planning

how we might escape with our lives,

when, luckily, we met with a relative

of Li Tsoa Fu's who had been taken

captive by the red-beards years ago,

and was at that time a leader among

them. He gave us a wink not to say

anything, and afterwards at night he

secretly let us go.

lv Chwan* pei*. To turn round ; to tUrn

hack.

V ^ Fu-jung\ The rose mallow.

yt Lan2 Torn in shreds, ragged.

A Lii3. The lapel of a coat ; soiled, dirty.

|||. Bagged, tattered, worn out, soiled. i

Chwa1. The hair done up in a knot on top ofthe head. ?,

Chi* The tuft or knot of a woman's hair.

ft . The hair done up in a tuft or knot.

Shwod2, Shao2 The peony.

ir*§ Shao2 yao*. The roots of the peony ; thepeony.

HI Hsien* To govern ; a law, a precept, (w.)

T'ao2 ming4. To flee for life, to escapewith life.

JJij T'ou2 nao3. A chieftain, a leader, a ring-leader.

3 The use of ^ implies that the person referred to had

been expected, but for some reason his coming had been

despaired of.

5 B31 5a Here, as also in the thirteenth sentence, ;|ff

is used emphatically.

Notes.

9 -JT f0 US IBJ » strike a face to face I that is, to see

each other face to face, though not necessarily to converse

together. It is not often that this is demanded on the

occasion of a first marriage, but it generally is in the case of
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a second marriage. {{B (jjj is rarely used, save in this special

connection. In the North ^ ]ffl replaces it.

11 When a son becomes incorrigibly undutiful, his

parents may accuse him to the magistrate and demand his

punishment. This is to It may be done by a father or

widowed mother, or by a grandfather or widowed grand

mother, or, in the case of an orphan, by a paternal uncle.

It always results in severe punishment, and, in the case of a

parent who disowns his son, may cause him to be put to

death.

15 5? ^fC framework too large ; that is, he puts

on too much style, is too pretentious.

IS At the founding of the present dynasty, the title of

prince was conferred on the eight leaders who assisted in

founding the dynasty. In token that this title was to be

hereditary and perpetual, an iron cap or crown was given to

each, and they were in consequence called ijf] '■p 3* .

In the course of time, one of these hereditary kings was guilty

T

%

B

ft.

Lesson clxvi.

1 Do not go until it clears up. It is

still quite foggy to-day.

2 The main street is so much crowded,

that it would be better to go by a

side street.

3 Do it up promptly and don't dilly-dally.

4 This meat after all is tough as lea

ther ; it is not sufficiently boiled.

5 Money is so hard to collect of Yii Te,

that, the price being the same, we

will sell to others rather than to them.

6 Our second brother's wife has an

energetic step and moves round with

wonderful celerity.

7 It was he who took it. I saw him

do it, as plainly as possible, and yet

he turns round and denies it.

8 Are you not afraid that drinking cold

water when all out of breath from

running will make yoa sick ?

9 Here is steaming hot rice. Had wo

of crimes which cost him his life, and having no son, his title

was given to his nearest collateral heir. This good fortune

fell on a young man who, at the time the imperial edict

arrived, was serving as a carter, and was in consequence

dubbed, ^ 3E M-

IQ m This phraseology has its explanation

in the gambling game they were playing.

23 ^ 3j£ yj> ?fc ife> without severity (poison) not nian.

ly ; that is, he who is not able to restrain his sympathies and

disregard trifles, has not the strength of a true manhood.

iS 4'ti 7 5E is the same as fj 5E SB> the object

being inserted before the qualifier. 5? $5?$4< dip of

the grass and remove the root, to destroy utterly—" root and

branch."

26 £l $|f redbcarils, is the term commonly applied

to the bands of predatory robbers that abound in Manchuria.

They wear false red beards as a mask, and to give them an

appearance of fierceness.

jjf§ To ascend,—as a doublet, imparts the idea

of tiring and expanding.

b*J* f$| ft Ascending vapor; foggy, misty,

ffe Bi B£ ft Steaming hot.

tfi J$t ft Slow, deliberate, pompous.

^K*"f 'S To rush,—as a doublet, imparts the idea of

rushing and noise. Some would prefer to write

§L ft 18* ft The confused noise of many

coming and going, bustling, crowded.

LESSON CLXVT. ^

Special Duplicate Adjuncts. .

n<u, -^k itH ft Very rank, stinking, noisome.

I^j CJuD ifSt? ft Thronged, crowded, bustling,

tu! To drag.—as a doublet, imparts the idea of

dragging after or extending beyond proper limits.

%L %L ft Dilatory, lax, paying money in

driblets.

^J "OS tit ft Overcome with grief, the eyes

brimming with tears. [ing-

fix ttt tfe ft Shuddering, aghast, flesh creep-
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not better eat a little before we go ?

10 Behave yourself, and stop fidgeting

with your hands and feet.

11 See what a sullen look he has. The

more he is reproved the more in

subordinate he becomes.

12 Although his body is very feverish,

bis head is quite moist.

13 Which one is Li Ch'ang Keng's son ?

Ans. That very little fellow is he.

14 It is quite chilly out of doors ; put

some more clothes on the child im

mediately.

15 Mr. Sun is very self-possessed, and in

conversation he speaks with delibera

tion. He is truly a man of refine

ment.

16 I do not like to go by that road. It

passes close by the compost yards,

where there is a most noisome smell.

17 Although he is old, he is still quite

vigorous—just like a young man.

18 With his scales, it weighs one hun

dred catties ; with ours, the beam is

decidedly low at ninety-five.

19 Lien K'iin-tsi is very fond of singing;

he is all the time bumming at some

thing.

20 What flavor do you get from it ?

Ans. Nothing more than a slightly

bitter taste.

I<0

i>h ft Decidedly low, drooping

^ Solid, real,—as a doublet, imparts the idea

of reality, solidity. ot^J-^ W<|

Ajj.*jifi<j* jfe 5fJ § ft Quiet, well-behaved, steady.

itt It? TK ft Quite strong, vigorous, robust.

SJ^ %a ?f S ft Quite firm, strong, robust.

V^ . ftfc tfll ft Quickly, promptly, briskly,—

imparts the idea of celerity.

Lj,J^I' ?J| ^ ^ ft Quite tough, gelatinous; ob

stinate,—imparts the idea of resistance, (c. & N-)5lr^

BfJ B=ffc ft A sullen look, a glare, a sinister

expression,—imparts the idea of staring.

B=ffc Bffc ft In plain sight, before the eyes."

Iffi j|L Jp. ft All alone, solitary, lonely,—

imparts the idea of singleness. c{,<^\\ o^-

tjH ft Quite out of breath, panting,—

imparts the idea of breathing hard. (c. & N.)

Prfil fi$ ft The same. (c. & s.)

v J sUf*-5 % ifo ifr ft Shuddering, flesh creeping,

hair on end,—imparts the idea of creeping.

jHj tla ImI ft Quite vigorous, energetic,

buxom,—imparts the idea of stepping firmly . (s.)

'{ife 1^ $h ft Quite prompt, energetic, brisk.

sh rf$ rffi ft Quite small, very little, wee,

tiny,—imparts the idea of smallness.

¥f IS fir ft Perspiring freely, quite moist,

—imparts the idea of dew, moisture, (c. &s.)

, ft The same.

^ JBt £t ft Whistling cold, quite chilly,

raw,—imparts the idea of blowing, rushing.

t§ ^ ^ ft Quite slowly, deliberate, self-

possessed,—imparts the idea of enduring, (c. & s.)

fH Sb ft Singing in a low voice, bum

ming ; musical,—imparts the idea of monotonous

sound, (c).

^ # # ft Bitter as ginseng, decidedly

bitter, slightly bitter,—used by way of comparison.
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1 What have you in your wallet that

bulges it out so much ?

22 According to my taste, these new

corn-cakes are very sweet and gelat

inous. I would not exchange them

even for wheat bread.

23 These large sleeve? are very fashion

able at present. They should be real

long by rights.

24 If you reulize two hundred thousand

cash clear of all incidental expenses,

would you not be doing very well ?

25 As you are so weak, you should try

to eat more. I caunot be satisfied

until a good appetite has made you

strong and well.

26 The Hsiug Lung is certainly doing a

very prosperous business. The door is

thronged at all hours.

27 I am all alone in the world, without

either parents or family.

28 I do not know how many came to go

his security. I simply saw a mis

cellaneous crowd kneeling iu tha

court-room.

29 Brother Sun has had in all tea

children born to him, and has not

succeeded in bringing up one of them.

Yesterday when he was here, it was

truly pitiable to see his eyes fill

with tears when he spoke of it

30 This beche-de-mer is stewed till it is

Wt Quite distended, plump, round,

—imparts the idea of fullness.

"if} fi^J Bulging, distended, big-bellied,

—imparts the idea of expansion.

' ** lltf "H* ^ tfy Quite sweet, very sweet,—im

parts the idea of sweetness.

5|! f& Gluey, gelatinous ; tough,

leathery,—imparts the idea of resistance.

;BI tU Uj fKl Quite long, lengthy,—used by

way of comparison, (c. & N.)

^§ tf& fKf Quite long, trailing, dragging,

—imparts the idea of trailing after, (c. & s.)

1 * if^ %tt Clear of, exempt from, entire,

—imparts the idea of exemption from. (o. & n.)

OJL. JJL ijfy Clear of encumbrance, exempt,

complete,—imparts the idea of standing alone, (c.)

ff^ ^Kf Clear of encumbrance, com

plete,—impart^ the idea of unembarrassed, (s.)

la.*

fft 6^ Quite alone, solitary,—im

parts the idea of lonely. *f-ckV

3& ffy Studded with points or

branches, bristling, uneven, serried,—imparts the

idea of forked, (n.)

H $t t£ $J Studded with branches or

spines, uneven, rugged, (c. & s.)

lit jka WL fi^ Studded with upright points

or projections, serried,—imparts the idea of up

right, (c. & s.) ["idea 0f lightness.

^ |pc ffy Quite young,—imparts the

|^ m fft All at once, all alike, uniform,"^'

—imparts the idea of evenness, (n.)

^ HI 111 ^ One after the other, in close

succession,—imparts the idea of duplication.

^yVffi Gi G fi^ Quite overcome (with fear),

shuddering, (s.) , ' ^.k-'' <^<

Ilf- PlP PlP ffy Hundming ; grunting, groaning.

Wi Mi ^ £Kl Quite sweet, deliciously sweet.
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'31

' a perfectly firm jelly—a most delicious

dish.

31 Ch'in Yiie Tei is a very fortunate

man. "While yet quite young he has

three sons of nearly the same size.

32 If there is a corpse in a room, one

feels a shudder when he enters ; from

which we see the truth of the saying,

" A dead man is like a tiger, and a

dead tiger is like a lamb."

33 That piece of land of "Wang the

third's, was after all sold to Chu the

sixth. Yesterday evening I called on

Chu the sixth, and they had just

finished writing the deed and the

witnesses were about to sign it- Ans. If

it were I, I also would sell to Chu

the sixth. Manifestly the price is

higher by twenty thousand cash,—

enough to support a family for over

two months. Why should he wait

indefinitely for one of his own family

to take it off his hands for less than

it's worth ?

gg Sou1. .Chilly, the sound of the wind, rustling

Sorrowful; far-reaching, remote; re

iterated. K\

f|f| Ou1 To sing, to hum ; a song, a ditty

jj&P'ing2 Fat, bloated, puffed out. M\

ij^ Ch'a*. A pitchfork ; the crotch of a tree ; a ,

_ stump. *

Fan1 yen*. To change looks, to playifalse, to back out of

* ^ IS Ch'ing2 je*n*. To admit, to own up, toconfess.

II ^ "f" Hsiao3 hwodB tsi3. A youth, a strip

' . . .. . ling, a young chap.

©| Hsiao* han* ts'i3. A boy, a youth, ayoung man.

>y/V' -R jfC Yd* mi3 Indian corn :—Note (22). )

^ 'fH Pa°l m*3 The same. y\,

JJ~s^ Wi I""* kus The same.

Kin3 Tough, gluey, gelatinous. Also ken*?^

Vocabulary.

Yung4 ch'ien2. A middleman's fee,—usual-ly a percentage on the price.

urn Hsing1 wang*. To prosper, to flourish, tothrive.

Tfj Min2 sh'i*. The street frontage of a store

....... or shop. {-life>

—' "T" I1 pei* ts'i3.. ...... .A life-time, whole

^ Chie1 To sigh, to lament.

^ Kf| Chie1 fan*. To sigh, to lament, to regret,

to pity.

. 31 j^fc ^"e* Gratified, pleased, delighted.

hp\it Shin3. Aghast, horrified; shuddering, theflesh creeping.

y) 3C ^ Win? ch'i* An indenture, a deed.

, pjj Chung1jin? A middleman, a witness.

I Ya*. To sign ; to affix a seal ; a signature, amark :—see ya1.

^ Ewa* ya2 To sign a legal document.

Notes.

1\

"1 "^S. S8 BJI- To change the eyes, that is, to change an

expression of approval or assent to one of disapproval or dis

sent, hence to go back on, to back out of, to play false.

3 iji^ Tjlir ^ to shirk "ie front and shuffle to the

■ ; that is, to hesitate, to dilly-dally, to vacillate.

IS 7 7 tC» no' excited, not hurried, self-possessed.

Sedateness aud sobriety are essential to the reputation of a

Chinese scholar or literary man.

IS i$ is very expressive as applied to a stench. We

have something analogous to it in the term noisome."
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Lesson clxvii.

J It is cool and airy in the summer

house. We would better go and sit

there.

2 This white almond flower is chaste and

plain; not so showy as that red one.

3 In writing an essay you should be

perspicuous, and not use an obscure,

ambiguous style.

4 I don't want it too large; just a neat

fit is the thing.

5 The flour from this firm becomes

dark when mixed. It is not at all

white.

6 Lying round home all the time and

not making the least effort,—it is no

wonder you have nothing to eat.

7 Shanghai is indeed a great metropolis

of trade. There is no time in the

whole year when it is not full of bustle.

8 This species of fruit is both tart and

sweet, and is very delicious.

22 The Chinese do not prize a light and dry corn bread,

bat rather that of a moist and gummy consistency. In the

North, Indian corn is also called pang* tsi*.

24 £t irfii "" wpert. Nearly all kinds of buying and

telling are done through the hands of a professional broker

or expert, who of course gets a fee—generally from the scllor,

bat in some cases from the buyer as well,

28 All persons are required to kneel in the presence of

a magistrate. 8uch as have a degree are nearly always

invited to rise and stand. Others also may be invited to rise

and stand at the pleasuro of the magistrate.

29 ^ ffi usually forms a phrase meaning to nourish,

and, as usual in such cases, the stress is thrown on the first

character. Here, however, the words are used independently,

and without special stress on either.

31. if 'piTj a happy fate, fortunate, lucky. To have

several sons while yet young, is the height of good fortune,

ohiefly beoanse it securos a support in old age.

32 A #11 ^ % fCU a dead is like a

tiger, beoanse after death the soul has power to take ven

geance : a tiger dead is like a lamb, because he has no soul.

This saying seems to have come down from a time anterior

to the advent of the doctrine of transmigration in China. It

shows the instinctive belief in the future existence of the

human soul.

33 Signing a Chineso legal document does not consist in

writing the name, but in making or affixing a mark. This

mark is usually a simple cross, but scholars frequently write

as their mark a monogram of some motto, as J£ }fc IJ!J,

which is the one most widely used, as here used,

is equivalent to, if it were I, if I were in his place. 5E '8

used as an adverb meaning indefinitely.

LESS02ST CLXVII.

Special Duplicate Adjuncts.},;

This lesson concludes the subject of duplicate

adjuncts. For additional list see Supplement

HI Ml ft Airy, breezy; chilly,—imparts

the idea of blowing. . , i
bs AA "S' " j-'c^ ~

l*fl tnJ flv Quite plain or clear, manifest,

perspicuous,—imparts the idea of light.

1^ ^ ^ ft Quite high, light and airy, (c.)

W RE ft -^ neat fit, close-fitting,—im

parts the idea of perfect conformity.

T*f ft Somewhat dark, blackish, dis

colored,—imparts the idea of somewhat.

^ ^ ffi ft Quite dark, blackish,—imparts lw *

the idea of discoloration, (s.)

^ ^ ft Quite motionless, supine, in-^™?^

flexible,—imparts the idea of rigidity.

Wt ft Listless, lumpish, dronish,—

imparts the idea of listlessness. (c. & s.)

M s£ ft "Vacant, silly, puzzle-headed. cW
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9 Is this man who has just come a

graduate ? His conversation has quite

a literary flavor.

10 'Your soft, fresh face certainly does

not look like that of a man over fifty

years of age.

11 What is going on that there is such a

clamor outside ?

12 Li San got drunk to-day and began

reviling on the street, when some one

pommeled his head till it was drip

ping with blood. The sight of it was

enough to make one's flesh creep.

13 In making it, put in a liberal allow

ance of salt ; being thoroughly salt,

it will last the longer.

14 I have j ust eaten some rice gruel—quite

cold, and I feel very much refreshed.

15 Do not parch them till they are

burned. If parched a light yellow,

it will be sufficient.

16 He was a robber while in Manchuria,

which developed in him a savage

disposition, and even now since he has

come home, he acts in a reckless way.

P ft Bustling, busy, crowded,—

imparts the idea of bustle.

ffll ^ ^ ft .Sweet as honey, quite sweet,—

used by way of comparison, (c. & s.)

3C $H ft Having a literary wrinkle,

pedantic, professorial. The primary sense of

suggests the use of Jj-j}, the expression being figura

tive and, as here used, slightly humorous.

HI IS 01 ft Clamorous, the noise of wran

gling,—imparts the idea of vociferation.

JDL W jtfc ft Dripping with blood, bloody,

blood trickling down,—imparts the idea of dripping.

*J lt$ ?S ?S ft Quite salt,—imparts the idea

of moisture. (C. & s.)

w ft Quite cool, cold; cooling;

chilly,—imparts the idea of coolness.

^ ^ ft Quite cool ; cooling ; chilly,—

imparts the idea of cold, (s.)

^ Wc ft Pale yellow, tinged with yel

low,—imparts the idea of tenderness, (n.)

JJ| flflt Hit ft Pale or light yellow,—imparts

the idea of dim light, (c.)

Wi $L $t ft Reckless, violent, overbearing,

—imparts the idea of fierceness.

^ ^ 3c ft Reckless, turbulent, violent,—

imparts the idea of recklessness, (c.)

Spf IP! ft Reckless, overbearing, domi

neering,—imparts the idea of usurpation, (s.)

iS JlJc Jl£ ft All prepared, ready to hand,—

imparts the idea of readiness. ^ t<*v>"

5r? 1$ fjH ft Quite plain, modest, chaste,—

imparts the idea of plainness and insipidity.

tfj* ft Quite cool, distant, unfriendly.

3^ fj£ fj£ ft Quite large, extra large,—im

parts the idea of increase, (c. & N.)

HI ft Very large, ample,—imparts

the idea of style.

"jt lH! iM! ft Quite large, broad, wide,—

imparts the idea of a highway, (s.)

ft llii fi^ ft Gross, expressionless, lubber

ly,—imparts the idea of grossness.^^ H

M< it? ft Flushed with ang&r, bursting

with rage,—imparts the idea of fierce anger.

Mi lft\ ft Very angry, flushed with anger,

imparts the idea of irritation. I*-**

M> 1$« 1fi ft Very angry, scowling, fu

ming,—imparts the idea of hatred.

Sfi Y?J ??J ft Gay, showy, flashy,—imparts

the idea of life, activity.

^0 § ilf ft Showy, gaudy, garish,—im

parts the idea of display, (o.)
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^ ^ ^ ^ A pleasant smile, a broad

grin,—imparts the idea of half-closed eyes.

W J$ 1$ f$ Eager, craving, yearning,—im

parts the idea of breathless emotion, (c. & n.)

cWc-^ JH fll ffy_ Quite eager, craving, yearn-

^1

—■
at

ft

Ji

7

*

ft HI.

O

@18

o

ft

-jar
PC

7

17 Having the material all prepared, do

you suppose it will be any great

trouble to make it P

18 Ever since I reproved him that time,

he always treats me coldly when he

meets me.

19 Children grow larger every day, so

that in making their clothes it is better

to make them quite large.

20 His face appears quite gross, and

his eyes have a vacant expression.

He is without the slightest indication

of intelligence.

21 Did you not see him standing just in

front of the screen ready to burst

with rage P

22 Over fifty years old, and yet tricked

out in such a showy style 1

23 I saw him coming out smiling pleas

antly. He must have met with some

good fortune.

24 When he sees some one attain the

degree of chii-jen or chin-shi, his

heart is filled with eager longing,

nevertheless he is not willing to apply

himself to stndy.

i «... ~w mv "w. w —o ' O' -' —

ing,—imparts the idea of strong desire, (c. & s.)

*l tfi£ tfy Frightened, nervous, all in a

tremor,—imparts the idea of distraction.

Ia* s~ ffl 8$ fft Tingling sharp, quite pun

gent,—imparts the idea of tremor.

|.V $f $$ ffy Blooming red, rosy, glowing,—

imparts the idea of diffusion.

J|J | ^ $J Quito high, lofty, elevated,—

used by way of comparison, (s. & n.)

/fUft- 'A'*1 ^ fjffj Roomy, quite large, spacious,—

imparts the idea of amplitude, (c. & n.)

H §fc (3\J Quite large, roomy, extensive,

ample,—imparts the idea of spaciousness, (s.)

"VOCABULABY.

l,—im-'km £Kj Bright purple, purplish,-

parts the idea of elegance. •„>

$k U tft Slightly purple, purplish,-

imparts the idea of minuteness, (s.) . -„»/-©ca

$3 %% t^J Deep purple, dark purple,—

imparts the idea of excess, (c. & n.)

% j-H> M l$ Deep purple, dark purple,—

imparts the idea of blackness, (s.)

If %. %. W Quite fat, plump, lusty./-'-"V ^'

I* '/S [^I Quite sour, tart.^u*^' ^-f

^tt ^ Quite sweet, decidedly sweet.

f& (Kl Soft, fresh, youthful, sprightly.T'f""^'''^'

-fO ^fO Q^f Quite tender, youthful, {s)?^

M ffc & g| Quite salt, decidedly salt, (s.) c/""'

^ ^ W Light yellow, a yellow tinge.

EL G» fl\J Longing, eager, wistful.

/

Liu2 The sighing sound of the wind.

I Chou*. Crape ; wrinkled, corrugated, varie-gated; crisp.

^ Lu* Green jasper; toilsome, wearying.

jffifc Shin1. Overgrown with trees, somber, cool ;severe, stern.
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25 I met a wolf yesterday, and barely

escaped being eaten up by bim. Even

yet when it is mentioned, I find my

self all in a tremor.

26 This is the child that was suffering

from innutrition the year before last

See how fat he has grown. His cheeks

are rosy, and he is perfectly well.

27 I have put too much pepper in the

soup ; I fear it will be too hot.

Ans. Never fear; it's all the better

for being a little fiery.

28 That house in Kwoa-chia-t'un is

too inconvenient of access io rent;

although the house itself is quite

high and roomy, and would make a

very cheerful residence.

29 If you speak of a thing as being

bright purple, you mean that it has

a tinge of purple and is very brilliant.

If, however, you speak of a thing as

being a dead purple, you mean that

the purple is too deep, amounting to

a black purple.

Lung2 The rising moon ; obscure, dim/

Nat* Stupid ; gross, defiled. ^

She1 Wasteful, extravagant"; gay, fast.

MP. Sand in the eyes; blinking, eyes halfshut.

Sit4 To trouble ; to shudder ; to tingle.

Shao1. The end of a branch, the extremity,the small end.

Kou*. Enough, sufficient; adequate. Ofteninterchanged with f$. i 1

*}IfL Tung* Van2. To move, to stir.

sf* Cheng3 nien2. The whole year, the yearthrough.

<® Tsai* hsue2. Having the first degree :—Note (9).

llu2 To scorch, to burn in cooking.

fpflj Pan* tien3 A very little, the least bit.

M Etng

fl?. li Chao* pi*

To look at angrily ; to berate, to

• scold.

A wall before a door or en

trance serving as a screen.

Hui* sh'i*. To compete for, or to take, the

. degree of j{§ j;.

' ffi Kan1. A disease characterized by enlarge-

ment of the belly and atrophy of the

limbs, tabes mesenterica.

ffi Kan1 chi1 The same, (s.)

l£ T'un2 To collect; a village, a camp.

^ Tiao* Deep, cavernous, remote.

i 3IC all Tiao* yuan3. Remote, out of the way,bye, inconvenient of access.

s, ^1 Ch'ang*. Joyous, exhilarating ; penetrating ;spreading.

tyffl $k Ch'ang* k'wai*. Happy, in good spirits,cheerful.

Notes,

3 1st fff Jot list' a rhetorical duplication, used as a

figure to denote an involved and obscure style. The three

forma are Northern, Central and .Southern.

0 ^£ U£> »'» school. To get the first degree is, theoreti

cally, to enter the government school supposed to be taught

by the 7& fjjj, which, however, as a matter of fact, does not

exist.

12 OOfr %i To walk along the street back and forth,

railing and reviling at the top of the voice, not usually

mentioning names, but by . indirect allusions directing the

abuse at this or that individual. It is not an infrequent

occurrence in country villages.

20 *rf!? To carry, that is, in this case, to manifest,

24 Sit To assemble and essay ; that is, to compete at

the capital for the degree of Jjt TT. The phrase is also

sometimes used to siguify the obtaining of the degree.
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Lesson clxviii.

1 I have been washing all day, and am

terribly tired (done up).

2 I met him. once, and I remember

he was excessively fat

3 Wang Ta-jen is a man who was

originally a rebel, but afterwards

submitted. Hence it is that, although

he is now an officer, he still has al

together a savage disposition.

4 Your not coming until this time is

enough to make one very anxious.

5 This business is certainly aggravat

ing ; even I am out of all patience.

jj^ 6 You have eaten as much as you can

hold, and now you come here to get

off your jokes.

7 You don't feel overburdened with

this load of only fifty or sixty catties,

do you ?

8 He does not mind the shock from

the discharge of even so large a

cannon as this.

9 Hire a donkey and rest your legs a

little. I see you are quite tired out.

10 To be in [such] suspense and yet

unable to do anything, is extremely

trying.

11 If you feel oppressed with the heat,

you can lay off some of your clothing.

12 Don't be misled by the forbidding

A*

LESSOR CLXVIII.

Intensives of Unpleasant Excess.

or ft tflti. 's an intensive somewhat

like ^ in form, but of much less extensive

application, and indicating a different kind of in

tensity. It is only applied to feelings of mind or

body, and conveys the idea of exhaustion, or that

peculiar feeling of distress which seeks in vain for

relief from an unpleasant sensation. It is quite

t'ung-hung, but has a much wider use in some

sections than in others, and is oftener heard in

colloquial than found in books. The original form

is doubtless that with but (jfj is now generally

substituted for it. In cases in which flfj is not

used, ^ is substituted for it, but the shade of

meaning is not quite the same.

'ffj ft is an intensive generally applied

only to physical appearance, and expresses an

unseemly or offensive excess. It is colloquial, but

entirely t'ung-hsing, being changed in the South

to tf$ M £& i'he writing is somewhat un

certain. <fjj jjjij, to spread out to criticism or

reprehension, gives the best approximation to the

meaning. /f» jftj is sometimes written, but no *

rational analysis is apparent, as it expresses the

very opposite of what is intended.

'ftj S ft is an intensive used in Northern

and occasionally in Central Mandarin, and having

very much the same force as -Tjj Jjj The

proper characters are somewhat uncertain. Some

would write but this gives no clue to the

chief idea implied ; moreover, being hard, is only

correct where all sounds are soft. The lesson

embraces the most common words with which these

intensives are used. Others will be found iu the

supplement.
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expression of his face, for he has a

most kindly heart.

13 The weather is so excessively cold

that even in the house I am freezing.

14 I have not seen you for so long that

I long exceedingly for you.

15 Do not irritate him ; he is irascible

and given to striking people.

16 Do you feel any sense of distention

with your dyspepsia? Ans. I do

feel a painful sense of distention.

17 Chang Yu Neng is certainly a man

of great self-control. Though meet

ing with such things as these, he

showed no sign of being worried.

18 Other people all desire sons; how is

it that you on the contrary desire

daughters ? Ans. I dislike boys be

cause they are so terribly boisterous,

and are always getting into mischief.

19 Even a man of iron or stone could

not listen to what he said without a

strong feeling of sympathy.

20 Are you not afraid some one will

steal your things ? you are so ab

sent-minded and pay no attention to

anything.

21 I have not been able to go out for

these several days, and besides mat

ters have not been going smoothly,

on account of which I feel very much

depressed.

22 That room is infested both with fleas

and bed-bugs. I was much worried

through the night with their biting.

23 Koa Shi Yen has also been failing

in circumstances these two years.

Although he cannot be called very

poor, yet he finds it hard to make

the ends meet.

Vocabulary

1*
■*> $R P'an* To rebel, to revolt.

2fc ffi Fan% P<an* To rebel ; a rebellion,

|2£ Hsiang2. To submit; to cause to submit; to

hold under the influence of :—

see chiang*. # I

^ T'ou2 hsiang2. To give up and submit (ofa rebel). 1

^ Tsod * kwan1. To be a magistrate, to filloffice.

^ W t§I K'od? nao3. Provoking, vexatious, ag-gravating. "*y

jl£ ^ Liang9 shan*.

ft

Good, kind-hearted, hu

mane, benevolent.

Hwod* hai*. Injury, calamity; to get intomischief, to involve in trouble.

Tsod* hai*. To get into mischief, toinvolve in trouble or loss.

^ J)$ Tie* t'ou9 yie* nao3. Wild, tur-

— bulent,

boisterous, unruly :—Les. 184.

JH Yen8 A precipice, a cliff; hazardous.
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24 This flour of yours is full of fine

bran, moreover it also has sand in

it. Whoever eats of it complains of

its grittiness.

25 These three sisters-in-law are fighting

continually, so that the whole neigh

borhood is disturbed by their crying

and shrieking.

26 If you are tired, rest a little ; if you

are oppressed with work, do a little

less ; if you are hungry, go and take

a meal ; if you are thirsty, go and

take a drink ; and if you are drowsy,

go and take a sleep.

27 Kao Ch'iu relies on his having a little

superficial shrewdness and so ty

rannizes over others in everything.

Even when he is sitting quietly and

saying nothing, he has a sini ster

expression. Whoever looks at him

can see at a glance that he is a kna ve.

28 That man Wang Ping Fu is certai nly

a most disagreeable fellow. Not

merely are the expression of his face

and his style of walking disagreeable,

but even his talk is quite disgusting.

29 Well, old grandmother, sitting here

as you do every day washing clothes

for people, how much water do you

suppose you have defiled in all these

years ? When you are gone ten paper

cows will not be sufficient to drink

up all this dirty water for you.

Ans. Humph, a poverty-stricken old

woman like me, finds it hard enough to

get a living, let alone busying myself

with what is to come after death.

My only worry at present is that my

legs get so stiff sitting, and my back

aches, and my arms are so used up

that they hurt me all the time.

J|j£ ^ Pai* lod4. To decline, to fail, to wane, togo to ruin.

*^ H Fu1 Bran.

<jc§? Ch'in3. To grate on the nerves like biting onsand.

|?g Si* lin2. The neighbors on all sides, theneighborhood.

' flao2. To scream, to shriek, to howl, to wail.

See hao*.

1@ H K'un* chiao* To sleep, (c.)

Ch'iu3 An ornamented cap.

^ W W Pu* yen2 pu4 yii3. Saying noth-

z7 ing, silent.

✓ti A iao8 ta* niang2. An elderly woman,old lady :—Note (29).

^ flat1, An exclamation of surprise or of dis-satisfaction. See k'o&2.

Ch'iian2. To double up the legs as in sittingon them, to double up, to draw in.
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Lesson clxix.

1 Even I am not able, how much less

are you able 1

2 I have managed any number of im

portant affairs ; how much more can I

dispose of this trifling matter ?

3 He is no match for me alone ; how

much more when I have you to help

me !

4 Even the teacher cannot explain this

character, much less can a pupil.

5 Even though you take the greatest

pains, it will be difficult for you to

avoid mistakes; how much more then

if you are so careless and lazy f

6 He will have nothing at all to do with

any questionable course of conduct;

much more in the case of official

business, in which he is most careful

and assiduous.

7 To break God's law is of itself a great

sin ; how much greater [the sin] when,

in addition, his grace is also abused.

8 Even if I were buying silver, you

would have to give a little extra

weight ; how much more when I am

buying fuel ?

9 The gods in the temples cannot even

protect themselves, much less can

they protect men.

Notes.

1 $ <K> fit tired, "used up,"—much used in Shan

tung, but not t'unghsing. ^ fr-j $fc is t'ung-hsing, but is

not exactly equivalent, meaning rather, overburdened, dis

tressed by excess of labor.

6 ~$L ffi > 9et °ff your euphonious twitter,—ap

plied in derision to one who is trying to say smart things.

jf£ A §3 '&» to enjoy oneself at the expense of another, to

make game of.

9 3nT $T IS) tale a passage for your feet, that is, rest

your legs by riding.

10 For this use of ffc , see Lcs. 94.

13 /J\ is emphatic, standing for the negative side of the

question.

25 %, 52 5S> demons crying and wolves yelping I

a forcible figure to describe the crying and screaming of the

sisters-in-law in their quarrels.

27 JS^J. ?§i IE jjjji rising mainforce to oppress the weak,—

a book phrase.

20 ^ ^1 '8 ft widely used term of respect. It

may be addressed to any elderly woman whose age and

position does not entitle her to be addressed as 5t£ ^fc ^Jj-

It is a widespread belief amongst Chinese women that to

defile clean water is sin, and that they will be punished for it

in another world by being compelled to drink all the water

they have defiled in this world. Paper cows are burned that

they may help them through with the disagreeable task.

LESSOlsT CLXIX.

The Comparative Conjunction.

\y**\ ft Moreover, still more, besides. Not often

used alone in Mandarin, though frequently so used

iu win-li.

/(Bf $1 How much more, or how muck less;

still more, or 6till less,'—much used in correlation

with fpj jg,, see Les. 175.

$L _EL Still more, still further ; moreover,

besides; especially.
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, Vocabulary.
r

iZsie4 Remiss, negligent, listless, slow.

- fl^( D$? Si*1 /iste4. Careless, remiss, dilatory, indo-

lent, laggard.

I@) Hfl Ch'in2 chin9. Diligent, assiduous ; indus-

trious.

^ /Cu1 A fault, a crime, a sin; to hold guilty.

7 1|£ ^ Ku1 /it4. To misuse, to abuse; to prosti

tute; to squander.

% §5$ Ting3. A small steelyard specially constructedfor weighing silver and gold.

' "IPf m Ch'iung2 k'u9. Poor, poverty-stricken,

indigent.

10 Who is willing to give his daughter

in marriage to a poor family ? how

much less to such a disreputable fel

low as Lang Ch'in Hsiie !

11 Your bodies, even, were generated by

your father and mother ; and do not

things outside your bodies still more

rightfully belong to them P

12- What is there worth speaking of in

this one common meal ? especially as

there is nothing of yours of which I

have not eaten.

13 You could not prove the crime against

him even if you had seen it with your

own eyes, how much less when it is a

mere rumor.

14 When men take pains to seek even

this transitory glory, should they not

much more seek the everlasting glory

of heaven ?

15 Even supposing he were a plausible

speaker, he could not maintain this

position ; how much less seeing he is

exceedingly slow of speech.

16 In defiance of all propriety he reviles

even his own aunt ; how much more

will [he revile] us.

17 Can you expect a man to give you

everything he has ? especially as to

give is a favor, and not to give is no

wrong.

18 Consider how I am expected to show

respect even to a stranger who is my

Benior, how much more to my own

elder brother.

Slow of speech, awkward speech, stam-mering.

'I MM Ku1 ku1 A paternal aunt.

Chi2. To oversee ; official duty ; province, yffunction.

Wu3 chi2 Military office, military. ' ''

ZuC Ssiu1 k'wei* Ashamed, mortified.2 "

$klfeChi2 fa3. Taking the law as guide, ac-^6

cording to law.

$T & 4ft4 fa3 The same.2 *

% Chwang1 The same as ^A2- '

7$C flfti Chwang1 sh'i1. Adornment, dress, style 2.outward gloss.

Chien*. To scald ; to steep; to temper. Also 7-'z-ehien1

^ Chan* To dip, to immerse; to temper.2-

Fa1 tiao2 A coiled spring, a spring.
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19 If I wear fine clothes, tbey are not

only unbecoming but also uncom

fortable ; besides, we who belong to

the military class do not need elegant

clothes.

20 If at any time tho magistrate should

ask you a question that knocks you

off your feet, you would yourself feel

ashamed ; and moreover if you have

brought a false charge, the magis

trate may, in accordance with the

law, inflict on you the punishment

which the accused would have had to

suffer.

21 If God so clothe the grass of the

field, which to-day is, and to morrow

is cast into the oven, shall He not

much more clothe you, 0 ye of little

faith ?

22 You don't understand the method of

tempering springs. Just think; if a

spring, whose temper has been twice

drawn, breaks, how much more will

one break whose temper has not been

drawn at all.

23 The learning of English, of which

you speak, is indeed a very impor

tant matter. Every one who aspires

to be a scholar should learn it. For

nearly all the most useful and impor

tant sciences known in the world

at the present time, together with all

the most noted books, are in English.

Hence when a man knows English,

he has access to the learning of the

world, and can enlarge his kuowledge

V> 0. ^ Esw? hsi2 To learn, to study.

r. ^ Shang* ting3. Superior, first-rate, impor-tant.

^ Chid1 tsing1. To add to, to increase, to

enlarge.

fffc Chi1 shi2. Knowledge, enlightenment, in-sight.

Wi R Yen

;i kwang3 To enlarge, to extend.

chie*. Boundary of sight, scope ofBoundary of sight, scope

. vision, mental horizon.

Chiao1 hsi2 A teacher, a professor.

1 * To explain, to interpret.

Fan1 i* To interpret, to translate.

/|f| M Ching t'ung1. Thorough, well-versed,competent, finished.

5$) ^ Hsiao* yung*. To labor for, to exert one-

self on behalf of, to serve.

«tk Chiao3 pi* To compare.

f$ ^l] Ts'ai2 li* Money, profit, gain.

'fi Chan* hsien1. To outstrip, to excel, toget the advantage.

V. jit Shang* to?. To ascend, to rise, to ad-

vance in honors, to strive

for excellence or superiority.

tif $1 Chie2 pien*. Convenient, brief, pointed,labor-saving.
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and extend his mental horizon ; and

is not this one of the chief enjoy

ments of a scholar? Not only so,

but English is needed by the govern

ment. You observe that all teachers

of Western science and all translators

of scientific books, who are employ

ed, are foreigners. If there were

natives of our own country who were

competent scholars in English, and

could serve the government in this

capacity, would it not be much more

creditable than to use foreigners?

Moreover, both in getting degrees and

in making money, those who have a

knowledge of English have the ad

vantage. So that all who desire to

rise, or to attain distinction, or to

acquire a fortune, should know that

the English language is the labor-

saving plan, the high way, in fact, to

success. Be sure you find a way to

learn it, and learn it well.

Notes .

2 It will be noticed that some of the sentences containing

ftij VJJ end with and some do not. There is no evident

reason why they should not all end with

12 Wt 1&. t0 *°n3 °" the teeth; i.e., to speak of,—only

used as following ftjj J5L-

16 Jx L S "F» ignoring upper and lower; i.e., in

defiance of the obligation to respect superiors.

17 More literally, Is it practicable to require that a man
shall certainly give you everything that he has ■

19 ^ ^ ^ or ^ D|, inappropriate, not befit

ting, not in style.

20 PmJ fjij To ask searching questions which nonplus

the person examined and convict him offalsehood. |jl ^Jf,

to sit in the opposite seat ; i.e., to take theplace ofthe accused ;

to impute to one the crime of which he falsely accuses

another, and punish him accordingly. This is a recognized

principle of.Chinese law.

22 S is a comparatively recent term, devised in all

probability to designate the spring of a watch,— describ

ing the use of the spring, and & its form. The term has

now, however, come to be applied to springs of all kinds and

shapes. In Peking to temper steel is chair and in Shantung

chien*, the proper characters being in both cases uncertain.

The win-li term is t* 'ui* which is sometimes used collo

quially at Nanking.

23 E3 ifi 7\ fnur ways open and eight ways com

municating ; that is, giving access to all quarters, a high

way:—see Les. 187.

■4*

- . Both. . . and.

(

%...m% (

besides.

The first X is untranslatable ; it is implied in

the order of the sentence.

— . . H etc. In the first place

the second place, etc.

LESSOIT CLXX:.

Enumeration op Particulars.

)•

)•

but yet, and yet.

and yet, and

in

—■ - . ZL ^ Neither. - . nor. "With a

negative, cardinal numbers are often thus used

instead of the ordinals.

— ^ First. . . second, etc. The

first form, which simply

repeats the — fjlj with

each particular, is sometimes used, especially in

books, but the proper numbers are most generally

used.

I.'.':- Ml

I...- Mi

■
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Lesson clxx.

1 He was both deaf and dumb from

his birth. [is dull.

2 My speech is awkward and my mind

3 This grain is both wet and short in

measure.

4 You act unreasonably and yet you.

desire men to praise you. Is not

this an impossible thing ?

5 At his home there is no lack either

of food or of clothing.

6 That man's heart is depraved ; he is

both cruel and treacherous.

7 I think it would be better to buy

a silver-plated one. In the first

place, it is genteel ; and in the second

place, it will not rust.

8 He wants to lead in everything, and

yet he is afraid to take responsibility ;

hence he is constantly getting himself

into difficulty.

9 But few men are to be found in the

world who are both virtuous and gifted.

10 I am neither a relative of his nor an

old friend; why should I be partial

towards him ?

11 When a thing is done by a man of

ability, it is so done as to both save

labor and secure despatch.

12 You want a superior quality, and yet

you are loth to pay the price. Where

will you find goods that are both

cheap and good ?

13 It will not do to proceed, neither will

it do to stop. Truly I am in an

1 embarrassing position.

14 It is no wonder that the Chiang family

are not pleased with their daughter-

in-law. She is both greedy and lazy,

and besides, she is not true to her

husband's interest.

Vocabulary.

* )l§ *f" K'weP tous. Short measure ; to lose meas

ure.

" SB 4" Shi2 tou<i- To lose measure, to fallshort.

^ Hsiu* Rust, an oxide.

^ !§$• Tan1 shi1. To bear responsibility, to un-

dertake to do a thing.

"Ml Chan1. To receive [favors], to enjoy; to partici-pate in, to have to do with ; soiled.

jl£ Tang1 i*. Pleased with, acceptable,agreeable.

life Kwari1 ch'i2 Office, official rank.

ft qjr Fin1 san* To scatter, to disperse.

Jp£ Chit* chi2. To assemble, to gather together,to collect.

fflt Ching1 yen3. To stir up a craving for, toexcite desire.
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$3 ft Fu2 fen*. Portion of happiness, lot, /or-iune.

J^f- Jsun^1 A vestige, a footstep.

BgfChi* A trace; vestiges ; effects.

i^}>. Footprints, traces, vestiges; antecedents.

Chii3 pao*. To report, to state, to givean account of.

J| J$I Kwod3 chiao3. To bind the feet as Chi-nese women do.

U£ Chi1. The limbs, the members of thebody.

15 Why did not Joseph provide official

positions for his brethren P Ans.

First, they were shepherds, and prob

ably had not the talents and educa

tion necessary for officials ; second, if

they became officials, they must needs

separate, and it would be difficult for

them to come together again ; third,

if scattered amongst the Egyptians,

they could not avoid following their

customs and worshipping false gods.

16 Why do you keep so much ready

[copper] cash to excite the cupidity of

beholders ? It would be much better

to exchange it for silver, which you can

hide away. In the first place, you will

be saved from borrowers ; and in the

second place, you will avoid its being

stolen by thieves. Haven't you this

small amount of forethought ?

17 Wu T*ien Pao was evidently a favorite

of fortune. See how while he lived,

his family increased both in honors

and riches, but as soon as he is dead,

their good fortune at once departs.

18 All persons of uncertain antecedents

or of suspicious conduct, you should

report at once and by no means harbor

them in the neighborhood ; first, to

avoid theft; and second, to avoid

complications.

19 The custom of foot-binding is, in the

first place, contrary to reason ; and, in

the second place, contrary to natural

affection. Why is it contrary to

reason ? It is so because each of the

several members of the body which

Heaven has given to men, has its

proper use, and the use of the feet is

to stand and walk ; but if they be

)]t§ i£H K'wei1 sun3. A deficiency, a defect ; to in-

jure, to impair, to stunt.

^§j£ Ch'i2 chicang1. Manchu dress,—especial-ly that of the feet.

5§j $fc Ch'tang"2 chwang*. Strong, vigorous, ro-■. bust.

5^ T'ing1 t'ung* Pain, suffering.

^ Nan2 i'an1. Difficult to bear, intolerable,insupportable.

% Chung1 shin1 The whole life.

|9 ffjj Tt- chin*. The advantageous applicationof strength.
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bound, standing and walking are made

very difficult. Besides, at seven or

eight years is just the age when the

bones and muscles are developing,

and if the feet are bound, the child's

body will certainly be stunted in its

growth. Hence I say that the custom

is contrary to reason. Why is it

contrary to natural affection ? It is

so because girls are by nature delicate,

so that, even with feet dressed as

Manchus, they are far from being as

robust as men; how much more when

their feet are bound. Not only do they

suffer intolerable pain during the first

four or five years, but they are handi

capped all through life, and are never

able to use their strength to advantage.

Hence I say it is contrary to natural

affection. Seeing then that it is

contrary both to natural affection and

to reason, is it right for parents to

continue binding their daughters' feet ?

Notes.

6 The translation given assumes that fjfj, refers to a

child, or to some subordinate member of the household. It

may, however, with equal propriety be referred to the head

of the family, in which case the translation should be, In

hisfamily, etc.

10 1& > as here used, stands for ^C, an old acquain

tance. ^ is equivalent to xJ. It is a u en-li character, but

as used in this phrase, is thoroughly colloquial.

11 The use of "— ^ suggests the idea that the same

thing done by Borne one else would not be so well done.

13 ill 3H r$ HI, advance and retreat alike difficult, in

■ H

a dilemma, in a strait betwixt two,—a very common and

expressive phrase.

18 Cities and large towns are formed by the officers into

wards or companies of ten families each, which are called

If . The names are registered, and if any one of the ten is

guilty of a misdemeanor the whole company are involved and

are compelled to share the consequences.

19 |§ SiQ, to iandage the feet ; that is, to compress or

" bind " them as Chinese women do. The more common

colloquial term is ^2 89- IS !ji 75 fl four members and

hundred [parts of the] body. There is an ellipsis of some

word equivalent to parts or organs. The phrase is a

summary expression for the whole body.

LESSOR

Special Teems of

The Chinese are much given to the use of

exaggerated terms of politeness, especially in case

of limited acquaintance, or when meeting in a

ceremonious way. A number of these terms have

already occurred in previous lessons. The list

here given, while not exhaustive, is sufficient for

all practical purposes.

"ft" Honorable—applied to names, ages, affairs,

dwellings, cities, countries, etc.

What is your honorable surname?

Most of these complimentary terms, when used in

direct address, carry with them the force of the

question appropriate to the case.

CLXXI.

Polite Address.

Jit lH What is your honorable residence ?

that is, from whence do you come ?

jit Where is your honorable residence?

that is, where do you live ? where is your home ?

jSf ^ Whero are your honorable lodgings

or apartments ? [county P

Jl" What is your honorable district or

ji^ (IS Your honorable country, or which is

your honorable country P

j=t" ^ What is your honorable age ? Applied

chiefly to young persons, but not to children.

What is your honorable age P

leny to youn
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Lesson clxxi.

1 I have not the pleasure;—what is your

honorable surname P Ans. My humble

surname is Wang. Your distinguished

name P Ans. My humble name is T'ien

Pang. Tour great title ? Ans. My

vulgar title is Feng Yiin. From what

honorable place (county) do you come ?

Ans. My obscure residence is P'eng-lai.

What is your honorable age P Ans.

This year is the twentieth of my im

becile life. In what honorable class

did you get your degree P Ans. For

tune favored your younger brother in

the inferior class of I-yu (1885). May

I presume to ask where you are going,

and what is your honorable business ?

Ans. I am going to fill a position in

the district of Hsiang-fu. May I inquire

what is your official position ? Ans. I

cannot claim to have any official posi

tion ; I am going to act as corresponding

clerk. Ah ! then, you are a reverend

secretary. I beg pardon. I beg pardon.

Ans. You compliment me overmuch.

2 A man who has a good wife does not

get into trouble.

3 Venerable sir, what is your great age ?

These characters being the first of the 3^ ~F ana"

j& j£ are taken as representative. This term is

applied to persons of greater age than the former,

though not to the very old.

What is your honorable business ? i. e.,

occasion of your coming ?

^St 5^ Which was your honorable class ? The

use of this term implies that the person addressed

has a degree.

18^ Jrtj What is your honorable office? Only

used of the official assistants in a yamen. The

theoretical reference is to such as eat at special

tables, not with the common herd.

^| Mean. Mostly used with names and sur

names in response to J| in the preceding question.

^ f^J My unworthy wife.

Deteriorated, worthless. Applied to places,

in response to j£ in the question. [borhood.

fj{£ if* My contemptible residence, or neigh-

!|$ My contemptible district or county.

|§§J My contemptible country,

fljfc ^ My contemptible lodgings.

£P Official style or name. The first charac

ter assumes an official status, and the second is used

in allusion to printed cards, or an engraved seal.

^ Great,—in addition to its use to signify

elder, ft is used as a complimentary term in a

few cases.

^ Great or honorable name.

$L Great or honorable designation. The

§j£ is a name or style taken by educated men, and

is supposed to have some fanciful connection with

the Some few persons have a ^g, a and

a but most persons only have two names, the

second one being called either or

A Great man, honored sir,—used in

letters as a term of respect after M # H> ^

"ft 5fc ^fe> etc. In classical use A is the cor

relative of >J* A, in official language j$ A is the

honorary title given to certain grades of officials.

/\> Small,—-besides the term i\\ (ft (which

see) t\t is occasionally used as a demeaning term.

/f* f& Insignificant younger brother, your

humble servant.

Insignificant designation or firm.
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Ans. I have already wasted sixty-

eight years.

4 Is that your worthy wife who has just

gone into the house P Ans. That is

my humble housekeeper,—a ridiculous

object.

6 Your unworthy servant is fortunate

in having you, gentlemen, come to

his humble dwelling.

6 What is your honorable country, sir P

Ans. My unworthy land is the United

States of America.

7 I supposed your honored father was

still living. Is it many years since

his decease ?

8 I have not been to see you for several

years. Is your honored mother still

in good health ? Ans. You are very

kind, thank you. My mother is not

as yet greatly enfeebled.

9 I have long desired to go to visit your

honorable residence, but have not yet

been able to do so.

10 Where is your honorable stopping

place during the present examinations,

sir P Ans. My unworthy apartments

are on the Chwang-yiian street.

11 What family have you at home, sirP

Ans. I have my father and mother,

Small dog,—a demeaning term for a son.

T" Canine son,—a demeaning term ap

plied to a son, either large or small, is not an

enclitic but a noun qualified by j^0 the §j£.

13 lit" Exalted title,—a polite way of referring

JfL -J* Grass characters or name,—grass ex

pressing the idea of common or unworthy.

'fj Thatched cabin, my humble dwelling.

Hfc 't!j Cold cabin, my cheerless dwelling.

^Ij ^ What is your venerable age P—only

used in addressing old people.

^ An old man. Age is honorable ; hence this

term is applied by way of compliment even to

comparatively young men. It is always joined to

the first of the two characters constituting the

name, the other being omitted.

Good, worthy of regard,—chiefly applied to

family relationships.

Your worthy sire.

^ Your worthy mother.

^ KB Your worthy son.

Tr Your worthy daughter.

"^T IE Your worthy wife. jE refers to the

wife as distinguished from a concubine.

"t^ & IT Your worthy brothers.

Besides the above, ^ is also applied to 5£» ff$

ft, &> jg. etc.

"j%t Old,—largely used as a term of respect.

Aged master, respected sir,—

applied to a teacher, or to a professor of any

fine art.

jfS .A. ^5C Old gentleman. Frequently joined

with the pronoun fij; or •fjjj.

"3k ~$ti Venerable sir.

is also joined with many relationships as,

'* m, # R. 9, 5t> SL £. SB &» etc

^§1 Family,—is used by the speaker to desig

nate members of his own family, but expresses no

special disrespect or otherwise.

g|£ Jjgl Family discipline, my father. Used

of parents after death, rarely while they are living

fs^ Family forbearance, my mother,

is also used with %, (ft, etc.

W Sit or f& Worthy younger brother.
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also one older and one younger brother,

a young son and a little daughter, and

also my stupid thorn.

12 Which son are you, sir ? Ans. Your

younger brother is the eighth in order.

13 Where are you getting rich (i. e., doing

business) P Ans. I am toiling away in

Tientsin. What is the precious title

of your firm P Ans. Our insignificant

title is Eastern Flourishing Jewel.

14 It is already quite late, sir ; I shall be

pleased to have you spend the night

under my humble roof, and you can go

on after breakfast to-morrow morning.

15 From your appearance, sir, I judge

you are a literary man ; otherwise

whence this academic expression of

countenance P

16 There is a Mr. Li Ch'ang Ch'un

whom you know, do you not P This

young gentleman is his son, and that

young lady is his daughter.

17 The old saying is, " Though you ac

company a friend a thousand Li there

must be a farewell at last."

18 How is this P must you go, respected

sir ? Ans. A friend without inquires

for me to go and see a patient. Please

excuse me.

ifj A virtuous or prudent wife,—not used

in direct address.

^ A younger brother who shares the

same cabin, my younger brother.

$ifc My younger sister, is also used.

~T5 The one beneath, your humble ser

vant,—-a depreciatory term for oneself.

^ftfj Stupid thorn, my wife.

df| "T* Dweller in a lofty house, respected sir,

— a formal term expressing high respect, and much

used in conversation in some places ; in other places

rarely used, save in letters or books.

trf i* The exalted one at whose feet I stand,

honored sir. Less used than df] f .

^ Exalted sitter in the carriage. Riding

in a carriage is a mark of a gentleman. It is

similar to, but less used than, |§J f .

i|E $fj Respected sister-in-law.

j& What is your exalted surname ? jg: ft

is also used.

4^ §$[ Exalted agnomen, honorable name.

41l Stupid,—a depreciatory substitute for fg,

used in letters. j-jn the game wav>

jil Stupid younger brother, is also used

^ ppi I am wanting in courtesy, please

excuse me,—said when taking an early leave.

■ffc Ijjfc I have failed to show the respect I

should have shown,—used when a stranger is

suddenly recognized as being more than he was

supposed to be. [you.

3§t 59 I am obliged to you for asking, thank

JlL I have not seen you for a long time :

you have been much missed,—generally doubled

and used in response to the greeting of a friend

whom one has not seen for some time.

^ jtfc [The fault is] mutual, I am equally to

blame,—always doubled, and used in response

to some phrase or expression implying an apology.

^ $J I have long respected you, your

reputation has preceded you.

j\ 3§ I have absented myself too long. I

have too long neglected you,—belongs properly

in the mouth of the party who has been absent,
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19 You, sir, have been in this place a

long time, and have a large circle of

acquaintances. Please then keep me

in mind, and in case a situation offers,

I beg you will recommend me for it.

20 I will give you a little good advice, my

respected brother. Do not for the

world move this grave, for it is just on

the center of the vein. If you disturb

it, the good luck will all be dissipated.

21 Yesterday I forgot my fan at your

residence. May I trouble you, re

spected sir, to bring it with you when

you come to-morrow ?

22 To my excellent brother, my respected

sister-in-law and my worthy nephew

T'ien Fu ; greeting. Everything is

satisfactory with your unworthy

brother ; you need have no anxiety.

23 There is in your honorable district a

Mr. I Ch'eng Chang; are you ac

quainted with him ? Ans. Your

humble servant is he. I have long

desired to meet you. Your character

and scholarship are alike exalted.

Your reputation is well deserved.

24 The green hills and flowing streams of

your honorable neighborhood are most

charming. Ans. You flatter us, sir. Our

but in practice is used indiscriminately by friends

who have not seen each other for some time.

®f Precious firm-name; what is the name

of your respected firm ?

^ Your precious family.

"jpl Exalted, is used as a term of respect after

the names of various relationships as 51 pfi

3& &> (ft $L etc., also £ aged or

honored sir.

These terms being for the most part the

language of mere conventional politeness, do

not carry with them nearly the force that

their literal signification would seem to imply.

It is worthy of note that these stilted terms of

politeness for the most part associate with them

a high style of Mandarin.

Vocabulary.

but

T'ai2. Eminent, exalted, your honor :—see Sub.Also used as a short writing of

Fu3 The first ; a second name or style.

Hsien2. Worthy, virtuous; one whose gifts

and virtues exceed those of others,

do not equal the sage or A :—see Sub.

Ch'iian3 A dog, villainous :—see Sub.

WeP. To oppose, to disobey ; to leave, toavoid, to neglect ;—see Sub.

Yu3. Ripe, mellow ; the tenth of the twelvebranches.

j|| ff Ch'u3 kwan3. To fill the position of ateacher, secretary or clerk.

ft Ife Tai* pan*. To do or act instead of; to exe-cute for another ; a deputy.

^ Shu1 char. Letters, despatches, petitions,etc., correspondence.

Ch'i3 To explain ; to open ; to report.

ll» Shu1 ch'i3. An official writer, a secretary,a scrivener.

lf§| Hing* shi*. A misfortune, a disaster, acalamity, trouble.
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ifjf Chu* hsiu3. To stop for the night, tolodge all night.

Jjf Si1 To split; this, that; presently.

3C St1 win,2. Scholarly, literary.

fly ^ STim1 ch'i*. The air of a literary man, anacademic look.

of* i^ien2 cTuw3 For many years.

JUJt Chli2 To pray, to beg, to request.

3i ffli Wang* ch'i2 Same as |jg

^ ^ Ttti4 wei* Instead of, on behalf of.

/V ffsiie2'*. A cave ; a den ; a pit ; a sinus, acavity.

$P Ju2 Twin1. According to one's mind, pleas-ing, satisfactory.

ty} Wu*. Not, do not,—a book term; used inKiangnan for 7fc.

f)S ^> Tien* nien*. To think of, to be anxiousabout.

Fw1 Shady ; solitary ; retired ; obscure.

|^j Yul ya3. Retired and beautiful, sereneand quiet shade.

obscure neighborhood is very uninviting

with its bare hills and sterile soil.

25 You have returned have you, worthy

elder brother P Yes, I am back

again, I beg pardon for neglecting

you so long. Don't mention it :

we have missed you very much (the

neglect is mutual). Are your ven

erable father, respected mother and

brothers all well ? Thanks to your

kind wishes ; they are all quite well.

26 Last year, when your worthy sire

passed his birthday, as also when

your son celebrated his nuptials, I

quite failed to present my congratula

tions, which was a great want of

civility. Ans. Don't mention it.

Last year my honored father did not

wish his birthday made public, and

my son's wedding took place quite

suddenly, hence no special ado was

thought advisable in either case.

27 Unless [the person addressed] be a

very intimate friend, although you are

yourself the elder, you should still speak

of yourself as younger brother. In the

case of relatives or very dear friends,

all who are of the same generation,

and younger than yourself, should be

tt£ Shi* pod2. Old uncle,—used in writing, inconversation j§£ is used.

ffi ^ Pod2 mu3. The wife of a father's elder

brother,—used in writing,

being used in conversation.

^ K'un1 Alike ; brothers.

J?i ffi K'un1 chung* Brothers, (w.)

Hp fjaE Shou* tan*. The day which marks theage, birthday.

jC if Wan2 hun1. To celebrate a marriage :—■Note (26).

tfr. Sheng1 ch'en2. Time of birth,—more book-ish than birthday.

\0i 2) ChHe* chi3 Intimate, cordial.

4p -JU jVten* chang3 Elder, older,

ffi ^7 Tsai* hang2. To be included in any craft;

skilled in any art or craft,

expert; reasonable, according to the requirements

or proprieties of the cate.

Fh] Kan3 wen*. May I presume ? I venture to in-quire,—used apologetically.

% ft Shenlfcn* Rank, standing; estate.
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addressed as worthy youDger brother,

except that an own younger brother

should be addressed as own brother.

28 In the conversation of a stranger with

others, the respective styles of address

used should always be in harmony

with the proprieties of the case.

Whether the address be sir, or re

spected sir, or respected elder uncle, or

respected younger uncle, or you, good

sir ; whether it be oldest brother, or

elder brother, or oldest uncle, or second

uncle, or respected elder brother, or

respected younger brother; it should

in all cases accord with the standing

of the person addressed.

Notes.

1 X% $H iltfc> nave not neeived information ; that is, /

have not the pleasure of knowing your name. The phrase is

often used alone, the following ^ being understood.

^ and j|| $J are equally t'unghsing, but the latter is

much more commonly used. This sentence shows how briefly

the Chinese can sometimes ask and answer questions by

simply speaking the leading words.

2 This sentence is a common saying,—a compliment to

the sagacity and influence of woman.

4 Oh ^? is used apologetically on account of the assumed

inferior looks of the wife.

8 W ia nere used aa an interrogative particle, or rather,

it is the euphonic ending of a clause which is made inter

rogative by the inflection of the words. The difference between

this form and that with R§ is, that PJ§ leaves the answer

quite equivocal, while this form assumes or anticipates an

affirmative answer.

12 ff which in order,—only used of brothers, and

arises from the custom of designating brothers by numbers.

$J£ ft III A is a stately way of saying A-

14 5t & fcl the color of the sky is already late,—

alluding to the fading light of sunset, a book expression

frequently used by street ballad-singers.

17 2q is used by compliment to a guest. The saying is

used when parting from a guest, after escorting him a short

distance.

20 J^J (0|> the eye of the cavity,—the principle or central

portion of the supposed passage or vein on which the grave is

situated, and through which the propitious influences circulate.

Itli earth breath,—the subtle essence which is supposed

to permeate and animate the earth, and which constitutes the

basis of the f^ng-shui. Jft earth pulse, is another name

for the same essence, which is supposed to circulate in the

earth as the blood does in the body.

22 This is the stereotype phraseology of the first part

of a letter written home.

^ PP ^ IS itlj' character and scholarship both excel

lent,—a book expression.

25 $S' to receive, or be in possession of, happiness,

26 The Chinese regard an engagement as a quasi marriage,

so that the actual marriage is but the completion of what was

before begun, hence the term

LESSOU CLXXII.

Overplus.

Nearly all the terms connected with this idea

gather round the word outside, as appears below.

liX %\ Besides, in addition to, aside from.

Beyond the bound or rule, special,

extra, more.

ft tl\ Beyond what is required, extra, es

pecial, unusual.

fl\ In addition, extra.

^ ft\ Besides, aside from, more than.

|if| ft Beyond the requirements of the case,

extra.

^ &\ Excessive, gratuitous, (s.)

A book term equivalent to £X #|v

111 Much more, all the more, extra, (c.)

Irrelevant, beside the mark.

^ 3ft JM* Projecting within and hanging

over without, irrelevant, useless, (l.) j^e_ & N)

^> Superfluous, unnecessary, to no purpose.

£3 ^> The same, (s.) [mainder. (n.)

^ ^ Superfluous, unnecessary ; surplus, re-

H$ ^ Surplus, overplus, remainder, (c.)
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1 Did you see nothing besides this P

2 I beseech your honor to show me

special mercy. I will not dare to

repeat the offence.

3 The same story acquires an entirely

new interest when he tells it.

4 Kindly write off an extra copy, that it

may be preserved as a voucher.

5 In mid-autumn the moon is especially

brilliant.

6 I trust, my dear fellow, you will take

extra pains. Your unworthy brother

will not fail to requite the favor iu

due time.

7 It is impossible for me to raise the

money to pay my debts, so that your

dunning is all to no purpose.

8 Aside from this I have no other

happiness.

9 This is something for which there is

abundant precedent. Do you suppose

I would demand of you more than the

regular amount ?

10 Being physically weak, I am much

more sensitive to cold than others.

11 We bought according to the number

of persons. There is not a single one

too many.

12 He did not give any satisfactory ex

planation, but simply said a lot of

irrelevant things.

18 Ordinarily in cooking one can estimate

the quantity required ; but these few

days, having guests, it is necessary to

cook a little more than usual.

14 It is futile to exhort him. He will

not listen to good advice.

Vocabulary.

St T'ung2 shing1. A student who has attended

the examinations one

or more times, an undergraduate.

E'2>*. The forehead ; a fixed quantity, what is

settled by law or custom.

^ Ku* tien3. A precedent, a quotation ; astory, a tradition, an anecdote.

TP tsii3. The first draft;, a copy for pres-ervation.

H$ fSE Tui* ching*. To prove, to verify, to sub-stautiate.

^ ff| Kan* ch'ing2. To be thankful ; to returna favor.

flS Che2. The track of a wheel, a rut; a prece-

dent.

^Kj Ohu1 shu*. To fix a number, to estimate,to judge.

jiE p£ Li3 tang1 > - . Ought, by rights.

Wit?. A bank, a low wall, an entrenchedcamp.

jj| Ch'wan2 wu\ A dry dock.
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15 Aside from those two boxes, there is

nothing save my personal luggage.

16 These eight hundred cash are an extra

present for yourself. Ans. Many

thanks for your kindness.

17 He received in all twenty thousand

taels for building this dry dock, of

which he cannot but have something

left over.

18 Having so distinguished a teacher, you

ought to treat him with unusual re

spect. How is it that you treat him

with contempt P

19 There is no one except you who can

carry this business through for me, so

I have come again to trouble you.

20 My sight has already become blurred

through this pain in my eyes, and

whenever I drink a little wine, it is

still more indistinct.

21 Mr. Wang is given to browbeating

people. When the other party is

clearly in the right, he still finds some

way of showing that he is in the

wrong.

22 Although the taxes and duties paid

by the people are supposed to be fixed

by schedule, yet in passing through

the hands of the officers and collectors,

something extra will of course be

demanded.

23 A man is of course grieved when he

loses his wife, but in case she leaves

little children, he feels the loss still

more keenly.

24 I have there a surplus of a few thou

sand cash. If you are in need of it,

just take it and use it.

jjH Fan2 soil?. To trouble, to worry, to bother,to harass.

jff Ma->3 Bleared, indistinct.

Huh* To see obscurely.

^ . Eyes blurred, indistinct vision.

JM j|[ Ya* Hang2. To presume, to domineer, tobrowbeat, to snub, (c.)

}|| Ch'ia1 To claw ; to grab ; to twist ; to plait.

t& "F" Ch'ia1 chien1 tsi3. To domineer, to

usurp the first

place, to browbeat ; to share illicit gains, (s.)

^ Tui* Hang'2. To pay tax either in grainor money.

m M Na* shui* To pay duty.

Li*. An officer ; a subordinate, a deputy ; asecretary.

$|j i^C & Shu*. The legal rate, the regularschedule.

—' ~p -j-" P hsia* tsi3. At one time.

^ Yang*. Nervous, out of sorts ; a sickuess, anailment.

$1 ^9 ^ ^ Ping* y^ng*. Unwell, ailing, outof sorts.

$k 5pt f«S -Hai1 ch'i* t'ung3 An air-pump.

*!& J] fffl T'ung1 li* lun2 A balance wheel.
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25 You need not thiuk that I ana a

supernumerary; you cannot settle the

matter yourselves without me.

26 Mu Pen J6u's employer gave him

twenty ingots of silver at once, and sent

him to Shanghai to lay in goods; and in

addition gave him thirty taels of small

silver for traveling expenses.

27 Being so old and constantly ailing, it

is impossible for him to eat the

ordinary food of the family. It will be

necessary to cook something specially

for him.

28 You traveling mendicants are quite

too numerous. There are not less

than eighty or a hundred of you

coming each day. How should we,

who also have to earn our living, have

money to spare to give to all of you P

29 This air pump has no need of a

balance wheel ; to add one is entirely

superfluous.

30 When silver ornaments are ordered of

a silversmith, the oharge for making

is in some cases forty, and in some

cases fifty per cent of the weight of

the silver, and in case the work is

very elaborate, the charge is equal to

the weight.

Notes.

2 Any one who haa attended one literary examination is

entitled to the appellation In this case, the party

calls himself £fi >n order to bring to the notice of the

magistrate the fact that he is a literary man.

0 "Stf ^§ $ Wi Hi $ft> wagon in front leaves its

track behind; that is, there are precedents by which the

matter is determined.

22 1=j § magistrates, officers, clerics and police.

ff stande for § The and § aro collectors of

taxes, and the ]|J and ^ are collectors of customs.

24 $ f§; as here used—in the sense of surplus or

remainder, is vouched for by Peking teachers, but it is not so

o >

used in Shantung, where it is only used in the sense of

superfluous or unnecessary.

26 jji manage goods; that is, to lay in and trans,

port home a supply of goods for sale.

27 ft fi-l tRj food cooked in the large kettle ; that

is, the ordinary family fare as opposed to )]i £|§ fi-j (jit !

that is, delicacies cooked in small quantities and with special

pains.

20 i: % T £ %• This addition of £ EU, after

adjectives preceded by jf, or a word of similar import, is a

colloquialism much in vogue in some places.

fi or ifj § ffy Certainly, of course, I

should say. (c. & ».)

§ *k Naturally, of course, to be sure.

XiZESSCCtsT CXjSCXIII.

Emphatic Assent.

W ^* & 0^ course, that's so, you're right,

exactly so. [added for emphasis.

Pi % H H M The same,—fi ft being
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Lesson clxxiii.

1 Can we allow others to be embar

rassed with our affairs ? Ans. Of

course not.

2 You need not pay, sir ; let this even

ing's wine and refreshments stand to

my account. Ans. What are you

talking about ? Do you suppose I

will let you pay my score T

3 Chou Wen Chin has had no income

(means of living) these several years,

and yet he does not seem badly off.

Ans. Well, I should say not. His

wife had over a thousand taels laid

up of her own, which is enough for

his living, is it not ?

4 The proverb says, " Don't loose the

falcon till you see the hare." Do

you think we will pay him the money

before we get the goods ? Ans. Of

course not.

5 It is truly no trivial matter for a

widow, as I am, to bring up all

these children,—finding food and

clothing for them every day. Ans.

That's so. It is difficult, no mistake.

6 We have long been hoping you

would have a son that we might get

a feast out of you, and now we must

certainly have it. Ans. That goes

without saying. I am only afraid

you will not do me the honor.

7 Ma YQn Lung, though only twelve

or thirteen years old, has memorized

several books and also writes quite

a good essay. He will surely make

ffi M ii of course, that's so. (s )

ffl H S ft That's a matter of course,

that's understood.

IflS ^ — jfeto That's certain, that's so,

that's a fact.

ffl & B $t to That'9 understood, you

may rest assured of that. (c. & N.)

Sft >fe EL 'SE to That's understood, that's

a foregone conclusion, (c. & N.)

ffl M H W That's a fact, that's so, that's

sure.

M H: % JB Wt to That goes without

6aying, of course.

M & % Jfl M to The same, (s.)

3$ l^f ffi |ft The same as the last, but put

in the interrogative form for emphasis.

ijft ill Why ask that? of course not. (s.)

$5 ]H1 ft tfS What are you talking about ?

what do you mean ?

ffl 5& to IS The same.

M U to IS The same-

^If That's so, just so, exactly. Much used in

some localities to express full assent, and is often

times repeated after each sentence. It is not

essentially different from pj£ (Les. 70), which

writing is preferred by some teachers.
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his mark by and by. Ans. 0£

course he will. Such talents cannot

fail of success.

8 Lu Hsiang Ch'en is too unneighborly.

I asked him to lend me an unlined

coat to wear, but he shuffled about

and made all sorts of excuses for not

lending it. When he comes again

to borrow anything of us, we will

not lend it to him. Ans. That's

understood.

9 I tell you what it is, when a man

bargains for a wife, he wants to

know the bottom facts ; for it's not

as in the case of a mule or a horse,

which if unsuitable, one can ex

change. Ans. That's a fact.

10 If he brings men with him to fight,

you young fellows must not fail to

come to my assistance. Ans. Of

course we will. We are all of one

family. If we do not help you,

whom should we help ?

11 When for a long time I have not

seen one whom I love, I feel as if I

had no end of things to talk about ;

but when I actually see him, I then

feel as if I had little or nothing to

say. Strange, isn't it P Ans. That

it certainly is.

12 The old saying is, " Men walk in

the steps of their predecessors." If

I treat my parents badly, will

my children treat me well ? Ans.

Vocabulary.

«5i Kwa* wu*. Trouble, embarrassment ; toinvolve in.

% T'orl1 lei*..-.' The same, (s.)

pfl K'ai1 ch'ien2. To give out money, topay, to pay off.

W I'i* Means of living, employment,occupation, (c.)

P|| j!^ Chile2 kwoa*. Outlay, expenses, livelihood,living.

J§ Kwa3 chii1. To live in widowhood ; awidow.

IS Jls Shang3 lien3. To show respect, to honor,to compliment.

^ |& T'iao1 hwan*. To exchange, to transpose,to interchange, (s.)

$t Tao3 hwan* To exchange.

H ^ Ch'in1 ai* To love dearly.

&g Cha1'*. An imperial sacrifice for the fruits ofthe year :—Note (13).

^ )IB Ping1 ch'uan2. A war-ship, a man-of-war,a gunboat.

iaf ~j Ying2tsi3. The Chinese city at Newchwang.

^ W) T*ou3 tung*. To have intercourse or

dealiugs with, to associate

with ; to have a movement of the bowels.

^ Shu3 kwoa"1. ■ To lecture, to berate.

o£ ^ T'oA3 meng* To appear to in a dream.

Yiiari2 A fountain, a spring ; source, origin.

j{£ $K Lai2 yiian2 Source, origin.
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Exactly so. That is sound doctrine.

13 I met Fei the fourth yesterday at

the Pa-cha Temple listening to the

play with his grandchildren. He

looked as if he were in very pros

perous circumstances. Ans. Of

course he is. His oldest son is on a

man-of-war getting twelve dollars

per month, the second son is in the

naval encampment getting six taels

per month, and the third is in

a business house in Newchwang

sharing three per cent of the profits.

Having three such good sons, why

should he not enjoy life ?

14 Chang Hsi has been unwilling for

sometime to associate with him, and

after the lecture he read him to-day,

I venture he will not darken his

door again. Ans. You may rest

assured of that.

15 People say we are not conscious after

death. Last night my deceased hus

band appeared to me in a dream, and

asked me for a short coat. If he were

indeed unconscious, how would he

know to come back and ask for

things ? Ans. That's a fact.

16 The sea is the chief source of the

rain. It is because the hot Bun

shining on the sea turns the water

into vapor. Ans. Just so. Now

the vapor naturally rises. Aus. Ex

actly. And when it rises it becomes

clouds. Ans. Just so. But it is

colder in the upper air than on

the surface of the earth, therefore

the clouds soon condense into

rain drops ; and these drops of

water falling on the earth make the

rain. • Ans. Just so. I now under

stand the philosophy of rain. Thanks.

Thanks.

Not

1 iBB S fflU 65 ia an affirmative answer to a ques

tion implying a negatives, and bonce in effect makes a negativo

and must be so translated.

5 is used of rearing children, in allusion to the effort

required to " drag along " the load of care and toil. /}> ^

55, no joke, no fun in it,—a very common phrase.

6 -laf 0f*5 » vermicelli of rejoicing. In North China, ver

micelli (noodles) is the essential dish at all ordinary feasts of

rejoicing. In the South, eggs take the place of vermicelli.

ES .

10 ""* ffii "jj> one shoulder's strength; that is,

assistance, a lift. § £ is constantly used, as here, to

signify, belonqing to the same family, or to one's oion family.

a temple dodicated to the gods of grass

hoppers, or locusts. There are eight of these gods, supposed

to have authority over as many kinds of inseots. The sacrifice

referred to by the term Sg, (or as originally written ft).
probably had reference to deliverance from the ravages of

insects. Grasshoppers are commonly called AH and $a

U not now applied to them.
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Lesson clxxiv.

1 Mr. LTsii is simple-minded to the last

degree. ..

2 Nothing less than a flogging will an

swer for such a scoundrel as this

fellow is.

3 Suppose he is a military graduate,

what can he do? Can a military

graduate eat up people ?

4 That little black donkey of the Liu

family's is very fleet. Go and borrow

it of them and ride.

5 No one has been here to-day. Do

you mean to say that a saddle could

grow legs and run away of itself ?

6 I think it is very doubtful whether

he will be willing to come. Aus. But

he must come.

7 Mrs. Feng is an uncommonly straight

forward person. With her, right is

right and wrong is wrong. Deceit is

wholly foreign to her character.

8 Do you mean to assert that what you

have said is downright honest truth ?

9 With such a short-witted fellow as

this, there is no way but to use force.

10 The mercy of our Heavenly Father

toward us is great beyond comparison.

11 Having killed one of my body-guard,

1 insist that he shall pay the penalty

with his life.

12 Do you go back and tell Ma Shu

LESSON CLXXIV.

Final Negative Intensives.

The following negative finals form a somewhat

miscellaneous class, which, for want of a better

term, I have characterized as intensives.

sfi )jih Not to be exceeded, to the last degree,

exceedingly, very,—used to strengthen the force of

a previous intensive.

xf» Pf Cannot but,—nearly always preceded

by jjjs, giving the sense of nothing less, nothing

short of, etc.

A* ?T Will not do, can't be allowed, must.

Pf? Will not serve the purpose, must,

positively must. (c. &s.)

$E Beyond compare,—used to strengthen

the force of a previous intensive.

JifJc Expresses an emphatic prote9t, and is

used at the end of an interrogative clause, which is

generally introduced by |§£ jj| It has no an

swering word in the English language. It forms

a very forcible idiom and is entirely t'ung-hsing.

Vocabulary.

Shao1. The arrow leaving the bow ; rapid,fleet.

An1 A saddle.

;7
2fi Shwai4. To follow, to conform to ; to lead, to

cause to follow ; a leader, a guide ;

a term in a proportion \ a resume ; suddenly.
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Shfin that nothing will answer hut for

him to come to see me himself.

13 This way you are dissatisfied with me,

and that way you are dissatisfied with

me. Must I see everything just as

you do ?

14 I saw one of his essays, and although

there were not many quotations in it,,

yet the style was exceedingly lucid.

15 If you are so undutiful as this, I shall

be compelled to report you [to the

magistrate] as incorrigible.

16 Why don't I dare to go with him?

Do they have the power of life and

death at his house ?

17 Whenever you need anything you

come to me. Do you think my re

sources are without limit ?

18 When eating a vegetable stew, one

cannot manage without a spoon.

19 Because it takes a talented man to

get a second or third degree, must a

stupid man therefore not try at all ?

If he is diligent, he also will not fail

to make progress.

20 Consider the case : if he gives me a

few words of abuse and I submit to

it, does it therefore follow that he is

somewhat the gainer and I somewhat

the loser ?

21 Go on board those men-of-war and you

will see that both the machinery and

the guns are polished up bright, and

all the exposed parts of the deck are

lfj[ 2|5 Chi2 shwai*. Straightforward, downright,frank, open-hearted.

lit CM2 shwang3. Straightforward, unhesi-tatiug, prompt, ready,

\^ T'ao1. To pull out, to drag out ; to draw ; totug at.

7^ ^ Ch'in1 ping1. Armed attendants, body-guard,

"f|| Ch'ang- ming*. To pay the penalty withlife.

T'ang1 ts'ai*. Vegetables served with brothor soup over them.

^ YiP pen* Dull, stupid, doltish.

Jf} ~Xft Yung* kung1. To study, to apply the mind;to praotice, to be diligent.

, r. aft* Shang* chin*. To make progress, to ad-vance.

tU Ch'wan2 mien* The deck of a ship.

ffi'J E/fe Shwa1 hsi3 To scrub, to scour, to mop.

& fffi Hsiu1 sh'i1. To adorn, to embellish, to trickout, to make neat, to tidy up.

K'ou1. To pull, drag or dig out ; to bring tolight, to solve.

$|j ffl ffl TV- liu1 Ku\ Round, bulging, full;glaring.

Liu1 shu* shu* Staring, glaring.

Chile2 An art, a rule ; a mystery, a trick.

1$C Chue2 ch'iao*. Mystery, secret, clue, ra-tionale.
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scoured up every day. Nothing could

exceed their perfect cleanliness.

22 According to my idea, nothing short

of fining him ten tables of guests

should be accepted j but in deference

to you, gentlemen, let it be just as

you think right.

23 If you had spoken reasonably, T would

not have insisted on your making

good the loss ; but since you have

chosen to speak in this unconscionable

way, I shall accept nothing short of

reparation.

24 A greedy wife, too lazy to keep her

self neat, always listening for the step

of the huckster, and forever gadding

about, who will do no sewing, but

gives herself to wantoning ;—there is

nothing to be done with such a wife

but to divorce her.

25 I have been looking everywhere for you

in vain. Now that I have happened on

you to-day, I will not let you off unless

you pay me. Ans. But what if I

have no money P Can you make me

dig it out of the ground f

26 Don't be misled by those bright

glowing eyes of his. In point of fact

he is thick-headed to the last degree.

He hasn't the least faculty for man

aging anything ; he never gets the

clue to things.

No

4 The nse of flff makes fjjj refer to the owner ; if it

were omitted, ■fjjj would naturally refer to the donkey.

7 §§1 IE ?i»> show the face, but conceal an evil

purpose,—to speakfair words when evil it intended. Jj^j $/( f||

Hi, conceal the head but reveal the face, has practically the

same meaning.

8 Jlffi M 3£ f& ffl 2fc . brought forth from the lungs

and rixctra. Sentiments and intentions proceed not only from

the " heart," as with us, but from the " inward parts "

generally.

T E S .

6 7 13 ?U 'US' t0 recognize the difference between

high and low; that is, not able to see a point, obtuse,

short-witted.

16 I Royal authority. The power of life and

death, aside from the processes of law, is conferred upon

certain officers. Such officers are said to have 31 'jjjf ;

that is, the authority to condemn and execute at will, Bach as

is possessed by a 31 or prince.

24 The first part of this sentence is a four line verse

with two rhymes. It epitomizes in terse but forcible lan

guage the characteristic faults of a worthless wife.

■«-

LESSON £CXj2C2CV.

Correlative Particles.

mm m

mis

If should- . . could, would.

Even if must.

Even if will.

$t Jlh - ifc Z Even, even if not.

Better than.

Z $L . . W5 JL Not only but also.
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Lesson clxxv.

1 Come, come, stop crying. If you

should cry for three days and nights,

it would not bring him to life again.

2 Opium smoking not only wastes

money, but it also destroys the health.

3 The taugle of these two men's affairs

is such that even the genii could not

decide between them.

4 If you really have no new ones, old

ones will do. Ans. But what if I

haven't even old ones P

5 My enmity with Liu Wu-tsi, not only

cannot be allayed in this lifetime, it

cannot even be allayed in the next

lifetime.

6 He cannot even write an explanation

of the theme, how much less can he

write a complete essay.

7 A man should not only be harmless

as a dove, he should also be wise as a

serpent.

8 It is impossible to realize twenty-four

per cent profit at farming, itence it

is better to sell laud and pay one's

debts, than to pay interest year by

year.

19 He is not willing to sell, even when

offered one-half ready money, how

much less if it is all on credit.

10 A dutiful son not only supports his

father and mother, he also honors

and loves them.

11 Prince Hui of Chin said, " You ought

not to insult even a common man,

how much more me, your prince."

12 Both in speaking and in writing you

should aim, not ouly at brevity, but

Z iS ■ ■ ■ M' Not 0Dly tut still more.

Z iS. - • 1$t ft ft • Not only. . . but even,

but also.

contrary.

Not only but on the

Z OH ■ ■ ft • Not only also.

fpf SL- ■ ■ ifif iHc Even. .. how much more.

ffi Jl - - fa VI Jg. Even how

much more.

f& JL- - - S« Even if much more.

VOCABULAKY.

Shan* Hang2. Good, upright, honorable ;

•, harmless, (w.)

Ke1 A dove ; a pigeon.

1§! Ching* ai*. To respeot and love, to re-vere, to honor.

"gf Chin*. To flourish ; name of an ancientfeudal kingdom.
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still more at clearness and perspicuity.

13 If you can write a good book, it will

be a benefit, not only to tbe present,

but to succeeding generations.

14 How long must I put up with his

domineering '< This time we'll see

who is the best man, eveu if it costs

me my life.

15 If even with hired help we are

fatigued beyond endurance, to what

extreme would our fatigue reach if

we had no hired help at all ?

16 You ought to love even strangers, how

much more should you love your own

brothers.

17 The thing I want to learn is medicine;

for if one understands medicine, not

only can he benefit himself but he can

also be a blessing to society.

18 Not only is he thorough in planning

matters for others, but also in the

varied intercourse of life, there is none

more conversant with the amenities

than he.

19 He thought that as he had been Chia

Ta-jen's neighbor, Chia Ta-jen would

certainly treat him with politeness ;

whereas he not only did not receive

any consideration, but on the contrary

was subjected to humiliation.

20 You should consider ; if bad men

are violent even with officers to re

strain them, how much more violent

wo"uld they become if there were no

officers to restrain them.

21 The proverb says, " Feasting makes

good friends ; money keeps the peace

between husband and wife." Hence

when a man becomes very poor, not

f§: Wus To insult; to'ridicule; to neglect.

f$ tH I*7"3 man*. To insult, to contemn j to setat naught.

ft Using2 win2. To write, to compose inwriting ; to send a dispatch.

"f^ >C TsoA* win2. To write, to compose inwriting.

f$j ^ Ohien3 chie2 Brief, terse, concise.

jPl ^5 Ssien3 Hang*. Clear, perspicuous, evident,

manifest.

^ K'wei1 A defence for the head, a helmet.

^ Liao*. To brush off ; to throw away ; toleave, to forsake :—See liao'2.

%\\ ti Li* chi3. To benefit oneself; to act self-ishly.

f$ 3?lJ Chou1 tao*. Everywhere, catholic; com-plete, thorough.

^3? ^ Chiaoi1 chie1. Intercourse, fellowship ;communication.

jtf* Shi* lu*. The customs andfashions of theworld; obsequious, complaisant.

ti: ShV wu* The same.

Hsiang1 ch'in1. Residents of the sameneighborhood, neighbors.

JH jjjfc Yal fu2. To restrain, to keep down, tocurb, to control.
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only do his friends slight him, but

even his own wife becomes estranged.

22 Is not the pain in your leg well yet ?

Ans. No, I should say not. Day

before yesterday I got one of those

camel-leading (bell-ringing) quacks to

stick a couple of needles into it which

made it, not only no better, but de

cidedly worse.

23 If she were only lazy, it would not

matter ; or if she were only greedy ;

but this one is not only lazy but

greedy as well. How do you suppose

I can make a living ?

24 Mr. Cbang the second is an accom

plished business man. No matter how

extensive the business he undertakes,

it is accomplished without difficulty.

Nor does he offend a single person.

He is certainly a most capable man.

25 From that experience 1 learned a

lesson. Even if anyone should get

my own father to ask me, I would

not be go-between for him.

26 When there is a great drought, not

only do farmers seek rain by digging

up the dragon pool, destroying the

drought demon and making vows, but

even merchant travelers and officials

all do the same.

27 The saying is, " A good horse will

not carry two saddles (not eat leav

ings) ; and a virtuous woman will

not marry two husbands." Therefore

even if this family squander their in

heritance so that they have neither

house nor land, I will not reproach

myself ; and if that family be decked

out in silver and gold, I will not

covet it.

vj^| Ch'wan* ling3. A bell in the shape of aring :—Note (22).

19 sfi. Yuan2 t'ung1. Capable, accomplished,versatile.

•Jf? Hsiny1. To consider, to comprehend, to takein ; to recall.

2fi T'an2 Deep ; a pool or pond.

fyfc, Pa2 The demon of drought.

^ Han* pa2 The same :—Note (26).

J§§ Hsu3 yuan*. To make a vow ; to promisewith an oath.

ij§» j?JJ K'od* shang1. A commercial traveller, amerchant.

i|f§ Ch'an* A saddle and flaps ; a saddle.

|£ H An1 ch'an* A saddle.

J$L Tao3 pai*. To fail, to come to grief ; toruin ; to squander, (s.)

$1 Pao* yuan*. To regret, to reproach one-self; to be spiteful.

{Jfi Tien3. To limp ; to stand or walk on tiptoe,to walk softly. Also tie1.
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Lesson clxxvi.

1 It was not that Chang the third wished

to pick a quarrel, but that Li tho

fourth had a grudge against him, and

set upon him.

2 To be a king is of course difficult, yet

to be a minister is far from easy.

3 Although he is poor at present, yet

who knows but that hereafter he may

be rich.

4 This agreement is made with the full

consent of both parties, and must not

be broken.

5 Inferior clothing is of course cheaper,

and yet after all it is more eco

nomical to wear good clothing.

6 Husband and wife are not two, but

are one flesh.

7 He should not dispute with you, it is

true, nor ought you to strike him.

Notes.

3 Pi ??? J$ Hi Hooks locked and links connected ; i.e.,

entanglements, complications- The phrase violates the usual

symmetry. It ought to be §L) ?8 3. •

5 This sentence assumes the transmigration of tbe sonl,

and that the wrongs done in this existence will be carried

forward to the next one for adjustment.

0 i® af}, an exposition of the theme, an introduction

setting forth the main points of the text. It is also frequently

called jjfi !jf, to set forth an exposition. n full or

complete essay ; that is, one haying all tho requisite parts.

fa nBed with reference to the folded Bheet on which the

essay is written.

11 3& A prince of the kingdom of 'ff , whose per

sonal name was |J. He used these words when in exile.

14 iB RB> strive with the steel eye j that is, to

settle by trial who is the stronger. The figure is taken from

the drawing of wire through the eye of a steel cone-plate.

U (13 ImJ &< t0 see wn0 »'» the oetter man. J|, jj,

to carry it through to the bitter end.

18 S S J§£ (i£0 ) T » '° throw away the helmet and

drop the armor ; that is, to do so in the haste and exhaustion

of flight,—a strong figure to express great hurry and fatigue.

21 The idea of the saying is that in order to retain a

man's friendship, one must bo ablo to reciprocate his invitations

(to feasts, etc.), and to retain the affection of a wife one

must be able to support her.

22 tk m IE fi5- a camel-leader ; that is, an itinerant

dootor who goes about with a camel, partly to carry his out-

fit, and partly to serve as an advertisement.

23 It is very evident from the sentiment of this sentence

that the speaker is a young man who is speaking of his wife.

The nse of Js f@ is highly characteristic.

26 tS ~f Jit *t to ?8' orain waked up, to learn

by dear experience, to cut one's eye-teeth.

26 SE f3. '° &*9 UP 'As dragon pool. In time of

great drought the people sometimes go to the temple of

Lang-wang and dig up the dry pool in the temple yard,

which is supposed to be the home of the dragon. This is

done to make him uncomfortable and frighten him, so that

he will send rain, -fj" ^ j®. destroy the Dronght Demon.

Drought is attributed to the agency of a malicious demon who

is snpposed to reside in the coffin of some dead person. The

corpse in the coffin in which he resides does not decay, and

the grave monnd remains moist when the ground all around

is dry. The explanation of this is that the demon compels

the dead man to carry water every night and water the grave.

The supposed remedy is to tear open the grave and the

coffin, pull the corpse to pieces and scatter the pieces in

various places. This very thing is frequently done, despite

the protestations of the friends of the dead. These things

are not only done by the ignorant, but by the educated as well.

27 Wi d"CB Dot mean a double saddle, but a

change of saddles, which implies a change of owners.

LESSOR CLXXVI.

Correlative Particles.

^ ;H 75r H Not but.

7^ ■ - Indicates the adversative correla

tion of the clauses, but has no answering words

iu English. The use of ^5 adds a slight

emphasis, somewhat approximating the force of

indeed, or in fact.

© |& 15 S & Of course,

indeed yet.
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8 Pcan Hsiu Yiin is not a rustic but

the scion of a literary family.

9 Liu Shu Chia, although bright, is not

in reality a profound scholar.

10 The right is to be kept in view of

course, nevertheless to have no regard

at all to sentiment, is not the way to

make peace.

11 This is important imperial business,

and should not be lightly criticized.

12 It is of course a sin to work on the

Sabbath, and even to spend the time

in amusement is not the proper thing.

13 A murderer should of course pay the

forfeit with bis life, yet the circum

stances may afford occasion for clemen

cy, and magistrates naturally favor the

living rather than the dead.

14 Natural science is a profound subject,

which' cannot be mastered in ten or

fifteen days.

15 Although it is said that suit cannot

be entered after the magistrate has

closed his seals, yet if there should be

any flagrant violation of the law, suit

may still be instituted.

16 The years of a man's life are un

certain. Although one does not die

to-day, yet how does he know that he

will be alive to-morrow ?

17 In your conduct you should always

follow the golden mean, for while

neglect of duty is of course wrong, to

mm -

of course yet.

mm «t*--

yet, and even. [knows.

SI ■ - ^31 Although. . . yet, yet who

.-if) H It's true,

. "ffc Of course

^ l|$ Tsi1 shi*. To pick a quarrel ; to stir up,to create a disturbance.

^ lUf! Esie3 hsien2. To estrange, to be or to set

at variance; to have a

spite or grudge at, to be at outs.

$S % Esie2 ch'ou2. To be enemies, to have aspite or grudge at.

SiJ& 2£H Although yet.

^g---ft If Although...

yet. . . still.

SI - - iP- ■ • %f Although. . . yet. . . but-

Vocabulary.

^Ji T'ai2 kang*. To dispute in a loud voice,to altercate, to wrangle.

|$ Pjl| Pan4 tsui3. To dispute, to controvert, tobandy, to chaffer.

P'an1 A river in Honan ; a surname.

$J Chwang1 hu* Rustic, farmer.

Iff Cliao3 hsiin2. To accuse, to set upon, tocharge, to take to task.

^ |p| P'in2 ch'iung2 Poor, needy.

7^ Kang* The same as jfl.

Shu1 hsiang1. Eedolent of books, literary,scholastic.

JlSw Shu1 ti3. Education, scholarship, acquire-ments.
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exceed the bounds of propriety is

equally wrong.

18 Although everybody says he is a

good man, yet if you do not carefully

inquire, how can you be sure that he

does not belong to the class of spe

cious impostors ?

19 In conducting weddings and funerals

one should not of course be too par

simonious, nor should he make too

great a display, but should always

keep within his means.

20 A teacher instructs his pupils just as

parents teach their children. Al

though he punishes them, yet in fact,

he loves them.

21 A general must be strict, it is true,

that so the soldiers may obey his

commands ; yet if he shows no affec

tion, they will not yield a cheerful

obedience.

22 Originally I was not a resident of

this place; and although I often have

trouble with others, it is not that I

pick quarrels with them, but that they

pick quarrels with me.

23 Of course he does not want the

daughter of a poor family, and he

will not accept even the daughter of

a rich family, if the standing of the

family is not good, or if the young

lady is not comely.

24 Legitimate conversation you should of

course give attention to, and even the

yin*. To lock up the seals, to closea public office.

^ fHJ Ch'a2 win* To inquire, to search.

®5 JUi Hsiang1 yuan*. A smooth-tongued spe-

cious fellow, an impostor,

a wolf in sheep's clothing:—Note (18).

i§f Shi1 Wasteful, extravagant.

ij£ Shi1 hxva2 Extravagance, display.

fffi f^fi Chiao1 tao* To instruct, to teach.

^ j[§ Wei1 yen2 August, severe, stern.

}H Tsun1 ling*. To obey, to observe a com-mand.

JJfJ Yue* fu2. To obey cheerfully, to assentreadily, to approve.

J^. I* hsiang1. A new-comer, a settler, astranger.

*fi3 ^fi» Chao1 jP. To irritate, to vex, to pick aquarrel.

Ji3 hu3. To irritate, to stir up, to pro-voke, to pick a quarrel.

P^J M&n- ti*. Standing (of a family), reputa-tion, character, social position.

Bfl $(1 Hsien2 tsa2. Idle, loafing ; disreputable ;

trash.

J'p Yie9 To fuse, to smelt.

Lei3 To bind as a criminal; to secure.

Ilsie* To tie, to secure, to fetter.

Bonds, inprisonment.

J!| Pel* Precious, valuable ; money, treasure.

^ H Pao3 pei* Precious, a treasure.

%$l tB Swod* kin1. A root of evil, a source ofmisfortune.
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gossip of loafers on the street should

not go unheeded.

25 Although this was spoken in secret it

is not certainly the truth, for there is

no end to the tricks of yamen people.

How do you know that they were not

playiDg a part,—talking on purpose for

your honor to hear ?

26 Although Kung Yie Ch'ang was in

bonds, yet he was not in fact guilty

of any crime, hence after his release,

Confucius of his own accord gave him

his daughter to wife.

27 The gold diggers in the village to the

east found a nugget of gold weighing

nine and a half catties. Who would

not say that they had found a treas

ure P And yet because of an un

satisfactory division a murder re

sulted, on account of which they spent

all the gold and a deal of money

besides, from which we see that this

gold was really a source of misfortune

rather than a treasure.

28 We regard not that which is seen but

that which is unseen ; for that which

is seen is temporary, but that which

is unseen is eternal.

Notes .

1 Note that ^ JjJ and J)J mean different things,

or at least are used in different ways ; the former means to

seek jor, to search, the latter means to lookfor, or go to, for

the purpose of accusing or taking to task.

4 This is one of the stereotyped forms of words used at

the end of written agreements.

6 § refers to the time and Btrength spent in school

committing and expounding the classics, which are supposed

to be the foundation of all learning.

15 PP is the technical term for locking the seals

and shutting up a public office for a vacation or a holiday.

W ffi jjc is a book expression equivalent to j§ f$t.

It is not used in colloquial, save by scholars who wish to air

their learning.

18 Confucius says of the $!P j§[ that he is fg & ft

a thief of virtue,—one who putB on the semblance of

virtue for the sake of popularity, but who is not really

virtuous.

19 & is here used out of its ordinary sense to mean

■ wedding or a funeral. This use is not t'unghsing. In

Peking 3j? is used in the same way. Red is the prevail

ing color at weddings, and white at funerals, hence ^ 5*

^ or jfl ft 3ff is a wedding, and £j Q ~0 or ^ ^

%t is a funeral. The phrase, £j § , seems altogether

Inappropriate, seeing that a funeral can hardly be classed as a

Jf. The term is nevertheless used in some sections.

Flie funeral of a person who dies over eighty years of age is

called a ]| ilg.

21 35, the three armies ; that is, the right, left and

centre; but often used as here in the sense of, soldiers, forces,

army.

24 l*9]iS8 A miscellaneous idlers and the lib .

If 9S 's, 80 to speak, to stretch the ears so as to

hear the more and hear on all hands, not as a participant in

the conversation, but incidentally as a bystander.

25 Ha §S 4?f }t^> to state the case from an adjoining

room ; that isj to talk in one room on purpose to be heard in

another. An officer will sometimes listen by stealth to the

talk of his underlings or his prisoners, hoping thus to get at

the truth ; while they, knowing or supposing he is listening,

play off on him by saying to each other, as if secretly, the very

things they want him to hear and believe.

2S (tj £c was accused of murder, but was not

convicted. Confucius subsequently gave him his daughter in

marriage, thus testifying his belief in his innocence.

27 ^ divide the booty unjustly. The term

is probably used, because those who found the gold,

attempted to divide it secretly, without sharing with the

whole company. The phrase is a ready made one, more

properly used of dividing spoil.
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Lksson CLXXVII.

1 You may push that table just a very

little to the south.

2 This piece of wood is barely sufficient.

3 Please give me a brief account of the

origin and progress of this business.

4 Bring it here and I will file it some

more. Ana. Be sure you do not file

it too much. File it off just the

least bit and it will do.

5 The teacher was pressed for time, and

only explained it over once in a

cursory way.

6 When I went I was barely in time

to see them off.

7 This has not been a heavy rain, barely

three fingers deep.

8 Liu the second is slightly better to-day.

9 This rice was left over from yester

day and is slightly sour.

10 The price you offer is not sufficient

to cover cost ; make it a little more

and I will let you have it.

11 When this medicine is rubbed on the

mouth of the ulcer it causes a slight

smarting.

12 There is a class of men who cannot

stand much money. Just let them

acquire a little wealth, and they are

puffed up beyond endurance.

13 It is not that I am quarrelsome. If

he gave me the least chance of escape,

I would drop the matter.

14 It has been said, "A three yeara

severe drought will not starve a

LESSOR 1CLXXVII.

Adverbial Diminutives.

|£ ft A little, just a little, a trifle,

ffi ft A very little, trifling, slightly. ryt

ft ft A little, a very little, slightly, the least

f|; ^ Barely, merely, only,

pf Pf Barely, merely, neatly, scarcely, (s.)

Barely, just, merely,

ij^f -ffi- The same. Those who use soft sounds

incline to use this character ; but it will not do

where hard sounds prevail, as it is originally soft.

The meaning of jjJJ is equally suitable, and the

sound is everywhere correct. [least bit.

^ 5l$ % A very little, a very trifle, the

^ 5fc /h 4" The same.

—• |jl ^Ji ^ A very little, the least mite or

particle.

A little, the least bit, any.

^ A very little, just a little j slightly;

briefly ; cursorily.

ft Just a little, a very little.

^ The least, a very little, trifling.

j*£ Just a little, a very little, a wee bit. (n )

>Jn The same, (s.)

Slightly, measurably, somewhat, (o.)
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cook " Can you expect him to re

frain entirely from eating a single

particle of anything ?

15 That residence of Ma's is indeed

quite complete, but it is a little too

contracted.

16 How did Brother Shi come out in this

examinatio* ? Ana He barely suc

ceeded in getting his name posted up.

17 His are less and yours are more.

Divide off a very little of yours to him,

and you will then have a fair division.

18 You go back home and sound your

father on the subject and see if he

is willing.

19 In these days the man who has three

cash will not associate with the man

who has but two. When a man gets

a very little money, he does not con

descend to look at ordinary people.

20 Inferior—if you like ; and yet it is a

cornelian mouth-piece. Although the

bore is a little to one side, it is not

noticeable without careful examina

tion.

21 He owes our firm over two hundred

thousand cash, and up to this time

has not paid a cash. If it were only

a trifle, do you suppose we would be

so anxious about it ?

22 Those who go into business together

should be mutually forbearing in

their intercourse. It will not do to

get angry and dissolve partnership

for every trifling mistake.

Vocabulary.

jfff Shao1. Gradually; slightly, partially; for themost part, rather.

P'ofi,1. An excess, very ; a little, somewhat,rather.

^5; Ts'od* A file; to file, to trim.

9i Fu* yd1. Rich, affluent, wealthy, in easycircumstances.

jjfj*f ^ Chie2 chiao1. Intercourse, fellowship ; toassociate, to have dealings.

^ Jjij Ma3 nao3. Veined stones, as,—cornelian,agate, opal.

jjfc San* hwod3. To dissolve partnership, to

quash an agreement ; to

disperse ; to quit.

)S Fi/an1 ch'ii1 A wrong, a grievance.

^ Ts'i2 chang*. To leave or quit a position,to throw up a situation.

Fei3 The cock of the blue-green kingfisher.

3^ Fei3 ts'ui* Jadite, chrysoprase.

^jy Pan1 ch'i3. A broad ring worn on thethumb by archers.

Teng* A ledge, a step; delay, hesitancy.

Ken*. A limit ; to stop, to hesitate ; perverse :—see ken3.

Rsiie2 kwan3.. A school.

Stress of voice, intonation ; a

■ hint, a suggestion.

P'ien1 ch'tn2 Out of balance.

Yie*. To seize or raise by the arm ; to insertor thrust into.

tif Hwa* yin1
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23 When you are working for another,

even if you suffer some trifliug wrong,

you should be patient and not hasti

ly throw up your situation.

24 One cannot even prepare his bath

water to suit him. If it is the least

bit too warm, he complains of being

scalded, and if it is the least bit too

cool, he complains of being chilled.

Few men are as hard to servo as he.

25 This jade-stone ring is good, it is

true, but it is the least mite too large

for me.

26 You think I'm afraid of you do you ?

If you really want to see who is the

better man, I am quite ready for you,

and whoever shows any sign of

backing out is no man.

27 Everybody said this suit would be

difficult, but you see, I have carried

it on in such a way that there is now

a fair prospect of success.

28 I'll not send my children to school

any more. Look how much labor I

have expended from my youth, and

how much money I have spent, in

order to obtain a degree, and then

only by dint of appealing to my

relatives and friends did I secure a

school, and it only brings me a little

over twenty thousand cash [per

year]. What does that amount to ?

29 It is not necessary to state a thing

in detail to a clever man. You only

need to give him a slight hint, and

you may be sure ho'll understand.

30 That load in front is properly bound,

but this one behind is out of balance.

Ans. It is the least trifle uneven,

but that is no matter ; insert a

small stone under the rope, and it

will restore the balance.

Notes.

7 ?H Threefingers ; that ig, the width of three fingers.

0 The language used may apply either to taste or to Bmoll.

12 J§* ?ft- here means money, property, in whioh sense it

is not t'ung-hsing—not being so used in Peking.

13 HI Ifi ^ 5!;> o"<"« « Utile rocul [/or] me to go.

The expression would be more elegant if ^5 ^ were changed

S» aa i' often is ; yet the form of expression in the

text is quite common.

15 In some sections £§ is constantly used for house

instead of |jff ~p j in other sections it is only used occasion

ally, and when so used, generally denotes all the houses in a

court including the court itself.

10 This sentence would be precisely the same if uddresaed

to the person himself.

10 is put for (®i and is read Sal.

20 A cornelian mouth-piece to a pipe is much valued.

22 efc s % blow out the lamp and disperse the

company. The expression is probably taken from gambling;

wheu one gets angry or disgusted, he blows out the light aud

so breaks up the game and scatters the company.

26 Ff£ 5§" tfi tf£ Iffijj > >?,'<° »• afraid of whom ? that is,

do you think I am afraid of you? fj f@ Jf£, to make a halt,

to hold back, flU jf; to show [a sign of] hesitation. The

former expression is Northern, the latter Central and Southern.
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Lehson clxxviii.

1 This year it has scarcely rained

during the entire spring. From the

look of things the wheat will certainly

be a failure.

2 The two nations are both increasing

their armies and preparing arms.

Judging from appearances there will

certainly be war.

3 I have already offered to the amount

of one hundred tiao per acre for that

piece of land, and he still will not

sell. From the appearance of thing3

I fear it cannot be bought.

4 To-day he promises that he will pay

to-morrow, and to-morrow he prom

ises that he will pay the next day.

I judge from the way he acts, he has

no idea of paying the money.

5 The latter half of the year Lao San

has been constantly hanging around

the opium shop. From the look of

things I am afraid he has already

fallen into dissolute habits.

6 This compound has in front a large

gate for the entrance of horses ; be

hind it has a wagon gate, and all

around are rows of houses. Judging

from the general style, I'll warrant

that the inside is also in keeping.

7 The announcement of the new Chin-

LESSOW CLXXVIII.

Phrases op Inference.

The following phrases are all very similar in

meaning and use. The definitions give the ap

proximate literal meaning rather than the actual

words found in the translations, which are modi

fied to suit the connection. In all the phrases,

either or Jft may be used.

ill 10 ft fk Judging from the ap

pearance of things,

ft $j Judging from the ap-
<U II ...

pearance of affairs.

^" il ftfl H Judging from the manner

or style of things.

% jE 10 3^ Judging from the fashion

ol things.

'If JM f0 5^ Judging from the shape

of things.

flt" ia 10 111 ^ Judging from the ap

pearance of circumstances.

s§t ill 10 ^ Judging irom the posture

or situation of things.

^t" M. 10 ^ ^ Judging from the con

dition or state of the game.

'If Hl 10 Wl Judging from the course

or bearing of things.

s§t is 10 ® US Judging from the course

or tenor of things.

Hi 10 $H "7 Judging from the form or

appearance of things.

jE 10 ^ Judging from the configu

ration of things.

^t" M 10 M tfit Judging from the style of

things.
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shi has come, and those who went to

congratulate him,were simply treated

to a meal of plain vermicelli. Judging

from this, when he comes home to

sacrifice to his ancestors, there will

be no great ado made.

8 Li Ta-jen has again taken a mining

engineer and gone to Chin-kou Hill

to prospect for a mine. From the

look of things the mine at Chin-kou

Hill will doubtless be opened.

9 What makes the sunlight without so

yellow and dull P From the appear

ance of things there must be an

eclipse coming on.

10 On the last occasion at the test ex

amination, several of the highest

names each received a reward of

5000 cash. Judging from the ap

pearance of things this time, 2000 cash

is the utmost that each mau will get.

11 That man on Chi-ling street who ha3

leprosy, already has maggots on him.

Judging from his condition, he can

not live over to-day.

12 When I yield a step, he advances a

step ; when I yield another step,he ad

vances another step. It is evident that

he intends to make trouble for me.

13 Madam was in the middle room

pounding clothes, and when she

heard that the announcement had

come, she never moved, but kept

right on with her work as before.

From this it is evident that she has

indeed the style of a lady.

14 While sitting at the feast Sun Ta-jea

seemed reluctant either to eat or to

drink. I judge from his manner that

he will probably not exert himself in

the affair we have entrusted to him.

15 When they were in business they

were very intimate, now they each

have a growing family of fine child-

VOCABULABY.

In? Ping1 ch'i*. Arms, weapons, implementsof war.

Mod* chwan*. To hang around, to loaf,

to loiter.

5f£ Ch'ing2 hsing2.

Chou1 wei2 Around, surrounding.

The appearance or look

of things, circumstances.

$e| Kung3 shi1 A mining engineer.

flj{ Shi2. To eat away, to encroach on ; to eclipse,to be eclipsed.

0 f$»I*sW2 An eelipse of the sun.

H§ 0 Hu*i* The same:—Note (9).

rft f§& Chiie2 fc'ocJ4. A final or test examination:—Note (10).
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ren, and are constantly making each

other presents. Judging from the

appearance of things their children

will no doubt intermarry.

16 I noticed that in his house they used

white lining satin to paper the rooms,

and red satin to coyer the commode.

Judging from the style of things it

will be as much as a man can do to

wait on them.

17 That man's language is courteous

and his manner dignified. Judging

from his bearing he must belong to

a good family.

18 Ordinarily I have had no intercourse

with them, but to-day they have

suddenly invited me to a feast ; and

moreover all the other guests are

suspicious characters. From the

look of things I suspect that they

are setting a trap for me.

19 Five days ago I went and asked

them when the vessel would sail.

They said there were seventy jars of

wine yet to be put on board, and

that as soon as these were loaded,

they would sail. Yesterday I went

again and asked them. They said

there were still two hundred jars of

wine to load. Judging from the

aspect of things it is hard to say

when they will go.

20 Fa Lien the priest smoked opium

and sold off everything in the tem

ple ; but when the trustees of the

temple reproved him, he took an

oath that he would never smoke again.

That is now three years ago. Judg

ing from the circumstances it is not

likely he will begin to smoke again.

21 I judge from the appearance of this

man Li the second, that he will

hardly stand it.

-ft M. To? k'od* The same.

8Pl Ch'i2 The male of the Chinese unicorn.

0| Liu- The female' of the Chinese unicorn.

1$$ $p|. A fabulous beast of auspicious omen.

40. Ch'ii1 Maggots bred in putrid flesh.

^ j^j Chia* sh'i*. Condition, circumstances,appearance, outlook.

'ja* j§g[ T'ang-wu1. The middle room of a Chinese

house, a hall.

~Pu Rung1 tcng* A commode.

IP: it Chu? c/ti3. Deportment, behavior; man-ner, style.

^ f^f1 CM2 sh'i*. Position [of the game], situa-tion, outlook.

Iff Chi1. To prop up; to withstand, to bear up,to endure, to stand.
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Lksson clxxix.

1 Although parents love their children,

yet somehow the children do not love

their parents.

2 Only when he saw that evasion was

impossible did he come to the point

of telling the real truth.

3 Is there a man in the whole world

who chooses to die ? It is only when

men are iu desperate straits that they

seek death.

4 Friends in offering congratulations,

and relatives in presenting condolences,

are not really desirous of making

presents, hut the circumstances give

them no choice.

5 This is our own family affair ; no one

else can do anything about it.

6 I have thrashed you, and it is im

possible for you to get any satisfaction

out of me.

7 Save as a last resource, who is willing

to beg.

8 At present you have both prestige

and money, who is able to get the

better of you ?

Notes.

it has not rained much, is very

different from Jj| f f}|, there ha* keen no great rain .

3 $5 tlfe would seem to be the snbjeot of the verb,

but it is not—a subject must be supplied.

i a front gate largo enough and high

enough to admit a man on horseback.

7 3fc flit $5, * meal consisting entirely of mien,—which

is considered very good, though not stylish. When a man

gets a degree, special couriers carry the news to his friends,

taking their chances of the pay they may get. When ho

himself returns home, he sacrifices to his ancestors, and is

expected to invite his friends to a feast.

9 The Chinese traditional explanation of an eclipse is

that the sun (or moon) is being eaten up by a great dog. The

phrase f$j 0, protecting the sun, is derived from the practice

of beating on drums and pans to frighten away tbo dog, and

so save the sun.

10 Throughout the provinces the prefects hold a monthly

examination of such graduates as choose to present themsclveB,

giving a small stipend to a number of the best. Shortly

before the triennial examination at the provincial capital, a

special examination called a ||J or ^ f$t is held, and

those who attain a certain degree of excellence receive an

allowance for traveling expenses,

11 ?| has hero the force of certainly, or, in any case.

Its use implies that the man had lived unexpectedly from day

to day, but that he certainly could not live another day.

13 That a wife should show no sign of excitement or

pleasure on such an occasion as that of her husband getting a

degree, is supposed to be the height of decorum and of lady,

like bearing,

14 f@ /r?f "SJ> »" 'Ae presence of the feast; that is,

at or during the feast.

15 &n §i %H ?5?> make themselves kindred by

contracting marriaije alliances between their children.

'fSf What is to be done P t. e., there is no

help, no resource ; yet nevertheless : also sometimes

used as a verb,—to do to another, to put through.

^ Unable, no resource ; yet ; only ; alas !

liZESSOZtsT CLXXIX.

Impracticability.

1$ Without resource, no help, no other

way ; only ; last resort.

'sfc The same. [for it, in straits.

j|f No means of doing anything, no help
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9 Would that I could get entirely rid of

this corrupt heart ; hut alas ! I can

not.

10 You may cure the disease, but you can

not control fate. If it is ordained that

he should die, there is no help for

him.

11 If I had the money, I would willingly

lend it to him ; but it is out of the

question when I haven't even enough,

for myself.

12 Who is willing to sacrifice house and

land ? Yet when one gets into a

strait, he has no resource but to sell.

13 Heretofore Yang the eighth has not

been given to paying his debts ; how

does it come that to-day he has pawned

his clothes and paid Chang the sixth?

Aus. It was because he could not help

it. He was very loth to pawn them,

but Chang the sixth gave him no

choice.

14 At first I thought one man could

bring it on his shoulder, but on trying

I found it impracticable. It will

require two men to carry it.

15 My coming now to seek help of you,

sir, is because I am in a very great

strait. If I had any resource at all,

I would not think of coming.

16 At first he would not agree to kotow

on the street, but the other party was

inexorable. Only when he found

there was no help for it did he fi

nally assent.

M ft »T % The same, (s!)

M it & ft The same.

IS ^J* ^ ft Impossible to do anything, in a

tight place, in an extremity, at the end of one's tether.

M ft W ^ The same.

ffl W #H ft The same.

>V ^ S< No help for it, no choice, no other

way, unavoidable, in straits.

Vocabulary

2Vai4. A large yellow plum ; a remedy, a re-source ; how ? what way ?

p|c Wei3 To implicate; to shirk, to decline.

ji|c T'uix wei3. To make excuse, to evade ; toretract, to back out.

^ ^ AS B The same.

^P? or ^c? & To manage, to bring to terms,

to put through ;—with a negative, fj§ 7 ^> unable

to control or manage, impracticable.

IS 8? W Out of one's power, imprac

ticable, no resource.

5£ Impracticable, helpless, hope

less, incorrigible.

jft£ P T'ui1 lai4. To evade, to back out ; tothrow the blame on another, (s.)

j}@ }H Yen1 yin3. The craving of the appetitefor opium.

iW3 Yen1 t'ovr. The amount of opium smokedin a given time.
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17 If it was an elder brother's wife

that was so hateful, I could talk back

to her, or I might even slap her a

few times ; but this is a younger

brother's wife, and I can do nothing

at all with her.

18 I have one more plan, and I am

determined to have another tussle

with him.

19 We do not believe him of course,

but since we are unable just now to

fix any fault on him, we can do

nothing to him.

20 Wang Yuan Heng's opium smoking

is past all remedy. In the first place,

he has no will-power and no desire

whatever to break off ; in the second

place, the habit has too strong a

hold (he takes too much) ; even if he

did desire to break off, he could not.

21 Do you think the emperor takes

pleasure in beating men or putting

them to death ? It is only because

the people will not be virtuous and

heed instruction that, as a last resort,

ho employs punishments to control

them.

22 At first he refused to go with them,

whereupon the robbers struck him

a couple of blows with a cudgel, and

were about to kill him with a sword,

when he yielded to necessity and

followed them.

28 That year the crops were very poor,

and besides, the family, both children

and adults, were constantly sick, so

J"$ Jfe Tsei2 ping*. Organized robbers, banditti ; |rebels.

^ Pang* A club, a cudgel ; a drumstick.

^ ^ Ma3 pang1. A large rattan cudgel or whip

carried by mounted robbers.

Ts'P To sacrifice to ancestors; ancestral.

^ Tsci2 fang2. An ancestral hall or temple :—

Note (24).

Chia1 ch'iao3 The sparrow.

Ma2 ch'iao3 The same.

Wu* A stump ; a square stool.

4e Wu* teng* A square seat or stool.

^ Tu2 ting*. A square bench or stool forone person.

Ch'iao1 Same as .

fa

$!fl Ch'iao1 chiao3. To stand on the toes, towalk on tip-toe.

fffi J$fl z& Tien3 chiao3 chien1. To stand on tip-toe.

iM. 1il Hsu1 chia3. False, empty, vain, imagi-nary.

^ Tsuri1 chang3. The senior members of afamily or clan.

■§3 $| Fa* kun*. To condemn to be scourged ;to beat, to scourge.

J^B ^ Kwei* hsiang1. To kneel while a stick ofincense burns out.

j?& fi Tien3 hica*. To make sig?is with the fin-ger, to gesture, to point out.

"tlf IP4 Ch'P ch'oa1. To make signs, to gesture,to point out.
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that the following spring we were

reduced to want. We took to beg

ging, but dospite our efforts we

could not get enough to live on, until

finally, driven by necessity, we sold

our younger daughter to him.

24 There is a nest of sparrows under

the eavo of the ancestral hall ; the

trouble is I cannot reach them with

out a ladder. Ans. I think that by

getting up on four stools placed on

top of each other, and standing on

tiptoe, you can reach them.

25 I know quite well that worshipping

ancestors is a vain superstition, but

■when I did not worship, the senior

members of the family took me to

task, and were about to give me a

beating and make me do penance,

and so compel me to worship. Only

when there was no help for it, did I

do violence to my conscience by

worshiping.

26 It used to be that if any one said

that a man could not control those

women who set whole streets at

defiance with their violence and

vituperation, I was up in arms at

once. Very unexpectedly one such

has now fallen to my lot, and I am

at my wits' end. No matter how you

beat her she persists in reviling.

One day I beat her until she fainted

before I stopped, thinking that after

that she would certainly be afraid to

revile me, but what do you think?

When she came to again, although

unable to speak audibly, she signed

defiance with her fingers.

Notes.

10 Thero is throughout this sentence a play on the word

, which means both to cure, and to control or bring under

subjection-. The Chinese are thorough-going fatalists.

15 — $5 £ i® A road the size of a thread, the lead

possible opening or chance. The use of j£ shows that the

phrase is a ready made one taken from books.

17 According to Chinese ideas of propriety, a man may

be quite free in his intercourse with his elder brother's wifo,

but not with his younger brother's wife. In like manner he

may be freo with his wife's elder sister, but not with her

yotmger sister.

20 'Jt0 means the amount of opium smoked per day,

which is hero taken as a measure of the strength of the

opium habit. It is not always a true guage, however, as some

men cau smoke much more than others can without falling

greatly tinder the power of the habit. jtQ moans tlio

strength of the appetite itself, irrespective of the quantity

smoked.

24 93 ^> See Les. 8G Note (5), where %$i 3j£ Bhould

have been written instead of which is only applied to

Mohammedan mosques, and to Buddhist monasteries.

25 8j£ f!f- To kneel in front of a shrine or tablet

with a stick of lighted incense held in the two hands, and so

remain until the incense stick is burned out, which requires

from an hour to an hour and a half. It is sometimes dono

voluntarily as a penance, and sometimes required as a

punishment.

26 Notice the vividneBS of the phrase J§§ /(* {Ij

52 The inarticulate motion of her lips was assisted by

the significant gestures of her fingers.
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Lesson clxxx.

1 As he is able to get up and walk out,

it is evident that he is not very sick.

2 The proverb says, " A trivial quarrel

is better than a grievous one, and a

settlement is better than a trivial

quarrel ; " from which it is evident

that to settle a quarrel is better

than to raise one.

3 He is by nature lovable, one cannot

help loving him.

4 They say that Wang the sixth has

gotten rich, yet on such a cold day as

this he is out without even a wadded

coat, from which it is evident that

after all he has no money.

5 It really makes one sad to think of it.

g Although Mr. T'ang has no great

talents, yet his earnestness as a

preacher is worthy of all praise.

7 This is not an essential matter, it may

be dispensed with. If it is accom

plished all right; and if not, all right.

8 Their friendship was sacrificed for a

matter of a hundred cash, from which

it is plain that friendship is a sham,

money is the only thing tha.t is real.

9 There is nothing good about Sun

Kwoa-Ch'i. If he is not openly im

posing on people, he is secretly

making trouble for them. He is

detested by everybody.

10 At our maternal grandmother's they

have built a very fine looking tiled

LESSON" CLXXX

pj As a Verbal Prefix.

PJ , prefixed to a verb, turns it into a verbal

adjective, having in general the force of English

adjectives ending in able, as pj" £| pitiable, pj"

lovable, etc. The number of verbs to which pf

is commonly applied is not great, though it may,

if occasion require, be used with many others.

pf J|, Visible,—it is evident, it is seen, it

appears, which shows.

pf ^Jl Knowable,—it may be known, from

which it appears, which proves.

These two phrases differ from those following,

in that they are not generally used as adjectives,

but rather as inferential connectives.

T^T §^ Lovable,—winsome, prepossessing.

"Pf Deplorable,—sad, heart-rending.

pf Worthy of being chosen, agreeable,

taking.

Pf Doable,—that which may be done,

that which may proceed.

pf It Stopable,—that which may be dis

pensed with, that which may be quitted.

Pf $1 Abominable,—hateful, detestable.

7*f ^ Regrettable,—what a pity ! alas !

pf Provoking to anger, exasperating.

"pf J-^J By chance, accidentally, happily.

pf j^E Reliable,—trustworthy, to be de

pended on.

Pf fj$£ Respectable,—worthy of respect.
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house, but what a pity they made a

door in the end, and that too to the

one side. It is decidedly not in

good taste.

11 The common saying is, "One day

husband aud wife implies a huudred

days' kindness," from which we see

that the sympathy of husband and

wife is greater than that of any other.

12 Although this business of his makes

one indignant, yet there are still

some redeeming features about it.

13 Just as I was about to ask him, a

friend happened in and broke up our

conversation.

14 Li CVung Chen is a perfectly reliable

man. Nothing could be more satis-

factory than to deposit the money

with him.

15 Though so wise and gifted, Liu

Hui Oh'wan is yet able to exhibit

such mildness and courtesy that one

cannot but respect and love him.

16 Although the business came to grief

in his hands, yet there is some excuse

for him. It was simply the result of

his youth and inexperience, and not

that he wished it to be so.

17 Although there were various stories

afloat about him, yet they were only

vague rumors, entirely untrustwor

thy. Ans. Although untrustworthy,

Pj" Hi Excusable,—pardonable, allowance to

be made for.

pf Eeliable,—trustworthy, to be de

pended on.

ptj" ^ Questionable,—doubtful, dubious.

T*J" ff| Terrible,—to be feared, to be dreaded.

"pT ^ Detestable,—hateful, abominable.

|i| ^ Killable,—deserving of death, ought

to die.

Pf Sparable,—deserving to be spared.

Pf" |U Admirable,—worthy of being looked

at, elegant, beautiful, showy.

Vocabulary

l|f Hsi2 shl*. To settle a quarrel, to come toan agreement, to make peace.

jjjft Ch'i2 Fortunate ; felicitous.

tlSt Chid1 p'od2. A maternal grandmother.

(s-)

|_L| Shari1 ch'iang2. The gable, the end of a

house.

P'ieri1 lisle1. To the one side, off or asidefrom the centre.

Mi HI Ch'eng2 yang*. Becoming, in good taste,seemly.

'ffc ff" Ch'ang2 yen2. A common saying, a trite

iff yy Ch'ing2 fin*. Affection, attachment, kind-ness, sympathy.

7jk Ch'ung2 Lofty, honorable ; to adore.

jll Ch'wan1 A mountain stream.

^R: ^0 Jou2 hoa2 Mild, meek, forbearing.
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yet they were sufficient to raise doubt s.

18 The thing most to be feared is that

parents will be blinded by affection.

Look at Wang Kwang Hui. From

the time he was a child his father

and mother indulged him, and now

he goes everywhere swindling people,

and there is nothing too bad for him

to do, which shows that the saying,

" To indulge a son is no better thaii

to kill him," is verily true.

19 The saying is, " When there is a

pre-existing affinity, friends will coma

a thousand li to meet ; and when

there is none, they will not become

acquainted though face to face;"

again, "Those destined for each

other in marriage, though a thousand

li apart, are yet led by one thread ; "

from which it is evident, that friend

ships and marriages all havo their

predetermining laws.

20 That old woman Liang is continually

saying that she has eaten nothing

for so many days, and yet she is as

fat as she can be, which shows clearly

that what she says is not really true.

21 That man Sung is worthy of utter

detestation. Giving out that he wa3

taking people's daughters to the

girls' school, he nevertheless selected

the best one and kept her for a con-

j|| Esiin* Conciliatory, humble, retiring.

ff|t Ch'ien1 hsiin*. Humble, conciliatory,yielding, courteous.

"ffit Liu2 yen2. Idle talk, unfounded rumors,

stories.

ffi Ni*. To sink ; to suffocate ; to be fond of, to

doat on.

iVi4 ai*. To love to excess, to doat on,blind to the faults of.

g|| K'tvang'1 To talk wildly, to lie, to cheat.

si! §l§ K'wang1 p'ien*. To swindle, to embezzle,to defraud, to fleece.

Hie Ch'eng2 jan2. In very deed, verily, as-suredly.

ft Yuan*fin*. Predestined fitness or adapta-tion, a predetermined affinity.

flffl SlwS Coral.

Jifj Ihi- A sacrificial vessel.

^8 Precious coral,—the red or pink variety.

lft -^p Ting3 <si3. The " button " worn on top of

the hat as a sign of literary

or official rank :—Note (22).

JP[C J>C Shui3 win2. A water-mark or vein in astone or crystal.

j¥ ^ Tsod* i*. The divisions or skeleton of anessay or discourse, ideas.

^ pjj§ Ch'i* tiao4. The measured cadence of

literary composition or of

a chant, rhythm, tune.

fUj, Kwan1. To look at, to observe, to note. Alsokwan*.

^ H Kan* yuan2 A gifted officer of state.

•ff3 ■fffi- Chao1 yao2. To raise a disturbance, to drawa crowd, to make an ado.

j§ Chwang* pHen*. To swindle, to fleece, todespoil, to grab.
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cubine, and the others he sold.

Every one who speaks of it says,

such a rascal should be put to death

without fail.

22 The color of that coral button is very

fine; what a pity it has this small

defect. Ans. That is a natural vein,

and cannot be regarded as a defect.

23 When I examiued his essays last year,

they were all a mass of confusion.

This year I have been looking at

them, and I find they have both ideas

and rhythm, and are very readable.

24 Chang Ta-jen is really one of the

talented officers of the land, but un

fortunately he has a brother-in-law

called Chu Hung Chang, who makes

capital of his relationship, and goes

about making a great ado and swin

dling people.

0 T E s .

7 Or, This is a thing that may hi carried on, or it may

be dropped ; if completed, all right ; if not, no matter.

10 The Chinese consider it a great incongruity to have a

door in the end of a house.

13 f£ BjC the thread of the discourse.

14 ~V $k "tin perfectly satisfactory. See Lcs. 186.

18 SI tyl, blinded by excessive affection,—a book

phrase.

19 tft' here means the supposed occult and inscrutable

chain of causes or attractions which operate to bring to.

gelhor those who have an affinity for each other, or who are

predestined to be joined together. No English word is

adequate to translate it.

20 In the North, Jj£ is only UBed of animals or of meat,

never of persons. In the South it is sometimes used of

persons also.

22 ]K The Chinese " button," as it is called by

foreigners, is of various kinds. All who have literary degrees,

high or low, are thereby entitled to wear a gold (gilded brans)

button. Officers wear buttons of various kinds, according to

their rank. The lowest is glass, in two grades; the lower

being milk color and the higher, clear (crystal). The next

rank is blue, in two grades ; the lower being jade-stone and

the higher, sapphire. The highest is red, also in two grades ;

the lower being red coral and the higher, ruby. In each case the

more brilliant or transparent color indicates the higher rank.

23 f&] ^ P$» a confused array, a demoralized order of

battle,—a. forcible phrase to express the confusion and

disorder of that which should be methodical. Jjffc U>J The

Chinese lay great stress on the rhythmic flow of the style.

Their reading and reciting is a sort of chanting, Whenever

a Chinese scholar falls on a piece of good writing, he

spontaneously takes to chanting it as he reads.

■ ii l oOp I i

LESSOU

Correlative Particles.

This lesson illustrates a few correlative particles in sets of three.

iftj |8; §11 $ } To say nothing of even if ( ).

SI) H ©I ft •& f What signify even if ( ).

As here used, & has no answering word in English.

^ ^ jig ^tls Most likely, probably if not would.

2jj ^ £J (J| JjJf liX Ought by rights but because, therefore.

H ^ ^ M Although yet if might.

3* fifi . If, when although yet.

rjjf £1 gj| #f J# Although yet because therefore.

j|| ^ j|f 'fifl To say nothing of even if worth while

jgj| £a 5| jff HI. Although, even though yet if, only will be, may.
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Vocabulary.

Lksson clxxxi.

1 To say nothing of the fact that your

father laid hy something of an in

heritance for you, even if he had laid

by nothing, you could not cast him

oil.

2 Although I did not see it with my

own eyes, yet I venture to say that

you first reviled him. If you had

not first reviled him, would he havo

struck you ?

3 I certainly ought to have come in

person day before yesterday to offer

my congratulations on your birthday,

sir, but on account of having taken a

slight cold I could not venture out in

the wind, and so was unable to come

in person.

4 He need not think to frighten me

with his military degree. What does

a military degree signify? Even if

he had a civil degree of the second

rank, I would not go and make suit

(own up) to him.

5 Judging from the first hearing, this

suit ought certainly to have won ;

but because there was not enough,

money used, it was lost.

6 When I think of the time I wasted

in school, I feel very sorry ; for al

though my talents are inferior, yet if

I had realized the importance of

improving my time, I might have

known many more characters.

7 Judging from this language, he prob

ably has some money after all. If

not, would he be thinking of opening

a pawn shop ?

8 To say nothing of his having had some

experience, even if he had had no ex-

JHf Ch'ing* shou*. To present congratulationson the birthday,—some

times accompanied by a present.

^ $Z Han2 chi*. A cold, indisposition caused bya cold.

30 \{a Chao1 p'ei2. To confess and make amends,to confess and apologize.

$il Ta3 shu1 To be worsted, to lose.

(Jlj Ming2 wu*. Talent, genius, endowments ;intelligent, brilliant.

^ ft Ts'ai2f6n* Talent, parts.

P fl§ K'ou2 hwa*. Style of speech, language,expression.

ffi fftl pien*. To distinguish, to pick out

and assort..

fjj£ Pi* To repress ; to obscure, to screen.

§f $H ^n92 pi*- To cover up, to screen, to smoth-er; to blind, to hoodwink.

Yl5 ^ Chan1 jan3. To contaminate, to soil, tocorrupt.

4$ On2, t2 A moth, a miller.

g£ IIu2 tie2 A butterfly.
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perience, with bis abilities, I warrant

be would manage it successfully.

9 Seeing you, good brother, have taken

so much pains about my betrothal, I

ought by rights to assent ; but in

asmuch as I have not yet had my

father's consent, I cannot venture to

promise at once.

10 Although we say that conscience can

distinguish right and wrong, yet be

cause of the blinding effect of lust

within, and the corrupting effect of

the world without, it comes to pass

that true right and wrong, even the

conscience, is not able clearly to dis

tinguish"

11 It is only a moth: and even if it

were a butterfly, is it worth while for

you, a great thing over ten years old,

to set up such a bawling about it ?

12 Probably lie is not unjustly accused,

seeing everybody reports it in this

way. If it were not true, although

one man might be his enemy, yet

surely all would not be bis enemies.

13 No magistrate refuses the privilege

of a settlement. Even although the

parties are already summoned, only

let there be some one to act as mediator,

and a notice of settlement be pre

sented, and the case may be arrested.

14 When a man has not been renewed

by the Holy Spirit, although he wishes

to do good, he does not understand

what it is to do good.

15 Having put all these gentlemen to the

trouble of comiug to mediate in this

business of ours, to say nothing of

our not suffering any serious loss,

even if we should lose three or five

9$>J

m

IE

La3 A prolonged sound. See la1.

Pa1 An open mouth.

A trumpet, a clarionet.

t^l Ch'ung2 shing1. To be born again ; re-generation.

^ Using2 shan*. To do good, to do works of be-nevolencej to do righteously.

fjijlj Ch'i% tung*. To disturb, to put to trou-lie.

Wei2 Connected with ; whereas, (w.)

ft Chi* ch'ou2. To hold a grudge, to cherisha purpose of revenge.

jtn $71 Ju2 ch'u1 As at first, as before.

^ $J Fu* ch'u1. To restore as it was origin-

ally, to begin again, to revert.

Bit Yii* hsien3. To meet with danger or acci-dent.

$C Pien* ku*. An unforeseen occurrence, an

emergency, an accident.

Chien* ying3. To see a trace or indication

of.

$zj| Ch'ien2 ku3. A collector of taxes, o trea-

surer or cashier.

fly ^ Shu1 hsin* Letters ; correspondence.
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ought to yield tothousand cash, we

their wishes iu the case.

16 The good point about Li Wei K'un is

that he never holds spite. Even

though one offends him, yet if an

apology be made, he will be just as

friendly as ever.

IT Although I am anxious to return home

as soon as possible, yet because my

business is not finished I cannot get

away at present, but will be compelled

to remain till the end of the year.

18 Judging from the Shanghai telegram,

the Pau-ta should have reached

Ohefoo yesterday, but up to the

present time she has not come. Some

thing unusual has most likely occurred.

If there had been nothing unusual,

could it be that up to this time there

should be no sign of her ?

19 The assistants in chou aud hsien

offices are nob all of one grade. Those

who have charge of opinions rendered

on indictments, are called prosecuting

attorneys j those who have charge of

land and poll taxes, are called trea

surers ; those who have charge of

writing petitions aud letters, are called

secretaries. Although chou and hsieu

magistrates are, for the most part, able

men, yet because the public business is

more than one man can attend to alone,

they find it necessary to use these three

kinds of official assistants.

Notes.

2 ivl 2fc /§: Or, It must be so. '

3 i§5 " co'<' ailment,—any slight disease caused by

exposure to cold.

4 3>C a civil, as opposed to a military, ohii-jen.

5 —' ^ One hall or court ; that is, one hearing. A

suit is rarely finished at one hearing. The magistrate

adjourns a case at any point he chooses, and calls np another.

One case may, and often does, have many hearings.

7 as used in the first clause, implies that his having

money had been doubted or denied ; as used in the second

clause, adds emphasis to the question.

10 JS£ yi Jft ffi' lrut ™Qhl and true wrong; that is,

an unerring discernment of what is rigid and wrong in each

case.

13 Law suits are a trouble to magistrates, and rarely a

source of much profit, hence they are generally quite willing

to have tli"m 8"ttlcd by compromise. The

or 4!r ft M "? 's presented, in the name of the parties,

by the mediator or middleman, and embraces a statement of

the terms of settlement.

14 %7 Iff 's hero used by "Christian" to signify right

eous living, but it is more oommonly used by the Chinese to

signify acts of benevolence performed with a view to acquiring

merit.

15 P^" ffc ■££ [U _t S&i cause these gentlemen to com-

plete theirface ; that is, not put them to shame.

16 5f* "f^ IjJ ffc, not know how to hold spite ; that is,

not naturally given to holding spite.

18 tl3 a". The Chinese name of Chefoo, being the name

of the fishing village which originally occupied the site. The

name " Chefoo " comes from a village on the other side ofthe

harbor, at which it was originally supposed the foreign town

would be built, aud which in fact has a much better an ohorage.

IU HC, a changed cause ; i.e., an unforeseen turn of affairs

19 Hi "T> land and poll, whiuh sums up taxes piope.

in China. Buildings and personal property arc not taxedr

Business men are supposed to pay tax in duties, which are.

levied afresh almost every time the goods are moved.
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Lesson clxxxii.

1 If the host does not provide wine, so

much the better ; and even if there

is wine, one should not give rein to

appetite.

2 If you regard the fine buildings, and

streets, and the flourishing business

of Shanghai, it must be accounted a

very excellent place ; but if you look

at the wine galleries and tea houses

and promiscuous commingling of the

sexes, it must be considered a very

corrupt place.

3 We have all brought a lunch along.

If he invites us to stop for dinner, so

much the better ; and if he does not,

we will not suffer from hunger.

4 If one considers his poverty, he should

by rights have assistance ; but when

one cousiders that he spends his

money as fast as het gets it, he does

not really seem worthy of pity.

5 If his uncle eventually has no son, he

will of course adopt him ; but if per

chance his uncle should have a son,

this hope would all come to nothing.

6 Judging merely from the color of his

face, there is no danger for one or two

days; but when his pulse is considered

Correlative Particles—Double.

This lesson gives a specimen of the manner in which correlatives are joined together in couples

for the expression of more involved ideas. There are many such combinations. The translations

given are necessarily imperfect.

- - K $f - - • $t - - ft ^ If . . . so much the better. . . even if, still if. . . not.

^ ;§§". - - 2jj - - IS. ^t"- - - iP >Sk- If regard, if look at- - . naturally must. . . but if. . . must.

2jS and 4P will not bear literal translating.

5^* 7§|\ . . 2^ - • ■ - • $C If consider. . . would naturally, should. . . but if . . . really.

Jj1 flf. . ./$C 1§£- - HH. ^f- ■ ■ 5£ *m 1^ consider. . .ought by rights. . . but if. . .should.

$3 ^If'• ■ ■ SI »™ %tm ■ ■'SB ^ look, judging from. . .( ). . . but if, but when. . . ( ).

As here used, jiH and have really no answering words in English.

J? iS- • © ^ • • ?l —'• * - s£ If. . - of course. . .but if perchance, in case. - . ( ? )

Tj=g; Can only be rendered by the sign of a question, being in these cases the sign of the inter

rogative affirmative.

iS? :§:- - • 110 - • a!:' • • ^ W If - - - of course. . . and if, and yet. . .equally.

8ft ^•-•'©1® 5'J---'05 1S Although - . yet according to justice. . . yet

when we consider, yet influenced by. . - better after all, may after all.

It is here impossiblo to put the English in the same order as the Chinese.
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Vocabulary.

tUc ^ Lou2 fang". A two or more storied house ;an upper room.

V® t§e Chiu? lou2 An up-stairs saloon.

ijsjti Chi*. To connect, to succeed to, to becomeheir to.

^ & Oh'i* si1. Color of the face, looks, ex-pression; appearance.

^nj -Hi Wei2 nan2. To regard as a difficulty ; indifficulty, in straits, troubled.

|H Fan- nan2 The same.

it is hard to say '[what may happen].

7 Although according to justice it would

he no more than right to punish him

for coming in the night and stealing

our trees, yet when we consider that

he is a son-in-law of ours, and that

no one else saw him, we would hetter

after all bo lenient with him.

8 If on that day you really cannot get

away, you need not feel troubled ; for

although, if you can come and help,

it will be much butter, still your not

coming will not involve any failure.

9 Liu T'ien Lu being already so old

it will be necessary to consult him in

making a marriage contract for him.

If we settle it up on the sly, then

afterwards, in case she suits his mind,

of course all will be well; but in case

she should not suit his mind, will we not

have to bear his life-long reproaches ?

10 If we regard simply the fact that

Ch'in Ying killed the Emperor's

father-in-law, we ought by rights to

behead him in order to avenge tho

death of the imperial father-in-law ;

but if we consider the worthiness of

his father Ch'in San, who is at present

besieged in Shi-Hang, we should re

prieve him temporarily, and send him

to rescue and bring back home his

father, and so atoue for his crime by

meritorious service.

11 Seeing he thus uses his power to

tyrannize over others, we ought iu

justice to embrace this opportunity to

prosecute him; but considering that

whilst " a thousand taels will buy a

farm, it takes ten thousand to buy a

1$ W Wu* shi* To fail, to break down.

^5 lal Tiu1 ch'ai1. To disappoint the expecta-tions of, to fail, to blun

der, to make a mess of.

J§l jjjtfi Hwang2 ch'in1. The Emperor's relatives

by marriage.

Kwoa2 chang*. The Emperor's father-in-

law:—Note (10).

"tl Chan3 shou3 To behead.

J=[ K'wan1 jao2. To deal leniently with, toshow mercy, to reprieve.
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neighbor," it will be better after all

to put up with him,—only so that we

don't entirely lose face.

12 I hear that Wang Yii K'un and his

elder brother are living together again.

As I look at it, it is of course all right

if they can indeed continue to live in

peace, but if perchance they fail to live

together harmoniously and separate

again, people will make great fun

of them.

13 Shun's younger brother Shang was

every day wanting to kill him. When

Shun became emperor, although ac

cording to the ordinary ideas of

justice it would have been perfectly

right to put Shang to death, yet Shuu,

influenced by fraternal affection, con

tinued to treat him as kindly as ever;

from which it is clear that Shun is

not unworthy to be accounted a

sage.

14 In the primary examinations at pres

ent, the popular thing is a sprightly

superficial style ; hence, while one

who is not diligent cannot of course

succeed, yet he who overdoes the

matter will equally fail.

15 I have a friend who is magistrate in

the T'ung-pai district of Honan. I

have been thinking these few days to

go and see him and ask him for some

thing to do, but have not yet made

up my mind. If, when I get there, he

does not ignore the old acquaintance,

I would of course be provided forj

but if perchance I should fail to obtain

recognition, I should have all my

journey for nothing.

SlL K'wan1 jang*. To make allowance for, to

tolerate, to put up with.

3£JJ K'un1 A kind of precious stone.

JJ£> Ch'i3 htriao*. To laugh out of countenance,to ridicule, to make fun of.

% ^ Tien1 tin* The Emperor :—Note (13).

^ Shou3 tsu2. A figure for brothers, or forfraternal affection.

•jP? ~)\ Fei* li*. To expend effort ; to take pains,laborious.

'f!| ^6 Chiu* chiao1* Former friendship, old ac-quaintance.

P'an1 To grasp, to climb, to reach up to.

ffsj £p Kao1 p'an1. To claim acquaintance orfriendship ; to aspire to.

Notes.

3 {s fH seems to Bay keep or leave food, but it really

means to invite one to stay for a meal.

5 A ^ here refers to the uncle, and is practically

eqiml to a simple personal pronouu, though more definite in

iii reforence.

7 The structure of this sentence is somewhat involved,

fit Fal 2fc ffij ff5 6-1 ijj} is used parenthetically.

10 35 was the emperor's nephew, and though a

mere stripling, was of giant strength. While he was out

fishing, one of the emperor's fathers-in-law came along with
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Lesson clxxxiii.

1 Oh, my mother ! This pain is killing

me.

2 Because he was mortified beyond

endurance, he went out and hanged

himself.

3 Last night my mother stumbled and

fell and almost killed herself.

4 A ship has been wrecked outside the

harbor and all on board drowned.

5 No matter how you urge him,, he

never gets in a hurry. It is really

enough to worry one to death.

6 I of course supposed he was sincerely

trying to cure my father, when, be

hold, by one dose of medicine he

poisoned my father to death.

7 Anybody who had the least sense of

shame would have been mortified to

death.

8 The child's death was caused by dis

ease. Is it a supposable thing that

I took his life in your absence ?

9 This dog will not watch the house,

and is always filching something to

eat. We might as well strangle him

and be done with him.

his retinue making a great ado, and frightened away the fiBh.

This angered Jj| 55:, and, being sparred on by his companions,

he set on the offender, and dashing him down, rent him

asunder by his great strength. The story is recorded in the

history of the Tang dynasty, and being frequently acted in

theaters, is familiar to the people. |p jfc, state father-in-

lav. The fathers of the Emperor's wives aud concubines are

Bo called,—perhaps because the "state" has the "privilege"

of maintaining them and their families. HI ^JJ, return to

the palace, or the immediate society of the emperor. 5i? J&

jjf .pp. to make amends for crime by meritorious deeds,—a

recognized principle of Chinese governmental policy.

11 8ft -A) to rely on power or prestige and so

insult or oppress others. 5§£ Wi IQ China much

more stress is laid on having good neighbors than is usually

the case in the West, not so much for the sake of gentility as

for seourity and help in difficulty.

13 Hfi wns the half-brother of being the offspring

of the father's second marriage. Both the father and the

younger son Bought to compass the death of the elder son.

"?> 'on of heaven. The Emperor is so styled because

he is supposed to reign by the direct appointment of Heaven,

and to be the representative or vicegerant of Heaven.

$f JH, common reason, the oommonly accepted principles

of right or justice, the lower as contrasted with the higher

law or principle.

14 tft $a $j! Jl> a >u>ift horse and a light sword, a

figure used to set forth a sprightly and incisive style. f% ")j

putforth loo much effort; that is, by excessive pains

and care make the essay too heavy and labored.

LESSOU CLXXXIII.

The Auxiliary Verbs and

To die,—is used as an auxiliary after verbs

denoting the means or manner of killing. Though

properly an auxiliary, 7fc is not unfrequently used

as a mere intensive. It has already been used a

number of times in previous lessons.

3ft To kill,—is used as an auxiliary after

verbs denoting the means or manner of killing.

It is frequently, perhaps generally, used as an

intensive, though it has the form and construction

of an ordinary auxiliary. It is rarely used in

Southern Mandarin.
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10 When the rebels entered the city,

they killed every one the}' saw.

If they came across a child, they

took it by the legs and dashed it to

death on the ground.

11 Justin the depth of winter, and with

out a stiteli of wadded clothing! How

many are there who would not freeze

to death [in the same circumstances] ?

12 While I was sheltering myself from

the rain under a large tree, there

suddenly came a clap of thunder the

shock of which came very near killing

me.

13 How did you happen to kill him ?

Ans. He drew a knife and was

about to cut me, when I gave him a

kick from beneath and killed him.

14 When chickens eat poisonous worms,

the poison all collects in their brains ;

hence when chickens get very old,

their heads are poisonous.

15 I was boxing with T'ang Jen Chie

aud, failing to guard myself, he gave

me a blow on my floating ribs the

pain of which nearly killed me.

16 Wang T'icn Hsi's child took a cold

and his whole body was feverish,

whereupon Wang T'ien Hsi prepared

him a sweating draught, and, giving

it to bim, covered him with four or

five quilts in order to force out the

Vocabulary.

gft ^ Nan2 tang*.

It

m

it

Hard to bear, beyond endu

rance, in a strait.

Chiao1 To trip, to stumble, to fall.

-f~ K'ou3 ts'i3 A harbor, a port.

||c K'an1 chia1. To watch the house orhome, (n.)

Nao* To poison.

4^ Lung2 tung1. Intense cold, the depth ofwinter.

Jit Shu3 chiu3. The nine times nine days fol-lowing the winter solstice.

P'i1 A clap, a report.

Li* A clap, a peal.

Hf. A clap or peal of thunder.

f§ Cha* lei2 A clap of thunder, (s.)

-ftp ffi Tu2 ch'i*. A poisonous vapor or essence,poison.

J;fc ifs P»3 ch'iian2 chiao3. To make trial of skillat boxing, to box.

^ T'ao* ch'iian3. To box, to practiceboxing.

Ti1 A dike; to oppose, to guard; to fill up.

$3: Ti1 fang2. To guard against, to be readyfor, to ward off.

\% Lei* The ribs.

\fi Jiian* lei* The floating ribs.

]|H Chien1. To fry in oil ; to simmer, to decoctmedicines. See chien*.

Jjjpfi, fl} Ma2 hwang2 The horsetail.

\% Wu3. To cover with the hand, to muffle.
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perspiration, when what should he do

but smother the child to death.

17 He had no other disease, save that

his throat was so swollen that he

could not get his breath, and he

simply smothered to death.

18 When Ma Wu had choked old Dame

Ts'ui to death he fled at once to the

Lao Mountains, thinking that there he

would be safe ; but, behold, all un

awares he let the secret out in his

sleep, and finally was arrested by the

Chi-mi magistrate and sent back to

his own district for trial.

19 Yung Ta Lao-yie is a man of the

greatest positiveness. He at once

forms an opinion of how the case

stands, and as he thinks, so it must

be. If any one dissents from the

verdict, the lighter punishment is

slapping on the face, and the heavier,

a beating with the light bamboo, one

thousand blows, or perhaps eight

hundred. Even if wronged to death,

you have to make a settlement.

20 Mrs. Koa of the Pi family with her

paramour, Yang Nai Wu, conspired

together and procured the death of

her husband by poison. Being ac

cused, Yang Nai Wu, who was very

wealthy, bribed both the lower

aud the higher officials, so that after

a suit of over ten years, carrying the

case from the district magistrate to

the capital, no conviction was obtained

for the murder. Verily money is

all-powerful.

*r

Pie1. A suppurating ulcer ; to hold in, to re-strain; to smother ; tenesmus.

Lao2 Certain mountains:—Note (18). 0>

Chie* To send under guard. See chie3)

Ti* chie*. To send under guard from onejurisdiction to another.

0f[ Tien1 swan*. To weigh, to estimate, to con-sider, to form an opinion.

Hwa* hui*. To picture in the mind, toconceive, to imagine.

fjisj Ta3 kao3. To make a first draft ; to plan,to project, to estimate.

P|t E» Ta3 tsui3 pa1. To beat on the face :—Note (19).

fll Chang3 tsui3. To slap on the face, tobeat on the face.

Mr $n C^"4 chie2. To draw up and sign a settle-ment.

{i{ jjjjjj; Ch'ii1 chie2. To arrange and draw up asettlement.

J§£ Chien1. Illicit, intercourse of any kindi todi bauch.

^ Chien1 fa1. A husband who is guilty ofadultery, an adulterer.

Eji R Ch'wan* t'ung2. To connect together, toband, to ally.

^ ^ Tu2yao4 Poisonous drugs, poison^

glj| Mou2 hai*. To harm seriously or fatallyby a secret plot, to plot against.

f$ T'ung1 shen2. Moving the gods; all-powerful .—Note (20).
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Lesson clxxxiv.

1 A resolute man dares to act and to

bear the responsibility (to undertake).

2 There is something outlandish about

this pupil. He looks a great deal

brighter than he really is.

3 I told him with the best of intentions,

and got snubbed for my pains.

4 You little rascal, you ! what makes

you strike people without any provo

cation P

5 They two have in fact lost all affec

tion for each other ; the proper

conjugal feelings are all gone.

6 Having hired yourself to another, can

you still be as independent as if you

were at home ?

7 Only let a family be free from trouble

or sickness, and although they live

frugally, they will still keep in good

spirits.

Notes.

I aB nere used, goes somewhat beyond the

definition given in Lea. 93. It is here an expression of

mingled surprise and pain. Jjg is also often used instead of

i!§, though never doubled. When a man is in trouble he calls

on his mother, and when one man wishes to revile another he

reviles his mother, thus indicating that in China, affection for

the mother is ordinarily stronger than that for the father.

7 'fl I& M $L «s equivalent to ^ fl& whioh is

thus amplified for emphasis ; see next lesson.

9 ?H 5E> to strangle by pouring water into the mouth,

or by holding the head or mouth and nose under water.

II § ^Sfc ~}ti In the nines of the ascendant winter,

in mid winter, It is customary to count time by nines from

the 3£ jg, or winter solstice, until nine times nine days are

counted, which includes the coldest weather and brings the

spring.

16 IfiS jtf a dranght made by the decoction of a

variety of herbs, of which the principle one is the horsetail,

and used as a domestic sudorifio for the cure of colds. ^

fiJl [l£ "J", not, ate it for him, but, gave him to eat,—

■ -o-3-e

being used as a principle verb. •}£ {[§ J% -p. This use of

f[Sj is colloquial, but quite Vung-hsing. It is a contraction for

Iff) f@ • W $fc T> killed by sheer smothering.

18 [ll, a range of hills or mountains in the district of

fiP HI. on the southern side of the Shantung promontory,

noted as the site of many Taoist temples. P£ ~T JP[ &j

spit out the fads, or as we say, " let out the truth."

19 Beating on the face is considered a lighter and less

shameful punishment than beating with a bamboo. The

beating is doue with a short heavy leather strap of two

thicknesses sewed together, and resembling a Chinese leather

shoe sole. ^ - - - 1{? ^jjf, a common and very neat form

of expressing the limits of lightness and severity. The same

form is used with other adjuncts, ^ ^ ■ - ■ >J> ^f, etc

20 jfe> the husband oj the woman in question. The

terms here used arc those current in legal documents. y§ Vr*

means properly to connect icith the gods, to affect or move the

gods, and hence, lobe possessed of, or endued with, divine effect

or power, all-powerful.

LE£3SOI5r CLXXXIV.

Quadruplet Phrases.

Both written and spoken Chinese shows a

strong liking for four character phrases. They

abound in all kinds of writing, as well as in

colloquial Mandarin. Though extensively used in

colloqui al, they generally have their origin in books.

I have arranged the most commonly used ones

in four classes, and will give one lesson to each.

The present lesson illustrates such quadruplet

phrases as have the first and third characters the

same, the second and fourth being analogues ; or

■vice versa, the second and fourth the same and

the first and third analogues. In most cases the

analogous words form a phrase, which, for

rhetorical effect, is separated iuto parts by the
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8 He promised at the time, most posi

tively, to pay this accouut for me.

How is it that he has never given

you a cash P

9 There is no enmity between you and

me. "Why then do you come without

any apparent reason to throw the

blame on me P

10 Mr. Pu is very sedate ; he never

speaks extravagantly.

11 I saw him stealing on tip-toe to the

back window, and listening a long

time.

12 Although what he says is nothing but

rattling declamation, yet he has the

knack of gaining people's complete

confidence.

13 Don't be misled by his simple ap

pearance, his heart is very deceitful.

14 Well-regulated business is easy to

manage ; methodical speech is pleasant

to listen to.

15 Take care to be unpretending in all

your deportment. If you are osten

tatious, you will provoke the aversion

of others.

16 What is seen is real ; what is heard

is uncertain. What is there that is

worthy of credence in these floating

rumors P

repeated word. Dialectic differences have caused

the introduction of several phrases belonging to

the subsequent classes.

f£ & Ready to assume responsi

bility, decision of character, self-reliant.

Sfc Or 3£ ^ Heady to uudertake, resolute,

$L fl§ $L BIS Outlandish, ludicrous, comic ;

lackadaisical.

BP j® % The same.

ft 'Li* ft the best intentions, in

the kindness of one's heart, well meant.

^ft ^ Without cause, unprovoked.

US ffi 1 Without cause, uuprovoked ;

extraneous, irrelevant.

^6 Iff ^6 -1§£ Affection lost, estranged.

Q fjj § At liberty, free, unconstrained.

^B; j£ ffi Free from trouble and sickness,

well and happy. ^ [reserved promise.

$M ?Sj To promise positively, an un-

^ 'Mi i)h Without enmity, on good terms.

llfc Causeless, unprovoked, with

out a reason.

$J fy H ^ Extravagant language, brag

gadocio ; rudeness, incivility.

^ ^ t£ $jl To walk lightly, to walk

stealthily on tip-toe, to tread gingerly. [approval.

JJft P Jjjl Full or hearty assent, cordial

M US Lumpish, lubberly ; gawky.

^ SS ^ Simple, silly, vacant, maudlin.

m M HI ft* In a regular and orderly wfty-

UK 1w l!0 SI Proper, reasonable, regular,

■ff m M Methodical, systematic.

—' Hp: —• ||^ In everything, in the whole

deportment. [pous.

HI Ostentatious, pretentious, pom-

Mt W Mi Floating rumors, hearsay.

i&^k & Boundless, illimitable.

^ ^9 l£i Foolish, inconsiderate, hap

hazard, topsy-turvy.
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17 This azure sky has no definite boun

dary, but is illimitable.

18 Why should one be over-conscientious

in the affairs of this life ? It is bet

ter with half-shut eyes to flounder

hap-bazard across its narrow span.

19 He is all the time getting into a

rumpus with somebody ; moreover he

will not listen to advice, nor is he

afraid of a whipping. He is simply

incorrigible.

20 How few true and faithful friends

there are. The great majority are

hollow-hearted. When the time of

trial comes, tbey are found wanting.

21 Liu T'ung An has a four five six ca-

talpa coffin, for which be wants fifty

thousand cash. A fair price would

be forty-five thousand.

22 This class of busy-bodies is truly de

testable. They will fabricate a story

in all its details, when there is not a

shadow of foundation for it.

23 Suu KwoS Sui has this year secured

a school of eighteen pupils, all good

sized boys in their teens, the most of

them being beginners.

24 This one speaks in good logical order,

#0 VI #8 & The same, (s.)

Jl? W Indistinct, confused, vague.

$S £fe $S ^ Lawless, insubordinate, reck-

, incorrigible.

5t 'Ci* Sincere, true and faithful,

"fit "flT $1 T§£ Hypocritical, false, hollow.

^ Ifl- ^ When the trial or test comes,

the hour of trial :—Les. 195.

Eli B# fflt ifC The same :—Les. 195.

St St Equitable, honest, fair, just.

^ f8 With all its parts, in detail,

% S| M The same.

Wi A ^ Half-grown, medium sized.

VOCABD

$S ® Wu- Ch'ii*. Out of countenance, morti-fied, snubbed ; no fun in it.

ifgi -f" Wu- kanx Unconnected, no part in.

Shi*. To ford a stream ; to implicate, to con-cern.

i& 'f? Jll 1° logical order, systematic.

^ ^ ^ $1 Interesting, fascinating, spicy.

^ HI The same. p0M>

Wi ^ -^Idle,unemployed,indolent,frivo-

^1 ^ ffl The same.

M M ^ Foolish ; unlawful, criminal.

^ 5^ ^lil Exaggerated, extravagant,pre-

posterous, bombastic. [respectful.

% H ^ 0 Insolent, saucy, abusive, dis-

f# .H. ® To evade, to shirk, to slight.

'14 M '14 AS Faint-hearted, fidgety ; green.

m MB BS The same.

LARY.

Tw 1^ Ch'ing- ch'ang2. Affection, sympathy ;feeling.

J=I ^ Tsi4 yu? At liberty, one's own master.

|* Pit3 To divine, to guess ; a surname.
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and that one is very interesting. The

two are really very well matched.

25 Whenever a man departs from the

line of duty and learns to love fast

living, spending his time in idleness

and frivolity, he will presently be

guilty of many foolish and unlawful

things.

26 Even when Wang the third does

speak the truth, he does it in such a

bombastic way that one does not

venture to believe him.

27 Tiao Wu Ts'un not only will not

admit his fault, but he even talks in

solently.

28 There is a class of easy-going people

who slight everything they do, having

no idea of ever doing their best. I

dislike exceedingly to work with such

people.

29 To-day outside the Ch'i-hwa gate,

the money I had in my bag was

stolen by a pick-pocket. Ans. That

was your own carelessness. Even old

residents in the city need to have

their wits about them, much more

such a clodhopper as you.

S Ch'en2 chung*. Weight; weighty, impor

tant, serious, grave, sedate.

To fall on the face, to bow in

submission.

i|J Ch'ien1 peix. Meek, humble, modest, un-pretending.

Chie* hsien* Boundary, limit.

An* Shore, bank, beach ; goal.

Kwan1 A coffin.

^yj" Kwan1 ts'ai2 A coffin.

^ ifj SotX1 shi*. To set at variance, to inter-meddle, to incite a quarrel.

§rj K'ai1 mingi. To enter school for the firsttime, to give the first lesson.

No

2 St 9b M> intelligence, developed externally ; that

18, a precociously intelligent look or expression but with no

mind or talent corresponding.

7 ^ *& or ^1 'E* S&« have heart ; that is, hopeful and

contented, thrifty. The more common meaning of ^§ *E»

Shi* chien1. The world, human affairs.

^J* ^ Tut4 shou3. To encounter an opponent ; anopponent, o match, a rival.

Hsiian*. To brag, to boast ; vainglorious,puffed up.

3£ fjS Shi* hsin*. To believe implicitly, to con-fide in, to really believe.

Lite 3»4 To rob, to plunder, to raid.

P'a2. To lie down flat, to crawl, to sneak :—see pa1.

A* iSl J^l Hsiao3 liie3 6r2. A petty thief, a pick-pocket, (n.)

^ Ch'i3 shou3 The same, (c.)

ih % ^ p'a2 sh°uS The same- (■•>

T E S .

is, intentional. Sff f^, havejoy ; that is, hopeful, cheerful, in

good spirits.

12 7\ ]S M, (Kj IS> speech that turns about to the eight

points from which the winds blow, specious declamation.

13 ffl $f HI and & SB ££ U are not quite
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Lesson clxxxv.

1 All legal matters ought to be transacted

in accordance with justice, but, at the

present time, there is nothing con

nected with them that is not a sham.

2 Their talk was nothing but a lot of

scandal.

3 Although the governments of different

countries are not the same, yet when

carefully examined they are found to

be alike in the main.

4 This copy of the History of the Three

Kingdoms is so imperfect that one

cannot read it.

5 Farmers must work early and late ; it

will never do to lie abed long in the

mornings (like a sluggard).

6 Do not be misled by his plausible

talk. He has a honeyed tongue but

a cruel heart.

7 What is troubling you, my friend,

that you go sighing around these last

few days ?

8 Chu Kwoa Liang's military strategy

was truly marvelous. No one could

possibly anticipate bis movements.

9 Though caring for nothing but to benefit

equivalent. The former gives the idea of a full, fat, ex

pressionless face, the latter that of a doltish, half-witted look.

17 31? 3? 5c> the heaven which is the blue sky, as

distinguished from Heaven as used for the presiding deity.

£ is not, as commonly, a possessive, but serves rather as a

relative or appositional particle.

20 lf§:. approaching the affair and drawing

near to the [time of] anxiety ; that is, when the time of need or

trial comes. The connection shows that is used in the

Bense of trouble.

21 0J 3£ "f\ is used to designate a coffin with bottom

four inches thick, sideB five inches thick, and top six inches

thick. Coffins nre made heavy in order to resist decay.

24 <i)t jH jit $j the chess player meeting his match,—

said of competitors or opponents who are well matched.

27 ^ H 3* 0 • u ia not easy to see how this phrase

comes to mean what it does.

29 'rti P*J "ie more northerly of the two gates in

the east wall of Peking. The stone road leading to T'ungchoW

proceods from it.

LESSOR CIi2C2C2C^T.

Quadruplet Phrases.

The phrases illustrated in this lesson are such

as have the first and third characters either ana

logues or opposites, the second and fourth being

usually related in the same way.

^ 4&E ^ Illusory, deceptive, unreal, sham.

t^C Jl; JS. Neighborhood gossip, scandal.

|^ A* Jl' Nearly alike, essentially alike,

only slightly different. [tive.

Bit $k J% Imperfect, incomplete, defec-

4L $1 Early and late.

^ iH 8ft The same.

liH" ^ Honeyed words but a cruel

heart, hypocritical, double-faced, false.

:B§ PJ1 ^fi To sigh, to groan, to lament.

01 j^L tt Marvelous, astonishing, un

accountable.

^ A ^'J 2* To benefit self at the expense

of others, to overreach, to defraud.

>}c iCia ^fe f® To attain happiness and escape

misfortune.
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yourself at the expense of others, you

yet hope to be happy and escape mis

fortune.

10 Has it been an easy thing for your

father to earn by incessant toil these

few cash, that you should squander

them in this way ?

11 When Liu Hsien T6 sent P'ang Feng

Ch'ii to be a district magistrate, was

it sot a case of putting great abilities

to an unworthy use ?

12 That man will never accomplish any

thing great. Everything he does is

left unfinished. He hasn't a particle

of perseverance.

13 If you are a faithful minister, how

can you decline to reprove [the Em

peror] simply because you are afraid

of losing your life P

14 The grain he gets from his land is not

enough for half a year's consumption ;

his chief dependence for a living is in

borrowing this to pay that.

15 In spite of all my planning I find no

opening. If there had been the least

chance, I would have thrown up my

position long ago.

16 Husband and wife should love and

]K 2& pi ^ To ruQ mtner and thither, to

bustle, to toil, to be at great pains.

M ft Wi J® The same- [ talent.

$f *h Waste or misuse of materials or

^ ft Unfinished, abortive. [to duty.

Jit ^fe. '1$ Clinging to life, preferring life

jH ^lt [33 ?4 Borrowing this to pay that,

by hook and crook.

xfc *® To cast about in every di

rection, in a quandary, at one's wits' end.

f$» ^ Mutual respect and affection.

M ltfc $S $t T° treat one better than an

other, to be partial.

8$ HI This way and that, over and

over, again and again.

$T |^ lf| To maltreat father and mother.

H§ ^ Jil ^ To conceal the evil and pro

claim the good.

P ft 'll* ffc Deceitful, double-faced, false,

hypocritical ^ [out of

IS ifii ^ To evade, to shirk, to wriggle

i£ lOU l& # The same. [gerj safe<

■W fflt: ft t8 Beneficial and involving no dan-

W ^ on $>B Misunderstanding, sharp or

unpleasaut words.

$1$ © W To sll'gQfc the poor and pay

court to the rich. [handed.

$t ft ^» Just and equal, equitable, even-

^ ^ To reward the good and punish

the evil, to judge and administer justice.

Bfc W< $t % To reform, to turn over a

new leaf. [piness.

^ fl§ "5^5 ifiS To turn misfortune into hap-

f|fc ^ ^ ^ To change, to transform, to

metamorphose.

5fc fil ^ ® The same.

■(El ft AS ^ Specious pretence, fallacious.

4V IQ accordance with justice :—

Note (1).

ill tt£ $S Present or manifest retribution.

^ ^ Certain, veritable, incontest

able, well established.
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respect each other, and not violate

propriety by continually scolding and

quarrelling.

17 We are all on the same footing, and no

one of us has been guilty of any offence

against you. Why then should you

treat some better than others ?

18 You are twisting this way and that

way in order to throw the blame on

me, and yet I cannot feel that I have

done anything wrong.

19 Everybody says there are no [puis

sant] gods ; but just look how Li Ts'i

Yuan, who was constantly abusing his

father and mother, was struck dead

by lightning. Was not this a manifest

retribution ?

20 There are plenty of people in the world

who will spread abroad both good and

evil reports, but very few who will

really conceal the evil and tell the good.

21 This class of deceitful people is very

detestable. <

22 I cannot say that he has any ' other

fault, save that he is always disposed

to shirk, and hasn't a particle of energy.

23 The effect of iron rust is to invigorate

the blood. It is an excellent toiiuc,

and free from all danger.

24 How can those who are constant!'
y

\Vocabulary.

^4 Kwan1 ch'ang"*. Governmental offices andbusiness ; legal, official.

$C Ching* shi*. Government, administration

of law, civil affairs.

Lav? Aon4 A lazy fellow, a sluggard.

Hsii1 Ugh ! humph ; to sigh, to groan.

Hit If^ Nan2 ahii*. Difficulty, trouble, embarrass-

ment.

Ssiian* Dark, abstruse, profound.

)jf|! P'ang2 A lofty house ; a surname.

${£ Ch'u2 A chick, a young bird, afledgeling.

& '|4 Ch'ang2 hsing*. " The gift of continuance,"perseverance, grit.

§j|l Chien* To reprove, to urge to reform.

Iff? Cheng1 To remonstrate with a superior.

^ ff^. To reprove and advise a ruler or supe

rior, to remonstrate.

•tS $8 T'ou- lu*. Opening, resort, resource,chance, opportunity.

iff 2"iao4 ts'ao2. To seek a better situation,

to throw up a position,

to strike :—Note (15).

ffilp iil Shin2 ling2. Divine intelligences, thegods; divinity.

^ Hsi1 shao3: Very few, rare.

^ Chin3 ch'in*. Diligent, industrious, ener-getic.

7^ IP? Choa2 chin3 The same.

3$ Jft Kung1 yung* Effect, result, operation.

iH. ^Pl T'ui* ch'in1. To break a marriage con-tract.

^ $1 Lai* hun1. To seek to evade the fulfilmentof a marriage contract.

|& $ft Sung*shi1.. . . A pettifogger :—Note (27).

jpj|. Chwan3 tung*. To revolve, to turn, toturn over.

. ZL %Q £r* hu1. Hesitating, wavering, in-distinct, confused.
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associated together, avoid having some

little misunderstandings ?

25 Some time ago, when he saw that the

Yang family were prospering, he made

several proposals and eventually be

trothed his daughter to them; and now

that the Yang family are in adversity,

he wants to break the engagement.

Is not this a clear case of despising

the poor and paying court to the rich ?

26 Since the ways of Heaven are per

fectly just, the good will certainly be

rewarded and the evil punished. If,

therefore, you will reform and prac

tice virtue, blessings iustead of calami

ties will be the result.

27 No wonder that Sha Ching Yiin.

follows the profession of law. He is

a man of really transcendent ability.

The most clearly established facts are

so entirely transformed by his spe

cious arguments that one's mind is

all in confusion.

Notes.

1 5V S iS?> public business should be characterized

by justice. It is worthy of note that which properly

weaoB public, comes also to mean just, implying perhaps that

that only which is public, is supposed to be just. 5V ^ St Vn

is also used with the meaning,— That which pertains to all

shoidd be managed in common, or with the. concurrence of all.

2 §|C 12. fel> family lone/, alley short; that is, the

criticisms of each other's shortcomings made by those living

in the same family or in the same alley.

4 0 id? a historical novel written during the Yuan

dynasty by ^\ rf*. The narmtivo includes the chief

characters and events of tho period during which the rival

houses i : VI • ■§? were struggling for the mastery,—

the heroic epoch of Chinese history. It is regarded by the

Chinese as their best novel. It is written in easy we'nli, with

an occasional flavor of Mandarin.

3 Hi 'AL iS.> M 9ot^s and demons appear and disa/i.

pear ; that is, in the surprising and unaccountable manner in

which gods and demons appear and act and then as suddenly

vanish.

9 ifc % SSI' blessings ami avoid misfortunes ;

that is, attain the blessings conferred by the gods on the

virtuous and escape the misfortunes sent on the vicious. Both

Iffy and )pg refer primarily to the awards of the gods, ns is in

dicated in the common radical with which they aro written,—

the radical under which aro classed all the characters

denoting divine beings, acts, offices and worship.

11 ffl £ fj§- better known as fl) ft}, began life as a

Beller of straw shoes, but rose to be a fellow soldier with tho

famous Chang Fei and Kwau Yii^in the period of tho "Three

Kingdoms." He waB known as jj§ 31 unti' ne pro-

claimed himself Emperor in A. I). 220. lie ib known in

history by his imperial title B3 281 tffr, of the 3? }J|

dynasty. Ifii? JU, tyjt was an officer of remarkable ability

under him, wlioai he at first appointed as a local magistrate,

before ho had learned his commanding talouts.

13 J& E Tho Chinese theory of the duty of a faithful

minisrer is, that in tho case of dangerous imperial errors or

vices, he ought to reprove his sovereign even at the risk of

his life.

15 M: 7 if}' jumped the trough, a figure taken from

animals' feeding, when they leave an empty trough and strive

for a full one.

13 }S St >S 16 Tne translation scarcely

conveys the full force of this expression. Bid yon see, I think,

if spoken with proper emphasis, will approximate it.

19 W HI) divine intelligences,—a term commonly used

to designate the whole class of (supposed) divine beings.

SI jpljl, a live or efficient god ; that is, one who has the know

ledge, power and will to execute judgment on those who offend

him, and to hear the prayers of those who pray to him.

23 -riij fSl' to supply the deficiencies of the blood, to

invigorate the blood.

25 5^ 01 differs from |H in that tho former may

be justifiable, but the latter never is.

26 5C ?tl sometimes means the weather, but hore it

means the way of Heaven ; that is, the providential government

of Heaven. Tho four phrases here used are stock phrases iu

Chinese moral teaching, and well illustrate the terseness and

vivacity which Buoh ready made phrases impart to the style.

27 iii Olfi is one who hangs about yamens and fattens

on the fees he gets for giving advice to anxious litigants,

as well as for assisting them in various illicit ways by

collusion with the underlings. Such business is illegal, and

such men aro held iu detestation by magistrates. Lawyers

or counsellors iu tho Western souse are not known iu

Chinese courts.
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Lesson clxxxvi.

1 Ck'en Yiie Hsing is entirely too

pig-headed. He hasn't the slightest

idea of how to adapt himself to

circumstances.

2 How can he make progress when he

studies in such an irregular way ?

3 What are you dissatisfied about that

you keep up such a grumbling ?

4 This piece of wood is bent and

twisted out of all shape and not fit

for anything.

5 He came again and again, impor

tuning me in the most annoying way.

6 You should behave properly, and not

keep meddling with things.

7 If a man ignores the human relations,

in what does he differ from the brutes ?

8 " Act as head of the family for three

days, and the very dogs will be dis

satisfied with you." Can you expect

to escape all criticism ?

9 It is not worth while to get in a

hurry. This is not a matter that can

be finished up in three or four days.

10 I afterwards asked him privately, but

he still tried in every possible way

to evade.

11 How is it that these cherries of youra

are so unequal in size P and what is

more they are chiefly stems.

3CjESS03ST CLXXXVI,

Numerical Quadruplets.

Many four character phrases are formed of two

numbers combined with two analogous words.

These numbers sometimes have a reason for their

use, but frequently seem to be chosen quite at

random. The lesson embraces the most commonly

used phrases of this class.

EE xf| ^ Adaptation to circumstances,

resources, expedients.

EE flf % W The same.

Pl^l EE ||)& PS By fits and starts, by spells,

irregularly.

H H EE The same.

|& EE Hfc 3L The same, (s.) [croak.

j§fc -n iH ISJ To find fault, to grumble, to

W EE ^ The same, (s.)

-fc 31 A -^H: Bent or twisted out of shape,

crooked, gnarled.

— PS ^ Several times, time and again.

-\j A To snatch and grab ; to med

dle with, to take without leave.

EE ^ 3l ^ The three relations,—prince,

father and husband ; and five virtues,~benevolence

(t), rectitude (J|), courtesy (jg), knowledge

and faithfulness (fg). The whole phrase is a com

prehensive summary of human duty.

lg A Diverse opinions, criticisms,

conflicting views.

EE ^ 31 0 Three or four days, a few days.

>|§| EE H P3 This way and that way, up

and down, back and forth, every way.

^ /V Irregular in size, different sizes.

— jijf? pj^ $q Mistakes, misunderstandings.

— ZL $g The same.
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12 If it turns out that there are any

mistakes, I will hold you responsible.

13 He is too old ; his speech is rambling.

14 Prepare and plan as you will, you

will find that the purposes of God

will still come to pass.

15 I administered a few kicks and blows,

which gave me a sense of supreme

satisfaction.

16 A systematic piece of business is easy

to manage, but in a complicated affair

it is hard to know where to take

hold.

17 There is not an immoral member in

the whole family. It is a clear case

of nine parts in ten (no leakage).

18 Don't be overconfident. In my

opinion there are eight or nine

chances in ten that it will not work.

19 Hardly earning as much as two or

three thousand cash per month, when

divided up I find it insufficient to

make the ends meet.

20 I am loth to have anything to do

with his affairs, but he has impor

tuned me over and over again, so

that I cannot but speak a word for

him.

21 This collector was most unrelenting,

and he came, too, just when I had no

IP — 'P] P9 Inverted, disordered, confused,

rambling, incoherent.

~f" <@» ^§ To devise various plans, to

think anxiously, to scheme.

EH i|s ppj J|JP A few blows and kicks, a be

laboring, a drubbing.

"fc* A At loose ends, heterogeneous,

complicated, tangled.

-t H A fflt The same.

■43 S@ A ft The same.

-f" fa JSj^Nine out of ten grow and mature.

~f" ^ A Jli Eight or nine chances in ten,

" ten to one."

ZEE ~F" Prf ft Two or three thousand cash.

J§f EE* |s* -b To divide up, to distribute :—

Note (19).

f£ -t K A The same.

ffi EE Again and again, over and

over agaiu, time aud again.

-fc ^ A ^ To scrape or get together, to

collect, to gather up.

R^i ~ — To cry out again and again ;

clamor, hue and cry.

— t# EE The same.

^ ^ ^ ^3 Toils, privations, hardships,

inconveniences.

5H EE jfj One thing upon another, piled

up, in close succession.

j|£ EEE ^ The same.

H W w ^ *ew words or sentences,

in short, summary.

~b ffi A Seven or eight parts in ten :—

Note (26).

-b Hf A In confusion, topsy-turvy.

-b Pjll A T?f Conflicting opinions, miscel

laneous criticisms.

EEE 0. tT $ 0 it IH Unprofitable,

unproductive.
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money in the house ; by borrowing

of one and another and putting odds

and ends together I made up five

huudred cash, and managed to send

him off the best way I could.

22 Quickly give him a little cold vict

uals and send him away. Why

keep him here crying after us with

out ceasing ?

23 The merchant travels hither and

thither, subjecting himself to all

sorts of inconvenience, solely for the

sake of gain.

24 Business has been poor these few

years, and besides all this, my sons

and daughters have been getting

married, piling up matters on me

until it is about all I can stand.

25 I am sorry I was not at home last

night. If [ had been there, I could

have wound up the gentleman in

a few words, and there would have

been a good laugh, I'll warrant you.

2G In doing a credit business, wheu

pay-day comes, what with small cash

Ch'inh To spread out in order, to state ; stale,used up ; a surname.

miu*. Obstinate, self-opinionated,pig-headed.

$L Chu} pan3 Stiff, set, pig-headed.

^ Ting1 The cherry.

Ying1 t'ao2 The cherry, cherries.

^ Ti3. The peduncle or stem of a flower orfruit. r 3

+m ^
Jq Pa4 A handle, anything to hold by:—see

^ J2- A- s'em °f flower or fruit.

I* And, also, moreover, likewise, (w.)

^* Ch'a1 shou3. To take or catch hold ; tomeddle, to interfere.

Vocabulary.

&\ ffiWaPwu*. That which is outside one's call-ing or duty, misdoing, immorality.

^ To* i*. Chief idea ; sanguine, elated, con-fident.

J!J| Yao* chang*. To collect debts or ac-counts.

^2 Ch'i3 chien*. With the object in view, for

the sake of,—always stands

at the end of a clause.

^ ^ Chia* lung*. To endure, to stand ; topretend, to brag.

Hjfc RM Fang* chang* To sell on credit.

^TJ K'ou*. To deduct, to discount; to hook, tobuckle, to button.

^ ^ Chu3 sh'i*. To control, to superintend, tobe the head.

4 Ifk <r^r> not fit for material, not fit for use.

6 ^Ct $fc /V sometimes means, to snatch or mtddh

with things in an uncivil or disorderly way ; sometimes it

meuns, to take in a surreptitious or underhand way.

8 The dog is dissatisfied, because the master of the

house is so economical that nothing is left for him to eat.

15 /f» ifl* ^> is it not a pltasure ? an expression

quoted from the Analects, and there used of the pleasure

experienced in meeting a friend from a distance, but here

Notes.

applied in a humorous way to tho satisfaction felt when an

enemy or an opponent is put to the worse.

16 '—' US 6-j an affair on one thread ; that is,

following one chalk line,— that which is connected in a regular

order, "one line of things."

17 "t* "? jli JjRi Of the seeds sown, nine out of ten

grow and yield grain, the. vessel dots not

leak ; that is, all profit and no loss.
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and short count, cutting off fractions

and deducting discounts, you realize

only seven or eight parts in ten, so

that finally there is no profit left.

27 A straightforward matter in the hands

of an incompetent man, soon gets so

involved that there is no head or tail

to it.

28 Though the family be numerous yet

it has but one head. If each one

wants to have things his own way,

it will be impossible to get along.

29 In whatever he undertakes, a man

should be persevering and exercise

patience, if he spends three days

fishing and two days drying his nets,

he will make but little progress.

10 3=j ^1 J£ the king three parts and the subject

seven,—referring originally to the proportion paid in taxes,

but commonly used of apportioning anything according to the

requirements of the case. In the Southern form, the numbers

seven and eight seem to be used at random. besides its

many other meanings, means also to count out in order, to

check over. This is its meaning in the expression ^J" ^» iOl

sfc 5 that is, insufficient to meet all of the various uses for

which it is required.

23 Different dialects give us nearly all the changes

that can be rung on J$[ j§ with and all

meaning the same thing.

24 ^§ f$ ~%C W> ine ma*e taking a wife and the female

marrying a husband; that is, the marriage of song and

daughters.

26 >h 0 Thin, imperfect cash are in the South called

■ I M

^ 3^1 . In paying cash in quantity, especially when paying

accounts at the end of the year, it is a common thing to pass

off strings of oash that are short in count. ffp

The debtor pays the round numbers, neglecting the odd num

bers and expectB, indeed in a sort compels, the creditor to

accept that much leas. ^ The sales having been in

each oase for small amounts, really represent jfjt, full

count, but the payment bein^ in the round sum and conse

quently subject to I@a ~T > the !§; ~f becomes in fact a dis-

count. «t iff /V jUj cut down to seven or eight parts in

ten, is here used to summarize the losses, and may include,

besides those here mentioned, unsaleable goods taken in

exchange, partial payments, insolvent debtors, etc, by all of

which the gross amount is discounted.

29 J| A ifij is a transposition of & Wl>

after the model of the phrases in Les. 185.

■4-

liESSOIsT CLXZXVII.

Infekential Pheases.

$tl rfiJ ^ ^ In a word, in conclusion, to

sum up.

$3 "Z. In general, to sum up. [evident.

$H jtfc ^jf 5r£ Thus we see, from which it is

#t Jit # #S From which we see, from

which it appears or is evident.

& Jtfc IS £ From which it appears, thus

it is evident.

\$3'fhWt The same,—J| being used for

jtfc, which is its original book sense.

& 5fc or if Ji ^ & $|jC
7SL

Vocabulary.

IPS tiR Chie* ming* Commandments.

V^t Ch'iang*. To cough, to irritate the throat, tochoke, to suffocate, to smoke out.

From which it is evident, thus it appears, from

which it would seem.

is. §9l ii? 5r$ From which statement wo

see, in such a case.

19; M 5fc The same.

•IjJC $k Wen2 chang4 A. mosquito net.

$T Pod1 si1 Persia.

Jk tT Kung^ to? To attack, to fight.

JEjL Ni* To follow, to accord with ; a nun.

# %\) & Hsi1 li* ni* Greece.
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Lksson clxxxvii.

1 Although the commandments of God

are ten, yet they are all summarily

comprehended in the one word love.

2 Although smoking out mosquitoes is

cheaper, yet grass has to be bought

every year ; although using a net in

volves a greater outlay, the expense

is once for all ; from which it appears

that using a net is, after all, the more

economical.

3 Once upon a time the King of Persia

attacked Greece with a million of

soldiers, and yet they were defeated

by twenty thousand Greeks ; from

which it is evident that the great

desideratum with soldiers is skill and

valor, not numbers.

4 You often see brothers quarreling

until they will not even speak to each

other, but as soon as a quarrel arises

with an outsider, no matter who is in

the fault, they all pitch in together;

from which it appears that, after all,

brothers are nearer than strangers.

5 That man Wang Yiian Chi is too un

reliable. A few days since I en

trusted some very important business

to him, he also promised most posi

tively, and yet after all he did not

attend to it, and my business went

by default. Ans. From this it would

seem that he was not your sincere

friend. What possessed you to put

such confidence in him P

6 These wiue-bibbers who never know

when to leave off their cups, when

once they get drunk, at the very

least, neglect their business, and in

more serious cases, involve themselves

jl| Kwei* hu1. To value, to estimate highly,to regard as valuable.

"U" Kan1 mei3 Delicious, luscious.

§§L *|4 Lan* hsing*. To confuse the mind, todisorder the faculties.

Hi Shang1 shin1. To wound the body ; toinjure the health, to

undermine the constitution.

W tH "F" Shwa* hsi? tsi3. To fall into dissi-

pated habits, to

sow one's wild oats, (n.)

4gi HI Shwa3 fei* lei* The same, (c.)

$t ISf Pu* ch'&ng* ch'ang*. To leave the

path of virtue,

to become dissipated, (s.)

^ft J$t Che"* t'hig2. To spoil, to ruin ; to use up,to squander, (n.)

j|j ^ T'i1 lung*. To spoil, to ruin ; to squander,

to sell at a sacrifice, (c.)

^ ffi Pu* hsing2 To walk, to go on foot.

Hp: Tun1.. .... .To strike, to thump, to jolt.
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2Sl'm3 fai4. To treat with severity, to mal-treat.

IPllSt Ch'wanrch'ang\ A sbip yard, a navyyard.

US! JJL ■S'Ae4 Zt4 To set up, to establish.

fj»fj ^ Ch'iang2 ping1. To secure an efficient sol-

diery, to strengthen the army.

C/i'i4 To cut out, to fabricate, to make.

$H >iic Chi* tsao* To manufacture.

$p Chun1 ch'i* Implements of war, arms.

/fp| 1(P Ching1 miao*. The highest excellence, ex-quisite, ingenious.

in very great misfortunes ; from

which we see that although the taste

of wine is luscious, yet it is a poison

that disorders the faculties of the

mind and undermines the health.

7 Yii Hsiao Hsi, becoming dissipated,

squandered all his houses and lands.

When his mother scolded him, he

replied, " I have not yet.disposed of

my wife and children." From this

it looks as if he probably would finally

sell even his wife and children and

squander the money.

8 He is not willing to spend the money

to hire a chair ; the jolting of a wheel

barrow he will not put up with ; a

jinricksha cannot go, and he is him

self unable to walk. What do you

think can be done ? Ans. In these

circumstances there is no way but for

him to give up going.

9 If you wish your son to be dutiful,

you must not maltreat your wife ; for

if a son sees his mother ill-treated, he

will reproach his father; and reproach

ing his father, how can he honor

him P Moreover if a man thus dis

honors his wife, by and by the son

will disregard his mother ; and when

he disregards her, how can he honor

her? Thus it is evident that whoever

maltreats his wife, teaches his son to

be undutiful.

10 If China merely establishes a few

arsenals and builds a few navy yards,

but does not lay stress on Western

science, and have the people establish

scientific schools, she can never make

her army efficient ; for without West

ern learning, although the people

j]H jfl Yun* yung*. To make use of, to apply, to

adopt.

A N&nfjln? A man of ability.

lf£ 'fH Pei*- Military force or strength ; to

recruit and organise troops.

|§\ ^ Wod* fang2 A bedroom.

HP Hsin1 lang2 A bridegroom.

lift f$ W Hsiri-lang^kwan1.. Thesame. (s.)

^ M Hsinlfu* A bride.

1$ ^ Tung* fang1 A bridal chamber.

JH ^ Yen2 mi4. Private, retired ; secret, close,non-committal.
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may manufacture arms, they cannot

make really good ones ; although they

have engines, they will not be able to

use them ; although they have great

guns, they will not know how to fire

them accurately ; although they have

a multitude of soldiers and numerous

generals, yet there will be few men of

ability. In a word, learning is the

foundation of military strength. If

learning flourishes, the nation, as a

natural consequence, will become

powerful.

11 The room where one sleeps is called

a bed-chamber, the bedroom of the

bridegroom and bride is called the

bridal chamber; from which we see

that a nuptial chamber, as compared

with a bed-chamber, suggests the idea

of privacy and quiet, and has also a

specially romantic flavor.

12 When you visit the family of a rela

tive or friend, even those of inferior

station whom you meet, should be

addressed in a becoming manner.

For example, the man who watches

the door should be addressed as porter;

the man who makes purchases, as

butler ; the man who keeps the ac

counts, as clerk ; the man who over

sees the affairs of the household, as

steward ; the cook, as professor of the

culinary art; the school-room waiter,

as footman ; and others who are men-

of-all-work, as waiters or attendants.

Even to address as old Chang, or old

Li, is quite admissible. In general,

you should treat all you meet with

courtesy and deference, and not ex

hibit a haughty and self-important

spirit, thereby incurring people's

contempt.

JfU Su* Reverence, awe, dread ; courteous.

Jif SuA ching* Quiet, undisturbed.

i^Ching*. Boundary; abode; neighborhood,district, place ; state, condition.

Hsieri1 ching*. Fairy-land ; romantic, un-

real.

Ch'iii1 yu3 Relatives and friends.

P^J 4^ Kthv1 kung1 A doorkeeper, a porter.

fg Lao3 A burly old man.

PI ffa Men- lao3 A doorkeeper, (s .)

$jfcf Mai3 pan* A butler, a purveyor.

^gL T'ung2 A slave boy ; a slave girl.

^ US Shu1 t'ung*. A school-room servitor orattendant.

^J* $S Tas tsa2. To serve as man-of-all-work, toact as coolie or waiter.

lf§t Ch'ien1 kung1. Respectful, deferential,unassuming.

^ iM Ka°l ao* Proud, haughty, imperious.

§ A Tsi* ta* Self-important.
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Lesson clxxxviii.

1 If sisters-in-law do not become

estranged, the family is not easily

divided.

2 If husband and wife lose confidence

in each other, no jealousy can com

pare with theirs.

3 Ting Hsiie Lu, father and sons—there

is not one well-behaved man amongst

them.

4 If he, a man, when placed in these

circumstances could not endure it,

how much less could you who are a

woman !

5 How impossible it is for evil doers to

escape the consequences of their sins,

how much soever they may abstaiu

from meats and repeat prayers, build

bridges and repair roads!

6 The literati and the wealthy frequent-

Not

E3 Z is a book phrase, bnt is in constant use

in Mandarin. It usually stands after, and sums up several

particulars, but is so used in this sentence that it may be

fairly rendered, summarily.

2 Mosquitoes are smoked out by burning a coarse rope

made of fragrant weeds, whioh will smoulder a long time,

giving out a plentiful smoke, that drives ont the mosquitoes,

but does not seriously inconvenience the sleepers.

3 ifj*f 18 here used to express that which is held to con

stitute the highest excellence in a soldier, via., perfection in

discipline and skill in the art of war. jft ^ is slightly

bookish.

6 ift Bfl .A» heart-belly man ; that is, one whose friend

ship enters into his innermost feelings, and henoe is real and

sincere.

lili jit Jit 7 88 5I> a ready made couplet,

vividly describing ono who is excessively given to drink.

7 It is not an uncommon thing for gamblers and opium

smokers to sell their wives and ohildren in order to get the

E S .

means of gratifying their evil propensities.

9 This sentenoe was written by a Christian. It is

doubtful whether any heathen Chinese ever constructed

such an argument.

10 ^ ^ 5f? $k soldiers many and generals abwi'

dant,—a ready-made phrase expressing the idea of an

extensive military organization.

11 j|f f$ and !§f jff are both deeidedly bookish,

being rarely if ever used in colloquial. j@f f|]i is, however,

usod colloquially in the South.

12 & T A> a general term signifying inferiors,

and including subordinates of all classes, jfc 2* is used in

this case, because the service involves writing. fSj {fj!£

is a book term and characterizes an offioe only known in the

houses of the very wealthy, fj? ft 64 applies to a servant

or helper hired for the special occasion. Such a mode of

address as iJJ would °nly be allowable in case the

parties were acquainted with each other.

Special Uses of Cebtain Words.

Though usually found only with the per

sonal pronouns, fpj is sometimes used, as noted in

Les. 3, with other words denoting persons. In

this lesson are illustrated some of its more unusual,

but perfectly legitimate uses.

^ In Mandarin books, ^ is not unfrequently

found used alone in the sense of J^j. It is

simply an attempt to write the colloquial sha?,

which, as noted in Les. 17, is a widely used

colloquial contraction of ^Jf [£f-. Thus used

should be read shar, as it is spoken.

jS^t This character is occasionally found in

books, as a colloquial contraction for ff- More

commonly this contracted form is written simply

J|£, which in this oase is read ma in the North and

me in the South.
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ly take advantage of their position to

oppress the common people. If, how

ever, they happen on an official who

is no respecter of persons, he punishes

them just the same as he would any

one else.

7 With a sudden report there spurted

up several drops of boiling oil and

scalded the faces of the young acolytes,

raising a number of large serous

blisters.

8 Every jear during the several days

of the feast of lanterns, the business

houses all hang up lanterns and trans

parencies, exciting everybody in the

whole city and suburbs with a desire

to see, and making a season of un-

equaled interest.

9 Brothers and sisters, and nephews

and grandchildren, are all divided into

those of the first degree of consan

guinity and those more distant. As

cending to elders, the same principle

Normally, always takes either or |$

after it (and flg || is really a contraction for ft*

Jfg but in books it is sometimes used alone,—

rarely in colloquial, and is then generally followed

either by flg, # or ft.

A colloquial contraction of f£ ff- Jf£, chief

ly, though not exclusively, used as a reply when

another calls, as "What is it?" is often used in

English. It is extensively used in Northern and

Central Mandarin, but not in Southern. It must

be distinguished from |Jj| cha, which is Pekingese,

and is simply an affirmative reply.

^ When ^ stands at the end of a clause,

either alone or joined with §|f or other similar

word, it means, and such, and the like, and so on,

including all of the class of persons or things re

ferred to. When ^ is doubled at the end of an

enumeration of particulars, it is equivalent to etc.

When joined to a pronoun, as in fjl it is

practically equivalent to a plural.

IJflJ Ma2. A colloquial character used as a contrac-tion for ff- jjgj :—see Sub.

Pf* Cha*. A hoarse noise; a contraction for f£ff- Jg< :—see Sub.

$\ *Ci> Wai* hsin1. Disaffection, alienation, es-trangement.

& f^l Esiu1 t&2. To maintain a good character, tobe virtuous, to he well-behaved.

^ Chai1. To abstain from ; fasting, penance;dignified.

|f Ch'i1 chai1 To abstain from meat.

Nien* ching1 To repeat prayers.

^ Chin1 The same as f*.

j&l}) ^ Shin1 chin1. The literary class, the gen-........ try.

Vocabulary.

H p Fu* hu*. The wealthy.

fj£ A Win2 jin2 Common men, the people.

^ Chi tsui* To condemn, to punish.

ffi> P'eng1 To boil, to decoct, to scald.

P'eng1 A report, an explosion.

Chien*. To dash up, to sputter, to spurt; totinge, to soil.

^fl Tsan* To splash, to spurt, to sputter.

Liao2. To scorch, to burn ; to illuminate ; a sig-nal light.

Liao2 chiang1 p'ao*. A blister raisedby fire.

fjj Ting1 chie2. The feast of lanterns on the 15thof the first month :—Note (8).
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applies to paternal and maternal

grandfathers, paternal and maternal

uncles, as also to paternal and mater

nal aunts.

10 Please go and see what he has come

for.

11 Well my esteemed nephew, what have

you to talk about that you have come

so early ?

12 I wish you would inquire and as

certain his surname and name.

13 I will of course present him with some

silver, but what business is it of

yours ?

14 1 supposed that he was really a

master in his profession, but upon

careful questioning I found he was a

complete ignoramus.

15 That he does not kneel to me is enough,

how can you possibly ask me to go

and kneel to him.

16 How can I excuse you for causing me

such mortification ?

17 Yii Ying replied, " What are you

talking about ? We two were affi-

• anced in our youth, and I have borne

Hsiian2. To suspend ; to be anxious ; in sus-pense, undecided.

jj^l; Chit? ts'ai*. To ornament by festooningwith cloth or paper hangings.

$0 Ch'Sng* hsiang1 City and suburbs.

'fQ Shu- pod2. Family relationships which come

through $ and ffj :—Note (9).

& Wai* hung1. A maternal grandfather, (s.)

^ WS T'ui1 lun*. To carry out an argument or

train of reasoning, to infer,

to proceed in the application of a principle.

$K PPI Yin? Hang3 A few taels. (w.)

4^ Ming2 kung}. A master of any art orscience.

W ^ ^'0*8 ^s,'a°3- Master of any art or science,one who knows it all. (s.)

jP'ftH2 win*. To question, to interrogate,to pump.

Shu3 yuan2 Subordinate officers.

ft fj§" '/iff ffy Hang- hwocl2 hwo<%2 til. Quite busy,pressed with work.

Shui3 yen1. Tobacco prepared for smokingin a water pipe :—Note (22).

|ft ^ Shwod1 shi* jin2. A mediator, a mid-dleman.

3£ $ ch<a2 ming2. To make careful examina-tion, to search into.

5fi HI Ping* fu2 To report to a superior.

f& Shu2 ti*+ A cousin, a contraction of

- ffiflfc-

^ Mao* To barter, to trade, to deal.

^ $j Mad1 i*. To do business, to trade, to ex-change commodities.

?f Chu2 The bamboo.

^ Lan2 A basket with a bale or handle.

yf^ ~bj Liu* ch'u*. Domestic animals,—the horse,cow, sheep, chicken, dog and hog.

^3 f|R Par? shou* Wild animals, beasts.

^ K'un1 ch'ung2. Insects, including also rep-tiles.

{|J ^ Gh'wan* chu1. A reference book, a mar-gin al reference :—Note (26).

Hfl $TJ Chi* ju2 Such as, for instance, (w.)

J§| Ti* li3 Geomancy ; geography.

§1 flf Shing* hsien2 Sages and worthies.

Jjl Ts'ao3 mu* Vegetation.
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him sons and daughters. How should

I not know him P "

18 Having come a long distance, and this

being the first favor you have asked

of me, how could I send you back

empty-handed ?

19 He has already drawn his salary, but

is unable to control his subordinates.

What advantage is there in retaining

such an incompetent officer ?

20 Why must you go into the city just

now, when farm work is so pressing ?

Ans. I have a little special business.

21 He neither wounded you nor irritated

you ; what are you striking him for ?

22 Hung Hsi, are you there? Ans. Yes.

Well, go and buy four ounces of

water-pipe tobacco for me.

23 The officer gave judgment that the

head of the clan, with the middlemen,

etc., should make examination and

report.

24 My cousin is going to your place to

trade. Will you please have the leather

trunk, bamboo basket, etc., left with

you, put in his care to bring back.

/g< Tai* To lend, to loan.

^ ^ Chie* tai* To loan money.

jK< iStti2 To accord, to follow ; then ; finally.

jjsjj Ohie1 lien2. To gather together, to bandtogether, to confederate.

3S iNfi Li3 lun*. To reason, to 'argue, to remon-strate.

W ^£ Kun* t'v? A base fellow, a ruffian.

C§! ^Ok Ou1 shang1 To wound iu a fight

£f| Yiin3 To die, to perish, (w.)

$H tjf? Yiin* ming*. To lose life, to perish, to

die.

HM A scar, a mark ; a trace ; a flaw.

Shang1 W/12 A scar, o wound.

Notes .

3 3nf ^1 ffU> father and son or sons. It is uncertain

from this term whether one or more sons is meant, though

the subsequent part of the Bentence implies several,

4 Jit §1 ff9> as nere "Bed, is a Pekingese term, and

moans a man as distinguished from a woman. The term is

not heard in Eastern Shantung nor anywhere in Southern

Mandarin. The term §1 ff5 iB formed in the same way,

and means a woman as distinguished from a man. §J is to

be regarded as an enclitic. This use of f)"J is anomalous.

6 PI? 5!f> to eat abstinence; that is, to abstain from

meat and eat only vegetables. ^ ^ ^§ j£jr, to build bridges

and repair roads,—done in order to acquire merit with

the pods.
7 This sentence is from the History of Robbers. The

oharacter ^ is incorrectly used, as it means to boil, but not

to burst or resound. The proper character is ^jjj • -p

is rather a particle than a drop. A jjij ia a drop as it drip9

or falls from its attachment ; a jjjjf is a drop in its detached

or isolated state.

8 iS? f!!S> the feast of lanterns, which is held on the 14th,

15th and 16th of the first month, when the business streets of

towns and cities are illuminated, and frequently covered with

matting. f$< j|§ f$ to hang out lanterns and trans,

parencies, and to festoon doors and gateways with cloth or paper

hangings.

9 t@L f& The ohildren of one's and fQ, that is,

oousins of the same family name, are called shn-poi! brothers

and sisters ; and starting from this point the term shupod is

extended through father and mother, until it eventually comes

to be applied to all terms expressive of family relationship,

except that of father aud mother, son and daughter. The

extension is made by assuming the heirship of all who are

shn-pod to father or mother, as well as all to whom they have

become heir through their fathers and mothers, and po on, the

speoial term expressing the relationship being in each case

changed to suit the difference of generation. Thus your

father's shupod pF of are your shupod ^£ JTtT> your

father's shupod Sfl. ffe are your shu-poil j(fi ftfe, your

mother's shu-poil ffc 51 are your shu-pod Jj| your
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25 The birds of the air and the fish of

the sea were created by God on the

fifth day, while the various kinds of

beasts, with the insects, etc., were all

created on the sixth day.

26 The parallel passages given in the

reference book are all arranged by

subjects, such as astronomy, geomancy,

biography, botany, etc.

27 Look at the people in the world, will

you ; although they all differ greatly

in rank, wealth, etc., yet they are all

alike in possessing a desire for riches.

28 Sun Wen Chou, because I would not

lend him the money he wanted,

gathered a set of ruffians, consisting of

Wang Lien Ch'ing, Ts'ui Chen Shan

and others, and came in a company

to my door and reviled me outrage

ously. My eldest son going out to

reason with them, was set on by them

and beaten almost to death ; in proof

of which there are his wounds and

the testimony of Li Te Mao, Li Te

Shing, Li Te Yiin and others.

father's shu-pod J$ ~p are your shu-poa @ §J, your son's

shu-pod §2. are your shu-pod ffi -f, Jcc, ico. These

relationships are carried out to the fifth generation, and tho

intricacies involved in them are not iuferior to those involved in

the handling of an irreducible equation of the third degree, not

withstanding which, every old woman in China can trace them

out and rattle tliem off as glibly as a smart boy can say the

multiplication table. A working knowledge of these relation

ships is woll worth acquiring, for the sake of the great

advantage it affords in social intercourse, especially with the

women.

17 &a §1 ife 3Jc> betrothed from the time when the hair

was tied up in little knots or fillets. ^ fJ»j is an obsolete

form found only in books.

18 IfiJ |jfl P > °Pen y°ur mouth to me ; that is, ask

cf me a favor, especially a loan of money.

22 The tobacco smoked in water-pipes is prepared from

inferior or refuse tobacco by softening with oil, coloring yellow

with sulphide of arsenic, or green with sulphate of iron and

copper, then compacting in a press and shaving into shreds.

26 $ 3$C, strung beads, a term applied to books of

classified extracts from celebrated authors. Sometimes the

is confined to the classics or to certain classical books.

The term has been adopted by foreigners to signify marginal

references.

27 & "™> hind kind not alike ; that is, various

kinds, many clauses.

28 This sentence gives the principal part of a short

indictment fF)i and the style is of oourse somewhat

win. fgf ^ ^\ 3^, in lending not accordant; that is, not

accommodating him when he wanted to borrow is com

monly used in writing for the pronoun I, and is generally

written a little to the one side. |5l takes jjjj understood

after it. jBjl jiinf is a little more bookish than gtj' and

is used in a somewhat different way.

LESSOIT CLZXXIX.

Male and Female.

Special terms for designating the male and

female of various animals prevail in Chinese, very

much as in English. A few have already occurred.

Others are brought together in this lesson. For

eigners often make themselves ridiculous from not

knowing these terms and their proper use.

are confined almost entirely to persons.

4V "W are *be mos^ general terms for desig

nating and distinguishing the male and female

of birds and animals.

lltd <£fri are used in win-li to designate the

male and female of birds of all kinds. In col

loquial and -ffj: are used.
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Lesson clxxxix.

1 If the conduct of either men or women

be unduly frivolous, they cannot avoid

being lightly esteemed by others.

2 How can you distinguish the male and

female of little ducks just out of the egg ?

3 A male pig is called a tsung ; a

female is called a t'un. A male hog

is called a boar, and a hog that breeds

pigs is called a sow.

4 As far as watching the house is con

cerned, a bitch is quite the same as a

dog; but every one objects to having

a bitch, because they dislike her pups.

5 This he mule is too unruly ; it will be

better for me to ride him. You may

ride this she mule ; she is a little safer.

6 If we farmers had no cocks to an

nounce the morning, how could we

know the time ?

7 I have had enough of keeping tom

cats ; they will never stay at home.

How much better to keep a tabby.

8 " Where people are many, there is

confusion ; where dragons are many,

there is drought ; where daughters-

in-law are many, the mother-in-law

does the cooking ; where roosters are

many, the morning goes unannounced ;

where hens are many, no eggs are

laid."

9 The common saying is, " A mare is

not fit to go into battle ; " which is a

are used in wtn-li to designate the

male and female of domestic animals, especially of

such as are used in sacrifice. In colloquial Q and

-{{J: are used, except where special names exist.

The special names used in the lesson are defined

in the vocabulary.

Vocabulary.

m

Ts'i2 The female of birds ; weak.

P'in3 The female of beasts.

Tsung1. A shote, a male pig ; a litter.

T'un2 A sucking pig ; a female pig.

Yang1 Young grain, sprouts, shoots.

fjf Yang1 chu1 A boar, (n.)

|ft Chiao3 chu1 A boar. (c. & s.)

pi Ch'ing1 piao1. Frivolous, gay, rollicking ;light, slender. •

JJfJjJ, Ch'ing1 s/ii4. To esteem lightly, to lookdown on, to despise.

T'iao1 Unsteady, careless, unreliable.

mm
Ch'ing1 t'iao1. Frivolous, trifling, light-minded, gay.

Ts'i1 shing1. To bear, to produce, to mul-tiply, to teem.

||: Fan2 Luxuriant ; plenty ; to increase.

^ a* Fan2 shing1. To generate, to bear, toproduce.

^ ft Lao3 mu3 chu1 An old sow.

2f ft Ya2 kou3 A male dog. (c. & N.)

§1 ft Ts'ao3 kou3 A bitch, a slut, (s.)
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figure to indicate that a woman can

not do the business of a man, just as

a mare cannot take the place of a

stallion in war.

10 Although jackasses and jack muleB

are stronger, yet for draught or for

farm work it is better to keep she

asses and mules, for the reason that

she asses and she mules are more

docile and do not become uuruly.

11 Do not be dissatisfied that you have

so many daughters. The saying runs,

" Minus one half, the world could not

subsist." If all reared sons and none

daughters, would not mankind find

themselves without descendants ?

12 All living things on the face of

the earth,—birds, beasts, insects and

fishes,—are divided into male and

female, and all are propagated by the

union of the sexes.

13 These four goats are all billy-goats ;

but of those eight sheep, three are

rams and five are ewes.

14 A certain rich man had a dream one

night. He dreamed that one of his

debtors came and said to him, "I

have come, good sir, to pay you your

account; " and when he had said this,

he disappeared into the cow-stable.

When the rich man awoke he heard

some one outside saying, " Our cow

has given birth to a calf." He after

wards made inquiry and found that

this same debtor had in fact died that

Ijff? i£r2 loa2 A male or jack mule.

K'od* A mare.

K'ou* lod? A she mule.

PJvf Ta3 ming2. To announce the morning ascocks do by crowing.

T'i2 ming2 The same, (s.)

fflfj Lang2 mad1 A he cat, a torn cat. (n.)

|g Ya2maol The same, (c.)

§S niao1.. A she cat.

J?§ K'od* ma3 A mare.

Jtfa J£r- ma3 A stallion.

[§§ C'hiao* lii2 A jackass.

")] Chin1 li* Strength, muscle.

Ej$f Tts'ao3 Id2 A she ass, a jenny.

pM IS Tiao* tod*. To transpose and arrange, tomanage, to manipulate.

K tt Fan3 hsing*. To become unruly or vio-lent ; to grow cantankerous.

Lin2 Scales of fish; overlapping like scales.

ft Chie* To aid ; to involve ; mail, armor.

ft. The scaly tribe,—fishes, turtles, etc.

^ Tsi*. A cow,—sometimes used in books forthe female of other domestic animals.

^ ^ Tsi* niu2 A cow.

Chien1 A bull, an ox.

^ Tou2 shingK To come into the world, to

be bom from another

state of existence into this.

Sui1 Quiet, modest; coy, amorous, (w.)
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night. Thus he knew that his debtor

had transmigrated into this calf for

the express purpose of repaying the

account.

15 The male and female of birds are

called ts'i and hsiung, and the male

and female of beasts are called p'in

and mu. This is the distinction con

stantly observed in books, and yet not

always so. For if birds alone are

classed as t's'i and hsiung, why then

does the Book of Poetry say, " The

lonely fox moves coyly " ? while the

commentator says that a hsiung fox is

referred to ; and if beasts are always

classed as p'in and mu, why then does

the Book of Records say, " The p'in

fowl rules the morning watch " ?

16 Of all things, some make no differ

ence in the names by which the full

grown and the young are called, all

being called by the same names, thus

young dogs are called little male

dogs, and little female dogs, also

young cats, are called little male cats

and little female cats. There are

some, however, in which the old and

the young are not designated in the

same way, thus a young cow is call

ed a calf, a young sheep is called a

lamb, a young ass, horse or mule is

called a colt and a young turtle or

rabbit is sometimes called a kao and

sometimes a tsai.

tf] J|j S'i1 ch'eii2 To herald the morning.

|H |S Shu1 ching1. The Book of History :—

Note (15) [Note (16).

|££ Mie1 The bleating of a sheep; a calf:—

i& Kao1 A lamb, a kid.

Pie1. A turtle,—much used as a symbol oflasciviousness.

^ Tsai3. The young of turtles, rabbits, monkeys,

etc., a cub,—a favorite word iu

Chinese billingsgate.

3 The terms here applied to swine are in common

colloquial use.

4 The antecedent of fjfj, is properly the term ^ JpJ,

at the end of the sentence. p is used of the bringing forth

of all animals, as well as of the laying of eggs.

6 Rlj and 9$ mean to announco the morning

by crowing, but do not mean to crow at other times, or in

general, which is expressed by

7 /Hf hero means lo remain, to utay. The terms for

male and female cats differ much in different places. The

use of as in Pekingese, is somewhat anomalous.

8 In the first couplet, "J* '9 n0'' used beoauso tho words

are used singly ; in the second couplet, it is used because the

Notes.

words are used in pairs. Its use or otherwise is very often,

as it is here, a mere matter of taste or of balancing of clauses.

14 f<J>> as hore used, is entirely respectful. Suoh stories

as this are common among the people, and form the main

ground of belief in the theory of transmigration.

16 Wt $&> lhe Book °f History, also called the Booh oj

Government, was originally compiled by Confucius, from the

historical remains of previous times, covering the dynasties

from B. C. 2400 to B. C. 721. It originally embraced 100

books, but is incomplete at the present time.

16 The composition of this character would indicate

its application to the young of sheep, and it is so defined ia

the dictionaries. In actual practice, however, it is only

applied to the young of cattle.
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Lesson cxo.

1 He is not an honorable man who goes

back on his word.

2 It is enounh for you to escape begging

our pardon ; why do you turn about

and show us your bad temper by turn

ing up your nose and leering at us ?

3 The several lines of descent from an

ancestor are called the nine clans.

4 I ask you to make careful inquiry,

find out whether it isand you will

true or not.

It frequently

are estranged

mere trifle.

A shiu-ts'ai,

happens that persons

from each other by a

without crossing his

threshold, knows the affairs of all the

world.

7 They all regarded him doubtfully for

a little and then asked, " Where do

you hail from P "

8 Is it not enough that you do not

invite us to lodge, without turning

about and driving us away ?

9 A man's virtue is regarded as an

endowment ; a woman's want of en

dowment is regarded as a virtue.

10 Because he knows a few passages of

the classics, he imagines himself a

profound scholar.

11 Whoever takes unjust gain, is guilty

of theft.

12 If I yield this one time, the whole

neighborhood will be ready to impose

upon me.

IiESSOIsT CXC.

fl! (pien), is the higher Mandarin equivalent

of certain uses of the more colloquial It

marks the logical dependence of two clauses. It

may sometimes be rendered, thus or in that case,

but is generally not translateable by any special

word. It is much used in book Mandarin and

occasionally in conversation.

P'ei2 ts'os*.

Sing2 pi2.

Shu* yen3.

VOCABULARY.

to makeTo apologize,

. ■ amends.

To turn up the nose as an

. . expression of contempt.

To stare in anger or contempt,

. . to leer, to glare.

ft i$ ch&. To divide into branches :—

Note (3).

"jh "jj^ Ghiu3 tsu2. Nine generations of a familyconnexion :—Note (3).

H <frf Kul ts'ai1. To conjecture, to wonder ; to re-gard doubtfully or inquiringly.
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13 If you treat your brother meanly, it

is just the same as if you treated

your parents meanly.

14 A robber who gets no money, is con

demned to banishment ; while a robber

who gets money, is condemned to be

beheaded.

15 Your rescuing me to-day, sirs, is like

a new lease of life.

16 If he does not ask, let it pass ; but if

he asks about it, my reply will not be

mild.

17 Since civilization has prevailed, all

kinds of people in the, world have

been reduced to order.

18 Speak the truth and tell me whose

servant boy you are and who told you

to say these things, and I will let

you off.

19 Please sit a little longer and listen till

I finish, and you will know the facts.

20 If I should take your silver, it would

be taking advantage of your neces

sities, and how would this comport

with the affection of a brother P

21 If you had a clear understanding of

things, you would know that to have

a mind cheered by the consciousness

of well-doing, is heaven ; while to

have a mind beclouded by the con

sciousness of evil-doing, is hell.

22 I have a domestic recipe that is effec

tive in the worst cases. 1*11 guarantee

that it will cure him.

Pao3 hsiie2, A well-versed scholar, a manof large attainments.

1wi Wt T'ou1 ch'ie* To steal, to pilfer.

3. Esict7igl li3 Neighborhood.

iu? tsui*. A crime punishable by banish-ment.

p Chan3 tsui*. A crime punishable by de-capitation.

tffe tffc Tal chiu* To save, to rescue.

^ Tal tui*. To reply, to answer, to retort,to respond;

'Ira *l?t Ch'ing2 ch'ang2. Affection, attachment :—*Note (20.)

5fa ffc Hod2 mei3. Peaceable, harmonious, unruf-fled family affection, (w).

^ E'woa* Same as HJ.

*!=[ K'wan1 k'woa*. Wide, extensive, roomy;magnanimous, greatsouled*

$E Soti1 t'iao3. To stir up, to incite,—sameas#K®-

tj|( Tsai3. A year, a revolution of the seasons :—see tsaiK

Notes.

3 ft t£ "T %l>> 10 dwccnd in constantly subdividing

lines,—a peculiar expression only used as here. The

are usually defined as including fonr generations of ancestors

a ml fonr of descendants, which, with the generation of the

'ndividual in question, makes np the nine. This seems a little

'nconsistent with the evident meaning of the sentence which

contemplates niue generations of descent in regular order

from a common ancestor. It is a peculiar fancy which

makes the count proceed from the middle. It mnst be
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23 Look at the family of ChSn Pao; by

their harmony they have moved the

very dogs to be at peace. Do you

mean to say that men are inferior

to dogs P

24 There are amongst the number several

men of the most fiery temper. If by

speaking a few words we should of

fend them, it might ruin important

interests.

25 When we heard that Sui Lien's repu

tation had been assailed, and that

she was meditating suicide, we at

once sent some one to comfort her,

and to exhort her to exercise a little

more fortitude and not be too much

depressed.

26 Peace of mind is what constitutes

happiness. If you are scolding and

quarreling every day, even with your

hands full of money, your mind will

be ill at ease.

27 "A discreet man will not tell every

thing to either party, but an incon

siderate man carries tales for both,

parties." He who incites others to

quarrel, is a mean villain.

28 When a month has thirty days, it is

said to be great; and if it has only

twenty-nine days, it is said to be small.

29 Please do not worry, father. After

remaining a year, more or less, in

order to collect outstanding accounts,

I will return home.

remembered that each generation includes tho collateral de

scendants from previous generations.

6 A very common saying, intended as a compliment to

the general information possessed by the educated man, yet

in point of fact the average graduate knows absurdly little

about anything beyond his own neighborhood.

8 ^ is more freely used in Shantung than it is either

North or South.

9 Tli is sentenco is a play on the words ^ and |j§.

The meaning is that a virtuou9 character is a man's hvat

endowment, while a woman's want of special endowments is

the best assurance of lier virtuous character. In China smart

women do not have the best reputation.

11 it$i Rt i 9a*n gotten by unrighteousness, unjust

gain, "J* ff} jj^f, has done theft ; that is, is guilty oftheft.

-fy is commonly used where we say " guilty of"

14 The principle here enunciated is well recognized in

Chinese law, viz., that the money aspect of a crime is of prime

importance. A murder for money is held to bo a greater

crime than a murder from malice.

20 ffcf 'i'iVi affection principle ; that is, that affection

which accords with the £, TjJ, or five relations,

21 This sentence, which is taken from the Sacred Edict,

is inlcnded to combat the idea th'it there is any veritable

heaven or hell. & H % % BjJ BJ ftj, a mind which

has nothing to conceal, either from human law or from the

ears of aociety, and so does not fear the light. Moral feelings

as in the sight of Ood, are not intended.

22 % ffl jj % a recipe of herbs ; that is, a domestio

recipe made up of common herbs, which can be procured

without buying, 'fjrj "J" is here the more stately equiva

lent of WL ~J\

24 ~~' l=f gpfi one word and half a clause, a fete

words, a word here and there.

25 if[ f] iS") in the case of a woman, generally means

reports impugning her virtue.

28 I" China all months consist of either twenty-nine or

thirty days, and are called )]» or ^ accordingly. The

respective months are not tho same, however, from year to

year, but are varied in accordance with the time of new moon.

If tho change to new moon occurs before midnight, that day

belongs to the old month, and if after midnight, it belongs to

the new month.

29 ~~" ij$ . one year and a half revolution of the

seasons ; that is, o year or thereabouts, a year more or less.
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Lesson cxci.

1 Although I am extremely poor, I have

not come to the point of steuling.

2 Only thirty li, and I a man without

luggage, yet you want two hundred cash!

If there is no other way, I cau walk.

3 She is naturally homely, it is true,

hut not to the degree you speak of.

4 In the year of our Lord 1870, France

was so effectually defeated by Ger

many that even the capital was takeu

and the Emperor made a prisoner.

5 Study should of course be prosecuted

with untiring diligence, and yet this

diligence should not be carried to such

an extreme as to destroy the health.

6 The first few days after my father's

death, my thoughts were constantly

reverting to him, insomuch that when

ever I shut my eyes, I seemed to see

him before me.

7 At every fork in the road on the way

to these Cities of Refuge, there were

sign-boards, so that men might not

mistake the road.

8 Those who are addicted to gambling,

when they begin to play, never know

when to stop, insomuch that there

have been cases in which they did not

stir from their places for three days

and three nights.

9 Mrs. Lin has had an ahscess in her

breast, which has completely pros

trated her, so that she cannot even

eat without some one feeding her.

10 By suffering a little present loss you

will avoid blighting your daughter's

whole life.

11 If we can all crowd upon the k'ang,

we will all sleep there ; and if not,

The following phrases are all derived from

books, but the most of them are in common use,

and are very convenient and expressive.

@ 31 So that, so that even, inasmuch as,

even if, insomuch that.

@ 31 i§ The same,—$ being added for the

sake of rhythm.

@ 31 ?P If no other way, if not

then, otherwise.

LESSOK CXCI.

Sequential Phrases.

3£ ^ To the point or degree of, so that-

Note that, as here used, 3? jfc differs from its use

in Les. 144.

^ 31 or ^ 31 So as not, so that not,

not to the degree or extent of.

^ ^ or ^ 3$ Same as ^ 3? but more

bookish.

J# or # |fc ^ So as to, so that, in

somuch that.
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then I will make a bed on the floor.

12 God so loved the world that He gave

His only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth on Him, should not perish

but have everlasting life.

13 Mu Ch'eng loved his master so much,

that he gave his life for him.

14 The first occasion of misunderstand

ing was a quarrel of the children's,

and from this they gradually became

estranged, until at last the two

families became enemies.

15 At the time of the long-hair rebellion,

my house and effects were all burned

by the rebels, so that even my family

register and ancestral tablets were lost.

16 Medicine should not be taken to

excess. When my elder brother was

young, he took so much medicine that

he injured his constitution, and iu

consequence of it he has all his life

suffered from rheumatism.

17 These upbraidings of conscience are

truly terrible. You try to quiet them,

but they will not be quieted ; you try

to suppress them, but they will not be

suppressed ; insomuch that you are wor

ried by them to the verge of madness.

18 Tribulation worketh patience; and

patience, experience; and experience,

hope ; and hope maketh not ashamed.

19 We were in fact too heavily loaded

on this voyage. In the morning,

however, when we set sail, we had a

fair wind and sped along quite brisk

ly, but in the afternoon, quite un

expectedly the wind turned suddenly

about to the north and began to blow

Vocabulary.

"|f£ Chiang* ah'i*. To be born from a previousstate, to descend to the world.

Ch'in? k'u3. Unwearied effort, untiringdiligence.

jfsl Ji£ KwoA* tu* Entreme, excessive.

Ch'a* lu*. A fork in the road, a diverg-ing road.

"ftP ^ iVod2 wod1. To change the place or resid-ence, to move, to stir.

$t M T>in92 The same, (s.)

^ Fungi1 An abscess, a carbuncle.

ffil ^ ■^a*3 yun9l A mammary abscess.

JlF Ohf mi2. To wear out, to use up, toharass, to jade.

fit Wei*. To feed,—animals or children or thesick.

"$aji ^ Lien2 at*. To compassionate, to love;

kind-hearted.

^ "t Mie* viang2.

j|£ Ht Ch'i3 hsin

$fc jiH Su} yuan3

To suffer destruction, to

perish, to be lost utterly.

Origin of a quarrel, occasion of

trouble or misunderstanding.

Distant, cool, estranged, dia-

. . affected.

Ch'ou2 Enmity,—same as ggf .
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Jfc Fang* hwod3 To set on fire.

fj|f P'u3 A list, a register, a record.

71? gfj Tswngi1 p'u3. A family or genealogicalregister.

$P /{& P'ai2 wei* The ancestral tablet.

JC Yuan.2 c^'t*. That strength and vigor of

vital principle which be*

longs to the individual by birth, the constitution.

^ff /df Tsi2 pet*. To reprove, to admonish, toscold, to upbraid.

Jf^L lt[£ Euan* nan*. Trouble, misfortune, tribu-lation.

^ Lao3 lien* Experience, wisdom.

P| K'ai1 ch'wan2 To set sail.

HP Mi Shun*fingl A fair wind.

^ 3^ Lao3 ta*> . . The captain of a boat*

stronger and stronger ; the W8ves ran

mountain high and the vessel seemed

ready to founder, insomuch that the

whole deck was flooded with water.

The captain, seeing that the danger was

imminent, called out to lighten the

ship, which was done until half the

cargo was thrown overboard. This

proving still insufficient, the main

mast was next cut away, after which

we managed to outride the storm.

20 The occasion of disaffection between

husband and wife generally springs

from the folly of the husband. He

is dissatisfied with his wife because

she came of a poor family, or because

she is homely in appearance, or be

cause she is naturally dull, and hence

does not try to live peaceably with

her, insomuch that on every occasion

he is ready to scold or to strike or to

revile her, as if she were a slave.

Why do you not consider ? Do you

suppose it pleases your wife that she

gives you all this dissatisfaction ?

Moreover, the betrothal was originally

made in accordance with your parents

wishes and upon the representations

of the go-betweens; and if you had

cause of dissatisfaction, you should

not have made the betrothal. Having

betrothed her and married her, you

should not now be dissatisfied with

her. Consider now, if this is not the

proper view of the case.

HH Jang3 chiao* To call out, to shout.

!A t^ai*. To lighten a ship by casting

cargo overboard.

Wei2 The mast of a ship.

$1 W yuan2. Hoot, origin, source, rise,occasion.

$C itl ^n1 J/"2- Origin, source, ground, cause,occasion.

^ 5$jJ Jung2 mao* Appearance, looks.

$5t Nu2 A slave.

Pei* A slave girl, a maid-servant.

i$L f&fy.. Male and female slaves ; a female slave.

Shwod2>*. A go-between in arranging mar-riages, (w.)

K% }$] Mei2 shwoa* The same, (w.)
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Lesson cxcii.

1 When was there ever a good man there ?

2 Before the thought has arisen the gods

know (God knows) it.

3 I once suffered a similar loss.

4 He never wrongfully put a single

man to death.

5 It was really very kind of you to

exhort me to take the medicine.

6 It was he that was unwilling ; when

was I ever unwilling P

7 Chou I Hung has, from time to time,

made a great deal of money, but he

has accumulated no property.

8 You remained several days in my

village ; did you see my father?

9 Not being on my guard, I was knocked

heels over head by one flop of his tail.

10 That man has endured great suffering,

and has also enjoyed great prosperity.

11 Even before I have begun to scold

you, you throw yourself down and

begin to play off.

12 He pretends that he did not hear,

though he heard well enough.

Notes.

7 In Peking, the two forms and 31 differ only in

tone, bat in Shantung, the two characters belong to different

syllables, and the use of as here, wonld not be intelligible

as spoken, and as written, is regarded as win. Sign-boards at

cross-roads or forks in the road, are unknown in China | hence

the term fff {E{r J}!? is a made-up term.

10 Said by a magistrate to a man who was engaged in

a lawsuit concerning the marriage engagement of his daughter.

13 was a bondservant of ^ ^ "^f , a noted

minister of the Ming dynasty. The servant was so much

attached to his master that when, throngh the machinations of

^ §X T'ang ChHn, an unscrupulous imperial favorite, the

lntter was ordered to be put to death, the servant freely gave

himself to suffer death in his master's Btead.

IB The J$ f2, or ancestral tablet, is a small painted

board about five inches wide and from twelve to fifteen inches

long. It is usually surrounded by a flaring carved frame and

is fastened upright on a small oblong wooden base. On this

board is written the surname and title of the deceased.

17 The i|i is to be regarded as applying to the whole

expression ^ f$j , rather than to ^ alone.

19 flk lU 'US • waves like mountains falling over, in

allusion to the falling over of the crest of the waves.

20 jjJJ It?? ~S> the words of the middle men ; that is,

the bargaining and arranging which took place through them.

is only used in Mandarin in this particular book phrase.

lessou cxcii.

Special Forms for Past Time.

Sign of indefinite past time, used in book

Mandarin and occasionally in colloquial. It

always precedes the verb.

>f* it* Never, never did, not in any case.

'H* Not yet, before, never before.

fa ^ "When? whenever? why P on what

occasion f

Formerly, usually,—used as a sign of the

past in weo-li and occasionally in Mandarin. Its

use in Mandarin is confined to the following

phrases :—

t|c Not in any case, never.

fa -^p Why P when ? for what reason ?
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13 Ever so many men have tried to

settle this trifling affair, but without

success.

14 Look at Liu Te P'ei ; the reason he

has made a failure and cannot get his

degree, is simply because he is suffer

ing the consequences of his irregular

preparation.

15 Have you ever heard this story ? Ans.

I heard it when I was a child.

16 I do not know how it is ; the doors

were all open, but nothing was

missing.

17 He once filled a position in the yamen,

hence he is thoroughly posted in

official matters.

18 Heretofore home letters have not

usually had this stamp on them, but

were simply addressed in the ordinary

way.

19 Is it consistent with reason to con

demn a man before his testimony

has been heard ?

20 You need not translate with slavish

literality. There is no reason why

slight alterations may not be made.

21 My brother has never been subject to

this disease. How is it that he has

taken cramp in the stomach and died ?

22 The Bible says there is not one

righteous man ; no, not one, and care-

Vooabitlary.

g Ts'ing2. Past, already, finished, once :—seeSub. Also tsing1.

25c Wang* sha1 To put to death unjustly.

fjH Ch'an3 yie*. Inheritance, property, es-tate.

Jfc Fang* lai*. To become obstreperous ; to

demand satisfaction for a

trumped-up offence, to play off.

ffl, P'ei*. To wear on the girdle, to wear on theperson ; pendants.

, T'u? A road, a path ; a pursuit.

Lie* To leap over, to overstep, to omit.

rj* Lie* ting3. To leap over and omit, toskip, to pass by; irregular.

JlC Yuan9 win2 The original text.

j^H P'ao2, pao1 To roast, to bake.

jfcQ jfi§ Pao1 lo&* To burn with a red-hot iron.

J^J ^JiJ Yen2 hsing2. Cruel punishments, tor-tures.

Wu2 Jcu*. Without causa, unjust, unpro-voked ; fortuitous.

^ ^ Sha1 hai*. To kill, to put to death, toslaughter.

/{fj. j£ Chung1 Hang2. The faithful and good :—Note (24).

^5 Pang1 A region, a country.

[lH Pang1 kwoA2. States and kingdoms, na-tions.

5? Chi* lis. Self-evident, truths, axioms,ultimate truth or reason.

K'wei3 Gigantic ; a monster.

fp|^ Lei3 To contend fiercely.

fj« M K'wei3 k*s iW- A Puppet show,Punch and Judy.

^ A 1£ Mu*jhi2h$i*.. The same, (s.)

#| j££ T'i2 hsi* The same.

S6 ± Tien3 chu3. To consecrate an ancestraltablet :—Note (27).
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ful observation shows that this is

actually the case.

23 Robbers never fail to repent when the

time of puuishment comes, but having

once fallen into the toils of the law,

repentance is of no avail.

24 Chou of the Shang dynasty, was an

unprincipled and reckless prince, and

cruel to the last degree. He used the

inhuman torture of the red hot pillar,

and without any cause put faithful

and virtuous meu to death.

25 A good company [of actors] is beyond

our means, and no inferior company

is at present available. If there is no

other way, we might engage a puppet

show to come aud perform.

26 I have always considered that funda

mental principles are not confined

by national boundaries, and that

ultimate truth is common to all.

Since truth is fundamental and

ultimate, why speak of the country

from which it comes ?

27 The tablet must of course be conse

crated, but I have not thought of any

fffi i B Tien3 chu3 kwari1. The officiating min-ister in the cere

mony of consecrating an ancestral tablet.

Kung*. Presents offered as homage or tribute ;superior, the best of its kind.

Pa? hung*. A selected or first honorgraduate :—Note (27).

Hung2. Name of a famous college built in theHan dynasty by the Emperor Shun-ti.

§| f*J Hung2 men2. Literary, academic, in virtueof scholarship.

Ijfe IB Ching* hap. To gather up carefully orreverentially,—as paper.

Tsi* chi3. Paper with characters written orprinted on it.

Hf Pei*. Paper or cloth pasted together into

pasteboard.

Iff "f* Chti Pei* tsi3 Pasteboard.

Notes .

2 This sentence is a common and very uBefnl Buying, not

however derived from classical sonrces, but frequently found

in Taoist and Buddhist tracts. It is often said ^ ^ ^

»is S'r1 $G The term J$ will of course be taken as

singular or plural according as tho speaker is a mount heist or

a polytheist. ^ 's sometimes nsed instead of jflj',

especially in the South, and, in this connection, is as near an

approach to the idea of the true God as is often mado by the

Chinese.

5 Why was it not kind of yon to exhort me to take the me

dicine ? that is, It was really very kind, etc.

8 Or, How many days were, you iii my village? Did you

see my father ? As written, tho Chinese expresses either

meaning equally well ; as spoken, the stress thrown on ^

is very different in the two cases.

9 — J§ El> One tail; that is, one stroke or flop of

the tail.

11 The nse of Hx, as here, seems somewhat ridiculous,

bnt it is vouched for by an experienced teacher as good

Southern Mandarin.

14 ff\ JeXi the therefore; that is, the reason. ^

ffS )fk> 10 fa^ half way, to make a failure, to come to

nothing,—a book phrase iu common use.

18 Whon a stamp is used it is struck twice across the

seam on the back which seals the letter ; otherwise the date

is written along the seam, so as to be partly on one side and

partly on the other.

20 t|c 'tf /{* pT, not in any case may not; that is,

it is allowable, no objection to, may,—a common and very

expressive phrase.

24 &h the common title by which jf" the last

prince of the Shang dynasty, is commouly known. $J

i§ JflJ, an inhuman mode of torture, consisting in compelling

the victim to embrace or climb a red hot hollow copper pillar.
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suitable person whom we can invite

to officiate. We have in our family

both advanced and first honor grad

uates, but at the present time none

of tbem are at home. Wang P'ei

Chi, of lower Wang-chia, is a chii-jen,

but he was not on good terms with

the old gentleman. I cannot think

of any one else we can ask, except

simply a shiu-ts'ai. Ans. Seeing there

is no available graduate of a higher

degree, whom we can invite, I see no

reason why we should not invite an

academic graduate.

28 In these times in China, there is much

stress laid on the careful gathering up of

paper with characters on it. It is con

sidered that all odds and ends of such

paper should be reverentially gathered

up, and, when a quantity is accumulat

ed, burned with fire. To tread it under

foot, or scrape it up with the sweep

ings, or use it to make pasteboard, is

to dishonor the characters used by the

sages, and is a very great sin. Yet

no such teaching is found in the

classical books, and in my opinion

people at the present day lay quite

too much stress on it

It was devised by 31 and only used by him. ^ Ji

sometimes means, faithful and good men in general, and

sometimes it is used as a contraction for p ^ j3;>

faithful ministers and virtuous people.

25 "M liere means to hire or engage. It is only so used

in connection with engaging theatrical companies.

This is the first sentence of the introduction to Dr.

Martin's Evidences of Christianity,—not Mandarin, but elegant

wtnli.

2? £5 i designates the ceremony of consecration by

which the ancestral tablet is invested with its special and

sacred character. The last letters of the inscription on the

tablet are eit her jpljl divine lord, or tflf j£ {it, seat

or throne of the divvie lord. The full inscription is first

written on the tablet with black ink, save that 3;

is written jpljl 3v A literary graduate (the higher the

better) is then invited to come.to the house of the deceased and

HA i• This personage is called Sj5 i la' aud performs

the ceremony in full official dress. Several friends serve as

attendants, one of whom acts as master of ceremonies. When

all things aro ready, the HA i ^ is invited to a raised seat

behind a table, in imitation of official form. The master of

ceremonies then calls out to the son or sons, kneel, which

they do in front of the table. Next, addressing himself to the

coffin, he calls ont gfj ^ "H^f, will your lordxhip

please advance to the front of the official desk. An attendant

then uncovers the tablet and places it before the Sli i.

who takes up a vermilion pen and affixes the dot to the 31 1

making it a ~3r. at the same time the master of ceremonies

calls out, ft ± Wi S! ft. will your lordship please pro

ceed to your spirit seat. The tablet is then removed to its

proper place, and the sons light incense, present offerings and

make prostrations before it. No tablet is worshiped until

after this ceremony of investiture, which is in fact a sort of

canonization or deification of the deceased. ^ J^. At each

^Jf ^ or triennial examination of the shiu-ts'ai graduates,

this special degree of is conferred on the one who

stands first. Besides the honor, it entitles its possessor to the

privilege of competing at the Capital for the degree of

chin-slii, without first obtaining the degree of chii-jen.

28 In nothing does Confucian Phariseeism come ont

more conspicuously than in the care taken to avoid dese

crating printed or written paper. Chinese school-rooms aro

always provided with a box or basket in which all scraps of

writing are carefully put. At city gates, and in other public

places, baskets inscribed with ^ fgf ^ SfJJ are often hung

up for the reception of stray bits of printed paper. If a scrap

of Buch paper meets a Chinaman's eyo on the ground he will

generally pick it np and tuck it away in some safe place. To

gather up such paper and so prevent its desecration is con*

sidercd a work of merit.
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Lesson cxciii.

1 It is better to learn a little less than

to aim at getting much and so fail

to learn it thoroughly.

2 I would rather go out and beg for

my bread than put up with your

scolding and beating.

3 I would rather be a devil in a great

temple than a god in a small one.

4 We would rather get the name of

being churlish than have anything

more to do with them.

5 I would rather be without money for a

day than be a vicious man for a day.

6 He who is a really faithful minister will

die rather than serve a second master.

7 Better give money to save others than

covet money to the injury of others.

8 I would rather go to law with him

and spend my money in yamen fees

than have him wrest it from me for

nothing.

9 I would rather be tortured to death

by the magistrate than take a knife

and kill myself.

10 You should make up your mind

that it is better to offend him than

to tell a lie.

11 It is better to put up with one's

own, and so avoid continually asking

favors of others.

12 He prefers to suffer wrong rather

LESSON CXCIII.

CORKELATIVE PARTICLES.

The correlatives illustrated in this lesson gather

for the most part around the words S§? and fg, pj

and ~f$, and exhibit the various ways the Chinese

have of saying, rather. . . than or better. . . than.

The variety at their command (with varying

shades of meaning) shows the superior richness of

their language in this particular case. is a

colloquial substitute for the more bookish

Some would always write but read neng, thus

giving ning as a second reading to 5§? ; the more

common way, however, is to write ■§{?.

^ pf or ^ gj ^ or % pf

Better, rather. . . than.

if* Pf is more widely and generally used

than g.

Better, rather. . .than,

and avoid.

Better, rather- ..than.

mm

Better, rather. - .than-
ma

It is difficult, if not impossible, to preserve in

English, the varying shades of meaning expressed

by these several forms.

ffc . . . Jfi Better, rather. . - than,

jf^. . . yj^ Better, rather. . . than.

J§^. . . ^ Better, rather. . . than, and not.
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than to have you injured. His

treatment of you is exceedingly

generous indeed.

18 In all circumstances it is better to

suffer a little wrong thau to get into

a fight.

14 I would rather give him a little

something for traveling expenses

and send him off at once than have

him remain here indefinitely.

15 Such a termagant of a woman as

this! I would rather go without

any wife than submit to her hectoring.

16 Better be unassuming and not affect

vain display. [fine bouse.

17 Better chose a good husband than a

18 He is a man who would part with

his life rather than with his money.

He would subject his body to hard

ship rather than spend a cash.

19 Chiang T'ai Kung preferred to go in

to retirement and fish in the Wei

rather than support King Chou.

20 In my opinion one would better

worry through the work himself than

hire one who will not obey.

21 It is better to lose one of tho mem

bers than that the whole body should

be cast into hell.

22 " Better be a dog in time of peace

than a man in time of anarchy."

23 " To have a rich patrimony is better

than to have a big house." A somewhat

Vocabulary.

to prefer,

m

ft

Ning2>*. Rest, quiet, to soothe;

rather:—see Sub.

"Pf Ning* k'od3. Would rather, would be bet-

ter :—see Sub.

"f=f Ning* k'in3. Would rather, would pre-

fer :—see Sub.

§ Ning* ts'i* The same.

ff NSng* k'in3 Same as ^ |f.

"Sf King2 k'od3 Same as ^ pT.

Chu* To reject, to repel, to cast off.

C/iii* chiie2. To reject, to cast off, to dis-own.

iH Using2 ch'i3 Actions, conduct.

Chung1 ch'in2. A faithful or devotedminister or public officer.

f$ Shi3 ts'ai2. To contribute in charity ; libe-ralj large-hearted, generous.

T'u2 ts'ai1. To be covetous; mercenary,venal.

Win3 To cut cross-wise, to divide.

|=J M Tsi* win3. To cut one's throat, to killoneself.

Ost )3 Shou* ch'ti}. To suffer wr6ng, to sufferunjustly, to be worsted.

j|| P'ai1. Exhausted, debilitated, feeble; rude,micivil :—Note (15).

^ P'ai* lai*. Slatternly, filthy ; ill-tempered,

vixenish.

jp. ;}§p Tan1 shin1 Alone, unmarried, (s.)

Chi1 To ascend, to rise ; to fall, to ruin.

JE|f Chi1 tsao1. To worry, to annoy, to bad-ger, to harass, to hector.

•fiHj in? Shi3 ming*. To give one's life, to part withor lose the life.
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contracted house is a small matter.

24 During the whole of last year only

one warrant fell to Chang Chii.

This year, after business is resumed,

it will be better to send him again

than to pass him by and send others.

25 A mediator seeks to bring about an

agreement, rather than to secure

justice. If he made justice a sine

qua non, he could never effect a

settlement.

26 " It is better to be separated by a

thousand ranges of hills than by the

thickness of one board ; " that is to

say, a living relative separated by

half the globe, is better than a dead one

separated by [the boards of] a coffin.

27 Just look at the caso of robbers.

When they are arrested, not only

are their own persons and property

beyond their control, but also their

wives and children ; from which

you see that it is better cheerfully to

bear poverty than to harbor the

thought of robbery.

28 Men's ideas are very different. For

instance, during the famine year

some said, " It is better for the

family to separate and each one flee

for his life than for all to remain to

gether and starve ; " while others

Baid, " It is better to starve together

than to separate."

5§ Tun* To hide, to abscond ; to retire.

fH i'*»3 tun*. To disguise oneself, to go intoretirement, to hide.

)f| Wei* A river in Shensi.

^ Fu3pao3 To support, to uphold, (w.)

W HH Jf>0"2 ^'i3' AH the members of the body,the whole body.

5^1 Q Chai3 pa1. Narrow, contracted ; straight-ened in circumstances.

ffj, "ftf; Lan* shi* Anarchy.

^ Chai3 hsia2 Narrow, contracted.

Ching1. To levy; to collect; to summon;evidence, proof :—Also <si3.

fff] K'ai1 cheng1. To open official business—es-pecially the collection of taxes.

31 Chi* ch'iii*. Nearly related ; a very nearrelative.

@ ^ Tsi* chu3. One's own master, at liberty,free.

j|§ ^ Ch'i3 i*. To take up an idea, to get a no-tion, to harbor a thought.

-fjfij T'ou1 tao* To steal, to rob.

Notes.

3 A 5ft is a servant or waiter ; that is, in a temple he

occupies a subordinate position, attending on the oommands

of the god. A is a master or lord ; that is, in a temple

he sits in the seat of authority and commands his subordinates.

This is one of the oharacteristio distinctions between a ^

and a The sentence gives the Chinese view of the

comparative desirability of "reijntnjin hell" or "serving in

heaven." Milton probably expressed the characteristic spirit

of his race when ho attributed to Satan the opposite sentiment.

6 The Chinese hold to an exceedingly high standard of

devotion in a public servant of the Emperor.

12 ,3< 1§! ill lljj favor as weighty as the hills, very

great favor,—a book phrase.
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1 I would rather buy the hest even if

it does cost a few more taels.

2 It would be better to be murdered

than to commit murder.

3 " When things become desperate, re

sponsibility ceases." I'll have it out

with him this time, even if it costs me

everything I have.

4 Rather than lend it to him never to

be returned, I would prefer to give

it to him outright and have the

credit of the gift.

5 During this trip to Chinanfu I intend

to visit Ch'iu-fu and see the temple

of Confucius, even if I have to go a

few li out of my way.

6 How much better to consider the

matter well beforehand than to let it

go wrong and have to repent of it.

7 At present when guests come, this

Miss Feng always does the honors in

receiving them. I must see her to

day, even if I miss seeing the lady of

the house ; otherwise my trip will be

all for nothing.

8 I have already made the experiment.

15 J9? is read pai* by the dictionaries, bat in colloquial

practice everywhere, North and South, it isp'oi4. 5E $6 HI

is a Southern expression. In the South 5fc 4& does not

moan single or unmarried, save as joined with Kinkiang,

however, rejects bofh expressions and substitutes 1(1.

17 Tho first is figurative, the second literal,

here means a husband, The couplet is a common saying in

book style.

■ »

22 ^ is win, ffy colloquial.

23 SSc is here put for patrimony, cireuwistances, living.

24 t& 2E> to change the service or sending; that is, to

pass by one in favor of others.

26 The fear of going to law makes the Chinese willing to

submit to a wonderful amount of wrong. Arbitrators and

mediators presume on this fact and often propose the most

unjust terms of settlement, thus giving the strongest and the

most quarrelsome all the advantage.

XjiEssonsr cxciv.

Correlative Particles.

Better, rather—

than.

Or reversing the

Chinese order,—

„ . ^ Rather, will. . .

even if. The varying shades of meaning ex

pressed by these several forms, it is difficult, if not

impossible, to preserve in English.

j£...^$in As compared with...

fa Jfc) would be better.

Or reversing the Chinese order,—Rather than

... it is better, it would be better.

rather. Or—Rather

would prefer.

As compared with. . .

than. . . would be better,

-fa 1m \

Rather than. . . how

much better? or

How much better

. . . than ?

These forms witn a; are

Mandarin forms, but are not often used in con

versation, unless by literary men.

Better. . . than, (w.)

with H fl; are favorite book
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It is better to be content with a little

less profit and sell for ready money.

9 It is better to wait on nature, with

good nursing, than to keep taking all

sorts of medicine to no purpose.

10 Och ! but a man who can't read is no

better than a blind man. Hereafter

I will hire help to do the work rather

than not give the children the oppor

tunity to go to school for a few years.

1 1 How much better to be a good citizen

who keeps the laws, than to be a

slippery fellow who tries to evade

paying his taxes.

12 Ma Kwei Sbtmg is certainly a queer

fellow. Although, as you see, he is so

poor that when he eats his breakfast

he don't know where his supper is to

come from, yet whenever a feast day

comes round, he will pawn the shoes

on his feet rather than fail to have a

good meal.

13 You should measure your action by

your strength, and not lightly go to

war. Rather than waste life in vain

by failing to conquer, it would be

much better to sue at once for peace.

14 How much better while your parents

are still alive to supply their need

and follow their wishes, than to wait

till they are dead and then sacrifice

hogs and sheep to them.

15 Although education is a good thing,

yet it depends on what the person's

abilities are. Rather than make a

failure, and be unfitted for anything,

Vocabulary.

m

m

ft

m

it Yii8 ch'i2 As compared with, rather.

Ch'ing1. To overturn, to subvert ; to squan-

der ; to pour out.

2§£ Ch'ing1 chia1. To lose everything, to be-come bankrupt.

Chen1. To pour out ; to deliberate, to con-sider.

Choi"'*, Chad1'*. To pour out; to deliberate ;

to choose.

jifff. To deliberate, to consider, to reflect.

K'ang* To resist, to oppose, to rebel.

3j§ K'ang* Hang2. To resist or evade the

payment of taxes.

)fi Wan2 hu*. An obstinate or slippery fel-

low, a hard case.

^ Hwa- hu*. A slippery fellow, a hard

case, a knave.

llf §£ Kit? tung3. Antiquities, curios j curious,

odd, singular, queer.

T'u2 A bitter herb ; to harm.

2§£ ^ T'u2 tu2. Poisonous weeds ; to destroyuantonly, to slaughter.

3i fj| Sheng1 ling2. Animate beings, all livingthings, life.

JTifi Chi* si*.. . . '. -To offer sacrifices ; a sacrifice.

P JJft K'ou3 fu* Food ; necessities.

ifc HI I1 SM*2, To follow, to agree with, to ac-quiesce.

fil Hsin1 yuan* Wish, desire.
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.To quit going to school.

Zeaue school ; to finish

an education. [officer.

To kneel before an

To kneel in court.

. . . The same.

it would be better to quit school in

good season and go to farming.

lb" According to our account he still owes

us over three hundred thousand cash,

but according to his account we owe

him five hundred thousand, and he

declares he will bring suit. It will be

better for us, however, to arrange a

compromise. Rather than go to law

and spend the money in the yamen,

it would be better for us to give him

one hundred thousand or eighty

thousand and so avoid the humilia

tion of the court room.

17 Wang Sun Chia, supposing that Con

fucius had thoughts of seeking office,

aud considering himself an influential

officer of the kingdom of Wei, and

that those who sought office of the

king of Wei could not do better than

seek his good offices, came therefore

to Confucius, and availing himself of

a common saying asked, "What ia

meant, by, ' It is better to pay court

to the furnace than to pay court to

the south-west corner ?' " Confucius,

seeing through his purpose, answered

him saying, "Not so, he who offends

against Heaven, has no one to whom

he can pray ; " that is to say, yon

should pay court neither to the god

of the furnace nor to that of the

south-west corner, but should appeal

to Heaven alone ; for if one has sin

ned against Heaven, there is no one

else to whom he can pray.

~f* ff: Hsia* hsiie2

|±j ^ Ch'v> haw?. To

3$, W -Kwei4 kwan1.. .

j^g H§ Kwei* t'ing1. . . .

jfc Jfrf KweHfu*

$1 El oh'iian2 ch'in2. An influential minister,an imperial favorite.

^| >Hl Yin3 chin*. To introduce and recom-mend.

Hwoa* To catch ; to get, to obtain.

HwocXi tsui* To sin against, to sin.

Notes.

3 -3? 33j iHl 7 H 1*1 very closely approximates,

" Necessity know) no law."

5 itij JfL, a hsien city in south-western Shantung, near

which Confucius is buried. Tho gravo is abont a mile from

the city wall in the midst of a large and beautiful walled

cemetery in which are also buried tho seventy-six generations of

Confucius' lineal descendents, in all many hundreds of graves.

There is also withiu tho oity a magnificent temple in his honor.

10 No " authorized " word of the English language will

fully express the force of $5, as here used. The rather ques

tionable expression By Qeorge ! comes very near tho meaning.

0|r BJI IS ■? an open-eyed blind man ; that is, one who has

eyes aud seems to see but does not gee.

11 fl| is a book term, whioli in common parlance

becomes \^ J3 , a slippery fellow.

ie^^B®i^Bt^ expanded, and ft

®& $F 's SUli *B' Jff expanded :—Les. 184 All the parties

in a lawsuit axe required to kneel in the presence of the

magistrate.
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1 The radish is an excellent vegetable;

when eaten it aids digestion and clears

the throat.

2 You need not keep striving for a

thing so impossible. Do you suppose

his daughter could come into your

possession ?

3 In my opinion you would better pay

no attention, but just act as if you

had not heard it.

4 Children are very easy to satisfy. A

single egg has made him wild with

delight.

5 To-day my eyes suddenly began to

twitch and my heart to palpitate ; it

may be (I suspect) that something

has happened at home.

6 If a woman has no work-basket,

where can she put the odds and ends

of her sewing ?

7 Although a plain-spoken and straight

forward person is apt to offend others,

yet he is after all the easiest to get

on with.

8 This year there is a bountiful harvest,

and peace prevails. We have been

blessed with propitious winds and

seasonable rains, public tranquillity

and domestic quiet

9 In learning the art of boxing (fen-

17 3& J8 j5S to ask office or employmentfrom.—a wSn-li

form of expression. (Ac south-west corner, which being

moat distant from the door, represented darkness and myBtery.

There is no god known in China as §L jp^l. There was

probably a vaguo reference to Heaven, as the mysterious One

to whom the gg, or, Qod of the Furnace, was subordinate.

Wang Sun Chin's intimation was, that it was best to approach

the superior through the subordinate. Confucius resented

his use of the term HJ, and in response gave utterance to

the remarkable saying here quoted. No heathen sage ever

gave utterance to a more pregnant or important sentiment.

LESSOU

Quadruplet

The phrases illustrated in this lesson are such

as have the first and third characters analogous

verbs or adjectives, and the second and fourth

nouns ; or, vice versa.

(f§ ^ ft ^ Dissolve the food and clear

away the mucus, promote digestion and clear the

passages.

Ill 'Li* ifir $k To seek an unattainable ob

ject, to pine after, to hanker for.

tfe HI llS To pretend not to hear or

understand, to pay no attention, to take no heed.

H i

C2CC-V.

Phrases.

Bfl J9fc 'Li* ^1 Eyes twitching and heart

palpitating, nervously apprehensive. [delight.

^ Leaping with joy, wild with

^H* 59 $1 J)!) Odds and ends of sewing.

P|f lit Plain-spoken and straight

forward, blunt and candid.

|J§ SI llpl Winds propitious and rains sea

sonable, wind and rain in due order and proportion.

OH ^ & l£c The nation tranquil and the

people at rest, general peace.
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cing), one must have a sharp eye and

a (juick hand in order to attain pro

ficiency.

10 Yesterday you kept on the whole day

reviling the dog over the heads of the

chickens. Do you suppose I did not

know what you meant P

11 It is very hard indeed to work with that

class of haughty, self-conceited people.

12 The ruthless violence of the rebels has

made her so nervous that as soon as

she heard the rumor of rebellion she

was frightened out of her senses.

13 I am sorry you have all fared so

poorly. Ans. Far from it I assure

you. We have to-day eaten and

drunken our fill. Excuse us for the

trouble we have given you.

14 No matter what he does, he does it in

a slovenly maimer. He never gets

anything properly done.

15 I'll not, for the sake of these few

thousand cash, go meekly and subject

myself to his disdainful looks.

/rfl ^ -A- keen eye and a quick hand.

~7< ^ 'fcfe A sharp eye and a quick hand.

^ H H To revile one over the shoulders

of another.

>fr It M # Self-conceited, haughty.

M ik Frightened out of one's

senses, scared to death, bereft of one's wits.

$S @$ IS IS To eat and drink to the full,

to partake heartily. [podge.

$b 'rpt Slovenly, negligent, bodge-

$fi it Meek and submissive, with

bated breath. j-out gaudily.

:H> 10 ffi ^ To powder and paint, to trick

^ *§r To take advantage of being

amongst friends and so insult strangers.

SmE To build temples and rear

pagodas. [roads.

1P tf^f ^ffl To repair bridges and mend

*fe W> $C ^fe To dispense food and release

those condemned to die.

W. JSL ^1 *ft2 To ,0°k Bfc the wind and

pounce mi a shadow, to speak or act at random.

M p Gullies and gutters all full,

abundant rain.

$1 j$l To conform to the rules, to

follow the routine, punctilious. [Note (21).

^fc i$ @f£ pit To draw out in detail :—

^ To follow the prescribed order,

orderly, well-behaved.

£1 il ^ ^ To go far and fly high, an

extravagant idea, a wild adventure.

lx ^fP ^ ^tl To imagine oneself in the

place of another :—Note (24).

JlK To row with the stream, to

drift with the current, to go with the crowd.

%8 % 3£ \ft To endure fright and suffer

fear, in a state of fear and alarm.

tfh to SB A state of trepidation, breath

less anxiety :—Note (26).

^ ^ A. Tj Property lost and life gone,

ruined in person and estate.

J^§[ J| ^ Forgetting favor and abusing

grace, ungrateful.

*P # The same.

2p 2j* fiS Nothing uncommon, ordinary.

^ ^ {Jj ^ Extraordinarj', exceptional,

above the average.

Ifi Hi ^ Excelling others, capping the

climax, first class, exceptional.
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16 City women only know how to paint

and powder ; heavy (coarse) work

they cannot do at all.

17 If you have a fight with a stranger,

even though it is not the native insult

ing the stranger, yet people will surely

say it is.

18 Building temples and pagodas, repair

ing roads and bridges, dispensing food

and saving life ;—these all are ways

of making merit.

19 Is it right for you to speak at random,

when you are not acquainted with the

facts P

20 We also had a great rain at our place

which filled all the gutters and gullies.

21 Just think how vividly he pictured it

all out in order. Who would have

thought he was telling a pack of lies ?

22 Chao Ch'ang Ts'un is an exceedingly

good pupil. He observes the rules iu

everything, being most regular in his

habits and without the least misconduct.

23 Please tell me what wonderful idea

you have got of late, that you are

willing to leave good neighbors and go

on this wild adventure.

Tel P'odP A flat open basket without handle.

Loft2 A wide open basket ; a sieve.

wt JP|. A flat open basket without handle.

K'ao3 An open basket without handle, (s.)

Ch'uan* pang* Boxing and fencing.

"fil Mi Haiti* hsi? News, report.

P'o«4. The animal soul ; the senses,—as dis-

tinguished from the reason.

{Jjff Tsao1 jao3. To make an ado, to create a dis-turbance ; to annoy, to trouble.

M fPJ Lai* li* In order,—same as ffl

fjffcj Yen1. The throat; rouge.

^ Chu". To beat or ram down hard; to raiseup, to erect, to build.

$1* 3$ Yin1 kung1. Merit in the eyes of the

gods and available iu

the next life as an offset to sins.

^ Hao" A moat, a ditch, a gutter.

Tiao1. To engrave, to carve, to adorn.

8& 3tL BwoA* yen3 er- chien*. Life-like,vivid, realistic.

Vocabulary.

HwoiP hsien* The same

To follow ; to comply with, to accord ;

- docile.

jj^3 Tao*. To tread on, to disregard ; to tread inthe footsteps of, to conform to.

$H §L Ts'od* lan*. Confused, disordered, irreg-ular.

tJJc $6 Chwang* shV. A lawyer, an attorney, an

advocate.

3H Pien* li3. To contest or argue the rightor wrong of a thing.

^ xL Kan1 eh? To concern oneself.

Chou1 A ship, a vessel of any kind.

ijig Ch'iang1 A spear, a lance.

Hod* Bright, gleaming; elegant; majestic.

Wt fflf 'ffi ^ hoa* yu3 ming2- Illustrious;

brilliant

reputation ; prestige.

;{[3 Ch'ao1. To leap over, to excel, to surpass ; torelease.
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24 When an advocate pleads a man's

cause, he must conceive himself in the

place of his client in order to manage

the case well.

25 Who is going to make an enemy on

account of business that does not

concern himself ? Simply drift with

the current and, in some way or other,

bring the matter to an end.

26 By constantly flourishing your weap

ons in this way, not only are your

wife and children kept in a state of

apprehension, but your parents also

are in a constant state of trepidation.

27 Just look how T'ang Ch'in, after being

helped by Mu Hwa Ku, turned about

and procured the destruction of Mu

Hwa Ku and his estate. Who does

not pronounce him an ungrateful

wretch ?

28 When I first heard of him, he had a

great reputation ; but when I saw

him, he turned out to be a man of but

very ordinary attainments,—in no re

spect excelling the generality of men.

Not

4 tT § here means, to send away satisfied one who

is demanding something, hence to satisfy, to phase.

6 6*} at the end of $\ Sjf H jj$t, gives practically the

force of, sort, or, and the like.

9 ^fs refers to boxing proper, and ^ to fencing with

a clnb or shillalah.

12 % 3^ H£i soul flown and senses scattered. zjji

is the rational soul, the animal soul or breath. According

to Chinese psychological ideas a man has and

13 ^» WL !{f 1§> we will omit the usual polite apologies

for the trouble we have given you.

15 /§ Hi $5 lsl> 8ce h>* face,—to beg for a favor of

one who is not willing to grant it, and so be compelled to

submit to whatever ungracious words or looks may acootnpany

either the refusal, or the unwilling granting of the request

18 The three phrases here nBed are stock phrases for

expressing the various ways of making merit. Jjj tfr. ■ is to

E S .

save life by releasing birds or animals held in captivity, or

prepared for slaughter. Thit is a distinctively Buddhist idea.

21 ^rl li£, to produce branches and strike out

leaves, as a picture grows under the hand of the artist or

engraver ; that is, to draw out and describe in detail, to portray,

to picture.

24 ffl is a term coined to fit the idea of the word

" lawyer " or " attorney." No such profession is known or

allowed in Chinese courts. fj§I ^J* J§£ i& suppose [one's own]

body to occupy the place [of another] ; that is, to regard

oneself as standing in another's shoes and so be able to give

vivid and faithful expression to the feelings of the party

represented.

25 P fit A, to offend an enemy ; that is, to offend

one so as to make him an enemy.

26 *fr *fj 88 > heart rising [into the throat] and

the gall suspended ; that is, in a state of breathless anxiety and

alarm.

4-

LESSOK CXCVI.

Quadruplet Phrases.

The phrases illustrated in this lesson consist of

analogous nouns, which serve as the summary of a

subject. A few common phrases of five nouns

each are also added. [quarters.

3ft [33 rff The four cardinal points, all

r|tS ^ ||i ^ The four steps in writing an

essay :—Note (2).

"t- ^1 flifi The four cardinal virtues.

^ IE IK ^ The four seasons.
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Lesson cxcvi.

o ^

ft z

ft 1®

$# ^

£ Hi

^0 «

the midst of the

it is ira

the four

1 When a ship is in

ocean without a compass,

possible to distinguish

cardinal points.

2 In order to write an essay, one must

first understand the four words ; state,

expand, illustrate, combine.

3 Who has not the natural instincts of

benevolence, justice, propriety and

reason ? Who is there who should

not value education ?

4 Look, if you please, at the ceaseless

revolution of the four seasons ; spring,

summer, autumn and winter. Who

is able to produce these changes ?

5 The meat and flour are all ready, but

the oil, salt, sauce and vinegar ara

not yet prepared.

6 He who would be a magistrate, must

be able to judge between right and

wrong, falsehood and truth. Look at

that man Wang Kwei Wu. What does

he know P He is really nothing more

than a receptacle for wine and bread.

7 That book called Liao-tsai is made

up almost entirely of stories of elves,

fiends, demons and ghouls.

8 There is no need of carpenters' tools.

I have in the house adze, chisel, hatchet

and saw.

9 Not only are his essays improved, but

in writing odes, chants, songs and

poems, he is not inferior to others.

10 The great turtle, gavial, serpent and

Vt& HI @H Condiments, trimmings.

^ lit Right and wrong, truth and

falsehood ; justice and truth.

^ Ht % % Evil spirits, hobgoblins.

|# £ ^ Carpenters' tools.

f£ M f$ 8$ Poetry of all kinds.

M H ^£ ft Mythological monsters.

m he m m Marine animais-

#i H Ift The disqualified classes.

fH Wl 'til The four kingdoms of living

things.

£E f$ f§ The four springs of human

action. ^ [feelings.

4^ ^ J5£ 1^ The four common passions or

Hill 'it The four principles of morals.

HI The lesser domestic animals.

V ^ £| The greater domestic animals.

tlf 77 $i IX Weapons of war.

^ tfei Euphonic particles.

i@ & ^ Vicious appetites or passions.

^ g P J|\|> The five senses:—Note (20).

*1> JfF W flifi W The five viscera.

^ 7fc i The ave elements.

W ft S & The five colors'

£ SI IS %H ^ The five virtues.

j|g itf ^ S £$ The five tastes.

1 S I ^ TIje five musical notes.

M 13 8f it 4* The five quarters.
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dragon; the fish, tortoise, lobster and

crab ; all belong to that class of

animals which have scales.

11 According to Chinese law, the chil

dren of prostitutes, actors, lictors and

jailers, are all excluded from the

competitive examinations.

12 Although the living things in the

world are indeed numerous beyond

computation, yet when they are classi

fied, they are all comprehended under

birds, fishes, beasts and vegetables.

13 What literary culture is he pretend

ing to, when he is wholly ignorant

of propriety, uprightness, purity and

modesty ?

14 A man's life, death, misery and hap

piness, are all determined by the

decree of Heaven ; not a jot or a tittle

lies within human control. Hence

Confucius says, " Life and death are

determined by fate ; wealth and honor

rest with Heaven."

15 Koa Ch'ang Sung is like a wooden

man ; he seems quite insensible to

pleasure, anger, sorrow or joy.

16 Ten years ago Yu Pai Ch'wan was

only a grain dealer; now he has at his

home droves of chickens, dogs, geese,

ducks; cows, asses, mules and horses;

from which we see that after all,

making a fortune is no great matter.

Vocabulary.

tion

m

Lod2 ching* A mariner's compass.

)§§: Lod2 fan2 The same.

T'ien1 hsing*. The nature conferred by

Heaven, natural disposi-

, qualities or instincts.

Ht Ching* chung*. To value, to regard as irn-portant; earnest; weighty.

5f| Hsun2 hwan2t To come round in order,to revolve, to rotate.

jjjj Pu* i3. "Without ceasing, endless, inter-minable.

Nang2 A bag, a sack, a purse ; perquisites.

Chiu3 nang2. A wine-sack, a wine-bibber,

a s°t" [gormand.

^§ Fan* tai* A rice-bag, a glutton, a

Liao2 To depend on ; then ; perhaps.

Pin1. An adze,—usually a wooden headarmed with a steel-edged cap.

Koti1 To chant; an ode, a poem, a song.

0, "p I3 hsia* Beneath, inferior to.

^ Yuan2 The great sea-turtle.

•§§; T'od2. A large water-lizard, the gavial.

$J Li* t'iao2 Laws, administrative rules.

"Ill Yu1. Excessive; tranquil; to excel; to playwith ; an actor.

jpi Li* Attached to ; underlings, lictors.

2j£ Tsir>*. Underlings, menials; a jailer ; a sol-dier, a private.

^ ^ K'ao3 ch'ang3. The examination hall, theliterary examinations.

ffi Sheng* shu3. Capable of being counted,a limited number,—gene

rally with a negative.

^ Ch'ien2. Hid in the water; retired, private;fish—-as a species^
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Chi2>*. To plant, to set up ; erect ; vegetation,plants.

TAen2 Economical, frugal ; pure, virtuous.

W ilao* ch'ung1. To pretend, to sham, toplay off, to personate.

^ §f Si1 hao2 A jot or tittle, an iota.

$1 ¥ Fan* tsi3 A dealer in any commodity.

^? fl£ Fa1 wang*. To prosper, to flourish, to pet onin the world, to make a fortune.

^ Yii*. To drive a chariot ; to superintend ; im-perial, royal.

$P Yii* ch'ien2. The imperial presence ; cham-herlains, imperial attendants.

■f^f Shi* Near to; an attendant, a waiter.

Shi* wei* Imperial body-guard.

jgjl] Chien*. A two-edged sword, a rapier.

||Jq Chis A two-pointed lance, a halberd.

If? 3fe Ohing1 kwang1. Very bright, brilliant,splendid.

17 Whenever the Emperor goes out, his

attendants and body-guard all carry

spears, knives, swords and halberds.

It is truly a glittering pageant.

18 In talking to farmers you should use

common language. How can they un

derstand this grandiose talk of yours ?

19 When Lu Tung Pin went to attend the

P'an-t'ao Festival, the Royal Mother

[seeing him about to enter], objected,

saying, " Such a genius as you, who

are given alike to wine, lust, avarice

aud anger, cannot be allowed at the

P'an-t'ao Festival." Lii Tuug Pin re

plied, " It is not I alone who am given

to wine, lust, avarice and auger, but

the Royal Mother is also given to

them." The Royal Mother answered,

" How do you make it out that I am

given to wine, lust, money and anger?"

Lii Tung Pin replied, " If the Royal

Mother were not given to wine, whence

the wine used at the P'an-t'ao Feast ? "

The Royal Mother answered, " If I

am given to wine, I am not given to

lust." Lii Tung Pin replied, " If the

Royal Mother is not given to lust,

then who gave birth to the Five

Celestial Fairies ? " The Royal Mother

replied, " If I am given to wine and

lust, I am not given to avarice."

Tung Pin replied, "If the Royal

ill ffi. Yao* yen3 Dazzling, glittering.

§ Lip The hackbone ; tones ; a surname.

4f§ P'an2 To curl up, to coil ; squirming.

4$ P'cm* t'ao*. The flat whorled peach ; thefabled tree of life,

OH Tsu3 tang3. To hinder, to prevent, to

; - • - • ohJect to- [to drink.

ftf ill Hao* chiu3 To love wine, given

"E, Hao* si* Given to lust, lascivious.

fif Ut Hao* ts'ai2 To love money, covetous.

iff" ^ Hao* ch'i*. Given to getting angry, act-

ing from the impulse of

anger; spirited, touchy. |-per money

_J^C Hsiang1 hwoti? Incense and pa-

Fu1 The skin; superficial.

Jff Kan1 The liver ; irritable.

Shin* The kidneys ; to harden.

Clii3. One of the five musical notes. Seecheng1.
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Mother is not given to avarice, who

gets the incense and paper money at

the P'an-t'ao Festival ? " The Royal

Mother replied again, " Well, suppose

that I am, as you put it, given to wine,

lust and avarice, I am not, however,

given to anger." Tung Pin replied,

" If the Royal Mother is not given to

anger, you ought to allow me to enter."

20 The ears, eyes, mouth, nose and heart

(skin), are the five senses ; the heart,

liver, spleen, lungs and kidneys, are

■the five viscera ; metal, wood (air),

water, fire and earth, are the five

elements; blue, yellow, red, white and

black, are the five colors ; benevolence,

uprightness, propriety, wisdom and

fidelity, are the five virtues ; sour, bit

ter, sweet, pungent and salt,are the five

tastes ; kung, shang, chioa, tsii and yu,

are the five notes; east, west, south,

north and middle, are the five quar

ters; prince -and minister, father and

son, husband and wife, elder and

younger brother, friend and friend, are

the five relations; old age, riches,

peace, virtue, and death from the

weight of years, are the five blessings ;

the Book of Poetry, the Book of His

tory, the Book of Changes, the Book

of Rites and the Book of Annals, are

the five Classics.

Notes .

2 The Chinese have an elaborate system of rules for the

writing of a standard literary essay, which are explained and

illustrated with great painstaking by Bohool teachers. The

translations of the four terms here given are only approximate,

as no single words of ours will adequately render them.

7 Wi a book °f legends and fabulous exploits, the

full title of which is J$D || 1$ I* waa written by

531 ffli fi&> a Shantung soholar, and published in A.D. 1710.

The book is valued for its vigorous and elegant style.

9 In China every literary man is supposed to write poetry.

12 £fe St. living breath; that is, the breath of life,—

which is very different from the ordinary meaning, to become

angry. The difference arises from the double sense of

which means both to produce and living, ft ^| ~S £.>

to speak of by classes, to classify.

18 j£ ^ "lit j four of the most common wtn-li

enphonio particles,—used to describe a pedantic style inter

larded with win li words and phrasos.

19 S 5l> a noted Taoist of the T'ang dynasty

versed in all the arts of magic, and who it is said finally

attained immortality. In the 12th century temples

erected to him under the title of $g ft I # ill $6.

also called f$ I the goddess of the " Western Heaven,"

and a prominont character in the exploits of J?! fpf ffi,

as related in the W J?!; !£■ Her birthday comes on the third

of the third month, and is largely observed in some parts o£

China. The ^ $li is a festival in honor of I Jg,

supposed to be held in the Western Paradise, and to be

attended by large numbers of gods and genii. It is so called

because of the $e", or flat spiral peach, which is to be

had at this festival, and the eating of which conferrs

immortality. The story of § J|p) going to this feast and

his presence being challenged by the goddess, is not in the

W fS> but is a popular tradition.

20 The original classification of the senses has tlio heart

as the fifth, it being put for reflection. In his Evidfiices of

Christianity, Dr. Martin pointed out tliis error and the

omission of touch, and substituted Jjlj for |JJ>> which change

is generally approved. *^ is used for Benso, bp a ise each

organ controls its particular sensation. The mistaken use of

/tl as one of the elements, was also pointed out by Dr. Martin,

and $H suggested as a substitute. The Chinese musical
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Lesson cxcvii.

1 "What Li Kwang Ta delights in is to

wear a high hat.

2 I'll have it out with him this time.

Either the net will break or the fish

will have to die.

3 When a thing is once done, is there

any wall that will not let the wind

through ?

4 In your conversation you should not

be always hittiug the tender spot and

putting people to shame.

5 He is simply bringing me an umbrella

when the rain is over. I will not

accept his pseudo friendship.

6 A single palm will not clap. If but

one is in the wrong, how can you

raise a fight ?

7 When Li Ts'un Hsiao died, it brought

"Waug Yen Chang to the front.

8 Instruction should always be propor

tioned to the ability of the student.

To urge him forward beyond his

powers of acquirement, is suro to re

sult in all the greater confusion of

mind.

9 Mr. Pi is an adept at pointing out

other people's pecadillos, but he is

quite unaware of the dirt on the back

of his own neck.

10 I won't submit to this style of under

hand assumption. You must ci>me

out on the street and discuss it with

me.

11 You had a ready-made pattern. Who

could not skt'tch a dipper (a shadow)

with the gourd before him ?

12 Trusting merely in your ability to

scale consisted originally of the five notes here given, which

correspond respectively to C, D, E, G, A, of the Western

diatonic scale. In the Han dynasty two additional notes

were added, viz., fj| or $L "at i that is> Fi aud SI i§f

or § flat ; that is, B, thus completing the scale, with

or G as key-note. The seven syllables f\j T, /?. f~, —-

PI given in lesson 103, are used in singing, and corres

pond to do, re, mi fa, etc. of Western musical notation.

LESSOIT C2CC-VII.

Pithy Metaphors.

The Chinese have in current use a large

number of common, but expressive, figures and

allusions by means of which they add both force

and spice to their ideas. A. few such have been

introduced in previous lessons. A number of the

most common and pithy ones are collected in this

lesson, as specimens of many others. The mean

ing in many cases is evident. In the case of a

number, hints are given in the notes. When not

understood, a Chinese teacher will take pleasure

in explaining them.
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talk will Dot answer. A parrot's lips

are clever, but they will not serve

beyond T'ung-kwan.

13 Water that is too shallow will not

support fish. For him simply to

invite me to stay, without raising my

wages, will not answer.

14 Chang I Hsin is not a factious man.

It must be that there is a live demon

under the dead man stirring him up.

15 Why do you allow other people to set

off your fire-crackers ? Do you sup

pose the spectators are afraid that the

funeral with be too grand ?

16 When one is on t^iis hill, he always

thinks the other hill the higher.

The fact is, when you find another

situation, it is not at all certain that

you will better yourself.

17 " A tiger does not eat stale meat."

Having settled the account with him,

I'll not go back to him again.

18 You would better tell him at once.

Can you conceal a dead body by

burying it in the snow f

19 If he calls well on the hill, we will

respond well from the valley. If he

does not blow well, how can we beat a

good accompaniment?

20 This money is the contribution of the

Church. If I should make a profit

out of it, when the water falls and

the rock crops out, a few mouthfuls

of spittle would drown me.

21 He insults me as being a tiger with

out teeth, does he? but let him

Yen* Elegant ; excellent. (\v.)

•»H Ts'ui1 pi1 To urge, to press, to drive.

5ju EvioA2 hao*. National name or style, dy*nastic title.

Ying1 A parrot ; a cockatoo.

Ko4l A wild goose ; a parrot.

iHi. A parrot.

T'nng* A tributary of the Yellow River.

§f§ T'ung2 kwan1* A noted pass on the Yel-

low River in Shansi,

where it is joined by the T'ung river.

Bjtfe C'nao1 To eat, to chew, to bite.

5f Chiad1 1/a2. Disputatious, captious, touchy,querulous.

Vocabulary.

f£ ^ Yao3 ya To gnash the teeth ; petulant,snappish, captious.

^ Ghuan1 ch'ien2. To contribute money ; themoney contributed.

Ch'u3 ii4. To take interest, to make aprofit.

PI§ Too4, T'u* To spit ; saliva.

\% T'u4 mod* Saliva, spittle.

■*r" S Tsao3 ch't1 Sooner or later, (s.)

^ i|= K'wev1 hsing1. The chief star of the greatdipper :—Note (26).

ffk $ TC Tien* chwang* yuan*. To attain the de-

• greeofjftx

or first graduate of the Hanhn.
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remember that although the rider of

the donkey is not of much account,

there is still the inan with the whip.

22 This belongs to his jurisdiction ; you

must first consult him. Even high

water is not higher than the bridge.

23 "Tho homely daughter-in-law cannot

avoid being seen by her husband's

parents." You feel ashamed to go, but

sooner or later you cannot help going.

24 The reason Sun Weu Ch'ing talks so

loftily, is simply because he is riding

another man's horse, and carrying

another man's falcon. The fact is,

however, that he is not the kind of a

dog that will tiike hold of a wolf.

25 I cannot ask you, to pay the money.

" It is the sick man who must swout."

Who thinks of burying in the gr,ive

the friends who go to the funeral ?

26 Lu Kwei Ts'i is very much given to

using his own strong points to expose

the weak points of others. Every first

degree the reigning star foretells, is

his; and every ghost of misfortune

that appears, belongs to some one "Ise.

27 Look at these expectant officials ;

there is not a crack they don't worm

into, nor a door they don't try.

28 I can say without boasting that our

son has never been guilty of such a

Fing*. A seam; a crack; a chance, anopportunity. See fing2,

^ rji "f" Pan* tiao* tsi3. A lackwit, a simpleton ;

half-witted, silly.

^ K'wang1 An open basket without handle.

^£ T'ai* sui*. A great year,—that is, every12th year from the begin

ning of a cycle; a year god :—Note (30).

IVung1'-. A copse; crowded together, aboun-ding, (w.)

Not

4 sf> "T 3^ ?J5 not able, to lit doum (or come down

from) the utage ; that is, ovt of countenance, put to shame.

7 ^ %f- 3§£ and I j§ 3§£, two famous athletes of

the nftcr Llau dyunsty, of wliom the former excelled the latter

in strength and eclipsed his fame. When the former died,

the latter had the field. The exploits of the two men are

constantly introduced in theatrical plays, hence the currency

of the .saying.

e m a * ^t m * n $ ® $ m-

Iron becomes Bteel by fierce heat and much labor, which is

here compared to the pressure used to urge a student forward

in his studies.

TZ, ^'i1 The plant of immortality.

^ Ma2 The hemp plant ; sesame.

^ jjsjl. Sesame^—from which § Jgf is made.

M\ Ch'wan2 hang2 A shipping office.

Mi2 To close up; to complete; more. (\v.)

|«vfi T'oa2 A steep and rugged path, (w.)

W M |5£ Oal mi2 t'oa2 Amitabha..

§K J Lmiy2 wonj2. The Dragon-king, the Raiu-god, Neptune.

ss.

10 [J3 5? PI i§ fl to close the doors and lay

claim to the empire ; that is, to make extravagant pretensions

which will not bear the light of publicity.

12 ?§L a famous pass on the Yellow River in Shansi.

There is a popular tradition that parrots South of this pass

can talk, while those North of it cannot, and that those from

the South, brought North through the pass, always lose tho

power of speaking.

16 Why do you let another man manage your affair's ?

Do yon suppose he cares bow much trouble he gets you into.

18 It is vain to bury the body of a murdered man in tho

snow, in hope of concealing the murder.
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20 jj^ Jjj{ ?'J> a wtn li expression, but frequently

used in colloquial,

22 The bridge is above the water, otherwise it would

not be a bridge. Yon cannot avoid consulting the man to

whom it legitimately belongs to control the business in

question.

23 ^ a contracted combination of Q Q and

£ £•

26 tl M This star is regarded as the palace of the

God of Literature, and is put by metonymy for the god himself.

He is the patron divinity who presides over literary examina

tions and directs the conferring of degrees on worthy

candidates. jj5J 195 > having been murdered is supposed to

appear as a vengeful ghost, and his apparition iB a sure sign of

ill-luck, (See Les. 83, Note 19>

27 i§ 19 ft ttie drill ieeh.i the crack ; that is, the

drill is bound to get in, and is sure to find a crack if there is one.

29 fjjf refers to the wall being weak, and down in places.

^ is equal to J§£ 5|> every demon—even the least

one. is here equivalent to [Sj- Whirlwinds nro attributed

to demons, and, especially in certain circumstances, are

regarded as ominous of evil.

silly piece of business as this. Ans.

Oh no ! Your basket has no rotten

apricots in it; your wheat never

makes dark flour.

29 In these times everybody pushes at a

crumbling wall ; hence when fortune

fails a man, every demon blows a

whirlwind at him.

30 The saying is, "A valiant man does

not invite defeat with his eyes open."

How is it that you persist in flying

in the face of T'ai-sui ? Ans. I'll

risk it. I will have a round with him,

even if it is smashing an egg against

a stone pillar.

31 Ts'uug T'ien Chu is constantly spin

ning out old wives' stories ; the

wonder is where all his talk comes

from ; and moreover, he rattles on in

a hap-hazzard way that is most un

pleasant to hear.

32 If you regard his manner of speaking,

his face beams with a celestial beuedic-

tion ; but if you look at his conduct,

his heart is filled with violence and

uncleanness.

33 I have already been to the shipping

office and made inquiry. The ship

that was wrecked day before yester

day, was called the Most Filial Son,

the ship that our boy sailed in was

called the "Water Rabbit; so that you

may set your heart at rest. Ans.

Amitabha Buddha I Only so that our

boy hasn't fallen into the hands of

Neptune it is all right.

30 if it He is not considered a valiant man who

exposes himself to certain defeat. He should be shrewd

enough to submit temporarily, if neoessary, and await a better

opportunity to exhibit hiB prowess. ^ fgfc is a star god who

presides over the year. He moves or turns about each year

to a different quarter North, South, East or West. In breaking

ground for a grave or a house it is important to avoid offend

ing him by digging in ihe wrong place. The interpretation of

his movements and his preferences forms a part of the art of

Feng-shni. He iB very irascible, and when angered visits with

calamities.

31 ^ ^ Jf> W"< entering the ear ; that is, such as the

ear dislikes to hear.

32 5C Tl' B§ jfg The president of the ^ pj, now

called a ftif §, was in former times called 5^ and aa

he was the head of the bureau of civil office, all the

emoluments of office came through him, aud to enjoy his

favoring smile was to be in luck. Others say that ^ ,

as here used, refers to a guardian spirit or patron divinity of

each family, through whose agency and by whose favor

blessings »re obtained.

33 PSJ SB P£ Oftt Amitabha Buddha, here used as a

devout expression of thankfulness, similar to, Thank God !
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Lesson cxcviii.

1 Others can make shifts and turns ;

with us it is driving a donkey through

an alley—straight ahead.

2 Did you suppose I intended to con

tinue permanently in his company ?

It was nothing more than pouuding

garlic in an earthen stew-pan—a

matter of one stroke.

3 If he is bad, let his parents correct

him : are not you just a dog catch

ing rats—meddling in other people's

business ?

4 Hurrah ! brother Li Chii Lien has

his new clothes on to-day. This is

the young lady become a bride—for

the first time.

5 He abused Li Ching Mei too out

rageously. It's a veritable case of fat

. Wang jumping into the well—won't

go down.

6 This favor none but you, Mr. Tao,

could have procured. Ans. You

praise me as though you took a whole

sheet of paper to sketch a nose—give

me an enormous face.

7 Will a son like that support him in

his old age ? In my opinion it is a

hen hatching ducks—a waste of care.

8 In making friends we regard charac

ter, not position. Not so with him ;

he seeks to catch his lice on (to scratch)

a tiger's head—wants to curry favor

with the great.

LESSOR CXCVIII.

Witticisms.

The Chinese term here translated witticism is

which means literally a pit, a trap, a turning

point, and figuratively, a witticism, including in-

nuendos, double-entendre, witty allusions, etc.

These witticisms are generally spoken of as fjj

read by some fiat? k'an3, an adjusted device or

turn, a play upon words ; by others tiao* k'an3, a

moveable trick or turn, an ingenious transposition

of words or figures. Colloquial Chinese abounds in

such witticisms, but the majority of them are local

in their use, and very many of them involve vulgar

allusions. 1 have taken pains to collect a number

of such as have the widest currency, and are

presentable in print.

Vocabulary.

|||| Tien1. To pound as in a mortar, to bruise,to thump.

/Jj§ C/i'ui? A mallet, a maul, a bat.

Tad1 A kiln ; to please ; correct.

11 8 hi1 A louse.

Wk Chwa} yang*. To scratch oneself, to scratch

an itchy place, (s.)

ffi Pin1. To fumble ; to reach after, to pulldown ; to push apart, to bend aside.

^ P Tang* k'ou3. Ability to plead or state acase in court.
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9 This party fears that party's ability

to plead ; and that party fears this

party has a friend at court ; hence

they are [like a man] attacking a

wolf with a hemp stalk—both parties

afraid.

10 If others treat him badly ; that is a

blister on his foot, raised by his own

walking. He has none to blame but

himself.

11 I could put up with her utter in

efficiency, but, in addition, she wants

the best of food and clothes. How

do you think I can make a living ?

Ans. Sure enough. It is a case of

hawk's beak and duck's claws—able

to eat but not to catch.

12 Of course all cannot be bright and

none stupid, and yet stupidity must

be within reasonable bounds. With

this fellow it is like using the rolling-

pin to blow the fire—entirely im

penetrable.

13 He hoped that by spending a few

thousand cash in a lawsuit, he could

put a fair face on the business, but in

the end he spent his money and lost

his suit. In fact it was the young

lady visiting the saloon—girl and

money both lost.

14 As soon as he gets a little money, be

begins to make all this spread. Evi

dently he is, after all, only the god of

a small temple. Ques. What does

ffi* Ch'ing3. A species of hemp growing five orsix feet high.

I"ao* A pustule ; a blister.

§§f %t Ch'un3 pin*. Obtuse, stupid, dull, thick-headed. [pin<

§tr* IS $C Kan3 mien* chang* A rolling-

^ Chwan3 lien3. To come off with a good face,to get well out of a difficulty.

J§ P'ei2. To ' heap up earth ; to cultivate ; toassist.

JUK Lai*. Any pustular eruption of the skin ;mange, leprosy, scabies, (s.) See lai1.

4{§ Ha2, Hi2 A frog, a toad. Also Asia1-

Mod1, Ma1 A frog, a toad.

4g j£g. A frog, a toad.

% #| T'ietf ods A crane.

7J

Tsod* fang2. To sit on the judgment seat,to hold court, to try a case.

£j| Kwei* sod3. To kneel on chains :—Note(16).

"f" Kwei* lien* tsi* The same.

-Jp Ta1 kang* tsi3. A mode of torture :—Note (16).

%L -f" Ts'ai3 kang* tsi3 The same.

K'ang2 chia1 To wear a cangue.

ITO $ffc Hod2 cr* liu2. Following the current,compliant, pliable.

^ Mao4 shi1 kwei3. A rash fellow, a

reckless genius.

Too1 pi3. A pen likeaknife.apungent writer,a specialist in writing iudictments.

Ti2 To see face to faoe, to have audience.
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that mean ? Ans. He has never

enjoyed any large sticks of incense.

15 A man like Li P'ei Chi thinking to

marry a daughter of the Ch'in family!

Isn't that a leprous toad wanting a

crane for a roast—a vain wish ?

16 1 went to the oourt-room yesterday,

and happened in when the officer was

on the bench extorting a confession

from Lien-tsi. They made him kneel

on a chain and then pressed him with

a pole until he faiuted twice. It

was indeed a pitiful 6i'ght. Ans.

That was the carpenter wearing the

cangue—suffering the result of his

own doings. Who required him to

steal P

17 When the trial comes on I will

neither be partial to you, nor will I

be partial to him. Like Tsao Wang

wheu he goes up to heaven, I will

speak according to the facts.

18 Although one should not simply float

with the current, yet in these times it

will not do to be too unyielding.

When it is a case of covering the well

with a square table, you must accom

modate the square to the round.

19 Tseng Fu is one reckless genius. He

goes at everything like a tiger enter

ing into a cave—cares for the front,

not for the rear.

fH [5j TP mien* Face to face.

^ Feng* ch'ing2. To compliment, to flatter,

to pay court to.

Hou* ma1 A step-mother.

# 3& ^ Sou* lao* p'od* A second wife.

Ht. Qi. Shing1 thing1. Simply, just, sheerly, lite-rally.

ifc HwoiP hwod2 The same.

^fj J^. Chung1 hou*. Large-hearted, generous,kindly.

Notes.

1 jfl Iffi straight strike straight, or, straight and still

more straight ; that ib, straightforward without turning to the

right hand or to the left.

2 a? J| ^ looking towards a long drawn out

continuance; that ia, expecting or desiring a permanent

continuance,—a redundant colloquial quadruplet phrase.

^ ^ is frequently used colloquially in the sense of affair.

5 It is not known why the ideal fat man is called Wang.

6 How big must that face be which requires a whole

gheet of paper to draw a nose I—even suoh a face would it

require to receive without blushing your extravagant praise.

8 ft poverty or wealth ; that is, position in society.

ifC Bil "F> a prominent or influential man whose favor it

worth courting. In China the tiger is the king of beasts.

12 A bamboo tube is often nsed to blow the fire when

kindling it. There is a pun on the word J$5, it being UBed

.literally for a hole or opening through which to blow, and

figuratively for the seven supposed avenues of knowledge to

the mind.

13 A respectable girl would compromise her reputation

by going into a wine-shop.

god in a small temple is not
Supposed to be aocustomed to the enjoyment of large sticks

of incense. ^§ fijjg is much more used in the South than in

the North, largely taking t ho place of 9$ in popular usage.

16 Notice how and are balanced against each

Other in the structure of the sentence.

IS £6 Si", to kneel ivith bare knees on a pile of coiled
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20 Although this indictment was written,

by a specialist, yet it is like the girdle

of fat Wang—loose and ordinary.

21 In speaking thus I am not simply

flattering you. As I see it, my

brother, you are like an awl in a

sack. You'll show your head before

long.

22 Wang Hwa Nan is sending his eldest

son to Manchuria. In my opinion

this is throwing a mutton dumpling

at a dog—all outlay and no income-

Ques. How is that ? Ans. How is

it ! Don't you know that this son has

suffered a deal of abuse at tbe hands

of his step-mother ? He could neither

get anything to eat nor anything to

wear, and was frequently beaten and

reviled. Wang Hwa Nan also is

quite unable to control this second

wife, so that his son has been literally

driven away by his step-mother. More

over, the boy is naturally very bright,

and he has a very kindly way with

him ; he can succeed 'in the world

anywhere ; why should he return ?

chains. f§ appears to be used for ^ The Southern

form is the more correct. Jj§ ^1 a mode of torture in

which the prisoner is made to kneel, while a carrying-pole is

laid across the legs behind the knees and another placed under

tbe arms, which are tied together and forced backward for

the purpose. One lictor then stands on each end of the lower

pole and lifts on the upper one. These modes of torture are

frequently combined. They are extra-legal, but arc very

frequently resorted to by magistrates.

17 In making his report to 3£ sk -t *Sf> Tsao Wang

i» generally credited with telling tbe strict truth.

19 ^ fa ~ f@ , one recMees devil ; — f@, as here

nsed after the descriptive term, is quite like tbe English use

of one before it.

20 7J 5ji a writer who, figuratively speaking,

uses a knife for a pen. Commonly applied to the

who hang about yamfins and manage lawsuits.

22 When you throw a dumpling at a dog, instead of

' hurting the dog, he eats the dumpling and you lose it and get

no return for it. ^ /{j &!} is an inversion of £s[ '■fj

P£ (fy Similar inversions are frequently heard in the

North..

LESSON CXCIX.

Puns.

The Chinese word for a pun is f$ I3> a double

relation. The fact that nearly all the syllables in

the Chinese language are repeated in a large

number of words, greatly facilitates punning.

Notwithstanding this fact, however, punning is

not more frequent in Chinese than in English.

Perhaps the very facility offered detracts from

the spice of the pan. A Chinese pun is spoken

but cannot ordinarily be written, save by doubling

the line as I have done, which, however, is like

explaining a joke. Occasionally the pun turns on

the double use of a single character, in which case

the pun becomes like a pun in English. (4), (10),

(16), (18). The translation of these puns, as such,

is of course impossible; even to indicate their

existence in a suitable manner, has been found a

matter of no small difficulty.
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Lesson cxcix.

1 That man is like cabbage planted on

the top of a wall,—very hard to

fwater.

ikpep on good terms with.

2 I cannot give more than common, nor

will I offer less. It is still the nephew

3 All we say and do is like the pestle fall-

ing into the mortar,- [^S^;

4 There is no outcome to this pupil ;

finally it will be a case of rubbing

lime in both eyes,- [*5JS£

5 In his employ, I find myself like the

tool-chest of a traveling tinker,—every

movement is {JgJ-

6 You are an embodiment of filial piety,

7 What you say is like presenting

longevity cakes with both hands,—

fvery polite,

[very reasonable.

8 Don't be misled by his affability at

first. After all he will be like a

barber's carrying stick,—wanting in

f length and flexibility.

\ continuance.

9 If you go, you must be a little careful

and not let them use you up. Ans.

Let me tell you ; when a tiger pulls

the wagon, nobody

10 For the older members of the family

to reprove him is all right ; but if we

do it, he will be sure to say we are

eating water-lily root with one chop-

st.Vb- (lifting by a hole.
SUCK, [hard to please.

11 Really that child is not going to come

to anything. Ans. It is only when

the Goddess of Maternity tears her

satchel that the childf'6^0"^^. . .
( comeg to nothing.

^ ^ Ch'ang2 nien*.

Vocabulary.

In ordinary years, com-

monly.

ft PI Shi2 Atti1 Lime.

f$ Hsiang1 fieri2. Affable, agreeable,

sweet.

^ P'ing3. To hold in both hands ; to present re-

spectfully in both hands, to offer.

J|; jf[ Ch'ang2 yuan*. Continuous, lasting, per-manent.

3^1 jfe Sung* shW niang2. The goddess

who be
stows children :—Note (11).

~¥" $1 Tsi* sun1 niang2.. . The same.

7* Iftk $R Sung* tsi3 niang2 The same.

UQL Wa1. To cry, to bawl ; to groan, to sob :—

Note (13).

jfc Ch'tng- kung1. Accomplished, finished,consummated.
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12 Three artizans once joined together as

mediators in a certain case. The

carpenter said, " Let ns cut the knot

in two rtkgS*' The black-

smith said, " Let us settle the busi-

neasnpft*^^ The stone-

cutter said, "Not so; let us rather

Proceed[»4--^«-''

13 What are you making such a hubbub

about ? It is a veritable measuring of

dates with a lobster shell—what af

14 For these ever so many days it

has been either raining or cloudy,

with no sunshine at all, but to-day

it is the bride wailing for her

husband,-[rr,r8?do^eaven-

15 It has been said that the man of high

degree does not take offence at the

man of low degree. Will we not be

disgracing ourselves to quarrel with

him ? Rep. But I am not a man of

high degree. Ans. Well, supposing

*you are not, you hardly count your

self a mean man do you ?

16 A poor man had no money to buy

incense at the new year, so he took a

half rotten stump and burned it as an

offering to the God of Wealth. The

God of Wealth was especially pleased

and made him rich. Therefore at

the next new year, the man took pains

to buy the best quality of fine incense

and offer to him. He, seeing that the

sticks of incense were ever so much

less than that offered the year before,

drew a long sigh. His servants said

to him, " Don't be angry, your wor

ship. In these times the more a man

has theg^eTjbe becomes."

Jjjl A Hao2 fieri1. To call to Heaven for help indistress, to wail.

fff ^ HaoP fieri1. A clear day, a fair day, fair

weather. [Note (16).

7fc Turi1 A stump, a stub ; ablo-^ of wood:—

-^J TTv Shu4 tun1 A stump.

^ Kiing* yang3. To present offerings to the

dead ; to worship with

offerings of food and incense.

|t fife Ts'ai2 shin2. The God of Wealth :—Note(16).

Nien? chie2 New year's festival.

Tung* nu*. To grow angry, to lose the

temper. [vaunt.

Tsi* k'wa1 To boast, to brag, to

Ta1 tao*. To speak in reply, to reply, to

- respond. [farrier.

Shou* i1 A veterinary surgeon, a

Win* too* To ask, to question.

Lien2 mang2. Hurriedly, excitedly, quick-

ly-
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17 When Sun Pao An was a young man,

he spent cash as if they were made

of common clay ; but he has now

suddenly reformed, and not only is

sparing in the use of mo^ney but is

diligently making a living. That's a

veritable case of making a ship's side

into a coffin,_(fld;^ting]half a life

time and in old age^J'} a man.

18 In my opinion he would disgrace him

self less if he boasted less. Who does

not know that his mother was a

sorceress, who took up with a ya-

men runner and gave birth to him ?

Ans. His case is what is called carry

ing a child to the pawn shop,—he

f wished to pawn a nmn ")i ,f pawnbrokers^

(_ considers himself a man) pothers J

An if take men on pawn.
ao noi£con8i(ler him a maDi

19 A sick tiger was once cured by Sun

Chen Jen, and ever afterwards the

tiger served in his family. One day

Sun Chen Jen sent the tiger to carry

round his card inviting some guests to

a feast. But not a single one of the

guests came. Sun Ch6a Jen asked the

tiger, saying, " Why has not so and so

come P " The tiger replied, " I ate

him." He then asked for so and so.

The tiger said, " I ate him also." Upon

this Sun Chen J6n got angry and re

viled the tiger, saying, "You beast you !

Since you do not know how to invite

te™}wbydoyougoandeat[*-V

20 Wang fir Leng's father and grand

father were farriers by profession.

Meeting a traveler one day, he ask

ed him what line of business he

was in. The stranger replied, " I am

No

3 tT IK 13 a colloquial intensive, equivalent to

K X £ £•

4 There is hero a donble pun—one in the use of £j

and ono in the use of 0^- To gratify spite on an enemy lime

is sometimes thrown or rubbed in the eyos, producing blindness.

5 When a tinker files an article, he supports it on the top

of his tool-chest, and also steadies his file by having a handle

on its outer end, which works back and forth through a ring

on the top of tho same tool-chest.

6 Tho , . *f* 0 S§£ is a small book or tract containing

twenty-four stories of notable instances of filial piety. It is

somet imos distributed by zealous religionists as a work of merit.

7 iff tJll are cakes made in tho shape of peaches, with

tho character ^ imprinted on them in red A plate of them is

Bent as a complimentary presenton the occasion of a birth-day.

IIS.

8 The regulation pien-lan used by barbers to carry their

kit is both short and stiff".

11 "T Jfj • tne goddess by whose favor parents

beget children, aud to whom women pray for the coveted

blessing of bearing children. She is sometines confounded

with ^ though not by any means the same as the well

known Goddess of Ifercy. The term most commonly used in

Rhantnng is JJj JJj iflsj' the goddess who presents or

brings the children to the mother. She is popularly rep

resented as carrying the children in a bag or Batohcl thrown

across her shoulder. In the South jls jflsj ftjj 's also used.

12 $Pr$ M Bfl ' divide into two cU one cut of the saw.

A single millstone, either upper or lower, is called —1

one lift,—the jt& being used as a classifier.
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not in business ; I am a mechanic."

"Wang fir Leng supposing he said,

" I make game of farriers," rushed

at the stranger and knocked him

headlong. The stranger, picking

himself up, asked excitedly, " What

did you strike me for? Was my

saying I was a mechanic any insult

to you P " Wang fir Leng replied,

"If you made game of me, I could

put up with it, but do you suppose

I will let you go free when you

make game of my father and grand

father ?"

21 A certain beggar was accustomed to

go along the street pretending that

he was dumb, pointing to his rice-

bowl and then to his mouth and

uttering inarticulate sounds. One

day he took two cash and went and

bought a drink of wine. When he

had drunk it all up, he said, " Give

me a little more." The wine-seller

said, " Heretofore you were unable

to speak ; how is it that you can speak

to-day ? " He said, " Heretofore I

had no cash, how could I speak?

To-day I have[taw°wJcash and as a

matter of course I can speak."

22 A man named Sun hired a work

man, and because for a long while

he got no vermicelli to eat, the

workman's face had an unhappy ex

pression. His employer asked, " How

is it that you look so sad these days ? "

to which he replied, " How should

we, who are away from our friends,

keep all the while smiling, when we

do not see^^8}for so long?"

13 PfD 6K M, or P|D ijg % v%> fussing and crying,

the confused noise of children talking and shouling and crying,

hubbub, uproar. The and P^- are added in each case in

order to separate and emphasize the other words.

15 "Mean" here makes the same pun in Knglish that

\\* does in Chinese.

16 7fZ is a colloquial oharacter made by cutting off the

top of /fl which makes a wooden stump. Hj* flf is the most

popular and universally worshiped god in China. He is

regarded as being the deified spirit of ~f Pi-kan, a

relative of the famous tyrant ^ • Pi-kan reproved the

tyrant for hia vices, opon which the tyrant ordered him to be

put to death and his heart taken out, to see if there were really

seven orifices ($t) in it, as was popularly reported. He was

subsequently canonized as the God of Wealth.

17 There is here a double pun—one in jj; and one in

A (J*) A-

18 Jo" i£ FT"j to become companions—as applied to a

man and a woman—to live together temporarily as husband

and wife, without any recognized marriage.

19 ^ J% .Ai a famous physician of the Tang dynasty,

whose real name was There is a pun in both

m § and P£ A-

20 ® ^f* to play at a trade ; that is, to work at or

follow a trade. This derived nse of ^ came probably from

the effort of the artizan to polish nnd ornament his work so

as to please and gratify the taste of the purchaser.

21 The pun here turns on the double nse of pfj f[5j

and involves a fling at the egotism of those who have a little

money.
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Lesson cc.

1 Don't be naughty and I'll make a

riddle for you to guess. A little tree"

with spreading branches. It blooms,

and when the fruit is ripe, it blooms

again. Guess what it is. Ans. A

stalk of cotton.

2 When you can't see, you put a screen

between. What is it? Ans. Spectacles.

3 It was madef^^f^jeat, and now

that it is made you do not eat. Fits an

article. A muzzle.

4 Washing makes it more and more

dirty; it is cleaner without washing.

Fits a thing. Water.

5 Looking at the left it counts 31, at

the right 13, and at both sides to

gether 323. Fits a character.

6 Mr. Kao's head, Mr. Li's foot, and

Mr. Ch'en's ear set on the wrong side.

' Fits a surname. 5J5.

7 A wee wee Chu Koa Liang, sitting

in an adjutant's tent, spreads out his

radial array, to take prisoner the swift

tiger braves. Fits a living thing. A spider.

8 A boat as large as your palm, con

taining a lady dressed in red. Down

comes a shower of misty rain, but the

boat comes along and all is dry.

Fits a utensil. A charcoal iron.

LESSOR CC.

Riddles and Epigrammatic Distichs.

The Chinese term for a riddle, puzzle, or

enigma is §j£ , or oftener in colloquial, simp!)

5i> which is pronounced mer—as if written

Jjy A considerable number of riddles and puz

zles may be turned up, if one gets hold of a man

who has a taste for such things and knows where

to go to find them. I have not, however, heard

of any published book specially devoted to riddles

and enigmas. Some Chinese riddles evince con

siderable ingenuity, while others are but indif

ferent efforts. Many of their riddles contain puns,

and some are based on puns. Nearly all have at

least one rhyme. Many of them are based on the

dissection of characters. Puzzles are often made

by a ridiculous transformation of some passage

from the classics, as (17), (19).

A much more popular and widely cultivated

playing upon words is the ^ ^ or fij- ^p, an epi

grammatic distich, which consists of two lines of

equal length and corresponding structure, but of

different though correlated sentiment. Nouns are

mated with nouns, verbs with verbs, particles with

particles ; also numbers with numbers, places with

places, virtues with virtues, etc. The last words

do. not usually rhyme, and the tones should bo

opposite. The ^ -^p is a favorite style of embody

ing and exhibiting weighty or complimentary senti

ments, as in the common jjff J|fJ, or wall scroll, and

in PI ^p, or door mottoes. Some of these ^

are the product of much thought and skill, and ex

hibit the capabilities of Chinese writing to its best

advantage. A number of collections of them are

published, become a means of amusement

and a test of literary skill, when one person proposes

the first line and challenges another to match it.

The proposer is of course supposed to be able

fco furnish the required line if the other party

fails.
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9 A bright little slip of a fellow, con

stantly lounging in the ladies' boudoir;

™«* to[^nt|through}silk and satin,

and to being the compauion of blooming

beauties. Fits an implement. A needle.

10 A certain family lived in two courts with

many children in each, and, strange

to say, the greater were less than

the lesser and the less were more than

the greater. Fits an article. An abacus.

11 Two brothers just the same height;

around each waist a sash of black ;

wait, brother, wait for me, while I take

a trip to hades and back. Fiu an article.

A pair of water-buckets.

12 A stick of timber in the wild wood

land, wrought by the artificer's

skillful hand. A gentleman student

{ELVofonej^itfoldshimtoits

breast. Fits an ankle. A bow-backed chair.

13 From youth I was ruddy and beauti

ful, but a fellow wound me around

him and made me one-third black

and thin, and then—would you think

it—-ungratefully cast me aside for a

new one, forgetting the original af

fiance of youth. Fiu an article. An old

red hair-striug.

14 Two men piled up higher than heaven.

Ten women together farming a half

acre of land. I don't ride on a sheep,

but a sheep rides on me. Mates dis

tant a thousand miles still drawn by

one line. Fitsfour characters. With hus

band and wife kindness is all-important.

15 An eye adding two dots, but don't

guess a treasure ; a treasure wanting

two dots, but don't guess an eye.

Fits two characters. 35, ^f.

Vocabulary.

tft P'u1 la1. To spread out with the hands ;scattered about, wide*spread.

^£ K'ai1 hvoa1 To bloom, to blossom.

Ijff Km1* hoop ; a fillet ; to hoop.

§j£ Pj| Eu1 tsui3 A muzzle, (n.)

^| Pjlj Lung2 tsui3 A muzzle, (c.)

yK Chao* A bamboo skimmer ; a ladle.

'/H Li- A skimmer.

5R gj. ^ P61^01"8^ skimmer made of wire or

bamboo. A muzzle, a blind, (s.)

pfl j|l Chung1 chiin1. The adjutant commanding

the forces under a

governor-general or governor.

/\ Pa1 kwa*. The eight divining diagrams

invented by Fu-hi and which

form the ground work of the Book of Changes.

^ Chod1 no? To catch, to seize.

ffe )ft FeP hu*. A flying tiger; a fabulousanimal.

^0 Chi1 An insect ; a spider.

^ Chut The spider.
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16 A young woman was at the mill

hulling rice, when suddenly there

came by a stranger asking the way.

Because it was not appropriate for

the woman to speak, she pointed out

the road by a motion of her hand,

and the stranger passed on. But,

" every freak of fortune gives rise to

a story," and so sure enough the

woman's mother-in-law came out just

in time to see the motion of her

daughter-in-law's hand and the man

hasteuing on his way. She at once

suspected they had some secret in

trigue and went back into the house

and told her son, and he in turn gave

his wife a beating. The woman re-

marked: 5four{^n°'}ine, I know

quite well is the work of somebody's

[instigating] 5 but mv heart is clear as a

mirror, it was simply on account of

the road. Fits an article. A lantern.

17 It sits on the south side but faces

towards the north. WWgJjJgJ

» ^'[fheTmage]^^ » «^ When

{S&.}" P"'[fheULage}^0 is

pleased. Pits an article. A mirror.

18 He bored a hole in the wall to get light

to study by at night. Fits a character

in the Three Kingdoms^;j?D«

19 My uncle's cow won't eat grass. Fits

a sentence in the Four Books.

20 A blind man carrying an umbrella.

Fits two clauses in the Four Books.

{Perhaps there are, but I have not seen any.

I have a cover, but I have never seen it.

$Sfl The spider :—Note (7).

IP jf|£ JP"4 lu* Fog, mist, spray.

Hsiu* Same as f£.

jf^ 5Pi Hsiu* fang2. A young ladies' chamber, alady's boudoir.

^ A Chid1 jen2 A beautiful woman.

T'ao1 A sash, a band, a fringe, an edging.

^ Yin1 chien1 The unseen world, hades.

5$ Chiao1. Waste land, common ; a sacrifice to

heaven and earth. [fields.

SSf ^ff Yie3 wai* A wilderness, barren

ffit Hwang1 chiao1. A waste common or wild-

erness- [chair.

[?§ Ws j Ch'iian1 i3 isi3 A bow-backed

Yao3>* To wind around, to compass.

/HI %?&Ch'ien2 jao*. To wind around, to wrap;to coil.

J2 ^ Ch'ung2 tie2. In layers, in folds j piled up,doubled.

|jf§ ^ Pai3 shou3. To wave the hand, to beck-on.

£>il yoti1' A secret agreement, an illicit in-trigue.
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21 A distich for a wine-bibber ran thus:—

with a bottle in bis band be don't

care for the east, he don't care for

the west, he don't care even for death

itself; with tbree cups in his belly

he's not afraid of heaven, he's not

afraid of earth, he's not even afraid

of bis wife.

22 Study in the spring, study in the

autumn, spring and autumn keep

upstudy, studying (^rna1BfUtUmDj:

a pawn shop on the east, a pawn

shop on the west, east and west a

pawnshop, pawning[^s?dwe8t

23 Lute, harpsichord and guitar ; eight

great kings, heads all alike ; a brow

nie, an ogre, a nyx and a naiad ; four

little imps, each with different viscera.

24 Ice, cold, wine; one dot, two dots,

tbree dots : a clove's fragrant blos

som ; the head of a hundred, the

head of a thousand, the bead of ten

thousand.

25 The daisy growing on the common

like a golden nail stuck in the earth :

a white pagoda in the city like a

pearly drill piercing heaven.

26 The Emperor K'ien-lung once pro

posed [one line of] a distich—One

great heaven above, sun and moon

[make] bright, the fair moon gives

radiance. Hoa-shen matched it say

ing, In the long curtained tent sons

and daughters are good, but the little

maiden is the fairest.

27 When Mr. Wang was very ill, know

ing that father and son must soon

separate, and both being filled with

4jl |$| Chi1 hsiao3. To know, to be aware :—Note (16).

5^1 P'i2 p'a2 A guitar or viol.

{{§[ Ch'i2 A mountain elf, a brownie.

^ Mei* An ogre, a demon.

Wang3 A water-demon, a nyx.

$$} Liang3 A naiad.

) Ting1 hsiang1 A clove.

j Ting1 hsiang1 hwa1. A clove blossom ;

the lilac. [i;on.

Hwang- hwa1 The daisy, the dande-

^ Shin1. To extend, to expand ; the 9th Chi-nese hour—3 to 5 p.m.

ft $lf£ Fen1 li2. To diverge, to scatter, to sepa-

- - - rate.

Teng1 A contracted form of

y JJsi1'2 Evening, dusk ; late.

P Hu2 A lake.

/X Chiang1 hu2. Rivers and lakes ; wandering,

far-traveled, peripatetic.

Pin3 shhi1 Oneself, own, self.

!§£ jUi Shi* yie*. Calling, pursuit, occupation,profession.
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grief, be gave a distich to his son, saying,

fl nm sorry my son that your heart is grieved,

^The water-lily seed is bitter within,

The son replied^?™"8 ?our 80" fi"8 y°,,r

*"r*"""iThe pear is sour at the core.

breast with sadness.

28 This wood makes firewood, and every

hill yields it : a stick on fire makes

a lamp, and night by night there are

many.

29 The tide in the sea-water flows,

morning by morning a tide; one

morning it rises, another it falls. The

pine on the mountain grows, day by

day it grows, and it grows ever green.

30 Two brothers-in-law, the elder a

literary man and the other a merchant

traveler, agreed together to make each

a line of a distich, each adhering to

bis own profession. The elder said,

Three characters with the same side,

silk, satin and gauze; and three

others with the same top, officer,

statesman and family ; when they're

all clothed with the silk, satin and

gauze, then they become the family

of a statesman. The younger matched

it thus, Three characters with the

same side, river, sea and lake;

three characters with the same top,

great, rod and man ; when you've

traveled over all the rivers, seas aud

lakes, then you become a valiant man.

31 Three men agreed to make distich

Hues, each adhering to his own pro

fession and basing his line on two

characters. The first, who was a

carpenter, said, Corpse arrive makes

a house; one forest of three trees,

trees upon trees, it's hard to tell how

many houses they'll build. The sec

ond, who was a liquor merchant,

J* Shi1 A corpse ; an effigy ; useless.

Pin1 An unusual writing of

i§£ Yv? To float, to drift, to rove.

1^ ifj£ Yen2 too* To speak, to declare, to say.

•fc/fc ^ Hwang* jan2. Fluttered, startled ; with astart, in a flash, suddenly.

Y?§ Chiu3 ling*. The key of the drink :—Note (33).

h£ 3|| Tang* ch'ang3. During trial or examination;at the time, then and there.

.X. Yao2 To lay crosswise; to mix.

Ch'a1.. . .To cross the arms; a crotch; a fork.

Ch'a1 To prod, to stick ; to nip.

Kwei* The cypress tree.

At1. An exclamation or sigh of sorrow ; an.expression of deprecation. See ai2.

<Jj> Sang* hsin1. To do wrong knowingly, toviolate conscience.

Ts'ui*. To smack the lips ; to spit ; pish !pugh ! bosh !
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said, Water and grain make liquor;

one series with three mouths, mouth

after mouth, it's hard to tell how

much liquor they'll drink. The third,

who was a farmer, said, A bean and

a leaf make a head ; one scurry of

three cows, cows upon cows, it's hard

to say how many bobs of their heads

there were.

32 Miss Su shut the door of the bride-

chamber and put forth one line of

a distich to her husband Ch'in Shao

Yu, saying, When you've matched

it, I'll open the door, and not till

then. Opening the paper her husband

found written, I close the door and

shut out the moonlight in front of

the window, which put him at his

wits' end for half the night to no

purpose. At last Su Tung P'oa, in

order to suggest an idea to his

mind, took a piece of a tile and,

holding it over a flower pot filled

with water, dropped it in, causing the

image of the moon in the water to

shimmer and shake. Upon this a

bright thought flashed upon the bride

groom, and he at once took up his pen

and wrote, I throw a stone and split

open the sky beneath the water.

33 Three men were drinking wine to

gether, and agreed to match distichs

as a forfeit Whoever failed to re

spond then and there, was to drink

three cups. The first one said, A

shed composed of two months; two

things of one color,—frost and snow ;

Notes.

1 Tff[, means properly to split or tear open, and seems to

apply more naturally to solving a riddle than, as here used,

to making or propounding one. It is in fact used in both

senses, and Chinese scholars differ as to which is the original

and more appropriate sense.

2 $j $it Ji, thrusting out a spread,—a peculiar phraBe,

coined apparently for this special cose. In reading the accent

is thrown on Ji-

3 '—' fyfa> strikes, or refers to an article ; that is, Jits

an article. Such a phrase is generally added to riddles as a

guide to the solution.

5 This riddle is based on the short hand method of

writing numbers, The numbers ono, two and three, which

consist of parallel strokes, are distinguished by being written

alternately, horizontal and perpendicular.

7 6§ -jlj ^h' being one of the most renowned of Chinese

generals, is made to represent the spider. With the Chinese,

Btrutegy is the fundamental idea of generalship and of the art

of war, jjJjc ia the book term for a spider. The collo.

qnial name, both in Northern and in Central Mandarin, is

iR-jc- The eight, or rather the eight times eight, diagrams

are generally arranged by geomancers in radial, lines in

concentric circles, making a figure not unlike a spider's web.

10 The understanding of this riddle depends on dis

tinguishing between value and number, both of which are

expressed by and *!?•

13 There is throughout this riddle an underlying

reference to a marriage alliance, as if between the hair-string

and the wearer.

16 %H |j| ia a facetious combination of £B jE and

, only found in light literature, or in witty sayings. Why

under the circumstances the woman made the riddle she did, is

far from evident.

V7 l!SE <5* iE 'a from the Analects, and was said

of Shim's noble treatment of his unworthy brother Shanij. It

is necessary to take §i for the person standing be/ore the

mirror, not for the image in it, as the meaniug of the word

would more naturally suggest.
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one month the frost falls and the

other, the snow. The second said,

Out—composed of two hills ; two

things of one color,—tin and lead;

one hill yields tin, and the other

yields lead. When it came to the

third he declined to give his, and

when they urged him repeatedly,

he replied, If I tell you mine, I

fear you two may he offended. The

two, however, said, Only so you

match the line we will take no offence.

Upon this he went on and said, A mix

ture, composed of two forks; two things

of one color,—you and he ; one fork

sticks yon, and the other sticks him.

34 Because Yoa Fei suffered death by

the instigation of Ch'in Kwei, men

in after-times put effigies of Ch'in

Kwei and his wife at the grave of

Yoa Fei, one kneeling at the left,

and the other at the right, and wrote

a distich expressing their mutual

recriminations. That at the side

where Ch'in Kwei was, ran, Alas !

I did indeed do wrong, but if I had

had a prudent wife, I should never

have come to this. That on the side

where the wife was, ran, Pugh !

I had a long tongue 'tis true, but if

I had not married a traitorous minis

ter, I should never have seen this day.

18 The words hero quoted refer to a noted soholar of the

Han dynasty, named |j|f, who, because he could not

afford a light to study by, made a hole iu the partition and

allowed his neighbors' light to shine through on his book.

19 The sentence referred to is from the Analects. ff3

was a disciple of Confucius. or Jjjj Jf§,is a collo

quial rendering of f£j .

26 The Emperor K'ien.lnng was noted for his literary

taste and accomplishments. This distich is ingenious in that a

mere dissection of characters makes a continuous sense, "fpj

was a Tartar prince, able but unscrupulous and avaricious.

He was subsequently put to death by K'ien-lung, and his

enormous wealth confiscated.

29 The alliteration (in sound) is here well carried out.

32 ;§£ >h $fc> a sister of Su Tung P'oa, who had a share

of her brother's genius. Her husband was also a literary

man of some celebrity.

33 When friends are drinking wine together, they resort

to a variety of games of chance or skill to heighten the

enjoyment of the occasion, the forfeit paid by the loser being,

not to pay the score, but to drink so many cups of wine.

The objeot of each party is to make the other drunk.

34 "5f fR»> a noted military chieftain who flourished in

the Sung dynasty during the reign of the Emperor Kao-tsung.

He was the implacable enemy of the Tartars, who were then

invading the country from the North, and for his patriotism

has been much extolled by Chinese historians. Jf§

a noted statesman who served under the Emperors Kin-tsung

and Kao-tsung. He was taken prisoner by the Tartars and

treated with great consideration by them. After his return he

counselod making peace with the Tartars by partitioning the

empire, and his advice prevailed with the Emperor Kao-

tsung. Because {[f opposed him and his policy of

peace, he caused ^Jf to be accused and, on a shallow

pretext, put to death. For this treaoherons act, and for his

unpatriotio counsel to make peace by dividing the empire,

he has been execrated by all succeeding generations.

End of Lessons.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VOCABULARY

OF

SECOND READINGS.

A number of the second readings noted in the course remain undefined. They are here brought

vocabularies, it was not found convenient to intro- together and defined for the information of the

duce in subsequent lessons. Such readings of student, and are included in the general index.

Shui*. To pursuade, to urge; to solicit pa-tronsige, to drum. See shwoti1.

^ Tsang*. A storehouse ; a retreat ; a safe. Seets'ang2.

3* Wang* To rule as a king, (w.) See wang2.

Ofe Tu2. Mud ; to daub ; to fill up a crack ; to

dirty ; to blot out. See tu1.

Ju* Cinnamon. Seejou*.

5f@[ Liu* A current, a stream. See Ku1.

fig Yen1 The throat, the gullet. See yen*l

;§i Si1, or sai1. To stop up, to obstruct, to hin-

der; dull, stupid. See s^1.

ft Ting*. To settle ; to criticize ; to collate ; toadjust. See ting1.

Shi3. To put away, to neglect, to set aside.See ski*.

^| Yie*. To trail, to drag after, to pull. Seechwai*.

Pjfg 0uR To quiet, to pacify. See oul.

HI Tou* A clause ; a stop. See tu2.

Chi1 Odd, single ; a remainder. See ch'i2.

Ts'ao* A principle, a purpose. See ts'ao1.

Lei'. To tie together ; to accumulate, to heap

up ; often. See lei*. The meanings

pertaining to the two tones are differently distrib

uted in different places.

ffe Sod3. A rope, a cord. See sod1 and sou2. The

tones are not distinguished in Les.

53, as should have been done; the distribution

however differs in different places.

Jfl Mod2. To polish, to smooth ; to feel of. Seemoil1.

Ku* Second hand, no fixed price. See ku1.

$J Fu2 A charm, a spell. See fu3.

§6 Ch'i* To give to wife, (w.) See ch't1.

Ching* Strong, powerful, sturdy. Seecta'n*.

ffo Lin*.. . .To filter, to dribble, to slaver. See Un2.

Hsi&n3 Rare, scarce, (w.) See hsien1.

Ku3 To mix ; to rise, (w.) See mi*.

f§| Ming3 jgj "jEf, Mongolia. See ming2.

P'i1. To open, to uncover ; to rive apart. See

P'e*1- [chia3.

pi Ku3 To sell, to traffic; a shopman. See

Hun* Confused, chaotic. See htm*.

Tan* A bullet, a ball ; a pill. See fan*.

& Ghiian3 To roll up, to curl. See chiian*.

Rig An1. To gobble up with the mouth, (w.) See

OA2.

§1 Lou1 To rake together. See lou3.

•f? Ch'io? To pinch, to clamp. See ch'ia'3.

3|i Wan* A vine, a tendril, (w.) See man2.

p£ Yiin*. To iron clothes ; a charcoal smoothing-iron. See yu*.

Hsie*. Name of a statesman in the reign ofShun. See ch'i*.

lUf Ch'a2 A crack, a flaw, a joint. See ch'a1.

IjJ] T'ao1. To desire, to seek for earnestly, tocovet. See tao1.

ill Ch ue2. To stumble, to slip ; to leap. See

chile3.

Chiao*. To collate, to revise; to judge of;stocks for the feet. See hsiao*.
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Ma* A locust. See ma3.

■||f Hsu4. To feed, to rear ; to lay up, to hoard.(w.) See ch'u*.

Chia1. To clasp under the arm, to pinch ; tohide away, to appropriate. See hsie2.

5a; E'ai3. Delighted, joyous,—used for (w.)See cA'i3.

^ Liu*. Used in official documents for 3^.See lu*.

J§J ITsuan*. To revolve, to whirl round ; dizzy.See hsuan2.

{fA P'a1 To fall or He full length. See p'a'.

fjf Chi*.. . .To tie, to fasten on, to bind. See hsi*.

jffi Tie1 .To fall, to dart down, (w.) See tien3.

HI, Kwan* A temple, a hermitage. See kwan1.

Tstng1. Great—said of generations as great-grandson, etc. See ts'ing2.

4|§ Hsia1 A shrimp, a prawn. See ha7.

CHARACTERS AND PHRASES OVERLOOKED.

In spite of every care and pains, a few new

characters and phrases were overlooked, and so

failed to be defined in their proper places. Some

of them turned up again and were defined in subse

quent lessons. The remainder of those discovered

BJfk Hu1. To affright, to startle by a sudden noise.Also read hsiao1 in win-li.

Ts'i* or ch'ai*. A register, a list ; a volume ;records ; a census.

Wod*. To rest; to lie down, to repose, todoze.

Tai* To wear on the head or face ; crested.

Tsu3 To tell, to let out. See tsoa4.

\ Tin1 jin2. To disgrace oneself, to be putto shame.

*j£ Shing1 hwoti3. To kindle a fire, to makea fire.

M

up to this date are defined below. If the student

meets a new character or phrase not defined in the

given lesson he should turn to the index, and he

will probably find it either in some subsequent

lesson or in this place.

-y- Ch'vttei3 A cook.

fju Chiang1. A river ; the great river or Yang-tse.

'h£4 Chie* Timorous, cowardly ; dreading.

^ Ming*. To dream ,to see visions ; vanity; ob-scure.

j$JJ Hu2. What, how ; the Mongols ; confused,careless ; reckless—used for fjjj.

'fjt P'u">*. A vassal ; a servant ; " your servant."

Shang3. To give a reward, to bestow, toconfer.

r/1 if r
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SUPPLEMENT.

i.

LISTS OF SUPPLEMENTARY WORDS AND PHRASES.

It was originally intended to print the follow

ing lists in connection with the several lessons to

which they belong. Inasmuch, however, as they

are intended chiefly for reference, or as exercises

for advanced students, it has been deemed more

suitable to put them in a supplement. They re

present a variety of dialects. The student can

ascertain from his teacher which words or phrases

are current in his own dialect. Even a cursory

examination of these lists will give the student a

useful, general idea of the range of the several

idioms involved. It will also give useful em

ployment to a teacher in off hours to have him

construct short sentences illustrating these ex

amples, which can then be read as exercises. The

lists are not exhaustive, but are sufficient for

all practical purposes.
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II.

DIALOGUES AND ORATIONS.

It was originally intended to follow the lessons

by some ten or twelve dialogues on practical sub

jects, giving translations, vocabularies and notes.

Want of time has prevented the full accomplish

ment of this purpose. The Chinese text of three

of these dialogues is here given. They will

serve as interesting and profitable reading to the

student, as they contain many useful terms. Two

or three orations, prepared in the Tfingchow

College, are also added as ideal specimens of

Chinese oratory.

J
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» ft

i * *P

3 a ?

Dialogues.

||£ Inquiry into Western Affairs,

jpf Preparations for Building a Foreign House.

Domestic Conversation.

Obations.

T'ai Chia's Repentance.^

King Wu Charging his Generals.

Eulogy on Mencius.6^ y
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#
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u ft
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Z
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M

m
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A

A
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^ ^
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i w w
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A « W
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Sellable 3nbej: of Cbaracters an& phrases.

In the following index the single characters under each syllable are arranged in order

according to the number of the strokes in each. The phrases pertaining to each character follow it

in the order of the number of strokes in the second character. A tone mark to a character indicates

that it has another reading. The phrases pertaining to such characters are distributed under their

proper readings. The arrangement of the syllables is strictly alphabetic. Letters with diacritic marks

always follow the primary letter. The numbers refer to the pages.

\ 54'ft£ 343 621 mm
374
8

115 557| 318

295, 25 621
598 ft

178 144
M 95 307

w 250 02351$; 235 u 498 95ffi_tJR478|g® 125
M 96 307

250
»#

"Oft 69a 168 508
gin 619

SB 369

m
152 296 235 585

624 ffi
510 m 112

m 233
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251 220$ 119 281
m 67 549 mm 112
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feu
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*71 m 530

m 317 mm8-1

154 533
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358 JfiP
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389

194

496

474235 299 m m

Chang Ch'ang
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s 295ftip 163 ^-»138 m>h 254 tt1
131 51 & 46 191
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463 «gi 507 223
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w
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502
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431 Mia 466 n 134 & 443 mm 286 £«$273 301

ft 278
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532

145 408 j* 523 359 £'& 281 m 507 110 1 193 146
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m
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33,M
391
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»
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&
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m
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m
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nm 372
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624I4
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427
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360'
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g$h 427j|E|Jf 360

£19 427

^11 427

427

3*Sf 427

Wi 517

110
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-
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m
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n
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W
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105i^

107]i=

320^^

69(K

372,^0

511'^*

44^

542=9

574fig

8fS

53,^1

478%jj5Jc

lis:®

1-31 iff

4(i2

79#^456

432ft

87]gg

507^

568^

92[|fc

422 0

422

248 jg

603-gJg

540

618.jg

619^&

162»g -

87® 597

m
415

192

81

554

259.$

67|$

2641

128

128

38

483!*

Ch'ou

Ch'oil

90

(ft 30

Ifttt 351

91 ftic 30

203fl 332

485|fl 65

325 490

462 323

SeeCh'n iffl^ 65

187

Chou

297

252

252

m

w

5EI

67

404

213

571J&& 267]^

599

ioo.A«

329 ^J$S495

28^ 171

219£| 119

219 m 306

346 MM 307
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n m fi

wanCI)

m

mm

nm

mfst

106i|g 20!)

258j : 468

336,iM3S211

191:16

191j3J

£4

143 BJ

46 f|

12191

121

184

585

246

81

Ch'u

Chu

±

±*

±*

±¥

±«s

ft

ft

ftp

ft^

ft*

&4

it

8«ffl94

I 123

ftTs

m\

ft

ft

4*

t9 13

98

3" fflft 20

5i'ffl* 9r»fiK

291 356 g

568jffifr 188,11

38 $g 258®

30'HJig 223g|

467, ffi^ 345®

i6o;ffljR i4c®a

97 94

278.mn 13

asffiW^F 13

J-r»ffliRI 255 jE

19 2! ffl * 185 it£

299ffiit 405 §g

215'fflA 41 ft

23,ffl©«387!»

390

382

413

382

56

625

62,$

265:

357 $

267 :

147jft|fr

472$$

395 : :

5u mm

58 ?fr

355 ^fl)

258'

192!+**

Chun

157

■>ii

+9

+H

ft

m

427^,ft

326 : :

326 ,&g

216jJflJ|[

326 a

418!g4

325

233

243

88

340

155

259

405

590

592

611

296

38[£

297

Ch'un

297'l;e,E455l^^

M 321*

8

Chui

564

180|£ ii5| :

180 g£ 332 **A

375^5^ 196

2f|*5$t - I*

600*5-

24 itsa

267! {ii^

30o:tfj^

419jffiffl

485 BJ*

473ffiH

4071 tfjgg

393 ni

93; yj«

5&|fl

161

303H*

618,#

5$ See ChcJ|gfc

» «171ftT

»A#23U.fcfc

160|«*

266

133 jg£

133 %

220 g

a;

mm

112'affi

401»ff-5S256-jg

iy7M?256,#

67

365

67#j§

83ft

373$

112 :

92(|ja

161 <R*

48;

6101

55 Ch'ui

557 IJfc 118!+i

13Pfc€*- :

596 j£ 365 + A

35Pfc# 297 + J:

465 PfcP? 126+£

426!^gj3|119'+^

4655Jttt 320 +#

60 5feOT-- +g

419 537;+&

'J^C 67+3j£

354|tt# 67+fg

Chung )||

8M*

176

498

67;*

338 :

484^$

6l8ffji

67a2

345*jg

Ch'una

279

108

229 *ft

212M

it

241

412iH

412

139 ftA

117 ftJt

550^#

619

546*$

14(

113 fg 202 112 146

83 mmm - +^
262 » 201

390 flfc 204
+4

46 **3fc
202

283
ft 609 +J8 46 90

Ch'ue

3$ See Ch'ioi

ft 232

See ChioS

446



684 Chwan Fa
£ IB

#- 441 ft 167\~-& - 8tR

83!^ 220 & 564 ^fe

355(15

®-4

w

fti&g

478

441

432jft

18 5RW

419£

331^1881226:3

450

235

467

507ji£ 615 ®$

507;Z13l^

84*

452pjff

599,M

41 :

532!flffB

4i MB.

mm

276

332 mx

186

187

186

320

186

186

35

543 ±

65

Fan

563|

452;£

771

Fei

Fang

564;$

m

563

186 S

186i :

187:Rg

187; Stt

is^ks

186.RI6

$S4

610^

456 £

177 M

37o;@n

494M

Ch'wan

Jll 546

$ 300

: 358 {ft

557j :

$FJ?3001!b

575 W

201|

400 8&

402g£

400 8$

3o mm

SE?355flH|S£

san - a&

1395* 30 g$

139'9tt 297,88

i46;M i7i mn

357 &m 355 mm

12M

258

H 83

168.#

65i :

312* IE

509

579*^

504

312|*«E

160i#g|

I06|fif

187^^^376.(5*

187jKK 245{§#F

344 1

380:&

Ch'waDg

226 1 a&

272,aH

7i!W

16

210:

106

579|

579

324

530

305 i'J

3051^^1211

See
4f>|TK OhwanB

156i£ 38

474 gg 226

466^P^:p3oo;^^

84 rasa 226 ^^

Fa
iSSL

6o.«ES

12i«»

383 IB

186 :

1863BA

186 }BP

187jig

187jiS1ISf

186 #

36a JR

186

187|R

187

186|tS8

186 |Rf

264W

187

126 ft®

244 H?

288 Kfi

382|C§

154

154

159

290jjt§

603|#

5 W

% 401 sa

602jg^

255 #

137jt^J

362ft,fr

182 ?f^187^

ffiffi 346ff«187iB

325 8ft 404ffl|R

466,83gS187«|fc

97

60]

60

607

526

519

571

E

See Oa

En

Am 139

168

Chwang

294,

S 2518*

S&a - :8fi

« i87:afa

STfl 478;8«|j

*«ifr478.^

«*18fij8«

187:^^

187 8tS

18Gmm

603§f£

Z£HB276;g# 186|8ail87|raaS

Er

178;

445 1 ■

178'

»

fife

8E

187$$

187fifc

186 n

385 ^

*187

'377ji

428«

187 »

416,

186.H

470, «§|

159j^^

520 *a

553j$|&

489

242 tft

378

578«|i

578|tJ|

58,ft

508jtS

77|«

386jtfir

mm

mi

285|Si

390i&&

66#

66! :

270'»tC

147 $W

618 ^iH

355 #

431#«

32lj8E

356i»jfc

359 PJ

55?ffi

71»

161 »ft

99 f«

81 1«

HI ^

165 g

269^

269

51

534

35

349

71

71

255

351

81

412

439

412

412

49

294

1

MM

SI IB

601 —

97*

971*

4321**

44;*£

554 X

79 Hi

3061 ^ng

245

245

296

131

270J84

51 46

102 t#§394 tfi

390

j ...

597

383

RHK499

131

259

259

164

460

123

123

439

438

140

144

398

144

130

607

241

314

...
]£$

49j«R

428i*

93$

290m&

351

53

359 Fen

36

536 11<

439

438

248' '■

313 m

183

611

429

290

Foa

165

Fou

586

600

164;

ft1 77

a

a*

: :
493

209

324 _ „ ,

261^^

366:^"^

588,^^

258|^^

16j#*K

17 &m

208^

356|#-

533;??"

398

33)?H

486

402&m

105

43s!

I- I*

559 * A

HE 293.*?

7i
MP

165]®^

460!'

•518

366

121

194

581

77

170

463

510

549

620

226

223

229

267

518

223

Fu

Bffi*133

Mi&
200|

143!

230

18

226

406

444

305

15

as

as

a&i

ap

K#|f230

15

137

58

58

359! £fl

320'#

351|^

42o!«5c
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m

4fe

m

Kit

Tf

377f£jg

71^

476 gJ3

304 'gip:

5o0^# 433jfrifr 44ijfc*

213j»* *69fr# 274 :

73. #88 36.9 frK 235M

574'^ H 259. fttS 183^-

369 251 ^SecIIsians fiL^C

426 gfgf 536 3 See Hm» 0 1 3

304 73 : 173

516 £,1^459 Uan 176

168.**&500'fc

431 ft* 516i$$S

428. 0500! £

505'g$ 502' :

614j
HoS

293n

293 il 8!

599!

Hei

71®

36 Jjg

36*8

81

$5 See HoS i<ffi3c

51

SB

n

269. tf

67 Hill

494 «»

494 &

108 &

108 jj§

5<-i5

23 fp 188'jffjfc 2691

<59ff ||| 235 0?c <;i4HT

204#^4600^ 125|Aft

30«ffjjg49ij! : : 119S| 148!&£[

477 ^ 108 #298UBS 270!

38; :

38**

n
-T-

k#± 56 a

IK*: 346

47-

593 a £

165 ^

505^

603^

2i9jji

394

* 559M£

it

to

395;

85'PjJ'iJce HoS '[_.

205, ifc1 355

22t>J$£, 355lg,fr

226:fl&3 91j?£&

262 B&C^ 91l££

2«2*Ki

105«2«|

5611 H,

610|'*<g

601 $

ilA

Slit

=308

107

310'^'

gl] 170|»

» 43$?

$A 214 £

: : 286! :

Bk 425'^tfi

»ifi*184|^*i

71 *s

ft 155,**

135*$

M=446&

# 624|J*rff

*S 358^|?S

ft 106,® 158 fts

9LJC 286,« 259^

530

296j*f Jfl

296;#ffi

219!»<f

193| : :

220 0g

25 #ft

206#1

422'iffi

232| : :

232188

514 0&

549

296 f$WL

41

255 : :

213 #f|

4799S

6^1

33 &

190

430 PR

238:«

307 Jf£

362-jft

376, :

71-

1651MA

177|qa»iB302.»*<&436:j|j

10 ft 457 g^gS 435.f|

lojffif

228|$ff!

407.ftl

345P8B?

411

416

410

56$$ 410

56^ 210

197 ffi 27

188 228

435 % 317

188.g, 33

438,§,|5 540

106

61

303

119

3

499

10

125

He

See HoS

303 ft?Hi

fain

Hen faJfl

8 37jpji[5

lis?

53,0» 474 jgg£

452Wi2 See Ha t^gg

45li» 599 5fUi^

451 | g $99

451 S4 69 ?

451M 287 If

45i m

506

438 fg^ ....

435 |£j 278

435 g 58

435 BUS7 -

g 426

1 IStfi 248

620^

5g«S

124 fig

465

451 Js

228|fl#fi04(lt

Hou » 67"»

505j.)'itftir.65iif4

449 4fft 603

242#(Jg 3431®

-,)4^r?. 338 jft J35'H^

242|03j:

i - #m

559 0%-

Kwai, U St

115 08)

159 0tS

226 ft

Hens

W3feC*3i463 H9

202® 69 238 KH$

33]5iBfE230;|B5g

34i; : : :43%ft

40 fK 270 5|

40^*^520

341 »JS^| ^270

276 % 108\%jtf

2901 : *l°M1Si&4$&

576ftMJ*«10a^S<;il:#'> 564^ 238

fcffi 184 il* 40$^ 108,g^ 239

fcjfl 582 : : 341i$WE569 -

»2fc« 59Jig 40^^416^ 601

92ft,§, 422.SKIH 40*3F 470njff5 524

318ft,8.a ... I : : :330 $£ 481,^ 194

206jKEE455 f|g:g*451.fft

44jg$ 124 jpjf 587j :

51 ft 126 fo^ 451 «^

41 1R7IS388 fif 587 ^ EI

269 - j : 458

374 $M W7||,2p 105 »fg

363 ^

134

249

408

219

46

438

75

304

43

43

38

270

23 IKS

181

2<" il sc

181 ^

159 ^

282

liana

473-p? 251 ^

6o;ip-fpmiu|49;

603 Iffi* 88 inT

43*

420;««

196 pg

206 ffig

115 : :

352!^*

277|^^

566

248 fPlif

374jpIS&

581:tPIfft

328 ppj L

380 upy x

551

295

7<i

210 m%

393

209lf

390 ftjfi

162!|&^

123|

611 #M

341 #1$

60

410^^ 73

410j^fDc 38

410|f| 119

410,^|@1 119

410j#^i^455

432

261

355

Wi 5C3iS&i8

¥ft 212!|fT'i

I?|5:|S:459 #i|

4io! ea

416 "(1

411 :

410 0

137«

410$

99

459

460

241

241

346



686 HsiaII si : m$ 4

m
m\& 625l&£

443;|| 327|£|f

394Ittft 327

1971* See Ho«

283fe mum

477 ,£tt 433 f*

Usiang

300>J,$ 4»

374)J,|§ 174'«

419iJ»J|lE 57*

Hsia

fat

? 2U,¥

T# 4631

330 pfo

TTil

ff 330

204

TE 405

TE,#405;Sffi

T^^325|*'

330fg^p

f $ 133] :

Tat

266 ^

fE 38'lflS'

f¥ 429; I^2

-f#t 147 IP

133»

276 Dl£

332fc*#

T!H 443 «p|J

596fcflfc

Til 73»

|£ 97jjg

: 431 ft-

& 376MM

5 235 ft

262

M 471 §

392( :

$4 See Uaie 'JgijJ

jiff 139 •

73c

338 ffc

341 $

204 :

439

438 sue

157

238

603>j,

613 >J,A

181^

181

fii^»l

269

269

362

25

431 g||

159 j§

397 ^$

376. ^Jg

102*>J,

301*#,J

103:±

320 *{@

457

146 gft

508 SO

146»

4771®

67:f&I&

67 ifi*

i2i m&

Hsiao
m 79^a

3?ltl 286'«fft

2«7#* 392;#c#

486,],&ft 16,*

154,,J,»& 18,fgA

154 1** 514^

269,J^5M210W

l54|>j>pj-pj-499f#p

100!iJ^ 57$jg

100j

27ij>j;>g

504iJ,$

597 $}

320;a

187 %

442 Jtt-£

382 0tft

442 mm

65.Sfc|L119J*

13§||»|»501lfl!

171 £f£ 215 ^

513! : : 467$%

18iiJ.&?306£HgHg459?|

582,J,ffl U%M 418 %

81 : : 90 # 181

290»J»« 46;«ft 425,fl

290>J,ft?481}g 205 fcg

533iJ,H 174 it1 205igat

529iiJ»S|?210Sc* 373 m

48j : : :337 «t 235

64iJ»iRa561'«t®#236

64i]«A 26618 8

140>J>5l 38 »® SfiU

277>J,& 303|ffi¥ 224

51|>J,jgg 5l3j* SeoHsfie^

374|>],^ 307 Hsie ft£

261

279iafcft

283|^®

453 m%

535 H

. - ft

535

3f|D*

535 |Sg

535IBSF

usa

332

248! ff

337 151

[337 fj^

162 &

5l6|i6Ji

514M

5i5.,&a:

193 .frg

146 Jfj^

449 J£

462;^*

298^f|

320|S^

325!3g1Sa

376

378l3gJ*

624jSj5ftxft500

40

436,18

436*

134 IF

157j«jfPJ

I 438jft

334^^455:^

M:t 624^^

II 83Dc

334

46

266,&JgA573ja

16|,&^ 232$

494],&a 595

171j»&S6 96 ft

171 -

563SM216f=

mm

95~

100

100

168

124

13

35

35

123

306

154

449

81

311

311

131

366

530

598 ft ff

123!tt«

123 &

231 !g>

21|«fe

300® p «- is

79 = 342 ^

383 40|ttH 375!«& 177.%

532 gig 416|«^501^#} 55S7JIS...

383!SfSJg500 «Sf3¥flt500| 599.? 531

532 ^15^331 W. 453 jg 4:36

280SJHf 334ft|j| 480 5seeHsun:gl1 168

533 163 SKI 479 if 46J| E 498

33 SSI H8 « 325

398 H9J 270^^184 ft® 354

289 Kff 438.SfftJ 571® 71

22\m% 529 jjj^l 216

- |H»499ifje^290

438*$ 571

352|Sf# 402

M 395

S 290

18

160! Hs,"S

560|j

560

113

178',&

479.,&tl

Hsien

[a

374

86

307 it •

: ■ 421 ^^^316

J,iH?498;jfil See Hsiie 338]^

m\ft1k 337||g

238$

299 ffl

126

162.®

283^

63 GB*

196^^

507 tm

79 fe^g

412'BBgi-

412^^

433 rm

433,»I3j|A

^ 534!^^:

173»fift -

572',*

2j*t£

2

Hsioii

See Hsue

Hsin
Hsiu

»Ji*?498|»

30i;,&p^ 8? fi*

22„&H 254 :

67j)&}& 255|fr3it

533„5Jf^'.-. frJfc

Iff GOljff^

262fr@

123ifxK

404 fti*

563-J&S 106^®

102»&«n - |fr#

235 559j : :
235i,C>^ 199 fr4

170»&*k 362JPJ

486!, 38ff|J^

28j«

176;^

529**

592;^

304|fjEfJ

146

214

349

223

223

79

164

93

526

420

258

550;£|g 574

551 IMS -

mm 576

•95Itf^H -

289; ft 598

235^

374
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£ if

If

mm

285

224 £ 136

146 M>T •

154'

JfiLM5oo;a

Jfil^ 438^

mm

Hsiung

41

81

8i as

lwa^

507

619;&

619>tJl

510

213

213

598 fl Sec Hsiao ^

306 f$

346;Sfca

295©

223

154}

378!fi 310«

378TOE.323fJI!

130&$ 322 SUD

#m - mm

436£

543££

■ ^35

380^jfo£n

437 0

177

3«R

3 IKS

13'tfi

167*f

167 «

339^1 H

559

216j^

549 WiM

402;SBf

402 f;

118 jK

32 «

389 $

339 ff

215 9 495|g£

333j|ajHl-

505:a 452i£gffi.

220»- 589:fl[jg

405'§Jfl 589 3

220 Hwa «*
108

619

58

362

456

197

18

413

432 ft

450;flS#

267

87

Hwan

3.Wa|gai04HtseeK'wI.i'?E

51

as

N

WW.

mm

m

m

mm

229 *f

20 W

516M

20$

286itt

10881

193 wm.

108

216

335 2 564

477 © 561

335©^©

Hsiia

60|±

349*K

77 HIS

137 J|H

394 $ fSJ

241

320

162'**

162.«

... ^

wmm

455 as

354 |g«

625[

470

398 0

Hui

403, (f

3i :

162^7

373 |f||

233 $

3®^ 398 0 wmm

•r'<»-^itG • : .% Rft 174

286 184 : 431 g|$ 267f£ft

239 mm - 0? 1«9 162;^
162,Jt 18-i00|jcl69^s 228#$

536.* 52D 0fg 180 W|p 386'

100

402

450

100 -g

13'jg,

196

116 £S

281 £

343|fc

417®

&1 1 74 ft «ffl307 £figjgi500

KfI5fl2H OT*5 - if 280« 187

307 ®f

88 „ ft?
256i Hun iftif*

473 # 97ftj3

6«-fM459^ffl

392 ft3 «9#£

32fl»

118M

157 ««

113f*

18'S

26 7 H

196

197 ^££501

km -

g| 148

313||tE 171

204 Mfc 620

205 h;^ 409

586 %g%108

.W.JSEftB277

13ftj| 207

280^^^500

41915

llsiin

Hsii

ft

■fin

M

255 Sfe

351 W

108 E4

tt

<tt

564 jS

233 It

123

342 H

342.I&JR

164 fS

62511

283

35 HsUe

mm®.

45211 iS

.625 ^

412 fK

376 'ij

463

463 $9

483

483 1|>

113'«

•r»75«gSBS

165$

239 &

165

291

SeoHoft 0|i

625 0^

450 0^

423 0%

62O|0S

62 0

168

120^^

129$

382';

232^&

338^

624^

440^^4

440;i:ff

290 3EJB

425 :

470 if p

232 llf

•WSfflf ±403

58»3£403

280 ft

8*1

263 gft

160 ue
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ERRATA. ^

Thb following list embraces the principal errata thus for discovered. A few typographical

and other errors, which the reader will himself readily correct, have not been noted. V stands

for Vocabulary, S for subject, N for notes, and C T for Chinese text.

Page 5 V ?3 mod2 should be moa4

5 V >> » PU

„ 10 V & hwod >> hod

„ 12 V u » fa'

„ 25 V |f sao1 )' >» shao

„ 33 V }ff ts'in >j »j ts'un

„ 33 V !> >j p'in

„ 38 4.44V tsen »9 )> (sun

„ 43 V ff- shi 59" >> shi

„ 53 V & hwod » 55 hod

„ 54 V £ ch'i 99 1» ch'i

„ 55 V f=| shin 99 »> hsin

„ 71 V ^ sican J! » san

,. 71 V •ft tsi
» 91 tsi

,, 70 V JpJ hwod hod

„ 78 V Hg sai

99 J»

shai

„ 81 V
m

99 )>

99 95

„ 81 V to exchange „ l> to charge

„ 99 s tr 99

„ 100 V ^f* chien » )> ch'ien

„ 103 V 81 ynng » 9» jung

„ 105 V ft hwoA >> 59 hod

„ HI V j> 99 ch?>*

„ 112 V fjfc ts'wan >» » ch'wan

„ 129 V fft woa j» 9» od

„ 131 V chien 55 99 chan

„ 149 CT » KB 99 m

„ 159 V
& 99 55 g

„ 103 V under JL, omit, " Also cha3"

„ 163 V Kg won should be Od

„ 163 CTug
j> m

„ 164 V P>H ynn jun

„ 164 V tl hsu

» >»

hsu55 »

188 V jHC hod should be hwod

193 ct m 5» n

213 V m >> »

214 V
m 99 m

223 V W. ntn 11 »» nin

230 N
# £ >» 5)

250 s »» 95

264 V ljg shui 5) 55 jui

291 N m >» »l a

303 s mm 55 99 SIM

326 s
m 99 55 $

334 s
ft )> 91 H»

352 CTfJ H«ll

354 s m x

»» 99

PpT ft

355 V m a

99 91

hod

362 V Jar HM

5) 99

tttt

389 V US

99 99

IS

440 V
ffr

55 )9

sA'i

489 V

55 19

tsu3

541 N
mm

99 9»

560 s

99 99

589 V ft

99 ))

618 V Siji ^»

59 99

chi

619 V

99 »

ch'an

620 V tS ch'i

99 99

ch'i

621 V

9» 59

huiII 99

All of the above characters, which are incorrect,

ly spelled, are indexed according to the correct

spelling. In a few cases the second reading o*

characters has not been noted at its first appear

ance as was intended. A considerable number

of definitions are defective, in that they do not

include meanings which subsequently occur.
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